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\ 	. 	 • 1 
ic;= 1' 	q 
‘ 	- ,11-7 t ,  d.N the present volume is given a narrative of the chief events connected 

itfi?  17  .,. 	
\ 	with one of the most formidable military Revolts on record. These events 

—from the first display of insubordination in the beginning of 1857, 
-P  0 

..., - - • 	to the issue of the Royal Proclamation in the later weeks of 1858—form 

.- '-. 	a series full of the romance as well a.a the wretchedness of war: irrespective 

rc
.;.
\ 4,,,A.) of the causes that may have led to them, or the reforms which they suggested. 

et 	 _,,i ,' 
,p------ 	The sudden rising of trained native soldiers in mutiny ; the slaughter of offieev 

,. 
l"--1tho to the last moment had trusted them ; the sufferings of gently-nurtured 

women and children, while hurrying wildly over burning sands and through thick 
1 iungles,.;,,,and the heroism displayed amid unspeakable miseries—all tended to give an 

Extraordinary character to this outbreak. 	, Nor i is it lees 	interesting to trace the 

operations by-which the difficulties were wet. 	Tie task was nothing less than that of 

pressing insurgency among a native population of nearly two hundred million 

souls by..a small number of British soldiers And civilians, most of whom were at vast 

distances from the chief region of disaffection, and were grievously deficient in insane 

of transport.  
t 

.A chronicle of thew events reveals also the striking differences between various 

arts of India. 	While Behar, Oude, ilohileund, the Doab, Bundelcund, DI/dwelt, and 

ajpootana were rent with anarchy and plunged in misery, the rest of India waq 

.omparatively untouched. 	Most important, too, is it to trace the influence of nation, 

ute, and creed. 	Why the Iiindoos of the Brahmin awl Rajpoot cestes rebelled, while 

hose of the lower castes remained faithful ; why the Sikhs and Mussulmatis of the 

'enjaub showed so little sympathy with the insurgents ; why the Ilindoos of Bengal 

ere so timidly quiet, and those of Mindostan se boldly violent ; 	why the retire 

,armies of Madras and Bombay were so tranquil, when that of Bengal was so turbulent 

-were questions which it behoved the government to s-Ave, as clues to the character 

of the governed, and to the changes of discipline needed. 	It was a time that brought 

peculiarities nto strong rnie1 the 	 of the five chief classes of Europeans in India— 

twen's soldiers, Corepany's soldiers, compaltx!e!a*vealanted ' t u-,:,-a els, ' uncovenanted ' 

ervauts, and residents independent 'of fles:-lroir.Pte-,,. ; `.'ad it ,, i ,ctoei haw nobly these 

classes forgot their differences •,t',1-.1i the .II; anger of ,',•.• Briti6 name and the safety 
of India were imperiled. 
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iv 	 PREFACk 

The history of home affairs during, and in relaticn 0, that period of ttruggle, hattil , *'; own points of interest—shewing in what ina:mer. amid the stormy conflicts 0f.  
party, the nation responded to the call for military aid to India, for pecuniary aid to, 
individual snOrers, and fbr a great change in the government of that c'runtry. 

Although the minor results of the Rc,,olt may be visible to a much later dale, it i 
considered that the month of November 1856 would furnish a convenient limit to th 
present narrative. 	The government of India had by that. time been changed; th 
change had boon publicly proclaimed throughout 	the length 	tu:i breadth of that". 

I 	empire ; the British army in the east had been so largely augmcnt,:d as to render th  + 
prospects of the insurgents hopeless; the rebel leade:.s were gradtn.liy tendering theit  

Ott  submission, under the terms of the Royal Proclamation rthe skille I mutinous sepoya 
"'had in great proportion Won stricken down by battle and privation ; the milita 

operations had become little more than a chasing of lawless marauthrs ; and th 
anted twit still at large were mostly dupes of designing loaders, or ruffians whoa 
watelnvords were pay and plunder rather than nationality or patriotism. 

lk
The remarkable 	Expeditious to Persia, 	China, and Japan are briefly,,,,rtotic,  

towards the close of the volume—on account 	 f* the links which connected them wici 
they IL  the affairs of India, and of the aspect which 	gave to the influence of England in 

fr   the east. 	 ........ 
• 

Every endeavour has been made, by a careful examination of available authorities, 
"  to render the narrative a truthful one. 	It is hoped that the errors are few in number, . 

' 	awl that hasty expressions of opinion on disputed points have in geueral fl)eon avoide 
The VA:. is quite distinct from the HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN WAR, issued by the sat& 
rublisher%; vet may the two be regarded as companion volumes, relating to the affairs 
of England in the east—seeing that a few short months only elapsed between Use close ref the events of 1854-5-6 in Turkey, Russia, and Asia Miner, and the commenvement 

iiii  of those of 1856-7-8 in India, Persia, and China. 
r. 	... 
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I 	 . i . . 	, 	..e... e  _ __ ... 	.. 	. 	 • 
2 	 , 	. 	ME REVOLT IN INDIA. 	 • 

, 

. . 	, 
With her er with. their own rd/eys, is a question beet she could. 	Not even one short twolyetnenteei i,:,, .- 

• . 
that inuet he settled in relation to each of time 
empires separately;.  but trim it is that the small 

of peace wat, vouchsafed to her., The same year, 	 .-,t,•• 
-1656, that Marked the closing scenes of one wale ee 

.' 

t ,army of England was called upon suddenly to :witnessed the commencement 	et two others ; ' lg 
reader services in Asia, so many and varied, 
in regions so widely separated, and so far distant 

while the materials for a fourth war were .at the 
same time, fermenting, unknown lo those 'whose 

• 
' 

, rime home, that a power of mobility scarcely • 
lobs 	than 	'ubiquity, 	aided 	by 	a , strength 	of 

'duty it was to watch symptoms. 	,. . 	, 
 Few things in the history of our empire' lee e: 

• 
. 	e 

omit:ranee almost more than mortelee-could have more astonishing than the 'social explosion in," '' 	 . 
I 

1 
brought that small. force up to a level with the 
duties required of it. 	Considering how small a 

India, • taken 	in connection 	with 	the positive:, 
declarations of official men. 	Historical parallels 

i space a month is in the life •ef a nation, we may have often been feinted out, striking and instruc-  

1 	. 
indeed' day that this great Oriental outbreak was' 
nearly simultaneous in the three regions of Asia. 
- it was .in October 18th that the long-continued. 

tive ; but here we have a historical contradiction, , , , ,. 
At the time when the pleuipotantiaries of seven ' 

'European empires and kingdoms were disenscipg,e 

- , 
,e , 
., 

1 	. biekerings between the British and the Chinese at at Paris the bases for a European peaces  the ' ee  
I Canton broke eat into a flame, and. led to the 'Marquis of Dalhousie was penning an acco,ynt of 1:,  • 

. despatch of snilitary and naval forces from England.. 
It was while the British admiral was actually 

India, in the State to which Britain lead brought, 
it. 	A statesman of high Malty, anti of 	equee- ' : 

	

ie 	, 

	

' 	. 

engaged in bombarding Canton that the governor- 
'general of India, acting as viceroy of the Queen 
of England, declared war against the Shah of 

toped earnestness of purpose, ho evident) 	felt tt,J 
pride in the Work he bad achieved as g tremor- , 
general of India; he thought he had 	aid the• 

,r 
e ,, 
e 

Persia for an infringement of treaty relating to foundation for a great future; and he elaireed le 
the city of Herat. 	And lastly, it was while two credit I'M* England, not only in respect to 'What she • ....,,,,e  
British armaments were engaged in. those two had 	done, but. also for the motives 	that had .y;'. 

' regions of warfare, that disobedience and disband- dictated her Indian policy. 	It was in fie early''e „' 
ing began in India, the initial steps to the most 
formidable militate,  Revolt, perhaps, the world has 
ever seen, 

' part of 11848 that this nobleman went 	it to the, 
East ; it was in UM that he yielded tab ietns of 
power to Viscount Canning ; and shortly t efore his 

, 	.. 

The theologian sees, or thinks be sees, the finger 
of God, the avengivg red of an All-ruling Frovi- 
demo, in these sceneof blood-shedding: a punish- 

departure from Calcutta he wrote a minute, or 
narrative, formally addreesed to the East .ledie 
Company, but intended for his fellow-eutuarymen 

1.  

+went on. England for not having Clnistianieed the at largo, giving an aeceunt of his stewardehip:' .; 
natives erf the Ifittst to the fall extent of her penal.. Remembering that, that minute 1VO4 WkittVII is i . 
The Soldier insiida that, as wd gained our influence March 1856, and that the Rovub commetteed in ,',. ,• 

i 
in the leer mainly by the sword, by the word. we 
Tenet keep it; permitting no disohedience to our 

January 18e7, it becomes. very important to 
know, from the lips or the pen of the marquis 

e• , 

• military rule, but at the same time offending as himself, what ho believed to be the 'actual cone 
i 	• little as possible against the prejudices of faith 

and 	caste among the natives. 	The politician 
!mitten with Russo-phobia, deeply imbued with 

(Mien of the Anglo-Indian Empire when ho left. 
it. 	The document in question is worth more, ' 
for our present purpose, than any formal history 

., 
e 

the notion, 	'whether well or 	ill. founded, 	that 
the Muscovite 	aims at universal dominion in 
Europe awl Asia, seeks for evidences of the dear's 

or description of India; 	for it Ars not only' 
the sum-total of power and prosperity in 18.15, 
bat the additions made to that sum year alter 

, 

.; 
iutrieues at Pekin, Teheran, and. Delhi. 	The 
pat-teen, thinking more of the ins and outs of 

year till 1856. 	A parliamentary paper of fifty 
folio pages need not and cannot be reproduced 

e , 
e.  

official life, than of Asia, pointa triumphantly to here; but its substance may be rendered intele e e,  
the dogma that if his party had been in power

' 
 no 

one cf these three Oriental wars would have 
carne siren Englaa 	The merchant, believing 
that individual interest 	lies at the 	bottom of 

we will attempt', ,' ligible in a few paragraphs. 	This 	 pt' 
at once, as a peculiarly fitting introduction to the 
main object of the present work; for it elms bow, 
little the Revolt was 'expected by him who wake 

e , 
‘ 

'all 

	

national wefare, tells us that railways and 	regarded as the centre of knowledge end influence 

	

cotton plantations would be better for India than 	in India. The marquis said: ' The time has nearly 
, 

euilietry stations; and 	that diplomatic 	piques 	come when my administration of the government;. , 
at 	Canton and 	at Teheran 	otteht not to he 	of India, prolonged through more than eight years, , 
Awed to' drive 	 final close. 	It would seem that. some 

,, 
' 

• 
t 	• who might be ad 	 ay be pretitably devoted to a short 

et aros. 	but while 	 eventful rare ; not for the purpose 
. politician, the part 	 isputed nueteures, or of setting forth 

rushing to a demo 	 e defense of the policy which .nay, 
theory, without 	i• 	 cal occasion, have been adopted; but 
can only by dope 	 ,se of recalling the political events 

i maim), has had to 	 aired, the measures that have latch 
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ft,eet, taleen, and the progress that has been made, duriag inferiority towards a native power, and least of all 
k Ili the career of the administration which is about to towards the court of Ave, war was declared. After 

c '. ' close. 	I enter on that review with the single hope some sharp fighting, the kingdom of Pcgu was 
,,' thatdhe honourable Court of Directors may derive taken and annexed, ' in order that the government 
' 	from the retrospect , some degree of satisfactiou of India might hold from the Bunnell state both, 

• hvith the past, and ce stilt letym- measure of &wearer- adequate compensation for past injury, and the 
, , , 'neat for the filters.' 	 rhe words we hate italicised best security against future danger 	..A sense 

',. o are very remarkable, read by the light so soon and of inferiority has penetrated at last to the eontie- 
srt' 5o calamitously to be afforded. .. 	t• 	- tows of the nation ; the Burman court and the 
: jr, . ' The minute first passes in review the primed- Burman people alike hare shown that they now 
'': ings of the Indian government with the hale- dread our power ; and an that dread it the only real 

' 	)endent native stutter, both east and west of the etcyrity we can ever hare, or eon• could hen had for 
'noes 	ow little.  our public men are able to h i 	e,  • e 	• 	• ;‘, stable peace with the Burman. state 	These words 

• e+ oretell the coarse of political events in the East, is are at once boastful and saddening; but the 
47%• hewn by the very first paragraph of the governor- notions 	conveyed, of `sense of inferiority' and 
•;,!14 )r, eeteral's narrative: 	When I sailed from England 'dread of power,' nro thoroughly .Asiatic, and as 
'14 TA a the winter of 1347, to assume the government et te 
me .iy I India, there prevailed. a univeral. conviction 

such we•muse aeeept them. 	Another independent 
state, Nopaul, on the northern frontier of India, 

mong public men at home• that permanent peace , remained faithful during the eight yea,s of the 
;' 	 1,t 	rad at length been secured in the East. 	Before Dalhousie administration ; it carried on a war of 

4  e lee summer came, we were already involved in its own 	against Tibet, but it was 	friendly to 
l• he second Sikh war.' 	Be it observed that public England, and sent a bejewelled ernhateader, Jimg • 

if,Q1, ti'  AM at home are here adverted to : of what wore Bahadoor, to visit the island Queen. 	The moun- 
V3f.:,. 	he Opinions of public men in India, the English t 	e , Jain region of Cashmere, stolen as it were from the 
; 	 . ettion was not kept ettflieiently informed. 	There 

? , tad been British officers murdered at Manilla; 
Himalaya, was under an independent chieft eie,  
Maharajah Gholab Sing, wie, etbee  -he visited the  

' " r. 	'tern was a rebellion of the Dewan 	Moolraj Marquis of Dalhousie at Wuzeerabad, caught the 
l'..P., 	getinst the recognised sovereign of Lahore ; but Ace-regal robe in his hand and said : ' Time I 
ik ;'r' he renewal of war is attributed mainly to the graspthe skids of the British t.tovernmerin aid I 
ii Ale 	iii,rit of the whole Sil:h people, which was will never let go my bold.' 	The govertawl,eneral 
;:,.• it Ifia•Meil by the bitterest animosity against 'us ; ' expresses a belief that Gholab Sing ' is ill never 
t.?,',1'; 	then chief after chief deserted our cause, until depart from his submissive policy as leng as he 
!'e . e  ,early their whole army, led by sirdars who had lives ;' while Gholah's son and anticipated suc2  
' 4t,!: 	igned the peatias. and by members of the Council eerier,,MoanRaw:beer, 	Sing, is spoken of :3.s one 

'V, .1 ) .1 ftepeney itself,, was 	openly arrayed against who will never give ' any , cause of tamer to a 
1 	• Pic es;' and when the Sikhs even joined with the powerful neighbour, which be well knows can 
i .. 	ifeltans agtOst us. 	It was not a more hostile .41 crush hint at will.' 	The Khan of Khelat, near the 

wince, it was a hostile nation that confronted tt.., 	14) western frontier, was In ought, into close rein Con- 

ir • . ' 	ire and the Indian government, ethether wisely • not, declared war, put forth its power, main- 1 	, 	r not,  
ship, insomuch that he became 	the Mend t.I' 
our friends, and the enemy of our t nennee' awl 

iti  -, !„ !ained a long campaign, defeated and subdued engaged to give us temporary posse:4:9n of such 
4 , 	,,1 the Sikhs, drove back the insurgent Afghans, and military stations within Ids territory as we might 
7 .."; ended by annexing the Punjauh to the British at any time require for purposes of defence. 	ett 
,ilt,' let:write:ries. , Scarcely had the Anglo-Indian emits the extreme north-'nest of our Indian Empire, the 
,,e: 	ti been . relieved from these onerous duties, when Afehans, with whom we lent fought such terri eft 
, t e :V war celled them to the regions beyond the Game.% battles during 	the Auckland and Eller:borough 

' ..14 tfertain British traders in the port of Rangoon bad administrations cf Indian affairs, had again beet • : been subjected to gross outrage by the orficom brought into friendly relations; the chief prince 
j 	t 	of the King of Ava, in violation of a pre.existing 

.. 	, treaty ; 	and the Marquis of 	Dalhousie, acting 
among them, ]lost Mohammed Khan of Cebooi, 
had been made to see that England was ii'coiy to 

on a high-sounding dictum of Lord Wellesley, 
that ' an insult offered to the British flag at the 

be his best friend, and ' had already shewn that 
he regards . English friendship 	as a tower 	t f' 

' . ntunth of the Ganges ehould be resented as in omptly 	steeugth:  
'4 * .' 	and as full' as an insult offered at the month of 	nes the governor-general, in adterting to Mao- 

Y 	' l' 'the Thames,' resolved to punish the king hr those 	pendent states, announced that be had eeneuered ' ,t  
.. 	.• 	• • I msulte. 	That monarch was ' 	 b and Pegs; While 3.,3 

bearing'—qualitiett much diva 	 ds of art ity with It'epaul, 
/ e 	shown by the Company's sera 	 Cabool—amity 	almost 
s 	viotated treaties, insulted our t 	 lity, if the protettetions 

, 	envoys, and drove away our c 	 wore to be believed. 	, 
• ''t ,' ilingoon; and as the governm 	 o indeptnviont slates, the 

e: 	.1! r ,- 	, never, consistently with its 	 1 to the relations existing , 
,. , inelf to stand for a single tit 	 rnment and the protected 
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or semi-independent states, of which there are 
many more than those really independent, 	The 

one hand, it must. be, ad pitted that Abe, groutuls ..,, 
qr excuses fur 	annexation would,  be deemed ', 

kingdom of .1%.Tag,poor became British territory by way slight in any country but India ; so, on the'.' ' 
1 ' .simple Ittpsea`in the absence of all legal heirs.' 	In other, there can be no doubt that the Marqris of ' 	' 
! bygone years the British put down one rajah and 

set up another ; and when this latter died, without 
Dalhousie, and the directors with whom he was 
acting, 	believed that these amiexit'lg ' processes 

' 

1  a son real or adopted, or' any male descendant of were 	essential , to 	the maintenance of British , „ 
; the original royal stock, 'the British government power in the List. 	He takes credit to his governs  ' 	. 
. refused to bestow the territory in free gift upon • went for having settled certain family, quarrels i 

a stranger, and wisely incorporated it with its own 
dominions '—a mode • of acquiring territory very 
prevalent in cur Eastern Empire. 	The King of 

among the t (say royalties of Gujernt, Buliawalporta 
Jummoo; and Mumdote, without paying itself for 
its services: as itait were a virtne.to abstain from 

. 	• 

Cade, another protected sovereign, having broken 
his engagements with the Company ,in certain 

annexation at such times. 	The mention math; of 
Delhi must ho givers in the governor-general's owe 

• ' 

instances, his state was treated like Nagpoor, and 
added to British India. 	•Satara lost its rajah in 
1840, and as no male heir was , then living, that 
small state shared the fate of the larger Oude : it • 

words, to spew, how much the descendant of the, 
mice "nighty Mogul was regarded as a mere puppet 
—yet maintaining a *tail) hold on the reverence , 
of the people, as Wits destined to be shown in a 

a 
•,, 	,, 

• 

, 
) 

was made British. Jhansi, a still smaller territory, 
changed owners in an exactly similar way. 	The 
Niram of Hyderabad, owing to the Company a 
sum of money which he was unable or unwilling to 

series of events little anticipated by the writer of 
the minute. 	'Seven years ago the ileir-appare,M, 
to the King of Delhi died. 	He was the last of 
the race who bad been born in the purple. 	The 

' 
. 

pay, and being in other ways under the Company's 
wrath, agreed in 1833 to give up Beier and other 

,pro vinces 	to 	the 	exclusive 	sovereignty of the 

Court of Directors wax accordingly advised ,.to' 
decline to recognise 	any* other 	heiaa,ppareut, 
and to nqrinit the. kingly title to fall into ;ditty- 

' 

Zztritish. 	Early iaa 1,548 the Rajah of Ungool, a 
4etty chieftain in the arunglaa &dials, resisted the 

ance 	upon 	the 	death 	of 	the ' present 	Icing, 
who', even then was a very ''aged man:  , The 

I 

'authority of the government; his •raj , was taken 
Aom him, and he died in exile. . The Rajah of 

HonourAle Court accordingly eouveyed• M the 
government of India datiranio to terrobiate Ma 

• 
e 'alkim, a hill-chieftain on the borders of :.N.,repaul, 

'lad the audacity' to sere a Company's 'official at , 
l/peasty .of Tiniour, whenever the reigning king, 
should die. 	But as iawas found that, ultimata the 

Plsarjeling ; as a punishment, all the territories he i .,a ,apssessed. within the plains were confiscated and 
Honourable Court had consented to the'measure,. 
it had given its cement with great reluctance, T. ; 

,itlinexed. In Sindo, Meer Ali Moved of Khyrpore, abstained from "making use of the authority whieh 
e:aftinving involved 	himself in an act of forgery had been given to me. 	The grandson of the king ,,!' 
' t'asaneerning the ownership of territory, ' the lands was recognised us heir-apparent;' bat 	only on 
'• 4; ere taken front him, and his power and influence 
' were 	reduced 	to 	insignificance,' 	The 	Nawab 

a.aaim of Bengal having committed a murder by 
„itastinada, 'his highness's peculiar jurisdiction and 
a:a.;gal exemption were taken away from him ; and 

condition that he should quit tine palace in Delhi 
in order to reside in the palace at the Kootula; 
and that he should, as king, receive tla: governor-
general 'of India at al! time: on ternis.,of perfect 
eguo/iaa.' 	How strange do these words sound t 	A 

' 

'gee was subjected to the disgrace of losing a large Nord of London merchants sitting nit a roma in 
, pprtiou of the salute of honour which .he had Leadenhall Street, giving 'authority to terminate ,, 

aaaleviously received? 	The Nawab of the Carnatio the dynasty of Tirnour ; ' and then, as a gracious 
• ,'. ?tied suddenly in 1855; and as he left no male condescension, permitting the representative 	of • 

,.5a4atir, and his relations lived very disreputably, the that dynasty to be on ,terms of 'Dated equality' • 
• title of nawab ' was placed in abeyance ; ' that, 

is, tine Carnatic was made British territory, and 
the several ntembers of the nawab's family were 
pensioned off. 	About the same time, the Rajah 

with whomsoever may be the chief representative 
of the Company in India. 	 , 

The Marquis of Dalhousie pointed to the reavn was 
derivable from the newly aunexed territories as 

of Tanjore died, in like manner without male issue among the many jastifications for his line of policy. t  

I 	i . 	, , ; 
! 	, 
i 

bearing his name ; and the same process was 
adopted there as M the Carnatic—sovereign power 
tt-as assumed by the Company, and the ex-royal 
family was pensioned off. 

Counting up his tret 	the governor-g 
was certainly enabled t 
ordinary,  accession of t 	 t  

He showed that four millions sterling Avers? added 
to the annual income of the Anglo-Indian Irmipire 
by the acquisition of the l'unjaub, Pegu, Nagpoor, 
Oude, istatara, .Ilnuisa and Berar—increasing the 

about twenty-six rentals in 
i millions in a655. 
portauou 	of this offhand duce- 

' 

il 
t 

1846 to 18,55. 	The Punt 
Satan, ..f ha nsi, Berar, 1: 4  
the t alruatic, and Tanjo 
the first time, or else h , , a 

evidence it affords how little 
1856 of any approaching mit-

with the governor-general's .  
wanieutation and stability of 

0  them to England broug •Igr'l e East, pua er of which hr. was 
\ 
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ceildently proud--presenting, of course, as a mere Nothing could be more clear and positive than, 
, outline, that which his lordship hills up in more these assertions. 	Not only did the governor- 
.detail.. 	' 	 , general announce that the Punjaub, P,egu, Nagpoor, 

. 	Credit is claimed in the minute for the Mel  Berm., and Own) had been completely annexed, 
, preyed _ adnunistrative organisation both of the bringing a. large accession. to-the British revenues ; 

old and of the newly' acquired territories. ., Able but that in every case a scheme of administretion 
'men were selected to administer government in the had been framed and established, conducive to the , 
Punjaub ; and so well did they fulfil their duties lasting benefit of the natives, the honour of the 
that internal peace was hecumd, violent. crime British name, and the development of the natural 

' eepressed, the penal law duly enforced, prison- resources of the several districts. 	Not a. whisper of 
diseipline maintained, civil justice administered, 
taxation fixed,, collection of revenue rendered just, 
commerce set free; agriculture fostered, national 

dieeoutent, of spirits chafed by change of mime, 
did the marquis recognise: if they occurred, they 
reached not hint ; or if they did reach him, he 

resources developed, and 	future 	improvements passed them by as trifles. 
planned. 	Not only did the marquis assert this ; Nor was it alone in the newly acquired terri- 
bnt there is a general concurrence of opinion that tnries that credit for these advantageous changes 
the Punjaub• fell into fortunate hands when its "WaS claimed. 	Improvements in the government 
athrineeration came to be provided for. 	In Pegu of India were pointed out in every direction. 	The 
the administration, less brilliant than iu the Pun- governor-general had been relieved from an over- 
jaub, is nevertheless represented as being sound whelming press of duties by the appointment of 
in principle; . tranquillity was restored ; effective a lieutenant-governor for Bengal. 	A Legislative 
p,,lit:e had secured the safety of all; trade was Council 	had been organised, distinct from the 
ite:reased. , and 	increasing ; 	a 	fair 'revenue 	was Supreme Council : the public' having access to its' 
derived from light taxation ; 	the people, lightly deliberations, and its debates and papers being 
taxed and prosperous, are highly contented 'with printed and issued to the world. 	The Indian civic 
nnic rule ; ' and, when population has increased, service, by an act passed in 1853, had been thrown 
' Pogu. Will equal Bengal in fertility of production, 
and surpass it its every other respect.' 	At Nagpoor 

open to all who, being natural-born subjects of the 
British sovereign, should effer themselves as can- 

the assumption of supreme authority by Britain 1  &nee% for examination and admission. 	Young 
was 'hailed with lively satistaction by the whole cadets, -who previously had been allowed. nearly 
ponsfietion of the province ;' no additional soldier ' twit, years to 'idle and loiter' at the presidencies 
had been introduced thither; the civil adminis- while studying for examination as civilians, were 
ire non was introduced everywhere; the native by a new regulation required to complete their 
army 'wee partly embodied and disciplined in studies in a much shorter period, thereby lessening 
British pay, and partly discharged either with their idleness and rendering them sooner wan'. 
pewione or gratuities. 	In short, 'perfect con- Periodical examinations of the civil servants had 
tentruent and quiet prevail ; beyond the palace been established, to insure efficiency before pro- 
v/Ole not a murmur has been heard ; and in no motion was given. e  A board of examiners bad 
single instance throughout the districts has the been founded, to conduct examinations and super- 
pnblie peke been disturbed.' 	In Benin lye are intend studies. 	All officers of the Indian govern- 
told, the mule phenomena were observed ; as soon meat had been formally prohibited from c»eage  
as the cession was made, our numerous disputee big in banking, or trading companies ; and any 
evith the nizam ended ; the civil administration bankruptcy among them entailed suspension from 
was broughe into 'working order; crime, especially office. 	In many of the civil offices, promotion. 
the violent crime of tfacoitee (gene-robbery without before dependent on seniority alone, had been 	. 

'.' 'nimbi) was diminished ; the 	adm;rable little made dependent on merit alone. 	A pension er 
army,' formerly called the Nizain's Contingent, 
v•is made available as part of the British force; 

superannuation list had been established in many 
departments, to insure steady and faithful service. 

the revenue rapidly increased ; and the public 
tranquillity 'had ' not been disturbed by a single 

Three boards of administration for salt, opium, 
and customs had been replaced by one board t)f 

'veinier tumult.' 	The kingdom of Oude had only revenue, simpler in its constitution. 	The annual 
been Annthced a few weeks befoec the Marquis of financial reports, transmitted to the home vovern- 
Thdhousie wrote his minute; but he states that a 
complete civil adtninistration, and a reeident mili- 

meta, had gradually been made more clear, full, 
end instructive. 	AU the salaries throughout India 

tary force, had been fully organised before the 	had been placed under the consideration of a 
emtexatimi took place ; that the troops of the 	special commissioner, for equitable reeteion ; and 
deposed 	native eking 	were contentedly 	takine 	tue ant:win:1s bee (Pi •1 hued that,  in  nom,  no. 
eervice in British pay4 that no 	 exceptiotte shall ext NA 
Lind refused submission to on 	 t Live thousarel pounds) 
the best mein-who could, be fon 
?elected from the civil and nai 	 a been wholly forgotten. 
the new offices in Cude ; and 	 miler review, here had 
naiefanee ei desturbanco had oc 	 iwn for the punienmeet 
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 .officials .guilty of cerruptioe, ;ex 	accountants ,of„ 
. 	 . • 1 	. 

attention. Additional advantages had been granted • 
guilty of default ; for allowing counsel to prisoners to natives who ,•applied themselves t4 the study 
an their trial ; 	ler Abolishing the semi-savage of the medical...sciences ; 'the 	number of dis- 
custom of branding' convieta; for rendering 'public pensaries 	had •been 	greatly, inereased,I r  to the • 

. 	officers more amenable to public justice; for vesting , 
a right of. pardon in the supreme government; for 

immense benefit of the poorer chtsiiee of Ririe ;s 
and . Mohammedans ; .plans had been coinmenciet 

improving the. procedure in 	all the civil and' for introducing a, check iii the drkdful myna 
erithisial courts ; foe rendering the .receptien of of the small-pox ; admission to the medicta'service 
eviderme more fair • and impartial; and, among of the Company had been thrown open to natives; 
many less important things, for `securing liberty and, . as a 	first-fruit 	of . this 	change, 	one 	Dr . 
of conscience, and for the protection of converts, 
and especially of • Chnstian converts, against in- 

Chuckerbutty, a Mode* educated in England, 
had won for himself a commission 'as' assistant- 

jury in 	respect ' of , property or inheritance by ssirgeon in the Company's service. 
reason of a change in their religious belief.' 	For 
the 'amelioration of prison-discipline, inspectors of 

In so far as concerna superatition and religion, 
the minute narrates a course of procading of which 

prisons had- been appointed in all the, three presi- the following is the substance. 	Among tho'extra- . 
dencies, as well as in Oude, the Punjaub, and the ordinary social customs—atrocities they are un- . 
north-west provinces. 	 • questionably considered in Europe—of India, those • 

Equally in amoral as in administrative matters.  of Suttee, Thuggee,. Infanticide, and the Merialt • 
did the 	Marquis 	of Dalhousie 	insist on the Sacrifice, are mentioned as having undergone 
manifold improvement of India during the eight much amelioration during the eight years to which 
years preceding 1856. 	Schools for the education the minute relates, 	The settee, or burning of 
of natives had been -established ; the Blinded widows, had bear alitiost suppressed by previous 
.0:allege at Calcutta had been revived and improved; governor-generals, and the marquis had carried 
a Presidency College had been founded in the out! the' plans of his predecessors i remonstrating 
same city, to give a higher scale of education to where any suttees occurred in independent :dates ; 
the youth of Bengal; similar colleges had been . and punishing where they occurred hi tin: British 
sanctioned at Madras and Bombay.; grants-in- and protected territories. 	:Meow, or systematic 
aid to all educational establishments bad been murder of travellers for the sake of booty, bad 
authorised, subject to government inspection of the been quite 	suppressed east of the Sigh' ; but 
schools aided ; a committee had been appointed , having unexpectedly made its appearance.in -the 
to consider the plans for 	establishing 	regular Pimjaub in 1851, it was thoroughly put down 
universities at Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras; there as elsewhere; those who turned approvers 
a distinct educational department had been formed or king's evidence against their brother - Thugs 
at the seat of government, with director-generals now form—or rather did form in I856—a a 

. 	of pnblie instruction iu all the presidencies and peaceful industrious colony at ;Jubbulpoor, where 
governments ; and the East. India Company bad, 
by a dispatch framed in 1844, sanctioned a most 

they Spun and wove nimbus of exquisite fineness, 
instead of cutting the 	threats of imsuspectiag 

extensive educational scheme for the whole of . travellers, 	Female ialanticide, the resdlt of pride 
India, to ho rendered available to all the natives of birth and pride of purse—parents amnrdering 
who might be willing and able to claim its their infant daughters either because they cannot 
advantages. 	The delicate imbject .of female educe- afford the marriage expenditure which must one 
Sion had not been forgotten. 	Instructions had day be incurred on their account, or because they 
been given 	to 	the officers 	of the 	educational see difficulties in marrying them suitably—had 
department to afford all possible encouragement been greatly checked and %discouraged. 	In the 
to the establishment of female schools, whenever Punjaub a most signal and singular conquest bad 
any disposition was shewn by the natives in that 
direction. 	There is a peculiar difficulty in all that 
concerns female education in India, arising from , 
the reluctance which has always been shewn by 

bean achieved; 	for 	the 	British representative, 
calling 	together 	the 	chiefs 	of tribes in 	l'14, 
unfolded to them a plan, `the observance of which 
would effectually secure That no man should feel 

, 
. 

the higher classes of natives to permit the atteud- any real difficulty in providing for his daughter ' 
once of their daughters at schools. 	Mr Bethune 
commenced, and the Marquis of Dalhousie con- 

in marriage • ' whereupon the chiefs, as well as 
those of the 

marriage;' 
tribes,promised that, us the 

tinned, a delicate and cautious attempt to overcome motive for infanticide would thus in great. measure 
this unwillingness by establishing a Ifindoo ladies' be removed, they would cheerfully aid in suppress- 
school at Calcutta ; and the auinute ;aim , 
al, et to an earnest hulk and belief that pftt 

Lug the ,,wact*. 	Lastly, the Aferiala amr,ffic:—a 
hottilds .400, le which young leiman victims are 

characters  in 	India frill r, propitiatien of the special divinity 
under the elevating itifl 	• ,.over the fertility of the earth—hart 
lectual 	education. 	As ted out from the only district 
thus sought to be a ibx  ctised, among the hill and jungle 
by education ; so hid In religions matters, the ecciesiase 
t...f. 	bodily 	maladies the euablished church bai been. 

ci,,,. 
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'twenty, increased; &rumen had been' oceretion- relation to live-stock, plans had been tbrmed for 

. ally ..ranctlimeti, besides those acting as Chaplains improving 	Tito 	breed of 'horses; 	merino and 
to the. Company; places of worship, had been Australian rams had been introduced to improve 
peovided for the servants 	rind soldiers 	of the the breed of 'sheep; and 'sheep had been intrit- 

',Oonapany; Protestant churches had been built in • 
phtees where the worshippers were' willing to 

duce() into Pegu, to the great delight of the natives , 
and the advantage, of all ;'• 'for the absence of 

eontribute something towards the expenditure; sheep' leads to a privation in maned of food, which 
1101/Ian Catholics serving the' Company bad been is severely folt, not only by 'European soldiers in 

' provided with places of worship; salaries had been the province, but also by all of every class who 
granted to three Roman Catholic biihopa, one in are employed therein."fhe forests had been 
each presidency; the salaries of the priests had brought under due nreulation ly the appointment ' 
been revised 'aad angmeuted; and a wish was of conservators of forests at Pegu, Teuasserim, and 
manifested to observe justice towards the Catholic -Manahan; by the careful examination of the NA bole 
as well as the Protestant who served MS country of the forests in the Purtjeub ; by the planting of 
well in the East. new districts, hitherto bare ; and by the laying 

Thos—in the acqtaition of territory, in the dorm of rules for the future leeservatiun and 
nugmentation of revenue 'consequent 	on that thrifty management of these important sources of 
acquisition, in the administrative organisation, in timber and fuel. 	The inestinmble value of coal 
the spread of . education, in the provision for being duly appreciated, mend researches had 
refigionssorvices, and,  in the plans for improving been made, by order of the government, in the 
the mend conduct of the natives—the :Marquis of Punjaub, Pegu. Tenasserim, _Bengal, Silhet, and 
Dalhousie claimed to have done much that would the Nerbudda Valley, to birth° groundwork for 
redound to the honour of the British name and to careful mining whenever and 'wherever good coal 
the advancement of the millions under Ihitish may be found. 	Practical chemists and geological 
rule in India. The problem still remains unsolved snrveyors had been set to work in the Simla Bills, 
—.Why should India, or the native military of that Kurnaon, Curhwal, the Nerbudila Valley, Beer- 
country, have revolted from British service 7 	Let boom, and ,,lubbulpoor, either to discover beds of 
us see, ,therefore; whether the governor-general ironstone, or to organise ironworks whore such 
says aught that throws light upon the matter in ads had already been discovered ; and an experi- 
connection with trade and commerce; and in lentil mining and smelting establishment bad 
ordek .to understand 	this subject clearly, let Ins eeu founded by the government among 	the 
treat separately of Productive Industry and Means KUMiL011 hills, to apply tests likely to be valuable 
o'' Communication. 	 ' in future. 

Cotton is deetined, according to the ideas of Next, in connection with means of emu-arnica- ' 
gent: thinkers, to mark a great future for India; Lion, the channels by and through which commerce 
hut meanwhile we are told in the minute that, by permeates the empire, the governor-gen rid hurl a 
the in,quisifion of Nagpoor and Berar, many fertile 
cotton district` were brought under British rule ; 
mid'tluet since the acquisition of Pegu, an exam'- 

very formidal lo list of works to notice. 	Surveys, 
irrigation and canals, rivers and harbours, roads,, 
railways, electric telegraphs, and postal oommnni- 

nation oi,' the cotton-growing capabilities, of the cations—bad all been ntade the subjects of great 
noethern part of that kingdom had. be& corn- engineering activity during the eight 3'1.411S of the 
yucticed. 	The tea-culture in Assam bad prospered Defamed° administration. 	A few words must In) 
greatly during the eight years from 18411 to 185U; said hero on each of these topics ; for it becomes 
the plant had been largely introduced into the absolutely necessary, in order to a due appreciation 
tipper districts of the north-west provinces ; plant- of the narrative of Revolt about to thBow, that n c 
ntions had been established at Deyr.ih Dimon, should, as a preliminary, know whether India 
Kumaon, and fhwhwal ; Mr Fortune brut brought really had or bad net been neglected in :be 
large supplies of Chinese seeds and Chinese work- elements of prosperity in the years immediately 
men to India  ; many of the native zemiadars bad re ceding the outbreak. 
begun the cultivation on their own account in Me:tames, we learn from the minnte, bad been 
districts at the foot of' the Himalaya; and every 	taken for executing exact eurveys of ail the newly 
year witnessed a large increase in the production 	annexed territory in the Punjaub, Pep, Shiite, 
of Indian tea, which was excellent in quality, and 	Nagpuor, and Bernr in the same careful manner as 
,se.d1 	readily at, a 	high 	price. 	In 	agriculture 	the survey of the older territories bad been bolero 
generally, improvements of all kinds had been 	carried out ; and in Central India `the consent of 
made; an Agricultural and Horticultural Society 	ell the native states has 	been obtained to the 
had been estabfislied in the Per, 	 trvey, stud to a &mar- 
selected seeds had /Rain procure 	 between the several 
the growth of ilex had been 	 the British tAnTitories 
growth of the mulberry and the 	 a proceeding expected 
worms had been f.istered by the 	 I . concerniog d le puttd 
a grant had been made in aid of 
cultural shows in the Madras 	 n- works mid med. 
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cutting had unqueetiOnally been very great: ' In 
lee4 the Gaeges Canal was opened in its main 
line, for the double purptiee of irrigation and nevi, , 
gation, • A mighty work this, ,which no :mutiny, • 
no angel' feelings, Should induce the English public 
to forget. 	It is' 525 Miles in length, and in some 
parts 170 feet in width ; and considered as a Canal 
for irrigetion, tit stands unequalled in its class and 
eharacter among the efforts of civilised nations. 
Its length is fivefold greater than that of all the 
main lilies of Lombardy milted, and more 'than ' 
twice the leugth'of the aggregate irrigation-lines of 
Lombardy aad Egypt together—the only countries 
in the world whose work of irrigation rise above 
ineiguiticance.' 	Nor is this all. 	' As a single work 
of umieation for purposes of commerce, the Gang's 
Canal has no competitor throughout the world. 
No single canal in Europe has attained to half the • 
multitude of this Indian work. 	It nearly equals 
the aggregate length of the four greatest canals in 
Prance. 	It greatly exceeds all the first-class canals 
of Ilolland put together ; and it is greater, by . 
nearly one-third, than the greatest ' navigation 
canal in the United States of America.' 	Pausing 
for one moment just to observe .that the writer of 
the words here quoted seems to have temporarily 
forgotten the great canal. of China, we premed to 
state, on the authority of the minute, that when all 
the branches are finished, this noble Ganges Canal 
will be et.° miles in length. 	It will then?  by Ste,' 
periodical overilowings, irrieate a million and a 1a 	• 
of acres, ems lessening the terrible apprehensions-of 
famine or dearth among millions of human beings. 
We maw doubt or not on other subjects, but it is 
impossible to doubt the sincerity of the Martinis of 
Dalhousie when lie . says; ' I trust I Audl not be 
thought lain glorious if I say that the successful 
execution and completion of such d work• as the 
Ganges Canal would, even if it stood alone, suffice 
to signalise an Indian administration.' 	But this 
work did not absorb all the energies of the canal 
engineers ; muck of a similar though smaller kind 
had, been effected elscwhere. 	An irrigation canal 
had been begun in the Punjaub, which; when 
finished, would be 465 mites in length, fed from 
the river Ravco. 	All the old canals formed in the 
Moulta» district of the I'unjanb, GOO miles in length, 
had been cleansed, enlarged, and improved, and 
the distrinntien of the waters for the purpose of 
intention placed under judicious regblation. 	Lai- 
gation canals bad been made or improved in the 
Derajat, in the provinces east of the Sutlej, in 
Behar, and in SMde. 	A magnificent work had 
been executed for carrying an irrigation canal over 
the river Goilavery ; and canals of much import- 
mice ,  had been cowmen 	 • 
Bombay presidencies, 
• Rivers tad harbours hi 

bestowed on irrigation an 
Ganges had been opente 
11;46, and it only remain 
lino of improvement. 	'I' 
of the Punjaub, bad be 

almost from the Himalaya downeto ,the Amen ‘; 
steernere bad been' placed . upon it e and 	it had' . 
beeome a dire& ronto.•for troops and trayellers 
to Many parts.of Notthern India, before attainable 
'only' by the Calcutta route. 	,!A II the rivers in tha 
upper pate of the Punjaub had been surveyed, w•itle 
a -view to the determination of their capabilities 
tbr 'steam-navigation.. 	No 	sootier ewes ePeene 
Required; thaii steamers were • pleeedt 'upon the 
Irrawaddy, thegreat river of that countty ; and 
short canals of junction between various rivers had • 
-beeei so planned as to give promise of a complete 
line of yiver-steaming from.  Bassein to Moulmein. 
Arrangements hadbeen made for placing steamers 
upon • the river' Burhampooter or Bealimaputre, 
to connect Assam with the Bay of Bengal. Exten-
sive works had been eommoneed to improve the 
navigation of the Godavereee The channels that 
lead from Calcutta thiough the Sundurbunds to 
the sea bad been enlarged; and a great Bridge over 
the Hooey near the city had been planned. 	The 
port of Bombay bad been greatly improved, tient 
late works for water-supply commenced,. 	At 
Rekrachee, at Madras, at Singapore, at Rangoon, 
and at other places, engineering infproveerienee 
laid been made to increase the iteconnuodation 
•for shipping. 	• 	 / 	• 	. 
' 'We follow the Marquis of Dalhousie' from the 
river to the land, and trace with him the astonieh-
ing length of new road constructed or. planned 
hiring his administration. A great trunk-road from 
Calcutta  to Delhi had been extended nearly to the 
Mei ; and when the Pa njaub .1tocame a British 	1' 
possession, plans were immediately marked out for 	• 
prolonging the same road to Lopilianale thariteite 	' 
Lahore, Jolum, Attook, and Peshawni—thus form- ' 
ing, if all be completed, a ,magniiicenp,road lee° 
miles in 'length from Calcutta to tne Afghae 
frontier, available both for commercial and mill- 
tary operations. 	The difficulties of creasing so 
many broad rivers in Northern India is immense, 
and the cost great ; but the road, as the minute 
tells us, ' will repay a thousandfold the labour and 
the treasure it has cost."Phen, fine reads iwa 
been formed from Pattie Ito GYa, front Cuttack 
to tegool and Sumbhulpore, front Dacca to Ake?* 
and thence towards Armen and Pegu ; while vast 
sYstinus of roads bad been brought under consider-
alien for Pegu, the Punjaub, Sinde, and other ' 
newly acquired 	regions. 	Engineers had been 
employed to plan a road from Sheila up to the very 
Ilimalaya itself, to connect Judie with 'fillet ; as 
it would greatly improve the social position of all 
the native tribes near it. When Pega was attecked, 
and when a military force was flont thither oven- 

hundreds of elephants were 
a way through the forests 
betweet. Aracan and Pegu ; 
I85.5 e aniul bad been formed, 

alien could march britkly eu 

alhousie was not in a position 
cerning railways in India as 
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ordinary:roadS. 	Although. railways wore brought 
tinder ethe 	consideration 	of the 	Cbmpany in 
I s4t3,. nothing was done regarding them till 1849, 
when a contract was entered into with a separate 
company to construct weertainlength of railway 
which, if continued, would connect Calcutta with 
the 	north 	and tiorthewest of ' India. 	In 	the 
spring of 1853 the marquis,  recommended a bold 
line 	of policy in 	these matters: .the 	sanction 
and support, in every available way, of great 

' lines of railway to connect Calcutta with Lahore, 
Bombay with Agra, Bombay with Madras, and 
Madras .with the Malabar toast.' 	A qualified 
approval of these schemes had been accorded 
by the East India Company, and engagements to 
the extent of ten minions sterling bad 	been 
made for a railway from 'Delhi to Burdwan: 
a line from Burdwan to Calcutta having been 

.opened 	in 	1835. 	The 	goVernor-general, 	not 
streaming of mutinies and rebellions; named the 
year 180 as the, probable time of finishing the 
iron route from Calcutta to Delhi. 	Besides these 
engagements with the East India Railway Com- 
pasty in the Benue( presidency, contracts hail been 
made with the Great India Peninsnla Company 
for is railway from Bombay to the Ghent Moun- 
talus; and another with the Bombay and Central 
India Company for a railway from Bombay to 
Khaudeish and Nagpoor, and for another from Sank 
to Ahmedabad. 	On the eastern coast, the govern- 
meta.  had arranged with the Madras Railway 
Company for lines from Madras to the Malabar 
coast, aid Cohnhatore, and from Varietnbaddy to 
Bangalore. 	The English nation has long blamed 
the East India :Company for a dilatory policy in 
regard to railways ; but all we have to do in this 
place is, 9 the authority of the .governor-general, 
to „specify in few words what, had been done in 
the years immediately preceding the outbreak. 

The electric telegraph—perhaps the grandest 
invention of our age—ibuad in India a congenial 
place for its. reception. 	Where the officials had 
no snore rapid means of sending a Message to a 
distance of a thousand miles than the fleetness of 
a corps of foot•ruuners, it• is no marvel that the 
achievements . of the lightning-messenger were 
regarded with an eager eye. 	An experimental 
lino of electric telegraph was determined on. to 
be carried out by Dr (now Sir William) O'Shaugh- 
111...,  ; and when that energetic man made his 
report on the result in 1852, it was at once deter- 
mined to commence arrangements for lines of 
immense length, to connect the widely separated 
cities of Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and Peshawar, 
aud the great towns between them. 	It was a 
grand idea, and was worthily realised; for by the 
month of March 1854 an electric wire of 800 miles 
was established belween Calcutta and Agra ; by 
the month of February 1856, the towns of Calcutta, 
Agra, Attock, Bombay, and Madras were placed 
in telegraphic communication by 3000 miles of 
wire, serving nearly forty towns on the way 

7  
. and • 

by the beginning of 18136 another length of 

miles was ,added, from Attock.' to Peshawar, from 
Bangalore to Ootacatuund, and from Rangoon to 

.the Burmese Trontier. 	Many works of great snag- 
nitude were required ; there were few good leads 
for the wovkmen - to avail, themselves of; there 
were few bridges; there were deadly jungles to be 
passed ; there was every variety of foundation, 
from loose black soil to bard rocky wastes ; there 
were seventy large rivets to be crossed. either by 
cables in the water, or by wires extended ou the 
tops of masts; there was a cable of two miles 
required to cross the Toongabudm, and one of three 
miles to cross the fond-- ,and yet the entire work 
was comprised within a cost of GOO rupees or .£.50 
per mite : perhaps the wisest expenditure ever 
incurred in India., 	Repeatedly has a message, 
relating to news from Enaland, been transmitted 
1600 miles, from Bombay to Calcutta, in less than 
three-quarters of an hour; and it has become a 
rernlar routine that the government at Calcutta 
shall be in possession of a considerable body of 
telegraphic 	news from England within twelve 

, hours after the anchoring of the mail-steamer at 
Bombay. 	Who can conceive the bewilderment of 
the ilindoo mind at such achievements! 	It is eer- 
Minty permissible to the governor-general to refer 
with pride to two or three among many instances 
of the remarkable service rendered by these tele-
frapbs.. 'When her Majesty's 10th Hussars were 
Ordered with all speed from Poonah to the Crimea, 
h message requesting instructions regarding their 
despatch was one day received by me at Calcutta 
front the government of Bombay, about nine 
o'clock in the Interning. 	Instructions were forth- 
with sent off by the telegraph in reply ; and art 
answer to that reply 	was 	again received at 
Calcutta front Bombay in the evening of the same 
day. 	A year before;  the saute communications 
for the despatch of speedy reinforcements to the 
scat of war, which occupied by the telegraph no 
more than ;weirs haws, could not have been made 
in tette than thirty days.' 	Again : `When it. was 
resolved to send her Majesty's 12th Lancere from 
Bangalore to the Crimea, instead of her Majesty's 
14th Dragoons from Meerut., orders were forth, 
with despatched by telegraph direct to the regi- 
meat at Bangalore. 	The corps was immediately 
got ready for service ; it marched two hundred 
miles, and was there before the transports were 
ready to receive 	it' 	Again : 	' On the 7th of 
February 1856, as soon as the administration of 
Oudo was assuredly under British government, a 
branch-electric telegraph from Car.•npore to Luck-
now was forthwith commenced ; in eighteen work-
bur-days it was completed, including tine awing 
of a cable, six thousand feet, in length, across the 
river Ganges. On the morning on which I resigned 
the government, in India, General ontram was 
aeked by telegraph : " Is all well in OudJ?" 	The 
answer: "Ad is well in Oude," Has received soon 
alter noon, and' greeted Lord Canning on his that 
arrival.' 	Little did the new governor-general then 
foresee in how few months he would receive 
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painful prof that all wee not well in trade. 	HOW-' 
. 	. 	. 

•• tosbe beatowed. ,When the.  greii roads' axurcanels 
ever, the Marquis.  of Dalhousie was jastified. in' 'Were ‘being'platined and executed, numerous civil 
.adverting with eatisfactiou to the establishment of engineers wore of course needed; and 'the minute 
telegraphic ootarnmaication' 'during • his reip 	of • tells us that ' it was the lite:seeing sagacity of Mr 

a, power; and he insists on full credit being due to the Thomason which first anticipated the necessity of 
I. 	East India Company for 'what was alone in that engineers in the country itself in which ' . fraining 
I , direction. 	, ' I make bold to say; ,that whether they were to be employed, and which first suggested 

regard he had to' promptitude of executive' action, an effectual method of doing so. 	On his recom- 
' 	to speed and Solidity of construction, to rapidity of 

organisation; to liberality of charge, or to the early 
met:dation;  theoivil engineering college at Itoorkee, 
which now Tightly 'bears his honoured name, was. 

realisation and vast magnitude of increased p'oliti- 
ad influence in the East, the achievement of the 

' founded with the consent of the Honourable Court, 
It has already been enlarged and extended greatly 

Honourable Company iu the establishment of the beyoud its original limits. 	Instruction in it is • 
;electric telegraph in India May challenge corn- given to soldiers preparing for subordjunto employ- 
payison with any public enterprise which has boon meat' in the Public Works department, to young 
carried into execution in recent times, among the gentlemen not in the service of government, and 
nations of Europe, or in America itself.' to natives upon ceriain , conditions: 	A higher 

The postal system had' not been allowed to class for commissioned officers of 'the army was 
stagnate during the eight years under considera- created some years ago, at the suggestion of the 
time 	'A commission had been appointed in 18:50, late Sir Charles Napier; and' the government has 
'to' inquire into the best means of increasing the • been Most ready to consent to officers obtaining 
efficiency of the system; and under the recom- leave to study there, as in the senior department 
mendations of this commission, great improvements at Sandhurst. 	Excellent fruit has already been 

' had been made. 	A directmageneral of the post- borne by thin institution; many good servants 
office for the whole of India had been appointed ; have already been Sent, forth into [from 13 the 
a uniformity of rate irrespective of distance had ddpartinent ; and applications for the services of 
been established (three farthings for a letter, and students of the Thomason College were.' before 
three. half-pence for a newspaper) ; prepayment lbng, received from other local governments.' 	But 
by postage-stamps had been substituted for cash this was not all: civil engineering colleges and 
payment'; the privileges of official franking had 
been alraost abolished ; and a uniform sixpenny 

•classes were formed at Calcutta, Madras, -.Bombay, 
Lahore, and Pconah. 

rate was fixed for letters between . India and So greatly had tile various public works on 
England. 	Here again the governor-general insists, 
not only that the Indian government had worked 

rivers and harbours, roads and canals, telegraphic 
and postal communications, increased the trade of 

zealbusly, but that England herself had been out- India, that the shipping entries increased regulae1y 
stripped in liberal policy. 	'In England, a single year by year. 	There were about six hundred 

• letter is conveyed. to any part of the British isles vessels, exclusive of trading craft, that ascended 
for one penny ; in India, a single letter is con- the Boogly to Calcutta in 1847 ; by 1856, the, 
Toyed over distances immeasurably greater—from number had augmented to twelve hundred ; and 
Pesha.wur, on the borders of Afghanistan, to the the tonnage had risen in a still greater ratio. 
southernmost village of Cape Comorin, 'or from 'What is the English nation to think of all this, 
Deboeghur, in Upper Assam, to Kuracheo' at the stud how reconcile it with the tragedies destined 
mouth of the Indus—for no more than throe so soon to afflict that magnificent country I 	Fiero 
farthings, 	The postage chargeable on the same we find the highest representative of the British 

'letter three years ago in India would not have crown narrating and describing, hi words too clear 
been less than one shilling, or sixteen times the to be misunderstood, political 'and commercial 
present charge. Again, since uniform ratesof postage advancements of a really stupendous kind, abated 
between England and India have been established, 
the Scotch recruit who joins his regiment on our 

within the short period of eight years. 	We read 
of 	vast 	territories 	conquered, 	tributary 	states 

furthest frontier at I'eshawur, may -write to his annexed, 	amicable 	relations with other states 
mother at John o' Groat's House, and may send 
his letter to her free for sixpence: three 'years 

strengthened, 	territorial 	revenues 	increased, 
improved 	administration 	organised, 	the 	civil

. 
 

ago, the same sum would not have carried his service purified, legislative reforms effected, prison- 
letter beyond Lahore.' discipline improved, native colleges and schools 

So great had been the activity of the Company established, 	medical 	aid 	disseminated, 	thuggee 
and the governor-general, in the course of eight and dacoitee put dotvn] suttee had 	infanticide 
years, in developing the productive resources of discouraged, churches and chapels • built, ministers 
our Oriental empire, that a department of Public of religion salaried. 	We are teld of the cultivation 
Works had become essentially necessary. 	The of raw produce being fostered, the improvement 
Company expended from two to three millions of live-stock insured, the availability of mineral 
sterling annually in , this direction, arid a new treasures tested, exact territorial 	surveys 	com- 
organisation had been made to conduct the various pleted, stupendous irrigation mid navigation canals 
works on which this amount of expenditure was constructed, flotillas of river-steamere established, 
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ports and harbours enlarged and:deepened, magui- material and social advancement. 	Ia it that 
/Went roads formed, long lines,,of ,railway corn- England, in 1806, had yet to learn to understand 

• Ira:need, thousands of miles of electric telegraph the native character ? 	Such may he ; for Moose 
set to work,, vast .postal improvements insured. came to.the knowledge of, our government with 
Wo road all this, .and we cannot mervel if the astounding suddenness ; ande there may be some . 
'Killer of India felt scene pride in his share of the other kind-  of Mugge.), religions or social, still to 
werk. 	But still the problem remains unsolved— bo learned by us. 	Let us bear, in mind what 
was the greats Revolt foreshadowed in any of these this thuggeo or tlingism was, and who were the 
achievements I 	As the mutiny began among the Thugs. 	Many years ago, uneasy whispers passed 
military, it may be well to see. what information among the British residents in India, 	Rumours 
is afforded by the minute concerning military went abroad of the fate of unsuspecting travellers 
reforms between the years li148 and 18I6. ensnared while walking or riding upon the road, 

It 	is truly remarkable, knowing what the lassoed. or strangled by means of a, silken cord, 
English nation now so painfully knows, that the and 	robbed. of their 	personal , property ; 	the 
Marquis of Dalhousie, in narrating the various rumours were believed to bo true ; but it was long 
improvements introduced by him in the military ere the Indian government succeeded in bringing 
system, passes at once to the British, soldiers : 
distinctly asserting that 'the position of the melee 

to light the stupendous conspiracy, ot system on , 
which these atrocities were based. 	It was then 

'soldier in India has long been such as to leave found that there exists a kind of religions body in 
hardly any circumstance of his condition in need India, called Thugs, among whom murder and 
• of improvement.' 	The British troops, we are robbery are portions of a religious rite, established 
, told, had been benefited in many ways. 	The more than a thousand years ago. 	They worship 
terms of service in India had been limited. to Kali, one of the deities of the Dindoo faith. 	In 
twelve years as a maximum ; the rations had gangs varying from ten to two hundred, they 
been greatly improved ; . malt liquor had been distribute themselves—or rather did distribute 
substituted 	for 	destructive 	ardent 	spirits; the themselves, before the energetic measures of the 
bafreeks had been mostly rebuilt, with mediate).- government had nearly suppressed their system— 
tieus depending on the climate of each station ; about various parts of India, sacrificing to their 
separate barracks had been sot apart for the tutelary goddess every victim they.  an seize, and 
married men of each regiment; lavatories and isharing the plunder among themselves, 	They 
reading-rooms had become recognised portions I shed no blood, except under special circumstances; 
of every barrack; punkhas or cooling tans had murder being their religion, the performance Of 
been adopted for barracks in hot stations, and its duties requires secrecy, better observed by a 
additional bed-coverings in cold; swimming-baths noose or a cord than by a knife or firearm. 
had been conned at most of the stations ; soldiers' 
gardens had been formed at many of the canton- 

Every gang has its leader, teacher, entrappers, 
stranglers, 	and 	gravediggers ; 	each 	with 	his 

meats; workshops • and tools for handicraftsmen prescribed duties. 	When 	a traveller, supposed 
• had helm attached to the barracks; sanitaria had or known to have treasure about him, has been 

been bnilt among the hills for sick soldiers ; and inveigled to a selected spot by the Sothea 	or 
ertiangsments had been framed for acclimatising entrappers, he is speedily put to death quietly by 
all rocrnits from England before sending them into the ilhuctetet or stranglers, and then so dexterously 
hot districts on service. 	Then, as to the officers. placed underground by.  the Irigholie, 4 or grave- 
Encouragement bad been offered for the officers diggers that no vestige 	of disturbed 	earth 	is 
to make themselves 	proficient 	in 	the 	native visible:* 	This done, they offer a sacrifice to their 

• languages, 	A principle had been declared and -goddess Kali, and finally share the booty token 
established, that prothotion by seniority should front the murdered man. 	Although the cere- 
no longer govern the service; but that the test menial is wholly Hiudoo, the Thugs themselves 
should be 'the selection of no Man, whatever his comprise Mohammedans as well as /I h)(101)R ; and 
standing, unless he was confessedly capable and it is 	supposed 	by some 	inquirers 	that 	the 
efficient.' 	With the consent of the Queen, the Moherametians have ingrafted a eystem of rubbery 
• Company's officers had had granted to them the on that which was originally a religious murder— 
recognition, until then rather humiliatingly -with- murder as part of a sacrifice to a deity. 
held, of their military rank, not only in India but We repeat : there may be some mural or social 
throughout the world. 	A military orphan school theegue yet to he discovered in India ; but all we 
had' been established in 	the hill districts. 	All have now to assert is, that the condition of India 
the military departments had been revised and in 1856 did not suggest to the retiring governor- 
amended, the. commissariat placed on a wholly ' general the slightest suspicion that the British in 
new basis, and the, military clothing supplied on a 
more efficient system than before, 	, 

,.',On is the search baffled. 	We ,ind in the 

that country wore on the edge of a volcano. 	He' 

?I'llInrri'AIVreimmusfritIlailL;l v.'sleG(: tati:lenovIliii°,.raitodetip': trinrcin
tla
t.hw" minute proofs only that India had become great Prisms, modelled 0.  n nasSre Motion, of the Inthelmods formint n 

and grand ; if the seeds of rebellion existed, they 
were buried under the language which described 

pee of Timm; all lu their proper rostutors, sod as av tlwy are 
tot sterol usually smutted in tt.enuorts,ive r roe. son of enteAl.oimr, 
manalIng, and bliryinis a Vas/ear, nna ultra uis'alug the booty. 
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said, in dosing his remarkable•Minute; ' My part- 1  theSe, 	' With 'respect to the• ft/miler raids, they. 
ing hope and prayer for India is, that, in all time • are and must for the, present be viewed as events 
to come, these reports from the presidencieS and inseparable from the state of society which. for 
provinces under our rule may form, in each sic- centuries past has existed among the . mountain 

':essive year, a' happy'record of peace; prosperity, 
and progress.' 	No ferebodings here, it is evident, 
Nevertheless, there are isolated passageS 'which, 
read as England can veto read them, are worthy of 

, tribes. 	They. are no more,  to,  be regarded as , 
interruptiOns• of the general peace in India, than 
the street-brawls which appear among the every-
day proceedings of a police-court in London are 

notice. One runs thus : ' No prudent man, who has regarded as indications of the existence of civil 
any knowledge of Eastern atEtirs, would ever ven- war in England. 	I trust, therefore, that I am 
ture to predict the maintenance of continued peace gliilty of no presumption in saying, that I 'shall 
within our. Eastern possessions. 	Experience, fre- leave the Indian Empire iu peace, without and. 
quoit hard and recent experience, has, taught us within' 
that -war from without, or rebellion from -within, 
may at any time be raised against us, in quarters 

Such, then, is t governor-general's picture of the 
condition of the British. Empire in India in the 

, 

where they were the least to be expected, and by spring of,4 1856 : a picture 	in which there 	are ' 
the most. feeble and unlikely instruments. No man, 
therefore, can ever prudently hold. forth assurance 

scarcely any dark colours, .or such as the painter 
believed to be dark. 	We may learn many things 

of continued peace in India.' 	Again : ' In terri- from -it: ameng others, a consciousness how little 
tories and among a population so vast, occasional we even now know of the Millions of Ilindostan— 
disturbance must needs prevail. 	Raids and forays their motives, their secrets, their animosities, their 
are, and will still be, reported from the western • aspirations. 	The bright picture of 1856, the revolt- 
frontier. 	Froth time to time marauding expedi- ing tragedies of 1857—how little relation, does 
tlnis 	will descend into the plains ; 	and again 
expeditions to punish the marauders will pene- 

there appear between them I 	That there it a, 
relation all must admit, who are accustomed to 

trate the hills, 	Nor can it be expected but that, 
among tribes so vations and multitudes so innum- 

study the links of the chain that connect one event 
with another ; but at what point the relation 

erable, local outbreaks will from time to time Occurs, is precisely the question on which men's 
occur.' 	But in another place he seeks to lessen opinions will differ until' long and dispassionate 
the force and value of any such disturbances as attention has been bestowed on the 'allele subject. . 

. 
. 	 . 	, 

. 
. 	• 
0 r 

. 	 1 
• 

BrittS• 	4 	 A 4 4 , 

[This may be a convenient place in whieh to introduce o few observations on three subjeote Illtely to come with mach .frequenay 
under tho indite of the render in the following ehantorat namely, the distances hotwcen the chief towns In India and the three ;crest 
prootiontial oil:es—the dittrepancies in the enrrent ,nodes Ot.  spelling the names of Indian persons and places—end rho meanings of 
:Anne It the native words frequently used in connection with Indian Affairs.) 4 1 

Distances.---Per convenience of occasional reference, a 71) Calailla. 	To Mittlync, 	7b Bombay. 
"India table of some of the di.dances in 	is here given. 	It Milo.. 	Mnek 	Intel. 

lint been compiled from the largo tables 4 Taylor, Garden, 
. Humilten, and Parbory. 	Many of the disdancea are esti- 

iron, icypoor 	. 	. 	921 	1352 	757 
. 	kolapeor 	I:45 1 	594 	.9211 

meta in some publidationa at :minder mount, owing, it • Kurnoliee 	. 	11110 	1097 	573 
may bo, to the opening of now and shorter routes: . 	Lahore 	. 	1241 	1719 	1968 

. 	Imeknow 	. 	919 	1953 	907 
To Calcutfa. 	7b A/Mira,. 	To Ituoiloiy. • Madras 	• 	1e63 	 719 

mum 	Mu... 	11+1o. • IltrutiMpotam 	. 	79 	i5..3 	954 
• Meerut 	. 	• 	9'.s 	14M15 	919 From Agra 	. 	. 	795 	1213 	7.11 • • 	MoorAttalaba.1 	. 	183 	118.1 	130 • Ailyttataid 	. 	169 	1151 	111.1 • Mysore 	1245 	591 	ti.15 

• learnt 	, 	. 	11185 	 71 	715 • is: alponr 	 677 	713 	ACC • • ,Ararat 	 Z311 	tefa 	37es r 	Ootlypoar 	. 	1135 	Ibis 	Oa ' • Bellow; 	. 	. 	4.211 	1151 	921 • Patna 	. 	. 	31,9 	1299 	141;5  . 	Illton.,1 	 549 	044 	491 o 	Peillna ttr 	. 	1543 	5014 	13111 
• nOtItilay 	. 	. 	112.5 	743 . 	Pondicherry 	. 	1157 	 so 	903 • en!cilt ts 	. 	 10413 	1185 • Nonni' 	. 	turf 	 on 	94 • rawriporo 	 191,0 	KAI . 	Rungpoor. 	. 	97) 	(3935 	WS 
• 110111 . 	. 	WV1 	)372 	HO 	l' q 	Satara 	 133%, 	609 	163 
• Dinspere 	• 	1711 	1337 	11072 • StringaVattin 	' . 	1836 	241, 	MI 
• lritrroitliabad . 	7:'.2 	12.',7 	8.12 • Shahjelionpoor 	735 	, 	13'.'0 	92ii 
. 	C wailer 	. 	. 	7'02 	111;i 	MO • tiln)la 	. 	. 	1112 	1011 	11' 	10158 	al . 	Ilyderanall , , 	9C.9. 	:VI 	.1:14 • Hinat . 	. 	1•112 	1167 	101 
. 	Indere 	. 	. 	1102 	970 	370 . 	Tanjore 	. 	. 	1257 	212 	271 
• .1annporo 	. 	473 	1150 	nib . 	TrIcItinvoly , 	18:4 	210 	8:15 

. 	Ilniballit 	. 	. 	1033 	7539 	1607 
S Thom Dri, two By dOrnbit(19-0114 In the 5lirstm'a dominions • %mind. 	.. 	1193 	]tilt 	010) 

In thu Pern!), and SIR. other in Sind.. (spelt Bydrabad): it is • Vellore 	. 	. 	1109 	 351 	740 
the former here intended. • nzaimpAtiun, • 	057 	:Al 	824 	. 
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' • Oolporajokf.— ft in perieetly hopeless tto ateempt here Bogota (T.), P. princess, a lady of high rank. 
any settlement of the vexed question of Oriental. ortito- liiik.itee, hihiehli

' 
 a watericarrier. 	. 	• 

graph,y, the npelling of the maws, 	of Indian persons and Jtohttdree, 6dwarchi. (1'.), an Indian officer's funk. 
!Attest, ' 	If 'we 	rely 	on one governorigenerid, the next. Barlgerow, hafrif (S.), a (Magas hoot of large size, 
conteriliele him ; the cournuonderiin-chief very likely differs Poronslore, banota (If.), a house or dwelling. 
from Both ; authors and travellers have each a theory of his 
Own ; what,  ,TICIth•POPer eorrespeoidente dash reakleasly at 

' Cherry, d,rri (Tam.), village nr town ) termination tr, 
-the name of many places in Southern India; such as 

any form of word that firer climes to hand: 	Readers must l'osulicherry, 
therefore Lott themse_lvee evaidy for these complexities, nod Mit, chiat (H.), a note or letter. 
for detecting the :line name meler two or three different C'hupatty,attiniti (P.), a thin cake of onleaveocit Initistil 
forum. 	The following, will suffice to chew oar meaning :— corn bread. 
Rajah, raja—nabob, umiwab, nriwaub—Punjab, Ponjaith, °odic, kslio(P.), a porter or carrier. ' 
Penjob, l'enjab--Visierrobad, Wtizeterabad—Ghengis Khan, 
Gengis Khan, Jerogis Khan—entail, Cabonl, Cahoot, ICalnol— 

, Orechrry, h«oleari. (H.), an (Oriel room; u court. of 
jruotice. 

Deccan, Dekkans intithan—Pesheaveir
' 
 Peshanar—lifitionmet, Dromil, deilalit (R.), a pug-robber. 	P' 	 , 

Mehemet, Modiamined, Mattoonnert, Alohummaid—.Sittlej, 
Sittledge—Sinde, Socinde, Sinolli—Hinntla.ya, Iiiinmaltik-- 

' 	.Prik, &Mk, chunk (if.), the int-lien post, and the arrange. 
mode connected with it. 	' 	. 

Caumpore, 	eawnpoor---Sikhs, Seiks—Gujeran. (live:rat-7  ,Theran, a native minister or agent. 
Ali, thee, Ally—Glaritits, Gattts—Sepiiya,, Sipthie--Faquir, Dort (I'.), a friend.  
Mtloter—Ourte, Oudh—llongali, Bengalee—lierhampooter, Pr:ring/ye, n Frank or European. 
Ilralinuirintra—Arm, 	Assam—lkepal, 	Nepool--Sikkim, Poker., fekir` (A.), a mendicant devotee. 	' 
Sikitii—Thibet 	Tibet —Goorkas, • Glioorkas—Caahraere,. Glance, ;shad (A.), a true believer who fights naming 
flashweer, 	Kaviimir:—Doalo, 	Dooab—Sitdra, 	Samba— infidels : hence G'haseeneor, city of tlw faithful. 
Violinu, Vintineo—linddist, Buddhist, &e. 	Mr Thornton, Gokindau.-4 politudeiz IP.), to, native artilleryman. 
in kin excellent Oirentite•or of India, gives'a curious instance ildrildm• (P.), a native sergeant. 
of (Ida complexity, in elecca modes of spelling the name of ' Johod (A.1, a holy war. 
ono town, each resting on some good authority—Bikaner, .Temminr tP.), a •native lientennuts 
Bilicaner, 	Bikaneer, 	Biekaneer, 	Bielionere, 	Biltkaneero  Jhoyarglar, jsgh.iredur, jitytracir (P.), the Bolder of land 

• granted for services.. Bkikaitere, 	Beekaneer
' 	

Brekaner. 	Beykancert 	llicanere. 
Vile Illoroinatance will mace. . ViveNunt eaftlifilg, writing 3101tarrnsi •(.11•), a fast. 	held sacred by loloohomm edrals 
to the directors of the East India, Cretonne:,  concerning the 
combust of a siopoy, spelled the.  ionn's name Shirk Pallas. 

on the tenth day of the first mouth in their year, 
equivalent to the 2iitio of Jody. 

A forthight afterwards, the sante goveraorogenuml, writing ilfuefid (A.), 	a marmite ; 	thence isannit tramiiit or 
to the same, directors about the train° soppy, presented the juatlefilt ritumjid, a cathedral or eliief noenottio, 
mune under the form .Slioik Phrdtoo. 	We have enclave- Nail:, wig (S.), a native eorporal • 
veined as far art possible to metro the spelling in the iVrinii, tiros (M.), granintibcr, 	an 	term of respect or 
narrative anti time limp liarmonine. i precedence among the ilkilorat tat ; Noire/ .9rhib, mom fur 

i from being ri family or pi reonal name, is sinoply a 
roettleallgrY.—We hers Prav-tb a voetlhalerY of about'. m  combination of two throat of respect (see Sithih) for a 

fifty words tenet, used in Itlia, heth in conveisation and perieu whoop: real name was Dhoondo Punt. 
in waiting, connected with the military noel social life of Naoceb, nabob, oiratili (A.1, derived from niiib, a Nieerny 
the ontives; with the initials or syllables; P., Port, H., M., cur ricegetent. 	 , 
4',., '1'., Taut., 8., to, denote whether the words have Ilt an iViirlilee, ;nut( (8.1, a river. 
rlevived from the Ponsian, Port tiguiee, Hindustani, Miihrotta, 
Ambit:, Tatar, Tamil, or Sannerit 	languagen. 	Tamil err 

Nuiloh, »iffii (Ii.), a brook, water-mune, the channel of 
a torrent 

Tomei is spoken in sone of the districts of Southern India. .Patani, pillastint (S.), a town ; the termiantimi of the 
In most inrentreen, two forms of spelling are given, to Immo of ninny places in Southern huh 	; such aa 
prepare the reader for the discrergoneits above adverted to : , ot"eriitllopafirai, 	the city 	of 	Shri 	Ranee, 	a 	11.016 ir) 

divinity;  
Ah, orb (P.), water ; used in composition thus : I'aujanh, Puna (P.), a messenger or foot-attendant. 

five waters, or watered by five morn; Peak, a district Pure, ,ram, a. toofn ; the final syllable in ninny significant 
between two rivers, equivalent in meaning, to the reaue..i, Herb as 111,(011,orc or Eltsrorpoor, the town of 
Greek hfclopohnolia. Bherata. 

aibori (P.), inhabited; a town or city; tool) as Allahrtlaid, 
city of God; Ifyderahad, city of nyder. 

fletipool, a Hiniloo of the military caste tor order; them 
is one particular province in rpper India named {runt 

Ayob. (Port.), a nurse; a female attendant on a lady. timers itrijpoirinii. 
Paha (T.), a term of endearment in the dome.Aie circler, Rya!, a peasant cultivator. 

tamely equitatent tq Goo lhoglinh dear, and applied $cdt.ih, sohi 6, soioib (A.), loril ; n ceutkmnan. 
both to a father and tin child. oS'ipoy, sipohi, in the lteneal pre.sideney, a motive aolier 

.fieboo, a Melon title, equivalent to our /2srpiire. in the Company's service; in that of 13otoloo:-, it often 
Dilly, bt19/1, a garden ; 	.1(misiya• hrigh is a celebrated has the meaning of a peon or foot-messenger. 

gattlen outside Delhi. ,Shait.adriA (P.), prince; king's sou. 
Buhadoor (1' ). brave; a title of rtep.ri added to the Sourer (P.), a native horseman or trooper. 

names of militory oflicorn nod others. Sit/Near, solibehdor (A.), a native captain. 
floog (P.), an intoxicating potion mole front hemp. ' Tappet, ionyll ( (I.), a packet of letters; the po,.t. 
Ams', bazaar, an exchange or market-pinee. Zernintiar, zoatimliir (P.), a landowner. 

. , lo 	 •f i... .,7. ' 6 	r 	 c• !-'',•,'-‘ r 
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ClIAPTER-  I. 	, 	
, 

• THE ANGLO-INDIAN ARMY AT TRE TIME ,OF THE OUTBREAK. 	1 

• . 	 i 
, 	1 

/ .:` '.,_1,. 	rt   57 11 I+ Magnificent 	India. Which 

	

. 	. 
faithful while that of Bengal revolted, Ave must 	1 

ti'llf 	. 	' 411 	began to revolt from England in know what is meant lay .a presidency, and in what 	I 
% ' 	7 	the early months of 1857 ; Which way the Anglo-Indian army bears relation JO the 

a.,',. 	continued that 	Revolt 	until 	it • territorial divisions of India. 	We shall not need 
e' 	r -3.i), spread to many thousands of square for those purposes to give hero a formal history of 

., 	0 •ailf miles; which conducted the Revolt llindostan, nor a history of the rise and constita- 
tq  0 in a manner that appalled all the 

1..,._ 	* 't; 	4. 	eivilised world 	by its unutterable 
‘ 'e.a. 	ae ae..,,,,,A 	horrors—this India was,' after •all, not 

tion of the East India Cempany, nor an account of 
the manners and customs of the }Undoes, nor a -, 
narrative of the British wars in India in past ages, 

1- 	'-k7  !wily unsound at its core. 	It was not so 
V;.  

nor a topographical description of India—rattily of 
much the perple who rebelled, as the sadiers. these subjects will demand attention 	in later 

-Whatever grievances the hundred mid seventy pages; but at present only so much will be 
millions of human beings in that wonderful wan- touched upon as is necessary for the bare under- 
try may have had to bear; Whatever complaints ' standing of the. fads of the Revolt, leaving the 
may have been justifiable on their parts against causes for the present in abeyance. 
their native princes or the British government; What aro the authoritative or official divislons 
and whatever may have been the feelings of those of the connITy in reference to the governors who 
native princes towards the British--all of which control and the soldiers who fight (or ought to 
matters will have to be considered in later chapters tight) for it ? . What are the modes in which a vast 
of this work—still it remains incontestable that the 
outbreak was a military-  revolt 	rather than a 

regitin, extending snore titan a tlaShsand miles ip 	, 
many different directions, is or may be traversed 	I 

national rebellion. 	The Hindoo foot-soldier, fed by rebel soldiers who fight against their employers, 	I 
and paid by the British, ran elf with his arms and and by true soldiers who punish the rebel:: ? What ‘ , 1 
his uniform, and fought against those -who had and who, are the soldiers thus adverted to ; how 	i 
supported him ; the Mohammedan trooper, with his many, of what races, how levied, how paid and 	I 
glittering equipments mid his fine horse, escaped supported. where cantoned, how officered? 	These 
with both in like manner, and became suddenly an are the three subjects that will occupy a brief 
enemy instead of a friend and servant. What effect chapter; after which the narrative of the Revolt 
this treaehery may have had on the populace of the may with profit be at once entered upon. 

. 	towns, is another question: we have at present And first. for India as an immense country 
only to do with the military origin of the struggle. governed by a people livin, eight or ten thousand 

Here, therefore, it becomes at once necesieuy miles distant. Talk as we May, there are few among 
that the reader should be supplied with an Intel. us -who can realise the true magnitude of this idea— 
ligible clue to the series of events, a groundwork the true bearing of the relation borne by two small 
en which his appreciation of them may rest. 	As islands in a remote corner of Europe to a region 
this -work aims at something mere than a mere which has been famed since the time of Alexander 
record of disinters and -victories, all the parts the Groat. 	The British Empire in Indiaeliviiat 
-will be made tap bear some definite relation one does it denote? 	Even before the acquisition of 
to another ; and the that of these relations is— Oude, Pegu, and Nagpoor, the British possessions 
between the mutinous movements themselves, and in India covered nearly 800,000 square miks ; but 
the soldiers who made those movements. 	Before as the influence of England is gradually extending 
veo can well understand what the sepoys dart, we over the protected and the hither;o independent 
must know who the sepoys are; before we can states, we shall best conceive Che whole 0(without 
picture to ourselves an Indian regiment in revolt, 
we must. know of what elements it consists, and 

Pep, Which is altogether eastward of what is 
considered 	India) 	as 	a 	compact 	territory 	of 

-what are its usages when in cantor meats or when 1,400,d00 square miles—twelve times as large as 
en the march ; and before we can appreciate the the United Kingdom, sixteen times as large as 
importance of two presidential armies remaining Great Britain, 	twenty-four times 	as 	large 	as 
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,England and Wales : double the size, in fact, of Caleuttas and who is assisted by a kind of cabinet 
Great Britain, 	France,, Spain, 	Portugal, Italy, or council of ministers. Formerly there were three 
Belgium, Holland, Prussia, and Switzerland, all presidencies, under whom the whole territory was 
uombined. 	Nor is this, like the AusSian Empire, a placed; two being under the governors of Bombay 
vast but thinly populated region. 	ft contains at and Madras, and the remainder, called the Bonsai • 
least a hundred and seventy millions of human -presidency, being under the governor-general him: 
'beings, more than a hundred 'and thirty millions self, who wasio this extent vested with a special 
of whom are the direct subjects of Queen Victoria as well us a general government. 	But in process , 
--that is, if anything cam be direct, connected of time it was found impossible For this official to 
with the anomalous relations between the Crown fulfil all the duties imposed upon him; and the 
and the East India Company. great Bengal presidency became subdivided. There 

It comes within the knowledge of most intelli- are now five local governors of great districts—the 
gent English readers at the present day, that this governor-general himself, who directly rules many 
Indian Empire, governed by a curiously compli- of the newly acquired regions ; . the lieutenant- 
Wed bargain between a sovereign and a company, 
haq been growing for a hundred years, and still 

governor of the Northwest Provinces,who riles 
some of the country formerly included in the 

continues growing. 	In fits of national anger or presidency of Bengal; the lieutenant-governor of 
internetioual generosity, we inveigh against the the Lower Provinces, who rules the rest of that 
Czar of. Russia for processes of aggression and 
plans of annexation in regions around and between 

canntry; and the governors of Madras and Bombast, 
whose range of territory has not undergone noun 

the Caspian and Black Seas, and we compassionate increase in recent years. 	.got us learn a little 
and assist his weak neighbours under the pressure concerning each of these five. 
of his ambition ; but it is only in times of excite- Madras, as a presidency or government, includes 
moat or peril that ire consider the extraordinary the whole of the south of India, -where its nt r- 
'ray in which our own Indian Empire has been rowed, peninsular form is most apparent, up to 
built up—by amlest, by purchase, by forfeiture— about latitude 16° north, together with a strip still 
and in some cases by means which, called robbery further north on the east or Coromandel coast. 
by our enemies, do at any rate demand a little cone- Its greatest inland extent is about 950 miles in 
pane/ion front us as a Christian people. 	Exactly one direction, and 450 in another ; while its shores 
a century ago, England scarcely occupied a foot aro pasha by the Indian Ocean and the Bay of 
of grtnna in India ; her power was almost crushed  Bengal along a coast-line of no less than 1700 
out by the native mtwab who rendered himself mills--unfortunately, however, very ill provided 
infamous by the episode of the Black Hole at with ports and anchorages. 	There are about, 
Crientta ; and it was in the year after that atrocity i  thirty districts and states under tire governor's 
--namely, in 175i, that Clive began those -wonder- rule—some as ' regulation 	districts,' 	other,- 	as 
ful victories which established a permanent basis 'non-regulation districts,' and others as 'native 
tier a British Empire in Hindostan. 	And what a states,' 	The difference between these three kinds 
esMinuons growth by increment has since been ' may be thus brielly indicated: the 'regulation' 
ch.tplayei l 	The. Pergannahs, Masnlipattan, Burd- districts are thoroughly British, and are governed 
at an, MidnapoTe, Chittagong, Bengal, Behar, the directly by the chief of the presidency ; the ' non- 
Ivorthern Circars, Benares, all passed into British 
hands by the year 1775; the next twenty-live 

regulation' 	districts 	are 	now 	equally 	British, 
though 	of 	more 	recent 	acquisition, 	but 	are 

years brought to us the ownership of Salsette, governed by agents or commissioners ; while the 
Wagore, Pulo Penang, Malabar, Dindigul, Salem, 'native 	states' have 	still their mike princes, 
Barrainahal, Coirnba tore, Canape, 	Tanjore, and 'protected,' or rather controlled by rho Beitish. 
portions of the Deccan and Mysore ; in the fitad Without any formal enumeration, it may be 
quarter of the present century the list was increased well to remember that the following Dams of 
by the Gametic, Gorukhpore, the Doab, Bareilly, 
portions of Bundeleund, Outtack, Balasore, Delhi, 

some of these districts, all more or less familiar 
to English readers a.5 the names of towns or pro- 

Oujerat, Kamm], Saugor, Khandeish, Ajmeer, 
knonalt, the Column, portions of Mahratta country, 
districts in Bejapore and Ahmednuggur, Singapore, 
and Malacca ; in the next period of equal length 
the acquisitions included Assam, Aracan, 'l'enas- 
wire, the fieebtuida districts, Patna, Sumbhnlpore, 

vinces, are included among those belonging to the 
presidency or government of 111.adtas—Masulipa-
tam, /galore, Chingleput, Madras, Arcot, Cudda-
lore, Cuddapah, Salem, Cohnbatore, •Trichinonely, 
Tanjore, Madura, Tinnevelly, Afv Inbar, Carara, 
Vizagapatam, Kurnaul, Koorg,* Cochin, Mysore, 

Koorg, Loodianah, Kurnaul, Sinde, and the Jul- Travancore. 	Some of these ate not absolutely 
lundur Dt ab ; while during the eight years of the British ; 	but their independence is little more 
Met-tils of„Dalhousio'r, administration, as we learn 
on his own authority, there were added Pegu, the 

than a name. 	There are various important towns, 
or places worth knowing in connection with Indian 

Punjaab, 	Nagpoor, 	dude, Satara, Jhansi, 	and 
lierar—all these in exactly a century. 

affairs, which aro imitated in some or oilier of . 

The whole of British India is placed under a 
governor-gene:al, whose 	official 	residence is at 

* a rotn:-. naive prinems sm. *rut to Enc-hrol from thI9 illstr'c' 
to ue Otttoted us 8 CAriTtim 1,141,7 • and Queue VICICIIrt litear.,c,  a 
apmeor ftv big-at a bnptinn a cotkM:ohy. 
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In To REVOLT IN INDIA.s—Ifi'5i. ,• 
these districts, but not giving their names ti them • pore, 	MeOrshedahad, 	Rungpoor, Ateett, 'Sad;  
—suchaS Seringapatam, Goleandebi , Rajamandry, Patna, Behar, Chittagong, the.Senderbuuds, Amin, , 
Juggernaut, Vellere, Patient, Pendieherry,(Frene10, Aracan, 	Most' of these or,'  are also the names e 
Tramptebar, Negapatam, ITangalore, 'Ootaeamund, towns, each, the thief .in its district; bnt, there 
Mangalore, Calicut. 	 , are - other important towns-and places' not hero 
* Bombay, as a presidency, is a curiously shaped named--,including Calchttn, Gossimbazar, Barrack- 
strip. 	Exclusive of the subordinate territories of 
native prinees,(over which, however, the CoMpanie 

pore, ChandernagereeSemenpore, Celpee, Pitenealt, 
Boglipore, Itajmahal, Nagore 	Ratiebgalnge, Jella- 

exercises paramount political sway) and of Sinde, , 
which, though recently placed -under the govern-, 
ment of Bombay, may properly be regarded as a

.
\ 

sore, Dinaporei  Bahar, Ramditus, Berhampore. 
orthwest Bengal, or the Northwestern Pro-

vinces of the Bengal presidency, regarded as a 
distinct territory—exclusive of these, the presi- sub-presidency or lieutenant-governorship, 	corn- 
deney,oecupies a narrow strip, of irregular outline, 
stretching for a considerable distance north and 

'prises some of the most important and- densely 
' populated districts of Northern India. 	It cores 

south. 	It occupies the western coast of the penin- seven degrees of latitude and nine bf longitudes 
sula, from Gujerat on the north, to the small o`e, if the portion of the 'non-regulation' districts 
Portuguese settlement of,Goa on the south ; and under the control of this lieutenant-governor be 
has a length. of 66» miles, with a maximum breadth  included, the range extends to ten 	degrees of 
of 240. 	The Bombay provinces included in .the ht!itude and twelve of longitude. 	Its boundary is 
strip just 	noticed, 	the 	neighbouring territories roughly marked by the neighbouring provinces or 
administered by or on behalf of native princes, 
and Sinde, form three sections about equal in 

states of Sirbiud, Kumaon,' Nopaule  Ondo, Lower 
Bengal, Rewah, Bundelcund, and Scindiah's _Mali- 

size, the whole collectively being. thrice as large vette. territory ; but many of these arc included 
as England and Wales. 	To assist the memory, as anion its ' non-regulation' 	territories. 	In 	its.  
in the last paragraph, we give the names of the  limited, strictly British territory, it is a little larger 
chief districts likely to be known to English than England and Wales ; but including the ' non- 
readers—all of which either belOng absolutely to 
the presidency of Bombay, or are more or less) 

regulation' provinces, such as Kunlun, 	1.;ateer, 
Saugor, &c., it is vastly larger. 	As the chief city 

under thc control of the governor—Surat, Baxoche, is Agra, the lieutenant-governorship is often called 
Ahmedabad, Khandeish, Powell, Alunednu,ggur, by that name : more convenieut, perhaps, than ' 
Bombay, 	Conant, 	Satara, 	Beretta, 	Kattywar, the one officially adopted—indeed it was a one 
Kolapore, Cuteh, the Makatea districts, Kuraehee, time determined)  ,though the plan has been posts 
Byderabad, Shikarpore, Khyrpore. 	The last four potted 	sine 	(lie, 	to form an entirely new and 
are districts of Sinde, conquered by the late Sir • distinct presidencyrealled the Presidency of Agra, 
Charles James Napier, and placed 	under the The Ganges and the .Tunma are the great rivers , 
Bombay presidency as being nearer at hand than that permeate it. 	As before, ti 0 give the naines 
any of the others. 	Besides the towns similarly of the most familiarly known divisions or dis- 
named to most of these districts, the following triets—Delhi, Meerut, Allygurle Robilennd, Bar- 
may be usefully mentioned—Goa (Portuguese), cilly, 	Shahjehanpoor, Bijnour, Agra, ,Furruckits  
Bejapore, Bassein, Aurangabad, Assayer  Nuseera- 
bad, Cambay. 

bad, Allahabad, Cawnpore, Futtehpore, Benares, 
Gorukhpore, 	Azimghur, 	Jounporh, 	Alirzapore, 

Lower Bengal, or the Lower Provinces of Bengal, 
considered as a sub-presidency or lieutenant-govern- 

Ghazeepore ; and it to these sve add the names of 
towns not indicated by the names of their districts 

tent, comprises all the eastern portion of .British —such as Simla,' SHIM, tmballa, Loodianah, 
India, bounded. on the east by the Burmese and Shahabad, Buxar—it trill be seen how many 
Chinese Empires, and on the north by Nepaul, 
bikini, and Ehotan ; southward, it is washed by 

places noted more of less in Indian affairs lie 
within this province or lieutenant governorship. 

the Bay of Bengal; while inland or westward, it For the sake 	of brevity, 	it 	may 	here be 
reaches to a point on the Ganges a little beyond remarked, we shall frequently, in future chapters, 
Patna, but not so far as Bewares. 	Fancy might use the times 'Northwest Bengal' and 'Lower 
compare it in shape to a dumb-bell, surmounting Bengal,' instead of the tedious designations ' North- 
the upper part of the Bay of Bengal, which western Provinces' and ' Lieutenant Government 
washes its shores throughout a distance of MO of Bengal.' 
mile;. 	Without reckoning native states under the As to the.fifth or remaining sphere of govern- 
control. of the Company, this lieutenant-governor- moat—that which is under the governor-goueral 
ship is considerably more than three times as himself—it is with difficulty (dm:rifted ; so many,' 
large as England and Wales ; and nearly the are the detached scraps and patches. 	The evcr- 
whole of it is in the basins of, or drained by, the worked representative of l)te crown, whether his 
two magnificent rivers Ganes and Brahntaputra. name be Auckland or Ellenborough, Dalhottsie 
On. the principle before adopted, we give 	the or Canning, finding the governorship of Bengal too 
names of districts most likely to become familiar- onerous when added to the governoeleneralship 
ised to the reader —Jessore, I3urdwan, Bancorah, of the whole of India, gives up his special care of 
Bliaugulpore, Munghir, (Attack, Balasore, Midna- Bengal, divides it into two sub-provinces,, and 
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• bands it over to the 'two .lieutenant-governors. scrutinising his proceedings, and elaiening some- , 
Bnt the increase of terr;tora: in British India has thing'to do with his military forces. 	Such is he 
'hem, so vast' within the last few years, and the 'case at Hyderabad in the Nizanee territory, at 
difficulty so great of deciding to which presidency Ithalmandoo in •Nopaul, at Gwalior in &Mihail% 	1 
they ought to belong,: that they' have been made dominions;, 'at" Indore in Holkar's dominions, at ' 
into a fifth dominion or government, -under the Bhopal, in the country of the same name, at 
goveruor-general himself. 	The great and import- ' Bhurtpore and elsewhere in the llejpoot princes' 
ant eouinvy of the Ihmjaub, acquired a few years dominions, at Darjecline in Sikim, at 13arotia' in 
ago, `s ' one of the list; it is under the governor- the. Guicowar's dominions, &c. 
general, and is administered for him by a board of The semi-independent prinece of India,—mostly 
emeirnissioners. 	The hingdom Of Oude is another, 
annexed in 185C, and similarly represented by 

rajahs if 'Undoes:  nawabs 'if Mohammedans--curl 
ceefeinly placed in a most anomalous position. 

residents or, commissioners acting for fund under There are nearly two hundred of these vassal- 
the orders of the governor-general. 	The province kings, if we may so term thent—some owning 
of Nagpoor''is a third : a large country in the torriteries ns large as European kingdoms, while 
very centre 	of India, 	annexed in 	1853, and others claim dominion over bits of country not 
nearly tenehing all the four governorships ;0:fealty larger 	than 	petty German. principalities. 	The 

. described. 	Rep is a fourth, wrested from the • whole of them have treaties and engagements with 
sultan of Burinah, 'in 1852, and placed -under the the British government, involving- the reeiprocal 
governor-general's 	administration. 	A 	fifth • is obligations of protection and allegiance. 	Some 
Tenasserire, 	a strip of comae' stretching five of 'them nay tribute, others do not; kit almost 
hundred miTes along the eastern shore of the all have formally relinquished the right of sell- 
ing of Bengal. 	There are other fragments ; but defence, and also that of maintaining diplomatic 
the above will suffice to show that the governor- relations 	with 	each 	other. 	The 	princes 	are 
general has no ineonsideealde amount of territory regarded as children, expected to look up for 
under 	his 	immediate 	control, represented 	by protection 	only 	to 	their 	great 	mother, 	the 
his noicimiesioners. 	If we look at the navies of Company. 	The Company undertakes nut only to 

'blares included within these limits, we shall be guarantee • eeternal 	safety 	but 	also 	internal 
strack with their number and importance in tranquillity in these states, and is the umpire in all 
connection with stirring events in India. 	in the oitarreis between native rulers. Though not called 
Putijnith we find Peshawar, Attock, Rawul l'indde, dpon, and indeed not .allowed 	to defend them- 
Jelum, 	Bamnitgur, 	Chillianwalla, 	Wnzeerabad, ielvcs from an external attack, the princes mostly 
Umritsir, 'Ahem, Ju:lu»thtr, Ghoorka, Porozpore, have armies, more 	for show than use under 
Ferozsleth, Moodkee ; in the once independent but ordinary circumstances : 	bat 	then 	they must 
now British province or kingdom of Ondo will ontaiu permission to do this, and they must limit 
he found the names of Lucknow, Oude, Fyzabnd, the numbers ; and in some cases there is a. at ipula- 
Sultaupore, 	layralind ; 	in 	the 	territory 	of tion that if the British be at war in India, the 
Nagpoor is the town of the same name, but other prince must lend his troops. 	It is in this settee 
towns of any note are scarce. 	Ia Pegtt and that the independent princes of India are said to 
Tenisseritn,• both ultra-Gangetic or eastward of possess, collectively, an armed force of little less 
the Ganges, 'we find Rangoon, Bassein, Promo, than four hundred thousand men : many of them, 

• In oulineiti, and. Martahan. 	 i available, according to treaty. for British service. 
'The reader has here before him about a hundred Next, we' may usefully pay a little attention to 

and forty names of places in this rapid sketch this question—How, in so immense a country, do 
of the great divisional 	governments of India, 
mostly the names of important towns ; and— 

the soldiers and subjects of these several states, 
British and native, travel from place to ,  place: 

without any present details concerning modes of how do they cross mennthins ashen, passes are 
government, or numbers governed, natural wealth few, or marshes and sandy plains where roads aril 
or social condition—we believe he will find his .few and bad, or broad rivers where bridges are 
comprehension of the events of the great Revolt scarce? 	The distances traversed by the armies 
much aided by a little attention to this account of at'e sometimes enormous. 	Let us open a map of 	' 
the five governments into. which British India is at India, and see, for example, the relative positions 
present divided. As for the or/phial names of king- of Calcutta, Madras;  Bombay, Delhi, l'eshawnr, and 
dorns and provincee, nawabships and rajahships, 
i, scarcel• repays the trouble to learn them: -when 
the native chiefs tvere made pensioned pelmets, 
the former names of their possessions became 

[imams at the western mouth of the Indus. 
Delhi is nearly nine hundred miles from Bombay, 
more than nine Imedred from Calcutta by laud, 
niteeti or sixteen hundred miles front +he sane city 

of lessened value, and anany of them are gradually by evnter-route up the Ganges and ;Irma, and 
disappearing trout the reaps. 	We have ' political nearly fourteen hundred from Madras. 	leuraehoe. 
residents,'government agents,' or `commissioners,', 
at the capital city of Minuet every prince in India ; 

the most westerly spot in 'whit, anti d 	i 	lesenee ono 
day. perhaps, to 1:- an impel taut dep:,t for steamers 

to' denote that, though the prince may bold the front the Red Sim or the Persian OW, is more 
erappinga of royalty, there is a watchful master than sixteen hundred miles from Canaate, eoarly 

Il 
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:most; the. broadest part of India from east • to , 
west; while Bash/twit; at the eNtreme north-wet 

:Indian railwaya• .thought of; ,,thi-klang;es WaS the 
'gri4 	highWay ,Alora Calbutla TO DO:illreti, 4,kili41iFP 

', or Afghan :rontier, acquired, by England whoa the hati; awl the northwestbrn pre‘dnees . goneralli, no 
• Prtjauh was annexed, is no dia;s than two thent.sl,m1 , a. oilses whOe 	tipatA, vas, not .required.'• •The ' • 
'- miles from 'W.atiras.. 	All opinions and jUdgments, , 

esentorning the slowness' of operations in 'India, 
must be ternpuaed by a consideration of these vast 

/Wien grflernment ,nsed :to, allow "their niiiital ' 
'servants two Inor..ths and a half for proceeding to 	, 
Leargeti, three oto A llohabad, film to Meerut, and 

• •qigt.filwes. 	. 	• 	 . 	' nine to Ioodiannh—poriods that ,seept to .us,, in ' 
'.Cho rivers •ivere the great highways of that the old tountry)  ofitragepus in ploir length, 	The.; 

country before reads existed, as in other rogions ; ;beitte WON chiefly, of two of the kinds. mentioned' 
and They have never med.' to be ' the most ' 
frequented .routes. 	At least such is the • case in 

hi the preceding paragraph-e-namely, thepiuneee, 
very European ,in its appearance, and 'the lofty 

relation to, the larger riversa-suelt as the (inn es;  *Rented budgerow, peculiarly Indian. 	Even after 
Indus,:  Nerbudde, 	Kishnto 	donna, .. FlutIej, and , 
jeluto. ' 	undoes and Mohatatedans, too !mop 

steamers were 'placed upon the Congos, the slow-
going budgerow continued to be Introit used by 

to hire horses ,or palkem for land-travel;  may yet -the ,Com:rany's 	officers, 	and by other persons 
„ be able to &rail themseloes of their river-boots., ; • going northwesta-chiedy in cases where a familY 	' 

. 	The native boats which work on the Gauges are . and a large quantity of .  luggage or personal elfecat 
numetena and curious in kind. 	The patella or had to be conveyed; l 	every other mode than 
banage-boat is of saul-wood, olinker-built, and the loidgero or then beorruis`very costly—and will 
ilat-shottotned, .frith rather slanting outsides, and probably so continue until the' great trunk-railway 
not so inonageable • a s a pont or a London barge ; is completed. 	Budgerow boating is, it mast be 
its great breadth gives it a very light draught confessed, enough to, stagoato the blood of an 
of woter, and renders it fittest for the cotton ,and active man who wishes to speed onward to a scene 
other up-coarory products, which require little, 
mere than a dry and secure raft to float the& 
do bon the' stream. 	The oatf/k or cc nanon baggage- 

eigtvelnini.ga: 	As the tide ends at a few wihoi 
above Calcutta, there is 	a constent ilotanward 	, 

throughout all the rest of the Gaprs ; and ( current 
boat of the Hoogly and Central Bong,* has .9., 
sharp bow and smooth rounded sides; it is fitted 

this current has to be struggled against during the 
up-pa,smgo, 	If the whd be favourable,, sails an: 

'1\t wailing and sailing before the wind, and ifs hoisted; but, 	f otherwise, progress is made by 
toloeohly roanngeablo with the oar in smooth poouinp or tracking, an operation perfortned by 
a vacs. 	The Dacca pulwar is more •weatherly, 
although, lil:e the rest, without keel, and the ihstest, 
and most handy boat in use for general tratilli 

the greater pavt of 'the crew proceeding on shore„ 
and a ith ropes :attached to the mast-head, dragging 
'the vesSel bodily along ; wading for hours, it. may 	, 

The haiThrout, the &i vied, and the ketchorigyed be, throe& rullairs or evoke ',tore than,,brerot 	'. 
pb'naee, are employed by 'Europeans for their high, 	The traveller; ;mend roach of their time nn 
personal 	eenve.yattea. 	.:esides these., 	there 	are , 
numerous others—such as the wood-boats of the 

shore in the cooler hours of the 'morning and 
evening, welkin, fishing, or shooihrg, or other,. 

tianth.rtmods, or various forms and dimensions tvi,ic whiling away their time ; fur they ..stn easily 
from one /moved to six thousand maunds burden . keep up with a boat that only makes ten miles per 
(a mound being about equal to 100 pounds troy); average day. The Company have been accustomed 
the salt'-boats of Tundook ; the light boats which to make a nertain ollowariee to each other',  anr 
curry kW-leaf; the Cincotta bZur, or cargo-boat boat-aceommodation up the country ; and it is not 
o? the port ; 	the Chittagong boats ; 	the 	light unusual for two or thrce to join in the hire of use 
ratig-loom, with floors of a single hollowed piece budgerow; to their mutual comfort and Whit A 
of timber, and raised sides, neatly atttched by amidl saving out of tbeir Allowance. 	They ei i.afoe. 
sevino, with strips of bamboo over ti-so ,seams; an attendant dingheo as a cook-boat, to keep 4.1te 
'the (7iao71,oc; and the panswec—all found wit.hin culinary operetions at a respeetail distance; :old 
the limits of the B lop I presidency. 	' A. native they fit up their budgerew with camp-tables, otonp- 
traveller, aoccn ding lo his degree and substance, 
enTigos a dinghee or a panawee, a •oulwar or an 
oolak ; the man of twc alai puts his baggage and 

stools, charpoys or light bedsteads, copper chil-
lumehees or wash-basins, rums, hanging ,latopo, 
canteens, bullock or camel trunks, and a feW other 

tritemiants ir. these, and provides a budgerow or It 
pinnace fur his personal amonmodation. 	Meets 
of high standing in the civil or military aetvice, 
travelling with a large retinue of servants and a 

articles 	of 	furniture ; 	with 	wine, 	spirits, 	ale, 
preserves, 	cheeses, 	prides, 	salt 	meats, 	ham, 
tongues, and other provisions, which ore cheeper 
at Calcutta than if purohnsedion the way; and 

anamify of baggage, seldom have less than five 'Or 
sin.  boats (one of them a cooking-boat, and another 

tritl) their wardrobes, articles for the toilet, bouhs, 
chrss and backgammon 	hoards, guns, mashed 

fitted with an oven fir baking bread) : sometimes instruments, and other al& to lessen the tedium of 
ns many as flitter' -then they catty their horse* a long voyage. 
nod equipayea, and the In:dant:is of housolceeping Hitherto, commerce Las had so ranch mot's to do 
fur their comfortable establishment on arrival: with this Ganges traffic than passenger travel, that 

Defute 	Itoliao steamers were 	iutrodueet7, or the slowness of the progress WAS not felt : as in the 
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.• nulttnee'erthe canals of :Ragland, which, nux4 for 
goods and not for plEP.Ingera, are not blameable on 
the boomer tardiness. 	The Gauges is now, as it 
has /Aim fl'r ages, the "main channel for the eon 
inerce•of Northern India; The produce of Europe, 
of Southern. India, of the Eastern Archipelago, 
of China, brought to 	Calcutta 'by ocean-going 
stearaers or sailing-ships, is distributed upwards to 
Patna, Mares, Allahabad, Lucknow, Oawnpore, 

. 	., 
sively by OM Ganges 11)11w'; and the some boats 
which, convey the•se cargoes, bring down the mit 

• cotton, indigo, °ohms, rice, sugar, grain, rich stufik,, 
piece-goods, and other grown or manufaetitrx1 
commodities front the interior, either for consump-
then at Calcutta and other towns on the route, or 
for shipment to England and elsewhere. 	It is 
probable that the cargo-boats and the budgerowa 
will continuo to convey a )urge proportion of the; 

Agra, WM, and other groat towns; almosti 	exeln- traffic of India, ler, steamers and railways make 
7$ 	 ' 

1 	1,  
•W 	; . 

1 	' 

1, 	0   
,. 	• 	,. 

k 	1  	( 
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• light, 

trading 

-which 

what prxiess Cloy may; fur there is much local 
that can be bettor managed by this slow, 

stopping, free-and-easy Ganges route of boating. 

	

The Ganges steamers are peculiar. 	,Each con- 
sists of two .vessels, a PT and a flat, neither of 

is of mush use without the other. 	The tug 
contains the engine ; the flat nontains the pas- 
sengers and cargo; anti this double arrangement 
seems to have been adopted as a means of insuring 

draught. Each slat contains fifteen or twenty 
cabins, divided inter three classes amerding to the 
secattimodation, and 	obtainable 	at 	a faro 	or 
to cnty to thirty pounds for each cabin for a 
voyage from Calcutta up to Allababad---le.ss in the 
r:•reise direction, because the aid et' the titrcaat 
shortens the voyago. 	Besides this, the passenger 
pays ler all his I- roviz1ons, and most of the fur- 
chute of his cabin. 	Every passenger is aliomed to 
Mho one servant free of passage fare. The steamer 
yrs-a:evils 4m13 	during the day, anchoring every 
night ; an•I it stops every three or four days, to 
take coals into the tug, and to deliver and receive 

passengers. 	The chief of these %tapping-piaci s are 
at the towns of Berhampore, Afoughir, Patna, 
Dinapoor, Chupra, Boxer, Gbaxeupore, Bemires, 
Chunar, and .Mitistpere, all situated oo the banks 
of the Canes between Calcutta and Allahal)ad ; 
mid it is only during the two or three hilly; of 
these stoppaqes that the passengers ha ve an oppor- 
thrifty of rambling, 	on the shore by day1i1,111. 
The tug in of iron, and drags the Vat by means 
01 hawsers and a long twin; which hiter sores 
both 	as a gangway and 	to 	prevant • collision 
between the two vessels. 	The East Podia tarai- 
puny ferst establisbel these steamers, bat others 
have followed their example, and help to ktep 
up a healthy competition. 	The river dig auro 
to Anstbabad being right In-alike] miles (three 
hundred in exce.ss of the land route), and the tireu 
Of ti aocit being about twenty days, this gives :only 
miles per day as the average rate of progress of the 
tug and its attemirat flat or necommuite Tien-boat. 
fir proposed plan' for impinciog 	this Gati4es 
steaming;  we do not; speak in 

• 

I 

this glee. 
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The Indus is less traversed by boats 	and 
steamers; but, being nearer to England than the 
Ganges, it is becoming more and more important 
every year, especially since the annexation of the 
Panjaub by the British. 	The boats on the Indus 
take up the produce of the Persian and Arabian 
atilt's, Catch, the western districts of India, and so 
much of the produce of Europe as is available for 
Binde, the Punjaub, and the northwest of India 
generally: taking back the produce of Afghanistan; 
Cashmere,the Punjaub, libido, and the neighbouring 
countries. 	The boats on this river, having fewer 
European travellers, do not possess so many accom' 
naodations as those on the Ganges ; the scantiness 
of the population, too, and the semi-barbarous con- 
dition of the natives, tend towards the same result. ' 
The Sutlej boats, mostly employed, 'are long and 
clumsy; when going downwards, the stream gives 
them a 'velocity of about two miles an hour, while 
the oars and sail give them barely another extra 
mile. 	They correspond, indeed, rather with our 
idea of a Thames coal-barge, than with that of 
a beat. 	The steersman and two oarsmen are at 
the stern, working with a broad paddle and two 
oars. 	The passengers occupy the rest of the vessel, 
in a rude bamboo cabin twelve or fourteen feet 
long. When the wind and the stream are nnfavour- 
able, the sail is hauled down, and . tracking is 
resorted to. 	As the up-river return-voyage is 
exceedingly slow, a passenger travelling 	down 
towards the sea is obliged to pay for the return- 
voyage as well. As there are hardly any important 
towns on the banks below the Panjaub, except 
Hyderabad, a traveller is obliged •to take almost 
the whole of his provisions and necessaries with 
him. 	The journey up the stream is so insupport- 
ably tedious by these boats, that small steamers 
are generally preferred; but these require very 
light draught and careful handling, to prevent 
them from grounding on the shoals and sandbanks

i  which are more numerous in the Indus than in 
the Ganges. 

River-travelling, it hence appears, is a very slow 
affair, ruinously inadequate to the wants of • any 
but a population in a low scale of commercial 
advancement. 	Let us inquire, therefore, Whether 
land-travelling is in a condition to ' remedy these 
evils. 	, 

There are so few good roads in India, that 
-wheel-carriages.  can scarcely he trusted for any 
long distances: The prevailing modes of travel are 
on horseback or in a palm:gain. 	Technically, the . , one mode is called marching ; the other ,'dirk; daa, 
or data. 	The former is sometimes adopted fOr 
economy ; sometimes from necessity While acorn- 
panying troops ; and 'sonaetitnes; on:Short trios, 
through inclination ; but as it is almost impossible 
to travel on horseback during the heat Of the day, 
the more expensive but more 'regular ' (Mk .i'S', in 
greater request, • The horseman, when he-. adopts 
the equestrian system, accomtlishes from twelve to 
twenty, 	 iles a day : sending. on his Servant; One' 
march er day in'advance,'Witti tenty•bedding, tent- • 

t................,....„„,,--, 

furniture, canteen, ave., in order that theyamay,  •t. 
have a meal readyfor the traveller bY the bluelie -'$ 
arrives. 	They daily bey fodder, fonds, eggs,.‘Millia' 	•. 
rice, fruit, or vegetables at 'the villages as they:,,, 
pass through; the traveller,• 	if A sportainati;'"aid0 	A 
the supply of ilia larder with .snipe, • wild-foWl; 	S 
quail, partridges, hares, jungle-cocks. or lattatarela. 
but a weeks provision at a' titan Must be made :eV 
all such supplies as tea,' coffee; dried or preserved • 
meats, sauces, spices, heer,"-or wine,-  at -the Pritaa 
cipal towns—as :these commodities ' . Are - either 
unattainable or very costly at the smaller stations 
and villages. 	Thus the traveller proceeds,:aecona-, 
plishing eighty to A, hundred acrd fifty:miles',per 
week, according to his supply of herse-relays. 	We 
may get rid of the European notions ef; inns and. , 
hotels on the-  road 	thaaltidia zeifieetaaitist•aera 

	

, 	2 	„ 	. 	• 	., 	. 	, his.hotel with him. 	' 	1 	•. . 	a . ' • : 	. 
We come nextitO the. :dig system, nittah• more''  

prevalent than travelling' by,horseback 	sa a  
is a sort' of government post, available for 'Private: 
individuals • as for .,.officials, • 	•A traveller,' 	having, 
planned his journey,hnapPlien to ;the  postmaster 
of the district, who requires from one to three : 
days' notice, According to the extent . of accepaMe„. „ 
dation •needed., ;ITI*,atattat'eanaPreineitt , 'iar one , 
traveller . consists `• of 'eight 	padia..,e4arai 'aika  _ or 
palanquin-bearers, two massanjees or toreh,heatera, 
and two bangsk-hiat4'.  tars; 	higgage-porters.; 	4.54-. 
than this number be needed, the 'fact Must' be 
notified. The time andplaCeof starting; mid . the ''' 
duration and loisalitieSef the halts,', neat also he 
'stated ; for-everything is to be paid-beforehand; on:  
the basis of a regular tarilE 	The Obargekabent; 
one shilling 'Pee:Milnfer ihn'entire set of twelve A 
men—showing at here Unable  a rate': personal 
services are purchasable ha India ,''',' There is alga • 
an extra tharge,,;0:4:eiliiiiigie or ifeti4e .*iMf1:14i • 
road, attributable  to the traveller Iliitnselt ' V-Or 
these 	charges,'' • the postmaster '' unaleatakee 'that, 
there shall be relaYti' Of drik• servants throughout 
the whole distance, even 'if it be the. nine bun- . 
dyed miles from Calcutta to Delhi ;' and in insure, 
this, he writes to the. different villageit' and post 
stations, 	ordering relays to be 	ready at. the 
appointed hours: The stages AVerage abOut tea 
miles each, accomplished in three hours;- at the 
end of which time the twelve men retrace their 
steps, and are succeeded .by another twelve 	 for 
ear ia• ad ef men belong to' a particular station', in 
the same way as each team of horses for an English 
stage-coach belongs to a -particular 'Warn. 	Tho 
rivers and streams 	the route are mostly crossed 
by ferry-boats,

is
for bridgeson 	are scarce in India ; and 

this ferrying  
the postmaser ; includedaith 

	in the fare charged by 

	

oug 	the traveller is generally .'expected to 
o
to
rte

giTe 
f
a small fee, the counterpart to the 

bearers. 'Tee 	eptanfekr2; ,,mciern  pasa we  is a  as  
o

koz r
u r
a
o
n
p
, 

 

kind of wooden 	opening at the sides by sliding shatters 
at
; it 

i
t l•ia out six feet in length by four in height, 	suspended by two poles, borne on 

the shoulders of four men. 	The eight bearers 
. 	, 
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eellere,one.. iniothet', in,, two 	atigsg of four each.` 
' The postimistee figs, notight.  t ,do with the' pal am: . 

', quin,,,; this:is provided by the re,yeller ; and' on, its 
1, .jinlicieus seledion iteRends 	nat. Of his,' eoniforl 
• during, ,tine *env, for ' .a ' brealt.dowk.:Otails 

, 	a multitude 	of 'petty 	mi.. ries. 	•,The ,average 
,. value of a palanquin may 	o, about :ten, ,  Tetinds; . 

and the traveller can gene ally dispose of it again • 
. at the end` of 'ft.'s • journey 	On account.  of the • 
'Weight, nothing ii 'carried that' can ba,pliiily'dis,  , 
ponsed with ; but the tra eller . Manages to fit .up 

his,palaniptin with a,  few books, his 'shaving and 
washing. apparatuS; his writing 'Materials, and a 

,' fair 'articles in ..frequent use.. 	The regular 'fittim..is 
of the. palanquin are a cushion or bed, a bolster, 

.andalfew'light.coyerings.: ' 'Me traveller's luggage • 
is mostly carried in pe.tar.r9hs, tin boxes or wicker- 
• baskets about half. a yard: square : a porter can . 
"caries two. of these; and one :or two potters will 
suffice for the demands of.any 'ordinary:traveller, 
ettnMng' before; or  by the side, of the .palanquin. 
The petarralts' tare lihng, each ..front one end of a 
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Langer. or bambe, pole, the middle ;of which 'rests 
col' the bearer'S 'shoulder.. The tordi-heareis • etin 
by the side of the palanquin •to give light, dtning 
nicdit-triveiling ;• the torch is simply a Short sta. 
otnind round. at enefend with a piece of .2.4 or a • 
tuft of hemp;. on which. Olt is' occasionally dropped. 
from ,  a ask ''or _ a hollow 

oil_: 
;: the odour .of 

the' oil-smoke is 4istweeablo;a0 most travellers' 
are glad to, dispense with the services of ;a 09CO'nd• • .. f torch-bearer.  

was a good example 'of dalt4earelling in' his day;' 
and the. sySiem luts altered very little Since. 	 He 
had twelve bearers,:On accothit of his route lying 
partly through a broken :eountry, 	his clothes and 
writing-desk were placed in the two 'petarrabs, 
carried, by the two hangey-burdaes. 	' The men set 

1 	out across the meadows at a good round:trot of 
about .four miles an, hour,. ,grunting all.: the Way 
like paviers in England :, a„ custom • which, 'like 
parlors, they 	'imagine . eases 'them.  tinder ;their 
btit'den.' 	. Only four . men can: • usually ..put ,their 
shoulders to a Rilantinitr at „the .same• tithe ; but 
the • }Ashen ., observed,,  that 	whenever. they ,ttp•-• 
proached a deop'nullait or'•Steep bank, the. bearers 
who were not at that time bearing the palanquin, 
but were having their interval of rest, thrust stout. 
bamboos under.  the bottom. Of the Palitnquin, and 
took hold of the ends on each side ; so that the 

	

he 	angee .steered,, and some .of the
the 

 

Bishop Ifebe?  s : journey 
 

from •.D.ellif• to *mires ' 

- 

strength of several additional men : was brought 
into requisition. 	In ,crossing a ;stream,, ' the beat 
(the '.spot being a.. regular ferry), a broad and 
,Substantial one, had a platform of wood covered 

s, ivith 'clay across its middle. - The palanquin; with 
, me. init, was plaeed on this with its length athwart 
 the middle;:t 	m 

i  (Mk-bearers took up oars, so that we were across 
, in .a very short time,' 
,Private.daks are occasionally employed, a specu- . 
later undertaking to • supply the. bearers:: 	Having 
ne large' establishments to keep up, these men 
can afford to 'neidersell the 'governmentn-that is, 
establish 	a. lower 	tariif ;• and. they, proVide- a 
little additional accommodation in other. ways. 
Some • travellers, 	however, . think • these 	specu-' 
lators or Anaries not sufficiently to be 'trusted, 
and prefer the .gorernizentliik 	 es at higher rid. • 

-EXperieneed men will sometimes dispense. with 
the preliminary of 'laying a . dak: or arranging 

Joe 	the 	'syhole 	journey.: 	depending:_ on 	their 
' own .saga,city for hunting up bearers at the ' sue, 
- assire 	Stations:: 	There have.. also heen 	intro- 

duced 	horse-dais,: wheeled' palanquins  drawn 
by horses.; .'but these are only available on the 
great 	trunkrottits 	recently . executed 	by the. 
government. 	. 

: 	It waS Observed,' in telation to `marching' or 
horse4eavellinr„ that there :are no hotels or inns , 	... 	- 	- 
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on the road ; there is a partial substitute, however, 
that may here be noticed. 	The Company have 
established dill e-lniugalows 	at certain 	stations, 
varying from fifteen to fifty miles apart, according 

, as the road is ranch or little frequented. 	These 
places 	are under the control of government 
officers: a kliiimulgar or servant, and a porter, 
attend at each ; the traveller pays a fixed sum 
for the use of the room, and makes a separate 
bargain for any kw articles of provisions that 
rmy be obtainable. 	The building is little more 

than a thatched i house of one story, divided 
into two small rooras to each of which a bathing- 
room is attached. 	"hie servant rooks and staves 
a meal, while the-, porter assists in subsidiary- 
offices. 	If a traveller does not choose to avail 
himself 	of 	these 	k ,ungalows, 	he 	can 	travel 
continuously 	in 	hia 	palanquin, 	sleeping 	and 
waking by 	turns. 	This, however, is a great 
trial for most persons'} because the bearers make 
an 	unpleasant grunting noise as 	an 	item:a- 
paniment to their mOvements ; and moreover, 
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I. Dirrot - Uhl'. 	2. Khituuttgar writing the accounts of the pr?.vious 
'. WItu,-.ww,herolan, 	6. Chupmsee going out with gun 'Mote 
l'utuitt, or se:wlar. 

unless v-ell drilled, they no not balance the palan- 
quin well, but subject its inmate to distressing 
joltinsa,. 

:it has been placed upon record, as an instructive 
commentary on the immense distances to be tra- 
versed in Ind:a, the imperfection of most of the 
roads, and the primitive detail of travelling arrange- 

Viscount Hardinge ments—that when 	 was engaged 

day. 	S. Sopoy after parade. 	4. rdaitre, or home-eletner. 
a shooting-party.. 	7. Clunwassee—letter-carrier. 	S. Bennie° 

Palanquin-bearers were posted at different stations 
to carry three persons daily; and it was calculated 
that, assuming twelve bearers to be posted at every 
station, and the stations eight miles apart on an 
average, the duty must have required the services 
of SCUM thousand of these men—all to carry one 
hundred officers : a waste of muscular energy 
singular to contemplate by the light of an English-
man's home experience. 

The Indian post is still more, simple than the 
dilk. 	It is conducted by runners, each of whom 
slings his mail-bag on the end of a stick over his 
shoulder. 	He runs five miles in an hour, and tlieu 
gives his bag to another man, who runs five miles 
in an hour ; and so on. 	Strictly speaking, 4131; fa 
an appellation properly belonging ta this letter- 

in the Punjaub campaign in 1546, one hundred 
Enron= officers were sent off from Calcutta, td 
aid him. 	Although the distance was nearly fifteen 
hundred miles, nothing more rapid than palanquin 
travelling was available; and, as a consequence, 
the journey became so tediously prolonged that 
oily thirty out of the hundred officers arrived 
at the 6utlej before the campaign was 	over. 
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Carrinig-t§steth., - It IS equiinleti 	, # Pc''asta 
.tiodepArid aFi, the kii0s4 have q..4insto-t 	eastern 
of ,4,plyilig° the terra ' pot td '411.10,Vii"ttieelfiti' 41 - 
Writ es to letter-earryingiitt hkeManOerhititellie 
A egle-rudiens adopted a 'double,applicatien Of tite, 
ivord dak, 	It is only the .`express ' orrireteli'ltk. 
'whiett tindritains a speed ' ef,445Milc**41x,, ,O).4":..i,, 
the ordinary spee4, when the letter4Ag'isle#01;14 
font 'Mika.' In order that the runnerkinit net 

", be required to go far front their imineakeratitt natany 
tarries his bag one stage, e*changcs'., bags,' With 
another runner who has cane :in, the! OPPorite 
direction, and then returns*. ''Aletter ittsot-tlrea. 
be  conveyed a hundred miles in, a claq-4 distance 
which, considering;  the "nature of the 'SYsteni00 
quite as great ' as' can reasonably/ 'bee24;xpcted,,, 
Horse and camel dfiks are occasionally oraWeyed ,;' 
but they are not easilyavaliable, ' except off  good: 
roans, ' Beanies tlie''letter-dair;!'thereiS..*, ' 
dal -or Inzugb* the "runner , carrying .,a ,packet or 
box, in which mall PareelS Or 41.04000 ire;  
placed, 	' 	. 	' 	' 	. 	,:, 	. 	. , 	, 	.,,,,, . 	, 	:,.,..Li.',, :),1;),:t.,''',.$..,' ,.q. 	. 

	

.,  	, 	 , 
It Will becorne a duty; in a .4ten portion Of, this, 

work, to notice somewhat filly the' railway'seheinei - 
or India, in relatiet; to the '0;114.,  foe, 	, 	' sing- 
the industrial resources of that greati;  i,, 	litut .. 
at peogent this Would be out of piaele,:  stii 	' 
Revolt has been dependent ott the 'actuak, e ' 	,, 
prospectiVe, ' " This antuallty;-', so far, ,4, 03:4 
means and Modes of travelling, is San:Mind UP; in Oh 
few words. 	Au Indian °Meer, 'W,',e'laave.'!heeiViiiiiat 

'travel to his station by horse or by 'loops*. iff.  
ott land, by drag-boat or by stead-boaf itetAte, 
rivers.* In any case his  rate of pregteSiiiaintr'l,Iiiii.' 
rqovements are acurobered by a train 0.;$0„ttants,': 
by a whole baza7-ful  of furniture and -ertlinarf 
apparatus, and by an anxiously 	 ' iOusly Selectect ,  ' ' 	- '' 
it his . larder.' 	l'&. Move ' 'quiz - 	. 	, 	' 
impossible: all .the ponclitionS for it; a 	Wardix:ig. 
Improvements, it is'true; are in pi " ' 	..,46.4iiiiii 
of Light draught and rapid lneveineati, are, 1).fling 
planned for the rivers ; the gteat trunk-road*ond 
Calcutta to the Afghan frontlet.' i4beglnifinglo 
offer facilities for wheekarriage;,tratttort''i.,!and 
the railWaYs: are: beginning, ,to -,'Siietv.,,.their , iron 
tracks in various itgionS; nereiliieleS.Ctlitieiare 
rather "indica:liens- of  'the Ititure'.**401.*neSs.  
for the present ; and the Indian' Ofaca".are not 
Yet in a position to say iiiiieli'aliaiiitftheiii ''''ffeni, 
personal:experience; The hi/nib/et kildiers,.,Whether 
Europeans or sepoys, are of eenreeto0 fairOn.rablY 
served than ' the ' officers, 	' Them 'is' lie' treed* ' 

' 	in India, ''oonnected -by tail.  with , a Orathatui-  a 
Portsinotith; a Liverpool,  a I4edalorig.Whieli, a 
whole regiment" can be conVeyeel. in ii ferfrlietiti' 
and as Saddle-horseS and patatignina 'are eittef the. 
question for' infantry. priyates„ it 'becomes neces.. 
sary to trudge on 'foot along such- reads 'as MaY 
be available, 'or to linger on thelardYiiirer reit* 
Once now and then, it IS true, a - daring man, a 
Napier, or.. an Edwardes, will SwifilY send A 'Sitiall 
body, of trodps over` a"tandy' deter i ' er.HF al': bosh— 	y. ' 

i 	plain' on ', Canrels • horses, ,:elephautS„:„. or  .Some 

4dcpa'ottartaiides of conveyance fiat the prevalent 
-cliaraoteristics or travel are Such as have here been 
degeribed, and slide Will doubtless be' the ease for 

' Many yearn tetonie,  	- • 	', ' 	' 
,- 'Si:16,, , then; 1)00 the territorial' errant e.meiata " 
by'ivirich?'Aitglo4ndian troops ' are considered to, 

,;.belong to :different . presidencies and states'; and,,  
such the- .inedeS - in `which '• Military as ' well as 
ciVillaria-  must more 'front place to .place in those 
territories,, we shall-be prepared. next -to under= 
'Stand sornetlibig about 'the soldiers themselves--t 
the Anglo4udian army. - 

In no Wintry in • EurOpe is there- an army so 
anotnahnia: iii 'its 	construction as that which, , 
Until lately, belonged to the East India Company. 
Different kinds of troops, and troops; from, different, 
Provinces, We can Well understand. 	Per instance, 
the': French ' avail' thereselves of :a . few Algerhae 

, Arabs, ,arot a small foreign :legion, as components .. 
in the regular army,,,. . The English have a few 
Colonial:: borps.. hi addition, to the. Queen's army;  ' 

' The. Ertissian§ have i a kRottseAr or 'militia equal ' ,. 
in magnitude to the. regular army itself :The 
Riissians have nataryv,olouists as well as Military 

.tribtrearies; in addition to the great corps d'cnnee. 
The Austrians have their peculiar Military Frontier 
regiments, :besides. the regular troops furnished by 
the dozeu 'Or score of :distinct provinces and king.,  
dents which form. their' empire. ,' 'The '. German 
State's provide- their "'several Contingents to' forret 
(if the States can ever bring themselves to a -Unity 
Of opinion) an Army 'of the Confederation, 	The ' 
Neapolitans employ Swiss' ruercenar;tes as a portion ' 

. of their artily. 	The Romans, :the subjects of the 
pope as a temporal prince, have the ' protection' 
of French' and -AuStrian bayonets, in addition -to 
a small native force, ' The Turks have their regular 
Army,',, aided (or sometimes -obstructed) by the 
Contingents Of vassal-pashas And the irregulars from, 	' 

. Mountain :districts. ' But none of these resereble . 
the,2ast 'India company's array, 'Ender an ordi;' 
nary state of affairs, and -without reference to the 
mutiny of 1851; the Indian army is. in theory a 
strange Conglomerate, The Queen lends some of her 
English" troops, for which the-Corti  any 'pay ;''the ' 
Oonipany enlist other English troops on their Own 
account ; ' they, maintain three complete wallies 
among the natives of India 'Wise are their subjects; 
they raise irregular corps Or regiments in the states 

"not so fully belonging  to them; they thin): the 
services of the troops belotigiurkt Certain tributary 
PrinceS, Whenever exigency arises; and the whole 
of these troops are' placed 'under the generalship .. 
of a comtnauder-ba4chief .  Who is appointed--not 
by the Company, who have to pay for all—but by 
t e Queen or. the Ilrldsh gevernrnent, . 	. 	- . ' 

The 'Oompany's army' 'rose -by degrees, as the' 
territorial ' poSsestioria 'increased, 	At', fist the 
, troops ;,were' little 'better than' adventurers-,  who 
sold their swords to the highest bidders;  and fought 
for pay and ratings without regard tejbe justice 
of the,, CM1Sa in which they were engaged ; molly ' 
were. liberated Convicts, many were deserters- from 
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• various 	European Minim, some were . •Afrieause a certain :number of regiatents from the elleitieh , 
while a few were Topasses, a mixed rex° of -Woe  • royal.,  army were lent for. Indian ,servieb ; „the. 	' 
Vonthgnese. 	The first Indian Eeglish troops seen number being specified by charter or statute t eand 
in Emeriti were an ensign and thirty privates, sent- the whole expense, of every kind,'.being ,defrayed 
from, Madras to, quell a petty disturbance' at th y, by the Company--including, by aemore modern' 
,Company's factory in the 	Hoogly. 	Gradually; arrangement, retiring pay and 'pensions. ,•, These. ', 
.• as the  nimibetet increased and the organisation were thus,in Met, at all times two Engliesh armies 

improved; the wee:pew:underwent -ehanges. 	The , in .India ; the one. ,enlisted :by 'the:Conies:41V, the 
troops 	originally 	wore 	armed 	with 	Nuskets, ' other lent by the Crown ; and it Was a matter of 
SW 7)rikt. and pikes twelve. or .fourteen fe ...', long: ' Some difficulty, to obviate jealousies and piques 
the' pikomen in the centre of. the' battalion 'or'between 
company,. and the musketeers on the flank, In 

,the two emps. 	For, ',on the one band, 

	

the' officers of the Company's , troops had better 	' 
the beghreing of,the last eentury the pikes were pay and more profitable stations assigned to them ; 	' 

exbandoned, and the soldiers armed with bayonets . while, on .the other hand, the royal 'officers hint 	, 
'in addition to the ,muskets and swords. 	When, 
the 	custom 	even adopted, 	from 	European 	eX-,  
ample, of forming the companies into a, regular 

precedence and greater honour. 	A' Company's 
captain, however so many years he might 'haee 
served, was subordinate even to the youngest royal 

battalion, 	the swords 	were abolished, and the , 
common 	soldiers , left only 	with muskets and 

• Captain; who assumed command over him by, 
right. At length, in 1796, the commissions received 

lr 	-Various ' changes were made' during' , 
the .ccutetee, assimilating the troops more 	and, 
more to 'those of the English crown, in weapons 

, by the Company's officers wererocognieed by :lbw 
, crown.; and the two corps became placed on a , 
level iu pay and privileges. 	 • 

and accoutretrtersle 	 , The year just named witnessed a new invade- 
The regiments became, by successive ameliora, 

tions, composed almost wholly of native Ilindoos 
.ation also of the native arthy, 	A regiment 	vas 
ordered to be of two thousand men, in. two corps 

and Mohammedans,' officered to some extent, by or ISattaliens of one thousand each ; and each 
Europeans. 	An English sergeant was given to . battalion was divided into ten voinpenien milli 
each company, and a drill-sergeant and sergeant- two native officers to each company. 	Thus these 
major to each battalion: 	Afterwards, when the were forty native officers iu each of these large 
battalions were formed into regiments, natives , regiments. 	Besides these, there were half as many 
weto appointed as sergeants of companies; and European officers as were allowed to a Euw.pean 
then the only European non-commissioned -officers regiment of the same magnitude. 	There had 
were a. sergeant-major and a quarteramter.ser- before been a native commandant to each bat- 
pant 	By the time of Lord Clive's achievements, 
just abort a century ago, three armies were owned 

Wien; but he was now superseded by a Euro-
pean field-officer, somewhat to the dissatisfaction 

by the Uompany—one in Bengal or the Calcutta of the men. 	The service occasionally suffered hetet 
presidency, one in 	the Coromandel or Madras 
presidency, and one on the :Malabar coast, south of 

this change ; for A regiment was transferred at , 
 once from a native who had risen to command by' 

the present station, of Bombay. These three armies experience and good conduct, to a •pereon sent cub 
were totally separate and distinct, each under its from England who hail to learn his duties as a 
own commander, and each presenting some peen- leader of native troops after he went out. 	The 	. 
liarities of organisation ; 	but 	they occasionally 
joined as one army for large military operations. 

youngest English ensign, perhaps a beardless boy, 
received promotion before any native, however 

There were many native corps, and a few Euro- , eld and tried in the service. 	And hence arose the 
pean corps ; but all alike were officered by Euro- custom, observed down to recent times, of paying 
peens. 	The cadet, the young man sent out. from • no attention to the merits of the natives as a spur 
:England to `make his fortune' in India, was to pMmotion, allowing seniority to dctermiuo the 
appointed to a native corps or a European. corps rise from one grade to another. 
at the choice of the commander. 	The pay being 'While on the one hand the natives volunteered as 
good and regular, and the customs and prejudices soldiers in the Company's service, and were eligible 
respected, the sepoy-s, sipahis, or native soldiers to rise to a certain rank as regimental officers t 
becenie in most cases faithful servants 	to the the English officers, on the other, bad their or% a 
Company, obeying their native officers, wise, in particular routine and hopes of prefernsent, 	The 
their 	turn, 	were 	accountable to the 	J.:en:nine. cadets or youthS went out partially educated by 
otli,:ers. 	The European and the native corps the Company in England, especially those intended 
were alike formed by enlistment t the Company, 
compelling, 	no one 	to 	serve 	but 	ibose who 

for the artillery and engineer determents ; and 
when settled with their regiments in India as 

deemed the pay and other arrangements suffi- officers, all rose by seniority; the engineers and 
eint. 	Au endeavour was made at that time artillery in their own corps, the cavalry and in- 
(afterwards abandoned) to equalise the Ilitelooe 
and Mohammedans in numb as as nearly as 
possible. 

faun." in their own regiments, It often happened, 
however, that when few deaths occurred by war, 
officers reached iniddle life without much advance- 

From an early period in the Company's history, ment, and retired after twenty years or more of 
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' 	$eeeiee  a ith the, pay of the rank they then :beide  Under such a system, although temporary inenh- 
, In Inc;  hoverer, a law. was meek: to insure. that ordination iney and sometimes does occur in par- 

the re'siving allowaned should not Ant below a. timber regiments, it in iuvariably 	eleieed by 
eeetem ' ,mieirmune if an 'officer aerved twenty- temporary grievances. 	General disaffection cannot 

•''  three year:, he retired with eaptainla pay; 	if exist--desertion is unknown.' 	But the validity or 
' twenty-seven years, with major's pay; if  thirty-  gr4madh=ssness of such opinions we do not touch 
.one years, with lieutenant-colonel's par; if thirty- np..in here : 	they must be reserved to a later 

' 	five years, with Celonel's pay—whatever might chapter, when the nurses of the mutiny trill come 
0 'have been his actual rank at the date of his under review. 	'We pass on at once, therefore, from 

retirement. 	There was also permission for them • this brief notice of the origin of the Company's 
to sell their commissions, although those corn- army, to its actual condition at and shortly bceire 
miseiens were not bought by them in. the first the period of the outbreak. 
instance. 	 . 	• aould. it he asked what, during remit yernee  

Unquestionably the sepoy was ,  well paid, OM- has been the number of troops in 	India, the 
Adoring the small value .of labour and personal answer must depend upon the scope given to , 
SWrO.TS in his country; and thus it neose that the the question. 	If we mention Queen's troops only, 
CernpatiY bad seldom any difficulty in Obtaining the number • has been usually about 24,e00 ; if 
trope 	The sopeys were volunteers in the fitil. Queen's troops and 	the Compirny's European 
sense of the word. 	Their fay, though small in OUP troops., about 42,000; 	if the Company's path e 
. eetirnation, was high in proportion to the station regulars be added, to these, the number rises to 
they formerly held. 	The Bengal Infantry sepoy 220,000e it' the Company's irregular corps of horse 
received 	seven 	rupees 	(fourteen 	shillings) 	per be included, there are 280,00o ; if it include the 
month?  with an additional rupee atter sixteen centingente supplied by native prinece,the numher 
yews' 	service, and two. al ter twenty years. 	A. amounts to 3'20,000; and lastly, if to these be added 
harildar or sergeant received i7ourteen rupees ; a the armies of the independent and eetni-inthe 
jematlar or lieutenant twenty-four rupees ; and a pendent princes, more or less available by troa,y 
tutbadw.: ,n,  captain sixty-seven rupees. 	This pay to the Company, the 	total swells to 700,009 
was relatively so good, that each man was usually men. 
able to send two-thirds of 	it Jo' his relations. As eehibiting in detail the tomponent elements 
And he was not a stranger to them at the end of of the Company's Anglo-Indian army at a deanite 
his term, like a Russian soldier 	for it was a part period 	the following 	enumeration 	by 	Captain 
of, the system to allow him periodical fir:lough or Retch' may be adopted, as applicable to the early 
leave of absence, to visit his friends. 	If -unfit for pine ef 16.15. 	Certain minor changes welre t mule 
indite] y , eerviee 	armor 	fifteen 'months' duty, ho in the two years from that date to the corn- 

, retire) on r life-peusien sufficient to support him 
in his own simple tear of lifb. 	Whether he oag/d, 
in more; f,iirness, to be grateful towards the rulers 

uferteereent of the outbreak ; het these will t•e, 
noticed in Inlet p iges evheu necessary, anti (4, 
not affect the general accuracy of the list. 	The 

1 	Avlie fed and clothed hint, is just one of those pates- three presidencies are 	kept 	separate, 	end 	the 
tions on which Indian ellicers have differed and three kinds of troops—reeintents 	of the 	royal 

! 	still :titan'. 	Viewed by the aid of the experience 
furnished I y recent events, many of time former 

army, the Company's native regular regiments, 
and 	native irregular regiments—are 	also kept 

eitermiums on the sepoys, as men grateful cor separate. 
hhseines conferred, read strangely, 	The Marquis Filet we take the Bengal presidency in all is 
of Dalrionsie's statement, that 'The position of the completeness, 	stretching 	almost 	entirely 	across 
native soldier in India has long been. such as to Noriltern India from the Burmese frontier on the 
hare hardly any circumstance of his condition east, to the Afghan frontier ou the west : 
in wet of improi, ement,' has already been adverted. 
to. 	To tide we may add the words of Captain 
tullor : 'We assert, on personal knowledge and 111:NCAL 	pliks1D1:NCI. 
relieble ttiniony, that the attaehment of the 
sepoy to his E»glish officer, and through him to 
the lInglish government, is of an enduring as well 

QUilteS TiC0p1• 

Two reOntents of light cavalry. 
as an endearing-,nature, that will long bid defiance FilteNt reg imen t ; Of infentry. 	' 
to.  rhom enemy achinateoes of every 	 to Briti. It 

Me battalion of tintli Elites. 

se pro tray , either ':ereign or demestic:* In another Company's .negulai 2t..1174. 
authority we find that the sepoy, wlem his term of Three 	lefeadee 	of 1.orie-artillery, teropeat: 	:led 
inaitary service has. expired, 'goes back to live in native. 
ease wid dignity, to teach his children to love and Six battalions of turopeaa fwd-artillery. 
venerate that 	mighty abstraction time Company, 
nud to •txten4 the Mama of England still further 
elweueiteitt the ramifications 	of native 	society. 

'Three Natant,: s of native f,,ot .f.irtigery. 
Corps Cl Rural Enxineers.  Ten reNIIIVULS of nativt, light ea% airy. 
a wf, r, x,i,mmtg of ht,nive., 1%, ilivrs, 
8.1vvn:y-liMr revivnents 1,i*  native inilentry. 

On diaA-Luliati Arany. 
,___  

( lih,  rt pialeut of Sappere and ;,fitters. 
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• Levidar and Coatingeat Troops. 	
• Twenty-three regiments of irregular native cavalry. 

Twelve reciments of irregular native infantry. 
One corps of Ctuides. 
Oue regiment of camel corps.. 

the European element in the •menies has been 
regularly augmenting : in 1837 there were 9,8,iXie ' 
European troops in India ; in 1850 the r anther 
nae $4.000. comprising 28,00 Queen'a troops, and • ' 10,000 belonging to the Company ; while the new 

Sixteen regiments of local militia (latter of 1854 allowed the Company to -raise 
Stiekhaeruteie brigade. 
Contingents of G wailer, Jbodpore, Malwah, Bhopal, 

and Kotah. 

The Burepean troops hero Mentioned, 	in the 
Company's regular army, are those who have 
been enlisted in England or elsewhere by the 
Company's 	agents, 	quite 	irrespective 	of 	the 
royal or Queen's army. 	The above forces, alto- 

24,000, of whom 41000 were to be in training in 
England, and the rest on service in India. 	What 
was the nntnber in 1857, becomes part of the 
history of the niutiny. 	In the whole Indian 
array, a year or two before this catastrophe, there 
were about 5000 European officers, governing the 
native as well as the European regiments ; but 
of this number, so many were absent on furlough 

' 

gether, 	amounted 	to 	somewhat 	over 	15i),000 
men. 	Let us 	now glance 	at another presi- 
dency : 

MADRAS I' wesiDExoY. 

or leave, so many more on seta appointments, 
and so many of the remainder in local corps and 
on civil duties, that there was an inmulicieney of 
regimental control—leading, as some authorities  
think, in great part to the scenes of insubonlina- 

! 
, 

, 
, 	,1  

1 

Queen's Roop. 
One regiment of light cavalry. 

Lion ; for the native officers, as we shall presently 
see, were regarded in a very subordinate light. 

Five regiments of infantry. 

CO many's Rfialor naps. 
One brigade of horse-urtillcry, European and native. 
Font. battalions of European foot-artillery. 
One battalion of native foot-artillery. 
Corps of Royal Engineers. 
Eight regiments cf native light cavalry. 

There was a commander-in-chief ler each of the 
three presidencies, controlling the three armies 
respectively ; while one of the three, the com-  
pander-in-chief of the 	Bengal army, held at 
the same time the office of commander-in-chief 
of the whole of the armies of India, in ordt r s that there might be a nnif.v of plan and pm.- 

Two regiments of European infantry. 	, Fifty-two regiments of native infantry. 

No irregular or contingent troops appear in this 

pose in any large combined Operatim s. 	'lino, 
 when Sir Colin Campbell went oat to India 
in the summer of 1857, his power was,  to he 

ft 

catty. 

11015111At 	PliSal DEN C Y.  

exerted over the armies of the -elle% of India 
generally, 	as well as over that 	of. Eenaal in 
paelicular. 	 . 

, 

1 
(Incas .1i. ops. 

One re meet of light cavalry. ai  
l'i,-e regLaents of infantry.. 	 . 

Continuing to speak of The' Indian army as it  
was before the year 1857, and thereby keePing 
char of the changes effected or commenced in that 
year, we proceed to mention a few more cireure- 

1 
Conaanys Regular 2Voops. stences connected with the Company's European ) 

One brigade of horse-artillery, European and native. 
Two battalions of European foot-artillery. 
Two battalions of native amt-artillory. 
Corps of Koval Engineers. 
Three regiments of native light cavalry. 
Two regiments of European infantry. 

element in that army. 	The forrnetion of an 
Indian officer commenced in 	Englaml. 	As a 
youth, from fourteen to eighteen years of age, he 
was admitted to the Company's rchoul at Aillil-
combo, after an ordeal of recorntriondaIR us and 

I , 

1 
Timely-nine regiments of native inthntry. testimonials, 	and 	alter 	an examinat;on 	of hie 

frronlar and Chntimignt Tee ops. 
Fifteen regiments of irregular native troops. 

The European and the native troops of the 
Company are not here separated, although in 
effect they form distinct re,giments. 	So costly are 
all the operations connected with the Anglo-Indian 
army, that & it has 	been 	calculated that every 
English soldier employed in the East, whether 
belonging to the Queen's or to the Company's forces, 
costs, on an average, one hundred pounds before 
he becomea available for sorrier, iocinding his 
outfit, 11;s voyage, his merehing and barracking in 
India. 	'Ibis of course relates to the privates; an 
officcee coot is based upon a holly distinct grounds, 
and can ev:th diiiiiedty be estnnated. 	The greatly 

proficiency in an ordinary English educetiou, in 
n bich a modicum of Latin was Also' expect:el, 	A 
probation of six months was gone i;irongh, to 
show whether he possessed the relnieite abilities 
and inclination; and if this probation were satie-  
factory, his studies were continued for en o years 
The friends paid the larger portion of ate vet 
of his maintenance and education at the school, 
If his abilities and in'ogress were of a high cline, 
he was set apart for an appointment in the 
eneineers ; if next in degree, bit the artillery; and 

• if the lowest in degree, for tire infantry. 	At time 
end of his term the pupJ nmst hare attained to 
a certain amount of knowledge, of which, howesee., 
very little WA,. prufessional, 	Supposing all to 1w 
satiefuetery, he became a military cede/ in the  

4 
1

, 
 

) 
#h, 

increased expenditnre of the ( ompany on military service of the Company, to be  mailable fir Indian A 
matters has partly depended on the fact that service as occasion arose '' flaring joined ono of o 	i 
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, OA regiineets as the lowest (tortunikeitined.offieer ' nun/hers. 	*hen starlet/eV the regiment•seldom / e 	. 

: 	.' 	• , Ilia subsequent advancement - depended. in part on had batTatelts, but wire quartered in ten lines ei:' 
• his qttOitiettfiens• and in part .on seniority. 	Ho thatched huts,  one row for each company. 	in 

'. could amt, by the more recent regulations of the • front of each row Wa'S a small eiroular building for • 
, ' A a , 	. 

• 
'ilonapany,  , become a captain until he had acquired, 

• beeidas hiS prefeSsitinal effitietiev,'- altnowleden of 
containing the mans and accoutrements 'of that 
particular company tinder the charge of a aat4k/or 

i. 	• 	l 
• the spoken and written Hindustani language, and 

of !the Persian written character, nmeh need in 
or native .sergeant 	All these natives .rosy by a , 
strict rule of seniority : the'sepoy or private soldier 

' • India.„ , When` Owed on the. 'general staff, hie becoming a wzik or corporal, the naik being pro- 
, ' 	seroieeennight be required in any one of a number 

of Ways quite unknown .in the Queen's service in. 
England : ,he might have a civil duty, or be placed 

meted to be harilder or sergeant, the builder in 
time assuming the rank of jenzadar or lieutenant, 
and the jemadar becoming a enbeder or captain: 

at the head 'of the police in a tract of country ,All these promotiotei were necessarily-  slow; for 
recently evacuated by the lnilitary, or be made the English colonel of the regiment bad very 

• ' an 	adjniant,' 	'auditor, 	quarteoghaster,, surveyor, littlq power to promote a worthy native officer or 
: : 	pay-master, 	judge-advocate, 	connuissary-gonerul, non-commissioned officer to a higher rank. 	The •i , 	brigade-major, •aid-de-camp, 	bartaek-reaster, 	or jemadar often became a gray-headed man •of sixty 

clothing agent. 	Many of these Oleo being lama bet* he vise to the rank of subadar, the highest 
five., the military liked them4 but such a bestowal attliivable by a nativei 	As a rule, there were four 
created eome jealousy among the civil servants of , oos to one Mohammedan in a Benal or 	ve flind 	 g 
the 'Compaq, whose prizes in the Indian 'lottery infantry. regiment ; and of these eight hundred 

. , were thereby diminished; and, what was worse, 
, 	it, shook the connection between an. officer and 

Ifintloos; 	it was not 	nnfrequent to 	find 	four . 
Inuidred. Brabanina or hereditary priests, and two 

his regiment, .rendering hith neither able nor hundred Rajpoote, g military caste only a little 
avilliug to throw his sympathies into his work. lower in rank than the former; while the remair.- 
Nn officer Could, hold any of these• staff appoint ing two inititired were low-caste }lindens. 	The 

' merits, its. 
vant in 

the were called, milli ho had been two 
the army. 

European officers, as will be explained more &Ha-
further on, lived in bungalows or detached houses 

. The officers noticed itt the last paragraph wore near the lines of their regiment ; but its the weather 
appointed to the command both of European and, is tioo hotato admit of much openelir duty in the 

' of ziatava regiments. 	As to privates and non• cout- cleTtinte, these officers caw het of their teen than 
missioned officers in the European regiments, thee  is customary in Europeans armies, or  than  is neces:  
were ranch the tame class of men, and enlisted sary for the Alio preservation of discipline. 	The 
much in the same way, as those in the Queen's head of a regiment was the commander, generally 
army. The privates 	or sepoys of the native a lieutenant-colonel ; below him WU an adjutant, 
regiments were of Course different, not only from who attended to the drill mad the daily reports ; 
Europeans, but different among themselves. 	Four- 
fifths of the Bengal native infantry were liindocee 

below him trek a quarter-Master and interpreter, 
whose double duties wore to look after the clothes 	. 

mainly of the Brahmin and Itajpoot castes 1 and and huts of the men, and to interpret or translate 
the remainder Mohammedans. 	On the other orders. 	Besides 	these 	three, 	there 	were 	ten 	' 
hand, three-fourths of the Bengal native cavalry subordinate officers for the ten companies, each 
We)ye Mohammedans, the Ilindoos being generally expected to make a morning scrutiny into the 
not, equal to them as troopers. 	In the Madras condition and conduct of his men. The Europeans 

' native army, the Mohammedans predominated in in a native regiment were thus fourteen or fifteen. 
, the cavalry, while the infantry comprised the two It is true that the theory of a regiment involved a 

religions in nearly equal proportions. 	In Bombay, 
nearer the nations of Western Asia, the troops 

complement of about five-and-twenty European 
officers; 	but the causes 	of absenteeism, 	lately 

comprised volunteers of many countries and many adverted to, generally brought down the effective 
religions—more easily managed, our officers found, 
on that account. 

number to about twelve or fifteen. 	The arrange-
molts of the infantry in the other presidencies, 

Without at present going into the question how and of the native cavalry all over India, each had 
far the religious feelings and caste prejudices of their peculiarities. 
the natives induced a revolt, it may be useful to Leaving for future chapters a further elucidation 

V 
4 chew how • a regiment was constituted, of what 

.'materials, and in what gradations. ' An infantry 
of the relations between the European officers and 

 the native troops---so important in connection with 
' regiment in the Bengal presidency will serve as the Revolt—and .a description of the sopoys in 
a type. 	 • their dresses, usages, and personal characteristics-- 

The 
bethre 

ortperitettion 'of a , Bengal native regiment, 
the /fluffily,, was nearly as follows : 	An 

we shall now proceed to view the native army 
tinder two different aspects—first, when barraeked 

in tantty regiment consisted of about 1000 privates, and cantonal in time of peace; and, secondly, 
l20 	non-ixanmissiooed 	officers, and 	20 	native when on the mar It rewards a scene of war. 	• 
eornmiw:oned ofileere. 	It was divided into ten. And first, for the army when stationary. 	At 

• comp:mica, each containing one-tenth of the above Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras, there are solidly 
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built barracks for the Whole of the soldiery,' mets 
as vell•lis officers ; but iin almost ail other parts of 
Irdia the arrangements are of ,11, slighter and less 
pemement character. 	At the e,antemnents, it is 
time, the officers have honsl4s ; bat the sepoys are 
lodged in huts of their own construction. 	Around 
the cantonments a,t the stations, and. generally 
skirtine• the paradf:-grounds, are 	the houses or 
bungalows (f the officers. 	Itithin the lines of 
the cantonment, too,, the Ohms', mess-rooms are 

-----,-- 	 . 	• 
situated ; and at the larger stations may be seen 	' 
hall-rotns, theatres, and : scare t-conits ; 	while 
outside is a race-stand for witnessing .tho 'sports; ' 
which Englishmen love in. ,Indite as well as at 
home. 	 . 	. 	. 	• 

The Indian bungalows, the houses inhabited by-
Ear.opean officers at the different tdwnS and sta-
tions in India, have a certain general resemblance, ' 
although differing of course lunch in, details. 	A 
bungalow of good size has usually a central room 

e. 

.,_ 	 . 	' 

),. 

; 

7 
...4 

i• 

• Group asepw. 
1. Subidar—nrjor. 	2. Jonutlar—Lieutenant. 	3. Subadar—Captain. 

• ."I, 	, 
called the hall, a smaller room opening on the 
front verandah, a similar one opening on the back 
verandah, three narrower rooms on each side of 
these three, and bathing-rooms at the four corners. 
A verandah rum; entirely round the exterior. The 
central hall has only the borrowed light derived 
from eight or a dozen doors leading out of the 
surrounding apartments : these doors are always 
open ; but the doorways are covered, when privacy 
is desired, with the chick, a sort of gauze-work of 
green-painfed strips of fine %imbed, admitting air 
aid light, but keeping out dies and mosquit'oes. 
The floors are usually of chiqsam, finely tempered 
clay, covered with matting, and then with a sort 
of blue striped carpet or with printed calico. 	The 
exterior is usually barn-like and ugly, with its 
huge roof, tiled or thatched, sloping down to the 
pillars of the verandah. 	Air and shade are the T  

. 

.   
• 4. Simik—Corpornl. 	5. rlavildar—Sergeant. 	U. Sopoy—Prisate. 

• 
two desiderata in every bungalow, and adopts- 
ment is wisely sacrificed to these. 	The finest part 
of the whole is the surrounding space or garden, 
called the compound, from 	a Portneetese word.. 
The larger the space allowed for this compound, 
the more pleasant is the residence in its centre, 
and the snore agreeable to the eye is a canton- 
went of such bungalows. 	The trees and fruits in 
these enclosures are delicious to the 'sight, and 	, 
most welcome to the heatpwenried occupants of 
the dwellings. 	Officers in tho Company's service, 
whether military or civil, live 'smelt under canvas 
during the hot seasons, at some of the stations; and 
the tents they use are enrich larger and mare like 
regular habitationS' than those known in Europe. 
The tents are double, Lavine. a space of half a 
Yard or so. between the two canvas walls, to temrer 
the heat of the. sun. 	The double:poled tents are 
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. 	i t , , • la rge• enough to .contain 'Several ,apartments,,and 
are 'fitrnished" With glass.doors, 'to 	tit into the. 

• openhats. 	A. wall of canvas separates the miter 
offices and bathing-roonis., ,Gay c'hintz for wall:- 

} ' linings,;and printed,cotton carpets, .give a. degree ' 
l' 	of smartness to the' 'interior. 	Movable Stores, or 

elselire-dishes for• wood-fuel, called elniivindavt, are , 
., prohided as; a resource againSt the chill that often , 

pervades the air in the evening of 'a hot day. 'The 
tents for:the 'penmen soldiers' hold ten men each'' 

With great ease, and have a dotiblei Canvas wall 
like the others. 	. 	 ., 	. Au important part of every cantonment is the 
bazaar, situated in convenient proximity to the 
lints or tents of the troops. • It comprises an error-, 
noes number of suders,•who sell to the soldier.' 
those commodities which'cannot well be dispense, 
with, but which cannot conveniently be provide( 

i 

and carried about by them. 	Curry stulii:, tobacco, 
rice, :wrack (in addition to the Company's allow- 
anee), cotton 	dot b, and a multiplicity of other 
articles, 	are 	sold 	at 	these 	bazaars ; 	and the 
nutrket.people who supply these things, with their , 
families, the coolies or porters, and their hackeries 
or carts--add enormously-to 	 ie mass that .consti- 
totes an fnzliau cantonment. 	The soppy has little 
to spend With his sixpence a day ; but then his 
wants arc few ; and his copper ,pirc, somewhat 
larger 	than 'the English farthing, 'will buy an 
amount of necessaries little dreamed of in England. 
Tho Hindoos have such peculiar notions connected 
with food and cooking, that the government leave 
them as much to themselves as possible in those 
matters ; and the bazaar and sutlers' arrange- 
meats asmuna a particular importance from this 
circumstance. 

An i')higlo-Indian army we have seen at rest, 
in cantonments. 	:Now let us trace it when on a 
march to a scene of war ; but while &Scribing 
this in the present tense, we must make allowance 
for the changes which the .Revolt has inevitably 
produced. 
' The non-fighting' men who' accompany the troops 

greatly exceed 'in 11111.1111e1' the troops themselves. 
Captain Munro says: `It would be absurd for a 
captain to think of taking the field without being 
attended by the following enormous retinue— 
namely, a Mash (agent or commissionaire), a cook, 
and a Nary boy (servant-of-all-work) ; if he cannot 

• , 
get bullocks, 'he must astmible lifttatn or .1%\*iity 
toelicilo carry 'his 'baggage, together with a horse-
keeper and grass:cutter, and sometimes a dulcinea 
and her train, having oceaSionallythe assistance of 
a barber, a washer, and an ironer in cormirAi 
with 	the other officers of: his .regiment. 	His 
tentAit furnished with a good large bed; mattress, 
pillows; de., a few camp stools or chairs, a folding 
table, a pair of glass shades for his candles, six or 
seven trunks, with table equipage, his ,stack .of 
linens (at least twenty-four suits), some dozens of 
wine, porter, brandy, and gin ; with tea, sugar; 
and biscuit, a hamper of live poultry, and his 
hnilch-goat. 	A 	private's 	tent 	for holding his 
servants .and the overplus of his baggage is also 
requisite ; but this is not ab the 'Company's 
expense.' 	' Of course it must he inferred that 
all this luxury belongs to the best of tittles only, 
and is nut available in the' exigency of sudden 
military movements. 	The sepoys or common 
soldiers, too, have their satellites, 	Eaoh man is 
accompanied by his whole family, who live upon 
hiS pay and allowances of rice from the Company. 
Every trooper or horse-soldier, too, has his grass-
cutter; for it is a day's work ti,v one person to dig, 
cat and prepare a day's glass for one horse: 

When On the march, the tents aro generally 
struck soon after midnight. 	At the first tap of the 
dram, the servant: knock up the tent-pins and 
do,Wn fall the tents; horses begin to neigh aura the 
eqmels to cry, the elephants and camels receive 
their loads of camp-equipage, the, bullocks are 
laden with the officers' tents and boxes, the coolies 
take up their burdens, and all prepare fur. the road. 
baring the noise and bustle of these preliminarhs, 
the officers and • men make their few personal 

• arrangements, aided by their servants or families; 
while the officers' cooks and agents are sent on in 
advance, to prepare breakfast at the next halting-
place. Between one and two o'clock the regiments 
start on; in, columns of sections : 	the camp-fol- 
lowers, baggage, bullocks, elephants, and camels, 
bringing up the rear. 	The European soldiers do 
not carry their own knapsacks on the march; they 
have the luxury of cook-boys or attendants, who 
render this service for them. 	The natives, it is 
found, are able to carry heavier loads than the 
Europeans ; or—what is perhaps more nearly, the 
case--they bear the burdens more patiently, as the 
Europeans love soldiering better than portering. 
The tedium of the journey is sometimes relieved 
by a hunt alive antelopes, hares, partridges, wild 
ducks, or wild boars, which the officers may happen 
to espy, according to the nature of the country 
through which they are passing. 	Arrived at the 
halting-place, everything is quiele,y prepared for a 
rest and a breakfast; the quarter-masters push 14- 
ward to occupy the ground; 'the elephants and 
camels are disburdened of the tents;  the natives 
and the cattle plunge into some neighbouring pool 
or tank to refresh themselves; the cooks have been 
already some time at work ; and ihe of:i.ters sit 
down to a -breakfast of tea, coffee, curry, rite, ORA 
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ham, andiither obtainable dishes. -The fakeers often . emir temPorary Shops,in the' rOr. , The hems' a‘r'e ' ,  
• ' 	' reeognise• their friends' or ndmiverit among .-the,  „picketed' in long lines;; -while,  the.•elephants And.  ,,. 

native's of the' cavalcade, 'and .give load blesSings, ' cainelshrowse or rest at leisure, 	'Under ii;dinary 
,and tore.-tom druminings,,  in exehange 'tor itoria-:, • efromitstances,.the,day's inarOing is °vet by nine • , 
t.10;os ,4 the .stnallest, Indian ,cones. 	The §uarter- .nteleek .in the morning, at which hour the: snails • 

.' 	' ' misters' nrvangenients are.so quickly and so,teatly' heat becomes too fierde • to be willingly ' horn' o ' 
"•, made; that in, a' short time %the general's' Rurliqr )1.0po$0, amuseinetits, and light camp-datie.S fill UP 

appears in the centre of a street of tents for stciff= the remainder. of the day, to' be falowed by a like ' 
. , officers, dining-tents on the one 'side and sleeping-, routine on the morrow, 	'• 

' tents on the other; *lido he haznar-dealers open 
. 
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While one of these extraordinary rnaroli0 is in • 
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Troops on thc:17., reh. 

progress, ' when the moving - masses are touched loaded bullock's, give We new and oxtraordinaty 
here and there by the reddening light of the dawn, character to a European imagination. 	The line of 
it seems to be'la true migration, with flocks and swarthy•sepoys of Upper India, with their mous- , 
herds, cattle loaded with baggage, men, women, taehcd lips and tall handsome figures, contrasts ' 
and children, all in a chaos of disorder but the favourably with the shorter and plainer. soldiers of • , 	• troops whose wants and wishes have attracted this Britain; 'Om grave mechanical movements of the 
assemblage At length the country appears to 
awake from its sleep, and with the yell of the 

regular cavalry in their light-blue uniforms are 
relieved by the erratic evolutions and gay and 

jackal, or the distant baying of the vWago dog's, 
are heard to, mingle the voices of human beings. 

glittering dresses of the irregulars, who with loud 
cries and quivering spears, and their low; black 

• Ruddier grows the dawn, 'warmer the Ipeeze, and , locks streaming behind them, s3tir backwards ,and ' , 
the light-hottrted •sepoy, no longer shivering with forwards like the wind from more exuberance of 	' • 

' cold, gives vent to the joyous feelings of morning'.  spirits 	The camp-followers in the mean- ' r 
. in songs and laughter, 	;The scenes become more 

striking, and the long array ci: tall camels, led by 
time present every possible vraiety a eontlimo; 
and among them,: and not the least interesting 

•  

natives in picturesque costume, with here and figures in the various groups, may frequently be • 
there a taller elephant mingling with droves of seen. the pet lanibs of which the sepoys Are se fond, • .• 

____._ 
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IitlISS(A;  iu n(!ektitec%•01 ribbos anal. white' shells • , 	: 	. • ..a1141tbo tip of their tail:;,ears,..mid 'AO dy0citnui';e 

';`ticli ' *before the,.great ReYoI4 were the usual 
hen ou elia:raeteristics of an Anglo-Indian .  army when 

-. 
„ ' 	" 

i' 	' 
% 	colour. • • %lie' w,oinenhhid :td• -the, .,trcieps 	of 	1. fie 
' I!elnusulit ,(P.Oothern 	india.) 	namely,, follow. the., 
,. atom ; lut the. Bcngaleei have left, their families . 

the march ; and, eennidoring the 4mperliment.a, it in 
not surprising that the daily .progress.seldom 
exceeded ten or twelve miles, 	Thc. system was 

, 

'r , i • ;at itoine ;• and the lguroPean lizaden adieu to their 
' temporary ,Nvive4.withlite  'air the •band ,itriltos Op ' 

on quitting the station,. " The , girl I left 1)oltind » .. 'me. 	N. ' 	. 	 , 	, 
. 	• 1 ' Leitch WV:Me. 	14144 World in tke.Esst 

. very 	costly, eyeu , at ,the, clie.ap rate of. inclian 
,service ; for tlio carripifollowera, ono with.'another, 
• were Jon times as numerous' as the troops ; and 
all, in one way or other, Ilyed upon or by .the 
C9n2P4n,Y• 	. 	 . . 	. 

• 
' 	. 	, 

. 	 • 	. 	 • 	• 	 • 
.• 

, 	 . ' 	 • 	 . , 	 , 	 • . 

.. 	, . 	. 	. , 	. A, parlituMintary paper, honed in 117 on the motion of 	mentber ' ttf 	the prernor-generel's 	group, 	r'intiorts . are 
r Colonel Sykes,. Affords valuable information on some of the 

mottos treated in this citcpter. 	It io f_A Return of the 
1re.rnanti J'innzintion, of mach Dirision of eachPresidency of 
lmliit, Conn the Lis use Inwiirien; comprising, also, the Area 

, 'and' Estimated PripnIntien of Native States? 	'It septreates 
the lititisti states from the native ; mid it further sonar- 

-, rates the former into ilet: groups, according to the .govern- . 
snout antler whioli .each is pieced. 	These five; as indicated 

'ttapalvilcd from non-Ili:Woos ; 	then, eaoh of theta eleaset; 
is divided 	into 	ogrieultund and 	non-agricultural ; 	n111. 
itisOy,, each of Oust is Anther separated into male mid 
female. 	The Mirtt instructive rtattun here is the traroity 
of ienaden compared with tootles, conIntry to the ceipprlence 
of .1?•art•spe • in the Itriktuit and Sirhind, t ming thirteen 
million aotitle 	there are a million alit' a half mom mutes 
than females—showing, ;hiving, other things, one of the 

t 	h 'in the prerent chapter, are under the administration of , 
'the goieinor•generat of India in cottnitil'—the 'lieutenant, 
governet 	 'of...11emsit'—i,Is. ' licatonent•governor 	of 	Use 

alfects O. female infanticide in past years. 	The ratio 
appears to be about he same in the Forthwtmt Provinees, 
around 	Delhi, 	Illee.rot, 	Itobiliend, 	itgra, 	Benare., 	sad 

• 

1 
• 

t 

lorthwest , Provinces '— rho 'government of Maltase— 
and the 'government of Bombay.' 	.1* isteh arse the 

, t reguletitai districts' are treated ilistinet from the 'Min- 1 
re4eIntion provinces,' the former baring been longer nutlerj 
Itritisti 'OMIT, and brought, into e more regular .s5H1Om• 
than the latter. 	'Without going again over the long list of ' 

Allaltabial. 	Not, one plow is named, throughout India, in 
which the females' equat the nodes: in number..-1.11 Om 
lionil 	; president, bet:ices the ditibrentiti of sex, the popv• 
l'atijoi'm tabulated into mine gicitps—Ifindous,./ffild Trit,ts, 
lath- Catitm, tiltrawniks or Jeans, Liitgr.yete, Mntstilnutal,, 
Parsec's, JOIVS, (Jbeihtil us. 	Of the lost named there s 	less 

, 

, . 'names of places, it r:;]) suffice to quote these belonging to 
the grunts tiered iinutedintely under , tbe gworuortonoral's 

than foIty thousand, it:eluding military, in a,  population of 
twelve millions. 

Cuttool. 	Th's croup .cutitorises the 	Plitlijatlili in 	the six 
"divisions' of 1,anorti, ,totem,hion'tan, Lela, I/calumny, and 

Julloutlur ; 	the Cis•Sutiej.  state.., 	foci', in umber; 	tho 
' 	lately annexed Lit:pieta of Untie; the central diett/at of 

The area and population of etc. waive states are given 
in connection with Ole presidencies to which those viatett 
flre geographically and poiitieally' related, mid present the 
following wand,ers:  

Nagpuor or Barer; the recently acquired region of Pero ; the 
s/rift of country on. the eat of the Day of Densal,, known 

' 	us the Tonmeihn ProviiseeS; rad the 'Eastern Etraits 

altEA. 	' 	reetli.1.1-0:;. 
fottral•Inct, 

In Lc:1,3i rresmency,,. 	. 	. 	4/r4&”‘ 	33,701,006 
PottlemotttO ,,sf Singapore, 	Penang, and Malacca. 	The ' 
whole of •Britialt India Is dit fried into nearly a hundred 

In 3.maras Presidency, . 	. 	silo: 	5,513,671 
tit Bombay Proideney, 	. 	. 	O',555 	40;0,170 . 

V.11(1 eighty districts, each, on an avenige, about the lise of • , 	 ----• 
	

----- 
' Inverness-shim, the largest county, except Yee)iellin, in 

the United Kingdom. 	Thrt population, however,' in eight 
. 	6:17,910 	4:076,247 

The enumeration of theta native Mates is minute nod 
. , 	//inlet; as donee, per average square mile, as in.this Scot ti;ili intricate ; and it may mate to altew rho complexity urittiny,- 

t'n  , shire. 	Keeping clear of details concerning divisions and 'out of the existence el" so many haby•princedents that ono 
h , 	districts, the iollowing lire the areas and population in 

the thin great governments': ,' 

• Aim. 	raing..1:ruer. . Squa )74'4: 
Vovernor-{enerst's 

ersvint 	} ts. 	• 	• 	• 	 46,45° 	2:42̀ .5..':'73  

02 the native states, of 13undelottnd, Kampta by mine, 
figures in the table as Peelipyiir an aria of one square mile, 

ILM and as having (1.)Ye 	ICired fiallitnuts I 
Including the llritish Mates, the native Mutts, the few 

settlortuts held by the French and Portuguese, and the 
recent a4quisitions on the eastern side of the Bay of 

, Ianror Patugal 	Itccutittico, 	. .12mai 	37,samsa ' I)oogal, 	the grand 	totals 	conic 	out in 	the 	following 
1 IIroviaciir, 	. 	Nou.residatior),.. 	:15,tqa 	t.L.S90,9:34 

1 
novelist's: 

. 

' 	Nartlov e.g. 	I Iliegulati,,a, 	. 	71",1132 	39,271,8k5 
1'zuvitax.4. 	" 	I Nowrogat3tIon, 	33,747 	3,343.3,11 

51.:Iiiras 	1 TIogul.stion, 	.. 	' 	119,526 	20,1;h0115 
11 	f Noa.regatation, 	l:,-fort 	ti,ameo4 

. 	1,465,676 Square atilca, 
iso,sio,eir; Inhabitants, 

or 1tI4 dwellers per square mile. 	Of these inhabitants, it 
11

(r4littiloy. 
0110`4Y 	Rot:elation, 	'. 	67,72,3 , 	itor,sst ' is believed—thougli the returns are not complete in this 

• h l're...‘hIcney. 	Finn.roguiation, 	73,1g1 	2,774,911 
) 	

._-___ 	_ 	 _....... paeleuler—that there arc fifteen Iiindoos to one Itiohmti- 
/ . 

' 	' 	Total, 	uiti,.M , 	ititArt,snt 
., 

medan : if so, then 	India 	must contain 	snore than it 
hundrat end si.rly :pillion worshippers of Dindoo deities 

t 
i' 	• 
. 

• Ti' come of ilie five governments, the population is clasel- 
, 	find mare iniunte.ly tban in ethen•:. 	Thus, in,the l'unjaub 

. 	• 	, 
., 

--Amen after allowance is tondo for Boadids-,.e, Parma, 
and a tor saraiipe tribes Mirada without religion, 

• 

, 

. , 	 . , 
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rebellion 
• The 

tho' dale 
the 
chilly, 

, name 

. the year.  
as a 
Moslem 
India 
during 

• it was 
half 
politimlly 
—1756' 
of the 
extinction 
power 

history 

Clive 

time 
January 
hint 
on. the 

who 
when 

fourth 
how 
great 
Suraj 

imitate 
having 

. 	. • 	. 	, 	, . 
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sn uniately 

retribution. 

the natives, 

remembered 

he defeated 
to Sura,Or•Dowlah, 

suffixation 

of treachery, 

. 
r,) ITTLE did the British authorities in „ • ' 	 • 

, 	India suspect, hi the early, weeki of 
1

• 
 1, .4,180/, that a ,n ighty CENTS: 	4 •  /, W 	S , pLASS-I 

1 about to be olrserved—a movement: 
-1---% intended to Mark the completion of:,  

/- 	one hundred years of British rule • 
in 	the Bast; 	and to , mark' it, 	2,10t 'by 

.festivities 	and 	congratulations, 	but 	by 
and :slaughter. , 	•, „ , 	. 	, 	, 	, 

officers in India remembered and noted 
well ; but they did not know bow: Well , 

Mohatinneda»s and Hindoes, the former espe- 
had stored it up•in their traditions.. The i 

na 
,. of Robert Clive, the 'Daring in Warrwas 

associated .with the; date., 1757,, that , 
1857 naturally brought it into, thought, .•I 

dine whet Christian rule began , to overawe 1, 
rule in that vast country. 	Time, the East 

'Company had been connected .with India,  
a period exceeding two hundred years; but 
only at the commencethent of the second 

of the laSt century that this connection.  ecame , 

	

important. 	It was remembered, that 
having been marked by the atrocities 

Black jiole at Calcutta, and by. the .utter . 
for a tithe of the East India, CompanyV 

in Bengal—the year 1757 became a year of • 
It was remembered, as .a matter of 

among the British, and of tradition among 
how'  onderful a part the young offiper 

performed in that exciting drama. , It was 
that he arrived. at Calcutta, at that 

wholly denuded of Englishmen, on the 2d of 
in the lastatamed year, bringing with 

a small body of troops from Madras; that 
4th of February, with two thousand. men, 

an army ton times as large, belonging 
Nawab of Bengal—the same 

bad. caused the atrocities at the Black Hole, 
a hundred. and thirty persons died from 

in a 	room only fitted to. contain a 

	

of the number. 	It was further remembered , 
that, on the 0th of February, Clive obtained 
concessions from the nawab by treaty; that 
broke the treaty, and commenced a course 

in which Cli-re was tot slow to 
hint ; 	that on the 13th of June, Clive, 
matured a plan equally bold and crafty, , 

,,  

, 	 • . 	 . 	. 	, 
declared renewed hostilities against the intwab ;' 
that on the 23d lin gained the brilliant battle of 

-, •Longui ing sixtythousand men with  
a force of only three thousand; that within a 
week, Siiraj-a-1)0Wlah; a miserable fngitivo, ended 
his existence ; and that from that day British power 
lied ever 'been supreme in Bengal. 	This was a ,. 
series. of achievements not likely to be forgotten by 
Englishmen. .lire yet the news of mutiny and 
-murder reached Europe, steps had been taken to 
I render homage to Clive on the hundredth mini- .  
vcrsary of the battle of. Plessey ; the 3,:ltlt• India 	• 

. Company had subscribed largoiy towards a statue 
of the hero ; and a meeting in London, had deeid,,,d 
that the chief town in Clive's nittivii county of 
Shropshire should be: selected is the snot wherein 
the statue should' he set up. 	 • , 	.  

Judging from the experience afforded by recent 
events, it is now clear.that the Mohammedans in, 

'India had thought much of tiles° things,. and that ' 
• the year 1857 bad been mar'ked, out by thent-as a 
centenary ,to, be .aserved hi a sPecial way—by, nn 
less an .ilehliwoment, indeed, than, the expulsion of . • , 
the British, and,  the revival of ...Moslem , power: ' • 
In the spring of the year it was ascertained that 
i paper was in circulation 'among' the. natives, 
purporting to be a prophecy-made by a l'unjaub 
fakeer seven hundred years ago—to the tired 
that,. after various dynasties of Mohaininedans had 
 ruled for some centorie, the Nazarenes or Chris. 	' 
tiaus should hold power in India for one hundred 

. years; that the Christians would then be expelled; 
and that various events foretold in the ,corm would' 
:then .come to pass, connected with the triumph of •,, 

 Islamism. 	That this mysterious prediction was' 
widely 	credited, 	is 	probable,— notwithstanding . 
that the paper itself, if really circulated, 	must 
manifestly haye been an imposture of recent 
date ; 	for the English nation was not known 
even by name to the -natives of India seven 
hundred years ago. 	Setting, aside, 	at 	pruitint,,  ; 

inquiries concerning the lirst authors , of the 
plot, the degree to which the' Company's annexa-
Eons had provoked i ., the existence of any griev-
antes justifiably to be resisted, the reasons which 
induced Hindoos to join the Mohammedans against , 
the British, or the extent to which the general* 
population shared the views of the native military 

. • 	r.- 	 :=. 	 ..,-. 
. 	 , • • . . 	 • 	• 
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,, ea-laying aside thi.ee inqtriries for the present; ebere ', 'in. 'council 'hating observed • that, in some late 
, •, iS evidence 	11' great moVement sees leattned for ,that instances, 	extraordinary degree of agitation: „an 

'the ekiildle of the year 18e7: 	Of this plan the has prevailed anion several ea-tips of •the native 
British government knew .nothing, and suspected artily 'of this' coast, it'. has 	been his, lordship's 	, 
'little. 	• . • 	. 	, particular endeaseler to ascertain the motives 	' 

. 	• But although no 'mit . Plot Ives suspected, several  which may have .led to conduct so tlifferent from 
' ,trilling symptoms had given. cause for uneasiness; that which 	formerly , distinguiihed the native 	- 

end, the English, ' public learned, when too late, army. 	From this inquiry, it 'has. appeared that 	, 
' 	that many Indian officers had long predicted the 

imminency of some outbreak. 	Insubordination 
many persons of evil intention have• endeavoured, 
for malicious purposes,•  to impress Amon the ,native 

and mutiny, it was found, are not faults of recent troops a belief that it is the wish of the Beni* 
growth among the native troops of India: Now that government' to convert them by forcible means . 

. the startling events of 1657 are vividly ,presented to Christianity ; and his lordship in council has 
' ,to the public mind, men beginato read • again the .observed with concern that such malicious reports 	; 
' old story of the outbreak at Vellore, and seek to have been believed by many of the native troops. 

draw instruction" therefrom. 	A little mom titan' The'' right, henourath the governor in eouneil, . 
half a 'century ago—namely, on the 10th. of July therefore, deems it proper, in this patlit manner, 
1806—,the European 'ban-aid:It at ,  Vollore were to repeal:, to Itte native troops his assurance, that' 
thrown into a state of greafoxeitement. -  This town the same respect which has beet invariably Flown 
is in the'Cavnatitas few'miles west of Madras, and ' bif the British government for their 'religion .runt 	. 
in the presidenerof the samename. At two o'clock their customs, ss ill be always •continued ; and that 
in the morning, the ,barracks, 	containing four ' 
companies of the 69th regiment, werta.siirrouuded 

no 	interruption 	will 	be 	given to 	any. native, 
whether Hindoo or Mussulmen, in the practice • 

by two  battalions,  of sepoys in .the• Companyls of his religious ceremonies.' 	Notwithstanding the 
sereiee, who poured in a. heavy fire of musketry, distinctness of this assurance, and notwithstanding 

, at ovely door and' window, upon the soldiers. 	At the eeteusiv» promulgation of the proclamation in 	, 
. the same time the European sentries, the soldiers the Tame], Telinga; and Hindustani languages+. 

at the main-guard, and the sick in the hospital, the fertnent continued a considerable time. 	Even 	• 
$reee put to (lentil. 	The. officers' houses ,were  in March 1807, when some months had elapsed, so.. 
ransacke.1, and everybody found in them murdered. f unfrersal wee the dread of a general revolt among 

' Upon .,the arrival • of. the 19th Light Dragoons)/ tat 0 illative troops, that the British officers attached 
uncle!. Colonel Gillespie, the sepoys \vete inane- MI the Madras army constantly slept with loaded 	. 
dim* attacked ; six hundred were cut down pistols under their pillows. 	, . 
upon the spot, and two hundred taken front 'their In the interval bet meta 189,6 and•1857, nothing 
biding-places to btl shot. ' There perished of the so murderous Occurred ; but, among the Bepeal 
'flair European cenipauies, a hundred and sixty- troops, 	many 	proofs of inenbordination 	were 
four, besides officers; and many British (Acme afforded ; for it repeatedly occurred that give- 
of the native troops were also murdered. 	Nothing aims, real or pretended, led to 	combinations 
ever came in light concerning the probable cause among the men of 'different regiments. 	In 1835, 

- 'of tifeoutrage, but this—that an attempt had been . Lord 'William 'Ilentinek, acting on a principle 
made by the military men at Madras to change the 
shape of the sepoy tnrbam into something resembling 

which had often been advocated in• England, 
abolished 	flogging- in 	the 	Indian 	army ;' this 

the helmet of the light infantry of Europe, which appears to have raised the self-pride rather than 
would prevent the native troops from wearing conciliated the 	good-will of the troops: 	instill- 
on ' their foreheads the marks 'characteristic of " ordination ensued, and several. regiments had to 
their several castes. 	The sons of Tippoo Saib, the be disbanded. 	Again, in 1844, when several Beu- 

• deposed 'ruler of Mysore, together with many gal regiments wore ordered to march to Sintle, the 
distinguished Mohammedans deprived of office, 34th native infantry refused ; whereupon Lord 

. were at that time in Vellore ; and the. supposition Ellenborough, at that time governor-general, igno- . 
le, that these men. contributed very materially to rniniously disbanded the regiment in presence .of 
excite or inflame the suspicions of the Rindoos, 
concerning an endeavour to tamper with their 
religious usages. 	There IVP S another mutiny 

the rest of the army. 	Again, in 1849, Sir Cohn 
Campbell, 	serving 	under 	Sir Charles 	Napier, 
reported that the 22d Bengal regiment had muti- 

some time afterwards at Nundeydroog, • in -the vied on a question of 'pay, in which they were 
same presidency ; and it was found indispensable clearly in the wrong; but as the Punjaub was at 
to diSarm four hundred and WV Mohammedan that time in a critical state, Sir Charles' did that 
sopoys, 	Who 	hadv planned 	a 	massacre. 	At which was very opposite to his general character 
Bangalore and other places a similar spirit was —he yielded to an unjust demand; as a measure 
exhibited. 	The governor of Madras deemed it of prudence. 	It may have been that the sepoyn 
necessary, in very earnest terms, to disclaim any counted on this probability when they. umtiuied. 
intention of tampering with. the native religion. No less than forty-ta.o regiments were ascertained 
In a proclamation issued on the 3d of ,December, 
he said: `The 	right ,honourable the governor 

to be in secret correspondence on this inaPer, 
under Brahmieical influence—one of whom went 

C  
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so far as to tiimilku the commanding officer that • views. of Lori Mayan were,koneliated, by e few 	• 
they could .etoPlenlistment if they chose. ,  1)1.'050, • • other, officers, there was a pretty, general oeneme 
Napier. itaS compelled to disband. the 60th rag!. 
zuenn•lor mutiny at Peshawur, 	In 1652, the 38th 
regiment was ordered to proceed to Btirmat, e.the 

'once. 'of opinioir that, the Bengal native ,,army; 	, 
through some oircureatances known oil -unknown, 
had long, been less obedient and orderly than, those 

• Med objected to the , sea-voyage, and refused to 
depart ; and the authorities' in this ease gate 

of the other two presidettoies. 	, 	• 	, 
• Alt it is the purpose of the present Ohapter to 

way.. 	• 	• 	• 	 - . treat rather of tho facts that preceded the horrors 	' 
Like as, in the ordinary affairs of life, men come  of Meerut and Oawnpore ,  than of the numerous 

pare notes after a disastereto ascertain whether any ' theories for explaining them, we shall not dwell , 
Misgiving had silently occupied their minds non- long in this place on -the affidrs of Gude

' 
 In. Cannes- 

cerning causes and symptoms;. So did many mili; tiers with the Revolt.; but so general is the opinion 
tart' officers; obssriing that the troubles were all, 
or mostly in Bengal, or where Bengal troops ,opere • 

• thA the annexation of •that kingdom was One of 
the predisposirg causes of the late calamities,, that 

ated, come forward -tie state that they' had .long 
been eogniaant of a marked difference between the . 

it linty be right to glance slightly at alie sUbject, 
Oudee-ence a newabehip under the great Mogul, 

Bengal army on the one hand, and the. Beinbay then n kingdeni, and the last remaining indepett- 
. and :Madras armies on the other. ,pLord .Molvitine dent Mohammedan Cite In Northern India--swas 

who, as General Dundas, had held a•eeminand 'annexed tit the early part of 1850; and although 
during the Punjanly campaign

' 
 ' expedesett, himself the get-ernotegeneral Sought to give a favourable 

very strongly in the 'louse of Lords shortly after' aceoue( ;both in Its 'maims 'and.. its results; of 
news of the mutiny arrived. 	Ile stated, that, .in that monientons Measure, there are not wanting 
the Bengal army, the native officers were in nearly , 
all 	cases selected 'by ,seniority,;  'and . ilot, from 
merit; that they eould net, rise from thet ranks ' 

. grounds for believing that • it- made a deep impres. 
sion .on the minds of the natives, nufavottralde te 	, 
the! English—among, the military, if in)t among 

- till old age was creeping on them,: and :that a the people at large. • The deptisod.king, with his 
sort of hopelessness of adVencement ennkered 'family and his primenninister, 'came to live at 
in the 'minds of many sopoys in the middle Aland Calcutta, in April 1550 ; and'• in tbo following 
of hie. 	In the Bombay and Madras armies, 
on . the 	contrary, 	'the 	havildeas or ' sergeants 

montln hie mother, :his brother, and one of his 
sons, proceeded' in great state to England, to pro- 	' 

Were selected. for their intelligence• and activity, ' test before Queen 	Victoria against the conduct 
and Were recommended for promotion by the ' of the governor-general and of the East • India 
commanding officers of the ree;itnente. 	It might Company, in having deprived. them of their regal 
possibly 'be a theory insusceptible on proof, that position : prepared to prove, as they evetyWhere 
this, difference made the one army mutinous and announced, that no justiflableeronnds had existed. 
the other two loyal; but Lord Alelville proceeded for so harsh a step: Whether they sincerely behoved. 
to assert that the Bengal troops wore notoriously this, or whether it was a blind to hide tinnier 
lets hilly organised And7disciplinedi more prone to objects, could not at that time be determined. 	It 
insubordination, than the troops of the other two is one among many opinions on the subject, that 
presidencies. 	He stated as an instance, that when the courtiers around the deposed king gradually 
he commanded the Bombay army in the Pnnjanb ' organised a plot against the British power;, that 
frontier hi 1849, the 3,3engal regiments were mutin- the Queen of Glide's visit, to• England was merely 
;ens; while the Bomhaytreops remained in soldierly , 
subordination: Indeed these latter, which he come 

intended to mask the proceedings arising out of 
this plot; that the conspirators brought over to 

mended in person were credited by his lordship their views the Mogul of Delhi, the shadowy repro- 
with having exhibited the highest qualities - Of . sentative of a once mighty despot; that they then 
brave and faithful troops, 	Ho detailed an inei ' sought to win over the Ilindoos to-side with 
dent -which had oceurred at the siege of Moultan. them; and that, in this proceeding, they adduced 
A.  covering-party .having been ordered into the 
trenches, some disturbance soon afterwards arose; 

any and all facts that had come to their knowledge, 
in which the British had. unwittingly insulted the 

and an English officer found. that many soldiers of religious prejudices of the worshippers of Brahma 
the Bengal army had been endeavouringto prevent —craftily insinuating that the insult was premed- 
the men belonging to one of the Bombay regiments itated. 	The wisdom or justice of the annexation 
from digging in the trenches in discharge of their policy we do not discuss in • this place; there is a 
duty, on the ground 'that the sepoys' duty was to multiplicity of interpretations concerning it—from 
_figla and not to work. 	Again: after the assieult of that of absolute necessity to that of glaring spoil- 
Moulten, an Officer in command of one of 'the ' ation.; hut the point to be borne in mind is, that a 
pickets -was requested to post a sergeant and twelve new grievance was thereby added. to others, real 
men at one• of the gates of the town ; this was Or pretended, already existing. 	It is espetially 
done; but not long afterwards, three native officers worthy of note, that any distrust of England, 

. of the Bengal engineers 'were detected in an mica« arising out of annexation policy, was likely to be 
your to pans the gate with stores which they were • more intense in On& than anywhere else ; for 
about to plunder or' appropriate, 	Although the three-fourths of' the infantry in the Bengal army 
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had beer:ever:rutted, fromethe inhabitants. of that The opposition leader did not .nescit that ,the 
'state ; AU*: Were •enetgetio woe'

' 
 strongly, attached government could have penetrated• the mystery, 

, , to, their native+ uenntry ; and when the change of but that. the mystery ought to have been regarded 
, masters took .place, they lost certain 'of thee privi- tie significant of something dangerous, worthy , of 
' 'ego they „'bad before enjoyed, 	'The Dengaleee close ecrntiny and grave consideration.  

proper, the trativee of the thickly populated region The ehupeAties first appeared in the Northwest 
emend the lower course of the Ganges,, beim little Provinces, around,  Delhi; and sebsequent mots 
to" de With the Beneal army; they are feeble, offered a temptation for rebuking the governor- 
ittdolente :and Cowardly, glad by any excuses to general and the commander-in-chief, in having 

. 	escape from fighting. 	 • failed to strengthen the posts with English troops 
Let us nod—haviug said a few words conceening eller the indications of some secret conspiracy had 

the centenary of J3ritish rule, and the state of feel,  thus been made. In sonic places it was ascertained. 
, • ing h ()Wee—attend to theStrange episode of the 

tAapottitt$, as a prembnitory symptom ofsomethieg 
that the cakes were to be kept till ceelci Pr by the 
Messengers;  other cakes being, soot on,  instead of ' 

, weong in , kretette of publie feeling in India.  then! e lot what was the meaning of this arrange? 

i 
The ohnpattiee—s.neel cakes ofeindeavened broad, 

abut , two inches in eleerneeer, , made of Indian 
' :tient, the leeiglieh officials could not, or at least 
did ,not find. put. 	In ficothind, in the clannish 

min-meet), 
diet--were 

and forming ptist of the sepoye' 'regular , 
regarded' in Eneland,, as• soon ns .1hte 

day.% war-eemals were sent from hut to ,hut and 
fleeter clan ,to den ev ith,  extraordinary rapidity; and;  

eirenntetane,ee or the Pot rolt! beearne known;  eit however-le:tie an unleavened take might appear 
,siged or symptoms win& 'the reriteas' officers or, like Zs ever-eiemd, military men and politicians 

, , the ''Conipany ' in- India etteht. eatdalously to 'have, ' ought eerathely to have, been alive to such strange 
nitrated info: 	Ever' fiba,:'e the: middle; of 48)6 , ,Manifeseatidee is thie ohupatty movement, 	Flew. 
-Leaver einec, indeed, tho final trrangueionts for  the Suelej to Patera throughout a vast negro of 

Abe annenatiMa, of ' Oudc—thise Ohm:Mies were thiekly populated eeuntry, wasetbe secret coerce 
, Ithowie to , haVet been passing from hand to ex.nut. epondeace carritee on 	Ono thing at any sate may 

, A meeseeeeer would' come to is vilkege, seek. out the safely be deeerteleethat the military stations re; 
} 	' heatheian ' av tillage elder, give hint six chupettiee, 

. and iety : 'These, six ear; es tire soli: to yore ,you, 
will make sin others, :led sent) them on to the; 

quired close watching at such a time; something 
.,e ass fermentiegin the minds of the natives which 

the English: cooled not understand; but that very 
, , »ext.,  villegve The headman teepeeeted the six 'eake4 faek would have justified—nay, rendered almost 

, and puicMally sour krVilaii. Other, s'p: MI he had iniperative—Abo guarding of the chief poste from 
,•' hcen.direeted. 	It wae a nlyetery of whieli the early sudden aurpriee. 	1;eiele,ornothing of this preemie 

stagee wove beyond'. our hen ; for no one 'mild tee:nary action 	ecems to' have been 	attempted.. 
„ Vale or no one virtual say, which was the //me • Throughout nearly the whole of the great triode-,  

" vidage whouee tire' cakes 	were sent. 	During road from Calcutta to the Punjaub, the military 
many months tele peewee coutinned : village after stations were left as before, almost wholly in the 
village lining brought into the chain as successive hands of the sepoys. 	At 	 mams there was only 

, lines, And *hue of, clumetties being forwarded a single company of European foot-artillery ; the 
il•oni Place to place. , 	Mr Disraeli, attacking on rest of the troops consisting or two regiments of 
ono occasion 	in the House of Commons the native infantry, and one of the Cis-Sutlej Sikh • 
policy of the Indian government, adverted earease regiments. 	At Allahabad, the great supply maga- , 

' 	tically  to :this eimpatty me story : 'Suppose the vine of the province was left almost wholly to the 
Veiperor-of Russia, whose territory, in exteut and guard of the mpoys. 	Luck:now had only one 
character, has more,  resemblance to our Eastern 
possessions than the tearitory of an other power— 

European regiment and one company of ;Wilkey ; 
notwithstanding that, as the capital of Oudtij it 

suppose the Emperor of Russia were told—" She, 
there' is a very temarkable circumstance going on 

was in the midst of a warlike and excited pope-
lation ; while the native army of the province, 

in your territory ; from village to village, men arc capable of soon assembling at the city, Comprised 
pasting who leave the tail of an ermine or a pot of no less than fourteen regiments of infantry, six of 
'cavern.), with a message to some one to perform eavelry, and six companies of artillery. Cawnpove, 
the same ceremony. 	Strange to say, this 'has been a very importent station with a. large medical 
going en,  in some ten thousand tillages, and we depdt, eoutained three regiments of native infantry, 

' taunt' make head -  or tail of it." 	I think the one of native cavalry, and. two companies of native 
:Effecter of. Russia would say: "I do not,  know artillery.» ith twelve guns ; while the En2)ish force 
wbezher you can make head or tail of it, but I was only a company of infantry, and about sixty 

f , 	. am guile certain t!ere is something wrong, and artillerymen with six guns. 	The large magazine 

, 
that -fro 
whore the 

must taker some preeautions ; 	because, 
people are not usually indiscreet and 

of, Delhi, the great storehouse of ammunitiou for 
the militaty stations all around it, was left to be 

troublesome, they do not make a secret communi- ' gnarled entirely by sopoys. 	Tito, Ittie General 
. cation unless it is opposed to the government. Anson, at 'that time eommander•ineeeief, was 

This is a went communication, and therefore a among tho hills at feitula, relaxing from his duties; 

rl  . 	• 

communieation dangerous to the government."' ' and neither at Simla nor at Calcutta did it seem 
. 	^r• 

c .  ' 
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to be felt that, with existing symptoms, more 
European troops were necessary in the Bengal and 
Northwest Provineee. 	,. 

The Thupatty was not the only symbol of some 
mystery : thelotas was another. It was a common ' 
occurrence for a man to come to a cantonment 
with a lotus-flower, and give it to the chief native 
officer. of a regiment; the flower was circulated 
from handeto hand in the 'regiment; each. man' 

' 	took it, looked at it, and passed it on, ,saying 
nothing. 	When the lotus came to the last man in 
the regiment, he disappeared for a. time, and took 
it to the next military station. 	This strange pro-, 
°eel; occurred throughout nearly all the military 
stations 'where regiments of the• Bengal native 
army were cantoned. 	. 	 , 	, , 

Chupatties and lotus-flowers, together.'with the 
' 

	

	incendiarisni and the cartridge 'grievances pro- 
eently to be noticed, unquestionably indicated. sumo 
widely spread discontent among the natives— 
military if not general. 	`It is clear,' in the words 
of an observant officer, writing from one of the 
Cis-Sutiej stations, 'that a certain ferment had 
been allowed gradually to arise throughout,  the 

. 

	

	mass of the Bengal army. 	In some it was panic, 	. 
in some excitement, in some a mere general appre- 
'tension or expectation, and in some it was no 
doubt disaffection, or even conspiracy. 	Governing 
an alien people and a vast army, we lad divested 
ourselves of all the instruments of foreign dentine, . 
Lion so familiar to Austria and all other continental 
powers. 	We hadsno political police, no, European 
strongholds, no system of intelligence or espionage, 
comparatively little real military discipline; and 
even our own post-office was the channel of free, 
constant, and unchecked intercourse between all 
the different regiments. 	Not a 'letter even was 
opened; that would have been too abhorrent to 
English principles, 	The sepoy mind had pro- 
bablu become prepared to distrust us, as we had 
begun to distrust them. 	There were strange 'new 
legislative acts, and new post-office rules, and new 
foreign service enlistments, and new employment 
of armed races in our army, and other things dis- 
agreeable and alarming 'to the true old sepoy caste, 
And then it came about that from a small and 
trifling beginning, ono of those ferments to which 
the native mind is somewhat prone, took possession 
of the sopoy army.' 	 ' 

One of the strange facts connected with the 
elrepatty movement was, that the cakes were 
-transmitted to the heads of villages who have not 
been concerned in the mutiny, while many' sepoys 
who broke out in revolt had received no cakes, 
They appear to have been distributed mostly to the 
villagers ; whereas the lotus passed from hand to e hand among the military. 

The chupatties •and the lotus-flowers, however 
indicative they may have been of the existence of 
intrigue and conspiracy, were quiet indications,; . 
but there were not wantiag other proofs of a 
mutinous spirit, in acts of violence and insnbordi- 
nation—apart from the incendiarisms and the , 

. 	 . 	. 	.. 	• 	. 
cartridge 'difficulties. 	On one. evening, :early in 

' the year, information was given by a, sepoy of 
the intention of the men to ,rise• against their 
officers and seize on Vert William, at Calcutta,' 
On another occasion, a fanatic moulvie, a high. 
MohamMedan priest at Oude, was detected preach-, 
ing war against the infidels; and on ',his person, 
was found a ;proclamation exciting 'the people 
to rebellion. 	On a third' day, two sepoys Were 
detected in an attempt to sap the fidelity of the 
guard at the Calcutta mint 	An English surgeon 
in an hospital at Lucknow, by the bedside of a 
sepoy, put his lips to a bottle of medicine before' 
giving it to his patient.; this. being regarded as 
a pollution, a pundit was sent for to break the 
bottle and exorcise the evil : on that night the 
doctor's bungalow was burned down. by incen-, 
diaries who could not be discovered.. A,refusal 
to accept a furlough or leave of absence might, 
not, usually 'be regarded  as a symptom of a 
mutinous 	spirit; yet in 	India 	it 	conveyed a 

. meaning that could not safely be, disregarded. 	On 
the 6th of March, the commander-in-chief, with 

' the sanction of the governor-general, notified that 
the native army would receive, as usual, the 
annual indulgence of furlough from the 1st sof 

	

' April to a certain subsequent date, 	'When this 
order was read or . issued, about fourteen men of 
the 63d native infantry, stationed at Scone, and 
under Orders to proceed to Berhampore, evinced a 
disinclination to avail themselves of the hula,  
geuce, on the plea that none of the regiments at 
Barraekpore intended to take theirs. 	It certainly 
appears to have been, a circumstance worthy of a 
searching inquiry by the military authorities, wig' 
the troops should have declined 	to take 'their, 
furlough at that particular time. 	, 

We must now pass on to that series of -events 
which, 	to far. as 	outward 	manifestations rare 
concerned, 	was -more especially the, immediate 
forerunnerof the Revolt—namely, the disturbances 
connected with the greased cartridges. 	Let not the 
reader for a moment regard this as a trivial matter, 
merely because it would bo trivial in England : 
the sepoys may have been duped, and indeed 
were unquestionably , duped, by designing men; 
but the subject of suspicion was g serious one to 
them. 	The fat of cows and of pigs is regarded 
in a peculiar light in the East. The pig is as ninth 
held in abhorrence by the Mohammedans ,as the 
cow is venerated by the Ilindoos ; to touch the 
former with the lips, is a defilement to the one 
religion ; to touch the latter, is a. sacrilege to the 
other. 	The religious feelings are different, 	but 
the results in this case are the same. 	So sacred, 
indeed, are cattle regarded 1.)y the Ilindoos, that 

t the Company's officers have, been accustomed 	 e 
observe much caution irk relation to any supply of 
beef for their own tables; the slaughter of a cow 
in a ilindeo village would in itself have been a 
sufficient cause for revolt; in large towns where 
Europeans are stationed, a. high-walled paddock 
or compound is set apart for the reception, of 

' 
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, 'bulletikS' intended- for 'foods awl • scenpulous care 
ifr ,takeir that • the natives skull knew as little, ns 
Peisible, of the 'proceedings connected with the 
slatteirfeting., ,The use of-,cow's fati in' arintunition 
would therefore his repulsive to the Ilindoo soppy. 

• Itiany - eriperienced men trace the mull/0 to e 
b,.ice report concerning the cartridges, acting* On 
the minas of natives Who"had already 'become 

,, distrustfel ' by the machinations of agitators and 
emissaries. 	'It is a• marvel' and a mystery that 
se many years should have 'raised away without 
an explosion.' 'At  last a firebrand was applied 
to what a single spark might have ignited ; and 
in'the course of a few weeks-there Was a general 
conflagration; 'bO a. conflageation 	-which still 

.bears snore marks of accident ,than of (Whereto 
conspiracy and incendiarism; 	In a' most -unhappy 
hoer—in an hour laden with a -concurrence of 
adverse cireurnstancese--the incident of the greased 
-cartridges , occurred. . It found the. Bengal army 
in it season of profound peace, and iit a ti tato 
of relaxed discipline. 	It.' found the sepoys pen- 
tiering • over 	the 	predictions 	and ' the .  fables 
lOich boa • been so 	assiduously' circulated in 
their lines and' their bazaars; 	it fund them 
With imaginations.  indamed and fears excited by 
strange' s'iories of the designs of their English' 
masters; it found them, as' they 'fancied, with 
their purity of caste threatened, and their religious 
distinctions 	invaded, 	by the prosetvtising 	and 
annexing ,Englishmen. 	Still, 	there 	Was 	no 	I 

palpable evidence of this. 	Everything'  as vague, 
intangible, obscure. 	Credulous and simple-minded 
as 	they were, many might have retained a 

.lingering confidence in the good faith and the 
good intentions of the British government': bad 
it not been suddenly announced to them, jest 
as they were halting between two opinions, that, 

, in 'prosecution of his 	long-cherished 	design 	to 
break down, the religion both of Mohammedan 
and Mlon, the Feringhee had determined to 
render • their military service the means' of their 
degradation, by compelling them• to apply their 
lips to a cartridge saturated with animal grease— 
the fat of the swine 'being used for the pollution 
of the one, and the fat of the cow for •the degiv.- 
dation of the other. 	If the most astute emissaries 
of evil who could be employed for the corruption 
of the Bengal 'sepotr had addressed themselves to 
the 'task of inventing a lie for the confirmation 
and support of ell his fears and superstitions, they 
could 'have found nothing -more cunningly devised 

, fine their purpose.'* 
It was on the 7th of February 1857 that the 

governor-general cornmunicated to the home goys 
ailment the first account of anything mysterious 
or unpleasant in Mellon to the greased' cartridges 
He had to announce that a dissatisfaction had 
exhibited itself among the native troops attached 
to• the inefiketry-deniit at Dumdum. 	There are 
two Dumdums, two DumdumaS, one Dumdumma, 

. 
* /streamer, Po 	sexems 	2)6. 	 • 

. 
and one Danviurninerth in. India; but the place 

.i»dictited ie in Bengal, a few miles out of Oldcutta, 
and 	'about . belf-WaY"' between 	that 	city . anti 

' Barrackptire. 	It was formerly the headopharters 
of artillery for the presidency of Bengal ; -and 
near it :is 	an 	exeellent .cannon-fonndry, 	with 
ossting-rooms, boring-rooms, and Willie appliances 
for making brasS guns, 	It .is a Sort •of Woelwich 
on a humble settle, connected with ordnance and 

, firearms. 	' 	 • 	• 
The' sepoys at Dumdutii had heard rumourS• , 

which induced them to believe that the grease 
used for preparing the Cartridges for the recently 

 introduced Enfield rides was-composed of the fat 
of pigs and cows--substances which their religion 
teaches them to regard 	in a light altogether 
strange' to • Europeans, 	It was 'not the first tfrie 
by three Or their years that the cartridge:question 
had 	excited 	attention 	in 	India, 	although 	in' 
England 	the 	public knew 	absolutely 	nothing 
conceiving. 	it. 	Front 	documents 	brought •to 
light during. the 'earlier months of the mutiny,' 
it appears that in ISV3 the commander-in-chief 
of the forces in India directed 	the 	adjutant- 
general of the Bengal army to call the attention 
of the governor-gemnd to the subject of cart. 
ridges as connected with the prejudices of the 
natives. 	.For what reason grease of any kind 
is employed on or with cartridges, may- be soint- ' 
explained. 	A 	cartridge, 	as most persons 	aro 

 aware, is a contrivance for quickly loading fire- 
antis. 	Instead-of inserting the powder and bullet 
separately into the musket, rifle, or pistol, as was 
the earlier wont, the soldier is provided with a 
supply of small cartridge-paper tubes, each con-
taming a bullet and the prosper proportion of 
powder; and by the employment of tluse •cart-
ridges much time and attention arc saved under 
circumstances -where both are especially valuable. 
The missiles are called ball or blank cartridges, 
according as they do or do not each contain a 
bullet. 	Now the Enfield rifle, an English improve- 
merit on the celebrated MinifS rifle invented and 
used by the French, was largely manufactured 
by machinery in a governnient establishment. at 
Enfield, for use in the British and Indian armies; 
and in firing from this or other rifles it was 
necessary that the ball-end of the' cartridge should 
have an external application 	of some greasy 
substance, to facilitate its movement through the 
barrel. 	In the year above named, the East 
India Company informed the Calcutta govern-
anent  that a supply of new -greased cartridge 
had been sent, which the Board of Ordnance 
wished should be subjeeted to the test of climac. 
It 'was concerning 	these 	cartridges 	that the 
commander-in-chief recommended caution ; 	on 
the ground that `unless it be known that the 
grease employed in these cartridges is not of a 
nature to offend or interfere with the prejudices 
of caste, it will be expedient not to issue them 
for test to native corps, but to Europeans only, 
to be carried in poueh:• It was not until June 

. 
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and during the 'next twelve months they were 

water from ' his lOta or bottlef the other; being e 
ii Brahmin, 	reftised, on 	the,  ground 	that the 

subjected le various tests, at Calcutta., at Cawnpore, • 'applicant wonld  defile th6' Vessel by. his tnitch-•.nt 
' and at 'Rangtion. . The'eartridges pad 'been greased Magnificence of class-superiority to whieh;only,  the.. 
in foiti ways—With common grease, With labinten: 
tory 	grease, 	with 	Belgian 	grease, • and ' with 

Abide° ' theory could Alford placo. 	This, retriW: ', 
' was met.by a retort, that the Brahmin need not . 

Iloffinan's' grease, in each case with auadmixture pridt himself on his caste, for 'he would soon lose 
of creosote and tobaCco.; one set was tested by . it, as he Would ere long be required to bite off the 	' 
being placed in. the, ordnance Magazines, 4 second ;. ' ends of oartridges covered, with the ibt of pip' and 
:by. being kept in wagons, and a third by' being . cows. ' The trahrain;»larnied/sproad the :report ; 
tied up in pouch-bundles. 	The reSultnf these tests And the native.  troops,as is alleged; 'were of 
Was communicated to the directors in the autumn that when they Went hem- their ' friends would , ' 
of 1804 and as a consequence, a moditteation was refuse to eat with ' them. 	When this became 
effected in. the cartridges afterWards, sent from known to 'the English ;officers, the' native troops 
England. ;for service With the Enfield rifles in . ' were drawn up,e'n parade, and encouraged to state 
India. 	 '. ; the groundsof their dissatisfaction. 	All the native 

To return now to the affair at Dumdum. 	When  sergeants and corporals, and two-thirds of all the 
'the complaints and .suspicions of the tsepoys were , 
made' known, inqiiiries were sent' to England fan  

'privates, at once stepped forward, expressed their.  
abhorrence. 	of having to touch anything containing 

exact particulars relating to the obnoxious missiles. • the•fat of cows or pigs;  and suggested the employ- 
It was ascertained that the new cartridges were ' mont of witk or oil for lubricating the cartridges. 

' made at the Royal Litbomteny at WoaIwialn;. and : It was then that the conciliatory measures, noticed 
' that Captain Boxer, the superintendent of that 

department, was accustomed to use for lubrication' 
, above, were adopted. 	 , 

' Still were there troubles and suspicious eircum. 
a composition formed °Hive parts tallow, five parts stances'; but • thei scene is now transferred from , 
stearine,. and one part wax—containing, therefore,. .1Dumdum  to "Barrackpore. 	This 	town, sixteen 
ox or cow's fat, but none from pigs: 	lie had no milers froM Calcutta, is worthy of, note 'ihiefly for 
prejudices in the 'matter to contend against inn its connection with the supreme government of 
England,,  and used therefore just such a compoSi." India. 	The governor-general has a sort of subur- 
tien as appeared to .him most suitable for the ban residence there;  handsome, commodious, and 
purpose. 	The cartridges, were not sent out to situated iu the midst of a very beautifid park, 
India ready greased for use ; as, in a hot country, 
the grease would' soon be absorbed by the paper; 

' There are numerous 'bungalows or villas inhabited 
by European lantilies., drawn to the snot• by the 

there Was, therefore, a part of the process loft to ' Salubrity:of the ,:ties  by the beauty of. Rib Hongly 
be accomplished when the cartridges reached their branch of the Ganges, at thi 'Place three:qnarters 
destination. of a mile in width, and by the .garden and nro- 

It appears' to have been in the latter part Of monad 	attached to"the governor-general'* villa. 
January that the first opeuncianifestatien was made In militazynaatterS, before the Revolt, them was a 
at Dumdum .of a disinclination to use the cart- 'pie idency division 'of the army,' of which some , 
'ridges ; And immediately a' correspondence among o tho troops were in Calcutta, some' at Barrack- 
the authorities commenced concerning it. 	When 
the complaint had been made, the men were seem.,  

ore, and a small force of artillery at Dumdum, 
early midway between the two places ; the whole 

'ingiy appeased on being assured that the  matter commanded by a general officer at Brierackpore, ' 
would be 'duly represented,;, and as a means of , iunder whom was' a brigadier to' command that 

• conciliation, cartridges without grease,were issued, 
the men being allowed to apply any lubricating 

'tstation Only. The station is eonnenie»t for military 
operations in the eastern part of Bengal, and for 

substance they chose. 	It was further determined /nny sudden emergencies at Calcutta. 	Six regi- 
• that no' more ready-made cartridges should be meats of native infantry were esuay ountoned at.  

obtained *Om England, but that bullets and paper Barrackpore, with a 'full complement of officers : 
should .  be scat separately, to be put 'together 'in ' the men hutted in cornmodione lines, and the 
India;' that experiments should 	be 	made at officers accommodated in bungalows or lodges. 
Wool wieln, to produce some ; lubricating substanCe It was at this place that the discontent next 
free from any of the obnoxious ingredients; and , sinnve4.1 itself, ranch to the vexation of the govern. 
that other 	experiments should meanwhile be meat, who had hoped that the Dumdum affair had 
made by the 60th Rifles--at that time stationed beep satisfactorily settled, ;and who had explained 
at Meerut—having the same object in view. 	. in  to'the native regiments' at Barrackpore what had 

During the inquiry into the manifestation and been done to remove the ali4ged cause of corn- 
alleged motives of this insubordination, one fact plaint, 	The &Toys at :his place, however, made 
was elicited, which, if correct, seems to point t4 en objection to bite off the ends of the cartridges 
a date 'when the conspirators—whoever they may,  ' --e,n necessary preliminary to the loading of a rifle 
have been—began to act upon the depee. 	On the 1 -eeon account of the- animal fat contained, or sup. 	, 
!'2d of Sanuary, a low-caste Made() asked a sepoy ' ieised to be contained, in the grease with 'which • 

' 	of the 2d Bengal Grenadiers to give him a little , the paper was lubricated : such fat not being 
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permitted to touch the lips or tongues of the men, to the 	cartridge itself, 	but that 	there .• was a 
• under peril of defilement. 	Some of the authorities general report, in the cantonment that the paper 
• strongly suspected that this, renewed discontent was made up with fat, . A jemadar or lieutenant, 

was the work of secret agitators rather than a named Golal Khan, said very positively: ''There is 
spontaneous expression of the. men's real feeling. grease in it, I feel assured; as it dillbrs from the 
There was at the time a religious Hindoo society paper -which has heretofore been always used. for , 
or party at Calcutta, called the Dhprma Sobha, cartridges.' 	As shelving the well-known power of 
suspected 	of having spread rumonrs that the what in England would be called ' public opinion,? 

:British 	government 	intended 	to I compel 	the the answer of ono of the sepoys is worthy of 
Iiindoos to become Christiana 	Contemporane- notice; he candidly confessed that he himself had 
entity, too, with. this movement, three incendiary no objection to use the cartridge; but he could not 
fires took place at Baayaeltpore within four days ; do so, as his companions would object to it. While 
and a native sergeant's bungalow was burnt down these occurrences were under etrutiny, a jemadar 
at Baneegnnge, another military station in Lower of the 34th regiment came forward to narrate 
Bengal. 	It tia.s natural; therefore, that General what he knew on the matter, as affording proof of 
Homey, the responsible officer at Barrackpore, conspiracy. 	On the l$th, when the fear of detece 
should wish to ascertain what connection, if any, tion had begun to work among them, two or three 
existed between these 	incendiarisms, 	intrigues, of the sepoys came to him, and  asked him to 
complaining; and 'greased cartridges. 	This was accompany them to the parade-ground. 	He did 
the more imperative, on account of the relative so, and there found a great crowd assembled, com- 
paucity of English troops in that part of India, posed of men of the different regiments' at the 
There were four native regiments quartered at that station; they had their heads tied up in handker- 
tiMe at Barrackpore—namely, the 2d Grenadiers, chiefs or cloths, so that only a small part of the 
the 34th 'and 70th Native Infantry, and the 43d face was exposed. They told him they were deter,  
Native Light Infantry ; whereas, in the four hun- mined to die for their religion ; and that if they 
dred miles between Calcutta and Dinapoor there could concert a plan that evening, they would on 
was. oaf  one European ' regiment, the Queen's the next night plunder the station and kill all the 

• ti3d foot, of which one half was at Calcutta and Europeans, and then depart whither they pleased. 
the other half at Dumdum. 	The genera) held a • The number he stated to be about three hundred. 
special court of inquiry at Barrackpore on the ffih ilt was not at the time known to the authorities, 
of February, and selected a portion of the 2d I but was rendered probable by circumstances after- 
native Grenadier regiment to come forward and d wards brought to light, that letters and ends- 
explain the cause of their continued objection to caries were being despatched,' at the beginning of 
the paper of which the new rifle-cartridges were February, from the native troops at Barrackpore 
composed. One or the sepoys, Byjouath Tandy, to those at other stations, inviting them to rise in 
stated that he felt a'suspicion that the paper might revoltSagainst the British. 
effect his caste. 	On being asked his reaton for Under any other circumstances, a discussion 
this suspicion, he answered that the paper was a concerning such pctty matters as bits of cartridge- 
new kind Which he had not seen before ; and paper and items of grease would be simply ridi- 
there was a ' bazaar report' that, the paper eon- culous ; but at that time and place the ruling 
tamed animal fat. 	On being requested to examine authorities, although ignorant of the real extent 
the paper carefully in the light, and to explain to of the danger, saw clearly that they could not 
the court what he saw objectionable in it, he afford to regard such matters as otherwise than 
replied that his ' suspicion 	proceeded from the serious. 	There was either a sincere prejudice 
paper being stiff and cloth-like, and from its tear- to be conciliated, or a wide-spread conspiracy 
ing differently from the paper formerly in use. to be met ; and it was at once determined to 
Another sepoy, Chaud Khan, was then examined, test again the sincerity of the sepoys, by yield- 
He objected to the paper because it was tough, and ing to their (apparently) religious :feelings ou a 
burned as if it contained grease. 	He stated that matter which did not affect the efficiency of the 
much dismay had hem occasioned in time regiment service. 	A trial was made, therefore, of a mode 
by the fact that ' on the 4th of February a piece of loading the rifle -without biting the cartridge, 
of the cartridge-paper was dipped in water, and by tearing off the end with the loft hand. 	The 

' then burned ; when burning, it made a fizzing commander-in-chief, finding ou inquiry that this 
noise, and smelt as if theta were grease in it.' method was sufficiently efficacious, and Willing to 
Thereupon. a piece of the paper. was burned in get rid of mere formalism in the matter, con- 
open court ; Chaud Khan confessed that he could sented that the plan should be adopted both for 
not smell or see 'grease in it; but he repeated percussion-muskets and for rifles. 	This done, the 
his objection to the vse of the paper, on the governor-general, by virtue of his supreme corn- 
plea, that ' everybody is dissatisfied with it on wand, ordered the adoption of the same system 
account of its being glazed, shining like waxed throughout India. 
cloth! 	Another witness, Khadu Bcksh, filling The scene now again changes; we have to 
the rank of subadar or native captain; on being attend to certain proceedings at Berhappore, fol- 
examined;  frankly stated that he had no objection lowing on those at Barrackpore, 	Of Berhamnpore 	' 
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at a -town, little 'need' be said. here; 	and 'that 
little is called for principally to determine • which 
Berhampore is meant. 	Under the forms Berham- 
pore, Berhampoor, or Burhampore, there are • no 
less than four towhs in Indite—one • in the native 
state of Kepi!, sixty miles from Rhatmandoo ; 
another in the Nagpoor territory, sixty miles from 
the city of the same name e• another 'in the Madras 
presidency, near Orissa; and a Ninth in 	the 
district Of Motnahedabtal, Lower Bengal. ' It is 
this last-named Berhainpore to which attention is 
here 'directed. 	The town is on the left bank of 
the river Bhagruttee, a great olhot of the Ganges, 
and On the high road from Calcutta to Moorshed- 
abad—distant about a hundred and twenty miles 
from 'the first-named city by land, and a hundred 
and sixty by water. 	It is in a moist, Unhealthy 
spot, very fatal to Europeans, and in 'consequence 
disliked by them as a station in past times ;' but 
sanitary measures, draining, and planting have 
greatly unproved it within the last few years. 	-AS 
a town, it is cheerful and attractive in appearance, 
adorned by stately houses in the neighbourhood, 
to accommodate permanent British residents. The 
military cantonments are large and striking; 'the , 
grand • square, the excellent parade-ground, the 
quarters of the European officers-eau are hand- 
some. Before the Revolt, Berbampore was included 
within the presidency division in military matters, 
and 'was usually occupied by a body 'of infantry 
and another.  of artillery. 	There is 'painful evidenee 	, 
of the former iusalubrity of the station met evith 
in a large open space filled with tombstoaes,' con- 
tasting mournfully with the majestic cantonenOts 
of the military. 	'Berhampore has, or had a few 
years ago, a manufactory of the . silk bandana 
handkerchiefs once so popular in England. 	' 	! 

The troubles in this town were first made meta- 
fist in the following way, 	On or about the 24th 
of February, a portion of the 34th regiment of 
Bengal infantry changed its station 'from Barrack- 
pore to Berhampore, where it was greeted and 
feasted by the men of the 19th native infantry, 
.stationed there at that time. 	During their feast- 
ing, the new-comers narrated all the news from 
Durndem and Barrackporo'concerning the greased 
cartridges; and the effects of this gossip were very 
soon made visible. 	To understand what occurred, 
the mode of , piling or storing arms in India must 
be attended to; in the Bombay army, and in the 
Queen's regiments, the men were -wont to keep 
their arms with them in their huts ; but in the 
Bengal army, it was a • custom to deposit them,  
in circular brick buildings called bells, which were 
kept locked under native guard, each in front of 
a particular company's lines. 	The men of the 
1001 regiment, then, excited by the rumours and 
stories, the feat's 	and suspicions of their corn- 
panions in arms elsewhere, but not knowing or 
not believing—or perhaps not caring for—the 
promises of change made by ilte military author- 
ities, broke oat into insubordination. 	On the 26th 
.of February, being ordered to parade for exercise 

With blank cartridges, they refused to receive the 
percussion-caps, es • a Means of . rendering. their 
firing impossible—alleging that the cartridge-paper 
supplied for the charge was of two 'kinds ; that they 
doubted the qualities of one or both ; and that they 
believed in the presence • of the fat of cows or' pigs 
in the grease employed. , That the men were either 
dupes' or intriguers is evident ; for it so happened 
that the cartridges offered to thorn were the very 
same in kind as they had used during many years, 
and had been made up before a single Enfield rifle 
had reached India. 	This resistance was a serious 
affair; it was something more than a complaint 
or petition, and needed to he encountered with a 
strong hand. 	It is a matter of opinion, judged 
differently oven by military men accustomed to 
India and its natives, whether the proper course. 
was on that, occasion taken. 	The commanding• 
officer, 	Lieutenant- colonel 	Mitchell, 	ordered 	a 
detachment' of native 'cavalry • and a battery of 
native artillery—the only troops at Barrackpore 
besides those already named-to be on parade on 
the following morning. 	Between ten and eleven 
o'clock at night, however, the men of the,  19th 
regiment broke open the armouries or bells, took 

?possession 'of their 	muskets 	and 	ammunition, 
and carried them to their lines. 	The neat day, 
the guns were got ready, and the officers proceeded.  
to the parade-ground, where they found the men 
in undress)  but armed, formed in line, and shout- 
ing. 	The officers were threatened if they came on. 
Mitchell then expostulated with them; he pointed 
out the absurdity of their suspicions, •and the 
unworthiness of their present conduct, and com-
mended them to give up their' arms and ret4rn 
peaceably to their lines ; whereupon the native 
officers said the men would refuse so to do unless 
the cavalry and artillery were 'withdrawn. 	The 
lieutenaut-colonel withdrew them, and thou the 
infantry yielded. 	It was a difficult position for 
an officer to be 'placed in ; if he had ,struggled; it 
would have been with natives against natives ; 
and, doubtful of the result of such a contest, he 
assented to the men's conditional surrender. 

The affair could not be allowed to end here. 
The Calcutta authorities, receiving news on the 
4th of March of this serious disaffection, but deem-
ing it unsafe to punish ,while so 'few European 
troops were at hand, sent quietly to Rangoon in 
Pegu, 'with orders that Her Majesty's 84th foot 
should steam up to Calcutta as quickly as possible. 

1..011 the 20th, this regiment arrived ; and then the 
governor-gcueral, acting in harmony 'with Major-
general Hearse)) resolved on the disbandment 
of the native regiment which had disregarded 
the orders of its superiors.' 	accordingly, me the 
31st of March, the 19th regiment was marched 
from 	Berhampore to 	Parrackpore, the head- 
quarters of the military division ; the men were 
disarmed, paid off, marched out of. the canton. 
meats as far as Palta Chant, 	and 	conveyed 
across the river in' steamers placed for the purpose, 
In short, the regiment, in a. military sense, was 

• 
• 

• 
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native . troops that they ,will Only bring ruin on 
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., the, men eonitiosing it. • But.:tbough,not punished, i 
in the'. ordinary sense, the infliction was a great ' 

"themselves by, failing in their duty to the state•and 
in.obedienee to, their officers' 	. 

' one ; . for the ;men at :once became • penniless, • ' 	On 	the 	occf,ssion 	just , adverted .  te,. General 
. unoccupied, !objectless. 	The. goVernoi-general, in Elearsey,  addressed .the men very energetically,' 
': deSoribing these proceedings for. the information while .an offiCial paper from the governor-general, 
,  of• the home government, added : 'We trust that  read to the troops, asserted_ in distinct terms .gnat • 

the. severe Measures which we. have, been forced the rumour was' wholly groundless which imputed 
to adopt will have , the 'effect of convincing the to the ,government an intention to interfere. with . 
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the religion of the people.. It was a charge .soon formality occurred throughout all these proceed- 	' 
afterwards brought in England against the hover- ings. 	As early as the 11th, of February, General 
nor-general, that, having subscribed to certain Ilearsey wrote from Barrackpore the expressive 

. missionary societies in India, he did not like to+  words: 'We are on a mine ready to espied° '—in 
abjure, all attempts at ,the 	conversion 	of the, allusion to the uneasy state of reeling or opinion 
natives • . and that, being thus, balanced lietwben among the sepoys that. their religious' usages were 
his public duty and .his privote religious, feeling, about to be tampered with ; and yet it was not 
he' had issued the general • order to the whole uilltil.the 27th of, March that the Supreme Council 
army, but had not shown any solicitude to convey at Calcutta agreed to the issue of a general order • 

. that positive declaration to, 1113 the•natives in all .  ,declarieg 	it to be the invariable 	rule 	of the 
the cantonments or military stations. 	This, how- government to treat the religious tendencies of 
ever, was said' When Viscount 'canning was not all its servants with respect. ; nor until the 31st 
present to defend himself; reasonable. men soon that this general order was read to the troops at 
saw that the truth was not to be obtained by such 

. charges, unless supported. by good evidence. 	It 
Ilarraqkpore, 	Conuidering the mournful effects 
of dilatorinesu and .rigid formalism during the 

is, however, certain, that much delay and routine Crimean war, the English ptiblic had indulged a.  
. 	. -. 	 . 	 . 
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hope that a healthy reform, would be introdneed I ,re beli ';134th'were More excited than ev ere 	that ' 
into the epistolary mechanism'  f the gevernment 'something ' hostile was intended against them ; 
departments ; 	and this was 	certainly to sortie' 'their Whispers. becenne .innimurs,•and they openly • :,‘ 
extent realised in England; • but nrifoetunately ; expressed. their sympathy. ' Whene in uccordanee ' 
the reform had not yet reached India. Turing ' with the plan noticed in the last paragraph; the 
these early months of the mutiny, an 'absurd  19th were Marched .off 'frail Berhentpore to be 
waste of time .occurred in the writing an& des 4: disbanded 	at Barrackporee  the '34th • displayed 
,parching of an enormous number of lettereewhere •still greater audacity. 	The 19th: having rested for , 	: 
a peesonal interview; or a verbal message by a , 'a time at Barrasee, eight Miles from Barraelqiore, 
trusty servant, might have sufficed. 	Eight letters  a deputation from the 34th met them,' and made 
were written, and four days consumed, before the • a proposal that they should •that very eight kill 
Calcutta authorities knew what was passing ;It all their officers, march to Barrackpere, join the' 
Dumdum, eight miles distant. 	A certain order 2d and, 34th, fire the bungalows, surprise and, 
given by the colonel of a regiment at Calcutta . overwhelm. the Europeans, seize the guns;and then ' 
being considered injudicious by the' general, ail ' ' march tsi threaten Calcutta. 	Had the 19th beed 
inquiry was made as to thageonnas for the .order ; as • wild and daring, as' irritated and vengeful, as 
eight days and nine letters were required for this the 34th, there ••is no knowing what calamities 
inquiry, and the response .to .it, and yet the two might• have followed ; but they exhibited rather 
officers were within an hour's distance of each a repentant and • regretful tone, and submitted 
other during the whole time. 	Although the ailair obediently to all the details 'of their disbandment 
at Barrackeore on the 6th of • :February was at Barraekpore. 	' 
assuredly of serious import, it was not known to 
the government at Calcutta until the evening of 

It ' will therefore be seen that the seeds of ' 
further dieaffection had been already sown. 	As 

, 

the 10th, notwithstanding-that a horseman might the 34th native infantry had. been instrumental 
easily have ridden the sixteen miles in two hentli. • :ite ineiting the 19th to mutiny, ending in disband- 
General Mersey's' reply to a question as teethe Mont, so did it now bring a similar punishment, 

• cause of the delay is truly inptraetive, Of; exoni• i'on itself. 	On the 29th of March, 'one eltrungal , 
plifying the slowness of official progress in India Fently, a sepoy in the..34111, roused to a state of 
4  I have no means of communicating anything to :exeitetneet hy the Ilea of intoxicating drugs, armed 

' the 'government; I have ne mounted orderly, me himself with .a sword 'and a loaded musket, 
• express camels; 	I roust always wife hy. the eteeyereed the lines; called upon- his comrades to 
. post e and that leaves Barrackpore at the most •, rise; 	and 	declared 	he 	would 	shoot the . first 

' inconvenient hour of three o'clock in the after- "European he met. 	Lieutenant Baugh, adjutant 
noon.' 	These 	frets, 	trivial 'in. themselvee, 	8173 of the corps,' hearing of• this 'man's condffct, and 
worthy of being borne -in mind, as indicative of • of the meted. state of the, regiment generally, 
defects in the mechanism of government •likely . 
to 	be 	disastrous in times of excitement 	and 

rode hastily to the lines. • Mengel Palely flied, 
missed the 	officer, ,but 	struck • his 	horse. 	The ' 

insubordination. 	 ' • 	" lieutenant, in self-defence, -fired 	his' pistol, 	but , 
Barrackpora was destined in be a further source anissed , aini ; 	whereupon 	the 	sepoy attacked 

of vexation and embarrassment to the government. ' 'Iea with his sword, wounded him in the hand, 
' It will be remembered that a part of the 34th brought him to the ground, and tried to entice 

native infantry went from that town to Borham- 
pore in the last week in February; but the bulk of 

the other soldiers to join in the attack. 	The 
sergeant-major of the corps, who went to the' 

, 

the regiment remained at Barmckpore. 	Inquiries, lieutenant's 	assistance, 	was 	alto wounded by 
afterwards instituted, brought to light the' fact Mungal Pandy. 	The dark feature in this transae- 
that. the European commander of that regiment  tion was that many hundred men in the regiment 
had been accustomed to distribute religious tracts looked on quietly without offering to protect the 
among' his men ; and it Was surmised that the lieutenant from his assailant; one of thorn, a 
scruples and prejudices of the native; especially 
the Brahmins, had been unfavourably affected by 

' jemadar, refused to take Mengel into onstedy, 
and forbade his men to render any ,assistance to • 

this proceeding. 	But whether the cause had or the lieutenant, who narrowly camped -with his 
bad not been rightly guessed., it is certain that life. 	Major-general Mersey, on being inforneed ' 

' the 34th displayed more nnitinats' symptoms at 
• that 'time than any other regiment. 	Whou the 

of the occurrence, proceeded to the parade-ground, 
where, 	to his astonishmene• he saw the Irian 

news of the disturbance at Berhampore reached • walking to and fro, with a blood-smeared sword 
them, they became greatly excited : they attended in one' band, and a loaded neusket, in the other. 1 
to their duties, but with sullen doggedness ; and Re 'advanced with some of ieerwandmen to secure 
they held nightly meetings, at which speeches the sepoye which was aaeomplished with much 
were made sympathetic with the Berhempore difficulty ; and it' was only by the most resolute 
mutineers. The authoritiesenot wholly ignorant of bearing of the major-general that the rest of the 
these meetings, neverthelese remained quiet until men. could be induced to return quietly to their. 
a European regiment could• arrive to aid them. lines, 	A court-martial was held on 	Mune' 
"When the Queen's 84th arrived at Calcutta, the Pandy, and 	on , the rebellious jemadar, 	both , 
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of *ban,. Wilre 	f03.41Wial ' fennel .k.guilty, 	and 
' okauted on the 8th of April. ' No amigjutble cause 
appeared ibr' the, conduct of this man : • it May . 
have been a Mord dranken frmzy, ; yet there is 
More probability thata mutinous spirit, concealed 
Within'his breast during sober. Moments, made it.* 
appearance mtcheeked when, muter the. influence 
of drugs. 	There Was =ether sepoyi towevea, who 
acted faithfully on the' oocasion; 'this man; Shiek 
raltoo; Was aecompanying Lieutenant Baugh as 

, 	 . , 	, 	.  

orderly •offider. at the ;tine 'of the attatil4 and 'by 
his prompt' assiStaneei the • lieutenant wati,  saved 
from' further injury, Man.  a' slight wound. • Shiek 

', Pekoe was raised'io 'the lank 'of supermiraerary 
. havildar for his blare 'arid loyal conduct. 	 r 	' • ' 

. The outrage, however, could not be ,  allowed • to 
 to 	without further punishment. • Fey • a 

'time, the government at Calcutta believed that the 
execution of the' twoqvincipal ,  offenders world 
suffice, and that the sepoys would qaietly return to - 

• • 
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their obedience; but certain ominous occurrences 
at Lucknow and elsewhere, about the end of i 
April, showed the necessity for a stern line of I 
conduct, especially as the 	34th ' still displayed a i  
kind of Sullen doggedness, as if determined on I 
Further insubordination. 	After mature consider- 
ation the whole of the disposable. troops in and 
around Calcutta were, on the 5th of May, marched 
oil to Larrankpore, to .effect the disarming and 
disbanding of such, sepoys among the 34th as 
were present, 	in 	the 	lines when 	Lieutenant 

.13sugh. was wounded. 	The force comprised the j 
Queen's 84th regiment, a wing of the 53d, the 
24, 4:3d, and 70th native infantry, two squadrons 
of on.valrn and 	4 light field-battery • with 	six 
guns., 	When these troops had been drawn up I 
in two sides .of a square, on the morning of 
the 6th, about four hundred sepoys of the 34th 

• • 
wore halted in front of the guns. 	The order for' 
disbandment was read out by the interpreter, 
Lieutenant Changer; and after a few energetic 
remarks upon 	the 	enormity of their of once, 
General llearsey commanded them to pile their 
arms, and strip oft' the uniform which they had 
disgraced. 	When this was done, the work cf 
paying up their arrears. was commenced. 	They 
were then 	dismissed with 	their 	fatnilies,.and 

ibaggage, •to Clinsura, a town a few miles higher 
up the Iloogly. 	The grenadiers of the 84th, 
and a portion of the .cavalry, accompanied them 
to see that they went to and settled at Chinsora, 

' and did not cross the river to Chittagong, where 
I  three other companies of the same regiment 

were , stationed. 	....four of the disbanded sepoys 
were Olken ; one of whom, a subadar, sobbed 
bitterly at his loss and degradation, 	although ' 
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. it: was strongly .Suspeeted- that ho had been one' Of padres,"prebably Chridtian missipriarieS, had sent a 
theleaders in the insubordination: 	In the general 
order which the governorleneral.•lardei:ed to be 

" petition to the Queen orallitgiand, complaining of , 
the slowness with which. 	'were made to ,Ilindeo 

read to estry regiment in •the• service, ,concerning become Christians; they adiltfinid the .condUct of 
this- disbandment, words- occur • which she* that, 
the old delusion was still -working in the breasts of 

some of the Mohammedan potentates. of India in 
• past times,- such as. Tippoo Seib, who had com- 

the uatiVed... :' The sepoy who was the chief actor polled the undoes te'embmee Islamism; and mey . 
• in the ' disgraceful scene . of the 29th . of 'March ' 'suggested . a - similar' ' mithoritative , polidy. 	'The 

called upon his comrade to come to his support, 
for. the , reason that their •ireligion Was in danger, 
and . that they were about to be compelled to 

• story made the padres• give this advice :, to mix up 
bullocks'fat and pie Tat withthe grease employed 
on the cartridges ; in. order that, by touching thee 

, 	employ cartridges, the use of which would -do." : substances with their teeth or. lips, the sepoys might 
injury to their caste ; and from the words in which ' lose caste, and 	thus induce them to embrace 
he addressed the sepoys, it is to bd inferred that Christianity as their only resource. • 	The climaX 
Many of them shared this opinion With him. 	The '' the . QUee ' of the 'story was reached by making n. 
governor-general in council -has recently had occa- ' express her joy at the plan, and her resolve that 
sion to remind the'army of Bengal that the goterir- . it should lie put in operation. 	The success of such • 
Ment of India has never interfered to .constrain a' lying rumour must, of course, have mainly 
Its 	soldiers, in matters 	affecting their religious depended on the, ignorance and credulity of the 
faith. 	He has declared that the ,government of . natives. 	. 	 , 
India,  never will do so ; and he 'has 'a right to . • A far-distant -region now calls for notice. 	At a' 
expect that this 'declaration shall give confidence time when the Upper and Bea* Bengal  
to all who have been' deeekved 	and led • astray. were, as ' the 	authorities 	hoped and believed, 
But, whatever may be the deceptions or evil 
counsels to which others have been exposed, the 

. recovering 	from 	the 	wild , excitement 	of 	the 	, 
cartridge question, the conunissioner of the Cis- 

, 	native officers and men of the 34th regiment native 
infantry have no excuse for misapprehension on , 
this subject: 	Not many weeks ' previously to the 

lutlej ' territory had' ample means for knowing, 
that the minds' of the natives in that reghiaSvere",  
mischievously agitated by some cause 'or other. 	. 

29th of ,March, it had been explained to that I It is necessary here to underStand what 'is meant ' 
regiment—first by their own commanding officer, , by this geographical:designation.. If we; consult 

' 	and subseqUentlYby the major-general command- a map in which An' attempt is made, by distinct 
• ing the division—that their fears for religion were colouring, to define British territory from senii- 

eroundless. • It was carefully and clearly shesvn to independent states" we shall hind the regiim 
them that the cartridges which they would be betWeen Delhi . and Lahore out ttp in a' most 

. 	called .upon to uSe contained nothing which' could extraordinary ' va.Y. 	The 	red ,:llritish 	Patches 
do violence to their religious .scruples. 	It, after are seen to 	meander 	among , the 	scraps Of 
receiving those assurances, the sepoys of the 34th native territory . with great intricacy; so much 
regiment, or of arty other regiment; still...refuse to so, indeed,, that a map on a very large'seale could 
place trust in their officers and in the government, 
and still allow suspicions to take root in their 
minds, and.  to grow into disaffection, insubordina- 

alone mark the multitudinous lines of  
and even such 'a map would soon becom!3 obsolete, 
for the red, like a devouring element, has' been 

tion, and mutiny, the fault is their own, and their year by year absorbing bits of tertitory formerly 
punishment will be upon their own heaAs.! ' ' painted green or yellow. 	The peculiar tribe of 

Five weeks elapsed between the offence of the the Sikhs, besides occupying the Punjaub; inhabit 
19th native infantry and its punishnient by dis- a wide region on the east or left bank of the 
handment; five weeks similarly elapsed between river Sutlej; generally included under the name 
the offence and the disbandment of the .34th; i and of Saint!. 	For 	fifty . years . the 	British' in ' 
many observant officers were of opinion 'that India have had to deal,• or have made a pretext 
these delayi worked mischief, by instilling 'into for dealing, with the petty Sikh chieftains of this 
the minds of the sepoys a belief that the authori- Sirhind 'region : at one time ' protecting' • those' 
tics were afraid to punish them. 	Whether the' , on the east of the Sutlej, from the 	aggression 	' 
punishment of disbanding was, after all, sufficiently of the great Sikh leader, Runjeet Singh, on the 
severe, is a question on which military men are by 
no means 'agreed. 

west of that ' river ; then ' annexing' -the small, 
territories of some of these 'chieftains on failure 

At a later date than the events narrated in this of male heirs; then Seizing others as a punish- 
chapter, but closely connected with them in sub- went for non-neutrality or nonzassistanee during ' 
jest, was the circulation 'of •a report manifestly war-time. 	Thus•it arose that—liefore the annex- ' 
intended to rouse the religious prejudices of the ation of the Punjaub itsalf in 1849—imich of 
Hindoos by a false assertion concerning the designs 
of the ruling powers. 	In some of the towns 'of 

the Sikh country in Sirhind had ,  become British, 
 and was divided into four distrieta• marked by - 

Southern India far away front Bengal, unknown 
emissaries 61.m:infect a paper, br at least a story, of 
which the following was the substance: That the 

the towns of: Ferovcire, Umballa or 1:Yrnballah, 
Loodianah, 	and 	Kythul ; 	leaving 	Putialah, 
Jeend,, and PurreedhOte ms - the three principal 
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protected or.,, semi-independent,. 	 :states , of thirty therthand , ill peeS ; by the burning, in-the •Sikh, 
'that country. 	Meanwhile..a region' sernewhat. 17th 'of an empty bungalow in the 5th regiment - 
hi the east or northeast of. Sirhind was ,subject native infantry lines, 'of a stable belonging.to an 
to, just. the same proems. '• Being hilly, it is .ealled English officer of the 60th, and of anoilterituilding. , 
the Hill Country ;, And being ruled by a number On the 20th, attempts were made on .the houses of 
Of petty.. chieftains, the separate bits of. territory .the jetnadar:andhavildar of the Oh regiment, two 
are called the ;Hill States:: During about forty native officers favourable to the new cartridges;, 
years the process of absorption has been going and . under the bed of the jemadar were found 

,.eit-earising primarily out . of the fact that the gunpowder and brimstone„as if to. destroy the man 
•Beitish ,aided 	the 	Hill 	chieftains 	against 	the as well as his property. 	Some of the huildiogs are 
Nepaulcse, , and then paid themselves in 	their believed AO have been., set en fire  by dropping, 
wonted manner. 	Part of Gurhwal was annexed ; burning brimstone through holes in the roof; and 
then Sundock, Malowa, and a number of other on one Occasion, when the attempt at incendiarism 	, 
places ,not 'easily found in the maps ; and after- had tailed, a paper containing powder and brim-,  
wards llaingurh was given back in exchange for stone was found. 	On the 21st and two Ibllowing 
Simla, to, form a healthy holidayldace among the days, similar fires occurred. On the,125th,phe house 
bills, it sort; of Balmoral for ?sick governors and of the band-master of 31cr Majesty's 9th Lancers 	' 
commanders. 	As a final result, much of the Bill was fired and burned; and two or thre similar 
County became British, and the rest was left in attempts 	were 	shortly 	afterwards 	Made, 	but, 
the hands of about twenty petty chieftains. 	. frustrated. 	At all these fires, the, engines of the, 

Now, when the Cis-Setlej territory is mentioned, cantonment were set,to work; but 	was.observed 
it must be interpreted as including all the region that many of the sopoys worked "listlessly and. 
taken by the _British from the minor Sikh chief-, indifferently, as if their thoughts worn bent, rather 
tains in SHIM ; together with such of the Hilt upon fire-raising than fire-quenching. '\  
States of dtwhwal,,and its vicinity as have become ' That 	such 	occurrences, produced 	uneasiness, 
British. The whole together have. been made a among the English authorities at Umballa may 
subleeprnment, under a commissioner responsible well be supposed. .Captain .Howardi megistrate 
to .the 'governor-general; or, more strictly, the of the cantonment, wrote thus to the Calcutta, 
commissioner rules the Sirhind region, while the government : • "rhe emanating cause of the arson 	.. 

' 	Hills are included among the non-regulation dis- 1 at his vantonment, I conceive, originated ,avith 
tricts . of tho Agra government. 	The four townel ze ,turd to, the newly introduced 	cartridges; 	to 
and, districts of Ferozpore, Loodianah, Umballal which the native sepoy 'shows his decided ol;iet- 
midi Kythul, east of the Sullej, will suffice for tion : 	it being obnoxious to him front a false 
our purpose to indicate the Cis-Sutlej territory— idea—which,, now that it has entered the mind 
so named in a C.-Acutta point of view, as being on of the sepoy, is difficult to eradicate—that that, 
the 04 or 
that city. 

It was 

hither skie of the Sullej, in reference to 

ai Umballa, one of the towns in. the 

innovation of this cartridge is derogatory both to ., 
his caste and his religion . . . . 	That this bas ', 
led to the fires at this cantonment, in my own 

Cis-Sutlej territory, that the commissioner, Mr private mind I am perfectly convinced. 	Were it 
Barnes, reported acts of incendiarism that much the act of only one or two, or even a few persons, 

. 	perplexed him. 	On the 26th of March, Hurbunsee the well-disposed repays would at once have come 
Singh, a subadar or native captain in that 36th forward and forthwith informed ; but that there 
regiment native infantry, attached to the mus- is an organised leagued conspiracy existing, I feel 
ketty depot at that place, became an object of confident. 	•Though all and every individual .eont- 

' 	attack to the other ,men of the regiment ; they posing a regiment may not form part of the cern- 
• endeavoured to burn his hut and his property. bination, still I am of opinion that such a league 
It was just at the time when reports reached in each corps is. known to. exist ; and such being . 
Umbaila • relative' to 'the cartridges;  the using, of upheld by the majority, or ,rather connived at, 

• was , 	,whicit said by the sepoys to be an innovation therefore it is that no single man dared to come 
derogatory to their caste and religion. 	Hurbunsee forward and expose it.' 	Although proof could 
Singh had at once come forward, and publicly not be obtained of the culpability deny one sepoy, 
stated his willingness to fire with suck cartridges, the inceudiarism was .at once attributed to them 
as being, in his opinion, free from objection. 	The rather than to the peasantry. 	The existence of 
incendiarism took place on. The day named ; and some oath or bond of secrecy was further supposed 
the.00mMissioner directly inferred that there must from the fact that a reward of one thousand rupees 
be ;something wrong in the thoughts of men who failed to bring forward a single witness or accuser. 
would thus seek ,te injure one of their own native lifter about twenty attempts At burning buildings, 
officers on'such grounds. Nothing further occurred, more or less successful, the system was checked— 

, however, until the 13iii. of April, when another by the establishment of mounted and fait patrols 
"fire broke ,Out. 	This was followed by a third on and pickets ; by the expulsion of all fakeers and 

the 15th; in some outhouses belonging to the 60th idle persons not bonging to the cantonment; by 
native infantry; by two fires on the 16th, when the refusal of a passage, through it to sepoys on 
government property was burned to the value of furlough or , discharged ; 	and by the arrest of 
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Batch sepoys in the Umballa regiatepta as, Jinxing of  the, uativers 	'Thirty , yearsa ago, 	Sit John 

' furloughs, still remained in the. cantonment— ' , Malcolm. ,spoke on .this subject in. the 'following 
innueaced, •, -apparently, 	by , a enua 	mischievous , waya Ikl:3,  attention has been, during the last twenty., 

.• 	 designs: 	' 	' 	• 	. 	. 	i "hve years, particularly directed, to this' daageroua ' 
`Eveey one coincided in opinion' 'with Captain species of secret War against our authority, which' 

Howard that there had been an organised plan is always carrying on by numerous' though unseen' 
among the sepoys ) but some of the .otEcers in the bands. 	The spirit is kept up by letters, by exalt- • 
Company's service, civilas well as military, differed gerated 	reports,. and 	by pretended prophecies, 

' from him in 'attributing it solely- to the dartridge When the time appears favourable, front the 
affair—they thought this 	blind .or pretence to " occurrence of misfortune to our arms, lades iebe/e  

' hide some deeper scheme; 	The commissioner of ' lion in our provinces, or from mutiny in ex* 
the Cis-Sutlej states .however, agreed with the troops, circular-letters and proclamations are : disa 
magistrate, and expressed an opinion that nothing • persed over the, country with a celerity almost 
would restore quiet but a concession to the natives 
in the matter of greased cartridges ) 	and. ',he 

to the government at Calcutta the 
,, The Contents in most oases are the • Hama . 'Piro

recommended 

incredible. 	Such documents are read with avidity, 

English are depicted as usurpers of hisa caste, and 
adoption of that line of policy: 	Writing on the as tyrants Who have sought India with no other 
7th of May, he said: `Fires, for the present, have view but that of degrading the inhabitants and of 
coaled; but I do not think. that this is any hull- robbing them of their wealthy while they seek to 
cation that the uneasy feeling among the sepoys is.  subvert their usages and theiireligion. 	The native 
on the wane!! Camaaidering the position of Umballa, 
it is no. wonder that those in authority at that 

soldiery are always appealed' to, and the advice to 
them is, in all instances I have met with, the 

spot should feel anxiety concerning the -safety of same—" Your Europeam tyrants are few in number :. 
their positiom. 	lamballa, is more than a thousand ' kill them!"' 	This testimony-of Malcolm is espe- 
miles from Calcutta, separated. from it by the cially valuable, as illustrating, and illustrated by, 	. 
whole of the important states in which the 'cities rdcent events. 	 . 
of Delhi, . Meerut, Agra, Cawnporey Lucknow, The Indira press of India aillteme again under 

' , Allaha,bad, and`Benares are situated, and deprived notice M a future chapter, connected with the 
• , of assistance from thence in the event of rho inter- precautionary Measures adopted by the governors 

mediate regions being disturbed. 	Umballa, is a 
somewhat important town, too, in itself, with morn 

general to lessen the pdwer of those news-writers, 
whether English or native, who shelved a aispo- 

than twenty thousand inhabitants; it is large, and sition to encourage rebellion by their writings. 
surrounded with a wall, well suppliedwithawater, News and rumours always work most artiaely 

' bounded by a highly fertile district, and capable among 	credulous. people—an 	important 	fact, ' 
of-furnishing abundant supplies to rebels, if held knowing what -we now know „of India and its 

. by them. Hindoo inhabitants. 
The authorities, awakened by these events in so When General Anson, commander-in-chief of 

inquiremany parts. of India,- sought to inquire whether the forties in India, found that the dirndl events 
' • the native newspaper press of India had fermented at Dumdum; Berhampore, and Barraekpore had • 

the , anarchy. a It seemed 	at first . ridiculous to' grown into 'great importance, and than the cart- 
auppose that those miserable little sheets, badly ridge grievance still appeared to press on the eon- 
written and worse printed, and. having a small 
circulation; could have .contributed much to, the 

sciences or influence the conduct of tho sepoys, 
he deemed. it right to make an eilart that should 

. creation of the evil. 	Yet many fade tended to the pacify the whole of the native troops. 	Being at 
support of this view.' It was a frequent-custom in 
those papers to disguise the writer's real sentiments 

lamballa, on the MK of May, to -which place ho 	, 
had hastened from his sojourn at Simla, ho issued 

udder the flimsy mask of a dialogue, in which, a general order to the native army, informing the 
one side was uniformly made victor. 	When the ,  troops that it had never been the intention of the 
government was not actually abused and vilified3  government to force them to use any cartridges 
it was 	treated 	with 	ridicule, 	and its motives which could be elaected. to, and that they never 
distorted, 	Theta; were not many copies of these would be required to do so.' 	Ho :announced his 
papers printed anti sold ; but a kiwi of ubiquity. object in publishing-  the order to be to alloy the 
was afforded' to them by the. practice of news- 
mongers or tale-bearers, who went front hut to 

excitement which had been raised in their Minds, 
' at the same time expressing his conviction that 

hut, retailing the various items of news or of there was no cause fur this excitement. 	He had 
comment that had. been picked up, 	 1 ' been informed, be said, that mate of the sepoys 

Indeed, the tendency, of the people to listen fo who entertained 'the strongest. attachment and 
attacks against the government is now known loyalty to the government, and who wore ready at 
to have been very marked among the Hindoos. any me resent to obey its orders, -were nevertheless 
Predictions of the downfall 	of aulera were a maser an impression that their families would 
favourite subject with them.< 	Of course, anch -believe them to be in. some way coutareaialed . 
Predictions would not be openly haims3,ed in news- by the use of the eartaidges used with the Enfield 
papers ; but they not less surely reached. the ears rifles recently introduced in India. 	He expressed , 
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, 	,- 	•• 
, !•regret that the ,positire asselIionS :of the govern- 
•'..rnerlit 	officers, 	as 	to 'th.o,pon-existence 	of the 
"Objcptioitable :substances 	in 'the 	grease 	of 'the 

Cartridges, had not been Credited by the sepoys. 
'He solemnly assured the army, that no interference' 
with their caste-principlm or •  their religion was 

• ever contemplated; and as solemnly pledged his 
word and honour that no such interference should,  
ever be attempted. • lie announced, therefore, that 
-whatever might be the opinions of the govern- 
merit concerning the cartridges, new or old, he 
had determined that the no* rifle-cartridge, and 
every other of new form, should be discontinued; 

' balled ammunition being made up by each regi- , 
went for its 'own use, by a proper establishment 
maintained for the purpose. 	Finally, he declared 
his full confidence, -' that' all in the native army 
will now perform their duty,.free from anxiety or • 
care, alid be prepared :  to stand and shed the last 
drop of their blood, as they had formerly done, 
by the side of the , 33ritish troops, and in defence 
of their cotmtry? 	The central government at 
.Calcutta, on receipt of the neWS of this order 
having been .promulgated, hastily sent 'to state 

, 
• 

	

, 	. 
that, in iinplying that new . cartridges had been 

. issued, the commander-in-chief had ,overstepped 
the actual facts of the case ; nothing new in that 

 way had been introduced throughout the year, 
except to. the troops at the Depot of Musketry 
1)141-notion • at 	Dumdum. 	From 	this 	fact ,it 

' appears certain that the credulity of the sepoys 
at the more distant stations had been imposed 
upon, : either by their fellow-I-Undoes engaged in' 

, a conspiracy,, or by Iliohanuriedans.  
In this chapter' have been 	discussed• several 

subjects which, though strange, exhibit nothing 
terrible or cruel. 	The suspicions connected with 
the Oude prince.; the mystery of the chupatties, 
the prophecies of British downfall, the objections 
to 	the greased cartridge; the 	insubordination ' 
alining out of those' olkjeotions, the incendiarism, 
the inflammatory tendency of the native - news- 
paper 	Press,--all 	were 	important .rather 	as 
symptoms, 	than 	for 	their 	humiliate 	effects. 
But • the month 	of May, and the 	towns of 
Meerut and Delhi, will now 	introduce us to 
fearful proceedings--=the beginning of tt,.serie.s of 
tragedies. 	, 
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. MEERUT, AND THE REBEL-FLIGHT TO DELHI. 	,. 

• . 
lk r 

	

	 • ..-,-..,„,.. k43  (72r ..--,,,,,, 	 . 

0 	̀ 41,'-', 	'‘-%‘1A HE firs 	week in May marked a most important constituent, as we have seen, of 
/6; 	. ' 4,  4 crisis in 	le affairs of British India,the Bengal army—are among the finest men in • 
,,-r- t.. I It will 	ver remain an insoluble % the world; their average height is at least two : 
kft,. , -...., ••:,,F.l 

, proble 	, 	whether 	the 	hideous 
,atrocities 	t Jai followed 'might 	have 

inches greater than that of the English soldiers of 
the line regiments; and in symmetry they also take ' 

d . \...-- 	been preve ted by any different policy - 	iy:, 	r, + 	 i-- 	at that dat ,• 	The complainings and the 
the lead. 	They are' unaddieted to drunkenness; 
they are courteous in demeanour,' in a degree ' 

`v-1  ' disobedience 	tad already, presented them- quite beyond the English soldier; and it is now 
\::' I selves: 	the 	nurders and mutilations had known that the commanding officers, proud of 

not yet commenced ; and there are those who the appearance of these men on parade, too often ' 
believe that if a LawrenCe.  instead of a Hewett ignored those moral qualities without which a , 

had been at Meerut, the last spark that ignited the good soldier is an impossible production. Whether, , 
inflammable materials might have been arrested. when the disturbances became known, the inter- 
But this is a kind of cheap wisdom, a prophecy pretation was favourable to tht sepoys, depended ° 
after the event, an easy mode of judgment, on much on the peculiar bias in Or judgment of each 
which little reliance can be placed. 	Taking the officer. 	Some believed that the native soldier was , 
British officers in India as a body, it is certain docile, obedient, and loyal as long as his religious 
that they had not yet learned to distrust the prejudices were respected ; that he was driven to 
sepoys, whom they regarded t with much profes- absolute frenzy by the slightest suspicion, whether 
sional admiratian for their external qualifications. well 	or ill grounded, of any interference with 
The Brahmins , of the Northwest Provinces—a his creed or his observances ; that he had been 1 
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' i ;
t

gradnelly rendered distrustful by the: gov;nirtent at 4gra, one at Dinapoor, and one at Calcuttan 
v.. policy ,:lif forbidding settee 	and 	infanticide, by ""' :Alm 'withholding of governnithit contrihntiens to,..' t: 	• 

.. DMie at Caliwore or  Allahabad. 	The two great 
native capitals a India—Delhi, of the Mollim- 

'temples It %Moo 	and idol-ceremonies, , by 	the '. . 110ttlir: Bemires, of the undoes--had. not one j.• 
:•e,ittliorities• at Calcutta subscribing to. missionary r.', 	. 	. 	1 1,,.sOcietieS, and lastly by the ailliir,  . of the ,grreasil • 

European regiment in %de 	Indeed, earlier in 
the year, Calcutta itself had none; but the author- : 	' 

7,i.,`aartvidges ;, and that the sensibilities of Brahmin- • ities, as narrated, in the last chapter, became so . 
'•' ,OStif, ',thus ',Vitally,mutraged, prepared the native 
:Mind: for the belief that we designed to proceed 

uneasy at the thought of being without European , , 
supporters at the seat Of government, that they 

0+3,  Scirne 'Stratagem or other, to the utter and final sent to • Rangoon in Pegu for one of the Queen's 
t s,.,abelition . of caste; 	This interpretation is wholly regiments, and did not venture upon the Barrack. 

i,oi :the,  ;.flindoo, side, and is respectful 	rather ' pore disbandments until this regiment bad arrived. 
V:'•thatt . otherwise to the earnestness and honeSty of The lieutenant-governor of the Northwest Pro•. 
4.,ellto Brainnins. 	Other officers, however, directed times, comprising Delhi and the surrounding ' 
rtheir• • aziention 	at 	once 	to the Mohnuntiedan regions, bad in his whole government 'only three • 
!; ts)tenter;t ,in• thn 	army, and authoritatively Foe European regiments, and a soppy- army, soon found 
i•!,:shounced • that the 	Mucha) .  sepoys were simply to be faithless.. 	Oudo had a considerable native • 
„eelnpes and tools in, the hands of the 	Moslem. force ; but ,Bengal proper had very few keeps 
:t,  ,fll'itese interpreters eaid—We have superseded the . of any kind. 	In short, the Company's forces were 
, 'Moltainmetlan power in India; we have dethroned• almost as•  unfavourably distributed as they could 
...the deScendants of the. great Aurungzebe and the possibly be, to stem the Revolt at its beginning: 
',..:,,,reater Akbar i 	w6 have subjected the mogul's. and there may not be much hazard in assuming 

lieutenants or nawabs to our authority ; we have that the natives were as well acquainted with 'this 
, lately extinguished 'the last remaining monarchy fact as the British.  
S.,iin..Northern India held by a son of the 'Faithful ; The reader will find it useful to bear in mintb 
,',',`,we have reduced a conquering and dominant race that the unfavourable symptoms during tte, first 
:, -to a Ta4tion of inferiority and subserviency ; and. four months of the year did not present themselves 
' 'hence their undying resentment, their implacable i  in those districts which were afterwards associated 

:. •-baireel, their resolute determination to try one; 
, ;:more *raffle for supremacy, and their crafty!,  . 	employment of simple bigoted Hindoos as worthy 

wi h such terrible deeds. 	Meerut and Delhi, 
D'111 apoor and Ghazeepore, Benares and Allababad, 
Cawnporc and Lucknow, Mimapore and Agra— 

. 

;',;itistruments when sufficiently excited by dark hints these were not in opeit disaffeetion during the 
:eind bold lies. 	' 	. period under notice; however much the elements 

i`:'.' f  .. But there was one fad which all these officers Ni for a storm may have been gathering. 	It was at 
when it eyes too late to apply a remedy. 

,
'adinitted, Dumdum, Barrackpore, and Berhampore, on the' 

;', :'crill'ether the Minion or the Mohammedan element i Hoogiy branch of the Lower Ganges—and at 
V; vas most disturbed, all agreed that the British , Umballa near the Sutlej, separated from them by 
eforc.3t were in placed to cope with any difficulties more than a thousand miles—that the Manlier& 

, j.t,at'iliitig out° of a revolt. 	ltoubt might. be  enter- nation was chiefly shown. 	Now, however, the 
+ 'mined how, far the disloyalty among the native scene shifts to the Jumna and the Upper Gauges— 

I , troeps would extend ; but there could be no doubt V
t with which it will. be  well to become familiar by 

that European troops wore scanty, just at the means of maps. 	Especially must the positions 
laces whore most likely to be needed. There were of Meerut and Delhi be attended to, in relation to • 

;,?somewhat over twenty thousand Queen's troops at the events detailed in this and the next following 
',.•'the time in India, with, a few others on the way chapters. 
'"''thither. 	Of these, as has been shewn in a former Meerut, as a district, is a part of the Doab or 
',, - page, the larger proportion was with the Bengal delta enclosed between the rivers ('ranges and 
', ,troops.; 	but instead of being distributed in the Jumna; but it is Meerut the town with which 

'various Bengal and Oudo provinces, 'they were this narrative is concerned. 	It came into the 
'rather largely 	posted at two extreme points, 

., certainly not less than two thousand miles apart 
possession of the British in 1836, and is now in- ' 
eluded in the territories of Northwest Bengal.. The 

' --on the Alghan frontier of the Punjaub, and on 
! the Burmese frontier of Pegu. 	Four regiments , 

town, standing on the small river Kalce Nuddec, 
is about equidistant from the Ganges and the 

....of ,the Queen's army wore guarding the newly Jumna, twenty-five or thirty miles from each, and 
i  annexed country of the Punjaub, while three nearly nine 'hundred miles from Calcutta. 	Meerut 

: : others were similarly holding the recent 'conquests is interesting to the Indian antiquary in possessing 
in Page. 	What was.  the consequence, in relation sane good architectural remains of mosques and 4  

.. ' to the twelve hundred Wiles between Calcutta and pagodas ; and to the European residents, in pos- 
, the. Sutlej 1 	An almost complete denudation of ,. swing one of the largest and finest Christian 

..f. European troops : a surrendering of most of the 1• strongholds to the mercy of the sepoys. 	Only 
churches in India, capable of accommodating three 
thousand persons, and provided with a good organ ; 

' 

,.• nue European regiment at Lucknow, and none but the houses of the natives are wretchedly built, ' 
• other in the whole of Oude; two at Meerut, one and the streets narrow and dirty, as in 	most 
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'.. 	' 
oriental towns. 	It •is as a military station, ,:low- grief -  and mourning into Sintnany,fanfilles;Ivieeene;  ,ii 

' 	eller, that Meerut is meet important.,The 'eanbetee. 
' • robot is . two miles nortia.•of the tow; and, is 

. began its:troubles in the; latter , part Of. the pre..,;,1?„i 
%ceding rneinth:' 	'The troops at, thisAtittlen hade,'.T• 

ndiVided into two portions•by a small branch of the net been inattentive to the events transpiring' ini'i.,::;‘ 
river, over -which two bridges have been thrown. Loieer Bengal ;, they knew..all the eurnours cernIf 
The northern half . of the cantonment contains 
lines for' the accommodation of a brigade of horse:. 

cerning ;the greased eartriderese they•hed, ,been's,,,, 
duped into a belief in the truth Of' theee eutuontele,•:4 

artillery, a European cavalry corps, tied a regiment 'and; inoreoaer, 	emissaries 	had • luceel 	at woriteXt 
of European infantry-e-sepanited respectively by 
intervals of several 'hundred yards:: 	In• front of 
these is' a fine parade-ground; a mile in width' and 

among them,' ;instilling into their minds another %' 4, 
preposterous 'within—that the , government • had';Q.4.:,  plotted to lake away their caste and insult theiree' 

' • four miles in length, having ample space for field, religion, 	by 	causing 	the' 	tpulVerised 	'bones ..41 .,:..-: 
'battery practice and -the manceuvres of horse'. bullocks to bo mixed up with the 11 onr sold'in thOe'. 
artillery ; with a heavy 'battery on the extreme 
right, 	OVerlooking the parade are the barracks, 
with 	stables, 	hospitals, riding-schools, , canteens,. 

' public•Markels or bazaars; 	Major-general lloWett,,ft:'•,,, 
commanding 	the 	military 	division, 	of +Which,  :.", , 
Meant .wasthe chief station, sought by everyt": 

and other military offices. 	The barracks consist . means to eradicate from the minds of the men 
• of a series 	of 'separate brick-built lOw-roofed these absurd and pernicious ideas ;• he' pointed"ont tl:;,, 
• .structures, each comprising ono large •and lofty how, little the government had to gain by' such a ' • 

room, 'surrounded by a spacious enclosed verandah; 
divided into apartments for the non-commissioned 

course, how Contrary it' would be to the pnliey ,, 
adopted during a hundred years, •and how improb-;e•.  

officers and the families of married men. 	Behind • able was the whole rumour: 	He failed,. however, •2 • 
the barracks, in a continued line three deep, are in his appeal to the good sense of the men; and •:1,1, , 	 ... 
the laungalowe or lodges 	of the officers, each equally did the European officers of the naive 	• , 

• surrounded by a garden about a. hundred yards(  'regiments fail :. the sepoys or infantry, the sowers , , ,, 
• square. 	The opposite or southern' half of the or cavalry, alike continued in a distrustful and'', 1: ; 

cantonment it mainly occupied 'by the baits (not , suspicious 	•state..' 	Many 	British 	officeig "iteetie- ,',., . 
barracks) for native troops, and by the detach&I tomed to Indian troops aVer that these men had' 0,1 
bungalows for the officers Who ',corrunand thorn: been rendered more insubordinate 'than ever by ',e1.; 
This description, applicable in some 'degree to the leniency of the proceedings at Batrackpore el 
many parts of India, may assist in conveying an and BerhampOre ; that disbandment vase, net a  .• i• 
idea of the manner in whichthe European officers ' sufficiently severe punishment for, the • offencesi' el • 

been lodged 	the committed 'at 	those 	places ; that the delay in'';'.:1',  the disbanding was injurious, as denoting.  irrese,-,:ntb' 
have usually 	 at 	cantonments—in 
detached bungalows at no great .distance from the 
huts of the native troops : it may render a• little lotion' on the part of the aullninities at Oalcutten; 	'n 

' mire intelligible some •of the details of the fearful and that the native troops ill other places liad.0,t1 
tragedies about to be narrated 	Before the Revolt, begun to imbibe an opinion that thegovernment; ;;t: 
it was customary to keep at Meerut' a regiment , were afraid of thorn. ''But whatever he them-no/M:7v 

'. of European cavalry, a regiment of European of truth in this mode of interpretation, certain 
infantry, one of 'native cavalry, and three of native it is that the, troops at Meernt evinced <I unitinons 	. e 

, 	infantry, besides. horse and foot artillery. 	The spirit that paused great uneasiness to their coni2i ;k1 
station is a particularly ;healthy one; and, both wanders. 	Bungalows and houses were set on fire, ',et  I 
politically and geographically, is an important 
place to the British rulers of India. 	' 

no ono know by whom ;/ officers were' not saluted [.. 	i 
i 

Meerut, in some respects, was one of the last 
as had been their Wont ; and whispers went aboutil 
that the men intended to adopt a hold course •in211-  

, 	towns in which ' the mutiny might have been reference to the greased 'cartridges. 	• 	. ,'Ih 
expected to commence; for there was no other The '.military authorities on the spot resolied 
place in the Northwest Provinces containing at 
the time so many English troops. 	There were 

to 	put this matter to the test. 	'On ,the' 23d •of , 
April, Colonel Senyth, the 'English 	commander 

the 60th (Rifle) regiment, 1000 strong; the 6th of the 3d regiment of . native Bengal ' cavalry „. 
Dragoon Guards or Carabineers , poo strong (but, 
not fully mounted); a troop of horse-artillery; 
and 600 artillery recruits—altogether about 2200 

, ordered a parade of the skirmishers of his regi- 	) 
ment 'with eavabines on the following morning; i', 
to shew 'them the newly introduced mode et" 

rnep, with a full complement of offieers. • The adjusting their cartridges withcint biting, hoping 	c  
native troops were but little more numerous:' and believing that they would be gratified by ; . 
comprising the 3d Bengal cavalry/and the lieb. this indication of the willingness •of the govern- e 
and 20th Bengal infantry. 	In Ouch a relative ment 'to 	consult 'their 	feelings 	in 	the matter. e' • 
state of. the European and native forces, no one ' He caused the havildaretaajoe and the havildar-:t 
for, an instant would have admitted the probability major's orderly to come to his house, to sheet them,'.t.  ' 
of a revolt being ,successful it 'such a time and how it was to he done ; and the orderly fired ()ed., , '; 
place. • a carabine under the new system. 	At nigh,t.',/ ! 

Although it was not until the second week in however, 	uneasiness 	was 	occasioned 	by 	the, ,,,,  
,May that those events took' place which carried 

, 
burning 'down, ; of the orderly's tent, and', of a••:,  , 	t 	, a— ii e,. 

• . 
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horse-hoe:nail close to the magazine. Although this a   . eet of heleneeiarism looked ominous, the colonel 
regiment—the former looting reproachfully at the 
latter, while the latter appeared gloomy and crest, 

.. 	neverthe 	?determined. to carry out his object, on fallen: it erts evident that the unconvicted men 
e the tuorroeve Accordingly, on the morning of the had promised to resist and prevent the infliction 

e 	:Wig, the troops. assembled on parade; and the 
e

''' of the degrading punishment on their convicted 
: havildar-major fired off one cartridge to show .', associates; but it was equally evident that the 
' 	them, how it ,' was to be done. 	The men demurred, presence of so many armed European troops 
1  • however, to ase 	' , 

', 4  , ''' 	the same in 1  
the retention of the cartridges, though 
kind as had been used by them during 

would have rendered any attempt at fescue worse 
than useless, , The manacles having been adjusted, 

'1,  ' t, t,  a long period, and not the new cartridges. 	An the men were marched off to jail. 	And herein 
el •:, investigation ensued, which was conducted on the a grave mistake appears to have been emulated. 

4e,  e i  eelh by Major Harrison, deputy-judge advocate. Instead of keeping a watchful eye over these men 
' ,•; ' 	011 being examined, the men admitted that they at such a perilous time, and retaining them under 
•' , , e could discern nothing impure in the composition a guard of European troops until the excitement 
e • ;!. or glazing of the paper; but added that they had had blown over, they were sent to the commote 

• ',card it was unclean, and believed it to be so. The jail of Meerut, two miles distant from the can- 
E' irquiry, after a few conciliatory observations on tonment, and there handed over to the police or 

the part of the judge, ended in the mon expressing ordinary civil power of the town. 	-How disastrous 
.f 	l : contrition 	for , their obstinacy, and promising a was the result of this course of proceeding, we shall 

ready obedience in 	the use . of the 	cartridges presently see. 	The native troops, e hen the cut- 
; , 	whenever called upon. 	 . prits had been removed from the parade-ground, 
. 	A hope was now entertained that the difficulties returned to their lines furious with indignation— 

. 	, had been smoothed away; but this hope proved at least the 3d cavalry were so, and they gradually 
' , to be fallacious. 	Major-general Hewett, wishing brought over the infantry to share in their inclig-- 

'. : , to 	put an end to the stupid prejudice, and to nant feelings. 	It was a degrading punishment, 
' 	settle et once all doubts as to the obedience of unquestionably: whether the remainder of the 
i 	the Mee, ordered a parade of the 3d cavalry for native troops at the station would be terrified or 

I n the morning of the 6th of Nay. 	On the evening exasperated by it, was just the problem which 
! 	of the 5th, preparatory to the parade, cartridges remained to be solved. 	All the afternoon amid 
! 	were given out to the men, the same in quality as evening of that day•were the men brooding and 
• ;• 	those whiele had been freely in use during many whispering, plotting and planning. 	Unfortunately, 
i 	;Tars. 	Eighty-five of the sowers or troopers— the European officers of native regiments were 
I 	either still incredulous on the 	grease-question, accustomed to mix so seldom with their men, 
1 	or resolved to mutiny whether with just cause or that they knew little of what occurred except on 
1 	ma—positively reeved to receive the cartridges. parade-ground: this plotting was only known by 

This conduct, of course, could not be overlooked; .its fruits. 	Judged by subsequent events, it appears 
the men were taken into custody; and triad by a probable that the native troops sent emissaries to 

1 	court-martial; they were found guilty of a grave Delhi, forty miles distant, to announce what had 
t 	.nAlitary offence, and were committed to imprison- occurred, and to plan an open revolt. 	The prime 

meat with; hard labour, for periods varying from plotters were the ad; the 20th were nearly as 	. 
• 1 	. six 	to 	ten years. 	The governor-general, seeing cutter ; 	but the 11th, newly arrived at :Meerut, 

I I  elle necessity of promptitude at this crisis, had , held back for some time, although they did not 
, 	just sent orders to the military stations that the betray the rest. 
1  , iudgments of all court-martials should be put Little did the Europcau inhabitants, their wives 

• I 	in force instantly, as a means of impressing the and their children, at 'Meerut, dream what was in 
i 	troops with the seriousness of their position; and store for them on Sunday the 10th of May—a day 

' 	Major-general Hewett, acting on these instruc- of peace in the eyes of Christians. 	It was on the N . 	' f 	tions, proceeded on the 9th to enforce the sentence 0th that the sentence of the court-martial on the 
of the court-martial. 	A European guard of 60th eighty-five mutineers was enforced ; it was on the 

•. 	I 	Rifles and Cerabiniers was placed over the con- 10th that the Revolt, in its larger sense, began, 
1 	vietcd men; and at daybreak the whole military Whether these two events stood to each other in 
1 	pace at the station was assembled on the rifle the relation of cause and effect, is a question not 

• parade-ground. 	All were there—the European easily to 	be answered ; 	but 	it 	may safely be 
' 	60th, Carabiniers, and artillery—the, native 3d, asserted that the Revolt n ould not have resulted 
, ; 	11th, and 20th. 	The European cannon, carbines, from the punishment unless the men hard keen 

and rifles were loaded, to prepare for any emer- generally in a state of disaffection. 	The Sunday 
! . gency. 	The eighty-five mutineers of the 311 native opened as most Sundays open in India, quiet and 
t 	caeairy wore marched neon the ground ; they were uneventful, and remained so till evening. 	Ladies 
'i 	stripped 	of their uniforms and accoutrements; and families were then going to evening-service at 

they were shackled with irons riveted• on by the the church. 	Some of them passed the•reers-romn 
armonrers. While 	this was being done, very of the 3d cavalry, and there eacv servants leaking 
meaning looks were 	exchanged 	between 	the towards the road leading to the native it:entry 
culprits and the other sowers 	of the 	same 

f 
lines. 	Something was 	evidently wrong. 	On 

! ,__ - 
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inquiry it appeared that a mutiny had broken out, 
and that, fighting was going on in the haaaar. 

When these, and a dozehe  similar mysteries, : 
came to receive their solution, it. was found that a 

c, 
.' 

Crowds of armed men soon hurried that way ; 
and families who half been on the route to church, 
drove or walked back in haste to escape danger. 

ninthly had indeed broken out. Shortly 	 efore live 
o'clock on that Sunday afternoon, Alio men of the ' 
3d native cavalry, and of the 2oth native infairtry, 

, 
. 
I 	, 

So it was on all sides: whoever on that evening 
ventured forth, found that blood-shedding instead 

rushed 	out 	of their 	lines on 	a 	given, signet, 
and proceeded to the lines of the llth .  native 

I 

of church-service would fill their thoughts. 	The infantry, all fully armed. 	After a little hesita- 
Rev. 	Mr 	Smyth, 	chaplain 	of Meerut, 	while tion, their comrades joined them ; and then ail 
driving to church for the seven o'clock service, 
met two of the (nth Rifles covered with blood; 

three regiments proceeded to open acts of violence. 
Colonel Finnis of the 11th, the moment he heard 

' 
k.. 	' 

and on reaching the church, he saw buggies and of this startling proceeding, rode to the parade- 
carriages driving away in great confusion, and ground, harangued the men, and endeavoured to 
a body of people pointing to a column of fire and 
smoke in the direction of the city : frequent shots 

induce them to return to their duty, 	Instead of , 
listening to him, the men of the 20th fired a volley, ‘ ' 

were heard, amid the cries of a large mob. 	In and he fell, riddled with bullets-.-the first victim • ' 
another direction the wife of an officer in the 
3d cavalry, going like other Europeans to church, 
and startled like them by sounds of violence, saw 

of the Indian Revolt. 	The other officers present, 
feeling that their remaining longer on the ground 
would effect no good, escaped. 	Whether a daring' 

a private of the Carabiniers unarmed, and running man might have stemmed the torrent, cannot now 
for very life from several men armed with latthies he told : no one attempted it after Finnis's death ; 
or long sticks : she stopped her carriage and took his brother-officers were allowed to escape to the 
in the English soldier; but the men continued lines of the artillery and the Carabiniers, on the 
to strike at him until the vehicle rolled away. other side of the encampment. 	So far as the 
This lady, on reaching her bungalow in haste and accounts are intelligible, the first shots appear to 
disarray, was the first to give notice to her husband have been fired 	by the 20th, the 11th joining 
that something was wrong 	among the native afterwards in the violence. 
troops: he instantly started off on foot to the While the infantry were thus engaged, the min- 
lines, without waiting for his horse. 	In another ous but natural step was taken by the 3d cavalry 
part of the scene, an English officer of the 11th of releasing their eighty-five 	imprisoned 	com- 
native 	infantry, • at about 	six 	o'clock on that panions—ominous, because those men,e.uraged at 
evening, while in his bungalow preparing for a their incarceration, would join in the disorder 
ride with Colonel Finnis of the same regiment, 
had his attention attracted to his servants, and 

with heated blood and excited passions. 	The 
troopers proceeded to the jail, set their companions 

those iu the bungalows of other officers, going free, armed them, and invitee), them to share iu . 
down towards the front of the several compounds, 
or gardens, and looking steadily into the lines or 

the mutiny. 	All this was evidantly preconcerted ; 
for native smiths were tat hand to strike off the 

cantonment of the regiment. 	He heard a burring, 
murmuring noise, which at first he deemed of 

manacles. 	Yelling and threatening, the whole ' 
returned to the lines ; and then commenced. the 

no consequence ; but as it continued and increased, 
he hastily finished dressing andwent out. Scarcely 

direful mischief. 	Within a very short time, all 
three regiments became busily engaged in burning • 

had he reached his gate, when he heard the sound and murdering. 	But this was not all; when the 
of firearms, which his practised. ear at once told eighty-five 	troopers 	were liberated, the 	other 
him were loaded with ball-cartridge. An European 
non-commissioned officer came running towards 
him, with others, and exclaimed : ' For God's sake, 
sir, leave ! 	Return to your bungalow, change that 

prisoners in the jail, twelve lunalreel in number, 
were set at liberty at the same thee; and then 
the scum of Indian society entered into the seener 
of Nielence with demoniac relish, adding tenfold to 

• 
, 

dress, and fly!' 	Short]) afterwards shots Cain° the horrors perpetrated by the sepoys and sowers. 
into his own compound ; and the havildar-major The mutineers and the ruffians set fire to nearly 
of the 11th, rushing terrified and breathless into all the bungalows of the native lines, and to tine 
the bungalow, exclaimed: 'Fly, sahib—fly at once ! government establishments near at hand, murder- 
the regiments are in open mutiny, and firing on ing, as they went, the Europeans who fell in their 
their officers; and Colonel Finnis has just been way. 	The bungalows being mostly thatched with 
ehot in my arms!' 	The officer mounted and straw, the destruction was very rapid; the cow- 
started off—at first leisurely—because `a Briton ardly assailants, setting fire to the thatch, waited 
does not like actually running away under any till the flames had driven oaf the inmates of the 
circumstances ;' 	but a hen the 	havildar-major bungalow, and then fell upon, them as assassins. 
(native 	sergeant-major) advised 	him to gallop The conflagrations were accompanied by the .), ells 
off to the European cavalry line; he saw that the of the rioters and the shrieks of the sufferers, Fen- 
suggestion was good ; and he immediately started tiered more terrible by the approach of darkness. 
—ricer a rugged and barren, plain, cut up by The rabble of the bazaar, and the lowest portion 
nullahs and ravinesretowards the lines of the of the population generally, as if intoxicated by 
Queen's Carabiniers. release 	from 	the 	dread 	of 	Europeans, 	new 

. , 
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joined the mutineers and the released felons, and two hours of terrible suSpense. 	Believing at first 
the 	horrors thickened. ' On 	all sides shot up that the carabinier whom she had saved might 

' eulumns '. a flame and' smoke ; 	on 	all sides have been the main object of attack, she hid his 
• were heard the.  shouts 'and curs

'
• of some, the uniform, dressed hint in a coat of her husband's, 

• •criei and lamentations ,,of others. 	One redeeming and bade him 'sit with herself and family, for 
' features—there may have teen others—marked mutual safety. 	Out of doors she heard shots 'and 

these proceedings; the sepoys of the 11th, in most shouts, and saw houses burning. 	In the next. 
instances, connived at the escape of their officers— bungalow. speedily fired, was the wife of an 
nay, strove earnestly to save them : it was not by adjutant lately arrived from 'England ; sho was 
men of his own Tegiment.that poor Colonel Yinnis entreated to come over for shelter, but not arriving, 
had beep shot down. 	, servants were sent in to seek her, 	A horrid sight 	, 

A few individual examples, drawn from the met them : . the hapless lady lay on the floor in 
simple but painful narratives of eye-witnesses, will a pool of blood, dead, and mutilated in 'a way that 
show in what way misery and death were brought the pen 	refuses to describe. 	The noises and 
into , homes where the peace- of •a Christian flames increased ; eight or ten flaming bungalows 
Sabbath had reigned only a ifew,hours before. 	• were in sight at once ; and many a struggle 

'The,  Rev. Mr Smyth, after returning hurriedly took place between the captain's servants 'and 
from the church where he had intended to perform the mutineers, during which it,  was quite un- 
divine 'service, took shelter in the house of an certain whether on 	more burning, one more 
officer of the artillery in the English lines. 	Shots massacre, would ensue. 	Troopers rushed into 
had just before been aimed at that officer and his the bungalow, endeavouring to 'fire it; while 
witch by eight or 'ten sepoys of the artillery dep6t others, with a lingering affection 	towards the 
or school, while standing at the very gate of their family 	of their officer, prevented them. 	The 
(impound.; and yet Mr Smyth himself was saluted husband arrived, in speechless agony concerning 
respectfully by several sepoys during his hurried the safety of those dear to him. 	Wrapped in 
retreat—shewing the 'strange mixture of deference 
and Yeincity exhibited by these misguided men. 

black stable-blankets, to hide their light dresses, 
all left the house amid a glare of flame from 

Presently afterwards another shot • was heard, a neighbouring buildings, and hid under trees in 
horse was seen galloping past with a buggy; and the 	rden; whence they sped to a small ruin 
it was soon found that the surgeon and the nea 	at hand, where, throughout the remainder 
-veterinary, surgeon of the ad cavalry had been of the night, they crouched listening to the noises 
wounded and mutilated.: 	The clergyman escaped' without. 	Bands of armed men passed in and out 
unhurt, to learn and to mourn over the events of the bungalow compound during the night, and 
transpiring in 	other parts 	of the town and were only prevented from prosecuting a search, 
cantonment. ^., 	' by an assurance front the domestics that 	the 

A. captain of horse, the husband of the lady ,officer's family bad effected their escape. 	When 
mentioned in a former paragraph, hastened on the morning came, the (now) housoless Europeans, with 
first news from his bungalow to the,  lines of the 3d about twenty troopers who remained faithful to 
chivalry, hi which he commanded a troop. He was the last—though agitated by strange waverings 	! 
respectedi,by his men, who offered him 'no hurt, and irresolution-Aeft the place, taking with thorn 
and who seemed to hesitate for a time whether to such few clothes and trinkets as could be hastily 
join the rest in mutiny or not. Soon, however, the collected, and started off for the Carabinicrs' lines, 
mania infected them ; and the captain, seeing the passing on their way the smouldering ruins of 
jail opened and the prisoners liberated, hastened many bungalows and public buildings. 

0 back. 	The road from the town to the'  cantonment Howsoever the narratives might vary in details, 
was insan uproar; the infantry and the bamar- in substance they were all alike • they spoke of a 
people were in crowds, armed and firing; and ho night of burning, slaughter, and dismay. 	Wher- 
saw one of the miscreant troopers stab to death ever there was a bungalow-, the European inhabit- 
an Englishwoman, the wife of the Meerut hotel- ants of which did not succeed in escaping to the 
keeper, as she passed. 	Soon a ball whizzed past English lines, there was murder perpetrated. 	The 
his own ear, and he Sasi one of his own troopers escape of lir Greathed, civil commissioner for 
aiming-  at' him ; he shouted: ' Was that meant Meerut, was a narrow one. 	His house—flat-roofed, 
for me ?" V'es,' was the reply; ' I will have your as it fortunately happened—was one of the first 
blood I' 	The captain detected this man as one attacked by the mutineers.: at the first alarm, Mr. 
whom he bad been obliged to punish for careless- and Mrs Greathed fled to the roof; thither, on the 
ness and disobedience. 	The man fired again, but least intimation from any of the•servants, the mis- 
;gain missed his aim ; and although the other 'ilreants would have followed them ; but the servants 
troopers did• not join in,this, they Made no attempt persisted that the family had departed; and the 
to chock or seize the 	assailant. 	The 	captain, assailants, after searching every room in the house, 
abandoned gradually by all 	but a very few took their. departure. 	One officer after 'another, 
troopers, 'at length .reached the European lines, as he rushed from, his bungalow to tall his men 

,' where he. took part in the proceedings afterwards • • back to their allegiance, was shot down; and whey- 
adopted. 	Meanwhile the poor wife had passed ,  'ever the mutineers and their ruffian companions 
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brought murder into a house, they mingled with . than even the treatment .OtAtte,  women. 	:'•Fewa 
the murder a, degree of, barbarity quite appalling 'of our, ,coutitrymen have ever returned 	from , ' 
and nuexpected. 	There were a few .Ehropeans Italia without deploring the loss of their matio ' 
in, the town and vicinity not connected with the 
military department; and these, unless they effected 
their escape, were treated like the rest ; rank, age, 
and sex were equally disregardeda-or, if sex made 

servants. 	In the nursery they are, perhaps, more ' , 
missed than in any other part of the establishment, 
There• are, doubtless, hundreds. of English parents 
in this .country who remeniber with feelings of 

any difference, women, gentle English -women, 
wore treated more ruthlessly than men. An officer , 
of the gotla, living' in his bungalow with his wife , 
and two children, was sought out by the ruffians: 
the father and mother were killed ; but a. faithful . 

 kindliness .and gratitude the ant.sveo , bearers, 	or 
male nurses, who attended their' children. 	The'' 
patioace, thegentleuess, the tenderness with which 
these white-robed ,  swarthy Indians attend, the ,, 
little children of their. European masters, surpass' 	• 

ayah snatched Ill) 'the two children and carried even the love of women., . You may see thorn 
them off to a place .of safety-the poor innocents 
never again saw their 'parents alive. , An English 
sergeant was living with his wife and six children 
beyond the limits' of the . cantonment a he and 

sitting for * hour after hour, ,with their little in- 	, 
fautine charges, amusing them with toys, fanning 	, 
them when they slumber, brushing away the flies, 
or pacing the verandah with the little ones in. 

three of his little ones were massacred in a way their arms, droning the low monotonous lullaby 
that must for. very shame be loft untold : the which Charms them to sleep; and all thitiwitheut 
mother with. the other three, all bleeding and 
mutilated, managed to crawl to the European lines 

a shadow on the brow, without a.  gesture .of , 
impatience, :without a Single petulant Word.. No 

about midnight , matter how peevish, how wayward, how.uhreason- 
With what inexpressible astonishment were the able, how exacting the child, may be, the, native 

narratives of these deeds heard and perused ! Men bearer only smiles, shews his white) teeth, er 
who had - been in India, or , were familiar with. shakes his black locks, giving back a 'word of ' 
Indian afihirs, knew that the sepoys had before' endearment in reply. to young master's imperious 
risen in mutiny, and had shot their officers; but it discontent: 	In the sick-room, doubly gentle, and 
was something strange to them, a terrible novelty, 
that tender women and little children—injuring 

doubly patient, 	his noiseless ministrations are 
continued through long days, often through long 

none, and throwing a halo of refinement around nights, as though 'hunger and .weariness,  were• 
all-a-should be• so vilely treated as to render death 
a relief. 	The contrast to all that was considered 

human frailties to be cast off at such a time, 	It 	, 
is little to say that these poor hirelings often love 

characteristic of 'the Hindeo was so great, that to their master's children 'with 'greater tenderness 
this day it remains to many an Indian veteran a 
horrid enigma—a mystery insoluble oven if his 
heart-sickness would lead him to the attempt. 	Be 
it remembered that for a whole century the natives 

than their own. 	Parted from their little charges, 
-they niey often be seen -weeeng like childcen , 
themselves; and have been kndwn, in after-years, 
to travel hundreds of miles te, see the brave young 

had beet' largely trusted in the relations of social ensign or the blooming maiden whom they once 
life ; and.  had 'wall.' justified that trust. ' Many an dandled in their arms?' These men, itis'faue, were 	' 
English latly(it has. been observed by an eloquent domestic servants, not sepoys or soldiersifighting in 
reviewer, whose words we have before quoted) has ' the army of the Compity ; but it is equally true' 
travelled from one and of the country to the other that the British officers, almost without exception, 
=-along desert roads, through thick jungles, or on trusted implicitly to the ' sepoys 	who acted as 	• 
vast solitary' rivers—miles and miles away from orderlies or servants to them ;, and that those 
the companionship of white men, without She 
slightest anxiety. 	her native servants, Mohain- 

orderlies shelved themselves worthy of the trust, 
by their scrupulous respect to the ladies of each 

medaus and Hindbos, were her protectors,; and household, and their tender affection for the little 
she was as safe in such custody as in an English ones born under the roof of the bnnaalow. 	Hence 
home. 	Her slightest caprice was as• a law to her the mingled wonderment and 'grief when fiend 
attendants. 	These swarthy bearded men, ready at like , cruelties suddenly destroyed the charm of 
her beck, ever treated her with the most delicate this reliance. 	. 	 .• 
respect, ever appeared to bear about with them a Allowing the veil to remain, at, present, drawn 
chivalrous sense of the sacredness of their charge. • over still greater horrors tn other places, it 'must 
Not a word or a. 'gesture ever alarmed her modesty be admitted that the principal atrocities at Meerut 
or excited her fear ;* and her husband, father, were perpetrated by the twelve hundred mitt- 
brother never hesitated to confide her to sue)t , oreants 	liberated, from the ' jail, aided by the 
guardianship. 	It was in the year 1'857 that the general rabble of the town. 	The native; troops 
charm of this delicate fidelity was first broken ; had something in their 'thoughts besides firing 	. 
and broken so appallingly, that men were long bungalows and murdering a few Europeans; they 
incredulous that such things could be. 	' had arranged some sort of plot with the native 

But the children, the sabred and mangled little troops of Delhi ; and they sot out in a body for 
ones---that these could be so treated by the same that city long before the deplorable transactions at. 
natives, was more astounding to the Anglo-Indians Meerut had ceased. Those scenes continued mori.) or 
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• iess,thrtmgliout the. night; officers and their wives, 
' parents and their children, were 'not relieved from 
' the agony of suspense' before morning broke, 
' The number massacred at Meerut on 'this even- , ing and night was not so large as the excited 

• feelings of the survivors led them to imply ; but it 
. was large to theoz;• for it told of a whole cluster 

of happy homes suddenly broken up, of bungalows 
reduced to ashes, of bleeding corpses brought in 
one by  one, of children rendered fatherless, of 

property con/mined, of hopes blasted, of confidence 
destroyed.. The European soldiers, as will presently 
be seen, soon obtained the mastery so far • as 
Meerut was concerned ; but the surviving women 
and children had still many hours,many days, of 
discomfort and misery to bear. ', The School of In- . 
struction near the artillery laboratory became the 
place of shelter for most of them • and this place 
was much crowded. 	How mournfully does it tell 
of large families rendered homeless to read thus: 
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• r  We are in a small house at one end of the place, 
-which consists of one large room and verandah 
rooms all round ; and in this miserable shed—for 
we can scarcely call it anything else—there are 
no less than• fort-pone souls '—then are named 
thirteen members of one family, ten of another, 
three other families of four each, and two others 
of three each—' besides having in our verandah 
room the post-office, and arranging at present a 
small room adjoining the post-office as the tele- 
graph-office?, 	Some of the houseless officers and 
their families found temporary homes in the 
sergeants' rooms 'of the European lines ; space 
was found for all, althoogh amid much confusion; 
and one of the refugees writes of i a crowd of help: 
less babies! that added to the misery of the scene. 
Adverting to others like herself, she remarks: 
` Ladies who were mere formal acquaintances now 
wring,  each other's hands with intense sympathy; 

what a look there 'was when we first assembled 
here !—all of us had stared death in the face.' 

Let us turn now to a question which has 
probably presented itself more than once to the 
mind of the reader during the perusal' of these 
sad details—What were the twenty-two hundred 
European troops doing while the three native 
regiments were 	imbuing their hands in the 
blood of innocent women and children 1 	Could 
not they have intervened to prevent the atroci-
ties l ' It must be borne in mind that these fine 
rnglish troops, the Carabiniers and 60th Rifles, 
with artillery, were 3aetely,equal in number to the 
rebels; and that, if quickly moved, they would 
have been a match' for five or ten times their 
number. 	Whether or riot 	they wet* quickly 
Moved, 	is just the 'question at issue. 	Major- 
general Hewett's dispatch to the adjutant-general 

*thus describes the course adopted as soon as the ' 
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outbreak beeain,  known to 'him: 	' The artillery; parade-ground; we entered. the /ong grout turning 
Carabinier; arid ,60th Rifles were got Oder. arms ;• froM the southward behind the light cavalry limes. 
but by the time tre,  reached the native infantry There it was that the extent and partioulars' of the 
parade-groimd. it was too.dark to act with efficiency conflagration flrstbecarne visible; and, passing the 
in that directioh; consequently, the troops. retired 'burning bungalow of. the • adjutant - of the Atli 
to the. north /of the nullab; so es to cover. the • native 'infantry, we ;proceeded along the straight 
barracks and, officers' lines of the artillery,' Cara- .i road or street, flanked on both sides with flaming 
biniers; and 60th Rifles; which were; with the: and' 'crashing houses in all stages of Combustion 
exception oi-  one house, preserved.; thqug,h the.  and ruin; the Rifles' occasionally 'firing volleys as 
insurgents--L:tOr. I believe the 'mutineers had,  by . we proceeded. It'was by this 'time past ten o'clock; 
that time retired by the Allygurh. and Delhi roads and having made the entire 'circuit of the lines, we 
-.---inirned del vacant Sapper and Miner lines.' passed up to the east of them, and, joined by the. 

One thing is quite certain—the 'mutineers were Carabiniers and Rifles, bivouacked for the night:- 
not pursuede they were allowed to go to Delliii..  Collating Various accounts 'a 	this evening's 
there to raise the standard of rebellion in a still events, it becomes evident that the military move- 
more alarming way. 	The Carabiniers, it is true, 
were deficient in horses to join in pursuit; but 

ments.of the Europeans wore anythingbut prompt, 
Even if lliectwo. regiments and the artillery could 

this 	ling& 'assuredly 'have 	been • obviated by not hive reached. the 'scene..of tumult before dark 
precautionary arrangements during the 	many —a supposition not at all borne out—still it seems 
days on which the 341 native cavalry had shewn strange that all should have ' bivouacked for the 
syrOptoms..of insubordination. 	An officer of the night' at the verytime When three, mutinous native 
11th native infantry; who narrowly escaped death ,regiments were on the way to Delhi. 	Hasty 
in his gallop to the European cantonment, accom- critic; as is usual in such circumstances, at once 
pained the Queen's regiments to the Scene of condemned the Military commander at Meerut.; 
anarchy; but there is evidence that he considered and an ex-governor-general, dwelling, in his place 
the movements somewhat tardy. 	' It took us a 
long time, in my opinion,' he says, ' to get ready, 
and it was dark before the Carabiniers were 

in the House of Lords, on the occurrences in India, 
spoke in a contemptuous tone of 'an unkhOwn 
man named Hewett'as one whoSe misconduct had 

prepared to start in, a body.' 	.In the latitude 'of allowed the rebel troops to escape from Meerut to 
Meerut, we may remark, in the second week in Delhi. 	It was hard for a soldier who had served. 
'May, darkness can. hardly come on until near for forty years in India, without once returning 
seven. o'clock, whereas the outbreak occurred two to his native country, to find contumely -thus 
hours earlier. 	 -. le continues: 	' 'When the Cara,- hurled at him ; it is one of the bitter things to 
biniers were mounted, we rode Off at a brisk trot, 
through clouds of suffocating dust, and darkness, 
in an 'easterly direction. and along a narrow road 

which public men are subjected, not only from 
anonymous writers, bid from :Other public Teen 
whose names carry authority with them, 	A near 

=—not advancing in the direction of the conflagivition, 
but, on :the contrary, leaving it behind on our 

relation 	of the" major-general 	afterwards 	took 
up his defence, urging that it might have been 

right rear. 	In this way we proceeded for some . unwise policy to • send the only European troops 
two or three-miles, to my:no small surprise, when in pursuit to Delhi, at a time when. the ',magazines 
suddenly the "halt?' Was sounded, and we faced and stores at MetTrut required so much attention. 
about, retracing our steps, and verging off to our The defence may possibly be insufficient; but the 
left. Approaching the conflagration, we debouched history of the Crimean war had shetvn how 
on the left rear of the native infantry lines, which hastily Lord Raglan had. been accused of-offence; 
of course were all in e, blaze. 	Skirting- along things committed and things omitted, for -which 
behind these lines, we turned them at the western' he was afterwards known-not to have been respell- 
end, and wheeling up to the left, came upon.• the sible; and this experiende ought to hay 	suggested 
11th parade-ground, where, at a little distance,•we  caution to assailants, especially rem° 	ering how 
found the horse-artillery and her Majesty's 00th long a time must often elapse bet een an accu- 
Rifles. 	It appears that the three regiments of sation and a refutation, during which. time the 
mutineers had by this time commenced dropping Wound is festering. 	Declining years certainly did 
off to the 'westward to the Delhi road, for here not prevent the officer whose name is now 'under 
some firing took place between them and the notice from taking a part in the operations, such 
Rifles; and presently the horse-artillery, coming to as they were, of the English troops at Meerut; 
the front and unlimbering, opened. upon a copse although in his sixty-eighth year, he slept on the 
or wood in -which they had apparently found-cover, 
with heavy discharges of grape and canister, which 

ground among 'the guns, like his men, on the 10th 
of May, and for fourteen consecutive nights he did 

rattled among the trees; and' all was silent again: the same; while for ,mas.y following weeks he 
The horse-artillery now limbered up again, and never doffed his regimentals, except for change 
-wheeled round; and hero I joined them, 'having of apparel, night or day. 	Whether such details 
lost the Carabiniers in the darkness. 	By this time, 
however, the moon arose, 	The horse-artillery 

are trivial or not, depends on the nature of the 
accusations. 	It is only the hasty judgments of 

column, with Rifles at its head, moving across thee those at a distance that are here commented on ; 
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the 	'ssatisfaction of the Calcutta authorities will nuggur, and Shanderub,.reached Delhi early on 
be ad erted to in a future page. 	 4 Monday; the infantry snaking forced marches, 

Th 	sympathies of the Europeans at Meerut ' and the cavalry riding near them for support 
were drawn in a. forcible way towards the inmates Proof was soon afforded that the native troops 
of a 	'tivent and school at Sirdhana—an estab- in that city, or some of them, had been waiting for 
lishme t remarkable as existing in that, part of 

/‘ 
the mutineers, prepared to join them in an organ- 

India. 	,Vo must go back sixty years to understand iced attack on the Europeans. 	What aspect that 
this. 	To' cards the close of the last century, there attack put on, and what were the calamities to 
was a Ca hmeriau bayadere or dancing-girl, who which it gave rise, will be narrated in the next 
became 	ociated -with a German 	adventurer, . two chapters. 
and then by a course of unscrupulous intrigue Many days elapsed before Meerut recovered its 
and fearl ss sanguinary measures, obtained pos- tranquillity. 	Such men of the 3d, 11th, and 20th 
session a three considerable jaghires or princi- regiments 	as remained faithful—especially the 
palities la the region around and between Meerut 11th, of whom there were more than a hundred— 
and Delhi. These cities, as well as Agra and were received at the cantonment, and their pre- 
others in 'the Dealt, were at that time in the vious insubordination 	pardoned 	on account of 
hands of the great Mahratta, chief, Dowlut Rao their subsequent 	fidelity ; 	but still there were 
Scindia. 	'.After a 	series 	of brilliant 	victories, many causes for anxiety. 	In the major-general's 
the Brita obtained possession of the Doab in first report on the disasters, he said : 'Nearly the 
1803, but awarded a 	petty sovereignty to the -whole of the cantonment and Zillah police have 
female adventurer, who became thenceforth known deserted.' 	These police or watchmen are referred 
as the Begum Sumroo. 	She retained her queen- to by an officer familiar with the district, who 
dom until her. death in 1830, after which the three says: `Round about Meerut and Delhi there are 
jaehires passed into the hands of the British, two or three peculiar castes or tribes, something 
This remarkable woman, during the later years of similar to our gipsies, only holding human life at 
her life, professed the Roman Catholic faith ; she less value,and which in former days gave constant 
had a spacious and handsome palace at Sirdhana, trouble. 	Of late years, they have lived in more 
about twelve miles from Meerut; and near it she peace and quietness, contenting themselves with 
built a Catholic church, imitative on a small scale picking up stray cattle and things that did nut 
of St Peter's at Rome, with a beautiful altar inlaid belong to them. 	They have now, however, on the 
with mosaics and precious stones. 	Out of twelve earhest occasion broken out again, and have been 
thousand inhabitants in 	Sirdhana, 	about one- guilty of all kinds of depredations. Skinner's Horse 
tenth now profess themselves Christians, having was originally raised to keep these people in order, 
imitated the begun in her change of religion ; about the time of Lord Lake ; such men have 
and,there is a Chiestian convent there, containing hitherto been 	necessary at Meerut, Delhi, and 
a number of priests, nuns, and pupils. 	When, those parts, as watchmen ; every one was obliged 
therefore, the outrages occurred at Meerut, appre- to keep one, to avoid bein , robbed to a certainty.' 
hensions naturally arose concerning the fate of The Meerut inhabitants had thus, in addition to 
the European women and girls at this convent. their other troubles, the knowledge that gangs of 
About fire days after the 	Revolt commenced, desperadoes would be likely to acquire renewed 
rumours came in that the inmates of the con- audacity through the defection of the native police. 
vent at Sirdhana were in 	peril; and it was It was soon ascertained that the dfk communi- 
only by great exertions that the postmaster at. cations on many of the roads were cut off, and the 
Meerut was enabled to bring some of them away. military commandant found much difficulty iu 
A letter written in reference to this proceeding transmitting intelligence to the seat of government. 
said : 	' The poor nuns begged of him when he Five days after the great outbreak, another cause 
was coming away, to try and send them some of uneasiness ensued. 	Six companies of native 
help ; he tried all he could to get a guard to escort Sappers 	and Miners arrived at Meerut from 
them to this station, but did not succeed; and Roorkee, under their commander, Major Fraser. 
yesterday morning (16th of May), having given The place here named is interesting in a twofold 
up the ides of procuring a guard from the military point of view. 	Being situated in one of the most 
authorities, he went round, and by speaking to elevated sites in the Doab between the Jmuna and 
some gentlemen, got about fifteen persons to voluu- the Ganges, about eighty miles north of Meerut, it 
teer their services, to go and rescue the poor nuns was selected as the head-quarters for operations on 
and children from Sirdhana; and I am happy to the great Ganges Canal, the noblest British work 
say they succeeded 	in their 	charitable errand iii India ; and here has been made a magnificent 
without any one having been injured.' aqueduct nine hundred feet in length, with arches 

It will be remembered that, during the burnings of fifty feet span. This aqueduct, and the necessary 
• and murdering at Meerut on the evening of the workshops and model-rooms of the engineers, have 

10th, most of the mutineers of the three regiments converted the place from a small village to a 
started off to Delhi. 	They took, as was afterwards considerable station. 	Roorkce also contains an 
found, the high road from Meerut, and passing the establishment tailed the `Thomason College,' for 
villages of Begumabad, Moradnuggur, Purruck- afferding 	instruction 	in 	civil 	engineering 	to 
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Europeans and natives: 	When the native ,Sappers toil-worn,,,,dirty; ragged, hungered, weighe ..down , 	,•. 
and Miners, about eight hundred strong, arrived +' by the miseries of their forty miles' . flig t from ' 
at Meerut from this place, on, the 16th of May— brutal assailants: :women, as is usual with, .laglish- ' 
either: 'excited• by'• the news of the.' late occur- • women, bearing their share of these!  miseries .. 
rences, or moved by some other,  „impulse—they with the truest heroism. 	All was doubt ias to the • 
Suddenly shot their commanding *, officer; 	and 
made off for the open country, 	A force of the 

occurrences in other quarters; dfiks -web) cut off, 
telegraphic wires were severed.; the lv -hes 'and.  

, 	' 

Carabiniers and horse-artillery "went in ,pursuit 
of them, and shot . -down many ; but a! greater 
number escaped, probably to Delhi: 	Such' of 

: orders of the governor-general:,  at one 
the; commander-in-chief at another, cop 
be known. 	On. the night of the 'out 

lace; and • 
I not yet 
eak, two ' 

, 
• , 
' 

the companies as, did not attempt flight :were 
disarmed and carefully 'watched. 

Europeans had endeavoured to travel .b 
Meerut 'to Delhi; they 'encountered . . 

dfilr from. , 
e 	rebels, 

, 

Too soon, alas I did the Europeans at Meerut and were•murdered; and this was the ommence- . 	' 
know :that atrocities were 	being 	term-flitted -at ,w  went of indication; afterwards• abund t enough,. 
Delhi. , By twos and threes did fugitives come in, • that the roads were no longer safe, 	A that vas 
glad to sacrifice all -else for the sake 'of very-life. certain was, that "11, sudden social. card uake had 
Now several .officers, of the ntli.native regiment '; " overturned the .homes of families d' taut nine 
now, a merchant and his family; now officers of hundred miles from Calcutta, bringiu, ',death to 
the 74th and their families.; now civil servants 
of the Company ; now Officers of the b4tb—all 

many, mourning and loss,  to:  others,. , strust and ' 
anxiety io An. 	' 
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CHAPTER IV. 	 • 
DELHI, THE CENTRE OF INDIAN NATIONALITY. 

...* 
_ 	.i) 44 

• , HE course of this narrative now itself was obtained from the Persians, who at one 
1 } 	requires 	that 	attention—more time held sway as far as the Indus. 	The expedi- 
, i', \ 

 particular than will be required 
in relation to other Cities in India, 

*, 	be bestowed 	the 

tion of Alexander the Great into India, about 
326 B.C., first gave the Creeks a personal know, 
ledge of this•wonderful land ; and many successors 4 	—should 	 on 

V----'sw.P...-Co world-renowned Delhi, the great of the great Macedonian added to the then existing 
focus of all that can be called truly amount of information concerning the tribes, the 

11 national in that vast country. 	Three productions, the customs of the region beyond the 
c,, 	' regiments fled from Meerut to Delhi, 

and 	there 	found 	other 	regiments 
Indus. 	Consequent on 	those 	discoveries, 	the 
merchants of the newly founded city of Alexandria 

ready to -join them in scenes of revolt gradually obtained a command of the trade with 
and violence, of spoliation and murder; India: bringing the rich produce of the East by 

but it is necessary, in order to appreciate what ship to Berenice on the Red Sea, and then trans- 
followed, to know why Delhi is regarded in a porting it overland to Alexandria. 	'the commo- 
peculiar light by the natives : why a successful diths thus imported were chiefly precious stones, 
resistance to 	British rule was, and must long spices, perfumes, and silks; and 	during some 
continue to be, more serious in that Jocality than centuries the Roman Empire was drained of much 
in any other part of the East. 	Not only ought the specie to pay for these imports. 	Alexandrians 
position of the cit,s considered as the residence were the principal merchants who furnished the 
of a hundred and iixty thousand Mohammedans nations of Europe with Indian articles till the 
and Hindoos; to be rendered familiar; but the discovery of the passage round the Cape of Good 
reader should 	how it has happened that the Hope by Vasco do Gama in 1498. 	The western 
sovereign 	of that 	city has, for 	eight or nine nations of Asia, however, continued to be supplied 
hundred years, been regarded in a peculiar sense principally by the merchants of Basra or Bussorah, 
as the autocrat of Ilindostan, the one man before a very flourishing commercial city near the point 
whom millions of natives have been wont to where the Euphrates 	empties 	itself into the 
bend the kilt°, or rather to lie prostrate in abject Persian Gulf; and there was also au extensive 
submission, caravan-trade 	from 	Northern 	India through 

What India was before the arrival of the Northern Persia to the Caspial and the Black 
Mussulmans, 	need not be 	told here at 	any Sea. 	The discovery of the Cape of Good Hope 
length. 	'We 	know, 	in 	truth, 	very 	little 	on route 	naturally attracted the 	attention of the 
that matter. 	It was from the days of the first maritime 	nations 	of 	Europe 	towards 	India, 
Moslem conqueror that the greatness of Delhi followed by the settlement of Portuguese and 
began. 	Long before 	the Christian 	era, 	Arab Dutch traders on the coast, and ultimately by the 
merchants brought rich spiceries from Siude and wonderful rise of British power in these regions 
Malabar, and sold them to Phoenician merchants, through the ,instrumentality of the East India 
who conveyed them on laden camels by way of Company. 
Petra. to the shores of the Mediterranean. 	Other But although trading instincts thus laid India 
portions of Indian merchandise were carried up open to the commercial dealings of merchants, 
the Petsian 	Gulf 	and 	the 	Enphrates 	to 	a and to the cupidity of European princes, it was 
point 'whence theft,  were transported westward not until modern erudition bad been applied to 
to 	Aleppo or 	Antioch:--a 	route 	almost 	iden- the subject that the true history of the land of 
tical with that advocated in 	the present day the Hindoos became at all known. 	Scholars 
for a Euphrates railway and a Euphrates tele- found, when they had mastered the Sanscrit or 
graph. 	The Greeks derived all their knowledge sacred language of that people,.that a wonderful 
of Indian commodities through the Pheenicians : mine of information was thrown open to them. 
while their information concerning the country They ascertained that the nation, whatever it may 
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have been called, from which the genuine. Hindoos lie"[mond ' broker all the 	idols, and carried off 
are descended, must at sonic period have inhabited countless treasures to Ghiznee. 	. 
the central plains of Asia, whence they migrated ' From that time to the period of the rise ' of 
into the northern parts of India ; that for at British pOwor, the Mohammedans never lost their 
least a thousand years before the Christian era, 
great and powerful empires existed in Hindostan, 
which made considerable progress in knowledge, 
civilisation, and literature ; that Southern India, 
or the •Deccan, was conquered and peopled by the 

hold upon India, hoWever Much it may have been, 
shaken by Occasional success on the part •of the 
Hindoos • nor did they ever cease to regard Delhi 
as the chief Indian city. 	Although Mahmoud 
made twelve expeditions across the Indus, the 

Hindoos at a much later date than the rest ; that object was mainly booty, rather than permanent 
Buddhism, the religion of the earlier inhabitants, 
was overruled and driven out by Brahminism or 

settlement. 	His successor; however, established 
a regular goVernment in the Punjaub, and in the 

Hindooism in the 'fifth century of our era;; and region thence eastward to Delhi. 	The Ghizuee 
that for five centuries longer, the Ilinidoos were dynasty was put an end to in the year 1184, when 
the true rulers of this much-coveted land. ' it was overcome by the Seljuks ; and in 1193 

It was, however, as has. been already implied, 
only with the arrival of the Mohammedans that 

Delhi 	was formally appointed 	capital of the 
Moslem sovereigns of India, 	After a succession of 

the course of Indian history took that turn which rebellions and murders, exhibiting all the hideous 
is now interesting to us,. especially in •connection features • of Oriental politics, the Seljuk dynasty 
with the city of Delhi. fell to pieces in the year .1289. 	Then arose a third. 

The year 1000 was marked by the .invasion of Mohammedan dynasty, that of the Afghans or 
India by Mahmoud of Ghiznee, a Tatar sovereign Patens, 'who came like all the other conquerots of 
who held sway among the chieftains of Afghanistan. India from the north-west, and who like them 
He defeated the rajah of Lahore at Peshawur ; coveted Delhi as their capital. 	For about a cen- 
then penetrated beyond the Sutlej ; and returned tury did these Paten emperors reign, continually 
laden with spoil. 	In a second expedition he con- 
quered Moultan ; in a third, he reconquered the 

'struggling against Hindeo rajahs on the one hand, 
and Mussulman adVenturers on the other 	' 	' • 

same city after a revolt. A fourth expedition found , It was in the year 1398 that Tamerlane— 
Mahmoud opposed by a confederacy of all the familiar to all school-boys in England by the 
sovereigns of Northern India, who, seeing a corn- famous name of Timour the Tatar—first set foot 
mon danger, resolved to unite for a common cause; in India, and laid the foundation of the Mogul 
they were rapidly gaining an advantage over him, 
when the sudden fright of an 'elephant induced 

dynasty. 	Properly ,speaking, ho -was not a true 
Mogul, but 'belonged to the rival Tatar nation of 

a panic in the Hindoo army, and left the victory Turcomans ; nevertheless the line of emperors to 
to Mahmoud, who returned to Ghiznee am more which he gave origin has a:ways been knewu 
richly laden with booty than ever. 	:For a time, 
the Hindoo king who reigned over the region of 

as the Mogul dynasty. 	He was a ruthless eon-
queror, who, having ravaged all Central Asia 

which Delhi was the chief city, managed to ward from the Black Sea to the Chinese frontier, turned 
off the hostility of the great invader ; but taking leis attention 	towards India., 	He 'crossed 'the 
offence at a departure from neutrality during one Lulus at Attock, went to Moultan, and extended 
of the later expeditions, Mahmoud captured that 
city, and returned to Ghiznee with forty thousand' 

his march to Delhi, wading through Bindoo blood, 
which he shed without resistance • and almost 

prisoners. 	For thirty years did these raids and without cause. 	The native, annalists record how 
spoliations continue. 	The most celebrated next to he put a hundred thousand beings to death in the 
that which resulted in the sack of Delhi, was the great city ; how he caused himself to be pro- 
expedition intended for the destruction of the claimed Emperor or Great Mogul of India ; how 
Hindoo temple of Soinnauth in Gujerat : a temple he departed suddenly to end his days on the. 
which, if native annals arc to be believed, had other side of the Indus; and how Delhi mourned 
fifty thousand worshippers, and was,endowed with for many a year over its miseries. 	No, pen can 
a revenue of two thousand villages; which had describe what India suffered during the 	next 
two thousand 	Brahmins 	officiating 	'as priests, 
live hundred daughters 	of noble Hindoos as 

century and a quarter, with a Mogul emperor at 
Delhi, constantly fighting with the Mohammedan 

dancing-girls, three hundred musicians; and the chieftains who resisted his authority. . 
sandal-wood gates of which were the theme.  of The long but often broken line, of wretched 
magniloquence 	from the 	pen 	of • an English despots need not be enumerated here : a few laud- 
governor-general 	eight 	centuries 	at'terwards.* 

*When General Nett returned to India after his victorious 

marks of great names—Baber, AkbaraJehaughire, 

Malwalt, and (Wend, more enjok.ed to transmit, 'with oil honour,' 
wmpaign in Afghanistan in 1045, he brought away with him the the gates to Summit)). 	The address Wag much ridiculed in 
petits of Somnauth, which, according to 	the tradition, had England; but those on the spot believed it to be calculated to 
remained at Ghionee since the days of Mamma. 	This end make an imprtasion on the natives. 	The home government, how- 
other trophies gave ?cession to an , address from Lord Ellen- ever, would not permit the gates—even if the genuine mutat-wood 
borough to the native princes of India, conceived in somewhat originals, which is not free from doubt—to be sent to the itili- 
bombastic language, in -which' the rutoipture of the gates was existing temple of Somnalith; they considered such on net would 

. characterised as an achievement 'avenging the Insult of eight identify the Company Injuriously with one of the two great parties 
hundred years.' 	The chiefs and princes of Sirbind, itajwarra, at religionists in India, and deeply offend the other. 
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Shabjehan, Aurungzebe, Nadir Shah—will furnish Akbar may be dated the remarkable mixture 'of 
all that is needful for our present purpose. Mohammedans and Hindoos in so many. towns of 

Baber—or, in more majestic form, Zahireddin India. , Ambitious chieftains might continue to 
Mohammed Baber—a descendant of Tamerlane, struggle for supremacy ; but the populace of the 
Was the first • really great Mohammedan emperor two religious began to wish rather to trade together 
of Delhi, the first Mogul who regarded his subjects than to exterminate each other. 	Akbar had the 
in any other light than as a prey to be spoliated. genius to see the full force of this tendency, and 
Centering his power at Delhi, he extended it the honesty, to encourage it. 	Ile never crushed 
eastward to. the mouth of the Ganges ; and 
although,' in his short reign of four years, from 

those whom ho conquered ; but invited all alike, 
Hindoos as well as Mohammedans, to settle down 

1526 	to . 1530, 	constantly 	engaged 	in 	military as peaceful citizens, assured that they would receive 
expeditious, he nevertheless foun 	time to culti- equal justice from him regardless of their religious 
vate the arts of peace, and to attend to whatever differences. 	He placed natives of both races in 
appeared calculated to promote the prosperity of offices of trust; ho abolished the capitation-tax on 
his empire.. 	In blood-shedding, he was scarcely infidels ; ho forbade the degradation of war-prison- . 
surpassed by his predecessor Tamerlane : indeed ers to the position of slaves ; he abrogated such of 
this was a propensity among all the Tatar chief- the Hindoe laws as were most repulsive to reason 
tains of those times. 	When his warlike and angry or humanity, without being vital . parts of their 
passions were not excited, Baber could, however, 
come forth in a very different light, as a kind and 

religion ; he discouraged fanaticism among those 
of his own faith ; he encouraged trade and cont- 

. forgiving man, one fond of friends and friendship, 
and not without a tinge of poetry in his tastes. He 

merce ; he reduced taxation; and he kept a strict 
watch over the conduct of the officers of his govern- 

was a man of business, who attended .personally meat. 	The mildness of his character, his strict 
to the Whirs of government, and passed fewer 
hours in sensual idleness than is customary with 
oriental princes. 	With the Hindoos he had little 

impartiality to the different classes of his subjects, 
the magnanimity which he showed to his enemies, 
and his great personal courage are mentioned with 

trouble; their national character was by this• time praise even 	by the Jesuits, who visited India. 
much broken; the rapid succession of reigning 
families had inured them to change; and they had 

during his reign. 	Well did this eminent man, 
during his long reign of forty-nine years, deserve 

imbibed a feeling of horror and dismay front the thief of Akbar the Great.; and natural was it 
the atrocities to which the various Moslem con- that his/subjects should look up with reverence to 
querors had subjected them. 	When opposition to Delhi, the centre and seat of his empire. 	His 
his progress had once ceased in India, he became reign, both in, its beginning and .its end, was 
an altered man. 	Ife made or improved roads ; almost exactly 	contemporaneous with that of 
established semis or ,,r  esting-places for travellers at 'Queen Elizabeth in Eugiand. 
atit'aide distances; caused the land to be measured, 
in order to fix, taxation by equitable adjustment; 

Jehanghire, 	a • far inferior prince to Akbar, 
succeeded hint in 1605, and soon became involved 

planted garded.s, and introduced many trees and in troubles. 	The Uzbeks obtained possession of 
plants until then unknown iu India ; established a his dominions in Cabool ; the King of Persia took 
regular post from Agra, through Delhi, Lahore, 
and Peshawur, to Cabool ; and wrought many 

Caudaltar front him; the Afghans revolted from.. 
his rule; the Hindoo Rajpoots commenced their 

improvements in the city of Delhi. 	 i struggles 	for. 	independence ; 	and, 	at 	a 	later 
Akbar, unquestionably the wisest and greatest date, his son Shahjehan rebelled against him. 

prince who ever ruled. India—a prince who was Nevertheless, Johaughire, judged by an . oriental 
really a benefactor to his people---was the grandson standard, was not a bad ruler of Hindosttem 	The 
of Baber. 	Becoming emperor of Delhi in 1556, he country' enjoyed considerable 	prosperity -under 
established the Mogul dynasty on a firmer basis him; literature was extensively cultivated; many 
than it had before occupied. 	The native Hindoos new cities were built; the Hindoo religion experi- 
enjoyed, under him, greater prosperity thaw they enced even greater toleration than iu the reign 
had ever experienced since the first invasion of of Akbar; and he gave a courteous reception 
the Mohammedans. 	He was distinguished by a to Sir Thomas Roe, sent on an. embassy from 
spirit of toleration and a love of justice; and the England to the Great Mogul. 	He was, however, a 
memory of his virtues is to this day treasured up strange being. 	In a fit of anger against certain 
by the Hindoos as well as the Mussuhnans of rebels, he caused several.  hundreds of them to be 
India. 	As the worshippers of Islam had, by the impaled, and placed in A row leading out of the 
time of Mtbar,' fallen out much among themselves, 
in various parts of ',Asia, the Mogul Moslems of 

Lahore gate at Delhi ; and • he himself rode past 
them on an elephant, `to receive the obeisance of 

India gradually became 'weaned from sympathy his friends.' 	His native ferocity also shone out, in 
with the rest, and prepared for more thorough amal- his causing one of his principal council Ion to be 
gamation with the Hindoos than had ever before sewed up in the bide of a newly flayed ox, and 
been possible. 	If not an amalgamation by family thrown into the street; the hide,. shrinking in the 
tics, it was at least an incorporation by civil and heat of the sun, compressed him to death ; but as 
social ut-.ages ; and thus it is that from the time of the compression came tea soon to satisfy the savage 

PIM 
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feelings of the monarch, he caused the next victim, ;greatness; 	and when lie died in 1707, he left 
Isbell similarly Messed, to be sprinkled with water ' the Mogul power at Delhi much weaker than he 
occasionally, to prolong the torture. 	One of the found 	it 	at the period of his seizure of the 
most remarkable circumstances in the career of crown. 
Jehanghire was the influence gradually acquired 
over .him by his Sultaness Nurmahal, the 'light 

• Nadir Shah, *although never emperor of Delhi, 
must be named here as one who contributed to 

of the palace,' whose name became changed to the crumbling of the Mogul dynasty. 	This man, 
Nuelehan, the `light of the world ;' her exquisite one of the grand' barbarians whom Central' Asia 
beauty, wit, and accomplishments, won the love of has meoftert sent forth, was the son of a sheep-skin 
the monarch ; and as she.was in mind and heart cap-maker. 	He became a soldier of fortune ; then 
thr his superior, her power over him was often the leader of a band of robbers ; then governor of ' 
oxerte.d for good purposes. Khorassan ; then Shah of Persia; then a formid- 

Shahjehan, an ungrateful son to Jehanghire, 
was destined to be, in turn, the victim of his own 

able opponent of the Turks and the Afghans ; 
and then a scourge to India. 	While devastating 

.son Anrungzebe. 	He was an emperor from 1627 Afghanistan. in 1738. ho required of the Emperor of 
to 1059, and then a miserable uncrowned captive Delhi that none of the Afghans should find shelter 
for seven years longer. 	He attacked all the neigh- in his (the Mogul's) dominions ; but as no attention 
bouring princes whose dominions or wealth he was paid to his demands, he marched into Bin- 
coveted; and blinded or murdered all his rein, 
tions whose ambition ho dreaded, 	And yet, amid 

&sten in the following year, and entered Delhi 
with an enormous army on the 8th of March, 	He 

his atrocities, he was a man of much ability. seized the whole of the vast treasures which had 
Delhi, Agra, and other cities, benefited by his rule. been amassed in the course of nearly two centuries 
The internal government of his kingdom was very by the Mogul monarch's. 	The citizens not being 
complete. 	The great mosque at Delhi, and the so submissive as he wished, 'he ordered a general 
Taj Mahal at Agra, which rose at his command, 
are, to this day, objects of admiration to the natives 

massacre. 	His commands were only too well 
obeyed ; for, from sunrise till noon, the inhalitents 

of India, 	Though it may, to English minds, have ' were slaughtered by his soldiers without itietinction 
been a waste of public money to spend six. millions of sex or ago. 	At the earnest intercession of the 
sterling on the far-famed peacock's throne; yet, as emperor, Nadir ordered the butchery to be stopped. 
all his establishments were formed on a scale of Where the estimat3s of human beings murdered 
great magnificence, and as numerous other cities varies from 8000 to 150,000, it is clear died no 
and towns throughout the Empire vied with the trustworthy data are obtainable; but it is unques- 
splendour of Delhi and Agra--there is evidence tionablo that Delhi suffered immensely, both in its 
that the Mogul and his dominions must have population and its wealth. 	The ruthless' despoiler 
owned vast wealtli. 	He possessed both taste and not only refrained from claiming the crown of 

1 	financial tact; and thus, with all his atrocities, Ifindostan, but he did not make any conquests 
Shahjelian left behind him a full treasury and whatever ; he came simply as a Shah of i'ersia on 
a splendid and prosperous empire. au errand of vengeance ; he remained two months 

Anrungrebe, the last Mogul who maintained at Delhi; and then departed westward, carrying 
the real greatness of the native court of Delhi, 
became emperor in 1659, by an act of violence 

with him treasures that have 	been 	*variously 
estimated at from 	thirty to 	seventy 	millions 

against his royal parent. 	Ho captured the cities sterling. 
of Hyderabad, Bejapore, and Golconda, and ex- The Delhi monarchs no longer need or deserve 
tended his dominions nearly to the limits of the our attention ; they bad fallen from their high 
Carnatid. 	There were, however, the germs of estate, and were forced to struggle constantly fur 
mischief perceptible in his reign: 	the warlike the maintenance of their authority. 	A number 
}Ludo° tribe of Mahrattas rose into note ; and of obscure names meet our view after the time of 
though they were frequently defeated in the plains 
by the troops of .A.nrungzche, he was unable to 

Arrnngzebe—Shah Alum, Moez-Eddin, Fe rrneksir, 
Mohammed Shah, Ahmed Shah, Alunighir, and 

subdue the country inhabited by these moon- Shah 	Alum 	II.: 	each more 	powerless than 
taineers. 	Sevajee, the founder of the Mahratta the preceding. 	Now they wore attacked by the 
empire, gradually conquered the greater part of the warlike Mohrattas ; now by the Rajpoots, o mili- 
Deccan ; he died in 1682, and his son, Sambajee, 
was put to a cruel death by Aurung,zebe in 1689 ; 
but the Mogul emperors of the north could never 

tary Hiudoo tribe which had never been wholly 
subdued by the Moslems ; now by the Sikhs, 
a kind of Ilindoo dissenters, brave and indepeud- 

afterwards wholly subdue the Mahratta rajah of ent in their bearirg ; now by the Rohillas, an 
the south. 	Aurungrebe was illiberal towards his Afghan race, who effected a settlement in the very 
Hindoe subjects; and this circumstance threw neighbourhood of Delhi; now by many of the 
them into closer sympathy than would other- Mohammedan nawabs or viceroys, who, like other 
wise have been produced with the rude Mahratta Asiatic viceroys in parallel circumstances, were 
mountaineers. 	He was not without ability; but willing tcyrise on the fall of their masters; now by 
he bad neither the wisdom nor the justice to the competing sons and nephews who snrrc ended 
maintain his wide-spreading empire in a state of every emperor; and now—more striking in its 
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consequences than all the ,resb—by the ever- in the midst of which the city is situated ; and 
encroaching British. 	.  they. give place, after a time, to the tasteful villas 
, Nevertheless, •amid all this decadence of Mogul of the Europeans who exercise civil or military 

power, the natives of Biudostan never ceased to control within Delhi, 	Most of those villas are on 
look up to the emperor as the centre of poWer, to the site of the once famous garden of Shalimar, 
Delhi as the centre of nationality. Their.traditions On the northern side of the• city, close under a 
told thorn of Mahnioud, of Tamerlane, of ,Baber, of 
the great Aber, of Jehanghire, of Shahjehan, of 

ridge of sandstone rocks called the Mijnoon Pahar, 
aro 	cantonments—an alternation of the 	 bungalows,. 
huts, and groups of trees,  

So much for the environs. 	Although not 
Aurtnigiebe ; surd although ruthless barbarities 
were connected with the names of many of these 
rulers, there . wits still a grandeur that impressed entitled to take rank, among the great cities • of 
the imagination, The Hindoos, it is true, had their the earth, Della is nevertheless a considerable 
sacred associations connected with Benares rather place, for it is seven miles in circumference. 	The 
than with Delhi ; but their distinct nationality Jumna bounds it on ,the east,'while a lofty cronel- 
had beim almost stamped out of them during eight lated wall, of horseshoe shape, completes the 
centuries of Mohammedan supremacy ; and they, 
like the rest, held in reverence the city -where the 

boundary on the other sidee. 	This wall has been 
an object of much attention at different times. 	As 

peacock's throne had glittered on the World. built by Shahjehan, it possessed little strength, 
• By what strange steps the descendants of the Whew the British obtained ascendency over the 

Great Mogul became pensioners of the East India city in 1803, the Wall was found to be in a ruinous 
Company, will be explained presently; but it will state, without other flanking defences than small 
be well first to describe Delhi itself. 	- 	. circular bastions placed at intervals ; the ditch 

This far-famed city is situated on the river was imperfect; there was scarcely any vestige of 
Jumna, about five hundred miles by road above a glacis or exterior slope; and the crumbling ruins 
Allah:I:bad, whore the Jumna flows 'into the of dilapidated buildings had been allowed to scan- 
Ganges, and nine hundred by road from Cal- mutate all round the 'wall. 	Captains Hutchinson , 
•cutta. 	Inc,  the opposite direction, Delhi is nearly and Smith, of the Bengal engineers, were ,there- 
four hundred miles •from • Lahore, and six or upon deputed to restore and strengthen the ford- 
seven hundred • from Peshawur—so great are lications. 	It was determined to establish a series 
the distances between the chief towns in India: od bastibns, with faces and flanks to defend the 
distances' that terribly hamper the operations ceirtain 1 or plain wall, and to mount them with 

, of a British army during any sudden ewer= . libel y artillery. 	The walls were repaired; and to 
genoy, 	Striking as Delhi may be, it presents but shield them from escalade, they were protected; 
a faint approach in splendour to the city of past especially on the river-front, with beams of timber, 

' 	dap:, the home of V.:a grand old Moguls. 	Of the the sharpened ends of which were pointed at an 
original Delhi, the natives give the most extrava- acute angle downward into the ditch. 	The ditch 
gent account;  they even run back to a period was cleared out and deepened; the glacis was 
three thousand'years before the Christian era for made to cover, in some degree, the scarp of the 
its Itiondation, 	All that is certain, however, is, 
that indorpat or Indraprestlia., the.  name -of the 

wall; the ground outside was cleared to some 
distance of ruins and houses; and the ravines 

old. city, was the capital of a Hindoo kingdom were filled up to cheek the approach of marauding 
under a 'rajah, long 'before its conquest by thb horsemen. 	To prepare for a rising within the 
Mohammedans. 	'When or how the original city city as well as an attack from without, detached 
-went to ruin, is not exactly known ; but modern martello towers were constructed, entirely separate 
Delhi owes its chief adornments to Shahjehan. 	A. from the walls, and accessible from them only by' 
traveller from the south or Agra direction is struck drawbridges; each tower had a gun mounted on 
with the evidences 'of ruined Inderput before he a pivot, so that in the event of a tumult in the 
sees , anything of modern Delhi. 	' Bterywherc 
throne:alit ' the ' plain rise slmueless half-ruined 

city, the towers might be occupied by artillery-men, 
the drawbridges drawn up, and the guns swiveled 

obelisks, the relics of. massive Paten architecture, 
their bases buried under heaps of ruins bearing a 

round M pour a fire upon the insurgents. 	The 
gateways of the city were strengthened; outworks 

dismal growth of thorny shrubs. 	Everywhere we were provided in front of some of them, -While 
trend 'on overthrown walls. 	Brick mosaics mark others were provided with guard-houses and pleeee 

• the ground-plan of the, humbler dwellings of the d'armes. 	At a much later date—in 1838—Lord 
poorer classes, 	,Among the relics of a remote age, 
are occasionallyle be'seen monuments of light and 

Auckland caused the walls and towers to be 
strengthened, and one of the new defences, called 

.' elegant style of architecture, embellished with the Wellesley Bastion, to be reconstructed. 	. 
brilliant colours, gilt domes, and minarets incased In what relation these defences stood to a :British 
in enamelled tiles.' 	Some travellers have asserted besieging force in 1857, will remain to be told in a 
that they have traced these ruins thirty miles along 
the' Jumna; but these cannot all have been the 

future chapter: we proceed here with the descrip- ,  tion of the city. 
ruins of ono city, 	Approaching the present Delhi, 
it is seen that the ruins are spread over a plain, 

Delhi has seven 'gates on the land-side, named, 
respectively, 	the 	Lahore, 	Ajmer, 	TUrcornan, 
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..Cabbol; Mohur or, Moree, Cashmere, wind Agra; 
Gates,; while along the river-front are four others, 
the Itajghat, Negumbod, ' Lall, and. Rada Gates. 
Some 1,  little diversity' is shewn. by travellers in ' 
giving these names; and some make the number 

. of gates twelve instead of eleven. . The Cashmere 
Gate is'• provided with casemated or. shot-proof 
chambers, for the accommodation of a city-guard. 
A bridge of heats over the Jam& connects Delhi 
-with the road leading north-eastward to 'Meerut, 

• and the chief magazine is, or was, between the 
centre •of the' city and this bridge. , Eight of the 
defences on the walls •aro called the Shah Bastion, 
Burn Bastion, Gurstin Bastion, College Bastion, 
Ochtcrlony 	Bastion, 	Lake 	Bastion, 	Wellesley 
Bastion, and Nawab Bastion—names obviously 
derived, in most instances, from military officers: 
engaged in the Company's service. 	Strictly speak- 
Mg, the wall dues' not quite surround the city; for 
on one side it abuts on a small branch of the river, 
where there is a short bridge across to the old fort 
of Selitn&it, built in a very heavy style by one 
of. the early emperors. 	Entirely outside the wall, 
north of the' city, is a custom-house, which affords 
a curious commentary on the relations existing 
between the civil and military officers of the 
Company. 	It was first built by a medical officer, 
then sold to the Company for a. treasury, and 
then adapted as a custom-house. 	The engineers 
wanted to get rid of this building, as an obstruction 
to their plan of defences, in the same way as they 
had swept away numerous'outhouses, bazaars, and 
ruins; but the civilians prevented this' and so ' 
the custom-house remained till 1857, when the 
building and its gfeeden became a ready prey to 
the rebels,  

The city, .considered 	without 	relation 	to , its 
defences, presents many of those features so fami- 
liar in oriental towns. 	As seen by the approaching 
traveller,• few of the dwelling-houses peep above 
the ramparts ; but the Jumma, Musjid or principal 
mospe, the turreted and battlemented palace, the 
minarets, and other public buildings, combine to 
form a majestic picture; while the graceful acacias 
and lofty date-trees bending over the 'ramparts, 
and thc'grouping of tombs with sombre foliage 'on 

. the glacis, add new features to the scene. 	Arrived 
within the city, it is seen that the streets are 
mostly narrow. 	The chief exception is that of a ' 
handsome street running south front the palace 
to the ,Agra Gate: three quarters, of a mile long 
by a hundred and fifty feet wide. 	This street has,-  
therefore, length and breadth enough to afford 
spitee for much splendour; but the Delhians have 

• not fully availed themselves of this opportnnity, 
for they have built blocks of small houses in the 
midst of this 'street, analogous in some degree to 
the:Middle Rows' known M the inhabitants of 
London. 	Another large 'street, similarly shorn of 
its due dignity, runs from the palace westward to 
the Lahore Gate. 	Both . streets 	are, 'however, 

• enlivened by raised water-courses flowing in chap- 
nels of red stone—part of it great work begun and . 

s 

., finished by the , Corapany, • for supplying Delhi 
, with water. 	• •  

The glories of Delhi are the great mosque and 
the . still greater palace.. The Jumma Musjid, 
situated in the centre' of the city, is one of those 
buildings to whieb. Mohammedans point with 
pride : famous not;..only in 	Iliudostan, but all 
over Southern and, Central Asia. 	it presents 
to the eye an open court on an eleVated plat-
form, nearly five hundred feet square ; in the 
middle . of which is • a marble fountain for  the 
ablutions necessary. in the ceremonials .of ISlam- 
ism. 	On three sides of this court are open arcades 
and octagonal pavilions ; while on the fourths*. 
is the mosque, a structure of great splendour 
approached by a magnificent flight of marble 
steps. 	'White marble cornices inlaid in black 
marble with inscriptions from the Koran ; walls, 
ceilings, 	and 	pavements ' of the 	same , delicate 
materials ; beautiful domes and lofty minarets—
all combine'to render the Jumtna Musjid a truly . 
gorgeous structure. 	The Emperor -Shabjehan built 
it more than two centuries ago ; and the British 
government gave orders in 1851 that it should be 
kept inrepair.  

	

But, splendid as is the Jumma Musjid, the 	I 
imperial palace is still more striking—partly for 
what  it. is, but principally for what it has been. 
• 'he palace,stands between the two principal streets 
nd the bridge.. 	Some travellers have compared 

it with Windsor Castle; some with the Kremlin at 
, Moscabw, in size and majesty; while others_ insist 

that it has no compeer. 	Bishop Heber was quite 
enthusiastic in its praise. 	,in the first place, the 
palatial buildings are surrounded by a wall ,,to 
which there is 	certainly no 'parallel either at 
Windsor or at Moscow; it is of red granite, three 
quarters of a mile in circuit, nearly forty feet 
high, flanked with ,turrets and domes, and entered 
by two noble gates with barbicans. 	This wall is 
a grand work in itself, irrespective of the structures 
it encloses.- 	Strictly speaking, the wall is only on 
three sides, the fourth ,abutting on a. small branch 
of the Jumna, where occurs the short bridge cross- 
ing to the old fort of Soliingurh. 	The palace itself 
is entered by a series of beautiful gateways, all of 
red granite, and all sculptured with flowers and 
inscriptions from the Koran. 	The vaulted aisles 
and the open octagonal courts aro spokou of by 
Heber with great admiration: 	The Dowaui Kim, 
or private council-chamber,. although allowed to 
become filthy by the visits of crows and kites, is 

' an exquisite structure; it is a pavilion of white 
marble, supporting fopr cupolas 	of the same 
delicate material, with 'pillars and arches olabor- 
ately inlaid with gilt, arabesques, 	flowers, 	and 
inscriptions. 	The garden around it has numerous 
white marble fountains of elegant form, and a. 
small octagonal pavilion with bath-rooms,,hut all 
dirty and neglected. 	The Moti •Musjid or private 
mosque 'fdr 	the 	cArt., 	and the 	Dewani-aum 
or public hall of audience, are, like the rest of 
the palace, ornate in marble and in carving, in 
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sculpture and in inscriptions, in gilding and in. 

, 	. 
a hotswindasuch as freltiently visits' towns in India 

inlaying ; and, also 'like the rest, disfigured with during certain seasons of the year. 	' Every article 
' filth--a comluinatiori truly oriental: 	In the hall of of furniture is burning to the touch.; the hardest,' • 
audience is, or-was before the Revolts  the dais 'on wood, itnot. well covered with blankets, will split 
which. once stood. the world-renowned Teaneck's with a repOrt•like that of a pistol ; and linen taken 
throne, formed 'entirely of gold and jewels ; .and it from the drawers appears as if just removed from. 
was in thiS same eliamber that the victorious Nadir a kitchen-fire. 	The nights are terrible;  every 
Shah, by exchanging turbans with the defeated apartment being heated to .excess. 	Gentlemen 

' Mogul Mohammed Shah, obtained possession ,of 
a treasure almost as renowned as the peacock's . 

usually .have their .beds placed in the verandahs, 
or on the chuhootiar or terrace on the top of the 

throne itself= the koh-i-noor, the `mountain of 
light,' the glorious diamond which, after various . 

house: as they incur little -rigs in sleeping in the , 
open air, at at sown in which no dew falls, and 

vicissitudes, now occupies a place in the regalia when there is scarcely any variation in.tho therm°- 
, 	of Queen Victoria. 	 • meter. 	Tornadoes are frequent 	these hot ,during 

Passing from a. scene of decayed splendour • to -winds ; while they last, the skip, though ,cloud- ' 
one of living interest, we find Delhi. to, be . alba- less, are darkened with 'dust, the sun is obsCured, 

• bited by almost an exactly 'equal number of and a London fog cannot more effectually exclude 
Hind/ins and .Mohammedans; eighty thousand of the prospect. 	The birds are dreadful sufferers at 
each ; but it is essentially a Mohammedan city, 
the centre of their prestige and influence 'in India ; 

this season; their -rings droop, and their bills are 
open as if gasping for breath ; all animals. are 

and all the dwellings and public buildings of the more or less affected.' 'Then, when this frightful . 
Ifindoos are indicative of a race locally -less power- Meat ht. about to depart, ensues a storm, more 
fuL 	Besides the imperial palace just described, 
there is; about nine miles from, Delhi;  near an 

terrible to look at, though easier to bear., 	' The 
approaching strife is made known by a cloud, or 

extract Binary pillar called the Kootub Miner, the rather a wall of dust, which appears at the 
country residence of the emperor, or, as ithas- been extremity of the horizon, beconiing more lofty as 
more customary in recent years to' call him, the it advances. 	The air is sultry and still; for the, 
King. 	It is a large but paltry building, in an wind, which is tearing up the sand as it rushes ' 
'inferior style of Italian architecture, With a public 
road tanning through the very court-yard. Within 

along, is -not felt .in front of the billoWy masses, 
whose mighty ramparts gather strength as they 

the city a palace was built for the British resident spread. 	At length the plain is surroundilda  and ' 
' 	a few 'years ago n and around this building a 'the sky-  becomes' as mizrky as midnight. 	Then 

number of elegant houses have since been erected, 
by the natives as well as by the ,Europeans. 	Since 

the thunder breaks forth, but its most awful peals 
are scarcely heard in the deep roar of the tempest; 

the once great Mogul has been a- king without a burst succeeds to burst, each mare wild and. furiouS 
kingdom, a pensioned puppet of the. Company, a than the former ; the forked-lightnings. Ila.sif in 
potentate having nothing to employ his thoughts vain, for the dust, which is as thick as -.snow, 

, 	and his pension but political intrigue and sensual flings an , impenetrable veil .around them. 	The 
indulgence—the representative 'of England has wind-having spent itself in a final elfin t, suddenly 
been a sort of envoy or 'resident, ostensibly render- subsides, and ,the dust is as speedily dispersed by 
ing honour to the Mogul, but really watching that torrents of rain, which in a very abort time flood 
he does -no mischief, really insuring that he shall the whole country' 	This is the last agony of the 
be a king only in name. 	But more on thiS point storm ; after which the temperature lowers and . 
presently: 	The British 	civil . staff in. the city 
comprises—or did comprise• before the Revolt--,a 

nature becomes snore tranquil., 	. 	, 
Such is Delhi—such the city which, amid all its 

resident or commissioner, a revenue collector, a changes of fortune, has for so many centuries been 
magistrate, and other officials. 	Phere,liave usually an' object of reverential affection to 'the natives 
been three regiments barracked or stationed in the of Ilindostan. 	When the disorganised regiments 
cantonment ; but the military importance of the from ,Meerut entered the imperial gates, they 
place has bean rather due to the feet that Delhi found an aged mogul or king, with sons and 
has been .made a &IAA for a large park of artil- grandsons, courtiers and retainers; 'willing to make 
lory—valuablp enough when in the -hands of the him a stopping-storie to their own advancement. , 
British, but a source of dismay and disaster when Who this king was, and how he, had come -into 

.Seized by mutineers. 	 ' 	. that position, may soon be told. 
Although this narrative has little to do with the Precisely a century ago, when olive was prepar- 

merits or demerits'ef Delhi as is place of residence; ing to revenge the atrocities connected with the 
-yet, knowing something of what Englishmen said .Blank hole at Calcutta,' the Delhi empire -vas, 
Englishwomen have` had to bear when cooped up 
within a town or fort menaced by ruthless natives, 
every compatriot at home would like further to 

rapidly losing all its power; the -northern 	and 	, 
northwestern provinces were seized upon by the 
Afghans and the Sikhs; the Rajpoots extended 

know in what way those trifes are likely to have their dominions as far as Ajrneer ; 	and the 
been aggravated by the incidents of chinate. 	A Emperor Alurnghir was too weak to protect his 
lady-traveller furnishes a vivid picture of Delhi in capital from the monstrous barbarities 	of the 
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Afghan iesurgents. 	' The next . einperor, Shah the' Coorepanee'Bahadoor; the Most Honourable' 
Alum IL, nnable either to repel invaders or to Company. 	, 
'centrel his rebellious nawabs, virtually yielded The behaviour 	of the 	Company's 	servants 
to the rapidly eisiug' power of the East India towards the feeble descendant of the Great Moguls 
Company. 	He signed a treaty with Clive in was, 	until about thirty years 	ago, the 	most 
1765, involving mutual obligations; he was to absurd mockery. 	They took away all his real 
yield to the British 	certain provinces, and - to power, and then offered him a privilege, the least 
award to a resident appointed from Calcutta con- exercise of -which, if ho had ventured on such 
siderable power at the court of Delhi; while the a thing, they, would at once have resented. 	Shah 
British were to protect him from his' numerous 
assailants, and to secure him a pension of £200,000 

Akbar, who succeeded his old, blind, feeble father, 
Shah Alum, in 1806, became at once a pensioner. 

per annum, which, with other sources of wealth, 
brought the degenerate descendant of the Moguls 

Ile was really king, not over a kingdom, but 
only over the twelve thousand inmates , of the 

nearly half a million annually.. Troubled by imperial 	palace 	at 	Delhi, 	his 	relations 	and 
Maltrattas on one side, by the 	Robillas on a retainers—the whole of whom he supported on 
second, and by the Natrab of Oude on a third, 
the paralysed emperor became so bewildered that 

a pension of about a hundred thousand pounds 
per annum, paid by 	the Company. 	Hindoo 

he knew not which way to turn. 	About 1788 a and Mussulman, notwithstanding his fallen state, 
Rohilla chieftain suddenly entered Delhi, and put alike looked up to him .as the only representative 
out the eyes of the unfortunate emperor with a of the ancient glories of India; numerous princes 
poniard; then the' Mahrattas defeated this chief received their solemn and legal investiture from 
taiti, seized the capital, and reduced Shah Alum him ; and until 1827, the Company acquired uo 
himself to a mere puppet. 	During this anarchy new province without applying for his nominal 

:the British in India were so fully occupied in tanction and oficial jirman. 	He was permitted to 
other quarters, that they could not make a resolute bestow dresses of honour on native princes at their 
demonstration in the centre of the once great accession to the musnud, as a token of suzerainty ; 
Mogul - eMpire ; but in the year 	1803 all was and the same ceremony was attempted by him 
prepared, by Lord Lake for a resolute attempt oleanionally towards the governor-general. 	At 
to break down the Mahratta and. Rohilla power 
in 	the north, and to insure that the emperor 

bhigh,i -under the rule of Earl Amherst in 1827, 
it was determined to put an end to a system which 

should have no other master than the Company— was either a mockery, or an incentive to disaffec- 
a kindness, the motives for which will not bear tion on the part of the Doihians. 	The pension to 
very close scrutiny. 	The battle of Delhi, fought the king was increased to a hundred and fifty 
on 	the ' 11th 	of September 	1803, opened the thousand pounds, but the supposed or implied 
gates of tho 	city 'ilto the 	British, 	and relieved vassalage of the East India Company to the nom- 
the emperor from Ms thraldom. 	A reverse had final Padishah or Mohammedan ruler of India 
'very nearly occurred, however. 	While Lake was was brought to an end ; Shah Akbar being, from 
reposing 	after 	his 	vietory, Holkar, the 	great that date, powerless 	beyond the walls of his 
Mahratta 'chief, leaving his cavalry to attract the 
notice of the British at Muttra, suddenly appeared 

palace—except as the representative, the symbol, 
of something great, still venerated by the natives. 

before Delhi with a force of 20,000 infantry and 100 Palace intrigues have not been wanting at Delhi 
guns. 	The garrison comprised only two battalions during the twouty years that preceded the Revolt; 
and four companies of native troops, with a few ' and these intrigues have borne some relation to 
irregular horse ; and as some of these deserted at the state of disaffection that accompanied that 
the first affright, there were left only 800 mon outbreak. 	Shah Akbar reigned, if reigning it 
and 11 guns to defend a city seten miles in can be called, from 1806 until 1837. 	He wished 
circuit. 	By unwearied patience and daring infra. to he succeeded by his second son, Shah-exhilt 
pidity, however, Colonel Burn, who was military Jeltanghire ; but the British authorities insisted 
commandant in the city at the time, and who that the succession should go, as before, to the 
was ably assisted by . Colonel Ochrerlony and eldest Son ; and consequently deeratt Abu Zuflar 
Lieutenant Rose, succeeded in repelling all the 
attacks of the blahrattas ; and nolhar retired 

became emperoe on Shah Akbar's death in 1837, 
under the title of Mahomed Surajaadeen Shah 

discomfited. Clime. 	This monarch, again, exhibited the same 
From that day—from the 10th of October 1803, 

until the. llth of May I857—an enemy was never 
distrust of the nett heir that is so often displayed 
iu Oriental countries; the British authorities were' 

• seen before the gates of Delhi ; a day had never solicited to set aside the proper heir to the peacock's 
passed during which the city bad been other than throne, in favour of a younger prince who pos- 
the capital of a state governed nominally by a sessed much influence in the zenana. 	Agin was 
Mogul king, but really by a British resident. Shah the request refused; and the palace at Delhi was 
Alum, after thirty years of a troubled life, was known to have been a focus of discontent and 
vouchsafed three years .of.peace, and died in 1806 intrigue for some time previous to the Revolt. 
—a 	pensioner 	of that great 	abstraction, 	that The mode in which the Marquis of Dalhousie 
inscrutable mystery to the millions of Ilindostan, treated these matters, in his minute of 1856, has 
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already been adverted to ; but it may be well tO 
repeat his words here, to show the exact state of 
Delhi palace-politics at that time. 	'Seven years 
ago [that is, in 1849], the heir-apparent to the 
King of Delhi died. 	He was the last of the race 
who had been born in the purple. 	The COO, 4. 
Directors was'-accordingly advised to decline to 
recognise any other heir-apparent, and to permit 
the kingly title to fall into abeyance upon the 
death of the present king, who even then was a 
very aged ,man. 	The Honourable , Cpurt accord- 

• ingly conveyed to• the government of India autho- 
rity to terminate the dynasty of Timonr, whenever 
the reigning king should die. 	But as it was-found 

. that, although. the Honourable Court had consented 
to the mcasurehit had given its consent with great 
reluctance, I , abstained from making use of the 
authority :which had been given to me. 	The 
grandson of the king was recognised as heir-appar- 
ent ; but only on condition that he should quit the 
palace in Delhi, in order to reside in the palace at 
the Koothb; .and that he should, as , king, receive 
the governor-general of India at all timeS ou terms 
of perfect equality.' 	It was therefore simply a 
suspension of the absolute extinction of the kingly 
title at Delhi: a suspension 'dictated, apparently, by 
the existence of a little more hesitation in the court , 
of directors, than in the bold governor-general, 

The king. who occupied the nominal throne of  
Delhi at, the time of the Revolt was neither better 

nor worse than the average of his predecessors. 	A 
:pensioned prince with- no-  responsibilities, he was 

it true Oriental sensualist, and had. become an 
almost imbecile old man t between eighty and 
ninety years of am ,. Nevertheless, for the, reasons' 

•already, -more than one° stated, . he was invested 
with a certain greatness in the eyes of the natives . 

 of Hindostan ; and Delhi was still their great 
city. 	Hindoos, Afghans, Patens, Seljuks Rajpoots, 
Tatars, 	Moguls, 	Persians, 	Ilohillas, 	kahrattas, 
Sikhs—all had left.their impress upon the capital; 
and with one or other of these, the millions of 
India. had sympathies either, of race or of creed, 
Even ,to the hour of the outbreak, the •king was 
approached with the reverence due to Toyalty, 	In 
the ruined paradise of Oriental sensualism, the 
great palace of Delhi. ' the house of Tamerlane still 
revelled in unchecked vileness. 	The royal family, 
consisting of many hundreds—idle, dissolute, shame-
less,  too proud or too effeminate ler military service 
—lived• in entire dependence on the king's allow-
ante. For their amusement were congregated from. 
all India the most marvellous jugglers, the most 
cunning bird-tamers and snake-charmers, the most 

!fascinating dancing-girls, the most skilled Persian 
musicians. 	Though the population was exactly 
balanced between Mohammedans and Hiudoos, it 
was•the Moslem who here reigned supreme.* 

* ei(arterty Review, No. 201. 
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CHAPTER. V. 
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the day . after the 
the 	11th 	of 

reginiants reached 
wore so soon cut, 

that it 
to what extent, the 

known to Brigadier 
at Delhi. 	The 

calculated to produce 
a time of insubordination 

had no European 
consisted of 

regiments, and a battery 
English comprised 

of those 
of the Company, 

the city. 	The 54th 

, 

• that 

was 

, 
,- EMEMBEBING 	that in 	the 

month of May .1857 there 'was 
a very ,aged king living in .the 

 great palace at Delhi ; that the 
heir-apparent; his grandson, resided' 
in the , palace . of Rookili Miner, 

11 	. 

eight or nine miles from the city; 
the Moslem nativtis 'still looked 

to the king with a sort of reverence ; 
that his enormous family had become 

with the prospective extinction 
power and.  name—remembering 

reader will be, prepared to follow 
of the Meerut mutineers, and to 

what. grounds the support of the 
counted upon. 

to be passed'over being forty miles, 

• 

it was not till 
Meerut—namely, 
three mutinous 
telegraphic wires 

. so effectually interrupted,' 
what hour, and 
at Meerut became 
who commanded 
officer was well 
in his mind at 
distrust ; for 'he 
him, 	The garrison 
and 74th native 
artillery ; 	the 
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not up to that time shown any strong symptoms was a• wholly unexpected visitation. 	Resistance 
of disaffection ; but the 38th, which had achieved was needed from those too powerless to resist 
a kind of triumph over the Marquis of Dalhousie effectually ; and eight was the only resource for 
in 1852, in reference to the proposed expedition many too weak, too young, too sick, to bear up 
to Pegu, had ever since displayed somewhat of under such a necessity. 	All the 	letters, since 
a boastful demeanour, a pride of position and made public, relating to the sad events of that 
influence. 	The three regiments and the artillery day, tend to show how little the European ham- 
had their regular quarters in the cantonment, 
about two miles north of the city : , sending into 

bitauts of Delhi looked forward to such scenes, 
One lady, after a hurried retreat, said : ' We can 

Deli such companies or drafts as were necessary hardly ourselves believe how we escaped. 	The 
to man the bastions, towers, magazine, &c. As the way in which poor helpless men, women, and 
river Hindoun, a tributary to the Jumna, crosses children were slaughtered without a moment's 
the Meerut and Delhi road near Furrucknuggur, 
about ten miles from Delhi, it might be a 

warning was most dreadful. 	We were surprised 
on the morning of the 11th of May (baby's birth- 

fair problem whether the mutineers could have day) by a party of mutineers from Meerut.' 	It 
been met and frustrated at the crossing of that is evident that ' baby's birthday' had dawned 
river : 	the 	solution of this problem, however, 
would necessarily depend partly on the time avail- 

with much happier thoughts in the poor mother's 
mind, 	than 	were ,destined 	to 	remain 	there. 

able, and partly on the prudence of marching the Another lady, with her husband and child, were 
Delhi force across the Janina at such a period, 
placing a broad river between the brigadier and 

just about to leave Delhi for Calcutta ; their dile-
passage was paid, and their travelling arrange- 

a city likely to be readily affected by notions of meats nearly completed. 	Suddenly a messenger 
disaffection. 	Whether influenced by want of time, 
want of due information, or by strategical reasons, 
no such movement was made by him. 	The 

hastened to their home to announce that the 
Meerut mutineers had crossed the bridge, and 
were within the city walls; and very soon after- 

mutineers would obviously cross the Jumna by wards, fearful sights told them that immediate 
the bridge of boats, and would then pass south- escape was the only mode of saving their lives. 
westward into the city, or northwestward towards fie it was all over the city ; terror and blood began 
the cantonment, or possibly both. 	A necessity the week, instead of peace and commerce. 
arose, therefore, for adopting defensive measures The train of circumstances, as we have just 
in two different quarters; and as the non-military said, having involVed either the death or tl,e hasty 
portion of the European inhabitants, especially flightof nearly all the English within the city and 
women and children, would be a source of much the cantonment, it follows that the narrative of 
anxiety at such 	a 	time,the 	brigadier made the day's ruthless work must be constructed from 
arrangements to accommodate them, or W.1:13 of materials derived from varlaus quarters, 	each 
them,in the Flagstaff Tower, a strong circular supplying some of the links. ' When Major Abbott 
brick building on the heights near the canton- of the 74th found himself, on the next day, the 
ment, a mile and a half north of the nearest or senior officer among those who escaped to Meerut, 
Cashmere Cate of the city. 	The military eons- he deemed it his duty to write at •accoun1; to 
mandant ordered out his regiments, drew forth Major-general Hewett of the proceedings, so far as 
his guns, and .delivered 'a pithy address, in which his sad tale could tell them„ 	With this we ,begin. 
be exhorted the sepoys to stand true to their The city, according to Major Abbott's namte 
colours, and repel the mutineers as soon as they five, was entered first by a small number of the 
should appear. 	His address was received with mutinous 3d native cavalry, who crossed by the 
cheers, the insincerity of which was soon to be bridge of boats. 	While proceeding westward, they 
made manifest. were met by a wing of the stth native infantry, 

So many Europeans were cut and shot down under the command of Colonel Ripley. 	But 
at Delhi on this day of misery, and so precipitate here a serious symptom at once prevented itself; 
was the escape of others, that not one single the 54th excused themselves from firing on the 
person 	was in a position to give a connected mutineers, on the plea of their muskets not being 
narrative of the dismal work. 	Startling, indeed, 
were the sights and the sounds which riveted the 

loaded; the guard of the 38th native infinity 
likewise refused, on some pretence, to fire ; and 

attention of the European inhabitants on this thus the insurgents were enabled to enter the 
morning. 	A peaceful Sunday had passed over in city by the Cashmere Gate. 	Captain Wallis, the 
its ordinary way ; for none knew what were the field-officer of the week, on ordering the men of the 
deeds being perpetrated at Meerut. 	The native mainguard at the gate to wheel up and fire, was 
troops, it is true, were to some extent cognizant of met by insulting jeers; and he only desisted 
that movement, for the insurgents had unqnes- from importuning there when he found the work 	• 
tionably arranged the outlines of a plan; and some of death going on in other quarters. 	Six British 
of the European officers at Delhi had observed, 
not without uneasiness, a change in the behaviour 

officers of the 54th speedily fell, either killed or 
wounded—namely, Colonel Ripley, Captains Smith 

of the 	sepoys at that station ; 	nevertheless, to 
th.e Europeans generally, this social avalanche 

and Burrowes, Lieutenants Edwardes, Waterfteld, 
and Butler. . Major Abbott, willing to hope that 
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his ONtit regiment, the 74th, was still faithful, 

' ' hastened to the eantountbnt, got as many of his 
men together as he could, and explained to them 
that the time was cane to chew their fidelity as 
true soldiers : he announced his intention to go 
down to the Cashmere Gate, and called for volun- 

. teers to follow him. 	All for a while,went favour- 
ably; the men stepped up to.  the front, loaded 
promptly, and marched off briskly after the major. 
On arriving at the Cashmere Gate, the 74th took 
possession of the mainguard, drawn up in readiness 
to receive any attack that might be made. 	Aftitirs 
remained quiet near that gate until towards throe 
o'clock. when a heavy tiring of guns, followed by 
a terrific explosion, announced• that fighting bad 
been going on near the magazine, and that a vast 
store of ammunition had been blown into the 
air: 	'Whether this explosion had been caused by 
friends or enemies was not at first known ; but the 
news wen .spread abroad that a gallant artillery- 
officer, Lieutenant Willoughby, had adopted this 
terrible mode of preventing an enormous supply 
of warlike material from falling into the hands of 
the insurgents. 

Before proceeding with the narrative of events 
in the city, it will be necessary to describe more 
particulaiiy 	the 	occurrence 	last 	adverted 	to. 
There were two magazines, one near the canton- 
meat, and a much larger and more important ono 
in the city. 	It was the last named that became 
the scene of such desperate work. 	This magazine 
was an enclosure of considerable size, about mid- 
way between the Sclimgurh Fort and the Cash- 
mere Gate, almost close to the British residency. 
As, a storehouse filled with a greater quantity of 
guns, gunpowder, and ammunition, than any other 
place in India, a straggle for its possession 'between 
the British mud the insurgents became inevitable: 
hence it arose that the destruction of the magazine 
was an achievement worthy of record, no less fpr 
its vast importance in relation to the ultimate fate 
of the city, than for the cool heroism that marked 
its planning and execution. 	Tho magazine con- 
tained no less than three hundred guns and mortars,  
twenty thousand stand of arms, two hundred 
thousand shot and shell, and other -warlike stores. 
Lieutenant Willoughby was himself too severely 
woundedby tine explosion to write; but the details 
of this gallant affair have been very exactly given by 
Lieutenant G. Forrest, Who was assistant-commis- 
Sexy of ordnance in Delhi at the time. 	Between 
seven and eight o'clock in the morning of this 
eventful day, Sir Theophilus Metcalfe, one of the 
civil servants of the Company, residing between 
the city and the cantonment, came to the lieu- 
tenant, and requested him to go to the magazine 
for the purpose of plantiug two guns on the bridge, 
as a means of barring the' pasSage of the mutineers. 
Arrived .  at the magazine, they met Lieutenants 
-Willoughby and Raynor, and several officers and 
privates of the ordnance establishment, 	The three 
principals went to the small bastion on the river- 
Mace, commanding a full view of the bridge; there 

they could distinctly see the mutineers marching 
in open columns, headed by their cavalry ; and 
they also saw that the Delhi side of the bridge 
war already in the possession of a smaller body 
of horse. 	Any attempt-to close or guard the city- 
gates was found to be too late ; for the mutineers 
were adulated, with great cheering, into the gate 

- of the palace. 	Lieutenant Willoughby, seeing 
the critical state of affairs, returned quickly to 
the magazine, closed and barricaded the gates, 
and prepared for defence. 	Conductor Crow and 
Sergeant Stewart were placed near one of the 
gates, 	with 	lighted 	matches 	in 	their 	hands, 
in command of two six-pounders double-charged 
with grape, 'which they were ordered 	to lire 

.if any attempt were made to force the gate from 
without. 	The principal gate of the magazine 
was similarly defended byetwo guns, with Meranx-
de-frise laid down on the inside. ' There were five 
other six-pounders, and a twenty-four pounder 
howitzer, quickly placed at such spots as ' might 
render them more readily available for defence 
—all double-loaded with • grape-shot. 	A more 
doubtful task was that of arming the native 
artillerymen 	or 	ordnance servants within 	the 
magazine ; for, they were in a state, not only of 
excitement; but of insubordination, much more 
inclined to aid the assailants without than the 
defendfdrs within. 	This arming being effected so 
far as Was practicable, a train of gunpowder was 
litid down from the magazine to a distant spot; . 
and it was agreed that, on Lieutenant Willoughby 
giving the order, Conductor Buckley should raise 
his hat as a signal to Conductor Scully to -fire the 
train and blow up the 	magazine with all its 	- 
contents. 	Having done all that, a cool and circum- 	, 
specs leader could do to prepare for the worst, 
Lieutenant Willoughby awaited the issue. 	Very 
soon, 	mutinous 	sepoys—or 	rather the palace 
guards, 	who 	had 	not until that 	hour been 
mutinous—came and demanded possession of the 
magazine, in Mo nuns of Me King of Delhi! 	No 
answer being vouchsafed to this demand, sealing-
ladders were sent from the palace, and placed 
against the wall of the magazine: 	This decided 
the wavering of the native artillerymen ; they all 
as with one accord deserted, climbed up to the 
sloping roofs on the inside of the magazine, and 
descended the ladders to the outside. 	The inset- 
'gents now appearing in great lumbers on the top 
of the walls, the little bee 	' 7 Europeans com- 
maned a brisk fire of g, _ i-shot, which worked 
much mischief among the enemy ; although only 
nine in number, they kept several hundred men at 
bay. 	At last, the stock of grape at band was 
exhausted, and the beleaguered garrison was shot 
at instead of sheeting : seeing that none could. ran 
to the storehouses for more grape-shot without. 
leaving to the mutineers freedom of entry by leap-
big from the wails:. Two of the small number 
being wounded, and the impossibility of longer 
holding oat being apparent, Lieutenant Willoughby 
gave the signal; whereupon Conductor Scully 

te. 	  
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instantly -fired the train. 	An awful explosion favourites among them. 	The sypoys formed a  
followed, amid the din and confusion of which, all 
who' were not too Much 'injured made their way 

ring round the major, and hurited him on foot , 
along the road leading to the cantonment. 	He 

out ,of the Sally-port, to escape- in the best manner 
they could, 	What was the number of insurgents 

stopped some 	time at the quarter-guard, and, 
sent a messenger to the saluting tower to obtain 

killed and wouuded by the grape-shot discharges information. of the proceedings in other parts of 
and by,the explosien, no one know ; some of the the city. 
English .officers 	estimated 	it 	at .snore 	than': a The sun was now setting, and evening approach- 
thousand. 	It was at 'the time hoped by the ing, giving omen 'of a night of danger and difficulty 
authorities that the whole of the vast store of Major Abbott espied two or three carriages belong- 
ammunition, had been blown into the air, beyond ingto officers of his own regiment, going northward 
the reach of the mutineers ; but subsequent events on the road to Kurnaul ; and on inquiry, he was 
chewed that the destruction was not so complete.* told by.the men at the quarter-guard : `Sir, they 

To return to- the agitating scenes within the are,  leaving the cantonment ; pray. follow their 
• city. 	Major Abbott, immediately on hearing of example. 	We have protected you so far ; but it 
,the explosion 	at the Magazine, found himself, 
placed in a painful position : urged to different 

will be impossible for us to do so much longer. 
Pray fly for your life!' 	Willing as he was to 

courses by different persons, and doubtful how remain at his post to the last, the major felt that 	1 
long his own 'regiment would remain ,,faithful. 'the men around him were so far faithful as to 	i 
Ho 	was 	requested by 	the 	commandant to deserve credence for what they had just uttered ; 	i 
send 	back two guns to the cantonment, as a and that his own life, if now taken, would be 
means, of defence ; while, on the other hand, he sacrificed without in any way contributing towards 
was entreated by Major Paterson, and by the the retention of Delhi in British hands. Ile there. 
civil collector who had ' charge of the treasury, 
to retain his small ,force for guarding the various 

fore replied : 'Very well ; I am off to Meerut. 
Bring the colours ; and let me see as many of you 

government establishments. within the city. Major at Meerut as are not inclined to become traitors.' 
Abbott listened to this latter suggestion for a Major Abbott and Captain Hawkey now imminted 
time, but then made arrangements for pending off one horse and started off' after the carriages. 	They 
the two guns to the' cantonment. 	By this time, 
however, he found it was of little consequence 

overtook some guns going the same road ; but 
after a progress of four miles: the drivers refused 	, 

what orders he gave : the native troops were fast , to go any further, and insisted on driving the guns 
getting .beyond his control. 	The two guns,. and back again to Delhi. (  The officers, thus entirely 
some men of the 38th regiment, returned ; the deserted by the native troops, having no European 	1 
gunners had deserted on, the road, and the guns troops with or 'near them, and being.  oweidess to 
had therefore been brought back again. 	A few, 
of the native' officers who were still faithful now 

effect any good, rode or drove oN to sock safety in 	• i ., 	. 
other directions. 

importuned • him to leave the city as ..soon as pox- . Major Abbott afterwards learned 	what point ,at 
Bible; he at -first interpreted, their request as an in the day's proceedings his own regiment, the 
advice to 'hasten to defend the cantonment; but 74th, first broke out in mutiny. 	As 'Soon as the 
soon found that it bore:relation to his. own safety. explosion of the maga,zine was heard, he ordered 
Presently ho heard shots whizzing in the main7  Captain Gordon to take a company with him, to 
guard. 	He asked what they meant, and was told : see whether he could render any aid 	in that 
`The 38th are shooting the European officers.' 	lie quarter ; the captain found, however, not only that 
then ordered about a 'hundred of his men to hasten his aid would be useless,,lint that his men exhibited 
with him to the rescue ; but they replied : ' Sir, it 
is useless.- 	They are all killed by.this time, and 

great unwillingness to move. 	Somewhat later, 
several officers of the 74th were about to march 

we shall not save any one. 	We have saved you, 
and wo aro happy ; we will not allow you to go 

out with a detachment, ' when a ball whistled 
among them : Captain Gordon fell dead. 	Another 

back and be murdered.' The history of the Revolt ball was heard, and Lieutenant Revcly was laid 
presented many such incidents as this ; in every low. 	It now became a matter of life' and death : 
native regiment there were some men who wished 
to remain 4faithful, and some officers who wore 

*nightly ilia the governor-genera, when officially informed of 
this achievement, speak of ' the noble and cool soldiership a the 
gallant defenders' of the magazine : 	' The governor-general in 

each officer, without any imputation of' selfishness, 
looking after bin own safety. 	Among others, 
Ensign Elton made for the bastion of the fort, 
jumped over the parapet, descended into the ditch, 
clambered up the counterscarp on the other side;  

council desires to oiler his cordial Thanks to Lieutenants Rayner 
and Forrest, and the other survivors among tho brave men men-
tioned in this report, and to express the admiration with which 

ran across the country to the cantonment, and 
then followed the road which Many Of the' other 

ho regards the daring and heroic conduct of lieutenant G. 0, officers bad taken. 	Captevin Tytlor. Captain Nicoll, 
Willoughby and tho warrant and non-commissioned officers by 
whom he was supported on that occasion . 	Their names ate and some others went towards Kurnitul ; •Major 
Lieutenants Raynor and Forrest, conductors Shaw. lluckloy, ' Abbott, Captains Hawkey and Wallace, Lieutenant 
Scully, Sub conductor Crow, Sergea..ts Edwards and Stowell. 
I'lic family of thy late Conductor Scully, who to devotedly sacri- 

heed himself in the explosion of the nrtgazinc, wia bo liberally 
provided for, should it be ascertained that they barn survised 

Aislabie, Ensign Elton, and Farrier-sergeant Law, 
took the  Kurnaul road for some distance, and 

Mos.' then struck off on the right to Meerut, where 
. 	 , 
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they arrived at eight o'clock.  in the evening of the sovereignty of this country. 	It is well known 
. Tuesday 	the 	12,01—=thirty-six,• hours 	after ' the that he has called on the neighbouring states to 

mutineers from Meerut had reached Delhi. co-operate with him in thus trying to subvert the 
r 	After stating that almost all the European inha.- existing government. 	The method he adopted 

bitants of Delhi had been murdered, except' those appears to have been to gain the sympathy of the 
who had at once been able to effect their escape, 
Major Abbott thus expressed the opinion which 

38th light infantry, by spreading the lying reports 
now going through the country, of the government 

i 	he 	formed during these , two days of terrible 
exeiteMent, concerning the successive steps of the 

having it. in contemplation to upset their religion, 
and have them all forcibly inducted to Christianity. 

r 	mutiny at Delhi: 'From all I could glean, there is The 38th, by insidious and false arguments, quietly 
Hot the slightest doubt fliat this insurrection has 
been originated and matured in the palace of the 

gained over the 54th and 74th native infantry, 
each being unacquainted with the other's real 

King of Delhi, with his full knowledge and sane- sentiments. 	I am, perfectly persuaded that the 
tiun, in the mad attempt to establish himself in 54th and 74th were forced to join the combination 
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by threats that the 38th and 54th would anni- 	streets and buildings of Delhi 	could 	be fully 
hilate the 74th if they refused ; or, vice VGASti, that 	known. 	The facts calm to light one by one 
the 38th and 74th would annihilate the 54th. 	I 	afterwards. 	When the 3d Bengal troopers, who 

, 	am almost convinced that had the 38th not been 
' on guard at the Cashmere Gate, the results would 

preceded the mutinous infantry in the march 
from Meerut, arrived at the Jumua about seven 

I  have, been very different ; the mon of the 74th in the morning, they killed the toll-keeper 	of 
'would have shot down every man who had the the bridge of boats, took the money found in 
temerity to assail the post: 	It may be that this his office, and crossed the bridge. 	Arrived in 
ifficer, anxious to lessen the dishonour of his own Delhi, they hastened to the royal palace, where 
regiment, 	viewed 	somewhat 	too 	partially the they made some sort of announcement of their 

1.;!;,relative, merits of the native 	troops ; 	but it 	is 'arrival and its purport. 	Mr Simon 'Fraser, the 
4,0.!oquestiOnable that the 14th remained faithful stc  

	

.., i,i.th longer than the .18th. 	To what extent the eA :., ,,,„ 
,„, t, of Delhi 	was 	really 	implicated, 	neither 

commissioner for 	Delhi, 	Captain 	Douglas,his 
assistant 	and one or two other officials, hearing 
of this movement, and seeing the appioach of 

',,O,Abbott nor any other Englishman could at ,, 	•,1 
i, one correctly tell, 	. 

instugent infantry on the other side of the river, 
hastened to the prOace to watch they conduct of 

i',kas not during the dire confusion of this 	the royal personages at such a suspicious time. 

1 day that the course of events in the 	No sooner did they enter the paytee precincts, 
•,1 	t 	.6' A; 	 . 
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however, than they' were shot down. 	Shortly children—among them infants—eight ladies, and 
afterwards, the Rev. Mr Jennings, chaplain of eight gentlemen. 	They took them' to the cattle- 
the residency, was killed; . as were likewise his sheds. 	One lady, who seemed more self-possessed . 
daughter and another lady near him—after, it is than the rest, observed that they were not taking 
to be feared, atrocities worse than death.' 	It was them to the palace; they replied-they were taking 
seen that the insurgent troopers were in a state , thorn by the way of Duryagunge (ono of the gates 
of the greatest excitement and fury, as if they on the river-side of the city). 	Deponent says that 
had worked themselves up, by indulgence in the he saw all this, and saw them placed in a row 
intoxicating bang, to a level with their terrible and shot. 	One woman entreated to give her child 
plans. 	While the military operations, 	already . water, though .they might kill her. 	A sepoy took 
noticed, were going on at the Cashmere Gate, the her child, and dashed it on the ground. 	The 
mauazine, and the cantonment, all the ruffians people looked on in 	dismay, and feared for 
of Delhi and the neighbouring villages, eager for Delhi.' 	The imagination' can, too truly, alas LID. 
?oot or plunder, joined 	the 	insurgents. 	Every up the deficient incidents in this tale of treachery; • 
European residence was searched: the tror pars Mr Farrington deemed his informant worthy of 
and 	sepoys 	seeking the lives of the inmates ; reliance. 	Ho said: ' The man has been with me. 
while the rabble followed, and swept off every 
shred of property. 	Bungalows wore fired one 

He speaks frankly, and without fear. 	He is able, 
evidently, to narrate many a harrowing tale; but 

by one, until glaring sheets of flame were visible I did not wish to hear any.. He seemed really to 
in every direction. 	Bands of Geojurs-e-a kind recall with dismay what he had witnessed; 
of Hindoo gipsy tribe—were. lying in wait' after The aged but wretched king of Delhi—wretched 
nightfall all along the line of road twenty miles in having the hopes of earlier years revived, only 
out of Delhi, on• the watch for refugees. 	It was to be crushed again—for a time .distrusted the 
a day of jubilee for all the miscreants; they mutineers; he entertained 	misgivings that all 
did not stay their hands when the Europeans might not end well. 	The shops and bazaars were 
had been pillaged, but attacked the houses of all being plundered; the king was in .the palace; and 
the Hiudoo bankers, carrying off great treasure. Some of those around him urged that order could 
Some of the Europeans concealed themselves for be restored only by hid assumption of the imperial 
a time within the palace gardens—a vain refuge, 
for they 'were all detected, tied to trees in a row, 
and shot or sabredhy the mutineers. 	Many of the 
troopers, during the savage scenes of these days, 
pointed to the marks of manacles on their ankles ; 

purple. 	After three or four days, he went in 
a kind of state through the city, 	advising or 
commanding the people to re-open. their drops, 
and resume their former commercial dealings—
advice inure easily given.  than acted upon ; for The 

they were of the eighty-five who had been put in devastation had been terrible, striking grief into. 
irons at Meerut on the preceding 	; and ,Saturday the more peaceful portion of the native inlup.bite ' 
they now sheWed how deep was the revenge ants. 	The king assumed con?mand. iu the city; 
which. they intended to take for that degrading 
pnnishmea. 	The 	military officers 	and 	their 

he named Mirea. Mogul commander-in-chief, and, 
gave the title of general of cavalry to Miran Abu 

families were, from various causes, those whose Buhr; he collected around hint &art or nine 
fate became 	more publicly known ; 	but the thousand mutineers and volunteers, who were 
number of civil servants;  Christians of humble posted at the several gates of the city, or cantonetd 
grade, and half-castes, put to death, was very 
great. ' The blink-clerks, with their wives and 

.in the Duryagunge Bazaar, 	Additional gunstwee 
placed on the ramparts; and the native sappe 

children, 	were murdered ; and similar scenes and miners were placed in command of the caimo t  
occurred at mast of the public offices, in the old fort of Selimgurh. 	The Coznpanfe 

Mr Farrington, deputy:commissioner, when at treasury, one of the largest in India, is said to . 
Jullundur two or three weeks afterwards, received have been . respected by the mutineers to this 
a written account front a native of the occurrences extent—that they did not' appropriate it among 
at Delhi during the days immediately following themselves as spoil, but guarded it as belonging 
the Revolt—au account considered. worthy of to their °newly chosen leader,the King of Delhi. 
credence. 	A part of this narrative comprised the To show how perplexed the Calcutta goveraunent ( 
following sad tale: 4 0n, the third day they [the must have been at the first news of these events,/ 
mutineers] went to a house near the mosque where it may be mentioned that the king's name was 
some Europeans had taken refuge. 	As they were adverted to as that of a friend rather than an/ 
without water, hc., they called for a subadar and enemy. 	On the 14th of May, three days after 
five others, and asked them to take their oaths 
that they would give them water, and take them 

the arrival of the Meerut mutineers at Tielhifi 
?dr Colvin,' 	lioutenanth-governter 	of the 	Nor('( .,' 

alive to„the king: lie might kill them, if he liked. west Provinces, telegraphed from Agra to •i 	0  
On this oath, the Europeans came out :, the governor-general as follows: 'We have autia 	' 
mutineers placed water belle them, and said: intelligence in a letter from the kiug 4 
"Lay down your arms, and then you get water?' town and fort of Delhi, and 'Ms nuns perP,',1, 	 . i 
They gave \?vor two guns, all they had.. 	The 
mutineers gatc no water. 	They seized eleven 

in the hands of the insurgent reginients,%:. 	, 
place, which joined about one hundred 

Y:rti 
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troops nom Meerut and opened the gates.' Judged 
by the ordinary rules of probability, it would 
appear that the mutineers first scented the person 
of the king, and then compelled hint to head them i 
the old mau being further urged by the entreaties 
and threats of his intriguing sons and grandsons. 
It is difficult, 	under any other supposition, to 
accoupt for his transmission of a message of infor- 
mation and warning to the chief British authority 
in those regions. 	On the lath Mr Colvin sent 
a further telegraphic communication to Calcutta, 
containing this information: 	'The rebels have 
declared the heir-apparent king. 	They are appar- 
only ovganising the plan of a regular government; 

	

- they still remain in the place. 	Their policy is 
supiosed to be to annex the adjoining districts 
to their newly formed kingdom. 	They aro not 
likely-, therefore, to abandon the country or leave 
Delhi; they have probably strengthened them- 
selves there. 	They may have secured fifty lace 
of rupees [half a million sterling]: 	No further 
mention was here made of the old man ; it was 
a younger relation who had been set up as kin! ; 
and truly younger prince may possibly have been 
fhe one ' whom the Marquis of l)alhonsie had 
insisted should be the heir-apparent, with such 
proepeetiVe limitations of authority as the (tom- 
pony might hereafter declare to be expedient. 
The 	ordinary motives which 	influence 	teen's 
conduct would be quite strong enough to induce 
this prince 	to avail himself of any accidental 
or unexpected means of insuring the crown 
without the limitations here adverted to. 	Arabi- 
lion waS almost the only sentiment not absolutely 

0 

	

	degrading left to the pensioned, sensual, intriguing 
dwellers in the palace. 

The details of this chapter have hitherto been 
confined chiefly to the course of events within the 
city—as collected from the dispatches of military 
offieere, the letters from commissioners and other 
civil servants of the Company, and the published 
statements of Europeans who survived the dangers 
of the day. 	But we now come to adventures 
which, politically of less importance, touch more 
nearly the beetle and sympathies of those who 
would know how Englishmen, and more 'maim- 
larly Englishwomen, bore up against the aecumu- 
lated miseries that pressed upon them, 	We have 
to accompany the fugitives to the fields and jungles, 
the ditches and rivers, the swampy marshes and 
scorching sandy roads; wo have to see how they 
contended against privation and trial--on their 
way forty miles in one direction towards Meerut, 
or eighty miles in another towards 	Karmal. 
Miley of the narratives of the fugitives, afterwards 
made public, supply details not furnished iu any 
official dispatches'; while 	they illustrate many 
points worth knowing—among others, the greater 
hostility of the Mohammedan than the llindoo 
natives near Delhi, and the indications of hti- 
Nidual kindness in the midst of general brutOity. 
A selection from these' narratives will suffice for 
the present purpose, shortened and thrown into 

a different form so as to throw light. on each other, 
and on the general events of the day. 	In most 
cases, the names of ' the fugitives, especially of 
ladies, will be withheld, from a motive which a 
considerate reader will easily appreciate. 	This 
scruple must not, however, be interpreted 	as 
affecting the authenticity of the narratives, which 
was wand only too abundantly by collet era] 
evidence. 

We select first a family of three fugitives to 
Kurnaul. 	The with of an officer of the 54th native 
regiment, In the forenoon of this eventful Monday, 
hastened with her child to the Flagstaff Tower; 
where, 	iu accordance with the advice of the 
brigadier-commandant, many other families bad 
assembled. 	The gentlemen remained outeide on 
guard; the ladies assisted in loading the guns, 
and in other services towards the common defence 
of all. 	Here they remained many hours, in 
all the horrors of suspense; for the husbands 
and fathers of many wore away, 	and 	their 
We unknown. 	At length came the news that 
the 3hth had openly revolted; that none of the 
native tegiments at Delhi could now be depended 
upon ; and that the inmates of the tower ought to 
effect their escape as speedily as possible. 	There 
had been one company of the 3Fth at the Flagstaff 
Tower all day; and as the buildin e was nay 
strong, and armed with two guns, the brigadier 
lotig deeined himself able to protect the numerous 
persotel there assembled; 	but as soon as the 
defeetibn 	of the main 	body of this 	iseiment 
became known, all reliance on the smaller corps 
was at an end, 	Hitch carriagct and horses est Could 
be obtained were immediately put in reqeisition, 
and various parties hastened oft; mostly northward 
on the Kurnaul road. 	The small group whom we 
have here puller notice—namely, the eli:cer with 
his wife and child, reached Kurnaul the next arty ; 
bat danger was all around, and the fugitives were 
forced to continue their flight, as soon as they 
could obtain means of conveyance. 	It i4 touching 
to read how 'baby ' occupied the mother's thoughts 
through all this agitating escape. 	Darien a sojourn 
at a place called Thwanessur, on the road between 
Kurnaul and Umballe, they stopped at the assist- 
ant-commissioner's house, 	`Before we had rested 
two hours we were alarmed b:r being told a at a 
regiment of sepeys was come to attack us; we had 
to fly from the house and hide as best we could, 
under the bushes, Lite., in the garden ; and I kept 
dear baby in my own arms the whole time mail 
morning.' 	fhe alarm prove to be false, and 
the fugitives proceeded. 	They arrival safely at 
tmballa on the morning of Thursday the 14th, 
having left Delhi on blonde.) veiling,. 	That the 
brave wife was 'quite fatigued and worn out' may 
well be conceived when she adds, ' for dear baby 
had never left me since we left Delhi.' 

This adventure, however, was far exceeded in 
length. in privation, in strange situations, in hair-
breadth escapes,  by one which befell a party of four 
persons—au officer of the 38th regiment, an army 	i 
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reltbed 	and vilely toldressed. 	Even 	the 	velvet lest the sepoys should burn their village if they 
head-dress of one of them was torn off, for the 
value of the dudes that adorned it. 	A jewel- 

heard 	of 	I i ringhees 	ha\ ing 	been 	harboured, 
declared 	they could 	no longer 	afford 	shelter. 

box had been brought away in haste, as the Once more, therefore, were the fugitives driven 
only treasure 	preserved ; and it became every forth: hating seen renewed symptoms thit the 
hour more uncertain whether this would be a sepoys, or rather the marauding rat-hams, would 
p-cy to the spoilers. 	Returning to the high road, 
the ladies met some gunners with two gars; 
and as the men told them certain death would 

not scruple to murder them, if opportunity offered. 
They had now been five days wandering about, 
and yet were only ten miles distant from Delhi : 

be the result if they took the road to, Ent:imb so completely had each dray's plans been frustrated 
they drove 	in 	another directif!It to 	tile- Coln- by  the events of the next day. 	Again Ll1CT cute 
patty's garden outside Delhi. 	Here, marauding a friendly villa,e, and again were they compelleo 
was everywhere going on ; the poor lathes soon soon to depart, alter receiving simple but kind 
had the misery of seeing their carriage, horse, 
jewel-box, anti most of their outer clothinn,  rcft 

assistance. 	No villagers, it, was found, were free 
Item dread at has ing assisted a Ferinahee. 	I hie° 

front 	them. 	In 	the dead 	of the 	night they they bid for shelter under a bridge ; but an armed 
ventured to a neighbouring village. 	The surgeon, 
husband to one of the ladies, here managed to juiu 

ruffian detected them, and behaved so unbearably 
towards the women that the surgeon, who was 

them ; but being enfeebled by previous sickness, 
and wounded in the jaw during the day's exciting 

a ltornan Catholic, took a gold cross from his 
bosom, and gave it as the price of their freedom 

i 
troubles, he was powerless as a defender, and 
—far from being able to succour others—needed 

Steen further molestation: a mounded, shattered, 
`t?;  'king mast, he could not offer them a strong arm 

succour himself. 	During the next fifteen hours 	as a shield front insult. 	On the night of the 17th, 
were these 	three persons 	hiding in 	fields and 	at a little mote than twenty miles from Delhi, 
huts, befriend«1 by a few natives, and conscious 	they were glad to olnain the shelter of an outhouse. 
that roving sepoys ware near, ready for murder containing twenty cows, the only roof that the 
or pillage. 	Sallying forth again on the evening of owner dared to offer them. They made au attempt 
Tuesday, they were speedily stopped by six men, 
who robbed them of a further portion of their 

to have a letter forwarded to lam uaul, praying for 
assistance ; hut 	none 	in 	those 	parts could be 

sent; apparel, and only stopped short of murder de ended upon for failldulness beyond an hour or 
when Mte officer's wife pleaded for mercy, on the tett> : std mu oh was ewe of treachery on the c no 
geound that she was searching for her husband hrtnet, told timidity on the other. 	On the 18th they 
and her child, both of whom bad gone she knew 
not whither. 	The three fugitives walked all that 
night, 	the wound-al 	surgeon 	dragging himself 

heard that Maier Paterson, of the 54th regiment, 
was in the same village as themselves ; anti he, 
powerless to 	succour, contrived to send a short. 

along. 	In the molting they wore again accosted, 
awl only weaned death by the ladies yielding up 

message to them, 'written with a burnt stick on a 
piece of an old broken pan. 	azhortly afterwards 

a further part of their attire, the only property they were 	greatly astonished, and 	not a little 
they had left to give. 	During the remainder of delighted, to see an offices., the husband. of' one of 
that day they crept on, obtaining a little food the helices, 	enter the village ; 	but more 	like a 
anti water from some villagers, who were, how- naked savage, blistered from head to feta., than 
ever, too much afraid of the sepoys to affiod the like an English gentleman. 
fugitives the shelter of a roof; and it was ten ible An 	eventful tale had this officer to narrate. 
work indeed to roam akng the roads with a When the seeees of violence on the nth at Pella 
burning sun overhead and burning sand under had reached such a point that to remain longer 
foot. 	They sat down by a well-side, and drank was to meet certain :daughter, he'sent off his little 
some water; but rude fellows accosted them, and hey with friends towaids Meerut, and saw his wife 
after insulting the hapless women, compelled them and her lady-companion start for E =auk 	After 
to withdraw. 	They next encountered a party of being 	robbed of his 	horse, and 	havieg, 	three 
irregular 	horse, 	who had 	not 	yet . joined 	the bullets sent through his hat, and ore through the 
mntuteers ; 	the 	men 	were 	at first inclined tv skirt of his coat., be ran past the blazing how es - 
befriend 	them ; but fears 	of the 	consequences of the cantwoneut, awl, being ill at the time, sank 
supervening, they soon deserted the fugitives. Here down under a tree exhausted. 	A. gang of ruffians 
were these two Englishwomen, gently nurtured, 
and 	accustomed 	to 	all 	the amenities of good 

found him. stripped him, nine(' him of every- 
thing, 	an 1 	endeavoured, 	Thug-like, to 	strangle 

society, again compelled to wander like miserable I him—using, however, the sleeve of his own shirt 
outcasts, helping a'l'ong a male companion whose instead of a silken cord. 	Happily the choking 

• under-jaw had been shattered, and who was other- was only partial ; he recovered, staggered cn a 
wise in a weak state. 	They crawled on during mile or two, rested briefly in a hut, and then 
another night, awl then reached a village, which, 
as the; saw it was Ilindoe, they did not scruple to 

walked twelve miles to Alipore in a broiling, sun. 
Ile obtained a little wane., a little bread, anti a 

enter. 	Kindness was accorded to them for one few fragments of clothing, hut was refused shelter. 
whole day ; after which the humane natives, timid Ile wended his painful way barefoot, keeping, to 
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ploughed 'fields  as safer than ;the high reed,. and been stated, abotit-two,miles. 	,Artiving 011ie • 
reached a• village where the headnami gave him an 
asylum for live days:' . During these days, however, 
he. twice narrowly 'escaped death 'from sepoys 

maingaard of the 'Cashmere Gate, the• regiment, 
•ericotintered the tnittinote 34-1 Bengal cavalry, who 
• immediately shot down-nearly all the officers 'of :' 

prowling about .the "village. 	On the sixth he 
received information which led him to believe 

the eight companies; the men taf• those companies', 
showing, bra •refusal 'to defend their officers, that 

that' his wife and her travelling companions were they Were quite ready ,for. revelt.. 	The • colonel,. 
,within six or  seven miles of hint. 	He hastened indeed, Was bayoneted .by one of his Own men 
on, .with swollen and blistered feet, wretched Sub-: after a trooper 'had .shot,  him. ' • In about haif• an 

' stitutes for raiment,and.,a,,feetne.nearlV Worn out ' hour the ,other two companies arrive:dr -with the 
'''', '.''..tite.i.:Tand anXietY.; but a gleam • Of ;Ay;  lturSt,. two eX6S ; kit, aS.,•the few remaining officers of the 
upon him when at length he overtook the' surgeon 
and the two wives, though dismayed to see, the 

regiment ,kneW not which of.  their.  men, if any, 
' coald be depended 'on, they forinecia 'kind of small 

plight to 'which therhad been reduced. 	The poor 
ladies he fouSd to' be, like himself, reft of' every- 

fokt or 'citadel of the maingeard„ into which they, 
rerhaining companions one by brought their , feW 	

• 

thing they had. in the world.except a few torn and one\ The poor youth, who bad just commenced 
toil-worn fragments of garments. 	The stirgeon 
had been •less rudely stripped, simply because the 

soldiering, and Who had,  never seen a dead body, 
Was nearly Overwhelmed,  with grief 'at the sight of ' 

clothe'S of a wounded man were less acceptable to his brother-officers, With whom he had laughed and 
' the spoliators. 	The fugitives; now four in number, 
continued their - journey, their . feet pierced with 

chatted ifew hours before; lying side by side dead 	' 
and inittil4ted: 	The main • body of the' regiment • 

thorns and: sharp stones, and the , difficulty •of remained sullen, though not mutinous, until about 
carrying or dragging a wounded man becoming five o'clock in the evening ; but then the' spirit 'of 
greater and greater. 	The Officer's • wife, having evil seemed to eize them, and they turned upon thw 
had no head-covering for many ays," felt 'the 
sun's' heat to be gradually affecting' her brain; 

gtiropeans neat them, shooting indiscriminately.. 	, 
The scene became agonising.' 	Many' war/ten and 

she was thankful' when a villager gave her 'a children had gone to the mainguard for ,keurity ; • 
wet cloth to bind round her temples: 	Matters and now Ahoy as . Well as the officers found • it 

• now 'began to mend; the villagers were lesi afraid 
of the Delhi 'sepoys 1 the 'vicinity 'of Kurnaul 

necessary to .flee for Very life.' 	Some ran, leaped, 
clomb, until they got beyond the wall of • the oily ; 

exhibited less violence and marauding ; horses others waited to help those who were weaker or Of " 
;1!•ad mules were obtained,  on one day to take more tender years. :!' Some of 'the ladies, though 
cuter,  to Lursoulie • and on the next a carriage wounded, lowered themselves 'by handkerchiefs 
*as.  provided 'for their conveyance to Kurnat71.• into the ditch, from embrasures in the 'parapet, 
Hew there-et on, from Kurnaul to Ilmballa, and and • wore Caught by OfficerS.< belew ; and then 
fier;i Arrtibla • to Simla, need not be told‘-the ensued the terriblelabour of dragging, or carrying 
Annance of •the incident was over when the three .thein•up the cpuntersearp On the other side Of the 

' fugitives, two women atid• a wounded man, were ditch. "(A ditelt,• in military reatters,bpit tempt- 
joined by it fourth; although much physical and 
mental' .suffering had still to be endured. 	The 
little soh of this lady, it 'rn 	afterwards' found, 
had been carried by some friends safer to'Mearut 

the 12th. ' 	The four . hgitivps,• when,  they 
.how that he and. his male companions 'would

on 

	

, hered,is 'a dry, broacl,,very. deep' trench outside a 	, 
'fortified wall,: with nearly vertical sides, called the , 
scarp and counters'earp.) 	The young officer tells 

have made a dash towards Meerut, sword in hand, 
• reached friendly quarters, were poor indeed 	no ' or have sold their lives at once ;• but' that their 

beggars could be more bompletaiy dependent on chief thoughts were • now • for -the, women 'and 
• the. sympathy of those whom they now lia•ppily , children. 	What were the privations' of such a 

mot. 	 , 	 , 'company' at; this, •iii fords 4and jungles, in hunger 
Next we will follow the steps of some of those and nakedness, we shall presently see by means of 

who chose Meerut rather than Kurnaul .as •their a narrative front another quarter. 
place of refuge, 	Their adventures partake of a It is an officer of the 38th who shall now tell' 
new 'interest, because there was a broad and swift his tale—hbvi that, his own persehaltroubles, when 
river to •be 'crossed. 	A young ensign of the 54th alone, were alight compared With 'those which 
regiment, a stripingg who bad just commenced • he had afterwards to bear in company. with . 

" military service under the Company, had a sad 
ta'..'e to tell, hot the European 	officers 	of his 

other fugitive Europeans. 	This officer States that, 
, while the reffigees were anxiously watching the 

if  r.tghnent bad fallen almost to it man. 	He -was course of events at the Flagstaff ToWer, they were 
in the cantonment when the news arrived of the 
approach of the Meerut mutineers ; his regiment 

momentaiily expecting aid Vim 'Meerut. 	They , 
contd not believe that Major-general Hewett would 

was ordered to hasten to the city ; and he, like have allowed the mutineers to nairelt from Meerut . 
other officers, was fain to hope•that the menovould. , to Delhi without either making an attempt to' in- 
remain true to their colours. 	Leaving two corn- . tercept them, or tale-wing, on their heels; and their 
patties to follow with two guns, the 'other eight disappointment in 'this particular led to some of 
marched, off to''the city, distant, as has already • the unfavourable comments made .on,that general.; • 

. : 	,• 	 . 
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line of eenduct. 	The officer' 'of the 38th, whose the shoulder, yet still kept on. The native servants 
narrative is now tinder notice, shared the difficulty —in the absence of their master, who afterwards 
of all the others in endeavouring to keep the men had his own tale to tell of jungle-life and narrow 
at their duty ; and he speaks of the terrible sight, escapes--;gave them a little food ; but just before 

;snore than once adverted to, which met his eye 
at the mainguard inside the Cashmere Gate : ' By 

the house was about being fired by the insurgents, 
the fugitives left it, and succeeded in fording the 

the gate, side by sided and covered by pretty ladies' • harrow stream to the spot mentioned above. When 
' 	dresses taken from some house, as if in mockery, 

lay the. bodies of poor Captain Smith, Burrowes, 
the thirteen had told their adventures, and formed 
a plan, they started anew, and sought a spot where 

Edwardes, and Waterfield, and the quarter-master- they could ford the majestic Jumna. 	The officer 
sergeant ; some lying calm as shot dead, and must hero WI the story of this perilous fording : 
others with an expression of pain, mutilated by ' Our -hearts failed, and no wonder, where ladies 
bayonets and swords.' 	When all became hopeless were concerned, as we looked at the broad swift 
within the city, and the brigadier had given orders river. 	It was getting dark, too. 	Two natives went 
to retire,, the officers made a show of bringing off across. 	We watched them auxiously wade a 
their regiments as well as their families; but it considerable portion of the river; then their heads. 
was only a show; for such of the mon as had alone appeared above water. 	It was our only 

. remained faithful up to this time now fell away, 
arid the Europeans found themselves compelled to 

chance of life, and our brave ladies never flinched. 
The water was so deep, that where a tall man 

' 	escape as best they could. ,'The -officer hastened would wade, a short man would be drowned. 	I 
M the cantonment, disconsolate and helpless, but 'thought it was .all over when, on reaching the 
having no immediate idea of escape. 	With the deep 	 Mrs 	 left 	a water with 	— on my 	arm, 

native supporting her on the other side, we were oolonol of the same regiment, however, he was 
urged to adopt that course, as the cantonment itself shot [drifted] down the river ; however, by des- 
was now in a blare. 	The two ran off in the dead 
of the night towards the river, crouching beneath 

perate efforts and the assistance of another native, 
we reached the bank in safety. 	I swans back 

trees when enemies seemed near ; they forded the once more for another of our party ; and so ulti, 
Jumna Canal, slaking their parched lips as they mately we all got safe over. 	It was a brave feat 
waded or swam ; and they tore off the brighter for our ladies to do.' 	But so it was throughout 
parts of their glittering accoutrements, to prevent 
betrayal. 	In the morning, faint 'and hungered, 
they took refuge in a hut while a body of sopoys 

th se trivrific scenes: the heroism, the,  patience, 
t 	long-suffering endurance of these gentlewomen, 
Wire up to the last ; feeblenesi of frame was van- 

, was searching around, as if for victims. 	A few quished by nobility of spirit ; and the Men were 
libido° peasants discovering them, told 	them often kept in heart, though deeply pained, by the 
where they could -hide in a tope of trees, and uncomplaining perseverance of their gentle corn- 
brought them chupatties and milk. 	Being able panions in misery. Our fugitives passed a wretched 
to ford across a narrow branch of the Jumna ' night after this fording of the Jumna, crouching in 
soon aftorwards, they concealed themselves in the the jungle, with no sound `but the chattering of 
wild jungle ; and there, to their joy and surprise, 
they found ethers of their, friends in the same 

their teeth.' 	The next day threw them into the 
hands of a large band of ruffians ; and as the guns 

kind of concealment—joy damped, it is true,* 
the thought of educated- English men and women 

of the officers had been rendered useless by wet, 
the consequence was direful: the whole party 

crouching among long jungle-grass like savages or were stripped and robbed, and then left without 
wild beasts. 	On counting numbers, they found food, without clothing, without resource, to wander 
they were thirteen. eight gentlemen-and five ladies whither they could. 	With naked feet, and skins 
and children ; and as they had several guns and blistering in the sun, they toiled on. 	' How the 
swords among them, they took heart, and prepared ladies stood it,' says the officer whose narrative 
to struggle against further difficulties. we aro following, ' is 	marvellous ; they never 

To bring up thetwo parallel threads of the story, 
the escapes of the larger party, comprising the 

murmured or ffinched, or distressed us by a show 
of terror.' 	Fortunately, a fakeer, in a Hindoo 

women and little ones, must now be told. 	In the village, 	ventured 	to 	give 	them 	shelter ; 	they 
afternoon of the preceding day, after arrangements remained three days, obtaining a little -food, but 
had been made for conveying the ladies on gun- nothing more. A German zemindar or landowner, ' 
carriages from the city to,  the cantonment, the who had been so long in India as to be hardly 
natives who had been trusted with this duty turned distinguishable from. a Ilindoo, hearing of their 
faithless, and the Europeans within the Cashmere plight, sent for them, gave them some rdugh cloth 
Gate, finding themselves shot at, sought to escape to huddle on as substitutes for garments, and 
beyond the walls in any, way they could. 	Ono caused a message to be sent to Meerut, -which 
after another, women and children as well as men, 
leaped over into the ditch, scrambled up the other 

brought relief to them; 	and they reached that 
town in seven days after leaving Delhi—worn out 

Fide, and ran off towards the house of Sir T. isi mind and body, haggard, lame, penniless, but 
Metcalfe. One lady, the mother of three daughters 
who had to share in the flight, was shot through 

thankful that their lives had been spared, 
Strange as these escapes and perils were, they 

. 	. 
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were eclipsed in individual daring and fertility of They dragged him 'to a village, tied his hands 
resource by one which remains to be told; and behind him; and sent one of their number to a 
which may form the last of this little group of house bard by to get a sword, with which to 
painful narratives. Mr Batson, surgeon of the 74th despatelz 	him. 	At this critical' moment :some 
regiment, was unheard of .during.so long a time Mr Batson excitement—the nature of which 	could 

not understand—caused them all to leave him, 
and lie ran off again. 	He fortunately fell in with 

after the events at Delhi on the fatal Monday that 
he was given up for lost ; but in a letter which he. 
wrote to announce his safety, he detailed such a some smiths who 'had been employed in the Delhi 
series of adventures as appear to belong rather to magazine, and who were willing to save him ; they 
romance than to real life—Defoe-like, but entirely urged him not to go forward, or the villagers 
true instead of fictitious. 	And here it may be would certainly murder him. 	They took him .to 
again remarked that these narratives must not • a hut, gave him an article or two of apparel, and 
he suspected of boastful exaggeration ; there were 
links which connected 	all the 	eventful stories 

fed him with milk and bread. ' Ile tried to sleep, 
but could not; he lay awake all night, restless 

into 	one 	chain—each 	receiving 	corroborative and excited. 	In the morning he bethought him of 
strength from the others. 	Mi. Batson states that 
when it was found that the three regiments at 

informing his protectors that he was a physician, 
a doctor, a 'medicine-man ;' and this proved to 

Delhi refused to act against the mutineers from be an aid to him ; for the villagers, finding that he 
Meerut, and that when such of. the women and could answer questions relating to maladies, and was 
children as could be collected were placed . in the 
mainguard and the Flagstaff s  Tower, he went to 

familiar with their religion, language, and customs, 
began to take much interest , in the Feriughee 

Brigadier Graves, volunteering to convey a letter doctor. 	He found that two officers were in hiding 
to Meerut, in hope of obtaining the aid of European at no great distance, but he could reach neither of 
troops. 	His offer being accepted, he took leave of them. 	To got to Meerut in time 'to deliver his 
his wife and three daughters in the Flagstaff Tower, 
went to his house, dressed himself like  a native 

message was of course now out of the question : all 
'that Mr Batson could do was to secure his own 

fakeer or mendicant devotee,'and coloured his face, 
hands, and feet. 	Off he set on his perilous errand. , 

safety. 	More perils were in store for hhn. 	The 
villagers of Badree were informed that if they 

He first tried to cross the Jumna by the bridge of harboured any  Feringhees, the now triumphant 
boats, but found it broken. 	Then he ran to the King of Delhi would direfully 'punish them ; they 
cantonment, and endeavoured to cross by a ferry became alarmed, and hid him in a small, mango 
near that spot, but found the insurgent cavalry tope. 	`Here,' the surgeon says, 'I was left night 
and the neighbouring• villagers plundering and and day alone. 	I was visited at night by some 
marauding. 	Next he hastened across .the parade- one or, other of the villagers, who brought me 
ground, and, after escaping two or three shots, was bread and water in a ghurrak: 	I am unable to 
seized by some of the villagers and stripped of describe my feelings during (..his trying time: I 
every bit ' of his 	fakeer 	clothing. 	,On , he ran was all day, in the sun, in the extreme heat, and 
again, in his now truly forlorn state, towards the alone' at night, when the jackals Came prowling 
Kurnaul road, hoping to overtake , some of the about and crying. 	It is only God ' and' myself 
officers who were escaping by that route; but know what I have endured. 	After five nights 
before he could do so, two of the insurgent troopers and days in this tope of trees, I was again taken 
intercepted him. 	Just as they were about to cut hack to the Village and concealed in a bhoosa 
him down with their drawn swords, his tact and house. 	I was.here shut in for twenty-four hours ; . 
knowledge saved him. Being familiar both with the the heat and suffocation I cannot find language to 
Hindostani language and with the Mohammedan describe. 	I do not know which was the greatest 
customs, he threw himself into a supplicating misery, the tope of trees, in solitude or the bhoosa 
position, and uttered the most exalted praises of kotrec.' 	At length the villagers, afraid to keep 
the great Prophet of Islam : begging them to spare him any longer, dismissed him—enabling him to 
his life for the sake of the Moslem. 	Had his' dress himself up again as a fakeer. 	Tramping on 
assailants been infantry sepoys, he would probably from village to village, he acted his part so welt 
not have attempted this manceuvre, for most of as to escape detection. 	He gave himself out as a 
them were ?lindens ; but knowing that the cavalry Cashmerian ; and although one of the villagers 
sowars were chiefly Mohammedans, he made the suspected his European origin by his blue eyes, be 
venture. 	It succeeded. 	Whether they knew him did not betray him. 	He observed from village to 
as a fugitive Englishman, is not certain ; but they village—and the fact is worthy of note in relation 
let him go, saving: ' Had you not asked for mercy to the causes and details of the Revolt—that the ti 
in the name, of the Prophet, you should have died Mohammedans were much more savage than the 	il 
like the rest of the Kaffirs [infidels].' 	After run- Hindoos in their expressions and threats against ' 
ning another mile—at ,once shivering with naked- the Feringhees. 	The further he proceeded from 	1 
ness and burning with excitement—he encountered Delhi, the less did Mr Batson find himself in- 	1 
some Mussulman villagers, Wno rushed upon him, 
crying : ' Hero is a Feringhee ; 	kill the Kaffir ! 

volved in danger; and he was fortunately picked 
up by Captain M'Andrews and Lieutenant Mew.  

You Feringhees want to make us all Christians !' of his own regiment. 	He bad been out no less 
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tope to tope ; suffering privations 
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.describe.' . One great ankiety 

the while—the fate, of his family : 
awaited, him-.his family escaped. 
,chapter. may close. 	We have seen 

morning of Monday the 11th of. May, 
inhabitants of Delhi arose from 

peace; and. that by the .close of the 
was not-a single individual of the 
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number whose portion was not death, flight, or. 
terrified concealment. 	So far as the British.  rule 
or influence ivies 'concerned, it was at an, end. 	The, 
natives remained inasters of the situation; their 
white rulers wore driven out; and a reconquest, 
complete in all ifs details, 	could alone • restore 
British, rule in Delhi. 	At what time,-  in 'what 
way, and by whom, that reconquest was effected,. 
will remain to be told in a later portion of this 
work. 	Much remains to be narrated before Delhi 
will again come under notice. 	 , 
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. 	. 	
CHAPTER 	VI. 	 .. 

. 	. 	 , 
Lu(JKiow AND THE COURT OF OUDB. 	1 

. 	 . 
L--.-----,- .7N 	 . 

,.,-.1;f,' 	.. 	i 	..-6- ' r',K--4.4 	i) 	NOTHER regal or once-regal .. N. Oude, considered as a province of British India, 
‘--N. 	family, 	another 	 of •remnant and no longer as a kingdom, is bounded on the 

i.\.14'. \ 	, 	' 	Moslem power in India, now north and northeast by the territory of Repaid ; 
comes upon the scone—one on the east by the district of Goruckpore ; on the 

.. 	'''' which 	has- 	added . to 	the L  Southeast by those of Azimghur and Jonnpoor ; on 
% 	-- 	_ 	embarrassment of the Eng- the south by that of Allahabad ; on the southwest 

`,_ 	 lish 	authorities, 	by ' 	arraying by the districts of the Deab •; and on the north- 
Ile 	against them the machinations of A illt. 	deposed princes as 	well 	as the 

west by Shahjehanpoor. It is now about thrice the 
size of Wales; but before the annexation, Oude as 

discontent of native troops ; and a kingdom included a larger area. 	On the Nepaul 1 	by shoving, as the King of Delhi had side, a strip of jungle-country called the Terai, 
shown 	in 	a 	neighbouring region, that a carries it to the  base of the sub-Himalaya range. 

pension to a sovereign deprived 	of his domi- This Tcrai is in 	part 	a 	wooded 	marsh, so 
nions is not always a sufficient medicament to affected by a deadly Malaria as to be scarcely 
allay the irritation arising from the deprivation. habitable ; while the other part is an almost 
What and where is the kingdom of Oude; of what impassable forest of trees, underwood, and reeds, 
rank as an Indian city is its capital, Lucknow ; infested by the elephant, the rhinoceros, the bear, 
who. were its rulers; why and when the ruling the. wild hog, and other animals. 	Considered 
authority was changed—these matters must be generally, however, Oude surpasses ilk_ natural 
clearly understood, as a preliminary to the narra- advantages almost every other part of India-- 
five of Sir Henry Lawrence's proceedixigs about having the Ganges running along the whole of 
the time of the outbreak. its southwest frontier, a varied and fertile soil, a 
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genial . though. hot.. climate, and numerous facilities 

• for irrigation and Watea;carriago.,. ' It ,cannot, how'- 
., 

	

	, ever,• be said that man MS duly aided nature • in 
the deVolopment of these advantages; for:the only 
regularly mndo, road, in the, whole province is that 
from Lucknow to Cawnpore : the, others .being 
mostly wretched tracks, scarcely passablefor wheel. 
Ourriages. 	The railway schemes pf the „Company 
include a lino through Onde, which would be of 

• incalculable benefit; but no definite contract had 
been made at the time 'when the Revolt corn- 
arieueed ; nor would such a railway be profitable 
until tho trunk-lino is finished from Calcutta to 
Benares and Allahabad. 	Although the Malari ,  
modans have, through Many ages, held the ruling 
power in Onde, • the • Ilindoos ' aro greatly More 
numerous ; and 'nearly the whole of the inhabit- 
ants, live millions in number, speak the Hindostani 
language ; whereas those nearer Calcutta speak 
Bengali, 	As spewing the kind of houses in which 

.Europeans occasionally-sought concealment during 
the disturbances, the following desCription of the 
ordinary dwelling-places of Mud° may be useful, 

, 

	

	They are generally built either of unguent brick, 
or of layers ' of mud, each about three feet in 
breadth and one feet high. , The roofs art mado of 
'square bcams; placed a foot apart, . and covered 
with planks laid transversely; over these are mats, 
and a roofing of well-rammed wet clay half a yard 
ia thickness. 	The walls are carried to a height 
six or F;oven. feet above the npper surface of the 
root; to afford a concealed .  place of recreation for 
the females of the family; and during the rainy 
season this small elevated court is covered with a 
slight awning of bamboos and grass. 	Though so 
simply and cheaply .constructed; these houses are 
very durable. Around the house there is usually a 
verandah, covered with a sloping tiled roof. Inside, 
the 'beams overhead are exposed to view, without 
any ceiling. 	The flows are of earth, well beaten 
down and smoothed, and partially covered with 
mats or Cotton carpets. 	In the front of the 'house 
is a chabootra or raised. platform of earth,, open to 
the air at the sided, and provided with a roof of 

' tiles or grass supported 'on pillars. 	This platform 
is a pleasant spot on which neighbours meet.  and, 
chat in the cool of the evening. ' The dwellings of 
the wealthy natives or course present an aspect of 
greater splendour; while 'those of the Europeans, 

.' i 	ja the chief towns, partake of the bungalow Whim, 
• already described. 	, 

There are feW towns 'of any distinction in 
' Oude compared with the area of the province ; 

and of these few, only two will need to be men- 
boned in the present chapter. , As for the city 

• . 

	

	whcace the province originally obtained its name 
—Oude, Oudh, or' Lyodluv—it has fallen 'from its 
grsatness. • Prinsop, Buchanan, and other 'mike. 
cities, regard it as the most ancient, or at any rate 

' 	one of the most ancient, among the cities of 
Hindustan. 	tome of the coins found in Onde 
are of' such extreme antiquity, that the characters 
in which their legends are graven are totally 

unknown. 	Buchanan thinks that ' the city was,' 
• built,' by .the .11rd Brahmins 'who entered'' India, 
and;he goes back to &dale . fourteen hundred.years 
before the Christian era ,l'or its foundation; while 	, 
'Tod and Wilford claim for Oude an origin even six 
Centuries earlier than that insisted on, by Buchanan. 
The value of such estimates may not be great ; 

 they chiefly corroborate the. belief that Onde is a. 
very ancient city. With its eight thousand inhabit, 
ants, and its mud and thatch houses, the grandeur 
of Oude lives in the past ; and even this grandeur 
is in antiquity rather than in splendour; for the 
ruins and fragments give a somewhat mean idea 
of the very early Hindoo architecture to TAMIL 
they belong, 	On the eastern side of the town are 
extensive ruins, said to be those of the • fort of 
Rama, . king of Oude, celebrated in 'the mytho-
logical and romantic egends of India.. According 
to Buchanan; 'The heaps of bricks, although much 
seems to have been carried away by the. river, 
extend a great ways.-that is, mordthan a mile in ' 
length, and half a mile in width—and, although 
vast quantities of 'materials have been remove!? t.:,• 
build the Mohammedan .A:yedlia; or Fyzabad, yet 
the ruins in many parts retain a very considerable 	' 
elevation; nor is there any reason to doubt that 
the structure to which they belonged was very . 
large, when we consider that it has been ruined for ' 
above tw thousand years,' A spot among the ruins 
is Otill p inted out by the reverential Hindoos from' 

r

f 

which vima took his flight to heaven, carrying all' 
the people of the city with him : a hypothetical 
emigration which had the effect of leaving Oude 
desolate until a, neighbouring• king repopulated it, 
and embellished it with three hundred and sixty 
temples. 	The existing buildings connected with 
the Uindoo faith aro four establishments kept up 
in honour of the fabled monkey-god, the auxiliary 
of Rama; they have annual revenues, settled on 

 Mum by one of the rulers of Oude; they are 
managed by ludas or spiritual superiors ; and the 
revenues are dispensed to several hundreds of 
Lairapis or religious ascetics, and other lazy Hindoo 
mendicants—no Mussulman being ever admitted 
within the walls. 

LUCkl1ONV., however, is the city to which our 
attention will naturally be most directed—Luck- , 
now, as the modem capital of the kingdom or. 
province ; as .a city of considerable importance,, 
political, military,. commercial, and architectural ; 
and as a scene of some of,  the most memorable' 
events in the Revolt. 

The city of Lucknow stands on the right hank 
of the river Goomtee, which is navigable thence 
downwards to its confluence with the Ganges 
between Benares and Ghazocpore. 	It is rather , 
more than filly miles distant from Cawnpore, and. 
about a hundred and thirty from Allahabad 	As 
Cawnpore is on the right bank of the Ganges, that 
majestic river intervenes between 'the two towns. 
The Goomtee is crossed at Lucknow by a bridge of 
boats, a bridge of substantial masonry, and an iron , 
bridge--au unuanal fulness of tran.sita:hannels in 
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an Indian city. 	Luoknow displays a varied, lively, 
and even brilliant prospect, when viewed from a 

the king's emaubarra, is of vast sive and very meg-
nificent ; and the combination of Moslem minarets 

position elevated above the level' of the buildings ; with Ilindoo-pointed domes renders the exterior 
but, once in the streets, the traveller has his dream remarkably striking; nevertheless the splendour is 
of beauty speedily dissipated; for oriental filth diminished by the poverty of the materials, which 
and abomination meet his eye on all sides. 	The " are chiefly brick coated -with chunam or clay 
central portion of the city, the most ancient, is cement. 	Near or connected with this building is 
meanly built with mud-houses roofed with straw ; the Roumee Durwaza or Gate of the Sultan 
many of them are no better than booths of having an arch in the Saracenic style. 	Another 
mats 	and bamboos, thatched with leaves or public building is the mosque of Saadut Ali, one of 
palm -branches. 	The streets, besides being dirty, 
are narrow and crooked, and are dismally sunk 

the former nawabs of Oude; its lofty dome presents 
a remarkable object as seen from various parts of 

many feet below the level of the shops. 	The the city; and, being provided with terraces without 
narrow avenues are rendered still less passable by and galleries within, it is especially attractive to 
the custom of employing elephants as 'beasts of a sight-seer. 	Southeast of the city, and near the 
burden : unwieldy animals which almost entirely river, is a fantastic mansion constructed by Claude 
block up the way. In the part of the city occupied Martine, a French adventurer who rose to great 
by Europeans, however, and containing the best wealth and power at the late court of Lucknow. He 
public buildings, many of the streets are broad and called it Constantia, and adorned it with various 
lively., 	Until 1856, when Qude was annexed to kinds of architectural eccentricities—minute stucco 
British India, Lucknow was, to a stranger, ono of •fretwork, enormous lions with lamps instead of 
the most remarkable cities of the east, in regard to 
its armed .population. 	Allnost every man, went 

eyes, mandarins and ladies with shaking heads, 
gods and goddesses of heathen mythology, and 

armed through the streets.. 	One had a matchlock, 
another a gun, another a pistol; others their bent 

other incongruities. The house is large, and solidly 
built of stone ; and on the topmost story is the 

swords or talwars; 	others their brass-knobbed tomb of Martine ; but his body is deposited in a 
buffalo-hide shields. 	Men of business and idlers-- sarcophagus in one of the lower apartments. 	The 
among all alike it was a custom to carry arms. The favourite residence of the former nawabs and 
black beards of the Mussulmans, and the fierce kings of (Jude was the Dil Koosha or ' Heart's 
moustaches of the Rajpocts, added to the warlike Delight,' a richly adorned palace two miles out of 
effect thus produced. 	Oude was the great store- the city, and placed in the middle of an extensive 
house for recruits for the Company's native arrive ; deer-park. 	When Colonel (afterwards General 
and this naturally gave a martial bent to the Sir James) Outram was appointed British resident 
people. 	The Company, however, deemed it a wise at the court of Lucknow, about a year before the 
precaution to disarm the peaceful citizens at the annexation, the Dil Koosha wes set apart for his 
time of the annexation. reception; and the whole ceremonial illustra'ted 

Three or four structures in and near Lucknow 
require separate description. 	One is the Shah 

at once the show and glitter of oriental procea.sions, 
and the honour paid to the Englishtnan. 	As soon 

Nujeef, or Emanbarra of Azof-n-Dowlah, a model 
of fantastic but elegant Mohammedan architecture, 

as the colonel arrived at Cawnpore from Cahnitta, 
the great officers of state wore sent from Lucknow 

English travellers have poured out high praise to prepare for his reception. 	After crossing the 
upon it. 	Lord Valentia said: 'From the brilliant Ganges, and thereby setting foot in the Oude 
white of the composition, and the minute delicacy dominions, he entered a royal carriage replete 
of the workmanship, an enthusiast might suppose with gold and velvet; a procession was formed of 
that genii had been the artificers;' while Bishop carriages, cavalry, and artillery, which followed 
Lieber declared: `I have never seen an architec- the fifty miles of road to the capital. 	On the next 
tural view -which pleased me znore, from 	its day, the kingwas to have met the colonel half-way 	1 
richness and variety, as well as the proportions between the city palace and the Dil 'Koosha ; but 
and, general good taste of its principal features.' being ill, his place was taken by the heir-apparent, 
The structure consists of many large buildings The. one procession met the other, and then both 
surrounding two open courts. 	There are three entered Lucknow in state. 	A Lucknow corre- 
archways to connect the courts ; and in the centre spondent of a Bombay journal said : 'Let the 
of these is the tomb of the founder, watched by reader imagine a procession of more than three 
soldiers, and attended by moullahs perpetually hundred elephants and camels, caparisoned and 
reading the Koran. 	This structure is often called 
the king's Emanbarra or Imatunbarah, a name 

decorated with all that barbaric pomp could lavish, 
and Asiatic splendour shower down ; with all the 

given to the buildings 	raised by that sect of princes and nobles of the kingdom blazing with 
Moslems called Sheahs, for the celebration, of the jewels, gorgeous . in apparel, with footmen and 
religious festival of the Mohurrum. 	Every family horsemen in splendid liveries, swarming on all 
of distinction has its own emanbarra, large or sides; pennons and banners dancing in the son's 
small, gorgeous or simple, according to the wealth 
of its owner, who generally selects it as his own 

rays, and a perfect forest of gold and silver sticks, 
spears, and other insignia of imperial and royal 

burial-place. 	The central hall of the Shah Nujeef, .state.' 	 i 	, 
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A work of remarkable character has appeared, 
relating to Lucknow and the court of Oude. 	It is 

Oude became at once an integral part of the realm 
of the emperor of Delhi. 	Under the powerful 

called the Private Life of an Ee'zdtcra King, and has Beber, Oude was a lieutenancy or nawabship: the 
been edited from the notes of an Englishman who 
held a position in the household of the king of 

ruler having sovereign power n ithin his dominions, 
but being at the same time a vassal of the Great 

Oude, Nitssir-u-been, in 1834 and following years.* Mogul. 	This state of things continued until about 
Though the name of the author does not appear, 
the work is generally accepted as being trustworthy, 
so many corroborations of its statements having 
appeared 	in other quarters. 	Speaking of the 

a century ago, when the weakening of the central 
power at Delhi tempted an ambitious nawab of 
Onde to throw off the trammels of dependency, 
and exorcise royalty on his own account. 	At that 

king's palace within the city, this writer says : time the Mohammedan rulers of many states in 
`The great extent of the buildings, generally called Northern India were troubled by the inroads et 
the king's palace, surprised me in the first instance, the fierce warlike Mahmttas ; and although the 
It is not properly a palace, but a continuation 
of palaces, stretching all along the banks of the 

nawabs cared little for their liege lord the emperor, 
they deemed it expedient to join their forces 

Goomtee, the river on which Lucknow is built. against the common enemy. 	One result of this 
In this, however, the royal residence in Oude struggle was, that the nawab of Oude was named 
but resembles what one reads of the Seraglio at `perpetual' nawab—the first loosening 	of the 
Constantinople, the khan's residence at Teheran, 
and the nnperial buildings of Pekin. 	In all 

imperial chain. 	The nawab-vizier, as be was now 
called, never afterwards paid much allegiance to 

oriental states, the palaces are not so much the the sovereign of Della: nay, the effete Mogul, in 
abode of the sovereign only, as the centre of the 1764, asked the British to defend him from his 
government : little towns, in fact, containing eaten- ambitious and disobedient neighbour. 	This assist- 
sive lines of buildings occupied by the harem and ance was so effectively given, that in the next 
its vast number of attendants ; containing courts, 
gardens, tanks, fountains, and squares, as well as 

year the nawab-vizier was forced to sue humbly 
for peace, and to. give up some of his possessions 

the offices,  of the chief ministers of state. 	Such is as the price of it. 	One among many stipulations 
the case in Lucknow. 	One side of the narrow of the East India Company, in reference to the 
Goomtee—a river not much broader than a middle- military forces allowed to be maintained by native 
sized London street—is lined by the royal palace ; princes,',  as made in 1768, when the nawab-vizier 
the other is occupied by the rumna or park, in 
which the menagerie is (or was) maintained 	 

was limited to an army of 35,000 troops ; namely, 
1Q,00) cavalry, 10,000 &sins or infantry, 5000 

There is nothing grand or striking about the matchlock-men, 500 artillery, and 9500 irregulars. 
eeterior of the palace, the Pureed Buksh, as it is 
called. 	Its extenteis the only imposing feature 

In 1773, Warren Hastings had become so coin,  
pletely 	involved 	in the perplexities of Indian 

about it; and this shuck me more forcibly than politics, and made treaties so unscrupulously if he 
any magnificeece or loftiness of structure would could thereby advance the interests of the Corn- 
have done: 	' pany—that Cumpany which he served with a zeal 

`these feu+ topographical and descriptive details worthy of a better cause—that he plotted with the 
concerning Oude and its two capitals, the former nawab-vizier against the poor decrepit Mogul: the 
and the present, will prepare us to enter upon a nawab to obtain much additional power and terri- 
subject touching immediately the present narrative: tory, and the British to obtain large sums of money 
namely, the relations existing between the East for assisting him. 	When the next nawab-vizier, 
India Company and the Oudians, and the causes 
which have generated disaffection in the late royal 

Azof-u-Dowlab, assumed power iu Onde in 1775, 
he hastened to strengthen himself by an alliance 

family of that country. 	It will be needful to strew with the now powerful British ; he gave up to 
' by what steps Oude, once a Ilindoo kingdom, 
became under the Mogul dynasty a Mohamme- 

them some territory; they agreed to protect law, 
and to provide a certain contingent of tesenis, for 

dan naumbsiap, then a neumb-ei:;iership, then under which he was to pay an annual sum. 	This was 
British protection a Mohammedan kingdom, and the complicated way in which the Company 
lastly an Anglo-Indian province. gained a footing in so many Indian provinces and 

W'hether or not historians are correct in asserting kingdoms. 	It was in 17d2 that that shameful 
that Oude was an independent Ilindoo sovereignty proceeding took place, which—though 'Warren 
fourteen hundred years before the Christian era, 
and that then, for an indefinite number of ten- 

Hastings obtained an acquittal concerning it at 
his celebrated trial in the House of Lords—has 

tunes, it was a Hindoo dependency• of a prince 
whose chief seat cf authority was at Oojein—it 
seems to be admitted thatBakheiar Ithilzi, towards 

indubitably left a stain upon his name ; namely, 
the spoliation of two begurns or princesses of Oude, 
and the cruel punishment, almost amounting to 

the close of the twelfth century, was sent to conquer torture, of some of their dependents, 	The alleged 
the country for the Mohammedan sovereign at that cause was au arrear in the payment of the annual 
time paramount in the north of India ; and that 

• By Mr Knighton, author of Fared Life 01 Ceylon, 

sum due from the neevab. 	Even if the debt were 
really due, the mode of extertieg the money, 
and the selection of the person; from whom it was 
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extorted, can never be reconciled to the principles , 
of eren-handed justice. 	The truth may be cum- 
pressed into a short sentence—the Company being 
terribly in want of money, to carry on a war against 
flyder Ali, the governor-general determined to 
obtain a supply from 'mute• or other • of the native 
princes in Northern India; and those natives being 
often faithless, he did not hesitate 	to become 	' 
faithless to them. 	During the remainder of the 
century', the Company increased more and more 
its 'protection' of the nawab-vizier, and .received ' 
larger mid larger sums in payment for that pro- 
tection.' 	Azof-u-Dowlah was succeeded in• 1707 
by Vine Ali, and he in, 1798 by Saadut AIL ' 
• We come now to the present century. 	In 
1801, the Marquis Wellesley placed the relations 
with Oude on a now footing; he relinquished 
a claim to any further subsidy from • the nasvab-'. 
vlaier, 	but obtained instead the 'rich" districts 
of Allahalad„ . Azimghur, Goruckpore, and the 
Southern Doab, estimated to yield an annual 
revenue of nearly a million and a half sterling. 
Oude was larger than England before this 'date; 
but the marquis took nearly,  half of it by this 
transaction. 	Matters. remained without much 
change till 1814, when Saadut .Ali was succeeded 
by Ghazee-u-Deen Hyder. Duringthe war between 
the British and the Nepaulese; soon afterwards, 
the ma-web-vizier of Oude lent . the Company 
two millions sterling, and received in return the 
'Feral or jungle-country between °tide and Neiman]. 
A curious system of exchanges, 'this ; for after 
,receiving. rich 	districts 	instead • of ' money, the 
Company received money in return for a poor 
district inhabited chiefly by wild beasts. 	In 1819, 
the Company allowed Ghazee-u-Deen nyder to 
renounce the vassal-title of naWahevizier, which was' 
a mockery as connected with the suzerainty of the 
now powerless Emperor of Delhi, and to become 
.king of Oude—a king, however, with. a greater 
• king at his elbow in the person of the British 
resident at the court of Lucknow. • The Company 
again became a borrower from Ghazee, during the 
'Mahratta and Burmese wars. 	In 182.7, the throne 
ef Oude was ascended by Nussir-u-Deon Hyder— 
an,  aspirant to the throne who was favoured in his 
pretensions by the Company, and who was, as a 
consequence, in hitter animosity with most of his 
relations during the ten years of his reigns. 	Corr 
plicated monetary arrangements were frequently 
made with the Company, the nature and purport 
of -which are not always clearly traceable ; but 
they generally had the effect of increasing the 
power of t14 Company in Code. 	On the death of 
Nussir, in 147, a violent struggle took place for 

throne. I Ale, like other eastern princes, had a 
large numlkr of sons ; but the Company would 
not acknowledge the legitimacy of any one of them; 
and the succession therefore fell upon Mahomed 
Ali Shah, uncle to the deceased sovereign. 	The 
begum or chief s'ei,fe of Nussir fomented a rebellion 
to overturn this tatrangement ; and it cost Colonel 
(afterwards Gener4 Low, resident at Luck-now; 

sion, anarchy, and misrule, should hereafter at arty
the 

much trouble 	to • • preserve 	petreel among , the. 	, 
wrangling members of the royal family, , ' 	, 	' 

Now approaches the arrangement which led to 
the change of rulers. 	Oude had been most miser- 
ably governed during. many years, • The king and. 
his relations, his ,,courtiers and 	his dependents, 
grasped for money as a substitute for the political 
power which they .  'once possessed ; and: in the 	' 
.obtainment of this money they scrupled at no 
atrocities against the natives. ' The court, too, was' 
steeped in debaucheries of the most licentious kind, 
outraging the decencies' of life, .and squandering 
wealth on the minions who ministered to its 
pleasures, 	The more thoughtful and large-hearted 
among the Company's superior servants saw here.  
what they had so often seen elsewhere : that when 
the Company virtually took possession of a native 
state, and pensioned off the chief and his family, a' 
moral deterioration followed; he was not allowed 	• 
to exorcise real sovereignty; he became: more 
intensely selfish, because he had nothing to. be 	. 
proud of, even if ho wished' to govern well; alit 
he took refuge in the only oriental substitute— 
sensual enjoyment. 	When : Inherited Ali Shah 
died in 1842, and his son„ Uttjud Ali Shah, was . 
sanctioned by the Company as king, a pledge was 
exacted and a 'threat foreshadowed: the pledge 

' was, that such reforms should be made by the king 
as,  would contribute to the tranquillity and just 
government of the country; the threat was, that if '1  
he did not do this, the sovereignty would bapue ;In 
end to, and the Company would take the govern- 
meat into its own hands. 	In 1847, Untied Ali 
Shah was succeeded by his sou, Wajid A'li Shah : 
a king who equalled or surpassed his predecessors 
in weakness and profligacy, and under whoni:the 
state of matters went. from bad to worse. 	The 
Marquis of Dalhousie was governor-general when 
matters arrived at a crisis. 	There ' can be 'no 	' 
question that the Company, whatever may be said 
about aggressive viewa•vished to see the suilliems 
of Oude well anti happily governed ; and it is 

' equally unquestionable that this wish had, not 
been gratified. 	The engagement with Unijud Ali 
Shah had assumed 'this form ; 'It is hereby pro-
vidcd that the Ring • of ',Dude will . take into his 
immediate and earnest consideration, in concert 
with the British resident, 	the best means of 
remedying the existing defects in time police, and 
in the judicial and revenue administration of his 
dominions; and that if his majesty should neglect 
to attend to the advice and counsel of the British 
government or its local representative, and if 
(which God forbid 0 gross and systematic oppres- 

time prevail within the Oucle dominions,' such as 
seriously to endanger the ladle tranquillity, the 
British government reserves to itself the right • of 
appointing its own officers to the management of 
whatsoever portion of the Oudo territory, either to, 
a small or great extent, in which such misrule as '. 
that above alluded to may have occurred, for so 
long a period as ,it may deem necessary? 	The 
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' Marquis, finding that thirteen years 'hadpresented intrigues of others; 	It is natural, also, that the 	' 
no improveitient in the 'internal' government ,of younger members of such a family • shoidd feel .a 
Oude, resolved to adopt 'decisive measures. 	Ile greater' repugnance than they otherwise would to 

. drew up a 'treaty, whereby 'the administration of eedx with the 'COmmunity and become industrious 	• 
the territory of Oude Was to be transferred teethe and ' useful' subjects. 	• Strongly impressed with 	' 
British government,: anejiltr provision being made these convictions, we therefore observe with satin- 
for the dignity, affluence, and honour of the ling ,faction thAt no pledge or promise of any kind with 
and his family. 	The king' refused to sign the regard to the reeogaition by our government of the 
treaty, not admitting the allegatiOns or supposi- kingly title after the death of the present titular 
tions on which • it' was" based ; , whereupon the sovereign, Wajid Ali Shah, has been made to him ' 
marquis, acting with the sanction of the Company 'or to his heirs.' 	The ,reasoning in thiS declaration 
and 	of the 	imperial government in 	London, is probably sound; but it does not apply, and was 
announced all existing 'treaties to be null and not intended to apply, to the original aggresSive 
void, and issued a, proclamation declaring that the movements of the Company. 	Beeause the shadow 
government of the territories of Oude was hence- of sovereignty is not worth 'detaining without the 
teeth vested exclusively• and for ever in the East substance, it does not necessarily follow that the 
India Company. 	• The governor-general in his Company was right' in taking the substance fifty- 
minute, it will be remembered, spoke of this trans- five 	years 	earlier : 	that ' proceeding 	must be 
ler of power' in the following brief terms: 'The attacked or defended on its OTV11 spedial ground,, 
kingdom of Cede has been assumed in' perpetual by . any one who wishes to enter the arena 'of . 
government by the Honourable' East India Com- Indian politics. . 
Many ; in ' pursuance of a pollee'.  *hid). has so It appears from this document, that four of the 
recently 'been . under the: consideration 	of the British Authorities at Calcutta—the Marquis of 
Honourable Court, that 'I deem it unnecessary to Dalhousie, General Anson, Mr Dorin, and 	:fr. 
'refer to Winer° particularly here.' 	• Grant—had concurred in opinion that, as the king 

Everything tends' to show that the kipg violently refused to sign the treaty, he should, as a punish- 
opposed' this loss of hiS regal title and power. mont, be denied many of the privileges promised 
'When the goVernor-general and the resident at by' that treaty. 	They proposed that the annual 
Lucknow waited on him with the draft of the stipend of twelve law of rupees (X120,009 should , 

• proposed treaty, towards the close of 1.855, ho not e `reserved for consideration' after the demise 	• 
only'refased to sign it, but announced his 'intention I the)  kingeethat is, that it should not necessarily 
to• proceed to England, with a view of obtaining o a perpetual hereditary stipend. 	To this, how- • 
justice from Queen Victoria against. the Company. ever, Colonel Low, who had been British resident 
'This "the marquis' would not' prevent; but he at Lucknow, very earnestly objected. 	lie urged ' ' 

• intimated, that thearing must travel; and be treated that the king's sons were so young, that they 
by the Company's servants, as a private azdividual, : , could not, in any degree, be blamed for his cone  
if he adopted this step. 	The stipend for the royal duct in not signing the proposed treaty; that they ' 
family wee/fixed by the Company—of course with- ought not to be made to lose their inheritance 
out the consent of the king and his relations—at , through the father's fault ; that the father, 'the 
A1.20,000 per' annum. 	The reasons for putting an king, would iu any case be pretty severely pun- ' 
end to the title of King of Oude were thus stattid, Ished for his obstinacy; and that it would pot 
'in . a document addressed by 'the directors of. the : be worthy of a great paramount state, coming 
East India Company to the,  governor-general of into possession of a rich territory, to refuse 'a 

• India. in council, many months after the transfer liberal stipend to the descendants of the' king., 
• Of power had been effected, and only a short. time These representations were listened to, and a 
' before the' commencement of the Revolt : ' Half a pension 	to 	the 	amount' already named was 
century 'ago, our new and critical position among granted to the king and his heirs—' not, heirs , 
the' Mohammedans of 'Northwestern. India corn- according to Mohammedan usages, but only those • 
pelled us to-respeot the titular dignity of the Kings persons who may be direct male descendants of 
of Delhi. ' But the experiences of that half-century the present king, born in lawful wedlock,' 	Ai. 
have abundantly demonstrated the inconveniences difficult duty was left to the Calcutta government, •• 
of suffering ' nil empty nominal sovereignty to to decide how many existing persons 'had a claim 
descend from generation to generation ; and the to bo supported out of the pension, seeing that 
eontinuauce of suoh:a phantom of power must be an eastern king's family is generally one of great 
productive of inconvenience to Our' government, magnitude ; and that, although he has many 
and we believe of more mortification than gratifi- wives and many children, they fill various ranks 
cation to the toYal pensioners themselves. 	It in relation to legitimacy. 	The Company peeper:ell, ' 
fosters humiliating 	recollections; 	it 	engenders if the king liked the plan, that one-third of the 

' delusive holes,; it 'is the fruitful source of intrigues pension should he commnted into a capital sum, 	, 
`that end 'in disappointment and disgrace. 	The with which jaghires or estates rilight be bought, 
evil is not limited to the fact produced upon the.' and vested in the family for the use of the various 
Members of the royal house ; prone to intrigue members—making them, in fact; zemindars or 
themselves, they become atm a ' eentre for the loaded proprietors,. having 	something- to 	do 
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instead 	of • loading lives of ,utter idleness., 	, In. 
what light the ,divectors viewed the large and 
important army of Oude, will be noticed pre-, 
scaly.; but in reference to. the transfer of mai- 
tership itself, they said: `An expanse of territory. 
embracing an area-of nearly twenty-five thousand 
square miles, mid containing live million of inhab- 
itants, has passed from its native prince to the 
Queen of England without the 'expenditure of a 
drop of blood, and almost without a murmur. 
The peaceable manner in which 'this greatchange 
has been accomplished, and the tranquillity which 
has since prevailed in all parts of the country, are 
circumstances which could not fail to excite in us 
the liveliest emotions of thankfulness and pleasure.' 
This was written, be it remembered—and the 
fact is full of instruction touching the ,miscalcn- 
latioes of the Company--less than two months 
before the cartridge troubles began, and while the - 
mysterious chupatties were actually in circulation 
from hand to hand. 

The deposed King of Oude did not go to England, 
as he had threatened; he went to Calcutta, and 
took up his abode, in April 1856, at Garden Reach, 
in the outskirts of that. city, attended by his late 
prime minister, Ali Nuekee Khan, and by several 
followers. 	The queen, however, achieved the 
adventurous journey to the British capital, taking 
with her a numerous retinue. 	This princess was 
not, in accordance with European •,usages, the real 
Queen of Oude; she, was rather e, sort of queen- 
dowager, the king's mother, and was accompanied 
by the king's brother and the king's son--the one 
claiming to be heir-presumptive, the other heir- 
apparent. • All felt a very lively interest in the 
maintenance of the regal power and :reveuues 
among the members of the 'handy, and came.  to 
England in the hope of obtaining. a reversal of 
the governor-general's decree. 	They left Lucknow 
in the spring of 78.56, and arrived in England in 
August. 	An attempt was made by an injudicious 
egeut to enlist public sympathy for them by an 
open-air harangue at Southampton. 	He bade his 
hearers picture to themselves the suppliant for 
justice, ' an aged queen, brought up in ,all the 
pomp. and luxury of the East, the soles of whose 
feet were scarcely . allowed to tread the ground, 
laying aside the prejudices of travel, and under- 
taking a journey of some ten thousand miles, to 
appeal to tho people of England for justice;' and 
the ' fellow-countrymen' were then exhorted to 
give 	three cheers' for the royal family of Oude 
—which they undoubtedly did, 	in accordance 
with the usual custom of an English assemblage 
when so exhorted; but this momentary excite- 
mut soon ceased, and the oriental visitors settled 
in London fur a lengthened residence. 	What 
official interviews or correspondence took place 
concerning the &fairs of Oude, was not publicly 
known; but there was an evident disinclination 
ou the part both of the goveinment and the two 
Houses of parliament to hold out any hopes of a 
reversal of the policy at".opted by the 'East India 

COmpany ; and the ex-royal family , of, Oude 
maintained no held on the, public mind, except•,.so , 
far. as .the turbaned and relied domestics. attracted ,. 
the attention of metropolitan sight-seers.. In what, 
•fashion these suppliants disowned. and ignored the 
Revolt in India, a future chapter will show. 
• The reader will, then, picture to hiwiself the,  

state of Oude at 'the period when the lievelt 
commenced. , The deposed king was at, Calcutta; . . 
his mother and other relations were :in London; 
while the whole governing power was in the, 
hands of the Company's servants. 	Sir Henry 	, . 
Lawrence, a man in whom' sagacity, energy, and 
nobleness of heart, were remarkably combined, . 
had succeeded Sir James Outram as resident; or 
rather chief-comthissionen, and now held supreme 
sway at Lucknow. 

It is important here to know in what light tho . 
East India Company regarded the native army of 
Oude, at and soon after the annexation. 	In' the , 
directors' minute, of .  Decentber 18.511, just on the 
eve of disturbances which were . quite unexpected, 
by thorn, the subject was thus touched upon: `Tine 
probable temper of the army, a force computed ' 
on paper at some 00,000. men of all arms, on the 
announcement of a measure -which threw a large 	,' 

• proportion of them out of employment, and trans- . 
ferred the remainder to a new master, was natu- 
rally a' source of some anxiety to us, 	ln. your 
scheme for the future government and administm-
'tion of the Oude provinces, drawn up on the 4th 
of February, you proposed the organisation of an . 
Oude irregular force, into which you suggested the 
absorption of as large a number of the disbanded 
soldiers of the king as could be.employed in. such 
a corps, whilst others were -tole° . provided for in 
the military and district police; but you observed 
at the seine time that these arrangements would 
not absorb one-half ,of the disbanded troops. 	To 
the remainder you determined to grant pensions 
and gratuities, graduated according to length of 
service. 	There were no better means than these 
of palliating a difficulty which could not be avoided, 
But only partial success was to be expected from 
so partial a measure. 	As a farther precaution, 
the chief-commissioner deemed it expedient to 
promise pensions of one hundred rupees ' per 
month to the commandants of the ,regimenta of 
the late king, some sixtY in number, conditional :  
on their lending their cordial co-operation to the 
government in this crisis, and provided that their 
regiments remained quiet and loyal. 	We recognise 
the force of the chief-commissioner's argument in 
support of these grants; and are willing to adopt 
his suggestion that, in the event of any of these 
men accepting office as tubseeldars or other tune-, 
tioneries under our government, the amount of 
their pensions should still ,he paid to them.' It was 
found that the King of Oude had allowed the pay 
(Whin soldiers to run into arrear. 	On this point 
the directors. said: 'The army, a. large ,number 
of whom aro necessarily thrown out of employ-
went, and who cannot immediately fnid, even 
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if the habits of their past lives fitted them for, recruits or younger men in his regiment, the 7th 
'industrial 	occupations, are peculiarly entitled to Ovate infantry, evinced a reluctance to bite the 
liberal consideration. 	It is 	doubtless true that, cartridges. 	Through 	some oversight, 	the 	new 
as stated by the chief-commissioner, the soldiery method of tearing instead of biting bad not been 
of Oude have '• fattened. on rapine and plunder ;." shown to the sepoys at Lueknow ; and there was 
and it is certain that the servants of the Oude therefore sufficient reason for adopting a coneilia- 
government enriched themselves at the expense tory course in explaining the matter to them. 	The 
of the people. • But this was only part 'of the morbid feeling still, however, remained. 	On the 
system under 
indeed, was to 
after it 	had 

which they lived ; nothing better, 
be expected from men whose pay, 

been 	tardily extracted from the 

1st of May, recusancy was again exhibited, followed 
by an imprisonmmt of some of the recruits in the 
quarter-guard. 	The native officers of the regiment 

treasury, was liable to be withheld from them by came forward to assure Captain Watson that this 
a fraudulent minister. 	Whatever may have been disobedience was confined to the 'youngsters,' and 
the past excesses and the illicit gains of the soldiers, that the older sepoys discountenanced it. 	Be 
it was the duty of the British government in this 'behoved them, or seemed to do so. 	On the 2.1 
conjuncture to investigate 	their claims to the he addressed the men, pointing out the folly of 
arrears of regular pay alleged to be due to them the conduct attributed to the young recruits, and 
by the Oude government, and, having satisfied exhorting them to behave more like true soldiers. 
ourselves of the justice of these claims, to discharge Though listened to respectfully, he observed so 
the liabilities 
that this has 
moreover, in 

in full. 	We observe with satisfaction 
been done 	We concur, 

the very judicious remark made by 

much sullenness and doggedness among the troop, 
that he brought the matter under the notice of 
his superior officer, Brigadier Grey. 	The native 

Viscount Canning, in his minute of the 13th of officers, when put to the test, declined taking any 
March, "that a few lacs* spent in closing the 

• account, without injustice, and oven liberality, wilt 
steps to enforce obedience ; they declared their 
lives to be in danger from the men under them, 

be well repaid if we can thereby smooth down should they do so. 	The brigadier, accompanied 
discontent and escape disturbance."' by Captains Watson and Barlow, at once went 

The plan adopted, therefore, was to disband the to the lines, had the men drawn up in regular 
army of the deposed king, pay up the arrears due order, and put the question to each company 
by hint to the soldiers, re-enlist some of the dis- singly, whether it was willing to use the same 
charged men to form a new Oude force in the cartridges which had all along been onplved. 	They 
Company's service, and give-pensions or gratuities refused. 	The brigadier left them to arrange plans 
to the remainder, for the morrow ; placing them, however, under 

We are now in a condition to follow the course safe guard for the night. 	On the morning of the 
of events at LucknoW during the months of April 3d, the grenadier company (picked or most skilful 
and May 18.37: events less mutinous and tragical 
than those at Meerut and Delhi, but important for 

company) of the regiment went through the lines, 
threatening to kill. some of the European officers ; 

their consequences in later months. and soon afterwards the tumult became so serious, 
It was in the early part of April that the inei- that the fulfilment of the threat seemed ismnine»t. 

dent occurred at Lucknow concerning a medicine- By much entreaty, the officers, European and 
bottle, briefly 
shewing the 

adverted to in a former chapter : 
existence of an unusually morbid 

native, allayed in some degree the excitement of, 
the men. 	While this was going on, however, at 

feeling on the subjects of religion and caste. 	Dr the post or station of Moosa Bonin a messenger 
Wells having been seen to taste some medicine was sent by the intriguers of the 7th regiment 
which he was about to administer to a sick soldier, to the cantonment at Murrceoun, with a letter 
to test its quality, the Hindoos near at hand refused inciting the 4t-th native infantry to join them in 
to partake of it, lest the taint of a Christian mouth mutiny. 	This letter was fortunately brought, by 
should degrade their caste. 	They complained to a subadar true to his duty, to Colonel Palmer, 
Colonel Palmer, of the 48th native regiment, who, 
as he believed and hoped, adopted a cot eiliatory 

the commandant. 	Prompt measures were at 
once resolved upon. 	A considerable force—c.in- 

course that removed all objection. 	This hope u as siting of the 7th Ouda cavalry, the 4th Chide 
not realised, however; for on that same night the infantry-, portions of the 48th and 71st Bengal 
doctor's bungalow was fired 	and destroyed by . infantry, a portion of Abe 7th Bengal cavalry, a 
some of the sepoys, NN horn no efforts could identify. wing of her Majesty's 32d, and a field-battery of 
Very soon afterwards, nearly ail the huts of the guns—was sent from the cantonment to the place 
13th regiment were burned down, uadcr similarly where the recusants were posted. 	The mutineers 
mysterious circumstiluce.s, stood firm for some time; but when they saw 

Sir Henry Lawrence's tEfficulties began with the cannon pointed at them, some turned and fled 
vexatious cartridge-question, as was the case in so with great rapidity, while others quietly gave up 
many other parts of India. 	Towards the close of their arms. 	The cavalry pursued and brought 
April, Captain Watson found that many of the back some of the fugitives. 	The 7th Oude lire- 
' TAN or laUlo 

Xln,wo. 
of rupees: a Jae being 100,000, value about 

way thus suddenly broken into three tragnieuts 
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, —eve escaped, one captured, and one disarmed. to sound from the lofty' minalots -which Adorn 
A letter from the Rev. Mr Polehampton, chaplain Lahore, and' which remain to this day a mine 
to the English residents at Lucknow, affords one,  
among many proofs that Sunday was a ,favourite 

ment to 	their munificent .fothidcie. 	' The year • 
before last a Hindoo .could not have dared to 

day for ,such outbreaks iu India--perhaps pur- build a temple in Lucknow. 	All this is changed. 
posely so selected by the rebellious sepoy s. 	The 3d Who is there that' would dare now to interfere 
of May was Sunday: the chaplain was performing, 
evening-service at the church. 	' Towards the end 

with our Hindoo or Mohammedan subjects V 	He 
contrasted this intolerance of Mohammedan and 

of the prayers, a servant came into church, and' 
spoke 'first to 	 ajor Reid, of the 48th ; and then to 

I{indoo rulers in matters Of religion with the 
known scruples of 'the British government ; and 

Mr Dmhwood, of the same regiment. They both told his hearers that the. future would be like the 
went out, and afterwards others were called away. present, in so far as concerns the freedom of . all 
The ladies began to look very uncomfortable; one religions over the whole of India. 	He .rebuked 
or two went out of church-; one or two others and spurned the reports which had been circulated 
crossed over the aisle to friends who were pitting among the natives, touching meditated insult to 
on the. other side; se that altogether I had not a their faith or their castes. 	He adverted to thse 
-very attentive •congregetion: 	When it was thund gallant achievements of the Company's native 
that the officers had been called out to join the troops . during a Hundred years of British rule ; 
force against the mutineers, the chaplain ' felt and told how it pained him to think that disband- 
very much inclined to ride down to see what 'as meat of :such troops had been found necessary 
going on; but as the Moosa Bagh is seven miles at Barrackpovo and Berhampore. 	And then' he 
from our house, and as I shouldehave left my wife presented the bright side of his picture: 'Now turn 
all alone, I stayed where I was. 	I thought of to those good and faithful soldiers—Subadar Sewak 
what William III. said when ho was told that the Tewaree, Havildar Heera. Lall Deobey, and Sipabi 
Bishop of Derry had been shot at the ford at the Ranura Doobey, of the 48th native infantry, and 
Battle. of the Boyne, "'What took him there r ' to Hossein Buksh, of the 13th regiment—who 

The coulee of proceeding adopted by Sir Henry have set to you all a good example. "The first 
Lawrence on this occasion was quite of an oriental three at once arrested the bearer of a seditious 
character, as if suggested by one 'who well knew letter, and brought the whole circumstance to the 
the Indian mind. 	Ilt held a' grand military notice of superior authority. 	You know well what 
dallier, to reward the faithful as well as to awe the the consequences were, and what has befallen the 
mutinous. 	In the -first instance behad said that 7th Oude irregular! infantry, more than fifty of 
the government would be advised to disband the whose sirdars and soldiers are now in confinement," 
regiment, with a provision for re-enlisting those and the whole regiment awaits the decision of 
who had not joined the rebels ; but pending the government as to its fate. 	LOA at Hossein Buksh. 
receipt of instructions from' Calcutta, he held his of the. 13th, fiat) fellow as he is ! 	Is he not a good ' , 
duebar (court ; levee ; hall sof audience). 	Pour and faithful 	? 	Did 	he .not seize three ,SOldier 
native soldiers—ahavildar•major)  a subadar, and a villains who are now in confinement end awaiting 
sepoy of the 48th regiment, and a sepoy of the 13th their. doom. 	It is to reward such fidelity, such 
--who bad proved themselves faithful in an hour acts and deeds as I have mentioned, and of which 
of danger, were to be rewarded. The lawn in front you are all well aware, that I have called you all 
of the residency was carpeted, and chairs were together this day—to assure you that those who 
arranged on three sides of a square for some of the are faithful and true to their salt will always be 
native officers and sepoys ; while a large verandah amply rewarded and well eared for; that the 
was filled with European officials, civil and mili- great government which we all servo is prompt 
tart', upwards of twenty in number. 	Sir Henry to reward, swift to punish, vigilant and eager to 
opened the proceedings with an address in the protect its faithful subjects ; but firm, determined, 
Hindustani language, full of point and vigour. resolute to Crash all who may have the temerity 
After a gorgeous description of the power and to rouse its vengeance.' 	After"a farther exhorta- 
wealth of the British nation—overwrought, per- tion to fidelity, a further declaration of the power 
haps, for an English ear, but well gaited to the and determination of the government to deal 
occasion—be adverted to. the freedom of con- severely with all disobedient troops, Sir Henry 
science in British India on matters of religion : arrived, at the climax of his impassioned and 
'Mose amongst you who 	have 	perused' the vigorous address : 	' Advance, 	Subadar 	&mak 
records of the past must well know that Alumghir Tewaree—come forward, havildar and sepoys— 
in former times, and Nyder Ali in later days, 
forcibly converted thousands and thousands of 

and receive these splendid gifts from the govern-
ment which is proud to number you amongst its 

Hindeare  desecrated their lanes, demolished their soldiers. 	Accept these honorary sabres ; you heve 
temple's, and carried ruthless devastation amongst won them well : long may you live to wear them 
the household gods. 	Come to our times '• many in honour ! 	Take these sums of money for your 
here present well know that Runjeet Singh never families and relatives; wear these robes• of honour 
permitted 	his 	Mohammedan 	subjects to 	call at your homes and your festivels ; and may the 
the pious to prayer--never allowed the Afghan bright example which yeti have so conspicuously 

p. 
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sat; 'find, as it doubtless wilt, followers in every minute was written 'on the 9th; the other four 
regiment and company in the army:. To the suba- 
dar and the havildar-major were presented, each, 
a handsomely decorated sword, a pair of elegant 

commented 	on 	it on the 10th ; 	the governor-, 
general 'replied to their comments on the 11th ; 
and they commented on his, reply on the 12th. 

shawls, a choogah or cloak, and four pieces of Thus it arose that the tedious system of written 
embroidered cloth ; to the other two men, each, 
a decorated sword, a turban, pieces of cloth, and 

minutes greatly retarded the progress of business 
at Calcutta. 

three hundred rupees in cash. 	Hossein I3uksh There cannot be a, better opportunity than the 
was also made a naik or corporal. present for adverting to the extraordinary services 

Let not the reader judge this address and these rendered by the electric telegraph in India. during 
proceedings by 'an English standard. 	Sir Henry the early stages of the Revolt, when the mutineers 	• 
Lawrence knew well what ho was doing; for had not yet carried to any great extent their pima 
few of the Company's servants ever had a deeper of cutting the wires. 	We hare just had occasion 
insight into the native character than that eminent to describe the routine formalities in the mode of 
man. 	There had been, in the Company's general conducting business at Calcutta; but it would be 
system, too little punishment for misconduct, too quite indefensible to withhold admiration from 
little reward for faithfulness, among the native the &etre-telegraphic system established by the 
troops : 	knowing this, 	he 	adopted it 	difrerellt ' East India. Company. 	This matter was touched 
policy, so far as he was empowered to do. upon in the introduction; and the middle of May 

When the news of the Lucknow disturbance furnished wonderful illustrations of the value of 
reached Calcutta, a course was adopted reminding the lightning-messenger. 	Let us fix our anon- 
us of the large amount of written correspondence tion on two days only—the 10th and 17th of May 
involved in the mode of managing public affairs. —less than one week after the commencement 

' The governor-general, it may here be explained, 
was assisted by a supreme council, consisting of 
four persons, himself making a fifth; and the 

of violent scenes at Meerut and Delhi. 	Let es 
picture to ourselves Viscount Canning at Calcutta, 
examining every possible scheme 	for sending 

council was aided by four secretaries, for the home, 
the foreign, the military, and the financial affairs 

up reinforcements to the disturbed districts; Sir 
John Lawrence at .Lahore, .keeping the warlike 

of India. 	All these officials wore expected to pobulatien of the Punjaub in order by his mingled 
make their inquiries, conimuniente their answers, energy and tact; Sir Henry Lawrence at Lucknow, 
• state 	their 	opinions, 	and notify 	their 	acts in surrounded by Ondians, whom it required all his 
writing, 	for the information of the Court of skill to battle; Mr Colvin at Agra, watching with 
Directors and the Board of Control in London ; an anxious eye the state of affairs in the Northwest 
and this is one reason why parliamentary papers Provinces; General Anson at Simla, preparing, as 
touching Indian alktirs are often so voluminous. commandeiehn-ch;cf,' to hasten down to the Delhi 
At the period in question, Viscount Canning, Mr district; Lord Elphinstono at Bombay, as governor 
Dorin, General Low; Mr Greet, and Me Peacock, 
wore the five members of council, each and all of 

of that presidency ;• and Lord Harris, filling an 
analogous office at Madras. Bearing in mind these 

whom prepared ' minutes' declaratory of their persons and places, let us see what was done 'by 
opinions whether Sir Henry Lawrence had dome the electric telegraph on those two busy days— 
right or Wrong in 	threatening to disband thb deriving our information from the voluminous 
mutinous 7th regiment. 	The viscount wished to but 	ill-arranged parliamentary 	papers 	on the 
support the chief-commissioner at once, in a bold . affairs of India: papers almost useless without 
method of dealing with the disaffected. ' Mr Dorin repeated perusals and collations. 
wont further. 	He said : ' My theory is that no First, then, the 1 tith of May. 	Sir Henry Law- 
corps mutinies that is well commanded ;' he rence sent one of his pithy, terse telegrams* from 
wished that some censure should be passed on Lucknow to Calcutta, to this effect: `Ali is quiet 
the English officers of the 7th, and that the men here, but affairs are critical; get every European 
of that regiment . should receive 	more severe you can from China, Ceylon, and elsewhere; also 
treatment than mere disbanding. 	General Low all the Goorkhas from the hills. 	Time is precious.' 
advocated a course midway between the other On the same day he sent another: ' Give, me 
two ;, but at the same time deemed it right to plenary military power in Oude; I will not use it 
inquire how it happened that the men had been unno.essarily, 	I am sending two troops of cavalry 
required to bite the cartridges ; seeing that instrue- to Allah:tied. 	Send a company of Europeans into 
tions had already been issued from head-quarters the fort there. 	It will he good to raise regiinents 
that the platoon exercises should be conducted of irregular horse, under geed oi*ers: 	In the 
without this necessity. 	Mr Grant's minute was 
very long ; he wanted mere time, more reports, 
more examinations, and was 	startled at 	the , 

reverse direction—from Calcutta to Luckn ow— 

1  The word lekgram, denoting a immure <ea, as dirtimmis'acil 
from the tekgrefph which Bendait, has boon a subject at mica 

promptnesswith which Lawrence had proposed discussion among G2LTir seinilars, concerning the l'alidf ,y if the 
to act. 	Mr Peacock also wanted further inform- Fra,,r,fat',,Y1,5,f3i,"1,‘r'ehyTti'„ int„:1' tri',":,`1,4;,ch,,L" mil  rit.(eir,„",.' 
tion before deciding on the plan proposed by the 
ruling authority at Cede 	The governor-general's 

been much used by the govorraw general and the various officera 
connected Vial Thal, it will occasionally he employed in this 
soils, 
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this message Was sent : .' It 
meta. of. Ferozpore [Sikhs] 
Allahabad, and that, under 
no part of that' regiment 
another, in like manner answering 
the same day: '` You have' 
The governor-general -will 
thing you think necessary 
send. a European company 
poor most not be' weakened 

. 
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and very much more by telegraph-route—we 
the two governors conversing 
concerning the English troops 
fighting in. 'Persia, and those 
China; all of -whom were regarded 
eve by the governor-general 
Viscount Canning telegraphed 
stone on the 16th: `Two 
regiments which are returning 
urgently wanted in Bengal. 
Bombay to Kurachec, will 
up the Indus? 	Are they coming 
steam or sailing transports? 
diately whether General Ashburnham 
Madras' 	The general here 

:`,1••• 

. 
appears that the regi- 

has already marched to - 
present •eircumstances; 
can be spared' 	And • 

a telegram of 
full military powers: 

support you in every- 
It is impossible to 

to Allahabad; . Dina- 

	

by a Singlet-nen: 	If 
• 
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SIR HENRY 

find 
through' the wires 

whiCh had just been 
about being sent to 

with a longing 
at that critical time, 

to Lord tiepin- 
of the three European 

from Persia are 
If they are sent from 

they find conveyance 
from Bushire in ' 

Let me know Mune- 
is going to 

named was to have 

. 	. 	 . 
' you can .raise 'any irregulars that you •Can trustv 

do' so at ,once. 	Have you any good officers to, 
spare for the duty 1' ' AU. this, be it remembered 
was telegraphed to and. from two, cities six on 
seven hundred miles apart •On the same day, 
questionS were asked, instructions requeSted, and 
information givens between Calcutta. on the One 
hand, and. Agra, Gwalier, ,Meerut, Cawnpore, and 
Benares on the other. 	Passing thence to Bombay 
—twelve hundred miles from' Calcutta by road, 
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commanded the troops destined for China. 	The 
replies and cot nter-replies to this on the 17th, we 

 will mention presently. 	Lord Harris, on this 
same day of activity, sent the brief telegram : 
' The Madras rusiliers will be sent immediately 
by Zen* ; but she is hardly fit t.e take a whole 
regiment.' 	This was in reply to a request trans- 
mated shortly before. 

Next, the 17th of May. 	Sir Henry Lawrence 
telegraphed from Luckri,m; `You are quite right 
to keep Allahabad safe. 	We shall do' without 
Sikhs or Goorkhas. 	We have concentrated the 
troops as much as possible, so as to protect' the 
treasury and -magazine; and keep up a communi- 
cation. 	A false alarm last night,' 	He sent 
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,, :.mbathet;•dehaihtig what he 'had clone` in,Managing' , • , 	. .' 	the:turbulent ,- 7th , .l'egiilieht. , In., the 	reverse , 

 for; g4and;,!' ;arid. ailed: 	/the tt,ith,!'svill..arrixe 
in 'a few day's 'front' BuSliire; their destination. 'is 

.' direeth4:a, ille.Vglitt Ww3 sent to ,himi. that •' The Bengal; but we can keep them hero available,:  or 
, 	artillery,  'invalids, at Chunar, about 169 ih Man- ! ' send them. round to Calcutta if. you wish it.' 	To 

. .' 	,  her; have been ordered to .,proceed to ,Allahabad ' which the governor-general, replied from Calcutta, 
., iiiiniediately: ' ':,The . telegrams'. wore 	still 'more  still on the:tame day, expressing his wishes about 

I ,  : . f nameroua than. on the 16th,.botween the various 'the mail, and adding:'`If you' can send the 64th 
' 	' , towns nientiened .' in, 	the • last ',paragraph; 	in to Calcutta, by steam,, do sO without ,any delay. , 

! 1".§orthern ' India.. 	From Boinhay, Lord Elphin- If steam is not available, I Will Wait for an a,usw,er 
; stone telegraphed to ask whether an extra mail- , to my last message before deciding that they shall • 

• ' steamer should be sent off to Sues with news . come round in sailing-vessels. 	Let me know when 
. 

, I, 

it 
.1  

t 1 	, 

..it,.1 
10' 

. N t , .. 

; I 

o 	, 	, 

. „ 	• 
yenoexpect the other European regiments and the While this was going on between Calcutta and ' 
artillery;and what steam-vessels will . be available Bombay, Madras was , nut idle. 	The ! governor-. 

' !for, theib Conveyance. 	pave you at present a general telegraphed, to Lord Barris, to inform hint ' 	
, 

steain-vessel that could go to Galle'to bring troops" of the mutiny, on the previous day, of the•Sappcts . 
from there to Calcutta'? 	This must net interfere and• Minors who wont ,from Roorkee to Meerut;' 

' With the despatch of the 6.1t1i.' 	Another', from , and another on 'the same day, replying to a pre- 
Lord Elphinstone, on the very same day, announced' vious telegrams  said: ' If the Zettobla cannot bring 

, 	that, the best of the Indus boats were in .Persia; all the Fusiliers, the reinahider might be sent in • 
that it would be impossible :to send up three the Bciniaek,'Which will heat Madras on. the 261; 

„ European. regiments from Kurachee to the Pun- but send as many in the *4-enoldo, as she itill safely' . 	• 
'jttitti, within any reasonable time, by the Indus hold. 	Let me know when•the Zenabia sails, and 

' boats then available; that he nevertheless intended ' what force she bringi? 	If we had selected three 
to send .one regiment, the 1st Europeans, by that days instead of two, as illustrating the wonders ef 

. route.; „and that the 2d ,Europeans were daily the electric telegraph, We shoidd have had. to nar- 
, espeeted from ;Persia. 	Ao Dlrther said:" Shall I rate that on, the third day,the 181h of May, Lord , 
-send them round' to !CalcUtta; and shall I send Harks announced-that the Fusiliers would leave . 
the 78thi also4 	General AShburrtham leaves this '. Madras' that evenbg ; that Vise-mut Canning 
to-day by the steamer for Gallo, where he expects, thanked him for his great promptness; that Lord 
to meet Lord Elgin; lie is not ,going' to Madras,' Elphinstone 'received instructions to send ono of 
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• 

. 

• 

. 	 • 
the three regiments up 'the Indus, and the other 
two round tp Caldatta ; that he asked and received 
suggestions 'about managing' a Belooehee . regiment 
at Kuraehee; and -that messageS in great nuMber 
were. transmitted to and from .001mitta, Benares, 
Allahabad, .0aWnpore; Lticknow, Agran'and •other 
large towns. 	. 	' • 	. 	' 	• 	, 

The imagination becomes almost bewildered at 

dait take 160 meii per day, ' at the 'rate of "thirty , 
miles 	a', day‘ 	.The 	entire-  regiment . of. the 
Pusan* about 900 ;'strong, cannot -:tie collected • 
at Benares in less than 19 Of .20 days,. 'About 
1b0. men who 'go by steam will scarcely be there 
so soon':` I axpeetn.that from this. time, forward : 
troops will be pushed: upwards.  at the rate of 100, 
men a day• front Calcutta ; each batch .taking ten 

• 

. 

• 

.contemplatintnnuoh things. .' Between the morning 
of the• 145th of May and ;the eVening of the 1.7th, 
the great officers of the. Company, situated. almost 
at the extreme 'points.  ofthe Indian empire--roast, 
west, north, and south—were conversing through 

days to. reach Boleros; from Bemires they will be 
distributed as most required. 	The regiments•frem 
Pegu, Bombay,' and Ceylon will besot up in this' 
way. 	Every bullock and horse 'that is to be had, 
except just enough to carry the post, is retained ; 

, 
. 

. 
• 
four thousand miles of wire, ' making requests, 
soliciting advice, offering services, discussing diffa 

and no troops will be sent by steam which can be 
sent more quickly .by other means.' 	fheSe ,details, : 

 ..• 

citifies, weighing probabilities, concerting ,plans ; show that Cawnpore •and 13enares were both 
. and all °with a precision much greater than if 
they • had been writing letters 'to one, another; 
in. ordinary, 	official 	term, 	in 	adjoining' rooms 

asking fortroops at the same time; and that the 
governon-goneraly even if he possetsed the soldiers, 
had not the means of •sendiug Ahem expedl- ` 

• 
• 

of the. same building. 	It was, perhaps, . the 
greateSt triumph ever achieved. up' to-  that time 
by the greatest of modern inventionseethe•eleetric 
telegraph. 	. 	. 	• 	, 	, .. 
• We shall find the present pert of the chapter 

. tiotudy. ' • On the '24th,. •a menage was sent to 	, 
Baneegunge, ordering that a company of Madras 

• troops might bti well attended to, when they • 
' arrived, by railway from Calcutta ; and s on 'the, 
. next day, Benares receiVed. notice M prepare for 

. 

. • an equally convenient place in Which to notice a 
series of operations strikingly 'opposed „ M those 
just deseribede--slow travelling .as compared with ' 

 four companies proceeding, thither by bullock- 
train, One company per, day. 	' The Benares 
'commissioner announced the arrival (Oftliften 

 , 

• 
quick telegraphy, 	It is . full of 'instruction to see 
how, earnestly anxious Viscount.;  Canning was to 
send troops. up to the northern 'provinces ; and 
how he was baffled by the tardiness of all travel- 
ling appliances in India.. 'the railway was opened 

English soldiers, as if that were a attubber, to be 
proud of, 'and ,etated that he would send. tb.einine 

.lo Cawnpere, ' at will be seen, on • refereUee 4o a „ 
map, that Benares lies in the route to almost ail' ' 
the upper and 'western provinces, Whether by road 

• , 

• only from Calcutta to Baneegunge, a very small 
portion of the distance to the disturbed districts, • 
The history of the peregrinations of a few English 
troops in May will illustrate, 'nod will receive 
ilitt.stration from, the matters treated in Chapter L 

or by river.) 	The Raneegunge agent telegraphed 
on the 20th: "If the men reach Sheergotty, there 
is •no difficulty in conveying cthem•• to Benarea; ,, 
the only difficulty is hetweea Itaneegunge 'bud 
Sheergotty. 	Nash 'aro not, I 'think 'adapted the 

; 

' 
' The European 84th regiment, it will. be  remenn; 

tiered, had been hastily brought from Rangoon in , 
the month of •Mareh, to assist:in disbanding the 

Etiropeans t nor do 1 think that tittle would , he .:. 
gaii29d' 	An ekah or•ecka, We may here romauk, ' 
is a light paunig on two wheels, provided with ' 

,, 

sepoys who had shewn disaffection at Bamekpore a cloth cushion on which the • Litter (usually a . ) 
and Berhampore. 	When the troubles began at native) sits cross-legged. 	ft thews .the nature of ' 
Meerut and Delhi, in May, it was resolvedto send 
on•this regiment; and the governor-geaeral found 
no part of his mortals duties 'more diffidult than 
that of obtaining 	creek transmission' ;for those 
'troops. 	On' the 21st of May 'be telegraphed M 
Benares : 'Pray instruct the . commissariat officer 
to prepare cooking-potS and other armgentents 
for the 84th regiment, now on its way to Benares; 
and the barrack department to have cots ready 

Indian travelling, to And the officials discussing., 
whether English Soldiers 	should be thus.,'ebit4' 
voyed—one cushioned vehicle to ..eonvey4ach 
Cross-legged soldier,: 	At 'Benares, 'the 	commis- • 
sioner 'borrowed' from, the rajah the use of a 
house in which ' to lodge the English troops as 
fast as they came; and he sent them on by thilt 

' to' Altababad and Cawnpore. 	Nevertheless Sir , 
Henry Lawrence, disturbed by otainona symptoms,. 

" 
• 

•fer• them? 	 On the 23d, Sir • Henry Lawrence 
asked: 'When may her Majesty's 84th be expected 

wished for aulis, dill s—anythi»g that would give 
hint ,English soldiers. 	He telegraphed on this 

• 

at Cawnpore 1' to -which an answer was sent on day: 'I strongly advise that an many ekah-dirks he • 
the .following day : ' It is impossible to convey 
a wing of Europeans to Oawnpore• (about Six 

. laid as possible, from llaneegu»ge to Cawnpore, to 
bring up European troops. 	&we il) e'lien-re e . 

', 

hundred and 'thirty miles) in less time than 
twenty-five days. 	The government delk and the 
dilk companies are fully engaged in carrying a, 
eon puny Of the 84th to Bonarea, at the rate 'of 

and on the next day he received the reply: 'Every .. 
horse and carriage, Imlloek,and cart, which could• 
be brought upon the road, has been collected, and 
no means of increasing 'the number will he 

,, 
l 

18' men a day.' A wing of 'the Madras EnSiliera 
arrived 	yesterday, and . starts to-day ; 	part by 
bullock-train, part by steamer. 	The bullock-train 

. neglected! 	On the. '27th it was ,annonneed .front' 
Benares that 'the steamer had stuck,' ,and that 
all the iand-dalts 7vere 	being used that.  could 
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. possibly , be practised. 	' On the 'same day the :forty-four sepoys 'of the mutinous 7,th 'were cony- 

- 	Allahabad commissioner spoke hopefully of his mitted to prison; but he ,resolVed not at present to 
' 	plan tbat-43r'- the . aid .of,1,600 siege-trainbulleeks disband the regiment. 	His'grand durbar has been 

from that.  Once,. 600 'from Cawnpere; the govern- already described. 	In the middle of the mouth, 
. , meat bullocks, the private 	wagon-trains, 	and as just shown, ho sent many brier telegrams hull- 

magatind carts ]1e might be able •to send 160 eating that, though no mutinies had occurred at 
Europeans per day up to Cawnpore. 	On the '28tb, Lucknow, there was nevertheless• need for watch- 
theCalentta authorities sentutelegram to Minxes, fulness.. He bad asked for the aid of some Sikhs, 

, 	to.  announce that ' Up. to the' 1st of June seven but said, on the 18th: 'As there is difficulty, do. 
de,k-carriages will be despatched daily, with one not send the Sikhs . to Litcknow.' 	On the next 

. 	officer and 18' soldiers.. On the 3st of Juno, and day, his. message was : ' All very well in. 'city, 
daily afterwards, there will be despatched nine cantonment, and country ;' but after this, the 

.. dffk-carriages; with•one officer and 24 Europeans ; elements of mischieseemed 	to bo . gathering,, 
. and 28 bullock-carts, with one officer, 00 Euro- . , although Lawrence prepared to• meet all contin- 

peans,,a few followers, and provisions to fill ono cart. genies •resolutely, 	' All quiet,' he said on the 
The Calchtta steamer and flat, with four officers, 21st, ' but several reports of intended attacks on 
134 Europeans, and. proportion of followers e and • us.' 	He was, however, more solicitous about the 

, the coal-steamer, with about the seine numbers, fate of Cawnpore, Allahabad, and Benares, than of 
will reach Benares on the 10th or llth of June.' Lacknow. 	: 	.  
Prom this it 'will • be - seen that 'a ' dilk.-ca.rriage)  ' The Military position of Sir Henry towards 
conveyed. three soldiers, and a ' bullock-cart' also the last week in May was thiS, 	He had armed 
three, 	UM .‘ followers' probably . accompanying four posts 	for 	his 	defence at Lucknow. 	In 
them on 'foot. The Benares commissioner on the one were four hundred men and twenty gunS ; 
same day 'said: ' Happily we have good metalled in another, a hundred. Europeans and as ninny . 
roads all over this division'—thereby implying sepoys; in another was the chief store of powder, 
what would. have been the result if the roads were well under command. 	A hundred and thirty 
not good. •• The use of bullocks was more partien- Europeans, two hundred some, and six gens, 

' 	larly adverted to in a. telegram of the 30th of guarded the treasury; the guns near the residency , 
fay ' Gun-bullocks.would be most Useful between being under European control. 	The old magazine 

&Imogene 'and the •Sono, if they could be- -sent wah &untied .of its former contents, as a precan- 
, 	frorneeleatta in time'; if theee are carts, the daily tiAary ;measure. 	Six guns, and two squadreuss 

dispatches can be increased;.  not otherwise. 	thin- oe the '2d Oudc irregular cavalry, were .at. the 
bullocks would save a day, as,  they,  travel quicker yak bungalow, half=way between the residency 
than dur little animals.' 	Immediately afterwards, and the cantonment. 	In the cantonment were 
forty-six, elephants -mere sent from Patna, and three hundred and forty men of her hlajcsly's 

• one .`hundred 	from lktecti,  and Barrackpore; to 32d,, with six European guns, and six more of the 
Slmeergotty, to assist hi tte transport of troops. Ondo light 	field-battery. 	By the 	23d of the 
On a later Occasion, when more troops had ;month; nearly all the stores were moved froM the 
arrived froth England; 'YiFiCount Canning sent old ,magazine to one of the strongholds, where 
two steamers from Calcutta to Pegu, to, bring thirty guns and one, hundred' Europeans wore, 
over ,cargoes of elephants,' to be used as draughty , in position, 	and where ten days supplies for 
animals! 	• , 	, five hundred men were stored. 	On, the .20th, ' ' 

Thus 	it 	continued,' day 	after 	day--all y  the Lawrence's telegram told. of ' great! uneasiness 
servants of the Company, civil 'and military, : at Lucknow. 	Disturbances threatened 	outside.. 	1 
calculating how long it would take to send driblets. Tranquillity cannot be much longer maintained 	il 
of soldiers up the country; and. all harassed' by unless Delhi be speedily captnred"rhe resiOency, . 
this dilemmas—that what the Ganges . steamers a place rendered so memorable by subsequent 
gained in Vooinine,ssi  they lost' by, the sinuosifies events, Must be here noticed. 	the, cantonment 
of the river ; and that what, the, atm and bullock-', was six miles from the.  city, and the residency 
Wins- gained by a direct route, they lost by the was itself isolated from. the rest of Lucknow. The 
inevitable, slowness 'of such modes' of conve7ancet  Rev. Mr Polehampton, describing in his letter the 

• and the smallness. of the number of soldiers that occurrences about the middle of May, ,said ; ' The 
could be carried at a time. , Thankful that they skk have 'been brought to the residency ; so have 
possessed telegraphs, the authorities had little to the women ; cud the residency is garrisoned by 	' 
be' thankful, for us Concerned railways or roads, 130 men of time 32d, and,  by the battery of native 

'; 	vehicles or horses. 	-'s . 	' 	, artillery. 	AU the ladies, wives of civilians, who 
• ' We now rettiru.tccAhe proceedings of Sir Henry , live in 'different parts of, the city, have come into 
' Lawrence at Lucknow. 	,, 	' ' the residency. 	By the residency, I mean a piece 

• , ,Before the collective minutes, of the• five mem- of ground a good deal elevated above the,  rest of ' 
1  'hers of the,  Supreme Council' were fully settled, the city, allotted. by the King of Oude, when ho 
' he 'had acted on' the emergency which gave rise first put himself undo: British " protection " some 

to there. 	He. hold 	court of inquiry; the result , filly years, ago, to the British civil residents. 	It is 
' 	Of which Was that two 'sabadars, a jema.dari and walled round almost entirely; on one side native 
II . 	 . 	„ 	 ., 
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.4rouses abet upon it; but 'on the 'other three side;!'the48th 
it is tolerably clear. 	Roads without gateivin .some 
.places connect it, with. the. eity t.butit iSnot at all 
a bad place, to, make a •st.and—eortably (the best; 
in Lucknow, 'to ,which. it. is a. sort • of acropolis:".  
The. residency contains the 'Chief-commissioner's ' 
house, Mr.thibbins's, .Mr Ommaney's, Foyne's, the 
post:fficc, city 'hospital; electric-telegraph office,' 
church, Sse.? 	The. ever-memorable ,defenee made 
by a; little band of English heroes in this ' acre- 
polls' of Lucknow, will call for otir attrition ,in , 
due time. 	Mr Pidehanipton 'spdke of the gravity. 
with ivhick Sir Henry Lawrence 'regarded the 
state of public aflairs ;, and .of ..-the. caution which 
led him to . post .ons English ,soldier at. every imn, 
to watch the i;fativu artillerymen:. The chaplain 
had means of knowing with' what assiduity crafty 
lying men tried • tp gain over,  the still faithful 
sepoys to Mutiny. 	'Another most. absurd. story 
they have • got hold of, which came out•in the 
examination of some of the mutineers before Sir 
henry Lawrence. They say that in consequence of 
the .Crimean war there atp a 'great mealy Widows 
in England,,  and' that these are. le,  be brought out 
and married to the Rajah's in Undo ; and that their 
children, brought up as Christians, are to inherit , 
all the estates! 	'The natives aro likebabies—they 	..glance 
will believe anything.'--,Babies In belief, perhaps ; 
but fiends in cruelty when,  excited. 	• 

The last two days of May were days of agitation 
at Lucknow: 	Many of the native troops broke • 
out in open mutiny. ' They consisted of half of 

. . 

. 

'. 	la 

. 	. 
,,r. 

. 	, ' 
. 	 .1 	, .._ 

regiment, .al out half ofihe 71st, some fiva,  
, of the lath, and•two troops Of the 7th cavalry :all " 
, of whom fled towards Sectapoor,'a town nem6y due 
.'north of •Lueltnow. ,:Lawrence, ;u 	two companies ' 
• oilier. bfajestY4s 32d, three hundred horse,and tour 
guns, went' in pursuit;' but the horse, Oude native , 

., cavalry, .evincod no zeal; and lie,'-wa.s .vexed, to 
find that he °Mild only get' within . round-shet , of''' 
the mutineers., lie took thirty prisoners—a .very ' 
inadequate, result of the pursuit. 	Many disaffected • 
still remained ik•Lucknow ',,for. bungalows were 	. 
burned, and a :few Engliilr.officerS shot:. Ilid city • 
was quiet, but the cantonment was ifia disturbed ' 
'state. ' In his last 'telegeams for the nunith 	the 	. 
, ehief-cornmissioner, who.,  was also :Chief, military: : . 
' autliority,•used these words:, 'It is difficult to say ' 
who are loyal; but it is believed:the majority are 
so i , only twenty-five of the 7th cavalry proved 

. false;'. arid he' further s1lid: ,‘ The ;faithful rem-
runts of three infantry regiments and 7th cavalry, 
about 'seven hundred men; are encamped close to 
the detachment' of .two hundred of her Majesty's 
32d and, four, European guns' ,,:riven then he, did, 
not feel much uneasiness conceriiing'the,  city and 

' cantonment of Iainknow: it was towards other 
places,Casirtipore especially, that his apprchusiye' 

was directed.•  	 , 	.: 
What were the occurrences' at Lucknow, and in 

other towns of the territory of Oride, in June, will '
be bettor understood when the progress of the 
Revolt in other places' during May has been 
narrated.' 	•'. 
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licerukoutbrealc,.and 

relations 

demonstrations 

throughout 

( 	 . 	 , 	., 
.--„-----<- 5(' HE narrative has now armed 

*Tat a stage when some kind of 
classification of times and places 

' 	becomes necessary. 	There were 
special reasons why Delhi and Luck- 

' 

	

	now should receive separate attention, 
connected as those two cities are with 

deposed :ifative sovereigns 	chafed by 
deposition ; but other cities and towns 

await notice, spread over many thou-, 
square Miles of territory, placed in 

to the British government, in 
various degrees in mutinous proceedings, 

much in the periods at which the 
were made. Two modps 

naturally suggest themselves. 	The 
be treated topographically, beginning 
and ,working westward towards the 
'would be porpienicut for reference 

but would, separate contemporaneous 
far asunder. .Or the occurrences might 

chronologically, beginning from the 
advancing, as in a diary, day 

the ,whole series; this would 
0 • , 	 , 

facilitate reference to dates, but would. ignore local 
connection and mutual action. It may be possible; 
however, to combine so much of the two methods 
as will retain their advantages and avoid their 
 defects; there may be groups of days and groups of 
places; and these groups may be so treated as to 
mark the relations both of sequence and of shunt- 
taneity;, of causes and of co-operation. 	In the 
 present chapter, a rapid glance will be taken over 
a wide-spread region, to ,chew in what way and to 
what degree disaffection spread during the. month 
of Afay. 	This will prepare us for the terrible 
episode at one particular spot—Cawnpere. 

To begin, then, with Bengal—the fertile and 
populous region between the Anglo-Indian city of 
Calcutta and the sacred Hincloo city of Bemires ; 
the region watered by the lower course of the 
majestic (ranges; the •region• inhabited by the 
patient, plodding, timid Bengalee, the type from 
which Europeans have gunerally derived their idea 
of the Hindoo: forgetting, or not knowing, that 
Delhi and Agra, CaNalpore and Lucknow, exhibit 
the iiindoo character under a more warlike aspect, 
and are marked also by a difference of language. 

. .. . 	 , 
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It 'fad already, mentioned must' be .censtantly 
, 

.of au eternal ',summer renovates the eye, -so long a 
' borne dn Mindte-that fieWIlengalees are (or Were) aCcustornett to' the glitter of the ocean, 	Anon, on ! 
in the Bengal army : a 'population. of fortYmillions your left, appearathe kerai,Clothie Bishop's Cellege; 
efarnished,a very small ratio of fighting men, 
' 	Although not a scene of murder and atrocity_ 

and in front .of you, every moment growing more 
distinct, are' behold a forest of stately masts, a . 

during the Revolt; Calcutta requires a few verde noble and , beautiful fortress, a thousand small 
of. ,notice. here ;• ,, to chew the 	relation existing ' boats, of shapes new and undreamed, of by the 
betweenethe native and the European population, . visitant, skimming over the stream ; the larger 
and the irePortauce of the city as the head-quarters vessels of the country, pleasant to look upon even 
of British India, the Supreme seat of legislation for their strange dis-symmetry and consequent 
and justice, the residence of the governotegeneral, 
the last groat pity on the course down the Ganges, 
and the port where more trade is eonduoted than • 

unwieldiness; the geeen barge or budgerow, lying 
idly for hire; and the airy little bauleahs, with 
their light renetianed rooms: 	.All this relates to 

in all meet's in India combined. 	- the portion of the olty lying south or eirawaed of 
Calcutta, stands on the left bank of the Efoogly, 

one of the mtmerous streams by which the Ganges 
the Chandpaul Ghat; the principal lauding-Place. 
Northward of this stretches a noble strand, on 

finds an outlet into• the sea. 	There are no less which are situated the Custom-house, the New 
than fourtoan or these streams deep enough for Mint, and other government offices. 
the larva craft used in inland, navigation, b'at so It must be noted that, although the chief British 
narrow and. crooked that the .riggingof vessels laity in India, Calcutta in oedinary times contains 
often becomes entaegled in the bratty:130.e of the no less than seventy times as many natives as 
trees growing on the banks, - The -delta formed English—only six thousand English ont of more 
by these mouths of the.  Ganges, called the Sunder- than four hundred thousand inhabitants. 	liven if 
betels 	is nearly, as large as Wales; it is little Eurasians (progeny of' white fathers and native 
else titan ,a cluster of -low, marshy, irreclaimable mothers) be included, the disparity is still nor- • 
islands, very unhealthy to the few natives living , 
there, and left almost wholly to tigers, wild buf 
faloes, wild boars, and other animals which swarm 

mouse and is rendered yet more so by the many 
thousands of natives who, not being inhabitants, 
attend Calcutta at times for purposes of trade or of 

there in great numbers. 	The Hooey is one of worship. 	Many wild estimates were made a few 
the few really navigable mouths of the Ganges ; 
and by this channel.  Calcutta has free access by 

years ago concerning the population of Calcutta, 
which .was sometimes -driven Up hypothetically 

shipping to the sea, which is about. a hundred to nearly a million souls; but a census in 1850 
miles 	distant. 	The 	city,' extending. along the determined the number to be four hundred and 

' 	river four or five Mlle; covers au area of about seventeen' thousand persons,. living in sixty-two 
eight square miles. 	A. curved lino nearly bounds thousand' houses ,  and huts. 	The Ilindoos alone 
it on the land-side, formed by the Mahratta ditch, 
a defence-work about a century old: 	Beyond 

exceed two hundred and seventy thousand. °Or-
cuzustances of site, as well as the wishes and eon- 

the ditch, and a fine avenue called the Circular venionce of individuals, have led the Europeans 
Road, the environs are studded with. numerous to form a community among themzeIVes, distinct 
suburbs or villages which may be considered as from the native Calcutta. 	Many natives it is. 
belonging to the city : among these are Nunden- trim, live in the southern or British town a bit 
begin Mahar-Simla; Sealdah, Eutally, liallygunge, 
Bhowaneopore, Allipore, Kidderpore, &anima 

very few British live 'in the northern on 'native. 
town. 	The latter differs little from Indian towns 

lbeirrah, and Sulkea. 	The three last are on the ' generally, except in the large size of the dwell-. 
opposite or west bank of tho rivereand contain the into belonging to the wealthy inhabitants,. The " 
dock-yards, the ship-building establishments, the' southern town ii European.in appearance as in 
railway station, the government salt-warehouses, 
and numerous extensive manufactories, 	The ap- 

population ; it has its nebie streets;  'sumptuous 
government 'offiees, elegant private residences 811r- 

proach•to the city front the sea presents a succession rounded with ,  verandahs. 	On the esplanade . is 
of 'attractive features. 	First, a series' of elegant situated Fort William (the official name given to 
mansions at a bond in the river called Garden Calcutta in state documents), ono of the strongest 
Reach, with lawns descending .to the water's edge.; in India ; - it is octagonal, with three sides towards 
then the anchorage for the Calcutta and Suez mail- the river, and the other five inland.; and it mounts 
steamers ; then the dock-yards ; next the canal more than six hundred guns. 	Whatever force 
junction, the arsenal and Fort Williarti. 	Above holds Fort William may easily reduce Calcutta 
these is the Chowringhee;  once a suburb, but now to ash. 	The public buildings, which are very 
almost, as closely built as, Calcutta itself, containing  numerous, comprise the following among others- 
-dye Fsplanade, the Town hull, the Government ' the Government House,, that cost £130,000 ; the 
House, and many European residences. 	4  Viewed . Town Hall, n.' the Doric style; the Supreme Court 
font Garden Reach,' says Mr Stocqueler, ' the of Judicature; the Madrissa and Made° Colleges ; 
croup d'o3i1 is one of various and enchanting beauty. the •Martinfere, 	an 	educational 	establishment 
Rouses like palaces are studding the. bank on the founded' by Martine the Frenchman, who has 
proper left of the river, and a verdure like that been mentioned, in connection with latoknowt; the 
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Itie,icalfe Hall ; the Ochterloay Xonuinent ; the 
frinsep Testimonial; the Calcutta .,!:Siatic Society's 
Rooms ; St Paul's Cathedral, the. fit Christian 
church in India; the Bishop's Palace ant4..qollep..,e ; 
the 	European Female Orphan Asylual -, 	the 
Botanic Gardens. The Episcopalians, the Nate  
and the Free Churches of Scotland, the Indepouaa  
• eats, 	the Baptists, the 	Roman 	Catholics, the 
Armenians, the Jews, the Greeks—all have places 

- of worship in Calcutta. 	The native temples and 
.mosques are of course much more numerous, 
amounting to two hundred and fifty in number. 

Concerning the inhabitants, the English coo- 
prise the Company's civil and military'servants, t 

1 few members of the learned professions, merchants, 
retail-dealers, and artisans. 	Of the native }Endows 
and Mohammedans, 'exclusive of the degraded 
castes of the former, it is supposed that one-third 
are in the service of the English, either as domestio 
servants, or as under-clerks, messengers, &c. 	A 
majority of the remainder pick up a living on the 
street or the river—carrying palanquins as bearers, 
carrying parcels as coolies, rowing boats, attending 
ships, 'sac. 	The native artisans, shopkeepers, and 

' market-people, fill up the number. 	• 
it will be remembered, from the details given ' 

in Chapter IL, that the authorities at Calcutta, 
during' the first four months of the year, were 
frequently engaged in considering the transactions 
at Duradum, Barrackporo, and Berhamporo, con- 
nectes1 with the cartridge grievances. 	These did 
not affect the great city itself, the inhabitants of 
which looked on as upon events that concerned 
them only remotely. 	When the middle of May 
arrived, howeverantnd when the startling news 
from Meerut and Delhi became known, an uneasy 
feeling resulted. • There was in Calcutta a kind of 
undefined alarm, a vague apprehension of some 
hidden danger. 	At that time there wore six 

' companies of the 25th Bengal infantry, and a wing 
of the 47th Madras infantry, ' barracked on the 
esplanade between the Coolie Bamar and the fort. 

. They were without ammunition. 	There wore, 
however, 	detachments of tilvo other regiments 
acting as guards in the fort, provided with ten . 
rounds of ammunition per map. 	It came to light 
that; on the 17th of May,', the men of the 25th 
asked the guards privately to be allowed to share 
this ammunition, promising to aid them in captur- 
lag the fort during the Ifollowing night. 	This 
treason was betrayed by the guards to the town- 
Major, who at once orderet\ bugles to sound, and 
preparations to be made fin. defending  the fort; 

'the drawbridges were raisbd, the ladders with- 
drawn from the ditches, additional guards placed 
upon the arsenal, European sentries placed at 

. various points on Ike ramparts, and maned patrols 
made to. perambulate the fort during the night. 
The refractory sepoys; thus checked, made no 
attempt to earry out their 'nefarious project. , An 
express was at once sent off to Dumdum for the 
remaining portion of her Mdesty'S 53d regiment, 
to join 	their ' comrades 	already at 	Clcutta„ 

Although the immense • value of these English 
troops was at once felt, the inhabitants of ,Calcutta 
were .thrown 	into 	great, excitement. . by 	the 
rumoured outbreak; they talked of militia corps 
and volunteer corps, and they,putehased muskets 
and powder, rifles and revolvers, so rapidly, that 
the stores of the dealers were speedily emptied. 

Two demonstrations ofloyalty-aor rather two sets 
of demonstrations—wore made on this oeeasion, 
maafrom the Christian inhabitants, and one from 
the :Olives. The mutineers found head-quarters not 
quite oiled for their operations ; order was soon 
restored; and thou all parties came forward to 
state how ' fainted], • contented, 'and ,trustworthy 
they were. 	'It is not without interest to glance at 
some of these demonstrations. ,One was from the 
Caleutta Trade Association, which helda it-feeling 
on the 20th of May. 	The resolution agreed to Was 
to the effect that tr,fhis body do send "up to govern-
ment a statement that they are reepared te afford 
the government every assistaaee in their power 
towards the promotion of order and the protection 
of the Christian community of Calcutta; either by. 
serving as special constables or otherwise, in such 
manner as may apixar most desirable to govern-
meat ; and at thesame time suggesting to govern-
mont that their services should be availed of in 
some manner, as they.deent the present crisis a 
nest -serious •one, and ono in -which every avail-
a: a:do Means should be brought into action for 
the suppression of possible riot and insurrection: 
The answer given by the governor-general in 
council to the address sent up in virtue of this 
resolution is worthy of note; showing, as it does, 
how anxious he was to believe, and to make others 
believe, that the mutiny was very partial, and 
that the sepoy army generally was 	sound at 
heart. 	He thanked the Trade Association for the 
address ; he announced that he had no apprc-
'tension whatever of riot or insurrection amongst 
any 	class of the population 	at 	Calcutta ; 	he 
asserted his possession of sufficient means to crush 
any such manifestation if it should be made; 
but at the same time he admitted the prudence 
of civilians enrolling themselves as special con- 
stable; ready for any emergency. 	In reference; 
however, to an opinion in the address that the 
sepoys generally 'exhibited a mutinous spirit, he 
expressed uneasiness at such an opinion being 
publicly announced. 	'There aro in the army of 
this presidency many soldiers and many regiments 
who have stood firm against evil example and 
wicked counsels, and who at this moment are 
giving unquestionable proof of their attachment to 
the government, and of their abhorrence of tho 
atrocious crimes -which have 'lately been perpe- 
trated in the Northwestern Provinces. 	It. is the 
earnest desire of thegovernor-general in, council 
that honourable and true-hearted soldiers, whose 
good name he is bound to protect, and of whose 
fidelity ho is tonildnt, should not be included in 
a condemnation of rebels and murderers.' 	Alas, 
for the' honourable and true-hearted soldiers!' 
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Another movement of the same kind was made recorded `their conviction of the utter groundless- 
by the Freemasons of Calcutta—a body, the ness of the reports which have led a hitherto 
numbers of which are not stated. 	They passed a faithful body of the soldiers of the state to the 
resolution on the same day, `That at the present . commission of the gravest crimes of which military 
crisis it is expedient that the masonic fraternity men or civil subjects can be guilty ; and the 
should come forward and offer their services to committee deem it incumbent on them on the 
a•overnment, to be employed in such manner as present occasion, to express their deep abhorrence 
the governor-general may deem most expedient: of the practices and purposes of those who have 

The Armenians resident in the city met on the spread 	those 	false 	and 	mischievous 	reports' 
following day, and agreed to a series of resolutions Finally, 	they 	expressed .their 	belief that 'the 
which were signed by Apcar, Avdall, Agabeb, loyalty of the Hindoos, • and, their confidence in 
1.nd 	others of the . body—declaratory 	of their 
apprehension for the safety of Calcutta and its 

the power and good intentions of the government, 
would be unimpaired by.' the detestable carts 

inhabitants ; their sincere loyalty to the British which have been made to alienate the minas of 
government ; 	their grateful appreciation of its the sepoys and the people of the country from 
mild and paternal rule; and their fervent hope their duty and allegiance to the beneficent rule 
that the energetic measures adopted would suffice under which they are placed.' 
:o quell the 	insurrectionary spirit: 	concluding, Three days later, a meeting was held of 'limbo 
' We beg most respectfully to convey to your persons of influence generally, at Calcutta, without 
lordship in council the expression of our willing- reference to the British Indian Association ; and 
ness and readiness to tender our, united services the chairman of this meeting, Bahadoor Radha- 
to our rulers, and to co-operate with our fellow- kant Rajah, was commissioned to forward a copy 
citizens for maintaining tranquillity and order in of resolutions to 	the governor-general. 	These 
the city.' 	The Armenians, wherever settled, are resolutions were similar 	in character to those 
a peaceful people, loving trade better than fighting: passed by ilw Association ; but two others were 
their adhesion M the government was certain, added of very decided character : `That this meet- 

The French inhabitants in like manner held a ing is of opinion that, should occasion laquire, it 
meeting, and sent up an address to the governor- would be the duty of the native portion of her 
general by the hands of Consul Angolucci. 	They Majesty's subjects to render the government every 
said: 'Viewing the dangers that, from one moment aid in their power for the preservation of civil 
to another, may menace life and property at order and tranquillity ; and that, with a view to 
Calcutta, all the French resident in the city unite give an extensive circulation to the proceedings of 
with one accord, and place themselves at the this meeting, translations of the same into the 
disposal of your excellency in 	ease of need; vernacular dialects of the country shall be printed 
beseeching that their services may be accepted for and distributed amongst the native population' ' 
the common good, and as a proof of their loyalty Another Hindoo manifestation was remarkable 
and attachment towards her Majesty, the Queen of for the mode in which the intentions of the 
Engle nd.' persons concerned were proposed to be carried out. 

It is more interesting, however, in reference to A meeting was held on the 23d, of 'some young 
such a time and such a place, to know in what 
way the influential native inhabitants comported 

men, at the premises of Baboo Gooroo Oruro Dey, 
Bhowanipore, Chuckerbaria, in the suburbs of 

themselves on the occasion. 	The meetings held, 
resolutions passed, and addresses presented, were 

Calcutta: to consider the best means of keeping 
the peace in the said suburban to-tin at this crisis 

remarkable for their earnestness, real or apparent. of panic caused by some mutinous regiments. 
Although Viscount Canning gladly and promptly These 'young men,' who appointed Baboo Gooroo 
acknowledged them as valuable testimonials; yet Churn 	Dey 	and 	Essen Chunder Mullick as 
the subsequent lying and treachery in many secretary and assistant-secretary, threw into their 
quarters were such that it is impossible to decide deliberations an abundance of youthful enthusiasm 
hots much or how little sincerity was involved not to be found in the resolutions of their seniors. 
in declarations of loyalty. 	There was a body of Their plan—not expressed in, or translated into, 
}Undo° gentlemen at Calcutta, called the British very good English—was: ' That . some of ;  the 
Indian Association. 	The committee of the Asso- members will alternately take 	round at every 
eintion held a meeting on the 22d of May, and night, with the view of catching or detecting 
the secretary, Issur Chunder Singh, forwarded any wrong-doer that may be found in the work 
an address from the committee to the govern- 
ment. 	The address asseverated that the atrocities 

of abetting some such malicious tales or rumours, 
as the town will be looted and plundered by the 

at Meerut and Delhi had been heard of' with sepoys on some certain day, and its inhabitants 
great concern ; that the cotimittee viewed -with be cut to pieces ; and will, by every moue in 
disgust and hdrror the excesses of the soldiery at their power, impress on the minds of timid and 
those stations ; and that such excesses would not credulous people the idea of the mightiness of 
meet with countenance or support from the bulk the power of the British government to repel 
of the civil population, or from any reputable or aggression of any foreign enemy, however power- 
influential classes among them. 	The committee flu 	and indomitablea  or put down any internal 
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disturbance and disorder.' 	Fhey announced their 
success in obtaining many 'strong and bravo men' , 
to aid them in this work. 

Three military stations on the floogly—Dumdum, 
Barrackpore, and Berhampore—all concerned, as 
we have seen, in the cartridge disturbances— 

The Mohammedans of • Calcutta were a little remained quiet during the month of May, after 
behind the rest of the inhabitants in time, but not the disbaudments. 	One inquiry connected with 
in expressed sentiment, concerning the position those occurrences, not yet adverted to, mast here 
of public 	affairs. 	On 	the 27th, many of the 
leading men of that religion held a meeting; one 

be noticed. 	The conduct of Colonel S. G. Wheler, 
commanding the 34th regiment B. N. I.,* occupied 

was a deputy-magistrate•; two were pleaders in much attention on the part of the Calcutta govern- 
the rudder or native courts of law; others were mont, during and after the proceedings relating 
moulvies, 	moonshees, 	hadjis, 	ages, 	kc.; 	and to the disbanding of the seven companies of that 
all signed their names in full—such as Hadji regiment at Barrackpore. 	Rumours reached the 
Mahomed Hashim Ishphahanee, and Aga Mahomed government that the colonel had used language 
Hassa,n Kooza Kenanee. 	Nothing.  could be more towards his men, indicating his expectation that 
positive than some of the assertions contained in they would be converted to Christianity, and that 
the, resolutions passed by 	this meeting : ' We he had addressed them on religions subjects gener- 
subjects are well aware that the members of the ally, 	In the usual epistolary formalism of routine, 
British government, from the commencement of the secretary to the government was requested to 
their daminion 	in 	Hindostan, have repeatedly request Major-general Hearsey to request Brigadier 
declared and made known their determination Grant to request Colonel Wheler to furnish some 
not to interfere with 	the religion or religious reply to those rumours. 	The substance of the 
observances of any of their subjects ; and we colonel's reply was contained in 	these words : 
repose entire faith in this declaration, and assert, 
that up to the present time, a space of nearly one 

`During the last twenty years and upwards, 1 
have been in the habit of speaking to the natives 

hundred years, our religion has never been inter- of all classes, sepoys and .others, snaking no dis- 
fered with. 	A number of us having left our finales), since there is no respect of persons with 
homes, have found a dwelling and asylum under God, 'on the subject of our religion, in the high- 
this government, where we live in peace and 1 ays, cities, bazaars, and villages—not in the lines 
safety, protected by the equity and fostering care • nd regimental bazaars. 	I have done this from 
of the British government, and suffering no kind confliction 	that every converted Christian 	is 
of injury or loss. 	As we have ever lived in safety expected, or rather commauded, by the Scriptures 
and comfort under the British rule, and have to make known the glad tidings of salvation to his 
never been molested or interfered with in religious lost fellow-creatures: our Saviour having offered 
matters ; we therefore, with the tamest eagerness himself as a sacrifice for the sins of the whole 
and sincerity, herby determine, that in case of world, by which alone salvation can be secured.' 
necessity we will 14erre the government to the lie quoted from the Epistle to the Romans to 
utmost of oar abilities 	and means,' 	In true prove that a Christian must necessarily he e, better 
oriental form the resolutions ended, in allusion to subject to any state than a non-Christian. 	He 
the governor-coney:a, `May his prosperity increase!' declared, however, that he had not given the 

What could Viscount Canning say to all this 1 sepoys came for believing that any proselyting 
How could lie, in that early stage of the emit- violence would be used against their own religion. 
motions, 	but 	believe 	in 	the sincerity 	of these Viscount Canning, passing over 	in 	silence the 
men : and, believing, to thank them for their 
expression of loyalty and support? 	His °facial 

Scriptural phraseology used by Colonel Wheler, 
wished to ascertain -whether the colonel's religious 

reply, in each case, conveyed in pointed terms conversations had been held with the men of the 
his conviction that the disaffection among the 34th regiment as well as with 	other natives : 
sepoys was only local and temporary, 	lle could,, , seeing that the critical subject at that particular 

`.not 	at ;lade  aaae_foresea 	hots' .seve,aely 	this ,... time 'was the dogged suspicion of the sepoys of 
diiiViction would be put to the test. that regiment on matters affecting, 	their faith. 

The hostility to the governor-general, manifested In a second letter, Colonel Wheler adopted a still 
at a later date by some of the English inhabitants more decidedly evangelical tone. 	Ile stated that 
of Calcutta, will be noticed in its due place. it was his custom to address all natives, whether 

Leaving Calcutta, the reader is invited to direct sepoys or not, on religious matters. 	'I have told 
Isis attention to toilets and districts north and them plainly that they are all lost and ruined 
northwest, following the course of the Hooa•ay and sinners 	both 	by nature and 	by practice, like 
the Ganges, up to the busy scenes of mutiny and myself; that we can do nothing to save ourselves 
warfare, 	The whole district from Calcutta to in the way of justifying ourselves in the sight of 
Benares by tend is singelarly devoid of interest. God. 	Our hearts being sinftl, all our works must 
The railway is open through Burd wan to Ranee- consequently be sintul in Ha sight; and therefore 
gunge; but thence to the great }Linde° capital 
there is scarcely a town or village worthy of note, 
scarcely one in which the :Mutineers disturbed the 
peacefid occupations of the inhabitants. 

there can be no salvatioa by works, on -which 

* The initials N. a, B. N. t., Y. N. I., &e., are frog/wally u.:rd 
in offieml documents A5 'When, lotions of ' Native Infantry,' 'Bengal 
Naive Infantry," Madras Nfain Infantry,' &e. 
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they are all resting and depending.' 	This homily, 
singular as forming part of a military reply to 

Viscount Canning, that ho wont to Barrackpore in 
order to thank the men in person. 	He appeared 

a military question, was carried to a confiderable 
length. 	On matters of plain fact, Colonel Wheler 

before them on parade, on the 27th, and said, 
among other things : ' Men of the 70th, I will 

stated that it was most certain that he had endea. answer your petition. 	You have asked to be 
veered by argument and exhortation to convert sent to confront the mutineers of Delhi. 	You 
sepoys as well as others to Christianity; that he 
was in the habit of enforcing by the only standiud 

shall go. 	In a fow days, as soon as the arrange,  
merits can be made for your progress, you shall 

which he could admit to be valid, objections proceed to the northwest.' 	He expressed his 
concerning ' the efficacy of their own works of conviction that they would keep their promise to 
washing in the Ganges, proceeding on pilgrimage, 
worshipping alt kinds of creatures instead of the 

vie with the Europeans in fidelity and bravery; 
and added: `You have another duty to perform. 

Creator, and other methods of man's invention' You are going where you will find men, your 
Finally, he announced his 'determination to adhere brothers in arms, who have been deluded into 
to the same policy, even if his -worldly position 
were injured thereby: taking shame to himself for 

the suspicion against which 'yen have kept, firm, 
that the government has designs against their 

his past lukowarinness as a soldier of Christ, religion or their caste. 	Say to them that you at 
The 'whole of the members of the Supreme least do not credit this; that you know it to be 

Court at Calcutta at once decided that au officer, 
holding Colonel Wheler's views of duty, ought 

untrue ; that for a hundred years thdoBritish 
government has earefidly respected the feelings 

not to remain in command of a native regiment, 
especially at such a critical period. 	The question 

of its Indian subjects in matters of caste and 
religion.' 

was not, whether that officer was a good Christian, 
anxious to communicate to others what he himself 
fervently believed; but -whether the black gown 

Arrangements were immediately 	made 	for 
sending 	this 	faithful, 	or 	apparently 	faithful, 
regiment to districts where it might resider useful 

was not more suitable to him than the red coat, 
in such a country and at such a time, 

service. 	As there was an insufficient stipple-,  of 
steamers available, the goverment resolved to 

The native troops at Barrackpore and Chitta. send the regiment the whole distance from Barrack- 
gone, after the disbandment of the mutinous pore to Allahabad by country boats on the Ganges 
corps, made professions of loyalty and fidelity to *an excessively protracted voyage of eight bun- 
the government, concerning the sincerity of which drod miles, as the reader is already aware. onen 
it 	is 	now exceedingly difficult to judge. 	One the men were about to start, they expressed to 
theory is, that the men were designing hypocrites Colonel Kennedy a wish that the new Enfield 
from the first; but the frequent examples of rifle should be served out to them. 	They declared 
wavering and irresolution, afforded during the themselves entirely satisfied witn the explanations 
progress of the mutiny, seem to show rather that concerning the cartridges ;lima they added, in a 
the sepoys were affected by the strength of the written petition to which the names of twelve 
temptation and example at each particular time subadars and jemadars were appended ; ' We have 
and place. 	Be this as it may, some of the petitions thought over the subject ; and as we are now going 
and addresses deserve notice. 	Towards the close up the country, We beg that the new rifles, about 
of May a petition, written in the Persian diameter which there has been so much said in the army 
(much used 	in India), was prepared by the 
native officers 	of the 70th regiment 13. N. I., 
stationed at Barrackpore, and presented to their 

and all over the country, may be served out to us, 
By using them in its service, we hope to prove 
beyond a doubt our fidelity to government ; and 

commander, Colonel Kennedy. 	In the names we will explain to all we meet that there is nothing 
of themselves and the sepoys 	they said: `It is objectionable in them: otherwise, why should we 
reported that European troops, are going aip .te .kayo taken them I 	Are we nut as careful of our 
Delhi and other places, to coerce :the mutinous caste andreligioD as and  ottlaq;e ?`:" aiii'ille T'atisT 
and rebellious there; and we wish to bo sent officers of this regiment, so far as can be judged 
with them also. 	In consequence of the miscon- from the names appended to the petition, were 
duct of these traitors and scoundrels, confidence 
in us is weakened, although we are devoted to 

Hindoos. When.the 70th started to the northwest, 
every effort was made by the government to set 

government ; end we therefore trust that we 
may be sent wherever the European troops go; 

the unhappy cartridge troutile„s wholly at rest, 
and to enlist the services of the sepoys of 'that 

when, having joked them, we will, by bravery regiment in. diffusing among their compatriots a 
even greater than 'theirs, regain our good name knowledge of the real facts. 	Orders, instructimea 
and trustworthiness., You will then know -what memoranda, circulars were brought into requisition 
really good sepoys are.' 	Colonel Kennedy, in a to explain—that the new rifle fired nine hundred 
letter to Major-generel liearsey, expressed his yards, against the two hundred yards' range of the 
full belief That the mini were sincere in their old musket; that it was lighter than the erasket ; 
protestations; and added, that hitherto he had that its great range and its lightness caused it to 
elways been satisfied pith the 	regiment. 	So he introduced into the Angle-414km army ; that 
important 	did 	this 	mradfestation 	appear 	to the new 	rifle-bullets, requiring 	machinery for 
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their manufacture, were sent out from England in ing the 63d at Berhampore, received a petition 
a finished State; that a few cartridgea for those signed by the whole of the native officers on 
bullets were in the first instance sent out ready parade, intended to be forwarded to the governor- 
prepared with a lubricant, but that the Indian general; and, this petition being afterwards read 
government resolved not to issue them to the in the native language to the whole regiment, the 
native 	troops, 	in 	deference 	to 	their 	religious sopoys unanimously expressed their concurrence 
scruples; that the cartridge-paper bad long been, 
and would continue to be, made at Serampore, 
without any admixture of grease ; that every 

in the sentiments it convoyed. 	Tho petitioners 
said: 'We have this day heard on parade the order 
issued by your lordship consequent on the petition 

native regiment would be allowed to lubricate •its forwarded by the native officers and sopoys of the 
cartridges with any suitable substance preferred 70th regiment of native infantry. 	On hearing the 
by the men ; and that the practice of biting off the same, we were greatly rejoiced ; for, in truth, all 
ends of the cartridges might be wholly dispensed the men of that regiment have behaved as becomes 
with. 	In short, everything that could be done, 
was done, to remove a suspicion unsound 'in its 

loyal and faithful soldiers, and your lordship has 
in every way been pleased with them. 	Novi do 

origin, and pernicious in its continuance. we also all petition that we may be numbered 
Another regiment, the 34th B. N. I., adopted among the good and trustworthy soldiers of the 

nearly the same course as the 70th. 	The larger state, 08-We have always been ; and we are pro- 
portion 'of 	this 	regiment, it will be remem- pared and ready, with heart and hand, to gO 
bored, was at Barraokpore at the time of the wherever, 	and against whomsoever you may 
cartridge troubles ; but the rest was at Chitta- please to send us, should it even be against our 
gong. 	The sopoys in this last-named detachment own kinsmen.' 	• 
came forward with a very pointed declaration The governor-general could do no other than 
of their loyalty. 	Captain Dewaal, in command receive these demonstrations. 	Whether he acceded 
of that detachment, assembled hie men one day to the request for permission to 'march against 
towards ,the end of April, and told them how the mutineers,' depended necessarily oa the mill- 
shamefully their companions had acted at Barrack- tary arrangements of the time ; whether he 
pore, and how much disgrace had thereby been fiillv believed the protestations, may perhaps be 
brought upon the regiment. 	Two days afterwards, 
an address or petition was presented to him, signed 

cton'tited, although no disbelief was expressed. 
Happily for Bengal, it was affected by few of the 

by the subadars and havildars in the names of all; disturbances that agitated the more western pro- 
in which regret was expressed for the conduct of vinces. 	Consulting a map, we shall see that the 
the mutineers at Barrackpore. 	'By a careful per- banks of the Iloogly and the Lower Ganges are 
formance,' the petitioners said, ' of our duties, we thickly studded with towns; and it may here at once 
have gained a repthation for fidelity to government, be stated, that the peaceful industry of these towns 
These men have deprived us of it. 	We well know NITS very little interrupted during the month of 
that the government will not interfere with our May. 	Tracing upwards from Calcutta, we meet 
religion. 	We hope that the government will CM- with Dumdum, Barrackpore, and Serampore, the 
eider us as faithful as ever ; and we pray that this first two of which experienced a lull after the 
petition may be sent to the got ernor-general, lin storm. 	Serampore was once the Alsatia of Cal. 
order that his lordship may know the state of our eutta, a place of refuge for schemers, insolvent 
feelings.' 	Three or four weeks later, when this debtors, and recldess adventurers; but the Com- 
remnant of the regiment had been removed to pany bought it from rho Danish government, to 
Barrackpore, the men made another profession of which it had belonged, and the Baptist mission- 
their loyalty. 	In a petition to their commander, 
they said: 'Some evil-disposed men of the regi- 

aries helped to civilise it; it is now a clean cheerful 
town, with a large paper-manufactory. 	Higher 

meat have deprived us of the reputation for up is the once flourishing but now decayed town 
loyalty which we have ever held. 	They have of Chandernagore, one of the few places in India 
received the fruits of their misconduct by being still 	belonging 	to 	the 	French, 	Near 	this 	is 
disbanded. 	We that remain are willing to serve Chinsura, held by the Dutch until 1825, but now a 
against the mutineers at Delhi, and are anxious to 
recover our lost name. 	We pray that the govern- 

flourishing settlement belonging to the Company, 
provided with an 	extensive military depot for 

meet will ever regard us as faithful soldiers." Europeans, with a magnificent hospital and bar- 
Two further examples of a similar kind were racks. 	Then we come to Hoogly, a town bearing 

presented, one by the 43d 	and 	another 	by the same name as the river on whose banks it 
the 63d regiments B. N. I. 	About the end of stands : a busy place, with many civil and educe- 
May, the commandant of the first of these two tional establishnients. 	Further north is nasty, the 
'regiments at Barrackpbre, 	received a petition place near which Clive fought, the great tattle 
signed by the native commissioned officers, pray- that virtually gave India to the British. 	Beyond 
ing that the regiment might be allowed to proceed this is Berhampore which, very refractory in , 
against the mutineers at Delhi—a wish that had March and April, had become tractable and obe- 
been previously expressed to him on parade. dient in May. 	_Next we meet with Moorshedabad 
Nearly at the same time Captain Pester, command- and its suburb Cossimbaaar. 	Once the capitnl of 
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Bengal when a Mohammedan dominion, Moor- 
. 	. 	 . 

traveller; care pasyed the busiest and happiest 
shedabad contained a splendid palace belonging to 
the nawab ; but though no longer possessed of this 
kind of greatness, the city is commercially very 
important, as standing on the great highway, or 

hours of every Ilindoo's day ; balbilag, .dressing, 
praying; preaching,- lounging, gossiping, - or sleep, 
ing, there will be found, 	Escaping from the dirty,, 
unwholesome, and• confined streets, it is a. luxury 

rather water-way, from Calcutta to the northwest. for him to sit upon the open steps and taste the 
All the places above named are situated either on fresh air .of, the river ; so that on the ghats are 
the Hoogly or on the Bhagruttee, those two rivers concentrated the pastimes of the idler, the duties 
combining to form the most convenient outlet from of the devout, and much of the necessary inter- 
the Ganges to the sea. course of business) Artists in India have delighted 

The Ganges itself, too—the majestic, far-famed, 
sacred Ganges—was little disturbed by commotions 

to portray, the beauty and animation of this 
scene; but they cannot, if, they would, reveal time 

in May throughout the lower part of its course. hideous accompaniments-e-the Ihkeers and ascetics 
Rajmuhal, 	Bhagulpore, 	Curruckpore, 	Monghir, of revolting appearance, 'offering every conceiv- 
Behar, 	Futwain 	Patna, 	Hajeepoor, 	Dinapoor, able deformity which chalk, 	cow-dung, disease, 
Chnpra, Arrah, Bislninpore, Baxar, Ghazeepore— matted 	locks, 	distorted 	limbs, 	and 	repulsive 
all lie on or near the Ganges between the'lloogly attitudes of penance, can chew.' 
and Benares. • Some of these places are centres of 
commerce for the opium-trade; some, are busy 

Benares, 	beyond any other place in India, 
perhaps, is 	studded 	with 	-religious 	structures. 

with the trading in rice 'grown in neighbouring Thirty years ago the Moslem mosques were more 
districts; others are shipping-places for corn and than three hundred in number, while the Hindoo 
other agricultural produce ; while all regard the temples exceeded a thousand. 	The pinnacles of 
Ganges as an invaluable channel, affording inter- the Hindoo pagodas . combine to give a very , 
course -with the rich districts of the west, and with picturesque appearance to the city, viewed from 
the great focus of authority and trade at Calcutta. a distance. 	Large as the number is, the Benares 
Such of these towns as were involved in trouble in temples, as has been 'sarcastically observed,' are 
later months of the year, will be noticed in the pot too many, for religion is f the staple article of 
proper.  chapters ; of the others, this narrative is commerce, through which the holy city flourishes 
not called upon to treat. 	One fact, however, may 
be mentioned in connection with Dinapoor. 	So 

and is enriched.' 	The Mohammedan mosques, 
mostly situated in the northeetst quarter of the 

early in the year as the middle of February, the city, are generally elegant little edifices erawned 
Calcutta authorities wrote to the commander at . by small slender minarets, each standing in a 
that town, apprising him that a messenger was garden planted with tamariuds. 	Most of them 
known to'haye been sent to the native regiment at have been constructed on the sites, and with the 
Dinapoor, from some men of the 2d Bengal grena- materials, of demolished ,Hiraloo temples. 	By 
diets, inciting them to mutiny. 	Major-general far the grandest is the great 'mosque of Aurung- 
Lloyd promised to look out sharply for the mes- ache, built by that emperor on the site of a 
senger, but candidly expressed a doubt whether temple of Vishnu

' 
 which 	he destroyed to • sig- 

the astute 	native would 	suffer himself to be valise the triumph of Islamism over Brahminism. 
caught. , It' rises from the platform above the Madhoray 

Benares may conveniently be described at once; Ghat. 	The miners or minarets, admired lOr their 
for, whether disturbed or not by mutineers, it simplicity and boldness, taper from eight feet 
is so remarkably situated as to lie in the line of in diameter at the bottom to seven at the top; 
route of all commerce, all aggression, all military and though so slender, they are carried up to 
movement, 	between 	Calcutta 	and 	the 	upper a height of a hundred and fifty feet, and have 
provinces, whether by road, by rail, or by water. each an interior staircase from bottom to top: 
Regarded in this light, its possession and security The,  streets of Benares have the usual oriental 
are, and were in •an especial degree during the character of narrowness, crookedness, and dirti- 
mutiny, objects of the highest importance. 	This ness ; 	they 	are mere 	alleys,, indeed, that will 
renowned city stands on the ' left bank of the admit no wheel-carriages ; 	uor can beasts of 
Ganges, about four hundred and twenty miles burden pass without sorely disturbing pedestrians. 
by road from Calcutta, and seventy-four from The houses are more lofty than 'in most Indian 
Allahabad. 	The magnificent river, half a mile cities, generally from three to six stories high 
wide in the rainy season, forms a kind of semi- and as the upper stories usually project beyond the 
circular hay in front of the city, which has tires lower, the narrow street is almost closed in above z 
three miles of river-frontage. 	Among the chief nay, in some cases, the inmates of one house can 
characteristics of Benares are time ghats or flights walk over to the opposite tenement through the 
of fine broad freestone steps, giving access to the upper windows. 	The houses are, in the better 
river; mostly very solid in construction, and in streets, built of stone, small-windowed and gaily 
some cases highly decorated. 	So numerous are painted. 	During the but season the citizens are 
they, that they extend ahnost in a continuous much accustomed to sleep in screened enclosures 
line along the 'river's banks, interrupted here and on the roof, open to the sky above, and to the 
there by temples, ',Upon these ghats,' says a lively night-breezes around./  There are somewhat under 
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two hundred thousand inhabitants, who live,  in 

.  
the Mauls. 	The nawab-viziers of Oude, when ' 

i , about thirty,  thousand houses. 	. the Mogul power' was declining, seized Benares ; 
Benares is a religious, not a military city.' 	The and during some of the political jugglery 'of the 

district around was at . a,  very remote period the year 177.6*, the territory was transferred to the 
seat of) an , independent, l'indoo state,., founded, East India Company,. by whom it has ever since 
,according ,to , native 	tradition, twelve , hundred been held. 	But under whatever dynasty it has 
years before .the Christian era. 	It subsequently been placed, Benares has from remote ages been 
formed 	part , of the dominions of the , Reboot known. as the sacred city of the 'Undoes, where 
sovereigns., 	Then .began the .Mussulman 	rule, all that is remarkable, all that is abominable, in 

.. and Benarea ,became a dependent province under 
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, Brahminism, flourishes. 	It ,has been 	described 
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(A' hat on the Ganges. 

as the Jerusalem ' of , Ifindostan—swarming with founded, sit does indeed' denote a perilous state of 
, religious teachers, devotees, mendicants,*and sacred 

bulls. 	To wash in the Ganges in front of Benares, 
, feeling at the time in question. 

Benares, we have snide , is not a . military city ; 
. . to 	die 	in 	that 	city, 	aro 	precious. 	privileges ' but so important a place could not safely be left 

to the Ilindoo.- 	Some writers have given the unguarded. 	Accordingly a . British cantonment 
'inhabitants a btul character in what concerns has been. built at Secrole, two or three miles to the 
loyalty to their present British rulers. 	`Benares northwest. 	Soerole contains not only the barracks 
is one of the most unsafe and rebellious cities and huts for soldiers, but various civil establish- 

• in IIindostan. 	It once successfully opposed 	a moats, and the residences of most of the British 
house-tax imposed on the people by the British population of Benares. 	The cantonment consists 

• government,, 	There was also recently a strong of the usual buildings belonging 	to the head- 
commotion when "the magistrate attempted to quarters of a. military division of , the Company's 
equalise the weights and: measures, 	To show the army, and capable of accommodating three or 
hostility.of the IIindOoS of Benares to the English, four regiments ; it lies on both sides of a. small 
it • may, be mentioned that when we lay before stream called the Burnah Nuddee, crossed by 
BIturtpere in 1826, no less than thirty thousand the great road from' Benares to Allahabad. 	On 

.' sabres were sharpened at the cutlers' in expecta- the side of the cantonment furthest from the 
tion of,  our repulse:, - If this: statement be well city are the bungalows 	of the . various officials 
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and Eukopean 'residents : subitteritialiy Wilt, Well 

....____. 
that telegrams passed almost daily between Benares. 

fitted' and appointed, and surrounded by pleasant and the other chief cities in May ; intended partly 
gardens.. 	There are, among the pnblie buildings, 
a Christian ehurela and chapel, •a court of justice; 

• to facilitate the.  transport 'of 'reinforcements, to 
the northwest, and: in part also to insure the 

the treasury, the jail, and a !mint—the last named 
never yet appropriated to its destined purpose. 

tranquillity of Bin-tares itself. 	About the middle, , 
of the month the military • commandant had to .. 

Seerole is' thus, in effect, the British pertion of announce that' there had been some excitement 
Benares. 	 , in 	the 	37th 	native infantry ; 	that 	a (Sikh. 

Another military station, stibeislittateto Benarea, regiment had been sent on to Mir:senor° and 
Chimer or Chtinargur, 	is 	about sixteen fillies ' Allahabad; that the 13th irregular cavalry were 
distant ; indeed, 'being nearly midway between at Sultanpore ; and that his position was rather. 
Benares and. Mirzapore, it may he an auxiliary to weak. 	On the 	18th he. telegraphed • for aid : 
either in time of need.. Chunar is a town of about stating that 'if one hundred European infantry 
twelve thousand inhabitants, standing on a plateau could be spared for duty here, it would restore 
or elevated cliff close to the Gauges, 	It was coviidence,'and Make Benares more secure, so as 
regarded as a stronghold more than three con- to maintain communication with the northwest.' 
turiee ago ; and, like Many other places in the General Lloyd was asked whether he Could spare • 
neighbourhood, belonged to the great Mogul; from that much-coveted 	reinforeemont-s-a hundred 
whom, in lapse of time,, It was wrested by the Europeans— from Dinapoor, 	About - the same 
ambitious nawab,viziees of Gude; until at length time the . commandant was directed to. defend 
it foil into the hands of the British, 	It was for Chunar fort with European invalids and totem* 
some years the Company's 	principal artillery , and to keep the native infantry regiment at hand 
depi;t fur the Northwestern Provinces. 	The for 
tilled portion of the town, on the heights, is 

in 13enares. . 	Mr 	Tucker, 	civil 	commissioner, 
writing to the government on the snub day, spoke 

surrounded by a rampart a little over A mile in of the 'bold policy' which • had been 3tdopted 
circuit, and from ten to twenty feet high, guarded When the 3/tit :hewed disaffection; the Euro- 
by towers, and in its turei Completely commanding peuns remaining in their houses, and 'aeting so 
the river and its bunks. 	The ,Space enclosed by as neither to exhibit nor inspire distrust-s-instead . 
this wall or rampart, hoWever, has very little of , 
a military aspect ; part is open grass-land ; part 

of atteinpt•ing to escape. 	On the 19th, arrange-
morns were completed for sending a, company 'of 

occupied by bungalows and gardens' of Europeans ;.• her Majesty's 84th from Buindttut to teniires, in 
part by the governor's house, -the hospital, and. five Separate partica of twenty-one each, in trateits 
the state prison; and 'part by the ancient ilindoo • carriages. 	By the 19th,•the irregular cavalry had 
palace, a massy vaulted edifice presenting little of been brought in from gultampore, and every 
its original splendour. 	An article of Hindoo faith precaution taken I to plaid atistinst a serprists--', • 
is recorded in Connection with• it slab or black insomuch that the Europeans at neighbouring 
Marble in a small square 'court of this palace , to stations wore looking to Venires Its. a tort of stay' 
the effect that 'the Almighty IS seated personally, 
though invisibly, on this stone, for nine hunts each 

and support, 	Moro than onto allusion Woe made, 
by the civil termini/met lit that olty, to the 

day, removing during the other three hours to tactics of serenity, 6.4 a Medittm betWeen ,severity 
Bonares;' So that the fort, hi eepoy belles', eau only And fright, 	One of the telegrams told that, . 
betaken between the hours of six and nine in the 'Brigadier ronsenby etterieti out Colonel Gordon's • 
morning. 	Considered in g military sense, the fort quiet polidy of showing no. fear or distrust ; itot a 
is by no means strong; nevertheless the steepness innsele is moved.' 	Until towards the close of the, , 
Of the ascent would render" storming difficult ; and month, Benares was included in the • military 
to increase this difficulty, the garrison was Wont in conimatid of which Dinapoor was the centre; but 
former times to keep a number Of' large rudely aS the distance between the two towns is a 
made stone-cylinders at, hand, to roll dovin upon hundred 	and 	fifty Miles,s Brigadier Ponalniby 
it besieging force,. The citadel or stronghold is in the tecei wed 	permission 	to 	sea for himself, 	is re- 
northeastern part of the enclosure; it is mounted Spective of control from General Lloyd. 
with several cannon; mid has 	a bomb-proof The 31st of May found Benares and its neigh- 
magazine. ' The native town, consisting principally bourhood at peace. 	How elcse at hand were days 
of two-storied stone-houses is sprea•over a slope of violence and bloodshed--a%tura chapter will 
lying eastward of the fortifications. 	The 'English thew. •  
dwellings, and the station for invalid soldiers; are 'We have now loft Bengal; both in its original. 
lower down the slope. and in the Company's acceptation of that term, 

As soon as the Revolt began, the safety of and have arrived within the territories grouped 	• 
•Benar's became an object of much solicitude to together 	as 	the 	It/ortilivest 	ProVincea. 	Froth 	• 
the governor-general at Calcutta, to Sir Henry 4 Behaves and Chunargur, as a glance at the map 
Lawrence at Lucknow, and indeed to all the will spew, the course of the Ganges, of the great 
Company's servants : seeing that the maintenance ' trunk-road; and of the railway in process of eon- 
of free communication would 'greatly depend on straction, brings us' to MirapOre—a • town not 
the peaceful condition of that city. 	We have seen actually thrown into rebellion during the month 

•• 
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of May, but "pladed between two foci of intim- during the mutinies and consequent struggles. The 
triable materials, Bernina and Allahabad, and fort. and amend are among the largest and finest 
Tiable"at any time to be inflamed by them.' Mirza- in .India. 	The fort rises direct front the Point of 
pore is on the right bank of the (hinges, which is confluence .of the two rivers, and is on that side 
half a mile wide at this spot, and is crossed by a nearly impregnable. 	It is a mile and a half in 
ferry in the absence of a bridge. 	It is a great circuit, five-sided, stone built, and bastioned. 	Two 
Commercial city, -with . about 	eighty 	thousand of the sides, near the water, are old, and weak as 
inhabitants; the emporium of the, cotton trade against a European force ; the other three are 
of Bundeleund and the adjacent provinces ; not modern, and, with their bastions and ravelins, com- 
rich in Mohammedan or  llindoo antiquities or mand the city and the country beyond. 	Bishop 
splendour, associated with few military events, 
but wealthy on account of its industry. 	The 

Heber remarked that Allahabad fort had lost in 
grandeur what it had gained in strength : the lofty 

Company's military cantonment, as in so many towers having been pruned down into bastions and 
other parts • of India, is two or three miles out cavaliers, and its high stone ramparts obscured by 
of the town ; indeed, this is a fact that must be turf parapets and a sloping external glade. 	The 
borne in mind throughout, as a necessary con- principal gate of the fort, surmounted by a dome 
dition - to the understanding of events connected with a wide hall,  beneath, and surrounded by 
with the Revolt.  arcades and galleries, forms a very majestic erne- 

Approaching now the Jernua regions, the plot meat, 	The arsenal, situated within the fort, is' 
thickens and the characters increase in number. one of great magnitude, containing (before the 
We come to that rich country, the Doab, watered Revolt) arms for thirty thousand men, an immense 
on the brio side by the Ganges and on the other park of artillery, and the largest powder-magazine . 
by the Jumna, with Oude and Rohilcund on the in 'Upper India. 	Altogether, it is a place of great 
north, Bundeleund and Seindiales territory on the strength, probably impregnable to natives, and 
south. 	We find a considerable Millibar of large fitted to bear a prolonged, and formidable siege. 
and important towns—Lucknow, Fyznbad, Bateilly, In a part of the fort overlooking the Junius is an 
Allaltabad, Futtohpoor, Catinpore, Furruckabad, imeient and spacious palace, formerly fitted up as 
()wither,. Ifiturtpore, Agra, Delhi, Meerut—in the residences for the superior European officers, but 
immediate Vicinity of one or other of these two latterly nsed for state prisoners. 	From abaleony 
rivers. 	The Company's military stations aro far pole:shed near the summit of a tower on -which the 
more t'aielsly posted in that region than in any windows . of one of the chambers open, a scene is 
other part of India—a source of weakness in the presented, of which European trattellerl in India 
midst of apparent strength ; for as the native speak with much adtulmtion. 	The spectator looks 
troops were predominant in 	all 	these places, 
their heathers beet4ne a manifest evil as soon 

down upon a grove of mango-trees, flanking a fine 
esplanade, and peopled with innumerable ring- 

aa a mutinous spirit appeared among the men. necked parequets. 	Above, on pediment, pinnacle, 
This chapter, being mainly intended, as already and turret, others of the feathered tribe build their 

explained, 0 skew heir remarkably the materials] nests and plume their wings. 	Along the thickly 
fin. explosion were accumulating during the month wooded shores on the north at' Alialtabad side of 
of May, to burst forth with frightful 'violence Itt the Janina, buildings of vario»s degrees of Interest 
June, eve shall glance rapidly and touch lightly are seen interspersed with the small islands which 
here on many of the towns situated westward of speckle the river; while the opposite or Burnie).- 
Mireapore, in order to place the reader in a eund shore forms a noble background to the 
position to understand what will follow—treating picture. 	In the days before the Revolt, the Euro- 
of sudden outrages and strange escapes in some pean troops of the garrison were accommodated in 
few cases, and in others of a deceitful calm before well-constructed barracks within the fort; while 
a . storm. the military cantonment for the native troops lay 

Allahabad, in a military sense, is a more im- northwest of it. 
Portant post than any between it and Calcutta : The city of Allahabad, westward of the fort, and 
indeed, there are few to equal it throughout India. • on the Jumna shore, is scarcely worthy. of its 
This is due principally to the fact that it lies at magnificent situation. 	It contains seventy thou- 
the junction of the two great rivers Gauges and sand inhabitants; but its streets and. houses are 
Juinna, the northern side being washed by the poor ; Ijor do the mosques and temples equal 
one, the southern by the other. 	It occupies the those in many other parts of Ilindostan, though 
most eastern, or rather southeastern point of the the gardens and tomb of Sultan Khoaroo and his 
rich and fertile *Nab; it lies in the direct water- serai are almost unequalled in India: 	There is a 
route from Calcuttato both of the upper rivers ; it particular spot, outside the fort, altere the .actual 
is a main station en tilt: great trunk-road from confluence of the two great rivers is considered to 
Calcutta  to the I'unjaub, and on the East India take place ; and this presents the liveliest scene in 
Railway now in course of construction; and a the -whole city. 	Ono, traveller tells of the great. 
bridge Will carry that railway across the Jumna numbers of pilgrims of both sexes, anxious to 
close to it; 	.No wonder, therefore, if the eyes of 
all were directed anxiously towards • Allahabad 

bathe in the purifying waters;  and of devotees 
who, causing earthen vessels to be fastened. round 
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-their waists or to th,iir fed, proceed in a:.boat to 
the • middle of the s'iream, and. precipitate ,them-' 

' Million, Years' 'residence in heaVen , for every, hair. ; 
'dm deposited—rand that; after• shaVing and' bath. 

selves into the-water -supposing that by this self, 
immolation they sc'eure eternal. Miss. 	Another 

•.'ing,' he performs they obsequica,, of: hisl,tieeenied 
, ancestors. 	The'Bralimins arts the meney7makers 	• 

, 
., 

• states that when a-pilgtirn arrives here-43enttres, 
Gyayah, and. Allah: ;bad being frequently included 

, at 	these , spots; • ,each. •has :his :little • plattiirm,. 
standing in• the ,:slAtter;. where ,.31e—assists ,sin the 

'.• 

in the same pilgrimage:—•be•sits.down on the brink 
of the river,•and causes his head and body to be 

operations by:which the pilgrim is supposed to. , 
become holy. 	Skinner describes the whole 'seem" 

so • shaved that ea,ilt hair may fill into, the water 
—for 'the'. sacred 'writings promise the pilgrim 11 

as a kind of religious fair. 	, 	, 	, 	., 
• When ,the,, events% at Meerut and- Delhi became 
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(.  ity anti Rut of ALLAEABAD. 

• 

known at Allaitp.bad, the, native troops spewed 
ranch excitement.. 	One•of theni, the 6th Bengal 
infantry, drew. down encomiums for. fidelity,. in 

hundred Sikhs of the Forever° regiment in the 
fort; while Captain, Hazelwood took charge of 
the European artillerymen: 	About two hUndred 

' 

offering to march and fight against the insurgents ; Englishwomen and children were in the fort ;' 
whether all the officers believed the men, may be 
doubted; but the chief.  .authorities did not deem 

and all hoped that the native troops in the can-, 
tountent could and would be kept in subjectien. 

themselves justified in .skewing. distrUst. 	Thanks 
came frorn,Calcutta for the manifestation of loyalty 
made by the regiment—a, loyalty destined to be 
of brief duration. 	A detachment of her Majesty's 

How far .this' hope was well ,founded,;' will 'be 
shewn in a.futiire chapter. 	, 	 I - 

Luckne* and the 'important territory of (Mei 
so far as concerns the events iu May, have already 

' 

84th reached Allahabad on the , 23d. of ,•May, 
stint up front Calcutta by the laboriously tedious 

been treated. . The relations of the British governri 
meat to the court of Oink, the assiduoui exertions ' 

methods 	lately 	described, 	There being some 
disturbance expected at the jail, the detachment 

of Sir Henry Lawrence to maintain subordination 
and 	tranquillity, 	and,. the 	vigorous 	measures 

i 

was sent- into the fort, and held in readiness to adopted by him against the mutineers at Luck- ' 
proceed to the cantonment with Oro guns ; but. now towards the close of the month of May, , 1 
as the alarm ceased for 'a. cline, the troops , were 
sent on to Camnpore, -whore much more anxiety 

wore followed by occurrences in June which will' 
come for notice in their proper place. 

was felt. 	Lieutenant Brasyer commanded - four Of Cawnporp—a name never to be Uttered by . 
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, ' 	 • „ . .., .; 
* .• au Taiglish'tougne wittiont a' thrill of (horror; ian' anXiously directed towards the progreis of mink : 
;• agony of exasPerated ' 'feeling-Hall '.netieci ';Will • be', 

,postponed natil the ,,next.'ehaptei;, net becitise the 
at that,eity. 	 , 	. a

,
h'7 I Let•us turn to towns and districts• further west- 

:' • •Impless'beings them residing wervIrde 'from' pea ward,' 	* 	. 	.. 	. 	, .. 	• 	• 	. 	:,.„ 	' 	' 
in,  the month Of..Miiy, ,but' because the tragedy. , 'Agra, once the capital Of the ratan emperors, is 	' 

• must ho treated • continuously" as a -whole, each the.chier city of the Northwestern Provinces. Delhi • 
scene leading' 	-to 	the, hideous 	climax. • ,forwitrd is historically, andin.population, more important; 
Suffice it at present to know that Clawnpore con- but was still *that tiumnominally under another. • 
taieed • so many' English men . and women, and so sovereign ; whereas Agra has been British terri- 
iminy mutinous native troops, that all ,eyes were tory since 180$, and is very well Suited for a seat 
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Agra Fort.  
. 	 . 

.. of government. 	The city, like Delhi, is situated on works of marble and metal, fountains in the mosaic ' 
• the right bank of the Juana, and will, like it, .he pavements. 	Near this is Shabjehan's audience- 

at some • future time accommodated by the East chamber, as large as the palace itself, origihally 
India railway. 	Iu round numbers, its distance enclosed by arcades hung with tapestries. 	And 

., from Delhi is a hundred and fifty miles; from also close at hand is the 'Moti Musjid or Pearl 
' Calcutta, ,a little under eight hundred; and groin Mosque; with an exterior or red sandstone and an . 
• ' Lahore, five hundred. 	The boundary .or the old. interior of white Marble • a court with arcades 

, city encloses.  a space of twelve square miles; but and a fountain ; a vestibuleraised on stops ; three 
! • not more than half of this is at present occupied ' terraces surmounted-  by beautiful domes; and nine 

: .4. houses. There is one fine street, with houses elegant kiosks equidistant along the front. 	But 
, built or red sandstone; the 'remaining streets are the crowning beauty of Agra hi its Mohammedan 

mostly narrow,.-with very small, insignificant-look- aspect is the celebrated Taj Mahal, a little way 
i jug shops, The publk- buildings are numerous, and outside the city. 	. This was the mausoleum of 

• some.of•them ,very magniieent, telling of the past Shahjehan and his favourite sultaness Nuijehan, 
days of imperial glory and splendour. 	One is the,  the 'Light of ,the World,' and occupied in its can- 

., • palace of 	lialijohan ; small, ,hut rendered very 
beautiful by its white; marble surfaces, arabesques 

struction twenty theusand men during a period . 
of more than twenty' years. 	Page after page- 

, and mosaics, earrings of flowers, inlayings of black of 	travellers' 	descriptions 	are 	occupied 	with . 
and.yellow marble, enrichments of gilding, screen- this glorious structure—its facade of. a thousand 

• , 	. 	 __, 	 ____ 
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, 
feet hi length ; its dazzling whiteness of marble ; 

• .• 	, 	 .. 
that moment committed. 	Next he heard that ,# 

its mosques at ,either end, with their" domes; .11, young. sepoy, mounted on 'a tra-volling. troop- 
its' stupendous marble terraced platform, with horse, was stopped at Boiundshuhur, on ;suspicion . 
stops and pillar; minarets and kiosks ; its great 'of being en route , to . excite 	other sepoy. regi- ' 
dome surmounted by gilded globes and ()resents ; monts to rebellion, On the 13th, Wives ascertained 
its octagonal 	shrine or sepulchral 'apartment, 
with 'enclosures of extraordinary marble lattice- 

that a few sepoys were on their way from Meerut 
through Allygurh to Agra, 'bent on mischief; and 

work ; and its sarcophagi, literally,  covered with that others' wore supposed to be advancing from 
arabesque; fanciful moulding; sculptured flowers, 
aad inscriptions from the Koren. 

Delhi. 	So little, however, did Mr Colvin ,appre- 
hand serious results, that avben Soindiab, the , 

What a mockery Of past grandeur is all this maharajah 'of Gwalioe, came forward to offer his 
now ! 	Shalijohan, two centuries ago, was kept body-guard of three hundred men, and a battery. of 
closely a prisoner in his splendour at Agra, while artillery, as an aid to the Company, the governor 
his ambitious son, Aurungzebe, was seizing the accepted the offer as 'a personal compliment for 
throne 	at Delhi ; 	and 	now another race is 
dominant in both of those cities, 	Shahjeltan's 

a short time ;'. but in the same message. saying, 
'though we really do not require more troops.' 

audience-clamber has had its arcades walled up, 
and is 'converted into an arsenal for and by 

This was obviously said en the supposition that 
the, native troops in and near Agra would not be 

;the. British.; and near it are now an armoury, 
a 	medical 	depat, and 	tt 	district 	collectorate 

affected by the rebellious epidemic 	prevailing 
further.  northward; a supposition destined to 'be 

treasury. 	Nearly all the once-Imperial buildings sadly overturned, 	Nevertheless 'the government 
aro within the fort, a large place nearly a mile in made 'arrangements for placing at the disposal of 
circuit; it contained a hundred and sixty guns Mr Celvin two regiments of irregular horse from 
when Lord Lake captured it in 1803. 	Adjacent regions ihrther west. 	Day after day did evidence 
to the city, on the went, is the government-house, 
the official residence of the lieutenant-governor of • 

arrive chewing that the various districts around 
were gradually -becoming disturbed, . 'On the 

the Northwestern ProvinetiSa 'and in various plows 
are numerous buildings balenging to the Company,. 

lath,dhe governor reviewed the native'regi monis 
in Agra, and, finding them deeply impressed with 

, 

for revenue, magisterial, ' and Judicial eatablisha a conviction that the government intended in 
went% 	Tho military lines,  are outside the eitta some way to degrade their casio, gave them the 
wall, 	Before the ReVolt, this station was within 'nest 	positive 	esti/trance 	that 	they 	had been 
the Meerut military division, and was usually grossly deceived by snob, reports, 	Ile believed his 
occupied by a considerable 'body of European and explanation to have given satisfaction. 
native troops. 	It was 41 fact of small impOrtance ' Towards the close of the month a step was 
in peaceful times, but of some moment when taken by Mr Colvin whiehp brought him into 
rebellion arose, that the civilians and writers in collision with his superiors' in power,. 	As lieu- 
the public offices were accustomed to live three or 
four miles from the cantonment containing the 
military, quite 'on the opposite suburb of. Agra. 

tenant-governor 	of 	the 	Northwest 	Provinces, 
surrounded on every side by a teeming population, 
ho wished to believe that the native hoops as a 

None would live• In the city itself, unless coin- body would still remain faithful, and that an 
pelled, owing to the intense heat. 	1,1 will be well indulgent tone towards them would effect more 
to bear in mind that the fort at Agra was, as just than severity to,  bring the erring back to a sense 
noticed, not merely a post or stronghold, indicated of their duty. 	It was not a thoughtless proceed- 
by its name, but a vast enclosure coitaining most ing : 	if Wrong, the 	mistake arose from the ' 
of the palatial as well as the defensive builditigs, 
and ample enough to contain all the Europeans 

estimate formed of the native character, and of 
the 	effect 	which 	indulgence 	would 	produce. 

. 

usually residing in the city and its vicinity—largo ' Hope,' he 	said, in 	a letter to the 	governor- 
enough' in dimensions, strong enough in defences, 
provided a • sufficient supply of food were stored 

general, ' I am firmly convinced, should be 'held 
out to all those who were not ringleaders ea 

within its walls, 	Here, as at Delhi, Lucknow, 
Allahabad, and other places, the due understand- 

actually concerned in murder and violence. 	Many 
are in the rebels' ranks because they ,could not 

ing 	of. the mutinous • proceedinga requires an get away; 	many certainly thought 'we were 
appreciation of this fact—that the city, the fort, 
and the cantonment were all distinct. 

tricking them out of 'their caste; and this opinion 
is held, however unwisely, by the mass of the , 

Agra, being the seat of government for the population, and even by some of the more intelli- , Northweat Provinces, 'was naturally the city to 'gent classes.' 	When he found some of the troopers •" 
which the Calcutta authorities looked for infer- 
mention touching the Revolt ; and Mr Colvin, the 

of the Owalior Contingent, our whose fidelity much 
'reliance had been placel, become mutinous on the 

• , 

lieutenant-governor, was assiduously engaged in 24th' of May, he resolved on issuing a proclamae 
collecting details, so far as telegraphs and driks tion, based' on the supposition that `thus mutiny 
permitted. 	On the night of the 10th of May he was not one to be put down by indiscriminating• 
received sinister news from the postmaster at high-horsed authority.' 	The pith of his proclama. ' 
Meerut, telling of deeds of violence being at tion  was contained in these words: 	Soldiers, 
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„, engaged in the late ilisturbauees, who are desirous ! daily received from the various important tons 

:, of going to their own homes, and who give up. included in his government, was  nevertheless 
' their ems 'at the nearest gevernment civil or secure at Agra itself until towards the close of the 
anilitary „post,' and retire quietly, shall be per- • month of May. 	Then,, however, he found stern 
mitted to do so unmolested' - To. this another measures necessary. 	Having two regiments of 
sentence :was. added; in a less prominent form: native infantry with him, the 44th and the 67th, 
'Every evil-minded instigator in the disturbances, he ' sent two companies, one of each regiment, 
quid those guilty of heinous .crimes against private to .Muttra' (on the Delhi road), to • bring down 

• persons; shall bo punished .4 	Mr Colvin earnestly treasure to Agra. 	On the road, they. mutinied, 
solicited the. assent of the Calcutta government to murdered some of their officer s, and hastened to 
this proclamation ; but the assent was as earnestly join the insurgents at Delhi. 	Mr Colvin at once 
withheld.e... Viscount Oenning 'telegraphed orders resolved to disarm the remaining companies of 
back to Agra, to recall the 	proclamation 	as those regiments : this he was enabled to do .by 
quickly as possible, 	and .to •substitute 	another , the presence of the 3d Europeans and Captain 
sent 	for: that 	purpose.. 	' Use 	every 	possible D'Oyley'a European field-battery; and the dis- 
moans to stop the circulation of the proolama- arming was quietly effected on.  the. 1st of Jtine, 
tion . . . . do everything to stop its operation.' Shortly afterwards,a corps of volunteer horse was 
Mr Colvin was . obliged to announce the abro- raised among the Europeans at Agra, and placed 
gatiou of his 	own proclamation by . a second under 	the command of Lieutenant 	Greathed 

' which contained these words: ' Every soldier of a —one of three brothels at that time actively 
regiment which; although it has deserted ite post, engaged in the Company's service. 	This corps 

' ' has not omit-tilled outrages, will receive the rendered good . service by putting down rebellious 
pardon• if he immediately deliver ifp his arms to petty chieftains in the neighbourhood. 	Mr Colvin 
the civil or Military authority, and if no heinous felt the full weight of his position ; the governor-, 
crimes be shown  to have been perpetrated by general was fur from him in one direction, Sir 
himself personally. 	This offer of free and uncoil- John Lawrence far in another; while Sir Henry 

, 	(Menai pardon cannot be Wended to-those regiments La mom had no troops to spare, and the qom- 
Wick hare killa or wounded their opera or other , ma der-in-chief could scarcely be heard of. 
persons; or which. have been concerned in the commis- he gteat .3.1ahretta stronghold, Gwalior, did 
sion of crud outrages.' Mr Colvin wished to pardon ne become a scene of mutiny until June; we 
all who. wonld give up their arms, except' a few therefore need not notice • the city or its chief, 
ringleaders, and persons individually engaged it Seindialn in this place; but by following the 
outrage; while Viscount Canning wished to exempt fortunes of a portion of the Gwalior Contingent, 
from this pardon such regiments as had been en- a regiment of irregular horse, we shall learn 
gaged in the murder. us. atrocities at Meerut, Delhi, much concerning the state of the country round 
and elsewhere.,  GeneM Anson, the commender-in- Agra, and of the active services required trent 
chief, died before his opinion could ho sought ; but , the English "officers. 	Mr CelVin having accepted 
the Calcattit government, and (at 4 later date) the the proffered, services of the contingent from the 
British government and the British public, agreed maharajah,. Lieutenant Cockburn received orders ' 
with the governor-general, 	Mr Colvin Was placed' to head half the regiment, together with 	a 
in a most perplexing position ; for he. was ladled battery of gnus, 	Ho started on the 13th of May 
upon to overturn his own proceedings, thereby from Gwalior, and accomplished the distance 

. departing from a plan which he believed adequate of ninety miles to .Agra by the 15th, -without 
for the purpose in view, and weakening his kneeling up man or horse. 	On the 18th, news 
authority in the oyes of the natives. 	Canning arrived . that troubles had broken out at Ally- 
telegraphed to Colvin : 4  The embarrassment in gurh, fifty-five miles north of Agra, and that 
Which your proclamation will place the govern- the services of the contingent were necessary for 
'sent and the commander'-in-chief is very great ;' the protection 	of the ladies and the civilians. 
while Colvin telegraphed to Canning: ' Openly to Cockburn with his troopers marched thirty-four 
undo my public not, where really no substantial miles to Hattrass on that day, and the remaining 

' 	' ehange is made, would fatally shake my power ' twenty-one miles on the 19th—seeking shelter 
for good.' 	Brigadier Sibbald, commanding the from the tremendona mid-day heat in any dilapi- 
Bohilcund division, with 13areilly for his head- dated building that might offer ; and each officer 
quarters, joined 'Mr Colvin in opinion. on this keeping in store his only dean shirt 'to meet the . 

' 	matter; he-said: ' Were the men under my corn- fugitive ladies.  from Allygurh' 	What ho saw, 
mend fully convinced that the past should be for- and what he had yet to see, at Allygnrh,. was 
eaten;  1 feel assured their loyalty arid good condua serious enough, 	This town was destined to affect 

. nuiy be relied upon.' 	'De general tendency of the operations  of the • British, not so much by its 
opinion has been that stern measures were nem- intrinsic importance, as by its position on one of 
nary at that crisis; 	but it was Unquestionably the great lines of route between the eastern and 
intelieitons that these contradictory views should western provinces of India. 	Allygurh commands 

' have been he/dat such a time in high quarters. the road from Agra to Meerut; and thus, in . 
'Mr Colvin, perpetually harassed with the accounts hostile hands; it would necessarily add to the 
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difficulties attending the temporary loss of Delhi ; far, when the bright light ,behind us 	told too 
seeing that the road both to Simla and to Lahore plainly that the cantonment was in flames.' ' The A 
would thus 	be 	interrupted. 	• Tho town is se.  civilians and the elliceit of the 9tla lost all except 
surrounded by marshes and shallow pools, as to their 	horses 	and 	the • clothes 	on 	their 	backs.• 
be almost unassailable in the, rainy season, 	The Allyginh, remained for a considerable time in • 
fort consists of a regular polygon, with a broad the bands of „the insurgents : almost cutting off 	' 
and very , deep ditch outside; it was of simple communication between the southeast and the • 
construction at the time of its capture by the northwest. 	 • 
British in 1803, but has since been much strength- While the 	refugees remained in safety at 
ened And improved. 	The - military cantonment, 
the 	civil 	establishments, 	and 	the bazaar, 	are 

Hattrass, the troopers scoured the country to put 
down marauders and murderers—for it was a 

situated towards Coel, a little southward of the saturnalia of lawlessness. On the 21st, many of the 
fort. 	;At the beginning of the troubles in May, ruffians were captured, and speedily hanged. 	On • 
Allygurh was ender the care of Mr Watson, as the 22d, two headmen of neighbouring villages 
magistrate and collector. 	There were in the place, 
at the time, the head-quarters and three or four 
companies of the 9th regiment B. N. 'I.: the 

joined the marauders in an attack on some 
English refugees, but wore frustrated. 	On the fi3d, 
Cockburn and his troop galloped off from Hattrass 

remainder of the regiment being in detachments 'to Sarsnee, and rescued eighteen refugees from 
at Minpooree, Etawah, and Bolundshuhur, towns Allygurh., 	'Poor people! 	They have sad tales to 
further to the southeast. 	The troops at Allygnrh tell. One indigo 	Mr •----,, has had 	son planter, 	 one 

murdered ; another son, his wife, and himself; are behaved well and steadily during the first half 
of the month ; but gradually a change supervened. wounded. 	His house and all he possessed have 
A spy was one day caught endeavouring to excite been destroyed! 	The very clothes were torn from 
the men. 	Lieutenant 	Cockburn, in a private their backs ; and even the poor women, baked and 
letter, 	thus • narrates 'the manner—quite 	meld- bleeding, insulted and abused, had 'to walk many 
dramatic in its way—in 'which this villain was miles. 	At length 'they received • shelter from a 
foiled : ' An' influential Brahmin of this neighbour- kind-hearted native banker in The village where I 
hood having been seen lurking about the lines for found them; but even there the house in which 
the Test day or two, a native nen-commissioned they were sheltered was twice attacked? The good 
officer concealed a number of sepoys, and induced Samaritan—for there were some good and kind. 
the Brahmin to accompany him to where the min amid all the villainies that surrounded thetne-gave 
lay hidden ; under pretence of its being a secluded two ,or three sheets to the poor sufferers, to Cover 
spot where they might safely concert matters. 'I'he their nakedneas, and to enable thorn to proceed to 

. 	Brahmin then made overtures to the soldier, and. 
told him that if he would persuade the men of the 

Hattrass, 
Tho 24th of May showed lie-v little the Gwapor 

regiment to Tenthly, he -Would furnish two thou- troopers could be depended, upon. Of two hundred 
sand men to assist in Murdering the Europeans and and thirty that had been iutrusted to Lieutenant 
plundering the. treasury. 	At a preconcerted signal,, 
the sepoys jumped up and secured the ruffian.' He 

Cockburn, a 	hundred 	and 	twenty suddenly 
mutinied, and galloped off 'to join the insurgents 

was hanged the same day. 	The troops at Bolund- at Delhi. As the villagers began to show symptoms 
shuhur, really or affectedly expressing horror at of attacking him in his weakness, and as a hundred 
the hanging of a Brahmin, marched to Allygurh, 
and, on the 20th, succeeded in inducing their corn- 

and ten 	troopers 	still 	stuck 	by their •eolours, 
he marched off that night nineteen miles from • 

panions to mutiny. 	' This result was so wholly Hattrass to Kundowlie. 	On the road, the troopers 
unforeseen, the 9th had hitherto behaved so well, 
and had displayed such alacrity in capturing the 

told the lieutenant of many little grievances that 
had affbeted them at Cvalier, and that had partly 

treacherous Brahmin, that neither the civilians led to the mutiny of the rest of their body; and ho 
nor the English officers were prepared to resist it. felt grateful that some at least of the number had 
Cockburn at first intended to dash at them with remained true. 	During flip •remaiuder of the 
his troopers ; but the approaching darkness, and mouth, and in the early part of June, this diini.• 
other considerations—possibly A. doubt concerning nished body of troopers was incessantly' engaged 
the troopers themselves—led to a change of plan. in skirmishing, attacking, or resistingattacks ; the 
One holy duty remained to be performed—to country around being in such a frightful state, that 

save the ladies and children. 	This we accom- a dozen villages were sometimes seen in flames at 
plished ; and whilst they were being put into once—the work of desperadoes, who took advant 
carriages, we chewed a front' to the 'mutineers, 
and hindered their advance. 	An occasional bullet 

age of a time of anarchy, On ono occasion, 
Cockburn baffled a horde of scanndrels by a. capital' 

whistled by our heads, but it was too dark for stratagem. 	They had collected to the number of 
taking aim 	One man was shot through the wrist, 
and five are missing. 	We then heard that the 

aboilt five hundred, and were plundering *very 
one on the road in a shameffil manner. 	The 

inhabitants were rising, So we determined on lieutenant went after them with fifty troopers. 
retreating. The ladies were sent on direct to ,Agra, 
and wo went on to Hattrass. 	We had not gone 

11? sent four of his men in a bullock-cart, a 
curtained vehicle such as women usually ride in. 
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When the marauders ;:ace this, they made a rush so : they decamped with a good deal of property, 	1 
for plunder, and perhaps something worse, believ- but without three lacs of rupees deposited in the 	1 
lug the cart to contain defenceless women ; they treasury, and without taking one English 	life. 
approached, but the four men jumped up, fired Right indeed was it that De Kantzow should 

1 	their muskets, and by that signal brought Cockburn receive the thanks of the government;* for if he 
1 	and his party forward. 	An exciting chase ensued, had flinched, illinpooree with its twenty thousand 
i 	which ended in the death of fifty of the marauders, inhabitants would hare been at the mercyof three 

and the capture of many others. hundred brutal armed men, ready to plunder 
The 9th native regiment, it will be remembered, natives as well as Feringhees. 

was quartered in four -detachments at Allygurh, it was about one week after this event that 
Minpooree, Etawah, and Bolundshulum 	At all Captain Carey, of the 17th B. N. I., rode lute 
four places the troops mutinied. 	At Etawah and Iiinpooree, the only remaining one of four English 
l3olundshuhur, the course of events was not so officers who had been endeavouring to render 
exciting as at Allygurh, although amply sufficient twinl service in the neighbourhood. , They were 
to try the tact and courage of the few officers and at the head of a small body of native cavalry. The 
civilians stationed at those places. 	Minpooree, on sowers suddenly turned upon them in an open 
the road from Agra to Furruckabad, was, however, road. 	Major Hayes, military secretary to Sir 
the scone of so smart an affair, that the governor- !Henry Lawrence—a great oriental scholar and 
general, amid all his harassing employments, most able officer, whom General Wheeler had 
made it a matter of special comment. 	The officer just before 	splicited Sir Henry 	to 	send 	him, 
chiefly concerned was Lieutenant de Kantzow ; j to open the communications with 	Agra—was 
the date was May the 23d, when three corn- instantly cut down with a sword, his head 
panics of the 9th broke out into 	revolt. 	On frightfully 	hacked, his right hand cut oil, 	his 
the night of the 22d, news 	arrived that the 	left 	mutilated. 	Another, 	Lieutenant. 	Payers, 
chief portion of the regiment had mutinied at had his head nearly severed front his body by a 
Allygurh, and it thence became at once doubt- dastardly villain, while the 	unfortunate young- 
ful whether the three companies at Minpooree officer was drinking at a well. 	An old Sikh 
could be depended upon. 	The magistrate and rushed forward to prevent  the atrocity, but was 
the collector of the district, acting with Lieutenant repelled with the words : `What ! aro you with 
Crawford, resolved on removing all the English these Kallirs ? 	Look to yourself !' 	Lieutenant 
women, and children for safety to Agra : 	this Barber, adjutant of the 2d irregular cavalry, made 
was done, promptly and successfully. 	A plan. tau attempt to escape, but was shot down, cut to 
was agreed on, relating to the three companies of rkeces. robbed, and left dead. 	The fourth, Captain 
native troops on the morrow ; 	but the sepovs Carey, trastieli. to the heels el,. W., good hors ; on 
anticipated this Oat by mutinying at four hi the he galloped over fields and roads, followed by •L, 
foaming, and endue mitring to shoot down their troop of blood-thirsty miscreants, yelling and firing 
,,flicers. 	They loaded themselves with a great as they rode. 	Happily, just as his steed was about 
store of ammunition, and tried—first to bring down to sink through exhaustion, his pursuers gave up 
their officers, and then to plunder the treasury and the chase. 	He reached Minpooree in safety ; and 
the bungalows. 	Lieutenant de Kantzow, second, on the 1st of June, followed the mangled remains 
in command under Crawford, confronted them of his three poor companions to the grave. 
undauntedly, reasoned with them, and endeavoured Another exploit connected with Minpooree shall 
to stop them in their mad career. 	Some of the be given in the words of Lieutenant de Kantzow, 
men, attached to the chivalrous officer, dashed affording as it does one among many examples of 
down several muskets levelled at him, and saved the extraordinary risks to which the officers were 
his life. 	But a terrible scene occurred at the exposed at that turbulent period, 	and of the 
treasury. 	De Kantzow, with a mere handful of rattling, quick-witted, fearless, persevering way in 
ill-armed jail -guards and jail-officials, maintained which such dangers were met, and afterwards 
a three hours' struggle against three companies of described in the letters written to friends at home 
fully armed troops. 	The commandant had gone —letters that admit the reader behind the scenes 
off ;  the collector also had made a hasty escape, in a way not possible in official dispatches: `I was 
deeming the magistrate's conduct ' romantic ' in returning from reconnoitring, when information 
remaining behind ; and finis De Kantzow was was brought me that five troopers of the 7th light 
left to do the best he could at the treasury, the cavalry (native) were coming along the road. 	An 
magistrate elsewhere. 	De Kantzow sent a hasty 
message, requesting the magistrate riot to come to 4 Viscount C inning, in a law written on the 7th of June to 
the treasury, as it would make one European the tri ceta 
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immediate pursuit was of course vrdered, by me,' number poSsessing tact evd i•esoht6oin.  held the 
end my thirry-nine trooperla tore any at full „marauders at bay until assistance conic/ be pro- 
speed after there. 	Y was just coming up to them, :4 
and had already let drive among the murdering 

eared ; while in Many, caseslhe English officers, of, 
'native regiments, as well as the civilians, yielded--4 

villains; when, lo! I earn 	upon two hundred of by flight or 'by death---only after a determined 
their comrades, all armed with swords, and some resistance.  

• with carbineS. 	A smart fire was kept .hp at a 
distance of not more than tnrenty-five yards: 

Two of thee toWini .above named, Bareilly and 
Boodayoun, will suffice at present to illustrate the 

, 

What could thirty-nine do against two hundred ;t state of affairs in Rohilcund. 	Sunday,. as we have 
regular troopers, well horsed • and armed—par- often had occasion he.  observe;  wash favoneite day 
ticalarly when walked into by the ballets of a ) thr the native outbreaks ; and it Avis on Sunday ' 
hundred of the infantry ! 	I ordered a retreat.; the 31st of May that the 'miseries ' at Bareilly ' 
but my cavalry could not get away from trooptia began. 	The 18tli and 08th regiments N. I. were 
mounted upon good stud-bred horses ; so we were cantoned there, 	The bungalow of Colonel Troup 
soon overtaken, and then commenced the sh alp ti  was suddenly surrounded by two companies olltis 
in earnest. 	Twelve trooperasumunded me : he own regiment, the 08th : and it was only b'y a 
first, a Molianyinedan priest, 'I shot through the 
breast just as he was cutting 7110 deven. 	This wok 

hasty exit through a side-door that he escaped 	, 
death. 	During many • previous days and nights • 

my only pistol, So I was ihelpls as regards 	the troops had been • in a rebellious state ;I the • 
• weapons, save niy' sword ; 	this guarded off a 	English, Civilians and military, bad slept in their 

svtingeing cut given me • by Mimber two, as alsd i clothes, 'with pistols ready loaded, and horses kept 
another by number three.; bat the fun could not 	ready saddled. 	'The ladies had all been .sent up 
last. 	I bitterly mourned not having a couple of for safety to Nynee Tal; and thus, when' the 
revolvers;  for 1 could have shot every main 	My • struggle arose, the officers had only theinselves to 
sword -was cut dovein and. I get a slash on the head protect. • This 'word ' ladies:, hoWever, is to 'be 
that blinded me; another on the arm that glanced interpreted in its conventional sense ; for many 
and only took h slice off'; the third caught me on j women in a humbler grade of life, together with 
the side, but also glanced and hit me sideways. 	I their children, remained in the town ; and among 
know not how I escaped: God only knows, as these 	some 	deplorable 	scenes 	whirred: 	The• 
twelve against one were fearful odds,especially as • members' of one family were brought before a 
I Was mounted on a pony hare back. 	Escape, 

. 	boivever, I did.' 	rwenty-four out of his thirtaianhie 
,,ruthleas 	fellow 	who 	aSsmeed 	some 	kind 	of 
, authority ; and hi 'a very few minutes their heads 

troopers :tem killed, wounded, or missing. 	— were severed front their bodies. 	At the same 
Tte region lately noticed, including the: iotvns 

of Allygurh, Mattress, • Etawah, MinpOoree, 	ho,, 
was 'formerly included in Rohileund, or the land 

'time, Mr Robertson the judge, two medical men, 
the professors ,of the college} and others, were 
subjected to a meek trial and publicly .hanged. 

of the Rehillas ; but according to the territorial or The mutinous sepeys took Olin in the most deli- 
political division adopted by the Company, it is berate Way at their officers, While• the latter were 
now partly in the Meerut division, and party 
in that of Agra; While the present Rohiletind 

fleeing ; Mr Alexander, commissioner of Bareilly, 
though ill at the time, Whs.  forced to mount his 

division is wholly on the left bank of the Ganges. horro and gallop off as the Only mama of saving 
These technical distinctitins are, however, a matter his life, atnid a shower of bullets and grape-OW-4e 
of -very little importance in connection with the 
progreie of the 	Revolt t 	for the insdbordinate 

for the treacherous villainS not only used muskets ,, 
and rifles, but fired grape from the cannon. 	Many 

sepoys tempted and imitated each other wholly hi • of the gentlemen rode off in haste -without • any  1, 
disregard of mere conventional boundaries, 	We head-coverings, the rays 'of an Indian sun 	our 	'...';' 
must now follow the stearin of insurrection across ing down upon them in full force. 	When . the' 
the Gauges, and chew how deplorable was the English were driven out, the Mohatimiedans 'and 

' 	anarchy, how sad the sufferings, that began there Hindoos began to fight fiercely against each other 
towards the close of May. for possession of the treasure—one among many 

The districts of Rohilcund in its modern or indications that plimder was at least :is ateng a 
limited sense are Bareilly, iloodayoun or Budaon, 
Shabjelianpoor, Mooradabad, and Bijnour, each 

desire at revenge in impelling the natives to deeds 
of violence.  

named after' a chief town ; and not only were the The name of Nynee Tel is mentioned in the 
whole of these towns more or less disturbed, but abevth paragraph; and it may ho well to undor- 
throughout the intervening country the military steed on what groand that town was so often 
cantoninents were set into a flame—figuratively named With earnest solicitude by officeri engaged 
and often literally. 	In sonic instances the civil in arduous struggles in rariont parts of the north: 
servants of the Company,• chiefly magistrates and of India. 	Nynee. Tal is a healthy spot on the 
revenue collectors, made their escape with their ' banks of a beautiful lake,a few miles froin Abriora, ' 
wires and 	children, .learatg, the runtineers to in Kumao», and not fee from the 'Nepardese 
occupy the stations and pillage the treasuritet ; in . border I indeed it belonged to the Gootkhas of 

1 	Oluers 'he civil servants, led by one of their Nepal until recent times, Vben it Was Compered. 
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from them by 
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the British; since Which occur- 

-- 
Berslayorea 	district, 	and 	felt 	his 	anxieties 

renews the late owners have been friendly neigh- deepon,as rumours reached him of disturbances 
' bow within their own territory of Nepaule in other quarters. 	At the end of the' month, 

Nynee Tal became a second Simla during the news of the 'revolt at Bareilly added 	to his 
disturbaneeS. Women and children, if their lives difficulties ; 	for the mutineers and a band of 

• wore spared at the scenes of tumults  were hurried liberated prisoners wore on their way Teem that 
off to the places just named, and to one or two place to Boodayoun. 	Mr Edwards expresses his 
other towns among the hills—there to remain till opinion that the 'mutiny-  was aggravated by the 
days of peace returned, or till means of safe con- laws, or the course adopted by the civil courts, 
veyance to Calcutta or Bombay could be procured. concerning landed property. 	Landed rights and 

' 	When the troubles in. Rohileund commenced ; interests were sold by , order of the courts for petty 
when Bareilly and Boodayoun, Mooradaba.d and debts ; they were bought by strangers, who had 
Shahjehanpoor, fell into the hands of the rebels— no particular sympathy with the people 	and the 
all/fled to Nynee Tal who could. Captain Ramsey, old landowners, regarded with something /Ike 
commanding at that town, at once made arrange- affection by the peasantry, were thrown into a 
roents for protecting the poor fugitives; he formed discontented state. 	Evidence was soon afforded 

, 	the gentlemen.. of the station into a militia, who that 	these 	dispossessed 	landowners 'joined The 
• took it in turn to' fulfil the duties of an armed mutineers, not from. a political motive, but to 

patrol, to keep in order the dacoits and other seize hold of their old estates during a time of 1 	• ruffians in theeneighbourlleede laid in a store turmoil and violence., ' The danger now is, that 
,,..!fir--- ''" la — ..- i 	for 	1 the mouths in o 	tree trim, 	provisione 	a they can never wish to see the same government 

1 	the pima ;. total he armed the statwind the roads . Tes' ieeee 'e) power ; fearing, as they naturally Must, 
Whit companies of a Ooorkha regill9nte..,TLeie that they ,eill have again to giVe up possession of 
Gnarl-thee, it May 'be Well here to explain, are of their estates,' 	'this subject of landed tenure in 
Mengel mighty butt molter and darker than the India, will call foi further illustration in future  
real Chinese. 	/l'hoy belong to Nereid, and first pagee, in relation eothe condition of the PeePle,  
became fittellier to the I.3ritieb. by their resolute are' ly escaping per hineeilf, Mr Ed wards, 
soldierly 	qttalitie9 	during 	the 	Nepailese 	wee: on be 1$ of June, saw that tight toils his only 
Although Hindoes by religion, they halo little or oar nee. i There were tit lfeielish indigo-planters 
nothing df caste 'prejudice, and sympethise bat in the eteighboathood, togethei -all/ another Lure- 
slightly With the Hindoos of the plains' 	Being peen, Who determined to accompany bim wherever 
natives. Of tt somewhat poor collates!, tile),  have ho Went, thinking te4.ilti eafilly would be thereby- 
shown tt readiness in 	recent years Ao accept increased, 	This erabareaseed him, fkn. ':`;',:itlildlY 
Company's' pay de tuteilietry tteope ; oti it Wee tatives who.  Might shelter one penc), would preia 
a 	veey 	iMportent ' feet . to 	those 	tkeieerfted 	in ably hesitate to receive km' ; and so it proved, on 
quelling the) revolt, tent time Goorkha$ manifested eeverul occasions, 	lie attqted ofr On bemeback, 
a klispoliiiiml eather th remelt faithful to their aoconepabled by the other *tee, and by a fitithful 
British perroteteee, than to leln the standard of Sikh sereant, Witeer Singh, who never deserted 
rapine and Murder, 	. 	 i  A 	4  'Buehler, we ha 1:-0 jeer seed, littiS CO or the 

him Through ali his trials, 	The worldly wealth of 
Mr Edwaede ae this raoMent consisted of the 

towns from which fugaive ladies were sent for clothes on his back, a revolver, a watch, a parse, 
safety to .Nynee Tal, and now the town of and a New Testament.. 	During the first few days 
Boodayoun, on the road from Agra TO Bareilly, they, galloped from village to village, just as they 
comes for 'notice tinder jimilar conditionst 	Con- found the natives favourabie or besiile ; often 
eidering that the course 'of publie cveats• often forced to flee 'when most in need of food awl 
receives illustration of a remarkable kind from rest. 	They crossed ' the 	Ganges two 	or three 

, 	the 	experience 	of single individuals, we 	shall times, 	tracing 	out 	a 	strange 	zigzag 	in 	the 
treat 	the 	Affairs 	of Boodayoun in connection hope of avoiding dangers. 	The wanderers then 
with the strange adventures of one of the Corn- made an 	attempt to reach Futteghur. 	They 
parry's civil servants—adventures not so deeply suffered 	rmich, and 	one life was lost, in 	this 
distressing as those• of the fugitives from *Delhi, attempt; the 	rest, after 	many days, 	reached 
bat continued during a much longer period, and Futteghur, where ifs Ptobyn was the C.,̀otapany's 
bringing to light a much larger number of facts collector. 	Native 	troops 	were 	mutinying, 'or 
connected with the feelings' and position of the consulting whether to Mutiny ; Europeans were 
natives in the disturbed districts. 	The wanderer, departing ; and it soon 	became 	evident 	thet 
Mr Edwards, collector of the Boodayoun district., Futteghur would no longer be a place of safety 
wits more than threevtothe in reaching Cawnporo either for Probyn or for Edwards. 	Flight again 
from Boodayoun—a 	(Deane° 	scarcely over a became neeessary, and under mere anxiowi eir- 
hundred miles by road. 	About the middle of cumsta,nces, for a lady and four children were 
May, the districts on both sides of the Ganges to be protected ; but „how to flee, and whither, 
becoming very disturbed, Mr Edwards sent his became anxious questions. 	Day after day passed, 
'wife and child for refuge to Nynee Pal. 	He before a friendly native could safely plan an 

,' 	was the' sole European officer in charge of the escape for them by',  boat; enemies and marauders 
c, 
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they 

baby 
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My 
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were 
• became 

deSolate 
Vera 
`lucky' 
natives. 
start,'. 
moon, 
deleck 
start. 

on . every side ; and • at lust ,the , danger 
so imminent that it Was resolVed to. cross 

Ganges,' and seek an .asylum in a very 
spot, out 'of the. way .of the "mntinecisl, 

was presented a curious .exemplification df 
and , unluoky ' days' ,as: Viewed by the 
' A lucky 'day. having .been found for, our 

sayi Mr Edwards,' we were to go when the 
rose; but this moon-rise was. not till, three 

on the morning after that:  fixed for. the 
'This the Thakopis were not at first. aware 
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V. 	l'was ,Wakened.' about eleven o'clock, by one of 	• 
them, who ;said that ',the filet :/tiattjuSt come to' his • . 

•, kneWledge,• and that it :was necessary:that, Some; ' 
thinglielonzing tazi,'is 'should siart.af ,  ence,'tis',this 
would equally secure' the , lucky. ihtlaence \of 'tho' 
day, even though We Viirselv'eS.shouldlept, start till , 
next Morning. 	A' fateful* Was,aecordingfygiven 
him, with which he .weiit.offi 'quite: ,Satisad, and. 
which was sent by 	bearer. towards the 'Village 
we were to proceed to.' Under the liappY'jniltionce 
of thisiable-fork, the wanderers set;  forthbraigV, 
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Nynee Tal--a refuge for 

	

Prollu 	and her .children riding on an 
and the men walking on roads almost 
with nand. 	They reached the stream.; 

crossed in a boat ; they. walked some distance 
torrents of rain, Mr /dwards ''earryi»g poor 
-' and then they reached the village, Runj- 

destined for their temporary home. What 
lame it was 1 	' The place intended for the 

	

uas 	a wretched ' hovel .occupied by 
and filthy, beyond expression, the smell 

and the mud and dirt oveV;eur.,ankles. 
heart sank within me as I laid down my little 

on ,a charpoy; By the exercise of ingenuity, 
extemporaneous chamber was fitted up iu the 

During a long sojourn here in- the, -rainy 
Mr Edwards wrote a letter to his wife at 
Tat, ' under the iolloWing odd 	circum- 

' I had but a snail scrap of paper , on 
to write my two notes, and jnst the 'stump • 

a lead-pencil: we had neither pens nor ink. 	In 

European Eugitives. 	 j 
, 	I 	 . 	• 

the niiidle of my writing, the pencil-point broke; 
and when I commence() repoiuting i& the vbele 
fell out, there being just it Speek•of lead left.- I wasd.' 
in despair;' but• was fortunately able to refix the , 
atom, and to finish two short notes—about, an i` 
inch square 'each : it was all the man .could con- 
ceal about him. 	I then steeped the notes in a 	1  
little milk, and pat .thent' out to dry in: thelstin. 
At once a crow pounced on one: and carried it 	. 
oft, and I of course thought it was. lost for ever. 
Wince Singh; however, saw 'and followed the 
creature, and recovered the note , after a long 
chase.' 	SeveralWeeks Passed ; 'poor baby' died; 

.then 	an 	elder' child—both,,, sinking under the 
privations they had had to endure : their anxious, 
mother, with all her tender solicitude, being unable 
further to preserve them. 	Mr Edwards, win?, was- 
'one of those that thought the annexation of Oude 
an unwise measure, said; in relation to a rumours, 
that Oude had been restored to its 'king ; 	I would 

_.., 
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rejoice at such an equitable measure at another lith, when a united advance might be made upon 
time; but 13(!w it would be, if true, a sign of a Delhi; but, es we shall presently see, the hand 
falling ,.eause and' of `great.  weakness, whieti 	is of death struck down the commander-in-chief ere 
I 	fear our Neal...case,' .On another occasion, he this plan could he carried out; and the force from 
heard ' more rizmoure . that the goveinor-general Meerut was placed at the disposal of another com- 
ma the King of Gude had arriyed at Cawnpore; mender, under circumstances that will come under 
and that Gude is, tbee formally to be made over notice in their proper place. 
to the icing::  'Whether Oudians or not, every- Delhi, like Cawnpore 	must be treated apart 

' where he. found the Mohammedans more hostile to from other 	towns.• 	Tile' military proceedings 
the British than the IHrtdoos ; and in some places 
the two bodies of 'iedigionists fought with each 

connected with its recapture were so interesting, 
and carried on over so long a period ; it developed 

other. 	After many more weeks of delays and 
disappointment*, the fugitives were started off 

resources so startlingly large among the mutineers, 
besieging forces so lamentably small on the part 

down the Ganges to Cawnpore. 	In effecting this of the British—that the whole will conveniently 
start, the '.lucky-day' principle was again acted on.  form a subject complete in itself, to be treated 
`.The astrologer had fixed an hour for starting, 
As it was not possible for us to go at the fortu- 
nate moment Ind secure the advantage, a' shirt of 

when collateral events have been brought up to 
the proper level. 	Suffice 	it at present to say, 
that the mutineers over the whole of the north of 

mine , and some garments of those who were to India looked to the retention of Delhi as their 
accompany me; were forwarded to a village some kreat stronghold, their rock of defence ; while the 
way on the road, which is considered equivalent British saw with equal clearness that the  
to ourselves starting.' 	Half-a-dozen times on their of that celebrated city was an indispensable pre- 
voyage wore they in danger of being shot by liminary to the restoration of their, prestige and 
hostile natives on shore ; but the fidelity and tact power in India. 	All the mutineers from other 
of the natives who had befriended them carried towns either hastened to Delhi, or calculated on 
them through all their perils. 	At length they its support .to their cause, whatever that cause 
reached Cawnpore on the 1st of September, just may have been; all the available British regi- 
three calendar months after Mr Edwards took his 
hasty departure from Boodayou n 

merit
.
, on the other hand, few indeed as they wore, 

eithethastened to Delhi, or bore it in memory 
This interesting train of adventures we have 

followed to its close, as illustrating so many points 
during their other plans and proceedings. 	, 

Just at the time when the services of a military 
connected With the state of India at the time ; commander wore most needed in the regions of 
but now attention must be brought back to the which Agra is the centre, and when it was neces- 
month of May. 	 • 	 • sary to be in constant communication with the 

West of 	the R:hilcund district, and 	north- governor-general. and authorities, General Anson 
west of Allygurh and its neighbouring cluster could not be heard of ; he was supposed at Cal- 
of towns, lie Meerut and Delhi, the two places cutta to be somewhere between Simla and Delhi; 
at which the atrocities were first manifested. 
Meerut, after the departure of the three mutinous 

but daks and telegraphs had been interfered with, 
and all remained in mystery as to his movements. 

regiments on the night of the 10th of May, and 
the revolt of the Sappers and Miners a few days 

Lawrence at Lucknow, Ponsonby at Benares, 
Wheeler at. Cawnpore, 	 olvin at Agra, Hewett at 

afterwards, remained unmolested. 	Major-general Meerut, other commanders at Allahabad, Dina- 
Hewett was too strong in EurJpean troops to be poor, and elsewhere—all said in effect : ' We can 
attacked, although his force took part in many hold our own for a time, but not unless Delhi be 	. 
operations against the rebels elsewhere. 	Several speedily recaptured. 	Where is the commander-in- 
prisoners, proved to have been engaged in the chief?' 	Viscount Canning sent messages in rapid 
murderous work of the lath, were hanged. 	On succession, during the second half of the month 
the other hand, many sowers of .the 3d native of May, entreating General ,Anson to bring all his 
cavalry, instead of going to Delhi, spread terror power to bear on • Delhi as quickly as possible. 

' among the villagers near Meerut. 	One of the last Duplicate telegrams were sent by different routes, 	- 
military dispatches of the commander-in-chief was in 	hopes 	that 	one 	at least might reach its 
to Hewett, announcing his intention to send most destination safely ; and every telegram told the 
of his available troops from Kurnaul by Bhagput same story—that British India was in peril so 
and I'aniput, to Delhi, and requesting' Hewett to long as Delhi was not in British hands, safe .  
despatch from Meerut an auxiliary force. 	This from murderers and marauders. 	Major-general 
force he directed should consist of two squadron's Sir Henry Barnard, Military. commander of the 
of carabiniers, a wing of the oath Rifles, a light Umballa district, received telegraphic news on the 
field-battery, a troop of beorse-artillery, a corps of 11th of May of the outrages at Meerut and Delhi; 
artillerymen to work the siege-train, and as many and immediately sent an aid-de-camp to gallop off 
sappers as he could depend upon. 	General Anson 
calculated that if he left Umballa on the 1st of 

with the information to General Anson at Simla, 
seventy or eighty mike distant. 	The commander. 

June, 'and if Hewett sent his force from Meerut in-chief at once hastened from his retirement 	. 
on the 2d, they might meet at Bhagput on the among the hills. 	Simla, as was noticed - in a 
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former. page, is 	one 	of the sanataria, ter the Queen's 75th foot, the . 1st and 24. European 
English 	in 	India, spots where 	pure air and Fusiliers, the 5th and GOth native infantry, Reit 
moderate temperature restore to the jaded body two troops of European horse-artillery ; but the 
some of the strength, and to the equally jaded European regiments were all far short of their 
spirits some of the elasticity, which aro so readily full strength. 	Symptoms soon appeared that the 
lost in the burning plains further south. 	The 5th and GOth native infantry were not to be 
poorer class among the Europeans cannot afford relied 	upon 	for fidelity; 	and 	General 	Ansort 
the indulgence, for the cost is too great ; but the thereupon 	strengthened 	his force at Umbrella 
principal servants of the Company often take with such European regiments as were obteia- 
advantage of this health-restoring and invigor- able. 	Ho was nevertheless in great perplexity 
ating. climate—where the average temperature how to shape his course ; for so many wires hail 
of the year is not above 55° F. 	The .question been cut and so many dubs stopped, that he knew 
has been frequently discussed, and is not with- little of the progress of events around Delhi and 
out cogency, whether the commander-in-chief 
acted rightly in remaining at that remote spot 

Agra. 	Being new to India and Indian warfare, 
also, and having received his appointment to that 

during 	the 	first • twenty iveeks 	in the . year, 
when so many suspicious symptoms were oh- 

high command rather through political connections 
than in reference to any experience derived from 

servable among the native troops at Calcutta, Asiatic campaigning, he was dependent on those 
Dumdum, Barrackpore, Berhampore, Lucknowz  around him for suggestions concerning the best 
Meerut, and Umballa.. 	He could knew nothing mode of grappling with the difficulties that were 
of the 	occurrences at those places but  what 
the telegraphic wires and the postal dies told 

presented. 	These suggestions, in all probability, 
were not quite harmonious; for it has long been 

him ; nevertheless, if they told him the truth, 
and alg the truth, it seems difficult to under- 

known that, in circumstances of emergency, the 
Civil and military officers of the Company, view- 

stand, unless illness paralysed his efforts, why ing occurrences tinder different aspects or from 
he, the chief of the army, remained quiescent different points of view, often arrived at differeut 
at a spot more than a. thousand miles from estimates as to the malady to be remedied, and et 
Calcutta. different suggestions.as to the remedy to be applied. 

Startled by the news, the commander-in-chief At the critical time in question, however, all the 
quitted Simla, and hastened to Umbalha the officers, civil as well as military, assented to the 
nearest 	military station on 	the 	great Indian conclusion that Delhi must be taken at any, cost; 
highway. 	It then became sensibly felt, both by and on the 21st of May, the first division of a 
Anson and Barnard, how insufficient were the small but well-composed 	force 	set out from 
appliances at their disposal. 	The magazines at Umballa •on the road to Delhi. 	General Amon 
Umballa. were nearly empty of stores and ammu- left on the 25th,. and arrived on the 26th. at 
nition ; 	the 	reserve artillery-wagons were et Kurnaul, to be nearer the stone of active opera- 
Phillour, eighty miles away; the native infantry Lions ; but there death carried htm off. 	He died 
were in a very disaffected state; the European of cholera on the next day, the 27th of May. 
troops were at various distances from Umballa; 
the commissariat officers declared it to be almost 

With a governor-general a thousand miles away, 
the chief officers at and dear Kumla settled 

impossible to move any body of troops, in the among themselves as best they could, according to 
absence of necessary supplies for a column in the 
field; and the medical officers dwelt on the danger 

the rules of the service, the distribution of duties, 
until official appointments could be made from 

of marching troops in the hot season, and on the Calcutta. 	Major-general 	Sir 	Henry 	Barnard. 
want of conveyance for sick and wounded. 	In became temporary commander, and Majorgoneral 
short, almost everything was wanting, necessary Reid second under hime 	When the governor- 
for the operations of an army. 	The generals set general received this news; he sent for Sir Patrick 
to work, however; they ordered the 2d European Grant, a former experienced adjutant-general of 
Fusiliers to hasten from Subathoo to timballa; the Bengal army, from Madras, to assume the 
the 	Nusseree Battalion 	to 	escort a siege-train office 	of commander-in-chief ; 	but the officers 
and ammunition from Phillour to Umballa ; six 
companies cii the Sappers and Miners to proceed 

at that time westward of Deline-Barnard, Reid, 
Wilson, and others—had Sill the responsibility 

Beni Roorkee to Meerut; and the 4th Irregular  of battling with the rebels. 	Sir Henry Barnard, 
Cavalry to hold themselves in readiness at Heusi. ' as temporary chief, took charge of the expedition 
Anson at the same time issued the general order, 
already adverted to, inviting the native regiments 

to Delhi-e-with what results will be shown in the 
proper place. 

to remain true to their allegiance, explaining the The regions lying west, ntrthwest, and south- 
real facts concerning the cartridges, and reiterating west of Delhi. have tine peculiarity, that they arc 
the assurauees of non-intervention with the reli- of easier access from Bombay or from Knrachee 
gions and caste scruples of the men. 	On the than from Calcutta. 	Out of this rose an important 
17th. there wore more titan 	seven 	regiments circumstance in connection with the Revolt— 
of troops at Umballa—namely, the Queen's 9th namely, the practicability of the employment of 
Lamm, the 4th Light Cavalry Lancers, the the Bombay native army to cunfront the mutinous 
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'regiments 	belcnging to. that of Bengal. 	It .is . .subject , is only mentioned hero to explain why 
. diftionl,V to 	cvert1/4.1'.te ;the `value of • the 	difference the western parts of India are not treated in 

between, the, twO atones: 	had they been'formed the present chapter. 	There were, it is true, dis- 
, of like Materials, or4canised on a like system, and 
officered in a, like, ratio,, the probability is that 

turbauces at .Ncenruelt and, Iguseerabad, 'lend at 
various places in llajpootanat  the l'unjaub, and 

the amitiny would 'have been greatly increased Binde ; but these will better lm treated in later 
i , in • extentL-the seine' 'motives, be they reasonab/e pages, in connection rather with Bumbay than 
''' .,or unreasonable,' being alike applicable to both, 

armies. 	' Of the degree to .which the Bombay.  • ...- regiments showed, fideEty, while those of Bengal . 

with Caleutta, as head-quarters. 	F,nough has been 
said to show over how *vide an area the taint of 
disaffection spread during the month of Atay.—to 

• unfurled the ' Winner of rebellion,, there will be break out into something much. more terrible in 
frequent occasions to speak in future pages. 	The ' 
. 

. 	. 

the next following month,  

• , 

• 
„ 

0 t 
. 	 . 	 . 	 . . :.t,zai... 	klz2,,mys.-,-An 	intere5thig questlen 	presents expected they will all be remunerative, 	Arrongemente are 

t itself; in connection with the subject of the present chapter everywhere made for a doable line of rails—a single 15.110 
--WhOthOf ;,he B4VOit would have been possible had the being alone laid down until the, trobie is develop*. 	The 
railways been eompleted ? The rebels, it is true, might have gAttge is nine inches wider than fire 'narrow gauze' of 
forced up or dislocated the rails, or might have tampered with English railways. 	The -estimated overage cost 'is Maier 
the locomotiveS. 	They mighty on the other hand, if power- X9000 per mile, about one-fourth of the. English overa te. 
fully soncentrated, have used the .railway,; for their own Leering oat of view, as an element invertible to be 
rirposes, and thus made them an auxiliary to rebdilou. correctly calculated, the amonnt of delay arising from the .. 

, Nevotheless, the hilance of probability is in favour of the 
government—that is, the government would have derived 

Bovolt, the government named the periods at which the 
sco erol se:tiers of railway would probably he hoisheti. 

more advantage then the insurgents from the existence of List: 	i of spewing the particuinr portions beloneing reaper- 
railsvnis 'between the groat townn of India. 	The difficulties, 
at, greet t.,,s to be almost insnperable, in transporting troops 

tivei 	to tlib live railway companies—the East Indian, the 
Eire• t inclitra Perinsula, the ;Bombay and Central India; 

' froin one place to another
' 
 have been amply Hirst-rated in tier 	fade, and the M 	 :'imply shall 	mply arrange the 	• 

' 	• 	. this and the preceding obepters ; we have seen how dill: railways into two groups, aorta and south, and throw a 
' and palonqnin bearers, ludloche and elephants, eirabs and 
wagons, Ganges :mantels and native boats, were brought 

few of the particulate into a tabulated form. 	, 	• 
, into reanisition, and how painfully slew was the progress 

made. 	 The 121 =Hen of railway from Calcutta to Pollee- NCETIlEttig 12pIA. 
gustoo were found au ti•ifiti, in entitling the Euglisli  soldiers paihorto. 	Lmgths. 	Probat4e rime of Opening. 

', to ow swiftly over the first part of. their ;pommy, that 
there can harillv be a doubt of the itimorraiit reifults which. 

	

Mitts. 	 , 
Calcutta to Ttancogunae„ . 	121 	opened in 1855. 

would hevu followed an extension of the systemi. 	Even if Itiordwr
i
b
i
ro tilinars  ... ix 	Ill

o
comber 180.  

a 104V favourable view be taken in relation to Bengal and 
the Northwest 'Provinces, the ado an tagcs would unctues- 

Igar:;ott°,,t,l,'14,:i..4 	. 12,3 	liecomber 1807. 

	

,„„ 	 	October 1850 prompting bridge 
i tionahly have -men on the. aide of the government in the fawn era to  Delhi, • " 	‘" 1. 	al, Ana over the Auniu9. 

Bombay and -Vadras preside.neies, where disaffection was INI1,1•41Poro to Jubbilittoor, 	. 309 	IN:ottalf specified. 
shown only in a very slight degree.; a few days would 
Lrrre sufficed to need troops front the south of India by 

it juhuobalatz 
to z.o

il
in
b

r
olin 

attlee, 	1 	
lead

lil_2145 	_ eccno;bliM:11.86). 
Oontrawntbee to Nagpoor, ..13i1 	Starch ion. 

rail, •rid. 	Bomixty and Jubbulpoor to Ailisapore, in the Ilbiniatral to Catalan, 	. 	. 	241 	October 1359. 	 i . . mintedie.to 	vicinity of the regions where their services 
Were most needed. 	' 

Although the Ranefgenge branch of the East Indian 

. 	. 	. 	3 Cabin to ltomirox, 	3 	Opened in 1054,  fiurat to Ahmedabad, . 	. 	154 	1850 attd 1859. 
. Korachco to itydrabad, 	liO 	October 18:..9. 

 

' 	t 
Railway vms the only pa:thin open in the north of India, 
there was a action of the main Line between Abolish* and . 	§ 0 V.T 11 B It N I ti I) 1 A. 
Comport: nearly finished at she time of the mate*. tr.lais 
main line will nearly follow the course of tae 1i-taigas, from Bombay to Poonab, 	. . 	124 	Veltranry itee. 

peonati to Sholanore, 	. 	. 165 	IRIXt 
Cttlent:tiv up to 4 lb/15W ; it will then pees through the smdaporo to Kietnah, . 	, 	JOI 	End of itel. 

' Doub, between thn Ganges marl the brutal to Age}; it will •1<•istmah to 3Thdr*..5, 	. 	• 	, am 	lbsi and Me& 	. 
follow the Annan froze 'Agitt up so 'Delk_i and OD aunt 
striim Of northwestward t..0 J,{allare-r-to ,ui,  continued alit ' 

104dratt to Arcot 	. 	. 	. 	05 	‘Otentad in 110.6. 	 . 
Arcot  lc, v„ri„,,,I,mply, . 	. 	(RI 	aiiniiiiry fess. 
'landfall to c•iypore,. 	. 	. 	4:10 	'1‘iralt lira . 

some future 	time though 	the J'arojtath to yodativer;  '  
During the sin:mice of 1.867, -tin East Ir.dis Eotiquiny pre, ' The plans for ait Oude railway were kl.rf.wo alt, compris- 
paled, al, the request of payliameN, au visoct enumeration *o3 griee yr eat,  hues radiating from latchmor ; but the 
of the  ye:104s  railways ivr es h.j4t eiviegisieg plena  )14 project Lad not., at tbs,t tine, itEliIIIIIed il dgfakite form. 
been adopted;  and forrdia nicite-gapitai yfwilich 4 inharaniu • 
rite of interest had .lannt fettersateed by the government.. 'fictufstan ' of' q V£(.4194-7-It frequently. happened, in , 

• The decutneat gives the paitienlitra of :about ,5370t) :talcs 
of railu•ey in India ; eatimated.  to cost i230,2i11,000 ; arid 

comet:two with the esonta recorded in the present chapter, 
*that the heraftneea of a village either joined the matineers 

for which a dividend 	is 	gitr.rauteed to the extort of against the British, or ;twisted the latter' hi quelling the i  
020,314,000, tit !, t it rain varying from 4 	to 3 per cont. 	The disturbances; according to' the hies of his inclination, or 
government also gives the land, estimated to be worth the view be took: of his own interests, 	The general nature 	' 1 
*mit a million st.crling. 	Ail the *works of construction axe of the .village•systein in India requires to be mitlerstood 	' 
planne1 the a principle of solidity, not cheapness; for it is Wore the significancy of the headmen's position can be 
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'Before the 'British entered I ndia', pi:IA-ate appreciated., 	'B  One maniethe 'scribe of the village ; 'another,':'tim4tenstsble 	', - ; 
' 

, 

property in :land was unknown; the whole was considered 
to belong to 'the sovereign. 	The country was diVided, by.  

'the 'llehaniniedan' rulers,,into small, holding's., ettltivated ' 

or milieemitn; a 	third, the scheolmaster i a fburtli, .thil. 	' 
'doctor; a, fifth, the astrelOger ,ond 'exorciser • Mut so of the 	., 

. inualeilin, the carpenter; tlic,'Sinith, the werirsie'in' gold.nr ' 

 ' 

:1  
• mil by a.village Community under a headman ; far, which jewels,. the tailor, tbe,,worker in leather) the potter,* 'the - 

a rent •w-as paid. 	For convenience of eolleatine this rent or ; washerman—each considers that he-hus 4 prescriptive right • 
' revenue, zentinciterie were 'appointed, who either,fer6ed•thd ,''to 

revenues, or acted simply as agents for the ruling 'power: 
the work in,' his !mulch done within ,the.tilhige, 'and fo 

 the payment for that work; and each tueniber °ilia family 
' When the Ilaretnis of Cornwallis, as governor-general, participates in this preseriptive right. 	This village-system , 

.. 	' 
. _made great ,changes in the government of British India 

half a century -age, he modified; gushing other. matters, the ! 
zemindar,r; but the collection of.revenue remained. 

is so interwoven. 'With Alm habits. and 'customs of the ,,, 
31indoes; Mat it Outlives all Changes geing.On arena& 	Sir,. 
T. Metcalfe; who' -.knew India well, 'said : l Dynasty after 

, 	. ', 

' ' 'Whether, es some think, villages were thus, formed by dynasty tumbles down ; rerofittion inteceeds.th revolation•;: , 
the ear4''',eonquerore; or. whether they•were natural, torn 	' 
•binations of then for mutnel advantage—certain it is that 
the village-system in the plains of Northern -India was 

Ilindom• Paean, Megtil, Maltratta,' Sikh, 11,aglisli;' 'firc i  n11' 
masters in -turn; but the villageeinuntunity reiraiins the' 
muse. 	In times.of trouble they arm'and fortify themsclica. 

•• 	' 

! made dependent in a-large degree on the -peculiar iustitu- ,, If a hostile army passes .througIrsthe .eiinittry,, the village 
' tion of 'mate. , `To each man in a HindOck 'village were. communities collect their cattle within their -walls, ,aint. let c, 

• ' appointed particular duties which were exclusively his, and 
which were in general transmitted to his descendants. The • 

the enmity pass unprovoked. 	If plunder aid devastation 
be directed .against themselves, and the force, einployed,he ' 

..1 	. .WhOle community became -one family, whiCh lived together- • ',irr.eiistible,llrey flee to friendly villages at a dist:Moe; but 	. ' and prospered On their public lands; whilst'ethe private When the storm' has passed over; they 'return and-resume • 
advantage. of each particular Measlier was scarcely deter- their Occupations. 4f a country remain for a series of • , 	, 

. minable 	,It 'Weenie, then the fairest as well as the least ;yearn the scene of ,continned. pillage and Masser:iv)  so that' ,. 	*, 
tionblinieuse method of collecting the revenue .'to' assess the 'the vilhwe eminet be inhabited, the material villagen never-'' , i 

' Whele.village at a 'certain soma, agreed upon by.the tchsildar theless return whenever the power of penee'able peallessien 
(native revenue collector) and .the headman. 	This was • revives. 	.1 generatiou may pass .away, 	itt 'the succeeding ' 

, exacted from the ,httter,“who,. seated, on the chabootra,,in generation ' will ,retern..r. The mom Will, talte'the, places ,of 	, , 	.. 
conjunction nith 'the chief men of the village, managed:ifs their dithers; the same sitO lot' their • village, the 'mine. ' 

' affairs, and decided upon the, quota 	of each individual ,positions for..the houses, the same, /ands will be omecuineil I. 
, 	, :member. 	'By this means, the exclusive oharacter of each' by, the descendants.of those who Were driven; out whim the . • 

. village • was further increased; until they have beteme village was depopulated ;• and it is nota trifling Matter that • .  ' 	' 
. throughout. nearly the 'whole of ,the Indian peninsitla, little will drive them eup, for- they qvill often maintain 'theirpost: . 

,republics ; supplied, owing to the, regulations of easte, with, 
ortikuts of nearly every' crafty and almost independent of 
any,foreigh relations.' •'"! , 	• 	• 
• Not only is the. beadman'.0 position rind duties defined t.  

through tides• of disturbance arid convulsion, and acquire. ' 
strength sufficient to• resist pillage and 'oppression with 
success.. 	This 'union of the village communities, er.cil, ore , 
forming a separate little 	state in 'itself, Imo; I Conceive, 	' , 

,,* 

.' 
bat the whole village atny be mid' to 'he serially organised, 
and parcelled out by the singular operation of the caste 
principle. 	Each village, managegita internal affairs ; taxes 

contributed more than any other mama to the ?reser/at-ion , 
of .the :people of 'India' through 	all • the. revolutions and 

. changes which they have suffered.' k . 

' 	, 

itself to provide,,funds for internal 'expenses, its well as the ' I  * It is 'easily comprehensible how, in village eavonunitits• ' 
, rt.-venue due. '0,  the state; decides 'disputes in the drat- thus, 	coiripactly organised,,-the course of proceeding adopted ' , , 	, 

' instance.; and punishes minor offences: 'Officers are selected by the headman in any public exiMicy heroines of much '• • , 
• - for'  il these duties; and there is tlina a load government importance ;, since it may be a sort -of Whin) manifestation ' ! 
, 	• within the greater government of the paramount state. , of the tendeneies 'of the villagers generally., 	" 

, 	 . 
. 	 4  'Tripp,: Theory and,Prgetiez of Cask. 	" 

• 
4  Report of Select Committee of Ilouse or Commons; 1431. . . 	, 
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C II APTER, 

TREACHERY AND ATROCITIES 

'VIII. 

AT CANNPORE, 

to -which some of the unfortunates were subjected, 
at Cawnpore as at other places, that no one dared 
to speak or write fully of them; even men, hardy 
and world-worn mon, almost shrank from whis- 
poring the details to each other. 	Vague generaii- 
ties of language were employed, in sheer dismay 
lest the use of precise words should lift too high 
the veil that bid the hideous scene. 	So much -was 
this felt, so much were the 'facts understated, that 
persons of unblemished moral character almost 
regretted the reticence of the press. 	A nobleman 
held in very high estimation, the-Earl of Shaftes- 
bury, en 	one occasion 	expressed 	at 	a public 
mooring a wish that the daily journals would 
proceed one stage further in making the mournful 
tale known : on the ground that Englishmen, by 
learning more of the real truth, would appreciate 
mere fully the sufferings of our countrymen and 
countrywomen, the heroism and Christian patience 
with which those sufferings were borne, and the 
necessity for (not vengeance, but) retributive justice 
on those who had ordered and executed the devilish 

victims 

faithfully 
Now 
come 

Sion 
boats, 
—the 
towards 

	

'c'', 	— 
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- Y'iTi
et  
\t",:-'-irigs 
,;'1”-  that for 

England 
the miseries 
July, until 

that 
upon 

tragic drama; 
with 
the 

its 
So unutterably 

heightened 

intensity 

z--= 

	

	0 other events connected with 
the Revolt in India made so deep 

5  an impression on the public mind, 
, 

	

	, or produced so utter an astonish- 
ment and dismay, as those relit- 

„..,-, 	ing to Cawnpore—the treachery _ 
of an arch-villain, and the suffer- 

that resulted therefrom. 	The mystery 
so many weeks veiled the fate of the 

the painful interest; for none 
know how the troubles in May gave rise 

in June, and these to the horrors 
nearly all were dead who could 

have ,recorded the progress of events. 
the- main incidents are known, they 
the railer almost with the force of 

associating themselves in. succes- 
five, scones—the 	intronebmont, 	the 

ghat, the house of slaughter, the well 
deepening as the plot advances 

end. 
revolting were the indignities 
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• barbarities. 	It is not a trifling compliment to the• ' vided with its bazaar; ira•the reut.andlaii beyead , a  
• dalieacy of, the English press, that a Christian 

nobleman should 'thee have suggeSted less seruple,', 
less' reserve, 'hi the treatment of a 'most trying.  
subject. 	In every .narrative of these mournful 

the' liras; Were 	the .' bivouacs of ,' eeery ;kind', Qt.: ' 
camp-followers; in 'immense numbers. 	Ali' these. •_, 
with many hundred bungalows or Midges Of oilleetS ', 
and Europettn residents...gave - great animatiotc t# a,: 

'''' 

- 
-,' events, the reader • feels, and` ,naust ,eentitine ate 

feel, that the worst is left unsaid. 	. 	, 	' 
the captoament. , The•l;iingatinve, though tiled'  or , ,, 

 thatched, were here, as in Other. parts.of '•iirdia;  ''•,, ' 

' 

The first , 'natters to treat are,* loeality in 
which, and the native chieftain by whom?  these 
wrongs were inflicted. • Cawnpore, a terrible word 

.to English readers, is the name 'both of a district 
and of its chief town. 	The district, a part of the 
Doab or delta between the 'Ganges and the.Junina, 
is included withia the government of the North, 
-western Provinces. 	The 'city of Cawnpore is en . 
the right bank of 'the Ganges, about two hundred 
and seventy miles below Delhi ; and. the river 
flows down nearly a, tlioiniand Miles below this 

large fp14 ,ccovitivdiougi oriels standing plettiantlY0  : 
'in the -midst of its compouud or enclosure, richly !' 
planted with grapes, peaches, mangoes, shandecks, 
plantains, melons, oranges, limes, guavas,,and -otlitir .  
fruits especially acceptable iu a hot climatd: There 
was accommodation for seven thousand treeps, but . 
the number  actually stationed there was genera - 
ally lunch 'less, 	kn accordance with the . gem-. 	, 
,paw's regulations, the 15nglish military oilieel:aa. ,,,,, 
whether of Ban:int:am or native regiments, always .' . 
resided 	width?, 	the,  eantommen$ . where 	their '• 

' 

., point to Calcutta 	the hind,distance, 'however, services 	were 	respired.; 	while 	the 	eivhians, „ , ,1 
I 	from Cawnpore to Calcutta 4 between six and 

seven litutdred miles, . Tim Ganges here is some- 
times more than o.. ixtile in width at and soon 
after...the rainy season, and-is at such time very 

although residing chiefly in the saburhs, had.' 
'their offices and places 	of husinees .within the 
pity itself. 	There 'were dins, to same extent,•two. 
sets of English neasidenta. 	• 	•• 	. 	. 	. , 

' 

• 
difficult to he crossed by bodie,s of troops. 	Cawza 

, poke is .an important city to the British in India, 
both connuercially and ;in a military ,sense. 	The 
ghat or landing-place, in peaceful times, is a scene • 
or great liveliness and bustle. 	When Skinner was 

The next paint to render clear is, the poSition, or , , - 
the man who se fatally influenced the affitirs at' 

, Cawnpore in the slimmer inmithS' y1857. 	Nana 
Sahib was,bis name to an gn glish eye and tongue, 

	

and as- Nena Sahib he will ever be execrated ;• but 	: 

, 

there, `Every description of veesel that eau be .'that was his titular or honorary, not his real ,name; 

- 
imagined was collected along , the bank. 	The 
pinnace, ,which with its three masts and neat 

which appears to have been Dhundu Punt "or,' , 
Dboondhoopunt. • When called the Nen'a or ITanta. . ; 

' 

, 
• rigging might have passed for a ship; budgerows, 
the clumsiest of all clumsy things, with,  their ,. 
sterns several times higher .than their bows; the 

the Nona Sahib, the' reishava, the Maharajah, the 	,' 
 'Vera Babadoor, he was recognised by one of his 
oriental titles of honour. - Let him' to 'us be .the 	'• 

bauleabs, 	ugly 	enough', 	but' tightly 	skimming ' 
along like gondolas 'compared with the heavy 

Nene. Sahib. 	There 	was if, motive, however . 
Ipadoquate in, the estimate Of persons possessing . 

• 

: craft Around them; the drifting haystacks, which a? spark 'of human feeling, for the. black treachery 
• ' 

" 

• the country-boats appear to be when at a distanee, 
with their native crews straining every nerve . 
upon their summits, 	and 	cheering themselves , 
with a wild and not Unfreqnently a sweet song; ' 
pansweei 	shooting 	swiftly 	down . the stream, 
with one person -only on board; who sits, at the . 
head, steering with his right hand, rowing with 

' 	his foot, and in the  'left hand holding his pipe. 

and monstrous cruelty of this man, 	lie had' h , ' 
quarrel with. the East India Company: 'a quarrel 
which. the Company had nearly forgotten, ' but.... 
not he 	The 	disagreement  arose :out, of '•the 
prevalent Eastern 'custom ,ofadoption, .in 'default 	'• 
of 'legitimate male heirs. 	Bitboof, a town Aix. 
or eight miles from Cawnpore, and within the , 
same ' district, had long been • the .a4Isidenee'nf 

i 
, 

. 
" 

A ferry-boat constantly plying . across the ett,e;tm 
adds to 'the' variety of the Scene, brits motley ' 

• collection 	of passengers—travellers, 	mereliants, 
fakeers, camels, bullocks, and horses—all crowded . 

• together. 	The vessels . fastened Ito the shore 'are 

the chief of the Mahrattas; or Peishwa, with whets, 
as with ether native princes, the Coinpany lisal • 
had ' many .negetiations and treaties. 	Bit) 	r 
itself, a town of about fourteen thousand inhabit- a  
ants, possesses numerous Xlindoo ',tamping., , and . ' 

so closely packed, that 'they appear tp be one several. ghats or,  flights of steps giving ' access to '' ; 
' 	mass, and, from their thatched roofs and' low the Gauges, 'to -which the Brahmins and their , . 	7 

entrances, might easily pass for a floating village,' followers frequently resort 	the purpose of ritual 	. .,,, 

. 
Cawnpore is (or rather.  was) remarkable in its 

,. military 	arrangements. 	The 	cantonment, .six 
ablution. 	The place is ,not without fortification,,  , • 
but it does not 'take rani among the strongholds , 

,',,. 
.- ', 

miles long by ledf a mile broad, often' contained, Nee Pao of Indiaa. 	The last chief, Maharajah'. N , i 
before the .  Revolt, a native population of. fifty Peishwa, died in 1851 ; and in consennenee ef that t a_ 
• thousard persons, besides sixty thousand in the event, a jaghire or estate, near the.  toWP, 1.v141). i` 7_ 
city itself, irrespective of military and Europeans. had been bestowed upon him during pleasure by 	t'`,;_ 
The nativeinfantry of the statiOn• encamped here 

• in the cool part of the yertu, when there were. 
regular Streets and squares of Canvas stretching 

.over an immense' space; each regiment was pro- 

the Company, lapsed to the gevernMent, and 'Was . 
subjected to the general regulations 'in lore & in 
Cawnpore. 	Being sonless, he heal adopted a Son; , 
or indeed two sonsynot merely to inherit the. VW; ', 

' - 	! 

', 	. 

t_. 
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0 ..we:aftle which belonged to him Independently of 
the arrangements with the. COMpany, hut also to 
perform 	certain filial 	duties which 	high-caste 	. 
.illudoos deem it, 	necessary to their religion that a 

earn should perform: ' This 'adoption was legal 
.;k so far as concerned the Peishwit's personal pro- 
e,e perty e but the Company would not admit its 
"e. validity in relation to a pension of £50,000 per 

annum which 	he had been in the habit of 
receiving. 	A slight obscurity in the wording of 

, an official document led to some doubt on this 
matter. 	On the 1st of June 1818, Sir John 
Malcolm, on the part of the Company, signed a 
treaty with B.aiee Rao, granting a pension to the 
rajah and Ms ftandly. 	This 'has since been inter- 
preted, by the Minor iatrigueas, as a perpetual 
grant to the ?heirs; but there h, abundant evideece 
that Sir John and the Company meant thepeasion ' 
to he 'for Eajee Rao's jiie only, to' by Shared by 
his family then living 	dine years afterwards, 
gamely, in 3.827,, Bele() Rae  adopted two !children, 
Stuldchno Ra'o and Dhundu Pant, the eme lbw 
years and the 'other two years.  and a half old ; 
they were the 'sons of two 1301)144,w, natives of 
the Decean, Who lead Come to reside at flithoor 
about a year before. 	There is 0(I evidence that 
kajee Rao evhr considered *age two Oopted son; 

'or either of them, entitled to a Inttkmsance ofthe 
Company's pension; although Dhalt011  ,runt may 

, very possibly have thrown oat frequent Pete, to 
sound the Company pet. No subject. 	It has 

. been supposed that when iihe old sing of Delhi 
was reproelaimed after the 	.l.,,eeri,tt outbreak, he 

,offered to acknowledge the Name Sahib, Dimwit; 
Pent, as :the pro jeer WeeeSS,70 of Wee :POSIINSa of 

0 13ithoor>  au condigon of recgiYing Iris Aid and e  
e allegiance. 	This wee prob4ly lrtio, but would not 

Witt*, without the. inessitive of peivale animosity, ., 
to account for his Oise/pleat ittet;pas, 	to little 	- 
was known of him in England whee?  late 13•Pvele 
hem, that doubt prevailed whetherhe was really . 
the adopted,  son of Bajee Rae s eemo writers 
asserting that-  004 begat r read been conferred 
upon another Dimwiu rent, feud that elle ,O,'e-Fati, , 
himself was the eldest 4i41B le tiW eajelee wheeler, 

: dleanchunder Punt. 	. 	 ' 
If hatred ruled his heart eiurlog'the six years 

.friar D'e31 to 1857, he must indeed hare,  been a 
coneunnnate hypocrite ; 	for the English were 

'always courteously received by hire at his petty 
omit, and generally came away impressed in his . 
favour—impressed, however, at the same trine,, 

. with a conviction that he entertained a sort of 
Itoptetbat'the Queen of England would graciously 
befriend hint in his contest with the Calcutta 
Iovernmeut: the court of Directors, and the Board, . 	• 	• , of Clontr61, all 	or' ,whoia disputed his adoptive 
elahne. 	lie had a curious taste for mingling the 
English with' the oriental in his pa,inee et Bithoor. 
An English traveller, who visited him a few years, 
before 'the 	Revolt, and was received with an 	. 

eareount of. flattery that appeared to have a good . 
deal of shrewd ealcUlation in it, found the rooms 
• • 

	

and the great road. Sir Irenry 	e Lawreee;',mewing
` 

 

, 
set 'apartafor him decked with English fureitere 
arranged in the most incengruous•marmen—a,ctest` 
of drawers and a, toilet-table in the sitting-room; 
a piano and a cad-table in the bedroom ; tent-. 
tables and camp-steals in the same room with 
elegant •drawing-room tables and chairs ; a costly 
clock by the 'side of cheap japan candlesticks ; 
good prints from Landseer's pictures, in juxtaposi-
tion with sixpenny coloured plates of' Wellington 
and Napo/eon ; sacred prints, and prints oi'ballet-
girls and Epsom winners—all kinds were mingled 
indiscriminately, as if simply to make a show. 
The guest was most struck by %the oriental corn-
pliments he received from the Nene; and by 
the odd 	attempt to provide English furniture 
where English lealdte and customs 'were so little 
known ; yet there were not wanting dark. tints 
to the picture. 	ge heard rumours 'that two 
women of rank were kept in a den not-  far from 
ray apartments, and treated like wild beasts; 
and that a third, ;. beautiful young creature, had 
recently been 6)104 up in a wall, for no other , 
fang than attempting ,to °mime.' 	An agent of 
the 1.ente, one Azimullelt, resided some time in 
kende», about the year //gilt; he came to Eng-, 
land to adpeeete the Neas'e claims, and Mal. 
aged ', to 'ineratiate himself with 	many 	pereens 
sieving in the nppor eirelee of society, by  his 
memifeet et ilitieg, his wiaining grace, hie courtesy 
tp at 'wit h willow he Oeum into relation. 	Yet. 
f$Aere fivere strange fife of rtniedy silence observable 
in him ; and ,when the failure of his mission 
beetaine evident, be was• heard to throw out dark 
fupite,riiiiiii aim* Which were disregarded. at the 
ti4AO, .but were 1:0,1q11$ 	Vi;VOly 	to 	recollection 	• 
ofterwavds, when. the 4144 of his master forced 
theanielves 41te nPfica. 	• 

de twill presently be sew 41/4 Nona Sahib, :what, 
ever were his thoughts tat the time, did not depart, 
wlieu 	(.1en 	l.'sevolt POMueneed, 	from, his usual 
,deteettuour twat* the 'tigrish; he wee courteous 
to them, end win) -elerayev • eourteously.  . saluted, by 
%bent when he Eerie oust, 

'flow interesting it k•--pay,  how affeetieg—to 
tettep the enede ice 'Yrbiik4, the unfortunate lave- 
!;aaens et ,Cewnpove . becnete gradually shut out 
first NomatunivAtion witi.. the external world; 
neither knowing what was ()Centring cast and 
west of them, nor able to communicate' news of 
their own sufferings I 	In 	,flay, 	message. anti 
letters 	passed 	to 	and ', from' them ;: ill 	Jane, 
authentic intelligence was supereecded by painful 
rumours; in July, a deadly silence was followed 
by a horrible revelation.  

When the Meerut and Delhi eutbreaks orter'ved, 
the atteution of the civil and Military authorities 
was turned to the iropertance c.g securing, Vawn- 
pore': 	because of its , native trot\ps, its store (if 
ammunition, its late 'treasury, Ste  cot ulerable' 
English population, and its position ('),n the Garales 	' 

that Sir Hugh Wheeler's force in Buron ,att troops,  
was 'weak, sent him fifty English infturtij is the 

, 

' 
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third Week 
• was hoped 

horse,  But 
men, and 
adverted 
pore to 
her Majesty's 
to Lawrence 
'Europeans 
lire' days.' 
quiet, here, 
. 

, 

I 

• 

1 

• , , 
• 

. 
. 	anything 
, 'Cawnpore, 
seventy 
and Sir 
'same time 
anxiety 

anions 

day Sir 
feel by no 

' civil and 
, tie foe 

in May, and also sent theaid (aid as it 
to be of two squadrons of Oude irregular . 

	

hence the telegraths 	already. briefly 
to.. First, Lawrence to'Canning: '' Cawn- , 

be reinforced with all speed. 	When may 

	

84tli be expeeted,?' 	Then Canning 
: ' It is impossible to place a wing of 

at Cawnpore in less time than twenty- 
Then Wheeler hi ,Canning : ' All is 

but impossible' to say how. long it will 
.1 	. 

L neknow .could ill :epare these: armed ' 

cent-lune 	SO.' 	Neat a ,telegram'' from 
announcing that every'-  possible exertion 
be made to send on' troops to Cawnpdre 

, they came from Calcutta. 	Then, on 
Wheeler. telegraphed to Canning: `Passed. 
night and day, in consequence of a report. 
good authority that there would be , an 
during one or the other. 	All pCssible preparationil‘; 
to meet it, but I rejoice to say that. none, 
On 	this, • Lairrene.e 	sent his 	earnest 
recOmmending the establishment, of ekah 
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From a picture painted at .liitx:,,z in 1.87,0, by Mr lIceay, portrait-paint-4,r I.:, Sing 

The governor-general 

have beenneglected 

, 	 . . 
at any expense,-to carry troops on to 

Towards the close of the ?month, about 
mon of the Queen's 84th reached the city; 
• Hugh telegraphed 'All quiet : ' at the 

making very evident the , existence of 
on his mind concerning his prospects. 

telegraphed to him : ' Your 
nosition is well understood; and no means 

to give you aid.' 	On another 
Hugh telegraphed : ''All, quiet still, but I 

means certain it •will continue so. 	The 
military are depending entirely upon 

advice and assistance.' 	He announced to • 

• 
Lawrence that he ' had been obliged 
irregular cavalry. to clear the roads of 
ruffians; . and added, ' Europeans are arriving, 
very slowly here,"Pho, dilemma and doubt 
painful to all ; ' for Viscount Capning 
troops to send up from Calcutta; .and no 
for sending them rapidly ; 'while,, 'on 

, hand, he did not know that death. had.' 
General AnSon ei‘e an advance could be 
Delhi and ,Cawnpore from the northwest. 

. such telegrams es. the following from Canning 
Anson : , Cawnpore and Lucknow are 
pressed, and the confitry 	between. 	Delhi 

_ 	, 
• _ 	' • 	 , 	 . 	• 	, 
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Ceivepore is passing into the hauls of the Wee's. those who, with all her family, were barbarously 
It is of the utmost importance to prevent this, and slaughtered in cold Moot a few weeks afterwards 
to relieve Cawnpore. ; but nothing lint rapi I action —weiting to her frierals on the lath of May, said • 
will do this.... 	It is impossible to overrate the ' Cawnpore is quiet, and the regiments here ale 
importance of shewiug European troops between stanch; tut there is no saying that they would. 
Delhi and Cawnpore! 	Sir Hugh Wheeler's ataxic- remain long so if they came in contact with shine 
lice did not relate wholly to Cawnpore; he knew of their mutinous brethren. 	We have only about 
that a wide region depended on that city for its a, hundred European soldiers here altogether, an :I 
eoutinuance in loyalty. 	By the 2d of Juno only six guns 	Down-country, from Meerut to 
ninety European troops had reached him. 	On the 

. 	next day he telegraphed that the• population was 
much excited, and that unfavourable reports were 

Dinacort, there is but one regiment of Europeans, 
of which we have a hundred; 	Nevertheless, 
although the scpoys at Cawnpore were restless, an 

coming in limn the districts between Cawnpore impression prevailed that, even if they joined in 
and Lueknow. 	To make matters worse, Lawrence the mutiny, and marched off to Delhi, they would 
was becoming weak at the last-named piece, end 
'Wheeler sent him fitly-two of his highly cherished 
English troops—a nmnber that shoes how pre- 

not inflict anyinjury on the military commander, 
Sit thigh Wheeler, or the other English officers, 
who were much respected by them. 	The general 

cious,from its scarcity, this military element was thought it right to obtain correct though secret 
regarded by the two commanders, 	' This leaves inthrmation from spies who mixed. among the 

I 	me weak; said Wheeler ; and well might lie say men in the cantonment; and these spits reported 
i 	so. 	Then occurred the cutting of the telegraph that the three infantry regiments, except a few 
j 	wires on all sides of Cawnpore, and the stoppage refractory sepoys, appeared well disposed towards 

of the dAk-runners. 	After this, all was doubt and 
, 	mystery, fir it was only by stealthy means that 

the government ; whereas the 2c1 native cavalry, 
discontented and surly, had soot their iltanillee to 

letters and messages could leave or enter that city. their homes, to be out of danger, ali.1 were in the 
By degrees there reached the Company's officers at habit of holding nightly meetings or pan-iteect; 
Luekuow, A llababad, and Bene,res, indirect news (a kind of jury of live persons, one of the Meilen 

I 	telling of disaster—of a rebellious rising of the mstitutkins of very ancient formation), in their 
native troops at Cawnporo ; of the mutineers being 
aided and abetted by the Nena Sahib of Bithoor ; 

Jinee, 	to 'concert 	measures 	of 	iusubordivat kin, 
Thefse troopers endeavoured to bring over the foot 

of all the Europeans 	taking refuge in 	an 	in- regiments to a scheme for rising in revoke seiteng 
trenched' barrack ; 	of the 	lotionn 	baud being 
regularly Besieged in that spot ; of terrible sal- 

the government treasure, marching off to Delhi, 
and presenting that treasure to the newly resit)] HI 

fel ings being endured ; an.l of the soMiers and Mogul as a token of their allegiance. 	The Euro. 
civilians, the women arid children, being brought peen inhabitants were numerous ; for they cam- 
to 	deaths 	by numerous , privet ions. 	The 	corn- prised not only the officers an 1 civilians with their 

, 	missioner at 	Bewares, when 	these rumours of 
disaster reached 	him, 	telegraphed to 	Calcutta: 

families, but European merchants, missionaries„ 
engineers, 	r ellSi03101'5, the., 	and also many non- 

, 	; 	• May Cod Almighty defend Cawne ore ; for no residents, who had either come to Cawnpore from 
i 	help eau we affOrd.' 	Aud so it was throughout parts of the country supposed to be less protected, 
, 	tine—Benares, A Ilahabad, 	Luelenow, Agra. all 

were equally unable to send aid to the beleaguered 
or had been stopped there on their 'ray up-country 
IT the mutineers in the Deab. 	These, relying en 

1 	garrison. 	Gradually the nicasages became fewer, 
and the rumours darker ; escaped fugitives and 

the report coneerning the apparently favourable 
feeling among 	the native infantry, male en 

native rueesongees came in stealthily to one or immediate attempt to quit the place. 	Sir Engle 
1  other of the neighbouring towns ; and men talked Wheeler, however, did not deem it consistent with 

of a massacre at Cawnpore of English fugitives his duty to remain unprepared. 	Cawnporo is 
from Futtehgur, of :mother massacre of English in built on a dead level, without stronghold or place of 
boats bound for Calcutta, of women nod children refuge, and could not long be held against a rebel 
platted in confinement, au,l of Nena Sahib's cruelty. besieging force ; the cantonment was at a, con- 

Such was the coin:Hien of Cawnpore as viewed siderable distance ; and the general resolved en 
from without, ' by those who could necessarily making some sort of defensive arrangement irre- 
know but little of the truth. 	Let us now enter spective both of the city and the cantonment. 	He 
and trace the course of events as experienced by secured sufficient boats to convey the whole of the 
the sufferers themselves. 	' Europeans down the Ganges 	if danger elieulil 

There is al 'umlaut 	evidence that, previous to appear; and he formed a plan the protection at 
the actual outbreak at Coe upore, the native troone night in an intrenched position. 	This strenghelik 
—consisting of the 1st, .e3d, and MJth B. N. I., and if so it may be called, afterwards rendered mono.... 
the ed native cavalry—were much agitated by the able as 'the Intrenchment; was a square plot of 
rummers of mutiny 	elsewhere; and that 	the 
European inhabitante felt sensibly the paucity of 

ground on the grand military parade, measuritte, 
about two hundred yards in c'eh direction; within 

English soldiers at that place. 	A lady, the wife of it were two barrack hospitals, a few other build- 
the magistrate and collector of Cawnpore--one of ings. and a well; while the boundary wa.,e,formed 

----- - 
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771);:a trinich'und parapct:'er "oreaSt-Work of earth habily Spare' one-sbziii ef"th0.: iurnber,tk ariMigei, .. 
intended to 'be armed and 'defended 'hi ease .ef ' *11011IS Were MOO for deeoluirtodatini 	as.  Many. 
attack.. 	Tile intrevehnient vnis ent:relyi distinct  linglish. families ..,:tis possible in the *toninent,,., i' ; 

, 	.: both from the • city 'and froth 	the' cantonixteitt;'..': and for fitting14) the intrencitment. 	i' place ef, ' ; 
• and • was' further from .the • Ganges than either' refuge. On ,the.illst, the magistrate, ,witt,Wheeler's " 

of them, about. a quarter of a 'Mile out of the consent, iwroto ,to the ,ISTenu, begging •Iii'M to Send 

. 	, 

,Allahabacl.,and flaw/more high Mad 	• .i On the 
side of it •furthe.st i'ront the river, ivere several 
barracks in coarse. of ieoristruction. 	It waii not 
intended.' that' the 	turenean 	ieivilianer,i 'should 

'the aid Of a. 'few ., of his.  !dahratta fro*. 	'' Tire :, 
 native ebldierS ;being hutted in the.  banienMent, , 
and the ,few :Owlish'. Soldiers barracka in ;the • , 
intrerichmeni,',iti,WaS7Speedily determinM thate--- 

; 	- at' once ienter • the intrenehment, i)pt- that 'they while'' the' Nigh 	'Officers should' sleep at the 	1" 
should regard that spot • as a place of shelter cantonthent, 	to 	avoid ' sheWing distrust of the 	l. 

: in time; ,of . need. ', .Sir lingh brolight ' into this native troops-t÷their Tit,itres and 'families,. and most 
• , 'plate k supply of paw; tit e,..'6,1t, Sugar, tea; coffee, 

rum, beer, &e., calculated at thirty days' eon- 
of the oivilittne, . Should remain at; night in the 
intrenclirisent under protection of English soldiers. 	„ . 

'. sumption • for one thousand pinsoni. 	l-le gave On . the first night or tines atrangenton,:•," there 
'' ()Men to the 'assistant-0*iniseci",  teblo•W' up the 

magazine if a mutiny shonld• take t place; while 
were an imitionse mtraber of htdievand gentlemen • ', 

• assetubleil in the intrenehment ; and oh ! what 
• the collector was 'instructed to eonvey all the an thrxions night it was! ' The' Children tadded ' 
Corepany's:cash,, estimated at ;ten or twelve hics of •.much to our distress And' atixiety,'" said the lady' 
rakes, from the treasury in the city te the canton= whose 'letters' Were lately %noted ;' 'it, was some 	tt 

' ment—ae instruction whiehp  as We shall see: he was • hours before I mild get them. to • steel);', . I did not 	' ' 
. 	' able only to obey impart, 	As another precaution; lie down the whole night: 	txtraordinary it was,' t , 

' the executive commissariat And pay-'officon), with ' - and most proVidential 'too, that We hada thunder- 
, all their recerds and 'Chests, were removed into 
bnugalowS adjacent to the intrenchinent. 	There 

storm that night, with a good deal of rain, r4itieli, 
cooled the air it little ; had 4;t net heett, for this; we '. 

.is reason to believ,e that the ''ringleaders among • , &Muhl hare suffered much thore.4  •.' .An ilPfglish • 
,the native treops ' sought to terrify-  the rest into ' officer, in relation to ithis Same night, said ;•' Nearly 
nintilly by representing that',the digging, which-  all the• ladies in the • station were routed 'out (if 
;had been seen actively in.pregresS•at the intrench- ' their heasea, land'hurried Off to the barracks', ' The' • '" 
tent; was the beginning!' of the construction of a scene hi .the Morning you 'can imagine; 	'f Frey 
series of mines, intended toddeUr• them all up. i were all huddled togedhq in it small bedding, just 

'One of the Most painful tonSiderations associated .itS they had left their houses. 	Qii each side were 
With these events in May ',was, that the heartless the 'guns dravitti up; the Men had been kept, ' 
man ;Who afterwards wrought such misery AVM standing by them all night .'through 'the rain; ' 
fres-tingly relied upon as a friend. The magistrate's 'elj)ecting an instant attack; There areleiv people. • 	' 

• wife, 'in a Series' of leliterS before' adverted to, wrote ' nosy iii the station but .beliei,e ' thik4Ittack had 
under date May 1011) : 'Should the native troops  •been intended, and had merely been ;delayed 'on 	d 

• here, mutiny, we should i either 	into canton- .go finding us so well prepared.' 	On the last dav of 4,' it 
. 	• nients, Cr' to a . place Called Blamer, where the 

l'elshwa's successor' reSides.' 	Ile is a great fiend ; 
the mentli---ia- day, 'tbai seems-16' have ended'all ' 	'!, 
,cennnunication frota this hapless 	lady to ; her 	 ' 

': 	• 	• -0:-=,--,-'s tthe 	 is a man of cif 	 magistrates), :'fifid friends in gngland—she wrote. 	' We am now 
enorrnouS • Wealth and influende 	and he has almost in a state Of siege. 	We sleep every night 	C 

' 	' assured 04..,=--- that 'we alululd all be quite safe , in a tent Pitched by the barracks, ''with .guns 	l'. 
• there. 	I myself would. Mach prefer going to the behind and before. 	'We are intrenched, and are 	1 

c.iiitonment,. to be •wit'withthe .other' ladies ; , but t,  butor getting:  in a"montp; provisions in case of 
• C-L-- thinks it Would be better itor me and our ' scarcity. 	Fair the first 'font,  or five iiiclits„ . we 	, 1 

precious children to be' at Bitheor.' 	Again, On i • scarcely closed, Our eyes 	• 	• 	' Ind night, the 

' 
the 18th : ' If there should be an outbreak here, 
dearest di, hat made' all the neCessM7 arrange- 

sepoyS of the 1st re:githent threatened to niatiny-,;1  . 
and paca,Mrs twag.li;as in dreadful•distress when 	: 

Incas for nui and the children to go to Ilitheor. Colonel Ewart wentlo sleep in the lines, aceordiUg,' 
• Ile willgo' there Ininself, and, With the aid of the to orders ; and he Idinself fully expected to• be 
' rajah, to *hose noose wo.are going, inovill collect killed before rrierning.;. but, thanrk God, all paSsed 	t 
and head. a 'force of fifteen hundred fighting-men, 
and bring them into Oawnpore to stake the insur,- 

off qtnetly. ' The general:remains in the barracks 
day and night, to be at hand if anything should. ' 

gents by surprise. 'Phis is:a plan iof their own, and happen. 	We stilt, pass the day-at the 'Birarisl 
, is quite a secret ; for'  he' object of it is to coin on 

the rinitgiteers unaware:S.' Here, then, in the month 
house ; but at night every one returns to. the ' 
 barracks, which is a wretched plane 	• 	tem% 

of May, Was Nona Sahib platting with the English Mrs 	has 	lost her 	from terror .........:. 	qiiito 	reason 
and eicitement, 	Oh l it IS a hard trial to bear, 
and almost too much; but the sight of the children 

. against the fantineers. 	It was on the 20th that 
Sir ilugli, rendered uneasy by the 'Symptoms 

. around, sent to Luclenow for three hundred' Euro gives us strength andeottinge.' 	' 	 . 	. 
' pean SOldierS ; but as Sir flctity Lawrence cetildi Colonel:.  'Fa-Vert, 	igiontiou'ecl 	ir,i ' the.  'itiolle ." 
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'paragraph, and Major 'Billersdene were the corn- Wheeler, who was much liked .and trusted.- ,  The . I 
mandahts a the 1st and bead native' regiments, 
respectively; they lireetinnleasant bungalows eiut-.  

state of suspense in which the °Meeks themselves ' 
were placed, net knowing . whether revolt awl 

1. 

side Ceetlipore ; but at this perilous time they slept outrage wradd speedily mark the 	condate of 
nom' . their men . in the Cantonment, while their - regiments that had bp to that moment, rahahled 
families took refugee Witte] the ,intrenchment. faithful, was well expressed in a letteeeetritten by*  

"Mee,  Ewart-e-deetinede like .the magistrate's "wife, 
to be hi a few weeks numbered Among the out- 

ohs of the infantry officers i ` I poly wish that 1',  
might get orders to go out with my reghhent,. 

raged mid slaughtered-eewrote like her of the 
miseries of their positiote'.even at that early period 

or alone with my coin pany„. against some of the' , 
mutineers ; so that we ceeid put the Men M the . 

of their privation. 	Speaking of the interior of the 
intrenchment, she, said : 'We have a tent, which 
is; of course,more private and comfortable for the 
night ; and at present; there is no  occasion to 

test, and see whether'tVey really mean to stick , 
to us or not, and end tVs state of suspense.' , 

	

Numerous scraps V local information, 'avortions 	, 
of letters, 	diaries, /,conversation's, 	and 	scarcely-. 

spend' days as well es nights there, though many intelligible messages in English, Hindustani, and' 
people do so. 	This is .flortunate, mince the weather Persian, help tee enake up the materials out of 
is fearibily hot, 	Gel grant,  that 10) May not be which alone a einneefed narrative of the, events 

' 	exposed to suck mitering as 4 confinemeht within at Cavite/ore cen be prepared. 	These, would all 
that, intrenehthent must entail; eVeii• should we have been very hisufileient, had it not fortunately .. 
be. able- to bear it, I knew not how' our poor little i  bappened filet an „officer of the Company, an 
ones could go Wottgit . the trial.' . The getietal educated man, lived to record upon paper his . 
kohl:tee of the English in the pbdo towards the experience of foul' woke spent in the inteendh- 
close of 'May cannot be better .conveyed than in meat, and three subsequent weeks of imprisonment 
the following Words: `We are living face' to face in the city. 	This was Mr Shepherd,' belonging to 
with great and awful realities—life and property the eetnmistairest department. 	Row his life was ' 
erithlt insecure, enemies Within our mini, treachery saved, and hoW those dear to him were savagely '.: 
and distrust.ereeyWheee. 	We can scarcely believe butchered, will be seen Anther on ; at present, it • 
in ,  the Change Willett, has so anddenly etrereatet ell will suffice hi remark that he lived to prepare, for 
'tint. Pleaettv4 repose and enjoyment ot.litit' We the intimation of the gotrerronoig, a record of all 
are 'Almost hi a ..tate of siege, with 4migere all he knew od this dreadful subject ; and. that the 
around eseesonie seen', some hidden . e'. • . 	Major, 
Hillersden joins us daily at our four (Meek dinner, 
and we stay together till half-past seven, whelk we 
go to our melancholy night-gemlike* behind guns 

keemet thite' prepared contains Mord Information 
than any Other brought to light amid that dismal 
wreck othutnan hopes and human existence, 

When the month of June opened, symptoms ; 
and intrenchmentse . My husband betakes himself 
to his conch in the midst of. his sepoys; and you 

became ,' so 	unfavourahle that the hen-military' 	, 
Christian residents thought it' expedient to move 

can fancy the sort of anights we have to pass. NM the city, and obtain shelter hi the English 
• These aro real trials, but we have not expeeieneed 

much actual physical suffering. yet' 	Iii another , 
she further described thee  intrenchment and 

church and other buildings near the intrenchniebt, 
Day after day small portions Of cash; and Company's
papers of varioue kinds, were brought by the cont- 

barracks as they ;were at night: ' We returned 
to those melancholy night-quarters. 	Oh„ such a 

missariat officers to head-quarters. 	The collector,  
acting on Sir Hugh's instructions, had endeavoureti 

scene ! 	Men, officers, women and children, beds to bring the Company's treasure from the city to 
and chairs, all mingled together inside and outside the intrenchnient ; but he met too ranch opposition 
the barracks; some talking or even laughing, some to enable hini to effect this, save in part ; and the 
very frightehed, :seine defiant, others despairing. aid of three: or four hundred men was obtained 
Such sickening sights. these foe peaceffil women; feoni Nona Sahib, to guard the treasury and its 

. 	and the miserable reflection that all is caused net , contents. ,:What was passing through the heart of 
by-open foes, but by the tretichety of those we had that treacherous DWI at the time, none but himself 
fed and pampered, hohoured and trusted, for so could know; bat the English officers, Whether 
many years? 	Colonel tweet. in probably the last forgetful or not of his grudge against the - Coin- 
letter received from him by his friends in Enghtnd, 
wrote.on the 31st: "The treasury, containing some ,' 

parry, seem to have acted as though bey 'placed 
reliance on hint, 	Ott the 3d, iikepoirig , thoneht 

ten or twelve lass of rupees, is situated five miles improper to keep any public money under the 
from the cantonment. 	It has 	hitherto 	been sopoy guard at the office, the cbminissariat treasure- 
thought inexpedient to bring the treasure into the Chest, containing about thirty-font thousand rupees 
cantonment,; but the general has none resolved on in 	eagle ,Mgether With 	numerous panels, and 

' 	snaking the attempt to,inereowe 	Please God, he account-books, Wee 	brought' into' the 	intreuch- ' 
will succeed. 	Ile is an excellent officer, very ' heed)  and placed in the quarter-guard there. 	hi 
determined, .self-possessed be the midst of danger, 
fearless of responsibility—that terrible . bugbear 

short, nothing was deemed safe by 'Wheeler and 
the other officials, unless it teas under their o'i 

that paralyses' so many men in conumind."This 
Was the character generally giVen to Sir Hugh 

immediate care,  
'On the Wt. 'or Jute ,eittived the crisis which • t, 
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. 
eras to ta.x.qo the utmost the lateness

, 
 and. courage,. 

. 	. . 	- 	 • , from, their allegiance, "the "24 ' cavalry rose 	in ti• 
, . the tad, and 	discrimination, the" kindness" :and 

tllouglitfaltiess, of the general on whom so many 
body, gave a, great shout, -mounted their horses, 
set fire to the bungalow of their quarter-master- 	• 

li4tow depended. 	He • had appealed, and sergeant;  and took possession of thirty-six'elephautS 
• aPPea &Nin. vain, for ,reinforcements front other . M the, commissariat cattle-yard. 	The main body 

quarters :' ,/eO;  'one 	possessed 	troops 	that. .could then marched off towards Nawabgunge; while the.  
l'adily'be son\f,,o hini ; 'and he 'had. therefOre to ringleaders remained 'behind to assail once more 
Meet his troubles 	nfully, with such resorirces as the honesty , of the infantry: • The 1St regiment 
were at hand. 	Atevo o'clock in the morning, X. 1. yielded to the temptation, and marched out 

. after a vain nttempk 6-draw the native infantry' of the lines about three o'clock; but before 'doing 

'-'" 	 --r— 	 ,, ' 	 -, 	. --- -,,F-• 	-0:,_,•4,17;:-'=7"-.• 	".,•: 	 . 

• ' 	 . 
— , 

. 

--- 

V. 
e...,4 	.. 	. 

11'.. "... 
. -4C --4 

... ' _ 	 \ ,,.., 

,.::-..."'..",4.454,4111,.. 
 

am '''.: 	-:111;;;;C;• 	 :-..-.-  ; 	t*Aii   

- 
- 

. I 	!:' t  cc:tit:hrs.:ad at Can .pure. 
, . 	 ,. 

so, the sepoys showed a lingering. affection for the• 
. 	• 	, 	. 	 . 

order for the pursuit of the other two regiments. 
English officers of the regiment ; those officers had '.Cho wisdom 	of 	this ' determination 	was soon 	, 

-for some time been.in the. habit of sleeping in the, 
quarter-guard of the regiment, M %indicate their 

' shown ; ,for about ten o'clock the whole of thy 
native officers, of the nd and 56th came to the •1  

confidence in the men; and now the men begged general and ' emu:aimed that theit held over the 
them--nay, forced them-'—to go into the intrench- fidelity of the men was sone. 	Whi, they were , 
ment, as a means of personal safety. ' An alarm. .yet• speaking, a bugle was heard, and the two 
gun was fired, and • all the, non-combatants Were• regiments were 'seen to march off to join their 
brought 	ftoni 	the 	cluirch-conipeued 	into 	the Companions at Xawabgunge ; any attempt on the 

' intrenchment—a necessary precaution,, for burning , 
bungalow§ were seen in various directions. 	A few 

Enghsh being:checked by the pointing of a gun at" 
them. The apparently faithful native.ofticers were 	- 

days previously; a battery of Oude 'horse-artillery directed to organise a few stragglers who had not 
bad been sent from Lucknow by Lawrence to aid joined the mutineers ; they left•the intrenclunent , 

' Wheeler at Cawnpere; and this battery was, about for this purpose, but did not return : whether they . 
seven o'clock on••ftie eventful morning of the 5th, joined in the revolt, or went' quietly 'to',their own: 
ordOrM with a company of '.English troops to 
pursue the two mutinous regiments. 	But here a 

homes to avoid the' reAntinOut of the .sepoys, was , 
not fully known... As soon as possible, carts were 

dilemma' at Once presiented: itself. 	Could the 53d sent Ito the cantonment to bring away the sick 
and. 56th regiments he relied upon? 	Sir Hugh from the hospital, and such muskets and other ' • 
thouehi not; and therdore he countermanded the . property as might be USefel, 	In consequence ,of 

. 	. 	 , 	. 	 . 
• 	 , 
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i
14' iler was wining' to follow him should arm bounded' by a small trench, between the besiegers 

'")• 'i(e l' ,'• with gun, pistol, or sword, as he liked and the besieged ; hence there. was nothing hat 
t, 	', 	%,U, story highly probable, though net within 

h  ',,• power of Me Shepherd to ' confirm, 	Before 
indomitable courage and unceasing watchfulness 
that could enable the English to .hold their own 

`)Renee finally committed himself to a course of , against the treacherous native troop 	Here, then, 
; 	i

• s. 
1 	Ilion and war, the let native infantry made 

r head sobadar a general ; and the general 
were nine hundred persons* hemmed into a small 
space, forming their citadel, while the surrounding 

t e/ lei promoted all the havildars and naiks to be ' country was wholly in the hands of the rebels. Out 
I 	• genii vtears , 	j eroadars. of the nine hundred, barely one-third were' fight- 

''! Iwo officers of the 56th regiment were fortunate ing-men ; while considerably more than one-third 
Y;/ ough to be away from Cawupore and the can- were women-and children, to be fed and protected 
00  'merit altogether, on the day of the mutiny, 

iley had been sent with two hundred' men to 
at all hazards. 	The few guns within the intreucii-, 
meat answered those from without ; but all the 

, -,i Ooral, a vipage or town at some distance, on the men not employed with those guns crouched down 
a of June. 	When that regiment. mutinied at, the behind the breast-work, tinder the hot wind and 

'' 	el,?antonment, and when the news of the mutiny scorching sun of a June day, ready to defend the 
t' 	re'',41•gyached Ooral, the two hundred did not long delay, , 	A .),,. -.,.tan following their example. 	The officers, seeing 

spot with muskqtry if a nearer attack were, made. 
The rebels did not attempt this.; they adopted the 

.4•,1(their danger, at once galloped off; taking nothing safer course of bringing up their guns nearer to 
‘ . • , with thorn.but the clothes on their backs, and the beleaguered place. 	Sir 1[ugh Wheeler. had 

/(. 	their swords and- revolvers. 	Their tale was as full eight pieces of ordnance—two brass guns of the 
,a of adventure as many that have already occupied Oude battery, 	two long 9-pounders, 	and four 
'' 	these pages. 	They found their way to Calpee, to 
if 	Huincerpoor, to various places; 	they met with 

smaller ; he had also a-good, store of kmmtmition, 
buried underground, and had thu, a defensive 

two brother-officers escaping from mutineers at power of some importance. On the other hand, his 
i 
, Hmneerpoor ; the font rowed boats, swam rivers, 

entered villages where they were plundered of 
anxieties were great ; for one of the two buildings 
(they had been used as 'hospitals fo, European 

t their weapons and elothes,roarned thitugh jungles, 
fed' ou chupatties and water when they could 

troops) was thatched, liable to be fired by a chance 
slot ; 	.he commissariat officers were unable to 

obtain such tare, picked up bits df native clothing, 
encountered friendly Hindoos at one time and 

b intt in more supplies ; the shelter was direfully 
1 stfficient for nine hundred persons in a.lierce 

marauding enemies at another. Of the two officers Indian climate ; and the women and children could 
from Cawupore, one died mad in the jungle, from do little or nothing to assist in the defence of all. 
heat, thirst, and. suffering; but the other, Ensign The native informant, above adverted to, states 
Browne,. joined the body of English troops at that when Nene Sahib found tLie mutineers about 
Fattelmoor, after thirty-seven days of wandering, 
All the other English officers of the fony native 

to depart to Delhi, `Ire repre'.4ented to the native 
officers that it would not be correct to proceed 

regiments appear to have been at or near Cawn- towards Delhi until they had entirely destroyed 
pore at. the time •of the outbreak ; and all were the officers and European soldiers, and women 
called upon to bear their bitter share in the woes and children of the Christian religion ;, and that 
that followed—woes rendered more distressing by 
falling ::finally on innocent women and children as 

they should, it' possible, by deceiving the officers, 
accomplish 	this 	grand object, 	or they 'would 

on themselves—nay, much more heavily. be good for nothing.? 	Such words were certainly 
The sun rose upon an anxious scene on the 6th consistent with •the machinations of a villain 

of dune. 	Sir, Hugh Wheeler and nearly all the 
Europeans-e-mon, women, and children—military, 
civilians, and servants—were crowded within the 

who sought a terrible revenge fbr some injury, 
real 	or pretended ; 	but they do not the less 
illustrate the remarkable subtlety and secretive- 

intrenchment ; while the rebel troops, four regi- ness of the Hindoo character, so long concealing 
silents and 	an 	artillery battery, had not only a deadly hatred under a friendly exterior. 	This 
abandoned their allegiance, bet were about to 
besiege those who were lately their masters. 	The 
rebels brought into requisition 'all the government 

same native, who was in Cawnpote at the time, 
further said : `In the city it was as if the day, 
of judgment had • come, when the sepoyS of 

• work-people and the bullocks, in the town and 
ciutteument, to drag ghns into position near the pr

*
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V . iutrenchntent, and to convey thither a store of but materials available to hint, made the following estimate: 
'1,  powder and ammunition. 	They brooght six guns 

(two of them la-pounders) to bear in a line, and 
First company, Pith battalion, artilleLT, 	. 	. 	. 	51 
Ace M sje,ty's :Rd foot,  	84 o Her Majesty's 84th foot, 	. 	. 	., 	. 	. 	.- 	.10 

• 1 opened lire ;theta ten o'clock 	in the forenoon. 1st European Fusiliers, 	15 
Ii stantl y a bugle sounded within the intrench- Emtlish otliecits mostly of tlit;tillied regiMC,IiU, 	. 	711) 

Merchants, writers, clerks, Zen, 	. 	. 	Itio . 

. 	' 

ment ; and every MB, from. the highest officers 
down 'to , the clerks ' and Me drummers, flew to 

English drummers of mutinied regiments, 	. 	. 	40 
Wives and children of English Dtheeril, 	 SO 
'Wives and children of Ruelish soldiard, 	. 	. 	.. 	tee 

arms, and took up the position assigned to him. Wives and children of civilians, 	. 	. 	. 	170 
-Sick, native officers, and sepoys, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	KO 

• 

if 	:,i. 

There was only, a breast-high %earthen parapet, Native servant, cooks, &c.,  	110 

9 	 I 
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the tiv'o hospitals or.barracksin the,  intrenelk, tin; intrenebrnent, 	, when 	the,,; avbels 	yeap ,t,liat $ 
, 	.'+++ 

' 	went 'became very nuich crowded, .many of the Nawabgartge, he quitted Bitheor 'and icanie,Ai 	'` 
people being:.compelled to ,sleep in the open air meet. them ; that he placed himself at..tille.iiNiklii;i ?. 1  
through want of room: 	All the civilians \vele then that they, all went togethet to the treasurf; „trql 	",i 

- 	armed, 'and dit•ected what they, silloy.ild go for. the ,, , he carried .off a hue ,.amount .Of •:gov,ernin 
common good 	Tito Oude artillem sheik 	signs treasuie•on' the. government •elephants;  and 
of being smitten by the prevailing mania for he gave np the , rest to the sepoys ' RS .a 	'. 	„A in 
'revolt, 

• were disarmed and dismissed that same Thereupon the papers were burnt,:and the . trtrkiN k 
evening.  sury and the collector's ,office .destroyed,,, 	U.1,..A.  
., The scene must now be shifted, to show Kenai sepoys • guarding„the.ntagazine would not ,lliko,,;'.t! 

sadvs,sliare in the work. 	Rumours cause to the • that huilding to be 1)10).41;  up 'hy„,t1.10 govegume . '1 1 
. 	 . 
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Plan of Sir Ii. 	iterler 'a Intreratment at Cawnpore. 	From an official survey. • 4, 	. 	4 	, . . 	 • 	. • officer ; 'the mutineers ,brought aS many *rail river near CaWnpere ; and it had :been ecinteni- 
carts as they could procure, and carried ,off a platedby the government to send a' large 	of 	. 
considerable quantity of baggage and ammunition. • shot and shell by .  that ,einal 	sip 	to', Roorkee, ' ' ' 
All then marched off to Kullympore, being one through, Allygnrh and Meeritt; but as' the POO 
stage on the road to Delhi, except .a few troopers and Rohilound were:hi tee disturbed a 'State to' , 	:, 
who remained to finish the work of destruction permit this, thirty-five boats Maw with shot and '• 	4. 
among the bungalows. 	The Guile 'artillery, lately shell Were' this day lying iii the canal near the 	'. 
disarmed and dismissed by Wheeler; fiaow went cantonment. 	This large store of ammunition the 
to Jena Sahib, •and laid before him a plan for rebel artillerymen suggested should be it once 
attacking, the intrpiehments  concerning which seized ; and' the 'advice was anted on. 	A natiVe,• 
they wero :able to give .much information. : They inhabitant, who afterwards:.gave information to 
reported that the cantoriment contained 'nutty the'Englisk'ettid that when the lieria openly took " 
guns, and much powder and ammunition, with part with. the rebels, he . released. four hundred' 
which the intvenchment might safely be attacked. prisOners in the town, whose fetters, he ordered to  

•' There was another fact favourable' to the rebels. be knocked off;  ̀ anthaving opened the door of . ' 
one, end of the great Ganges Canal enters the 

....., 	 z 	.  
the armoury, he gave' the' order that whatever 
„ 	, 	• 	. 7 - . 	 , 

• ' 	• 
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the infantry and the troopers of the cavalry, the several days must be grouped together, and the 
jingling of whose sword-scabbards and the tread general character of the incidents noted—so far as 
of whose horses' feet resounded on all sides, pro- 
ceLded with guns of various sizes, and ammuni- 

authentic recitals 	furnish the materials. 	Meat, 
as has just been intimated, soon became scarec ; 

hen, from tb a magazine through the suburbs of hogsheads of rum and malt liquor were frequently 
Cawnpore towards the intrenchment' 	In relation burst by cannon-balls, but the supply still remained 
to the conduct of native servants of the Company considerable ; chupatties and rice were the chief 
on that day, Mr Shepherd said: 'None of the articles of food for all. 	The English found their 
native writers, Bengalees and others in govern- troubles increase in every way : the rebels at first 
ment offices or merchants' employ, went into the fired only cannon on them ; but by degrees, after 
intrenchment; they remained in the city, where burning the English church and all other build. 
they appear to have received. much annoyance ings around and near the intrenchment, tho 
from the mutineers; 	and some had to hfde sepoys 	masked 	themselves behind the ruined 
themselves to 	save 	their lives. 	The 	(native) walls, and kept up an almost incessant fire of 
commissariat contractors' 	{those 	who 	supplied musketry, shooting down many who might; have 
provisions and stores for the troops, ordered and escaped the cannon - balls. 	There were seven 
paid for by the head commissary] 'all discos- unfinished barracks 	outside the intrenchment 
tinned their supplies from the Pith ; or rather, 
were unable to bring them in, from the way the 

three of them at about a furlong distance. 	These 
were 	scenes of many an 	exciting encounter. 

mutineers surrounded the intrenchment on all Captain Moore of the 32d foot, a gallant and 
shies, permitting no ingress or egress at any time intrepid Officer, often encountered the rebels near 
except 	under 	cover of night: 	Those natives 
must, in truth, have been placed in a perplexing 

those places. 	He would send some of his men, 
with field-telescopes, to watch the position of the 

poSition, between employers whom they wished 
to serve but could not, and rebels who sought to 

enemy's guns, from the roof of one of the barracks, 
as a guidance for the besieged ; and as soon as 

tamper with their honesty, these men were attacked, a handful of gallant come 
Another day broke, revealing a further strength- panions would rash out of the intreuchment and 

ening of the rebels' attack. 	They increased their drive off the*assailants with a fire of musketry. The 
number of guns, four of which were 24-pounders ; enemy haring no cannon on this side, a sort of 
and with the shot from these guns not only were dra4u battle ensued : the besiegers holding three 
many valuable mon struck down, but the walls or Deur of the barracks, and the besieged maintain- 
and verandahs of the hospitals pierced, spreading ing a hold of the three nearest to the intrenchment 
terror among the helpless inmates. 	There was After a while, the enemy br tett one gun round 
but one well within the intrenchment; and so hot to this quarter ; but twenty English made a sortie 
was the fire fleenewithout, that, to use the words at midnight en the 11th;  spiked the gun, and 
of Mr Shepherd, ``it was as much as giving a returned safely. 	Whenever fightine on anything 
man's liN-blood to go and draw a bucket of water; like terms of equality took place, the European 
and while there was any water remaining in the troops proved themselves a match for many times 
large jars, usually kept in the verandah for the their number of natives ; but any daring achieve- 
soldiers' use, nobody ventured to the well ; but means for effectual liberation were rendered nuga- 
after the second day, the demand became so great tory by the presence of so many helpless women 
that a lib eestde bag of water was with difficulty and children, whose safety was the first thought 
got the five rupees, and a bucket for a rupee. 	Most in the minds of the men, whether civilians or 
of the servants deserted, and it therefore became a military. 	Numbers of the poor creatures died 
matter of necessity for every person to fetch his 
own water, which was usually done duvi»g the 

within tho first week, from illness, heat, fright, 
want of room, want of proper food and care. 	In 

night, whoa the enemy could not well direct their the obituary of many an English newspaper, when 
shoes.' 	What was the degree of thirst borne under news of the terrible calamity had crossed the 
these circumstances, none but the forlorn garrison ocean, might be read that such a one, probably an 
could ever know. 	As there was no place under officer's wife, bad 'died in the intrenchment at 
which to shelter live cattle, some of the animals Cawnpore ;° what that intrenchment meant, few 
were let loose, and others slaughtered ; entailing a readers knew, and fewer knew what suffinings had 
necessary' exhaustion of meat-rations after three or preceded the death. 	The dead bodies were thrown 
four days. 	The commissariat servants, however, 
non .and then managed to get hold of a stray 

into a well outside the intrenchment, lest they 
should engender disease by any 'mode of burial 

bullock or cow near the intrenchment at night, 
which served fora change. 	Not only was it 

within the crowded and stifling enclosure ; and. 
even this sad office could only be rendered under a 

difficult to obtain suitable food to . eat, but the shower of shot and shell. 	"The distress was so 
native servants took every opportunity to escape, 
and the cooking was in consequence conducted 

great,' says Mr. Shepherd, 'that none could offer a 
word of consolation to his friend, or attempt to 

under very sorry conditions. administer to the wants of each other. 	I have 
The tale of accumulated suffering need not, 

and indeed cannot, be followed day by day : 
seen the dead bodies of officers, and 	tenderly 
brought-up young ladies of rank (colonels' and 
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1 	captains' daughters), 	put 	outside the verandah 
amongst the rest, to await the time when the 

I every day more and more riddled with shot ; the 
wounded had their wretchedness increased by the 

fatigue-party usually went round to carry the dead absence of almost everything needful to the com- 
to the well; for there was scarcely room to shelter fort of the sick ; 	tht hearts of the men were 
the living.' wrung with anguish at seeing the sufferings borne 

During all these days, Cawnpore itself, and the by the women ; and the women found their reso- 
country between it and the intrenchment, became lution and patience terribly shaken when they saw 
prey to a marauding host of sepoys, liberated their innocent little ones dying from disease and 
prisoners, and. ruffians of every kind. 	The native want 
before adverted to, one Nujeer Jewarree, referring A scene was presented on the 13th that filled 
to this period, said : ' In whatever shop the sepoys every one with horror. 	The officers and their 
entered to ask for sugar or rice, they plundered families had hitherto lived chiefly in tents, within 
everything belonging to the citizen that they could the intrenchment; but the rebels now began to 
find; so much so, that plunder and oppression fire red-hot shot, which not only necessitated the 
were the order of the day. 	Every violent man did. removal of the tents, but ignited the thatch-roof of 
what came into his mind ; and the troopers got one of the two hospitals. 	This building contained 
possession of a note, the value of which amounted 
to 	twenty-five thousand 	rupees, 	belonging 	to 

the wives and children of the common soldiers, 
and the sick and wounded. 	The flames spread so 

iman-u-Dowlah and Bakir Ali. 	One troop, or rapidly, and the dire confusion among the wretched 
thereabouts, left the cantonment and proceeded to creatures was such, that forty of the helpless 
the buildings in which the civil and revenue and invalids were burned to death before aid could 
judicial courts were held, and commenced firing reach them. 	The rebels appeared to have eaten- 
them. 	In the city and gardens there was so much lated on all the men within the intrenchment 
villainy committed that travelling became danger- 
ons, and to kill a man was quite easy. 	They (the 

rushing 	to save the victims from the flames, 
leaving the besiegers to enter with musket and 

marauders) committed deeds of oppression and sword ; and so threatening was the attack, so close 
plundered each other ; some forcibly cut the grain the approach of the enemy, that the Europeans 
out of the fields, and others were occupied in were forced to remain watchful at their frail 
picking up plundered property. 	He then spoke of earthen. defence,dvork, despite their wish to rescue 
the houses and offices of certain English merchants the shrieking sufferers in the hospital. 	Nearly all 
and traders—Greenway, Crump, Mackintosh, Reid, the medicines and the surgical instruments, were 
Marshall, Kirk, &c. and of the `lass' of treasure at the same time destroyed by the fire, afthrding 
that were plundered from 	each ; too vaguely a hopeless prospect to those who might after- 
estimated to be relied on in detail, but evidently wards fall ill or be wounded, 	The rebels by this 
denoting a scene of unscrupulous pillage. 	Another time amounted to four thousand in number, and 
native, Nerput, presently to. be noticed more parti- their attacks increased in frequency and &se- 
cularly, said : ' Zemindars of the neighbourhood ness ; but the .besieged had not yielded an inch ; 
arc fighting among themselves in payment of old every man within the intrenchment, a few only 
quarrels; sepoys, making for their homes with 
plundered treasure, have been deprived of their 

excepted, was intrusted with five or six muskets, 
all of which were kept ready loaded, to pour a 

plunder, and, if any opposition is made, imme- fire into any insurgents who advanced -within 
diately murdered. 	Such few Europeans as had musket-shot. 	Bayonets and 	swords were also 
remained beyond the intrenchment, were caught ready at hand, for those who could use them. 
and put to death' The condition of every one was rendered more 

The native authority just referred to states deplorable than before by this day's calamity; 
(although the statement is not confirmed by Mr the fire had wrought such mischief that many 
Shepherd), that on the 9th of June Sir Hip of the men, who had until then occasionally 
Wheeler sent a message to Nene Sahib, demand- sheltered themselves under a roof for a few hours 
ing why he had thus turned against the English, 
who had hitherto been treated by him in a friendly 

at a time, -were now forced to remain permanently 
in the open air, exposed to a fierce Indian sun at a 

spirit ; and why he was causing the death of lino- date only one week before the summer solstice. 
cent women and children—to which the Nena That many were struck down by coup de solcil at 
gave no other reply than from the cannon's mouth. such a time may well be conceived. 	The poor 

One day was so much like another, after the ladies, too, and the wives of the soldiers, were 
actual commendement of the siege, that the various 
narrators make little attempt to record the parti- 

rendered more desolate and comfortless than ever, 
by the destruction of , much of their clothing 

oilier events of each. 	Every day brought its 
miseries, until the cup nearly overflowed. 	The 

during the bre, as well as of many little domestic 
comforts which they had contrived to bring with 

food was lessening ; the water was difficult to them in their hurried flight from their homes in 
obtain ; strength u as sinking ; lives were being the city or the cantonment. 
rapidly lost ; the miscreant tebels were accumulat- What transpired outside the intrenchment, none 

i 	irg iu greater and greater number outside the of the captives knew; and even at later times 
1 
	

intrenchment; the two buildings were becoming it was difficult to ascertain the real truth. 	The 
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native chronicler 	already referred. • to speaks of much .a distinct town, as the military station or 
mauy deeds of cruelty, but without affording cantonment for the place last named. Furruckabad 
means of verification. 	0% one day, he says, a itself ' is • a city of sixty thousand inhabitants; 
family was seen approaching from the west in a handsome, cleaner, and snore healthy than most 
carriage ; the husband was at once killed ; the Indiau cities, carrying on a considerable trading 
others, ' one lady and one grown-up young lady and banking business, and standing in the centre 
and three children,' were brought before the Nena, 
who ordered them to be instantly put to death. 

of a fertile and cultivated region. 	It has no other 
fortifications than a sort oft mud-fort• connected 

' The lady begged the Nena to spare her life ; but with, the native nawab's residence. 	When . this 
this 	disgraceful man would not in any way nawab became, like many others, a stipendiary of 
hearken to her, and took them all into the plain. the modern rulers of India, the British built a 
At that time the sun was very hot, and the lady military cantonment at Futteghur, about three 
said : "The sun is very hot, take me into the Miles distant, on the right bank, of the river. 	To- 
shade ;" but no one listened. 	On four sides the wards the close of May, Futteghur contained the 
children were catching hold of their mother's gown 10th 'regiment Bengal native infantry, together 
and saying : "Mamma, come to the bungalow and with a few other native troops. 	Among the chief 
give me some bread and water." At length, having English officers stationed there, were 	General 
been tied hand to hand, and made to stand up on ()oldie, Colonels Smith and Tucker; Majors Robert- 
the plain, they were shot down by pistol-bullets? son, Phillot, and Munro ; Captains Phillimore and 
This story, touching amid all its quaintness of Vibert ; Lieutenants Simpson, Swettenham, and. 
recital, was probably quite true in its main features. Fitzgerald ; and Ensigns Henderson and Eckfurd. 
Another lady, whom he calls the wife of Mukan The troops displayed much insubordination as the 
Sahib, merchant, and who had been hiding for month closed; and on the 3d of June the symptoms 
four or five days in the garden of her bungalow, were so threatening, that it was deemed prudent 
'came out one evening, and was discovered. 	She to arrange for sending off the women and children 
had through fear changed her appearance .by for safety to Cawnpore---in ignorance that the 
putting on an Hindustani bodice, and folding a Europeans in that city were in a still more perilous 
towel around her head. 	She was takeu before the state. 	Boats had already been procured, and held 
Nena, who ordered her to be killed. 	The writer in reladineas for any such exigency. 	On the next 
of this journal having gone in person, saw the . day/ the 10th infantry exhibited such ominous 
head. of , that .lady cut off; and presented as a signs of mutiny, that a large party of the English 
nazir (gift of royalty).' 	There can be no question 
that the vicinity of Cawnpore was at that time in 

at once took to their boats. 	After a short voyage, 
finding the natives on the banks of the Ganges 

a frightful state. 	Not only were mutinous sepoys likely to be troublesome, the fugitives resolved 
and 	sowars engrgtd in hostilities 	against 	the on separating themselves into two parties ; one, 
' Feringhees,' whom they, had so lately served, and 
whose `salt' they had eaten; but many of the 

headed by Mr Probyn, the 'Company's collector, 
and 	consisting of about forty persons,sought 

ambitious petty rajahs and chieftains took advant- refuge with a friendly temindar named Herden 
age of the anarchy to become leaders on. their 
ow» special 	account ; plunderers,  and released 

Buksh, living about twelve milei; from Fatteghur, 
on the Onde side of the river ; while the other 

prisoners were displaying. all their ferocious reek-1 party proceeded on the voyage down the Gauges 
lessness; 	while 	timid, 	sneaking 	villagers, 	too to Cawnpore. 	This last-named party amounted 
cowardly to be openly aggressive, were in many 
instances quite willing to look complacently at 

to more than a hundred and twenty persons, 
nearly ,all 	non-combatants ; 	missionaries, 	mer- 

deeds of savage brutality, if those deeds might chants, indigo• planters, estate stewards, agents,. 
leave a little laac or plunder, as their share, collectors, clerks, shopkeepers, schoolmasters, post 
Consequently, when any English refugees from apd Bilk agents—such were,  the male members . 
other towns passed that way, their chance of safety of this hapless band of fugitives ; most of them 
was small indeed, had wives ; and .the children far exceeded the 

Before tracing the course of events in the adults in number. 	It is. pitiable, ,knowing as 
intrenchment during the third week in June, we we now know the fate that was in store for 
must advert to another calamity. 	The griefs and them; to read such entries as the following, in a 
sufferings endured by the English soldiers and list of the occupants of the boats—' Mr and Mrs 
residents at Cawnpore did not fill up the measure Elliott and five children ;" Mr and Mrs Macklin 
of Nena. Sahib's iniquity. 	Another stain rests on and eight children ;"Mr and Mrs Palmer and 
his name in connection with the fate of an unfor- nine children.' 
tunate body of fegitives from Futteghur. 	It is So few persons survived from Futteghur, that 
an episode in the great. Cawnpore tragedy ; and it is not certain at what places and on what days 
must be narrated in this place, in connection with they separated into parties; nor how many lives 
the events of the month. were lost' on the way ; but there is evidence that 

Futteghur, as will be seen by reference to a while some pursued. their way down the . Ganges 
map, is situated higher up the Gauges than Cawn- without much interruption until they reached 
pore, near Furruckabad. 	Practically, it is not so Bithoor, others went back to Futteghur. 	This 
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retrograde movement was due to two causes ; for portions of which were afterwards translated and 
while, on the one hand, the officers trusted to a published among the official papers. 	Nerput was 
report that the sepoys had returned to a sense one of the few who vote concerning the arrival 
of their duty ; Iferden Buksh, on the other, was of the first party of nitteghur, fugitives at Cawn- 
threatened by the Oude mutineers if he harboured pore. 	Under the date of June the 12th he said: 
any of the English. 	We will follow the fortunes `Report that Europeans were coming in boats to 
of this second party. 	From alniut the 12th to relieve Cawnpore; and two companies sent west- 
the 18th of June there was a lull in the station; ward to make inquiries. 	They found that a bun- 
but on the last-named day the 10th infantry 
broke out in earnest, and being joined by the 

dyed and twenty-six men, womou, and children, 
were in boats, sick.' 	Another narrative of the 

mutinous 41st from the other side of the Ganges, 
seized the treasure and threatened the officers. 

Futteghur calamity simply states, that when the 
unhappy fugitives arrived at the part of the Gauges 

There were about a hundred Europeans now 
in the place; and as the river was at the time 

opposite Bithoor, Nena Sahib 'stopped their boats, 
brought the fugitives on shore, and shot every 

too low to render a boat-voyage to Cawnpore one. 	He then tied their bodies together, and' 
safe 	it was resolved to defend a post or fort threw them into the river.' 	A native resident at 
at 	Futteghur, 	and 	there remain 	till 	succour Cawnpore, who was examined a few weeks after- 
arrived. 	Out of the hundred there were scarcely wards by Colonel Neill concerning his knowledge 
more than 	thirty fighting-men, so 	numerous of the atrocities committed by the rajah, 	and 
were 	the women 	and 	children ; nevertheless, of the sufferings borne by the English, gave an 
Colonel Smith, of the 10th, organised the whole, 
and prepared for the worst. 	He had:a fair store 

account of the Futteghur catastrophe corresponding 
nearly with those derived front other quarters. 

both 	of ammunition and of food. -within the Ile states that on the 12th of June, just as the 
fort. 	Until the 4th of July they maintained customary daily cannonading of the intrenchmont 
a manly struggle against the mutineers, hold- was about to recommence, a report came in that 
ing their fort nut"l they could hold it no longer. Europeans were 	approaching from the west. 
Colonel 	Tucker 	and 	one 	of 	the 	civil officers Immediately a troop of cavalry and two companies 
were shot in the head while acting as artillery- of infantry were sent to reconnoitre (probably to 
men ; General Goldie was slightly wounded, as the vicinity of Bithoor), 	There were found three 
was likewise one of his daughters; and many boats, containing about a hundred and thirty 
other casualties occurred. 	The besieged had great men, women, and children. 	'The troopers seized 
difficulty in making a covered-way to protect them all and took them to the Nena, who ordered 
their servants, to enable them to pass to and fro that they should all be killed; and sundry Ram- 
with the meals for the ladies and children, who poorie troopers of the Mussulmans of the 2d 
were collected in a room or' godown overlooked by Cavalry, whom the Nena kept ewith him for the 
a two-storied house held by the insurgents. 	Then express purpose, killed them all. 	Among them 
commenced a voyage full of miseries, in boats that was a young lady, the daughter of some general. 
contained all the Europeans still remaining at that She addressed herself much to the Nena, and 
spot. 	First the rebels fired on the boats as they said: "No king ever committed such oppression 
rowed along ; then one of the boats ran aground ; as you have, and in no religion is there any order 
then a boatful of rebels approached, and the to kill women and children. 	I do not know 
ladies in the stranded boat jumped overboard to what has happened to you, 	Be well assured that 
avoid 	capture. 	Death 	by 	bullets, 	death 	by by this slaughter the English will not become 
drowning, took place every hour; and the fugi- less; whoever may remain will have an eye upon 
tives were thrown into such dire confusion that you." But the Nena paid no attention, and showed. 
none could help the rest. 	Some crept on shore, 
and wandered about the fields to escape detection.; 

her no mercy; ho ordered that she should be 
killed, and that they should fill her hands. with 

others found shelter under friendly roofs; one powder and kill her by the explosion.' 
boat-load succeeded. in prosecuting their voyage The fate of the second party ,of fugitives from 
down to Cawnpore, or rather Bithoor, Futteghur will be noticed presently. 	We must 

There were thus two sets of Futteghur fugitives; return now to the unfortunate occupants of the 
one that reached the clutches of the Nena towards in trenchment at Cawnpore. 
the middle of June; the other, much smaller, that When three weeks of the month of June had . 
was spared that fate until the middle of July. 	So transpired, the rebels, joined by a number of 
complete was the destruction of both, however ;' so ruffians who had crossed over the Ganges from 
sweeping the death-stroke hurled against them by Onde, made a more determined effort than ever 
NMI, Sahib, that the details of their fate have been to capture the intrenchmont ; they had made the 
but imperfectly recorded. 	Towards the close of subadarenajor of the 1st N. I. a sort of general 
June, Mr Court and Colonel Neill, at Allahabad, 
received 	information 	touching 	the 	events 	at 

over them ; and he swore to vanquish the weak-
ened garrison, or die in the attempt. They brought 

Cawnpore from a native named Nerput, an opium large bales of cotton, which they rolled along the 
pomaslita or agent at the last-named city ; he gave ground, and approached in a crouching position 
them or sent them a narrative written in Persian, 

o 
under cover of these hales, firing their muskets at 
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IntervalS, "About a hinidred sepoys time advanced 
within a hundred and fifty yards of the intrenchs 
anent, backed up by a strong body, who seemed 
bent on storming the position. 	In this, as in every 
former attempt, 	they failed; their' leader was 
struck. down, nearly two hundred were killed or 
Wounded by a fire of grape-shot, and the rest 
driven back to their former distance. 	At the very 
same time, contests were maintained on all sides 
of the enclosure ; for what with musketeers in the 
unfinished,  barracks, guns and mortars in four 
differentdireetiens, and rifle-pits approached under 
cover of zigaags, the rebels maintained a tremeu- 

fire upon the besieged. Wheeler's guns, under 
a gallant young officer, St George Ashe, ,  were 
manned at all hours, loaded and fired with great 
quickness and precision,' and pointed in such 
directions as might produce most mischief among 
the enemy. 	But the contest was unequal id this 
as 	in most 	other particulars ; 	one gun after 
another was disabled by the More powerful artil- 
lory of 	the 	insurgents—until the eight were 
reduced to six, then to four, three, and at last two. 

the' forlorn ' garrison-  became 'Weaker and 
weaker, so did the heroic men redouble 'their 
exertions in defence. 	One day a shot. from the 
enemy blew up an ammunition-wagon within the 
intrenchment ; and then it became a question of 
terrible import how to. prevent the other wagons 
finish being!  ignited. 	Lieutenant 	Delafosse, 	a 
young officer of the once trusted but now disloyal 
63d, ran forward, laid himself down under the 
wagons, picked .up and threw aside the burning 
fragments, and covered the flaming portions with' 
handfuls of earth-all the while subject to a. fearful 
cannonading from a battery of sik gunst aimed 
purposely by the enemy at that spell Two soldiers 
ran to him, with two buckets of water; and all 
three succeeded in rescuing the other ammunition- 
Wagons from peril, and in 'returning from the 
dangerous Spot in safety. 

linspeakable must have been the misery of 
those nine 	hundred 	persons—or rather, nine 
hundred woffilly 	diminished 	by deaths—after 
twenty days of this besieging. 	The hospitals were 
so thoroughly riddled with -shot, and so much 
injured by. the fire, as to aflbrd little or no shelter;. 
and' yes the greater portion of the non-combatants 
remained in them rather than be exposed to the 
scorching glare of the sun outside.' Some made 
holes for themselves behind the earthen parapet 
that 	bounded .the 	intrenehmasS s . these holes 

with'boxes, cots, 4;a, and whole 
families of. wretched beings resided in them— 
more after the fashion of the Bushmen of Africa, 
than ,Of Christian 	eiviliged 	people. 	Apoplexy 
struck down 	many in these fearhilly . heated 
abodes. - At night, all 'the men  had to mount 
guard and keep watch in turd;and the Women , 
and 'children, to be' near their male protectors in 
the hour of trouble, slept near them behind the 
parapet—or rather they tried to sleep ; but the 

vomited. forth from three mortars 

employed by' the enemy, kept the terrified people 
in an agony that 'murdered sleep ;' and thus the 
existence of the women and children was spent in 
perpetual fear. 	The soldiers had their food pre- 
pared by the few remaining cooks; but all the rest 
shifted for themselves irsthe heat way they could ; 
and it was often difficult, for those who received 
their, scanty rations of rice and grain, to provide 
a mouthful of cooked victuals for themselves and 
their children. 	Money would hardly, one would 
suppose, be thought of at such a time and place; 
yet it appears that the richer bought with money 
the services of the poorer, at a rupee or two per ' 
meal, for cooking.- The innumerable troubles and 
distresses felt by all were deepened at the sight or 
the sick and wounded, to whom it was now utterly 
impossible to render proper assistance. The stench, 
too, from the dead . bodies of horses and other 
animals that had been shot in the enclosure and 
Could not be removed, added to the loathsomeness 
of the place. 	Oppressed as they were with heat, 
the English nevertheless dreaded the setting 'in of 
the rains; for one single <iv of Indian rain would 
have ebuverted the earthen abodes of the poor 
people into pools of water, deluged the shot-riddled 
buildings, 	and rendered 	the 	muskets 	useless. 
Nothing can better denote the extraordinary scene 
of lin and devastation which the interior of the 
intr nehtrient 	must 	have presented, than the 	, 
deseiriptiohs gbien a few' weeks afterwards by 
English officers concerned in 	the 	recovery of 
Cawnpore. . Or rather, it would be more correct to 
say, that those descriptions, by rotating only to the 
intrenehment when deserted, necessarily fell fiu,  
'short of the reality as presented . when  ' many 
hundreds of stiftering persons were residing there 
day after 	day: 	.One 	officer wrote ; 	' We are 
encamped close to poor old Wheeler's miserable 
introuehment. 	Of' all the -wonders which have 
passed before us since this outbreak commenced, 
the most wonderful in that this ruipous'iutrench- 

• went should have held that horde of blood-thirsly 
ruffians off so long. 	This is a strong statement; 
but none who have visited it can 	call 'it 	too 
strong.' 	Another said : ' I have had a look at the 
barracks in which .the Unfortunate people, Were 
irftrenched. 	They consist of a couple of 'Oblong 
buildings ; in ono of than, the roof is completely 
fallen in; and both tire battered with round shot. 
The verandahs as well as the walls have been 	• 
torn up by the shot; and round the buildings are 
some pits dug in the ground, and breast-works. 
The ground inside and out is strewed. with broken 
bottles, old shoes, and quantities of books and 
other documents and letters, 	It was a melancholy 	' 
sight ; and the suffering must . have 'been mere 
than humanity could bear.' 	A third officer Corr°- 
berated 'this general description, but, mentioned 
one or two additional particulars : ' TheSe build-
ings formed what was called the European Cavalry 
Hospital. 	Right well and heroically must 	it 
11R.VO been defended. 	The Walls are riddled with' 
eannepshot like the cells of a honey-comb. 	The 	' 
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doors, which seem to have been the principal 
points against which the Nent2Is fire was directed, 
are breached and knocked into large shapeless 
openings. 	Of the verandahs, which surrounded 
both- buildings, 	only 	a 	few 	splintered 'rafters 
remain, and at some of the angles the walls are 
knocked• entirely away, and large chasms gape 
blackly at you, 	Many of the enemy's cannon-shot 
have gone through and through the buildings ; 
portions of the interior.  walls and roof have fallen ; 
and here and there are blood-stains on wall and 
floor. 	Never did I yet • see a place so terribly 
battered.' 	. 

As a ' aad story is often most touchingly told in 
the fewest words, we may here advert to the 
contents of two soraps of paper, showing how the 
members of a family were cut off one by one 
during these days of misery. 	When Cawnpore 
fell again into the hands of the British, hy a train 
of operations hereafter to be described, there were 

of Greenway Brothers, of which the members 
and the family had hastily left Cawnpore at the 
beginning of .the troubles, and . taken refuge at 
Nujjubgatrh, a village about sixteen miles distant 
They were discovered by Nena Sahib, however, 
and only saved from death by promising a ransom 
of a lee of rupees. 	Mrs Greenway, a very aged 
lady, the mother and grandmother of a number 
of the sufferers, was sent by this 	treacherous 
villain with a message to Sir Hugh Wheeler at 
the intrenchment,. intended to mask a nefarious 
and bloody scheme. 	The message was to this 
effect—that the general and all his people should 
be allowed to proceed to Allahabad unmolestedt  
on condition that he abandoned Cawnpore, the 
intrenchment, the public treasure, the guns, and' 
the ammunition. 	This message was delivered 
on the 24th. of June; but whether in consequence 
of Mr Shepherd's. adventure on that same day, 
presently to be mentioned, does not clearly appear. 

i 

• found among other wrecks two small pieces of 
paper, covered with blood, and containing a few 
words in pencil ; they appeared to have been 
written by two persons, both females. 	One gave 
a brief 'and confused narrative of some of the 
events in the intrenehment ; while the other con- 
sisted simply of a record of the dates on which 
members of the writer's family were struck down 
by the hand of death.* 	The dates were irregular, 

' and extended into July ; but every line told, in ' 
its simplicity, how agonising must. have been the 
position of. one who had to record such things of 
those who were dear to her. 	The contents of the 
two pieces of paper were printed in a Calcutta 
journal ; and • when :the mournful talc reached 
Scotland, it was at once concluded, almost as a 
certainty; from the Christian names mentioned, 
that the sufferers were all members of a family of 
Lindsays, who had been stationed at Cawnpore, 
The writers of the two notes were themselves 
numbered with the dead before.the gloomy tragedy 
was ended. 	 • 

All these evidences .render only too plain to us 
the deplorable position of the Europeans, after 
eighteen days of siege, and thirty-three of enforced 
residence in the intrenchment. 	When duly con- 
Sidered, who can -wonder that the beleaguered 
garrison pondered on two possible contingencies— 
a defeat of the rebels by a daring sally, or a release 
by parley ? . If the officers could have knoWn 
the treachery which was about to be practised on 

On the next day an interview took place, outside 
the intrenchment, between Sir Hugh and an agent 
of Nena named Azimoollah (probably the same 
who had visited London two years before), who 
was accompanied by a few of the leading muti- 
neers. 	The terms were agreed to, with a few 
modifications -, and Nena Sahib gave his signature, 
hts seal, and his oath to a contract binding him 
to' provide the Europeans with boats and a safe 
escort to Allahabad, 

Such was the account given by Mr 'Shepherd 
of a transaction narrated somewhat differently by, 
other persons; but before noticing certain anoma-
lies in this matter, it will be well to treat of an 
occurrence in which that gen(Aman was unques-. 
tionably the best judge of the facts. 	When the 
24th of June arrived, Mr Shepherd adopted a 
course which led to his own preservation, and 
enabled him to write his brief but mournful 
narrative. 	The 	besieged 	civilians, 	not 	being 
under the command of Sir Hugh Wheeler further 
than might be consistent with their own safety, 
naturally thought with yearning hearts of their 
former abodes in the city, and compared those 
abodes with the present deep misery and priva- 
lion. 	Wheeler would gladly have allowed them 
to return to Cawnpore ; but could they -cross the 
intervening ground 	in 	safety, or would 	they 
find 	safety 	in 	the 	city 	itself'? 	' To . ascertain 
these 	points, .was a project adopted 	on• the 
suggestion of Mr Shepherd, who—as a commis- 

I them, they would probably have attempted the 
former; but they could receive no intelligence or 
warning, and they did not like to quit their wives 
and children at such a perilous time, in uncertainty 
of-their chances of success. 

Their first knowledge of the state of affairs at 
Cawnpore was obtained in an unexpected way. 
Among the commercial firms in the city was that 

sariat officer in• a place where. 'scarcely any corn-
missariat services could be rendered—occupied a 
position somewhat midway between the military 
and the civil.' He had a large family within the 
intrenchment, 	comprising 	his 	wife, 	(laughter, 
brother, sister, three nieces, and two other rela-
tives,; an infant daughtOr had been killed by a 
musket-shot a few days earlier. 	Mr Shepherd's 
mission was—to make his way to the city ; to 

I * 'Mamma died, July 11" Alien (lied, July O." George died, 
June 87." Entered the barracks, 	21.' 	Cavalry lett, Slaw ,.'into ',First shot fired, June 6.' 	' Uncle Willy died, Juno 18: 	' Aunt 

ascertain the state of public affairs there ; to enter 
negotiations with influential .persons 	who e 

Lilly, Juno VI.' 	 • were not friendly to the nautineers'a and to spend 
• 
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' or promise a lac of rupees in 	any way that 
, might bring about a cessation of the siege. 	The 

arrangement made with 	Sir Thigh was, that 
if Mr Shepherd succeeded in returning to the 
intrenchment with 	any . useful information, 	he 
should' be ' allowed 	to 	go with 	his 	family 	to 
Cawnp.ore. 	lie started; but he never returned, 
and never again saw those hapless beings whose 
welfare had occupied so much of his solicitude. 
He disguised himself as' a native cook, left the 
intrenehment, 'passed near the new barracks, and 
ran on towards Cawnpore ; but he was speedily 
descried and captured, and carried before Nena 
Sahib. 	Two native women-servants had shortly 
before escaped from the .intrenchment to the city, 
and had reported that the' garrison was starving ; 
the new captive, designedly, gave a very different 
account; and as the Nena did not know which to 
believe, be imprisoned all three. 	Mr Shepherd 
remained in prison, suffering great hardships, front 
the 24th of June to the 17th of JelY, as we shall 
presently see. 	' 

It is not easy to reconcile the various accounts 
of the convention between the besiegers and the 
besieged, the Nena and the general. 	According to 
Mr Shepherd, as we have just seen, the Nena sent 
a message by Mrs Creenway on the 24th; and 
Sir Hugh had an. interview with one of Nona's 
agents on the 2iith. 	An ayah, or native nurse, 
however, who had been iu the service of Mrs 
Greetfway, and who afterwards gave a narrative 
in 	evidence 	before 	some 	English 	officers 	at 
Cawnpore, said that the message was taken, not 
by Airs Greenway,, but by a Mr" Jacobi. 	She 
proceeded to aver 'that Nena Sahib himself went 
to the intrenchment ; and then she gave a curious 
account of the interview, which, to say the least of 
it, is quite consistent with the relative characters 
and positions of the two. leaders. 	According to 
her narrative : ' The Nena  said ; "Take away all ' 

I
I 	the women and children to Allahabad ; and if 

your men want to fight, come back and do so : we 
will keep faith with you." 	General Wheeler said : 

• "You take your solemn oath, according, to your 
custom; and I will take an oath on my Bible, and 
will leave the intrenchment." 	The Nena said : 
" Our oath is, that whoever we Jake by the hand, 
and he relies on us, we never deceive; if we do, 

. 	God will kdge and punish us." 	The general said: 
"If you is.;te»d to deceive ate, kill me at' once: I 
have no Arms." 	The Nona replied: "I will not 
deceive you; rely on us. 	I will supply you with 
food, and convey, you to Allahabad." 	On this the 
general, went inside the intrenchment, and con- 
suited with the soldiers., 	They said : " There 's no 
reliance to be placed on natives ; they will deceive 
you." 	A few said : " Trust them ; it is better to 
do so." 	Ott this the gen'eral returned, and said ; 
" I agree to your terms ; see us away as far as 
Futtehpnor, thence we can get easily to Allahabad." 

.The reply was: "No ; I will see you all safe to 
Allababad." ' 

That Sir Hugh Wheeler was mortally wounded 

. 	. 
before 	his 	unfortunate 	companions 	left 	the 
intrenchment under a solemn pledge of safety, 
seems to be generally admitted, but the date of 
his death is not clearly known ; nor do the 
narrators agree as to the names of the persons by 
whom the convention was signed. 	But on the 
main point all evidence coincides—that a safe 
retirement to Allahabad was guaranteed, 	How 
villainously that guarantee was disregarded, we 
shall now see. 

It was on the 27th of June that those who 
remained of the nine hundred took their departure 
from the intrenchment where they bad borne so 
many miseries. 	Collateral facts lead to a con- 
lecture that the sepoys, belonging to the native 
regiments that had mutinied, had become wearied 
with 	their 	three-weeks' 	detention 	outside - the 
intrenchment, and wished to start off to a scene , 
of more stirring incidents at Delhi. 	This would 
not have suited the Nona's views ; he, wanted their 
aid to graSp the remainder of the Company's 
treasure 	and 	ammunition at Cawnpore ;. 	and. 
hence he fornied the plan for getting rid of the 
Europeans and 	obtaining their wealth without 
any more fighting. 	Cannonading ceased on both 
sides from the evening of the 24th; and from 
tha1 ce to the 27th all was done that could be 
don 	to ft out the boat-expedition. 	But nude),  
wit t miserable circumstances was this done I 	The 
unburied' bodies of relations and friends lay at the 
bottom of a well ; the sick and wouuded were 
more fit to die than to be removed ; the women 
and children had become haggard and weak by 
almost every kind of suffering; the clothes of all 
had become rent and blood-stained by many a 
terrible exigency ; and misgivings occupied the 
thoughts of those who remembered that the same 
Nena 'Sahib, at whose mercy they were now 
placed, was the man who had proved a traitor 
three weeks before. 	Twenty boats were provided, 
each with an awning. 	The English were forced 
to give up the three or four lees of rupees which 
had been brought to the intrenchment. 	Early 
on the morning• of the 2 7 t h , the Nena. sent 
a number of elephants, carts, and 	coolies, 	to 
convey the women, children, sick, and wounded,. 
to the river-side, a distance of about a 	mile 
and a half: the hale men proceeding on foot--
if halo they can be, called, who were worn down 
with hunger, thirsts  fatigue, heat, grief for the 
dear ones who bad fallen, anxiety for. those who 
still lived 	to be succoured and protected. 	11 
Mr Shepherd is right 	in 	his 	statement that. 
the number who took their departure in this 
mournful procession froth the intrenchment was 
four hundred and' fifty, then one half of the on-, 
ginal number- of nine hundred must have thIlen 
victims to three weeks of privation and suffering. 
Those who first reached the river took boat, and 
proceeded down-strealp ; but the later corners were 
long detained ; and while they were •still embark - 
ing, or preparing to embark, they were startled by • 
the report of a masked battery of three guns. 
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The dreadful truth now became evident ; the .olothes we had, and, each taking a musket, agreed 
execrable rebel-chief, in disregard of all oaths and through the fire. 	Seven of us out of the twelve 
tretaies, had given orders for the slaughter of the 
hapless Europeans. 	Some of the boats were set 

.get into the water; but before we had gone: far, 
two poor fellows were shot. 	There were only fire 

on fire, and volley upon volley of musketry fired of us left now; and we had to swim whilst the 
at the unfortunates—scores of whom were shot insurgents followed us along both banks, wading 
dead, others picked off while endeavouring to and firing as fast as they could. 	After we bad 
swim away. 	A few boats were hastily rowed gone three miles down the stream [probably swim- 
actoss the river ; 	but there a body of the 17th ming and wading by turns}, one of our party, an 
N. 1., just arrived from Azimghur, intercepted all artilleryman, to rest himself, began swimming en 
escape. 	The ruffians on both banks waded into his back, and not knowing in what direction he 
the water, 	seized the boats within 	reach, and was swimming, got on shove, and was killed. 
sabred all the men yet remaining alive in them. When we had got down about six miles, firing 
The women were shared for a -worse fate ; though from both sides [of the river) ceased ; and soou after 
many of thorn wounded, some with two or three 
bullets 	each, 	these 	poor 	creatures, 	with 	the 

we were bailed by some natives, on the Oude side, 
who asked us to come on shore, and said they 

children, 	were taken 	ashore, and placed in 	a would take us to their rajah, who was friendly 
bui:ding 	called the 	Subedit? Kothee, in Nena to the English? 	This proved, to be the case ; 
Sahib's camp. for Lieutenant 	Delafosse, 	Lieutenant Mowbray 

The fortunes of two separate boat-parties must Thomson, and one or two companions, remained 
be traced. 	Lieutenant Delafosse, whose name has in security-  and comparative comfort throughout 
already been mentioned in connection with - a gal- the month of July, until an opportunity occurred 
lent achievement in the intrenehment, has placed for joining an English force. 
upon record the story of one boat's adventure, 
shewirig how it happened that he was among the 

Although the boat-adventure just narrated was 
full of paiu (hi excitement, ending in the death of 

very few who escaped the Cawnpore tragedy. nearly all the persons by shooting or drowning 
After stating that nearly all 	the 	boats which —yet there is one still to he noticed more sadden. 
attempted 	to 	descend 	the. Gauges were either ing in its character, for the sufferers were reserved 
stopped one by one, or the persons in them shot for a worse death. The name of Sir Hugh Wheeler 
down where they sat, he proceeds thus: 'We had is connected with this adventure in a 'Ivey not 
new one boat, crowded with wounded, and having easily to be accounted for; 	Mr Shepherd and 
on board more than she could carry. 	Two guns Lieutenant Delafosse were not witnesses of it, and 
followed us the whole of that day, the infantry no reliable personal narrative is obtainable from 
firing on us the whole of that night. 	On the any, one who was actually tiresent when it oc- 
second day, 26th :June, a gun was seen on the currcd. The probability is, thath.iir Hugh; althotigh 
Cawnpore side, which opened on us at Nujjnb- wounded in the intrenehment, did not die until 
gurh, the infantry still following us on both sides, the, boat-expedition had commenced, and that the 
On the morning of the third day, the boat was no same boat contained his daughter and his (living 
Ringer serviceable; we were aground on a sand- or dead) body. 	At anyrate, this was the last the 
bank, and had not strength sufficient to move her. world could hear of a brave old soldier, who -went 
Directly any of us got into the water, we were to India fifty-four years before ; 'who fought -with 
fieed upcn by thirty or forty men at a time. Lord Lake before Delhi iu 1804 ; who took an 
There was nothing left for us but to charge and active part in the Punjaub war; and who had 
drive them away; and fourteen of us were told been military commander of the Cawnpore ulistrict 
off to do what we could. 	Directly we got on shore from 18:i0 to le57. 	It was, also the last to bo 
the insurgents retired; but, having followed them heard of 13rigadier Jack, who commanded the 
up too far, we were cut off from the river, and had Cawnpore cantonment ; and of many brave Eng- 
to retire ourselves, as we were being surrounded. lish officers, iron i colonels down to ensigns, of both 
We could nut make for the river; we had to go 
down parallel, and came to the river again a mile 

the English. and the 'native regiments, 
Whether the general was alive or dead, and by 

lower down, where we saw a large force of men whomsoever accompanied, it appears certain that 
right hi front waiting for us, and another lot on a large party rowed many miles down the Ganges. 
the opposite bank, should we attempt to cross the One account states 	that 	Baboo 	Ranibuksh, a 
river. 	On the bank of the river, just by the force 
in front, was a temple. 	We fired a volley, and 

zemindar of Dowreea Kheyra near Futtehpoor, 
stopped the boats, captured the persons who were 

made for the temple, in which we took shelter, 
having one man killed and one wounded. 	From 

in thorn, and sent them in, carts as priserers 
back to Cawnpore. 	The names of Mr Reid, Mr 

the door of the temple we fired on every insurgent 
that happened to slimy himself. 	Finding that they 

Thomas Greenway, Mr Kirkpatrick, Mr Mackenzie, 
Captain Mackenzie, and 1)r Harris, were men- 

could do nothing against 11,:: whilst we remained tinned in connection with this band of unforten• 
inside, they heaped wood all round and set it on ates ; but accuracy in this particular is not to he 
fire. 	When we could no longer remain inside on 
account of the smoke and heat, we threw off what 

insured. The narrative given by Nujoor Jewarree, 
the native afterwards examined by English efficers 
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I 	' 	I at Cawnporo, was different in many points, and to pay to him the revenue that had wont to be 
i much snore detailed. 	He stated that the boat in paid.  to the Company. He caused to be proclaimed 
. 	, 

question, after proceeding some distance; got upon 
a sand-bankt  where there was a severe encounter; 

by beat of tom-tom, throughout Cawnpore and the 
surrounding district, that he had entirely con- 

the sepoys not only ran along the shore,- but fol- quered the British; and that, their period of reign 
lowed in boats shooting at the victims as soon as in India having been completed, he was prepay- 

{ they got within musket-range,. and receiving many 
fatal 	shots in return. 	A freshet in the river 

ing to drive them out foot by foot. 	During this 
heyday of self-assumed power, he issued many 

released the boat, and. the voyage recommenced, 
Meanwhile, the probable escape of this party being 

remarkable 	proclamations, 	worthy of note ,as 
indications of his ambitious views, of his hopes as 

reported to Nena Sahib, he ordered three con- dependent on the mass of the native people, and 
panics of the' 3d Oude infantry to pursue the of the stigma which he sought to throw on the 
boat, and oilect a complete capture. 	The boat British government. 	Some of these proclamations 
was soon after taken, and all the occupants seized are given in full at the end of the present chapter. 
as prisoners. 	' There came out of that boat,' There are many facts which lend support to the 

l 	•' 
said Nujoor Jewarree, ' sixty sahibs (gentlemen), 
twenty-five- memsahibs (ladies), and .four children 

supposition that this grasp at power and wealth 
was suggested to him by the gradual development 

1 —one boy and three half-grown girls.' 	His story of events. 	He probably entertained crafty designs 
and suppressed vindictiveness from the outset ; 

• 

t 

teen proceeded to details which, if correct, show' 
that Sir: Hugh Wheeler was in the boat, and still , 
alive ; for a contest ensued between Nona and 
some of the soldiers whether or not the old 

but these did not shear themselves openly until 
the native troops at the cantonment had, rebelled, 
Seeing a door opened- by others, which. might 

, general should be put to death : many of the 
sepoys wishing to preserve his life. 

possibly lead him to power and to vengeance, he 
seized the occasion and entered. 

i It will become apparent to the reader, from the The last acts of the Cawnpore tragedy now await 
• nature of the above details, that the true story of our attention.  

1 the boat-catastrophe at Cawnpore will probably What horrors the poor women suffered during 
i never be fully told. 	All that we positively know their eialsteess days of captivity under this detest- 
lo  is, that one portion of the wretched victims met able mireaut, none will ever fully know ;. partial 

their death in the river, by muskets, swords, and glimpses only of the truth will ever come to light. 
drowning ; and that two other portions were 
carried back to a captivity worse even than that 

According to the ayah's narrative, already noticed, 
the women and children who were conveyed from 

of the intrenchment 	. 	 • the boats into 	captivity were a hundred and 
The proceedings of Nena Sahib, after the iniquit- fifteen in number. The poor creatures (the women 

ous 'treachery of tle, 27th of June, bore evident and elder girls) were sought to be tempted by an 
relation to his own advancement as an independ- emissary of the Nona to enter quietly into his 
eat chieftain. 	At sunset on that day he held a •harem ; but they one and all expressed a determi- 
review of all they rlsel troops around Cawnpore on nation to die where they were, and with each 
a, plain bet‘adeell to  now deserted intrenchment other, rather than yield to dishonour. 	They were 
and the  't tinges. 	'a • 	aloaaa 'a- hasa: consisted I then destined to be given up to the sensual licence 
of a es  a regiments i,kI Bengal :native intanaa, aao of the sepoys and sowars who had aided in their 
of (`undo native infantry, one•• of Bengal cavalry, 
two of Oude cavalry, two of Irregular cavalry, a 

capture ; but the heroic conduct of Sir Hugh 
Wheesa:a .laughter is said to have dqterred the 

battery ot• ads& awls, besides sundry detachments ruffians. 	What 'his 'Judith of Cawnpore' really 
of reghtents, and marauders who became rem- did, is differently retorted: 	Her heroism was mani- 

. privy soldiers 	the hope of sharing pillage. rested, in one version 9,f the story,'hs-  an undaunted 
' Guns wore fired in honour 	of the, Nena as and indignant reproach against the native troops 

sovereign, 	of 	his brother 	as 	govornor-general; for their treachery to tl o English who had fed and 
and of an ambitids Brahmin as commander-in- 
chief, of the newl' restored Mahratta kingdom. 

clothed.thesn, and for t  mir cowardice in molesting, 
defenceless women ; it another version, she shot  

Erorts.  day to day rx)re troops joined his standard, 
after- mutinying a  various stations on air sides 

down five sepoys in suaCession with a revolver, and 
then throw.herself into 'a well to escape outrage; 

, of Cawnpore. 	riaenty thousand armed men are 
said to have bee in that city by the loth of July; 

in a third, given by M;t' Shepherd, this English lady, 
being taken away 1)4 a trooper of the 2d native 

and as the Nee was very slow in awarding to cavalry to his own ,cut, rose in the night, secured 
thesNa,r of as ill-gotten wealth, they reeom- the trooper's swordis killed him and three other 
Dosed thous i'ves  by plundering the inhabitants, 

under pretext °f  searchiag for-  concealed Euro- 
men, and then thrXw herself into a well;, while 
a fourth version, 	n the authority of the rapist  

pears. 	Cawnpoll. Was thus plunged into great represents the geweral's daughter as cutting oil the 
misery, and .speedii3 • had Cause to lament the heads of no less than five men in the trooper's hut. 
absence of its former males's. 	Nona created new 
offices, for bestowal upon • sase who had served 
him ; and he ordered the neighbaliak zemindars s 

These accountA incoMpatible one with another, 
nevertheless , reveal to us a true soldier's daughter, 
an 	Enat.tosh gealeweman, resolved to proceed. 
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to' any 	extremity 	in 	defence 	of 	her 	own account by Mr G. J. Jones, a chill servant of the 
purity, Company, who left Fatteghur with the rest on the 	. 

The victims were detained three days at Nena's 4th of July, but happily kept clear of the parti- 
camp, with only a little parched grain to eat, dirty cular boat-load which went down to Cawnpore: 
water to drink, and the hard ground to lie upon, 
without matting or beds of any kind. 	The ayah 

`We had not proceeded far, when it was found 
that Colonel Goldie's boat was much too large 

states that the Nena, after the events 'of the 27th and heavy for us to manage; it was accordingly 
of June, sent to ask the temporarily successful determined to be abandoned; so all the ladies and 
King of Delhi what he should do with the women children were taken into. Colonel Smith's boat. 
and children ; to which a reply was received, that A little delay was thus caused, which the sepoys 
they were not to be killed. 	'Whether this state- took advantage of to bring a .gun 'to bear on the 
ment be right or wrong, the captives were taken boats ; the distance, however 'was too 'great ; every 
from the camp to Cawnpore, and there incar- ball fell short.. 	As soon as die ladies and children 
cerated in a house near the Assembly Rooms, 
consisting of outbuildings of the medical depot, 
shortly before occupied by Sir George 	Parker. 

were all safely on board, we started, and got 
down as far as Singheerampore without accident, 
although fired upon by the villagers. 	Here we 	i 

Here they were joined by more than thirty other stopped a few minutes to repair the rudder of 
European women and children, the unhappy relies Colonel Smith's boat; and one out of the two 
of the boat-expedition that had been recaptured boatmen we had was killed by a matchlock ball. 
near Futtehpoor in the vain attempt to escape. The rudder repaired, ' we started again, Colonel 
Without venturing to.  decide -whether the ayah, Smith's boat taking the lead ; we had not gone 
Nujoor Jewarree, Mr Shepherd, or Lieutenant beyond a few yards, when our boat grounded on 
Delafosse was most nearly correct in regard of a soft muddy sandbank ; 	other boat passed ,the 
numbers; or whether Sir Hugh Wheeler was at 
that time alive or dead—it appears tolerably cer- 

on ; all hands got into the. water to push her ; but, 
notwithstanding all our 	efforts, we could not 

tarn that many unhappy prisoners were 'brought manage to move her. 	We had not been in this 
back into Cawnpore on 'the 1st of July. 	All the 
men were butchered in cold blood on the evening 

unhappy position half an hour, when two boats, 
apparently empty, were seen coming down the 

of the same day. One officer's wife, -with her child, 
clung to her husband with such desperate tenacity 

stream. 	They came within twenty yards of us, 
-when we discovered they carried 'sepoys, who 

that they could not be separated ; and all three opened a heavy fire, killing and wounding several. 
were killed at once. The other women were spared Mr °hurdler. senior, Was shot through the chest; 
for the time. 	This new influx, together with five Mr Fisher, who was just behind me, was wounded 
members of the Greenway family, swelled the roll in the thigh. Hearing him call out, I had scarcely 
of prisoners in the small building to a number time to turn round; when I IV.It a smart blow on 
that has been variously estimated from a hundred my right shoulder ; a bullet had grazed the 
and fifty to two hundred, nearly all women and skin and taken off a little of the flesh: 	Major 
children. ' Their diet was miserably insufficient ; Robertson 	was wounded 	in r4le 	face. 	The 
and their sufferings were 'such that many died boats were now alongside of ,73.• ' ,,Some of the 
through want of the necessaries of life. 	`It is not sepoys had, afrenqe . 0,,f, ;.-,.. pir boats., , 	major  
easy to describe,' says Mr Shepherd, 'but it may ll,/,ete.:-..,J, seeing No hope, 'i,. aied the la9ies to 
be imagined, the misery of so many helpless Mr- come into the water rather 	 ..  tan fall into 	their 
sons: sem* wounded, others sick, aa145:111.11;oUring hands. While the laxlies -were throwing themset kves  
'under the greatest agony of h",irt for the loss of into the water, I jumped into he boat;  took up a 
those, so dear to them, who "ad so recently been loaded musket, and, going aste.n, shot to .epoy. 
killed (perhaps before thoi" own oyes) ; cooped . . . Mr and Mrs 'Fisher wire 	out twenty yards 
up night and day in -- a sliall low puklia-roofed 
house, in the hottest seas ;n  of the year, without 

from the boat ; he had his • ?,kild in, his arms, 
apparently lifeless. 	Mrs Fislir  could not stand 

1 	beds or punkahs, for a whole fortnight—and con- against the current; her 'dress which acted like 
1 	stantly reviled and insult 4d by a set of brutish a sail, knocked her down, wl,,m she was helped 
1 	ruffians keeping watch over. them.' up by Mr Fishery . . . 	Early! 	he next morning a 

Added to ,all these suffring women and chit- voice hailed us , from the sho, which we recog- , 
dren, were those belongingto the second boat- nised as Mr Elsher's. 	He calve on .board, and 
expedition from Futteghur... 	It will be remem- informed us flip. his poor -wife a ̀d child had been 	. 
bered, from the details given in a former page, that 
one party from this fort read. wed Bithoor about the 

drowned in hiii arms. 	, 
The oceupa.rfis of the boat thi,- .proseented the 

middle of June, and were art. once murdered by 
ordecs of Nena Sahib ; while "I another body, after 

voyage down to Cawnpori, or ' 4. 'it 	Fther Cher 	1 	. ? , 
suffered 	greatly-. 	the hands of 41' .; is gentlemen a manly struggle against the \ rebels  for two, or 

three weeks, did not prosecute their voyage down- 
wards until July. 	It will throe .c  light 	on the 

-who were on board, and whO pUlled the boat, 
were terribly blistered ; the women and Children 
suffered sad hardships c..liu ':, all were worn down perils and terrors of these several b‘ art-adventures by fatigue and aux!;•,:-. y 	At Bithoor, so far as the to transcribe a few sentences 	from 	..-111 	official accounts are,f 4.-Aligible, Nena Sahib's son seized 
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the boat, aud sen*' all the unfortunate Europeans 
in her into confinement at Cawnpore. 	As in other 
parts of this , mournful tragedy, it will, be vain to 
attempt or,31uraey in the statement of the numbers 
or thosomuit sufibred ; but there is a subsidiary 
source of information, possessing a good deal of 
intere'st:in connection With the July occurretices, 
When; at a later date, the reconquerors of Cawn- 
pore were in a position to attempt a solidi* of 
the terrible mystery; when the buildings of Calwn- 
pore were searched, and the inhabitants examined, 
for any doeuinents relating to the suffering Euro- 
peens-,--a paper was found, written in the Mahratta 

language, in the house of a native doctor who had 
been in charge of the prisoners, sir some of them, 
It was, or professed to be, a list of those who were 
placednnder his care on Tuesday the 7th of July ; . 

, but whether invalids only, does not clearly appear. 
All the names were given, with some inaccUracy 
in spoiling; , which, however, cannot be considered 
as rendering the document untrustworthy. 	In kt 
were to be found large families of Grammars, Reids, 
Jacobis, It'itzg,oraids, Dempsters, and others known 
to have been in Cawnpore about that time; 	They 	. 
were a hundred and sixty-three in number. To this 
hapless group was added another list, containing 

, 

' 

, 

. 

• 

.._ 

and children were massacred. 
• 

the women 

. 	._ 

1 	' 
' 	* 

11,  

.. 

1 

.6 
.,- 	.. 

c 	i;• 

,  - 
. 

..... 

Home at Cawr40C43 in which 
• , 	. 	 . 	• 

the names of forty-seven fugitives belonging to.  the 
'second boat-party from Futteghur, who are reported 
as having arrived on,  the 11th of July, and who 
included many members, of the families of the 
Goldies, Smiths, Tuckers, neathcotes, ..t.T., already 
named in connection , with the Futteghur cala.m- 

''hies.. 	The Mahratta document gave altogether 
the names of two hundred and ten persons ; but 
it was silent, on the 'question how many other 
Europeans were on those days in the clutches of 
the ruthless chieftain of Bithoor. 	A further list 
contained the' names of about twenty-six persons, 
apparently .all women and children)  who -died 
under this native doctor's hands between the 7th 
and the 	15th,, diminishing ' to that . extent . the 
number of those left for massacre. 	To most of 
the names `cholera,' or ' diturrlitea; or `dysentery' 
was, appended, as the cause of death ; to. two 
names, grounds ;' while one, of the patients Was 
.' a baby two days. old. .,In what a place,. and 
,uuder what circumstances, for au infant to be 

„ . 	. 	. 

	

\ 	• ' born, ' and to bear its two wretched days of 
life I  

Let us follow Mr Shepherd's - WOnarratives—
one public, for government information ; °nein it, 
letter, relating more especially to his o'* 	personal 
troubles and sufferingsconcerning the crewning 
iniquity of Nena Sahib at Cawnpore. 

After his capture, on attempting to hasin from 
' the intrenehrnent to the city, the commissary 

was subjected to a sort of mock-trial, and con-
dcmned to three years' imprisonment witlidiard 
labour; on what plea or -evidence, is not stated. 
Ida implies that if he had been known as 'an 
Englishman, he would certainly have been pue-to 
death. 	On the third day after his capture lie 
heard a rumour  of certain movements -.."'"g 
his unfortunate compatriots' in the intren‘ciliTn't.' 
' Oh! 	how I felt,' ho 'exclaims, ' when> in con- 
filen-lent, I. heard tlit the English wc.re going in 

-safety ! 	I could not keep my secret,, but told the 
subadar of the prison-guard that I wets a Christian; 

. 	. 	 . 
' 	, 
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I nearly lost my life by this exposure,' 	Mr Shep- to murder these also; but the survivors not being 
herd 	was confined for twenty-four days in a able to bear the idea of being cut newn, rushed out.  
miserable prison, with heavy fetters on his legs, 
and only so much parched grain for food as would 

into the compound, and seeing a well there, threw 
themselves into it, 	The deed bodiek of those 

prevent actual starvation. 	As days wore on, he murdered on the previous evening weve then 
obtained dismal evidence that the departure from ordered to be thrown into the same well ; and 
the intrenchment had not been safely effected; julltids were appointed to drag them away like 
that coward treachery had been displayed by the dogs' 
Nona ; that innocent lives had been taken ; and Mr 	Shepherd himself did not witness 	this 
that the survivors were held in horrible thraldom slaughter; no looker-on, so far as is known, has 

'by that cruel man. The commissary was a prisoner placed upon record his or her account of the seem 
within the city during all the later days of the Nor does there appear any trustworthy evidence to 
tragedy ; whether he was within earshot of the 
seilerers, is not stated ; but the following contains 

show what the poor women endured in the period, 
varying from four to eighteen days, during which 

portions of his narrative relating to that. period : they were in the Nena's power; but the probability 
`Certain. spies, whether real or imaginary is not is fearfully great that they passed through an 
known, were brought to the Nena as being the ordeal which the mind almost shrinks Irvin con- 
bearers of letters supposed to have been written templatiug. 	Mr Shepherd was evidently of this 
to the British [at Allahabad) by the helpless opinion. 	While telling his tale of misery relating 
females in their captivity; and with these letters to those poor ill-used creatures, 	he 	hinted 	at 
some of the inhabitants of the city were believed ' sufferings and distresses such as have never before 
to 	lie 	implieated. 	It 	was, therefore 	decreed' been experienced or heard of on the face of the 
by 	Sena Sahib 	that the t/oies, together with earth.' 	It was in his agony of grief that he wrote 
all the women and children, as also the few this ; when, on the 17th of July, a victorious 
geetlemen whose lives had been spared. should 
he put to death.' 	Mr Shepherd eonneetcd these 

English column entered Cemnpore ; and when, 
irinnediately on his liberation, he hastened like 

gentlemen 	with 	the 	Futteahur fugitives, 	con- others to the house of slaughter. 	Only when the 
corning whom, however'he pod very little manacles had been struck from his limbs, and he 
information. 	It was a farther portion of Nena's had become once more a free man, did he learn 
decree, that all the belief? (Mineralises employed as the full bitterness of hiS lot. 	' Cod Almighty has 
clerks) of the city, and (very individual who could been graciously pleased to spare my poor lifer,' was 
read 'or write English' should have (heir right the beginning of a letter written. by him on that 
hands and noses cut of 	At 'meth, on the lath, 
just lelov quitting tawnpore in the vain hope 

day to a brother stationed at Agra.' 'I am the 
only individual saved among all the European 

of checking the adhanee of a British column, 
this savage put his aecrees into execution. 	"The 

and Christian 	community 1:1',.at inhabited thie 
station' 	(Neatiy but not exactly true.] 	'My poor 

native spies were arst put to the sword ; after dear wife, my darling sweet child Polly, poor dear 
them the gentlemfn, who were brought from the Rebecca and 	her children, and poor innocent 
outbuildings in stench they had been confined, and children Emmeline and Martha., es also Mrs Frost 
shot with bullets. 	Thou the poor females were and poor Mrs Osborne' [these being the members 
ordered to cove out ; 	but neither threats nor of his family whom he had left in the introneh- 
persuasions catld induce them to do so. 	They ment on the 24th ,of June, when he set out dis- 
laid held of each. other by dozens, and clung so guised on his fruitless miss:igen], `were all most 
closely that r, was impossible to separate or drag inhumanly butchered by the 'cruel insurgenti on 
them out of the building. 	The troopers therefore the day before yesterday ; ' and his letter then 
brought 	iskets., and after firing a great many conveyed the outpourings pf a he; 't almost riven 
shots thr -gh the doors, windows, &e., rushed in by such irreparable losses. ' 
with sew ds and bayonets. 	Some of the helpless While reserving for a future chapter all notice 
creature in their agony fell down at the feet of of the brilliant military movements by which a 
their 	urderers, and begged them in the roost small band of heroes forced a way inch by inch 
pitifu 	mariner to spare their lives ; but to no from Allahabad to Cawnpore ; and of the struggle 
purpc ie. 	' The fearful deed was done 	deliber- made by the Nena, passionately but ineffectually, 

' 	ateat and determinedly, in the midst of the most to maintain his ill-gotten homers as 'a self.eleeted 
dres7dful shrieks and cries of the victims. 	Front Mahratta sovereign—it may nevertheless be well 

I 	a 	&le before sunset till dark was occupied in in this place to follow the story of the ma.ssact e 
L 	e npleting the dreadful deed. 	The doors of the to its close—to know how much was left, and of 
' 	ini.ans,,e were then locked for the night, and the what kind, calculated to render still more vividly 

=Mfg err went to their homes. 	Next morning evident the fate of the vittims. 
it was t;)und, on opening the doors, that some ten Never, while 	life 	endures, will the 	English 
or liftmen 	females, with a few of the children, 
had inanae,-ed to escape f;om death by hiding 

officers and soldiers forget the sight which met 
their gaze when they entered Cawnpore on the 

under 	the 	murdered bodies 	of 	their fellow- 17th of July. 	It was frequently observed that 
prisoners. 	A'' fresh command was. thereupon sent all were alike deeply moved by the atrocities that , 

...n.....-----------`,. 
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,T4EA.CHERY AND , ATRO  	CAAVNPORI,,,  
. 	. 	, 	. 	.  

came to light in many pleAs of Northern India. 
,Calentta, weeks , and even nimiths.attorwards, cone 
(clued ladies Who had escaped from various towns 
and stations, and 'who entered the Ando-Indian 
oapihil in most deplorable condition : ears, noses, 
,lips, tongues, hands, 	cut 	off* e 'while others had 
suffered such monstrons'und incredibly degrading 
barbarities, that they resolutely refused all identi- 
&Mien, preferring to remain in nameless obscurity, 
rtuher than their humiliation sliond be known to 
their friends in England. , Their children, m many 
instances, had their eyes gouged: out, and their 
feet cut off • 	Many were, ,taken ,tei. Calcutta in 
snob 	hurry 	and 	confusion, 	that ,It 	remained,;  
long.  n doubt from what places theAhad escaped ;l 
and an' instance is recorded 'of a lit p Child, Idled' 
belonged no one 'knew to whom, an `whose only 

'account 'of herself. Was: that.,she weak;  ' Merinni0 
pet :' mournfully ' touching 	words, 	telling Of, a 
gentle rearing and a once happy home. 	An 
effieer in ,command of • ene of the English repil- 
meats, speaking of the effeceproduced on his mini 
by the sights -and •rentours of .fiend-like cruel y, 
observed : ' Very little is said among the min . 
or :.officers, the Subject being too 	maddening; 
but there is a curious expression discernible -in 
every ffice when it is mentioned—a stern cotM. 
pression of the lips, and a 'fierce glance. of the eye,' 

+ ., whiehshe w that when the time comes, no mercy 
Will be sheten to those who, have shown none.' 

I' II c told. of fearful deeds ; of tWo little children •to,..,.. to death, and portions of their quivering.soles 
flesh forced d'own'the throats of their parents, who 
were tied, up naked, and had been compelled to 
wi!.eess the slaughter of Their innocent on 'es. ' The 
feelings of those who-were not actually present at 
the scenes of horror are well expressed in aletter 
written by a Scottish officer, who was hemmed in 
at' Agra during many weeks, when he longed;to 
be engaged in active service chastising the rebels. 
He had, soma months before, been an officer ,in 

. one ,of - the the . native regiments 	that 	mutinied at 
Oawnpore ; and, in relation to the events atothat 
place, he said: ' I am truly thankful that ;most 
of the officers of my late, corps died of fever in 
the intrenehment, previous to the awful massacre. 
Would that it had been the will of Heaven that 
all had mot the same fate, fearful as that was. 
For weeks exposed to a scorching sun, without 
shelter of any kind, and surrounded by the dying 

. 	and the dead, their ears ringing with the groans 
of tho Wounded, the shouts of sun-struck madmen, 
the plaintive ,cries of .children, the bitter sobs and 
sighs of bereaved mothers,. widows,and orphans. 
Even such a death was far better than what fell to 
the lot of many. 	Not even allowed to die without 
being made witnesses of the bloody deaths of all 

• they loved on earth, they were insulted, abused, 
and finally, after weeks' of such. treatment, cruelly 
and fbaily murdered. 	Ono sickens, and shudders 
at the bare mention of it 	Oh ! howl hank- , 
ful I am that I have no wife, no sisters out here.' 
Tt• was a terrible crisis that could lead officers, 

eight or ten thousand mills away from those near 
and. dear to them, to say th'e.' 	. 	I 

It is necessary, as a mat'or of historical truth, 
to describe, briefly the eondition of the house of 
shveghter on the 17th of July; and this cannot be 
bettor done than in the ee,e;nds 'employed by the 
officers and. soldiers in varotte letters written by 

+ them, afterwards made publi'... 	The first that we. 
 shall, select runs thus : ' I havO seen the fearful 

Alaughter-hoeSee and I also saw 'etre of the, 1st 
„native infantry men, according to order, -wash up 
jrpart of the blood which stains . the flieir‘, before 

being • hanged.' 	.[This 	order 	will 	presel,tly 	be' 
noticed in the words' of Brigadier Neil]. 	' There 	• 

 were quantities of dresses cloggedthickly weh 
blood ; children's frocks, '   frills, and ladies' undeee+i,  
clothing of all kinds'; 	boys' trousers ; leaves of 	' 

',Bibles, acid ,of one 	book in particular, which 
seems to be 'strewed over the .whole place, called 

+ 

	

Preparation fin. Death.; broken daguerreotypes ;. 	
' hail', 	some nearly 	a yard long; 	bonnets, all  

bloody; and one or tree shoes. 	I picked up a bit 
of paper with the words on it, "Neci's hair, with+ 
love ;" and opened and found a little bit tied up 

, with ribbon. 	The first [troops.) that went in,, I 
believe, saw the bodies with their arms and legs 
sticking out through the ground. They had all been 
thrown in a heap in.  the wells 	A second letter : 
' The house leas alongside the Ottwupore hotel,. 
where 	e NLa lived.- I never was more horrified.. 
I am r ot ezieggerating when I tell you that the 

o try hoots were more than covered with the 
blood of these poor wretched creatures.' 	Portions 
of their dresses, collars, children's socks, and ladies' 

	

-round hats, lay about, saturated with their blood ; 	• 
and in the sword-cuts on the Wooden Tillers of the 
room, long dark hair Was sticking, =Tied by the 
edge• of the weapon, and there huug their tresses 
—a most painful sight. 	I picked up a mutilated 
Prayer-book; it appeared to have been open at 
page -  36 of the Litany, where I have little doubt 
those poor creatures sought and +found consolation 
in that beautiful supplication ; it is there 'sprinkled • 
with blood.' 	A third: 'We found that the Nene, 
had murdered all the women and children that he 
had taken prisoners, and throWn them naked down 
a well. 	The women, and+children had been kept 
in a, sort of, zenana, and no attention whatever  
paid to cleanliness. 	In that place they had been 
butchered, as the ground was covered with clotted 
blood. 	One poor woman had evidently been 

-working, as a small work-box was open, and the 
things scattered about. 	There were several chil- 
dren's small round hats, evidently showing that 
That was their prison:- The well close by was .one 
of the most awful sights imaginable.' 	A fourth : 
`It is an actual and literal fact, that the floor of 
the inner room was several inches deep in blood 
all over; it came over men's shoes as they stepped. 
Tresses of women's hair, children's.  shoes, and 
articles of female wee, broad hats and bonnets, e 
book; and such like things, lay scattered all about 
the Items. 	There were the marks of bullets and 
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sword-cuts on the walls—not high up, as if men cowardly, barbarous deed, and to strike terror into 
had fought—but low down, and about the corners these rebels. • , . 	The well of mutilated bodies,— 
where the Poor crouching creatures had been cut alas ! containine•

° 
 upwards of two hundred women 

to pieces. 	The bodies of the victims had been and children—I have had decently covered in and 
thrown indiscriminately into a well---a mangled built up as one grave.' 
heap, with arms and legs protruding.' 	Some of With one additional testimony, we will close this 
the officers, by carefully 	examining 	the walls, 
found scraps of writing in pencil, or scratched in 

scone of gloomy horror. 	The had of Shaftesbury, 
as was noticed in a former page, took occasion soon 

the plaster, such as, "Phink of us'—` Avenge us '— after the news of the Cawnpore atrocities reached 
`Four wives and families are here in misery and London, 	advert at a public meeting to the ,to 
at the disposal of savages'—` Oh, oh ! . my child, 
lane child.' 	One letter told of a row of women's 

shrinkine
° 
 abhorrence with which those deeds were 

regarded, and to the 	failure of the journalists 
shoes, with. 6leeding amputated feet in them, ranged to present the full and fearful .truth. 	He hint- 

; 	in cruel mockery on one side of a room ; while the self mentioned an incident, not as an example of 
. 	other side exhibited a row of children's shoes, 

filled in a similarly terrible wan ; but it is not cer- 
the worst that had been done by the incarnate 
fiends at Cawnpore, but to indicate how much 

tarn whether the place referred, to was Cawnpore. remains to be told if pen dare write or tongue 
Another writer mentioned ananeident which, unless utter it : ' I have seen a copy of a letter written 
supported by collateral testimony, seems wanting and sent to England by an officer of rank who was 
in probability. 	It was to the effect that when the one of the first that entered Cawnporea few hours 
78th Highlanders entered Cawnpore, they found I  after the perpetration of the frightful massacre. 
the ramains of Sir Hugh Wheeler's daughter. They I . . . To his unutterable dismay. he saw a number 
remo\Cd the hair carefully from the head ; sent of European women stripped stark naked, lying on 
some of it to the relations of the unfortunate lady ; their backs, fastened by the arms and legs ; and 
divided the rest amongst 	themselves ; counted there many of them had been lying . fem. or five 
every single hair in each parcel; and swore to M days exposed to a burning sun ; others had been 
take a terrible revenge by putting to death as more recently laid down ; others again had been 
twiny mutineers as there were hairs. 	The storm actually hacked to pieces, and so recently, that the 
of indignant feeling that might suggest such a vow 
can be understood easily enough ; but the alleged 
mode of manifestation savours somewhat of the 

blood which streamed from their mangled bodies, 
was still warm. 	Ile fbaud children of ten, twelve, 
thirteen, and fourteen years of age treated in the 

melodramatic and improbabla same horrible manner at the corners of the Streets 
A slight/ allusion 	has 	been 	made 	above to and in all parts of the town : attended by every 

Brigadier Neill's proceedings at Cawnporo, after circumstance of insult, the most awful and the 
the fatal 17th of July. 	In what relation he stood most degrading, the most horrible and frightful to 
to the recotiquerthg force will be noticed in its due the conception, and the meA revolting to 'the 
place ; .but it may -be well here to quote a passage dignity and feelings of civilised men. 	Cawnpore 
from 	a 	private,  letter, 	written 	independently was only a sample of what was perpetrated in 
of his public 	dispatches : 	'I am collecting all various parts of that vast region, and That with 
the 	property 	of the 	deceased, 	and trying to a refu 	of cruelty never before heard of. 
trace 	if any 	have survived; but as yet have Women and children have been massacred before; 
not succeeded in finding one.' 	[Captain Bruce's but I don't believe there is any instance on record 

. research, presently to be mentioned, had not then where children have been reservcd in cold blood 
been made.] 	' Man, woman, and child, seem to be most cruelly and anatomically tortured in.  
all to have been 	murdered. 	As soon as that the presence of their horrified parents before being 
monster Nena Sahib heard of the success of our 
troops, and of their having forced the bridge about 

finally put to death.'  ) Something must be said here concerning the 
twenty miles from 	Cawnpore, 	he ordered the devastated property at Cawnpore, in relation to 
wholesale butchery of the poor women and chit- the miserable beings to whom it had once belonged. 
&en. 	I find the officers' servants behaved shame- When the city was again in British hands, and the 
fully, and were in the plot, all but the lowest-caste Rajah of Bithoor driven out with the, curses of all 
ones. 	They deserted their masters and plundered English hearts resting on him, it was found to be 
them. * Whenever a rebel is caught, he is imme- in such a devastated state, so far as regarded Euro- 
diately tried, and unless he can prove a defence, 
be is sentenced to be hanged at once; but the chief 

polls, that Brigadier Weill was at a loss what to do 
with the wrecks of spoliated property. He requested 

rebels or 	ringleaders I make first 	clean up a Captain Bruce, of the 5th Punjaub cavalry, -whom 
certain portion of the pool of blood, still two inches he had appointed temporarily superintendent of 
deep, in the shed where the fearful murder and police, to write to the Calcutta newspapers, inviting 
mutilhtion of women and children took place. 	To the aid of any one able to identify the property. 
touch blood is most abhorrent to the high-caste The letter said; ' The property of the unfortunate 
natives; they think by doing so they doom their people who lost their lives here has been collected 
souls to perdition. 	.Let them think so. 	My object in one spot; and any which call he recognised will 
is to inflict a fearful punishment for a revolting, be handed over to the owners, or put up to auction 
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• 
for the benefit of the estates of the deceased, he knew nothing of the two parties of fugitives 
There is.  a good deal of property belonging to the from Futteghur; while, on the other, ho speaks of 

many persons who came into the station with different mercantile firms here
' 
 as well as to the 

heirs of deceased officers, &c.; but when I mention their families on 	account of disturbance, and 
that every house was gutted, and the property whose names he did not know. Taking the matter 
scattered over sixty or seventy square miles of in a Military estimate, however, he gave the 
country, it will 'be apparent how impossible it was names of one general (Wheeler), one brigadier 
to take care of individual interests 	Almost (Jack), three col ,nets, five majors, thirteen cap-' 
all the former European residents here having tains, 	thirty-r, ae 	lieutenants, five ensigns, and 
been murdered by the miscreant Nona Sahib, 
there is no one forthcoming to recognise or give 

nine doctors or army-surgeons ; Lady and "Miss 
Wheeler, Sir George Parker, and two clergymen 

any information concerning the property that has or missionaries, were among the 'other members 
been saved.' 	At a later date Captain Bruce cap- in his melancholy list. 	No guess can be made of 
tured one of the boatmen who had come down the total numbers from this -document, for the 
from Futteghur with the -first party of unhappy persons included under the word ' family' are 
fugitives from that place ; the matt had a large seldom specified by name or number. The mourn- 
amount of ; English jewellery in 	his possession, 
comprising brooches, earrings, bracelets, clasps, 
studs, shawl-pins, hair-lockets, gold chains, and 

fin truth was indeed only too evident that many 
complete families—families 	consisting of very 
numerous members—were among the slaughtered. 

similar articles. 	The 	boatman had 	probably When the lists began to be made out, of those 
-secreted 	the 	jewel-caskets 	of the 	unfortunate who had been known as Cawnpore residents or 
ladies, at or shortly before the forcible landing of Eutteghur•  fugitives, and who were found dead 
the boat-party at Bithoor. 	 . when the English recaptured the place, there 

A much more painful inquiry, than any relating wore such entries as these—' Greenway : Mr, two 
to property, was that relating to the loss of life. Mrs, Martha, Jane, John, Henry'—` Fitzgerald : 
When Captain Bruce, after many days of sedulous 
inquiry,'.had collected all the available information 
bearing on the fate of the hapless sufferers, he 
arrived 	at 	these 	conclusions—that 	the 	only 

John, Margaret, Mary, Tom, Ellen'—` Gilpin: Mrs, 
William, Harriet, . Sarah, Jane, F.'—` Reid : Mr, 
Susan, James, Julia, C., Charles '—' Reeve : Mrs, 
Mary, Catherine, Ellen, belly, Jane, Cornelia, Deon: 

Enropeans who escaped from the boat-massacre, 
and really obtained their liberty, were two officers 

' 	Religious men, thoughtful men—and, on the 
other !hand)  men wrought up to a pitch of 

and two soldiers—probably Lieutenant Dehtfosse exasperated feeling—afterwards spoke of the fatal 
and three of his companions ; that the only one well as a spot that should be marked in some 
who remained in Cawnpore and yet preserved his way for the observance of posterity. 	Two church 
life,,was a pensioner.of the 3d light dragoons, who missionaries were among the murdered at Cawn- 
was concealed in the city by a trooper of the 4th pore; and it was urged in many quarters that a 
light cavalry ; and that there were, on the 31st of Christian church, built with the splendour and ' 
July, six Englishmen, three EnglishwoMen, and resources of a great nation, would be a suitable 
three children, concealed and protected by the erection at that spot—as an appropriate memorial 
Rajah of Calpce, across the Janina; but it was to the dead, a striking lesson to the living, and the 
not stated, and perhaps not known, whether they, 
had gone thither from Cawnpore. 	Mr Shepherd 

commencement of a grand effort to Christianise the , 
' heathen millions of India. 	Whether a church be 

himself was not included in this list. 	When the right covering for a hideous pit containing 
Lieutenant Delafosse, about a fortnight after the nearly two hundred mangled bodies of gentle 
recapture of Cawnpore, was requested by Brigadier English women and children; and whether rival 
Neill to furnish the best list he could of the creeds would struggle for precedency in the manage- 
English sufferers at that place, he endeavoured snout of its construction, its details, and the ferns 
to separate the victims into three groups, according of its service—may fairly admit of doubt; but with 
as they had died in the intrenehment, in the boats, 
or in the house of slaughter. 	Bat this was neces- 

or without a church, the English in no parts of the 
world are ever likely to forget TUE WELL AT 

sari)y a very imperfect list ; for, on the one hand, CAWNPORE ! 

C.) 
• • . 	 ,5 

Nola Slkib's Peocimpations.---1Then Generals Neill  "And proclamations were afterwards translated into English, and 
Havelock wore at Cawnpore, during a period subsequent to included among the parliamentary papers relating to Indio. 
that comprised within the range of the present chapter, 
they found many proclamations which had been printed in 

A few n of them may fittingb: be reproduced here, to spew by 
what means that consummate villain sought to attain his 

the Mahratta language by order of Nena &dab, as if for ends. 
distribution among the natives under his influence. 	These The following appears to have been issued on or about 

J 	. 	 ,T 
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the 1st of Silly :—% As, ' by the kindness 'of God and the 
Mrhal: or good-fortune .of the Emperor, all the Christians 
who were At Delhi, l'oonab, Satan., and other places, and 
even those 5000 European fiddlers who went* in disguise 
into the former city and•  were discovered, are 'destroyed and 
sent to hell by the pious And sagacious troops, who are firni : 
to their religion ; and as -. they have all.been conquered by 
the .present gorpinnient, and as no trace of them *left in 
these places, it is  the duty of all the mibjeots and servants 
of rho government to rejoice - at the delightful intelligence 
'antlio carry on their-respeetive work with comfort and ease.' 

This was tremompenied hy another; , As,•by the -Went" 
,of the glqrious Almighty God and the enemy-destroying 
fortune ,of'. the Emperor, the yellow-faced, and' narrow- 
minded people have been sent to hell,, and•  Cawnpore has 

• been - conquered, it is necessary that 631 the subjects and 
• landowners should be as obedient to the present govern• 

moot as they had been to the', former' one; that all the 
government servants should promptly and cheerfully engage 
their whole mind in executing the orders ef 'government ; 
that' it is the' incumbent duty of all the ryota and landed , 
proprietors of overy.distriet to' rejoice' at 'the 'thought that ' 
the Christians have been sent' to hell, and both the Ifindoo 
and Mohammedan z-eligioes have been confirmed;. and that 
they Should. as usual be.oliedient to the authorities of ,the ' 
governinents.  'and '.never to suffer Any ',complaint against , 
themselves to reach the ears of the higher authority.' 	' 

On- the. 6th• of the RAMC month sthe Nene' issuod , the 
following to the kotwal •or Mayor of Celoipore :: f It has 
come to mu,  notice that some' of the• pity people, having 
heard the rumours of the anival of the European. soldiers 
at Allababad, are deserting .their'housts and going out into 
'the districts ; you are; therefore, directed to prechtim in 
each lane and street of the pity that regiments of cavalry 
and infantry and butteries have been despatched •to check 
the Eurppeans either at Allahabad or Futtelmoor ; that the' 
people' ahould therefore remain in their houses without any 
Apprehension, and engage their minds in carrying ,on their 
work', 	 . 

Another preelamation-displayed in an extraordinary way 
the Rajah's mode of 'practising on the credulity of the 
natives, by the moot enormous and. barefaced fictions: 'A 

,traveller.  just arrived 'in Campers' from Calcutta. states 
• that in the,•first instance a council was held to take into 
consideration the means to be adopted to do away with the 
religion of the Mohannneclans and ,Ilindooshy the diatribe- 
Lieu of cartridges. 	The council came to, this resolution,' 
that, as this matter was one of religion, the Services of sauce 

.or eight thousand European soldiers would be necessary, ' 
. 	. 
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. 	. .  
60;000 Hindustanis would have to be destroyed,' and 

the whele of the people of Hinclostan. would Locales 
, A petitiou,with the substance of this resale. 

was sent to the Queen Victoria, and it was approved. 
commit was 'then held a second tune, in which English 

took ri part, and •it was' clteided thnts  in peeler 
no•evil should arise from mutiny, large reinforcements" 

	

he sent for. 	When the dispatch was received and 
in England,' thousands of, 'European' soldiers 'were 

on ships as speedily as possible, and.  sent off 'to 
The Mimi of 'their 'being- despatched-  reached„ 

The English nuth'orities theremrder‘d the ipso 
cartridges,. for the • real, intention was te.phrietiauise 

army first, and, this •Infirig sfireted, thecenversion of the 
rimuld speedily foller4'::,',•;Pigs' arid. cows' fat 'was 
up with the eartridgeh ;:, this became, known through, 

of 'the Deugalese whowats‘entidoyert.in the-  'eartridgeo,.., it 
'establishment.' 	 Of those, throng!) Whose monis. 

was, divulged, ono, was kiDerl•Mnd'the rest imprisoned, 
in this cmuntry these mAlitalls' Were being adoPted,  

Englainl the vakeed (ambassadin), •of the 	Sultan 'of 
(Turkey) 'sent newts 'to the sultan' that 'thousands 

	

Egropean • soldiers were being Sent for the purpoie of 	, 
Christians of all the people of /finite:sten.,  ..11pqn 

the sultan issued .a finnan le the King of - Egypt to 
etteet ; .: You nanst deceive the'Qoern, Victoria, for this 

'a Iliac for friendship, for my vakeel writea 'that 

	

of 'If uroriean soldiers have been despatched for 	i 
purpose of making Christians.  the army .44,1 people of 

	

. In' this Mariner, there 'this mad be eheeked, 	' 
shoeld1M•renriiw, then how can I. show ray fade to God ; , 
one day this nitty•'corire upon me else, for if the English 

Christiana of all iti Ilindostatt„ they .will theifix 
designs upon any obuntry." 	Wien the firrean.reachol 

Xing of Egypt; he prepared and' arranged hik troops 

	

the arrival of the.•Eitglish army at Alexandria, for 	'; 
is the route to India. ' The instant the English army 

the King of Egypt opened guns upon thorn froM 
sides,. niul destroyed and -sunk their Shim, and not a 

soldier escaped. 'The English in Calordta, after the 
of the order for, the lied:ridges, mid 'when the , mutiny 
beconie 	great, „ wen) in', expectation, 'of the e arrival 	, i 

'army 'from 'Loudon ; but,N,Ire, Great Grid; .  in hie 
had :beforehand put an end to thin: ,• Whoa 

news olthe destruetion of the army, of hoodoo 'became. 
then the governor-general was -plunged in.grief and 

	

And, beat Iris head.• 	' 	• • 	'. 	, 	,.., 	,f 
Done by' order 'of the DeisliWA, Babedeer, 18 Zokaitlie,. 

4egii*.' 	' ' 	" ' 	. 	' 	' 
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• ClIAPTEE, 	IX. 

, BENGAL AND THE LOWER. GANGES:JUNE. 

.---.1.. .. 11E11, through the media of tele-
• 
 Kingdom, any of whose- relations and friends 

grams,dispatches, and letters, the , 
, 	tragical events at Cawnpore became' 

were stationed at Ca,wiapore,.,  sought eagerly and 
anxiously, as each mail arrived, for indications 

, 	known in England, and were in- 
jam , 	vested with an additional horror on 

that escape had been enbctcd, or a rescuing force 
,obtained. 	No such news came, no such hopes 

account of a vague suspicion 	that were realised ; darker and more silent was every- 
- 	worse remained untold, a painful and thing relating to that ranch-dreaded city, until at 

widely spread sensation was produced. length the frightful climax became known. 
Nay, more; in almost every part of the There Las been a designed avoidance, in the 

civilised world, whether, or not in harmony , preceding chapters of this work, of any account 
with the British government on political and of the measures adopted by the British govern- 
international questions, astonishment was excited merit in military matters, or by the British nation 
by these recitals 9f unapproachable barbarity in active benevolence, to remedy the disasters and 
among a• people who had acquired a sort of allay the suarings to which the Anglo-Indians 
traditional character for mildness and gentleness. had so suddenly been exposed; for, in truth, India. 
It was about the end of Juno when news of the knew little• of such measures until August was 
Meerut outbreak .reached London; and from that far advanced. 	Whether all was done that might 
time each fortnightl;,  mail revealed the truth that have been done to expedite the passage of British 
a huger and larger area 	India was becoming ,of troops to India, is a question that will have to 
involved in the troubles of insurrection--that a be considered in its proper place; the signidea.ut 
gradnally increasing number of military officers truth now to be borne in mind is that the Calcutta 
and civil servants of the Company, with their government had to nret the difficulties as best it 
wives and children, were placed in circumstances could, with the scanty supply of troops at that 
of imminent peril. 	Residents hi the United time in India—sending to the Mauritius and the 
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Cape of Good Hope fop such reinforcements as 
might be available, but knowing that aid from , 

 suspicious watchfulness at everything 	that was , ,, 
occurring' around them, prepared to find. the 	, 

England could not arrive for many months, 	The native troops treacherous, yet hoping for, better 
mode of treatment adopted hero is naturally sug- things. The reliable forces in Calcutta at that time 
gested by the course of events themselves.,  When comprised Hill. 53d foot, nine hundred strong, 	. 
the ramifications of the Revolt have been traced and five huadred,of1111.-37t1n. &company of the 
throughout the month of June, a. chapter will 3d battalion " Madras artillery; ,No, 2 horse,  field- 
then be devoted to the subjects,  above. indicated; battery ; forty men of the royal artillery; recently 
for, although Cawnpore carried. us into July, we arrived from. Ceylon ; and a wing of H.M. 35t4 

. have yet to watch what was concurrently passing foot, were at Barrackpore. 	The 78th Highlanders 	,' 
at other places.. 	 , 	 , wore at Chinsura. 	On the 13th of Jane, ,Calcutta 

We begin with the region extending from , the was thrown into great agitation. 	 A Messenger 
Burmese frontier to the Deal), and' forming the was captured by the,authorities, and 'confessed that 
eastern portion, of Nortb.ern India ; it may for the sepoys at Barrackpore and Calcutta had agreed 
convenience be called Bengal, without, any rigid 
adherence to territorial subdivision. • 	. 	, 	- 

to mutiny on • that very night, 	Arrangements 	, 
were immediately made for defending the city by • - 

The Indian governmentwas not as yettroubled the aid chiefly of volunteers, who had before then 
with any serious outbreaks at Chittagong or Dacca, 
or in any of the districts, bounding the Bay of 

begun to ,organise themselves. ,, , The civilians took 
arms, marshalled themselvesinto eompanies and 

Bengal. on the north and east, 	There were .a. few corps, and paraded, the  streets in the English, park ' 
native , troops at the, first named :of these two of the city. 	During the two, following nights,' this 
towns, belonging to one of the mutinous regiments 
at Barrackpore ; but tranquillity was not disturbed 

patrolling was 	conducted very vigilantly; and . , 
every native met in the, siteets Was required to 

by them. 	It is 'true that, when the disloyalty 
of the 34th 'became known, the , inhabitants of 

give an account of his movements. 	031 one occa7 	., 
silo'', Lady Canning, accompanied by the gover- 

Chittagong and Tipperah experienced some alarm .uor-general, . the commandenin - chief, 	Generals' 
lest the detachment of this regiment stationed at Windham and Beatson, and a glittering stair, went ' 
the first-named town might follow the pernicious 
example; but the Company's • collector, having 

to the parade-ground; where, the volunteers being, 
'all drawn up in full array, her ladyship presented 	' 

three rats of rupees in hand, quietly removed his them with colours, and made a .complimentary 
treasure on board a steamer; and, all uneasiness address; to, which' Major Turnbull replied,, as 
was,,  soon allayed. 	Along the extreme eastern comMandant of the `Calcutta 'Volunteer Guards! 
border of the Bengalpresidency, from Assam down The military proceedings on this occasion were ' 
through Dacca to Chittagong, the month of June 
similarly passed over without. any disturbances 

as follow. 	'Before light on Sunday morning the, 
14th, in consequence of a, meesage received *ffin 

calling for notice, although a temporary panic head-quarters, a.  body of the 78th Highlanders was;  
was excited in more than one spot, 	At Dacca, 
for instance, the Approach of disbanded native 

sent off hastily from Chinsura to Barrackpore,to 
disarm the native troops there; while five hun- 

mutineers was apprehended ; and a mischievous dred of her Majesty's 37th foot, landed from 
set of Mohammedans, under one Keramut Ali; Ceylon only the day, before, were marched, off to 
were detected in the endeavour to sow the seeds 
of disaffection ; but by tho firmness of the civil 

a point about midway between Calcutta and, 
Barrackpore, to command the road during . the 

anthorities, 'and the arrival of a hundred seamen disarming. 	About midnight an order arrived that 
in two pinnaces from the Company's steamers some of the ;37th should return instaptly, to 'the :,,. 
•Zenobia 	and 	Punjaub, 	tranquillity was 	soon capital.. ;.it had.  been discovered. that the, deposed , . 
restored. King of nude, residing in a liandSome house at 

In 	the 	Calcutta , awl Barrackpore 	district, 
although no actual mutiny occurred, symptoms 

Garden Reach, was engaged in some machinations 
with a prince of the 'Delhi family, inimical to the 

were presented that gave much anxiety to the interests of the ' Europeans. 	A military force 
Europeans residing at the capital, and prompted marched to his house at four o'clock on the morn- 
energetic preventive measures. 	We have seen, in .ing of the' 15th, surrounded the grounds, entered, 
Chapter II., that much discontent was exhibited at and seized the king and his prime minister, together 
Dumdum, Barrackpore, and Berhampore, between with a large quantity of papers. 	Arrangements 
the months of January and May, by the • native were immediately made for, the safe custody of 
troops a that this discontent was (professedly) the two Oudiaus, until the papers could be -Dilly 
associated with the affair of the greased =fridges ; examined.1  A document came to light, containing 
that insubordination led to disarming and die- 
bandpient ; 'that the news of the Meerut and 

a Mohammedan sketch-map lif Calcutta, dividing. , 
the city into sections; together with the plan for 

Delhi,  atrocities in May greatly alarmed, the Cal-' a general rising of natives on the centenaryday of 
cutta, inhabitants'; and that many addressee of the battle of Plassy, the murder of all the Perin- .. 
loyalty and sympathy arM the government were gliees,, and the establishment of a native 'rap.or 
thenceforth presented. 	'During the first half of dynasty on the ruins of that of the Company. 	'It 
June, the European' residents looked with, a sort of was deemed proper 'to adopt prompt measures on 
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in 'Calcutta .and asked to be 'furnished with the new 'Enfield . 	, 	. 	 . 

this ocensioni all -the' native trootairne'asure, in- rifle. 	hi' the 43d regiment B. N. I., there was a Were .disarmed 'as a precautionary ',hiding' the 
eluding the Calcutta militia, but exeposs,  s 	who 

general application made to /ifjor Matthews, by 
native officers as well asisiell",, ̀ -s,. to this effect ; governor-generaf s' body-gnard. 	The setrnied in 

made 	no demur whatever, were disassat   	-". accompanied by the , • 	, 	 (;:xPression'',0f .a desire to be 
parties wherever they happened . to 	be--1,,. 	.rite 
Government House guard, the treasury, theinint, 
the, bank,. and the 'fort. 	Each party was eon- 

sent to fightappst Abe rebels atiDelhi. 	The 70th 
B. N. I., almost t4 a man, came' forWard on the 
5th of the mourn,  and present6d a petition to 

fronted 'by a party of Europeans, and gave up „Colonel Kennedy., with a similitr prayer. 	The 
arms on being so commanded ; the arms snd petition began somewhat boastfully : ' From the 
aminunition were' then taken away by the' Eint day on which his', lordship the goveraor-general 
peen' Soldiers,' nothing being left with the ,septiyi us • Forms. to answer: our .condeseendedtes•Cante 
but their ramrods; with which to 'shoulder arms.' petition-  'on 	which occasion 	General 'Hearsay 
It was explained to them that the disarming was translated to us his address, and which was fully 
only a temporary precautionary Measure ; that 
they would receive pay and perform sentinel-duty 
as befotes, and that the arms would be restored to 

explained 	to 	us 	:by 	our 	colonel, . interpreter, 
adjutant, and all the other officers Of the regiment, 
our honour and name have been raised amongst 

them as 'soon as public tranquillity was insured. our countrymen;' 'and it ended with an abundant 
The inhabitants of Calcutta lona

* 
 continued to profesSion of loyalty towards the government. 

bear well in remembrance the 34th of June. 	'For The 34th regiment B.- N.L, or such of the men 
nearly a month the civilians had been in the habit as wore 'at Barrackpore,. imitated the example 
of taking. revolvers with them to church, balls, 
and parties; but on this day, such *ere the vague 
terrors ' of "slaughter whispered froM mouth to 

of their. fellow-soldiers ; they sent a' petition to 
Lieutenant-colonel Wheler on the 9th of June, 
expre.ssite of their loyalty, ' and requesting that. 

Month, that the .excitement rose to a height of the new rifle might be served out to them. 	The 	' 
pail 4, 	One who was there at the time said : ' The ' government, in reply to all these petitions and 
injection  of terror raged through all classes. Chow- demonstrations, stated that the supply of Enfield 
rhighee and Garden Reach were abandoned' for rifles received from England was too- small to. 
the fort and the vessels in the river. 	The shipping penult the granting 'of the request; but that the 
-was crowded with fugitives; and in houses which requept itself was received with much gratification 
were selected as being least likely to be attacked;  by the governor-general, 'proving as it does that 
hUndreds of people gladly huddled together, to the' men of these regiments consider there is 
-hare the peculiar comfort which the presence of nothing objectionable either in the rifles or . in 
eisissIs inn spart on such occasions, 	The hotels the cartridges to their caste or religion? 
were fortified oatielS, of sailors marched through ' Little was it suspected in how short a time all 

. the thoreugbfies,' happy in the expectation' of these complimentary exchanges of good 'words 
possible fighting Dui the certainty of grog. 	Every would be' brought. to nought. 'On the evening of 
group of nativ(s was scanned with suspicion: 	The the 13th came to light those plottingor suspicions 
churches and tie course wereabandoned for that of plottings -which ledto au imperative order for 
evening. 	A risisg either of Hindas or of Massa- the disarming of the sepoys. 	In a private letter 
mails, or perhats of both, was lookea upon as .. 1  on this subject, the major-general said ; ' Some 
certain to happen in the course of the night, il;",In villains in the corps were trying to invite the good 
Chandemagore thy; whole body of European and Ten and true to mutiny ; these good men ought to 
East Indian. inhabitants emigrated to Calcutta; have liven the villains up to justice;' but as they 
the petwonnel of g,oyerument, the staff of the 'army, 
all in short who had anything to lose, "preferred to 

did not,  he thought it a safe, platr to disarm them 
all. , When  this determination was made known 

come away and run the risk of losing it,' rather by the auttioriqeS, many of the English officers of 
'than encounter the unknown danger: 	A, sonic- the native rep?? fmts felt much  vexed and hurt; 
What unworthy timidity seems, at &St sight, to they still relied ,,u their men, and deemed it a 
mark all this'; 	but the 	civilians 	and private humiliation to themselves  . that such a course 
families of Calcutta, 'utterly unused to war, had 
been so horror-Stricken by the accounts of murders 

should be deeme,1  necessary. 	Captain Greene, 
of the 70th N. I., x'srote to Major-general Hearsey, 	' 

of officers, `violations 	of women, mutilations of on the Sunday awnings ' Is it of any use my 
little children, burnings of 'sick and wounded, and interceding with yo,t on behalf of my old corps, 
'tiler atrocities perpetrated in Upper India, as to -which, for nigh ti,  enty-live years, has been my 
bec•es; in a certain sense paralysed. 	After the pride and my.hom 3? 	I canuot express to you the 
decisivem'sasesss-,isissp.sms..., qui: es ,seams, di, sts;,,sos, with:is...1( have just heard that they are ,: 
We- 14th,  and' next followbg day, the inhabitants : this 'evening to be subjected' to the. indignity 

' Of the capital gradually recovered their equanimity; 
and the month'elosed peacefully. 

, of being disarined. 	Had the men misbehaved, 
' I should have felt no sympathy for them ; but 

Early in June, the' sepoys cantoned at.Barracks they have not commitei themselves in any way; 
pore' Made the' Same kind of demonStration its at and surely after the gm-Pier-general's laudatory 
an earlier date—that is, , they professed fidelity, ' order and expression of al Adence, it would not 
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be too much to expect that 'a fair trial of their ti  .top, had sold - 	  .. 
Sincerity. should be ,affordeda 	Captain Greene trifle in the blheiT cooking .utensils f, a  mere

.. ' t: 	The regiment hadnot 1).eea proceeded to say tla t he knew the men thoroughly, 
.and had the inesiliaa.. and undoubted reliance 
on their fidelity, - "ale au  ae n; ies were  not affected 
by' this appeal. 	At four o'clo 	;In. Aila•-afterifeon, 

disbanded as,,a134  If n disgrace, only disareaed as n for precaution a 	I 
a but the men nevertheless regarded it as a degra, , aaa 

 
nation,. Some badznashea (scoundrels) had 

been 747-bingst, thena in the night, and bad urged 
the 85th and 78th ;British regimeats were marched them ,:o. desert, telling them that handcuffs and 
to the Paradelralind at Barrao14,0ae: with loaded manacles had been sent for. The captain earnestly 
muskets, and salivated by tax 12aaounders loaded imal)red that their arms should be given 'back 
'with grape=shot.: 	The native troops were then to chem : ' Unless something be speedily done to 
Summoned to the parade,.ana eadered at once to reinsure them, the influence of ,their European 
surrender their aqua - this they ',did quietly and., 
promptly;  for even if disposed to resist; this :Aro.  

-Officers will cease to exist, and ,a good regiment 
will crumble away before hopelessness and doser- 

against them was too formidable. 	In little more tion. 	All of us, black and white, would be so 
than an hour, 'the muskets of the disarmed aegis 
ments were on the way to Calcutta, 	The sepoys 

thankful to you if you would get us- back our arms, 
and sent away from here at once.' 	This request . 

bore the trial quietly, but 	many expressions was not. acceded to. 
of mortification. Within ten days after the disarming, a'hundred 

Captain Greene, in 'the postscript to a letter and thirty-three men of the disarmed regiments 
written on the following day to the major-general, 
mentioned certain facts which ought to have 

(2d, 34th, 43d, and 70th) deserted from Barrack-
pore and Calcutta, nearly all belonging to the 43d. 

opened bit eyes to the possibility of deceit and The magistrates and military authorities in many 
-danger. 	A Mussulman sepoy of the 70th regiment parts of Bengal were troubled with the arrival of 
came' to him on the 9th of-  the month, and after 
conversation on some contemplated movements of 

these deserters, who came two or three at a time, 
and endeavoured to excite 'disaffection against a 

the captain, said : 'Whatever you do, do not take government. which, as,  they alleged, had, disgraced 
your Lady with yen.' 	He gave as a reason : them, without a cause.- A, reward of fifty rupees 
'Because the minds of the native soldiers are now 
in a state of inquietude ; and it would be better to 

Was offered for the apprehension of every deserter, 
Departing frO121, Calcutta -and -Barrackpere as 

let the lady remain here till everything is settled centres, it may be well now to sketch the state 
in the country, as there is no knowing what might ' of the ' surrOunding districts during the -Meath of 
happen.' 	On being asked whether he had reason. 
to doubt the regiment, he exclaimed : 	' Who 
can tell the hearts of a thousand men t' 	He 

June, 	Towards the northeast, many towns, 
especially ...Tessera,. were thrown occasionally bate , 
excitement. by, occurrences which ,atvotild bay 

implied that a few evil men were endeavouring been, regarded as trivial if baapenia'at ,any-other 
to corrupt 'the rest. 	This communicative sepoy time, but which required watolad attention on 
went on 	observe, that the cartridge grievance, 
although: founded on a misconception in the first ' 

the part of the authorities in la pa:Wax:Sy sera 
.sitive state-of the native mina, 	In the Dinase- 

instance, was afterwards used as a means of - pore district, near ale Bizotan frentier, • several 
imposing on the ignorant 	There were men who moulvies spreai' reports of the intention of .the 
went about saying that the English endeavoured governing's forcibly to -convert native children. 
'to destroy the caste and religion 'of the people; te 'enristianity; these reports caned many of the . 
that the government ought to be uprooted ; ant children in.the vernacular school at Mathoorapore 
that as the Company bad been driven OA of to be withdrawn by their parents ; and on' an 
Cahoot, so might it be driven out of t2 	whole 
of India, if the -people acted rosante.-y- and with 

examination of the Mealy/es( being ordered by • , 
the authorities, it was found thit the fakeers and 

one 'accord. 	Another sepoy, a Made°, in the other 'religious mendicants; -.S-ere,  accustomed tea 
same regiment, told Captain °acne that the carry treasonable letters;, and, coneealekearie4- 
1tussultnans generally in all regiments were in spondence within the bamboo sticks, with Whiett 
the habit,  of talking to the effect that their 'raj' most of them were provided. " North and west of 
of -supremacy was coming roved again. Many" theAnglo-Indian capital, a'aimilar etate, .Of public 
others spoke indistinctly to him about dangers, and. 
promised to protect himif P5ril arose. 	It may 

affairs was presented ; a succession of tamblous , 
symptoms that required attention, but without 

not be improbable that mosta,e the men in that entailing serious consequences. ,la SOYOg, instances 
regiment were really disposed as be faithful, and, 
that the danger arose from ta smaller number 

disarmed. sepoys Were detected exciting diSaffec- ' 
, tion ; in others, seditious placards were poster' up ' 

of malcontents. • Captain Greene weef a., ea ..aa- 211 ...'iks %*.nmq. 	In the country around lune'  lix 
Men in the lines after the disarning ; it was a a few circumstances transpired to produce teir- 
painfal interview to them al/ 'I have been for porary disquietude. 	The Raregurh battalion wee 
upwards of an hour' he Vfote; 'endeavouring to believed to be stanch a but as same disCentent 
allay the, excited feelings (our men, who were ha had spread among the troops in relation tee  the ,, 
§ncb, a elate of depressioa that many were crying cartridge grievance, and as two, or three. petty , 
'bitterly, and none etrea cook their food. 	Some, r  chieftains', exhibited 	symptoms , of Aieleyalty, 
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,' 	-' judibiontl andearly precautions were taken against Motives. that led to their prime. - Three,  .atetvars• 
' 	' 'disaster-especially , at 	liazatebagh, .where • the . of the regiment, Rinnus, Khan, F:arreem Sher() ,. 

treasury •eoritained a lac ; 'of rupees,.. and where Khani and Umuda Khan, received 'encomiums and '. 
,. the -jail; containing 'nine 'hundred prisoneni; •"vas rewards for the alacrity with which they had, 

.guarded solely' by two companies of . a. native 'pursued. the reckless 'men who had „thus 'brought,. 
' 'regiment r• a kind of guard,  which had proved ' discredit on their corps.. The official,  dispatches 	. 

, 	very perilous at Meerut a few weeks earlier: 	At relating to this eifitir comprised two letters written 
Midnapore, a sepoy,  of. the jail-guard,, aletecterl in by Major Macdonald to Captain. 'Watson,. an officer " 
air attempt to excite mutiny, among the men of commanding .a squadron of ,the. same regiment 
the 	Shekhawettie• hattalioni • wad tried, ,found at Bhagulpore ; they, afford curious illustration 

. guilty, and ,hanged. 	 . of • the cheerful, .daring, care-for-naught,  spirit in 
, 	. 	The Most serious event in the districts around which the British officets Were often accustomed 

Calcutta, 'perhaps, was .one that occurred in •the to meet their , difficulties , during "these, exciting 
Sontlial Pergunnahs.; ' in which the fiat . irregular scones': fl am ,aa fairly 'gut and neatly scalped 	• 
tiatairy , displayed a tendency, fatal pri. 'a, small as any Red Indian could do it. 	I got three cracks 
scale, and ' likely to have become., much . More in 'succession 'on the • head 'before I knew' I was 	• 

• disastrous if not speedily checked. .• Lieutenant Sir attacked: 	I then seized my chair by the arms; 
. N. R.: Leslie was adjutant of that regiment at ' and defended myself sticcessffilly ,from  two 	of ' 

' Rolmeo. 	.0it the' •12th •of 	June, 	this 	efficer, them on me at once ; I guarded and struck the 
Major Macdonald,. and Assistant-surgeon Grant, best. way I could ; and at last Grant and self drove 

I 	while sitting in Sir Norman, Leslie's' compound, ' the cowards off the field,. 	This is 'against my poor 
in the dusk of the evening, were suddenly,  attacked heady. writing; but you will be; anxious to, know 
by three. men armed 'with swords, 	Major Mac- hew matters really were I I expect to be inifigh 	, 

. 	donald received a blow 'which laid his head open, fever to-Morrow, as ,I ha•vp got a bad gash •infe the 
and rendered,  him insensible for many hours.; skull besides, being..scalped: .This was written on 	1 
Mr. Grant received sword-wounds on the • aim ' the day after the murderers attack; and three days 

• and the. leg ; While Sir Norman was .so severely Iatee, the major wrote : 1  My dear fellow, I. have ,,. 
wounded' that • he expired within half an hour, had a,  sad time of it, and am but little' able to ge 	. 
The miscreants escaped after, this ferocious attack, throngb, srich. seenes,,fer I mu very badly wounded; 
without immediate detection 	At first it, was butilthani God, my. spirits and pluck never left 
hoped and believed that the regiment had notbeen Me /for of  moment. 	When yen -.see. any poor old 
;dishonoured by the presence of these murderers on' ' head, yo 	:will wonder Feould hold it up at all. • I 	' 
the ?under-troll; Mr Grant :was of this opinion; but , have 'preserved my scalp iu spirits of Wine—sucha 
Major Macdonald, commandant of the regirnent, jolly.specimen V 	, 	 .1 	,• 
tot'k a less favourable view. The offenders, it soon . 	'In .0uttacky borinding the northwest corner of 

• 'appeared, belongedto the regiment.; a chase -was the Bay ...of Bengal, many Mohammedans, were 
ordered; two of the men wore found after 4 ' time, ',  detected in the attempt to sap , the. loyalty. of 
with their clothes smeared with blood ; while the the Shekhaav,uttie battalion. 	Lieutenant-colonel' 
third, when taken, candidly owned that it was Forster, with the head-quarters of ,that corps at 
his sword ' that had given, 'the death-stroke. to Midnapore, succeeded by his personal influence 
Leslie: • The murderers' were speedily exeoutedl 1  in keeping the Men from anything beyond slight 
• brit without giving any information totiolling' the 

.  
ants ,of insubordination ;• but he had• many proofs, 
'in that toivn and in the °attack district, that the 

.t.ehd following is en entree Of a letter 'written by Major Company's 'raj '• or rule was being preached 
Macdonald, after the attack upon him and his brother-officer's a against by tnany emissaries of rebellion. . Two days otter, tuy native Mbar said be had found out the hum. 
derencand that they were three men of my own regiment. ' I had . ' This rapid sketch will have shown that the 

• them in Irons in and sentenced a muck, bold a drumhead court-martial, convicted, 
then' to be hanged the next morning. 	I took on my eastern divisions .of Bengal ,were not disturbed. by 

own shoulders the responslellity of hanging them first, and asking any very serious tumults . during the .month of 
laciilnetfixttr :One Àltdiftit Tpl:netel"era w41:, satol 'AZ ° egi 1 ' f  . 32  w'tra"g June. 	Incipient proofs of, disaffection were, it is 
inttnenee, dad this man I determined to treat with the greatest true, :manifested .in many places'; but they were Ignominy, bygetting the lowest canto man to bang him. 	To tell 
you the tenth, I never for a moment expected to Imre the banging either unimportant in extent, or .were checked 

,.scene alive ; but 
the efiect that 

.L was 'determined to do my duty, and well know 
pluck and decieion had on the natives. 'the regiment before they could rise to perilous magnitude. 	In 

teas drawn out; wounded ontelly'as I was, I had to seenverything "the western' divisions, however,' the troubles Were 
done myself, 
looped to rein 

oven, to the atlinstIng of tho ropes, end saw them 
easy. 	Two of the culprits were paralysed with fear ,more serious; 	the towns were ' further 	from 

and astonishment, never dreaming that I' should dare to hang theta Calcutta, nearer to the turbulent region of Gude; . without an order front government. 	The third said be would not 
, 	be hanged, and called On the Prophet and on his comrades to rescue and these conditions of locality greatly affeeted the 	• 

. 	him This was an awfni moment; an Instant's. hesitation on my steadiness and honesty of the native troops. • ' part, and probablyTehonid bare bad a dozen of balls through me; 
, 	'so I seized a pistol, clapped it to the toanlsear,nnd said, with a lbok 'eon During •the earlier ;days of, the month, 	- 

there wan no mistako•about: "Another word out of raw mouth,  and your bruins shall bo scattered on the gtound." 	He trembled, , siderrable 	excitement 'prevailed in 	the 	districts 
. ,anti held his tongue. 	The elephant .come up, be was put on his of which Patna and Dinapoor are the ohief•towns ; 

back, the rope adjusted, the elephant moved, and 	was lett ,ho , .4.1  
dangling. 	I then bad the others up, And elf In the same Way. 4 	

consequence of the general spread of a. belief, , 
. Anti after some 
meat to their 

time, rhea I had dismiseed the men of the regi- 
lines, and atill 'fiftund my head on ray shoulders, inculcated by the deserters from Barrapkpore, 

I really could Gainey 'believe IV. 	' . 	" that 	the . government contemplated •sal 	active 
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interference 'with the religion-  of the .peOple. 	A magistrates and most, of the civil 'eflieers remained 
similar delusion, 	it. was .speedily remembered, 
had 'existed in he same parts about two years , 
earlier ; • the. , government 	had 	adopted 	such 

at their posts;• antlaby their firmness pimtited the 
alarm from degenerating into a panic. 	'At Gayah 
or Gya, a. town betiveen Patna and.the great trunk-  

,, 	., 

measures. as, ' it was hoped, would remove' the 
prejudice ; but the events ,of .1857 spewed that 
the 'healing policy of 1855 had.not "been effective 

road—celebrated for its Bhuddist and Ilindoe • 
temples, and the great 'resort of pilgrims of both 
religions—aeonsiderable 	apprehension 	prevailed; 

a 

for the purpose in. view. , Until the 13th' of June, 
the disaffection,  was manifested only by sullen com- 

on amount • of .the, unprotected 'state of a large 
amount of Company's treasure in the collectorate a 

• 

plainings and indistinct threats; but on' that •day an apprehension. increased by the presence of .' 
matters presented a' more serious aspect. 	The 
various magistrates throughout the Patna division 

many desperate characters at that time in the jail, 
and by the 'guard of the jail ' being' wholly coin; 

• 0 
) 

reported to the lieutenant-governor of Bengal, that 
although 'no acts of vielence had been committed, 
the continuance 	of tranquillity would mainly 
depend .on the fidelity of the • native • troops at 
Dinapoor, the most important military station 

posed of natives who would ;remain steady 'only 
so long as those at Dinapoor were `faithful to their 
salt.' 	Fortunately, the authorities were .enabled 
to obtain a' guard of ' European 'soldiers, chiefly 
from her majesty's '64th regiment; and thus the 

a 
,I 

in that part of India. 	Dinapoor may, in fact, be 
regarded as the military post belonging ,to the 

mffiaus, more to , be dreaded than 	even 	the 
rebellious sepoys, were overawed. 

'1, 
i 

great city of Patna, • which is about ten miles 
distant:* 	The magistrates also reported, as one 
result of their inquiries,' that the Mohammedans 
in that division were thoroughly disaffected ; and 

It is impossible to avoid seeing, in the 'course of 
events throughout India,• how much importance 
ought to be attached to the matter just adverted 
to—the instrumentality of robbers ,and released 

I 

that 'if buy disturbance occurred at head-quatters 
(Dinapoor), a rapid extension of the revolt would 

prisoners in producing the dreadful scenes awe; 
sented., 	India swarms with depredators who .war 

t 

be almost inevitable. 	When • these facts and' 
feelings 	became 	known; 	such 	precautionary 

on the peaceful and industrious inhabitants--not i  
merely individual thieves, but robber-tribes who 

measures were adopted as seemed best calculated infest certain provinces, 'directing 	their' move- 4 
to avert the impending evils. 	An increase was 
made in 'the police force2at Behar ; the ghats 
or landing-places were 	carefully -watched and 
regulated ; 	the 	frontiers of the 	neighbouring 
disaffected districts were watched ; a portion of 
the Company's treasure at Arrah 'and Chupra 
was sent off to Calcutta, and the rest removed to 
Patna. for safe custody under a guard of Sikhs; a 

meats by the chances of war or of 'plunder. 
Instead of extirpating these ill-doers, as Asiatic 
sovereigns have sometimes attempted. to de,, the.  
East India Company has been accustomed to 
capture and imprison them. 	'Hence the jails 
are. always •full. 	At every important station we 
have several hundred, sometimes two or three,  
thousand, such prisoners. • The mutiny set loose 

' a 
rd 

volunteer guard was formed in that city ; measures 
were taken to defend the collectorate and the 

these mischievous elements. , The release of crowds 
of Murderers and robbers from prison, the Rocking 

1 ., 
opium factories ;• six companies of the Sikh police 
battalion were marched from Soorie to Patna ; 

of others from. the ' villages, and the stimulus given 
to latent rogues by the prospect of plunder, would 

I 

and 'places of rendezvous for European residents account fora' large amount of the outrage corn- ' 
were appointed at many of the stations, to faeila mated in India—outrage whichapopular speech in • 1I 
tate a combined plan of action in the event of 
mutinous symptoms appearing among the native 
troops. 	The Rajahs of Bettiah. and Hutwah 
addressed letters expressive of loyalty and affee- 
tion towards the government, and placed men and 
elephants at the disposal of the local authorities, 
to assist in the maintenance of tranquillity. 	., 	, 
' Towards the middle of the month, an alarm 

England attaches to the sepoys alone. 
On the lath of June1  the first indications of ' a 

conspiracy at Patna were detected. A nujeeb of the 
Behar station guards avasAiscoveted in an attempt 
to tamper with 'the 'Sikhs of the police corps, and 
to excite them to mutiny : he was tried, convicted, 
sentenced to 'death, and hanged'; while three 
Sikhs, who 'had been instrumental in his appre: 

. 

prevailed at Chaim, and Arrah, consequent on 
the mutinous proceedings in certain towns further 

hension, were .publicly rewarded with fifty 'rupees 
each. 	In singular contrast 'to this, -three other  

to the west, presently to be noticed. 	Large 'works 
were under construction near those places in con- 
nection -with the East India Railway ; and the 

nujeebs of the same force, on the same day, placed 
in the commissioner's hands 'a letter received from 
sepoys at Dinapoor, urging the  Behar guards to 

, ' 	, 

Europeans engaged in those operations;  as well as 
others resident in the two towns, made a hasty 
retreat, and sought for refuge at Dinapoor. 	The 

N D in up (tor is remarkable for the tine barracks built by the 

mutiny, and to seize the treasure at Patna before 
the Sikhs could arrive to the' rescue ; • this, as a 
valuable service tendered at. a critical period, was  
rewarded by donations of two hundred rupees to 
each of the three men. 	The next symptoms *ere 

a 

k , 

la 
I
, 
' 

company for the accommodation oferoeps—for the officers, the exhibited 	certain" members el ,) 
European troops, and the native troops ; most of the officers have 
oommodlons bungalows in the vicinity; and tile markets or bazaars, 
for the supply of Eurweans as well as native!, are unusually large 
and well supplied. devotion• 

by 	 the Wahabee 
sect of Mohammedans at Patna. 	The fanatical 

of these Mussulmans to their spititual 
ii 

4 
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leaders, their abnegation of self, and their mode 
• 

been concerted between them. 	The capture of 
of confidential communication. with each other the thirty-six rioters had been eifecte l by the 
without written documents, render it at all times disclosures of one of the band, who was wounded 
difficult to produce legal proof of any machinations in the struggle ; he declared that a plot had been 
among them ; while their mutual fidelity enables in existence for many months, and that men were 
them to ,resist all temptation 'to betrayal. 	The regularly paid to excite the people to kilt for the 
commissioner of Patna, having suspicions of the Padishah of Delhi. 	Letters found in Peer Ali's 
proceedings of the Wahabees in that city, deemed house disclosed 	an 	organised Mussnlman con- 
it politic to detain four of their number as hostages spiracy to re-establish Mohammedan supremacy 
fur the sect generally—a sect formidable for its on the ruins of British power ; and besides the ' 
organisation, and peculiarly hostile to Christians. correspondence with Cawnpore and Delhi, a clue 
They were placed in a sort of honourable confine- was obtained to the complicity of an influential 
ment, while a general disarming of the inhabitants Mohammedan at Lucknow. 	. 	 1 
took place. On another occasion a police jemadar, Patna was sufficiently well watched and guarded 
\Voris 'Ali, was ascertained to be in possession of to prevent the occurrence of anything of more 
a large.  amount of treasonable correspondence ; he serious import, 	Nevertheless, the European inha- 
was known to be in some way related to the bitints were kept in great anxiety, knowing how 
royal family of Delhi ; and the letters found in much their safety depended on the conduct of the 
his house threw suspicion on more than one sepoys at Dinapoor. 	The commissioner at the on 
native official in the service of the Company. place, and the military commandant at the other, 

The most serious affitir 	at 	Patna, however, 
occurred about the close of the period to which 
this chapter more particularly relates. 	At about. 

were naturally rejoiced to receive any demonstra-
tions of fidelity on the part of the native troops, 
even if the sincerity of those demonstrations were 

eight o'clock in the evening of the 3d of July, a 
body of Mohammedans, variously estimated from 

not quite free from doubt. 	On the 3d of nue, 
Colonel 	Templer assembled the 7th 	regiment 

eighty to two hundred, assembled at the house of B. N. I. on the military parade at Dinapoor, to 
one of their number, one Peer Ali Ithan, a book- read to them the flattering address which Viscount 
seller, and proceeded thence to the Roman Catholic Cannil ,  had made to 	the 70th regiment at 
church and mission-house in Patna, with two large Barra.clZpore, on the manifestation of loyalty by 
green flags, a drum beating, and cries of ' Ali ! that icorp$ 	Ou the conclusion of this ceremony, 
Ali !'„ The priest, whom they probably intended the native commissioned officers came up to the 
to murder, fortunately escaped. 	They emerged colonel, and presented to him a petition, signed 
into the street, reiterated their cries, and called on 'hy two subadars and five jemadars on the part of 
the populace to join them. 	Dr Lyell, principal the whole regiment. 	The petition is worth trans- 
assistant to the opiatra agent, immediately went to cribing,* to chew in what glowing language the 
the spot, accompanied by nine Sikhs. 	He rode native troops could express their grateful allegiance 
ahead of his support, was shot down by the rioters, 
and his body mangled and mutilated before tbo 

—but whether sincere or insincere, no European 
could at that time truly tell. 	Colonel Templer 

Sikhs could come up. 	A force of Sikhs and desired that all the men who acknowledged the 
nujeobs speedily recovered the unfortunate gentle- petition to contain an expression of their real 
man's body, killed some of the insurgents, and put, 
the rest to flight. 	This appeared at first to be a 
religious demonstration : a Mohammedan fanatic 
war-cry was shouted, and the property of the 

sentiments and wishes, would shoulder their arms 
in token thereof; on which every one present 

* 'At present the men of had character in some reOments, and 
Catholic mission WttS destroyed, but without any other people in the direction of hteerat and Delhi, have turned 
plunder or removal. 	Thirty-six of the insurgents from their 

 esi l isailillertaniee", atonclteavr ittVetTeeeronfit'it'elt;rsa;'sdorse'n'etredacta- 
were afterwards captured and tried ; sixteen of  tulle,l undthrmawg 	 eclaracterofgtnte to their salt. 
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condemned to death ; eighteen, including a jema- be of use to government at this time, how velleit be manifest and 
dar, were sentenced to various terms of imprison- 
meat ; and twe were acquitted. 	All the facts of 
this temporary outbreak were full of significance ; 

" ?nth; avIen"aed Note been 
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this, gavel moat shalt see what their faithful, mese are like, and 
we will wont with heart and soul to do our duty to the state that gives us one salt. 

for it soon became evident that something more to
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than mere religious hostility had been intended. , We have said as much as 	proper; may the sun of your wealth 
Peer Ali Khan was offered a reprieve if he would an t.C7setrt ileelryosla"sne.  ma ts : 
divulge the nature 'of the conspiracy ; but, like a 
hold, consistent fanatic, ,he remained defiant to 

}TURA Six% Subadar, -Et LAIIEE KHAN, Subadar, 
BlIOWANT SING, 3C11)11(1:1r, 

the last, and nothing could be got out of him. 	It 
was afterwards ascertained that he had been in 

hturmoor SING, 3011111dItr, 
117,ERA SENO, Jemadar, 	I 
1691,10113 PAYer, Jemader, 

secret communication with an influential native at aluatas Sttna, Jemudur, 
Cawnpore ever since the annexation of Oude, and of the Burro Crawford's, or 7th regiment, native infantry, and of 	. 
that the details of some widely-spread plot had 0
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• ,. 'shouldered mans. . The. native officers afterwards' are situated' 'vest of. the town • ;and beyond them • 
' • assured ',the colonel,' with apparent earnestness, is the Military cantonment. ' During the early part 
' 	• 'that it was the eager wish of the -whale regiment of the, month' of June; the 66th native infantry, ' 

to ,be;  afforded an, opportunity of removing even a stationed at Gliazeopore, was sorely tempted 'by.  
,suspicion. of their 	disaffection. 	When ' Colonel the mutinying of so many other regiments at ' 
Templer repeated this to•Major-general Lloyd, the stations 'within forty or . fifty anilesa ;but they 
military commander of the Dinapoor division, and • remained stanch for some time longer.'  
when Lloyd . forWarded. the ; . communication to ' , Not so the. sepoys 'at Azitrighur,,a town north- 
Calcutta, the reginient• of course received thanks 
for the• demonstration; and wore• assured, that ' 

'west of Ghazeepore, containing twelve. or fourteen , 
thousand' inhabitants,,  and' a military station,. 'At 

`their good conduct will be kept in remembrance this place the 17th regiment .,'Bengal, native riryr 
by the• governorgeneral in,  council!. ',It ,  was not fantry was posted at the beginning. of June. 	on 
until• a later month that the small value of these the .3d of the month. an 'escort of thirty tinopers of, .  
protestations was clearly •shewn ; nevertheless the the lath irregular cavalry brought in seven lace 
Europeans 	at 	Dinapoor continued throughout of rupees from Goruckpore, eta eoute to Benares. 
Juno. to be very uneasy. 	Almost every one•lived At six o'clock in the • evening, the treasure wag 
in the square; the guns -were kept ready loaded , 
with grape; the. few European troops .were on 

started again •on• ita,jmirney; and in three hours 
afterwards the 17th mutinied, influenced anpar- 

the- alert. n .and pickets were, posted all round the ently 'rather by the hope: of kot than by any 
station.. 	A motley ,assemblage--planters, soldiers, 
civilians,, railway Men, .and' others,-was aidded,to ' 

political,or religions motives.: During several days .. 
previothily .the• authorities had, been .,employed' in 

the ordinary 	driven in from • the our} r̀esidents, throwing up a breastwork around the eutchery or 
rounding districts for protection. , The officers gave government offices; but this:was not finished, The 
uPtheir mess-house to the: ladies, who completely sepoys killed their quartermaster, and : wounded 
filled it.. 	. the quartermaster-sergeant-and two or•three others: 

In.'.Tirhoot, a district north .of Yana, on the The officer on guard at„the• fort' of the cutehery 
other side of the Ganges)  the planters and others sent Out a picket., to the. ines, and -ordered' the' 
'were thrown into great 'excitement during the native artillerymen to loud their guns: this they 
incinfir..of June,. by 'the events occurring around 
them, 	About the middle of the month, planters 

' refused todo ; 'and hence the infantry were left to , 
follow out their 'plan i of ' spoliation. 	The .officeth 

left their' estates and civilians their homes, to go were at 'mess when the mutiny began; seeing the 
'for. refuge 'to the Company's Station at Mozufferpoor. danger] they placed the, ladies,  on the,  roof of the 
Eighty gentlemen, thirty ladies, and•forty children, • cutthery: .. When the sepoys came up, they. formed. 
were all, crowded into two houses; the.ladiea and a square 'round. the ofticera,.and swore to protect 	' 

' children shut up at night, while the men slept in• thent; hitt stated that, as sour. mernof theavigi= 
verandahs, or in tents;  or took turns in patrolling. went Were ve4,hoStile,-  it *mild be better for all 
The nujeoba, stationed at that place, wore suspected . the officers to depart. 	The. men brought carriages 
of .being in sympathy-with the mutineers; one of for them, and. escorted them ten miles on the road 
the Company's, servants, disguised as a native, 
Went to their quarters ono night, and overheard 

to Gbazeepore, ' 	Many of the, civilians hurried 
away to the same town, reaching that place in 

I  
them conversing about murdering the Europeans, 
lootingthe treasury (which .contained seven lace of 

terrible plight. 	The marauders from the, neigh- . 
bowing villages did!' not fail in theirnsual course,; • ' 

rupees), and liberating the prisoners. 	This :was they plundered the binagalowir of the Europeans . 

. 
the alarm that led to' the assembling, of the Euro,  
peans at the station for mutual protection ; and 
there can be little doubt that the protection would 

at Aviroghtir,, or, such. . of, 'them ,a8,,Ndra left 	, 
unprotected, 	 , 

	

Far' more serious Were the. events at 'Benares, 	• 
have been needed hadDinapoor fallen. One of the than at any city or' station eastward of -it, during 
Mohammedan inhabitants was seized at Mozuffer- 
poor, with alnantity of treasonable correspondence 

the month of June.. It would in all probability , 
have been still more deplorable, bad,not European 

in his possession : and the commandant at Segowlie troops , arrived just at that time, , 	Lieutenant- 
condemned' to f.-,4.gallows with very little scruple colonel 	reached Benares .on the 2d .of June, 	i 
teveral suspieb 4 characters in various parts of 
the district. 	• 

with sixty men and threenfficeralof the,lat Madras, 
Fusiliers (Europeans), of.which regiment five more 

' Advancing up the Ganges, We acne to Gliazee- companies were in the rears  expecting to reach: 
pore, 'en its northern or, left bank. ,  . This town, 
containing forty, thousand inhabitants, is rendered 

that,city in a few days, . The regithont had been 	, 
despatched in great haste by YiSCOUtt OrOltlillgi 	' 

somewhat famous by' a palace once 'belonging to 1 in the hope that it would appear before Cawnpore ' 
• the Na,wab of Oude, but noiv in a very ruinous in time to. relieve Sir r, Hugh Wheeler , and his 

state; also by the beautiful Grecian tomb erected unfortunate -companions. 	Neill intended, after 'a 
to the Marquis .of Cornwallis ; and by the rose- day's repose, to have Started froth Benares ,for` 
gardens in its iicinity, *here rose-leaves • are Cawnpore on the ath ; but 'he received 'timely 	. 
-gathered for making the celebrated Otto or attar. notice from Lieutenant Palliser' that the 17th 
' The bungalows 'of the Company's 'civil servants. B. N.,,I. had mutinied at Aznitghar ; and that • 
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. the' treasure,- passing through Azitngliur in its Aroopers, and predatory budmashes. 	Ile hai. to . 
way from Gorunkpare' to' Benares (mentioned 'in ' lacord the deaths 'of Captain Guise, an arm - , 

'. the last paragraph); had been plundered by the 'sttsgeon; and two privates.; and the wounding of ' 
Mutinous eepoya . Brigadier Ponsonby, 'tfie• corn. 
inandant at Benares,at once consulted with Colonel 
Neill concerning the propriety 'of disarming the 

;boat double this. number--casualties, sutprising..' 
for their lightness, considering that there were % 
itearly, two thousand enemies to contend against 

.heir 	' , 
I 

,371h • regiment Beitgal'infantry, stationed '.at that 
• ci recommended:' Neill recommended this. to be done, nand 

done at once: :It was.  then arranged that -Neil 
shoUld make his appearance on 'parade at, five 

altogether.. Of the insurgents -not less than two 
hundred were killed or .wounded. ' It was 'at once 
determined to strengthen the neighbouring fort . of 
Chunar Oe 'Chunargur ; for which duty a small 

, 	. 

.. o'clock that. same afternoon, accompanied 'by a 
htindred and' fifty 'of H.M. 10th foot, sixty of the 

detachmetitof Europeans was drafted ofE 	. 
Such were the military operations of the 4th 

, 

Madras Fusiliers, and• three guns of Noe 12 field; 
' battery, with thirty' artillerymem 	They were' to 

be , joined' on 'parade by the Sikh regiment, in 

and 5th of June, ,as told in the brief professional 
language .of Colonel Neill. 	Various officers and 

'civilians ' afterwards 	dwelt' more .fully on the 

, 

which Lieutenant-colonel Gordon placed full con-,  
fidencej . and about seventy of the lath irregular 

detailed incidents of those' two days. 	The lath 
irregular cavalry and the Sikhs (Loodianah regi4 

' 

'cavalry% 	The 37th; su.specting what was intended, 
ran,  to the bolls' 'of arms, seized and loaded their 
Muskets and fired' upon the Europeans; several 

' men • fell wounded,. and the brigadier was'rert,  
&red powerless by a 'sun-stroke, 	. Thereupon 

. Colonel Neill, assuming the command, made a • 
dash on the native lines. ' What was now the 

went) had been relied on as faithful ; and the 37th 
had greatly distinguished itself in, former' years 
in the Puttjaub and Afghanistan. -. ,This infantry' 
regiment, 'however, exhibited signs 'of, insibordi,  
nation on the,  1st of the month; and on the 3d,. 
Lieutenant-colonel Gordon, second in command 
under Ponsonby, told the brigadier that the'sticA 

' 

perplexity of the colonel, and the mortification of 
Gordon, at seeing the • Sikhs' halt,. waver, . turn 

of the 37th were plotting with the ruffians of the 
city. 	The brigadier, Mr Tucker the commissioner,' 

. 

round, wound . several of their 'officers, tiro ' at 
'the Europeans, and disperse !, 	It was one of 

• thole inexplicable movements so freqUently exhi- 
bited by the native troops, 	Neill,,now distrusting 

and Mr Gubbina the judge; thereupon conferred'; 
and it was almost fully determined, even before 
Col 	el Nein arrival, • and ' before the receipt of 
d* 	twins news from Azimghur,.that the diaband- 

' 

ill' save the Europeans, opened an .'effective. fire  meet of ;the regiment would be a necessary mea- , 
• -with his three guns, expelled the 37th"from their 

lineklmrnt the huts, and then secured his *ten 
sure of precaution.. The irregular , cavalry, were 
stationed at ' Sultanpore and 'Beriares,. and were 

' 

, men and guns in the barrack for the night. 	Early . 
on the morning ofthe 5th he sent out parties, and 

called in to aid the Europeans 'and Bikini' in the 
disarming. 	A few of 'the officers, unlike . their . 

, 

brought in such of the arms and accoutrements of 
the 37th as had. been' left. behind; he also told off 

'brethren, distrusted these troopers ; and the dis- 
trust proved to be well founded. 	The ,ik't.ts, at the 

• 

a strong body to bring the Company's treasure hour of need,• fell away as. soon as the. 37th had '.,,: 
from the civil offices to the barracks. 	Colonel soiled their arms ; and the irregulars -were not: 1  
Neill fully believed that if he had delayed his bold slow to follow their example; so that, in effect; the i 
proceeding twelve hours, the ill-protected treasury insurgents were to the' Europeans in 11-  -, ratio. of • 

• would have been seized by the 37th, and that the 
numerous European families in tho cantonment 

eight or ten to one. One of the English otieerse''f the 
37th 1.1".  placed upon record a few facts hewing 

' 

-would have been placed in great 'peril before he 
could reach them. 	The barracks were between 
the cantonment and the city; and hear them 'was 
a building called the mint. 	Into this mint, before 
going on parade on the 4th, he had arranged that 
all the families should go for 'refuge in the event of 
any disturbance taking place. 	A few of the Sikhs 

how strangely unexpected was this among many 
' of the Indian onthreaks,, by the very Men whose 
, position and experience would naturally lead them 

(one might suppose) to have watched for symptonta, 
In the first instance, Major Barrettl  indignant at 
the slight which ho belie' ecl to have been put 
upon the good and faithful sepoys of the 37th, by 

' 

and of the irregular cavalry remained . faithful ;. 
andColohel Neill, with his two hundred and forty 
Europeans* and these fragments of native regi- 
meats; contrived to protect the city, the barracks, 
the mint, and the cantonment-4, trying task, to 
defend so large an area from mutinous sepoys and 0 

' 4  The met compOueuta of this gallant little baud appear to have 
been as follow. 	, clam. 	Mors. 	Mee. 

Artillery, 	,, 	, 	3 	1, 	80 
Quern's tr 	

, 	
• 	0 	8 	140 
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the order for disarming, went openly towards the 
regiment during the struggle at the. bells of arms, 
to thew his confidence in them; but when he 
saw some of his men firing at 14-1, and others 
approach him with fixed • bayel*W.he felt pain- 
fully that he must' both chatoss'clohis opinions, and 
effect a retreat. 	Some of the'37th did, however, 
remain ' true to their salt ;' and these, under the 
major;  who had escaped thy! shots aimed at him, 
were among the troops sent to guard Chimer Fort. 
As a second instance: after Captain' Guise,"of the 
13th irregalars, bad been shot down' by men 'of 

' 

• 

. 

, 
' Itrispeettyo of the.eflleete,belouging to the matitiotis regiment,.' the 37th, the brigadier appointed Captain Dodgson ' 
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•, to sitPplfhis place.. but 'the irre 	ars', instead of ••Of 'these Sikhs;' 	''about .4 	= abOut Seventy 	 a 	tither, • was 
, 	obeying him, flashed their swords; Muttered some deemed so! remarkable under the eiraumstatices; 

indistinct observations,"fired 'at hii 	; and at once that £1000 was given to them as a' reward.  
joined the rebels whom they had been employed. for thei- Safe guardianship of the 4:60,000 in the 
and .expected to oppose: 	.A th' a instance; in 
relation to the Sikhs, shall be giv..n in the words 

treasury. 	Alter the discomfiture on the 'Parade,  
ground; the rebels,. maddened 	by' defeat 	and 

of the officer above adverted 'to!: 'Just as the, 
irrevlars were flashing their swords in reply to 

thirsting for blood, streamed' throbgh many of fhb 
compoUnds in the,.cantonment as they. retreated, 

Captain Dodgson's short ,address, 1 .was,  horrified' and fired as they passed, but happily so much 'at. 
by noticing 	about' a dozen of the Sikhs fire' random that little danger was done. 8evera of the' 

,, straight forward upon the European soldiers, who' European's took refuge • in stables and outhouses. 
Were still kneeling and firing into the 37th. 	The Others climbed to the roofs ' Of' their houses, and' 
next moment some half-dozen of their muskets hid behind the parapets. ' At. the' house of the 
were staring me in the face, and a Whole tem- commissioner,"Mr Tucker, many ladies and chil- ' 
pest of bullets came whizzing towards me. 	Two dren , found concealment under straw on the fiat' 
passed through my forage-cap, and, 'set my hair roof ; while the gentlemen stood by to defend' 
on fire.; three passed through my trousers, one them if danger should approach. 	Three or foul- 
just 'grazing my right thigh. 	I 	rushed head- families' took boat,And rowed out into the middle 
long, at -one of the fellows whom I had noticed ' of the Ganges, 	there to remain until news of 
more especially aiming at me, but had scarcely '• returning tranquillity should reaoh them; much 
advanced three 	paces when 	a 	second volley . booming of cannon and rattling of musketry, much 
of 	bullets . saluted'. me.'- 	This volley brought - appearance' of. fire and 'smoke hovering over eity 
the officer low ; he 	lay among the wounded, 
unrecognised for' 'many hears,' but was fortunate 

and cantonment, kept the occupants of the boati-
'in constant anxiety';' bat when victory had declared' 

enough to obtain surgical aid in time to 'avert a ; Ma! the British, and these boat-parties had returned 
fatal result, 	Many circumstances afterwards mine, 
to light; tending to skew that, had not Neill and 

to laud,' escorts arrived to .convey the •non,eem- ' 
'bat ants and some of the officers to the mint, • in 

Ponsonby taken the initiative when they did,' the ' 'accordance with the arrangement. already made, . 
native troops would probably have risen that Same, 
night, 'and perhaps imitated the Meerut outrages. 

They arrived, at. that building about, midnight. , 
Mr Kennedy described In a letter. the scene 'pre-, 

One 'of the missionaries at Beams, who escaped seated at the Mint when he and his family reached 
to Chunar as seen as the outbreak occurred, said 
in a letter ; `Some of the .37th have confessed to 

it : ' What,  a scenci 3Of confusion and tumult ,was, 
there. All in front, bands of English soldiers, ready' 

their officers that they had been told out in bands to act at .a . moment's notice ; men, women, and 
for our several bungalows, 'to murder,  all the children, high and' low, huddledotogether, wonder-, 
Europeans at ten o'clock that night ;, and that, 
too, at the time they Were volunteering to gO to 

 ing at meeting at such a time and in 'such a: place, 
 not knowing where they Were to throw.themselVes , 

., Delhi, 	and. Colonel Spottiswoode was • walking down for the night,.and altogether looking quite . 
'about among thorn in plain clothes with the most bewildered' ).4 youm 	officer, throwing into his 
implicit confidence.' narrative that light-heartedness which so often 

The 	fighting, 	during . this 	exciting 	day 	at bore up men' of ;his class during the trOubles of the 
Benates, was practically over as soon as the period, gave a little more detail...of the first night 
rebels began to retreat ; but then the perils of the and day at the place of refuge : ' I found every- 
civilians nemmenced, 	More .correctly, however, 
it might be.  said that the wild confusion began 

body at the mint, which several had only reached 
' after many adventures. ..We bivouacked in the' 

earlier; for ' while the brief but fierce military 
struggle was still in progress on the parade-ground, 
the native guards of the .37th at the treasury, the 

large rooms, and slept on the roof—ladies, Children, , 
ayahs' and punkah-coolies ; officers .lying down , 

' dressed, and their wives sitting up fanning them.. 
hospital, the mess-house, the bazaar, and other. In the compound or enclosure below, there avaS a 
buildings,' broke from their duty, and proceeded little handful of Europeans, 'perhaps a hundred' 
to molest the Europeans, with evident hopes of 
plunder. 	A Sikh, one Soorut. Singh, has been 

and fifty in all ; ethers were at the barracks AIMS a, 
mile off. 	There was a, picknicking;gipsifying look - , 

credited with an act which saved many lives and about the whole atfair, which prevented, one from 
mach trettsur-Jfe was among. the Sikhs of the realising that the small congregation were there 
treasury-guarONd when the rising began, talked making a stand for a huge empire, and that their 
to his comrades:140 prevented them. from rising lives were upOn tbe'toss'np of the next events.' 
in mutiny ; many ceivilians, with their families, 
who had taken refuge in the collector's cutcherm 

During a considerable portioa of the month of 
June, the Europeans made the Mint their chief 

were saved through kids friendly agency; while place of residence, the men going out in the day-', • 
the treasure was held .,intact till the following time to their respective duties, and' the ladies and' _ 
morning, when European trims convoyed it to a children remaining in their plaCe of refuge,. On 
place of safety. 	The Rev: Mr 'Kennedy, a resident 
in l3enares at that time, states that the faithfulness 

the 6th, few ventured out of the, building, unless,,,,,  
heavily armed or strongly escorted. 	The mini; 
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had a „mostwarliko, appearance,, hustling with ' 
arins, and soon became .almost insupportably;  hot 
to , the ,nornerotts„personS, .congregated within. it. 
The hot winds of Benares,at that time; nearly 
midsummer,. were terrible. for Europeans to..hear.  

Oa the ;7th; which,  was Sunday; blr IKennedy ' 
perform0 divine service at the mint, and a,chureli- 
missionery,at the ,barraelts.,,,,, Gradeally,,on sobse-,.1 
*ant: days, whole .. families, would venture; out, for. 

' a. few hOurs ,at a '.4me,to.;taker a hasty:glance at' 
'homes whieli . they ,had so soddenly been, called , 
upen....to 'gait ;Lutthc mint continual, for two or 
three weeks to .be the refuge to which-they all 

looked.., .As European troops, however,,were arriv-
ing at Bottoms . every day,, on, the . way to the 
upper provinces, it soon became,  practicable, Sunder 
the 	energetic 	Neill, to 	insure tranquillity ,,in 
and near that . city . with a very .small „number 

. of ,these. So, nioch;yalued,, Queen's troops. 	The 
capture and .execution of insurgents, under , the 
combined orders of Neill, Tucker,... and , ChlY,A.10., 
respeetivply, .the Commandant, commissioner, :and' 
judge, were conducted with sneli.,stern ,prompt., 
ness as..struck terror info .the, hearts, of evildoers. 
It, 'may be instructive to see. in what ,light i,ir 
I.Lennedy, as a clergyman, regarded these terrible' 
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OPficers of the 6th 

 .   
eXecutions, which 'are admitted to have 'been very 
numerous; 'The gibbet .is,,I must acknowledge, a 
standing, institution among us at present. 	,There 

stands, immediately in front of the flagstaff, 
with three rppes always attached to it, so that 

, 	three may be, executed at one, time. 	Scarcely a 
' 	day passes ..w,ithout some. poor , wretches being 

hurled into eternity. 	It is horrible,. very horrible! 
'Tothink Otitis, enough to make one's blood run 
cold; but seplt lis the state of things, here, , that 
even fine 40.4ate ladies maybe heard, expressing 
their joy aii,,bie-rigoor with which the miscreants 
are treated. 	The swiftness„ with which .crime is 
followed by the severest.. punishment ...strikes the, 
people with astonishment;, it is so utterly foreign 
;to. all our modes. of ,  procedure, as known to them. 
Hitherto the process has been very slow, encum-. 
bered with' forms, and such eases have. always been, 

. 	, 	 i   , 
carried to the Supreme ..Court, for final decisieni 
but now; the commissioner of Bollixes may give. 
commissions to any 'he chooses Cite city being 
under martial law), to try, deei4, and execute 
on ,the spot, without any delay and  Without any 
reference.' 	. . 	., 	' 	. 

Jounpoor or Juaupoor, a, town about thirty 
miles northwest of Benares,. was,  one of 'those 
'which 'shared,  with that, city,  the troubles of the 
month of:•June. 	A detachment of he Loodianalt 
Sikh. regiment, under Lieutenant 'Ara, stationed 
at that place, mutinied most suddeily and, unex.:. 
pectedly ..,on. the .5th, within less Ilan an hour 
after they had • shaken hands • witIrsome "of the 
European residents as a. token of frieilly feeling. 
The men revolted tkough some impute that the 
English in' vain . endeavoured to und6gtand, at 
• the time; but, it was afterwards ascedined that 

. 	... 	_. 
!; 
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soute,of•theanutinons 37th front Benarei had been 
- 	, 

trust the '6th regiment, not only' in virtue of ' 
' tampering' with theme 	In,  the' first whirl of •the the , recent protestation • of . fidelity, by ; the mon; 
.. tumult, the• lieutenant • and a civilian Were shot but on account' •of -their' general• good conduct;: 

down,'• and the rest of the Europeans sought safety indeed, ' this- was one of 'the Most 'trusted regi- 
by flight; 	Information,  reached. Benares,. after 'ments in the whole 'native army. 	Nevertheless, , • 

.seine days, that' the fugitives • were in hiding; ' instructions - were given to arm the •civilians as 
and. a small detachment was at once despatched 
for 'their relief. 	It weal-low' found, as in many 

well .as the military, and to prepare. for making, 
a good stand at the fort; 	Many civilians; formed" 	• 

other• instances, that amid all,:  the brutality and into a militia, under' the commandant -of the 
recklessness of the mutineers and butimaslaes, garrison, slept in the fort that nights  or relieved 

' 	there ?were not Wanting humane natives in. the each other as sentinels at the rampart's,'There 
tountry• villages, -ready to succour' the distressed ; wore at that time in the fort, besides the' women 
one, siieh, named Ilium Lall, had sheltered and 
fed the whole of the fugitives from Jounpoor for 

and children, •about thirty invalid artillerymen, 
under Captain FrazelwoOd; a few commissariat and 	' 

five days; 	 • magazine sergeants ; about a hundred volunteer 	' 
There were many stations at which the number civilians ; ,•four, , hundred Sikhs; of the Ferozpore 

, ofilisurgent troops was greater ; there were many regiment.; under .Lieutenant Brasyer ; and, eighty 
• occasions on whitth the' Europeans suffered more Men of the;  6th reginient,.guarding the main gate., 	a 

, general and prolonged miseries ; there were many Several Europeans 'with their families, thinking 
• struggles ,of more exciting character between the' no danger nigh, slept outside the fort that night. 

dark-skinned soldiers and Ihe .  light—but there Two companies Of the native,  regiment under 
was not perhaps;  throughout the whole history of . ihree,English.officersiand two guns under Captain 
'the Indian mutinies, an outbreak which excited , Harvard,; were sent to guard the bridge of boats ' 
more 'astonishment than that at Allahabad inthe" across the' Gangei in. the . direction ..of. Benares: 	' 
early part' of. Jane. 	It' was totally unexpected.' Daptain Alexander; with two squadrons of the' 3c1, 	; 
by the, authorities, who had been blinded by reginient,Onde irregular cavalry; was posted.: in 
proteetations••of loyalty-on the part of the troops, ' , the Alopee Been a camping-gronnd emit-mending 
Tbis place,  (see p.-107) occupies a very important the 'roads •to the Station... The main body of the 

, Position in
, 

 relation to Upper India generally ; ' 6th remained in their lines, three miles from the 
being at the point where the 'Juana, and Ganges fort. 	AE proceeded quietly 'until ;about nine' 

enaeee.  region ends and the join, where the'.  B um o'clock on the evening of the 6th of June; wi, ,to• 
Oude region begins, whore the Doab and- Bendel- the inexpressible ostenishmettt and dismay of the 

,, cund commence, where •the river-traffic and the offices; the native regiment retie in revolt.; The. 
.t 	road-traffic breech out in various directions, and turn guns were'seized by,  them' et the,bridge-head,„ . 

;. where the ''great railway will. One day bare. a • and Harvard had to run for hte life. 	In the•ean- 
central station. 	As Steal in a former page; torment the officers were at $1158, fhll of confidence 
the fith 	Bengal 	Native. 'Infantry, stationed' at : in their trusted troops, When the sepoys sounded 
'Allahabad;  Voluntarily came forward and offered' the alarm .bugle, as if to• bring them, on parade; 

, 	their. services to march against the Delhi muti- , : theft who rushed out were at once 'aimed at, and 
. ; .veers; 	For this- demonstration they were thanked 4eg1y all. Shot. dead'; While -no • fewer than pine 

- 	1)-; ,their officers, who felt gratified that, amid 
so  web. desertion, fidelity should 'make itself 
apparent.  m this quarter.' 	Rather from- a vague 
undefined .nneasiness; than from. any • anspieion 

' young ensigns, mere boys'who had just entered on,  , 
, the career of soldiering,, 'were bayoneted in the' , 
' mess-room itself. 	It was a cruel and bloody deed, 	

; ' for 'the' poor youths had but recently errived,.and , 
of this paricular regiment, the Europeans at were in hostility with. none. 	Captain. Alexander,. 
Alltdiabad hid.  for tome time been in uneasiness ; when..he• heard of the rising, 'hastened off to the 
there had bleu 'panics in the . city; there had' lines 'with a' few of his troopers; but he was. 

• been much liatroiling and watching ; and the ,, caught in an ambush by a body °fill° sepoys, and 
ladies had heel looking' anxiously to the fort as et once shot. clown. The sepoys; joined by released• 
a place of re,ege, whither • most of them had prisoners and 'habitual 	plunderers,:  then coin- 
taken up their abode at night, returning to their minced a scene et, murder and devastation•in all 

. homes in the attntenment or the city 'in the day- directions; Europeans were shot: wherever they  
time. • From Beneres, luoknaw, or other places, 
they apprehended-danger-abut not from-within,' 	.- 

' could be seen ;• the few English 'women ivho had 
• not been ;se fortunate as to 'seek refuge' in the fort, 	. 

it-was on. he 5th of June that Colonel Simpson, 
of the 6th 'egirnent, received Viscount Canning's 

were grossly outraged before being ,put to death ; 
the telegraph wires were cut; the, boats on the 

inetructions.o thank hie men 'for their loyal offer river 'were Seized ; the' treasury was . plundered ; 	•• 
to march aid fight against the rebels at Delhi 1 the houses of native bankers,' as well as those of 
and it` was on the same day that news reached European residents, were pillaged .,' , and wild 
Alleaablie probably by telegraph, of . the occur- licence reigned • everywhere.. Terrible , were the ' 
rencei.,,,, Benares on the ,,,revieue .day, and 01 
the -11041)1e' arrival of some 	of the insurgents 

deeds recorded-a-a, whole family roasted.  alive; 	, 
persons killed by' the 'slow process of cutting off' 

from ,thua  place, 	The - offioerit still contintied to in succession ears, nose, fingers, feet; 'Lim; others 	 . 
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• chopped 'to 'pieces ; children, tossed on ,, bayonets ' troops of rioters were to be seen rushing front 
before their mother's eyes. 	' 	. 	, place to place, plundering and burning. 	Day and 

An affecting incident is related of one of the night the civilians manned the ramparts, succeed- 
' unfortunate young officers so ruthlessly attacked ing each other in regular watches—now nearly 
at the messlonse. 	An ensign, only sixteen years struck down by the hot blazing sun • now pouring 
of ago, who was loft for dead among the rest, 
escaped in the. darkness to a neighbouring ravine, 

forth shot and shell upon such of the. insurgents 
as were within reach. 	The civilians or volunteers' 

Here ho found a stream, the waters of which ' 

sustained, his life , for 	four 	days 	and 	nights. 
formed themselves. into three corps ; one of which, 
called the Flagstaff Division, was joined by about 

Although desperately,'wounded, he contrived to twenty railway mom—sturdy fellows who had 
raise himself into a tree at night-time, for protect- suffered like the rest, and were not slow to avenge 
tion from wild beasts. 	On the fifth day he was themselves on the mutineers whenever opportu- 
discovered, and dragged by the brutal insurgents nity offered.. 	After a time, the'volunteers sallied 
before one of their leaders. 	There he found forth into the city with the Sikhs, and had several 
another prisoner, a Christian catechist, formerly a skirmishes in the streets with the insurgents— 
Mohammedan, whom the sepoys were endeavour- delighted at the privilege of quitting for a. few 
ing to terrify and torment into a renunciation of hours the hot crowded fort, even to fight. 	It 
Christianity. 	The firmness of the native was was by degrees ascertained that conspiracy had 
giving way as he knelt before his Persecutors ; 
but the boy-officer, after anxiously watching him 

been going on in the city before the actual Out, 
break occurred. 	The 	standard of insurrection 

for a short time said: `Oh, my friend, come what 
may, do not deny the Lord Jesus !' 	Just at this 

was unfurled by a native unknown to the Euro,  
peens : some supposed him to be a moulvie, or 

moment the arrival of Colonel Neill . and the Mohammedan religious teacher ; but . whatever 
,Fusiliers 	(presently . to. be 	noticed) 	at ,.Madras may have , been' his former position, ,he now 

Allahabad was announced ; the ruffians made off; announced himself as viceroy of the King of Delhi. 
. the poor catechist'slife was saved; but the gentle- He quickly collected about him .three or four 

spirited young ensign sank under the wounds and thousand rebels, sepoys and others, and displayed 
privations ho had endured: 	When. this incident the green flag that constitutes the Moslem symbol, 	. 
became known through the medium of the public lhe The 	 ad-quarters of this self-appointed chieftain 

the father of the young 'officer; town. journal; 	 -i werI in the higher part of. the city, at the old 
clerk .of Evesham, told how brief had been the Mo ammedan gardens of Sultan Khoosroo ; there 
.career thus cut short, , Arthur Marcus Hill Cheek the prisoners taken by the mutineers were cen- 
had left England so recently as. the 20th of Mareh fined,among whom were the native Christian 
preceding,,  to commence the life of a soldier; he teachers belonging to the Rev,lir Hay's mission. 
arrived at Calcutta, in May, was appointed to the The movements of Colonel Neill. must now be 
6th native regiment, reached Aflahabad on the . traced. 	No sooner did this gallant: and energetic 
19th of the same month, and was shot down by officer hear of the occurrences at Allehabad, than 
his own men eighteen days afterwards. 	' he proceeded to effect at that place what he had 

The inmates of the 'fort naturally suffered. an  
agony of suspense on the night of the 6th. 	When 
they heard, the bugle, and the subsequent firing; 

. already don S ',at 'Bentiiiiii:esi2blish. 	English 
, authority- . i.l. a prompt, firm, ad stern couze 
of attion. 	The distande between .i72:,,., two !titles 

they believed the mutineers had,'• arrived from 
Benares ; and as the intensity of the sound :Varied 

tiling about seventy-five miles, ho nuie.O. lir e  -. 	• 	He left 

	

the necessary travelling arrangements' 	• .1 .1.ompantee from time to time, so did they picture in imagine- Benares  on the evening of the 9th, ac; e  madras  
tion . the varying fortunes of the.two hypothetical by one officer and forty-three men ofd taken off 
opposing forces—the supposed insurgents from the Fusiliers. 	The horses being nearly : bringing  in  

'east, and the supposed loyal 6th regiment. 	Soon the . road, he found much difficulty iron; .but this 
were they startled by a revelation of the real the dilk-carriages Containing the red: 	H0  found 
truth---that.the firing came from their own trusted and all other obstacles he ,surrtiount;id Allaha led 

, sepoys. t, The Europeans in the fort, recovering Ike country between Mirzapore ti 	the villages. 
Mon their wonder and dismay, were fortunately infested with bands of plunclorerq'os  remaining.. ' 
enabled to disarm the eighty sepoys at the gate • deserted, and MOM of the authorib. score men, set • ' 
through the energy of Lieutenant Brasyer; and: it 'Major Stephenson, with a hundred ntns Neill; but 
was then found that these fellows had loaded and out from Benares on the same evening in progress; 
capped their maskets, ready to turn out. 	Five his .bullock-vans 'were still more sloWbsure to' heat 	. 

, officers succeeded in, entering • during the , night, 
three of them naked, having had to swim the 

and his men suffered much from ex-P .;llahabad. on 	i  
during the journey. 	Neill reached isind o  the - fort 	: 

. Ganges. 	For twelve days - did the Europeans the afternoon of the 11th. 	He f,c,Idge of,  boats 	' 
remain. within the , felt  not daring to emerge for. almost, completely invested ; thelni.  0b, and partly 	. 
'many hours at a time, lest the four hundred Sikhs over the Ganges in the bands of ;wages swarming ; 
should prove faithless in the hour of greatest need. broken; and the neitthbouringmaurstivring.at the 
The.chief streets of the city are about half a. mile with. insurgents. 	By eautiotisj'eweded in obtaining 	; 
*front the fort; and during several days and nights end of the Benares road, he r  
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• boats -which convened him and his handful of men scut eighty fusiliers and. a hundred Sikhs up the ' 
over to the fort, 	'He at once assumed command, 
and arranged that on the following morning the 

river in a steamer, to destroy the Paten village of 
Durriabad, and the Meewattie villages of Sydabad 

enemy should be driven out of the village; and and Russelpore. 	It was not merely in the villages 
the bridge of boats recaptured. 	Accordingly, on that these active operations were necessary ; a 
the morning of the 12th he opened fire with large number of the mutinous sopoys went off 
several round-shot, and then attacked the rebelsiu towards Delhi on the day after the outbreak, leav- 
the village of Deeragunge with a detachment of i g the self-elected chief to manage his rabble- 
Fusiliers and Sikhs : this was effectively' accom- army as ho liked ; and it was against this rabble 
plisbed, and a safe road opened for the approach that many of the expeditions were planned. 	The 
of Major Stephenson's detachment on the evening city suffered terribly from this double infliction; 
of that day. 	On the 13th the insurgents were for after the spoliation and burning effected by 
driven out of the village of liydgunge. 	Neill had the marauders, the English employed cannon-balls 
now a strange enemy to combat within the and musketry to drive those marauders out of the 
fort itself—drunkenness and relaxed discipline. streets and houses ; and. Allahabad thus became 
The 	Sikhs, 	during 	their 	sallies into the 	city little other 	than ,, a mass 	of blackened ruins. 
before his arrival, had gained entrance into some Colonel Neill organised a body of irregular cavalry 
of the deserted warehouses of wine-merchants by joining Captain Pallisers detachment of the 
and others in the town, had brought away large lath irregulars with the few men, of Captain 
quantities of beverage, and had sold these to the Alexander's corps still remaining true to their 
European soldiers within the fort—at four canes salt. A force of about a hundred and sixty Madras 
(sixpence) per bottle for wine, spirit; or beer Fusiliers started from Benares on the 13th, under 
indiscriminately; drunkenness and disorganisation Captain Fraser; he was joined on the road by 
followed, requiring determined measures on the Captain 	Palliser's detachment of troopers, just 
part of the commandant. 	He bought all the adverted to, of about eighty men, and the two 
remaining liquors obtainable, for commissariat officers then proceeded towards Alialiabad. 	They 
use; and kept a watchful eye on the stores still found the road almost wholly in the bands of 
remaining in the warehouses in the town. 	Neill 
saw reason for distrusting the Sikhs ; they had 
remained faithful up to that time, but nevertheless 
exhibited symptoms 	which required attention. 

rebels and plunderers ; but by fighting, hanging, 
and burning, they cleared a path for themselves, 
struck terror into the evildoers, and recovered, 
much of the Company's treasure that had ,fallen 

As soon as possible, he got them out of the fort into hostile hands. 	it is sad. to read of six villages 
altogether, and placed them at various posts in being reduced to ashes during this one march ; but 
the city where• they might still render service if stringent measures were absolutely necessary to a 
they chose to remain faithful. 	His opinion of the restoration of order and obedience, 	Fraser and 
native troops was sufficiently expressed in this Palliser reached Allahabad on the 18th, and their 
passage in one of his dispatches : 	'I felt that arrival enabled Neill to • prosecute two objects 
Allahabad was really safe, when 	every native 
soldier and sentry  was out of the ;Crt z and as long a, 
as. X command 1 shall not allow one to be ion  duty 

which he had at heart--the securing of Allahabad, 
and the gradual collection of a force that might 
march to the relief of poor Sir Hugh Wheeler and 

in it,' 	Notheaig can he more striking than\ the .  the other beleaguered Europeans at Cawnpore 
difteren‹al of views held by Indian officers on this' During these varied operations, the •officers and 
point ' • s. me distrusted the natives from the first, while oth,as maintained faith in them to a very 

men-Were often exposed during the daytime to 
a heat so tremendous that nothing but an intense 

disastrous e,tent. 	 . interest in their work could have kept them lip, 
From the time when Neill obtained the upper- ' HI can keep from fever,' wrote one of them, `I an 	in Allahabad, he was incessantly engaged sha'nt care ; for excitement enables one to stand 

in chastising the insurgents in the neighbourhood. the sun and fatigue wonderfully. 	At any other He sent a stea mer up the Juliana on the 15th, with time the sun would have .knocked us down like a' howitzer utaler Captain Harward, and twenty dogs ; but all this month we have been out in the fusiliers undo- 	Lieutenant Arnold ; and 	these worked much ` middle of the day, toiling like coolies, yet I have 

banks. 	A V, execution among the rebels on the 
.ambined body of fusiliers, Sikhs, and 

never been better in my life—such an appetite l.' 
To meet temporary exigencies, the church, the irregular,,.., 	cavalry made an attack on the villages government offices, the barracks, the bungalows-- 

o'
p 
 'Mune() and Mootingunge, on the banks of all were placed at the disposal of the English 

the Jumna, driving out the insurgents harboured 
there, and ,Mowing them down in considerable 

troops, as fast,  as they arrived up from Calcutta, 
These reinforcements, during,• the second half of 

On subsequent days, wherever Neill n
h

u
ea

m
ri(31t

o
o
rs
f the
.  the mouth, consisted chiefly of detachments of her 

e
ia
se
g
nc

,
e of insurgents in any of the ,air, 	es 
 1, surrounding 	he at once attacked them ; and great terror seized the, hearts of the malcon- -tents in the city a 	• t the celerity with which guns and gibbets were s It to work.. 	On the 18th he • 

Majesty's 64th, 78th, and 84th foot. 	Tho peaceful 
inhabitants began to return to the half-ruined city, 
shattered houses wore hastily rebuilt or repaired, 
trade gradually revived, bullocks and carriages 
arrived iu considerable number, supplies were laid 
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.• .: 	• . ' 	BENGAL AND irnE LOWER GANGES'.;4,UNE. 	 . 'la 
 - . 	.. 	. 	... -Ali11143 Weather beeame cooler, the cholera' abated, 

, and Colonel Neill found himself enabled to look 
; , forW.ard with much confidence ,to the future. ' The 
' fort, daring aliiniSb. the whole of the month, had 

been very much crowded; ' insomuch that the 
• inmates 'Suffered -greatly , froui ' heat and' cholera. 
' 	steamboat load's ofi women and children were Two 

 

.therefore sent dovirn the river towards Calcutta ; 
' and all the 'non'-combatants loft the Tort, to reoccupy 
.. such. of their residences' as had escaped demob.- 

tion: • 'Some of the Ettroperm soldiers u!'cre,  tented . 
on the 'glaeis ,•', others took up 'quarters in ,a tope., 
of trees near the diik:biingalow.;' lastly, .kbospital 
was fitted up foil the cholera patients.  

With the end of Juno came tranquillity .both to . 
13enares and to Allaliabad, 'chiefly through the 
determined measures adopted by Colonel Neil ;, 
and then he planned' an expedition, the' best in 
his power, for Cawnpore—tlte fortunes of which 
will come under our notice in due time, 

. 	. 

it 

, 	*' ., 	 . , 	, 	.. 	• 	, 
Tits Olide iloyol Pamily:7 -When tho news reached Ilglalid 

, that the deposed King of t)tide had beet arrested atIldentta, 
, in the way, desoribed in.  the present chapter, on suspicion 
. complicity with the mutineers, his relations, who had pro- 
• wetted, to London to appeal against the annexation of etude 

by the to Prepared a: petition filled with protests'- 
lions of innocence, on his part and on their own. 	The 

', petition wart ',presented to 'the 'House of Lords by Lord 
Campbell, though not formally. received owing to some 
defect in phraseolo. 	A memorial to Queen Victoria 

. couched iii similar form. 	The petition and memorial • , 	. aa.foltows: ''' 	, ' 	. 	: 	, 	1 	, 

• ̀The petition of .the undersigned' Je»abi,  Auliall Tajara 
Bogum

' 
 . the :(Queen-mother, of Ondo ; Alum sitlohnnuntra 

' - 'humid Attie, eldest, son and heir-apparent of his Majesty 
the King of etude; and Mir= Molnuniund Jousted Allie 
Sekundor linshmut Etthadoor, next brother, of his Majesty 
the King of :Oude, showeth : ,• 	. 	 ' 	' 

' That your petitioners have heard with sincere regret 
' the 'tidings which have 'reached the British kingdom 

disaffection prevailing alining the native troopi in India; 
• and 'that 'they' desire, V ,. die earliest opportunity, to give .  
' public' expression' to that solemn assurance whioh• they' 

,some , time since conveyed • to her' Majesty's government, 
' 	that the fidelity and attachment to' Great Britain 'w1011. 

 unchanged inid unaffected by these deplorable events, and, 
that they reinain, as Lord Dalhousie, the' late governor= 
general of India, emphatically declared; them, "a royal 
rice, ever faithful'end true to ;their friendship with 
British :within." 	,, 

' That in the Midst of this great public:calamity, your 
, petitioners havesestained theii own peculiar ',ittusts of pain 

' ' and,sorroW in tholinelligintett which has reached . them, 
through 'the -public.  papers, ,that 1d 	Majesty the King 
of Oude has been strbjeoted.  to restraint at (laleutta, and' 

, • deprived 'of the means of comumMeating even, with your 
petitioner's, his mother, son, and brother. " 	' 	'';, 

. 	'That yonr petitioners desiremicquivocallya 	solemnly 
to axiure'her Majesty end your lordships, that if no,Illajesty- 
the King of 'Pude has been suspected of any eikrplioity 
the recent disastrotis occurrences, such suspicion raknot only' 
Wholly and 'absolutely unfounded, but is ,directed surgninst 
one, the whole tenor of Whose life, char-rioter; and conduct 
directly negatives all snob iniputationa. 	Yoitr petitit,rs 
recall to the recollection of your lordships the facts zel,Oftmg,  

the dethronement of the King of Undo, as set .florid'nr,  
the.,petition preSented to the House of Commons b31. 

• Fitzroy Kelly on the 25tH of May last, that when resiistrinCe 
• might have 'been' made, and -was even auticipathd by,(the'was-Confined. 
' 	BritisAgeneral, the King of Oude directed his guards ,.t 

,troops to lay aside their arms,,, and that when it t 
aationno-oeT to him , that the territories of Oude werti 

. be vested 'for over in the Honourable East India Compt 
' the ling,' instead 	of 	offering' resistance to the Brit. 
gerefirment,,  niter ,  giving .vent to,, ,his feelings in a West. 

• has ever characterised the royal fitin0,of Oude continues 

of 
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', of grief, descended from his, throne, declaring his deter-
urination to seek for justice at her Majesty's throne, and 
from the parliament of England.  

• 'That since their resort to this country, in obedience to 
his' Majesty's commando, your • petitioners have' received 
communications from his Majesty Which set forth the hopes 
and aspirations of his heart; that those communications 
riot only -negative all sopposition of hie Majesty's personal 
complicity in any intrignes, but .fill the minds of your 
petitiOnero with the profound,conviction that his Majesty 
would feel, with. 	your petitioners, the greatest grief and 
pain at the 'events which have occurred. 	And your peti- 
ti tors desire to declare to your lordships, and to assure ' 
ti 	British,  nation, that although suffering, in common.' 
with hit' beast-broken. family, from the wrongs Indicted. ., 
on them, from the humiliations of a state of exile, and 
their loss' of home, autho'rith and country, the King of, 
Oude relies only On the justice 'of his cause, appeals only to 
her'Majesty's throne and to the parliament of Great Britain; 
and disdains to use the arm of, the rebel and the traitor to 
maintain the tight be seeks to vindicate.  

' Your petitioners therefore pray of your lordship; that, , 
in the.c_xereisti • of your authority, you will cause justice to 
be done to his Majesty the' King of Outdo, and that it May, 
bo'forthwith explicitly made: known to his Majestyand to 
your petitioners wherewith he is charged, and by whom, 
and on what authority,,se that the King of Oude. may have 
full opportunity Of refuting and diskoting the unjust sus. 
picionis and calumnies of which he is now 'the helpless 

. victim. 	And, yoUr .petitioners .farther pray that the King. 
' of Oude.inay. be  permitted freely to correspond with your 

petitioners in thin country, ao that they may also ,have , 
opportunity of vindicating here the character and conduct 
of their sovereign and relative, of establishing hit inneceneti 

f of any offence against the etown of England, or the British 
government or people, and of showing that, sunder.,ciory 
'varying phase of circumstance, the royal family of Oude 
have continued steadfast aunt true to their f.riendshiP' with . 	4.. 	e the British nation. 	. 	' ,nd 
. 	'And your petitioners will ever pray, &a.' i 

Some time afttz the presentation of this petition and. 
memorial, a 'carimasppoof 'was afforded of the complexity 
and intrigue connected'svith the . family aithirs• of the 
princes of India. 	A ntatement 'having gone abroad to the 
effect that 4 son of the King of Orate had escaped from 
Lucknow during the troubles df the Revoltt  ti, 	 repro- 
sentative of the family in L0114011 sought 'it) set the public 	• 
mind right on the matter. Ito stated that/ the king bad bad 
only three legitimate sons; 'that one of giose, being an idiot, 

to the zenana' or•liarem atsLuelotow; that the' 
second died Of small-pox when tweNe ycet§ of age ;That 
the third was.'the prince who had cosue,:io London with the 
queen-mother ;. and that if any sent o'tlie king had really 
escaped from Lucknow, he '•inust' hate been illegitimate, a 
boy about ten years old. 	This dO4livatatiCati.011 was signed 
by Mahmoutt Museehooddeen, resitting at 'Paddington, one'.  
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designating himself ' Acoredited Agent to his Majesty the 
. 	King of Oudo.' 	Two days afterwards the same journal 

contained a letter from Colonel IL Ouseley, also raiding' in 

coedings took place, numbered 684, thus classified under 
four headings: 	• 	. 	. 

• 
the metropolis, asserting that lie was ' Agent in Chief to the 
King of Oude; and that Museehooddeen had assumed a 
title ;to which he had no right . 
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Castes (ma Creeds ine the indium Army.—The Indian 
officers being much divided in •opinion concerning the 
relative insubordination of Mohammedan and Hindoos in 
the native regiments, it may be nseftil to record' here the 

Brahmin Caste, 
Lower Castes, . 
Mussltinams, 	• 
$1khs, 	. 	. 

1 
.. 
.. 
• 
. 

2 
1 
1 
.. 

1 
4 
.. • 
.. 

12 
13 
• 7 
.. 

5 
14 
la 
.. - 

.. 
1 
4 
4. . 

176 
199 
"Ils 
51 

190 
228 
lo. 
51 

• 

actual components of one Bengal infantry regiment, so far • 1 c 1 32 38 6 604 664 
as concerns creed and caste. 	The information' is obtained 
from an official.doeument relating to the cartridge grievance, 

• before the actual Revolt began. 
Tho 34th regiment Bengal native infantry, just before 

.. 
When 414 of these men were dismissed from the Com-

pany's service, their religions appeared as 'follows: 

its disbandment at Barrackpore in April, comprised 1089 
men, distributed as follows: 

Commis 
(trod t=:.4 

lion-corn.,  
&Too. , 	Total 

A i 
il 

I 
0G  a 

i 
.0 

1 
gi!  ". 9 *7 . 

E.
1 

Brahmin Caste, 
Lower Castes, 
M assulmans, . 
Sikhs, • 	. 29 

2 
4 
.. 

. 
...  

13 
. 10 

14 
.. 

135 
150 
49 

. 

149  
1'73 
63 
29 

---..,............ 
Brahmin Caste, 
Lower Castes, . 

1 
.. 

2 
13  

4 
5 

24 
26 

10 
29 

.. 
1 

204, 
406 

336 
468 6 	, 46 . 363 414 	, 

Christians 	. 
hiussulmails, 	. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
2 

.. 
1 

.. 
12 

.. 
24 

10 
8 

2 
153 

12 
200 

. 	• 	• 	 , 	„ 	, 
Xi is hot Clear y stated how many'Rajimote, or men of ' 

the military elute, were included in the Ilindoos who were 

" 
1 

• 
9 10 61 60 19 929 1089 not Brahmina  

If the 	thus tabulated had been eavntry, instead 
The portion of this regiment present at Barrackpore— 

the rest being at Chittagong—when the mutinous pro.. . 

regiment 
,of infantry, the preponderance, as ibplieli in Chapter 1, 4  would have been wholly on the side of the Mussulmans. - 
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i. OUD E, ROHILCUND, AND THE DOAB:*.JUNE. 

.1 A 
I 

,•, 	, 

. 

$' 

AZ.--  
\ 	 Th 	 . 	

1 

' ;1  ' 
e 	.- 	 HE course of events now showed sympathy with the mutineers almost from 

v,  . 

4-  
• 1 brings -as again to that 

turbulent country, Oude, 
, 	which proved itself to be 

the 'first. 	The remarks of Mr Edwards, collector 
at Boedayoun, on ,this point, have already been 

' adVerteditto (p. 110. 	The zemindars did not, 'as 

!' 
t 	, 
Nt 

\ , 	hostile to 	the 'British' in . 
a degree not expected by • 
the authorities, at Calcutta, 

They' were aware, it is true, 
i'> that Oude had long furnished the 

a class, display the sanguinary and 'vindictiVe 
'passions so terribly evident in the reckleSs soldiery; 
still they held to a belief that a successful revolt 
might restore to them their former position and 
influence as landowners ; and hence the • formid- , 

l'  c.c•,... 	:,' 

„, 
k ;•-.... , 

chief materials for the Bengal native 
army; but they could ' not have 
anticipated, or at least did not, how 

dose Would be the sympathy between 

able difficulties opposed 'by them to the military 
movements of the BritiSh. 

Si 	Henry Lawrence, wit chief authority both 
mill

k 
 ary and,  civil in Oude, found himself very 

those troops and the Oude irregulars aw,vardl 	imperiled at Luck-now in the early • 
,in 'the hoar of tumult. 	Only seven months 

. before the beginning of the Revolt, and about 
day4 of June. 	Just as the previous month closed, 
nearly - all ,the native troops raised the standard 

the same space of time after the formal annex- of rebellion (see p. 90; .the 13th, 48th, and 71st 
' 	ation, .• a remarkable article. on Indian 	Army infantry, and the 7th; cavalry, all ,betrayed the. 

Reform 
to Sir 

appeared ir.,+.1 8 Calcutta Review, attributed 
Henry 'Lawrence ; in which he commented ' 

infection, though in different degrees; and of the 
seven . hundred men of those four regiments who 

freely' on the government proceedings connected still remained faithful;  he. did not know how many 
with the army otOude. He pointed 'out hp* great he could trust even for a single day. The treasury' 
was the number of daring reckless men in that received his anxious attention, and misgivings 	, 
country; how large had been the army of the king arose in his mind concerning the various districts 

. before his deposition ; how' numerous were the around the capital, with their five millions of 
small forts held by zemindait and petty chieftains, inhabitants. 'Soon he had the, bitterness of learning 

I. 	' 
and guarded, by nearly sixty thousand men ; how 
perilous it 'was to raise a' new BritisliOudian ' 
army, even though a small one, solely from the 

that his rebellious troops,' who had fled towards 
Seetapoor, had excited their brethren at that place 	, 
to revolt. 	The Calcutta , authorities were from , 

1 	', men of 
serious 

the 
-was 

king's' disbanded 	regiments ; . how 
the feet ' that nearly, a hundred 

that day very ill informed of the proceedings at 
Lucknow ; for the telegraph wires were cut, and 

thousand disbanded warlike natives • were left the insurgents stopped all daks and messengers on 
without . employment ; ' how- prudent it -would the road. About the middle of the month, Colonel' • 

, 	have teen 'to send Ottdians into 'th'e Punjaub, NOW, at Allahabad, received a private letter from 
and Pun jaubees into Oude ; and' how necessary Lawrence, sent by some secret agency, announcing 
was an increase in the number of British troops. 
The truth of these comments was not appre- 

that Seetapoor and Shahjehaupoor werci• in the 
hands of the rebels ; that Secrora, Beraytch, and- 

. elated until 	Sir Henry ' himself was ranked Fyzahad, wore in like condition ; and that , mutin- 
among those who felt the full consequence of the ousregimeMs.from all those placesres well as from 
state of things 'to which the comments referred. Benares and Jounpoor, appeared to be approach- 
Oude was, full of zanindars, possessing consider,  ing Lucknow on some combined plan of operations.- 
able 	resources of various 	kindi, 	having ' their He was strengthening his 'position at the Resi- 
retainers, their 
treasures. 

mud- forts, their arsenals, their ,, 
These zemindars, aggrieved not so 

deny, but looked most anxiously for aid, which 
Neill was quite unable to afford him. 	Again, 

much by the annexation of their emtritry, as by 
' the manner in which territorial law-proceedings 

were made to affect the tenure of their estates, 

it became known to ,the authorities at Benares. 
that Lawrence, on the 19th, still held his' position 
at "Lucknow ; that he had had eight deaths by 
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cholera; and that he was considering whether, aid some, at least, of the contingent corps; 'a thousand 
from Cawnpore or Allahabad' being unattainable, 
he could obtain a few reinforcements by steamer 

Europeans, a thousand Goorkhas, and a thousand 
Sikhs, with eight or ten, guns, will thrash any:. 

up the Gogrti from Dinapoor. 	Another letter, bet thing! 	The. Sikhs. were irregulars :raised ,in the 
without. date; 	reached the 	chief-magistrate 	of Punjaub; and.throughOut the contests. arising out 
Betimes, to the effect that Lawrence had. got rid of 
most of the remaining native troops, by paying 

of the Revolt, their fidelity towards the government, 
was seldom placed in doubt. 

them their duo, and giving them leave of absence The last day of 'June was a day of sad omen 
for three months ; he evidently felt disquietude at to the English in Lheknow. 	On the evening of 
the presence even of the apparently faithful sepoys the 29th, information arrived that a rebel force of 
in his place of refuge, so bitterly had he expo- ,. 
rimmed the hollowness of all protestations on their 

six or seven thousand limn was encamped eight 
miles distant on the , Frabad road, meat. the 

part. 	He had been very ill, ,and a provisional Kookra Canal. 	Lawrence thereupon determined 
council had been appointed in ease his health to attack them on the following .day. He started ' 
should further give way. 	Although the Residency at six o!clook , on. the morning of the 30th, With 
was the stronghold, the city and cantonment also about seven • hundred men and. eleven guns.* 
were 	still. under British control i a fort called Misled, either.  by accident or design, by informantS 
the Muchee Bhowan, about:. three-quarters of a on the' road, he suddenly fell into an ambush 	• 
mile from the Residency, and consisting of a of the enemy, . assembled in considerable • force 
strong, 	turreted, 	castellated- building; *as held near Ohinhut. ..Manfully struggling against supe- 

• by two hundred and twenty-five Europeans, with rior numbers, Lawrence looked forward confidently 
three guns. 	The cantonment was northeast of 
the Residency, on the opposite. side of the  river, 
over which were two bridges of approach. 	Sir 

to victory ; but just at 'the most 'critical moment, 
the. Oude artillerymen proved traitors--overturn-
ing their.six guns into ditches, cutting the traces of 

Henry had already lessened  from eight to four 
the number of buildings er posts where the 
troops were stationed—namely, the Residency, the 

Rite horses, and then going over. to the . enemy. , 
Completely outilanked, exposed to a terrible fire , 
,on all sides, weakened by the defection, having 

Muchee Bhowan, a ' strong post between these now few guns to use, and being almOst without 
two, and the diik-bungalossi between the Resideucy ammunition, Sir 	Henry ,saiv . that retreat . was 
and • the 'cantonment ; bet after the mutiny, he imperative. 	A disastrous retreat it was, or rather 
depended chiefly on the Residency and the Muchee a complete rout; the heat was. fearful, the con- 
Bhowan. 	News, somewhat more definite hvehar- fusion was dire; and the officers and:  men • fell 
actor, was 'conveyed in: a letter written 'by Sir rapidly, to rise no more. ' Colonel Case, of H.M. 
Henry on the :20th 'of June. 	So completely were 32d, receiving a mortal wound, was immediately 
the roads watched,. that be had , not received a succeeded by Captain Steevarw, he in like ;manner. 
word of information from Cawnpore

'
Allahabad, soon fell, and was succeeded. by. Captain Mansfield, 

Benares, or any other' important place through- who escaped ,the day's perkbut afterwards',died 
out the whole month 'down to that date ; he 
knew not what progress was .being made by the 

of cholera. 	, 	 . 	. , 
,Sir ' Henry Lawrence now forind himself in, a 

rebel; beyond the region of which Lucknow was grave difficulty. 	The English positionat Lucknow 
more immediately' the . centre ; he still held the 
fort, city, Residency, and cantonment, but Was 

needed all the strengthening he could impart-to it, 
He had held, as already explained, not only the 

terribly threatened 'on all sides by large bodies of Residency; but the fort of Muchee' Bhowan and 
mutineers. 	On the 27th he wrote another letter 
to the authorities at Allahabad, one of the very 

other' posts. 	The calamity of the 30th, however, 
having weakened him too much to garrison all,,or 

few (out of a large number despatched) that sue- even more than one, 'he removed,* troops, and 
heeded in reaching their destination. 	This letter their blew lup the Muohee . Bhowan, at midnight 

• was still full of heart, for he. told of the Residency on the' 1st of July, sending '240 barrels' of gun- 
and the Muchee Bhowan being still held• by him powder .and, 3,000,000 ball-cartridges ditto 'the •Itir. 
in force ; of cholera being on the decrease ; of his From that hour the whole of the English made the 	' 
supplies being adequate for two months and a Residency. their stronghold. 	Later'faets rendcred 	' 
half 'and of his power to 'hold his own! 	On the it almost 'certain that, if. this abandonment and 
other hand, ho felt assured that at that moment explosion had not taken glace, scarcely a European 
Lucknow was the only place throughout the whole wouldhaxe lived to tell the tale of the subsequent 
of Oude where British influence was paramount; miseries at Lueknow. 	By, incessant exertions, he 
and that he dared not leave the city for twenty- collected in the ,Residency six . monthe, food for .a 
four , hours 	without 	danger 	of 	losing all his thousand persons. 	The last hour of the gallant 
advantages. 	His sanguine, hopeful spirit shone 
out in the midst of all his trials.; he declared that 

man was, however, approaching, 	A, shell, sent by 	, 
the insurgents, penetrated into his -room on this 

with one additional European regiment,. and a . 	. 	 . 	, . 
hundred artillerymen, he deuld re-establish British • I
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supremacy in ,Oude ; and he added, in a sportive and %I Oude irregular cavalry; and 40 volunteer •cavalry, itadbr 
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t 	, ' day ; his 'officers advised him to 'remove to another • hove all the attacks directed against it ; bow the 
stet;  but he "declined the advice; ail on the next inmates,' under the brave' and energetic, Inglis, 	. 

, day; the 24 'of. July, another shelte r . +1:ttering; 'and held on against heat, diseaie, cannon-balls;  thirst,' 
• 'bursting within thesame room, gave him a niortal hunger, and fatigue ; 'how and by whom they 
. wound: 	Knowing his last hour was approaching, were liberated—will come for notice in proper r 

I 
• Sir Henry. appointed Brigadier Inglis his successor 

in military matters, and Major Banks his successor 
as chietcommiSsioner of Oude. 

Grief, deep and earnest, took possession of every 

course. , 
The other districts of Oude fell one by one into 

the hands of the insurgents. 	The narratives sub-
sequently given by Such English officers as ,were 

Breast' in the Residency;. 'when, on *heath of. July, 
it was  announced that the good ' and great Sir 

fortunate enough to escape the perils of those evil 
. days, bore a general resemblance one to another; . 

Henry Lawrence had breathed his last. 	He was 
• a man of whom no one doubted; like his gifted 

inasmuch as they told of faith in native troops , 
being rudely broken, irresolute loyalty dissolving" ' 

brother, Sir John, he had the rare power of draw- into confirmed hostility, treasuries of Coinpanys 
e ing to .himself the respect and love of •those by 

whom he was surrounded, almost without excep- 
rupees tempting those • who might otherwise pos-
sibly have been true to their salt, military efficers 

Con. 	'Few men,' said Brigadier Inglis, at a later and their wives • obliged to flee for succour to 
date, 'lave ever possessed to the same extent the Nynee .Tal , or some other peaceful station, the . 

I 
power which he enjoyed of ivinning, the hearts of 
allahose with whom he came in contact, and thus 

families of civilians, suddenly thrown , homeless 
upon the -world, and blood and plunder marking 

insuring the -warmest and most zealous devotion . the footsteps of the marauders 'who, followed the - 
for himself and the government which he served, example set by the rebellious sepoys and troopers. 	• 
All ranks possessed such confidence in his judg- A few examples • will suffice to illustrate the 
anent and his fertility of resource, that the news of ' general character of these outbreaks. 	. 	, 
bis fali was, received throughout the garrison with . 	The mutiny at Fyeabad, besides being attended 
feelings .01 consternation only second to ' the grief , with a sad loss of life, was note-worthy for certain. 
which was inspired in the hearts of , all by the peculiarities in the ,tactics of the insurgents—a 
loss of a public benefactor and a warm personal kind of cool audacity not always exhibited in other 
friend. • 	I trust the government of India insInces." 	A brief description will chew the posl- 

. will pardon me for having attempted, however tioa and, character of this city. 	In a former 
imperfectly, to portray this great and .good man, chapter (p. 83) it was explained that °ado Or 
In' him every good and deserving soldier lost a Ayodha, the city that gave name to the province, 

. friend and a chief capable of discriminating, and is very ancient as a Hiudoo capital, but has become 	, 
• ever, 'on the alert . to reward merit, no matter poor and ruinous in recent times ; and 'That the • , 

how,humble the sphere in -which it was exhibited.' fragments of many of its old structures were 
Such was the soldier 'whom all moo delighted to employed in building Fyzabad, the Mohammedan 
honour,* and to 'whom the graceful compliment Ayodha, nearly adjoining it on the southwest. 	It 
was once paid, that ' Sir Henry Lawrence enjoyed was scarcely more than a hundred and thirty ycart 
the rare felicity of transcending all rivalry except ago that the foundation of Fyzabad was established, 
that of his illustrious brother.' by Saadut, Ali Khan, the first nameth-vizier of 

How the overcrowded Residency at Lucknow Onde ; its advance in prosperity was rapid ; but 
. • • since the selection of Lucknow as the 'Capital 

• • 

'A 
the 
Sir 

Myer). boyhas read, and many living men still remember, bow 
death of Nelson was felt by an as a deep personal affliction. 
'leery Lawrence was less widely known, and bin deeds were in 

in 177.5,•Fyzabad has fallen iu dignity; the chief 
merchants and bankers have migrated to Lucknow, 

truth of less magnitude than those of the great sen-captain ; but and the remaining inhabitants are mostly poor. 	: 
never probably was a public man within the sphere of his reputa- 
tion more ardently beloved. 	Sir Henry LaATO.11C0 had that rare On 	the 3d of Julie, rumours*. circulated 	in , an& happy faculty (which a man in almost every other respect 
unlike bun Sir Charles Napier, is said also to have possessed) of Fyzabad that the mutinous 17th regiment B. N. I. 

i 	` • attaching to' 	himself every one with whom he came in contact. was approaching from Azinighur. Colonel Lennox'  
I lie had that gift which is never nequircd, a gracious, winning, 

noble manner; -rough awl ready as he was in the field, his manner the military commandanOtt once conferred. with 
in private 'life bud an indescribable ohorm of franknessotruee, , the other officers, .and formed a plan for defending 
and even courtly dignity. 	Ifs had that virtue which Englishmen 
instinctively and characteristically love—a lion-like courage. 	lie the place. 	The immediate alarm died away. 	On 
bad that fault which Englishmen so readily forgive, and when 

. mixed with what are felt to be its naturally concomitant good the 7th, however, renewed , information led the 
qualities, they almost admire—a hot and impetuous temper; ho colonel to propose an advance to Surooj-khoond, a • 
had in overflowing measure that Godlike grace which oven the 
base revere and the toad acknowledge as the crown of virtue—the 

. place about five miles away, to repel the mutineers 
grace of charity. 	No young officer ever sat at Sir henry's table before they could reach Fyzabad. 	The native 
without learning to think more kindly of the natives; no one, 
young or old, man or woman, over beard Sir Marc speak of the troops objected to go out, on the plea of disinclita 

•• 	European soldier; Or everoisited the Lawrence •Asilum, without ation to leave their families and property 'behind; 
1. 	' 	' being excited to a nobler and truer aprireeiation of the real extent „ 

of his duty towards his neighbour. 	Ile was -one of the' few ills- but they promised to fight valiantly in the canton- 
' tinguished Anglo-Indians who hair attained to something like an 

English reputation in his lifetime. 	In a few years, his name will merit if necessary, and many of than shook ;sands 
be familiar to every reader of Indian history; but for the present 
it is in India that his memory will be most deeply cherished - It is 

with him in token of fidelity. 	Tlie evening of the 
by Angle-Indians that any eulogy on him will be best appreciated, 
if is by them that the institutions which ho founded anti maintained 
will be fostered as it monument to his Memory.'— Fraser'sAfasmine, 
No. US, 

8th revealed the hypocrisy of/this display. 	The 
native 	troops, 	cavalry* info/I:dry, 	and 	artillery, 
joined in a demonstration' which rendered all 
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the officers 'powerless; every officer was, in effect, 
made a prisoner

' 
 and placed 'tinder 'armed guard 

. 
wanderers, leaving in the boat the few fragments 
of property they had brought away from Fyzabacl, • 

for the night ; two ' tried to escape, but were sot out on foot towards GOruckpore. With nothing : 
• fired at and brought back. 	The leader of the butil.he clothes on their backs; the family began 

mutiny, Dhnleep Singh, subadar-major of the 22d their , weary flight. 	After stopping under trees 
regiment, 'came to Colonel Lennox in the morn- and by the side of wells to rest occasionally, they 

, ing, and Old him plainly that he and the other walked until the heat of day rendered necessary a ''. 
officers must yield to the course of circumstances ; longer pause. 	By a -narrow, chance they avoided 
that boats would be provided to take them down 
the river Gogra towards Dinapoor, but that he 

being dragged to the camp of the 17th regiment, 
by a trooper Who professed to have 'been offered . 

would not guarantee their safety after once they two hundred rupees for the head of each member 
had embarked. 	There was a cool impudence about of the family. • A' friendly ,chieftain, one Meer 
the proceeding, unlike the wild confusion exhibited Mohammed Hossein Khan, came' to their rescue •• 
at many of the scenes of outbreak, 	A moulvie, 
who had been imprisoned in the quarter-guard for 

just at the moment of greatest peril. 	One of the 
retainers of this man, however, more disposed for 	' 

a disturbance created in the city, and who had just enmity than amity, spoke to the colonelwith great 
been liberated by the mutineers, sent the sub- bitterness and fierceness of manner, showing that . 
assistant surgeon to Colonel Lennox with a mes- 
sage; thanking him for kindnesses received daring 

the prevalent rumours had made a deep iimpres- 	, 
sion in Oude ; he expressed .a• longing to shoot the 

the imprisonment, and requesting that the colonel's English, 1  who had come to take away' their caste) 	' 
Tull-dress regimentals might be sent to the moulvie. and make them Christiana' 	Meer Mohammed 
The native surgeon begged pardon for his change rebuked this man for saying that a stable would 
of allegiance ; -urging that times were altered, 
and that he mast now obey the mutineers.. There 

do to shelter the refugees, for that he was prepared 
'to kill them like dogs.' 	The fugitived were taken 

was something more than mere effrontery, how- to a 'small fort, one ,of the nutnerous class lately 
over, in the proceedings of these insurgents;* there adverted 	to, ' whore the semiudars 	and ',petty 
was a subordination amid insubordination. 	' The , chieftains maintained a kind of feudal or clannish 	,. 
men, said one of the narrators, ' guarded their independence. 	On the second day, the danger to 
officers 	and their bungalows after mutinying, 
placed sentries over the magazines and all public 

sheltered Europeans 'becoming apparent, Coonel 
Lennox, his wife, and daughter, put on 'native 

property, and sent out pickets to prevent the dresses, and remained nine days concealed in a 
townspeople and servants from looting. 	They reed-hut behind the zenana, treated very kindly 
held a council of war, in which the cavalry pro- and 	considerately 	by their 	protector. 	Meer 
posed to kill the officers ; but the 22d, objecting to Mohammed -Went once- or twice to Fymbad, to 
this, informed their officers that they would be learn if possible the plansTf.lhe mutineers ;..he 	'' 
allowed to leave, and might take with them their was told that they meant to 'attack Lucknow, and 
private arms and property, but no public property then depart for Delhi. 	On the 10th day of the 	• 
—as that all belonged to the King of Ode.' hiding, 'when news arrived that the fort was likely 

Let us briefly trace the course of some of the to be attackedy tholadies wont for shelter into .the 
European fugitives. 	Colonel Lennox, powerless /mane, while the colonel was hid in a dark wood- 	. 
to resist, gave up his regimentals, and prepared shed. 	Happily, howqer, it,  turned out' that the 
for a melancholy boat-departure with his wife suspected strangers were a party sent by the 'eel- 
and daughter. 	They were escorted to the banks of lector of Ooruekpore for the rescue of the family. 
the Gogra, and pushed off on their voyage. 	From Danger was now nearly over. 	The fugitives 
two in the afternoon on the. 8th of June, until 
nearly midnight, their boat .descended the stream 

reached Amorah, Bustee, Gorneltpore, Azinighur, 
and Ghazeepore, at which place they took steamer 

—often in peril from sentries and scouts on shore, 
but befriended by two sepoys who had been sent to 
protect them for a short distance. 	Much care and 

down to Calcutta. 	, This fortunate escape from 
, great peril was almost 'wholly duo to 'the noble , 
and considerate' Meer Mohammed, 'as Colonel 

manoeuvring were required to effect a safe passage Lennox very properly characterises him 
'near the spot -where the mutinous 17th regiment Far more calamitous were the boat-adventures 
-was encamped ; for it now became manifest that of the main body of Fyzabad officers, of which an 
the 22d had in effect sold the fugitives to the other account Ana afterwards written, for the inform,- 
corps. 	Early on the following morning, infer- tion of government, by Farrier-sergeant Basher, Of 
motion received on shore rendering evident the the light field-battery. On the morning of the.  8th, .. 
danger of a further boat-voyage, the houseless the wives and farhilies of many civilians, and of, 

five non-commissioned European officers, had been 
f4 The troops stationed at that time at Pyzabati Comprleed the 22a 

regiment native infantry; the 6th regiment irregular Undo infantry; 
the 6th troop of the liAlt regiment irregular cavalry; No, .5 company 

sent by Captain Orr to .a place called Sheergunge, 
under the protection of ft friendly native, Rajah 

of the ith battalion ot' artillery; and No. 15 horse-battery. 	Tim Maim Singh, to be free from peril if tumult should . 
chief otacers veto ColOReis Lennox and O'Brien; Major Mill; 
Captain Morgan • Lieutenunts Fowle, English, Bright, Lindesay, arise. 	Early on the Oth, While Colonel Lennox 
Thom-,,  Onsoloy, Oautley, eordmt,Panions, Percival, and Carrie; was still at the station, all or nearly all the other 
and ilukgns Anderson and iVitchie. 	Colonel Goldney held a civil . 
appointment as commissioner:\ English. were sent off by the mutineers in four 	.1 
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'heath. One of these boats (mere diughee.s, in which departure from Fyzabad. 	The boat containing 
little more than a bundle for each person could 
be put) contained eight persons, one Si; one five, 
and the remaining boat three, 	Only ono female 

Colonel O'Brien, Lieutenants Percival and Gordon, 
Ensign Anderson, and Assistant-surgeon Collinson, 
pursued its voyage the whole way down to Dina,- 

was of the party, Mrs Helium, wife of Sergeant- poor ; but it was a voyage full of vicissitudes to 
major Helium of the 22d native regiment. 	The the fugitives. 	At many places they were obliged 
first and second boats got ahead of the other two, 
and proceeded about twenty miles down the river 

to lie flat in the boat to prefent recognition from 
the shore ; at others they bad to compel the 

without molestation; but then were seen troopers native boatmen, on peril of sabring, to continue 
and sepoys approaching the banks, with an evi- their tugging at the oars; on one occasion they 
dently hostile intent. 	The firing soon became so narrowly escaped shooting by a herd of villagers 
severe that the occupants of the first boat struck in who followed the boat. 	For three days they had 
for the offshore, and seven of them took to their nothing to oat but a little flour and water ; but 
heels—the eighth being unequal to that physical 
exertion. 	They ran on till checked by a broad 

happening to meet with a friendly rajah at Gala, 
they obtained aid which enabled them to reach 

stream; and while dgliberating how to cross, 
persons approached Avho were thought to be 

Dinapoor on the 17th. 
The occupants of the remaining boat, 	the 

sepoys; the alarm ,proved false, but not before civilians, and the ladies and. children who bad 
Lieutenants Currie and Parsons had been drowned 
in an attempt to escape by swimming.. The other 

not been able to effect a safe retreat to Nyuee Tel, 
suffered terribly ; many lives were lost ; and those 

five, running on till quite exhausted, were fortu- who escaped to Goruckpore or Dinapoor arrived 
nate enough to meet with a friendly native, who in distressing plight--especially a party of women 
sheltered them for several hours, and ' supplied and children who had been robbed of everything 
them with food. 	At midnight they started again, 
taking the road to Amorah, which they were 

while on the way, and who had been almost 
starved to death during a week's imprisonment in 

enabled to reach safely through the influence of 
their kind protector—although once in great peril 

a fort by the river-side. 	When it is stated that, 
among a group of women and children who reached 

from a gang of freebooters. 	They were glad to a place of safety after infinite hardships, an infone 
meet at Amorah the three occupants of the fourth was Loma on the road, the reader 'will easily coin- 
boat, who, like themselves, had escaped the dangers prebend how far the sufferings must have exceeded 
of the, voyage by running across fields and fording anything likely to appear in print. 	Many per- 
streams. 	At seven in the morning of the 10th, 
the fugitives, now eight in company, recommenced 

sons' were shot, many drowned, while the fate 
of others remained doubtful for weeks or even 

their anxious flight—aided occasionally by friendly months. 	Colonel Goldney and Major Mill were 
natives, but at Tenn% betrayed by one whose among the slain. 	The wanderings of Mrs Mill 
friendship was only a mask. 	They had to cross a and her three children were perhaps among the 
nullah or stream knee-deep, under pursuit by a most affecting incidents of this mutiny. 	Amid 
body of aimed men ; here Lieutenant Lindesay the dire haste of departure, she became separated 
fell, literally cut to pieces ; and when the other from her husband, and was the last English- 
seven had passed: to the opposite bank, five were woman left in Fyzabad. 	How she escaped and 
speedily hewn to the ground and butchered— how she fared, was more than she herself could 
Lieutenants Ritchie, Thomas, and English, and two clearly narrate; for the whole appeared afterwards 
English sergeants. 	Tho two survivors ran at their as a dreadful dream, in which every kind of 
topmost speed, pursued by a gang of ruffians ; misery was confusedly mixed. 	During two or 
Lieutenant Cautley was speedily overtaken, • and three weeks, she was wandering up and down 
killed ; and then only Sergeant Busher remained the country, living in the jungle when man refused 
alive. 	He, outrunning his pursuers, reached a her shelter, and searching the fields for' food when 
Brahmin village, where a bowl of sherbet was 'given 
to him. 	. After a little rest, he ran on again, until 

none was obtainable elsewhere. 	Her poor infant, 
eight months old, died for want of its proper 

one Baboo Bully Singh was found to be on the nourishment ; but the other two children, seven 
scent after him ; he endeavoured to hide under and three years old, survived all the privations 
some straw in a but ; but was discovered. and 
dragged out by the hair of the head. From village 

to which they were exposed. 	On one occasion, 
seeing some 	troopers 	approaching, and being 

to village he was then carried as an exhibition 
to be jeered and scoffed at by the rabble ; the 

utterly hopeless, she passionately besought them, 
if their intentions were hostile, to kill her children 

Baboo evidently intended the cruel sport to be without torturing them, and then to kill her. 	The 
followed by murder ; but this intention under- appeal touched the hearts of the rude men ; they 
went a change, probably from dread of some future took her to a village and gave her a little succour; 
retribution. 	He kept his prisoner near him for and this facilitated their conveyance by a friendly 
-ten days, but did not further ill treat him. 	On native to Goruckpore, where danger was over. 
the eleventh day, Busher was liberated ; he over- Sultanpore was ano,9ter station at which mutiny 
took Colonel Lennox and his family; and safely and murder occurred. On the 8th of June, a wing 
reached Ghazeepore seventeen days 	after his of the 15th irregular cavalry entered that place 
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.from Seetapoor; ,in. a state ,of evident excitement. 

. 
'cupidity.. . It is curious to note Colonel Neil's 

Lieutenant "Tueker, who was a ,  favourite. with  .comment.on this incident, in his official dispatch ; 
them, endeavoured to. allay their mutinous 'spirit, 
and succeeded for. 'a few hours ; but on the fol- 

his 	reliance on the' native :troops "was v of , the 
smallest Possible amount ; and in reference to, the 

lowing morning they rose in tumult, 'murdered captain's honest faith, he said: `This is absurd; 
Colonel Fisher, Captain Gubbings, and two other they were as deeply in -the plot as the rest of the , 
Europeans; and urged the lieutenant to escape, 
which lie did. 	After much jungle-wanderings, 
and concealment in a friendly native's house, he 
safely arriY ed at ?3enares, as did likewise four or . 

army; the only credit duato them is that they did 
not murder their officers.' . 	 . 	' 

Seetapoor, about fifty miles north. of Ludlam , 
was the place towards which the insurgent troopi 

five other, officers, and all the European women from that city.bent their steps at the close of May. 
and children at the station. 	In this as in ether Whether those regiments kept together, and how 
instances,the revolt of the troops was followed by far they proceeded on the next few days, are points 
marauding 'and incendiarism on the part of the not clearly, made. out ; but it is certain that. the.  
rabble of Sultanpore ; 	in this, too, as- in other native troops ?stationed 'at Seetapoor—comprising 
instances, the mutineers had a little affection for the 41st Bengal infantry; the 9th and 10th Oude 
some ono or more among their officers, whom irregular infantry, and the 2d•Outle military police, 	' 
they endeavoured to save. 	 . in all about three thousand men—rose in mutiny 

The station of 'Pershadeepore experienced its on thwad of June. The 41st began the movement. 
• day or -trouble on the, 10th of June. 	The 1st A sepoy came to one of the officers in the morning, 

-regiment 	Onde 	irregular 	infantry 	was ' there 
stationed, under . Captain Thompson. 	He prided 

announced that the rising was about to take place,, ', 
declared that -neither he nor his companions wished 

himself on the fidelity of his men '; inasmuch 'as to draw blood, and suggested that all the officers 
they seemed to, turn a, deaf ear to the rumours should retreat from the station. . The regiment was I  

in two wings, one in •the town and one in the can- and suspicions circulating elsewhere;  and he had 
detected the falsity of a mischief-maker, who had torment; the plundering of the treasury was begun 
secretly caused ground bones to be mixed with' by the first-named party; the other wing,obedient 
the attah (coarse flour with which chupatties at first, broke forth when they suspected they . 
are made) . sold in the bazaar, as the foundation might be deprived of a share in the plunder. After • 
for a report that, the government intended to. the, 41st had thus set the example, the 9th revolted; 
take away the caste of the people. 	This pleasant then the 	military police ; 	and then 	thee  10th. 
delusion lasteduntil the 9th; when a troop of the Lieutenant Burnes, of the last-named regiment, 
3d Oude irregular cavalry arrived from Pertabghur, 
followed soon afterwards by news of the rising at 

entreated his men earnestly to remain faithful, 	, 
but to no effect. 	Seeing that many officers had 

Sultanpore. 	The fidelity of the infantry now gave been struck down, the remainder hastily retired to 
way, under the temptations and representations the house .of Mr Christian the'cOmmissiener ; and ' 
made 'to them by other troops. 	When Captain when All were assembled;  with the civilians, the 
Thompson rose on the morning of the 10th, he ladies, and• the children, it was at once resolved, to 
found his.. regiment all dressed;  and in orderly quit the burning bungalows and ruthless soldiers . 
mutiny (if such an expression may be used). 	He and seek refuge at Lucknow. 	Some made their 
tried with an aching heart to separate the good 
men from the bad, and to induce the former to 

exit without any preparation; among' whom was ".
, 

Lieutenant .Burnes---roaming through jungles for 	,. 
retire with him to Allahabad ; but the temptation .days, and aiding women and children as best they 
of the treasure was more than they could resist ; could, suffering all those miseries which have so 
they all joined in the spoliation, and then felt that 
allegiance was at an end. 	At four in the after- 

often been depicted. .The great body of Europeans, 
however, left the station in buggies and. other 

noon all the Europeans left the station, with- vehicles; and as the high roads were perilous, the 
out a shot or 'an angry word from the 'men;  fugitives drove over hills; hollows, ..and ,ploughed 
they wore escorted to the fort of . Dliaroopoor, 
belonging to a chieftain named Rajah Hunnewaut 

fields, where 	perhaps vehicles had never ,been 
driven before. 	Fortunately, twenty troopers re- 

Singh
' 
 who treated them courteously, and after 

some days forwarded them safely to Allahabad. 
mained faithful' to them, and escorted 'them all 	, 
the way to Luoltnovi, which place they reached on 

There was not 'throughout India a mutiny eon- . the night of the third day—reft of everything they • . 
.ducted with more quietness on both sides than 'possessed, like many other fugitives in those.,days: 
this at Pershadeepore ; the sepoys had evidently 
no angry feeling towards their officers. 	Captain 

Many of the Europeans.did not succeed in quitting ,, 
Seetapoor in time ; .and. among these the work of ' 

Thompson remained of opinion that his men had death was ruthlessly carried ou—the , sepoys being . • 
'been 	led 	away by rumours and 	insinuations . either unwilling or unable to check these scenes of 	• 
brought by stragglers from other stations, - to the barbarity. 	 • 
effect that any Oude regiment which did not mutiny As at 	Lucknow, .Fyzabad, Sultanpore, Per- 
would be in peril from those that had ; and that, 
even under this fear, they Would have. remained 

shadeepore; Seetapoor; so at Secrora,,Durriabad, - . 
Ilemytch, Gouda, and other places. in, Nile-- 

faithful bad there been no treasure to tempt their wherever there was a 'native 'regiment stationed, 	. 
v. 
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or a treasury of the Company established, there, 
in almost every instance, were exhibited scenes of 

of Sir David Ochterlony, who held one-fourth of 
a command which seems to have had no head or 

violence attended by murder and plunder, 	The general commander, saved the British from ignom- 
lamented Lawrence, in the five weeks preceding inious defeat. 	Broken engagements led to another 
his death, was, as has been lately pointed out, 
placed in an extraordinary position. 	Responsible 

war in 1816, which terminated in a treaty never 
since ruptured ; the Nepaulese court has been a 

to the supreme government both for the political focus of intrigue, but the intrigues have not been 
and the military management of Oude, and know- of such a character as to disturb the relations of 
ing that almost every station in the province was a amity with the British. 	Jung Bahadoor—a name 
focus of treachery and mutiny, he was notwith- well known in England a few years ago, as that of 
standing powerless to restore tranquillity. 	So far a Nepaulese ambassador who made a sensation by 
from Cawnpore assisting him, he yearned to assist his jewelled splendour—was the nephew of a man 
Cawnpore ; Rohilcund was in a blaze, and could who became by successive steps prime minister to 
send him only mutineers who had thrown off all the king. 	Instigated by the queen, and by his 
allegiance ; Meerut, after sending troops to Delhi, 
was doing little but defending itself; Agra, with a 

own unscrupulous ambition, Jung Bahadoor caused 
his uncle to be put to death, and became corn- 

mere handful of European troops,was too doubtful mander-in-chief under a new ministry. 	Many 
of its Gwalior neighbours to do anything for scenes of truly oriental slaughter followed—that 
Lucknow and Oude ; Allahabad and Benares were is, slaughter to clear the pathway to power. 	Jung 
too recently rescued, by the gallant Neill, from Bahadoor treated kings and queens somewhat as 
imminent peril, to be in a position to send present the Company was accustomed to do in the last 
assistance to Sir Henry; and the Nepaul sovereign, century ; setting up a son against a father, and 
Jung Bahadoor, had not yet been made an ally of treating all alike as puppets. 	At a period sub- 
the English in such a way as might possibly have sequent to his return from England, he caused a 
saved Oude, and as was advocated by many well- 
wishers of India. 

marriage to be concluded between his daughter, 
six years 	old, and the 	heir-apparent to 	the 

The position of the sovereignty just named may Nepaulese throne, then in his ninth year. Whether 
usefully be adverted to here. 	Nepaul, about equal king or not, he was virtually chief of Nepaul at 
in area to England, is one of the few independent the time when the Revolt broke out; and had 
states of Northern India ; it reaches to the Hima- menaced, by astuteness in 	his 	diplomacy, to 
laya 	 n the north ; and is bounded on the other remain on friendly terms with the authorities at 
sides'  by the British territories of Behar, Oude, and Calcutta : indeed he took every opportunity, after 
Kumaon. The region is distinguished by the ma;- his English visit, to display his leaning towards 
nificent giant mountain-chain which separates it his neighbours. 	Like Nena Sahib, he had English 
from Tibet; by the dense forest-jungle of the Terai pianos and English 	carpets in his house, and 
on,  the Oude frontier; by the beautiful valley in prided himself in understanding English manners 
which the capital, Khatmandoo, lies, and which is and the English language; and it is unquestionable 
dotted with flourishing villages, luxuriant fields, 
and picturesque streams ; and by its healthy and 

that both those men were favourites among such 
'of the English as visited the one at Bithoor or the 

temperate climate. It is with the people, however, 
that this narrative is more particularly concerned. 

other at Khatmandoo. 
It has been mentioned in a former chapter 

The Nepaulese, about two millions in number, 
comprise Goorkhas, Newars, Bhotias, Dhauwars, 
and Mhaujees. 	The Goorkhas are the dominant 

(p. 110 that Goorklia troops assisted to defend 
Nynee Tal when that place became filled with 
refugees ; 	and 	Goorkha 'regiments have been 

race; 	they 	are Ilindoos in religion, but very adverted to in many other parts of the narrative. 
unlike 11Mdoes in appearance, manners, and cus- Jung Bahadoor permitted the Nepaulese of this 
toms. 	The Newars are the aborigines of Nepaul, 
decidedly Mongolian both in faith and in features; 

tribe to enlist thus in the Company's service ; 
and he also offered the aid of a contingent, the 

they are the clever artisans of the kingdom, while non-employment of which brought many strictures 
the Goorkhas are the hardy soldiers. 	The other upon the policy of the Calcutta government. 	At 
three tribes are chiefly cultivators of the soil 	In a later date, as we shall see, this contingent was 
the latter half of the last century, Nepaul was for accepted ; 	and it rendered us good service at 
a short time a dependency of the Chinese Empire; Juanpore and Azimghur by protecting 13ei,:-..,•res 
but a treaty of commerce with the British in 1782 from the advance of Oude mutineers. 	About the 
initiated a state of affairs which soon enabled middle of June, fifteen Europeans (seven gentle- 
Nepaul to throw off Chinese supremacy. 	Conven- men,three ladies, and five children) escaped frora.  
Lions, subsidies, border encroachments, and family the Oude mutineers into the jungle region . of  
intrigues, checkered Nepaulese affairs until 1812; Nepaul, and sought refuge in a post-statie,n or  
when die Company made formal war on the serai about ten days' journey from GmlickPc,re and 
ground of a long catalogue of injuries and insults eighteen from Khatmandoo. 	The officer at that 
—such a catalogue as can easily be concocted by a place wrote to Jung Bahadoor for instruction in 
stronger state against a weaker. 	The war was so the matter ; to whica he received a 'speeds' replY 

conducted, that nothing but the military tact —'badly ' Treat them with every kindne,s;  give then1 
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elephants, &o., and escort them to Ooruckporo.' among the troops,. further than ti certain troubled 
Major Ramsey, the Company's •representative at and agitated state. 	On that day, however, the 
Khatmandoo, sent them numerous supplies in. Europeans received information, from two native 
tin cases.; and• all the English were naturally officers, that the men of the 18th and 66th native 
disposed to - bless the Nepaulese chieftain as a - regiinents had, while bathing in the riper, concerted• 
friend in the• hoar of greatest need, • without a plan .of mutiny for that same afternoon. 	Most 
inquiring very closely by what means he had 
gained his power. 

of the officers were quickly on the alert; and, 
whether or not through this evidence of prepared-. 

. The, course of the narrative now takes -us from ness, no 4mente took place on that day. 	On the 
Oude northwestward into the province of Rohil- 30th, Colonel Troup, who had relied on the fidelity 
cued -; the districts of which, named after the of the 8th irregular cavalry, received information 
towns• of Bareilly, Mooradabad, Shahjehanpoor, that those sowers had sworn not to act against the 
Boodayoun, and Bijnour, felt the full force of the native infantry and artillery if the latter should 
mutinous proceedings among the native troops. rise, although they would refrain from molesting 
The Rohillas were. originally Mussuhnan Afghans, 
who conquered this part of India, gradually settled 
down among the Hindoo natives, and imparted to 

their own -officers. 	After a day and 'night of 
violent excitement throughout the whole station, 
the morning of Sunday the 31st (again Sunday !) 

them a daring reckless character, which 'rendered ushered in a day of bloodshed 'aud rapine. 	Gies.  
Rohileund a nursery for irregular cavalry—aild sages were-  despatched to all the officers, warning 
afterwards for mutineers. them of some intended outbreak ; but the bearers, 

Brigadier Sibbald was commandant of Bareilly, • sent by Troup, failed in their duty, insomuch that 
one of the towns -of Rohilcund in which troops many of the officers remained ignorant of 'the 
were stationed. These troops were entirely native, 
comprising the 18th and 68th Bengal native 

danger until: too late to avert it. 	Major Pearson, 
of the 18th, believed his men to be stanch; 

infantry, the 8th irregular cavalry, and a battery Captain Kirby, of the artillery (6th company, 6th 
of native artillery—not an English soldier among battalion), in like manner trusted his corps ; and 
them except the 'officers. 	The brigadier, although Captain Brownlow, the brigade major, disbelieved 
these troops' appeared towards the close of the' " the approach of mutiny--at the very time that 
month of May to he in an agitated state, never.. Colonel Troup was impressing on all his conviction 
theless heard that all was well at Mooradabad, that the sinister rumours were well founded. 	At 
Shabjehanpoor, 	Almora., and other stations in eleven o'clock, the truth appeared in fatal' colours; 
Rohilcund, and looked forward with some con- the roar of cannon, the rattle of musketry, and 
fldence to the continuance of tranquillity—aided the yells of men, told plainly that the revolt had• 
by his second in command, Colonel Troup, and begun, and that the artillery had joined in it. 
the commissioner, Mr Alexander. 	As a pre- The 8th• irregular cavalry, av,V.fir Captain Mile- 
caution, however, the ladies and children -were kenzie, were ordered' or invited 	him to proceed 
sent for safety to Nynee Tal ; and the gentlemen against the' lines of The insurgent infantry and 
kept their horses saddled, ready for any emer- artillery ; but the result was so disastrous, that all 
gency. 	Bareilly being a city of a 'hundred thou- the Europeans, military as well as civilians, found 
sand inhabitants, the temper of the natives was. their only safety would be in flight. 	Ruktawar 
very anxiously watched. 	Scarcely had the month- 
closed, before 	the . hopes .of Brigadier Sibbald 

Khan, subadar of artillery, 'assumed the rank of , 
general, and paraded about in the carriage of 

received a dismal check, and his life -a violent the .brigadier, attended by a numerous string of 
end. 	We have already briefly mentioned (p. 114) followers as a 'staff.' 	Colonel Troup, writing on 
that on Sunday the 31st, Bareilly became a scene the 10th of June, had to report the deaths of 
of violence and rapine; the brigadier himself 
being ' shot by a trooper, the treasure seized;  

Brigadier Sibbald and three:or four other officers, 
together •with that of many of the- civil servants.. 

the bunaalows plundered and burned, and the About twenty-five military officers• escaped; but 
Europeans either murdered •or impelled to escape the list of ' missing' was large, and many of those 
for their lives. 	When Colonel Troup, who corn- included in it were afterwards known to have 
mended the 68th native infantry, and who became been brutally murdered., Captain Mackenzie

' 
 who 

chief military authority after the death of Sibbald, 
found himself safe at Nynee -Tal, he wrote an 

clung to his troopers in the earnest hope that they 
would remain faithful, found• only nineteen mon 

official account of the whole proceeding, corrot 
borating the chief facts noted by the brigadier, 

	

ti 	adding others known more especially to 
ailk r 

	

.,., 	•ae t. 	From this dispatch it appears that the 

	

uan't, 	al commanded at Bareilly from the 6th to the 

who did so, and who escorted their officers all the,  
way to Nynee .Tal. • 	 . 

A despicable hoary traitor, Khan Bahadoor 
Khan, appears to have headed tis movement. He 
had for many years been in receipt of a double colon; 	 , while the brigadier was making a 19t 	or‘ 	. pension from the Indian government—as the 

tour of i 	cotton through his district; that from 
the .29th, Sibbikld himself resumed the 19th • and that during those twenty- the cowman 'ring occurred to show disaffection three days no 

living representative of one of the early Rohilla 
chieftains, and as a retired judge of one of the 
native. courts. 	He 'was an old, venerable-looking, 
insinuating man ; he was thoroughly relied on by 
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the civil authorities at Bareilly; he had loudly- native artillery detachment, became very evident. 
proclaimed his indignation against the Delhi muti- On the 3d of June,, the. sopoys in guard of the 
neers ; and yet he became ringleader of those at treasury displayed , so 	evident an intention of 
Bareilly—deepening his damning atrocities by the appropriating the money, that Mr Saunders felt .  
Massacre of such of the unfortunate Europeans as compelled to leave it (about seventy thousand 
did not succeed in making their escape. It was by rupees) together with much plate and opiuxn in 
his orders, as self-elected chief of Rohilcund, that their hands—being powerless to prevent the spoli- 
a rigorous search was made for all Europeans who ation. 	The troops manifested much irritation at 
remained in Bareilly; and that Judge Robertson, 
and four or five other European gentlemen, were 

the smallness of the treasure, and were only pre-. 
vented from 'wreaking their. vengeance on the 

hung in the Kotwal square, after a mock-trial.. . officials by an oath they had previously taken. 
During the month of June, Bareilly remained To remain longer in the town was deemed a 
entirely in the hands of the rebels;. not an useless risk, as bad passions were rising on every, 
Englishman, probably, was alive in the place ; side. 	The civil officers of the Company, with 
and the Mussulmans and Hindoos were left to their wives and families, succeeded in making 
Contend for supremacy over the spoil. 	• a safe retreat to Meerut; while Captain Whisk 
' Of Boodayoun it will be unnecessary to say more Captain 'Faddy, and other officers of the 29th, with 
here ; Mr Edwards's  narrative of an eventful the few remaining Europeans, laid their plans for 
escape (pp. 115, 116), pointed to the 1st of June a journey to Nynee Tal. 	All shared an opinion 

0  as the day when the Europeans deemed it neces- 
racy to flee from that station—not because there 

that if the Bareilly regiments had not mutinied, 
the 29th would have remained faithful—a poor 

were any native troops at Boodayoun, but, because solace, such as had been sought for by Many other 
the mutineers from Bareilly were approaching, 
and joyfully expected by all the scoundrels in the 

officials similarly placed. 	Mr Colvin afterwards.  
accepted Mr Saunders's motives and 'conduct in 

place, who looked forward to a harvest of plunder leaving the station, as justifiable under the trying 
as a natural result. circumstances. 	• 

Mooradabad, which began its season of anarchy 
and violence on the 3d of June, stands on the 

Rohilcund contained three military stations, 
Bareilly, Mooradabad, and Shahjehanpoor—Booda- 

right bank' of the Ramgunga, an affluent of the youu 	 nd the other places named being merely 
Ganges, at a point about. midway. between Meerut 

la 
civil tations. 	As at Bareilly and Mooradabad, so 

and Bareilly. 	It is a town of nearly 60,000 inha- at Shabjelmnpoor ; the native troops at the 	.ation 
bitants—having a civil station, with its cutcherry rose in mutiny.-  On Sunday the 31st of M y—a 
and bungalows ; a cantonment west of the town ; 

1
._ 

 
day marked by so many atrocities in India. 	the 

a spacious serai for the accommodation of travel- 28th native infantry rose, surrounded the Chi stian 
lens; and an °river,. aus jail sufficiently large to residents as they were engaged in divine worship 
contain nearly two-  thousand prisoners. 	In this, 
as in many other towns of India, the Company's 

in church; and• murdered nearly the vhd e of 
them,, including the Rev. Mr lif'Callum i 	- the 

troops were wont 	to be 	regarded rather as sacred edifice itself. 	The few who escape 	were 
guardians of the jail and its inmates, than for any • exposed to an accumulation of miseries; 	 first 
active .military duties. 	So 'early as the 19th of . they sought shelter at Mohammerah in Oude ; then 
May, nine days after the mutineers of Meerut had ' ' they met the 41st regiment, after the mutiny at 
set the example, the 29th regiment native infantry Seetapoor, who shot and cut them down without 
proceeded to the jail at Mooradabad, and released mercy ; and scarcely any lived to tell the dismal 
all the prisoners. Although Mr Saunders, collector tale to English ears. 	. 	 . 
and magistrate, wrote full accounts to Agra of Thus then it appears that, in Rohilcund, the 
the proceedings of that and the following days, 
the dilks were so completely stopped on the 

18th, 	68th, 	28th, 	and. '29th 	regiments 	native 
' infantry, together with the Sth irregular cavalry 

road that. Mr Colvin remained almost in ignorance and a battery of native artillery, rose in revolt at 
of the state 	of affairs; 	and -on that account the three military stations, stud murdered or drove 
Saunders could  obtain no assista,ne from any out nearly the whole of the Europeans from the 
quarter. 	The released prisoners, joined by preda- entire 	province—European 	troops 	there . were 
tory bands of Goojurs, Meevvatties, and Jfits; corn- none; only officers and civilians. 	They plundered 
menced a ' system 'of plunder and rapine, which all the treasuries, containing more than a quarter 
the European authorities were ill able to check: of . a million sterling, and marched off towards 
The 29th, however, had not openly mutinied ;. and Delhi, five thousand strong—unmolested by .the 
it still remained 'possible to hold contnol within general who commanded at Meerut. 
the town and thc surrounding district ; several Nynee Tal became more crowded than ever 
native sappers and miners were' stopped and with refugees from Oude and Rohilcund. Under 
captured on their way from Meerut, and several of the energetic commandeof Captain Ramsay, this 
the mutinous 20th regiment on the way from Mozuf- hill-station retrained in quiet during the month of 
fernugger. 	When, however, news of the Bareilly ,May (p. 115) ; but 	was not so easily defended 
outbreak on the 31st reached Mooradabad, the 
effect on the men of the 29th regiment, and of a 

in June. 	Some of the native artillery at Almora, 
not far distant, gave rise to uneasiness towards 

ti 
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the .close of the month; yet as the ill-doers were Jast. 	Ile rode . all over 	the town, 	promising 
promptly put into prison, and as the Goorkhas rewards to those natives who would be -faithful ; 
remained stanch; 	was partially restored. confidence be endeavoured-to shame others by his. heroic 
The sepoys from-  the rebel regiments dreaded a bearing; lie appealed to the gratitude and good 
march in this direction, on account of the deadly feeling of many of the poorer natives, •who had• 
character of the Terai, a strip of swampy forest, 
thirty miles broad, which interposes • between 

been benefited by him in more peaceful times. 
But all in vain, 	The jail was broken open, the 

the plains 	and the hills; but that .jungle-land prisoners liberated, and the treasury plundered ; 
itself contained many marauders, who were only 
prevented by fear of the Goorkhas from going 

and Mr Tucker, flying to the roof of the cutcherry, 
there bravely defended himself until a storm of 

up to Nynee Tal. 	At the end of June, there bullets laid him low. 	Robert Tucker was one of 
were five times as many women and children as . those civilians of whom the Company had reason 
men among the Europeans at that place; hence to be proud. 	 . 
the anxious eye with which the proceedings in Advancing. to the northwest, we come to a 
surrounding districts were regarded. string of towns and stations—Etawah, Minpooree, 

The third region to which this chapter is appro- 
printed—the Doab—now calls for attention. 	Like 

Allygurh, 	Futteghur, 	Mnttra, 	Bolundshuhur, 
Mozuffernugger, .&c.—which ' shared with Oude 

Cade and Rohilcund, it was the scene of terrible and Rohilcund the wild disorders . of the month 
anarchy and bloodshed in the month of June. 	In of Juile. 	The mutiny at Futteghur has already 
its two parts—the Loader Doab, from Allahabad to engaged our notice (p. 133), in connection with the 
a little above Furneltabad ; and the. Upper Doab, 
from the last-named city up to the hill-country 

miserable fugitives who swelled the numbers put 
to death by Nena Sahib at Bithoor and Cawnpore. , 

—it was nearly surrounded by mutineers, who It needs little further mention here. 	The 10th 
apparently acted in conceit with those in . the native infantry, and' a small body of artillery, 
Doab itself. 	 . long resisted the temptation held out , by muti- 

Of Allahabad and Cawnpore, the two chief beers elsewhere ; but, 'on the appearance of the 
places in the Lower Doab, Sufficient has been Said insurgent regiments from Seetapoor, their fidelity 
in Chapters VIII. and IX. to trace the course of i gave way. 	Four companies went off with -the 
events during the month of June. .About midway treasure; the remainder joined the other mutinous 
between the two is .Futtehpoor, a small civil regiments in besieging the fort to which so many 
station in' the centre of a group of Mohammedan Europeans had fled for refuge, and from which so 
villages; it contained;, at ;the beginning of June, 
about a dozen eiVil.servants Of the Company, and 

disastrous. a boat-voyage was, Made . down the 
Ganges. 	Mr Colvin, at Agra, knew of the perilous 

a small detachment of the 6th native regiment state. of things at Futteghur; he knew that a native 
from 'Allahabad. ' The residents, as a precaution- nawab had been chosen by the mutineers as a sort 
ary measure, had sent their wives and children of sovereign ; but, as we shad presently see, he 
to that stronghold, .arid bad also arranged a.plau was too weak in reliable troops to.afford any assist- 
for assembling at the house of the magistrate, if ance -whatever. 	Thus it happened-  that the two 
danger should appear. 	On the 6th of the month, 
disastrous 	news 	arriving 	from . Lucknow 	and 

boat-expeditions, of June and 	July, ended so 
deplorably to the Europeans, and left Futteghur 

Cawnpore, the residents took up their abode for - so wholly in the hands of the rebels. 	It Was a 
the night on the Sat roof of the magistrate's house, 
with their weapons by their 'sides ; and on the 

• great loss to the British in many ways ; for most 
of the Company's gun-carriages were made, or at 

following day they hauled up a supply of tents, 
provisions; water, and ammunition—a singular 

least stored, at Futteghur; and the agency-yard 
was surrounded by warehouses containing . a large 

citadel being. thus extemporised in the absence of supply of material belonging to the artillery 
better. 	On the 7th, their small detachment aided service. 	Indeed it was this court-yard of the 
in repelling "a body of troopers who had just arrived gun-carriage agency that constituted the fort, as 
from Cawnpore on a plundering expedition; and soon as a few defensive arrangements had been 
the residents congratulated themselves on 	the made. 	Many circumstances bad drawn rather a 
fidelity of this small hand. 	Their reliance was, 
however, of short duration ; for, On the receipt 

large English population to Futteghur; and hence 
the terrible severity of the tragedy. 	'There wore 

of news of the Allahabad outbreak, the native officers 	of 	the 	10th regiment; 	other military 
officials in the collector's office gave way,like the officers on leave ; gun-carriage agents ; civil ser- 
natives all around them, and Futtelmoor soon rants ; merchants and dealers ; a few tent-makers 
became a perilous spot for Europeans. 	On the and other,, artisans ; indigo-planters from the neigh- 
9th, the residents held a council on their roof, and bowing estates; and many native Christians under 
resolved 	to quit the 	station. • A few troopers the care of the American Presbyterian mission. 
befriended them ; and th6y succeeded, after many We have already seen (pp. 112, 113) by how 

small a number of native trooPs several stations perils and sufferings, in reaching Banda, a town 
southward of the Jtmina., 	Not all of them, 
however. 	Mr Robert Tucker, the judge, resisting 

were set in commotion in May. 	The 9th regiment 
Bengal native infantry was separated into four 

entreaty, determined to remain at his post to the portions, which were stationed at Allygurh,Bolund- 
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shuhur, Etawah, 
all unitinied 

. 'of war,, if war 
' during the month 
, few words.. 
four companies•at 
24th 	that , 
Gwalior troopers;  
retain or regain 

• galloped off 
There were,- 

andllinpooree, respectively; and 
nearly at the same time. •The fortune , 

it tan be called, at these 'stations 
of June, may be traced in a very 

It was.,on the 20th , Of May :that the 
Allygurh mutinied; and. on the 

one-half 	of 	Lieutenant Cockburn's 
instead . of. assisting .him to 

the station, rose in mutiny and 
to.. join the insurgents 	elsewhere. 
however,' about.- a , hundred who 

remaiued...ithrul to him ; and these, with fifty 
'Volunteers, made, an advance to Allygurh; retook 
it, drove Out the detachment 'of the 9th native 	, 
regiment, released a few Europeans who had been 
in hiding there, captured,one .Rao . Bhopal Sing)", 
and:hanged him as a petty chieftain who had con- • . 
tinned the rapine begun by the sepoys. 	Through-. 
out the month of June this station was maintained , 
in British hands—not so much for its value in a 
military sense, as for its utility in keeping open the 
roads to,  Agra and Meerut ; hut; in the direction . 

..._.. , 
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t• 

of Delhi, tllo 
news,:the &tits 
other pre(latory 
coir.eiinas of 
,lered, .by the 

. Lieutenant • 
insurgents elsewhere 
British hands, 
at Etawah 
violence. 

Agra, when 
had passed 
any serious 
the,  44th . 
infantry, the 
After two companies 
mutinied while 
Mutts to Agra, 
disarm ;  all. 

.,..,. 
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iittelklita ltaifiggeor-gencral 

volunteers could obtain very little 
being all cut off by the Goojurs and 

bands. 	At Minpooree the three 
the 9th checked, it will be remel 
. undatinted courage and tact -of 

do Kautzow, departed to join the 
; but Minpooree remained in ' 

The remaining companies mutinied 
and . Boluudshuhur - without 	much 
• , 	. 
the narrative last left. it (p. 11.1); 

through the: month of May without 
disturl/ances. 	The troops consisted of 
and 67th 	regiments 	Bengal  native 

.3d 'Europeans, and a few artillery. 
of these native troops had 

engaged in bringing treasure from , 
Mr Colvin deemed it necessary to ' 

the other companies ;.. and  this was 

.--„: 

.,- -Tr'. 	'-- 7 ,-744•' - 
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of India, 

quietly and 	successfully effected on the 1st of 
June, by the .3d Europeans and. Captain D'Cyley'S 
' Chhbattery. . Many facts afterward 	came to 
light, tending to shew that, if this disarming had 
not taken place, -the 44th and 67th would. have 
stained their' hands with the same bloody .deeds as 
the sepoys were doing.  elsewhere. 	The native 
lines had been. more than once set on fire during . 
the later days of May—in the' hope, as afterwards . 
appears, that the handful of Europeans, by rushing 
out unarmed to extinguish the flames, would liftbrd 	• 
the native troops a favourable opportunity ' to 
master the defences of the city, and the,six guns of 
the field-battery. 	A curious proof wasbsupplied of 
the little knowledge possessed by the Europeans of . - 
the native character, and.the secret springs thaii.,,,...- 
worked unseen as moving powers for theig=s.  
There had long secured to be an angy  feeling  
between the 44th and the 67th ; andrur  Colvin) 
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or 'the brigadier acting with him, selected one placed under the managerrierit of Captains -Peen- 
company from each regiment for the mission to dergast and 	Lamb, Lieutenants Rawlins and 
Muttra, in the belief that each would act as a Oldfield, and Ensign Noble, who had belonged to 
jealous cheek upon the other; instead of which, 
the two companies joined in revolt, murdered 

the disarmed native regiments, was divided into 
two corps, to which the defence of the different 

many of their officers, and carried off their treasure parts of the station was intrusted. 	How the 
towards Delhi. Meek the very necessary disarming Europeans, both military 'and civilians, became 
of the two regiments, the defence of this important cooped up in 'the fort during July;  we shall see in 
city was left to the 3d European Fusiliers, Captain . a future chapter. 	. 
D'Oyley's field-battery of six guns, and a corps of - 	Meerut, during June, remained in the hands of 
volunteer European  cavalry under Lieutenant the British ; but there was much inactivity on the 
Greathed. Most of the disarmed men deserted, and part of the general commanding there, in relation 
swelled the ranks of the desperadoes that wrought to the districts around that town. 	On the 10th of 
so much ruin in the surrounding districts—a result May, when the mutiny began el). 60), there were a 
that led many military officers to doubt whether thousand men of the 60th Rifles, six hundred of the 
disarming without imprisonment was a judicious Carabiniers;  a troop of horse-artillery, and five 
course under such circumstances . for the men hundred artillery recruits—constituting a, • ewes 
naturally felt exasperated at their humbled pose. unusually large, in relation to the general distri-• 
tion, whether deserved or not ; and their loyalty, , 
as soldiers out of work, was not likely to be in any 

button of Englfsh troops in India 	Yet these line 
soldiers were not so handled as to draw from them 

way increased, 	Whether or not this opinion be the greatest amount of service. 	They were not 
correct, the Europeans in Agra felt their only sent after the three mutinous regiments who 
reliance to be in each other. 	During the early escaped to Delhi; and during the urgent. and 
days of June, Mott bf the Indiesresorted at night to 
certain places of refuge allotted by the governor, 
such as the fort, the post-office, the office of the 

Critical need of Lawrence, Colvin, and Wheeler, 
Major-general Hewett kept his Europeans almost 
constantly in or fleet' Meerut. 	It is true that he, 

Mofussilito newepapet, and behind the artillery and others who have defended him, asserted that ' 
lines ; while the gentlemen patrolled the streets, or the maintenance of the position at Meerut, a very , 
maintained a defensive attitude 	at 	appointed , important considere4on, could 	not have been 
places, 	Trade Wet continued, British supremacy insured if he had marched out to intercept rebels 
was atoseeted)  likiedelied Was kept away from the going from various quarters towards Delhi; but 
city, and the Europeaut eittintained a steady if not this argument Was • note deemed Satisetotory at 
cheerful deinedbour, 	NeViletheless Mr Colvin was 
full 	of itilxietiet i 	lie was responsible 	to 	the 

Calcutta ; Majorletteral Hewett wee superseded, 
tied another tottnientlee appointed in his place. 

Calcutta gotyerntnetity  hot only for Agra, but for It was not Until dtitio thateallis Were reestitb- 
the whole of the Northwest reovinees t 'yet he fished between Meerut and —Agra on the one 
found himself equally hhable to send aid to other hank and Meerut and Kurnaul on the other. 
stations, and ecceive ea' item them, 	Agra was'. some .eif the Europeans 'Were sent off to join 
troubled on the night et the 28d of je tie by the the beSitging army before Delhi; while a portion 
desertion of the jail-guard, to when had been of the rema4ndor were occasionally occupied in' 
intrusted the custody of the large central prison. putting down bends of Goojurs and other pre- 
A guard from the 3d Europeans was thereupon datory robbers around Meerut. 	The town of 
placed on the outside ; while the inside :was Sirdhana, where the ceetheekeeep,eeeee%eand children 
guarded by another force under Dr Walker tee, 
superintendent. 	So 	far as concerned military 

had been placed in sticTe.vreeeeeQX7), was too 
near Meerut to be held by the reliels. 	Early 

disturbances Within the city, Mr Colvin 'was not in 'Tune, one Wallee Dad Khan set hineself tip. 
at that time under much apprehension; but he as subadar or Captain-general of •Meeeut, under 
knew that certain regiments from Neemuch—the the King of Delhi ; raised a gabble,  forte, pf 
mutiny of which will be described in the next Goojure ; held the fort of efidagurh with site. 
chapter—had approached by the end of the month guns ; and seized the district/of Bolundshuhtir. 
to a point on the high road between Agra and News arriving that he was advancing with his 
Jeypoor„x0y near the first-named city ; and he force_lowards Meerut, about a hundred European 
heard that they contemplated an attack. 	He troops, Rifles and Carabiniers, with a few civilians 
estimated their strength at two regiments of and two guns, started off to intercept hint 	They 
infantry, four or five hundred cavalry, and eight had little work to do, however, except to burn 
guns ; but as the whole of the civil and military villages held by the insurgent.  ; for the robber 
authorities at Agra, were on the alert, he did not Goojurs having • quarrelled with the robber Jilts 
regard this approaching force with much alarm. about plunder, the latter compelled Wallee Dud 
To strengthen his position, and maintain public Khan and his general, Ismail Khan, to effect a 
eonfidence he organised a European militia of It4k„,,,, 	, 
hose 	 foot, among the clerks railway men, 

retreat before the English came up, 	In the last 
week of the month the force at Meerut, chiefly in 

,ko, to  .:*ich it was expected and desired that 
nearly al \c 	 belong. ivilians should 	 This militia, 

, 

consequence of the number sent off to Delhi, was 
reduced to about eight hundred ; these were kept 
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so-:well on the alert; and the whole town and 
cantonment so well guarded, that the Europeans 
felt little alarm ; although vexed that they could 
afford no further assistance to the besiegers of 
Delhi, nor even chastise a portion of the 4th 
irregular cavalry, who mutinied at Mozuffernugger. 
All the English, civilians and their families as well 
as. military officers, lived at Meerut either in bar- 
racks or tents—none venturing to sleep beyond the 
immediate spot where the military were placed. • 

Simla, during these varied operations, continued 
. to be a place where, as at Nyneo Tel, ladies 

and children, -as well as some of the officers and 
civilians, took refuge 	after being despoiled by 
mutineers. A militia was formed after the hasty 

* departure of General Anson; Simla was divided 
into four districts under separate officers; and the 
gentlemen aided by a few English troops, defended 
those districts, throughout June. 	The people at 

t  the bazaar, and all the native servants of the 
place,' were disarmed, and the arms taken for 
safe custody to Kussowlie.' 

Delhi—a place repeatedly mentioned in every 

. 	. 

chapter of this narrative—continued to 	be the 
centre towards which the attention of all India was 
anxiously directed. 	Fast as the native regiments 	- 
mutinied in Bengal, Oude, Rohilcund, the Doab, 
Bundeleund, and .elsewhere, so did they either flee 
to Delhi, or shape their course in dependence on 
the military operations going on there ; and fast as 
the British troops could be despatched to that spot, 
so did: they take rank among the besiegers.. 	But 
in truth this latter augmentation came almost 
wholly from the Punjaub and other western dis-, 
tricts. 	'Lloyd, Neill, Wheeler, Lawrence, Hewett, 
Sibbald, were so closely engaged in attending to 
the districts around Dinapoor Benares, Allahabad, 
Oawnpore, Lucknow, Meerut, and Bareilly, that 
they could• not send aid to the besiegers of Delhi, 
during several weeks of siege operations. 	These 
operations will be noticed in systematic order, 
when the other threads of the narrative have been 
traced 	to 	the proper 	points. 	Mean' hile the 
reader will bear in mind that the siege of Delhi 
was in progress from the middle of. June to nu 
advanced period in the summer. 
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CHAPTER XL 
. 	• 	 . 

CENTRE, REGIONS OF INDIA: JUNE. 

, • 
v... . 

1 , N the political and territorial 
arrangements of the East India 

another, these Mahrattas were on fair terms with.. the 
East India Company until 1803, when;  unluckily 

(.0.  

, 
- 

......,.) 

Company, the name of Central 
India is somewhat vaguely em- 
ploycd to designate a portion of the 

region lying between the Jumna, and 

for the. continuance of his rule, the: native rajah 
joined Scindia tin. the war against the British. 
As a consequence, when peace was. restored in,  
1804, he was forced to . yield Cuttack and other 

'1  -- 	Bundelcund on. the northeast, and provinces ,to , the conquerors. - In 1817, another 
- 	the .Nizam's territory and Gujerat' on Rajah of Nagpoor joined the Peishwa of the 

the southwest ; a designation convenient Mahrattas in hostilities: against the British--a 
' .4.1' fiz general reading, without possessing any course which led to his expulsion from the raj, 
, very precise acceptation, 	In 	the 	present and to a further increase of British influence. 

chapter, we 'Shall change the 	expression and, Then followed a period during which one rajah 
enlarge the meaning so AS to designate a belt of was imbecile, another under age, -and. many un- 
country that really forms Central India in a scrupulous chieftains sought to 'gain an ascendency 

. geographical sense, extending from Lower Bengalone over.  another. 	This was precisely the state of , 
to Rajpootana, and separating Northern India things which rendered the British resident`  more 
from .the southern or peninsular portion of the and more poWerful, setting up and putting down 
empire. . 	This 	will 	carry 	the. ' narrative into rajahs, and allowing the competitors to weaken 
regions very little mentioned in former chapters= the whole native • rule, by w,eakening each 'other. 
such as Nagpoor, the Sanger and Norbudda tern- The history of British India trty:be almost told. 
tonics, Bundelcund and Rewah, the Mahratta in such words as theie.. At length, in 1853, the 
states and the Rajpoot states—regions that will be last rajah, Ragojee, died—not only without heirs, 
briefly described, so far as to render the proceed- but without any male relations who could support 

.‘, togs of the native troops intelligible. a legitimate claim to the raj. 	Thereupon, the. 
We begin With Nagpoor, a country now belong- governor-general 	quietly 	annexed . this, large 

4 MO° the British government, and considerably country to the Company's dominions. 	It.will be 
lifter than England,and Wales. remembered (p. 4) that the Marquis of Dalhousie, 

'This province was acquired, not so much by ., conquest, as by one of those intricate arrangements , 
in his minute, despatched this subject in a very 
few lines.; not • asserting that the .British bad 

conifarning dynasty which have brought so many • actually any right to the country; but ',wisely 
• nativ.), states under British rule. 	It is in general incorporated it,' as no one else could put in a 

an elevated  country, containing many offshoots legitimate claim for it, and as it would have been 
' from;  the Vindhya range 'Of mountains. 	Some imprudent `to bestow the territory in free gift 
parts of.it, towards the southeast, have never been Upon a stranger.' 	The Nagpoor territory;  .was 
explored by Europeans; but aro believed to be placed under the management of , a commis- 
hilly, wooded, and full of jungles, inhabited by the sioner, who was immediately - subordinate , to the 
semi-barliarous tribe of Ghonds. .The remainder governor-general in 	council; 	seeing 	that the, 
is better' known and better 	cultivated; 	and . Bengal. Presidency was already too large .to have• .  
being on the high road from Calcutta to Bombay, this considerable country attached to it for govern- 
possesses much political importance.. The pop*, mental purposes. 	 . 
tion exceeds four millions and a half. 	Early in ,  ,At and soon after the time of the outbreak, 
the Last century, one of the Mahratta, -chieftains there were the 1st regiment irregidar infantry, the 
conquered Nagpoor from the rajahs who had Kamptee irregulars, an irregular horse-battery, and. 
before governed it; .and he and his descendants,. a body of European gunners, stationed in the city 
or other ambitious members of the Mahratta of. Nagpoor, or in. Kamptee, eleven-miles distant; 
family,. continued to hold it its Rajahs of Nagpoor the al infantry and a detachment of' the 1st wore 
or Berat. 	Although constantly fighting one with ,at Chandah ; a detachment of the 1st at Bhandara; 
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the chief portion of the 3d at Rajpoor ; and the commissioner strengthened the defences on the 
remainder of the same regiment at Bilaspoor. Seetabuldee hill, as a last refuge for the Euro- 
The arsenal, containing guns, arms; ammunition, 
and military stores of every description ; and the 

pears at Nagpoor in the event of any actual 
mutiny at that place. 	The Residency became a 

treasury of the province, with a large amount of barrack at night for all the civil and military 
Company's funds—were 'close to the city. 	Mr officers ; and a watchful eye was kept on the 
Plowden filled the office of commissioner at that natives generally. 	At present, all was safe in 
period. 	With a mere handful of Europeans in Nagpoor. 
the midst of a very extensive territory, he often Another province, and another commissioner in 
trembled in thought for the safety of his position, 
and of British interests generally, in the region 

charge of it, now come for notice. 	This province, 
bearing the rather lengthened name of the Saugor 

placed under his keeping. 	He had numerous and Nerbudda, Territories, is about half the size of 
native troops with him, and a large city under his England, and is bounded by the various provinces 
control; if anything sinister should arise, he was 
far away from any extraneous aid—being nearly 

or regions of Nagpoor, 	Mirsapore, 	Allahabad, 
Banda, Bundelcund, Gn'alior, 	Bhopal, and 	the 

six hundred miles distant from Madras, and still . Nizam's state of Hyderabad. 	It corresponds more 
further from Calcutta. 	But, whatever were his nearly with the exact centre of  India than any 
anxieties (and they wore many), he put on a calm other portion of territory. 	One half of its name 
bearing towards the natives of Nagpoor. This city, is derived from the town of Sanger, the other 

I.I. the capital of the territory bearing the same name, 
is a dirty, irregular, straggling place, nearly seven 
miles in circumference. 	Most of the houses are 

half from the river Nerbudda. 	To describe the 
scraps and patches of which it consists., and the 
means by which they were acquired, would be 

mud-built; and even the palace of the late rajah neither easy nor necessary. 	Within its limits is 
is little more than a clutnsy pile of unfinished the small independent state of Rewah, the rajah 
masonry. 	The city has become rather famous for of which 	was bound 	to 	the British govern- 
its banking business, and for its manufactures of ment by a treaty of alliance. 	Four other petty 
cottons, chintzes, turbans, silks, brocades, woollens, 
blankets, tent-cloths, and other textile goods 	The 

states—Kotee, Myhir, 	 ochey,,,apd,,,,oltml,-0/ 
were 	ih 	the bands of natiy(e'.'64;0F,,- "::.1-.','ITsitS 

population exceeds a hundred thousand. 	There is 'i% feudatories of the Company' under whoselta4ii 
nothing of a military appearance about the city ; they l‘h:r Zf their posse:Vials ; 	allowed to govern 
but whoever commands the Seetabuldee, com- t1.01.0 ''....all 	sovereigntiies, 	but 	subject 	at 	any 
mands Nagpoor itself, 	This Seetabuldee is a hilly mo...ierit to the supervi4ion and interference of 
ridge close to the city on the west, having two the paramount power. 	Ihe larger portion, now 
summits, the northern the higher, the southern the entirely British, is marke 	by the towns and dis- 
larger, but every pgrpoverlooking,  the city, and tricts of Sanger,- Lubbulpo4r, Hosungabad, Seuni, . 
loathed. 	Such being the topographical position of Nursingpore, .,',Baitool,'- ',iellagpoor, 	and 	others of 
his seat of government, Mr Plowden proceeded to less importance. 	There are still many aboriginal 
disarm such of his troops as excited disquietude in Ghonds in the province, as in Nagpoor, lurking in 
his mind, and to strengthen the Seetabuldee. 	A the gloomiest recesses of dense forests, and subsist- 
corps of irregular cavalry showed symptoms of lug for the most part on wild roots and fruits. 
disloyalty; and indeed rumours were afloat that on 
a particular day the ascent of a balloon Was to be 

There are other half-savage tribes of Koles, Palls, 
and Panwars ; while the more civilised popula- 

a signal for the revolt of the troops. 	Under these 
circumstances, Mr Plowden arranged with Colonel 

tion comprises a singular mixture of Brahmins, 
Bundelas, Rajpoots, Mahrattas, and Patans. 	The 

Cumberlege, the commandant, to disarm them on Mahrattas at one time claimed this region, on the 
the morning of the 23d of June—the colonel hay- same plea as those east and west of it—the right of 
ing the 4th regiment of Madras cavalry, on whom conquest; and the British obtained it from the 
he fully relied, to enforce the order for disbanding. Mahrattas, about forty years ago, by cession after 
The irregulars were paraded, mounted and fully a course of hostilities. 
armed, to show that the authorities were not afraid Major ,Erskine was commissioner of the Saugor 
of them. 	Mr Plowden having addressed them, 
they quietly gave up their arms and their saddles, 
which were taken in carts to the 'arsenal ; and 

and Nerbudda territories during the early weeks 
of the mutiny; responsible, not immediately to 
the governor-general at Calcutta, but to the lieu- 

thus six hundred and fifty troopers were left with tenant-governor of the Northwest Provinces at 
nothing but their bare horses, and ropes to picket Agra. 	Like Mr Plowden at Nagpoor, he felt. how 
them. 	Some of the men and of the native officers imperiled he and his fellow-Europeans would be 
were arrested, and put on 	their trial for an if the native troops were to rebel. 	At Jhansi and 
attempt to excite mutiny. 	The roll was called over. at Nuseerabad, as we shall presently see, revolt 
every four hours, and every native soldier absent, or and massacre marked the first week in June; and 
found outside the lines without a pass, was treated Major Erskine sought earnestly for moans to pre- 
as a deserter. 	The 1st regiment irregular infantry vent his own Saugor troops from being tempted to 
assisted in the disarming of the troopers. 	Follow- a similar course. 	He was with the ad native 
ing up the measures thus promptly taken, the infantry at JubbulpOor. ' He wrote on the 9th of L 
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Juno to Brigadier Prior at Kamptee, praying him their okthes at night; and./  holdhig themselves 
—while keeping that station and Seuni intact-t ready to flee at an hour's warning. 	Such a state 
to prevent, if possible, all newt of the mutineers of affairs, though less perilous, was almost as 
from passing 	to Jubbulpoor by that 	route; mentally distressing as actual mutiny. 	As the 
he feared lest his 52d should, yield to the influence month drew to a close, and the perpetual anxiety 

' of pernicious example. 	Seuni was a small, civil 
station, nearly Midway between Jubbulpoor and 

and expectation were, becoming wearisome to all, 
the Europeans resolved to fortify the Residency, 

Nagpoor, and. about eighty Miles distant from This they did, and moreover stored it with six 
each ; while liareptee was a cantonment of months' provision for about sixty persons, in- 
Madras regulars, eleven miles north of Nagpoor. eluding 	thirl ladies 	and children ; 	and for 
The four placies named,in fact, stand nearly in a several civilians, who had also to be provided 
line north and south,' and interpose between the for. 
Malaratta states and Lower Bengal, 	Mr Plowden Saugor was placed in some such predicament as 
at Nagpoor, Major Ekskine at Jubbulpoor; hnd Jubbulpoor ; its',European officers had much to 
Brigadier 	 rior at Kamptee, thereupon concerted. plan, much to execute, to enable them to pass 
measures for preserving, so far as they could, that safely through the perils of the month of June. 
region of India from disturbance ; they all three This town, the capital of the province• in political . 
agreed that 'tranquillity will be most effectu- matters, possessed a military cantonment. on the 
ally secured by crushing disaffection before it borders of a lake on which the town stands ; a 
approaches too 	near to agitate men's minds large fort, which had been. converted into an 
dangerously? 	One consequence of this arrange- 
ment was, that a force was sent on the 13th to 

ordnance depOt ; and a population of fifty thou, 
sand souls, chiefly Mahrattas. 	At the time of 

Seuni, under Major Baker; consisting 	of the the outbreak, 'Brigadier Sage commanded the 
324 native infantry, a squadron of the 4th light Sanger district force, and had under him the 31st 
cavalry, a squadron of irregular"Cavalry, and three and 42d native infantry regiments, a regiment of 
field-guns;. native cavalry, and about 	seventy European 

Tho Europeans at Jubbulpoor were not allowed gunners. The fort, the magazine, and the battering- 
t4 ,A,4'47-: arfc'etemonth of June without many tram were at one end of the cantonment' . an riiAttAit ilut anxieties. 	The native e' troops, though ,..,....03 

 
not actually in mutiny, we 	seized with a mingled 

i  eminence, called the Artillery Hill, was at the 
other end, three miles off; and the brigadier felt 

feeling of fear and exaspieration 'when European that if mutiny should occur, he would hardly be 
troops were mentioned i they were in perpetual able to hold both positions. 	During many minor 
apprehension, from the Pmn'iless rumours at that transactions in the district, requiring the presence 
time circulating }hrouglnout India, that Europeans of small detachments from Saugor, the temper of 
Were about to approAch and disarm thorn, as the troops was made suffiaritly manifest; some- 
digraded and distrustQd_xten. 	JuDbiilpoor is a times the 31st chewed bad gnptonas, somefinies 
large thriving Loire, whieh at the time of the the 42d ;two or three men were detected in plans' 
mutiny contained a Small cantonment for native for murdering their officerw; and petty rajahs in 
tr(x•ps, and a political agency subsidiary- to that at the district offered the sepoys higher pay if they 
Sanger. 	On one occasion, this report of the would change their' allegiance. 	The European 
appoach of Earopean troops seized so forcibly on inhabitants of Sanger becoming very uneasy, the 
the minds of the sepoys, that the subadar-major, 
a irasted and influential man, lost all control over 

brigadier cleared out the fort, converted it into a 
place' of refuge for women and children, supplied 

their; and they were n(4 satisfied until their Eng it with useful furniture and other articles, and 
lisl4.,;colonel allowed twit or three from each come succeeded in supplanting sepoys by Europeans in 
pally to go out and scour the country, to satisfy guard of the fort, the Magazine, and the treasury. 
themselves and the restr whether the rumour were The fort being provisioned for six months, and the 
true or false. On another occasion, one of the sepoys guns secured, Brigadier Sage felt himself in a 
rose with a 'shout of `Death to the Feringhees,' position to adopt a resolute tone towards the 
and endeavoured to bayonet the adjutant ; but his native troops, without compromising •the safety of 
companions did not aid him; and, the authorities the numerous persons congregated within it— 
deemed. it prudent to treat him as a madman,' comprising a hundred and thirty officers -and 
to be confined and not shot. ' When troops were civilians, and a hundred and sixty women and 
marched from KamptEe to Seuni, in accordance children, all the Europeans of the place. 	Thus 
with 	the arrangements mentioned in the last ended June. 	It may simply be added here, that 
paragraph, the sepoys at Jubbulpoor were at once during the early part of the following month, the 	' 
told of it, lest their excited minds should be again 31st and 42d regiments had a desperate fight, the , 

' aroused on the subject of Europeans. 	Some of the former willing to be faithful, and the latter to 	, 
English officers felt the humiliation involved in this mutiny. The brigadier, not feeling quite sure even 
kind of petting and pampering; but danger was of the 31st, would not place either his officers or 
around them, and they wee obliged to temporise. his guns at their mercy, but he cant out of the fort 
A few ladies had been.,sent to Kamptee ; all else a few men to aid them. 	The irregular cavalry 
remained with their husbands, seldom taking off joined the 42d ; but both corps were ultimr-tely 
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beaten off by the 81st—to carry wild disorder into of all political relations except with the, superior 
other towns and districts.* ' power. 	Some were tributary ; some exempt from 

Without dwelling on minor mutinies at.Dinnolt that obligation, 	The chief towns in the portion of 
and other places in the Bangor province, we will Bundelcund belonging to the British are Jhansi, 
transfer our attention- northward to Bundelcund; Banda, and Jaloun. 
where Miami was the scene of n terrible eatas- Bundelcund, we have said, was the scene of • 
trophe, and where riot and plunder were in the much outrage, especially at Jhansi. 	This town, 
ascendant throughout the month of June. 	Bun- lying on the main route from Agra to Sanger, 
(Wound, the country of the Bundelas, affords a was much frequented in the last century by 
curious example of the mode in which a region caravans, of merchants who traded between the 
became in. past times cut up into a number of Doab and the Deccan ; and it is still a prosperous 
petty states, and. then fell in great part into British 
hands. 	It is a strip of country, about half the size 

commercial place, rendered conspicuous by the 
castellated residence of the former rajahs. 	The 

of Scotland, lying south or southwest of the Jumna, Jhansi mutiny was not followed by so many 
and separated by that river from the Doab. 	The adventures and wanderings as that at other places 
country was in the hands of the Rajpoots until the —for a very mournful reason; nearly all the Euro- 
close of the fourteenth century; when another peans were at' once put to death. 	A fort in the 

' tribe, the Bundelas, began a system of predatory town had been previously supplied with food and 
incursions which led to their ultimate possession ammunition, and had been agreed on as a place 

i  of the whole tract. 	Early in the last century there of refuge in time of danger. 	Major Shone and • 
was a chief of Western. Bundelcund tributary, to Captain Gordon, civil officers of the Company, 
the Great Mogul, and another in Eastern Bundel- received information which tended to skew that a 
cund supported by the Mahrattas against that petty chieftain near Jhansi was tampering with 
sovereign. 	How one chief rose against another, the troops; and Captain Dunlop, in command 
and how each obtained a patch of territory for, there, made what defensive preparations he could. 
himself, need not be told ; it was only an mum- Besides the fort in the town, there was one called 
plification of a proceis to which Asiatics have been the Star =Fort in the cantonment, containing the 
accustomed from the earliest ages. • About the • guns an the 'treasure. 	The native troops—por- 
close of the ' century, the East India Company tions of e 1 th infantry and of the 14th irregu- 
began to obtain possession here, by conquest or lay cav ry, and a few artillery—rose on the 
by treaty; and in 1817, after a war with the afternoon of the 4th of June, seized the Star Fort, 
Mahrattas, a large increase was made in this and• shot at all the officers in the cantonment ; 
ownership, These are matters needful to be borne many were killed, and the rest ran to the Town 
in mind here ; for, though the country is but Fort, which they barricaded as well as they were 
small, it now contains five or ,six districts belong- able. •The little garrison of Europeans then pre- 
ing to the British, :Bill tine native princedoms or • pared for a siege ; but it could be only of short 
rajahships ; besides numerous petty jaghires or duration, as the ,plaoe was too, weak to contend 
domains that may in some sense be compared to against the rebel besiegers. 	Musketry and sword- 
the smallest states of the Germanic confederation, outs (for the garrison often met their assailants 
At the time of the mutiny, the British districts hand to hand at the gates) brought down many ; 
were managed under the lieutenant-governor of and some of the civilians, who, tried to escape 
the -Northwest Provinces ; while 	the ' political • disguised as natives, were caught by the insurgents 
superintendence,' as it was called, of the native and killed, 	At last, when Captains 'Dunlop and 
states was in the hands of an agent appointed by, Gordon, and many other officers had fallen, and 
and directly responsible to, the governor-general. , when the remaining Europeans had become dis- 
With the principal native states, of which Jhansi heartened, by the scarcity of ammunition and° of 
was one, the British government had engagements, food, Major Shone accepted terms offered to him, 
varying on minol p,oint5 _according to eiroum- ou oath—that the whole of the garrison should be 
stances, but all recognising ita•  suirremacy, and spared if he opened the gate and surrendered.• The 
binding the dependent state to the relinquishment „blood-thirsty villains soon showed the value of 

. the, oath they had taken. 	They seized all—men, 
• A curious exempla was afforded, in relation to the affairs of women, and children—and bound them in two 

Sanger, of the circuitous manner in which public affairs were 
conducted in India, when different officials were residing in rows to ropes, the men in one row and the women 
different parts of that vast empire. 	The brigadier commanding and children in the other. 	The whole wgre then 
the Saeger district adopted a certain course, in a time of peril, 
concerning the management of the troops under his command. deliberately put to death • the poor ladies stood .  
Be sent information of these proceedings to Neill at Allahabad with their infants in 'their arms, and their elder 
WO miles). 	Neill fomented the information.,, Calcutta (500 
miles). The military fuseretary to the government at Calcutta sent 

,-,s; ,,Loldren clinging to their gowns ; and when the 
a dispatch to the adjutant-general of the aimy outside Delhi (900 husbands and fathers had been slaughtered, then ' 
miles), requesting hint to . move' the conintandor•in.chief to Bond 
a military message to Sanger (400 miles), calling upon the officer came the other half of the tragedy. 	It is even 
of that station to 
matter St tsetse. 
miles to Delhi, and 

explain the motives for his conduct in the 
Tho explanation, so given, was to be sent 400 

then 900 miles to Calcutta ; and lastly, if tho 
said that the innocent children were cut in halves 
before their mothers' eyes{  '''. One re.,4?t, and one 

conduct wore not approved, a message to that effect would ho 
Bonk by any route that happened to be open for daft; from 
Calcutta to Sanger. 

only, marked the sce. 	;)there. 	was not, so far A 
as is known, torture and Violation of women as 
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precursors of death. 	The death-list was a sad one. 

. 
 promising 'rewards to any of his soldiers 'who 

Skene„ Dunlop, Gordon, Ryves„ Taylor,. Campbell, should distinguish themselves by their gallantry 
Burgess, Turnbull—all were military officers in the and fidelity. 	With no higher; military rank than 
Conipany's service, employed either on military or that of lieutenant did this active officer thus lay 
civil duties; and all were killed. 'Twenty-font civil plans, not Only for the peace 	the Rowah terri- 
serVants and non=commissioned officers likewise toryitself, but also in 'aid of the Company's officers 
met with their death ; and most painful of all,. all around hint. 	His position at a later, date wase„ 

, nineteen ladies and twenty-three children were very perilous. 
! butchered by. the "treacherous miscreants. 	Mr If the destruction of life was less at Nowgong 
Thorntqn, •the  collector for a district betWeen than at Jhansi, the proceedings of Mutinous troop 

'Jhansi and Cawnpore, was'afterwards in a poSitiori were followedby much more adventure and varied 
to inform the government that the mutinous troops interest. 	Nowgong or Nowgaon is situated about 
intended to have left .Jhansi after they had cap- a . hundred 	miles southeast of the last-named 
fitted the treasure ; that a Bundelcimd chieftainess, - town,. but, like it, in the Bundelcund territory. 
the Ranee of Jhansi, wishing to regain power in • At the beginning of June. there were stationed at 
the 	bribed them with large presents to .district, that place about four hundred men of the 12th 
take

, 
 the' fort and put all the Europeans to death native infAntry, and rather over two hundred of 

before they finally departed for Delhi ; and that it the 14th irregular caValry—wings of the same 
was thus to a wosunt that was duo the inhuman two regiments , as at Jhansi ; together With a 
slaughtering of More than forty European ladies company of the 9th battalion of artillery, and a 

. and children. 	One account, that reached the ears light field bullock-battery. 	Major Kirke, cora- 
of offieers at other stations, was to the effect. that manding the station, had in earlier 'Weeks often 
when MajoiSkene became-aware of the miscreant discussed the oartridge question with his men,' 
treachery, he kissed his wife, shot her, and then and believed he had' removed from their minds 
shot himself, to alert apprehended atrocities Worseall misgivings on that .unfortunate subject. ' Never- 
than death ;' while another narrative or rumour tireless, as June approached, the major ,deemed 
represented' the murderers as 'having chopped off the appearance of affairs se .suspicious, that he 
the heads of 'the victims, instead of merely shooting Made ' such precautionary arrangements as were 
them; but, in truth, the destruction was so com- practicable to resist an outbreak. 	Bungalows 
plete that . scarcely one was left to tell 'the tale 
except natives, who contradicted each other in 

were' now and thou discovered to 'be in flames, 
without' any 	means 	of 	detecting 	the 	incen- , 

some of the particulars. diaries. 	'When the' atrocities at Meerut and elic- 
Jhansi of course soon became a prey to lawless where became known, the troops stationed at 

marauders; while the mutineers marched Off to Nowgong made ardent demonstrations of 'loyalty 
Delhi 	of 	elsewhere. 	Lieutenant 	Osborne, ' at -so ardent, that Kirke almost upbraided hiniseif 
Rewah, was placed in a difficult Position at that ler his momentary distrust of inem ; the infahlry 
time. 	ReWah is a.sinall Rajpoot state, ruled by it 
native rajah, who is bound by treaties with the 

embraced their colours, the' Artillery embraced, 
their guns, and all asserted their burning desire to 

British government, and who has a British agent chastise the rebels who had proved faithleis to. the - 
,as resident' at his conrt. 	Rewah was nearly stir- 
rounded by mutinous districts, such as Benarcs, 
tillahabad, Futtehpoor, Jhansi, Sanger, and Jub- 

Company Balladeer. 	So late as the 6th of June,,  overt while whisperings and ominous signs were 
passing between them, these unreliable men  sent 

'3ulpoor; and it became a difficult problem for in a grandiloquent petition, in which they said : 
Lieutenant Osborne, the BritiSh agent, how to `As it is necessary to 'avenge the government on 
keep wild disorder away from 'that place. 	On the those 'coVardly rascals who now, in Delhi and 
8tWof June, by an energetic use of. his influence, ., ..... 
he Was able to announce that the Maharajah a 

other places, are exalting; rebellion, and for which' 
purpose many Ettropeau 	regiments are being 

ReWah had placed his troops at the 'disposal of despatched ; we, heating- of- thin; are exceedingly' 
the government ; that the offer had been accepted ; desirous.:_that-We be sent. as volunteers to' chastise 
and that eight hundred 'of those troops, with two .. • these scoundrels. • And that 'we may show from 
guns, had 'been sent off to. Ummapatan, a place our hearts our faithfulness, we are ready to go 
which 'commanded the roads 	to 	Jubbulpoor; Wherever sent'—and more to the same purpose. 
Nagode," and Sauaor—ready to oppose insurgents This petition or address was presented to Major 
from all.y 'of those towns, and to intercept corn- Kirke. by the wing of the 12th regiment. 	On,that 

• munication with other• mutinous towns on the same day news arrived that the other wing of the 
Janina. 	He also. sent eleven hundred of the Same regiment had mutinied' at Jhansi; and the 
Maharajah's troops, with five grins, to Kuttra Neernuch men, either with. childish indecision or 
Pass : a spot whence a rapid advance could be 
mad 	to Bonares, Chunar, or Mir4apore,' according 

with profound duplicity, sent off a letter to them, 
, 'reproving them for their iniubordination ! 	On the 

as military exigencies might render desirable. ' A 10th, a petition was presented by the commandant 
week laterAsViotainedpermission from the Malta- 
rajah to send seven hipitgred troops to Banda ; 

of the 	artillery (4th 	company, 	9th battalion), 
couched in similar langtiage ; demanding that 

and at the same time '` issue a proclamation, the artillery might be sent -against the rebels ; 'in • 
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order,' as the petition averred, ' that we may fulfil Dr Mawe died from illness and fatigue ; and then 
the wish of our hearts by shewing our bravery and 
loyalty: 

his wite, while laving her blistered feet in a pool, 
was set upon by ruffians and robbed of the little 

Never were words uttered more hollow and she had about her. 	Captain Scot, after many 
treacherous. 	By nightfall on that same 10th of changes in his horse-load, took up Dr Mawe's 
June, the native troops at Nowgong were nearly child ; 	and 	' little 	Lotty,' 	of two 	years' 	old, 

' all rebels, and the Europeans nearly all fugitives. seemed to him a blessing rather than a burden ; 
A few hours sufficed to shew the English officers for on the few occasions when he met friendly 
that they were powerless to contend against their natives, their friendship was generally gained for 
opponents. 	Flight commenced. 	The officers and him by the sight of the little girl, whose head he 
civilians, with their families, and Europeans of endeavoured to shield from the burning sun by a 
humbler station, all took their departure from his 	 resource for portion of 	shirt—the only 	 one 

who had lost both hat and coat, and whose own 
head was nearly driven wild by the intense solar 

Nowgong—some in buggies, some tin horseback, 
and some on foot ; but all equally reft of their 
worldly property. 	Were it not that this Chronicle heat. 	It is pleasant to know that the captain and 
has 	already 	contained 	examples, 	mournfully `little Lofty' were among the few who reached a 
numerous, of similar wanderings over the scorch- place of safety. 
ing roads and through the thick jungle of India, 
the fate of the Nowgong party might afford 

Banda was another of the stations affected ; but 
the details of its troubles need not be traced here. 

1  materials for a very exciting narrative ; but with Suffice it to say that, on the 14th of June, there 
the reader's 	experience 	on this matter, .a few 
lines of description will ''suffice. 	The party was a 

was a mutiny of a detachment of native infantry, 
and a few troops belonging to the Nawab of Banda 

large one. 	It comprised Major Kirke, Captain —a titular prince, possessing no political power, 
Scot, Lieutenants Townshend, Jackson, Reming- but enjoying a pension from the. Company, and 
ton, Ewart, Franks, and Barber, about forty other having a sort of honorary body-guard of native 
Europeans of be$ sexes and all ages, and about troops. 	7 he officers and their, families were at 
ninety sepoys of the mutinous infantry, who had first in grpat peril ; but the nal.vab aided them in 
not joined their brethren. The fugitives lessened in making ai safe retreat to Nagode., On the 16th of 
number every day; some or other of them saukunder June, Mtijor Ellis had to announce to the govern- 
the heat and fatigue; while the sepoys deserted ment that his station at Nagode was beginning 
when they approached towns where insurgents were 
in the ascendant. 	Either collectively or separately 

to be filled with anxious fugitives from Banda, 
Futtehpoor, llumeerpoor, ,,and Arneerpoor ; coin- 

the wanderers found themselves on different days priiing military officers, rriagistrates, salt-agents, re- 
nt Chutterpore, at Logassee, at Churkaree, at venue servants, railway. taificials, and private persons. 
Mahoba, at Callinzn,;:t, at Kabrai, at Banda— Twenty-eight of then' fugitives arrived on one day. 
places mostly belonging to petty rajahs of Bundel- 
cund. 	The principal survivors of the party were 

He sent to many petty chieftains of Bundelcund, 
who were pensioners under the Company or had 

about ten or twelve days on the roads and fields, 
before they reached friendly quarters at Banda. 

treaties with it, to exert themselves to the utmost 
in recovering all property seized during the events 

On one occasion they were attacked by a band of of the preceding two or three days in the Banda 
marauders, and had to buy security with rupees ; district. 	Major Ellis at Nagode, and Mr Mayne at 
on another, their sepoys were seized with a panic, 
and ran off in large numbers; on a third, a body 

Banda, applied earnestly to Calcutta for military 
assistance ; but they were told plainly that none 

of matchlock-men suddenly confronted them, and could be sent to them, every European soldier 
shot down Lieutenant Townshend. 	On one part being needed in the Ganges and Jumna regions. 
of the journey, Captain Scot found himself in the It now becomes necessary, on removing the scene 
midst of a distressing group of women and chil- further to the west, to know something concerning 
dren : having poor Townshend's horse with him, 
he loaded both horses with as many as he could 

the Mahrattas, their relations to the two great 
families of Scindia and Holkar, the conventions 

carry; but it made him heart-sick to see the others existing between those two families and the British 
fall away one by one, utterly broken down by government, and the military arrangements of the 
fatigue; and with insufficient men to help them Mahratta territories at the time of the outbreak. 
along—for the flight appears to have been wanting These matters can be rendered intelligible without 
in every semblance of organisation. A bandsman's any very lengthened historical narrative. 
wife dropped dead through a sunstroke ; then an After the death of the Emperor Aurungzebe, a 
artillery sergeant, worn out, went into a hut to century and a half ago, India was distracted and 
die. 	Captain Scot came up with a lady and her impoverished by the contentions of his sons and 
child, reeling along the road as if delirious ; he descendants ; each of whom, in claiming the 
readjusted his horse-load, took up the fugitives, throne, secured the 	partisanship 	of 	powerful 
,and the lady very speedily died 	in his arms. nobles, and the military aid of fighting-men in the 
Shortly after this a fine halo sergeant-major sank, 
to rise no more; Major Kirke died through a sun- 

pay of those nobles. 	A civil war of terrible kind 
was the natural result; and equally ntitiv,:d*,,a;iit 

stroke; and others dropped off in a similar way. that other chieftain; in nowise elated to the 
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imperial family, should take advantage ' of the 
anarchy to found dynasties for themselves. 	One 
such chieftain was Sevajee, a Mahratta in the 
service of the King of Bejapore, in the southern 
part of India. 	The Mahrattas wore (and are) a 
peculiar tribe of Hindoos, more fierce and preda- 
tory than most of their fellow-countrymen. 	Long 
before Europeans settled in India, the Mahrattas 
were the chief tribe in the region north, south, and 
east of the present city of Bombay. 	After many 
struggles against the competitors for the throne 
of Delhi, the MahrattaS were left in possession of a 
sovereign state, of which Satara and Poonah were 
the chief cities. 	From 1707 till 1818, the nominal 

,, sovereign or rajah of the Mahrattas had no real 
power ; he was a sort of state or honorary 
prisoner, confined in the hill-fortress of Satara ; 
while the ‘government was administered by the 
Peishwa or prime minister, whose office became 
hereditary in a particular family, and whose seat 
of government was at Poonah. 	After many' 
Peishwas had held this singular, kind of sovereignty 
at the one city—the nominal rajah being all the 
time powerless at the other—circumstances occur- 
red which led ;to an intermeddling of the East 
India Company with Mahratta politics, followed 
by the 	usual results. 	Narrain 	Rao 	Peishwa 
was murdered in 1773; many relations of the 
murdered man competed for the succession ; and 
as the Company greatly desired to possess the 
island of &Lisette and,• the town of Bassein, at that 
time belonging to the Alahruttas, it was soon seen 
that this 	wish might' \;1?e 	gratified 	by 	aiding 
one competitor against 	another. 	Battles and 
intrigues followed, ending in'the possession of the 
two coveted places by the British, and in the 
appointment of a British resident at the Peishwa's 
court at Poonah. 	Thus matters remained until 
1817, when the Peishwa engaged in intrigues with 
other Mahratta chiefs against the British; a course 
that led to his total overthrow after a few fierce 
contests in the field. 	The Mahratta sovereignty 
at Poonah was entirely put an end to, except a 
small principality assigned to the Rajah of Satara, 
the almost forgotten representative of the founder 
of the Mahratta rule. 	The British took all the 
remaininc,  territory, pensioning off the Peishwa; 
and as to Satara, after several rajahs bad reigned, 
under the close control of the British resident at 
that city, the principality 'lapsed' in 1848, in 
default of legitimate male heirs—a lapse that led 
to the preparation of many ponderous blue books 
concerning the grievances and complaints of a, 
certain adopted son of the last rajah. 

Thus much for the south Maluatta country, 
having Poonah and Satara for its chief cities ; but 
the British have had fully as much to do with the 
northern portion of the Mahratta region, repro- 
sented by the two cities of Gwalior aneIndere, 
and held by 'the two great Mahratta families of 
Scindia and biker. 	Aa the Peishwas in past 

,,,,ears eitia, little for the nominal head of the 
' Mahrattas  at Satara, so did the &Indies and 

. 
Holkars care little for the Peishwas: 	Each chief- 
Min endeavoured to become an independent sore- 
reign. 	The Scindia family is traceable up -to the 
year 1720, 'when Ranojeo &Mitt was one of the 
dependents of the Peishwa. 	From that year, 
by predatory' expeditions and by 'intrigues, the 
successive heads of the Soindia family became 
more and more powerful—contending in turn 
against  the Mogul,. the Rajpoots, the Peishwa, 
and 	the 	British ; 	until 	at 	length, 	in 	1784, 
Madhajee Scindia was recognised as an inde-
pendent sovereign prince, with the hill-fortress of 
Gwalior as his stronghold and seat of government. 
In 1794, when Madhajee died, the Scindia domi-
pions extended from beyond Delhi on the north 
to near Bombay on the south, and from the 
Ganges 	to' Gujerat,---a vast region, 	held . and 
acquired by means' as atrocious as any recorded 
in the history of India. 	Early in the present 
century, the power of the Scindia family received 
a severe check. 	Hostilities having broken out 
with the British, •Sir Arthur •Wellesley (after-
wards Duke of Wellington) defeated Dowlut Rao 
Scindia at Assay° in 1803, while Lord Lake drove 
the Mabrattas from the whole of the Doab. Many 
desperate wars occurred in later years, ending, 
in 1844, by a treaty which left Bajerut Rao Seindia 
king or rajah of a state barely equalling Degland 
in area, with Gwalior as his eapitaL, 	A contin- 
gent or body of troops was to be supplied by 
him for the service of the British, beyond,.which 
he was permitted to have an independent army of 
nine thousand men; and there were numerous 
minor details 'which gave' much influence to the 
British resident at Gwalior: , , c  

Of the family of Holkar, almost the same 
account may be given as of that of Soindia • in as-
much as it has sprung from a Mahratta 'leader 
who acquired power a century and a half ago. 
The city of Indore has always been the zentre^ of 
dominion belonging to this family—a dominion 
extending over a very wide region at some periods, 
but greatly contracted in recent times. 	'The ruler 
of the Indore territory at the time of the mutiny 
was one Mulkerjee Holkar, who had been ap,  
pointed by the Calcutta government at a time 
of disputed succession, in such. a .way as to imply 
that the territory might pass into British hands 
whenever the Company chose. 	Holkar'S•territory 
is now much smaller than Seindia's, Scarcely 
exceeding Wales in area. 

It will suffice, 'then, to bear in mind that the 
southern Mahratta power, that of the courts of 
Poonah and Satara, had -wholly fallen into British 
hands before the time of the mutiny ; and that 
the northern power, held by the courts of Gwalior 
and Indore, extended• over a country no larger 
than England and Wales united. 	Nevertheless, 
.considering, that that portion of central India is 
bounded by Bundelentid, the Doab, Rajpootana, 
Gujerat, the Nizam's dominions, and .the Sanger 
and Nerbudda territories, it was of much import-
ance to the British that Scindia and Holkar should 

, 
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remain faithful to their alliances at a critical woods began, and soon fell mortally wounded ; 
period. other officers led subsequent charges, but the guns 

Although Nuseerabad is properly in Rajpootana, 
of which a few words of description will be given 

could not be taken. 	Penny then felt obliged to 
relinquish this attempt, and to hold himself in 

shortly, the mutiny at that 	place may con- readiness to check the mutineers in other ways ; 
veniently be treated here ; because it was a link but as the two regiments of native infantry refused 
in a chain which successively affected Neemneh, to listen to their officers, nothing was left but 
Indere, Mhow, and Gwalior. flight. 	Cornet Newberry, as well as 	Captain 

Nuseerabad is near Ajmeer, the chief town of a Bpottiswoode, fell while charging; Colonel Penny 
British district surrounded by the dominions of became suddenly ill and died in a few hours; while 
independent or semi-independent rajahs. 	Ajmeer, 
though far smaller than most of the principal 

two or three other officers were wounded. 	tiow 
perilous were those cavalry-charges against the 

cities in India, is an ancient and important place, 
about two hundred and sixty miles southwest of 

six guns may be.  judged from a letter written by 
one of the officers : ' I galloped towards the guns, 

Delhi ; at the time of the mutiny, it was the seat and must have been eighty or a hundred yards 
of a British political agency; and in a ruined 'from them when I began to experience the un- 
palace of the Emperor Akbar, converted into an pleasant sensation of bullets whizzing past my 
arsenal, was a powder-magazine. 	Nuseerabad, 
fifteen miles from Ajmeer, may be regarded as the 

head, and saw a lot of sepoys taking shots at me 
as I came along. I immediately turned my pony's 

military station for that city, and for the neigh- head, and endeavoured to retreat under cover of a 
t homing British districts ; it had an extensive and wall which ran in front of the artillery lines. 
well-laid-out cantonment, 	and was the head- Here .I saw more men running up with the kind 
quarters of the corps known as the Rajpootana intention of having a crack at me ; so I had to 
Field-force. 	Nuseerabad had been nearly drained keep along the parade-ground right in the line of 
of troops early in the year, on account of the fire, and had one or two men popping at me from 
Persian expedition ; but this gap was' afterwards over the wall on my right. 	My tilt (pony) went 
partially filled up. 	In the month of May there 
were at the station the 1st regiment Bombay 

as fast as ever he could go, and, thanks be to God, 
carried me back in perfect safety 	Off we 

lancers, the 15th and 30th Bengal native infantry, 
and the 24 company of the 7th battalion of Bengal 

started towards the cavalry lines amid showers of 
bulletl 	I dodged round the first bell of arms ; 

native artillery. 	An instructive fact was made and 	I passed the bells, saw three or four men a 
 

manifest; the Bombay troops remained faithful, 
while those of the Bengal army became first rest- 

behind each, who deliberately shot at us as we 
passed.' 	The ladies had been sent off from the 

less, then mutinous, then murderous. 	Umfortu- station just in time. 	The surviving officers joined 
nately, the good were:mot strong enough to coerce them beyond the cantonment about nightfall, and 
the bad; the Bombay lancers numbered only twb then all hastened away. 	They rode forty miles 
hundred and fifty sabres. 	The month of May during the night, on roads and fields and rocky 
had not closed when the disturbances at Nuseer- hills, and reached a place of safety, Beaur or 
abad began. 	The officers had been nightly in the Beawur, towards noon—hungry, tired, and reft 
habit of sleeping with revolvers and swords near of everything but the clothes on their backs. 
at hand; while the Bombay lancers patrolled the As this small body of Bombay native cavalry 
cantonment—so suspicious were the symptoms remained stanch when the Bengal troops were 

faithless all around them, it was deemed right to observed. 	On the evenine.
ts 
 of the 28th a servant 

rushed into the bungalow of one of thb lieutenants 
of the 15th infantry, announcing that the regiment 

make some public acknowledgment of the fact, 
Lord Elphinstone, as president or governor of 

had risen. 	The officers hastened to the lines, and 
there found the regiment drawn up in companies 

Bombay, issued a general order on the subject, 
thanking the troopers, and passing lightly over the 

—the martial array being maintained in mutiny fact that a few of them afterwards disgraced 
as it had been in regular drilL 	The men looked themselves.* 	The commander-in-chief afterwards 
sternly at their officers ; and soon worse news 
arrived. 	The native artillerymen who worked 
the six guns joined the .revolters—not actually 

ordered the report of the transaction by Captain 

* 'To mark the approbation with which ho has received this 
firing on the officers, but 'ready to do so. 	The o ur a b
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< By a later report the Governor in Council has learlied with 
position. 	Galloping to the artillery line; and 
finding the guns pointed against him, he imme- 
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the Governor in Council ”.ill not sutler the disgrace of 'these 

diately ordered a charge for capturing  them, each 
troop charging in succession. 	Captain Spottis- 

unworthy members of the corps to sully the display of loyalty, 
discipline, and gallantry which the conduct of this tine regiment 
has eminently exhibited,' 
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• 
:Hardy, who took the.  control of the -lancers when Lloyd, hastened to secure some rof the Company's 
Colonel. Penny died, to be translated into the records and accounts, and to open a line of retreat 	, 
Hindustani and Mahratta languages, and read to for fugitives along the -Odeypore road, Colonel 
all the regiments of the Bombay native, army, as Abbott made such military arrangements as were 
an encouragement to them in the path of duty. practicable on the spur of the moment.. 	The 
After the English officers and their,. families had colonel' brought his native officers together, and 
escaped. to Beau.; the mutinous troops Made off . talked to them so earnestly, that he induced them 
towards Delhi. 	• Nuseerabad being considered an to swear, ' on the Koran and on Ganges water,' 
important station in regard to. the control of the that they would be true to their salt ; while he, at 
surrounding districts, a force was sent to reoccupy their request, swore to his confidence . in their 
it towards the end of June; comprising a detach- faithful intentions. 	This singular 	compact, in 
meat of H.M. 83d foot, another of the 20th which Mohammedans, 'Endow, and a Christian 
Bombay native infantry, another of the Jhodpore swore according to the things most solemn to them 
legion, and a squadron of the 2d Bombay cavalry respectively, remained unbroken for twenty-four 
—Nuseerabad being sufficiently near Bombay to hours ; who broke it, after that interval, will at 
derive advantages not possessed by stations further once be guessed. 	During many preceding days, a 
east. 	 , panic had prevailed in the Sadder Bazaar; incen- 

The usual consequences of the revolt of native diary fires occurred at night; great numbers of 
regiments followed. 	Nuseerabad furnished a bad persons had removed with their property ; the 
example to Neemach. 	As a village, Neemuch is wildest reports were set afloat by designing knaves 
of small consequence ; as a military station,its to increase the distrust ; and the commonest 
importance is considerable. 	During some of the occurrences were distorted into phantoms of evil 
negotiations with Scindia in past years, it was intended against the troops. 	At last, on the night 
agreed that the British should have a cantonment of the 3d, the troops threw off their oath and their 
at this spot, which is on the confines of Malwah allegiance at once. 	The artillery, disregarding 
and Mewar, about three hundred miles south-west 
of Agra; a force in British pay was to be stationed 

• Lieutenant•Walker's entreaties and expostulations, 
fired off two guns; the cavalry, on hearing this 

there, by virtue of certain terms in a treaty, and a signal, rushed out to join them ; and the 72d 
. 	small district., with the village in the centre, was broke from their -  lines immediately afterward& 

made over to the Company for this purpose. 	The Captain Macdonald instantly ordered into the fort 
cantonment thereupon built was two or three the one wing of the dweller regiment which, had 

_ miles long by a mile in width, and. comprised the been encamped outside„ under Lieutenants Rose 
usual native infantry lines, cavalry lines, artillery and Guidon ; and then prepared for defence. 	A 
lines, 	head-quarters, 	offices, bungalows, bazaar, 
parade-ground, Se. , There was also a small fort 

bold, and singular expedient had just before been 
adopted by the civil superintendent ; he authorised 

or fortified square built, as a place Of refuge for Macdonald to promise to the "Gwalior troops; if 
the families of the military when called to a they, :faithfully defended the 	fort during any 
distance on duty. mutiny outside, a reward, of a hundred rupees to 

In the early part of June, 'the troops stationed each sepoy or private, three hundred to each naik 
at NeemuCh comprised the 72d Bengal N. I., the or corporal, five hundred to' each havildar or 
7th regiment of Gwalior infantry, two troopS of 
the 1st Bengal light cavalry, and a troop of horse- 

sergeant, higher sums to the jematlan and subadars, 
and five.  thousand rupees to the senior native 

artillery. • Every effort had been made in the early officer, or to the one who should most distinguish 
weeks of the mutiny to insure the confidence of himself in preserving the loyalty of the regiment.. 
these troops, and prevent them from joining the These are large sums to the natives of India ; 'and. 
standard of rebellion. 	Colonel Abbott, and most the superintendent must have considered long .and. 
of the officers of the 72d, as well even as some of fully before he . promised the Company's money 
their families, slept within the sepoy lines, to win in such a manner. 	All was; however, in vain. 
the good-will of the men by a generous confidence. The Gwalior troops remained. faithful under the' 
One wing (three companies) of the Gwalior troops temptation of this promise for a short time; but at' 
held the fortified square and treasury ; while the 
other wing (five companies), now quartered in a 

length, headed by a subadar named Heera Singh, 
they demanded that the gates of the fort:should be 

vacant hospital, about a quarter of a mile distant, 
was encamped just outside the wails; Captain 

opened, and requested that the officers would make 
arrangements for their .,own safety. 	Macdonald, 

Macdonald, the chief officer, residing with the first- Rose, Garden, and other officers of the Gwalior 
named wing. 	Colonel Abbott., who commanded regiment, 	expostulated 	with their 	men ; 	but , 
the station generally, as well as the 72d regiment entreaty was now of no avail ; the troops forcibly 

. 	in 'particular, became convinced, on the morning opened the gates, ,and the officers took 	their 
of the ,2d of June, that all the hopeful expectations departure when the last vestige of hope• had been 
of himself and brother-officers were likely to be destroyed.  
dashed ;. for. the troops at Neeinuch had heard of Of the flight, little need be said ; it was such a 	,I 
the mutiny at Nuseerabad, aiid could be restrained flight as almost every province in Northern India 
no longer. 	While the superintendent, 'Captain exhibited in those sad. days. 	Some of the ladies. 	1 
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and children. had been sent off a few hours earlier; 
, 

	

	hurried. away with no preparations for their ,coni- 
fort or even their sustenance ; • while others waited 
to accompany their, husbands or fathers. 	Very 
few had either horses or vehicles ;. they laboured on 
Footsore to Baree, to Chota Sadree, to Burr Sadree, 
to Doogla—straggling parties meeting and separat,- 

'. lug according as their strength remained or failed,. 
and all dependent on.the villagers for 'food, 	At 
Doogla, whore they arrived on the third night, they  
officers strengthened a sort of mud-fort about forty 

, 

yards square, within ..which , forty persons . woro 
.huddled. 	, After being much ,straitened; they were. 
relieved by. Brigadier, Showers on' the 9th. 	The 
fugitive' party now broke up ;. some returned to 
Neemuch, which the mutineers had abandoned; 
but the . greater,  .number .went to, Odeypore, the 

. rana.of which place gave them a hospitable "veep-
tion ;. some ,of them afterwards' went further west 
to Mount Aboo or Aboo Guritr-a celebrated place. 

. of Hindoo pilgrimage to a sacred temple, and a 
sanataritun for the Europeans stationed at the 

. 
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cantonment of Deesa, about forty miles distant. 
1 Those of, the party who returned . to Neemuch, 
' found everything devastated, the bungalows and 

offices burnt, and' the villagers stripped of their 
stores' by the mutineers, who had afterwards 
started off for Agra. 	The officers and Moir fami- 

ilies wore literally beggars ; they had lost their all.. 
' No , Europeans were killed save the wife and. 

three. children of a sergeant, who could not leave 
Neemuch in time. 	 ,, 

Thus were lost to the British about , fourteen, 
hundred men and six guns at Nuseerabad, and. 
sixteen hundred men and six guns at Neemuch, 
all Icf which Went to swell the insurgent forces 
inside Delhi or outside Agra. 
' , The stations of. Indore and Ilhow must now 
. engage . a little . of our -attention-,situated nearly,  
south of Neemuch, and about four hundred miles 
from Agra. 	Indore, as hai already been stated, is 

1 the capital of. Holkar's Mahratta dominions. 	It, 
, is. an, ill-built„place, standing. on the small river 

, 	.. 
Kutki, and is less than a century old : the original 
Indere, or. Jemnah, being on the. oppoSite side of 
the river. 	Bolkar's palace is a building possessing 
few attractions ; and the like may be said of the 
other native structures, 	The relation existing at 
that time between Indore and Mhow was this—
that Indore was the residence 'of the,  British poli-

. Ural agent at the ,court of Holkar ; whereas Mum,' 
thirteen miles distant, was the Military station or 
cantonment. 	The house of the British agent, and 
those of the other Europeans, 'were on the eastern,  
side .of the town. 	The agent, at the time of the 

 mutiny, had an escort of cavalry' and infantry at' ' 
his disposal ; but it 'was simply an escort,' not a 
regular military force. 	The agent, in addition to. 
his duties connected with Holkar's court, was the 
immediate representative of the British govern-
ment in relation to various potty states under its 
protection, but iu other points differing greatly' in 
their circumstances, 	i 

. The Indore agent in May and June was Colonel 
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Durand. 	AlI was peaceful at that place, although troops throughout the whole of the month of 
much agitation was visible, until the 1st of July ; June. 	Colonel Platt and the other officers, how- 
on which day mutiny occurred. 	Holkar's troops ever, kept a vigilant watch on them, and by 

I 	rose against the English, without, as it afterwards combined firmness and kindness hoped to sur- 
appeared, the privity or the wish of the Maharajah mount the difficulty. 	Captain Hungerford after- 
himself. 	Two companies, set apart for the protec- wards stated that such had been the excessive 
tion of the Residency in 	 ie bazaar square, brought confidence of some of the officers in their respec- 
two guns to bear upon the building ; and the tive regiments, that he could not induce them to 
Europeans were horror-stricken at finding them- strengthen the fort or fortified square, by occupy- 
selves suddenly exposed to cannon and musketry. ing it with their artillery, until almost the last 
Fortunately a few men of the Bhopal Contingent hour before the Revolt. 	The fortified square had 
under Colonel Travers, were on duty at the for some time, however, been a rendezvous for all 

' 	Residency ; and a few of these remained faithful the ladies and children, who slept within it; the 
long enough to allow the colonel and the other officers remaining in the lines. 	Thus matters 
European officers, with their families, to escape. passed until the 1st of July, when Colonel Platt 
Not so the civilians, however; many of the civil 
servants, and of the clerks in 	the 	telegraph 

received 	a pencil-note 	from Colonel Durand, 
announcing that the Residency at Indore had been 

department, with their wives and children, were attacked by Holkar's soldiers, and that aid was 
butchered in cold blood. 	As soon as Holkar urgently needed. 	A troop of cavalry and a few 
heard of the outbreak, he ordered some of his guns were immediately despatched from Mhow ; 
own Mahratta troops to hasten to the Residency but when they had reached within four miles of 
and aid Colonel Durand; but they told him it Indore, news arrived that •the Europeans yet 
was a matter of deer (religion), and that they living at that station were about to effect a retreat; 
could not act against their brethren. 	During the upon which the small force returned to Mhow. 
next three days Holkar was almost a prisoner This duty the troops performed, but it was the last 
in his own palace; his troops rose in revolt, and they rendered, 	The colonel, fearing the arrival of 
were speedily joined by these from Mhow, pre- mutinous sopoys from Indore, but not suspecting 
sently to be mentioned ; they plundered the his own men, made such arrangements as seemed 
treasury, the Residency, and many parts of the to him befitting, bringing a European battery of 
town ; but as be would not countenance their artillery into the fort. 	soon did the crisis arrive. 
proceedings, they at length marched off towards At eleven o'clock on that same night the plans 
Gwalior. 	This affair at Indore led to the flight and hopes were cruelly disappointed ; that terrible 
of many European families, amid great misery, yell was heard with& SQ often struck dismay into 
They collected hastily a few ammunition-wagons, 
two 	or three 	bullock-carts, an elephant, and 

the hearts of the Europeans at the various military 
stations: the yell of native tiQops rising in mutiny. 

some horses, and started off towards Sehore and Lieutenant Martin, adjutant of the cavalry, while 
Hostingabad ; escorted by a portion of the Bhopal quietly conversing with one of the troopers, became 
Contingent from several small stations in that the victim of that dastardly fellow ; the war-cry 
part of India, arose, and the trooper turned round and shot the 

An important question arose—how was Mhow unfortunate officer without a moment's warning. 
affected by the mutinous proceedings? 	As the The other officers, hearing the report, but not 
news of the Nuseerabad mutiny had thrown the suspecting the real truth, thought that Holkar's 
troops at Neemuch into agitation, so did the sub- Mahrattas bad arrived ; they rushed forward to 
sequent events at Neemuch immediately affect the head their respective companies and troops, but 
sowars and sepoys at Mhow.* 	!dhow contained a sepoys and sowars alike opened fire on them. The 
squadron of the same cavalry regiment, the 1st officers, now rendered painfully aware of their 
B. N.C., two troops of which had mutinied at critical position, ran swiftly across the parade 
Neemuch ; and in addition to these was the pa towards the fort, having no time to mount their 
regiment native infantry, and a company 	of horses; and it is a marvel that only one of the 
European artillery. 	Mhow presented much the 
appearance of an English town ; having a steepled 

number, Major Harris, commandant of the cavalry, 
was shot by the heavy fire poured on them during 

church on an eminence, a spacious lecture-room, 
a well-furnished library, and a theatre; the can- 

this run. 	Colonel Platt, who was in the fort, was 
almost incredulous when the breathless officers 

tonment was large and well appointed ; and a rushed in ; he could with difficulty believe the 
force was maintained there in virtue of one-of the truth now presented to his notice—so thily had he 
treaties made with Holkar. 	This relates to the relied on the fidelity of the men. 	Colonel Platt 
station or British part of the town ; the small and Captain Fagan rode down to the lines of the 
native town of Mhow is a mile and a half distant. 23d, to which regiment they both belonged, to 
The eucitement caused at this station by the news ascertain the real facts and to exhort the men ; 
from Neemuch was visible in the conduct of the but they were never seen alive again by their 

brethren in arms ; they fell, riddled-  with bullets 
• It is well to observe, for the aid t/Y those consulting maps, that 

there aro Ave or six towns and villages of this name In India. and gashed with sword-cuts. Captain Hungerford, 
Tbo Alhow here Indicated is nearly in lat. 22P, long. 764. of the artillery, brought two guns to bear on 
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the 	mutineers, 	which 	gradually drove • them chieftains. 	Considered as a city or town (about 
from the lines, but not before they had fired the sixty-five miles south of Agra), Gwalior is not very 
regimental mess-house and several bungalows; important or interesting, being irregularly built 
and during the darkness of night, plunderers and deplorably dirty, and possessing few public 
carried off everything that was valuable. 	Hunger- buildings of any note. 	It is for its hill-fortress 
ford would have followed the mutineers with his that Gwalior is so famed. 	The rock on which the 
guns ; but the roads were too dark for the pursuit, 
and the Europeans too unprotected to be left. The 

fortress stands is an elongated mass, a mile and 
a half long by a quarter of a mile in width, and 

remaining English officers, having now no troops to reaching in some places to a height of about three 
command, acted as a cavalry guard in support of hundred and fifty feet. 	It is entirely isolated from 
the European battery in the fortified square, under other hills ; and—partly from the natural stratifi- 
Captain Hungerford. 	As all the civilians, women, 
and children were in this place ; as the square 

cation of the sandstone, partly from artificial con-
struction—is in many parts quite perpendicular. 

itself was quite unfitted for a long defence ; and as A rampart runs round the upper edge, conforming 
only five native soldiers out of the whole number to the outline of the summit. 	The entrance to the 
remained with the officers—the prospect was pre- enclosure within the rampart is near the north 
carious enough : nevertheless all did their best; end of the east side; in the lower part by a steep 
Ilungerford collected in a few days a large store . road, and in the upper part by steps cut in the 
of provision; and routed many of the insurgents rock, wide enough to permit elephants to. snake 
in neighbouring villages. The impulses that guided the ascent. 	A high and massive stone-wail pro- 
the actions of the sepoys were strangely incon- tects the outer side of this huge staircase; seven 
sistent ; for two of the men saved the life of gateways are placed at intervals along its ascent; 
Lieutenant Simpson, who had been on outpost- and guns at the top command the whole of it. 
duty on the fatal night, and brought him safely Within the enclosure of the rampart is a citadel of 
into the fort ; and yet, though offered promotion striking appearance, an antique palace surmounted 
for their fidelity, they absconded on the follow- 
ing morning to join their mutinous companions. 

by kiosks, six lofty round towers or bastions, 
curtains or walls of great thickness to connect 

The Europeans, about eighty in number, main- those towers, and several spacious tanks. 	It is 
tamed their position at Mhow, until a force from considfred that fifteen thousand men -would be 
Bombay arrived to reoccupy all that region. 	The required to garrison this fortress completely. 	-So 
ladies, there as everywhere, strove to lessen rather striking is this rock, so tempting to a chieftain 
than increase the anxieties of their male corn- who desires a stronghold, that Gwalior is believed 
panions. 	One of the officers thus shut up in the to have been a fortress during more than a thou- 
extemporised stronghold said in a letter: ''Through- sand years. 	It has been captured and recaptured 
out all this I carnet express the admiration I feel nearly a dozen times, by contending Hindoos and 
at the way the ladies have behaved—cheerful, and Mohammedan; in the course of centuries. 	The 
assisting in every way in their power. Poor things, 
without servants or quarters, huddled together; 

last celebrated contest there was in 1779, 'when 
the Company's forces captured it through a clever 

they have had to do everything for themselves, 
and employ all their time in sewing bags for 

and unexpected use of ladders and ropes during a 
dark night. 	In the next sixty-five years it was 

powder for the guns, well knowing the awful fate 
that awaits them if the place is taken. 	There has 

possessed successively by the British, the Jilts, 
the Mahrattas, the British again, the Mahrattas 

not been a sign of fear; they bring us tea or any again, and finally by the British, according to 
little thing they can, and would even like to keep the intricacies of treaties and exchanges. 	Since 
watch on the bastions if we would let them 	 1844, Gwalior has been the bead-quarters of a 
You should see the state we are in—men making corps called the Gwalior Contingentommanded 
up canister, ladies sewing powder-bags, people by 	British 	officers; 	and 	thus tille 	hill-fortress 
bringing plunder recovered, artillery mounting has virtually been placed within the power of 
guns; all of us dirty and tired with night-watch- the British 	government. 	Besides this famous 
ing ; we mount sentry-duty to take the weight of stronghold, there is at Gwalior a place called the 
it off the artillerymen, and snatch sleep and food Lashkar. This, iu former times, was the stationary 
as we can.' camp of the Maharajah Scindia—a dirty collection 

Many other stations in that part of India were of rude buildings, extending to a great distance 
disturbed iu June and July by the mutinies of from the southwest foot of the rock ; but the great 
wings and detachments of regiments too small reduction in the number of troops allowed to be 
in amount to need notice here. 	At one place, held independently by Scindia has materially 
Asseerghur, 	Colonel 	Le 	Mesurier warded off lessened the importance of the Lashkar. 
mutiny by a prompt and dexterous manoeuvre, 
for which he received the marke(". thanks of the 

The loyalty of Scindia became a question of 
very anxious importance at the time of the mutinies. 

government. Holkat was posSessor of a much smaller territory 
Gwalior now comes under notice, in relation to a than Scindia ; and ;yet, when a rumour spread 

mutiny of troops at that place, and to the conduct that the rising at Indore on the 1st of July 
of Scindia, the most important of the Mahratta had the sanction of the first-named sovereign, 
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numerous petty chieftains in that part. of India 

. 
any control over their discipline or movements..  

rose against the British, and prepared to cut 
off all 'retreat for Europeans. 	It was not until 

During fourteen years, 'as boy, youth, and man, 
he bad been in great measure a pupil under the • 

Holkar had given .undoubted 	evidence of his British resident, at Gwalior; and if he remained 
hostility to the mutineers, that these movements an obedient pupil, this was nearly all that could 
were checked. 	Much more was this rendered be expected froM him—shorn, as the I1abratta 
manifest in Scindias .dominions. If Scindia had court was, of so much of its former influence. 	Dr 
failed us, the mutineers from Neemuch, Nuseer- Winlow Kirk, superintending surgeon of the con- 
abad, and Jhansi, by concentrating at Gwalior, 
might have rendered that hill-fortress a second 

tingent, placed upon record, ten days before the 
bloody deed which deprived him- of life, .a few 

Delhi to the British. 	Scindia and Holkar both facts relating to the position of the Europeans at 
remained steady ; it was the Contingents that Gwalior in the latter part of May and the begin- 
failed. 	These contingents 'were bodies of native ning of June. 	The resident received information 
troops, paid by the native princes of the states or which led him to believe that the contingent— 
countries whose name they bore, but organised and seven regiments of infantry, two of cavalry, and 
officered by the British, in the same way as the four batteries of artillery—was thoroughly dis- 
ordinary battalions of the sem army. 	If the affected, both the main body at Gwalior and the 
native princes, for whose defence ostensibly, and detachments elsewhere. 	The brigadier command.: . 
at whose expense really, these contingents were 
maintained, wished and )vere permitted to have 

ant shared this opinion with the resident; and, as, 
a precautionary measure, all the. ladies were sent 

any independent military force of their own, that from the station to the Residency, it distance of six 
could only be done additionally to the contingent miles, on the 28th of May. 	Dr Kirk, and most of 
which they were bound to furnish. 	As a come- the military officers, dissented from this *Pinion 
quence of,this curious system, a distinction must they thought the troops were behaving in a 
be drawn between the contingent troops and the respectful manner, and they offered to sleep among 
prince's 'troops: 	At Indore, Holkar's little army the men's lines to shot,  their confidence in them 
as well as Holkar's contingent proved hostile to On the 29th and 30th, the ladies returned to 
the British. Scindia, was in like manner paymaster cantonment, much to the apparent delight of .tlie 
for a double force; and the British often anxiously sepoys at the generous reliance thus.  placed in 
pondered whether one or both of these might prove them. 	Bitter was the disappointment antrgrief in 
faithless at Gwalior, with or without the consent store for those who had trusted these miscreants. 
of Scindia 	himself. 	The 	Gwalior 	Contingent, 
though connected with a Mahratta state, consisted 

It was on the 14th of,June, we have said, that 
the uprising at Gwallor began. 	The Europeans 

chiefly of Hindustanis, like the sepoys 	of the had long wished for the presence of a few English 
Bengal army ; 	the 	 ahrattas formed quite a troops ; but as noun Were to be bad, they watted 
minority of the number. 	The contingent consisted each day's proceedings rather anxiously. 	At nine 
of all three arms of the service—infantry, cavalry, 
and artillery—and formed a compact army. 

o'clock in the evening of the disastrous Sunday, 
the alarm was given at the cantonment; 	all 

The disasters at Gwalior began on Sunday the rushed out of their • respective bungalows, and 	' 
14th of June—as usual, on Sunday. 	It will be each family found others in a. similar state of 
remembered (p. 112) that Soindia, three or four alarm. 	Shots were heard; officers were galloping 
weeks earlier; had offered the aid of his own body- or running past; horses were Wildly milting with.' 
guard, which had been accepted by Mr Colvin at empty saddles ; and ,no one could give a precise 
Agra; that a portion of the Gwalior Contingent account of the details of the outbreak. 	Then 
(cavalry) was also sent; 	that this contingent, 
under Lieutenant Cockburn, was actively engaged 

occurred the sudden and mournful disrUption of 	1 
family tics ; husbands became separated from 

• against the insurgents in the region between Agra their wives ; ladies and children sought to hide in 
and Allygurh ; and that about one-half of the gardens and grass, ' on house-tops ' and in huts. 

. troopers composing it revolted on the 28th Of May, 
placing that gallant officer in a very embarrassing 

Then arose flames 'from the burning bungalows; 
and then came handl; of reckless sepoys, hunting 

position: 	They were portions of the •same eon- out the poor homeless English who were in hiding. 
tingent that mutinied at Neemuch and one or two On the morning of that day, Dr Kirk, although 
other places ; and on this account the European ho had not shared the resident's alarm seventeen 
inhabitants at Gwalior were subject to much days 	before, 	nevertheless 	thought with some 	I 
anxiety—knowing that that station was the head- anxiety of the ladies and children;  and asked 	i 
quarters.; and that, although the contingent- was what arrangements had been made for their 
paid for by the Maharajah, the troops had been safety in the event of 'an outbreak ; but the officers 
raised mostly in Oude, and, being disciplined and of the regiments, most of whom' relied fully on 
officered 	by the British, were likely to 	share their men, would not admit that there.  was any 
the same sentiments as the Oudians and other serious need for precautionary measures. 	Two of 
Rindustanis of the Bengal army elsewhere. 	Tho these unfortunate officers, Major Blake .and Major 
Maharajah had little or no4influence over them; Hawkins, were especially trustful; and' these were 
fon neither were they his countrymen, nor had he two among the number who fell by the hands of. 
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their own men that very night. 	Captain Stewart, altogether, and his own Mahratta army was little 
with his wife and child, were killed, as also Major less numerous; it was therefore a matter of critical 

' 	Sheriff. • Brigadier Ramsey, and several others, importance to the English that he remained steady 
whose bungalows were on the banks of a small and faithful. 	He not only refused to sanction the 
river, escaped by fording. 	Dr Kirk was one of proceedings of the mutineers, but endeavoured to 
those who, less fortunate, were furthest from the prevent them from marching towards Agra: 	In 
river. 	With Mrs Kirk and his child, he hid in this lie succeeded until an advanced period of the 
the garden all night; in the morning they were autumn; for the troops that troubled Agra at the 
discovered; Mrs Kirk was robbed without being end of June and the beginning of July were those 
otherwise ill treated ; but her husband was shot from Mhow and Neemuch, not the larger body 
dead before her eyes. 	Thus fell an amiable and from Gwalior. These mutineers proceeded towards 
skilful man, who for nearly twenty years had been Agra by way of Futtehpore or Futhopore Sikri 
a medical officer of the Company—first with the —a town famed for the vast expanse of ruined 
Bundelcund legion in Sinde; then as a medical buildings, erected by Akbar and destroyed by the 
adviser to Sir Charles Napier on matters connected Mahrattas ; for the great mosque, with its noble 
with the health of troops in that sandy region; gateway and flight of steps; and for the sump- 
then with the Bengal troops at Bareilly ; then tuous white marble tomb, constructed by Akbar in 
with the European artillery at Ferozpore ; and memory of a renowned Mussulman ascetic, Sheik 
lastly, as superintending surgeon to the troops of Sehm Cheestee.* 	The battle that ensued, and the 
the Gwalior Contingent, who shewcd their grati- considerations that induced Mr Colvin. ttl shut up 

i tude for his medical aid by putting him to death. himself and all the British in the fort at Agra, 
After this miserable sight, Mrs Kirk begged the will be better treated in a later page. 	, 
murderers to put an end to her also ; but they Many of the events treated in this chapter 
replied: `No, we have killed you already '—pointing occurred in, or on the frontiers of, the region 
to the dead body of her husband. known as Rajpootana, or Rajasthan—concerning 

The rest of this story need not be told in detail, which a f: w words may be desirable. 	The tame 
Agra was the place of refuge sought by those who denotes the .and of the Rajpoots. 	These 'Undoes 

. had now to flee ; and• it is some small alleviation are a widely spread sept of the Kshetrigas or mill- 
of the crimes of the mutineers that they allowed tary caste ; but when or where they obtained a 
the ladies and children to depart—with their lives, separate name and character is not now known. 
but with little else. 	How the poor things suffered Some (of the legends point to Mount Aboo as 
during five days of weary journeying, they could the original home of the Rajpoots. 	They were 
themselves hardly have told ; hunger, thirst, heat, in their greatest power seven hundred years ago, 
illness, fatigue, and anxiety of mind accumulated when Rajpoot princes ruled in Delhi, in Ajmeer, 
on them. 	Many arrived at Agra without shoes or in Gujerat, 	and 	in 	other • provinces ; 	but 	the 
stoCkings ; and lid were beggared of their worldly Mohammedan conquerors drove them out of 
possessions when they reached that city. 	When, those places ; and during many centuries the 
shortly afterwards, Lieutenant Cockburn wrote to region mainly belonging to the Rajpoots has been 
private friends of this event, he had to tell, not nearly identical with that exhibited at the pre- 
only of his own mortification as the officer of a sent time. 	This region, situated between Central 
disloyal corps, but of the wreck suffered by the India 	and 	Sinde, 	is about twice as large as 
British station at Gwalior. 	`I fear there is no England and Wales. 	Warlike as the Rajpoots 
chance of my ever recovering any of your por- have ever been, and possessing many'strongholds 
traits; for the ruffians invariably destroy all they and numerous forces, they were no match for 
cannot convert 	into 	silver 	or gold. 	All 	our the Mahrattas in the last century; indeed it was 
beautiful garden at Gwalior, on which I spent a this inequality that led to the interference of the 
good deal of money and care, has been dug up; British, who began to be the `protector' of the 
our houses have been turned into cattle-sheds; Rajpoot princes early in 	the present century. 
there is not a pane of glass in the station ; our This protection, insured by various treaties, seems 
beautiful church has been gutted, the monuments to have been beneficial to the Rajpoots, whose 
destroyed, the organ broken up, the stained-glass country has advanced in industry and prosperity 
windows smashed, and the lovely floor of encaustic during a long continuance of peace. 	The chief 
tiles torn up. The desecration of the tombs is Rajpoot states at present are Odeypore or Mewar, 
still more horrible ; in many places the remains Jeypoor, 	jhodpore 	or 	Joudpore, 	Jhal:awar, 
of our countrymen have been torn from the Kota)), Boondee, Alwur, Bikaneer, Jeysulmeer, 
earth, and consigned to the flames I' Kishengurh, Banswarra, Pertabghur, Dongurpore, 

The position of Seindia was• sufficiently ember- Kerowlee, and Sirohi. 	The treaties with these 
massing at that time. 	As soon as the troops of the several states, at the time of the mutiny, were 
contingent had murdered or driven away their curiously complicated 	and 	diverse : 	Odeypore 
officers, they went to him, placed their services at paid tribute, and, shared with the Company the 
his disposal, and demanded that he would lead 
them against the British at Agra. 	There were 

expense. of maintaining a Bheel corps ; Jeypoor, 

eight or ten thousand men in the contingent * See page 175.  
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' though under. a *all;  was virtually governed by ' Bhurtpore Levies revolted against 	Nixon, 
! a. British resident ; Jhodpore, under a sort of and other oleers, compelling them to flee for 	• 

feudal . rule) 	paid 	tribute, 	and maintained 	a their lives:: the 'mutineers,. as in so• many other 
'. Jhodpore legion besides a. force belonging to the,,instances, marching, off at ',once toWards, ,Delhi.., '. ' 

feudatories ; Kotah. •bore the expense of a corps There were other mutinies of small detachments 
called 	the 	Kotah Contingent, 	organised and of native troop; at minor stations in the Mahratta, . 
officered. b 	the British; Jeystilmeer gave ale- and Rajpoot countries, which need not be: traced, ',' 
'giande . in 	return 	for protection, 	and 	so did in detail. 

, . Kishengurh and many other of the statesinelnded• ', ' 
in the above list. Most of the Rajpoot states had The vast region in the. centre 'of-India has thil; " 
A feudal organisation for internal affairs ; and passed rapidly. under review. 	' We have seen 
most of them maintained small , native corps, in 
addition to the contingents furnished by three' or 

Hindustanis, Bundeiat
' 
 • Jilts, Mahrattas, Bheels, 

Rajpoots; and, 	other tribes of India .1oVolting 
' four under arrangements with the British. 	For against English authority; we have seen native . 

the whole of the Rajpoot states collectively an 
agent was appointed by the governor-general to 

princes and chiefs perplexed how to act between..., 
the suzerain power on the one hand, and the 

' 	represent British interest; under whom Were .the turbulent Soldiery, on the other; we have. seen. ' 
civil officers at various towns and stations ;L while that 	soldiery, 	and , the. 	attendant , ,,rabble 	of 	'! 
the military formed a Rajpootana Field-force, with marauders, influenced ,  quite as 	by love of ,much 
head-quartett at Nuseerabad. plunder as by hate of the C,ompaay's raj ; we . 

At the extreme north of Rajpootana is a small have seen British officers" sorely wounded, at.  
British district named Hurrianah, of which the heart by finding those men to be traitors whom 
chief towns are Hand and Hisser. 	A. military • they had trusted almost .tb the last hour; we 
corps,• called the Hurrianah Light Infantry Bat- • have seen ladies and children 'driven froth their." 
talion, mutinied a few weeks after the• Meerut bungalow; and huntedAke wild, beasts froth road 
outbreak, killing Lieutenant Barwell and other to river, from jungle 'to forest; and lastly,. in •this 
Europeans ; the men acted in conjunction with 
a part of the 4th regiment irregular cavalry, and, 
after a scene of murder and pillage, marched off 

vast region, we lave.  tracked over . considerably , 
more than a thousand' miles 'of country in length 
without meeting With a single regiment of British 

towards Delhi. 	At Bhurtpore, on the northeast, 
frontier 	of Rajpootana, 	a similar 	scene was 

troop; , The centre of India, was-defended freak • 
natives by natives; and the result shelved itself in , 

exhibited on a smaller scale; a corps called the deplorable Colours. 	 . 	' 
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BYENTS,  IN TDB PUNSAUB AND SIND'f, 

. 

to obtain 
points—the 

chief inhabitants; 

4) VER.'? important and interesting , 
' 	region in 'Northern India 	has 

scarcely yet been mentioned' in 
this narrative; that, namely, which , 
comprises the Punjaub and, Sinde , 

Punjaub with its offshoot Cash- 
and Sin& with the delta of the 
. It will now be necessary; hew- 

a few general notions on the 
geographical Osttion ,of the ' 

national character, of the Sikhs as 
the - transactions which 

,British masters, of that country ; . 

i. 
and the Circumstances that 'enabled Sir 
Lawrence at Once to hold the Punjaub bite 
and to aid the besiegers of Deihl. 	Of Sinde, 
still shorter account will suffice. 

The naive Punjaub is 'Persian,;it Signifies 
waters ; ' 	and . was -given in early days .'to 
region between the five rivers Indus, ,Jelumi 
Clienab, Ray* and Sutlej. 	The Punjaub 
somewhat triangular .in shape, extending 
the 	Himalaya ' and Cashmere- as a m0411101  
baSe-  to an apex where the five rivers 1.ave 
coalesced into one. 	',Kt is about equal iri area 
England and Scotland 	without Wales.. 

. 

. , 	 • 	' 	. 
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. 	 ' 
' 	northern part is rugged and mountainous; the Lahore ; and from that time the Sikh power was 
• southern almost 'without .a hill, comprising the in the ascendant. 	The Sikhs constituted a turbu,- 

several 'Doabs' between the rivers. 	The natural lent and irregular republic; 'lidding, in , eases of 
facilities for inland navigation and for irrigation emergency, a parliament called the Guru-mata at 
are ,great ; and these, aided by artificial channels, 
render the Punjaub one of the most promising 

Umritsir ; but at other times engaged in .petty 
warfare against 'each other. 	Runjeet Singh was 

regions in India. 	If the Beas, an affluent of the ambitious of putting down these competitors for 
Sutlej, be added to the five rivers above named, 
then there are five Doabs or tongues of land 

power. 	He built at Umritsir the great fort of " 
Govindgurh, ostensibly to protect, but actually to 

between the six rivers, named severally the Doabs 
of Jullundur, Baree, Rechna, .Jetch, and Siude 

overawe and control some:of the chieftains. 	In , 
1809 he crossed the Sutlej, and waged war against 

Sagur, in their order from east to west. 	The some of the Sikh chieftains of Sirhind who had 
Baree Doab, between the rivers Beas and Raves, 
is the most populous and important, containing as 

obtained, British protection. This led, not to a war, 
but to a treaty; by which Runjeet agreed to keep. 

it does the three cities of Lahore, Umritsir, and to the west of the Sutlej, and the British not to 
Moultan. molest him there: 	This treaty, with a constancy 

The population of this country is a very mixed rare in Asia, the chief of Lahore respected through- 
one ; the Punjaub having been a battle-ground out the whole of his long career ; maintaining a 
whereon Hindoos from the east and Mohammedans friendly intercourse with the British. 	In other 
from the west have often met ; and as the directions, however, lie waged ruthless war. 	He 
conquerors all partially settled on their conquests, 
many races are found in juxtaposition, though 
each prevailing in one or other of the Doabs. 	For 

conquered Moultan, °then Peshawur, 	then 	the . 
Derajat, 	then 	Cashmere, 	then 	Middle 	Tibet, 
then Little Tibet, and finally became Maharajah 

instance, the Afghans are mostly west of the of the Sikhs. 	In 1831 an interview, conducted , 
Indus ; the Sikhs, in the Baree Doab ; mid so on. with gorgeous splendour, took 	place 	between 
The inhabitants exceed ten millions in number; Runjeet Singh and Lord Auckland, in which the 
nearly two-thirds of them are Mohammedans— governor-general strengthened the ties of amity 
a very unusual ratio in India. 	The Sikhs, how- With the great Sikh. 	Runjeet died in 1839, and 
ever, are the most interesting constituent in this his son and grandson in 1840. 	From that year a 
population. 	They area kind of Ilindoo dissenters, 
differing from other Hiudoos chiefly in these three 

total change of affairs ensued; competitors for the 
throne appeared ; then follotved -warlike contests; 

points—the renunciation of caste, the admission of and then 	a period of such excessive aniirchy 
proselytes, and the practice of the military art and lawlessness that British as well as Sikh 
by nearly all the males. 	They trace their origin territory became spoliate(' by various chieftains. 
to one Nanac, who was born in 1469 in a village War was declared in 1845, during which it required 
about sixty miles from Lahore ; he founded a new 
religion, or a new modification of Brahminism ; 

all the daring and skill of the victors at Moodkee, 
Ferorshah, Mime], and ,Sobraon, to subdue the 

and his followers gave him the designation of fierce and warlike Sikhs. 	This was ended' by a 
' 	Guru or ' spiritual pastor,' while they took to treaty, signed in March 1.846 ; but the treaty was 

themselves that 	of Sikhs or ' disciples.' 	After im frequently broken by the chieftains, that another 	' 
many contests with the Mohammedans of the war broke out in 1848, marked by the battles 
Punjaub, the Sikhs ceased to have a spiritual, 
leader, but acquired temporal power—some assum- 

of Moultan
' 
 Chillianwalla,and Gujerat. 	Then 

ended the Sikh power. 	The British took, the 
ing the general surname or tribe-name of Singh or Punjaub in full sovereignty, dated from the 29th 
'lion,' to denote their military prowess; while the of March 1849. 	Commissioners 'were appointed, 	' 
rest became Khalasas, adherents to' the more peace- to organise a thoroughly new system of govern- 
fa' and religious doctrines of Nanac. 	Some of the ment ; and it was herein that Sir Henry Lawrence 	' 
Singhs are Akalis, a sort of warlike priests. 	The so greatly distinguished .himself. 	In less than 
Sikhs aro more robust than the generality of three years' from that date the progress made 
Hindoos, and ' more enterprising ; but they are towards peaceful government was so great, that 
snore illiterate, aml speak a jargon composed of the court of directors enumerated them in a 
scraps from a multitude of languages. eulogistic dispatch, to, the governor in council. 
- 	Such being the country, and such the inhabit-'The progress was' one 	of 	uninterrupted 	im- 
. ants, we have next to soe how the British gained provement from 1849 to 1857; and it will ever 
influence in that quarter. 	From the eleventh cen- remain a bright page in the Bast India Cons- 
tury until the year 1768 the Mohammedans—' pany's records that, finding the Punjaub a prey 
;Afghans, Gorians, Moguls, and other tribes—ruled to wild licence and devastating 'intrigues, the 
hi the Punjaub; but in that year the Sikhs, who Company converted it into a peaceful and pros- 

. had  gradually been growing in power, gained the porous country. 	The reward for this was received 
ascohlency in the region 'eastward of the Jelum. when the rest of 'Northern India was in a mutinous 
At the . close of the last century an adventurer, 
named 'Itunjeet Singh, a 'fikh of the Jilt tribe, 
became ruler of the district around the 'city of 

state. 	It may here be stated that, when the 
Punjaub was annexed, a distinct arrangement,waa 
made with Cashmere. 	This interesting country, , 
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almost buried among the Himalaya and. its of 
shoots, is :one of the few regions in India. which,  
have suffered more from natural calamities than 
from 'the ravages of man ; its population has 
been diminished from eight hundred thousand to 
two hundred thousand in the. course of thirty 
years, by a distressing succession of pestilences, 

: earthquakes,' 	and famines. 	It was governed by 
Mohammedans during .about five centuries ; and 
was then held by the, Sikhs from•1819 till the end 
of their power. 	Circumstances connected with 

. 

the annexation of the Panjaub led to' the assign-
meat of Cashmere as a. rajahship to Gholab Singh, 
one of the Sikh chieftains ; he was to be an inde-
pendent prince, subsidiary to the, British so far as 
concerned a contingent of troops. 	The two Tibets 
wore abandoned by the Sikhs before the date when 
British sovereignty crossed the Sutlej. 

For adMinistrative purposes, the Funjaub has ' 
been 	separated 	into 	eight 	divisions—Lahore, 
Jelum, 	Moultan, 	Leia, 	Peshawur, 	Jullundur, 
Hoslayhpoor, and Kangra ; of which the Lahore 
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dAiSiou alone contains three millions and a half of 
souls. 	each division comprises several revenue 
and judicial districts, 	For military purposes, the 
divisions are only two, those of Lahore and 
Peshawur, each undera general commandant 

In the middle of May 1857, when the mutinies 
began, Sir John Lawrence, who had been knighted 
for his eminent .services while with his brother 
Sir Henry,' and had. succeeded him as chief- 

31 
. 	' 

commissioner in the Punjanb, was absent from the 
capital of that country. 	He was at Rawnl Pindeo, 
a station ' between Lahore 	and Peshawur ; but 
happily ho had left • behind him men who had 
learned and worked with his brother and hiraself. '' 
and who acted with. a; , promptness and Vigcol. 
worthy of all praise. 	To understand what Nyas  
done, we must attend to the city and cantnunient 
of Lahore. 	This famous capital of the Punjtj‘th is  
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situated About a mile east of the. river Ravee. 	It another, there would, at a particular moment, be 
contains many large and handsome buildings-- about eleven hundred sepoys present; they were 
such as the Padshah Mosque, said 'to have been to rise suddenly, murder their officers, and seize 
built by A.urungzebe, but converted into a. bar- the 	gates ; take possession of the,' citadel, the 
rack by Runjeet Singh, who Oared little about magazine, and. the treasury; overpower the Euro- 
mosques; the Vizier Khan Mosque, onoo eelobrated peans and artillery, only a hundred and fifty men 
for its lofty minarets, but afterwards desecrated by -sin all•;• and kindle a huge bonfire as a signal to 
the Sikhs in being used as stables for horses and Meean Meor. All the native troops in cantonment 
shambles for swine ; the Sonatas Mosque; and were then to rise, seize the gums, force the central 
many other Mohammedan mosques and Hindoo jail, liberate two thousand prisoners, and then 
temples. 	Beyond the limits of the city tire the commence an , indiscriminate massacre of .Euro- 
large and once-magnificent tomb of the Emperor . peau military and civilians. 	The other great 
Jehanghire; the tomb of Anarkalli ; 	and the 
exquisite garden of Shahjehan, the Shalimar or 

stations in, that part of the Punjaub—Umritsir, 
Ferozpore, Jullundur, Phillour—were all in this 

`House of Joy '—at one time the pride of the plot, and the native troops at these places were 
Mussuhnans of Lahore, with its three marble to rise iu mutiny about the 15th of May. 	There 
terraces and its four hundred marble fountains, 
but afterwards ruthlessly despoiled of its marble 

were many proofs, in the Punjaub and. elsewhere, 
that the plotters at Meerut began a little too 

. by Runjeet Singh, to adorn Untritsin 	Lahore pre- early for their own object;, the scheme was.  not 
nents every trace of having been a Much larger quite ripe at other places, else the English might 
city before the time of the Sikh domination ; for have been almost entirely annihilated throughout 
the ruins of palaces, semis, and mosques spread the northern half of India. 
over a great area. 	The city now contains about a The  authorities at Lahore knew nothing of this 
hundred thousand inhabitants, a great declension plot as a whole, though they possibly observed 
from its population in former days. 	Considered in syniptoms of restlessness among the native troops. 
a military sense, Lahore is surrounded by a brick When the crisis arrived, however, they proved 
wall, formerly twenty-five feet high, but recently themselves equal to the difficulties of their .posi- 
lowered. 	Runjeet Singh ran a trench round the tion. 	On the 10th of May, the outbreak at Meerut 
wall, constructed a lino of works, mounted the occurred ; on the llth.an obscure telegram reached • 
works with many cannon, and cleared away many Lahore, telling of somedisaster ; on the 12th the 
ruins. 	This line of fortification exceeds 	seven real nature of the affair became known: 	Sir John 
miles in circuit ; and within the northwest angle Lawrence being at Rawul Pindee, the other autho- 
is a fort or citadel, containing extensive magazines cities .-Mr Montgomery, Mr lli'Lood, Mr Roberts,'  • 
and manufactories of warlike stores. Oolonel feraophorson, Colonel Lawrence (another 

From evident° 	educed at different times, it member 	Of 	this distinvished family), gajor 
appears certain that many of the native troops in ansmaness and Captain Hutchinson instantly 
the Punjaub wore aognizestt of A conspiracy among formed a -sort of ecuncfl of war ; at which they 
the ' Poorbealis,' by which name the aepoys of the agreed on a plan, which wad assented to by Briga- 
eastern regions are known to the inhabitants of dior Corbett, comtnandant. tif the station at Mecan 
the Punjaub ; and that they held themselves Meer. 	This plan was to consist in depriving the 
ready to join in any mutiny arising out of nuch native troops of' their ammunition and percussion- 
conspiracy. 	How the authorities °hooked this caps, and placing more Europeans within the fork 
conspiracy, was strikingly shown by the proceed- 
ings at different stations immediately after news 

A native (door in the Stith police corps, however, 
revealed to the authorities the outlines of a eon- 

arrived of disaster in the eaatovp provinces. 	We spiraey 'which had come •to kis knowledge; and 
will ' rapidly 	glance 	in 	succession 	at 	Lahore, the brigadier then resolve4 on the complete .dis- ' 
Umritsir,Ferozpore, Jullundur, 	and Phillour ; 
and will then proceed to the Peshawar region, 

armin. of the native regiments—a bold step where, 
he had so lbw Europeans to assist him, but oarried 

The -British military cantonment for the city out with admirable promptitude and success. 	It • 
of Lahore was six 	miles distant, at a place so happened that a -  ball was to be given: -that 
called tleean Meer; where were stationed three night (tlial2th) by the military officers at Meeau 
native infantry regiments, and one of cavalry, the Meor ; the ball was given, but preparratiobs of • a 
Queen's 81st foot, two troops of horse-artillery, 
and four reserve companies of foot-artillery: 	In 
the forts  within the city-walls, were half a native 

kind very different from festive Were• at the- same 
time quietly made, wholly unknown to the sepoys, 
Early on. the morning of the 13th, the whole of 

infantry regiment, a company of Euiopeans, and a the troops, native and European; were ordered on 
company of foot-artillery. 	The plot, so far as eon- parade, avowedly to hear the governor-general's 
corned the Punjaub, is believed to have been-this.'' order relating to the affairs at Barrackpore; but 

''-pn h particular day, when' one wing of a native really, that the Europeans might disarm the natives. 
' Timent at. the fort was to bo • exchanged for After this reading, a little . manoeuvring .was 
I\ ordered,. whereby .the whole of the native regis 

.:,The monis of the mutiny roir.iing to tho Punjaub have been ,,A,, ,,uit forth in a series 'of papers ill Xlacktoped's Magazine, 
4v" rftui t4 an officer on the spot. 

ments—the 16th, 26th, and 49th Bengal infantry, 
and the 8th Bengal cavalry—were confronted by 
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the gnus and by five companies of the Queen's 
• 81st. 'At a given signal;  the sepoys were ordered 

to pile arms, and the sowars to unbuckle sabres ; 
. they hesitated ; but grape-shot .and port-fires were 
• ready--"they knew 'it; and they yielded. 	Thus 
were disarmed two thousand five hundred native 

, troops, by only 	six 	hundred British soldiers. 
Meanwhile the fort was not forgotten. 	Major 
Spencer, Who commanded the wing of the 26th 
stationed there, had the men drawn up on parade 
on the morning of that same day; three companies 
of the 81st entered the fort under Captain Smith; 

„and these three 'hundred British, or thereabouts, 
found it no difficult task to disarm the five or six 
hundred sepoys. : This none, the 81st and the 
artillery were quickly placed at such posts as -they , 
might most usefully strengthen—in the lines„ of 
the 81st, on the artillery parade-ground, and in 
' an open. space in the centre of the cantonment, 
Where the brigadier and his staff slept every night. 
The ladies and children were accommodated in 
the barracks ; while the regimental officers were 
ordered to sleep in certain selected houses in the 
lines of their own regiments—regiments disarmed 
but not disbanded; and professedly disarmed only 
as a matter of temporary expediency. 	Thus was 
Lahore saved, 
, Umritsir is • the next station to which atten- 
tion must be directed relatively to the Punjaub. 
It was an important place to hold in due subortli- 
nation, not only on account of its size and popula- 
Lion, but for a certain religious character that it 
possesses in the eyes' of the Sikhs. 	Umritsir or 
Amritair has .'had a career of less than three 
centmies. 	In 1681, ILtm Das; the fourth Guru or 
spiritual pastor of the Sikhs, ordered a 'reservoir 
or fountain to be formed 'at a particular spot, and 
named it Aatrita ,Scums, or ' Fount of Immortality.' 
This Arnrita Sams or J.raritsir at once became a 
place of pilgrimage, and around it gradually grew 
up a considerable city. 	One of the Mohammedan 
sovereign; Ahmed Shah, uneasy at the increasing 
power of the •Sikhs, sought to terrify and suppress 
theta by au act of sacrilege at Umritsir; ho blew 
up a sacred shrine, filled up the sacred pool, and 
caused the site to be desecrated by slaughter- 
ing kino upon it. 	But he miscalculated. 	It 
was thiS 'very act which led to the supremsey of 

' the Sikhs over • the Mohammedans in the Pun- 
jaub; they purified and refilled the pool, rebuilt 
the shrine, and vowed unceasing hostility to the 
Mussulmans. 	At present, the .holy place 	at 
Umritsir is a very large square basin, in which 
Sikhs bathe as otter Ilindoos would do in the 
Ganges ; and 'in the centre, on a small island;  is a 
richly adorned temple,' attended by five hundred 

.Akalis ' or• armed priests: 	Considered as a city, 
Umritsir is large, populous, industrial, and' com- 
mercial. • The most striking object in it is the 
(iovindgurh, the fortress 'which Runjeet Singh. 
'constructed in 1809, 'professedly to protect the 
pilgrims at the sacred pool, but really to increase 
his power over the Sikhs generally. 	Its great 	i 

height and 	heavy batteries, rising one above 
another, give it a very imposing appearance; and 
it has been .still further strengthened since British 
occupation began. 

Directly the unfavourable news from Meerut 
was received at Lahore, or rather immediately 
after the disarming at the last-named place had • 
been effected--a company of H.M. 	81st foot, 
under Lieutenant Chichester, was sent oF in 
eckas to Umritsir, to strengthen the garrian at . 
Govindgurb. 	It was known that this fort was 
regarded almost in a religious light in the pun-
jaub; and that if the Poorbeahs or rebellious 
sepoys should seize it, the British would be lowered 
in the eyes of the Sikhs generally. 	In the fort, 
and in the cantonment near the town, were two 
companies of artillery, one European and one 
native; together with the 69th B. N. L, and a 
light field-battery. 	The wing of the Queen's 81st,. 
despatched from Lahore on the evening of the 
lath of May, reached Umritsir on the following 
morning; and a company of foot-artillery, under 
Lieutenant Hildebrand, intended for Phillour, was 
detained at Umritsir until the authorities should 
feel sure of their position. 	The officers of the 59th: 
had, some time previously, discussed frankly with 
their men the subject of the greased cartridges,. 
and hitul encouraged them :to hold a committee. 
of inotniry 4mong themselves ; the result of which 
was 	distinct avowal of their disbelief in the 
rumours on that unfortunate subject. 	It is only 
just towards the regimental officers to say that the 

• highest authorities wore as unable as themselves 	- 
to account for the pertinacious' belief of the sepoys 
in the greased-cartridge theory ; Sir John Law-
rence spoke of it. as a• ' mania,' which was to him. 
inexplicable. With the miscellaneous forces now at 
hand, the authorities made no attempt to disarm 
the native regiment, but kept a watchful eye on 
the course of events. 	On the night of the 14th, an 
alarm spread that the native troops at Lahore 
had mutinied,, and were advancing on Umritsir; . 
the ladies and children were at once sent into 
the fort., and a small force was sent out on the 
Lahore road, to check the expected insurgents; 
but the alarm proved to be false, and the troops 
returned to their quarters. 	Peace was secured at 
Umritsir by the ' exercise or great sagacity. 	The 
Mohammedans were strong 'in the city, but the 
Sikhs were stronger ; and MI.. Cooper, the deputy-
commissioner, sacceeded in preventing either reli-
gious body from joining the 'other against the 
British-=a task requiring much knowledge of the . 
springs of action among the natives in general, 
It was not the first time in the history of India 
that the British authorities had deemed it expo-
client to play off the two religions against •each 
other. 

Ferozpore was not so happily manna( as 
Lahore and Umritsir in' this exciting and perilous 
week; either because the materials were less suit-
able to work upon or because the mode of treat-
ment -was not so well adapted to the circumstances. 
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Ferozpore is not actually in the Punjaub; it is on guard inside. 	Shis clearly shewed complicity 
one of the towns in Sirhind, or the Cis-Sutlej to 	exist. 	A short but severe 	conflict ensued. 
states—small in size and somewhat mean in Captain Lewis and Major Redmond had. only a 
appearance, but important through its position few' Europeans. with them, but they promptly 
near the west bank of the Sutlej, and the large fort attacked the -mutineers; drove out the 45th, and 
it comprises. 	In the middle of May, this station made prisoners the treacherous guard.af the 57th: 
contained KM. 61st foot, the' 45th and 57th All was now right' in the fort and magazine, but 
Bengal native infantry, the 10th Bengal native not in the cantonment. 	'About two hundred men 
cavalry, about 150 European artillery, and one of the 45th commenced a system of .burning 'and 
lighthOrse field-battery, with six field-guns—a 
large force, not required for Ferozpore itself,. but 

looting; officers' bungalows, Mess-houses, hospitals.; 	, 
the church--.;a11 were -fired, 	Many isolated acts of 

to control the diStrict of which it was the centre. heroism Were performed by individual Europeans,. 
Ferozpore had been the frontier British station but no corps was sent against the ruffians. 	Fortu- 
before the annexation of the Punjaub, and had nately, a powder-magazine beyond the cavalry 

' continued to be supplied with an extensive maga- 
sine of military stores. 	When Brigadier Innes 

lines, containing the enormous quantity of three , 
hundred thousand pounds of gunpowder, did not 

heard on-the 12th of May of the mutiny at Meerut, 
he ordered. all the native troops on parade, that 

fall into the hands of the, rebels ; it might,  have 
done so, .for no preparations had 'been made to 

• he and 'his officers might, if possible, judge of their defend it, 	All this time the Queen's troopsehafed 
loyalty 'by their . demeanour. 	The examination at their enforced 'inaction ; their camping-ground 
was in great part, though not wholly, satisfactory. had been so badly chosen,  that' they dared not in 
At noon on the 13th the disastrous news from a body attack the 45th lest the 57th should in the 
Delhi arrived. 	The intrenched magazine within meantime surprise then in the rear •, and there is' 
the fort was at that time guarded by a-  company no evidence that they were . ordered to do what 
of the 57th ; and the brigadier, rendered some- any English regiment would cheerfully have under: 
what uneasy on this matter, planned a new dis- taken—divide into two wings, each to confront 
position of the troops. 	There had been many a whole regiment of sepoys. 	During the night 
' cartridge' meetings held among the men, and and the following morning nearly all the sepoys 	' 
symptoms appeared that a revolt was intended. decamped, some with arms ,and 'some without. 
The relative positions of all the military were Ferozpore was saved. for the present ; but mutinous 
as follows : 	In the middle of the fort was the 
intrenehed 	magazine, 	guarded 	as just stated ; 

proceedings were encouraged at Jullundur, Jelum, 
and Sealkote, by the escape of the.45th and 57th; 

outside the fort, on the west, wore the officers' and the brigadier fell into disgrace for his mis- 
bungalows and the official buildings; still further management of 'this affair. 	He had 'only just 
to the west were the sepoy lines of the 45th and arrived to take command (ef twat stations ,  acid it 
57th ; northward of these lines were the artillery may be that he was on this account less able- to 
barracks; still further north were the lines of the judge'eorreotly the merit's or demerits of the forces 
cavalry; south of the fort. were the barracks of placed at his disposal, ' 
the European regiment; on the north of the fort Jullundur, which gives Immo to the Jullundur . 
was the Sudder Bazaar; while eastward of it was Doab 	between the 	Sutlej and the 	Bees, 	is 
an open place or maiden. 	The brigadier sought another of this group of stations. 	It is situated 
to avert, danger by separating the two native on the high road from Ilinballa and Umritsir 
regiments ; but the Queen's 61st, by the general 
arrangements of the cantonment, were too far 

to Lahore ; and was (formerly the 'capital of an 	, 
Afghan dynasty in' the Punjaub. 	Although-thorn 	' 

distant to render the proper service at the proper 
moment. 	The 45th were to be removed to an 

of Much of its former greatness, it is still an -itn- 	, 
portant and flourishing town, with forty thousand 

open spot northeast of the cantonment, and the inhabitants. 	Jullundur received the news from 
57th to another open space on the south, two miles Meerut on the 11th of ' May, and immediately 
distant; the native cavalry were to take up a precautionary measures were taken. 	Brigadier- 
position near their own lines; the 61st were to general Johnstone, the-commandant, being absent 
encamp near the south wall of the fort; while at the time, a plan was at once formed by Colonel 
one company, with artillery and guns,- was to be Hartley of H.M. 8th foot, and 'Captain Farrington, .  
placed within the fort. 	After a parade of the the deputy-commissioner, and agreed-to by all the 
whole force, on the afternoon of the 13th, each other officers. 	The station at that time contained 
corps was ordered to the camping-ground allotted H.M. 8th foot, the 6th light cavalry,. the 36th • 
for it. 	The 57th obeyed at once but some corn' and 61st nativeinfantry, and one troop of horse- 
panics of the 45th, while marching through the artillery. 	The chief officers in command were ' 
bazaar, refused to go any further, stopped, loaded 
their muskets;  and prepared for resistance; they 

Colonels Longfield and-Hartley, Majors Barton, 
Lines, and Olpherts, and Captain Faddy.: When 

ran towards the fort, clambered over a dilapidated the telegraph of the 12th of May confirmed the 
part of the ramparts, and advanced towards the Meerut news of the 11th, it was resolved at. once 
magazine, Where scaling-ladders were thrown over to control the native troops at Jullundur

' 
 and to 

to them. by a company of the 57th who had been disarm them if Mutinous symptoms should appear. ., 
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Part of the Queen's troops were marched into, the ment of the Queen's 8th foot, two horse-artillery 
artillery lines ; the guns were pointed at the lines guns, spare men and horses for the artillery, and 
of the native. regiments in such a way as to render a small detachment of the 2d Punjaub cavalry. 
the sepoys and sowers somewhat uneasy; two field- 
guns were kept with horses ready harnessed for 

Knowing that this welcoine force was on the road, 
Colonel Butler and Lieutenant Griffith sought to 

movement; 	careful 	patrolling was maintained maintain tranquillity in Phillour during the night; 
during the night; and the ladies and children they closed the fort-gate at sunset; they placed a 
were safely if not comfortably placed in barracks loaded light field-piece just within the gate, with 
and rooms guarded by their own countrymen. port-fires kept burning ; and the little band of 
Captain Farrington was placed in charge of the Europeans remained on watch all night. 	At day- 
civil lines, the public buildings, and the town break their succour 	arrived; 	the force 	from 
generally ; and most fortunate was it Tor him, and Jullundur, commanded by Major Baines and 
the English generally, that the native Rajah of Lieutenants Sankey, Dobbin, and Probyn, marched 
Jullundur, Rundheer Singh Alloowalla, remained the twenty-four miles of distance without a single 
friendly. 	This prince had been deprived of part halt. 	The guns and cavalry, being intended only 
of his territory at the period of the annexation of as an escort on the road, and to aid in recovering 
the Punjaub, but the deprivation had not rendered the fort ie .the event of its having been captured by 
him hostile to his powerful superiors; he promptly 
aided Farrington with guns and men, instead of 

the sepoys daring the night, returned to Jullundur, 
together with fifty of the infantry. 	The actual rein- 

throwing in his lot with the mutineers. 	Jullundur, 
like Lahore, Umritsir, and Ferozpore, was saved 

forcement, therefore, was about a hundred of H.M. 
8th foot, and a few gunners to work the fort-guns 

for the present. if necessary. 	The little garrison opened the fort- 
Phillour, the fifth station in this remarkable gates to admit this reinforcement—much to the 

group, was in one sense more perilously placed 
than any of the 	others, owing to its nearer 

dismay of the sopoys in the cantonment ; for, 
as was afterwards ascertained, a plot had been 

proximity to the mutineers of Meerut and Delhi. formed whereby the fort was to be quietly taken 
It stands on the right bank of the Sutlej, on the possession of on the 15th of the month, and used 
great high road from Umballa and Loodianah to as a 	 ndezyous for the sepoy regiments iu the 
Umritsir and Lahore. 	Phillour is of no account Punjab, when they had risen in mutiny, and 
as a town, but of great importance as a military forma system of tactics in reference to the great 
station) on the frontier of the Punjaub, and as corn- focus of rebellion at Delhi. 
unending the passage of the grand trunk-road Thus were the days from the 11th to the 14,11 of 
across the Sutlej. 	At the time of the mutiny it May days of critical importance in the eastern -part 
had a magazine containing a vast supply of war- of the Punjaub. 	Evidence almost conclusive waz• 
like,material, witlnout nanny European troops what- obtained that the loth was intended to have been 
ever. 	The adjoining cantonment contained ono a day of grand mutiny among the Bengal sepoys 
native regiment, of which one company guarded stationed in that region : the regimental officers 
the fort and magazine. 	The military authorities knew nothing of this ; some of them would not 
all over the Punjaub and Sirhind well knew that believe it, even at the time of the disarming; but 
Phillour contained munitions of war that would the current of belief tended in that direction after- 
be most perilous in the hands of mutineers. wards. There is very little doubt, as already implied, 
Lieutenant Hildebrand, as was lately stated, was that the Meerut outbreak occurred 	before the 
.sent from Lahore with a company of artillery to plans were ready elsewhere ; that event seemed 
.Phillour ; but be stopped on the way to aid the to the British, and rightly so, a dreadful one ; 
operations at Umritsir. 	When the news from but, if delayed five days, it would probably have 
Meerut arrived, Colonel Butler made such pre- been followed by the shedding of an amount of 
cautionary arrangements as he could at the lines, 
while Lieutenant Griffith looked watchfully after 

European blood frightful to contemplate. 
Having noticed the prompt measures taken 

the fort and arsenal. 	Securing the telegraph, in at Lahore, Umritsir, Ferozpore, Jullundur, and 
order that the„sepoys of the 3d native infantry Phillour, shortly before the middle of May ; it will 
might not tamper with it, they communicated with be useful, before tracing the course of subsequent 
Jullundur, and were rejoiced to find that a small revolt in some of the eastern Punjaub stations, to 
force was about to be despatched from that plum,: 
for their relief. 	As soon as the authorities at the 

attend to the state of affairs in the western. division?,  
of which Peshawur was the chief city. 	e 

last-named station became aware of the insurgent Peshawur was bey find. the limits of Ph .ritis 
proceedings, they determined, besides attending to India 	until 	the annexation of the 	P!Injaub.  
the safety of their own station, to aid'Phillour Olney Situated as it is on the main road from tie Indus  
sent a telegraphic officer to make such arrangements at Attock to the Indian Caucasus rang° at the  
as would keep the wire in working order ; they Khyber Pass, it has for ages been regarded as an 
sent a message to Loodianah, to warn the deputy- . important military position, commandin„,; one of the 
commissioner to guard the bridge of boats  across gates of India. • The Afghans and otliner Moham- 
the Sutlej ; and. they sent a small but compact medan tribes generally"' made their i,',Tuptions into 
force to Phillour. 	This force consisted of a detach- India by this route. 	During the'complexities of 
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Indian politics and warfare, Peshawur passed from appear. 	This force, it will be seen,* was made up 
the hands of the Afghans to those of the Sikhs, 
and then to the British, who proceeded to make it 
the head-quarters of a military division. Peshawur 

of a singular variety of troops, comprising all arms 
of 	the 	service, irregulars as well as 	regulars, 
Europeans as well as natives ; but the Oudian or 

had been so ruthlessly treated by Runjeet Singh, 
after his capture of that plate in 1818, that its 

' Poorbeah ' element was almost wholly absent, and 
by this absence was the efficiency of the column 

fine Moslem buildings were mostly destroyed, its really estimated. 	Various arrangements were at 
commerce damaged, and its population dimin- the same time made for so distributing the Euro- 
ished. 	At present, its inhabitants are believed to peen troops as to aftbrd them the best control over 
be about sixty thousand in number. 	The fort the sepoy regiments. 	At Peshawur itself, the 
is very strew? ; it consists of lofty walls, round Company's treasure was sent into the fort for 
towers 	at the angles, semicircular ravelina in safety, and the Residency was made the head- 
front, 	faussebraies 	of substantial 	towers 	and quarters of the military authorities. 
walls, a wet ditch, and one only gateway guarded On the 21st of May, news reached Peshawur 
by towers ; within the enclosure are capacious that the 55th Bengal native infantry—eneour- 
magazines and storehouses. aged probably by the -withdrawal of the 27th 

When the mutiny began,. the Peshawar division foot from Nowsherah. to aid in forming the 
contained about fourteen thousand mops of all movable column—had mutinied at Murdan on 
arms. 	A peculiar military system was found the preceding day, keeping ,their officers under 
necessary in this • division, owing to the large strict surveillance, but not molesting them ; and 
proportion of semi-civilised marauders among 
the inhabitants, 	The western frontier is hilly 

that Colonel 	Spottiswoode, 	their 	commander, 
had put an end to his existence through grief 

throughout, being formed of the Indian Caucasus and mortification at this act. 	The crisis being 
and the Suliman Range, and being pierced by only perilous, it was at once resolved to disarm the 
a few roads, of which the. Khyber Pass and the native troops at Peshawar, or so much of them 
Bolan Pass are the most famous. 	These passes as excited most suspicion. 	This was successfully 
and roads are for the most part under the control accomplished on the morning of the .22d--much 
of hardy mountaineers, who care very little for to the chagrin of the officers of the disbanded 

. any regular governments, whether Afghan, Sikh, 
or British, and who require constant watching. 

regiments, who, here as elsewhere, were among 
the last to admit the probability of insibetalin- , 

/catty of these men had been induced to accept ation among their ,own troops, The 24th, .„27th, 
Brifah pay as irregclar horsemen ; and Colonel and 51st regiments of 13engai native infantry, and 
(formerly Major) Edwardes acquired great distinc- the 5th of light cavalry, were on this occasion de- 
Lion for his admirable management of these rough prived of their arms ; and a subadar-major of the 
materials. 	The fourteen thousand troops in 'the 51st was hanged in presence of ell his companions 
Peshawar division of the Punjaub comprised about in arms. 	The. disarming was effected by a clever 
three thousand European infantry and artillery, 
eight thousand Bengal native infantry, three thou- 

distribution of the reliable forces ; small parties of 
European artillery and cavalry being confronted 

sand Bengal native cavalry and artillery, and a with each regiment, in suck way as to prevent 
few Punjaubees and hill-men. These were stationed aid being furnished by one to another. 	The men 
at Peshawar, Nowsherah, Hoti Murdan, and the were disarmed, but not allowed to desert, on pain 
frontier forts at the foot of the hills. Major-general of instant death if caught making the attempt ; 
Reid was chief military authority at Peshawar. and they were kept constantly watched by a small 
On the 13th of May he received telegraphic news force of Europeans, and by a body of irregular 
of the mutiny at Meerut and of the disarming at troopers who had no sympathy whatever with 
Lahore, and immediately held a council of war, 
attended by himself, Brigadiers Cotton and Neville 

Hindustanis. 	This done, a relieving force was at 
once sent off to Murdan ; a step which would 

Chamberlain. Colonels Edwardes and Nicholson. have been dangerous while sepoy troops still 
Edwardes was chief-commissioner and superin- remained so strong at Peshawar. 	The small, force 
tendent of the Peshawar division,besides being of Europeans and irregulars was found to be sutr- 
a military officer. 	It was resolved that, as senior cient for this duty; it arrived at Murdan, attacked 
military officer in the Punjaub, 	General Reid the mutinous bath, killed or captured two hundred, 
4-?tould assume chief command, 	and that his and drove the rest away. 	These misguided insur- 
head-quarters should be with those of the Pun- gents ill calculated the fate in store for them. 
jaub Civil government, at Lahore or elsewhere; 
while 'Cotton should command-rte'sa •a kesha- 

Knowing that Mohammedan hill-tribes were near 

NSW diOsion. 	The council also agreed that, 
besides f‘roviding as far as was possible for the 

I This column was made up as follows a H.M. nth foot, from Nowsherah. 
2. B.M. 24th foot, from Rawul eindee. 

safety of 'teach station individually, a ' movable 3. One troop European horse•artillery, from resbawur. 
4. One light fleld.battery, from Jeium, 

column' b2,ould be formed at Jelum, a station 5. The Guide Corns, from Murdan. 

on the great road about midway between Lahore 6. The lath irregular cavalry, from 
7. The rat Punjaub infantry, from Bunnoo rindee. 

Rawnl 
. 

and Peshawita—ready to move on any point in a The Kumnon battalion, from Rawul rindec. 

Punjaub sV,liere mutinous symptoms might 9. A wing of the 25 Pualaub cavalry, from Kohut.the at A half company of Sappers, from Attock. 
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at hand, 'and that those tribes had often been sent off to Sir John Lawrence, for advice how to 
hostile to the English, they counted on sympathy act ; a message was returned : `Let a spy attend 
and support, but met with defeat and death. 	The and report ; ' this was done, and a plot discovered; 
chivalrous Edwardes, who had so distinguished another question brought back another telegram ; 
himself in the Punjaub war,'had gained a powerful `Hang them all three ;' and in a quarter of an 
influence among the half-trained mountaineers on hour the hanging was completed. Tho importance 
the Afghan border. 	While the detachment from of retaining artillery in 	European hands was 
Peshawnr was pursuing and cutting down many strongly felt at Peshawur; to effect this, after many 
of the mutineers, the hill-men- were at that very guns had been sent away to strengthen the moving 
line coming to Edwardes to ask for military column, a hundred and sixty European volunteers 
employment. These hill-men hated the Brahmins, 
and had something like contempt for traitors ; 

from the infantry were quickly trained to the 
work, and placed in charge of a horse-battery of 

when, therefore, Edwardes sent thorn against the six guns, half the number on horseback, and the 
mutineers, the latter soon found out their fatal other half sitting on the guns and wagons—ali 
error. 	'The petted sepoy,' says one who was in actively put in training day after day to learn 
the Punjaub at the time, ' whose every whim had their new duties. 	Fearful work the European 
been too much consulted for forty years—who gunners had sometimes to perform. 	Forty men of 
had been ready to murder his officer, to dishonour the 55th regiment were ' blown from guns' in 
his officer's wife, and rip in pieces his officer's three days. An officer present ou the occasion says : 
child, sooner than bite the end of a cartridge ' Three sides of a square were formed, ten guns 
which he well knew had not been defiled—was 
now made to eat the bread and drink the water 
of affliction : 	to submit at. the hazard 	of his , 

pointed outwards, the sentence of the court read, 
a prisoner bound to each gun, the signal given, 
and the salvo fired. 	Such a scene I hope never 

wretched life, which he still tenaciously clung to, 
to ceremonies the least 	of -which was more 

again to witness—human trunks, heads, arms, 
legs flying about in all. directions. 	All met their 

damning to his caste than the mastication of a fate with firmness but two ; so to save time they 
million of fat cartridges.' 	Even this was not the were dropped to the,  ground, and their brains 
end; for the sepoys were brought back to the blown out by musketry.' 	It sounds strangely to 
British cantonment, in fives and tens, and there Englis 	earn that such a terrible death should i. l 
instantly put to death ; no quarter was given to occasi nallr be 	mentioned 	as a concession or 
men "who spewed neither justice nor mercy to matter of favour; yet such was the case. 	Mr 
others. 	There wore other forts in the Peshawur Montgomery, judicial commissioner of the Pun- 
Valley similar to that at Murdan, places held by jaub, issued an 	address to one of the native 
native regiments, in which little or no reliance regiments, two sepoys of which had been blown 
could be placed. ,There were four native regiments away from guns for mutinous 	conduct, 	Ile 
altogether in these minor forts; and it became exhorted them to fidelity, threatened them with 
necessary to disarm these before the safety of the the consequences of insubordination, and added : 
British could be insured. 	Peshawur contained its ' You have just seen two men.  of your regiment 
full Asiatic proportion 	of desperate scoundrels, 
who would have begun to loot at any symptom of 

blown from guns. 	This is the punishment I will 
inflict on all traitors and mutineers ; and your 

discomfiture of the paramount power. consciences will tell you what punishment they 
When this disarming of the native troops at the may expect hereafter. 	These men have been 

surrounding forts had been effected, the authorities blown from guns, and not hanged, because they 
at Peshawur continued to look sharply after the were Brahmins, and because I wished to save them 
native troops at this important station. 	The dis- from the pollution of the hanoman's touch; and thus 
armed 5th irregular cavalry, having refused to go prove to you that the British government does 
against the 55th at Murdan, were at once and sue- not wish to injure your caste and religion.' 	The 
cessfully disbanded. • By a dexterous manoeuvre, 
the troopers were deprived of horses, weapons, 
coats, and boots, while the mouths of cannon were 

treachery and cruelty of the mutinous sopoys 
soon dried up all this tenderness as to the mode 
in which they would prefer to be put to death. 

gaping at them; they were 	cor+ ors in boats We have seen Neil at Cawnpore, after the revolas 
down the Indus, with a hint to depart as tar as tion of the horrors in the slaughter-room, com- 
possible from any military stations. 	The author- polling the Brahmin rebels to pollute themselves 
ities in the Punjaub, like Neill at Benares and by wiping up the gore they had assisted to shed, 
Allahabad, believed that mercy to the sepoys as a mtssns of striking horror into the hearts, of 
would be cruelty to all besides at such a time; they miscreant Brahmin,' elsewhere. 
shot, hanged, or blew away from guns with terrible In addition to the severe measures for preserving 
promptness, all who were found to be concerned obedience, other promotions were taker involving 
in mutinous proceedings. 	On one occasion a letter no shedding of blood.,  A new levy of Punjaubee 
tras intercepted, revealing the fact that three troopers was . obtained by Edwardes from the 
natives of high rank (giving names) were to sit Moultan region ; the ts.isarmed sepoys were removed 
in council on the morrow to decide what to do from their lines, and made to encamp in a spot 
against the British ; a telegraphic message was where they could be constantly watched ; a land- 
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transport train was organised, for the conveyance gether to about thirteen thousand men. 	TheSe 
of European troops from place to place ; the fort men were thoroughly disciplined, and were .ready 
was strengthened, provisioned, and guarded against at all times to encounter the marauding tribes from 
all surprises ; the artillery park was defended by the mountains. 	Then came the c-i-c4/ police, coin- 
an earthwork ; and trusty officers were sent out prising about nine thousand men, and distributed 
in various directions .to obtain recruits for local over nearly three hundred thannahs or subordinate 
irregular corps—enlisting men rough in bearing jurisdictions, to protect thirty thousand villages 
and unscrupulous in morals, but who knew when and small places : the men were armed with 
they were well commanded, and who had no kind 
of affection for 	Hindustanis. 	Thus did Cotton, 

swords and carbines. Lastly were the conmalrulary, 
thirteen hundred men in the cities, and thirty 

Edwardes, Nicholson, and the other officers, ener- thousand in the rural districts; these were a sort 
getically carry out plans that kept Peshawar at 
peace, and enabled Sir John Lawrence to send off 

of watchmen, dressed in a plain drab uniform, 
and carrying only a staff and a spear. 	This large 

troops in aid of the force besieging De,lhi. 	Colonel police army of more than fifty thousand men was 
Edwardes, it may here be stated, had been in not only efficient, when well officered, in maintain- 
Calcutta in the month of March ; and had there ing tranquillity, IAA furnished excellent recruits 
heard that Sikhs in some of the Bengal regiments for regiments of Sikh and Punjaubee soldiers. 
were taking their discharge, as if foreseeing some Sir John Lawrence issued a vigorous proclama- 
plot then in preparation ; this confirmed his pre- tion, encouraging the native troops to 	remain 
dilection for Punjaub troops over ' Poorbeahs.' The faithful, and threatening their with dire cense- 
activity in raising troops iu the remotest north- quences if they revolted ; but from the first he 
west corner of India appears to have been a relied very little on such appeals to the Bengal 
double benefit to the British ; for it provided a troops, Leaving this subject, however, and direct- 
serviceable body of hardy troops, and it gratified ing attention to those events only which bore 
the natives of the Peshawar Valley. 	This matter 
was adverted to in a letter written by Edwardes, 

with any weight on the progress of the mutiny, 
we shall now rapidly glance at Punjaub affairs in 

"This post (Peshawur), so far from being more 
arduous in future, will be more secure. 	Events 

the summer months. 	Many struggles took place, 
too slight to require much notice. 	One was 

here have taken a wonderful turn. 	During peace, the disarming of a native regiment at Noorpore. 
Peshawur was an incessant anxiety; now it is Another, on June 13th, was the execution of 
the strongest point in India. 	We have struck twelve men at Ferozpore, belonging to the.,45th 
two great blows—we have disarmed our own N. L, for mutiny after being disarmed. 
troops, and have raised levies of all the people of It was early in June that the station at Julian- 
the country. 	The troops (sepoys) are confounded; dur became a prey to insurgent violence. 	On the 
they calculated on being backed by the people. 3d of the month, a fire brol:e opt in the lines of 
The people are delighted, and a better feeling has the 61st native infantry—a bad symptom wher- 
sprung up between them and us in this enlistment ever it occurred in those days. 	On the following 
than has ever been obtained before. 	I have also night a hospital was burned. 	On the 6th, the 4th _ 
called on my old country, the Demjat, and it is 
quite delightful to see how the call is answered, 

regiment Sikh infantry marched into the station, 
as well as a native troop of horse-artillery ; but, 

Two thousand horsemen, formerly in my army at owing to some uneasiness displayed by the Bengal 
Moultan, are now moving on different points, 
according to order, to help us in this difficulty ; 

troops, the Sikh regiment was removed to another 
station—as if the brigadier hi command were 

and every post brings me remonstrances from chiefs desirous 	not 	to 	offend 	or irritate the 	petted 
as to why they have been forgotten. 	This is really regiments from the east. 	At eleven o'clock at 
gratifying.' 	It may be here stated that Sir John night ou the 7th, the close of a quiet Sunday— 
Lawrence, about the end of May, suggested to again Sunday !—a sudden alarm of fire was given, 
Viscount Canning by telegraph the expediency of and a lurid glare was seen over the lines of the 
allowing Bengal sepoys to retire from the army 36th native infantry. 	The officers rushed to their 
and receive their pay, if they preferred so doing, 
and if they had not been engaged in mutinous 
proceedings—as a means of sifting the good from 

respective places; and then it was found that 
the 	Gth ns tir,. 	cavalry, wavering for a time, 
had at last given way to the mutinous impulse 

the bad ; but Canning thought this would he that guided the 30th and 61st infantry, and that 
dangerous east of the Sutlej ; 	and it dope not all three regiments were threatening .the officers. 
appear to have been acted on anywhere. The old sad story might again be told ; the 

These exertions were mat,eially aided by the story of some of the officers being shot as they 
existence of a remarkable police system in the spoke and appealed to the fidelity of their men ; 
Punjaub—.one of the benefits which the Lawrences of others being shot at or sabred as they rau 
and their associates introduced. 	The Punjaub or rode across the parade-ground; of ladies and 
police was of three kinds. 	First was the military 
police, consistieg of two core,  of irregular infantry, 
seven battalions of foot, one regiment cavalry, and 

children being affrighted at the artillery barracks, 
where they had been wont to sleep for greater 
security. 	The mutineers had evidently expected 

twenty-seven troops of horse—amounting alto- the native artillery to join them ; but fortunately 
	C. 
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• 
these latter were so dove-tailed with the European 

. 
' unable to encounter four-mutinous regiments in 

artillery, and were ,so well looked after by a corn- the cantonment. .In a day or two, all the ladies 
. pany of the 8th foot, that they could not mutiny if and children were sent-off safely to the hills; and 
\they -Would. 	All;the Europeans who fled to the the cavalry officers were left without immediate 
\artillery barracks and lines,  were safe; the guns duties. 	The tactics of the brigadier at Jullundur 
tirotected them. 	The mutineers, after an hour -or were at that -crisis somewhat• severely criticised. 
two of the usual mischief, made off. 	About one It. was considered that he ought to have made 
half the cavalry regiment mutinied, but- as all such arrangements as would have prevented the 
confidence was lost iu them, the rest were deprived mutineers from orossing the Salo', ' He followed 
of hones and arms,- and the regiment virtually them, with such a force as he could spare or 
ceased to2Nexist. 	The officers were overwhelmed collect ; but while he was planning to cut off the 
with astonishment and mortification ; some of bridge of boats that spanned the Sutlej between 
them had gem to rest on that evening in perfect Phillour and Loodianali,. they avoided that spot 
•roliance on their Men. 	One of the cavalry officers altogether; they 	crossed the 	river 	six ,miles 
afterwards said : ' *me of our best men. have further up, and proceeded on their march towards 
proved the most active in this miserable business. Delhi—attacked at certain places by Europeans 	' 
A rough rider in my troOp, who had been riding and by Sikhs, but not in sufficient force to frustrate 
my charger in the morning, 'and had played with their purpose. 
my little-child, was one of the men who charged Although belonging to a region east of .. the 
the guns.' 	This officer, like many' others, had no Punjaub, it may be well here to notice another 

. ' other. theory to 	offer 	than 	that his 	troopers of the June mutinies nearer the focus of dis- 
Mutinied in a `panic,' arising from 'the sinister affection. 	One of the regiments that took its 
rumours that ran like wildfire through the lines officers by surprise in mutinying was the '60th 
and bazaars of the native troops,. shaking the B. N. I.; of which the head-quarters had been 
fidelity of those who bad not -previously taken- 'at Umballa, but which was at Bhotuck, only 
part in any conspiracy, 	•It was the -only theory three marches from Delhi, when the fidelity of . 
which their bitterness of heart allowed them to the men gave way. 	One of the English officers 
contemplate with any calmness ; for few military 
men could admit -without deep mortification that 

expressing his utter astonishment at this result,  
said: ' All gone! 	The men that we so trusted ; 

they had been ignorant of, and deceived by, their my( own/  men, with whom I have shot, played 
Owntsoldiers down to the very last moment. cricket, jumped;  entered into all their sports,.and 
, While a portion of the 6th cavalry remained, treated so kindly l' 	He thought it almost cruel 

• disarmed and 	unhorsed • but not actually dis- subject that regiment to such temptation as i to 
banded, at Jullundur, the two regiments and a would be afforded by close neighbourhood with 
'hal,f of mutineeN marched off towards Phillour, 
asif bound for Delhi. 	At the,  instant the. mutiny 

the mutineers at Delhi. 	But, right or wrong, the 
temptation was afforded, and „proved too. strong 

began, a telegraphic message-  had been sent from i to be resisted. 	It afterwards became known that 
. 	Jullundur to7Phillour, to break the bridge of boats the 60th received numerous letters and messages 

over the .Satlej, and thereby prevent the rebels from within . Delhi, entreating them to join the 
from crossing from the Punjaub into Sirhind. 	' national cause against the Kaffir Feringhees. 	On 	, 
' 	Unfortunately, the telegraphic message failed to the 11th of June, the sepoys suddenly,. rose, and 
• reach the officer to whom it -was sent. 	The 3d . fired a volley at a tent -within which many of the 
regiment Bengal native cavalry, at Phillour, might, 
as the commanding officer at that time though; 

officers were at mess, but fortunately without fatal 
results. 	'Many of the officers at once galloped 

have been maintained in discipline if the Julian- off to the camp outside Delhi, feeling they might 
dun mutineers had not disturbed them; but when be more useful there than with a mutinous 
the- 36th and 61st native infantry„ and.  the , 6th regiment ; while others stayed a while, in the vain 
cavalry were approaching, all control was found 

- 
hope of bringing the men back to a sense of their 

to be lost: •The 'telegraphic • wires being -cut, no duty. After plundering the mess of the silver- 
news could reach Phillour, andliins the insurgents plate and the wine, and securing ' the treasure- 
from Jullundur made their •appearance wholly 
unexpected-,by the Europeans, if not by the 

chest, the mutineers made off, for Delhi, 	Here, 
however, a warm reception-was in store.for them ; 

troopers. 	The ladies and families were at once their officers had given the alarm; and II.M. 
hastened off- from -the cantonment to the,  fort, 
which had jut before been garrisoned by a hundred 

9th Lancers cut the mutineers up terribly ,on the 
road leading to the Lahore Gate. 	Of those who 

men of H.M. 8th foot. 	The officers then went on entered the city, most fell in 	a sortie4 shortly 
parade, where -they found themselves unable to afterwards. 	At the place where this regiment had 
bring the 3d regiment to a sense of their duty; the been stationed, Umb4lia, another dgith-fiend— 
men promised to keep their hands clear of murder, 
but they. would not fight -against the approaching 

cholera—was at work.;  ' We have had that terrible 
scourge the cholera. 	'ft has been ray,;iug here with 

rebels from jullundur. 	The officers then returned frightful violence for',two months, (pray to July) ; 
to the fort powerless; for-the handful of Europeans but, thank God, has,- - ow left us.,Avithout harming 
there, though sufficient -to defend the fort, wore the Sahibs. 	It 	seemed a ?judgment on the 
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natives. 	They were reeling about and ..falling three men were killed ; four cortiorals and forty- 
dead in the streets, -and no none to .remove them. three mien wounded: ' Thus, out of this small 
It is the only time we have looked on it as an force, seventy-six were •either killed. or wounded.— 
ally ; though it has carried. Off many soldiers, 
two native officers, and six policemen, who were 

The government authorities at Jelum immediately . 
offered a reward of thirty rupees a head for every/ 

guarding prisoners ; all fell dead' at the same fugitive sepoy captured. 	This led .to the eaptui 
place; as ono dropped, another stepped forward of about seventy in the next two days, and tejt 
and took his place; and so on the-whole lot.' 	It fearful scene of shooting and blowing away from'  
was one of the grievous results of the Indian guns. 
mutiny that' English -officers, in very bitterness of On the same day, July 7th, when threo corn- 
heart, often expressed satisfaction at the calam- 
ities which fell on the natives, even townsmen 

panics of H.M. 24th were thus engaged# Jelurn, 
the other companies of the same regiment were 

unconnected with the soldiery. engaged at Raavul Pindee in disarming the 88th 
Mum, which. was the scene of a brief but native infantry and two companies of the 14th. 

-very fierce contest in July, is a considerable town The sepoys hesitated for a time, but seeing a small. ' 
on the right bank of the river of the same name ; force of horse-artillery confronted to them, yielded; 
it 	is situated .on - the great line 	of road from some fled, but the. rest tare up their Arms;  Two 
Lahore to Peshawur ; and plans have ..for some 
time: been under consideration for the establish- 

hundred of theis"muskets were found to be loaded, 
a significant indication of some murderous intent. 

mont of river-steamers thence 	down through The mutiny !it Sealkoto, less fatal than that at 
Moultan to Kurachee. 	Like many other places Jelum in refos'ence to the confliet:of troops in fair 
on the great high road, it was a station for troops ; fight, was more adventurous, more marked by 
and like many other stations, it was thrown into 'hair-breadth 'scopes' among the officers and their 
uneasiness by doubts of the fidelity of the sepoys. families, 	Sealkote is a town of about twenty 
The 14th regiment Bengal native infantry, about thousand inhabitants, in the Doab between the 
finee-fourths of which were stationed at Jelum, 
baying excited suspicions towards the end of June, 
it was resolved to disarm them ; but as no force 

Clienab and the Ravee, on the left bank of the 
first-named 'river, and about sixty miles AiStant 
from Lahore. 	At the time of the mutiny there 

was at hand to oiled this, three companies of was a rifle-practice dep8t at this place. The sepoys 
II.M..24th foot, under' Colonel Ellice, with a few stationed at Sealkote had often been in conversa- 
horse-artillery, were ordered down from llamal tion with their European officers concerning the 
Pindee. 	On .the 7th -of July the English troops cartridge-question, and, had expressed themselves 
arrived, and found the native regiment drawn satisfied with the explanations offered. During the 
up 	on 	parade. 	'Whether exasperated at the active operations for forming movable columns 
frustration of a proposed plan of mutiny, or in the Punjaub, either to prq'ect the various 
encouraged by their strength being thrice that of stations or to form a Delhi siege-army, all the 
the English, is not well known ; but the 14th European troopS at Sealkote were taken away, as 
attacked the English with musketry directly they well as some of the native regiments ; 'laming at 
approached. 	This 	of 	course 	brought 	on an 
immediate battle. 	The sopoys had fortified their 

that place only' the 46th Bengal native infantry, 
and a wing of the 9th native cavalry, in Canton- 

huts, loopholed their 'walls, and secured a defen- mont, while within the fort were about a hundred 
sive position 	in 	a neighbouring village. 	The and fifty men of the new Sikh levies, The brigadier 
English officers of the native regiment, deserted commandant was rendered very. uneasy . by 'this 
and fired at by their men, hastened to join the removal of his best troops; some of his officers 
24th; and a very severe exchange of musketry had already recommended the disarming of the 
soon took place. 	The sepoys fought so boldly, 
and 	disputed 	every inch so resolutely, that it 

sopoys before the last of the. Queen's troops were 
gong; but. 116 woe scrupulous 'of shewing,  any 

was found necessary to bring the three guns distrust of the native army; ,,lie felt and acted 
into requisition to . drive 	them 	out 	of -alter in this matter more like a Bengal officer than 
covered positions. 	At last they were expelled, 
and escaped into the country; where the British, 
having no cavalry, were unable to follow them, 

a Ptinjoub officer—relying on the honour and 
fidelity of the ' Poorbeah ' troops, 	His anxieties 
greatly increased when he heard that the 14th 

It was an affair altogether out 	of the usual native infantry, after revolting - at Jelurn, were 
order \in India .at that time : instead of being 
a masslicre or a chasing of treacherously be- 

approaching Sealkote. 	Many of them, it is true, 
had been. cut up by a few companies of the 

frayed irylividuals, it wiu‘' a fight in which the Queen's 24th ; but still the remainder might very 
native trleops met the British with more than easily tempt his own.sepoys and troopers. 	Never- 
their usual resolution. 	The loss 	in -this brief 
conflict was\ severe. 	Colonel Ellice was terribly 

theless, to the last day, almost. to the last hour, 
many of the regimental officers fully trusted the 

wounded in ',the chest ardl  the thigh ; Captain men • and. even their ladies slept near the lines, 
Spring was I4ed ; LieutOleints Streatlifield and for safety. 	 - 
Chichester were 7ounded, , one in both legs, and The troops appear to have laid a plan on,  the 
the other -in the Orrml two sergeants and twenty- evening of the 8th of July, for a mutiny on the 

'I 	 .. 
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following ,morning. 	At four o'clock on tho 9th, 
sounds of musketry and cries of distress were 

offer may easily be conceived ; but his company 
remained kind to• him, for they saw him safely 

heard, rousing all the' Europeans from their slum- escorted to the fort. 	In one of the bungalows 
hers. 	An officer .on night-picket duty near the 
cavalry lines observed a few troopers going towards 

fourteen persons, of whom only three were men, 
sought refuge from the murderous sepoys ,and 

the infantry lines. 	It was afterwards discovered troopers. The women and children all congregated 
that these troopers went to,  the sepoys, told them in a small lumber-room ; the three gentlemen,  
`the letters' had come, and urged them to revolt at remained in the drawing-room, pistols in hand; 
once-=implying complicity with mutineers else- Then ensued a brisk scene of firing and counter- 
where; but the Officer could not. know this at the,  
time: he simply thought the movement suspicions, 
and endeavoured to keep his own sepoy guards 

firing; 	during which, 	however, only 	ono life 
appears to have been lost : the love of plunder in 
this case overpowered the love of murder ; for the 

from contact with the troopers. 	In this, however, 
be failed ; the sepoys soon left him, and went over 

insurgents, compelling the gentlemen to retreat to 
their poor companions in the lumber-room, and 

to the troopers. 	Ho hurried to his bungalow, told there besieging them' for a time, turned their 
his wife to hasten in a buggy to the fort; and then 
went himself towards• the lines of his regiment. 

attention to loot or plunder. 	After ten hours, 
sojourn•of fourteen persons in a small room in a 

This,  was a type of what occurred generally. 	The sultry July day, the Europeans, ,finding that the 
Officers sought ' to • send their wives and families mutineers were wandering in 'other 'directions; 
from their various bungalows into the fort, and 
then hastened to their duties. These duties brought 

contrived to make a safe and hasty run to the ,fort, 
a distance of upwards of a mile. 	Some of the 

them into the presence of murderous troops at the Europeans at the station, as we have said, were 
regimental lines ; troops who fired on the very killed ; some escaped by a brisk gallop.; -while the 
offices that to the last had trusted them. 	Espe- rest were shut up for a fortnight in the fort, in• 
chilly was • the 	mortification 	great among the great discomfort, until the mutineers went away. 
Europeans connected with the 46th; for when There being no European soldiers at Sealkote, the 
they begged their sepoys to fire upon the mutinous sepoys and 'sowars acted as they pleased ; they 
troopers, the • sepoys fired at them instead. 	A 
captain•• two surgeons, a clergyman, and hie wife 

pillaged the bungalows, exploded the magazine, 
let looselthe prisoners in the jail, and thou started 

and child, were killed almost at the very beginning o 	like other mutineers, in the direction of Delhi. 
of the outbreak; while Brigadier Brim" and other ,One of the most touching incidents at Sealkote 
officers were -wounded. 	' bore relation to a nunnery, a convent of nuns 
• There were no• wanderings over burning roads 

and through thick jungles to record in this case; 
belonging to the order of Jesus Marie of Lyon, 
a Roman Catholic establishment analogous to that 

but a few isolsted (adventures may be briefly at Sirdhana near Meerut, already brought under 
noticed. 	Two or three roads from the lines and notice (p..67). 	The superior at Lyon, many weeks 
bungalows to the fort became speedily marked by afterwards, received a letter from one of the 
fleeing Europeans—officers, ladies, and children—in sisters,* giving an affecting account of the way in 
vehicles, on horseback, and on foot—all trying to which the quiet religieuses were hunted about by 
reach the %rt, and all attacked or pursued by'the 
treacherous villains. Dr Graham, the superintend-
ing surgeon, on the alarm being raised, drove 

the mutineers. 

11, 4 Very Dear and Good itiothetv-On the 8th of the present 
quickly With his daughter towards the fort ; a month the native soldiers beard they were to be disarmed the 

following day. 	They became furious, and secretly planned a 
trooper rode up and shot him dead; his bereaved revolt. 	They carried their plans into execution at an early hour 
daughter seized the reins, and, with the corpse of 
her parent on her lap, drove into the neatest com- 

on thee
bfaositleonwei.r it's maao-ratingo.ur Nplo.  eo 

were 
 rnreractadtaeld oallPartelf-11 al, 

prayed for shelter at a Hindoo habitation. 	Sento-vehicles had 
pound, Screaming for help. 	A young lieutenant been prepared for us to escape, when the servants desired us to 

conceal ourselves, as the sepoys were coming into the garden. We 
of the 9th eavalry, when it came to his turn to 
flee; had to dash past several troopers, who fired 

returned to our hidine.place;  the soldiers arrived;  they took away 
shot was tired into the house where we wore 

ocounrcealrelgesired baelt passed close to where our elmplain.waS 
many shots, one only of which hit him. 	He sitting, and slightly wounded a child in the leg. 	At the same 
galloped thirty miles to Wuzeerabad, wounded as rctoomrenk.tioireg000sioiltioarlilolilrizedtQwsoebn.te

saderta
liteumeis,e4lolacththhee 

he was ; and,' all his property being left behind never quitted, advanced' to meet them. 	Several of us accent- 
him only to be' ruthlessly destroyed, lie had; to use ran‘igilstipmare.  ' 	17ovu°goirvdee'sus Ittoteknielyl youd'OS30i1(11,tahrl,3te?ar v...;e'n' bl')

t 
 y"oluv‘i.f 

his own words, to look forward to begin the world see there arc no men concealed here." Having  searched and found 
again, ,Nritb. 	sword, and a jacket cut up the back,' cried out:o: 

wefuthsehsai  
die."
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Three officers galloped forty miles to Gujeranwalla, 
swimming or wading the rivers that crossed their 

claimed I. 	"I will open every press to thew you that there is no 
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path. 	One of the captains of the 46th, who was then broke
i 
	a hole in the wall of our garden, and Sled into the 

personally much liked by the sepoys of his own Jangle. 	
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company, was startled by-  receiving from them an worn crossing  the cou
l
nlry, when a faithtl servant brought us to 

offer of a thousand rupees per month if he would tre'ery teltweree;'oerseavmeroamenutr,obtit 
Europeans 

the  
la

d government 
 taken

re Ie.  treasure°  
breathed

depo- 
become a rebel like them, and still remain their 
captain ! . What answer he gave to this. strange 
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5 	It 	believed sepoys, 
were too much occupied with pillagweasto notice' us, and. the 
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When the Sealkote mutineers had taken their regiment was in effect annihilated. 	There were 
departure towards Delhi, a force was organised then three disarmed native regiments left in 
at Jelum as quickly as possible to pursue them. Peshawur, which were kept so encamped- that 
This force, under Colonel Brown, comprised three loaded guns in trusty hands might always point 
companies of H.M. 24th foot, two hundred Sikhs, 
a hundred irregular horse, and three horse-arta- 

towards them. 
The course of events in the Punjaub need not 

lery guns. 	The energetic Brigadier Nicholson, 
in command of a flying column destined for 

be traced further in any connected form. 	From 
first to last the plan adopted was pretty uniform 

Delhi, comprising the 52d light infantry, the 6th in character. 	When the troubles began, there 
Punjaub cavalry, and other troops, made arrange- were about twenty regiments of the Bengal native 
monis at the same time for intercepting the army in the Punjaub; and these regiments .were 
mutineers. 	It thus happened that on the 12th of at once and everywhere distrusted by Sir John 
July, the insurgent 46th and 9th regiments when Lawrence and his chief officers. 	If hope and con- 
they reached the Ravee from Sealkote, found fidence were felt, it was rather by the regimental 
themselves hemmed in ; and after an exciting officers, to whom disloyalty in their respective 
contest on an island in the river, they were almost corps was naturally mortifying and humiliating. 
entirely cut up. All the sepoys were disarmed and the sowers dis- 

About the close of July, the disarmed 26th mounted, as soon as suspicious symptoms appeared ; 
native infantry mutinied at Lahore, killed Major some regiments remained at the stations, disarmed, 
Spencer and two native officers, and fled up the throughout the whole of the summer and autumn ; 
left bank of the Ravee ; but the police, the new some mutinied, before or after disarming ; but 
levies, and the villagers pursued them so closely very few indeed lived to reach the scene of rebel 
and harassed them so continuously, that hardly supremacy at Delhi ; for they were cut up by the 
a man remained alive. 	In August, something of 
the same kind occurred at other places in the 

Europeans, Sikhs, Punjaubees, or hill-men which 
the Punjaub afforded. Gladly as every one, whether 

Punjaub ; 	native 	Bengal regiments still were civilian or military, acknowledged the eminent ser- 
there, disarmed but not disbanded ; and it could vices of Sir John Lawrence; there were, it must be 
not be otherwise than that the men felt chafed admitted, certain advantages available to him which 
and discontented with such a state of things. 	If were utterly denied to Mr Colvin, the responsible 
faithful, they felt the degradation of being dis- chief of the Northwest Provinces, in which the 
armed; if hollow in their professed fidelity, they mutiny raged more fiercely than anywhere.else; 
felt 	the • irksomeness of being closely watched When the troubles began, the Punjaub was better 
hi cantonment. 	At Ferozpore, on the lath of furnished with regiments of the Queen's army 
August, a portion of the loth native cavalry, that than any other part of India ; while the native 
had before been disarmed, mutinied, and endeas 
voured to capture the guns of Captain Wood- 

Sikhs, Punjaubee Mohammedans, and hill-men, 
were either indifferent or hostile to the sepoys of 

cock's battery; 	they rushed at the guns while Hindostan proper. 	The consequences of this state 
the artillerymen were at dinner, and killed the of things were two : the native troops were more 
veterinary surgeon and one or two other persons; easily disarmed ; and those who mutinied were 
but a corps of Bombay Fusiliers, in the station more in danger of annihilation before they could 

.at that time, repulsed and dispersed them. 	At get east of the Sutlej. 	Iu the Northwest Provinces 
Peshawur, where it was found frequently neces- the circumstances were far more disastrous • the 
sary to search the huts and tents of the disarmed British troops were relatively fewer ; 	and the 
sepoys, for concealed weapons, 	the 51st native 
infantry resisted this search on the 28th of the 

people were more nearly in accord with the sepoys, 
in so far as concerned national and religious 

month ; they beat their officers with cudgels, and 
endeavoured to seize the arms of a Sikh corps 

sympathies. 	In 	the 	Meerut ' military division, 
when the mutiny had fairly commenced, besides 

while those men were at dinner. 	They were those at Meerut station, 	there was only one 
foiled, and fled towards the hills ; but a disastrous European regiment (at Agra), against ten native 
flight was it for them; more than a hundred were regiments, irrespective of those which mutinied 
shot before they could get out of the lines, a at Meerut and Delhi. 	In the Cawnpore military 
hundred and fifty more were cut down during 
an immediate pursuit, nearly four hundred were 

division, comprising the great stations of Lucknow, 
Allahabad, Cawnpore, and the whole of Oude, there 

brought in prisoners, to be quickly tried and shot, 
and some of the rest were made slaves by the 

was scarcely more than one complete European 
regiment, against thirty native Bengal and Oude 

mountaineers of the Khyber Pass, who would by regiments, regular and irregular. 	In the Dina- 
no means 'fraternise' with them. 	Thus the poor military division, comprising' Benares, Patna, 
Europeans escaped. 	At this moment a Catholic soldier offered to 

Ghazeepore, and other large cities, together with  ' 
guide us to the -fort, whore we arrived at twelve o'clock. 	We do much government wealth in the form of treasure 
not know how long we shall remain in the fort. The English and opium, there was in like manner only one 
officers have treated us with the greatest kindness and attention, 
and have supplied us with provisions both for ourselves and our 

' British regiment, against sixteen 	native corps. 
pupils. 	We trust we shall ono day make our way to Bombay; 
but that will depend on the orders we receive from the govern-
Anent.' 

There 	was at the 	same time this additional 
difficulty; that no such materials were at hand as 
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in the Punjaub, for 
foot among tribes 
with the mutineers. 

Sir John Lawrence 
what course to follow 
the press. 	The 
see in the next 
curtail that liberty 
Provinces. 	Sir John, 
to place the Europeans 

- tormenting condition 
of news, and unwilling 
news- readers 	at 
unscrupulous news
adopted a medium 
elvrondck to be 
official news of all 
so far as rapid 
government secretary 

i. 

• 

English in the Punjaub 
tantalising position. 
going wrong az Delhi 
Cawnpore, they 
communication 
cities just named 
Calcutta, all direct 
government was still 
results of this were 
says an officer writing 
and letters reached 
It is not the least 
plete revolution that 
the news from 
Allahahad and Cawnpore—was 
sooner than at Lahore. 
to receive our daily 
every part of the 
regularity as in 
ourselves separated 
of time. 	Painfully 
eastern capital to 
to Bombay; painfully 

raising regiments of horse and 
who would sympathise but little 

was at first in some doubt 
in relation to the liberty of 

Calcutta authorities, as we shall 
chapter, thought it proper to 

in Bengal and the Northwest 
unwilling on the one hand 

in the Punjaub in the 
of seclusion from all sources 

on the other to leave the 
the mercy of inaccurate or 

-writers at such a critical time, 
course. 	He caused the Lahore 

made the medium of conveying 
that was occurring in India, 

outlines were concerned. 	The 
at that place sent every 

day to the editor of the newspaper 
of the most important public news. 
was printed on small quarter-sheets 
despatched by each day's post 
in 	the Punjaub. 	The effect 
rumours 	and sinister reports 
prevalent in the Punjaub than 
were not thrown into mystery 
of journalism ; but were candidly 
proceeded; so far as information 
remote part of India. 	The high 
chief-commissioner was universally 
guarantee that the news given 
whether little or much in 	quantity, 
honestly rendered ; the scheme 
a failure under a chief who 
respect and win 	confidence. 
advanced, and diks and wires 
the news obtainable became 

an epitome 
This epitome 

of paper, and 
to all the stations 

was—that false 
were much less 
in 13engal ; men 
by a suppression 

told how events 
had reached that 
character of the 

held 	as a 
in the epitome, 

would be 
would have been' 

did not command 
As the summer 
were interrupted,. 

very scanty. 	The 

. 

slowly must it 
the sands of Sinde ; 

turns must that 
it baffle and elude, 
stained with travel 
water-proof—it is 

Slowly, 
its way up the 

29th of September 
has read anything 

the fearful tragedy 
or heard, no 

space be directed 
; not go much 

progress of mutiny 
that there were 
could arise. 

bounds the 'lower 
called Sinde. 	The 
the same origin as 

the great Hindoo 
passed out of the 

, 	. 
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Cale! and Rider. 

were placed in a most 
Aware that matters were 
and Agra, at Lucknow and 

did not know how wrong ; for 
was well-nigh cut oft 	As the 

lie between the Punjaub and 
communication with the seat of 

more completely cut off The 
singularly trying. ' Gradually,' 

from the Punjaub, `papers 
us from Calcutta vid Bombay. 

striking illustration of the corn- 
has occurred in India, that 

the Gangetic valley—say from 
known in London 

We had been accustomed 
letters and newspapers from 

empire with the same unfailing 
England. 	Suddenly we found 

from Calcutta for two months 
must a letter travel from the 

the western port—from Calcutta 
must it toil up the unsettled 

provinces of the western coast; 
jog along on mule-back across 
many queer twists and unwonted 
letter take, many enemies must 
before, much bestamped, much 
—for Indian letter-bags are not 
delivered to its owner at Lahore 	 
very slowly, the real truth dragged 
country. 	It is only this very 
that this writer in the Punjaub 
like a connected account of 
at Cawnpore, which, once read 
Englishman can ever forget.' 
. Attention must now for a brief 
to the country of Sinde or Scinde 
for the purpose of narrating the 
there, as to shew how it happened 
few materials out of which mutiny 

Sinde is the region which 
course of the river Indus, also 
name is supposed to bave had 
Siudhi •or Hindi, connected with 
race. 	When the Indus has 
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Putjaub at its lower ape; it enters Sinde
' 
 through the time of Babel,  it fell into the hands of the 

which it flows to the ocean, which bounds Sinde on chief of Candahar. 	It was then,for a. century 
.the south ; east is Rajpootana, and west Beloochis- and a half, a dependency of the Mogul Empire; 
tan. 	The area of Sinde is about equal to that of For a fetr years Nadir Shah hold it ; 'next the 
England •without Wales. 	The coast is washed by Moguls retook it; and in 1756 Sinde fell under the' 
the Indian Ocean fora distance of about 'a hundred rule of the Oabool khan; which was maintained ' 
and fifty miles ; being, with very few exceptions, 
little other than a' series of mud-banks deposited• 
by the Indus, or low sand-hills blown in from the 

nearly to the time when. the British seized the 
sovereign power. 	Although subject to 	Cabool, 
Sinde was really governed by eight or ten native 

sea-beach. 	So low is most of the shore, that a princes, called Ameers, who. had among them 
-wide expanse of country 'is overflowed at each three distinct territories marked by the cities of 
high tide ; it is a dreary swamp, scarcely observ- Hydrabad, 	Khyrpore, 	and Meerpoor. 	Under 
able from shipboard three or four 'miles out at these ameers 	the government was a sort of 
sea. 	The mouths of the Iudus are numerous, military despotism, each ameer having a power: 
but so shallow that only one of them admits ships of life and death ; • but in warlike affairs they 
of any considerable burden ; and even that one were dependent on feudal chieftain; each of 
is subject to so many fluctuations in depth and in whom held an estate 'on condition of supplying 
weather, that sea-going' vessels scarcely enter it a certain number of soldiers.' 	The British had 
at all. 	Kurachee, the only port in Sinde, is a various trading 'treaties with the ameers ; one 
considerable distance west of all these mouths; of which, in 1832, opened the roads and rivers' 
and the mercantile 'world looks forward with 
much solicitude to the time when a railway 'will ' 

of Sinde to the commerce of the Company. When, 
in 1838, the eyes of the governor-general were * 

be formed from this port to Hydrabad, a city directed anxiously towards Afghanistan, Sinde 
placed at the head of the delta of the Indus. 	This became intolved . in diplomatic conferences; in 
delta, in natural features, resembles that of the . which the British, the Afghans, the Sindians, 
Nile rather than that of the Ganges, being nearly and. Runjeet Singh were all concerned. 	These 
destitute of timber. 	On each side of the Indus, 
for a breadth varying from two to twelve miles, 

conferences led to quarrels, to treaties, to accusa-
tions of breach of faith, which we need not trace: 

is a flat alluvial tract, in most places extremely 
fertile. 	Many parts of Sinde are little better than 

suffice it .  to say that Sir Charles James Napier, 
with powers of the pen and of the sword intrusted 

desert ; such as the PAC; between Shikarpore and 
the Bolan Pass, and the Thur, nearer to the river. 

to him, settled the Sinde difficulty once for, all, 
in 1848, by fighting battles which led to the 

In general, it may be said that no part of Sinde annexation of that country to the Company's 
is fertile except where the Indus irrigates it; for &minions. 	The former government was entirely 
there is little either of rain or dew, and the put an end to; and the arReera were pensioned 
climate is intensely hot. Camels are largely reared off with ' sums- amounting in the aggregate to 
in Sinde ; and the Sindians have abundant reason about fifty thousand pounds per annum. 	Some 
to value this animal. 	It is to him a beast of of these Ameers, like other princes of India, after; 
burden ; its milk is a favourite article of diet ; wards came to England in the hope of obtaining 
its hair is woven into coarse cloth; and it renders better terms from Queen Victoria than had been 
him serviccein many other ways. obtainable from the Company Bahadoor. 

Tho Sindians are an interesting race, both in When Sinde became a British province, it was 
themselves and in their political relations, 	They' separated into three 	colleCtorates or districts--; 
are a mixture of Ms and 13elooehees, among 
whom the distinction between Hindoo and Mus- 

Shikarpore, Hydrabad, and Kurachee ; a new , 
system of revenue administration was introduced; 

sulman has a good deal broken down. 	The annual fairs were established at Kurachee and 
Bol000liees are daring, warlike Mohammedans ; Sukur ; and peaceful commerce was everywhere 
the Jilts are Ilindoos less rigorous in matters of so successfully established, that the country im- 
faith and caste than those of Hindostan ; while proved. rapidly, greatly to the content of the mascs 
the jilts who have .become Mohammedans are a of the people, who had formerly been ground 
peaceful ,agricultural race, somewhat despised by down by the ameers' government, 	Por military 
both the others. 	The Sindians collectively are a purposes, Sinde was. made.  a division, under the 
dark, handsome, well-limbed race; and it was a fa- Bombay presidency. 
tourite opinion of Sir William Jones, that they were 
the original of the gipsies. 	The languages spoken 

Sinde, at the commencement of the mutiny, 
contained about seven thousand troops of all . 

are a mixture of Hindi, Beloochee, and Persian. arms, native and European. The military arrange- . 
The chain of events which brought Sinde under meats had brought much distinction to Colonel 

British rule may be •traced in a few sentences, (afterwards Brigadier-general) John 'Jacob, whose 
About: thirteen centuries ago the country was ' Sinde Irregular Horse' formed a corps much ' 
invaded by the Persians, who ravaged it without talked of in India. 	It consisted of about sixteen 
making a permanent settlement. 	The califs 
at a later date conquered Sinde ; from them it 

hundred men, in two regiments of eight hundred , 
each, carefully drilled, and armed and equipped 

was taken by the Afghans of Ghiznee ; and in in the European manner, yet having only five 
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European officers; the squadron and troop commans of our ordinary military duty, to use swine's 
ders were native officers. 	The brigadier uniformly fat or cows' fat, or anything else whatever, not 
contended that it was the best cavalry corps in a word or a thought would pass about the matter 
India; and that the efficiency of such a regiment did among any members of the Horse, and the nature 
not depend so much on the number of European of the substances made use of would not be thought 
officers, as on the manner in which they fulfilled of or discussed at all, except with reference to the 
their duties, and the kind of discipline which fitness for the purpose to which they were to be 
they maintained among the men, 	On these points applied' 	The controversialists did not succeed 
he was frequently at issue with the Bengal officers; in convincing each other ; they continued to hold 
for he never failed to point out the superiority diametrically opposite opinions on a question inti- 
of the system in the Bombay army, where men mately connected with the early stages of the 
were enlisted irrespective of caste, and where mutiny—thereby adding to the perplexities of 
there were better means of rewarding individual those wishing to solve the important problem: 
merit. * 	Nationally 	speaking, they were 	not ' What was the cause of the mutiny I' 
Siodians at all ; being drawn from other parts Owing partly to the great distance from the 
of India, in the. ratio of threesfourths Wiens- disturbed provinces of IlindosMn

' 
 partly to the 

molans to one-fourth Hindoos. vicinity of the' well-disposed Bombay army, and 
When the mutiny began in the regions further partly to the activity and good organisation of 

east, ten or twelve permanent outposts on the Jacob's Irregular Horse, Sinde was affected with 
Sin& frontier were held by detachments of the few insurgent proceedings during the year. 	At 
Sinde, IrregaihrOorse, of forty to a hundred and one time a body of fanatical Mohammedans would 
tweati ' -ca eaN,„, wholly commanded by native rs 
oce 	These ruse, and the head-quarters at ffi 

unfurl the green flag, and call upon each other to 
fight for the Prophet. 	At another time, gangs of 

Jacot6 al (a camp named after the gallant robbers and hill-men, of which India has in all 
brigadier), remained faithful, though sometimes ages had an abundant supply, would take advent- 
tempted by sepoys and troopers of the Bengal age of the troubled state of public feeling to rush 
army. 	A curious correspondence took place later forth on marauding expeditions, caring much for 
iu the year, through the medium of the news- 
papers, between Brigadier Jacob and Major Pelly 

plunder and little for faith of any kind. At another, 
alarnis would be given which induced European 

on the one side, and Colonel Sykes on the other. 1.94E4 and families to take refuge in the forts or 
The .colonel had heard that Jacob ridiculed the 
greased cartridge affair, as a matter that would 

other defensive positions at Kurachee, Hydrabad, 
Shikarpore, JacobabaaVic, „ here hagfish officers 

never be allowed to trouble his corps; and he, were stationed. --At anoth . r, regiments of the 
sought to show that it was no subjeat for „laughter; „_Bengal army would try to to iper with the fidelity 
' Brigadier Jaltollarb knowsi fa. well that if of OITA: tr5iips in Sinde. 	ut of these varied 
he were to order his Mohammedan_ soldiers incidents; few wore so seriou 	in results as to need 
(though they may venerate him) to 	bite a 
cartridge 	greased with 	pigs' fat, 	or his high- 

record here. 	One, interestin 	in many particulars, 
arose out of the following tpircumstance : When 

caste troopers to bite a cartridge greased with some of the Sinde forces ,,, are sent to Persia, the 
cows' fat, both the one and the other would 6th Bengal irregular casralrY arrived to supply 
promptly refuse obedience, and in case he endea- their place. 	These troopers, when the mutiny was 
voured to enforce it, they would shoot him down' at least four months 01,d, endeavoured to form a 
Jacob and Pelly at once disputed this ; they both plan with some BeloocItee Mohammedans for the 
asserted that the Mohammedans and Hindoos murder of the British officers at the camp of 
in the Sindo Horse would never be mutinous on Jacobabad. 	A particsilar hour •on the 21st of 
such a point, unless other sources of dissatisfaction August was named f >r this outrage, in which 
existed, and unless they believed it was purpoely various bands of Belo(oeheess were invited to assist. 
done to insult their faith. 	' If it were really 
necessary,' said the brigadier, 'in the performance 

The plot was revetqed to Captain Merewether, 
who immediately cent (led in the two senior native 
officers of the Sinde litegular Horse. Orders were 

* The brigadier's confidence in hie men was conditional on 
their implicit obedience ; and he was wont to affirm that his issued that the day 's froceedings  should be as 
' Irregulars' were as 'regular' in conduct and 	discipline as usual, but that the men, sliould hold themselves its 

, the Queen's Life-guards themselves. 	Ile would allow no religious 
scruples to interfere with their military efficiency. 	On ono coca- readiness. 	Many of the {order chiefs afterwards 

, sion, during the ;TM:errant or Mohammedan religious festival in fti4, there was great uproar and noise among ten thousand 
laussulmans assembled in and near hie camp of Jaeobabad to cote- 
brato their religious festival. 	He issued a general order: ' The 
commanding ()Meer has nothing to do with religious ceremonied. 

sent notice . to Merewethor of what bad been• 
planned,   an no uncing their awn disapproval of the 
conspiracy. 	At a given flour, the leading 'cons 

All met) may worship God as they please,. and may act and 
believe as they choose., in matters of religion • but no men have a 
right to annoy their neighbours, or to neglect their duty, on 
Pretence of serving God. 	The officers and men of tiro Sinde 

spirator was 	seized, and  correspondence found 
upon him tending to phew that the Bengal regi- 
ment having failed in 	,f0Y,,q.  attempts to seduce 

Howe have the name of, and are supposed to be, excellent the Sindo troops frons ,hk'c; .. .N'egiance, had deter- 
soldiers, and not mad fakeers 	 He therefore now informs the 
Sinde Irregular Horse, that in future no noisy processions, nor any 
&orderly display whatever, under pretence of religion or any- 16 thing else. shall ever be allowed in, or in neighbourhood of, any 

, 
miner'' to '-itl"4" ate Enrol. 
obst

11* .̀stlicers as the chief 
ales to their 	setieme. 	'% 	authorities at 

camp of the Sinde Irregular Horse: jacobabad wished Sir John Law recta to take this 
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'oil. Bengal regiment 	their bands ;• but. the experi- infantry.; and- a company, of the 4th..battalion .of' 

. eiaced chief in the Funjaub would not have the clan- artillery. The whole comprised about five thousand 
gerous present.; lie thought it less likely to mutiny native troops, and twellie hundred Europeans.. 

' where-it was than iii a region nearer to Delhi. At a later period, when thanks Were awarded ' 
The troops in the 'province of Sinde about 'the by parliament to those who bad rendered good 

middle. of August were nearly as follows : At service in India, the name of Xr Frere, commis-, 
Kuraehee—the 	14th ..and 21st Bombay native sioner. for Sinde; Was mentioned, as one who '. hai 
infantry ; the 2d European infantry ; 'the depot of reconciled the people of that province to J3ritish 
the 1st Bombay Fusiliers ; and the 3d troop of rule, and by his prudence and wisdom . con- 
horse-artillery., ,At Hydraba.d—the 13th •Bombay firmed the conquest which had been achieved by 
native infantry ; and a company of the 4th batta7  the gallant Napier. 	He was thereby, enabled to 	, 
lion of artillery. At Jacobabad—the 2d Sinde irre- furnish aid wherever it was needed, at the same 
gular horse ; and the Gth Bengal irregular cavalry, time constantly maintaining the peace and order 
At Shikarpore and Sukur, the 16th Bombay native of the proviace. 	. 	. 

. 

• 

•. , 	• 	, 	. . 	
oit 

This will boa suitable place in which to introduce two UNDER ItiliDDA0 GOVETtNNENT.—aDiNIND4 
tabular statements concerning the military condition of Nam. 	. 	otiti.•+' 	. 
India et the commencement of the'mittiny. 	All the occur- 
mines narrated hitherto are those in which the authorities 

Ceded Districts, 	. 	. 	. 	iliorthwest of ilgol,a2nt, aliki .,Mvards 
/ 	Bombay. 

• 1Serittannatninrand the con....ry once 
at Calcutta were compelled to encounter difficulties without ilrY""re iirisig/h• • 	• 	• 	1 	belonging to.Tippoo S.sib,i--,4 
any reinforcements from England, the time elapsed haring ' Southern Division 	iSouthernmost 	part of. tho 4.ndlan ,• 
been too short for the arrival of such reinforcements. I 	• 	• 	1 	peninsula, towards Ceylon. 

It may he useful to remark that these military divisions 
Military Divisions of India.—At the period of the. are not necessarily identical in area or boundaries witit--,, 

outbreak, and for some time afterwards, India was marked, the political provinces or . collectorates, the two kinds of 
out 	for 	military purposes 	into ,divisions, 	each 	under territorial limits being based on different considerations. 
the command of a general, brigadier, or other  officer, , 
responsible for all the troops, European and native, within Armies of India, at the Commencement of the Mutiny.— 
his division. 	The names and localities Of these divisions Daring the progress of the military operations, it was 

• are here given;  on the authority of a military map of frequently -wished in England that materials were afforded 
India, engraved „sts 01 	TniARaphical Depot under the for showing the exact number of troops in India when the 
direillibri at sJaptein  Eh) Wagon° -01-.the Royal Engineers, troubles began. 	The Company, to respond to this wish, 
and published by the 1 ar DepertMatt 	Each division causedan elaborate return to be prepared, from which a 
was regarded as Wang' g to, or under the control of One elf; entries-are iiiiim Weela:-  The names and limits of the 
of the three presidencie • 	We shall therefe-rb rpp them.  military divisionk correspond ricioty,,,kat .not exactly, to 
under the names of the 	hie, presidential cities; and shall, those in the above list. 	 . 	r 

append a few words to d ,note  locality  .. 
BENGAL ARMY, .3.1AT 10, 1857. 	'' 

• "E'ER C9COTTA GOTEDNRIENT. 
Nam,. 	 Vaults. Ct.. 	and its vicinity, and the east, Presidency Division, . . 	„;mtta 

	

Bantu Milton,. 	Ettropeada 	Native.. 	Total. 
Presidency, 	. 	.. , 	. 	1,214 	13,976 	15,190 
Dinapeor, 	. 	. 	. 	1,597 . 	16,063. 	16,660 • 
Caw:more, 	. 	. 	. 	277 	5,725 	6,002 

,,.."0.:d northeast of Bengal. Otide, 	. 	. 	•., 	• 908 	11,819 	12,311 
Dinapoor Division, 	• 	• 	''. '„,.• 	the Nepaul trunt4er, southwest Sanger, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	327 	10,627 	10054 

Meerut, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	3,096 	18,367 	21,455 

	

. Campore Division, 	. 	. 	• 'In.r7;14. Ind; ONtatdgeP,°°ther.  Lower Doak and. 
Par" of Buntielened. On kit  

	

Sauser Division, . 	. 	. 	„b sides of the Nerbtidda river, 
1 	

""'. of Bundelcund. 

Siritind, 	. 	. 	. 	4,700 	11,040 	16,830 
Lahore; . 	. 	. 	. 	4,018 	15,939 	19,957 
Peshawar, 	. 	. 	. 	4,618 	15,016 	'20,520 

• 1'egu, 	. 	.. 	.. 	. 	1,798 	692 	2,655 
•— Gate:nor Division, . 	. 	. 	1  Sr,ir_lia.'s 	Dominions, 	bordering on 

. 	 1  22,698 	118,663 	141,361 
The Europeans in this list include all grades of officers as' 

.1h.,:it•gu'telana. 
Meerut Division, , 	. 	, 	_ 	nd, from the Himalaya down 

,,,tt:•61 nt and the Ammo. 
Sirhina Division, . 	' ° 	i `Sauer and Hill states, north= well as rank and file ; and among the officers are included . 	. 	iv 	 Delhi. 
Lahore Division, . 	. 	. 	Easternbart of PuttJaub, from Cash- 

mere own to Sinde 
those -connected with the 'native regiments. . The natives, 
in like manner, include all grades, from subadars down to 

Peshawar Division, 	. 	, 	• WAesttflan.' part of Pn.njaub, on the sepoys and solvers. 	The Punintib,. it will be seen; alone 
;ban frontier. 	 ' contained 40,000 troops. 	The troops were stationed' at 

UNDER NONRAI GorgemEier.. 	 . 160 cantonments, garrisons, or other places. -As spewing" 
Sind Division, 	. 	. 	. of -the Pel000hee frontier, both sides gradations of rank, the Europeans coMprised 2271 commis- 

• .Rajpootana Field-force, 
Northern Division, 	. - • 	, 

	

of the Lower Indus. 	. '0 .ast of Sindeft . and west of Scindla's 

	

r, Gwalior dominions. 	- , 
From Catch nearly te Bombay, includ- 

sioned"offieets, 1602 non-commissioned officers, and 18,815 
rank and file 	.. 	.    •; the natives comprised- 2326 commissioned 
officers, -  5821 non-commissioned officers, and 110,517 rank 

, ins Guiorat. 	• 	• 
Loam'. and file. 	The stations -which contained the largest numhersi • rooms', Division, 	, 	.  

, Settfhitts Division, 	. 	. 
1 

o 	moor.% ,,,,..5b  

Bombay, 	and the .South 
„Ifattratta country near it., 
"uthernunist part of the Bombay 

presidency. .„,,,,......„,,,„. 

were the follolving : 	' 
Deshawnr, . 	. 	. 	9500 
Lahore, 	. 	- 	. 	• , 	5300' 

• Meerut,- 	. 	. 	. 	5000 Lueknow, 	. 	. 	5000, 

Sealkote, 	. 	. 	. 	3.300 
Bemires; . 	: 	. 	3200 
Ramat Pindee,: 	. 	.. 	3200 . 
Bareille, . 	. 	.• 	3000 Nagpoor 	 .tbsidittry Fereof, 	 allacquired Nagpoor tern- 

• ‘_ 	•";:rt3cr 	%veer Nizam's states. 
Jullundur,' . 	. 	. 	4000 
Dinapoor, 	. 	. 	4000 

Moulton, 	. 	. 	, 	2000 
stinger, 	. 	. 	. 	2800 North Dirisir, 	. 	 e-4 	l,..,, ee,..:earttl. 'of M"dras 7-esideney, T...7mballa, 	. 	. 	. 	3800 Agra, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	2700- 

Centre Dirlekrn, ., , 	• 	'gildres city, 	and the coast i' 	 leegieli  
•I 	north and scathe! it. 

C 	npore, 	. 	. 	6700 
. 	. 	. 	3600 Delhi, „ 2400 Harreekpore, . 	., 	3600 • 

Nowsiterah, 	.. 	. 	2600 
Jclum, 	. 	. 	. 
Allebabatl, 	• 	. 	• 2300 t . 	. 	, 	 c 
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• These:20 principal stations thus averaged 3800 troops'each, 
or nearly 80,000 altogether. 

MADRAS .t.MT, MAR 10, 1837. 	' ' 

	

Stitioul• 'Whirs.- 	European. 	Nadu:. 	Tots!. 
Centre, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1,580 	4,430 	8,010, 	' 
Mysore, . 	. 	. 	. 	1,088 	4,601 	3,31,2 
Malabar, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	601 	2,313 	3,117 
Northern, 	. 	. 	. 	215 	6,160 	6,384 
Southern,- . 	. 	. 	. 	726, 	6,718 	6,444 	. 
Cede(' Distil/11s 	. 	. 	135 	2,519 	4,6.4 
South Alabratta, 	. 	. 	16 	375 	301 

were nearly .2000 Madras troops out of India altogether, on 
service in Persia and China. 

4; 
nonssr ASS!, MAY 10, 1857. 	• 

MAWR Dishions. 	Europeans, 	/Wins. 	Tent. 
BoinbarGarrison, . 	. 	. 	603 	8,301 	4;089 
Southern, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	ttss 	6,108 	5,3,91 
POO1i4, . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1,833 	6.817 	8,655 
Northern; . 	. 	. 	. 	1,134 	6,452 	7,606 
Asseerghur Fortress, 	. 	. 	1 	. 	- 446 	'443 

. 	Simla, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1,087 	6,072 	7,139 
najgcotana, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	60 	3,812 	3,062 

--- ---, - 

	

369 	8,305 	8,874 Nagpoor, 	. 	. 	. 
Nizam•s,'' 	 . 	, • 	. 	'. 	1,323 	3,027 	6,310 
Penang and 51,11u.e.ea, 	. 	49 	2,118 	2,162 
Pcgu, . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	2,880 	10,154 	13,034 

5,109 	81,601 	'36,710'' 	' 
. The Bombay army was so dislocated -at that period, by the 

dart 

• 

t . 

, 	10,1.4' 
• This list was more fully made 

army; since it gave, the numbers 
light 'cavalry, horse-artillery, 
miners, European infantry, native 
The ratio of liuropeans.to native 
,in the Madras army (about 20 

• 13engal,(19 per cent.) 	More 
enters, it was Jess instructive 

1 pointed -Out the location of 
regiment, Whereas the Bengal 
at each station, without mentioning 

' meats of which they were composed. 
' 	for comparison are not such 

the -hats' been prepared on one 
about 36 stations for 'these 
they occupied in small detachments 
much higher number. 	Although 
belong to the Bengal presidency, 
Madras trooA Besides the forces 

• r;si 	3  

out 

fully 
in 

all 
list 

as 

I  

foot 

uniform 
troopS, 

•  

	

40,737 	50,931 
than that for the Bengal 

separately of the dragoons, 
-artillery, Sappem , and 
infantry, and veterans. 

troops was rather higher 
per cent.) than 'in.that of 

made out in some parti- 
others; the Madras list 

the detachments of molt 
gave the actual numbers 

the particular yogi- 
Hence the materials 

they might have been had 

	

plan. 	There were 
hat. the places alrioh 
' raised the total to a 

&pi' is considered to 
it was mostly. served by 
above enumerated, there 

1 ,... 	•01 

el 
01\  

departure 
o
o f nearly 14,000

or 
  troops to

if comparison o
Persi aendA 

bec
den, 

oote 
 

 the valae 	i this table 
 

much lessened. 	Nevertheless, it affords means of knowing 
how many troops were actually in India at the time when 
their services were most needed. 	On the other band; 
about 0000 of the troops in the Bombay presidency • 
belonged to the Bengal and Madras armies. 	The different 
kinds of troops were classified as in the Madras army. 
The regular military stations where troops took up their 
head-ormrters, were about 20 in number ;'bat the small 

-Stations 	where 	more 	detachments wore 	placed 	nearly 
trebled this number. 	The Europeans were to the native 
troops only as 16 to 100. 

, 	 ' 
As a summary, 'then, we find that India contained, on 

the day when the mutinies began, troops to tho number 
of 238,002 in 	the service of the. Company, of whom 	• 
38,001 were Europeans, and 200,001 natives-19 Euro- • 
pears to 100 natives. 	An opportunity will occur in a 

, future page for enumerating the regiments of whiob these 
three 'kudos sere composed. 

• 
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4. 
SIR Cots CAMPBELL. 

CHAPTER XIII. •4'  - 
• At, 	 • . 

PREPARATIONS: CALCUTTA AND LONDON. . 

. . 
,;•:-,y.,, 	.,..\ 

.1 	7 	P-- EFORE entering on a narra- managing those materials whether India should 
•Ik'd 	• 	' 	". j  tive of the great military oper- or should not be lost to the, English. 	There will 

j'r ations connected with the siege of  therefore be an advantage in tracing the manner 
"'k' 	, 	Delhi, and with Ilavelecies brilliant in which the Calcutta government .brought ' into' 

.. 	e advance from Allaliabad to Cawnpore -nie,. the resources 'immediately or proximately - and Lucknow, it will be necessary to -•., 4, 
c y 	glance rapidly at the means adopted by 

avaitatile,; and 'the plans adopted by the home 
government;  to increase those resources. 

the authorities to meet the difficulties arising 
42' 

It is not intended in this place to discuss the 
Out of the mutiny—by the Indian govern- numerous questions which have arisen in connec- 
ment at Calcutta, and by the imperial govern- tion with the moral and political condition of the• 

ment in London: 	For, it must be remembered natives of India, or tik..,ztlative fitness fi.;,,gerent 
that—however meritorious and indispensable may forms of government for #110, devolve 	'''' 
have been the service.. of those who arrived in welfare. 	Certain mattem oul!.?.r ' 	t 	. r 	• 
later Months—the crisis had passed before .a which immediately allbet0i-  lite 	. 
single additional regiment from England reached 
the scene a action, 	'There was, as we have seen 
in' the note appended to the piecedipg chapter, 

those intruded with 	0.4n grave reV: ,: 	 ' 	..,;:40, 
so perilous a time, 	'Imo such at tzo..11Weient 
themselves for notice in relation to the Calcutta 

a eprtain definite amount of European military -government-=-namely, the military measures taken 
force in India when the mutiny began; there Were to contlront the mu ' neers; the judicial treatment 
also certain regiments of the Queen's a.rmy known meted out to them then conquered or captured; 
to be at different spots in the region lying between and the precautions 1 aken in reference to freedom 
the Cape of Good Hope on the west and Singe, 
pore on the east; and it depended on the mode of 

of public discussiont on subjects likely to foster 
discontent. 	r 1 	 e  
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First, in relation to military matters. 	England; 'military Command in Oude, was raised from the 
by a singular coincidence, was engaged in two rank of colonel to that of brigadier-general. 	With.. 
Asiatic wars at the time when the Meerut out out dwelling, day by day, on the proceedings 	' 
break marked the commencement of a formidable adopted, it will suffice to say that,' during the 
mutiny. 	Or, more strictly, one army was return- 
ing after the close of a war with Persia • while 

remaining period of May, the Madras Fusiliers, 
which were destined to render such good service 

' 	another was going out to begita war with'  China, , under the gallant Neill, arrived at Calcutta ; that 
It will over remain a problem,  of deep significance the Queen's 64th and 78th made their Voyage from 
what would have become of our Indian empire Bombay to Calcutta; and that steamers were sent 
had' not those warlike armaments, small as they to Ceylon to bring as many royal troops as could 
wore, been on the Indian seas at the time. 	The be spared from that island. 
responsible servants of the Company in India did When Juno arrived, the same earnest endeavours 
not fail to recognise the importance of this problem were made to bring troops to bear upon the 
—as will be seen from a brief notice of the plans plague-spots of mutiny. 	Orders were sent to. 
laid,  during the earlier weeks of the mutiny, transfer a wing, of the Queen's 29th foot from 

On the 13th of May, three days after the troubles Pegu, the 12th Lancers from Bombay, and cavalry 
began at Meerut, Mr Colvin, lieutenant-governor horses from Bushire and elsewhere, to Calcutta. 
of the Northwest Provinces, telegraphed to Cal- Later in the month, messages were transmitted 
cutta, suggesting that the returning force from to Madras, commanding the sending to Calcutta 
Persia should be ordered round to Calcutta, in of everything that had been prepared there for 
order to be sent inland to , strengthen the few the service of the expedition to China ; such as 
English regiments by which alone the Revolt tents, clothing, harness, and necessaries ; but it 
could be put down. 	On the next day, Viscount was at the same time known that the regiments 
Canning, knowing that the Queen's 43d foot and on that service available for India could be very 
the 1st Madras Fusiliers were at Madras, tele- few for a considerable time to come—the only . 
graphed orders for those two regiments to be certain news being of the 5th Fusiliers, which left' 
forwarded to Calcutta—seeing that the Bengal 
presidency was more likely than that of Madras to 

Mauritius on the 23d of May, and the 90th foot,, 
whirl left England on the 18th of April. Toivards 

be troubled by mutinous sepoys 	On the same day the c se of; the month, an arrangement was made 
orders were sent to Pegu to bring the depot of the for a cepting the aid of an army of Nepaulese 
Queen's 84th foot to Calcutta, the bulk of the regi- from! Jung Bahadoor, . to advance from Khat- 
meat being already in or near that city. 	On the mandoo through Goruckpore towards Oude—a 
16th, a,  message was sent to Lord Elphinstone at matter on Which Lord Canning was much criti- 
Bombay, requesting him to send round to Calcutta eised, by those who thought the arrangement 
two of the English regiinents about to return from ought to have been made earlier. 	As soon as- 
Persia; another message was sent to Pegu, sum- news reached Calcutta of the death of General 
moning every available soldier of the Queen's 35th Anson, Sir Patrick Grant, commander-in-chief of 
foot from Rangoon and Moulmein ; and orders 
were issued that all government river-steamers 

the Madras army, was summoned from Madras to,  
hold the office 	of commander-in-Chief of the 

and flats in India should be held ready for army army of Bengal, subject to sanction from the home 
use, 	On the 17th, Lord' Harris at Madras tele- authorities, 	When he had accepted this pro- 

' graphed to ' Canning, recommending him to stop 
the army going to China under Lord Elgin and 

visional appointment, and had arrived at Calcutta, 
Sir Patrick wrote a' `memorandum;' expressing 

General Ashburnham; and to render it immediately his views of his own position towards the supreme 
available for Indian.  wants. 	It was on this day, 
too, that Sir John Lawrence announced his inten- 

government 	It was to the effect that--.-seeing that 
there was iu fact no native army to rely upon ; that 

tion of disarming the Bengal sepoys in the Pan- • the European army was very small ; and that this 
jaub, and of raising new • Punjaub regiments in army had to operate on many different points, in 
their stead ; and that Mr Frere, commissioner of portions each under its own commandant—it 
Sinde, was ordered by Lord Elphinstone to send would be . better for the commander-in-chief to 
the 1St Bombay Europeans from Kurachee up the remain for a while at Calcutta, than to move 
Indus to Moultan, and thence to Terozpore, On the about from 	station to station. 	If near the 
18th, Canning telegraphed to Elphinstone, naming seat 	of gOverriment, ,he would 	be 	in 	daily • 
the two regiments—the Queen's 78th foot and the personal communication with the members of the 

Lild Europeans—which were to be sent round to supreine council; he would learn their views 'in 
Calcutta, together with artillery ; on the same day' relation to the innumerable questions likely to 
Elphinstone telegraphed. to Canning that he would arise ; and lie would be in early receipt of the 
be able to send the Queen's 64th as well as 78th mass of intelligence forwarded every 	day to 

. foot ; and on the same day the authorities at Snide Calcutta from all parts of India. 	On these 
arranged for sending a Beloochee regiment up grounds, Sir Patrick proposed/to make Calcutta 
from ilydrabad to Ferozpore. 	On the 19th, the his  head-quarters 	All the' members of the 
Madras Fusiliers started for Calcutta; and on the council—Canning, Dorin, to  W, J. P. Grant, and 
same, day Sir floury Lawrence, to strengthen his 

e 
Peacock—assented at once/ to these views; , the ,., 
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governor-general added: `I am of opinion, how- India Company's service--all these, be it again 
ever, that as soon as the course of events shall remarked, were troops which reached Calcutta 
tend to allay the general disquiet, and to shew. to without any reference to the •plans laid by the 
what points our force should be mainly directed, 
with 	the view of crushing the heart of the 

home government to quell the mutiny ; those 
which came from England started before the news 

rebellion, it will be proper that his excellency was known ; the rest came from Rangoon, Moul- 
should consider anew the question of his move- mein, Madras, Bombay, Ceylon, Mauritius, Hong 
meats.' Kong, Cape of Good Hope, &c. A few observations 

As it was difficult in those. days of interrupted may be made in connection with the above list- 
- dilks and severed wires to communicate intelli- that some of these regiments were native Madras 

gence between Calcutta. and Lahore, the general troops,. on whom reliance was placed to light 
officers in the Punjaub and Sirhind made the best manfully against the Bengal sepoys ; that some of 
readjustment of offices they could on hearing of the Madras companies advanced inland to Bengal, 
Anson's death ; but when orders could be given without taking the sea-voyage to Calcutta ; that 
from-Calcutta, Sir Henry Barnard; of the Sirhind no cavalry whatever were included in the list; 
division, was made commander of the force and that the list does not include .the regiments 
against 	Delhi ; 	General 	Penny, from 	Simla, 
replaced General Hewett at Meerut; 	General 

which 	advanced from 	Bombay or 	Kurachee 
towards the disturbed districts. 

Reid, of the Peshawar division, became temporary Cavalry, just adverted to, was the arm of the 
commander in the west until other arrangements service in which the Indian government was 
could be made ; and Brigadier Cotton was ap- throughout the year most deficient. 	During a long 
pointed to the command at Peshawur, with Colonel period of peace the stud-establishments had been. 
Edwardes as commissioner. 	Later in the month, 
when Henry Lawrence was bemused in at Luck- 

somewhat neglected ; and as a consequence, there 
were more soldiers able and willing to ride, than 

now,' Wheeler beleaguered at Cawnpore, and Lloyd horses ready to receive them. 	In the artillery and 
absorbed with the affairs of Dinapoor brigade, com- baggage departments, also, the supply of horses 
islands -were given to Neill and Havelock, the one was very deficient. 'When news of this fact reached 
from Madras and the other from the Persian expe- Australia, the colonists bestirred themselves to 
dition ; while Outram, who had been commander • ascertain how far they could assist in remedying 
of that expedition, also returned to assume an the deficiency. 	The whole of New South Wales 
important post in India. 	Several 	colonels of was divided into eight districts, and committees 
individual regiments received the appointment of voluntarily undertook the duty of ascertaining how 
brigadier-general, in command of corps of two many available horses fit for cavalry were obtain- 
or more regiments ; and in that capacity became able in each district. 	Colonel Robbins was sent 
better known . to 	the public 	than 	as 	simple from Calcutta to make perch des ; and ho ,was 
commandants of regiments. enabled to obtain several hundred good strong 

When the month of July arrived, the British horses at prices satisfactory both to the stock- 
troops in India, though lamentably few for the farmers. and to the government. The good effected 
stern work to be done, were nevertheless increas- by the committees consisted in bringing together 
Mg in number; but it is doubtful whether, at the the possible sellers and the willing buyer. 
end of the month, the number was as large as at By what means the troops, as they arrived at 
the beginning; for many desperate conflicts had Calcutta from various quarters, were despatched 
taken place, which terribly thinned the European to the scene of action in the upper provinces, and 
ranks, 	The actual reinforcements :which arrived by what difficulties of every kind, this duty was 
at Calcutta during eight month; irrespective of hampered—need not be treated here ; sufficient 
any plans laid in.  England arising olit of news of has been said on this subject in former pages. 
the mutiny, consisted of about twenty regiments, 
besides artillery. 	Some of these had been on the 

We pass to the . second of the three subjects 
marked out, in reference' to the proceedings at 

way from England before the mutiny began; the Calcutta for notice—the arrangements for prevent- 
84th foot arrived in March from Rangoon ; none ing the mutiny of native troops, or for punishing 
arrived in April ; in May arrived the 1st Madras those who had already mutinied: a very important 
Fusiliers; in June, the 35th, :37th, 64th, and 78th and anxious part of the governor-general's duty. 
Queen's regiments, together with artillery belong- Unfortunately for all classes in India, there was 
ing to all the three presidential armies ; in July, 
the 5th Fusiliers, the 90th foot, and a wing of the 

a hostile feeling towards the governor-general, 
entertained by many of the European inhabitants 

29th ; in August, the 59th foot, a military train, unconnected with the Company ; they accused 
4 naval brigade from Hong Kong, and royal him of favouring 	the natives at the expense 
marines from the same place ; in September, 
the ' 23d Welsh Fusiliers, 93d Highlanders, four 

of the English. 	There was also a sentiment 
of deep hatred excited against the natives, owing 

regiments of Madras native infantry (5th, 17th, to 	the barbarous atrocities perpetrated by the 
27th, and 36th), and detachments of artillery and mutinous sepoys and the rabble budmashes on 
engineers ; in OctOoer, the 82d feet, the 48th the unfortunate persons at the various military 
Madras native infant y. and recruits for the East and civil stations of the Company during the 

. 	1" 
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course of the 'Revolt. 	There was at the same time varying degrees of punishment according to the 
a certain jealousy existing between the military offence. 	Some time afterwards a fourth act gave 
and civil officers in India. 	These various feelings an extended application of these stringent measures 
conspired to render the supreme government at to India generally. 	In all these instances Euros 
Calcutta, and especially Viscount Canning as its peans were specially exempted from the operation 
head, the butt for incessant ridicule 	and 	the of the statutes. 	The enormous powers thus given 
object of incessant vituperation. When the mutiny were largely executed; and they were rendered 
was many months old, the Calcutta government still more formidable by another statute, enabling 
gave a full reply to insinuations which it would police-officers to arrest without warrant persons 
have been undignified to rebut at the time when suspected of being mutineers or deserters, and 
made, and which; indeed, would have fallen with rendering zemindars punishable if they failed to 
little force on the public mind while convulsed give early information of the presence of suspicious 
with passion at the unparalleled news from India. persons on their respective estates. 	' Not only 

It was repeatedly urged upon the governor- 
general to 	proclaim martial law wherever the 

therefore,' says the governor-general in council, 
`is it not the case that martial 	law was 	not 

Europeans found or fancied themselves in peril; proclaimed in 	districts in which there was a 
to encounter the natives with muskets and cannon necessity for it; but the measures taken for the 
instead of courts of justice ; and to adopt these arrest, summary trial, and punishment of heinous 
summary proceedings all over India. 	In reply, offenders of every class, civil as well as military, 
Viscount Canning states that this was actually were far more widely spread and certainly not 
done wherever it was necessary, and as soon as less stringent than any that could have resulted 
it could answer any good purpose. 	Martial law from martial law.' 
was proclaimed in the Delhi province in May ; The outcry against Viscount Canning became 
in the Meerut province about the same time ; in so excessively violent in connection with two sub- 
Rohilcund on the 28th of the same month ; in the jects, that the Court of Directors sought for explas 
Agra province in May and the early part of June ; nations from him thereon, superadded to the 
in the Ajmeer district on the lith of June; in dispatches forwarded in the regular course. 	The 
Allahabad and Benares about 4;:scs:vaame date ; in one referred to the state of Calcutta; the other 
Neemuch also at the same time ; sl'is the Eatna tote proceedings of special commissioners in 
district on the 30th of June; and afterwards in the Athhabad district. 	A petition was presented 
Nagpoor. 	In the Punjaub and Oude, governed front about two hundred and fifty inhabitants 
by special regulations, it was not necessary that of Calcutta, praying that martial law should at 
martial law should be proclaimed, but Ilhe two once be proclaimed throughout the whole of the 
Lawrences acted as if it was. 	Martial law, where Bengal presidency ; on the ground that the whole 
adopted, was made ev'cu more stringent than in native population was in a disaffected state, that 
European countries; for there only military men the native police were as untrustworthy as the 
take part in courts-martial ; 	whereas in India, 
the military officers at the disposal of the govern- 

native soldiery, and that the Company's civil 
authorities were wholly unable to cope with an 

ment being too few for the performance of evil of so great magnitude. 	The governor-general 
such duties at such a time, in act of the Calcutta in council declined to accede to this request. 	He 
legislature was passed directly after the news from urged in reply—that there was no evidence of the 
Neerut arrived, authorising 	military officers to native population of Bengal being in so disaffected 
establish courts-martial for the trial of mutineers a state as to render martial law necessary ; that 
and others, and empowering them to obtain the such law had already been enforced in the north- 
aid at, such courts, not only of the Company's west provinces, where the mutineers were chiefly 
civil servants, but of indigo-planters and other congregated ; that iu Bengal the native police, 
Europeans 	of intelligence 	and of independent aided by the European civilians, would probably 
position, 	On the 30th of May, to meet the case be strong enough to quell ordinary disturbances ; 
of a rebellious populace as well as a mutinous that, as all his European troops were wanted to 
soldiery, another act was passed authorising all confront the mutinous sepoys, he had none to 
the local executive governments to issue special spare for ordinary poliCe duties; 	and 	that 	in 
commissions for the summary trial of delinquents, 
with power of life and death in addition to that of 

Calcutta 	especially, where 	a zealous volunteer 
guard had been organised, the peace might easily - 

forfeiture of property—without any tedious refer- be pre:— ved by ordinary watchfulness on the part 
ence to the ordinary procedures of the law-courts, of the European inhabitants. 	This 	reply was 
On the 6th of June a third act was passed, intended in many quarters interpreted into a declaration 
to reach those who, without actually mutinying or that the natives would be petted and favoured 
rebelling, should attempt to excite disaffection in more than the Europeans. 
the native army, or should harbour persons guilty . The second charge, as stated above, related to 
of that offence ; general officers were empowered the proceedings in the Allahabad district. 	When 
to appoint courts-martial, and executive bodies the power of appointing special commissions for 
to appoint special commissions, to try all such trying the natives was given, the civilians in that 
offenders at once and on the spot, and to inflict si region entered on the duty in a more stern manner 
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than anywhere else. 	In about forty days a 
. 

that the rule of the lieutenant-governor was little 
hundred and seventy natives were tried, of whom,  
a hundred were put to death. 	When a detailed 

better than a name, a new government was 
formed called the • Central Provinces, Comprising 

report of the proceedings reached Calcutta, grave 
doubts were entertained whether the offences 

the regions of Goruckpore, Benares, Allahabad, 
the Lower, Doab, Bundeleund, and , Saugor,and 

generally were proportionate to the punishment. placed under the lieutenant-governorphip, of Mr 
Many persons had been put to death for having Grant, who had until that time been one of the 
plundered property in their possession, 'without members of the supreme council. 	A rumour 
being accused of having actually been engaged in reached London, and was there credited three 
mutiny ; some were put to death for obtaining months before Viscount Canning knew aught con- 
by threats salary that was not clue to them from eerning it, that 'Mr Grant had liberated .a hundred 
the revenue establishments ; several others for and fifty mutineers or rebels placed in confinement 
'robbing their masters,' and some for 'plundering by Brigadier-general Neill.' 	As a consequence of 
salt;' six were condemned to death in one day for this rumour, it was often 	asserted in London 
having in their possession more rupees than they that Mr Grant was more friendly to the native 
could or would account for. 	The question forced mutineers than to the British soldiery. 	Knowing 
itself on Lord Canning's attention, whether such the gross improbability of such a story, Viscount 
offences and such punishments as these 'were Canning at once appealed to the best authority on. 
intended to be met by the extraordinary tribunals the subject—Mr Grant himself. 	It then appeared 
established iu time of danger. 	The culprits might that the lieutenant-governor had never pardoned 
have been and probably were rogue's ; but it did or released a single person seized by Neill or any 

' not follow that they deserved death at the hands other military authority; that he had never corn- 
of civilians, irrespective of military proceedings. muted or altered a single sentence passed by such 
The Calcutta authorities considered, from all the authorities; that he had never written to or even 
information that reached them, that these large 
powers `had been in some cases unjustly and reek- 

seen Neill ; that he had neither found fault with, 
nor commented upon, any of that general's -pro- 

lessly used ; that the indiscriminate hanging, .not 
only of persons of all shades of guilt, but of those 

ceedings—in short, the charge was an unmitigated, 
unrelieved falsehad from beginning to end. 	As a 

whose guilt was at the least very doubtful, and the mere canard, the governorloneral would not have 
general burning and plunder of villages, whereby noticed it ; :but the calumny assumed historical 
the innocent as well as the guilty, without regard importance when it affected public opinion in 
to age or se; were indiscriminately punished, and England during a peliod of several months. 
in some instances sacrificed,' were unjustifiable. We now arrive at the third subject marked out 
It further became manifest that 'the proceedings —the attitude of the Indian government towards 
of the officers of government had given colour to the European population. 'It lins been shewn in 
the rumour, which was industriously spread and 
credulously received in all parts of the country, 
that the government meditated a general bloody 

former chapters that, when the mutinies began, 
, addresses were presented from various olasses of 
persons at Calcutta, some expressing alarm, but all 

prosecution of Mohammedans and undoes in declaratory of loyalty. 	Similar declarations were 
revenge for the crimes of the sepoys, and only made at Madras and Bombay—two cities of which 
awaited the arrival of European troops to put this we have said little, because they were' happily 
design into execution.' 	This led the governor- exempt from insurgent difficulties. 	A few lines 
general to issue a resolution on the 31st of July, 
containing detailed instructions for the guidance 

will suffice to show the relation between these two 
cities and Calcutta, as seats of presidential govern- 

of civil officers in the apprehension, trial, and ment. 	Madras is situated on the east coast, far 
punishment of natives charged with or suspected down towards Ceylon—perhaps the worst port in 
of offences. 	This resolution was interpreted by 
the opponents of Viscount Canning as a check 

the world for the arrival and departure of shipping, 
on account of the peculiar siirf that rages near the 

upon all the heroes who were fighting the battles shore. 	Fort St` George, the original settlement, is 
of the British against the mutinous natives ; but the nucleus around which have collected the houses 
it was afterwards clearly shown that the resolu- and buildings which now constitute Madras. 	As 
Lion applied, and was intended to apply, only to Calcutta is called `Fort William' in official docu- 
the civil servants. among whom zilch vast powers ments, so is Madras designated 'Fort St George.' 
were novel and often susceptible of abuse; it The principal streets out of the fort constitute 
did not cramp the energies of generals or military 
commanders who might feerthat martial law was 

' Black Town.' 	Bombay, on the opposite coast, 
boasts of a splendid harbour that often excites the 

necessary to the successful performance of their envy of the Madras inhabitants. 	The city is built 
duties. . So obstructive, howeVer, was the bitter on two or three islands, which are so connected 
hostility felt in many quarters against the supreme by causeways and other constructions as to enclose 
government at Calcutta, that it led to a ready a magnificent 	harbour. 	Nevertheless Madras 
belief in charges which wire afterwards shown to has the larger population, the numbers being 
be wholly untrue. When the Northwest. Provinces seven hundred and twenty thousand against five 
bad fallen into such utter anarchy by the mutiny, hundred and sixty thousand. 	So far av thin 
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Chronicle is concerned, both cities may pass with- remedies to such of them as are remediable by the 
out further description. 	Each was a metropolis, 
in all that concerned military, judicial, and civil 

direct executive or legislative action of the govern-
meat ; while the cure of others must of necessity 

proceedings ; and each remained in peace during be loft to the more tardy progress of national 
the mutiny, chiefly owing to the native armies of advancement in the scale of civilisation and social 
Madras and Bombay being formed of more man- improvement? 	He expressed his ' absolute dissent 
ageable materials than that of Bengal. 	Lord from the statement made, doubtless iu perfect 
Harris at the one city, and Lord Elphiustone at good faith, that the people exhibit a spirit of 
the other, received numerous declarations of loyalty sullen 	discontent, on account of the miseries 
from the natives; and were enabled to render ascribed to them ; and that there exists amongst 
military service to the governor-general; rather them that bitter hatred to the government which 
than seek aid from him. has tiled the memorialists, as they declare, with 

In Calcutta, there was more difficulty than in alarm as well as sorrow.' The British Indian Asso- 
Madras and Bombay. 	The government had to 
defend itself against Europeans as well as natives. 

'ciation, consisting of planters, landed proprietors, 
and others, supported the petition for the appoint- 

It has already been stated that great hostility was ment of a commission, evidently with the view of 
shewn towards this government by resident Euro- 
peens not belonging to the Company's service. On 

fighting the missionaries with their own weapons, 
by showing that the missionaries were exciting 

the one side, the Company was accused of regarding the natives to disaffection. 	Mr Halliday declined 
India as a golden egg belonging to its own servants; to rouse up these elements of discord ; Viscount 
on the other, the Company sometimes complained Canning and the supreme council supported him; 
that missionaries and newspapers encouraged dis- and the Court of Directors approved of the course 
affection among the natives, 	This had been a pursued. 
standing quarrel long before the mutiny broke out. In the earlier, weeks of the mutiny, or rather 
As ministers of religion, missionaries of various before the mutiny had actually begun, the colonel 
Christian denominations wore allowed to pursue of a regiment at Barrackpore, as has already been 
their labours, but without direct encouragement. shewn, brought censure upon himself by taking 
They naturally sympathised with the natives; but, 
however pure may have been their motive, it must 

the( duties of a missionary or Christian religions 
teacher among his own troops. 	Whatever judg- 

he admitted that the missionaries often employed 'Tient may be passed on this officer, or on those 
language that tended to place the Company and who condemned him, it is at least important to 
the natives in the antagonistic position of the bear in mind that, throughout the whole duration 
injurers and the injured. 	In 	September - 1851 
certain missionaries M the Bengal presidency 

of the mutiny and the battles consequent on it, 
one class of theorists persisted in asserting that 

presented a moneerial, Setting forth in strong terms the well -meant exertions of pious Christians had 
the deplorable social condition of the natives— alarmed the prejudices of the native soldiers, and 
enumerating a series of abuses and defects in had led to the Revolt. 	Right or wrong, this 
the Indian government ; and recommending the theory, and the line of conduct that had led to 
appointment of a commission of inquiry, to corn- it, greatly increased the embarrassments of the 
prise men of independent minds,' unbiassed by, 
official or local prejudices. 	The alleged abuses 

governor-general, and rendered it impossible for 
him to pursue a line of conduct that would please 

bore relation to the police and judicial systems, 
gang-robberies, disputes about unsettled bound- 

all parties. 
Much more hostile, however, was the feeling 

aries, the use of torture to 	extort confession, 
the zemindary system, and many others. 	The 

raised against him in relation to an important 
measure concerning newspapers—turning against 

memorialists asserted that if remedies were not him the bitter pens of ready writers who resented 
speedily applied to those abuses, the result would any check placed upon their licence of expression. 
be disastrous, as ' the discontent of the 	rural On the 13th of June, the legislative council of 
population is daily increasing, and a bitter feeling 
of hatred towards their rulers is being engendered 

Calcutta, on the motion of the governor-general, 
passed an act whereby the liberty of the press in 

in their minds.' 	Mr Halliday, lieutenant-governor India was restricted for one year. 	The effect of 
of Bengal, in reply to the memorial, pointed out the this law was to replace the Indian press, for a' 
singular omission of the missionaries to make any time, very much in the position,it occupied before 
even the most brief mention of the numerous mea- Sir Charles Metcalfe's government gave it liberty 
sures undertaken by the government to remove in 1835. 	Sir Thomas Munro and other expo- 
the very evils complained of; thereby exhibiting a rienced persons had, long before this last-named 
one-sided tendency inimical to the ends of justice. date, 	protested against 	any analogy 	between' 
He declined to accede to the appointment' of a England and .India, in reference to the freedom 
commission on these grounds : 	That without of the press. 	Sir Thomas was connected with the 
denying the existence of great social evils, `the Madras government; but his observations were 
government is in possession of full information intended to apply to the whole of British India. 
regarding them ; that measures are under con- In 1822 he said : ' I cannot view the question of 
sideeation, or in actual progress, for applying a free press in this country without feeling that 
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tenure by which we hold our power never has 
and never can be .the liberties ,of the people. 
the people all our own countrymen, I would 
the utmost freedom of the press ; but as 

are, nothing 'conk]. be more dangerous than 
freedom. 	In 	place 	of spreading useful 

among the people and tending to their 
government, it would generate insubordi- 
insurrection, and anarchy 	. 	A free 

and the dominion of strangers are things 
are incompatible, and which cannot long 

together. 	For what is the first duty of a 
press ? 	It is to deliver the country from a 

foreign yoke, and to sacrifice to this one 
object ..every meaner consideration; .and 
make the press really free to the; natives as. 
as to Europeans, it ‘ must inevitably, lead to 
result.' , Munro boldly, whether wisely or 
adopted the theory of. India being a tonquered 
country, and of the natives being more 
to write against than for their English rulers, 
allowed unfettered freedom of the press. 
pointed out that the restrictions on this freedom 
wore really very few;. extending only to attacks 
on the 'character of government and its officers, 
and on the religion 	of the natives. 	In 
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a suggestion that the native press might be 
under restriction, without 	affecting the 

newspapers read by Europeans, he 
: 'We cannot have a monopoly of the freedom 

the press; we cannot confine it to Europeans 
There is no device or contrivance by which. 

can be done' 	In fine, he declared his opinion 
if the native press were made free, ' it must 

time produce nearly the same . consequences 
which it. does everywhere 'else; 	it Must 

among the people the principles of liberty, 
stimulate them to expel the strangers who 
over them, and to establish a national govern- 

When the liberty of the press was made 
and fall in 1835, the Court of Directors severely 

Sir Charles Metcalfe's government for 
taken that step without permission from 
and directed that the subject should be 

but Lord Auckland, who succeeded 
Charles as governor-general; pointed out what 

to him the difficulty of rescinding the 
when once granted ; and the directors 

yielded, though very .unwillingly. 	The minute, 
in which the alteration of the law was made 
1835, was from the pen of Mr (afterwards 
Macaulay ; but this eminent person at the 
time admitted that the governor-general had, 
ought to have, a power suddenly 1p check 
liberty of the press in perilous times1:p The 
bets of the supreme council at Calcutta, in 
minutes on this subject, asserted theyower 
right of the government to use the checir, in periods 
of exigency. 

Viscount Canning, conceiving that all his 
decessors had , recognised the possible, necessity 
of curbing the liberty of th? press; considered 
whether the exigency for sot  doing had arrived. 
He found that it would be of little use to control 
the native press unless that of the English 
controlled also; 	because • he 	wished 	to 
invidious distinctions; and been.  eve some of 
newspapers, though printed in 'the English 
gunge, were written, owned, and published 
natives, ,almost exclusively for circulation among 
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readers. 	The natives, it was found, were 
habit of procuring English newspapers, not 

those published in India, but others pub- 
in England, and of causing the political 

relating to their own country to be translated 
read to them. 	This might not be amiss if 
government were made responsible for such 

only as emanated from it ; but the natives 
often greatly alarmed at articles and speeches 

against them, or against their usages and 
in the Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay 

by the government, but by indi- 
writers. 	The newspaper press in India, 

English or native, has generally been 

distinguished by great violence in the mode 
opposing the government; this violence, in times 
of peace, was disregarded by those against whom 
it was directed ; but at a time when a hundred 
thousand native troops were more or less 
mutiny, and when Mohammedan leaders 
endeavouring to enlarge this military revolt 
a national rebellion, Viscount Canning and 
colleagues deemed it right to place a restriction 
the liberty of the press, during the disturbed 
of India. 

Very little has hitherto been known in England 
concerning the native newspapers of India 
few except the Company's servants have come 
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of the East India Company. 

two thousand, 

in Hiudee. 

all abusive 
an English 

with them. 	Their number is considerable, 
copies printed of each are exceedingly 
In the Agra government alone, a few 

ago, there were thirty-four native papers, of 
the aggregate circulation 	did not reach 

or less than sixty each on an average. 
appeared weekly, some twice a week. Some 
printed in Persian, others in Oordoo, others 

About twenty more were published in 
towns in the northwest regiobs of India. 

were sensible, many more trivial, but nearly 
of the government. 	As estimated by 
standard, the extremely small circula- 

would have rendered them wholly innocuous; 
such was not the case in the actual state of 

The miserably written and badly litho- 
little sheets of news had, each, its group 

seated round a fluent reader, and listening 
contents; one single copy sufficed for a 
regiment of sepoys ; and it was observed, 
a year or two before the Revolt, that the 

sepoys listened with unwonted eagerness to 
reading 	of articles 	grossly 	vituperative 	of 
government. 	The postal reform, effected by 
Marquis of Dalhousie, exceeding in liberality 
that of England itself, is believed to have led 
an unexpected evil connected with the dissemina- 
tion of seditious intelligence in India. 	To 
expense, he placed natives instead of Europeans 
most of the offices connected with this service; 
and it appears probable, from facts elicited during 
the mutiny, that Hindoo and Mohammedan 
masters were far too well acquainted with 
substance of many of the letters which passed-
through their hands. 

It may be well here to state that Lord Barris,. 
governor of the presidency of Madras, dwelt 
the • unfair tone of the British press in Lidia, 
before the actual commencement of the mu'dny 
Meerut. 	On the 2d of May he made a minute 
commencing thus : `I have now been th!ree 
in India, and during that period have made 

 	 . 	 ----- 
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point of keeping myself acquainted with the tenor I freedom, checked in India, appeared in stronger 
of the larger portion of the British press, through- form than ever when several of the writers came 
out the country ; and I have no hesitation in over to England, or sent for printing in England 
asserting my impression to be that it is, more books or pamphlets written in India. 	When one 
particularly in this presidency, disloyal in tone, 
un-English in spirit, and wanting in principle— 

of these editors arrived in London, he brought with 
him a petition or memorial, signed by some of the 

seeking every opportunity, whether rightly or Europeans at Calcutta not connected with the 
"wrongly, of holding up the government to oppro- government, praying for the removal of Viscount 
brium! 	He denied that any analogy could be Canning from the office held by him. 
furnished front the harmlessness of such attacks Having thus passed in review three courses of 
in the home country; because, in England, 'every proceeding adopted by the Indian government 
man is certain of having an opportunity of bring- consequent on the outbreak—in reference to mill- 
ing his case before the public, either by means of tary operations, to judicial punishments, and to 
rival newspapers or in parliament.' 	This facility public opinion—we will now notice in a similarly 
is not afforded in India ; and thus the newspaper rapid way the line of policy adopted by the home 
articles are left to work their effects uncompen- government to stem the mutiny,' and by the British 
sated. 	' I do not see how it is possible for the nation to succour those who had suffered or were 
natives, in the towns more especially, with the suffering by it. 
accusations, 	misrepresentations,and 	calumnies 
which are constantly brought before them, to 

It was on the 27th of June that the government, 
the parliament, and the people of England wore 

come 	to any other conclusion than that the startled with the news that five or six native regi- 
government of their country is carried on by meats had revolted at Meerut and Delhi, and that 
imbecile and dishonest men! the ancient seat of the Mogul Empire was in the 

The legislative statute of the 13th of June may hands of mutineersand rebels. During some weeks 
be described in a few words. 	All printing-presses, 
types, and printing-machinery throughout British 

previously,observations had occasionally been made 
in parliament, relating to the cartridge troubles at 

India were, by virtue of this act, to be registered, 
and not used without licence from the government, 

Barrackpore and Berhampore ; but the ministers 
always averred that those troubles were slight in 

Magistrates were empowered to order a search of character. 	The Earl of Ellenborough, who had 
suspected buildings, and a seizure of all unregistered been governor-general from 1842 to 18.14, and who 
printing-apparatus 	and 	printed 	paper 	found possessed extensive knowledge of Indian affairs 
therein. 	All applications for a printing-licence generally, had alio drawn attention occasionally 
were to be made on oath of the proprietor, with to the state of the Indian armies. 	While India 
full particulars on, certain specified matters. 	The was in commotion, but six on seven weeks before 
licence might be 	refused 	or granted ; and, if England was aware of that Tact, e.e earl asked,  the 
granted, might be at any time revoked. 	A copy ministers (on May 19th) what arrangements had 
of every paper, sheet, or book was required to be been made for reinforcing the British army in 
sent to the authorities, immediately on being India. 	Lord Panmure, as war-minister, replied 
printed. The government, by notice. in the govern- that certain regiments intended for India had been 
ment gazette, might prohibit the publication of the diverted from that service and sent to China ; but 
whole or any part of any book or paper, either in that four other regiments would be ready to 
the whole or any part of India ; and this was 
equally applicable whether the book or paper were 

depart from England about the middle of June, 
to relieve regiments long stationed in the East 

printed in India or any other country. 	The Indies; irrespective of four thousand recruits for 
penalty—for using unlicensed printing-machinery, 
or for publishing in defiance of a gazette order— 

the Company's service. 	On the 9th of June 
Lord Ellenborough expressed suspicions that a 

was a fine of .5000 rupees (X500), or two years' mutinous feeling was being engendered among the 
imprisonment, or both. 	This punishment was so sepoys, by a fear on their part that their religion 
rigorous, that the instances were very few in which was about to be tampered with ; this expression 
the press disobeyed the new law; it produced great of opinion led to various counter-views in both 
exasperation in some quarters; but the proprietors Houses of parliament. 
of newspapers generally placed such a check upon Two or three paragraphs may here be usefully 
editors and writers as to prevent the insertion of . given, to show to how great an extent the number 
such articles as would induce the government to and distribution of European troops in India 
withdraw the printing-licence. had been a subject of consideration among ,the 

$o alien are such restrictions to the genius of governing authorities, both 'At Calcutta and in 
the English people, that nothing but dire necessity London. 	Towards the close of 1848 the Marquis 
could have driven the Calcutta government to of Dalhousie drew attention to the propriety, or 
make,  them. 	They must be judged by an Indian, 
not an' English standard. 	It is well to remark, 
howeveri  as shewing the connection of events, that , 

even necessity, of increasing the European element 
in the Indian armies; and, to this end, he sug-
gested that an application should be made to the 

this statu,t a was one cause of the violent attacks crown for three additional regiments of the royal 
made agal:Just Lord Canning in London ; the army. 	This was attended to ; three regiments 
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being promptly sent. 	In March 1849, consequent battalion betvieen Calcutta' and Agra, a distance of 
on the operations in the Punjaub, application was nearly eight hundred miles. The marquis earnestly 
made for two more Queen's regiments; which entreated the imperial government not to lessen 
wag in like manner quickly responded to. 	AU his number, already too small, of European troops 
these additions, be it observed, were to be fully —not only because the area 	to be defended. 
paid for by the Company. 	These five regiment; had greatly. inereased ; but because many of the 
despatched during the early months of 1849, com- princes of India were at that time looking with 
prised 220 commissioned officers, and 5335 non- a strange interest at the war with. Russia al. 
commissioned, rank and file. 	In 1853, after the if ready to side with the stronger power, which- 
annexation of Pegu, the marquis wrote home to ever that might be. 	There were symptoms of 
announce that that newly-acquired province could this kind in Pegu, in Nepaul, and elsewhere, 
not be securely held with a less force than three which he thought ought not to be disregarded. 
European regiments, eight native regiments, and a No document penned by the marquis throughout 
proportionate park of artillery; and he asked : his eight years' career in India was more ener- 
' Whence is this force to be derived 1' 	The British getic, distinct, or positive than this ; he protested 
empire in India was growing; the European respectfully but 	earnestly against any further 
military element, he urged, must grow with it ; weakening of the European element in his forces. 
and he demanded three new regiments from Eng- The home government, however, had engaged 
land to occupy 'Pegu, seeing that those already in in a war with a great power which needed all 

iIndia were required in the older provinces and its resources ; the withdrawal of the regiments 
presidencies. 	There were at that time five regi- was insisted on ; and the governor-general was 
remits of European cavalry in India, all belong- forced to yield. 
ing to the Queen's army; and thirty regiments The year 1855 presented nothing worthy of 
of European infantry, of which twenty-four were comment in relation to the Indian armies ; but in 
Queen's, and the remaining six belonging to the February 1856, just on surrendering the reins of 
Company. 	As the crown retained the power of government to Viscount Canning, the Marquis of 
drawing away the royal regiments from India at Dalhousie drew up a minute bearing on this 
any time of emergency, the marquis deemed it pm- subject. 	At that time, fifteen months before the 
dent that the three additional regiments required commencement of the mutiny at Meerut, there 
should belong to the Company, one to each presi- were thirty-three regiments of European infantry 
dential army, and not to the royal forces. 	The in India.* 	The marquis sketched a plan for so 
Company, by virtue of the act passed that year redistributing the forces as to provide for the 
(1853), obtained permission to increase the number principal stations during peace, and also for a 
of European troops belonging absolutely to it in field-army in case of outbreak in Cabool, Cash- 
India ; and, the perniission being obtained, three mere, Nepaul, Ava, or other adjacent states ; he 
additional regiments were planned in the year, required two additional regiments to effect this, 
to comprise about 2760 officers and men. 	Only and shewed how the whole tirty-five might most 
two out of the 	three, 	however, were really usefully be apportioned between the three presi- 
organised. 	When the war with Russia broke out dencies.i. 	He suggested. that this number of 24 
in 1854, a sudden demand was made for the Queen's regiments of foot should be a minimum, 
services of several of the Queen's regiments in not at any time reducible by the imperial govern- 
India—namely, the 22d, 25th, 96th, and 98th meat without consent of the Indian authorities ; 
foot, and the 10th Hussars ; at the same time, he remeMbered the Crimean war,and dreaded 
as only the 27th . and 35th foot were ordered the consequence of any possible future war in 
out to India, the royal troops at the disposal of depriving India of royal troops. 	These were 
the 	governor-general 	were 	lessened 	by three suggestions, made by the Marquis of Dalhousie 
regiments. 	This step the Marquis of Dalhousie, when about to leave India; they possessed no other 
and his colleagues at Calcutta, most earnestly authority than as suggestions, and do not appear 
deprecated. 	A promise wasirnade that two more 
regiments, the 82d and 90th foot, should be sent 
out early in 1.855 ; but the marquis objected 
to the weakening of the Indian army even by. 

to have been taken officially into consideration 

* er'"Ide'ef• 	4r.... f::,':,?.;;! T" 
a single English soldier. 	In a long dispatch, 
he dwelt upon the insufficiency of this army for 

Bengal, 	. 	. 
Madras, . 	. 
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to 
7 . 

the constantly increasing area of the British army 
in India. 	The European army in India, the 

Bombay, . 	. 7  4 

24 

3 

9  83  
Queen's and the Company's together, was in effect 
only two battalions stronger in September 1854 
than it had been in January 184 ; although in M',Ina...* loaf: tl'IvAdanos,  n3,1.'Va. 
that interval of nearly eight years the Ptinjaub, 
Pegu, and Nagpoor, had been added to British 

Bong-al„ . 
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India. 	The army was so scattered over this Bombay, . 	. 7  ' 	4 3 	' 

immense area, that there was only one European 24 li 35. 
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until the mutiny threw everything into con- 
fusion. 	During the later months of 1856, Viscount 

two were to proceed to Calcutta, one to Madras, 
and one to . Kurachee. 	They were to consist of 

Canning, the new governor-general, drew the the 7th Fusiliers, the 88th and 90th foot, and the 
attention of the Court of Directors to the fact 3d battalion of the Ride Brigade. 	It was also . 
that the English officers in the native. regiments planned that the 2d and 3d Dragoons should go 
had become far too few in number ; some were out to India to relieve the 9th Lancers and 14th 
appointed to irregular corps, otheri to civil duties, 
until at length the regiments were left very much 

Dragoons. 	Furthermore, it was arranged that 
these six regiments should take their departure 

under-officered. 	As a means of partially meeting from England in June and July, so as to arrive 
this want, the directors authorised in September in India at a favourable season of the year ; and 
that every regular 	native infantry or cavalry 
regiment should have two additional officers, one 

that with them should go out drafts front Chatham, 
in number sufficient to complete the regiments 

captain 	and 	one 	lieutenant ; 	and 	that 	each already in India up to their regular established 
European 	regiment in the Company's 	service strength. 	So far as concerned Persia, the pro- 
should have double this amount of addition. 	In posed third division was not necessary ; the Shah 
the same month it was-announced by the midi- assented to terms which—fortunately for British 
tary authorities in London that the two royal India—not only rendered this increased force 
regiments, 25th and 89th, borrowed from India for unnecessary, but sot free the two divisions already 
the Russian war in 1854, should be replaced by sent.  
two others early in 1857 ; and that at the same Such was the state of the European element iu 

* time two additional regiments .of Queen's foot the Indian army at, and some time before, the 
should be sent out, to relieve the 10th and 29th, 
which had been in India ever since 1842. 

commencement of the mutiny. 	It was on the 
27th of June, we have said, that the bad news 

The year of the mutiny, 1857, witnessed the from Meerut reached London: Two days after- 
completion of the military arrangement planned wards, the Court of Directors ordered officers at 
in 1856, and the organisation of others arising out home on furlough or sick-leave to return to their 
of the complicated state of aflitirs in Persia, China, 
and India. 	About the middle of February, the 

regiments forthwith, so far as health would permit. 
They also made a requisition to the government 

. 

second division of the army intended for the for four full regiments of infantry, in addition to 
' Persian expedition left Bombay, making, -with the those already decided 	on ; to be returned, or 

first division, a force of about 12,000 men under replaced by other four, when the mutiny should 
the command of Sir James Outran 	About 4000 be ended. 	On the 1st of July—shewino- thereby 
of that number were European troops.* 	Viscount the importance attached to the subject—the govern- 
Canning, speculating on the probability that a ment announced, not only its acquiescence in the 
third division would be needed, pointed out that demand, but the numbers or designations of jhe 
India could not possibly supply it ; and that it regiments marked out—namely, the 19th, 38th, and 
would be necessary that the home government 79th foot, and the 1st battalion of the 1st foot. 
should send out, not only the four regiments It was also agreed to that the four regiments 
already agreed on, but three others in addition, 
and that the 10th and 29th regiments should not 

intended to have been relieved—namely, the 10th 
and 29th foot, and the 9th and 14th Dragoons— 

return to Europe so early as had been planned. should not be relieved at present, but that, on the 
There was another complication, arising out of the 
Chinese war; the 82d and 90th foot, intended to 

contrary, drafts should go out to reinforce them, 
Another mail arrived, making known further 

replace the two regiments withdrawn from India disasters ; whereupon the directors on the 14th of 
during the Crimean war, were now despatched to July made another application to government for 

. the Chinese seas instead of to India ; and the sir more regiments of infantry, and eight com- 
directors had to make application for two others. panies of royal artillery—the artillerymen to be 
Early in May, before any troubles in India were sent out from England, the horses from the Caps: 
known to the authorities in 	London, 	it was of Good Hope, and the guns and ammunition to be 
arranged that the plan of 1856 should be renewed 
—two Queen's regiments to be sent out to replace 

provided in India itself. 	Two days afterwards—s., 
urgent did the necessity appear—:the governmei.! 

those withdrawn for the Crimean war ; and two named the six regiments which should be sent c•L; 
others to relieve the 10th and 29th—bringing the in compliance with this requisition—namely, t!. 
royal infantry in India to the usual number of 20th, 34th, 42d, 54th, and 97th foot, and the 	. 
twenty-four regiments. 	Of these four regiments, battalion of the Rifle Brigade ; together with tv 

troops of horse-artillery, ail six companies 
• First Division, under Major-general Stalker— Nutives, 	. 	. 	. 	3550 

Eur  opeans, 	
. 	. 

2270 
royal (foot) artillery. 

Summing up all these arrangements, therel.. 

I 	
• 	

6820 we find the following result : Two regiments 
royal infantry-7th Fusiliers and 88th foot—v . 

Second Division, under Brigadler-general Ilacelock— Natives, 	. 	. 
It' uropeans„ 	. 	• 	' 	'. 	4370 . 	• 	. 	1770 

to 	to India go 	, to replace two borrowed or w 
drawn from the Company in 1854 ; two others- 

C140 1 	
_ 

the 90th foot and the 3d battalion of the Rifle 
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Brigade—to relieve the 10th and 29th foot, and two but I hope that ample retribution has by this 
regiments of cavalry—the 2(1 and 3d Dragoons— time 	been 	inflicted 	on 	the mutineers. 	That 
to relieve the 9th Lancers and 14th Dragoons, but other persons, military as well as civil, felt the 
the four relieved regiments not to return till the mutiny to be a wholly unexpected phenomenon, is 
mutiny should be 	quelled ; 	four 	regiments of true; but this minister obviously erred by his posi- 
infantry—the 19th, 38th, and 79th foot, and the 1st tive assertions ; his idea of ' easily surrounding' 
battalion of the 1st foot—to go out in consequence a wall city seven miles in circuit was prepos- 
of the bad news received from India at the end of terous ; and there was displayed an unpardonable 
June ; six regiments of infantry—the 20th, 34th, ignorance of the state of the armies in that country 
42d, 54th, 97th, and 2d battalion of the Rifle in the further assertion that 'there are troops in 
Brigade—together with several troops and con- India equal to any emergency.' 
panies of artillery, were to go out in consequence A question of singular interest and of great 
of the still more disastrous news received in the importance arose—how should the reinforcements 
middle of July ; drafts' were to go out to bring of troops be sent to India ? But before entering on 
up to the full strength the whole of the Queen's this, it will be well to notice the arrangements 
regiments in India; and, lastly, recruits were to made for providing a commander for them when 
go out, to bring up to the full complement the they should reach their destination. 	As soon as it 
whole of the European regiments belonging to the was known in London, early in July, that General 
Company. 	These various augmentations to the Anson was dead, the government appointed Sir 
strength of armed Europeans in India amounted Colin Campbell as his successor. 	The provisional 
to little less than twenty-four thousand mon, all appointment of Sir Patrick Grant as commander 
placed under orders by the middle of July. of the forces in India was approved as a judicious 

Various discussions bearing on the military 
arrangements for India, took place in the two 

step on the part of the Calcutta government; hut, 
rightly or wrongly, the permanent appointment 

houses of parliament. 	Lord Ellenborough fre- to that high office had come to be considered 
quently recommended the embodiment of the a ministerial privilege in London ; and thus Sir 
militia and the calling out of the yeomanry, in Colin was sent out to supersede Sir Patrick. 	For- 
order that England might not be left defenceless tunately, the general selected carried • with him the 
by sending a very strong royal army to India. trust and admiration of all parties. 	For a time, it 
The Earl of Hardwieke suggested that all the is true. there was a disposition to foster a Campbell 
troops at Aldershott camp, about sixteen thousand party and a Grant party among newspaper writers. 
in number, should at once be sent off to India. One would contend that Sir Colin, though a brave 
These, and other members of both Houses, insisted and good soldier, and without a superior in coco- 
on the perilous position of India; whereas the maid of a brigade, had nevertheless been without 
ministers, in their sfaches if not in their pro- opportunity of shewing those powers of combina- 
ceedings, treated the mutiny as of no very serious tion necessary for the suppression of a wide-spread 
importance. 	Differences of opinion existed to a mutiny, perhaps the reconquest of an immense 
most remarkable extent; but the president of the empire; whereas Sir Patrick was just the man 
Board of Control, Mr Vernon Smith, subjected 
himself at a later period to very severe criticism, 
on account of the boldness of the assertions made, 
or the extent of the ignorance displayed, in the 

for the occasion, possessing the very experience, 
temper, and other qualities for dealing with the 
native soldiers. 	On the other hand, it was con-
tended that Campbell was something more than 

earlier stages of the mutiny. 	When the news a mere general of brigade, having 	successfully 
from Meerut and Delhi arrived, he said in the commanded mares of troops equal in extent to 
House of Commons : ' I hope that the House will 
not he carried away b' any notion that we exalt- 

armies during the Punjaub war ; whereas Grant, 
being 	by 	professional 	education and military 

aerate the danger because we have determined sympathies a Bengal officer—although afterwards 
upon sending out these troops. 	It is a measure commander at Madras—had imbibed that general 
of security alone with respect to the danger to leaning towards the sepoys which rendered such 
be apprehended. 	I cannot agree with the right officers unfit to deal sternly with them in time of 
honourable gentlemen 	(Mr 	Disraeli) that our disaffection. 	Happily, this controversy soon came 
Indian empire is imperiled by the present dis- to an end; Sir Colin was pronounced by the public 
aster. 	I say 	that our 	Indian 	empire is not verdict to be the right man, without any dis- 
imperiled ; and I hope that in a short time the paragement to Sir Patti,* ; and it was judiciously 
disaster, dismal as it is, will be effectually sup- suggested by the Ear: of Ellenborough that the 
pressed by the force alrewly in that country 	 last-named general might, with great advantage 
Luckily the outrage has taken place at Delhi ; to the state, be made a military member of the 
because it is notorious that that place may be easily supreme council at Calcutta, to advise the gover- 
surrounded ; so, that if we could not reduce it nor-general on army and military subjects.. The 
by force, we could by famine 	tinfor- nation recognised 	in 	Sir 	Cohn 	the soldierly 
tunately, the mail left on tho 28th 	of May ; promptness which had distinguished Wellington 
and I cannot, therefore, apprise the House that and Napier, and which he illustrated in the fol- 
the fort of Delhi has been razed to the ground ; 

i 
lowing way: On the morning of Saturday the 11th 
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of July, the news of 
London ; at two o'clock 
council was held ; 
an interview took 
war and the commander 
on this interview, 
the post of commander
accepted it ; he was 
his departure ; his 
true to his word, he 
evening—taking very 
clothes on his back. 
be  no unnecessary 
the proceedings of 
had been an officer 
and who, during 
the Walcheren expedition 
battles and sieges 
Vitoria, San Sebastian, 
North America ; then 
in the first Chinese 
war ; and lastly in 

Sir Colin Campbell, 
free from luggage 
able to take advantage 
India--by rail to 
rail to Marseille, 
other means to Suez, 
eutta. 	Whether the 
of this or any other 
a question whereon 
advisers soon found 
were four projects—to 
Alexandria and Suez 
sea from Southampton 
to Calcutta round 

- 	to; .take . this 	last-named 
instead of steamers. 
be  said on each of these 

As the overland 
quickest, some advisers 
fore be the best ; 
necessary inference. 
amount of changing 
the men of the various 
railway-trains—at 
station, at Boulogne) 
also a fourth time 
have to leave railway-trains—ht 
Marseille, and at 
Egypt ; thrice w 
steamers—at Fol 
Suez ; and thrice would 
at Boulogne, at Alexandria;  
difficulties 	incidental 
would be very great, 
insuperable. There 
a delicate 	international 
passage of large 
territories of another 
France France, at a, time 
possibly have given 
other considerations 

General Anson's death reached 
on the same day a cabinet 

immediately after the council 
place between the minister pf 

of the forces ; consequent 
Sir Colin Campbell was.  offered 

-in-chief in 	India ; he 
asked how soon he could take 
reply was ' To-morrow ;' and, 

left England on the Sunday 

	

little with him 	bat the 
Men felt that there would 

amount of ' circumlocution' in 
such a general—a veteran who 
in the army forty-nine years ; 

that long period, had served in 
; then in the Peninsular 

of Vimieira, Corunna, Barossa, 
and Bidassoa ; then in 

in the West Indies ; then 
war ; then in the second Sikh 
the Crimea. 

as a passenger remarkably 
and baggage of every kind, was 

of the quickest route to 
Folkestone, steam to Boulogne, 
steam to Alexandria, rail and 

and thence steam to Cal- 
troops could take advantage 

kind of swift conveyance, was 
public authorities and public 

themselves at variance. There 
proceed through France to 
; to reach Alexandria by 
; to steam from England 

the Cape of Good Hope ; and 
route by sailing-ships 

A few' words may usefully 
four pious. 

route through France is the 
urged that it would there- 

but this was by no means a 
It would require an immense 
and shifting. 	Thrice would 

regiments have to enter 
Lpndon or some other English 

and at Alexandria—perhaps 
at Paris; thrice would they 

Folkestone, at 
airo or some other place in 

ild they have to embark in 
e,stone, 	at 	Marseille, 	and 	at 

they have -to disembark— 
and at Calcutta. 	The 

to these many changes 
although of coarse not 

would, in addition, be involved 
question touching the 

bodies of troops through the 
sovereign. 	The Emperor of 
of friendly alliance, would 

the requisite permission ; but 
would also have weight ; and 

it is, on the whole, not surprising that the route 
through France was left unattempted. 

It does not follow, however, from difficulties in 
the French route, that the sea-route to Alexandria 
would be unavailable ; on the contrary, that mode 
of transit found many advocates. 	The distance 
from Southampton to Alexandria is about three 
thousand miles ; and this distance could obviously 
be traversed, in a number of days easy of esti-
mate, by a steamer requiring no transhipment of 
cargo. 	Another steamer would make the voyage 
from Suez to Calcutta; and an overland passage 
through Egypt would complete the route. 	This is 
a much shorter route to Calcutta than that rid the 
Cape of Good Hope, in the• ratio of about eight 
thousand miles to twelve thousand; it is adopted 
for the heavy portion of the India mail ; and 
many persons thought it might well be adopted 
also for the transmission of troops. 	The ministers 
in parliament, however, explained their reasons 
for (objecting 	to this route. 	These 	objections 
referred principally to steamers and coal, of which 
there were no more in the Indian seas than were 
necessary for the mail, service. 	The matter was 
argued thus : The first mail from England, after 
the news of the mutiny, left on the 10th of July; 
it would reach Bombay about the 10th of August; 
a return mail would start from Bombay on the 
16th of August, describing the arrangements made,  
for receiving at Suez any troops sent by the 
Egyptian route ; that letter would reach London 
about the 16th of September; and if troops were 
sent off immediately, with everything prepared, 
they could not have reached India till towards the 
end of October—four months often, the receipt of 
the first disastrous news from Meerut. 	A vessel 
by the Cape route, if sent off a once, would reach 
as soon. 	This argument depended wholly on the 
assumption that it would be necessary to spend 
three months in sending and receiving messages, 
before the troops could 	safely be 	started off 
from Southampton to Alexandria. 	Some of those 
who differed from the government on this point 
admitted that only a small number of troops could 
be conveyed by this route, owing to the unfinished 
state of the land-conveyance from' Alexandria to 
Suez.* 	The thirty miles of sandy desert to be 
traversed, 	either' by marching or in vehicles, 
would necessarily 	entail 	much 	difficulty and 
confusion if the number of troops were large, 
especially as neither the isthmus nor its railway 
belonged to England, 	Then, again, there are 
questions 	concerning 	calms, storms, monsoons,' 
trade-winds, shoals, and coral reefs, which were 
warmly discussed by the advocates of different 
systems; some of whom contended that the Red 
Sea cannot safely be depended on by ship-loads 

a re /most 1857, of the whole railway diatance marked out 
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miles; from Cairo towards Suez, 45 miles. 	The remainder of the 
Journey consisted of 80 miles of sandy desert, not at that tune 
provided with n railway, but traversed by omnibuses or 1711115. 
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of troops during the second half of the year ; would have to touch for coal, steamers would 
while others argued that the dangers of the probably not reach the Indian ports more quickly 
route are very slight. 	On the one side, it was than sailing-ships. 	Lord Ellenborough admitted 
represented that, by adopting the Suez route, there that, when he was in India, sailing-vessels were 
would be many changes in the modes of travel, 
many sources of confusion wherever those changes 

found better than steamers ter India voyages in 
the autumnal half of the year; but this left 

were made, many uncertainties whether there untouched the important improvements effected 
would be steamers ready at Suez, many doubts in steam-navigation during the intervening period 
about the supply of coal at Aden and elsewhere, 
many perils of wreck in and near the Red Sea, 
much deterioration of health to the troops during 

of fourteen years. 	The battle was much contested. 
Sir Charles Wood; First Lord of the Admiralty, 
pointed out that fast sailing-ships often went from 

the hot weather in that region, and much ember- England to Calcutta in 90 to 100 days; that 
,assment felt by Viscount Canning if the troops auxiliary screws had been known to take from 
came to him faster than he could transfer them 90 to 120 days; and therefore that we were not 
up the country. 	Certain of these government 
doubts were 	afterwards admitted 	to be well 

certain of quicker voyages by steam than by sail, 
even (which was doubtful) if coal enough were 

founded ; others were shown to be erroneous ; and procurable at the Cape. This roused the advocates 
though a few regiments were sent by the Suez of steaming, who complained that the minister had 
route later in the year, it became pretty generally compared quick sailing-ships with slow steamers. 
admitted, that if only one or two regiments had Mr Lindsey asserted that the average duration of 
taken that route early in dilly, the benefit to twenty-two sail-voyages was 132 days; and that 
India would have been very great, and the difli- the steam-average • would not exceed 94 days. 
culties not more than might have been easily Another authority averred that the average of 
conquered, niuoty-eight sail-voyages was 130 days ; and that 

Nest for consideration was the Cape route. Those of seven screw-steam voyages, 93 days. 
who admitted that the overland journey was suited Such were a few of the points brought under 
only for a small body of troops, and not for an army consideration, in connection with the schemes for 
of thirty thousand men, had yet to settle whether 
sailing-ships or steamers were best fitted for this 

sandhi. troops to India. 	We mention them here, 
becauth3 they bore intimately on the mutiny and 

service. 	In some quarters it was urged : ' Employ its hiStory. 	A compromise between the various 
our screw war-steamers; we are at peace in schemes was effected by the government, in this 
Europe, and can send our soldiers quickly by this way :—The ten thousand troops intended to be 
means to India, without the expense of charter- 
ins steamers belonging to companies or private 
persons. 	If suffieient bounties are offered, in one 

sent out, as reinforcements, reliefs, and recruits, 
before the news of the disasters reached England, 
were despatched as originally intended, in ordin- 

week we could obtain seamen enough to man ary sailing-vessels ; the four thousand additional 
twenty war-steamers. 	Take the main and lower- 
deck guns out of the ships ; place fifteen hundred 

troops, immediately applied for by the Company, 
were despatched, half in screw-steamers, and half 

troops in each of the large screw line-of-battle in fast-sailing clippers; while the six thousand 
ships ; and man each ship with half the war supplied on a still later requisition 	were 	sent 
complement, the soldiers themselves serving as almost wholly in steamers. 	It was not until late 
marines."fo this it was replied that line-of-battle, 
ships would be dearer rather than cheaper than 

in the year, when the slowness of most of the 
voyages had been made manifest, that the supe- 

chartered vessels, because they could not lessen the riority of steaming became unquestionable—pro- 
charge by back-cargoes. 	Sir Charles Napier con- vided the various coal-depots could be kept well 
tended, moreover, that screw war-steamers could supplied. 	Setting aside all further controversy 
not be fitted out as troop-ships in less than three as to the best mode of transit, the activity of 
months after the prderovas given ; and that great the movements was unquestionable. 	In May 
difficulty would bre,found in raising men for them. and June few of the regiments and ships were 
The government was te.finenced by these or similar ready, and therefore few only were despatched ; 
considerations; for sio'twps were sent out in war- but after that the rapidity was something remark- 
vessels—possibly owing Jo a prudential wish to able. 	In July more than thirty troop-laden ships 
keep all war-ships ready for warlike exigencies. departed from our 	shores, 	carrying 	numbers 

There remained5  lastly, the question whether, 
the Cape route being adopted, it would be better 

varying from. 131 to 438 soldiers each. 	August 
was a still more busy month, in relation both 

to hire steam-ships or sailing-ships for conveying to the number of ships ,and the average freight 
troops to India. 	Eager inquiries on this question 
wore made in parliament soon after the news of 

of each ; 	there 	being 	forty 	troop-laden 	ships, 
carrying from 208 to 1057 soldiers each. 	In Jul)). 

the outbreak arrived. 	The ministers, in reference not a single steam-ship was included i' the 
to the superiority of steamers over sailing-ships, 
stated that, from the difficulty iu procuring steamers 

number ; but in August nearly half were steamers. 
The most remarkable shipments were there in the 

of the requisite kind, and the delay caused by the dames Baines clipper sailing-ship (103? men of 
number of intermediate . points at which they the 42d and 92d foot), the Champion f the Seas 

1;' 
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clipper • (1032 men of 'the •42d and 20th 	foot)' ' 	ally's service, drevr up a series' of Tule& or sue es-` 
'and the Great Britain shrew-steamer (1057' 'men 
of the 8th Hussars and 17th Lancers. 	In these 
three • splendid ships the troops were conveyed 
with a degree of comfort rarely if ever before 
attained • in such service. 	While the necessary 

ions,lor the use of officers in the' management of 
their 'troops. 	These' rules, ..whiolt 'received , the 
approval of Sir Colin' Campbell, bore relation to 
the hours of marching; the length of each March.; 

j the kind of :beverage best for the soldier before- : 
arrangements' were in progress •for shipping off 
the, twenty-four .thousand men chosen by the 

starting k 'the marching-dress in hot weather;' the 
'precautions against sitting or lying hi wet c'loth'es;' 

' middle of July, other plans were•heing organised 
for despatthing further regiments; insomuch that, 
by the'end of the year, very nearly•forty thousand 
hien had been sent off to the scene of mutiny. 	In 
what order and at what times these troops reached 
their destination, may usefully be noted in a later 
page. 	Towards the close of the year the Suez 

the necessity for bathing ;.the •tost choice 'of food 
and the best mode of cooking ; the stimulants and 
beverages, &-e. 	' 	' 	, 	 . 	• 	, 

It would be difficult to enumerate all the modes • 
in which the,  government, the legislature, and the 
press,: sought to' meet the difficultieS and remedy 
the evils arising Out of the Indian mutiny'; nor 

' 

route Was adopted for a few regiments ; and the 
rapidity of passage was such as to lead to much 

would such an enumeration be necessary, further 
than concerned .the really practicable and adopted 	' 

• 

expression of regret that that route had not been 
adoptediearlier--although an opinion continued to 
Prevail ;on the part of the government and the 
Company that it would not have been practicable i  
to Send the bulk of the army by that means. 

Another important question arose during the 

measures. ' At ' a time when each mail 'from 
India increased the sum-total of disastrous 'news, 
each grievance found its, own peouliar expositor, 
who insisted that that particular grievance had 
been the main . Cause of the mutihy, and that a 
remedy mist be found in that particular direction.: 

, 

' 

year, how these troops ought to be clothed, and 
their health secured. 	English soldiers complain 
of •theirtightly buttoned and buckled garments in 
hot weather, even in an English climate; but in an 

NevcrthelesS, in' a series of short paragraphs'to . 
. close the present chapter, it may be possible 'to 
sketch the general character Of the plans •and' 
thoughts that'occupied the public mind. 

, 

Indian summer the oppression of such clothing is 
very grievous ; and much anxiety was manifested, 
when it became known that thirty or forty thou- 
sand troops were to set out for the East, as to the.  

	

Railways were, not forgotten. 	It was strongly 
urged that if Indian railways had been begun 
earlier, and carried to a further stage towards 

	

completion, tile! mutiny either 	could 	not '''have' 

,. 

dress to 	be adopted. 	The 	War-office issued a' 
memorandum on the Subject, chiefly with the 
view of allaying public anxiety ;* but it became 
afterwards known that, owing to blunders and 
accidentS similar to those which so disaStrously 

happened at ail, or mightbave been cruiffied easily 
by a small force baying great powers of locomo- 
WO. 	'The disorders in India did not prevent the 
forwarding of schemes for 'itew 10es of railwafy—, 
such -•as , the, Sinde Railway, front Kuradtee to : 

• 

affected the Crimean artily, the light clothing, even 
if sufficient in quantity, was not in the right place 
at the right time ; and our gallant men were only 
kept from complaining by their excitement at the 
work to be done. 	It must at the same time be 
admitted that, owing to the slowness of the yoyages, 
the majority of the reinforcements did not land in 
India till the intense heat of summer had passed. 
In reference to the important question of the health, 
of the troops, Dr James Harrison, of the Corn- 

*, According to existing regulations of some years' standing, 
every soldier on his arrival in Mika is provided with the following 
articles of clothing, in addition to those which compose his kit in' 
this country : 

Mounted Men.-4 white jaCkets, 6 pair of white overalls, 2 
pair or Settringeo overalls, 6 shirts; 4 pair of cotton 'socks, 1 pair 
of white braces. 

• Hydrabad, there to be connected with steamers pi) 
the Indus to NionItan ; the Punjaub Railway, from 
Moultan to Lahore,there to join the grand trunk 
railway';' the Oude-  Railway, to supply Lucknow 
with a series of lines' radiating in various dime-
bons ; and the East Bengal  Railway, to accommo- 
date the region eastward of Calcutta. 	But besides 
these, the mutiny gave a new irApetus to schemeS 
for carryingrailways across Western Asia towards 
India ; either from Scutari (apposite -  Constanti-
nople)to Bagdad; or from Anti och to the Euphrates,' 
with a railway or .a steam-route. thence throUgh 
Mesopotamia to •the Persian Gia' Some parts of 
these schemes were very wild ; ' the projectors, 

, 	every case, required $.:taranteed interest .filim• in 
. government, on the Oland that the particular 

`Foot soldier,.-4 white jackets, 1 	pair of Engli.sh manner 
trousers. 5 pair of white treason, 5 white shirts, :check shirts, 
1 pair of white braces, 

"Those articles are not supplied in this country, but form a part 
of the soldier's necessaries on his arrival in India, and art coin. posed or moteritth .1118110 an the spot, and best suited to the 
climate. ' 

• railway advocated would form a new and quick 
route from England to India available for govern- ' 
rant purposes; but as no. guarantee was forth:- 
coming, the schemes remained in abeyance. 

' ' 'During 

 

his stay In India,,China, Ceylon. and at other trot Electric telegraphs did not fail to occupy a por • 
' ,Witions, he is provided with a tunic and shell•jackin in alternate 

years; and in the year in which the tunic is nut issued, the differ-
ence Ii,  the value of the 'two articles is paid -to thq soldier, to be 
0,,,,.enadi I by tbe officer commanding) for his btsiclit in any articles 
suited to he climate of the tuition. 

tion of public favour ;.and there. is no question that 
their benefit was immense.. Every lessening of 
the time for transmitting a message from India. to 

' The to= recently sent out to China and India has been 
provided will white cotton helmet:and forage-Cap covers. 

London, or rice versa, was so Mucrl gained to those 
responsible for quelling the mutiny. In the middle ' Any ()nudity of light clothing for troops can be prneured on 

the spot in lidia at the shortest notico.' of 1857, small portions of submarine cable were 
v 
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immersed in the Mediterranean ; but by the end order announced that the militia would not be 
of the year the islands of Corsica, Sardinia, Malta, 
and Corfu were all connected, greatly shortening 
the time for transmitting a telegram from Alex- 

called out in 1,857 ; two months afterwards, in 
reply to a question in the House of Commons, 
Viscount Palmerston would not admit that oir- 

andria to Marseille. 	Superadded to this, the use- cumstances were so serious as 	to necessitate a 
fulness of the telegraph encouraged the projectors change in this arrangement ; 	he thought that 
of new lines—from Corfu to Alexandria; from recruiting would be cheaper than the militia, as 
Antioch to the Euphrates and the Persian Gulf; a means of keeping up the strength of the army. 
from Suez - down the Red Sea to Aden and In August, however, the ministers obtained an 
Kurachee. 	Rival companies occupied much of the act of parliament empowering them to embody 
public attention ; and, had the British government some of the militia during the recess, if the state of 
been favourably disposed towards a guarantee or public affairs should•  render such a step necessary. 
subsidy, engineers were not wanting who would A system of active recruiting commenced, and was 
have undertaken to connect London with Calcutta continued steadily during several months. 	These 
by an unbroken wire. recruits were intended, not to increase the number 

River-steaming was advocated as one of the of regiments, but to add a second battalion to many 
great things needed for India. 	One scheme was regiinpnts, and to increase the number of men in 
for an Indus flotilla. 	Supposing a hundred miles each battalion ; some of the regiments were, by this 
of railway to be constructed from Kurachee to twofold process, raised from 800 or 1000 to 2000 
Hydrabad, then the Indus would be reached or 2100 men each. Volunteers, also, came forward 
at a point whence it is navigable to Moultan from France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, and other 
for five' hundred and seventy miles ; and it was foreign countries ; but these were mostly adven- 
proposed for this service to establish a flotilla of 
fifteen steamers, fitted up for passengers and a 

turers who sought officers' commissions in India, 
and their services were not needed. 	The govern- 

little cargo, and 	each 	towing two flat-bottom ment made an attempt to encourage enlisting by 
barges for the conveyance of troops and heavy 
cargo. 	Irrespective 	of the 	success 	or failure 

ofibring commissions in the army to any private, 
gentlemen who could bring forward a certain 

of any particular project, the establishment of num er of i men each—a project not attended with 
steamers on the Indus was unquestionably  a mac 	success. 	At certain crises, when the news 
practical good to which India had a right to look from India was more than usually disastrous,' 
forward; for, as a glance at a map will sliew, the appeals to patriotism spewed themselves in the 
Indus instead of the Ganges seems the natural newspapers—' A Young Englishman ;" Another 
route of communication from Europe to the upper Young Englishman ;" A True Briton ;" One of 
provinces of India. 	The ,Ganges provinces also the Middle Class;' or 'A Young Scotsman '—would 
would 	undergo 	an immense development 	of write to the journals, pour out his patriotism or 
resources by the' increase of steam-navigation on his indignation, and shew what he would do if 
that noble river, he only had the power. 	One proposed that clerks 

Gun-boats for India did not fail to find advo- and shopmen out of situations should be 'embodied 
cafes, 	It was deemed almost a certainty that if 
light-draught vessels of this description had. been 

into a distinct volunteer corps; another said that, 
as he was a gentleman, and wished to avenge the 

on two or three of the Indian rivers, especially foul murder of innocent women and children, he.  
the Ganges and the Jumna, the mutineers would thought that he and such as he ought to be 
have met with formidable opponents ; and even if encouraged by commissions in the Indian army ; 
the mutiny were quelled, a few gun-boats might another suggested that, if government would use 
act as a cheap substitute for a certain number of them well, many young men would volunteer to 
troops, in protecting places near the banks of the serve in India, to return to their former mode of 
great rivers. 	Impressed with this conviction, the life when the mutiny was over. 	Some, rather in 
East India Company commissioned Messrs Rennie sarcasm than in earnest, suggested that drapers' 
to build a small fleet of high-pressure iron gun- shopmen should drop the yard-measure, and go 
boats ; each to have one boiler, two engines, two to India to fight ; leaving to women the duty of 
screw-propellers, and to carry a twelve-pounder serving muslins, and laces, and tapes. 	There was 
gun amidships. 	The boats were seventy-five feel a -certain 	meaning in 	all the suggestions, as 
lung by twelve wide, and were so constructed. expressive )6,7;!ifil,,mti  indignation at the atrocities- 
as to be stowed away in the hold of a ship for in India, esik,Q i 1,, 	Vliose at Cawnpore ; but, in its 
conveyance from England to India. practical resuit4ilunteering fell to the ground ; 

The means of locomotion or' communication— 
railways, electric telegraphs, river-steamers, river 

and even the militia NV as not much appealed to, 
Various improvements were made in the condition 

gun-boats—formed only one portion of the schemes of the common soldier ; and recruits for the 
which occupied public thought during the first 
six months of the mutiny. 	Still more attention 

regular army came forward with much readiness, 
We must now mention those who offered their 

was paid to men—men for fighting iu India and monetary instead of their personal /Services in 
for defending our home-coasts. 	Shortly before the alleviation of $le difficulties experi need in our 
-bad news began to arrive from India, a council Indian empire. 	Long before th, 	mutinies in 0 
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India had - arrived at their greatest height, the the operations, thirty-five thousand circulars were 
question was anxiously debated both in that issued, by the central committee in London, to 
country and in England, what would be the all the authorities in church and state, to the 
worldly condition of the numerous families driven ambassadors and ministers at foreign courts, to the 
from their homes and robbed of all they possessed governors of British colonies, and to the consuls 
by the sepoys and marauders at the various at foreign ports. 
stations? 	Every mail brought home fresh con- This Mutiny Relief Fund was administered by 
firmation of the fact that the number of families four committees—General, Financial, Relief, and 
thus impoverished was rapidly increasing; while on Ladies' Committees. The General Committee settled 
the other hand it was known that the East India the principles on which the fund was to be admin- 
Company could not reimburse the sufferers without istered, determined the amount and destinations of 
much previous consideration. 	For, in the first the remittances to India, and controlled the pro- 
place, it would have to be considered whether any ceedings of the subordinate committees. 	The 
distinction ought to be made between the two Financial Committee supervised the accounts, the 
classes of Europeans in India—the civil and mili- investments of the money, and the arrangement of 
tary servants of the Company, and those who, inde- remittances. 	The Relief Committee decided on 
pendent of the Company, had embarked capital applications for relief, on the administration of 
in 	enterprises connected with 	indigo factories, 
opium farms, banks, printing-presses, &c. ; and then 

relief by donation or by loan, and on the applica-
tion of means for the maintenance and education 

would come a second inquiry whether the personal of children. 	The Ladies' Committee took charge 
property only, or the commercial stock in trade of such details as pertained more particularly to 
also, should be considered as under the protection their own sex. 	Each of these committees met 
of the government. 	It was felt that immediate once a week. 	The first remittance was a sum of 
suffering ought not to wait for the solution of these £2000 to Calcutta, to relieve some of the families 
questions; that when families had been burnt out who had been driven by the mutineers to seek 
or driven out of their homes, penniless and almost 
unclothed, immediate aid was needed from some 
quarters or other. 	This was admitted in the 

shelter in that city. This was followed by frequent, 
large remittances to the same place, and to Agra, 
Delhi, Luck-now, Bombay, and Lahore. 	Com- 

Punjaub, where Sir John Lawrence organised a mittees, formed in Calcutta and Bombay, cones- 
fund for the relief of the necessitous; and it was ponded with the head committee in London, and 
admitted at Calcutta, where Lord and 	Lady joined in carrying out plans for the expenditure 
Canning headed 	a 	subscription for 	providing of the fund. 	The donations and loans to persons 
shelter, raiment, and food to the hundreds of who had arrived in England were small in 
terrified fugitives who were constantly flocking to amount ; most of the aid being afforded to those 
that capital, 	By the time the principal revolts of who had not been able to leave India. The money 
June were known in England, the last week of was put out at interest as fast iti the amount in 
August had arrived; and then commenced one of hand exceeded the immediate requirements. 	At 
those wonderful efforts in which London takes one time the government made an offer to appoint 
the lead of all the world—the collection of a large a royal commission for the administration of the 
sum of money in a short time to ameliorate the fund ; but this was declined ; and there has been 
sufferings arising out of some great calamity. no reason for thinking that the transference of 

It was on the 25th of August that the lord- authority would have been beneficial. 	It was soon 
mayor presided at a meeting at the Mansion House found that there were five classes of sufferers who 
to establish a fund for the relief of the sufferers would greatly need assistance from this fund— 
by the Indian mutiny. 	The sum subscribed at the families of civil and military officers whose bungas 
meeting did not much exceed a thousand pounds ; lows and furniture had been destroyed at the 
but the whole merits of the case being set forth stations; the families of assistants, clerks, and other 
in newspapers, contributions poured in from all subordinate employes at the stations ; European 
quarters, in the same noble spirit as had been private traders and settlers, many of whom had 
manifested during the Crimean disasters. 	The been 	utterly impoverished ; 	many missionary 
high-born and the wealthy contributed large sums; famines and educational establishments ; and the 
the middle classes rendered their .aid ; aountry 
committees and town commiSeV ,7nised local 

families of a large number of pensioners, overseers, 
artificers, 	indigo-workers, 	school-masters, 	shop- 

subscriptions ; large sums, madt ss:4SS,  many small keepers, hotel-keepers, newspaper printers, &c. 	To 
elements, were raised as eollecriA,Sis after sermons apportion the amount of misery among these five 
in the churches and chapels; and when the classes would be impossible; but the past chapters 
Queen's subjects in foreign and colonial regions of this work have afforded examples, sufficiently 
heard of this movement, they sought to show that sad and numerous, of the mode in which all ranks 
they. toosshared in the common English feeling. of Europeans in India were suddenly plunged into 
Thousands\ swelled to tens of thousands, these to want and desolation. 	At Agra, when the fort had 
a hundred  'thousand, until in the, course of a few been relieved from a long investment or siege by the 
months the 	and rose to*three 'A' four hundred rebels, almost the entire Christbtn population was 
thousand pouinds. 	In order to give system to not only houseless, but the majority were without 

'S 	 - 
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.. . 
the most•essential articles of furniture or clothing; sufferers. 	These were nearly the same purposes 
nearly all were living in cellars and vaults. 	At as those to which the larger English fund was 
many other stations it was nearly as bad ; at applied. 	The East India Company adopted a 

' Lucknow it was still worse. 	• wholly distinct system in recognising the just 
India speedily raised thirty thousand pounds on claims of the. officers more immediately in its 

its own account, irrespective of aid from England ; service, and of the widows and children of those 
and most of this was expended at Calcutta in pro- who 'fell during the mutiny—a system based on 
viding as follows : Board and lodging on arrival the established emoluments and pensions of all in 
at Calcutta for refugees without homes or friends the Company's service. 	 0 
• to receive them.; clothing for refugees ; monthly . 	.. 

. allowances for the support of families who were. It will thus be seen that the news of the Indian 
not boarded and lodged out of the fund ; loans for Revolt, When it reached London by successive 
purchasing furniture, clothing, ke. ; free grants for mails, led to a remarkable and important series 
similar purposes; passage and diet money on board of suggestions and plans —intended either to 
Ganges steamers ; loans to officers and others .to strengthen the hands of the executive in dealing 
pay for the passage of their families to England; with the mutineers, or to succour those who had 

' free passage to England for the widows and fami- been plunged into want by the crimes of which 
lies of officers; and education of the children of those mutineers were the chief perpetrators. 

• 
. . 

11 o t t. . 
At the end of the last chapter a. table was given of the Irregular and Local Cavalry.—Continued. 

number of troops, European and native, in all the military 5th Bengal Ir. C., Sonthal. 	• 12th Bengal lr. C., Segowlie. 	, 
divisions of India, on the day when the mutiny commenced 0th 	• 	• 	' Mouttant 13th 	. 	. 	Bareilly. 
at Meerut. 	It' will be convenient to present here a second 78::: 	, 	: 	Eieltaivint

orro
. 

15tha• 
	: 	

out i• 
tabulation on a wholly different basis,—giving the designs- gth 	. 	. (' 	Hosherpore. . lath 	• 	. 	Rawul Pilules+. 
lions of the regiments instead of the ,,untbers of men, and 10th 	. 	• 	Goordasporo. 17th 	. 	• 	Shumshahad. 
naming the stations instead of the cliVisions in Which they 11th 	.,) 	., 	Borhatupore. lath 	. 	• 	Peshawar. 
were =stoned -or barracked. 	This will be useful for par- 
poses of reference, in relation to the gradual annihilation of 

1st (Nailer Contingent Cavalry, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	dweller. 
2d t 	' 	 Augur.  . 	. 	. 

the Bengal Ilindustani army. 	The former table applied to i
(
t
i
t Pileup cavalry, 	 Bern

. 
	Ismael' 

. 
	
. 
	
. 
	

. 
	

. 
	

. 
	

. 
	

. 
	
. the 10th- of May 1857 ; the 'present will apply to a date Its • • 3d 	, 	r 	 Ihamoo. • 

near this as the Bust Indiu,Reyisler will permit—namely, sot 	• 	• 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Rolla. 	, 
the 6th of May; mule the royal troops in India will .ho 5th 	' 	• 	" 	...... 	Asuee. 
named according to the Army List for the 1st of May—a 
sufficiently near approximation for the present purpose. 	A 
few possible sources of error may usefully be pointed ent, 
1. Sarno or other of the India regiments were at all times 

1st Oude Irregular Cavalry, 	• 	• 	. 	. 	Sectors. 
D 1 :snow. t 	••• 	' ,. 	, 	, 	, 	. 	, 	• Pertabghur, 	, 

Nagpoor Irregular Cavalry, . 	' . 	. 	. 	• . 	Taklee. 

moving from station to station ; and these movements may • Suropean Infantms• 	• 
in a few cases render it doubtful whether a particular corps Sal Pi 0:1101.'s), Cawnporo. 	• 53,1 Yt. (Qun.'s), Imishal. 
had or had not left a particular station on the day named. loth 	• 	Wuzoerabad. 60th 	• 	Jullundur. 
2. The station named is that of the head-quarters and 24th 	a 	Soalkote.' 	- 

,•-6th 
Si,, 	' • 	wuzeornhad. 

' 	• 	Perozpore. the bulk of the regiment : detachments may have been at gol.: 	: 	Thayet Mum. 75th 	• 	Erma( rinses. 
;Aber places. 	8. The Persian and Chinese wars disturbed 32d 	• 	EluNown.. 81st 	• 	Lahore. 

' .7 's 7.  :stiibution of troops belonging to the respective pre. .. 
sittenties. 4. The disarming and disbanding at 13arrackpora 

ssth 	s 	Gateutta. 
555 	Luoknow. 

117th 	, 	Peshawar. 

and Berbampore are not taken into account; for they were 1st Europeans (East India Company's), 	. 	. 	Dugshal. 
not known in London at the time of compiling the official ;(1 	, 	• 	 • 	. 	, 	. 	Umballa. 
list. 	5. The Army List, giving an enumeration of royal ' 	 . 	. 	Agra. 

regiments in India, did not always note correctly the Notice Regular Infantry. 
actual stations at a particular time. 	These soured of 1st Regiment, 	Cawnporo. 19th Regiment, Berhampore. 
error, however, 

	

will not be considerable in amount. 	' 

	

, 	• 

2da 	••• 	Barraeltiore. 
3d 	r 	PIMIour. 
4th 	'. 	Noorpore. 

29th 	• 	hicerut. 
21st 	• 	Peshawar. 
225 	. 	lrytabad. 

RRIRAIENTS Asp STATIONN or RENOAL ARMY—NIA, 104. 
GENERAL Arses, Commandos-tu.ehter. 	- 

5th 	e 	UrnhAllit. 	, 
6th 	• 	Allahabad. 
7th 	• 	Dinapoor. 

235 	• 	Mhow. 
24th 	w 	Peshawar. 	- 
25th 	It 	Thayot Mhow. 

Ituropran Cavalry. 8th 	. 26th 	• 	Meeart Meer. 
attar Carabiniers Aucen's), 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Meerut. 9th 	• 	Allygath. 27th, 	• 	Peshawar. 
9th Lancers 	a 	 . 	Umballa. 10th 	. 	Putteghur. Mit 	• 	' 	Sitalijohanpoor. 

. 	, 11th 	e 	Allahabad. 29th , 	. 	Jullundur. 
Yantis &gotta.  Cavalry. 12th 	i Nowgong - ane , 30th 	• 	,Agra. 

let Regiment, 	, • Mhow. tab Regiment, 	. Nowgong. 1 	MmHg. „ 31st 	• 	llarraehpore. , 
25 	•  ., Cawnpore. 7th 	• 	, 	Lueltnow, . 

,
"tit • Lueltnow. 325 	. • 	• 	Sonthal. 

3d 	., 	, 	. Meerut. , 	 • 8th 	a 	. 	Lahore. 14th 	• 	MoMtan. Rid 	. 	Hesheapore. 
411, 	. . 	Umbalia. 9th 	. 	. 	Sealkote. 16th 	. 	Meerut. 34th 	. 	Barrackimre. 
5th 	• 	.. Peshawar. 10th 	• 	. 	Fcrozpore.  16t11* 	. 	Meean Steer. 17th 	. 	Gorackpore. 	- 

35th 	. 	gealkote. 
36tht 	• 	Jullundur. 

Irregular and, Local Cavalry. 18th 	. 	Barclay. .37thf , 	• 	Bonuses 
tat Bengal Ir. C., 
25 , 	• 	i 

Jelum. 	01 3d Bengal Sr. C., 	Jbansl. 
(300rdaSPOre, ( 4th 	r 	.., 	Liens/. t GERtuuRArm. 	 , 	+ Volunteers. 
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• . 	 . • ilatiee.liegular hifantry,-,Continued. 'Mixed Corps—C'avalry,,Infantry, and Artillery. 

311ths Regiment, Delhi. 67th Regiment, 	Ferozpore. Shokhawuttio Battalion, • 	. 	,.. 	. 	. • 	 - MidunPore; ' 
39th' 	a 	Jcluni. 68th 	• 	Barmi piariee. Jhodporo Legion, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	1" Erinpoora. 
48th! 	• 	Dinapoor. 
91st 	n 	' 	Seetapoor. , 

69th 	• 	Umritsir. 
60th 	 Umhalta. 

l'ilalwah• Contingent, 	. 	. 	. 	• 	• .Meltidpore, 
Bhopal 	V 	• 	• 	 . Scher°. 

4241 	• 	' ' 	Samar. 61st 	e 	dulitindur.. Kotah ; 	a 	, 	• 	• 	. 	. 	Kurrowlee. 
434 	• . 	BSITACUPOTO. 624 	' 	Moultzin. 
44th 	• 	.Agra. 634 	o 	Barrackporo.  
45th 	• 	Forozpore. 
46th 	• 	Sealkote. ' 

64th 	• 	PeSISMOT. 
65t11"' 	• 	Ditsminor. NEW/TENTS AND STATIOI:IS OF 3IADUA6 AltNrv-IIAT 153T. 

47th* 	• 	Promo. 	• 
40th 	• 	Lucknow. 

Memo49th 	• 	Meer. 

66th} 	.. 	Almora. 
oth. 	, 	Etawalt. 

Dilmiooree. 

, SIR PATRION GRANT, Commancier.in•chicf. 
European Cavalry. 	.  

lintlt 	• 	Nagode. 68th 	• 	Barclay. 12th 	 •  	Madras. Lancers (Queens),• 
stet 	• 	Peshawar. 69th 	• 	Dietitian. 	. • 624 	• 	• Jubbutpoor. 70th 	• 	Barraeltpore. 	. Native Cavalry. 
led 	• 	• 	Cawnpore. 71st 	• 	Lucknow. 1st Madras Light Cavalry, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Trichinopaly. 64th 	• 	Delhi. 
65th 	• 	Nowsherah. 
66th 	o 	Cawnpore• 

7241 	. 	Agra. 
7341 	• 	Jumalpore. 
74th 	. 	Cawnporo. 

2d 	a 	a 	0 	. 	. 	. 	• . 	Sholapore. , 
3d 	0 	0 	0 	 . 	• 	. 	Ilangalore. 
4th 	a 	a 	a 	 „ • 	. 	. 	Kamptee. 
5th 	0 	n 	0 • 	• 	• 	• 	Bellary. 

Irregular and Local Infantry. '6th 	a 	0 	II 	 3.13.Min•lb. 
1st Gude brogidar Infantry,   •Persadporo. 
24 	a 	is 	a 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Secror-a. 
ad 	a 	a 	a 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Gonda. 
4th a 	a 	:. 	 I  ucknow. 

	

' 7th 	a 	a 	a 	 Socianderaba4. 

	

ilith 	N 	0 	0  	Bangalore. 

	

, 	 ' 	Ji•titopcan./afantry. 
, 	5th 	a 	z. 	a 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Durriabad. 

6th 	a 	a 	a 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Fyzabad. 
7th 	a 	n 	is 	• 	• 	• 	. 	Lucknow. 

74th Foot (Queen's), 	 Madras. 
84th 	a 	a 	. . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Bartuals.* 

8th 	0 	n 	a 	. 	. 	. 	SultanpOre. 1st Europeans (East India Company's), 	. 	• 	(Persia). 8th 	a 	a 	is 	. 	. 	. 	Seetapoer. 24 	If 	a 	a 	is 	• 	• 	• 	Buesnah. 
10th 	a 	a 	II 	. 	• 	• 	• 	Dian:tong. 3d 	0 	0 	0 	a 	• 	• 	Secunderabad. 
1st Ginner Contingent Infantry, 	. 	. 	. 	Gwalior. 
24 	0 	0 	is 	• 	• 	• 	II 1Valive Infantry. 
3d 	is 	a 1st Regiment,' Secunderabad. 27th Regiment, 	Vellore. 4th 	it 	a 	a 	. 	• 	• ' 24 	' 	a 	Quilon. 25th 	a 	Ilosuagabad. 6th 	a 	is 	 II 	• 	• 	. 	. 	Seepreo. 34 	0 	Catianore. 29th 	n 	Penang. 
6th 	.y 	0 	a 	. 	• 	• 	Lulintpore. 4th 	a 	Bunnah. 39th 	a 	Cadtlitpah. • 
7th• 	a 	• 	a 	a 	. 	. 	. 	Augur. 5th} 	0 	Berhamporc. 

ilth 	a 	"Burntah.• 
Slat 	'. 	Vizionageam. 
324 	a 	Kamptee. 1st Punjaub Infantry, 	 Kohat. 

2d 	a 	. 	a 	 II  7th 	is 	Idoulmein. 
Sth 	as 	Rangoon. 

38d 	a 
2.4th ' 	" 	Trichitiopoly: ' 3d 	n. 	a 	 a 9th 	a 	tiamuleottah. 36th 	. a 	Ilurryltur. 4th 	a  	Dora Mittel 10th 	n 	Rangoon. 86th t ' 	a. 	Iiiadras. : 4th 	II 	 II 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 	Bannon. 11th 	0 	Canainite. 87(14 	a 	Iturinab. 5th 	• 	a   Dora Ismael. zgth 	a , 	Madras. 38tht 	a 	Singuptre. 

1st Sikh Infantry, • 	• 	 Ilazara. • 18th 	a 	Moulmein. 	. 89th 	a 	Madras. 
• •  24 	is 	a 	 Kangra. 14th 	a 	Singapore. 

16th 	it 	Burmuh. 
40th 	a 	' 	Cuttack. 
41er 	. a 	Secunderabad, • 3d 	a 	a 	• 	• 	.• 	. 	• 	. 	. 	. 	• 	Khan. 

4th 	If 	II  	Umbaliti• 16th} 	 ft 	• Mangalore. 
17th. 	as 	Madras. 	• 

4241 	 ' • 	, 454 	a 	ViT.OPIN0111. 
rat NagPoor Irregular Infantry, 	. 	. 	. 	Sectabialdco. 
2u a 	0 	a 	 • 	• 	• 	Chandalt. 	' 

18th 	0 	0 	,.. 
18th 	14 	Bangalore. 

1A.li 	a, 	Barna:It, 
40th 	d-'' 	Rangoon. 

341 	A 	• 	
n 	0 	. 	. 	. 	Banner. . 20th . 	a 	French Rocks: 46th 	. a 	Benzana. 

21st 	n 	Patilghaut. 47th 	n' 	. 	Bellary. 
Regiment of G..1des (foot and horse), 	. 	. 	. Peshawar. 22d 	a 	Secunderabad. 48th 	a 	. Moulmein. 

a , 	of Kelat-i.(Millzi 	Shubkialdur. 234 '. 	a 	Russelentitiall.• 49th) 	a 	Secunderabad.' 
0 	of Loodu.nalt (Sikhs), 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Benares. 
n 	of Forortiorii ttilkIts)„ 	 Mirzaporo. . 	. 

24th) 	a 	Secunderabad. 
26th" 	a 	Tricitinopoly. : 

60th 	if 	.,Bitogitinro 
61st : 	• 	it 	'I'allatnectlah. ' 

Ilcungurit Light Infantry, 	Dorunda. 
Bill Mangers, 	• 	• 	• 	,  	Bliagulpoce. 
Nusserree Rifles, 	. 	 Simla. 

20th t 	it 	Karaptee. 
, 

. Artillery, Engineers, 

624 	n 	Mcreara. 
• . 

Sappers anti Miners. 	• Pegu Light Infantry, 
Sirmoor Rifles, 	. 	. 	. 	• 	' 	• 	• 	MY' /3 v̀ng' 	' . 	. 	. 	Attunes. 1101•Se-artillery, 4 European Troops. 	' ' 

• - a 	• 	• 2 Native Troops. 	' Bead-quarters : • . • Munition Battalion, 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	Deyrn. Foot-artillery, 4 European Battalions. 	St Thomas's Mount. , Assam Light Infantry, 1st, 	. 	, 	. 	. 	Debroognrh. (4 Companies each.) 	' 	Bangalore, Kampteo, , • . " o' 	r 	• 	, 2d, 	. 	. 	. 	• 	Gowhalti. • p 	. • 	1 Native Battalion. 	. 	'. Saeger •Secutulerabad. Dthairwarra Battalion, . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Dewar. 	' 	. 
Aracan Battalion, • 	• 	 Akyab.   . 	. 	, 

Engineers, 	. 	. 	. 	.. Head-quarters : Fort St GeOrgo. liurriannh Light Infantry, •  	liansi. Sappers and Minors, 	. 	'Bead-quarters: Dowlainheteram. Sintot Light Infantry, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Cherrah. . 
Dialwah Ilheel Corps, 	. 	, 	. 	 . 	Sirdarpore. 
blewar Mice] Corps, 	. 	. 	 . 	Khairwaralt. , 	' 	" 	 . 	 ' 
Stibundee Corps, 	. 	. 	,. 	. 	. 	. 	. 'Darjeeling. IlgOMBNTS.AND STATIONS OF BOXDAT AlINT,',NAT /867. 

. 	 . , :Sin 111:241 SONERVETp Cominander-in-chicf. 
' 	Artillery, 'Engine/9's, 8appers.and Miners. 	„ • • 	.. • . 	European. aitiatry. liorse•artiliery, tat Brigade: 	, 
l 	 3 European Troops. 

2 Native Troops., Ilead.quarters : 
14th Light Dragoons (Queen's), •' 	. 	.' 	. 	. . ifirkee. 

. 	. . 	 . 	. 	• 
# 	# 	2d Brigade: 3Ieorut. 'Native Itegular Cavalry. 

3 European Troops., Jullundur. 

	

let Lancets 	. 	. 	. 	.... 	Nuseerabatl. 

	

, 	. , 1 Native Troop. 	. Peshawar. 24 Light Cavalry, . ' 	. 	. 	. . if . 	. 	. 	lteleote. • 
n 

	
is 	34 Brigade; Umbalia. 8d 	A 	A 	' 	' 	. ' 	. . 	. 	• 	• 	• 	(Persia.) 

3 European Troops. Cawnpore.  1 Native-Troop. 
Foot-artillery; 	. 	. 	G European Battalions.' 

Sealkoto. 
Dumdum. 

• 
. 	. 	. 	 . Na/ire live gular Cavalry. t 

(4 Companies each.) . let Sindo Irregular Horse,  	Jacobabad, 
a, 	a 	3 Native Battalions. 24 	a 	a 	" 	• 	• 	• 	. 	' . 	Jaeobalmd. ' 

(6 „Companies each.) • 

	

r Poonah Irregular Horse, 	. 	. 	,. 	. 	• 	. 	(Persia.)
, 	. Galeria Irregular 	orne, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	., 	Almada ad. B 

Engineers, 	, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	t 	Head-fillarWr91 
Sappers and Miners, 	. 	• 8  ComPallies, i 	Roo:rime. 

C 

South Mahratta Irregular Horse, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	(Persia.) 
Cutoh Irregular Borse, . 	' . 	. 	• 	.: 	. 	. 	Ishooj. 

, 	. 	 . 
/ 

.. 	 , 4 Volunteers \ 	 t Goorkluis, 
 

* Removed to Calcutta. 	1 Rifles. 	a Grenadiers. 
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. 
1  

i 
i 

; , 
1 

Nuropean 
64th F'x't (Queell'n),  " 	' 78th 	H 	.0 	. 	. 
86th, is 	, 	. 	. 	. 
let Fusiliers (East India COMpnny's), 
2d Light Infantry (East India Company's), 
8d 	ft 	u 	V 

Native ,Regular 
1$1 Regiment,* Baroda. 
2d. 	" 	Ahmedabad. 
8d 	• 	" 	Shoiapore. 
404 	(Perna.) 
6th 	" 	Bombay. 
6th 	" 	Poonah. 
9th 	" 	n 
8th 	 Baroda. " 
9th 	" 	Surat. 

Nuseerabacl. 
11th 	" 	Bombay. 
12th 	" 	Deem. 
13th 	" 	Ifydrabad. 
14th 	" 	Rurnehee. 

" 	Bombay. 

" 

Infantry. 
• ' 	' 	' 	(2"41461 	 , . 	. 	. 	. 	Poonnh. 
. 	. 	. 	. 	Ruraohee: 
. 	. 	. 	Kurachee. 

. 	. 	(Persia.) 
V 	• 	• 	Poonnh. 
infantry. 

lath Regiment, 	Shibarpore. 
17th 	" 	Bbooj. 

(Aden.] lath 	"  19th 	.Mulligaum. 
20th 	" 	pada.) 
21st 	. 	Reenuteh. 
22d 	. 	Satara. 

. 234 	* 	(Persia.) 
24th 	. 	Abmednuggur, 

-25th 	. 	Ahmedabad. 	- 
26th 	. 	(Persia.) 
27th 	. 	Rolapore. 
28th 	. 	Dharwar. 
29th 	.,( 	Belgatun. 

Nati& Yrregalar Infantry. 
1st Belooch Battalion, 	. 	. 	. 	. 
2d 	V 	V 	• 	• 	• 
Khandelsh Jibed Corps, 	. 	. 	. 
Rutnagherry Rangers, 	. 	. 	. 
Sawunt Warm) Corps, 	. 	. 	. 
Sutara Local Corps, 	. 	. 	: 	. 
RoMporo Infantry Carps, 	., 	. 	. 

Artillery, 12nyineers, Sappers 
Horse-artillery, 1 European Brigade. 

(4 Troops.) •6  
Poot-artillery, 2 European Battalions. 

(4 Companies each.) n 	" 	2 Native Battalions. 
(6 Companies each.) 

Engineers, 	. 	. 	: 	: 	Head.quarters 
Sappers and Minato, . 	. 	Read-quarters: 

. 	. 	Iturnebee. 
.• 	• 	(Persia.] 

. 	: 	Dhurrunganm. 
• . 	. 	Itatnagherry. 
. 	. 	. 	SawuntWareo. 
. 	. 	Satara. 
. 	. 	. 	Kolapore. 	• 

and Ifi»ers. 

kr end- qUarter8 : 
Bombay. 
Ahmedabad. 
Ahmednag air. 

: Bombi.y, 
Poonah and Aden. 

16th 
l I 
i 
t 

1 

•tirenadiera, 	 t Rifles. 	' • 

. 

i 	 • 

• The first troop of bona-artillery was called Leslie's Troop. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

THE SIEGE OF DELHI: 	JUNE AND JULY. 

J IITLE these varied scenes were being 
' 	I 	presented ; while sepoy regiments 

were 	revolting 	throughout 	the 
6 	whole breadth of Northern India, 
—:. 	and a handful of British troops was 

..,, 	painfully 	toiling 	to 	control 	them ; ''.....,.--.,, • while Henry Lawrence was struggling, 
.(.i 	and struggling even to death, to main- 
' 	tain 	his 	position 	in 	Oude ; 	while 	John 
Lawrence was sagaciously managing the half- 

streams and rivers. 	What occurred within Delhi 
on the subsequent days is imperfectly known ; the 
few Europeans who could not or did not escape 
were in hiding; and scanty notices only have ever 
come to light from those or other sources. 	A 
Lahore newspaper, three or four months after-
wards, gave a narrative prepared by a native, 
who was within Delhi from the 21st of May to 
the 23d of June. 	Arriving ten days after the 
mutiny, he found the six regiments occupying 

wild Punjaub at a troublous time; while Wheeler the Selimgurh and Mohtabagh, but free to roam 
at Cawnporo, and Colvin at Agra, were beset in over the city; where the sopoys and sowers, aided 
the very thick of the mutineers ; while Neill and by the rabble of the place, plundered the `better 
Havelock were advancing up the Jumna; while houses and shops, stole horses from those who 
Canning was doing his best at Calcutta, Harris possessed them, 	' looted' 	the 	passengers who 
and Elphinstone at Madras and Bombay, and the crossed the Jumna by the bridge of boats, and 
imperial government at home, to meet the trying fought with each other for the property which 
difficulties with a determined front—while all this the fleeing British families had left behind them. 
was doing, Delhi was the scene of a continuous After a few days, something like order was 
series of operations. 	Every eye was turned towards restored, by leaders who assumed command in 
that place. 	The British felt that there was no the name of the King of Delhi. 	This was all the 
security for their power in India till Delhi was more necessary when new arrivals of iusurgent 
retaken ; the insurgents knew that they had a rally- troops 	took 	place, from Allygurh, 	Minpooree, 
ing-point for all their disaffected countrymen, so Agra, Muttra, Hansi, Hisser, Umballa, Jullundur, . 
long as the Mogul city was theirs; and hence bands Nuseerabad, and other places. 	The mutineers did 
of armed men were attracted thither by antag- not, at any time, afford proof that they were really 
onistic motives. 	Although the real siege did not well commanded ; . but still there Inca command, 
commence till many weary weeks had passed, the and the defence of the city was arranged on a 
plan and preparations for it must be dated from definite plan. 	.N.k at Sebastopol, so at Delhi ; the 
the very day when the startling news spread longer the besiegers delayed their operations, the 
over India that Delhi had been seized by rebel- greater became the number of defenders within 
lious sepoys, under the auspices of the decrepit, the place, and the stronger the defence-works.  
dethroned, debauched representative of the Moguls. 

It was, as we have already seen (p. 70), on the 
It must be remembered, in tracing the history 

of the siege of Delhi, that every soldier necessary 
morning of Monday the 11th of May, that the 11th for forming the siege-army had to be brought from 
and 20th regiments Bengal native infantry, and distant spots. 	The cantonment outside the city 
the 3d Bengal cavalry, arrived at Delhi after a was wholly in the hands of the rebels; and not 
night-march from Meerut, where they had mutinied a British soldier remained in arms in or near the 
on the preceding evening. 	At Delhi, we have also place. 	Mr Colvin at Agra speedily heard the 
seen, those mutineers were joined by the 38th, 54th, news, but he had no troops to send for the 
and 74th native infantry. 	It was on that same recapture. 	General Hewett had a British force 
11th of May that evening saw the six mutinous at Meerut--unskilfully handled, as many persons 
regiments masters of the imperial city ; and the thought and still think ; and it remained to be 
English officers and residents, their wives and seen what arrangements the Commander-in-chief ' 
children, wanderers through jungles and over could 	make to render this 	and 	other 	forces t 
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available for the reconquest of the important arrived three European regiments from the Hills,* 
city. which were shortly to be strengthened by artillery 

Major-general Sir 	Henry Barnard was the 
medium 	of communication 	on 	this 	occasion, 

from Phillour, 	The prospect was not altogether 
a cheering one, for two of the regiments at the 

Being stationed at Umballa, in command of the station were Bengal native troops (the 5th and 
Sirbind military division, he received telegraphic 00th), on whose fidelity only slight reliance could 
messages on the 11th of May from Meerut and be placed at such a critical period. 	In order that 
Delhi, announcing the .disasters at those places. no time might be lost in forming the nucleus of a 
lie immediately despatched his aid-de-camp to force for Delhi, some of the troops were despatched 
Simla, to point out the urgent need for General that same night ; comprising one wing of a Euro- 
Anson's presence on the plains instead of among pean regiment, a few horse, and two guns. 	On 
the hills. 	Anson, hearing this news on the 12th, successive days, other troops took their departure 
first thought about his troops, and then about his as rapidly as the necessary arrangements could 
own movements. 	Knowing well the extreme be made; but Anson was greatly embarrassed by 
paucity of European regiments in the. Delhi and the distance between Umballa and the station 
Agra districts, and in all the region thence east- where the siege-guns were parked ; he knew that 
ward to Calcutta, he saw that any available force a besieging army would be of no use without those 
to recover possession of Delhi must come chiefly essential adjuncts; and it was on ttat account that 

! from Sirhind and the Punjaub. 	Many regiments ho was unable to respond. to Viscount Canning's 
were at the time at the hill-stations of Simla, 
Dugshai, Kussowlie, Deyrah 	Dhoon, Subathoo, 
&a., where they were posted during a time of 

urgent request that he would push on rapidly 
towards Delhi. 

On the 23d of May, Anson sketched a plan of 
peace in a healthy temperate region ; but now operations, which he communicated to the briga- 
they had to descend front their sanitaria to take (hers whose services were more immediately at 
part 	in 	stern operations in 	the plains. 	The 
commander-in-chief sent instant orders to trans- 

his disposal, 	Leaving Sir Henry Barnard in corn-
mand at Umbel]; he proposed to head the siege- 

fer the Queen's 75th foot from 	Kussowlie to arm fr himself. 	It was to consistt of three brigades 
Umballa, the 1st and 2d Bengal Europeans from —o he from, Umballa, under Brigadier Halifax ; 
Dugshai to- Umballa, the Sirmoor battalion from a second from.  the same . place, under Brigadier 
Deyrah Dhoon to Meerut, two companies of the Jones ; and a third from Meerut, under Brigadier 
Queen's 8th foot from 	Jullundur to Phillour, 
and two companies of the Queen's 81st foot, 

Wilson. 	He proposed to send off the two brigades 
from Umballa on various days, so that all the corps 

together with one company of European artillery, should reach Kurnaul, fifty miles nearer to Delhi, 
from Lahore to Umritsir. 	These orders given, by the 30th. 	Then, by starting on the 1st of June, 
General Anson , himself left Simla on the even- he expected to reach Bhagput on the 5th, with all 
ing of the 14th, and arrived at Umballa early his Umballa force except the siege-train, which 
on the 15th. 	Before he started, he issued the might possibly arrive on the 6th. Meanwhile Major- 
proclamation' already adverted to, announcing to general Hewett was to organise a brigade at Meerut, 
the troops of the native army generally that no and send it to Bliagput, where it would form a june- 

' cartridges would be brought into use against the tion with the other two brigades. 	Ghazeeoodeon 
conscientious wishes of the soldiery; and after he Nuggur being a somewhat important post, as a key 
arrived at Umballa, fearing that his proclamation to the Upper Doab, it was proposed that Brigadier 
had not been strong enough, ho issued another, to Wilson should leave a small force there—consist- 
the effect that no new cartridges whatever should 
be served out—thereby, as he hoped, putting an- 

ing of a part of the Sirmoor battalion, a part of the 

end to all fear concerning objectionable lubricating • The troops at Umballa en the 17th comprised: 
substances being used ; for he was not aware how Queen's 76th foot. 

lst Bengal European Fusiliers. 	Weak : only 1800 
largely hypocrisy was mixed up with sincerity in 2d 	0 	0 	° 	

bayonets in all, 

the native scruples on this point. , 	5th Bengal native infantry. 
- 	60th 	0 	0 

Anson and Barnard, when together at Umballa, Queen's 9th Lancers. 

had to measure well the forces available to them. 4th Bengal cavalry.
Two troops European horge-artillery. 

The Umballa magazines were nearly empty of i 
stores and ammunition ; the artillery wagons were t tat Umballa 	Queen's 75th foot. 

the depot at Phillour ; the medical officers 
dreaded the heat for troops . to move in such a 

1st Bengal to
ns 9th 

 Brigade. 	Two squadrons 9th Lancers. 	 . Brigadier Halifax. 	one troop horse-artillery. 

season; and the commissariat was ill supplied with 2d Bengal Europeanh. 
vehicles and beasts of burden and draught. 	The 
only effectual course was found to be;  that of 

2d Umballa 
Brigade. 

Brigadier Jones. 

60th native infantry. , 
TWO squadrons 9th Lb.neers. 
One squadron 4th Ben;tal Lancers. 

bringing small detachments from many different One troop horse-artlitely. 	' 
stations ; and this system was in active progress One wing Queen's 60th TKIIICO. 
during the week following Anson's arrival at 
Umballa. 	On the 16th, troops came into that 

iyieernt 	. 
Brigade. 

Brigadier Wilson. 

TWO squadrons Carabidiers. 
One light lield-batterY. 
One troop horse-artillery. 

place from Phillour and Subathoo. 	On the Nth Native Slippers (it' reliable). 
120 artillerymen. 
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. 
- RaMpore her* 

With the rest 
' 	it,  was supposed 
' 	ing on the lst 

dczvous on the 
together toVrtirds 
plan-7-a plan' 
citecntion himself. 

It will be convenient 
beeding in the 
advance of the 

' 

. 
. 
• 

laid down by 
.head-quarters 

' and its neighbourhood. 
May that this 
Arehdall Wilson 
—a gallant officer 
Brigadier or 

' very small ; cottiprising 
Rifles, 200 of 
troop of artili.ery. 
.the 27th ; and\ 
hours of the. 
morning of 'the 

and a fewguns•-•,, While lie advanced • 
of his brigade to Bhagput.: Lastly, 

that the Meerut brigade, by start- 
or 2d of 4iiiio, could reach the reit!,  
5th, and that then all could advance 

Delhi. 'Such was General .4.nson!s 
that he was not destined to put in 

to trace the course of ,pro- 
following mode—to describe the 
Meerut brigade to Blutgput, with 

its adVentures ,on ,the Way ;, then to .notice 
similar way the march of thee, mails 
Umballa to Bhagptit ; next . the 'progress 
Collected siege-army ,from , the last-named 
to the crest or 'ridge , bounding Delhi 
north ; And, lastly, 'the. coMmenceinent 
Siege-operationS . themsolvesoperations 
ably retarded , by the want- of a sufficient 
oraiege-guns., 	, 	. 	• 

, 	Major-general 'Hewett, at Meerut,• preeeeded 
organise a brigade iu accordance with 

• 

in, a 
body from 

.of , the 
town 

on, the 
.of the 
lament-

lore() 

te 

	

the ',plan 	, 
• , 	'. 	. 	• 

• 

,  

• 

, 	i 
• 

, 
. 

• 

, 

• 

• 

This".';  
of 

.of .Delhi; 

being .,br a 

'Brigadier , 
who had 
and who • 

	

of .the 	, 
The enemy 

	

the 4.1ver, 	, 
once  sent a 
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SIII 'HENRY BAr.7.1.1117.). 

• , 	i 
General A.nsbn.: retaining:at his 

a force sufficient to protect Meerut 
It was on the 27th of 

brigade was ready,, and that ColOnel 
Was placed in command' of it 

afterwards better known as 
General Wilson. 	The brigade was 

less than 600 of the 00th 
iLhe Carabiniers, one bAttory and a 

They started on the evening of 
after marching during the' cooler 

28tih and , 2iith . encamped on the 
*Pi at cillaideaodeen' ,Ruggur 

. 	e 	. 

	

; 	' 	, 
(Gliaaee-u-deen Nuggur, Guinep de Nuggur). 
was. a small• town ór, village on the leftliank 
the rimer Itindoun, eighteen miles, east 
important as commanding one of the passages, over 
that riser from Meerut, the passage 

	

: suspensiou-bridge: 	 1 	•• . 
On that same_day, the 3btli of May, 

Wilson was 'attacked by the insurgents, 
'sallied forth from pelhi;for this purpose, 
wore doubtless anxious to,prevent a junction 

• Meerut force with 	that from. Kurnauh 
appeared in force on the opposite,side of 
with live guns in iesitiOn..' Wilson at 
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body of Rifles to command thel suspension-bridge ; 
while a few Carabiniers were 4patched along the 
-river-bank to a place where the3iwere able to ford. 
The insurgents opened fire witll their Bye heavy 
gtins ; . whereupon the brigadier , sent off to the 
attacked points all his force except sufficient to 
guard his camp; and then the, contest became 
very brisk. 	The Rifles, under Colonel Jones, were 
ordered to charge the enemy's guns ; they rushed 
forward, disregarding grape and canister shot, and 
advanced towards the guns. 	When they saw a 
shell about to burst, they threw themselves down 
on their faces to avoid the danger, the • Janipc.d.np  
and Off again. They reached the guns, drove away 
the gunners, and effected a capture. 	The enemy, 
beaten away from the defences of the bridge, 
retreated to a large walled village, where they had 
the courage to stand a hand-to-hand contest for a 
time—a struggle which no native tops could long 
continue against the British Rifles. 	As evening 
came on, the enemy fled with speed to Delhi, 
leaving behind them live guns, ammunition, and 
stores, 	Colonel Constance followed them some 
distance with the Carabiniers; but it was not 
deemed prudent to 	continue the 	pursuit after 
nightfall. 	In this smart affair 11 	were killed, 
21 wounded or missing. 	Captain Andrews, with 
four of his riflemen, while taking possession of 
two heavy pieces of ordnance on the causeway, 
close% the toll-house of the bridge, were blown up 
by tjte explosion of an ammunition-wagon, flail 

terrible must have been the ordeal passed through 
by all on such a day. 	Among the officers, Lieu- 
tenant Perkins was killed, and Captain Johnson 
and Ensign _Napier wounded. 

After the struggle of the 31st of May, the enemy 
did not molest Wilson in his temporary camp 
at Ghazeeoodeen Nuggur. 	He provided for his 
wounded, refitted his brigade, and waited 	for 
reinforcements. 	On the morning of the 3d of 
June he was joined by another hundred of the 
60th Rifles from Meerut, and by a Goorkha regi-
ment, the Sirmoor battalion, from Deyrah Dhoon ; 
and then loSt no time in marching to the rendez- 
vous. 	The route taken was very circuitous, hilly, 
and rugged ; and the brigade did not reach the 
rendezvous head-quarters at Bhagput 	till the 
morning of the 6th.  

We have now to trace the fortunes of the 
Umballa, force. 	It was on the 23d of May, as 
has been shewn, that General Anson put forth 
the scheme for au advance towards Delhi, in 
which the brigade from. Meerut was to take 
part. 	He left Umballa on the 24th, and reached 
Kurnaul on the 25th. 	All the proposed regi- 
ments and detachments from Umballa had by 
that time come in to Kurnaul except two troops 
of horse-artillery ; but as the siege-train was far 
in Omar, 1 Anson telegraphed to Calcutta that 
he -Would mot be in a position to advance from 
Is:Amara towards Delhi until the 31st of the 
month. 	Ou the 26th, the commander-in-chief's 
plans were ended by the ending of his life ; an 
attack of cholera carried him off in a few hours. 
He hastily summoned Sir Henry Barnard from 
Umballa; and his last words were to. place the 
Delhi force under the command of that officer. 
At that time news and orders travelled slowly 
between Calcutta and the northwest ; for dirks 
were interrupted and telegraph wires cut; and 
it was therefore necessary that the command 
should at once be given to some one, without 
waiting for sanction from the governor-general. 
Viscoimt Canning heard the news on the 3d of 
June, and immediately confirmed the appoint-
ment of Sir Henry to the command of the siege-
army ; but that confirmation was not known to 
the besiegers till long afterwards. 	Major-general 
Reed, by the death of Anson, became provisional 
commander-in-chief; and he left Rawul Pindee 
on the 28th of May to join the head-quarters of 
the siege-army, but without superseding Barnard. 
It was a terrible time for all these generals ; 
Anson and Halifax had both 	succumbed to 
cholera ; Reed was so thoroughly broken down by 
illness that he could not command in person ; and 
Barnard was summoned from a sick-bed by the 
dying commander-in-chief. 

Sir Henry Barnard did not feel justified in 
advancing from Kurnaul until heavier guns than 
those he possessed could arrive from the Punjaub. 
On the 31st, a 9-pounder battery—those already 
at 	hand 	being 	only 	6-pounders7-came 	into 
camp ; and the march from Kurnaul to Paniput 

• 

by one of the sepoy gunners. 
The mutineers did not allow Brigadier Wilson to 

remain many hours quiet. 	He saw parties of their 
hoe reconnoitring Ns position all the morning 
of the 31st; Ad he kept, therefore, well on the 
alert. 	At one o'clock the enemy, supposed to he 
five thousand.„ in number, took up a position a 
mile in length, on a ridge on the opposite side 
of the Hindoun, and about a mile distant from 
Wilson's advanced Picket. 	Horse-artillery and two 
18-pounders were at once sent forward to reply to 
this fire, with a parts of Carabiniers to support; 
while another party, of Rifles, Carabiniers, and 
gun; went to suppOrt the picket at the bridge. 
For nearly two 116urs the contest was one of 
artillery alone, the British guns being repeatedly 
and vainly charged by the enemy's cavalry; the 
enemy's fire then slackening, and the Rifles having 
cleared a 'villager on the loft of the toll-bar, the 
brigadier erdered a general advance. 	The res,dt 
was as on/the preceding day ; the mutineers were 
driven back. 	The British all regretted they could 
norfollow,and cut up the enemy in the retreat; 
bu 	the brigadier, seeing . that many of iris poor 
follows fell sun-stricken, was forced to call them 

-"hack into camp when the action was over. 	This 
victory was not so complete as that on the pieced- 
ing day; for the mutineers were able to carry off 
all their guns, two heavy and five light. The killed 
and wounded on the side of the English were 24 in 
number, of whom 10 were stricken down by the 
heat of the sun—a cause of death that shows how 
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commenced on that evening. Sir Henry expected to 
have' met Brigadier Wilson at Race, where there 

Afghan • frontier, ', 
march to Delhi, 

ben orders reached them to 
distance of no less than 750 

Was 'a bridge of boats over the Jumna ; but miles. 	They set , horse and foot together, and 
through some misconstruction dr countermanding accomplished the istance in twenty-eight days— 
of orders, Wilson had' taken a much.  more cir- a really great a 	ievement in the heat of an 
cuitens route by Ghazedoodeen Nuggur, and could Indian summer ; they suffered much, of course ; 
not join the Umballa brigade at the place or on but all took pr o in their work, and obtained 
the day expected. 	Barnard, after a-brief sojourn high praise fro 	the ' commander-in-thief. 	Ono 	! 
and.  a slight, change of plan, sent out elephants of the' English officers afterwards declared that 
to aid in bringing forward the Meerut brigade, 
and advanced with the greater portion of his own 

he had never before experienced the necessity of 
`roughing' it' as ,on this occasion. 	Captain Daly 

three to Alipore (or Aleepore), where he arrived on commanded the whole corps, whileOaptaln Quintin 
the morning of the 5th of June. The chief artillery .Battyn had special \ oontrol of that portion .of it .. 
force being with the Meerut brigade, Sir Henry which consisted of troopers. 
waited for Wilson, who effected a junction with The Guides, as has just been shown, were an . 
him on the 6th ; and on the 7th, the united forces 
were reorganised, at a point so near Delhi that 

exceptional corps, raised among the natives for a 
peculiar service. 	But the siege-army contained • 

the troops looked forward eagerly to a speedy gallant regiments 'of ordinary troops, whose march- 
encounter with the enemy. ing was little tss severe. 	One of these.  was the , 

Many of the soldiers who thus assembled at a 1st Bengal European Fusiliers; a British reginient i 
place distant only a few miles from the famous ' wholly belonging to.the Company, and one which 
'city, which they all hoped soon to retake from in old times was known as' Lord Lake's,' dear old 
the hands of the enemy, had marched great dirty shirts.' 	On the '13th' of May it was at 
distances. 	Among the number was the corps of Dugshai, a sanatorium and hill-station .not far . 
Guides, whose march was one of those deter- from Simla. 	Major Jacob rode in hastily from , 
mined exploits 	of which 	soldiers 	always feel Simla, announced that Meerut and Delhi were in 
proud, and to which they point as proof that they ' revolt, and brought an order for the regiment to 
shrink not. from fatigue and heat when a post march down to Umballa forthwith, to -await 
of duty is assigned to them. 	This remarkable further orders. 	At five o'clock that same 'day the 
corps was raised on the,  conclusion of the Sutlej men marched,  forth,, with sixtyrounds ,in pouch, 
campaign, to act either as regular troops or as , and food in haversack. 	After a twenty-four miles'. . 
guides and spies, according as the exigencies of the walk they refreshed on the ground, supping and , 
service might require. 	The men were chosen for sleeping 'as best they could. 	At an hour after 
their sagacity and intelligence, as well as for their • midnight they renewed their march, taking advant- 
courage and hardihood. 	They were inhabitants age—as troops in India arty wont to do-=of the 
of the Punjaub, but belonged to no one selected  cool hours of the night ; they marched till sit or 
race or creed; for among them were to be found seven, and then rested' during the heat Of the day 
mountaineers, borderers, men of the plains, and at Chundeegurli. Prom five till ten in the evening 
half-wild warriors. 	Among them nearly all the they again advanced, and then had supper and three 
dialects of Northern India were more or less hours' rest at Mobarrackpore. 	Then, after a seven 
known ; and they were as familiar with hill- hours' march during the night of the 14th-15th; 
fighting as with service on the.  plains. 	They were ' they reached Umballa—ha.ving.accomplished sixty 
often employed as intelligencers, and in recon- miles in- thirty-eight hours.' Here they were coin- 
poitring an enemy's position. 	They were the best polled to remain some days until the arrangements 
of all troops to act against the robber hill-tribes, _ of the general inother directions were completed ; 
with whom India is so greatly infested 	Among and during this detention• many of their number 
the many useful pieces of Indian service effected were carried off by, cholera. 	At length four com- 
by . Sir Henry Lawrence, was the suggestion of ponies were 'sent on towards Kurnaul on the.17th, 
this corps; and 	Lord 'Harding° 	when 	corm- under Captain Dennis; while the other companies 
mander-in-chief, acted on it in 1846. ' The corps did not start till the 21st. 	The two wings of the 
was 'at first limited to one troop of cavalry and 
two companies of artillery, less than three hun- 

regiments afterwards effected- a junction
' 
 , and 

marched by Paniput, Soomalka, and Sursowlie, to 
dred men in all; but the Marquis of Dalhousie Race, where they arrived on the 31st of Mai. 
afterwards 	raised it to 	three troops and six Under a scorching sun every day, the troops were 
companies, about eight hundred and fifty men, well-nigh beaten down ; but the hope of 'thrash- 
commanded by four European officers' and a ing the rebels at Delhi' oheered them on. , One 
surgeon. 	The men were 	dressed in a plain officer speaks of the glee with which he and his _ 
serviceable drab uniform. 	Their_ pay was eight companions came in sight 'of a 'field of onions.  'all' 
rupees per Month for a foot-sbldier, and twenty- green above and white Mow,' 'and of the delight- 
four for a trooper. 	These, then, were the Guides ful relish they enjoyed dUring a 'temporary rest. 
of whom English newspaper-readers heard so 
much but knew so little. 	They 'were stationed at 

The regiment, after remaining at Raee till the 
morning of the 5th of June, was then joined by its 1  

a remote past in the Punjaub, not far from the 
- 	- 

. commandant, Colonel Welchman. Forming now 
• 1. 
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part of Brigadier Showers' brigade, the 1st Euro- had scarcely yet. broken). 	Suddenly a report was 
peans marched to Alipore, where its fortunes were heard, and a shot and shell Caine roaring down the 
mixed up with those of the other troops in the road to the advancing British force; and then it 
besieging army, 

many at Calcutta wondered why Barnard did 
not make a more rapid advance from Paniput and 

became necessary to plan a mode of dealing with 
the enemy, who were several thousands in number, 
iu a strongly intrenched position, with artillery 

Race to Alipore; and many at Raee wondered well served. 	Sir Henry Barnard intrusted Briga- 
why Wilson did not come in more quickly from diers Showers,Graves, and Grant with distinct duties 
Ghazeeoodeen Nuggur. 	The brigadier was said —the first to advance with his brigade on the 
to have had his plans somewhat changed by right of the main trunk-road ; the second to take 
suggestions from one of the Etreatheds (Mr H. the left of the same road ; and the third to cross 
H. Greathed was agent, and Lieutenant W. H. the canal, advent° quietly, and recross in the rear 
Greathed, aid-de-camp, for the lieutenant-governor of the enemy's position at such a time as a signal 
of the Northwest Provinces in the camp of the should direct them to effect a surprise. 	The guns 
siege-army); while Sir Henry was anxious both to were placed in and on both sides of the road. 
secure Wilson's co-operation as soon as he started, 
and to preserve the health of his men during the 

When the hostile forces met, the enemy opened a 
severe 	fire—a fire 	so severe, indeed, that the 

trying season of heat, 	It is greatly to the credit of general resolved to stop it by capturing the battery 
him and all the officers, that the various regiments, 
notwithstanding their long marches and fierce 

itself. 	This was effected in a gallant manner by 
the 75th foot and the 1st Europeans ; it was 

exposure to heat, reached Delhi in admirable perilous work, for the troops had to pass over open 
health—leaving cholera many miles behind them. ground, with very little shelter or cover. 	Several. 
Having been joined by a siege-train on the 6th of officers were struck down at this point; but the 
June, and by Brigadier Wilson's forces on the 7th, most serious loss was produced by a cannon-shot 
Barnard began at once to organise his plans for an which killed Colonel Chester, adjutant-general of 
advance. 	The reinforcements brought by Wilson the army. 	The battery was charged so deter- 
were very miscellaneous ;* but they had fought 
well on the banks of the Hindoun, and were an 

minedly that the artillervmen were forced to flee, 
leaving their guns behind them; while the advance 

indispensable aid to the general. 	Major-general of the other two brigades compelled them to a 
Reed arrived from Rawul Pindee at midnight, 
not, to take the command from Barnard, but to 

general flight. 	Colonel Weidman, of the 1st 
:Fusiliers, in his eagerness galloped after three of 

sanction the line of proceedings as temporary the mutineers and cut one of them down ; but the 
commander-in-chief. act would have cost him his own life, had not a 

It was at one o'clock on the morning of the 8th private of his regiment come opportunely to his 
of. June that pe sieae-army set out from Alipore, 
to march the ten miles which separate that village 

aid. 
A question now arose, whether to halt for a 

from Delhi. 	Some of the reinforcements, such as while, or push on towards Delhi. 	It was between 
the Guides, had not yet arrived ; but the troops five and six o'clock on a summer morning ; and 
which formed the army of march on this morning, 
according to Sir Henry's official dispatch, were as 

'Barnard decided that it would be advisable not 
to allow the enemy time to reassemble in or 

noted beloi,v.t 	They advanced to a village, the near the village. 	The men were much exhausted ; 
name of which is variously spelt in the dispatches, 
letters, and maps as 	Badulla Serai, Bardul-ki- 

but after a hasty taste of rum and biscuit, they 
resumed their march. Advancing in two columns, 

Serai, Badulee-ke-Serai, Bardeleeke Serai, Budlee, 
ka- Suraee, Ste., about four miles from Delhi. Here 

Brigadiers Wilson and Showers fought their way 
along the main trunk-road ; -while Barnard and 

the fighting began; here the besiegers came in Graves turned off at Azadpore by the road which 
contact with the enemy who had been so long led through the cantonment of Delhi—a canton- 
sought. 	When within a short distance of the 
village, the eepoy watch-fires were seen (for day 

mont lately in the hands of the British authorities, 
but now deserted. 	This advance was a continuous 
fight the whole way : the rebels disputing the 

$ Four guns of Ifejor Tombs' horse-artillery. 
rallor.Scott's horse field-battery. 
Two IR-poundois, tinder Lieutenant fdalit. 

passage inch by inch. 	It then became perceptible 
that a rocky ridge which bounds Delhi on the 

Two sqiuldrons of Carahlniors. 
Six companies of 60th Rifles. north was bristling with bayonets and cannon, and . 
400 S1rmoor Goorkhas. that the conquest of this ridge would be a neces- 

t Iletttlivarters and six companies of 11.M. 66th Rifles. nary preliminary to an approach to Delhi. Barnard 
n 	n 	and :tine companies of JIM 75th foot. 

a
ct Bengal European .145iliers. 	 . 

ad 	. 	a 	fr 	head- qura. and six companies. 

determined on a rapid flank-movement to turn 
the right of the enemy's position. 	With a force 

Sirmoor battalion (Goorkhas), a wing. consisting of the 60th Rifles under Colonel Jones, Head- quarters detachment Sappers anti Miners. 
11.M. 9th Lancers. 

,, 	6th Dragoon-guards (Cornhinlers), two squadrons. 
Horse-artillery, ono troop of lst brigade. 

0 	. 	, two troops of id brigade. 

the 2d Europeans under Captain Boyd, and . a 
troop of horse-artillery under Captain Money, Sir 
Henry rapidly advanced, ascended the ridge, took 

root-artillery, two companies, 
and No. 14 horso.battery. 

Artillery recruits, detachment. 
the enemy in flank, tzonmelled them to flee, and 
swept the whole length of the ridge—the enemy 
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abandoning twenty-six guns, with . ammunition', 
and camp-equipage. 	The Rifles rendered signal 

. 
Bastion. To this succeeded a portion about a, mile 
in length, running nearly north and south, and; 

service in 	this 	movement ; taking 	advantage marked by the Cabool Gate, a marten° tower, Burn 
of • every slight cover, advancing 	closer to the Bastion, the Lahore Gate, and the Gurstin Bastion. . 
enemy's guns than other infantry could safely de, 
and ,picking off the gunners. 	Brigadier Wilson 

Then; an irregular polygonal line of two miles, in 
length carried thtwall round to the bank of the 

and his companions were enabled to advance by Jumna, by a course bending more and more to the 
the main road ; and he. and Barnard met on the 
ridge, 	From that hour the besieging army took 

east ; hero Were presented the Turushkana Gide, 
a -marten° tower, the Ajmeer Gate, the Akbar 

up its position before Delhi—never to leave it till Bastion, another martello tower, the' Ochterlony 
months of , hard fighting had made . them masters Bastion, the Tureoman Gate, a third and a fourth 	• 
of the place. 	During the struggle on the ridge, 
two incidents greatly exasperated the troops : one 
was the discovery that a captured cart, which they 

marten() towers, .and the Delhi . Gate. 	Lastly, 
along the bank of the river for a mile and a half, 
and separated from the water at most times by a 

supposed to. contain ammunition, was full of the 
mangled limbs and trunks of their murdered 

narrow sandy strip, was a continuation of the wall, 
broken by the Wellesley and Nawab Bastions, the , 

Fellow-Christians; the other was that two or three Duryagamje 	a martello tower, the Rajghat .Gate; 
Europeans wore found fighting for and with the Gate, the wall of the imperial palace, and the 
rebels—probably soldiers of fortune, ready to sell defence-wall entirely surrounding the ,Selimgurh. 
their 	services 	to 	the 	highest bidders. 	Every Such were the numerous 	gates, • bastions, and 
European—and it was supposed that Delhi con- towers at that period ; many parts of the wall 
tamed others of the kind—so caught was sure to and bastions wore formed of masonry, twelve feet 
be out to. pieces by the enraged soldiery, with a far thick, and the whole had been further strength.e•ned 
more deadly hatred than, sepoys themselves could by the rebels during four weeks of occupation. 
have inspired. 	This day's work was not effected Outside the defences was a broad ditch twenty 	' 
without serious loss. 	Colonel Chester, we have feet deep from the ground, or thirty-five from. the 
said, was killed ; as were Captains Delainain and top of the wall. 
RuSsell, and Lieutenant Harrison. 	The \wounded The position taken up•  by the besiegers may be 
comprised Colonel Herbert; Captains Dawson and thus briefly described. 	The ,camp 'was pitched en 
Grewnle ; Lieutenants Light, Hunter, Davidson, the former parade-ground of the deserted encamp- 
Hare, Fitzgerald, Barter, Rivers, and Ellis ; and ment, at a spot about a mile and a half from -tlie 
Ensign Pym. 	In all, officers and privates, there northern wall,of the city, with a rocky ridge acting 
were 51 killed and 133 wounded. Nearly 60 horses as a screen betWeen it and the city. 	This ridge 
were either killed or wounded. was•commandedby the rebels until the afternoon 

Hero, then, in the afternoon of the Sth of June, 
were the British posted before Delhi. 	It will be 

of the Stlt; but frpm that time it was in the hands, 
of the besiegers: 	The British liiie'on this ridge 

necessary to have, a- clean notion of the relative 
positions of the 'besiegers and the besieged, to 

rested on the"left on an old tower used as a signal-, 
post, often called the Flagstaff Tower; at its centre, 	• 

understand the narrative. which is to follow. 	Of upon an old mosque; and at its right, upon a house 
Delhi itself an account is given elsewhere, with a with enclosures strongly placed at the point where 
brief notice of the defence-works; * but the gates the ridge begins to slope down towards the plain. 
and bastious must here be enumerated somewhat This house, formerly occupied by a Mahratta chief 
more minutely, as the plan of the siege mainly named Hindoo Rao, was 'generally known as 
depended on them. 	A small branch or nullah of Ilindoo Rao's house, 	()Wing to the ridge being 
the.Jumna is separated from the main stream by very oblique in reference to the position of the 
a sand-bank which forms an island ; the junction city, the right of the line was of necessity thrown, 

' or rejoining of the two takes place where the much forward, and hence Hindoo Rao's house, 
Jumna is crossed by a bridge of boats, and where became the most important poet in the line. 	Near 
the old 	fort called 	the 	Selimgurh . was 	built, this house, owing to its .commanding positiOn, the 
Beginning at this point, we trace the circuit of the British planted three batteries ; ' and to protect 
wall and its fortifications. 	From the Selimgurh these batteries, Rifles, Guides, and Sirmoor Goorkhas' 
the wall borders—or rather bordered (for it will 
be well to speak in the past tense)—the nullah for 

were posted within convenient distance: 	Luckily. 	, 
for the .British, Iiindoo Rao's house was `pucka: 

about three-quarters of a mile, in a northwest built,' that is, a subStantial brick structure, and 
direction, marked by the Calcutta Gate, a martello bore up well against the storm of shot aimed at it 
tower, the Rails Gate, the Nuseergunje Bastion, 
and the Moree or Moira Bastion. 	The wall then 

by the rebels.  
When the British ' had effected a permanent  

turned sharply tb the west., or slightly southwest ; 
and during a length of About three-quarters of a 
mile 	the Moree Bastion just named, the 

lodgment on the ridge, with the camp pitched' in , 
the old cantonment behind the ridge as a screen, 
the time had arrived when the detailed plan for 

Cashmere Gate, the More 	Gate, and the Shah 
. 	 v 	 . 	. 

. Chanter rt.. nn. G3 	 . 

the siege was to be determined, if it had not been 	, 
determined already. 	Some military critics averred, 
that Sir Henry Barnard, only acquainted in a. . 
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slight .degree with that part of. .India, displayed 
. 	indecision, • giving . and •, countermanding. 	crders 
' repeatedly, and leaving his subordinates in doubt 

concerning the rear plan of the siege. 	Others 
contended that the sudden assumptionof command 
on the death of General Anson, the small number 
of troops, and tho'want of large slegtsunsovero 
enough to render necessary great caution in the 
mode of procedure, 	The truth appears to he, that 
the rebels wore found stronger in Delhi, than was 
suspected before the siege-army approached close 

to the, place ; moreover, they had. contested the 
• advance. from :Alipore more obstinately than. had 

been expected—shewing.that, though not equal 'to 
British soldiers, it would not be safe to. despise 

	

their prowess. Theplan. of attack-would obviously 	- 
, depend 	upon, the real , or 	supposed, , defensive 
• rneaspres, of the, besieged. , If the rebels risked it 
, battle• outside the vallsithey might very likely be 

	

defeated and followe& into the. city and 'palace ; 	• 
but then would come a, disastrous street-fighting 
against enemies screened behind loopholed walls,, . 
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--battery in front. 

. 
and firing upon besiegers much 'less numerous than 
themselves, 	Or' the:  half-crumbled walls might 	• 
easily be scaled by • active troops;, bitt as,  these 
troops . would be a mere handful against large 
numbers, their success• would be, very doubtful. 	A 
third plan, suggested by some among the 'many 
advisers of that period, was to make an attack by 
water, or on • the 'river-side. 	'The • Jumna is  at 
certain times so' shallow at Delhi as to be almost 
fordable, and leavince a strip of sand on which 
batteries might }reAnted ; these batteries might 
breach the iriver-wall of the palitce, and so disturb 
the garrison as tot  permit a large body of the 
besiegers to enter under cover of the • firingi 
but a rise in the river Would fatally affect, this . 
enterprise. 	A fourth plan suggested was,to attack. 
near the. Cashmere Gate, on the.  north side of 
the city ; the siege-army would in 'this case be 
protected 	on 	its' left 'flank ••by the river, and'repeated 

. might employ all' its force in breacldity;,the wall ' 

. 	 . 
b4ween the gate and the river; the guns mud& 
render the mainguard untenable; when the assault 
was', made,' it would be on a part where there is 
much vacant ground in the interior ; and the' 
besieging troops would have it better chance than , 
if ,at once entangled among the intricacies, of 
loophole& 'houses. 	Any 	project 	for • .star't'ing 
out the garrison, if it ever entered the mind of 
any soldier, was soon abandoned ; the boundary 
was too ektensive, the gates too many, and the . 
besiegersitoo few, to effect this, 

During the' early days after the arrival.  of the 
British, • indications appeared of an intention to 
blow open the Cashmere Gate, and effect a forcible 

' entry into the city at :once; but these indications 
, soon ceased ; 'and the besiegers found themselves 

compelled 'rather to resist attacks than to Make 
them i for the e 	 ,. nemy, . strong in numbers.made 

sorties from tke various gates of the•city, 
and ondeavoured to dislodge the'llritish. One such 
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sortie was made about noon on the 9th, within Eedghah, formerly used as a serai. 	Thereupon 
twenty-four hours after the arrival of the besiegers; a force was 	immediately organised, 	consisting 
the enemy were, however, easily repulsed, and 
driven in again. 	The corps of Guides met with a 

of horse-artillery, cavalry, Goorkhas, and Rifles, 
to drive them away from that position. 	They 

loss on this day which occasioned much regret. passed through the Subzee Mundee to the E'edghah, 
Among those who accompanied the hardy men all drove out the enemy, and captured the only gun 
the way from the Afghan frontier was Captain which had jet been placed there. 	One of the 
Quintin Battye, a young officer much beloved as officers on this duty had a finger shot off, a bullet 
commandant of the cavalry portion of the corps. through the wrist, another through the oheek,.and 
They arrived on the 8th ; and on the next day another which broke the collar-bone ; yet he 
poor Battye was shot through the body ; he lived recovered, to fight again. 
twenty-four hours in great agony, and then sank. On the 19th of June it came to the knowledge 
The Guides had a large share in this day's work; of Brigadier Grant that the enemy intended to 
many of them fell, in dislodging the enemy from a attack the camp in the rear ; and as the safety 
rocky position which they temporarily occupied. of the camp had been placed under his keeping, he 
On the 10th a little skirmishing took place, but not made instant preparations to frustrate the insur- 
so serious as on the preceding day ; it was found, 
however, that the white shirts of the men were 

gents. 	These troops are believed to have been 
augmentations of the insurgent forces, consisting 

a little too conspicuous ; and they underwent an of the 15th and 30th native regiments from Nuseer- 
extemporaneous process of dyeing to deepen the abad. 	The brigadier advanced with six guns and 
colour. 	On the 12th, early in the morning, the a squadron of lancers to reconnoitre, and found 
enemy made a sudden attack on both flanks; but the enemy in position half a mile in rear of the 
all points were speedily defended. 	They were first Ochterlony Gardens, 	northwest 	of the 	camp. 
driven back on the left; then, after a repulse on the Troops quickly arrived, and a rapid exchange of 
right, they advanced a second time under the fire began, the enemy being strong in artillery as 
cover of thickly wooded gardens near the Subsce well as in infantry. 	Just as the dusk of the 
Mundee--a suburb of Delhi about a mile and a evening came on, the enemy, by a series of skilful 
quarter northwest of the Cabool Gate. 	Major and vigorous attacks, aided by well-served artillery, 
Jacob was then sent against them with some of very nearly succeeded in turning the flank of the 
the Bengal Europeans; he beat them back till British, and in capturing two guns; but both these 
they got beyond the suburb, and then returned to disasters were frustrated. 	The dusk deepened into 
the camp. 	This morning's affair was supposed to darkness; but the brigadier felt that it would' not 
have cost the enemy 250 men ; the British loss do to allow the enemy to, occupy that position 

' was very small. 	On this day, the British had the during the night. 	A charge was made with great 
mortification of seeing two regiments of Rohilcund impetuosity by horse and,, foot, with so much 
mutineers, the 60th native infantry and the 4th success, that the enemy were driven back qiiite 
native cavalry, enter Delhi with bands playing into the town. 	The brigadier had to regret the 
and colours flying ; the defiant manner was quite loss of Colonel Yule of the 9th Lancers, who was 
as serious an affair as the augmentation of the knocked off his horse, and not found again by his 
strength of the garrison. 	On the 13th a large men till next morning; when they wore shocked 
enclosure in advance of the British left, known as to see him dead and mangled, with both thighs 
Metcalfe House, was occupied by them, and the 
erection of a battery of heavy guns and mortars 

broken, a ball through the head just over the eyes, 
his throat cut, and his hands much gashed. 	He 

commenced. had been on leave of absence in Cashmere, but 
Not a day passed without some such struggles directly he heard of the work to be done, travelled 

as have just been adverted to. 	The besieging of night and day till he, reached his regiment just 
the city had not really commenced, for the British before its arrival at Delhi. 	Lieutenant Alexander 
had not yet a force of artillery sufficient for that was also among the killed. 	Captain Daly of the 
purpose; indeed, they were now the besieged Guides, and six other officers, were wounded. 	All 
rather than the besiegers ; for the enemy came the officers of the 	Guides, but one, received 
out 	of the city—horse, 	foot, 	and guns—and wounds. 	Altogether, the day's fighting resulted 
attempted to effect a surprise on one part or other to the British in the loss of 19 killed and 77 
of the position on the ridge. 	Against the battery wounded ; and it was a source of much regret that 
at Metcalfe House a sortie was made on the a few of these fell by the hands of their own 
15th, and another was made on the same day at comrades, while fighting in some confusion as 
the right of the line. 	On the 17th an exciting 
encounter took place. 	A shot from the city struck 

darkness approached. 	No less than sixty horses, 
fell. 	The brigadier did not fail to mention the 

the corner of Hiudoo Rao's house, and glancing 
of killed Lieutenant Wheatley of the Goorkhas. 

names of three private soldiers—Thomas Hancock, 
John Purcell, and Roopur Khan—who behaved 

It was then suspected that the enemy, besides with great gallantry at a critical moment. 
their attacks on this house in front, were throw- Sir Henry Barnard, for very' cogent reasons, 

• ing up a battery outside (the western gates of watched every movement on the part of the 
the town, . at a large building known as the mutineers who sallied forth from Delhi. 	On the 
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22d, he saw a body of them come out of the city ; *window, was seen to project the head of a sepoy. 
and as they were not seen to return at night, he Now all Hindoos have what ladies at home call 
suspected a masked attack. At six in the evening, 
he sent out a party of infantry, Guides, and Sappers, 
to demolish two bridges which carried the great 
road across a canal westward of the camp, and over 

" back-hair," and this is usually turned up into a 
knot ; by bis the unlucky wretch was at once 
seized, and before he could even think of resistance, 
his head was at a stroke severed from his body by 

which the enemy were in the habit of taking their the sharp curved knife of the Goorkha I' 	This 
artillery and columns when they wished to attack day's work was in every way very severe, and 
the camp in the rear ; this was a work of six shewed the besiegers that the rebels were in 
hours, warmly contested but successfully accom- great strength. 	Lieutenant Jackson was killed; 
plished. 	On the 23d, Sir Henry, expecting a Colonel Welchman; Captain Jones, and Lieutenant 
valuable convoy from the Punjaub, adopted prompt Murray, wounded. 	The total loss of the day 
meatares for its protection. 	He sent out a strong was 39 killed and 121 wounded. 	The enemy's 
escort, which safely brought the convoy into camp. loss was very much larger ; indeed, one of the 
Scarcely had this been effected, when his attention estimates raised the number up to a thousand. 
was drawn to the right of his position, near The loss appears to have somewhat dispirited the 
Hindoo Rao's house. 	It was afterwards asoer- mutineers, for they made very few attacks on the 
tallied that the enemy, remembering the 23d of following three days.  
June as the centenary of the battle of Plassy, had 
resolved to attempt a great victory over the British' 

But although there was a temporary cessation, 
Sir Henry Barnard, in his 	official dispatches, • i on that day ; incited, moreover, by the circum- shewed that he was much e nbarrassed by this 

stance that two festivals, one Mussulman and the condition of affairs. 	His forces were few ; those 
other Hindoo, happened. to Occur on that day; of the enemy were very large ; and the attacks 
and they emerged from the city in vast force to were rendered more harassing by the uncertainty 
effect this. 	They commenced their attack on the of the point on which they would be made, and 
Subzee Mundee side, having a strong position in the impossibility of judging whether they were 
a village and among garden-walls. Here a combat about to be made on more points than one. 	The 
was maintained during the whole of the day, for onslaughts could only be successfully repulsed by 
the rebels continued their attacks with much the untiring and unflinching gallantry of a small 
pertinacity ; they lodged themselves in loopholed 
houses, a serai, and a mosque, whence they could 

body of menu 	The enemy, instead of being bele», 
guered within Delhi, were free to emerge from the 

not be dislodged till they had wrought much mis- city and attack the besiegers' position. The British 
chief by musketry. 	At length, however, they were did not complain ; it was not their wont; but they 
driven back into the city. 	The value of the pre- suffered greatly from this harassing kind of war- 
caution taken on the preceding evening, in' destroy- fare. 	Reinforcements were slowly coming in, in 
inethe bridges; was made fully evident; for the the last week of June the Europeans numbered 
rebels were unable to cross the canal to got to the about three thousand; and they were well,  satis- 
rear of the camp. 	The 1st Europeans had a fled with the native corps who fought by their 
desperate contest in the Subzee Mundee, where side—the Guides, the Goorkhas, and the Sikhs— 

, 	street-lighting, and firing 	from windows 	and all of whom joined very heartily in opposing the 
. house-tops, continued for many hours. The Btitish rebel sepoys. 	The siege-material at this time con- 

troops suffered terribly from the heat of the sisted of five batteries, mounting about fifteen guns 
midsummer sun, to which they were exposed and mortars, placed on various points of the ridge; 
from sunrise to sunset. Many officers were brought the bombardment of the city by these guns was 
away sun-struck and 	 The Guides .powerless. not very effective, for the distance averaged nearly 
fought for fifteen hours uninterruptedly, with no a mile, and the guns were not of large calibre. 
food, and only a little 'water. 	At one o'clock, 
when the enemy were strengthened by large 

The interval from the 23d to the 30th of June 
passed much in the same way as the two preceding 

reinforcements from the city, the Guides found weeks; the British siege-guns wrought very little 
themselves without ammunition, and bad to send mischief to the city ; while the enemy occasionally 
back to the camp for more ; but 	as 	great sallied forth to attack either the camp or the works 
delay occurred, they were in imminent peril of on the ridge. 	It was often asserted, and factS 
annihilation. 	Fortunately a corps of Sikhs, who seemed to corroborate the statement, that when 
had arrived at camp that morning, rushed forward mutinous regiments from other places appeared 
at a critical moment, and aided the Guides in before Delhi, they were not afforded reception and 
driving back the enemy. 	One of the incidents shelter until they had earned it by making an 
of the day has been thus narrated, skewing how attack on the British position ; and thus it hap- 
little scruple a Goorkha felt when he met a sepoy: pened that the besiegers were opposed by a con- 
'In the intense heat, a soldier of the 2d Europeans stantly increasing number of the enemy., 	The 
and a Goorkha sought the shade and protection of defenders of the garrison fitted up a.large battery 
a house near the Subzee Mundee, a window of on the left of the Cashmere Gate, one at the gate 
which looked into a, lane -where they were seated. itself, one at the More% Gate, one' at the Ajmeer 
Not long had they rested when, from the open Gate, and one directly opposite Hindoo Rao's 
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house ; against 'these five batteries, for a long time, became aware of that fact, he 'sent reinforcements ' 
the British had only three; so:that the besieged down from the Punjaub as rapidly as they could 
were stronger than the besiegers in every way. be collected. Every sepoy regiment that was either 
The gunners, too, within Delhi, -were fully equal to : disbanded or disarmed lessened his own danger, 
those of the siege-army in accuracy of aim ; their for ho trusted well in his Sikhs, Punjaubees, and 
balls and shells fell near Hindoo Rao's house so Guides ; and on that account he was able to send 
thickly as to render that post a very perilous. one Europeans and artillery. 	The reserve and dep6t 
to hold. 	One 'shell entered the gateway, and' companies of the regiments already serving before 
killed eight or nine officers and men who wore Delhi were sent down from the hills to join their 
seeking shelter from the mid-day heat. companions. 	A wing of II.M. 61st foot, a portion 

It was pretty well ascertained, before June was of the 8th, artillery from Jullundur, and. artillery- 
half over, . that Delhi was not to.  be taken by 
a coup de main; and when Sir John Lawrence 

men from Lahore, followed the, Guides and Sikhs, 
and gradually increased the besiegin 	force. 	Then 
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The General and his Staff at the Dfoxque Picket before Delhi. 

came Funjaub rifles and Funjaub light horse; and from peStilential diseases. 'Oh the other hand, they 
there were still a few Hindustani cavalry and suffered intensely from the heat; and were much 
horse-artillery in whom their officers placed such dissatisfied at the small prOgress made towards the 
unabated confidence that they were permitted. to conquest of the city. 	Some expressed their dis- 
take part in the siege-operations, on the ground satisfaction by adverse criticisms on the general's 
that there were Europeans enough to overawe tactics ; while others admitted' that a storming of 
them if they became unruly. 	These reinforce- Delhi would not be prudent without further rein- 
ments of course came in 'by degrees : we mention forcemeuts. 	As to the heat, the troops wrote of it 
them all in one paragraph, but many, weeks in all their letters,. spoke of it in all their narra- 
elapsed before they could reach the Delhi camp. tions. 	One officer, who had seventy-two hours of 
Fortunately, supplies were plentiful ; the country outpost-duty on 	a plain without, the slightest 
between Delhi and the Sutlej was kept pretty free shelter, described his' sensation in the daytime as 
from the enemy; and the villagers were glad to find if ' a hot iron had been going, into his, head.' ). On a 
good. customers' for the commodities they had to certain day, when some additional troops arrived 
sell. 	It hence arose that, during the later days of at camp after a twenty-two miles' march, they 
June,' the British were well able to render nuga- had ecareely lain down to rest when they  were 
tory all sallies}wade by the enemy ; they had food ordered' out to repel an attack by the enemy : 
and beverages iiki good store ; and they were free , they went, and gallantly did the work cut Out for 
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them ; but some of them ' were so exhaustetl, that were limbered up. 	He fired four barrels of his 
they sank down on the road, even under fire, and revolver and killed two men ; and then knocked 
went off to sleep.' 	• a third off his horse by throwing his empty pistol 

July 	arrived. 	Brigadier 	Chamberlain 	had ' ' at him. 	Two horsemen thereupon charged full 
recently joined the camp, and reinforcements were tilt, and rolled him and his horse oven 	Ire got 
coming in ; but on the other hand the rebels were up, and seeing a man on foot coming at him to 
increasing their strength more rapidly than the cut him down, rushed at him, got inside his sword, 
British. 	The enemy began the month by an and hit him full in the face with his fist. 	At that 
attack which tried the prowess of the Guides and moment he was cut down from behind ; and was 
Punjaubees, in a manner 	tha7t brought great 
praise to those corps. 	In the afternoon of the 1st, 

only saved from slaughter by a brother-officer, 
who rode up, shot one sowar and sabred another, 

Major Reid, who was established with the head- and then carried him off, bleeding but safe. 
quarters of the Sirmoor battalion at Hindoo Rao's On the 2d, the Bareilly mutineers—or rather 
house, observed the mutineers turning out in great 
force from the Ajmeer and Turcoman Gates, and 

Rohilcund mutineers from Bareilly, Moradabad, 
and Shahjehanpoor, consisting of five regiments 

assembling on the open plain outside. 	Then, look- and a battery of artillery—crossed the Jumna and 
ing round on his rear right, he saw a large force, 
which was supposed to have come out of Delhi 

marched into Delhi, with bands playing and 
colours flying—a sight sufficiently mortifying to 

on the previous day ; comprising thirteen guns the besiegers, who were powerless to prevent it ; 
send mortars, besides cavalry and infantry. 	The for any advance in that direction would have 
two forces joined about a mile from the Eedghah left the rear of their camp exposed. 	It afterwards 
Semi. 	At sunset 5000 or 6000 infantry advanced, 
passed through the Pahareepore and Kissengunje 

became 	known 	that the 	13areilly leader was 
appointed' general within Delhi. 	The emergence 

suburbs, and approached towards the British lines, 
taking cover of the buildings as they passed. 	The 

of a large body of the enemy from the city on the 
night of the 3d of July, induced Sir Henry Barnard 

extreme right of the' line was attacked at the to send Major Coke to oppose them ; with a force 
Pagoda picket, which was • held only by 100 made up of portions of the Carabiniers, 9th 
Punjaubees and Guides, under Captain Travers. Lancersi, 61st foot, Guides, Punjaubees, horse and 
Major Reid sent him a message to reserve his fire foot artillery. 	Coke started at. two ,in the morning 
till the enemy approached near, in order to hus- of the 4th. 	He went to Azadpore, the spot where 
band. his resources ; while 100 British were being the great road and the road from the cantonment 
collected to send to his aid,• • Throughout the whole met. 	He found that the enemy had planned an 
night did this little band of 300 men resist a large .., 
force of infantry and artillery, never yielding an 

expedition to seize the British depOt o.0 stores at 
Alipore, and to cut off a, eoreev expected to 

inch, but defending tin few works which had been . arrive from the Paujaub. 	When the major came 
constructed in that *quarter. 	At daybreak, the up with them near the Rohtuk road, he at once 
enemy renewed the attacks with further troops ; attacked thorn. 	During many hours, his troops 
but Reid brought a few more of his gallant fellows were confronted with numbers greatly exceeding 
to repel them. 	Evening, night, morning, noon, all their own ; and what with the sun above and 
passed in this way ; and it was not until the con- swamps below, the major's men became thoroughly 
test had continued twenty-two hours that the exhausted by the time they returned to camp. 
enemy, finally retired into the city. 	There may The rebels, it was true, were driven back; but they 
have been sufficient military reasons why larger got safely with their guns into Delhi ; and thus 
reinforcements were not sent to Major Reid from was one more added to the list of contests in which 
the camp behind the ridge ; but let the reasons the besiegers suffered without effecting anything 
have been what they may, the handful of troops towards the real object of the siege. 	The enemy's 
fought in the ratio of hundreds against thousands, 
and never for an instant flinched during this hard 
day's work. 	Major Reid had the command of all 

infantry on this occasion scorn to have comprised 
the Bareilly men. 	An officer of the Engineers, 
writing concerning this day's work, said : 'The 

the pickets and defence-works from Hindoo Rao's Bareilly rascals had the impudence to come round 
house to the Subzee Mundee. 	During the first to our rear, and our only regret is that one of 
twenty-eight days of the siege, his positions were them ever got back. 	I 	out with the force sent 
attacked no fewer than twenty-four times; yet against them, and cannot say that I felt much pity 
his singular 	medley of troops—Rifles, 	Guides, for the red-coated villains with "18," "28," and 
Sikhs, Punjaubees, Goorkhas, (ixe.—fought as if for "68" on their buttons.' 	This officer gives expres- 
one common cause, without reference to differences sion to the bitter feeling that prevailed generally 
of religion or of nation. 	The officers, in these and in the British camp against the ' Pandies '1'.  or 
similar encounters, often passed through an ordeal mutinous sepoys, for their treachery, black ingr, ati- 
which. renders their survival almost inconceivable. tude, and amity. 	' This is a war in its very worst 
An artillery officer, in command of two horse- 
artillery gans, on one occasion was surprised by  

phase, for generosity enters into no one's, mind. 

120 of the enemy's cavalry ; he had no support, • After rho extenXion of Afuligel Pendy at Barr:1041)0re on the 
8:h of April, for muliny, the lebel sepoys aequiroil 'she sonbriquet , and could not apply his artillery because his guns 

,-. 	 P 
of • Pomace '—espeo nlly those belonging to the Bre'auktuenste, 
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Mercy seems to have fled from us ; and if ever lery nas too weak to cope with that of the enemy 
there was such • a thing as war to the knife, we -e-whose artillerymen, taught by those whom they 
certainly have it here. 	If any one owes these now opposed, had become very skilful ; and whose 
sepoys a grudge, I think I have some claim to guns were of heavier metal. 	The besiegers' bat- 
one ; but I must say that I cannot bring myself teries Were still nearly a mile from the walls, for 
to put my sword through a wounded man. 	I can- any nearer position could not be taken up without 
not say that I grieve much when I see it done, as terrible loss. 	To effect a breach with a few 18- 
it invariably is ; but grieve or not as you please pounders at this distance was out of the question ; 
—he is a clever man who can now keep back a and although the field-guns were twenty or thirty 
European from driving his bayonet through a in number, they'were nearly useless for battering 
sepoy, even in the agonies of death' 	These were down defences.  
the motives and feelings that rendered the Indian The attacks from the enemy continued much as 
mutiny much more terrible than an ordinary war. before, but resistance to them became complicated 
In allusion to sentiments at home, that the British by a new difficulty. 'There were two regiments of 
soldiers were becoming cruel and bloodthirsty, the Bengal irregular cavalry among the troops in the 
same officer wrote to a friend : ' If you hear any siege-army, and there were a few., ' Poorbeahs' or 
such sentiments, by all means ship off their pro- Hindustanis in the Punjaub regiments. 	These 
pounder to this country at once. 	Let him see one men were carefully watched from the first; and 
half of what we have seen, and compare our it became by degrees apparent that they were a 
brutality with that of the rebels ; then send him danger instead of an aid to the British. 	Early in 
home again, and I think you will find him pretty the month a Brahmin subadar in a Punjaubee 
quiet on the subject for the rest of his life.' regiment was detected inciting his companions-in- 

A new engineer officer, Colonel Baird Smith, 
arrived to supersede another whose operations had 

arms to murder their officers, and go over to Delhi, 
saying it was Odd's will the Foringhee ' raj' should 

not met with approval. 	The colonel took into cease. One of the Punjaubees immediately revealed 
consideration, with his commander, a plan for this plot to the officers, and the incendiary was put 
blowing in the Moree and Cashmere Oates, and to death that same evening. 	The other Poorbeahs 
escalading the Moree and Cashmere Bastions ; in the regiment were at once paid up, and dis- 
but the plan was abandoned on account of' the charged from the camp—doubtless swelling the 
weakness of the siege-army. number of insurgents who entered Delhi. 	Again, 
" The 5th of July was marked by the death of on the 9th, a party of the enemy's ca.valry,.while 

Major-general Sir Henry Barnard, who had held attempting an attack On, the . °snap, awas joined by 
practical command of the Delhi field-force during some of ,the 9th irregulars belonging to the siege- 
about 	five 	f f t, ".111,2 , 	find 	had 	during 	that 	time , 
borne much anxiety and suffering. 	He knew that 

army, and with them tried to tempt the men of 
the native horse-artillery. they were beaten hack; 

his countrymen at Calcutta as well as in England 
would be continually propounding the question, 

and the afternoon of the same day, the 9th of July, 
was marked by one of the many struggles in the 

' Why is Delhi not yet taken 1' and the varied Subzee Mundee, all of which ended by the enemy 
responsibilities connected with his position neces- being driven'into Delhi. 	If the rebel infantry had 
sexily gave him much disquietude. 	During the fought as well as the artillery, it might have gone 
fierce heat of the 4th he was on horseback hard with the besiegers, for the sallies were goner- 
nearly all day, directing the operations against ally made in very great force. 	The rebels counted 
the Bareilly mutineers. 	Early on the following much 'on the value of the Subzee Mundee; as a 
morning he sent for Colonel Baird Smith, and suburb, it had been rendered a mass of ruins by 
explained his views concerning the mode in repeated conflicts, and these ruins precisely suited 
which he thought the siege-operations should the sepoy mode of fighting. 	The sepoys found 
be carried on ; immediately afterwards he sent shelter in narrow streets and old houses, and 
for medical aid; and before many hours had behind garden-walls, besides being protected by 
passed, he was a corpse. Many of his friends after- heavy guns from the city. 	In this kind of skir- 
wards complained that scant justice was done to mishing they were not far inferior to their oppon- 
the memory of Sir Henry Barnard ; in the halo ents; but in the open field, and especially -under a 
that was destined to surround the name of Wilson,  
men forgot that it was his predecessor who had 

charge with the bayonet, they were invariably 
beaten, lot the disparity of numbers be what it 

borne all the burden of collecting the siege-force, 
of conducting it to the ridge outside Delhi,and of 

might. 	All the officers, in their letters, spoke of 
the terrible efficacy of the British bayonet; the 

maintaining a continued series of conflicts almost sepoys became paralysed with terror when this 
0 eery day for fine or six weeks. mode of attack was resorted to. 	On one occasion 

Major-general Reed, invalid as he was, imme- they were constructing a defensive post at the 
diately took the command of the force 	after Eedghah ; the British attacked it and drove in 
Barnaed's death ; leaving, however, the active 
directionn, mainly to Brigadier Chamberlain. 	It 

the entrance; there was no exit on the other side, 
and the • defenders were all bayoneted in the 

became el‘nztry day more and more apparent that, 
notwithstatding reinforcements, the British artil- • 

prison-house which they lied thus unwittingly 
constructed for themselves. 
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On the morning of the 14th, the mutineers poured Wilson ; although many daring spirits in the army 
out in great numbers, and attacked the batteries at longed to breach the walls and take the place by 
Hindoo Rao's house, and the picket in the Subzee storm. 	Twelve hundred wounded and sick men 
Mundee. 	The troops stationed at those places had to be tended ; all the others were kept fully 
remained on the defensive till three o'clock in the employed in repelling the sallies of the enemy. 
afternoon, struggling against a force consisting of Major-general Reed, who ought never to have 
many regiments of insurgent infantry, a large body assumed the command at all—so broken-down was 
of cavalry, and several field-pieces. 	It was indeed . he in health—gave in altogether on the 17th, after 
a most determined attack, supported, moreover, by the wounding of Chamberlain; he named Brigadier 
a fire of heavy artillery from the walls. 	Why it Wilson, who had brought forward the Meerut 
was that so many hours elapsed before succour brigade, as his successor. 	The new commander 
was sent forth, is not very clear ; but the troops immediately wrote to Sir John Lawrence a letter 
who bad to bear the brunt of this onslaught com- (in French, as if distrusting spies), in which he 
prised only detachments of the 60th and 75th candidly announced that it would be dangerous 
foot, with the Goorkhas of the Sirmoor battalion and disastrous to attempt a storm of the city ; that 
and the infantry of the Guides. 	A column was the wooly were in great force, well armed, strong 
formed, however, at the house above named, under in position, and constantly reinforced by accessions 
Brigadier Showers, consisting of the 1st Punjaub of insurgent regiments ; that they daily attacked 
infantry, the 1st Europeans, and six horse-artillery the British, who could do little more than repel 
guns. Then commenced a double contest; Showers the attacks; that his army was gradually dimin- 
attacking the enemy at the picket-house, and ishing by these daily losses ; that it would be 
Major Reid at Hindoo Rao's house. 	After a fierce impossible to take Delhi without at least one more 
struggle the enemy were driven back into the European regiment and two more Sikh regiments 
city, and narrowly escaped losing some of their from the Punjaub ; and that if those additions did 
guns. 	It was a day's work that could not be not speedily reach him, he would be obliged to 
accomplished without a serious loss. 	None of the raise the siege, retreat to Kurnaul, and leave the 
officers, it is true, were killed in the field ; but the country all around Delhi to be ravaged by the 
list of wounded was very large, comprising Brigadier mutineers, 	This letter shewed the gravity with 
Chamberlain (at that time adjutant-general of the which Brigadier Wilson regarded the state of 
army), and Lieutenants Roberts, Thompson,Walker, matters at that critical time. 	Lawrence fully 
Geneste, Carnegie, Rivers, Faithful, Daniell, Itoss, recognised the importance of the issue, for he 
Tulloch, Chester, Shebbeare, Hawes, Debrett, and redoubled his exertions to send 900 European 
Pollock. 	The wounding of so many subalterns Fusiliers and 1600 Punjaubees to the camp. 
skews how actively different companies of troops General Reed's resignation was twofold. 	He 
must have beer engaged. 	Altogether, the opor- resigned the provisional command-in-chief of the 
ations of this day brought down 15 men killed Bengal army as soon as he was ,pfficially informed 
and 193 officers and men wounded, of the assumption of that office by Sir Patrick 

The heat was by this time somewhat alleviated Grant ; and he resigned the command of the 
by rains, which, however, brought sickness and Delhi field-force to Brigadier Wilson, because his 
other discomforts with them. 	Men fell ill after health was too far broken to permit him to take 
remaining many hours in damp clothes; and it part in active duties. 	It was the virtual ending 
was found that the fierce heat was, after all, not so of his part in the wars of the mutiny ; he went 
detrimental to health. 	Many young officers, it is to the hills,in search of that health which he 
true, latelyarrived from England, and not yet acclim- could never have recovered in the plains. 
atised, were smitten down by sun-stroke, and a few Among the many contests in the second half of 
died of apoplexy ; but it is nevertheless true that the month was one near Ludlow Castle, a name 
the army was surprisingly healthy during the hot given to the residence of Mr Fraser, the commis- 
weather. 	One of the Carabiniers, writing in the sioner of Delhi, one of those foully murdered on 
rainy season, said: ' Thelast three days have been the 11th of May. 	This house was within half 
exceedingly wet; notwithstanding which we are a mile of the Cashmere Gate, near the river; 
constantly in the saddle ; no sooner has one alarm the enemy were found to be occupying it ; but 
subsided than we aro turned out to meet the their works were attacked and destroyed by a 
mutineers in 	another quarter.' 	An officer of force under Brigadier Showers ; while Sir T. 
Sappers, employed in blowing up a bridge,said: Metcalfe's house, further northward, was taken 
'We started about two P. M., and returned about and strengthened as a defensive post by thd 
twelve at night drenched through and thoroughly British. 
Miserable, it having rained the whole time.' Mr Colvin, writing from Agra to Havelock on 

The state of affairs in the middle of July was the 22d of July, giving an account of such pro- 
peculiar. 	It seemed to the nation at home that 
the army of Delhi ought to be strong enough to 

ceedings at Delhi as had come to his knowledge, 
made the following observations on the character 

retake the city, especially when a goodly proportion which the struggle had assumed : ' The spirit 
of the number were Europeans. 	Yet that this was by which both 'Endow and Mohammedans act 
not the case, was the opinion both of Reed and of' together at Delhi is very remarkable. 	You would 
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well understand a gathering of Mohammedan misleading Hindoos for their own purposes. 	Sir 
fanatical feeling at that place ; but what is locally, Patrick Grant will not know the Bengal army 
I find, known by the name of "Pandyism," is ' again. 	The Goorkhas, 	Sikhs, 	and Punjaubee 
just as strong. 	Pandies are, among the Hindoos, 
all Brahmins. 	What absurd, distorted suspicions 

Mohammedans have remained quite faithful, and 
done their duty nobly at Delhi ; the bad spirit 

of our intentions (which have been so perfectly 
innocent 	towards them) may have been first 

is wholly with the Poorbealis: 	Mr Greathed, 
Colvin's commissioner with the siege-army, made 

worked upon, it is scarcely possible to say; but every attempt to ascertain, by means of spies and 
the thing has now got beyond this, and it is a deserters, what were the alleged and what the 
struggle for mastery, not a question of mistrust or real motives for the stubborn resistance of the 
discontent. 	Mohammedans seem to be actively mutineers to British rule. 	He wrote on this 
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subject: ' The result of all questionings of sepoys It will be unnecessary to trace day by day the 
who have fallen into our hands, regarding the cause struggles outside Delhi. iThy continued as before; 
of the mutiny, is the same. 	They invariably cite but the frequency twas somewhat lessened, and the 
the "cartouche" (cartridge) as the origin; 	no danger also, for the defence-works on the ridge 
other cause of complaint has been alluded to. 	His had been much strengthened. 	Every bridge over 
majesty of Delhi has composed a couplet, to the the canal -was blown up, except that on the main 
effect that the English, who boast of having road to Eurnaul and Umballa ; and thus the 
vanquished rods of iron, have been overthrown Au enemy could not easily attack the' camp in the 
Hiudostan by a single cartridge. 	A consciousness rear. 	It was not yet really a siege, for the British 
of power had grown up in the army, which could poured very few shot or shell into the city or 
only be exercised by mutiny. 	The cry of the against the walls.' It was not an investment ; for 
cartridges brought the latent spirit of revolt into the British could not send a single regiment to . 
action.' 	Mr Muir of Agra, commenting on these the southwest, south, or east of the city. 	It was 
remarks, said: `I fully believe this to be the case little more than a process of waiting till further 
with the main body of the sepoys. 	There were reinforcements could arrive. 
ringleaders, no doubt, who had 	selfish 	views, 
and possibly held correspondence with the Delhi 

At the close of July, Brigadier Wilson 	for-
warded to the government a very exact account 

family, &c.; but they made use of the cartridge as of the state of his army, shewing -what were his' 
their argument to gain over the mass of the army resources for maintaining the siege on the one 
to the belief that their caste was threatened.' hand, and repelling attacks by the enemy on the 
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other.. 	We present the chief particulars in a foot- 
note, in an altered and more' ,condensed form.* 
It appears that out of this army of something 
more than 8000 men, above 1100 were rendered 
non-effeetive by sickness or 	wounds ; 	that of 
the whole number of effeotives, just about one- 
half were Europeans, belonging either to the 
Queen's or to the Company's army; and that no 

European corps, 	except 	perhaps the Lancers, 
comprised more than a fractional percentage of a 
full regiment. 	A return sent in about the middle 
of the month had comprised 300 men of the 4th 
and 	17th 	Bengal 	irregular cavalry ; 	but the 
omission of this element at the end of the month 
shewed that those dangerous companions had been 
got rid of. 	The corps of Guides and Goorkhas 
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Engineer Officers in Battery before Delhi. 

had in a fortnight diminished from an aggregate 
number of 923 to 571—,so rapidly had those gallant 
men been brought down by balls, bullets, and 
cholera. Ranked among the artillery and engineers 

6  Infantry— 	 Oaken end Men. 
11.51. 8th foot, head -quarters, 	. 	193 
A.M. Slat foot,. 	s 	. 	. 	. 	296 H.M. viol foot, 	rr 	 . 	. 	1;13 
A.M. 60th Rifles, 	re 	. 	. 	. 	299 
1st European Bengal Fusiliers, 	. 	620 
2d 	b 	" 	R 	• 	• 	• 	556 
Guide Infantry, 	 . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	276 
Siruloor battalion, Goorkluts, 	. 	. 	. 	296 
1st Ptuijaub Infantry, 	, 	. 	. 	. 	725 
4th Sikh Infantry, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	345 

— = 4028 
Cara My— 

HA. Carabinters, 	153 
H.M. 9th Lancers, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	428 
Guide Cavalry, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	238 
1st Punittub eavalryi 	. 	. 	. 	. 	148 
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Artiltrry and Enineers— 
Artillery, European and Native, 	. 	. 	1129 
nen& sappers and Miners, 	. 	. 	. 	209 
runpub 	u 	e 	. 	. 	. 	264 
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6918 

Besides these eirectives, there were as non-effeetives, 705 sick + 
sin wounded = 1116. 

were many hundred syces and bildars, natives 
who merely aided in certain labouring opera-
tions; and among the Sappers and Miners the 
Punjaubees were only just learning their trade. 

The casualty list of officers was a very serious 
one. 	Froni the time when Brigadier Wilson 
encountered the enemy at Gliazecoodeen Nuggur 
at the end of May, till he made up his report at 
the end of July, the officers who were killed or 
-wounded were 101 in number. 	Anson, Barnard, 
Reed, Chamberlain, Halifax, Graves—nearly all 
the general officers except Wilson and Showers, 
were either dead or in some way disabled ;ana . 

hang es in command these frequent c 	 Pubtle.ss 
affected the organisation and movements of the 
army.  

Brigadier Wilson made every attett pt,while 
doing the best he could with his own forces,. to• 
ascertain the number and components of those 
possessed by the enemy. 	Military' commanders 
always aim at the acquisition of .7,ach knowledge, 
effected by a species of espionage which, however ' 
opposed to general feeling at other times, is deemed 
quite fair in war. 	From the J.Ith of Ma 	when y,  
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the troubles began in Delhi, to the end of July, time afterwards printed a narrative by a native, 
there arrived in the city mutinous regiments from of a residence in Delhi from the 13th to the 30th 
Meerut, Hansi, Muttra, 	Lucknow, Nuseerabad, of July. 	Such narratives can seldom be relied 
Jullundur, 	F'erozpore, Bareilly, Jhansi, Gwalior, on ; but so far as it went, this revelation spoke of 
Neemuch, Allygurh, Agra, Rohtuk, Jhuggur, and great discord among the leaders; great discon- 
Allababad. The list given in a note * is taken from tent among the troops because their pay was in 
the official dispatch, which was itself a record of arrear ; great perplexity on the part of the old 
information obtained from various native sources; king because he had not funds enough to pay se 
but after making allowance for the fact that large an army ; 	and great plundering of the 
portions only of many of the regiments had citizens by the rude soldiery, who deemed them- 
entered Delhi, and that the numbers had been selves masters of the situation. 	' When the sepoys,' 
considerably 	lessened 	by the 	thirty or more said this native, `find out a rich house in the city, 
encounters which had taken place outside the they accuse the owner after the following manner, 
walls, the military authorities brought down the in order to plunder his property, 	They take a 
supposed number to a much lower limit than had loaf of bread and a bottle of grog with them, and 
before been named—namely, 4000 disciplined 
cavalry, and 12,000 infantry, besides 3000 undis- 

make a noise at the door and break it in pieces, 
get into the house, take possession of the cash and 

cipiined levies. 	The rebels retained the formid- valuables, and beat the poor householder, saying: 
able defensive artillery which they found in Delhi, "Where is the Englishman you have been keeping 
and brought thirty field-guns also with them; but in your house I" 	When he denies having done so, 
these guns were lessened in number one-half by they just show him the bread and the bottle, and 
successive seizures made by the British. say: "How is it that 'we happened to find these 

The Condition and proceedings of the rebels in your house I 	We are quite sure there was 
within the city could, of course, be known only an Englishman accommodated here, whom you 
imperfectly. 	The old king was looked up to by quietly sent elsewhere before our arrival." 	Soon 
all as the centre of authority, but it is probable after, the talk is over, and the poor man is dis- 
that his real power was small. 	Where regiments gracefully put into custody, where there is no 
had arrived from so many different quarters, we inquiry made to prove whether he is innocent or 
may suppose that the apportionment of military guilty ; he cannot got his release unless he bribes 
command was 	no easy matter ; 	and indeed , the generaL' 	The known attributes of oriental 
there was, throughout, little evidence that the cunning give a strong !probability to this curious 
rebel force had one head, one leader whose plans story. 
were obeyed by all, 	Tho Lahore Chronicle some 

Here, for the'present, we take leave of the siege' 
• serrai natty° infantry: sc, 9th, lltb, 12th, 15th, 20th, 28th, 

29th, :30th, 36th, 28th, 44th, 45th, 51th, 67th, GOth, 61st, 67th, 
68th, 721, 74th, 78th. 

of Delhi, and of the stage'at which it bad arrived 
by the end of July. 	Much has to be narrated, 

Other native infantry: 6th and 7th Grolier Contingent, Kotah 
Contingent, nurrianah battalion; together with 2600 miscel- in reference to other places, other generals, other 
laneous Infantry. operations, before the final capture of the imperial 

Native cavalry : Portions of five or six regiments, besides others 
of the (iwalior and lialwan Contingents. City win call for description, 
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CHAPTER XV. 
, 	, 	, 

CAMPAIGN:. ALIATIABAD TO 
. 	. 

• 
• 

LUCKNOW. 

he could work ont victory at 
Wheeler was falling, or 

-victim to the treachery of 
Lawrence was no more; 

wore under a cloud, for mis- . 
commanders—all this 

British 	nation 	grieved and 
fiercely demanded 'Who's to 

	

necessary to seek relief by 	, 
on. some persons or other. 	It 

heavily on Viscount 
at the same time a crisis that 

...._.4...,......--. 

. 	• 
be one name that stands 
brighter 	colours than 

connected with the 
in India, perhaps it is 

HriVelock.' 	Thete 
reasons for this. 	He,  
brilliant meteor at a 
else was gloomy and 

Anson bad died on the 
bad died in the 

; Reed had retired, 
; Wilson had not 

, 

yet' shewn 'whether 
the great Mogul capital; 
had &lien, a miserable 
iCeno. Sahib; Henry 
Hewett and Lloyd, 
management as military 
bad rendered the 
irritated ; and men 
blamer—as ieit were 
Wreaking -Vengeance 
was a crisia that pressed 
Canning ; Wt it was 

. 	.. 
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insured fervid gratitude to any general who could i brigadier-general,* to command such a force as 
achieve victories with small means. Such a general could be hastily collected for the relief, first of the 
was Havelock. 	Th 	English public knew little Europeans at Cawnpore, and then of those at 
of him, although hwas well known in India. Lucknow; and it was towards the close of June 
Commencing his care 	as a soldier in 1816, Henry that he made his appearance at Allahabad. 
Havelock had borne hig full share in all a soldier's Sufficient has been stated in former chapters to 
varied 	fortune. 	He 	wet to 	India 	in 	1823 ;. shew what was the state of affairs at that time. mk

c 
 

engaged in the Burmese wa, in 1824 ; took part in Lucknow, Cawnpore, Agra, and Delhi were either 
a mission to the court of Siam in 1826 ; was pro- in .the hands of the rebels, or were so beset by them 
meted from lieutenant to captain iu 1838 ; took that no British commander was able to assist his 
an active share in the stirring scenes of the Afghan brother-officers. 	Oude, the Doab, and Rohilcund 
campaign, which brought him a brevet majority, 
and the order of C. B.; acted as Persian interpreter 

were in deplorable anarchy ; and it depended 
either upon Viscount Canning at Calcutta, or Sir 

to generals Elphinstone, 	Pollock, and 	Gough; John Lawrence at Lahore, to send -aid to the 
fought at Gwalior in 1843 ; became brevet lieu- 
tenant-colonel in 1844 ; fought with the bravest in 

disturbed districts. 	Lawrence, as we have. seen, 
and as we shall see again in a future chapter, with 

1845 at Moodkee, Ferozshah, mid Sobraon ; and admirable energy and perseverance, sent such 
in 	1846 received the 	appointment 	of deputy assistance as enabled Wilson to conquer Delhi ; 
adjutant-general of the. Queetfs troops at Bombay. while Canning, under enormous difficulty, sent 
An Indian climate during so many years having up troops to Allahabad 	by scores and fifties 
told—in its customary sad way—on his constitu- at a time, as rapidly as he could collect them at 
tion, Henry Havelock returned for a sojourn in Calcutta.  
England. 	Returning to Bombay in 	1851, he Brigadier Neill preceded Havelock in the oper7  
became brevet colonel ; and in after years he was ations connected with the repression of the mutiny 
appointed quarter-master-general, and then adjut- in the Doab and adjacent regions. 	His own regi- 
ant-general, of the whole of the Queen's troops in ment, the 1st Madras European Fusiliers, had been 
India. 	When the war with Persia broke out, he ordered to proceed to Persia in the spring, but had 
took command of one of the divisions in 1857 ; received counter-orders in 	consequence of the 
and when that -war was ended, he returned to sudden termination of the war in that country. 
Bombay. 	All this was known to official persons While at Bombay, uncertain whether commands 
in India, but very few of the particulars were might be received to proceed to China, the,regi- 
familiar to the general public in the home-country; meet heard the news of a revolt among the Bengal 
hence, when Havelock's victories were announced, 
the public were surprised as if by the sudden 

troops ; and very speedily, both Persia and China 
were forgotten in matters of much greater,exigency 

appearance of a great genius. 	That he bore so and importance. 	After miiking the voyage back 
heavy a responsibility, or suffered such intense from Bombay to.  Madras, the regitnent proceeded 
mental anxiety; as Wheeler at Cawnpore, Inglis to Calcutta, and the men were then sent up the 
at Lucknow, or Colvin at Agra, is not probable ; country as rapidly as possible to Benares, some by 
for he had not hundreds of helpless women and road and the- rest by steamers. 	Neill himself 
children under his charge; but the astonishing reached that city on the 3d of June, and was 
victories he achieved with a mere handful of immediately engaged, as we have already seen 
men, and the moral influence ho thereby acquired 
for the British name throughout the whole of 

(p. 154), in disarming a mutinous regiment, and , 
in maintaining order in the vicinity. 	After six 

the Doab, well entitled him to the outburst of - 
grateful feeling which the nation was not slow to 

days of incessant work at Benares, the brigadier, 
hearing of the mutiny at Allahabad, started off on 

exhibit. 	The only danger was, lest this hero- the 9th to render service in that region. 	With 
worship should render the nation blind for a time what a powerful hand he put down the rebels ; 
to the merits of other generals. with What Stern and prompt firmness he retained 

Neill and Havelock, who worked so energetic- possession of that important city, the ' key to 
ally together in planning the relief of Lucknow, 
were brought from other regions of India to take 

Upper India'—has already been briefly shewn.t 
The various corps of the Madras Fusiliers reached 

part in the operations on the Ganges. 	Neill, as 1,  It may be useful to note, for readers unfamiliar with military colonel of the 1st Madras European Fusiliers, 
accompanied that regiment to Calcutta, and thence 

matters, the meaning of the words brevet and brigadier. 	A brevet 
ialsasewirtitt°11,:imei'l'oltiirl? in his pliciecrottrdemtrgrineerm ra•-%bso' eel 

proceeded up the country to Benares, where his however, conveying the power of receiving the corresponding pay. 
contest with the rebels first beg,an. 	Havelock , c
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Benares and Allahabad by degrees; and fragments 
of other European regiments were sent up as fast 
as possible, as the nucleus of a. little army forming 

of rebels, and captured their gun.. On they went, 
struggling against the rapid stream of the (hinges, 
and never making more than two miles an hour. 

at Allahabad.  The enemy hovered on the banks, and sent selveral 
The 1st of July may be taken as the day that round shot into the little iron steamer—a sort of 

marked the commencement of General Havelock's irritation that kept the crew and soldiers well on 
career in relation to the Indian Revolt. " He and 
his staff arrived. at Allahabad on that day, after a 

the alert. 	Day after day passed, in this way, 
Captain Spurgin timing his movements so as to 

rapid journey from Calcutta. 	A few hours before accord With the march of the land-columns, ,1 The 
his arrival, the first relieving column had been steamer reached Cawnporo on the 17th, just a 
sent off by Neill towards Cawnpore,: consisting of fortnight after the departure from Allahabad—a 
200 Madras Fusiliers, 200 of the 84th foot, 300 degree of slowness not altogether dependent on 
Sikhs, and 120 irregular cavalry, under Major the difficulty of the navigation, but partly due to 
Renaud ; and a second, of larger proportions, was the necessity of not advancing more rapidly than 
to follow in a week or ton days' time. 	The imme- the columns could fight their way on shore. 
diato object held in view, in the march of both The dismal news gradually reached Allahabad • 
columns, was to liberate Sir Hugh Wheeler and that some dreadful calamity had 	occurred at 
his hapless companions at Cawnpore; and, if this Cawnpore, 	This information led 	Havelock 	to 
were accomplished, the second work to ,be done modify his plans and quicken his movements ; 
was to advance and relieve Sir ,Henry Lawrence and, full of heart, he transmitted to Calcutta the 

land the British at Lucknow. 	It was not at that telegram already quoted, to the effect that '1000 
time known that, before the second column could Europeans, 1000 Goorkhas, and 1000 Sikhs, with 
start from Allahabad, both Wheeler and Lawrence 8 , or 10 guns, will thrash everything.' 	 mong 
had been numbered with the dead. 	Neill super- the troops he collected was a handful of volun- 
seded 	the 	officer 	previously in 	command 	at tear cavalry, consisting chiefly 	of officers who 
Allahabad ; Havelock superseded Neill in coin- had been left without command by the mutiny of 
wand of the relieving force ; 'we shall have to their respective native regiments, or had narrowly 
speak of Outrain superseding Havelock; and we escape 	massacre; the number amounted only 
have already spoken of Patrick Grant superseding to a s ore ; but it comprised just the sort of men 
Itectl,:and ,of Colin Campbell superseding Grant. who 	ould be ready for any enterprise at such 
All these supersessions were in virtue of military a tint . 	 . . 
routine, depending either on seniority, or on the Major Renaud had every reason to be satisfied 
exercise of a right to make appointments. 	If these with the gallantry of the Madras Fusiliersr-to 
various officers had been unsuccessful, the system which corps he belonged—and of the other troops 
of csupenession, would have been attacked by who aided in forminghia small column, in various 
adverse judges as the cause of the failure ; but minor operations during the first nine days of the 
there was so snuck nobility of mind displayed by march from Allahabad. 	He everywhere pacified 
four or five, of the gallant men here named, that the country hy Punishing the ringleadersin mutiny 
the vexation often caused by supersession was and rebellion wherever and whenever they fell 
much alleviated ; ,while the nation at large had into his hands. Suddenly, however, he found him- 
ample reason to admire and be thankful for the self placed' in an awkward position• on the 10th. 
deeds of arms that accompanied generosity of Cawnporo had fallen ; the British at that station 
feeling. 	 • 	. 	• had either been killed or thrown into prison ; and 

On the 3d, an auxiliary force under Captain the rebel force thin fre'ed from occupation had 
Spurgin,.left Allahabad for Cawnpore;  irrespective rapidly pushed down Ito he vicinity of Futtehpoor 
of the two columns. 	It consisted only of 100 —a town which had. been' in the hands of the 
Madras Europeans armed with rifles, 12 artillery- rebels since the 9th of Junei  (see p. 172). 	That 
men, and two 6-pounder guns ; it went by steamer force was at least 3500 strong, with 12 guns ; 
up the Ganges,. partly in order to control the .whereas Renaud had at that 14rne only 820 men 
mutineers on the banks, but in part also on and 2 guns. 	General Havelock., becoming aware 
account of the paucity of means for laud-convey- of this state of things, saw that his force ought to 
ante. 	No steamer had had snuck success in that join that of Renaud as quickly as possible. 	He 
part of the Ganges; and hence great interest was marched twenty miles on the Iltliy, under a fright- 
felt in the. -voyage of the Brahmaputra. 	As a first 
difficulty, the engineers, having no coals, were 

ful sun, to Synee ; then, after restifig a few hours, 
he and his troops resumed their march at eleven 

obliged to forage for wood every day on shore. On o'clock in the. evening, overtook Renaud during 
the second day 'of the trip, this foraging had to be the night, and marched with him ley moonlight to 
protected by half the force, against a body of 500 Khaga, five miles short of FuttehpOor. 	His little 
insurgents ou the Oude bank, provided with a army consisted of about 2000 men, made up of -3,;  
large piece of ordnance ; the wood was not ourious collection of fragments frond. varioiii regi- 
obtained without a regular battle, in which 50 ments ; and as it was destined to aollieve great 
English ' thrashed'—to use a very favourite term results with limited resources, it May, 'he interest- 
among the soldiers—just ten times 'their number ing to tabulate the component ekinents of this 

- -4- 	
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admirable little band.* 	Havelock's information i in a manner so irresistible as to put the enemy etrec- 
proved to be better than that of the enemy, for when tively to flight. 	Havelock thus became master of 
he sent forward Colonel Tytler with a reconnais- 4  Futtehpoor, and parked 12 captured guns. 	It, was 
sauce, the enemy supposed they had only Renaud's with a justifiable pride that the general, in sending 
small force' to Contend with e they fired on the his list. of ' casualties,' remarked that it wag ' per- 
colonel and his'esaort, and pushed forWard two guns haps the lightest that ever accompanied the 
'and a force of infantry and cavalry. 	When the announcement of such success. Twelve British sot- 
enemy began to cannonade his front and threaten,  
his right and left, Havelock saw that the time was,. 

diem were struck down by the sun, and never rose 
again; bat not one was tither killed or wounded in 

come to undeceive them ; he would have preferred \ 
to give his worn-out soldiers a few hours' rest; but 

the action ; his casualties, 6 killed and 3 wounded, 
were among his native troops. 	The truth seems 

this was not noiv to be thought of, as, to Use his to be, that the enemy were disinayed, first by find- 
own words, ' it would have injured the morale ing that Havelock had joined Renaud, and then 
of the troopS to permit them. thus to be bearded.' by the wonderful range of the Enfield rifles. 	'Oar 
The work before him was sufficiently formidable ; 
for there was only the main trunk-road by .which 

fight was fought neither with musket, nor bayonet, 
nor sabre, but With Enfield rifles •and-  cannon ; so 

to approach Futtehpoor easily ; the fields on either we took no' prisoners. 	The enemy's fire scarcely 
side were covered with a depth of two or three reached us ; ours, for four hours, allowed him no 
feet of water; there were many enclosures of great - repose.' 	It was with good cause that he thanked 
strength, with high walls ; and in front Of the city and congratulated his troops on the following day; 
were many -villages, hillocks, and mango-groves in a 'morning order,' short- but pithy.*' 
which the enemy occupied in force. 	Havelock 
placed his eightguns on and near the main road, 
protected by 100 riflemen of the 64th ; the infantry 

While encamped at Kullenpore or Kullianpore, 
on the 14th, to which ho had marched after 'a 
sojourn at Futtehpoor sufficient to afford his troops 

came up at' deploying distance, covered by rifler  
skirmishers ; and the cavalry moved forward on 

that rest which had become absolutely necessary, 
' Havelock sent off a brief telegram, announcing 

the flanks. 	The struggle was literally decided that his capture of artillery at Futtehpoor would 
in ten minutes. 	The enemy saw a few riflemen enable him to substitute nine excellent field‘guns 
approach; but they knew little 'of the Enfield rifle; for six of lighter. calibre, 'and also to bring into 
and were panic-stricken with tho length and accu- action two light 6-pounders. 	. 	• • . • - • 	.. 	• 
racy of its range ; they shrank' back in astonish- , This, 	then, 	was 	the brigadier-general's 	first 
ment ; and then Captain Mande, who had dashed victory over the .rebels ; it elated his own troops; 
over the swamps with his artillery, poured into and checked the audacity of those to whom he 
them a fire so rapid and accurate as to complete was opposed. 	Neill, meanwhile, was anxiously 
their discomfiture. 	Three guns were abandoned watching .at Allahitbad. 	Ili had worked hard to 
at once, and Havelock steadily advanced, with the organise and send off the first portion of the force 
64th commanding the centre, the 78th the right, 
the 84th and the 'Sikhs the left. 	He' drove the 

under Renaud,. the second under Spnrgin, and the 
third under Havelock. 	He had received from 

enemy before him at every point, capturing' their Renaud, on the 4th of the month, information 
guns one by one ; the garden enclosures, the barn- which rendered only too probable the rumour that 
elides on the road, the city wall, the streets of an act of black treachery on the part of Nena 
Futtehpoor, all were gained in tarn. • The enemy 
retreated right through the city; till they reached 

Sahib at Cawnpore had been followed by a whole:,  
sale destruction of hapless 'fugitives in beats on 

a mile beyond it; but t1.1cy then attempted to make the Ganges. 	Neill was,  thus especially anxious 
a stand. This attempt gave Ravelock some trouble, 
because his infantry l'ffere almost utterly exhausted 

that Renaud Should advance at once with the 
first column, and Sptirgin with the detachment up 

by fatigue, and beeause the 'few irregular horse the river; but Havelock saw reason why thoSe 
shewed symptoms of` a tendency to go over to the officers should somewhat delay their advance 
enemy unless narrowly watched. 	Again the guns until .he could come up to them, in order that 
and rifles came to the front, and again they attacked all Might if possible enter Cawnpore together. 

	

* /Mash 'Ylvops: 	 • 

	

HAT. 64th foot (from/Persia), 	. 	. 	433 men; Major Stirling. 

Havelock, after marching and resting On the 
13th and 14th, came up again with the enemy on 

H.M. 78th IlighlanUrs (from Persia), 	284 	ii 	Col. Hamilton. 
li.Ai. 84th foot (frog Pegu), 	. 	. • 190 	a 	Lieut. Ayrton. 

'stream the 15th. 	When approaching the small 
1st Madras Fusilier& (from Madras), . 	876 	u 	Major Renaud.  Voluntary cavalry fromA.fialsabad), . 	20 	is 	Capt. Barrow. 0  ' Brigadier.general Havelock thanks hie soldiers for their royal artillery (fro a Ceylon), 	• 	. 	99 	n 	Capt. Maude. arduous exertion of yesterday, which produced, in four houra,• 

— the strange result of a whole army driven from a strong position., I 	 , 1403 eleven guns captured, and their whole force scattered to the winds, .. Yalu' Troops: 
.);teglment of Faros pore (Sikhs), . 	. 	448 men; Capt. ilrasvor. 
Isth.1.7:..c9y., and 3d Oude Cay., 	OS 	" 	'lent* Palliser, 
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.cision all :that the brigadier.gonoral has ever witnessed in his 
not short. career; to the power of the Bnfield rifle in British 
hands; to British pluck, that good quality that has survived the 

Colonel Tyt1041.1 Captain Beatson officiated as quarter-master- 'revolution of the hour; and to the Weaving of Almighty Clod on 
general and adjutrOtioneral of the force, irrespective of parfloular a most righteous cause—:thc cause Ofjustko, hunianity, traits, and 
regiments. 	N good government in India.' 
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called the Pandoo Nuddee, it became important to in presence of the enemy on the 12th excited his 
him to ascertain what was the state of the bridge suspicion ; it was, indeed, worse than doubtful ; 
which carried the high road over that river, at a ' and on the 14th he found it necessary to disarm 
spot about twenty miles from Cawnpore. 	The and dismount his sowers of the 13th Irregulars 
stream was too deep to be fordable at that season : and 	3d 	Oude 	Irregulars—at 	the same 	time 
hence the importance of obtaining command of threatening with instant death any one of their 
the bridge. 	His intelligencers ascertained that number who should attempt to escape. 	One of 
the enemy intended to dispute his passage at the the officers at Allahabad who joined the volun- 
village of Aong, four miles short of the Nuddee ; teer cavalry, and had opportunity of observing 
by means of two guns commanding the high the conduct of the irregulars at the battle of 
road, skirmishers on the right and left of those Futtehpoor, wrote 	thus 	concerning 	it : 	' Ou 
guns, and cavalry to hover on the flanks of any seeing the enemy, Palliser called to the men 
advancing force. This information being obtained, to charge, and dashed on ; but the scoundrels 
Havelock sent forward his skirmishers on, the scarcely altered their speed, and met the enemy at 
right and left of the road ; then his volunteer the same pace that they came down towards us. 
cavalry on the road itself; then the ten suns in Their design was evident ; they came waving their 
line, mostly on the left of the road ; and then the 
infantry in line—the 64th and 84th on the right 

swords to our men, and riding round our party, 
making signs to them to go over to their side. 

flank ; the 78th, Fusiliers, and Sikhs, on the left. When our men thus hung back, a dash out would 
The struggle ahead was not a severe one, for the certainly have ended in our being cut up' 	During 
enemy receded as the British under Colonel Tytler a subsequent skirmish, ' our rear-men turned tail 
advanced ; but Havelock was much harassed by the and left us, galloping back as hard as their horses 
attempts of the hostile cavalry to get into his rear could go ; and we were forced to commence a 
and plunder his baggage : attempts that required regular race for our necks 	I write this with 
much exertion from his infantry to resist, seeing shame and grief ; but it was no fault of Palliser's 
that the thickly wooded country interfered with or ours.'; 	Havelock saw the necessity of disarming 
the effect of cannon and musketry. 	The enemy and dismounting such fellows. 
after a time abandoned guns, tents, ammunitioi22„,  The, scone of operations now approaches Cawn- 
and other materials of war, and made 	17, l'xthat 
retreat through the village. Sass As This 	difficulty over, 	Havelock 	prepaiVst 	for 

city of unutterable horrors ! 	It was  
'.'"s;arate struggle that Nena Sahib made to retain 

the supremacy he had obtained at Cawnpore. 	He 
another struggle at the Pandoo Nuddee, which it probably cared little for kings of Delhi or for 
was necessary for him to cross as speedily as greased cartridges, provided he could maintain 
possible. 	He rested and refreshed his troops for a hold of sovereign power. 	When he had broken 
a few hours, laud advanced the same afternoon, 
on a fiercely hot July day. 	The enemy had not 

faith with Sir Hugh Wheeler, and had carried his 
treachery to the extent of indiscriminate slaughter 

destroyed the bridge, but had placed two guns in in the Ganges boats, he naturally hoped to become 
4paulement to command it at the opposite side of 
the stream. 	Captain Maude disposed his artillery 

leader of the rebellious sepoys. 	In this object, 
however, he did not wholly succeed ; he and his 

so as to bring a converging fire upon the two guns immediate followers were Mahrattas ; the mutin- 
of the enemy ; while the Madras Fusiliers corn- eers were mostly Hindustanis ; and the latter 
Menced a -fire with Enfield rifles to pick off the made little account of the Nena's claim to sove- 
gunners. 	The two guns were fired directly down reignty. Had the issue depended upon the infantry 
the road at the advancing British column ; but 'aepoys, who were in chief part Hit:does, and who 
after Maude had somewhat checked this fire, the Chiefly looked - for plunder, his projects might 
Fusiliers gallantly closed, rushed upon the bridge, 
and captured both guns—an exploit in which 

speedily have come to an end ; but the cavalry 
sepoys, being mostly Mohammedans, and exhibit- 

Major Renaud was -.wounded. 	The mutineers 
precipitately retreated. 	Thus did the brigadier- 

ing at more deadly hatred towards the British, 
more reach y, joined him in a combined plan of 

general achieve, two victories in one day—those 
of Aong and Pandoo Nuddee. 	True, the victories 

operations, and drew the sepoys to act with them, 
Leaving Delhi to be held by the large body of 

were not great in a military sense; but they were mutineers, Nene, Sahib took upon himself the office 
effected over a numerous force by a mere handful of cY,ashing any British force that might make 
of troops, who fought after wearying marches under its appearance from Allahabad. 	When he heard 
a solar heat such as residents in England can with that Renaud had 	tarted with his little band, he 
difficulty imagine, Havelock had only 1 man killed 
during these two actions; 25 were -wounded. 	The 

got together a foralsof sowers, sepoys, Mahrattas, 
artillery, and rabble 	having motives of fear as 

loss of the enemy was at least ten times greater ; well as of self-interest ta_ induce him to prevent 
but the chief result of the battles was the dismay the advance of his opponOt. /Not knowing, that 
into which Nena Sahib was thrown. Renaud had been joined by5-11avelock, the Mah- 

General Havelock, like others commanders at ratta, chieftain sent bodies fhf troops sufficient, as 
that critical time, found the native Bengal troops he believed, to check the Advance ; but when the 
in his forcenot to be trusted. 	Their conduct gallant general swept everything before him, the 
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arch-fiend of Bithoor saw that the matter was 
becoming serious. 	lie had had experience of the 
indomitable resistance under accumulated Suffer- 
ing, of the hapless.Sir Hugh: 'Wheeler and his 
companions; but now a British general had to 
be encountered in the open field, 	Se far as is 
known, it appears that as soon as he heard of the 
passage of the Pandoo Nuddee by Havelock, Nena 
Sahib ordered the slaughter of all the captives yet 
remaining afire at Cawnpore—in order either 

that the dead might tell no tales, or.  that he might ' 
Wreak vengeance on the innocent for the frnstra- ' 

it  tion of his plans. 	Having committed this bloody 
deed, he went out with an army, and took. up a 
position at Alierws, the point at which the road 
to the cantonment branches out fromthe main 
trunk-road to Cawnpore city. . Nena Sahib com-
mended five villages, with numerous intrench-
ments, armed with seven guns ; and in the rear 
was Lis infantry. 	Havelock, after advancing 
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' sixteen miles from the Pandoo 'Nuddee to Alterw/a 
during the night of tho 15th, and after measuring 
the strength of this. force, saw that hisitroops 
would be shot, down. in .alarming oiriibers before 
the guns could be silenced and the intrenchments 
carried ; be resolved, therefore, on. a flank-move- 
merit on the enemy's left., 	As a prelimivary, he 
left his camp and baggage under -proper escort at 
Maharajpoor, a few miles in the Year; and gave his 
sunburnt and exhausted tre/ops 	two', or three 
hours' rest in a mango-grgo during mid-day of 
the 18th, until the fierce beat should have some- 
what abated. Theimar/Of.struggle having arrived, 
Havelock quietly 141 eled his force round to the 
left Bank of the enem 's position, behind a screen 
a clumps of mango, VirhCfn the enemy detected 
this manoeuvre, great sVsation was ,displayed ; a 

! 	. 	 • 	' 
body of horse was soe‘i sent to the left, and cannon 
opened fire in that direction. 'Thep came a series 
of operations in which the superb qualities of 
British infantry were strikingly displayed. 	VII- 
Ines' were attacked and captured one after another, 
by fragments of regiments so small that one 
marvels hew the enemy could have yielded before 
them. 	One such exploit is 	thus narrated in 
Havelock's onrn language ; !The opportunity had 
arrived, for which I have long anxiously waited, 
of developing the prowess of the 78th Highlanders. 
Three' guns of the enemy were strongly posted.  
behind a lofty hamlet, well intrenched: 	I directed 
this regiment to advance; and never have I wit- 
messed conduct more admirable. 	They were led 	" 
by Colonel Hamilton, and followed him with 
surpassing steadiness and gallantry under a.heavy 
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fire. 	As they approached the village, they cheered which it had severely suffered. 	The whole of the 
and charged with the bayonet, the pipes sounding infantry were lying down in lino, when, perceiving 
the pibroch. 	Need I add that the enemy fled, the that the enemy had brought out the last reserved 
village was taken, and the guns captured 1' 	After gun, a 24-pounder, and were rallying round it, I 
three or four villages had thus changed hands, the called up the regiment to rise and advance. 	With- 
enemy planted a 24-pounder gun on the canton- out any other word from me, Lieutenant Havelock 
ment road in such a position as to work much placed himself on his horse, in front of the centre 
mischief upon Havelock, whose artillery cattle of the 64th, opposite the muzzle of the gun. 	Major 
were so worn out with heat and fatigue that they Stirling, commanding the regiment, was in front, 
could not drag the guns onward to a desired posi- dismounted ; but the lieutenant 	continued 	to 
tion. 	The Nena appearing to have in project- a move steadily on in front of the regiment at a 
renewed attack, Havelock resolved to anticipate foot-pace, on his horse. 	The gun discharged shot 
him ; he cheered on his infantry to a capture of until the troops were within a short distance, when 
the 24-pounder; they rushed along the road amid it fired grape. 	In went the corps, led by the 
a storin' of grape-shot from the enemy, and never lieutenant, who still steered steadily ou the gun's 
slackened till they had reached the gun 	and muzzle until it was mastered by a rush of' the 
captured it. 	Especially was the 64th, led 	by 64th.' 	It is difficult for civilians adequately to 
Major Stirling, conspicuous in this bold enterprise. comprehend , the cool courage required in au act 
The enemy lost all heart; they retreated, blow up like this; where a soldier walks his horse directly 

C the magazine of Cawnpore on their way, and then up in front of a large piece of cannon which is 
went on to Bithoor. loaded and fired at him and his comrades as 

Thus was fought the battle of Cawnpore, the con- rapidly as possible. 	. 
quest of which place had for so many weeks been What the British troops saw when they enterer' 
anxiously leokerk forward to by the British. 	True, Cawnpore, has already engaged our attention [pp. 

.tneY had  hearil; and under too great a variety of 142-145). 	None could ever forget it to their_flying  
detail to warrant disbellei;\  that Sir Hugh Wheeler day. 	It was on the 17th of July that Havelock, 
and his gallant companions ha0,been most trench- after a night's 	rest 	for 	his 	exlnusted 	troops, 
eronsly murdered by the ruthless . tehieftain of enter d the city, and learned the hideous revela- 
Bithoor ; but yet a hope clung to them ilia 	some tice ./f the slaughter-room,* the well. 	What 
c "leir compatriots at least might be ali 	e at stdj 	 Were immediately tat , ,1 in Cawnpore, has 
Cawnpore. 	Ou this 16th of July, Haveloc 	' been noticed in the %5naptthi",pst cited ; and the 
small force was lessened by the loss of 6 killed dismal story need not be rt!ated. 	The general 
and 98 wounded or missing—a loss wonderfully cOurd in-Z-vfires.1/4to attend to tnose,, matters at that 
slight under the circumstances, but serious to him. 	time ; he had still taLOI1111 viblv were the move-,  
Captain Currie, of thd 84th received a wound so 	ments of Nena Sahib afteirlos battle of the  
desperate that 'he sank under it in a few hours; 	preceding day—whether the Mthratta intended, 
Major Stirling was slightly wounded ; Captain 	or not to make a stand in his palate..aoBithoor.  
Beatson, attacked with cholera on the morning of 	ending forward part of his troops therke on 
the fight, held up with heroic bearing during the 'the afternoon of the 17th, he found the enernY'lir 
whole day, but died soon afterwards. 	The enemy a very strong position. 	Their force consisted of 
lost seven guns on this day, of which three were 	the insurgent 31st and 42d Bengal infantry from 
24-pounders. 	 Saugor, the 	17th from Fyzabad, sepoys from 

Some of the Enropeans bore an almost incredible 	arious other regiments, troops of the cavalry regi- 
amount of hard labour on this day of fierce July 	 , 	ents, and a portion of Nena Sahib's Mahrattas 
heat. 	One, a youth of eighteen who had joined 	I —about 4000 men in all. 	The plain in front 
the volunteer cavalry, had been on picket all the 	'of Bithoor, diversified by thickets and villages, 
preceding night, with no refreshment save biscuit 	had two streams flowing through it, not fordable, 
and water; he then marched with the rest sixteen 	an 	only to be crossed by two narrow bridges. 
miles during the forenoon ; then stood sentry for an 	The \enemy held both bridges, and defended them 
hour with the enemy hovering around him; then 	well.' 	The streams prevented 	Havelock from 
fought during the whole afternoon ; then lay down 	turning the enemy's flanks ; and when his infantry 
supperless to rest at nightfall, holding his horse'a 	assaulted the position, they wore received with 
bridle the while ; then mounted night-guard from 	heavy rifle and musketry fire. 	After an hour of ' 
nine till eleven o'clock; and then had his midnight 	very severe struggle, he effected a crossing, drove 
sleep broken by an alarm from the enemy. It was 	them back, captured their guns, and chased them 
on this occasion, too, that Lieutenant Marshman 	towards Sorajpore. 	He had no cavalry to main- 
Havelock, son of the general, to whom he acted as 	tain a pursuit—indeed the want of cavalry was 
aid-do-camp, performed a perilous duty in such a 	 felt sadly by him in every one of his battles. 
way as to earn for himself the Victoria Cross—a 	This contest cost the enemy about 250 men,. the 
badge of honour established in 1856 for acts of 	British about one-fifth of the number,;` in this 
personal heroism. 	The general thus narrated the 	last-named list was included only one officer, 
incident, iu one of his dispatches ; 	`The 64th 	Captain Mackenzie of 'the 78th Highlantiet% Vii-e - 
regiment had been much under artillery-fire, from 	was slightly wounded. 
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Here, then, was one part of the enterprise both generals ; English soldiers, with all their 
accomplished.. 	Cawnpore had been recaptured, 
and the road cleared of rebels between that place 

good qualities, are prone to drink ; and Havelock 
soon found, to use his own words, that ' half his 

and Allahabad. 	It was on the 30th of June that men would be needed to keep the other half from 
Renaud had left the last-named place with the getting drunk' if they had easy access to liquor; 
first division, and on the 3d of July that Spurgin he therefore bought up all spare beverages in 
had set off with the detachment by steamer. Cawnpore, and• placed them in the hands of the 
It was on the 7th that Havelock had placed commissariat. 	A. calamity much grieved the little 
himself at the 	head 	of the 	second 	division, 
and marched forth to overtake the two others 

army at this time. 	Major Renaud, who had so 
successfully brought forward the first column from 

—carrying with him the recollection of a scowl Allahabad, sank under the effects of a wound he 
from many of the Mussulman inhabitants of the 
city. He had seen, as he went along, evidences of 

had received. A bullet had hit him above the knee, 
forcing part of the scabbard of his sworn into the 

Renaud's stern energy, in the number of rebellious wound, and causing much suffering ; amputation 
&opus hanging from gibbets and trees by the seemed to afford some relief, but only for a time ; 
roadside. 	He and his troops had made ordinary he died soon after the arrival of Neill, who had 
Indian marches the first three or four days, in highly valued him as a trusty officer in his own 
alternate rain and fierce heat, and within sight Madras Fusiliers. 
of destroyed bungalows and devastated home- Glancing at a map, we see that the high road 
steads ; but when the news from Renaud arrived, 
forced marches were made. 	Then came the battle 

from Cawnpore to Lucknow is broken at its very 
commencement by the river Ganges, which, at this 

of Futtehpoor on the 12th, that of Aong on the point, varies from five hundred to two thousand ,''joming of the 14th, that of Pundoo Nuddee on yards in width. 	There is, of course, no bridge 
the afternoon of the same day, that of Cawnpore 
on the 16th, and that of Bithoor on the 17th— 

here ; and as the stream is usually very rapid, 
the transport of troops necessariler becomes slaae 

five victoias in six days, spreading the fame of difficult, and dangerous/wane,. Havelock began to 
Havelock far Ind wide throughout the surround- cross on the 20th,eif July, but many days elapsed 
ing districts. 	The future tactics had then to be before the task was completed. 	The Brahmapuirti 
resolved upon. 	0,;!:‘Anore had been recovered, 
although the garre-, r could not be saved ; but 
there was another httish garrison, another group 

stea 	f-, which brought Spurgin's detachment to 
Caw 	pore on the 17th, was, with a few open boats, 

e only available resource for this work. 	By the 
of suffering British sionien and children)  to be 23d, about 1100 of his troops had crossed over into 
thought of—at 11/cicaaw. 	n!).49.ra;r1;e11.  knew Oude—every boat-load having to battle against a 
how desperate Avg..t12.paegita  before him, with the ' broad and swift current. 	All possible baggage 
reduced and sic 1.-ened force at his command ; but was left behind, each man faking yith. him a very 
he was not thj man to shrink from making an small supply of clothing and food. 
attempcAtiteast, to relieve Brigadier Inglis and On the 20th, Havelock sent a short telegram to 
his Trapanions. 	Feeling the urgent need of more --........— the commander-in-chief—announcing that Nene. 

troops, and the imperative necessity of holding, Sahib's followers appeared to be deserting him ; 
Cawnpore safely while he himself advanced into?, that he had fled from Bithoor • that the British 
Oude, Havelock had already sent to Allahabad,l had re-entered that place on the 19th; and that 
requesting Neill to come if possible in person to the palace had been reduced to ashes, and 13 grills 
Cawnpore, and to bring reinforcements with him. captured. 	On the next day a further communi- 
It was easier for Neil to respond to the first o ‘ 
these two appeals than to the second ; he would) 

cation was sent to the effect that three more gnus, 
and a number of animals, had been brought along 

have gone anywhere, borne any amount of fatigue from Bithoor, and that the magazine had been 
to share in the good work ; but he found himself blown up. 	Subsequent events proved that the 
already reduced to so few troops at Allahabafi as Nona, though forced to flee, still retained a body 
to be barely able to maintain that place. 	Never- of troops under his command. 
theless, 	after counting 	heads 	and 	measuring 
strength, he ventured to draft off 227 men of the 

When the brigadier-general, on the 23d of July, 
had so far succeeded in transporting his gallant 

84th foot from his little force ; he started them little army over the majestic Ganges; and when 
forth on the 15th, partly by bullock-trains, to ,his 'sanguine hopes had led him to believe that he 
reach Cawnpore on the 20th. 	He himself set out could conquer Lueknow in two or three days, then 
on the 16th—the day of the battle of Cawnpore— arose in his mind the important strategic question 
leaving Allahabad under the command of Captain —What next ? 	Should he remain in Oude after 
Drummond Hay of the 78th Highlanders, until the capture of Lucknow, and effect the thorough 
Colonel O'Brien 	could arrive. 	After a rapid reoonquest of that province; or should he hastily 
jourhey, Neil reached Cawnpore, took military recross the Ganges, march to Agra, liberate Colvin 
command,  of that place and its neighbourhood, and the other Europeans in the fort, pick up any 
Ail assisted Havelock in :he preparations woes- available force there, and advance to aid in the 
sary for cr )ssing the Ganges into Oude. 	One siege of Delhi 1 	Sir Patrick Grant, who was 
great necessi 	was perceived on the instant by commander-in-chief at that timeovae solicited by 

a 

I. 
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telegram for an answer to this query. He strenuously communications convince me of the extreme 
recommended that Havelock, once in Oude, should delicacy and difficulty of any operation to relieve 
remain there if possible: 	' If he merely relieves Inglis ; it shall be attempted, however, at every 
the beleaguered garrison of Lucknow, and, after risk.' 	Could he have known how anxiously the 
accomplishing that object, instantly represses the beleaguered British in the Residency at Lucknow 
Ganges into our own provinces, it will be thought was looking for him, his heart , would have bled 
and believed throughout India that he had signally 
failed to reconquer Oude, and that he was driven 

for them ; Major Anderson had sent him a mile,  
tag plan, but the messenger was too much 

out of the province by force of arms. The iefsurgents, 
though beaten before Lucknow, would.  assuredly 

imperiled to bring any lengthened narrative. 
The battle of Onao or Oonao was one of the 

collect again, and follow up the retirmee army, 
prevent supplies from coming into cam . 	and 

most surprising of the series in which Havelock 
was engaged. 	His passage towards Lucknow was 

reduce our troops to great straits and hazards when disputed on the 29th by the enemy, who had taken 	. 
recrossing the Ganges—the paisage of which, yen 

\ 

up a strong position. 	Their right was protected 
when wbolly unopposed, the brigadier-gent ral by a swamp which oonld neither be forced nor 
describes as having been a very difficult and tee0 turned ; their advanced corps was in a garden; 
operation.' This exactly coincided with Havelock's \ enclosure which assumed the form of a bastion ; 
own view ; and he therefore turned a deaf ear land the rest of their force was posted in and behind 
to all applications for aid Meade to him by the i a village, the houses of which were loopholed and 
commanders at Agra and Delhie ',defended by 15 guns. 	The passage between the 

It was not until the 25th tee;tt Havelock, after 
seeing his army safely across t1. 3  river, made the 

village and the town of Onao was very' narrow ., 
but aoeig this passage the attack had to be made— 

passage himself from the Doab ii"'eto Oude. 	Neill, 
with a very small number of trone prepared to 

because trieeeeeeamp precluded au advance on the 
one flank, while the flooded state of the country 

hold Cawnpore safely during Have ock's absence. equally rend ,red the other impassable. The attack 
He reestablished British power tb: oughout the was commenced by the 78th Highlanders and the 
place ; offered government rewards Pol'elsRieeeillg„ 1st Fusilioers, who, with two guns, soon droVe the 
iu captured rebels and public property; appointed ?neturee;out of the bastioned enclosure; but when 
Captain Brace to the post of superintendent of the approached the village, they were exposed to 
police and intelligence departments ; purchased 

they 
hot ere from the loopboled houses. 	A party of 

troop-horses in the neighbouring districts ; and e,ei t 	e 84th foot advanced in 	d ; and then a deter- 
made arrangements for keeping the road open and lined struegie ensued; the 	zille_eie was set on fire;  
unmolested between Cawnpore and Allababad. A  ut still.he enemy resisted with e;bravery worthy 
All this he did, besides taking care of Havelock's of a better cause. 	At length the passage between 
siele and wounded, wit% a force of only 300 men— the town and the village was forced; and then the 
such was the result of the bravery of a soldier and enemy were seen drawn up in great strength in 
the skill of a commander, when combined in the n open plain—infantry, cavalry, and artillery. 
same person. Nevertheless Havelock attacked them, captured 

When Havelock had advanced six miles from 
the Ganges, at a place called Mungulmar, he was 

their guns, and put the horse and foot to flight, 
During all this time a large detachment of Nena 

met by a messenger who had 	ce 	e vi 	td cl 711-cting  
the vigilance of the insurgents at Lucknow, and 

Sahib's troops, under Jupah Singh, threatened the 
left flank of the British, in the not unreasonable 

--e,Ahrought a plan of that city prepared by Major 
Anderson;  together 	 s 	 I 
information from Brigadiee one brief but valuable 
partly written its -Greek_ c

pglis. The detail,- ., ere 
- measure 'erecter as 

of precantion. 	Havelock now saw the %B. import- 

hope of being able to annihilate such a handful of 
men. 	No sooner had Havelock given Ins troops 
two or three hours' rest, than he advanced from 
Onao to Busherutgunje. 	This was a walled town, 
with wet ditches, a gate defended by a round 

ance and difficulty of the work before 	k. 	His 
own little band was reduced to 1500 mere sup- 

tower, four pieces of cannon on and near the tower, 
loopholed and strengthened buildings within the 1

441111 
 

ported by 10 badly equipped and manned 	me 
On the other hand, he learned that the enee y 

walls, and a broad and deep pond or lake beyond 
the town. 	Havelock sent the Highlanders and 

had intrenched and covered with guns the Ong Fusiliers, under cover of the guns, to capture 
bridge across the Sye (Saee) at Bunnee, ared had the earthworks and ,enter the town ; while the 	- 
made preparations for destroying it if the Aleassage 64th made a flank movement on the left, and 
were forced. 	Nor was his rear less imperile 	than eut off the communication from the town by a 
his front; for Nena Sahib had collected 3000 men chaussde and bridge over the lake. 	His few horse' 
and several guns, with which he intended to get could do nothing for want of open ground on 
between Havelock and the Ganges, to out off his which to manceuvre; but his guns and his infantry 
retreat. 	Nothing but the anxious dangers apd soon captured the place and drove the enemy 
difficulties of the Europeans at Lucknow wong before them. 	In these two battles on one day, he 
have induced the gallant man to advance under had 12 killed and 76 wounded ; while the enemy 
such perilous odds. 	He said in one of his dis- supposed to have eterehalf as many men as 
patches to the government on the 28th: 'The . avelock's wbele force. He  al;o captured 19 guns, 
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but as he had no gunners to work thorn, or horses I of course, were . a. little disheartened 	by. this 
to draw them, therwere destroyed—two byspik- retrograde •movement, 	They .rested in Busherute 
ing, and seVeitteen by shot, 	In a dispatch relating gunje from the early morning of the 30th 'to the 
to this day's hard work, the•general, after. describ- afternoon, when they received the orderto retreat. 
inn the brief hiat desperate contest among the loop- It was not till after the. reasons were' explained 
holed houses, said : `Here some-daring feats of 
bravery were performed. Private Patrick Cavantigh; 

to them, that his' gallant ' companions in, arms,  
could at alb reconcile themselves to ' this order 

of the 64th, was cut literally in pieces by the enemy, 
while setting an example of distinguished gallantry, 

from the 'general: ' They . marched back that 
evening t 	Onao, -and the following .morning to 

Had he lived I should have deemed him worthy Mungul 	ar. ,I 
 

of the 	Victoria Cross ; 	it could never have The *tenth of August. began under dispiriting 
glittered on a more gallant breast' 	This mode of cireu 	stances 	to 	Havelock, 	His 	chance 	of. 
noticing the merit of private soldiers endeared retie 	ng 	Lucknow was 	smaller 	than 	ever 
Havelock to his troops. 	Cavanagh had been the alth ugh greater than ever was the need of the 
first to leap over a wall from behind which it was gat ison at that place for 	his assistance. 	He 
necessary to drive the enemy ; he found 'himself 10)lback his sick and wounded from Mungewar 
confronted by at least a dozen troopers, two or to CtiWnpore, across the Ganges, and committed 
three of whom he killed ; but he was cut to piecesi 

the rest before his comrades could come to ) 
them to Neill's kee ing. 	He explained to drat

by general the reason a for his retreat, and asked for 
his aid. 	 1  further reinforcements if such were by any means 

It -must have been with a pang of deep rweti obtainable. 	Neillf was able simply to send a few 
that the 	general, hitherto 	successful jiy-every dozens of men, brifagingliavelock's effective number 
encounter, found it necessary, on thaiZslit of July, 
to make his first retrograde movement. 	He never 

. up to about 14001 With these he set about reorgane 
icing his little band daring the first three days of 

scrupled to attack thousands of the enemy with the month—co nting each man as if he had been / 
huodre‘ds of his own troops, in open \battle ; the a gem abov

es price. 	Every native had been 'got 
odds,whether five to one or ten tot one, did Lid ofyit'ffins troops were British; and therefore,. 
not deter him ; but when his whole feriae, h's  
miniature army of operations, became reduces 

few as they were, he felt entire reliance on them, 
On the 4th he sent out his handful of volunteer 

to little more than the number for one full re,, _ cavalry to reconnoitre the • Lucknow road, to see 
mein, the question any° ivbethev any men won ,d what had become of the enemy.. The troopers 
be loft at all, aftexfughting the whda distance t dashed through Onao without interruption; but on 
Liicknow. 	He had no means for croaing the approaching Busherutgunje they saw ample evi- 
Sy° river or the great canal, as the enemy 'n deuce that the enemy were endeavouring to block 
taken care either to destroy or to guard all the up the line of communication, by occupying in 
bridges; and in every military requirement— force a series of hamlets 'between the town and 
except courage—his force was becoming daily the lake beyond it. 	The cavalry, having thus 
weaker. Besides officers and men who had been 
killed 	or wounded in fair fight, numbers had 

obtained news critically important to the general, 
galloped back the same evening to Onao, where 

been struck down 	by the sun ; while others, 
through exposure to swamps and marshes, had 

they were
o
kined by Havelock and his force from 

if unFurth r: After a night's bivouac at Onao, the 
been seized with cholera, diarrhoea, and dysentery; British 	 in early morn, and met marched forli 
insomuch that Havelock was losing at the rate 
of fifty men a day. 	In addition' to all this, as 

,  their old enemy for tv• second time at Buslierat-.. 
\ ganje. 	Havelock, aftera reC0  1111ainallegritiolved 

he could leave no men behind him' to keep open to 	deoe;„ the 	by a show of cavalry in oemy  
the communication with Cawnpore, he was.  obliged front, ‘,.. 	 _guns and infantry to , bile be gen .....”i4P 4 
to take all his sick and wounded with him. 	His turn ' them 	flanks. 	This manoeuvre completely 
little band being bow reduced by battle 	and succee.de 	; the enemy were surprised, shelled. out ' 
disease to 1364 men, he determined on receding of the town, and pursued by the bayonet and the 
two short marches, to wait until reinforcements rifle t arough the whole of the hamlets to an open . 
of some kind could reach him. 	Colonel Tytler, 
his quartermaster-general, strongly confirmed the 

pl 	a beyond. 	They suffered much, but safely 
dr ale oft' all their gnus except two. 	Though a 

necessity of this retreat. 	He saw no possibility of victotar for Havelock, shewing the high qualities.  
more than 600 men reaching Lucknow alive and of his 	len, it was not one that cheered him much. 
in fighting condition ; and they w,Cluld then have 
had two miles of street-fighting before reaching 

The 	nemy were still between him and Lucknow, 
and he would have to encounter them again and 

the Residency, 	He recommended a retreat from age' n, with 	probably great reinforcements ' on 
Busherutgunje to Mungulwar; and this retreat tht it side, ere he cpuld succeed in the object he 
was' made. under the earnest hope that aid would li.- 	at heart. 	The morning of the 6th of August 
arrive soon enough to permit an Advance to ''.se gloomily to him ; for he was forced to a con- 
Lucknow within a week—..aid most urgently, 
needed, seeing that thaateison at that place waN; 
becoming very she, 	of previsione. 	"IA „trefoil 

.elusion that an attack on Lucknow was wholly 
beyond his force. He returned from Busherutgunje , 
through Onao to his old quarters at Mungulwar; 
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and when encamped there, wrote or telegraphed 
to the commander-in-chief that he must abandon 
his long-cherished enterprise until strengthened. 
All his staff-officers joined in the opinion that to 
advance now to Lucknow would be 4  to court 
annihilation,' and would, moreover, seal the doom 

' 

	

	of the heroic Inglis in that city—seeing that that 
officer could not possibly hold out without the 

' 

i hopeful expectation, sooner or later, of relief from 
, Cawnpore. 	' I will, remain,' added Havelock in 

his 	notification, 	' till the last moment 	in 	this, 
position 	(Mungulwar), 	strengthening, 	it,. 	and 
hourly improving my bridge-communication with 
Cawnpore, in the hope that some error of the 
enemy may enable me to strike a blow against 
:them, and give the ga,rnieon an opportunity of 
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blowing up their works and cutting their way 
out.' 	Havelock's army now only just exceeded 
1000 effective men—a number absurd to designate 

. as an army, were it not for its brilliant achieve- 
ments. 	Between DIungulwar and Lucknow it was 
known that there were three strong posts, defended 
by 50 guns and 30,000 men. 	Every village on the 
road, too (this being, in the turbulent province of 
Oude), was found to be occupied by zemindars 
deadly hostile to the British. 	Neill had only 500 

• reliable troops at Cawnpore, of whom one-hall 
were on the sick-list. 	Who can wonder, then, 
that even a Havelock shrank from an advance to 
Lucknow at such.a time t , 

From the evening of the 6th to . the morning 
' 	0 

of the Ilth was the small overworked column 
encamped at Mungulwar—fighting against cholera 
as a more dreaded opponent than rebellious sepoys, • 
and keeping a guarded watch on the distrusted 
Oudians around. 	On the 	11th, however

' 
 .this 

sojourn was disturbed ; and the British found 
themselves called upon to meet the enemy for 
the third time at the town of Busherutgunje. 
Early in the morning Havelock received infor-
motion that 4000 rebels, with some guns. dad 
advanced from Nawabgunge to that place. 	It 
did not suit his views to have inch a hostile force 
in position within a few houreinarch of him; he 
therefore put his column in notion. His advanced 
guard drove the enemy's patties out of Onao ; but. , 
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when he marched onward to the vicinity of Bush- .Havelock could not penetrate to Lucknow at that 
erutgunjo, he found the enemy far more numerous time ; it elated them, and for the same reason it 

, than he had expected—spread out to a great depressed the little band who had achieved so 
distance right and left, and strongly intrenched much and suffered so severely. The general himself 
in the centre. 	Havelock saw reasons for post• was deeply grieved, for the prestige of the British 
poning his attack till the following day. 	He name, but more immediately for the safety of 
returned to Onao, where his troops bivouacked Brigadier Inglis and his companions, 	But though 
on the wet ground amid much discomfort, and grieved, he was too good a soldier to despond: he 
after a very scanty supper. 	Such meia however, 
were not likely to make the worst of their 

looked at his difficulties manfully. 	Those difficul- 
ties were indeed great. 	While he was fighting in 

troubles ; they rose -en the 12th, ready to van- Oude, bravely but vainly striving to advance to 
quish the _enemy in their usual style. 	In the two Lucknow, Nena 	Sahib had been collecting a 
fot141eirlattles of Busherutgunje, the enemy had motley assemblage of troops near Bithoor, for 
depended chiefly on defences in and behind the the purpose of re-establishing his power in that 
town; but in this instance they had adopted the region. 	A whole month had been available to 
plan 	of intrenching 	the village of Boursekee him for this purpose, from the middle of July to 
ChoWkee, in advance of the town. 	Havelock waif the middle of August ; and during this time there 
much retarded in bringing his battery and sup- had been assembled the 31st and 42d native 
porting troops across the deep and wide morasses 
which protected the enemy's front, during which 
operation the enemy's shot and shell caused him 

infantry from Saugor, the 17th from Fyzabad, 
portions of the 34th disbanded at Barrackpore, 
troops of three mutinied cavalry regiments, and 

some loss; but when these obstacles were sur- odds and ends of Mahrattas. 	The Nena had 
mounted, and his artillery brought into play, the imitated Havelock in crossing into Oude, but had 
78th Highlanders, without firing a shot, rushed afterwards recrossed into the Doab, with the 
with a cheer upon the principal redoubt, and evident intention of attacking Neill's weak force 
captured two out of the three horse-battery guns at Cawnpore. 	Bithoor he re-occupied without 
with which it was armed. 	The enemy's extreme difficulty, for Neill had no troops to station at that 
left being also turned, they were soon in full place, but now he planned an advance to Cawn- 
retreat. 	But here, as before, the victory was pore itself. 	As soon as Havelock had brought his 
little more than a manifestation of :British supe- column across the Ganges on the 13th, the two 
riority in the field of battle; the enemy lost generals concerted a plan; they resolved to rest 
six to one of the British, but still they remained the,tparit  on the 14th, attack Nena Sahib's left 
on or near the Lucknow road. 	The brigadier, ' wt:;',,0 	 ;',.> IrAli, and march to Bithoor on the 
just alike to his humble soldiers and to his brother- 16itil1, with a an9ro handful of men, went 
Officers, did not fail to mention the names of those out of his intrenchment,asurprised the enemy's 
who particularly distinguished themselves. 	On left, and drove them with preciffltation from the 
one occasion 	it was his own son Lieutenant vicinity of Cawnpore. 	This done, Havelock laid 
Havelock; on another it was Patrick Cavanagh his plan for a third visit to Bithoor on the 16th. 
the private; and now it was Lieutenant Crowe He marched out with about 1300 men—nearly all 
of the 78th Highlanders, who, on this lath of that he and Neill possessed between them—and 
August, had been the first man to climb into came up to the enemy about mid-day. They had 
the enemy's redoubt at Boursekee Chowkee—an established a position in front of Bithoor, which 
achievement which afterwards brought him the Havelock characterised as one of the strongest 
Victoria cross. he had ever seen. 	They had two guns and an 

The conqueror for the third time retreated from earthen redoubt in and near a plantation of 
Busherutgunje to Mungulwar, of course a little sugar and castor-oil plants, 	intrenched 	quad- 
weaker in men than in the morning. 	Havelock's raugles filled with troops, and two villages With 
object, in this third retreat, was not merely to loopholed 	houses 	and walls. 	Havelock, 	after 
reach Mungulwar, but to recross the Ganges to surveying the position, sent his artillery along - 
Cawnpore, there to wait for reinforcements before 
making another attempt to relieve Lucknow. 

the main road ; consisting of Maude's battery, 
which had already rendered such good service, 

The advance of the 4000 rebels on the 11th had and Olphert's battery, recently forwarded from 
been mainly with the view of cutting off the little Allahabad under Lieutenant Smithett. 	While 
band of heroes during this embarkation ; but the the guns • proceeded along the main road, the 
battle of the 12th frustrated this ; and by evening infantry advanced in two wings on the right 
of the 13th the whole of the British had crossed 
the Ganges from the Oude bank to the Cawnpore 

and left. 	After a brief exchange of artillery-fire, 
the 78th Highlanders' and the Madras Fusiliers 

ba.1-.;hy a bridge of boats and a boat-equipage advanced in that fearless way which struck 
Ilk% (And Tytler and Captain Crommelin such astonishment and panic into the mutineers; 
had used indefaf gable exertions to prepare, they captured and burned a village, then forced 

There can be in question that this retreat was their way through a sugar-plantation, then took 
regarded by the insurgents as a concession to their the redoubt, then captured two guns placed in a 
superior strength, as an admission that even a battery, and drove the rebels before them at every 
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point. 	The battery, redoubt, quadrangles, villages, 
and plantations having been thus conquered, the 

assembled in great force on the Oude side of the 
Ganges ;• they threatened to cross at Cawnpore, at 

British crossed a bridge over a narrowbut unford- it spot twelve miles lower down, and at Putt& 
able stream, and pursued• the enemy into and poor; 	while, on the 'other 	side, 	the Gwalior 
right through the town of Bithoor. 	Beyond this Contingent threatened the small British force from 
it was impossible to pursue them, for Havelock Calpee. 	Havelock telegraphed to the commander- 
had now scarcely a dozen troopers, and his infantry 
were utterly exhausted by marching and fighting 

in-chief : 'I could bring into'the field 8 good guns, 
but the enemy are reported to have 29 or 30; 

during a fiercely hot day. 	The 64th and 84th foot, 
with the Ferozporo Sikhs, were disabled from 

these are great odds, and my 900 soldiers may be 
opposed to 6000 organised troops. 	The loss of a 

taking a full share in the day's operations, by a battle would ruin everything in this part of India.' 
bend or branch of the nnfordable stream which After deducting his sick and wounded, and two 
intercepted their intended line of march ; the chief detachments to guard the cantonment and the 
glory of the day rested with the 78th Highlanders road to it, he had only 700 men ready for the 
and the IlIadras Fusiliers. 	Havelock, in his dis- field—perhaps the smallest ' army' that modern 

i 	' •patch relating to, this battle,'said : ' I must do the warfare has exhibited. 	Every day the general 
mutineers the justice to pronounce that they fought ,  

' Obstinately ; otherwise they could not for a whole 
became snore earnest and urgent in the language 
of his telegrams ; he was quite willing to ' fight 

hour have held their own, even with such advent- anything, and at any odds ; but his failure of 
ages of ground, against my powerful artillery- ,'Victory would he ruinous at such a critical time. 
fire.' 	Worn out with  fatigue, the British troops ' There were. 5000 Gwalior troops threatening his 
bivouacked that night near Bithoor; and on the rear on the Jumna ; there were 20,000 Oudians 
17th they returned to Cawnpore. 	They had 'watching hint from the other side of the Ganges; 
been fighting for six or 'seven woolot  under an there were 12,000 of the enemy on his left at 

' 
Indian sun, almost item the day of their leaving , 
Allahabad. 	'Rest they must have,' said Neill, in 

Furruckabad ; and to oppose these 37,000 armed 
'and disciplined soldiers, he had only 700 effective 

one of his pithy telegrams. 	Captain Mackenzie, of 
the Highlanders, was among those who received 

men ! 	The contrast would have been ridiculous, 
but for.the mdral grandeur which gave almost a 

wounds on this day. satlimita' to the devotedness of this li,fgre basalt 
This may be regarded as terminating the Have- On the sist, he announced that unls* reinforce- 

lock .campaign in the strict sense of the term; ments arrived soon, he would be compelled to  
that is, the campaign in which he was undisputed ailiandon all his hopes and plansgtial return to 
chief. 	He was destined, before the hand•of death Allahabad, whence he liad,,ila-gid on his career of 
struck him down, to fight again against'the rebel- 
lions sepoys, but undetacurious relations towards a 
brother-officer—relations strikingly honourable to 

conquest. seven weeks Wore. 	He endeavoured, 
hneanwhile, to strengthen his position at Cawnpore, 
itnd to send off sick and Wounded to Allahabad, as 

both, as will presently be explained. 	A wonderful a temporary relief. 
campaign it must indeed be called. 	Between ';It would not be easy to decide who was beset 
the lath of July and the 17th of August, Have- by,  post anxiety towards the close of August— 
lock had fought and won three battles in the Ila4v-1,-* or Inglis. 	The former, after his vain 
Doab east of Cawnpore, three in the vicinity of attsnnPt tk reach Lucknow, wrote a note • on the 
Cawnpore and Bithoor, and four in Oude—ten 4tk whic 	happily reached Inglis; telling him 
battles in thirty-seven days ; and this 'against an of Zhat ad occurred, and adding, ' You must 
enemy manifold superior in numbers, and -with aid ius irlOvery way, even to cutting your way 
an army which naturally became weaker by each oi' y -,, a: san't force our tvay in. 	We have 
battle, until at length its fighting power was, 
almost extinguished. 	. 

Precarious, 	indeed, was the- 	state to which 
'Havelock's little* force was reduced. 	Shells, balls, , 
bullets, sabres, heat, fatigue, and disease, laid his 

oY 	' frl force.' 	This note reached Inglis grn _the 
• ''s 	h 	ulta• • he wrote a reply on the 	16th, h— t' ' No lc 	cart the messenger had been exposed 

to 	vontal of great peril—Havelock received 
on t sit. hricici  This reply told how terrible was 

poor fellows low; while his constant• cry, for the Posittnd 	the Lucknow garrison-120 sick _if 
reinforcements was—not unheeded, certainly--Uri, and wonsteadl;  .220 women, and 230 children ; 
left unsatisfied. 	The 	cry was everywhere the lOnst-aatillaisaltlecessaries scanty; disease and• filth 
same—' Send us troops;' and the reply varied but all aboutv tlieni ; officers toiling like common 
little : ' We hale none to send' 	On the 19th of labourers front morning till night ; seldiejaAa 
August,, he had 17 officers and 466 men sick at civilians nearly worn out with fatigue r enemy 
Cawnpore ; while those who were not sick were attacking every day, and forming mines to blow 
so exhausted as to be scarcely fit for active service, 
Havelock and Neil thirsted to encourage their 

up the feeble intrenchments ; and no means of 
carriage even in the garrison succeeded in quitting 

handful of men by some brilliant achievement ; the place. 	The remaining days of the month 
but the one essential would be the relief of Luck- were spent by Havenck iraact4vVi.Y out hopefully. 
now, and for this they were not strong es-ky..,,:h. True, he was becoming almost iivested by the 
The rebels, encouraged by this state al.&s, 

a 	- 
rebels at Cawnpore, who ' saw thi his handful of 
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Men could do little against them; but,, 'on the 
• .a 

advance- from Benares direct to Lucknmva vid 
other hand, telegraphic communication was well Jounpoor, a route altogethernortheast of theGanges • 

-. -kept up' with Allahabad, Benares, and Calcutta. and the Doab ; and to relieve Brigadier Inglis and 
He learned that Canning, Campbell, and Outram 
were busily engaged in sending up, every possible 

the devoted garrison of that .city. When, however, 
itbectime known that Inglis could not cut his way 

reinforcement to 'him ; and he wrote again and out of Lucknow without powerful assistance, and 
again to Inglis, urgibg him to remain firm to the 
last, in the cheerful trust that aid would come 

that Haveleek himself was in danger at Cawnpore, 
Sir Colin Campbell' suggested to Sir James Outram 

before the last act of despair—a surrender to the a reconsideration of his plan ; pointing out that an 
insurgents at Lucknow. 	There was mention of advance of a hundred and fifty miles from Benares 
nearly 2000 men being either on their way or to Lucknow, through a country :mostly in the 
about to start from Calcutta, belonging to the 5th, hands of the enemy, would under any eircum- 
64th, 78th, 84th, and 90th regiments, the Madras stances be very perilous; and submitting that a. 
Fusiliers, and the artillery ; and there were con- march by Allahabad to Cawupore might probably 
fident hopes expressed of great service being be better. 	The great problem in effect was—how 
rendered by the Naval Brigade, 500 ' blue jackets,', 
under Captain Peel, who left Calcutta by steamer 

could Outram best assist Havelock and Neill, 
/and how could all three beat liberate Inglis from 

on the 20th. 	The governor-general knew that / his difficulties ? 	To solve this problem, the few 	i 
Brigadier Inglis had a quarter of a million stern remaining days of August, and the month of 
ling of government money under his charge in,, 
the Residency of Lucknow ; and ho sent telegrams ' 

September, were lOoked forward to with anxiety. 	, 
The plan of operations once agreed, upon, Sir 

to Havelock and Neill, urging them, if possible, James ,Outram engaged in it as quickly as pos- 
to convey instructions to Inglis not to care about . sible.. 	On the 1st of September, having made the 
the money, but rather to use it in any way that accessary military arrangements for the safety of 
Might best contribute to the liberation of his heroic 'thelDinapoor region, he arrived at Allahabad; 
and suffering companions. 	 • making a brief sojourn at Benares on his way. 

New names now appear upon the scene—those He took with him 90 men of H.M. 90th foot—a 
of Outram and Campbell. 	Major-general 	Sir small instalment of the forces with which he 	.1  

--Siam 	utram, after, successfully . bringing_ the hoped to strengthen Havelock's little band. Three 
Persian w a to an end, had been appointed by the days, afterwards,600 men of the same regiment 
governor-geiperal to the military command of the reached Allahabad by steamers—a slow ansl sure 	' 
Dinapoor aqlawnpore divisions; succeed' )g way which the government was forced to adopt 
Wheeler, who wasieite,d at Cawnporo, and Lloy , 
who had fallen into disgrace at Dinapoor. 	Thii 

owing tarathe miserable deficiency in means of 
land-transport. 	 No time was lost ; in making 

was a very important balsa seeing that it placedthese valuable troops available. Reckoning up the 
under his control all the:; British officers engaged various fragments of regiments athich had arrived 
in the various struggles at Lucknow, Cawnpore, at Allahabad since Havelock took his departure 
Allahabad, Benares, Dinapoor, &c. 	He arrived; at from that place two months before, Outram foUnd 
Dinapoor to assume this command on the 7i3th them to amount ,to something over 1700 men ; he 
of August, two days after, the date when Havallock set off himself on the 5th with a first column of 
had ended his series of ten battles. 	It aa'avaned, 
too, that Sir Colin Campbell 	arrive 	in Illidia 

(lorn- about the same time, to fill the ok he 
mander-in-chief of all the armies olTi; e 4own 
and the Company in India. 	For a Pk. °d• rte two 	' 

	

-'• 	or 	Pied months, ,Sir Patrick 	Grant had fnalption w . Ila military matters, remaining in con-15tiiespond,4 • 

673 men a Major Simmonds started on the same 
day with a second column of 674 ; about 90 more 
followed on the 6th ; and 300 remained to guard 
Allahabad, and to- form the nucleus for further 
reinforcements. 	. On the 	7th, ..,:" utram was 	at 
Hissa, progressing at a rate that would probably 
carry him to' Cawnpore.by the 15th—all his men 
eagerly hoping to have a brush with the `Dandies,' Viscount Canning at Calcutta, and ,ftephicea 	al an )./with the generals in the various :da 	e  r ,urned divisions. 	Now; however, Sir Pa aa. sw. • can  

• (0' to his former post at Madras, 	on 	remain- 

  aid• and to 	in augmenting the gallant little band 
under Havelock. 	 • While Sir James was on his march, he received 

*information that a party of insurgents from Oude assumed military command in his inded, 	h 
ing, like him, many weeks at tali i•;'",,..a5ir , were about to cross the Ganges into Deal!, at a 
ho could better organise an army ,+' 	the 

-- aatar,ger provinces 	Campbell and oit.0-al , the one 
place place called Koondmi Puttee, between Allahabad 
•and Fattelipoor, and about twenty miles from 

at Calaatta. and the other at. 	Dinapoor, speedily , the last-named town. 	Seeing the importance of 
settled 157 telegram that every ?ossible exertion -frustrating this movement, he made arrangements 
should be made to send up re;nforcernents to accordingly. 	Being at Thureedon on the 9th of 	• 
Havelock and Neill at Cawnpore, ;and that those .September,, he placed a small force. under the - 
gallant men should be encour;ged to hold on, and charge of Major Vincent Eyre, who had lately 
not retreat fi)ua their imponant position. 	Outram much distinguished himself at, Arcata; .consisting 
had formed 3,  plan eniarely distinct from that . 
in which Ha,elock was concerned-=namely, to 

of 100 of H.M. Iith, and 50 of the 64th regiments, 
mounted on elephants, With two guns, tents, We 
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' days' cooked provitions,, and supplies for;  three :The.,sword, ,musket, rifle , and cannon. brought 1  
: days mare.. These troops, not sorry at . being . thern down in such numbers that hardly any saw 
• .solected , ler Such a novel enterprise, ,started off ` Owls again;", The number of the enerny.was about . 	, 
• and,, reached •Ilutgong. by dUsit on',the 10th, where , , 3001 a number pot large,, but likely to prove very , 
they were joined . by 40 , troopers, of the •12th. disastrous if they had, obtained command of the, ' 

.. Irregular Horse under Captain Johnson. Eyre, , road between Allahabad, and gawnpore. Havelock 
Alley resting his men, made a memilight. march to, evidently attached much 	importance .. to • this ' 	, 
Koondun Puttee, where ho arrived,  at ,daybreak. service, for he said in his„dispatch :. ' I now con- 
The eneniy,, in •surpriSe; rushed• hastily to their , eider, my communications secure, which otherwise 
boats, with.,.a view of recrossing the Ganges i ,nto 	' must have been• entirely cut off during our opera , 
Gado; but this. escape Was- not allowed to- them. dons in Oude ; land a seneral insurrection, •I any ' 
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• assured, would have folleWed throughout the Moab manifestation of noble self-deniaI, a chivalrous 
' 	had the enmity not been destroyed-',4lieje being' sacrifice of mere personal inclination to a higher 

but. the advanced-guard ' of more formidable sense of justice. 	.Outmin was higher in rank as 
invaders.' This  work achieved, the 	different' ,'a military officer, and held a higher command in . 

, columns continued their march, until • at length that part of India ; he might have claimed, and 
they safely reached Cawnpore. , officially was entitled to claim, the command of 
:'The three generals-Outram, Havelock,. and , the forthcoming ekpedition ; but ho, like others, 

Neill—met on the 15th of September at CaWnpore, had gloried in the deeds of Havelock, and was 
delighted at being able to reinforce each other for determined not to rob him of the honour of re- 
the hard work yet to be done. And now came a lieving Lucknow: On the 16th, Sir James Outrun 
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issued an order,* in which, among other things, 
he announced that Havelock had been raised from 

, 
consisted of two brigades of infantry, one of 
cavalry, one of artillery, and an engineer, depart- 

brigadier-general to 	major-general; 	that 	that went.  
noble 	soldier should have the opportunity of ' it was on the 19th of September that the two 
finishing what he had so well begun ; that Outran generals crossed with this army into Oude, making 
would accompany him as chief-commissioner of use for that purpose of a bridge of boats over the, 
Oude, and would fight tinder him as a volunteer, 
without interfering with his command ; and that 

Ganges, most laboriously constructed by Captain 
Crornmelin. The enemy, assembled near the banks, 

Havelock should not be Superseded in the con- retired after a nominal resistance to Mangulwar. 
mend by Outram until the relief of Lucknow The heavy guns and the baggage were crossed over 
should have been achieved. 	It was a worthy , 
deed, marking, as Havelock well expressed it, 

on the 20th. 	On the 21st the British again came 
*up with the enemy, turned their right flank, drove 

'characteristic generosity of feeling;' he announced them from their position, inflicted on them a 
it to his troops by an order on the same day, 
and ' expressed his hope that they would, by their 

severe loss, and captured four guns. 	With the 
heroism of a true soldier, Sir James Outram 

exemplary and gallant conduct in the field, strive headed one of the charges that brought about this 
to justify the confidence thus reposed in them. victory ; serving as a volunteer under Havelock. 

The two generals wished at once to ascertain The enemy were not permitted to destroy the 
from Calcutta what were the views of Viscount Bunnee bridge over the Sye ; and thus the victors 
Canning and Sir Cohn Campbell Ooncerning any were enabled to 	pursue their route towards 
ulterior proceedings at Lucknow. 	Outram sent a Lucknow. 	On the 23d, Havelock again found 
telegram to Canning to inquire whether., if Luck- himself in presence of the enemy, who had taken 
now were recaptured, it should be held at all up a strong position ; their left posted in the 
hazards, as a matter of success and prestige. 	The enclosure of the Alum Bagh—a place destined to 
governor-general at once sent back a reply: 'Save world-wide notoriety—and their centre and right 
the garrison ;• never mind our prestige just now, 
provided you liberate Inglis; we will recover 

on low hills. 	Alum Bagh is• so near Lucknow 
that firing in the city could be distinctly heard; 

prestige afterwards. 	I cannot just now send you and Havelock therefore gave a volley with his 
any more troops. 	Save the British in the Resl,  
doncy, and act afterwards as your strength will 

largest guns, to tell the beleaguered garrison that 
aid was near. 	The British, in order to encounter 

permit.' 	The two generals proceeded to act on the enemy, 	had to pass 	straight 	along, the 
these instructions. 	Just two months had elapsed high road between morasses, during which they 
since Havelock had made his appearance at faffered * =oh from artillery ; but when once 
Cawnpore as a victor; and it was with great pain enabled to deploy to the right and left,, they 
and anxiety that he had been forced to allow gradually gained an advanitge, aid added another 
those two months to pass away without sending to the list of their victories—driving the enemy 
one single soldier, one single ration of food, to ' before them, bat at the same time suffering severely 
the forlorn band who so wonderfully stood their from the, largo numbers and the heavy firing of 
ground in the Residency at Lucknow. 	Now, 
however, he looked forward with brighter hopes ; 

those to whom they were opposed. 	They, had 
been marching three days under a perfect deluge 

Outram was with him, under relations most of rain, irregularly fed, and badly housed in 
friendly and honourable ; and both generals were villages. 	Havelock determined, therefore, to pitch 
fully determined to suffer any sacrifice rather than • catnp, and to give hii exhausted troops one whole 
leave Inglis and his companions unrelieved. . tray's rest on 'tire 24th. 

Outram himself planned the organisation of the At last came the eventful day, the 25th of 
new force for operations in Oude ; but he placed September, when the beleaguered garrison at 
Havelock at the head of it, and took care that Lucknow were to experience the joy of seeing 
Neill should have a share in the glory.t 	It those whose arrival had been yearned for during 

*. The important duty of first relieving the garrison of Lnelcnow lot Madras Fusiliers :—Brigadier-general Neill commanding, and 
has been intrusted to Major-general Havelock, C.B.; and Major- nominating his own brigade staff. 
general Outram feels that it is due to this distinguished officer, 
and to the strenuous and noble exertions which he has already 

. 
t8ECOIM TIOOLliTRY =GAM  

!Muth) to effect that object, that to him should accrue the honour a Her Majesty's 78th Highlanders; her Majesty's Oath Light 
of the achievement- Infantry ; 	and the Sikh regiment of Ferozpore :—Briguilor 
• • Major-general Outran/ is confidant that the great and for 

which General Havelock and his bravo troops have so long and 
so gloriously fought will now, under the blessing of Providence, 
bo accomplished. 

nonillion commanding, and nominating his own brigade staff. 

(THIRD (AATITIJiltr) 7irtIGAD13.' 	. 
'Captain Mande's battery; Captain Olphert's battery 	Brevet- 'The major-general, therefore, in gratitude for and admiration Major Lyre's battery :—Mtijor Cope to torareandi  and to appoint of the brilliant deeds in arms achieved by General Havdock and 

his gallant troops, wilt cheerfully waive his rank on the occasion, s own staf f. 	 • 
and vitt accompany the force to Lucknow in his civil capacity as 4  OAVAIMV. 
ebi.f-commhisioner of Outlet  tendering his /military services to ' Volunteer cavalry to the loft; Irregular cavalry to the right : 
General Havelock as a volunteer. --Captain Barrow to command. 

' On the relief of Lucknow, the major-general will resume his  
position at the head of the forces.' ' BlifillniElt tO1PART/dt.54 

+ ' PIRST 11PANTRY ABIOADE. 	' . ' Chief - engineer, 	Captain Crommelin ; 	assistant-engineers, 
Lieutenants Leonard and 31/dge. 

'The fish Fusiliers ; 84th regiment ; detachments 84th foot and g moocienacm H. Havelock, o.B., to command the foto; 
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so long and anxious a" peried: 	Early on 'that 
. 	„  	. 

in the day,' but' nothing could subdue his spirit; , morning, after depoSiting-  his baggage and tents though faint .'from 	loss of -blood, lie' continued 
. Under an escort in the Alum Bagh, Havelock pur- till the end of the operations 'to sit on •his horse,. 
,sued his. march. 	The' 1st brigade, with Outram • from which he only dismounted at the gate of 
altudied to it , as a yolunteer; drove the enemy the Residency. 	Greatest loss of all' was that of 
:from h succession of gardens and walled encle- 
aura; while the other brigades supported it. From 

the gallant and energetic Brigadier-general Neill, 
.%ilio from the ' 3d of June to the 25th of Sep- 

the' bridge of the dhar Bagh over the canal, to the tember had been almost incessantly engaged in 
Residency at Lucknow$  was a distance in a straight conflicts with the enemy, in and between the 
line of about two' miles ; and. this interval was ., cities 	of Benares, Allahabad, Cawnporo, and 
nit by trenelies, crossed by palisades, and inter- • Lucknow. 	He fell, to fight no more. 	From" 

' sected by loopholed hems, 	Progress in this the time when he left his native home in Ayrshire, 
, direction being so much obstructed, Havelock a stripling' sixteen years of age; he bad passed 
resolved to deploy 'along •a narrow road that ; • thirty years of MS life in service; and had been 	i  
skirted the left bank of the • canal., On they went, 
until they came 'opposite the palace of Kaiser 'or : 

, a trusty 	and -trusted 	officer.* 	But although 	, 
the loss of Neil was the most deplored, on 

Rissurah Bagh, where two guns and a body of account- of the' peculiar services which he had 
insurgents were 'placed ; and here the fire poured rendered, Havelock. had to lament the melt:m- 
eat on them was so treniendons,that; to use: the ' Choly list of gallant officers who had equally 

Ptivords of the general, ' nothing could live, under . desired to 	themselves as true :soldiers on .shev9 
it;' his. troops had to pasS .a. bridge partly under this day.t 	No less than ten officers' were either 
the influence Of this fire; but immediately after- - killed or wounded in. the 78th Highlanders alone • 
wards they received the shelter of buildings -7-shewiiig how terrible 'must have been 	the ,. 
adjacent: to.the palaee of Pureed,Buksh; DarkneSs• work In which that heroic regiment led. 	The 
now , coming on, it 'was at one time, proposed whole list of casualties comprised 119 officers 
that the force should halt for the night in. and and Men killed, 339 Wounded, and 77 missing. 
near the court of this palace; but Hay.eloOk could ' 
not 'boar the idea of leaving the Residency for ' 
another night in the hands of' 	the 'eneiny ;' he 

Of these last Havelock said.: ' I much fear that,, 
some 	all, they, have fallen into the hands of • 
a Inez Hess' ' foe:' • Thus was the force'. reduced 

t 

therefore ordered his trusty Highlanders, and little by more than five hundred men in one day: . 
less trusty Sikhs, 'to take the lead in the trentiencl- : On the. evening of this day, the 	25th of : 
ous ordeal 'of a street-fight through, the large city' September, Major-zeneralr Havelock, within the 
'of Lucknow. 	'It was a desperate struggle, 'but Residency at Lucknow, gave back to Sir James 
it was for a great purpose—and it 'succeeded. 	On Outram the: charge.  which had so' generously 
that night, witbjn the British. Residency, Havelock been intrusted to him. 	He became second in 

. and Outram clasped hands with Inglis, and listened command to one who had all day fought chival- 
to the outpourings of full hearts all around them. ronsly under him as 1% volunteer. 	Here,then, 
The :sick and 'the wounded, the broken-down and this, chapter may end. 	It was the 'last day of , 
the emaciated, the military and the civilians, :the Havelock's campaign as an independent coin- 
officers and the soldiers, the women and the.  Mander. 	'What else he did before disease ended 
children—all within the Residency had paSsed a his valuable life; what the Lucknow garrison 
day 'of agoniied .suspense, -unable to,  help in their : had effected :to maintain their perilous positiOn , 
own. 'deliveranea;lbut -when at length Havelocles ; during so many weary weeks; what. were the 
adianced colunin could 'be seen' in a stinet•Visible circumstances 	that 	rendered 	necessary many , 
from the buildings of the Residency—then :broke more weeks of detention in' the 'Residency ; by 
forth sneh h cheer as none can knew but those whom and at what time they were really and . 

', placed in siinilar'oircumstances. 	', 	• 	. ' finally relieved--are subjects that will engage our 
I 	When ' General 	Havelock 	penned 	a hasty 
dispatch 'narrating the events of this day, he 
said Z. 4  TO ,form,  a notion of the obstacles Oyer- . 
come, a reference 'must be made to the :events ' 

attention in future pages. 	. '• • • 

I  The Queen afterwards gate to the brigadier-general's wife the, ttigneitzaihea
tuki

bodwiralde 
lived
lia7 	

a
a acquired 

few1 efeltstronrg"ulathaTIf ifLa% 
that are known to 'have occurred at Buenos . Weill. 
Ayres and. Saragossa. 	Our advance was through s Xitl13r guile -general Neal; 	Brigade-major 

clpft; Lieutenant-collet Brazely; Captain Pakenhant; Lieu- 
• 'streets of tat-roofed and' loopholed houges, each .tenants Crump, Warren, Bateman)  Webster, "(Irby, Potpie, and 

forming a separate •fortress. 	I .am filled with' Ofrioers 1Vorended.—Major•general Sir 3. Outram; Llentenant- 
surprise 	at :the 	success 	of operations 'which ;11pohneerit,/§t„r ;anCae,ptlohl'isnsi3oneqe="4, irda.fin;,' .lienrnTIZ '10,000 demanded the efforts of 	good 	troops.' lieutenants Sitwel, Havelock, Lynch, Palliser, Swanaton, kircb, 
The advantage cost him dearly. 	Sir James 
OutramTeceived a flesh-wound' in the arm early Vroli: SluTtnit,6;ancestloif:IZinoiracilliars°' Barry, Oakley, d, and Braley. Some of,the ,  woundedQ  ofilcorat{afterwards died of their wounds, 

. 

• • ,', 

•	 

   
  



CHAPTER XVI. 
• 

TUE DINAPOOR MUTINY,',,AND ITS CONSEQUENCES. 

for most of the English troops, rebel sepoys could v 	 FTER the first startling outbreak 
. 	at Meerut, therewaino instance never hope for much chance of success in that 

of mutiny that threw consterna, 
tion over a more widely spreading 

capital. 	Mutiny there was not, but panic unques- 
tionably appeared—panic among the Europeans 

. range of  country than 	that at who did not belong to the Company's service, and 
r -004.  4 , 

• 
Dinapoor. 	This military station 

is in the midst of the thickly popu- 
whose imaginations were -excited by the terrible 
narratives brought in from the northwest, and 

r  Iated province of Behar, between , highly coloured 	during their transmission. 	It, 
/Bengal and Oude ; a province rich in _ was an unfortunate circumstance that many of 

opium, rice, and indigo plantations, and these persons were hostile to the goVernment of 
inhabited chiefly by a clasS of Hindoes less Viscount Canning; and this hostility was especially 

warlike than those towards the west. 	The displayed by those connected with the press, on 
Dinapoor mutiny was the one great event in the account of the restrictions already adverted to. 
eastern half of Northern India during July and Whatever may be the varieties of opinion on the 
August; and on this account it may. conveniently matters at issue, it is unquestionable that diffieul- 
be treated as the central nucleus around which  ties were thrown in the vq.y of the executive by 
all the minor events grouped themselves. 	In this want of accord.' India has fey a long pthiod 
the regions surrounding the lower course of the been rich in coteries and parties. 	Among military 
Ganges, and its branch the Hoogly, the disturb- men, the Queen's officers and the Company's 
ances were of minor character ; but along both officers have had a little emulative pique ; among 
sides of the great trunk-road there was much non-military men, there has been an envy by the 
more agitation, especially after the mutiny at the non-officials of the civil servants of the Company ; 
station above named. 	Nevertheless, it will be and the military and the civilians have had their 
desirable to take a bird's-eye glance at Bengal and own grounds for antagonism. 	Calcutta, above all 
Behar generally in this chapter, in relation to other places, has been marked by these sources of 
the events of July and August—keeping steadily discord. 
in mind the 25th of July, as the day on which Towards the close of July the go'vernment 
the 	occurrences 	at Dinapoor 	agitated all the deemed it prudent to ascertain what was the state 
natives, paralysed many of the Europeans, and of affairs in Calcutta with reference to the posses- 
led to a train of truly remarkable proceedings sion, sale, or concealment of arms. 	The Europeans 
in and near the town of Arrah. in the city, in a state of perpetual alarm, kept up 

	

First, 	then, 	for 	Calcutta, 	the 	Anglo-Indian 

	

capital. 	This city was not afflicted by a mutiny, 
by unauthenticated paragraphs in the newspapers, 
had indulged a belief that the natives had lately 

in the usual 	meaning 	of the 	term, at any made large purchases of arms, as if plotting mis- 
time during the year. 	Many reasons might be chief. 	Especially was this suspicion entertained 
assigned for this exemption. 	There were on all when news arrived from Havelock and Neill that 
occasions more Europeans at Calcutta than in any all the Europeans at Cawnpore had been blur- 
other city in India, who could have presented a defied; almost wild with excitement, rage, and 
formidable defence-corps if they chose 'to combine terror, the Calcutta community set no bounds to 
for that purpose. 	There was the majesty of a vice- their apprehensions; they would fain have shot 
regal court at Calcutta, not without its effect on the all the natives around them, in vague dread of 
impressionable minds of Asiatics. 	There were the some diabolical plot. Mr Wauchope, commissioner 
head-quarters of all authority in the city, insuring of police, was ordered to make strict inquiry con- 
the promptest measures if exigency should demand cerning the possession of arms. 	He found that the 
them. And lastly, Calcutta being the landing-place sale of weapons had been very large during three 
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months, but that nearly all the purchases had been population of Calcutta there was no proof, and the 
made by Europeans, and that hardly a house in superintendent disbelieved the rumour. 	This was 	, 
Calcutta, inhabited by Christians, was Withontnne the third time in two months that the Anglo*. ' 
or more muskets or pistols. 	Many arms also had Indian capital had been thrown into a paroxysm 
been purchased in Calcutta, and taken into the of terror on this subject ; and although the panic 
Oovinces for the use of indigo-planters, zemiudars, was shewn to be groundless, the authorities never- 
and others, who naturally wished to have near theless believed it to be expedient to cause all 
them a few weapons at such a turbulent period. Of firearms in the city to be registered. 	. 	, 
any considerable purchases of arms by the native No small part of the agitation at Calcutta arose 
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from the shackles on the press, already adverted to. stolen, a swift tribunal should exercise Autruniry 	, 
Men of extreme opinions, and men of, excited justice ; that every village in which a European 
feelings, longing to pour out their thoughts on paper, fugitive had been  insulted or refused aid should 
found themselves less able so to do than in times be heavily fined ; and that vengeance, burning 
gone by; there was the, seizure of their printing , , vengeance,:  was the only adequate measure to 4e4 
apparatus, the infliction of a heavy fine, confront, . out to all, who had offended; 	The distressing tales 	, 
ing them, and checking the movement of their brought by the fugitives had much effect in keep- 
pens. 	Sufficient. transpired, however, to render ing up the feeling denoted by ;such suggestions 
manifest these two facts—that the European coin- as these. 	It was under the influence of the same.  
inanity at Calcutta violently hated the natives disturbed state of the public mind, that an addre,i 
general:1y, and violently opposed Viscount Canning or petition was got up,. condemnatory alike of 
personally. There was a very general acquiescence Viscount Canning and of the Ifatst India 0041- 
in some such code of rules as the following, for pang; itwas intended to work a considerable 46d 
dealing with the natives—that every mutineer who in England; but the obviously one-sided vine of 
had, taken up arms or quitted his ranks should be argument vitiated its force and, darne4ed . its 
put to death ; that every native, not a Soldier, who reception., 	 . 	 • , 
aided the mutineers, should in like manner be put  As the month of July advanced, and fugitives 
to death; that in every village in which a European came in from the diSturbed, provinces, arrange- 
had been ,inurdereq, a telegraph wire cut,,or a (Elk nionts were made for accommodating. them at Qi 
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Calcutta, and—as we have' seen—for alleviating very unsettled state, ready to mutiny at any time ; 
their wants. 	It became also a point of much and on the 15th a plot was discovered for murder- 
importance to provide barracks or temporary ing the officers and decamping towards the west. 
homes of some kind for the troops expected to In consequence of this, orders were sent to Assam 
arrive by sea from various regions. 	Among build- and Darjeeling to aid the Jelpigoree officers in case 
ings set apart for this latter purpose were the of need. 	During the remainder of August, a dolga 
Town Hall, the Free School, the Pleader& Chem- watch was kept on the 73d N. I., the chief native 
bers in the Sudder Court, and the Lower Orphan regiment in that part of India, sufficient to prevent 
School 	at Kidderpore. 	Many months 	would actual outbreaks; and native servants were dis- 
necessarily elapse before troops in large numbers armed during the Mohurrum or Mohammedan 
could arrive ; but even a single regiment would 
require considerable space to house it before it 

festival; to guard against the effects of fanaticism, 
Perhaps, however, the tranquillity of this eastern 

could be sent up the country. 	In what way, 
during July and August, the English troops wore 

belt was more efficiently secured by the near 
neighbourhood of half-civilised border tribes, who 

sent to the seats of disturbance, has already been had but little sympathy with the real Hiur 
sufficiently noticed ; some were despatched by dustanis, and were -willing to 	enter 	into the 
steamers up the Ganges to Patna, Benares, and Company's service as irregular troops and armed 
Allahabad ; while the rest mostly went from police, 
Calcutta to Raneegunge by railway,. and thence Passing westward, to the line of route along the 
pursued 	their land-journey 	by 	any 	vehicles 
obtainable. 

Eloogly to the Ganges, and the country near it, 
we find traces of a little more turbulency, owing 

It may here be remarked, that when Sir Colin to the presence of a greater number of native 
Campbell arrived at Calcutta, an immense amount ' troops. About the middle of July, the Barrackporo 
of labour presented itself to his notice. 	Before he authorities asked for permission to disarm the vil- 
could decide whether to advance northwest to the Iages near at hand, in order to render more effectual 
seat of war, or to remain at the capital, he had the Avions disarming of native troops at Barrack- 
carefully to examine the military condition of pore itself--treated in a former chapter. 	EarlYin 
India. 	The records of the war department were August the behaviour of the troops at Berhampore 
at Skala, :while the centre of authority was at became suspicious; they had heard of the mutiny 
Calcutta. 	The principal officers were scattered of the 8th N. 1. at places further west, and were 
throughout the disturbed districts; the desultory with difficulty kept from imitating the pernicious 
and isolated struggles had relaxed the bond of example. 	In the middle of the month, the cora- 
military obedience; the reinforcements as they missioner of Bhagulpore deemed it necessary to 
arrived had to be fitted into their places; the .detain two detachments of I.M. 5th Fusiliers, on 
detached forces had to be brought into subordinik their way up the Ganges';' at Ehagulpore :sad 
tion to some general plan ; and the different Monghir ; for the 32d native infantry, and the 5th 
branches of the service had to be brought into irregular cavalry, exhibited symptoms not to be 
harmony one with another. 	Hence Calcutta was neglected. 	After the occurrences at Dinapoor, the 
for several weeks the head-quarters of the veteran region around Borhampore and Moorshedabad 
commander - in-ebief, while these all-important could no longer be kept in peace while the native 
details of' military organisation were in progress, troops retained their arms; it was eletermined there- 

In the wide belt of country forming the eastern fore, by Mr. Spencer the commissioner, and Colonel 
margin of India, from the Himalaya in th2 north Macgregor the commandant, to adept decisive 
to Pegu in the south, there was no mutiny properly measures while there was yet time. 	On the 1st of 
so called during July and August. All the disturb- August, having the aid of H.M. 90th foot, they 
aneos were limited to threatening symptoms which, 
if not attended to, might have proved dangerous. 

disarmed the' 63d native infantry and the 11th 
irregular cavalry at Berhampore ; and on the 

The nature of these symptoms may be illustrated following day they similarly disarmed all the 
by a few examples. 	At Jelpigoree, early in July, 
two men were detected tampering with the sepoys 

inhabitants of that place' and of Moorshedabad, 
Colonel Campbell, of the 90th, who had brought 

of the 73d N. I. ; and a trooper of the 11th irre- that regiment from England in splendid condition 
gelar cavalry was found guilty of insubordination. in the Himalaya steamer, and who was on his way 
,,At Dinagepore the •pioulvies or Mussulman reli- , ftous teachers began to spread seditious rumours. b,r
p,, ,,,Jessore, similar Mussulman tendencies were 

up the Ganges to the disturbed districts, was the 
officer who practically effected this disarming at 
Berhampore ; he spoke of the 	11th irregular 

neeefgested. 	In the third week of July tranquillity cavalry as one of the most saperb regiments he 
previNiled throughout the divisions of Aracan, had ever seen, in men, horses, and equipments ; 
Chitt4;ong, Dacca, Assam, and Darjeeling, coat- they were rendered almost savage by the skill 
pricing {';lie belt above adverted to; and if agitation with which the colonel managed his delicate task ; 
were rink) observable towards the close of the and they reproached the sepoys of the 63d for 
mouth, it was traceable tp news of the Dinapoor having submitted so quietly to the disarming. 	A 
mutiny, presently to be noticed. 	Early in August little further up the country, at Bhagrilpore, about 
the Jelpigoree native troops were found to be in a 200 troopers of the 5th irregular cavalry mutinied 
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on the 14th of August, taking the road towards clew; arrangement, was the magazine in which the 
Bowsee, but harming none of their officers; on the percussion-caps were stored—a matter apparently 
15th they 'passed through Bowsee to Rovvuee ; and small in itself, but serious in its consequences, as 
on the 18th left Rownee for Gayali—bound for the we shall presently see. 	Major-general Lloyd, com- 
disturbed regions in the west. 	At Moughir, still mender of the station, and of a vast military region 
higher up the Ganges, a terrible commotion was called the Dinapoor Division, had for some weeks 
produced by this occurrence ; the civil commis- been an object of almost as much anxiety to the 
sinner shut himself up in a fort, with a few of Europeans at the station as the sepoys themselves.. 
H.M. 5th Fusiliers, and left the city to its fate; He was advanced in years, infirm, and irresolute. 
but fortunately Sir James Outran was at the time Unable to mount his horse without assistance, and 
passing up the Ganges in a steamer ; he rebuked dreading to give orders that would have the effect 
this pusillanimity, and recommended the officials of sending any European 	troops 	away from 
to shew a bolder front. 	-- 	.„ . Dinapoor, he was singularly unfitted to cope with 

Arriving now at the Patna and Dinapoor district, 
we must trace the progress of affairs more in detail, 
to show how the authorities -were 'placed before, 
and how after, the mutiny which .."t is the chief 

the difficulties of those times. 	It points to some 
great defect in military routine, when one who had 
been a gallant officer in his better days was thus 
left in possession of a command he was no longer 

object of this chapter to narrate. 	Patna is a large fitted to wield. 	Towards the close of July there 
and important city, the centre of an industrious were three' regiments of Bengal native infantry at 
region; while Dinapoor, in the immediate vicinity, 
is the largest military station between Barrackporo 

that station, the 7th, 8th, and 40th. 	There was 
also the greater portion of H.M. 10th foot, together 

and Allahabad. Mr Tayler, civil commissioner, was with two coi,npa,uies of the 37th, and two troops of 
the chief authority at the one place; Major-general artillery. 	Net a British officer, except the major- 
Lloyd was military commandant at the other; and general, doulated that these Europeans could have' 
it was essentially necessary, for the preservation of disarmed and controlled 	the sepoys, had the 
peace in all that region, that these two officials attempt been made at the' proper time. 	The 
should act in harmony. 	We have already seen Calcutta inhabitants had petitioned the governor- 
(pp. 151-154) that, about the middle of June, the general to disarm the native regiments at Dinar  
Patna, district became much agitated by the news poor, land the officers of the Queen's regiments 
of disturbances in other quarters ; that the police at that station had all along advocated a similar 
force was thereupon strengthened, and the ghats or measure ; but General Lloyd, like many other 
lauding-places watched ; that some of the Corn- Company's officers, was proud of the sepoys, and 
parry's treasure was removed to other stations; trusted them to the last; and Viscount Canning 
that places of rendezvous were agreed upon in case placed reliance on his experience, to determine 
of emergency ;that conspiracies among the Moslem whether and when to effect this disarming. 	This 
inhabitants were more than once discovered, in reliance ended in unfortunate results. 
concert with other conspirators at Lucknow and On the 25th of July, the apparance of affairs 
Cawnpore ; and that on the 3d. of July some of led. the major-general to exhibit less than his 
the fanatics murdered Dr Lyell, principal assistant 
to the opium agent. 	We have also seen, iu the 

former confidence in the native troops; he shrank, 
it is true, from disarming them ; bit he sought to 

same chapter, that Dinapoor reposed upon a sort render their arms less dangerous by quietly remov- 
of moral Volcano throughout June ; that although ing the percussion-caps from the magazine. 	Now 
the native troops made loud professions of loyalty, 
the Europeans were nevertheless in a very anxious 

these caps had to be brought in front of the whole 
length ' of the sepoy lines on the way from the 

position—all living near together, all on the alert, 
and most of them believing that the fidelity of the 

magazine to the English barracks. 	Early in the 
morning he sent the 10th and the artillery to the 

sepoys was not worth many days' purchase. Being grand square, ready to be moved towards the 
thus on their guard, a mutiny ought not to have sepoy lines if disturbance should occur. 	Two 
occurred at their station ; but it did occur, and hackeries went down to the magazine under charge 
brought disgrace to the general who was respon- of an officer; the caps were placed in them; and 
Bible for military affairs in that division, the vehicles were drawn some distance towards 

An intelligent clue to this whole series of trans- the English lines. There then arose a shout among 
actions will he obtained by tracing—first, the the sepoys: ' Kill the sahibs ; don't let the caps be 
Dinapoor mutiny itself; then the mingled disasters taken away l' 	The caps were taken, however, and 
and successes, blunders and heroism, at Arrah ; safely conveyed to the officers' mess-room. 	The 
then the effect of the mutiny on the districts of 10th were kept idle in the square or in barracks 
Behar north of the Ganges ; and, lastly, the effects all the' forenoon ; while the native officers were 
on the wide-spreading region south of that river. ardered to go to the native lines, and ask the 

The distance between the two cities is about ten sepoys to give up the caps already issued tp 'en. 
miles. 	The barracks of the European troops at Some of the sepoys obeyed this strance.lemand— 
Dinapoor were situated in a large square westward strange, because backed by no disnay of power;  
of the native town; beyond this were the native while some fired their Muskets ant threatened to 
lines; and most western of all, by a very injudi- shoot the officers. 	At the sound J f these shots the 
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10th were ordered hastily to advance; they did so, 
but only to see the rebel sepoys run off as fast as 

much revenue was obtained by the East Judie,. 
Conipany. 	During the troubles arising out of the 

their legs could carry them.. Inexpressible was mutiny, the chief authority at Arrah was the 
the mortification of the officers at this sight; three magistrate, Mr Wake—a man who, by his energy 
entire regiments escaped across fields, with their and public spirit, proved to be eminently fitted to 
arms and accoutrements; to swell the ranks of the hold power in perilous times. 	During the whole 
mutineers elsewhere; and so stupid had been the of. June and July he had watched the progress of ' 
orders given, that there was no force at hand to events with an anxious eye. 	Yery.soon after the' 
stop them. . The 10th, two companies of the 37th, 
and the . artillery, all were burning to castigate ' 

mutiny commenced, he wrote to the authorities at 
Calcutta, describing the contents of certain .native 

these men ; yet was the escape so quickly and newspapers published about. that time, and sug- 
completely effected that very few of the sepoys gesting • the propriety of curbing the licence of 
fell. 	The English destroyed the sepoy lines,_ but those 	productions, 	On the '10th 	of Juno lie 
did not pursue the mutineers, for their perplexed announced—with something like contempt in his 
commander would ,not permit them to leave' him manner—that most of the Europeans employed on 
in danger. 	A surgeon of the 10th, ont,seeing the the railway-works near Arrah had hurried away 
officers 	threatened 	by the sepoys, brought his frightened by reports of ' mutinous symptoms at 
hospital-guards 'to confront them ; and oven some Ghazeepore and Buxar ; and he dwelt on the 
of his patients got upon the flat roof of the hospital, 
and fired at the rebels. 	He then galloped oft; and 

pernicious effects of the example, afforded by this 
timidity. 	About a week afterwards he induced 

brought all the ladies and children to the barracks them all to return. 	From time to time he applied 
for safety. 	EVery man of the 10th regiment was to Dinapoor, Patna, and Calcutta, for a small 
vexed and irritated by this day's work , complaints detachment of troops to 	protect Arrah ; but 
against the general. were loud, deep and many; none could-be afforded. 	He suspected .some of 
and all the officers', letters told Plainly, of the the chieftains and zeniindars near at hand, and 
general 	f'eling •anuing 	them. 	The regiment more  than suspected numerous disbanded sepoys 
numbered little more than four hundred bayonets; , 
for many men were'sick in hospital, and a detach-,, 
meat was at Renares ; but the four hundred,, 
highly disaiplined men, would not have hesitated 

who were seen in the district; to det-ect plots, tie 
• detained and opened letters at the post-office ; but 
this course niet. with disapproval, as commencing 
'a system liable to great abuse. 	There were two 

an 	instant to 'disarin,' to 	fight, to 'pursue, the inftueutial • men 'in 	the, neighbourhood —.-Baboo 
three thousand rebels, had they been ' properly Koer Singh, and the' Rajah of Doomraon—whose 
instructed and permitted so to do. , During eight conduct Mr Wake scrutinised very closely ; they 
or ten weeks the officers of that regiment had professed friendship and .loyalty to the govern- 
urged the disarming of the sepoys; but their 
recommendations had not been listened to, and 

• ment, hut he doubted therm:. On the.11th of July, 
Arrah had become surrounded by so many dis- 

now it was too late. 	The general himself, on the 
forenoon of the 26th, went on board a steamer 

banded sepoys, and natives ready for any mischief, 
that lie applied to Patna for a party of Captain 

in the Ganges : ' I . had no horse in cantonment,' 
he said. 	' My stable was two miles distant; and 
being unable at the time to walk far or much, 

Rattray's Sikh police, -which was furnished to him, 
Thus matters proceeded until the 25th 'of July, 

when rumours of something disastrous at Dina., 
I thought I should be most useful on board the poor arrived. 	Arrah was now about to l,•;,,conte 
steamer with guns and riflemen.' 	It is .deeply to suddenly famous. 	The 'Defence of Arrah' was, to 
be regretted that an old soldier should have been be narrated in dispatches and letters, in pamphlets 
so placed as to find such an explanation -necessary, and books, and was to, cheer up many who had 
As a consequence of this retreat to a place of 
shelter, the officers remained without commands 

been humiliated by blnudors committed elsewhere, 
True, it was only a house defended, not a town ; 

and without a commander. Some,cf the mutineers it was less than a score of Europeans saved, not a 
embarked in boats, with the intention of going whole community; yet did. it bring well-deserved 
down the Ganges to Patna, or of crossing the praise to those concerned in it, and encouragement 
river; but. the detachment of the 37th, on shore to a spirited line of conduct on the part of the 
and in the steamer, killed, most of them by rifle, 
shots. 	The steamer did its work, unquestionably; 

Company's civil servants elsewhere.  
On the evening of the day just named, Mr 

but it was, not the place for a military commander • Wake received express pews that . the native 
at such a time. 	 „ 	, , troops at, Dinapoor had actually mutinied, er 

The question at 	once presented itself to. the skewed symptoms of so doing within a feW 
minds of all—whither had the rebels gene ? 	Evi: hours. 	On the morning of the 2Gth, he heard 
dence was soon afforded that the direction take that some of the mutineers were crossing ' the 

,...,:vas t .at of Arrah, a town twenty-four miles from river Sone, at a point sixteen miles from Dinapoor,. 
Dinapoer; il,.,1,4  separated from it by,the river Sone. and advancing upon Allah. , Ilis Hindustani, local 
:Arrah, as  a  pwn, was not of great importance;, 
but it was the chief placein the district of Shah- 

police speedily ran away;, but he and' a trusty 
baud of ciVians resolved 	to remain at, their 

abaci, and was 'surrounded by a, country whence posts. 	They selected the bungalow of one of their 
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Mr ‘poYle,,  an ,engineer , of. the main 

railway, and' inada that their fortress, ' , Or, 
eorreetly,..it was a building. Which Mr;,Boylo ' 

selected for some. such 'purpose ;us this .many 
br even.. weeks before, when the , state of 
began' to 'look gloomy ; it was a detached 

-storied house, about fifty. feet, square,,standing 
the sumo compound 'as the bungalow inba7  ' 

by Mr Boyle ; he fortified. it with stones 
timber, • and .always kept some provitione • 

it , When, the other civilians learned this, some 

• 
of,  them &trilled ; :, but 'the sink became. one:,  of • 
gratitude , on •,the 26th,  of Ally:.  -The, Earopeatr 
who now took up, their, abode in this . fortified 

. house were Messrs ,  Wake, 13oyle,,Littledale, Combe, 
Colvin, Halls, •Eield, Anderson, Godfrey, 	Cock)  
Tait,,Iloylei  Delpeiron, l)e Songa, and Daeosta; and'' 
a Mohammedan deptity-;eollector; Syud Azimoodeen 
—all,  employed in various civil duties 'in; or near • 
• Arrah : not iv military man among' theM., TV,ith 
them were 50 Sikhs of Captain ltattray's,,police 
battalion.:, The ladies and children had been',,sent 
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to a, Place of safety. 	All that the defenders , 
:bring into, tho' 'Ilona°  was meat and grain 

a few days' 'aiiort•  allowance for the Euro; 
'with a •Very 'scanty 'supply of food for the 
As to weapons, most of the Europeans,. 

revolvers and' hog-spears, 'had two double- • 
guns each, or a gun and a rifle; they had' ,  

'of ammunition; and .:wherewithal to 
cartridges by thousands. 	Early in the morn- : 

of the 27th, nearly the whole of the Dinapoor 
marched into Arrah,''released the pri- 

in the jail, about four hundred in 'number, 
to the eollectorate; and looted the treasury 

eighty thousand,rupees. . They then advanced to , 
house, and kept up a galling fire against 

during the whole day, finding shelter behind 
and adjacent buildings. 	And now did BaboO 
Singh skew himself in his' true' colours; he 

off the mask of • friendliness, and boldly 
the 'mutineers. 	It 'was afterwards, aseer- 

that this.man, supposed to be in leagne with ' 
y 	'. 	' 	. . 	... 	 „.. 	 . 

Nena Sahib, had Openly become a rebel instantly . 
 on hearing of the mutiny, at Dinapoor I it' was 

he who had procured the 'boats in which' they 
crossed the Sone,; and he formed a plan for joining 
'the Oude insurgents after plundering the treasury 
..of Arra!). 	'When in front of Mr Boyle's house, 
Roor Singh and hiS myrmidons. endeavoured' to 
bribe the Sikhs to desert; but these stanch fellows 
remained' true to their salt. 	On the 28th the 
insurgents having brought two small Bannon, the 
hastilfdefended house had then to bear a torrent 
of cannon-balls as well as of musket-bullets. 	Thus 
the siege continued day after day. 	'The 'rebels 
'even dragged one of the cannon up to the roof Of 
Mr Boyle's bungaloW,.about sixty yards off,whenee 
'they could fire into the defended. house.' 	'othing;' 
said Mr Wake in his dispatch, ' but' the/cowardice,. 
ignorance;  and want of unanimity. 	ar enemies, (c. 
prevented our fortific4tion . from 1,  eing brought 
down,  about onr ears.' 	As fast as/ the. strength of 
the attack , was increased, so fast aid the garrison 

. 	. 	 . , 	 ' 	 I 	4 	
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increase their defences ; to oppose a new battery, a from Dinapoor. 	Mr Taylor at once summoned all 
new barricade was raised; to defeat a mine, a 
counter-mine was run out. 	The Sikhs worked 

the Europeans resident in the city to hie house, 
where measures of defence were planned in case 

untiringly, and seemed to glory in the gallant of an attack. 	At three o'clock a distant firing 
defence they were making. 	When provisions announced that the mutiny had taken place ; and 
began to run low, they made a sally one night, 
and brought in 	 our sheep—a precious treasure 

within au hour or two came the news that the mutin-
ous regiments had marched off towards the west 

to them at such a time. 	Seven whole days Mr Taylor made up an expeditionary force of about 
and nights • did this continue—three thousand 100 persons—Sikhs, Nujeobs, recruits, and volun- 
men besieging seventy. 	On the last two days teers—and sent it off that same night towards 
the cowards offered 'terms,' which were con- Arrah, to watch the movements of the rebels. 
temptuously rejected. 	On the 2d of August the 
mutineers marched off to the west of Arrah to 

At dawn on the following morning, however, 
unfavourable news came in from many country 

fight Major Vincent Eyre ; how they fared, we stations ; and the commissioner, uneasy about 
shall see presently; but the battle brought about Patna and its neighbourhood, recalled the corps. 
the liberation of Mr Wake and his companions. Tayler and Lloyd did not work well together at 
Wonderful to relate, only one member of the that crisis. The commissioner wrote to the general 
garrison, a Sikh policeman, received a dangerous on the day after the mutiny, urging him to send 
wound; all the rest escaped with more bruises 50 European troops either to Chupra or to Mozuf.. 
and scratches, 	The Sikhs were justly proud ferpoor, or both, to protect those places from an 
of their share in the work. 	During the siege, 
when water ran short, they dug a well underneath 

attack hreatened by insurgents, 	To this applicaa 
tion Lloyd returned a somewhat querulous answer 

the house, and continued their labour till they —that he had only 600 Europeans at Dinapoor ; 
came to a spring; when all was happily ended, 
they requested that the well might be built into a 

that he was afraid of treachery on the part of 
Koer Singh. ; that he had already been blamed by 

permanent one, as .a memento of their services; the Calcutta authorities for listening to applica- 
and that the house itself should receive the inscrip- tions for troops to defend Patna, instead of sending 
tion of ' Futteliguriz' or 'stronghold of victory'-ae them on to Allahabad ; and that he could render 
requests with which Mr Boyle was not at all no aid for the purposes required. 	Mr Taylor 
unwilling to comply. renewed the subject by announcing that he would 

We must now direct attention again to Patna send 50 Sikhs to the two places named; and he 
and Dinapoor, and notice the measures taken to strongly urged the general to send 200 men to rout 
check if possible the triumph of the mutineers. Mr' the, mutineers who had gone to Arrah—proposing, 
Taylor at the one plane had civil control, and' the same time, the establishment of a corps of iati  
General Lloyd at the other had military control, 
over Arrah as well as all other towns in the neigh- 

volunteer cavalry among theeffieere,,and gentlemen 
,' Patna and Dinapoor. 	In most o' these matters 

bourhood ; and both felt that that station was .4..^ Taylor. appears to have judged more soundly 
placed in peril as soon as the mutineers moved west- . R', h General Lloyd ; but in one point he was 
ward from Dinapoor. 	Some weeks earlier, when V011y in error—he believed that Baboo Koer 
the railway officials had hurried away from Arrah SiTfigh of Jugdispore would remain faithful to the 
to Dinapoor in affright, Mr Tayler rebuked them, 
saying that, 'this is a crisis when every English- 
man should feel that his individual example is of 

British government. 
If the 'defence of Arrah' has acquired notoriety, 

i so has the ' disaster' at that place—to which we 
an importance which it is difficult to calculate. 	It must now direct attention.' 	This disaster was 
is of great consequence that Europeans should peculiarly mortifying to the British, as giving a 
exhibit neither alarm nor panic ; and that, when- temporary triumph to the mutineers, and as 
ever it is practicable, they should band together for 'involving a positive loss of many English soldiers 
mutual defence and protection.' This rebuke aided at a critical period. 	The revolt • at Dinapoor 
Mr Wake's advice in bringing the railway people 
back to Arrah, 	It may here be remarked that Mr 

having occurred on Saturday the 25th of July, 
General Lloyd made no effort until Monday the 

'reader himself was, during the early part of July, 
in a state of discord, not only with the natives, but 

27th to look after the senates ; but on that day 
he sent a party of the 37th foot from Dinapoor 

with many of the Europeans at Patna. 	He had 
an unseemly wrangle with Mr Lowis the magis- 

towards Arrah, for the purpose of dispersing the,  
mutineers assembled at that place, and for rescuing 

trate ; and was himself frequently reprimanded by the European community hemmed in there. 	The 
the lieutenant-governor of Bengal. 	This anarchy troops went in the Horungotta steamer ; but this 
appears to have arisen from the fact that, at a time unfortunately went aground after three hears' 
of much,  ifficulty, different views were entertained steaming, and the plan was frustrated, Or. the 
conternin 	the best policy to be pursued—views, 
advocated 	a way that much obstructed public 

evening of Tuesday the 28th, another expedition 
was organised ; and it was to this that the dis- 

business. a:Irons loss occurred. 	The steamer Amboy hap- 
It was alai 	one o'clock on the 25th that the pening to arrive at Dinapoor in her downward 

authorities at (katne, heard alarming intelligence passage on the Ganges, Lloyd detained it, and 
• a 
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arranged to ' send a detachment on board. 	The had been their loss. 	Captain Harrison at once 
Bombay was to, take a • certain number of troop; collecting .the survivors into a body, marched 
steam up to the spot where the Horanyotta had them back ten or eleven miles to the steamer. 
run aground, take in tow the detachment from 
that• steamer, and proceed up the river Sone to a 

The men had fasted so long (twenty-four hours), 
through some mismanagement., that they wore 

landing-place as near as possible to Arrah. 	This too weak to act as 'skirmiShers ; they defended 
river enters the Ganges at a point a few miles themselves as long as their ammunition lasted,. 
west of Dinapoor. 	Early in the morning of but kept in column, pursued the whole way by 'a 
Wednesday the . 29th, the steamer started, and large body of the enemy, who picked off the poor 
after picking up the other detachment, the whole , 
diseMbarked in the afternoon at Beharee Ghat— 

fellows with fatal certainty. 	Arrived at the banks 
of the nullah, all organisation ceased ; the men 

over 400 men in all, under Captain Dunbar" rushed to the boats in disorder; some were run 
The landing having been safely effected on the left aground, some drowned, some swam over, some 
or west bank of the Sone, the troops marched to were shot by sepoys, and villagers on shore. • How 
a nullah which it was necessary to cross by means the rest reached the steamer, they hardly knew ; 
of boats, 	When, after a considerable delay, this but this theydid know—that they had left many 
was abcomplished, they resumed their march, with of their wounded comrades on shore, with the 
a bright moon above them, a rough road beneath certain fate of being butchered and mutilated by 
them, and a very few of the enemy in sight; and the enemy. 	It was a mournful boatload that the 
the evening vas far advanced when they reached Bombay carried back to Dinapoor on the evening of 
a bridge about a mile and a half short of Arrah: the 30th of July. 	Captain Dunbar, Lieutenants 
Here Captain Harrison of the 37th suggested that 
they should halt until daylight, and not incur the 

Bagnall and Ingilby„ Ensigns Erskine, Sale, Birkett, 
and Anderson, and Messrs Cooper and Platt 

danger of entering the town by night; but Captain (gentlemen-volunteers) were killed ; Lieutenant 
Dunbar, of the 10th, who commanded the force, 
overruled this 'suggestion, under an unfortunate 

Sandwith, Ensign Venonr, and Messrs Garstin and 
Maedonell (gentlemen-volunteers) were wounded. 

impression that there would be little•or no opposi- Out . of fifteen 	officers, twelve were 	killed or' 
tion. 	This was the. fatal mistake that •, wrecked wounded. 	The dismal list enumerated 170 officers 
the whole enterprise. The troops arrived at Arrah. and men killed, and 120 wounded-290 out of 
at eleven at night, in black darkness, for the moon 415 ! 	Havelock won half-a-dozen of his victories 
had set; then passed through the outskirts of the wit i no greater,  loss than this. 
town—the 10th leading, then the Sikhs, then the ere, Ithen, was one disaster on the heels of 
37th. 	Suddenly, while passing by a large tope another. 	General Lloyd's vacillation had per 
of mango-trees, a dreadful musketry-fire flashed , misted the native troops at Dinapoor to mutiny ; . 
out of the gloom; tb's enemy; it now appeared, 
had been lying in ambush awaiting the arrival, 
of the unsuspecting force. 	Mr Wake and • his 

and now the unfortunate Captain Dunbar's mis-
management had led to the destruction of nearly 
two-thirds of the force sent to rout those mutin- 

companions were startled by the• sound of this eons: 	Happily, Messrs Wake and Boyle, and their 
musketry, audible enough in their beleaguered companions, still held out; and happily there was 
but well-defended house ; they at once inferred a gallant officer near who had the skill to corn- 
that something wrong had occurred to British mand as well as the courage to fight. 	This officer 
troops, and in this inference they were only too was Major Vincent Eyre, of the artillery. 	Being 
correct. 	The suddenness of the attack, and the en recta up the Ganges with some guns from 
blackness of the night, seem to, have overwhelmed Dinapoor to Allahabad, and having. arrived at 
the detachment .,' the men lost their officers, the Ghlw.eepore on the 28th of July, he there learned 
officers their men :• some ran off 'the road to fire* the critical position of the handful of Europeans in 
into the tope, others to obtain shelter; DiMbar ' the house at Arrah. He applied to the authorities 
fell dead; and Harrison had to assume the corn- at Gliazeepore for permission to make an attempt 
mand of men whom, at midnight and in utter to relieve Mr Wake; they gave it: he steamed.. 
darkness, he could 	not see, .,The main. body back to Buxar, and there.,met a detachment of the 
succeeded in reassembling. in a field about four 5th Fusiliers going up the Ganges. 	Finding the 
hundred yards from the tope; and there they officers and men heartily willing to aid him, he 
remained until daylight—being joined at various formed a plan for marching a field-force from 
periods of the night by stragglers, some wounded Buxar to Antal., and• there attacking the Dinapoor 
and some unhurt, and being fired at almost mutineers• and their 	accomplice 	Koer 	Singh. 
continually by the mutineers. 	It was a wretched 
humiliating riestA to . the, British: 	At daybreak 

Although dignified with the name of a field-force, 
.it consisted simply of about 160 men of H.M..5th 

they counted heads, and then found how severe Fusiliers under Captain L'Estrange, 12 mounted 
. 	 , 	 , 	. . 

41111.31. 10th foot,  	153  officercinl
, 
 men; • 

volunteers• of the railway department, and three 
M at. 37th foot, 	. 	. 	. 	., 	197 	0 	' 	P 

	

' Sikhs of pollee battalton, 	.. 
guns; but under an able commander, it. was dee- 

 for . nearly 
Sikhs of mutinied resaucsts, , 	. 	15 	 i' 	o . 

, twenty times' its nunaber ..  of native troops. 	On the- 
. 	 tin 30th of July, the morning when the detachment 

- 
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from - Dinapoor , retreated 	front 	Arrah 	under detailed official list places the matter beyond all 
such deplorable circumstances, Eyre commenced doubt, that Major Byre, during nine hours' severe 
a series of operations west of that town. 	He fighting on• this day, lost only 2 killed and 14 
started from Buxar, and marched twenty-eight wounded. 	. 	 .. 
miles to Shawpoor, where he heard of the disaster As a means of enabling this energetic officer to 
that had overwhelmed Captain Dunbar's party. follow up his success, a reinforcement was scut to 
He at once stated to General Lloyd, in a dispatch : him from Dinapoor. on..the 7th of August, consist- 
`I venture to affirith 	confidently that no such ing of 200 of H.111. 10th foot. 	This reinforcement 
disaster would have been likely to occur, had that entered Arrah on the next day ; and a party of 100 
detachment advanced less precipitately, so as to Sikhs having arrived a day or two afterwards, the 
have given full time for my force to have major was enabled to lay his plans for an ,expedition 
approached direct from the opposite side ; for the to Jugdispore, twelve miles distant, to which place 
rebels would then have been hemmed in between Koer Singh and a large number of the mutineers 
the two opposing forces, and must have been had retired. 	The enterprise was not to be .com- 
utterly routed.' 	Regret, however, being useless, menced without some caution; for the roads were 
Eyre 	proceeded 	to carry out his 	own 	plan. difficult for the passage of troops at that season of 
Hearing that the enemy intended to destroy the the year, and the rebel chief's fort at Jugdispore 
bridges en route, he pushed on again towards was represented as being very strong and well 
Arrah. 	On the 1st of August, finding. the bridge defended. 	AU this, however, only whetted the 
at Bullowtee just cut, he hastily constructed a desire of Byre's troops to try their mettle against 
substitute, and marched on to Gujeratgunje by the enemy. 	The force consisted of just 500 men,* 
nightfall. 	Here he bivouacked for the night. 	At with three guns. 	On the afternoon of the 11th he 
daybreak on the 2d. he started again, and soon took his departure from Arrah, marched . eight 
came in sight of the enemy, drawn up in great  miles; and encamped for the night on the bank of 
force iu plantations on either side of the road, 
with inundated rice-fields in front; they had sallied 

the Gagur Nuddee. 	Resuming his progress next. 
morning, he passed over two miles. of, rice-fields 

out of Arrah to meet. him. 	Perceiving that the nearly under. water, which rendered the draught 
enemy intended to turn 	his flanks, he boldly of his guns very difficult. 	At eleven o'clock he 
pushed on against their centre, penetrated it, and 
advanced to the village of Beebeegunje. 	The 

espied some of the enemy in the village of Tole, 
Narainpore, 	evidentlY, preparing 	to 	resist 	his 

enemy, baffled by his tactics, gave up their first passage of a river immediately beyond. 	After •a 
plan, and hastily sought to prevent his passage. fight' of skirmishers, •Byro opened a fire of grape 
over a bridge near the village. 	In this they which roused up a large body of the enemy con- 
succeeded for a time, by destroying the bridge, coaled, behind bushes. 	The detachment of the 
After resting his troops-a while, Byre—seeing that loth 'foot, eager to emulate; the previous heroism 
the enemy had formed extensive 	earthworks of their comrades of the 5th Fusiliern, and exasper- 
beyond the stream, and that they occupied the 
houses of the village in great force—determined to 

ated by their previous loss under Captain Dunbar, 
asked to be permitted to charge the enemy at 

make a detour to the right, and try to cross about once ; Eyre consented ; Captain Patterson led them 
a mile higher up. 	The enemy, seeing his object, 
followed him quickly, and attacked him with great 

on; they, rushed with a shout and a cheer, and 
the enemy gave way before a. charge which they 

boldness, being flushed by their recent victory over found irresistible. 	The other infantry came up 
the, luckless river detachment. 	They were nearly and assisted in dispersing the enemy from another. 
2500 strong in mutinous sepoys alone, besides village, Dullatir, beyond the 'liver, 	This acorn- 
Koer Singh and his followers. 	After an hour's plished, Byre marched a mile and it half through 
hard fighting, Byre ordered Captain L'Estrauge thick jungle to Jugdispore, maintaining a,runniug- 
to make a charge with infantry. 	Promptly and 
gallantly that officer obeyed the order; his skier 

fight the Whole way. 	,trhe treacherous 	Koer, 
Singh's stronghold was but feebly defended; Byre 

mishers on the right turned the enemy's flank, the took possession of. it early in the afternoon, and 
guns with grape and shrapnel shells drove in the with it large stores again, ammunition, and wax- 
centre ; and then the infantry advanced—driving like material. 	The villagers around Jugdispore 
the enemy, panic-stricken, iu all directions. Losing immediately sent in tokens of .submission to the 
no 	time, 	the major 	crossed the stream, and conqueror. 	Here as in,  the former instance, Major 
advanced through an open country to within four Byre suffered wonderfully small loss ; . not a man 
miles of Arrah. 	Here he was suddenly brought of his foree,was killed on this 12th of August, and 
up by an impassable river, -which cost him many, 
hours' hard labour to 	bridge over--obtaining, 
fortunately, for that purpose, the aid of labourers 

only six were wounded. 	The enemy lost.300, , ., 
. Byre did not give Koer Singh much time to 
recover himself. 	The eetiel 'chief fled with a few 

employed on the East Indian Railway,-just close followers to the Jutowrah jungle, where he had 
at hand, 	Koer Singh and the rebels wore so . 
dismayed at these proceedings, that they left . n.st. sib Fusiliers, In Men, under captain I:Estrange: 
Arrah altogether, and r6.reatecl• in various three- ti  • a
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t residence. 	Thither the major followed him 0i) 
'• 	the 14th, or rather sent Captain L'Estrange with 

a detachment; but all 	had dispersed, • sepoys 
and rebels . alike ; and L'Estrange, returned after 

' destroying residences belonging to .Koer Singh 
and his two brothers. 

It may suffice here to mention, that, so far as 
concerned the 	region south and. .southwest of 
Arrah, the remaining :days of August were spent 
in the marching of the Dinapoor mutineers from 

. 	place to place, and the phindering or threatening 
of many towns as they passed. • The authorities 
would gladly have checked the course of so many 

'armed rebels; but it became a question whether 
Eyroi or any other officer was strong enough in 
Europeans to do so, and whether their aid was not 
more urgently needed at Ailahabad, Cawnpore, and 
Lucknow. 	The iimtit,,,,,K in' ane,ed southward of,  
Mirtapore into 1.3undeleeinta011 thl treacherous 

pKe.4 Singh at their liettd.1  Th------eeineers,  and i 1 others connected with • the worms f::-. `0-e East 
Indian railway were among those, most pernle.xed 
by iVegtmovenient a the rebels ; becteis 	the 

'eartutis 	pllt44 ces 	'cbccupied 	temporarily 	by 'those 
persons were just *, • in the way of the mutineers. 
A lady, wife to one%b,.of these officials, has",  ,to 

c''''',,Iter friends rek.0 _ .  in a letter that she alum  
news ou the 25th ori'.',V,',7!;.'!','F',T.Y..,0eived.W..2-Ne-. 

• 4, 	h",' 	 /. ) y• wrong at Dinapoor ; V!k,'::':As,,,.' 	Li; . 	l''' -.,i•ce  haething lva 
themselves 	made theigj'efthe Sone, 	the retie 
family got 	into a boat( their backs ; tluthat 	 ,..1.;10,J ,s,  
• perty but the clothes towards. 	Dinapoor/:.with Aqte pie, 

immediately rowed tiOnd that scarcely had -lefey 
only means olescan 	-a* bungalows and property 
embarked when th —belonging to individuals, to 
of every descriA* any, and to the East India 
the railway c .y. to devastating flames. 	`Every- 
Company—a lc  ,in the world is gone,' said the (Lis? 
thing .."§t,v,,, .7); ' what to do, or where to go, we 
c 	.„.,,q,""e wt 	is no wonder that the letters of such 

I?  

k ilqYth' " 	, 	• 

	

e? not. 	*awed bitter comments on the govern- 
Sil fib ~ 	- " voes eorlitics of India—bitter, but often unjust. 
meat all.,4,:ects of this mutiny of the 	Dinapoor 

The4 were, as has already been remarked, deep 
801)0?"wide-spreading. 	It is scarcely too much to 
al that twenty or thirty millions of persons were 
Ttlirovvn into agitation by it. 	Along the whole line 
' of the Ganges it was felt, from Calcutta up to 
' Allahabad ; along the great trunk-re: 1.... e,,,:'-7.;Ten 
these two cities, it was felt; in the belt 3.'73untry 
north of the Ganges; in the belt between the 
Ganges and the great road ; in the belt south of 
the great road—in all these extensive regions, the 
news from Dinapoor threw Christians and natives 
alike into a ferment. 	Some discontented natives 
had vague hopes of advantage by the threatened 
dissolution of the English `raj ;' 	some .ef, the 
villagers dreaded the approach of marauderS who 
made little scruple in pillaging friend as well as ; 
foe; while all the Europeans cried out as with one 
voice; 'Send us reliable British troops.' . Viscount 
Canning bad none to send; and when shipAoads of 

e 	 a 	, 

-.1-..nd 
,Pis 

troops did at length arrive at Calcutta, they were so 
urgently *anted higher up the country that he could 
spare few or none for regions east of Allahaliad. 

The .revenue-officers were placed in it position 
of trying difficulty .,in those days. 	Besides col- 
letting the taxes on land, salt, am., and keeping 
the money in the local treasuries until it could 
be sent safely to Calcutta, they stored up large 
quantities of opium at certain factories, which 
were in their special keeping. 	The Company 
were the purchasers of the opium from the 
poppy-growers, and the sellers of it (at a large 
profit) 	to 	Brilsh 	merchants 	at • Calcutta • or 
Bombay ; ane' during 	the 	interval 	of time 
between the buying and selling, the °nine was 

' stored in godowns or warehouses .ateertain la',1•Xe 
towns. 	Patna was the ehiefe°,:•a•ese towns ;. and 
thus the revenue-offieere ....aat place were espe-
cially interested iii'12,f;ritaintenauce of tranquil- 
• lity among the native'41,'71lc in the neighbouring 
station at Dinapoor. 	DP1.7.11,' as was stated in 

, 	a former page, fell a viV1).!iltO Mussulman cane-. 
ticism. at Patna early it;'• ,M4*, about three weeks 
before wtnenutiny at li),4::'e:'-i*. 	On the very day 
berporo the mder, null",`: 	r• the responsibility' 
0 on the 24th him, A,  i 	an 	official- letter 

. and Mrs Hohnue,tin 	tratin the matter 
then bent thf,,i'':\I t 	had just succeeded 
atrocity ca ,:, . 	r 	deceased, and had 
had lieen,, 	 yi: 	he enormous value 

as,  ap..74,:::,..,qpieirvo,/,.1„,t,44:45getlier . 	a; million, 
letideen)Ovenired to strengthen the opium 

,ss+4,1)downs I 	 '' ,.'arrica 1.o 	( mg the gates with. timber; )3,  
" and raising a breastwork of chests filled with 
sand on the flat roofs—fearful lest an excited 
rabble should attack , the place. 	He had less 
than' twenty Europeans on whom he could rely. 
Major-general Lloyd at Dinapoor either could not 
or would not supply him with any troops 
he sent to Calcutta urgent requisitions for Britith 
troops, Sikh police, and guns. 	Matters became 
worse; Lyell himself was massacred, and the native 

• troops at Dinapoor mutinied; then, at the end 
. of July, the revenuer-officers at Patna announced 

to the government that the property under their 
charge had accumulated to three millions sterling, 
and that they could 'not adequately protect it 
unless reinforcements were sent. 	This appeared 
so serious at Calcutta, that arrangements were 
made foe throwing a few British troops, and a 
few reli,ible Sikhs, into Patna. 	 . 

The region north of the Ganges and east of 
Oude . was in a'. perpetual state • of flutter and 
unea.sinms during those troubled weeks. 	There 
were 'few troops, either native or British ; but 
the rumours from other quarters, gaining strength 
as they passed from mouth to mouth, occasioned 
great uneasiness, especially among the Europeans 
engaged in indigo-planting and other, industrial 
pursuits. 	There was a small military station at 
Segowiie, not far from the Nepaul frcutier, under 
the charge ,of Major Holmes ; 	and this officer 
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thought proper, even before the month of June feared ; for that province contained more rebels 
was ended, to proclaim martial law iu the dis- than any other—more natives who, without being 
tricts between Segowlie and Patna. 	Mr Taylor, 
commissioner at the last-named city, thought this 
a bold proceeding ; but he sanctioned it on account 

actually soldiers, were quite ready to embark in 
any desperate enterprise, military or marauding, 
against the English. 

•of the disturbed state of the country. 	The Cal- We have said that the whole region right and 
cotta government, however, considered that the left of the main trunk-road was thrown into commo- 
major had overstrained his authority, and rebuked tion by the mutiny at Dinapoor; this was certainly 
him for so doing. 	Before he could be informed of the case, if we add to the disturbing causes the 
this rebuke, Holmes had assumed absolute military revolt 	 one or two minor corps within this region 
control over all the region between Patna and itself. 	To describe how the region is parcelled 
(loruckpore—giving orders to magistrates to watch out into divisions, districts, and collectorates, is 
the ghats or landing-places, to arrest suspicious wholly unnecessary : few in England know, and 
persona, to offer rewards for the apprehension of still fewer care, much concerning these territorial 
rebele., te, keep an eye on the petty rajahs and details ; but if the reader will roughly mark out 
eldieftains, tostrenethen the native police, and to e 

.-e' act in all thingssubordinately to him as military 
with his eye a sweep of country four hundred 
miles long by a 'hundred and fifty in width, 

commander throng *e 	the districts of Saran, beginning at 114--ce61.Sheb.-1604. or Midnapore, and 
Tirhoot, and ChuropartqVrliiry men applauded ending at BeLar5 exti' lying on the right or south 
this step, but the ciei,;:'i, took umbrage at an of the Gane, 	ne will there see that which, in 
assumption of pow(bot warranted by any July so August, was a, region of perplexity. 
instructions receiv4 -on Calcutta. 	This ewer- Sipeia military stations, and much more numerous 
getic but hapless e.,- 	';,.was 	not 	permitted to civil.  stations, dot this space. 	, The diaispa'oes 
remain many weekf ;,:•••?'die position -c.th3sh he relatiitg to the events of those two meAnths spode. 
had taken up ; 	his! .,,Y,,'titroops ava'e his inlith  
irregular cavalry ; 4, ,': ,`-r4t, rose -emu 	upon 	of 

of dpgers and alarms at plac,. 
--."

iliot one half of 
witici4:'.'P, known even by narlit'!:; 'e to any but persons iihin:t.,aillich 

	

July at Segowlie, nit'SV 	 is interes 

	

as well as other Ell. •', 	- ' 	:...n,  under consido 

	

steps towards Azir,• 	 . 	• ... 	 h 	 f 	T'L 

	

. • • 	c 	le 	opium-a•b,,k , 

r!,,T,Vonnected 

	

inti 	 witl,sr.,4" -India  — Hazarebagh, 
- 1+.'` lately Wi'rofr'''' "$..rh, Sasseram, Bhagul- 

	

h 	 . 	't.,..  co .. r„,otty, Eti.2ii's,'i4i., 	rlaysee Gayah, Pittorea, 
trusted amoiVion ;, : . , , 	, his 	le seee1,1,•".  
gallantry was a euS.04,4.; A r n 	 5t 'c „. , tity. 	(f t,, ' .t,.\•• 
lantry was exchanged for. cowardiC•16nd villain,", 
this day. 	While the major and nWsvife svelco 

re, Eagoda  .mcoiali, 'C.: :e4i,‘; :, da,,Chyebassa, Rotas, 
heegune:zher disturbed ..iy ,e42,,  Rotasgurh—all, wore 

&into commotion lesm visits of mutineers, or  
Ttrele•at'a time when imam 	those visits should be 

riding out, four of the troopers came.' up to the It not unfrequently hap » 	defence were scanty. 
vehicle and beheaded them both' as they sat ; this period; that while the British 2,,d At that troubled • , 
being the signal, the rest of the regiment rose ers wore making 
in mutiny, murdered the surgeon, his wife, and 

arrangements to disarm suspet;.t\v 
men of those regiments anticipate 	regiments, the 

children, plundered the treasury, and ,made off by marching off in mutiny, of cour. 4iat proceedine. ... in the way just noticed. 	When this savage act 
became known, and when the mutiny at Dinapoor 

arms with them. 	Such happene ' 	ta  • klef theist  kt  
Graham, commanding at Ilazareba 	Lieititt:ee 4, 

on the next following day was also known, nothing Dorunda, on the 30th of July, and 	poiniAn 
could exceed the agitation among the Europeans. the 8th B. N. I. wore unreliable at Hazanilr- -,,,, w,1),' 
At Chupra,• 	a station nearly opposite Arrah, the marched off with a. View to 	disarm Tel, he 
Europeans at once abandoned their homes and taking with him about 220 Ramgurh infanfeuet; 
occupations, and ran off to Dinapoor, to be behind Ramgurh cavalry, and two 6-pounder ginis..T:,.," ' 
the shelter of a few hundred English bayonets ; that very day, long before he could reach Haza1'n  
this was, indeed, not to be wondered at, for bagh, the sepoys rose in mutiny, plundered thee." 
Chupra itself was threatened by the Segowlie treasury, and released all the prisoners. 	Graham 
mutineers, 	On the 30th, when the events at soon found himself in difficulties ; he could not 
Dinapoor became known at Calcutta, the govern- pass his guns over the river Damoodah at Ram- 
ment did all and more than all that Major gurh, because his bullocks were too few and too 
Holmes had before done; they declared martial weak; and his Ramgurh infantry shewed signs 
law—not only in the northern districts of Sarun, of a disposition to march back to Dorunda and 
Tirhoot, and Chumparun, but also in those dis- 
tricts of the Patna division south of the Ganges— 

take the guns with them. 	After an anxious night, 
he crossed the river on the morning 'of the 31st, 

Patna, Behar, and Shahabad. 	All through the with his few troopers ; but his infantry broke 
month of August, the districts north of the river their faith, and marched away with the two guns. 
'were in the state just noticed; no further mutinies So far, therefore, from being able to disarm a sus- 
took place there, but the various stations were peeted regiment, the lieutenant had the mortifica- 
thrown into frequent ppnies by the threatened 
irruption of, insurgents from other qUarters. 	It 

tion of hearing that the regiment had mutinied, 
and, in addition, of seeing his own infantry fol- 

was el., , 	fi<em Oude that these onslaughts were ,,, low the pernicious example. 	One fact cheered 
\ co 	, 
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Lieutenant Graham in his anxious duty ; his 30 
sowars remained faithful to him. 	When Captain 
Drew, who commanded the detachment at Hazare- 
Nigh, came to make his report, it appeared that the 
men of the 8th B. N. I. numbered just 200 bayonets, 
forming two companies of one of the regiments 
lately mutinied at Dinapoor. 	When news reached 
the 	captain, on 	the 	28th, of this 	last-named 
mutiny, he made arrangements for removing the 
ladies and children from the station, as he had 
seen enough to make him distrust his own men ; 
he also sent to Colonel Robbins at Dorunda, for 
the aid of Lieutenant Graham's Ramgurh force, 
and to Calcutta for any available aid in the shape 
of European troops. 	Four ladies and six children 
were forwarded to a place of safety, and Captain 
Drew passe1/41 the 29th in some anxiety. 	On the 
30th he addressed his men, praising the sepoys 
who in certain regiments had remained faithful 
while their comrades revolted ; his native officers 
seemed to listen to him 	respectfully, but the 
St poys maintained an ominous silence. 	On that 
same afternoon the men 	ran to 	the bells 	of 
arms,broke thorn open, and seised their muskets. 
The die was cast. 	All• the officers, military and 
civil, jumped on their horses, and rode for twelve 
hours through jungle, reaching Bagoda on the 
trunk-road on the morning of the 31st ; after two 
hours' rest they galloped forty miles further, then 
took transit dick to Raneegunge, whence they 
travelled to Calcutta by railway. 	Meanwhile the 
mutineers 	released 	800 	prisoners, 	burned the 
bungalows, and pillaged the treasury of seventy 
thousand rupees. 	Whether a bold front might 
have prevented,, all this,' cannot now be known ; 
Captain Drew asserted that if ho and the other 
officers had remained, they must inevitably have 
been killed on Op spot, 	' 	• 

Au instructisqsdustration was afforded towards 
the close 	of july, of the 	intimate connection 
between the rebel' sepoys and the villages of Behar 
or Western Bengal. 	The government issued a 
proclamation, offering rewards for the apprehen- 
sion 	of mutineers and deserters. 	Mr Money, 
magistrate at Gayah, found by inquiries that the 
inhabitants of the villages refused to aid in giving 
up such men; but ho hit npou a mode of ascer- 
taming at least the connection between the sepoys 
and the villages respectively. Every sepoy remitted 
to his village a portion of his pay, by means of. 
remittance-bills and descriptive rolls; each bill 
went to the accountant; the receipt of the payee 
went back to the regiment; while the descriptive 
toll was kept and filed 	in the office 	of the 
magistrate, chewing the name and regiment of the 
remitter. 	Mr Money thought it useful to collect 
and tabulate all these descriptive rolls for two 
years; and thus was able to obtain a record of the 
name of every sepoy belonging to every village 
within his jurisdiction. 	He could thus track any 
rebel soldier who might return to his village in 
hope of escaping punishment ; for the native 
police, if ordered to apprehend a particular mau 

in a particular district would do so, although 
unwilling to initiate inquiries. 	The matter 	is 
noted here, as shewing how closely the ties of 
family were kept up by the sepoys in this regular 
transmission of money from the soldier in his 
camp to his relations in their village. 

During the first half of the month of July, 
before 	the 	state 	of 	affairs 	at Dinapoor had 
assumed a serious import, the towns and dis-
tricts recently named were troubled rather by 
vague apprehensions 	than by actual 	dangers. 
At Gayah, the chief town of a district south of 
Patna, the magistrate was in much anxiety ; the 
native inhabitants, in part hopefully and in part 
fearfully, were looking out daily for news from 
tho mutineers in the Jumna and Ganges regions ; 
and he felt much doubt whether the Company's 
treasury at that place was safe. 	So it was in most 
of the towns and stations; from Raneegunge, 
where the finished portion of the railway ended 
(at about a hundred and twenty miles from 
Calcutta); to the districts approaching Benares and 
Patna, magistrates and revenue-collectors, feeling 
their responsibility as civil servants of the Corn-
pany, cried aloud to Calcutta for a few, even a 
very few, English troops, to set at rest their appre-
hensions ; but Calcutta, as these pages have over 
and over again shewn, had no troops to spare except 
for the great stations further to the northwest. 

As the/ month advanced, these symptoms of 
unea.sine4s inc teased in number and intensity ; 
and when the isolated mutineers at Rownee, 
Mongbir, Hazarebagh, &c., became intensified by 
the more momentous outbreak at ' Dinapoor, fear 
grew in some instances up to panic, and the 
Company's officers hastened away from stations 
which they believed themselves unable to hold. 
But here, as elsewhere, difficulties raised different 
qualities 	in 	different minds ; 	many 	of these 
gentlemen behaved with a heroism worthy of all 
praise, as Mr Wake and Mr Boyle had done at 
Arts& 	At some of the places not a single English 
soldier could be seen, or was likely to ho seen at 
that time ; and under those 	circumstances it 
was a fact of high importance that 	Captain 
Rattrtty's battalion of Sikh police remained stanch 
and true—ready to march in small detachments 
to any threatened spot, and always rendering good 
service. 	When the two companies of the 8th 
B.N.I. mutinied at Hazarebagh, towards the close 
of the month, and when the Ramgurh force fob 
lowed their example instead of opposing them, 
the civilians in this wide region were really placed 
in great peril; Hazarebagh wished to know what 
Ramgurh would do, Sheergotty looked anxiously 
towards Gayah, 'and 11.aneegunge feared for the 
safety of its railway station. 	The Raneegunge 
officials, after fleeing to Calcutta, returned to their 
station about the middle of August, under tin) 
protection of Sikh police. 	The wife of one of the 
civil servants 	of the 	Company, 	writi;• ,from 
Raneegunge on the 7th of August, toll,  of the sad 
condition in which European fugilives reached 
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that place, coming from various disturbed (lira-1 
. 	. 

 to bring them back for a short period. 	These two 
tricts. 	' We aro overwhelmed with refugees E ono . ofilcials, it is true, were afterwards driven away 
all places. 	Some of the poor creatures have ct me from Gayah by a band of released prisoners, and 
without a thing but what they have on,and I am fled to Calcutta; but their firmness in an hour of 
obliged to give them all changes of clothes for a ' difficulty won for them approval and promotion 
time. 	Many came after riding seventy miles on from the government. 	This transaction at Gayah 
one horse, and one gentleman without a saddle was connected with a series of quarrels which led 
—a doctor and two others in their night-clothes— to much partisan spirit. 	Mr Taylor bad long 
as they started while the wretches were firing into been in disfavour with Mr Halliday, lieutenant- 
their bungalows. 	My husband had to lend them governor of Bengal, as an official of a very in tract- 
clothes to go to Calcutta in.' 	The telegraphic able and insubordinate character ; and after the 
messages or written letters that passed between issue of the order lately adverted to, Mr Tayler was 
Calcutta and the various 	stations in Western removed from his office altogether—a step that led 
Bengal, in July and August, occupy a very large 
space in the blue-books relating to the mutiny ; 

to a storm of letters, papers, pamphlets, charges, 
and counter-charges, very exciting to the Calcutta 

they everywhere tell of officials expressing appre- community 	at 	that 	time, 	but 	having 	little 
hensious of being obliged to flee unless reinforce- permanent interest in connection with the mutiny. 
moats could be sent to them ; and of distinct As the month advanced, the government were 
replies from the governor-general that, as he had able to send a few English troops to some. of the 
no troops to send them, they must bear up as long stations above named. 	When Mr Halliday had 
as their sagacity and resolution would permit. learned, by telegrams and letters, that not a single 
The Europeans at Sheergotty left that station in a European remained in Sheergotty or Bagoda, and 
body, not because they were attacked, but because that the native troops of the Ramgarh battalion 
they saw no hope of defence if enemies should 
approach. 	Many Europeans, however, similarly 

had mutinied at Ranchee, Purulia, and elsewhere, 
he earnestly begged Lord  Canning to send. is few 

placed, afterwards regretted that they had fled ; troops thither, or the whole region would be left 
instances were not few of the moral power at the mercy of marauding bands. 	This the 
obtained over the native mind by men who reso- 
lately clung to their duty in moments of peril ; 

governor-general was fortunately enabled to do, 
owing to the arrival about that time of troops 

-while in those cases where the abandonment from the China expedition. 
took place, 'the thieves and rabble of the neigh- 
bourhood,' as an eye-witness remarked, 'plundered 

When August ended, the Dinapoor mutineers, 
under Koer Singh, were marching onwards to the 

the cutcheries and private houses ; and those who Jumna regions, as, if with the intention of joining 
had grudges against their neighbours began to hope 
and to prepare for an opportunity of vengeance.' 

the mutineers in Bundelcund ; the 12th irregulars, 
'after their atrocity at Segowlie, were bending their 

August found matters in km equally unsettled steps towards Onde •' the RamgurL mutineers were 
state. 	Many of the 	magistrates and collectors marching westward to the Sone, as if to join Koer 
now had a new difficulty. 	Mr Tayler, as corn- Singh ; while the petit., chieftains,- liberated );'re_ 
missioner for the whole of the Patna division, 
ordered such of them as were under his control 

sonars, and ruffians of all kinds, ,,:ere looking out 
for 'loot' wherever there was a chi.nce of obtaining 

to abandon their stations and come into Patna for it. 	Bengal and Behar exhibited nothing that 
shelter ; many were quite willing to do so ; but could be dignified with the name of battles or 
others, resolute and determined men, did not like war; it was simply anarchy, with insufficient force 
this appearance of shrinking from their duty in on the part of the authorities to restore order. 
time of trouble. 	Mr Money, the magistrate of One unfortunate result of the Dinapoor mutiny 
Gayah, called a meeting of the Europeans at that was, that the Europeans contracted a sentiment of 
station, and read Mr 'Tyler's order to them; it hatred towards the natives, so deadly as to defeat 
was decided by vote to abandon the place and its all the purposes of justice and fairness. 	'When 
treasure, and retreat to Patna. ' We formed rather Sir James Outram was at Dinapoor, on his way 
a picturesque cavalcade,'   said one of the number, up the Ganges, he found that some of the English 
`as we wound out from Gayah ; the elephants and soldiers had murdered several sepoys against whom 
horses ; the scarlet of the Europeans contrasting nothing could be charged—in revenge for the 
with the white dresses of the Sikh soldiery; the terrible lass suffered at Arrah. 	Sir James noticed 
party of gentlemen, armed to the teeth, who rode in one of his dispatches, with strong expressions of 
in the midst; and the motley assemblage of writers, 
servants, and hangers-on that crowded in the 

regret, the distortion of?  feeling thus brought about 
by the mutiny; distortion, because those soldiois 

rear.' 	While on the road towards Patna, two of were not, at other times, less inclined to be just 
the gentlemen, Mr Money and Mr Hollings, feeling and manly than the other regiments of her 
„some humiliation at the position they . were in, 
resolved to march back to their posts even if none 

Majesty's army. It wax a sore trial for men, when 
scenes of brutal cruelty were everywhere before 

others,aacompauied them. It happened that a few their eyes, coolly to draw the line between justice 
men of  tl2k64th foot haft passed through Gayah a and yeogeance, and to diseriMinato between the 
day or  two  before, and Mr Money was enabled innocent and the guilty, 

.. 
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MINOR MUTINIES: JULY AND AUGUST. 	 • 

--...... 
• 

take a bird's-eye glance at the isolated or naiscel-
laneous events, whether mutinies or suppressions 
of mutiny, belonging to the months of July and 
August. 

Let us begin by directing attention to that small 
but thickly populated country lying between Patna 
and Allahabad, and extending in the other direction 
from the Ganges to Nepaul. 	Goruckpore, Glia,zee- 

HE reader will easily appreciate 
the grounds on which it is deemed 

1 inexpedient to carry out uninter- 
ruptedly the history of the mutiny 
at any one spot. Unless contempor- 
aneous events elsewhere be ,noticed, 

links in the chain of causes and 
effects will be wanting. 	We have traced 

the siege of Delhi down to a certain point pore, Azimghur, Jounpoor, and Benares, all lie 
, in the line of operations ; we have followed within this region ; Dinapoor, Ducar, Mirzapore, 

the footsteps of Havelock until he reached the Sultanpoa.e, and Fyzabad, lie just beyond it; and 
ball-shattered home of the European residents towns and villages of smaller character bestrew it 
at Lneknow ; we have watched the more imme- more thickly than any other part of India, 	When 
diate effects of the 	Dinapoor 	mutiny 	in 	the Henry Lawrence was dead, and Inglis powerless 
regions of Bengal and Behar. 	It now, however, in Oude for anything beyond maintaining his 
becomes necessary to inquire what was doing position in Lucknow ; when Wheeler had been 

r elsewhere during. the months of July and August killed at Cawnpore, and Lloyd superseded 'at 
—how the Europeans at Agra fared, when the Dinapoor,; when Colvin was shut up in Agra, and 
stations on all sides of them were in the hands of could do very little as lieutenant-governor of the 
the insurgents ; how far the affrighted women and Northwest Provinces—there was scarcely 	any 
tender children succeeded in finding refuge at the one who could exercise control within the region 
hill-stations of N)-bee Tal and its neighbourhood ; jest marked out. 	If a magistrate, collector, or 
what the Mahratta followers of Scindia and commandant, succeeded in maintaining 	British 
Holkar were doing; to. what extent Rohilcund supremacy by mingled courage and sagacity, so 
and the 	Cis-Sutlej territory were thrown into far well; but he was in few instances able to 
anarchy ; whether or not Bombay and Madras, exercise power beyond the limits of his own town, 
Nagpoor and the Nizam's country, remained at or station. 	Under these circumstances, Viscount 
peace ; how, in shorts  India generally was affected Canning created a new office, that of ' Lieutenant- 
during the two months above named. 	Fortun- governor of the Central Provinces,' and gave it 
ately, this duty will not demand so full a measure to Mr J. P. Grant, one of the members of the 
of treatment as the analogous narratives 	for Supreme Council at Calcutta. 	The object in view 
earlier months. 	The isolated revolts in 	June was to restore order to a large range of country 
occupied attention in three successive Chapters*_ ' that had .been thrown into utter anarchy. 	The 

I 	because  of their great number, the wide-spreading title Was not,, perhaps, happily chosen ; for there 
area over which they occurred, the sufferings of was already a 'Central India,' comprising the 

'of muy 	the Europeans, the romantic adventures Mahratta country around Indore or Malwah; and, 
of others, .the daring bravery of nearly all, and moreover, a jurisdiction was hardly 'central' that.  
the necessity fo!. .describing the geographical and 
military peculiarities  of the several provinces and 

ran up to the borders of Nepaul. 	Passing by this, 
however, the newly aggregated `Central Provinces' 

stations. 	These tr)ttels  having once been treated comprised. the Allahabad division, the Benares 
with moderate ftiPe' 	the narrative may note division,. and the Saugor division; containing a 
roceed at an at Aerated pace; insomuch that p ; ?° in the 	: present chapter, to , we 	be  shall en,,,,, 

large number of important cities and towns. 
When Mr Grant assumed his new duties iu 
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August, he found that the Goruckpore district was 
entirely in the hands of rebels. 	The leader of the 
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rebels was one ?slalomed Hussein, who was at the But afterwards came a time of mortification.' Of 
head, of a poorly armed rabble; rather than• of an. 
organised military force, and who, with that rabble, 
had been perpetrating acts of . great barbarity. 

the native troops which formed' his little army on 	, 
the 18th, more than half belonged to the very regi-
ment which mutinied a few days afterwards at 

One civilian, Mr Bird, had displayed that gallant Segowlie, after murdering their commandant, Major 
spirit which so honourably marked many of the Holmes. 	Mr Venables pondered on, the question : 
Company's servants : he remained behind,' at his ' Will the detachment of the 12th irregulars remain 
own request, when the rest of the civil officers faithful at Azimghur,when another portion of the 

' fled from Goruckpore ; he hoped to be able to same regiment has mutinied at Segowlie 1' 	He 
maintain his position, but was forced after a time 
to yield to the pressure of adverse circumstances, 
and -escape to Bettiall. 	The governor-general, 
during the month of June, accepted aid which 

thought such a proof 'of fidelity improbable'; and , 
therefore, he and the other Europeans sought to ' 
avert danger by removing from Azimghur • to., 
Ghazeepore, which they did on the 30th of July. 

had been offered some time previously, by Jung The district all around the station at Azimghur 
Balladeer of Nepaul. 	In pursuance of this agree- remained at the mercy of lawless marauders until 
ment, three thousand Goorkhas were sent down 
from Khatmandoo, and entered British territory 

the arrival of the Goorkhas from Goruckpore, 
mentioned in the last paragraph., Then began a 

northward of Goruckpore. 	They were ordered on struggle; which should act with the most effective 
shortly afterwards to Azimghur; and most of the energy—!Cludian insurgents from the west, openly 
Goruckpore officials, availing themselveS of this hostile to the. British ; or Nepali GOorklias from 
escort, quitted the station with their movables and the north, serving in, alliance with the British—a 
the government treasure. 	Some of the Goorkhas struggle in which, it hardly need be said, many 

'then remained for a time at Azimghur, while the villages were reduced, to. ashes, and much disturb-' 
rest went to escort the treasure to Jounpoor. and ante of peaceful industry produced.  
Benares. 	While at Goruekpore, the Goorkhas The Jounpoor district was even more completely 	- 
assisted in disarming such native troops as were ' disorganised than those of Goruckpore and Azim- 
at the station. 	Much was expected from these ghur ; it had been almost entirely abandoned since 
hardy troops, and it is only just to observe that the first mutiny of the troops at that station in 
they generally warranted the expectation. 	It was June. 	Not until after a Goorkha force had • 
late in June that the arrangement was entered marched into Jounpoor in AugUst, could the civil 
into, the, immediate object in view being the officers feel any safety in returning.to  their duties 
pacification of the very districts now under notice: at that station. 	 • . 	. 

The Azimghur district had its full shard in the 
troubles of the period. 	During the first half of 

• Benares, the mat important place hereabouts, 
became a temporary home„ for many officers .who, ' 

July, mutinous sepoys from other stations were by the revolt of their several natisr. regiments, bad 
frequently threatening the town of Azimghur, and been suddenly and unwillingly deprived of active 
keeping the Europeans perpetually on the watch. duties ; there were eight 'or ten of them, mostly 
The 65th native infantry were very turbulent in belonging to Gude regiments which had revolted. 
the vicinity. 	On a particular day the Company's When Jung Bahadoor agreed to send a body of 
servants at the station held a council of war; some Goorkha troops from Nepaul to the disturbed dis-; 
voted that Azimghur was untenable, and that a tricts, the Calcutta, government transmitted orders 
retreat should be made to Ghazeepore; but bolder . for some of these unemployed officers to meet those 
councils prevailed with the majority. 	At last a' troops at Goruckpore, and aot with them. 	Among 
regular battle with the enemy took place ; a battle those officers were Captain Boileau and Lieutenants 
which has been described in such a livelyraanner Miles, Hall, and Campbell. 	It' was early in, July 
by Mr Venables, deputy-magistrate of Azimghur, 
that we cannot do better than quote a portion of a 

when this order was sent to Benares, but seine 
weeks elapsed .ere the Goorkhas reached Goruck- 

letter in which he narrated the events of the day.* pore. 	Before this co-operation with the Goorkhas 
The action was really worthy of note even in a took place, Benares was enabled to render a little 
military .sense; for a small force, headed by, a good service against the rebels by the aid of British 
civilian, defeated an enemy ten times as numerous. troops, not stationed at that place, but while on, 
Mr Venables received the thanks of- the govern- transit to the upper provinces. 	The gallant 781.:Til  
ment for his skill and courage on' this occasion. Highlanders, journeying from 'Calcutta to 	'" 8.I .41 41L 

. 
2 

I,; 4 4  On the morning of the 18th they were not a mile of, so at 
noon we, marched through the city to meat them. 	Our force con• 
siaed of WO sepoys and 100 irregular cavalry or sowers, one six- 

attacks, coming up every time within a hundred yayds• bile t7,,,,, ., 
could not stand the grape. 	At life _ran they '' — ' — 	''''''"' ' 
attempt ; but a lucky shot I masts with thy,  0 	Prinaite their last 

pounder, and eight men to work it. -This gds was an old one that right.abent. 	They lost heart, and were see' giin sent diem to the 
had been put up to fire every day at noon. I rigged it out with n from lad to 200 of them, our own loss NMIen no more. 	'We killed 
n.m• cordage, mode shot and grape, rind got it all. In order. 	With 
my gun I kept the fellows in front in cheek; but there were too 

and eight horses. 	Ali their wounded gmt 18 killed and mounded, 
up during their retreat by the rascally ax  a lot of others were cut 

many of them. There were from 2500 to 3008 lighting-men, armed done the same tons had the day gone aglltagers, who mould have 
with matchlocks and swords, and many thousands who had come complete. Not a house in Azinighar was 'hist U9. 	Our victory was 

" to phineer. 	They outflanked ud.on bath sides, and the balls came of the rebels have since dispersed. 	Pier:laundered, and the whole 
in protty fast. 	Men and horses were killed by my side, but, thank of Lueknow being relieved, I'11 bo afinse God, as soon as I hear 
God, I tucaped unhurt! 	We retired through the city to our paid me the compliment of Mr 	, 	or them again. They have 
intrettchments, followed by the ,enemy. 	They made several head,' 	 " :; ..:Cring five hundred rupees for my , 
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habad, were divided into portions according as the shown during those turmoils in India—that the 
means of transport were presented, and according panic arising from an apprehended danger was 
to the necessities of the districts through which often worse than the reality, paralysing the exer- 
they passed. 	On the 5th of July, Lieutenant- tions of those who would have rendered good service 
colonel Gordon, commanding the Benares district, 
saw the necessity of checking some insurgents near 

had actual fighting with au open enemy coin- 
menced. 	No sooner had the dread of the Segowlie 

that city; and he intrusted that duty to Major mutineers passed away, than au approach of those 
Ilaliburton of the 78th. 	The major started on the 
morning of the 6th, with a mixed detachment of 

from Dinapoor was threatened. 	Colonel Gordon, 
seeing the mischief that would accrue from such a 

Europeans and natives, and marched eight miles step, resolved to prevent it : he sent out his hand- 
on the Azimghur road. 	His advanced cavalry ful of English soldiers, not merely to check.  the 
reported a large body of the enemy half a mile approach of the rebels, but to drive them from the 
ahead, with their centre posted across the road, 
and 	their 	flanks 	resting 	on villages, 	partially 

district altogether. 	Koer Singh and his rabble 
army did not wait for this conflict; they gave 

concealed behind trees and rising-ground. 	Their Benares a 'wide offing,' and 	bent their 	steps 
number was about 500, aided by an equal number towards Mirzaporo. While the few English soldiers 
of villagers apparently eager for mischief. 	The were engaged on this duty, the sentinels left behind 
contest was soon over, and the enemy repelled. were aided by the residents, headed by the judge 
The chief point that rendered the incident worthy —all keeping watch and ward in turn, for the 
of note was that a few of the 12th irregular cavalry, 

r employed by Haliburton, slimed bad symptoms 
common safety. 

Mimpore, from its large size and great import- 
during the day ; they did not charge the enemy ance as a commercial city, and its position on 
with alacrity ; and they appeared inclined to listen the banks of the Ganges betWeen Benares and 
to the appeals made to their religious feelings by Allahabad, was often placed in considerable peril. 
the natives whom they were called upon to oppose. No mutiny actually occurred there, but the city 
These troopers belonged to the same regiment as was repeatedly threatened by mutineers from 
those who afterwards mutinied at Segowlie. other quarters, who, if successful, would certainly 

After the departure of the Highlanders, this have been aided by all the budroashes of the 
great and important Hindoo city was frequently 
thrown into excitement by mutinies or reports 

place,
i
rd by many Mtissubnans higher in station 

than 	ere rabble. 	The European residents were 
of mutinies at other places. 	Rumours came in perpetually on the watch. 	When a battery of 
early in August, to the effect that the irregular 
cavalry from Segowlie, 	after 	murdering their 

artillery came up the Ganges em route to Allahabad, 
they earnestly entreated to be allowed to retain it 

oflleers, were on their,  way to Jounpoor, thirty-five for their own protection ; but Noill, the presiding 
miles from Beiares, with the intention of visiting genius at that time;  would not listen to this ; 
Benares itself. 	The city contained at that time Allahabad and Cawnpore must be thought of, and 
only 300 English soldiers, none of whom could Mirzapore must shift for itself. When the affairs at 
safely be spared to go out and confront the rebels. Segowlie and Dinapoor became known, measures 
The civil lines at Benares comprised that portion were taken for malting some kind of stronghold at 
of the British station which contained the jails, the Mirzapore. 	The Europeans intrenched the largest 
courts of justice, and the residences of the commis- and strongest house belonging to them, barricaded 
sioner, judge, surgeon, &c. ; it lay on the north the streets, buried much property, placed other 
of the Burnell River, while the military lines were property in guarded boats on the river, and pre- 
on the south, the two being connected by a bridge, pared for service four small guns and five hundred 
The civil station was thus peculiarly open to 
attack ; and all that the authorities could do for 

rounds of amnnanition. 	On numbering heads, 
they found 135 persons, all of whom had separate 

it was to post a party of soldiers and two guns duties or posts assigned to them in the hour of 
OD the bridge ; the prisoners wore iernored to the need ; they also secured provision for a month. 
other side of the river, the courts were abandoned, 
and all valuable property was taken from the civil 

This judicious line of policy answered the desired 
purpose :.the Dinapoor mutineers did not enter or 

station to that of the European military in the molest M.irzapoe..e. 	Those marauders passed west- 
cantonment. . The Rev. James Kennedy, chaplain ward along a line of route further removed from 
of the station, has in a letter mentioned a fact the Ganges, plundering as they went, and corn- 
which shows in how agitated a State the English mitting great devastation. 	On the 19th of August, . 
community tit I3enares were at that time ;1-  inns- a small force set out from Mirtapore to cheek 
trating in a striking way—as was more than once those acts of violence; 	but the Dinapoor inert 

generally managed to keep beyond the reach of 
* . in Dm evening there was a fearful though caUseless panie at 

itni,ghat, whore the intrenchment is being made. 	The cry arose: 
pursuers: 	A little later, when other regiments 

" The enethy are coming." The workmen, 300e in number, rushed had Mutinied in the Saugor division, it was deemed 
down the bill as for their lives. 	Prisoners who were at work tried• prudent by the Calcutta authorities to send a , to make their escape, and were with difficulty recovered. 	Gentle- 
men ran for their rides; the soldiers got under arms; the gunners portion of a Madras rsgiment, with two guns, to 
rushed to their guns; and altogether, there was indescribable con- 
seem and terror. 	All this was the result of a succeesion of peals 
of thunder, which wore mistaken for the tiring of artillery !' 

aid in the protection of Mirzapore. 
. 	It may here be remarked, that along the line 
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of country immediately adjacent to the eastern military plans for checking the mutineers, it was 
frontier of Oude, the influence of that turbulent at all times uncertain' how/for the Rewah troops 
province, was made abundantly manifest during themselves could be depended on. At a somewhat 
the period now under notice. 	There ,were many 
zemindars pear the border who maintained bodies 

later date than that to which this chapter relates, 
Osborne was living in ' a tent at Bewail, with no 

of armed men' on foot. 	A rebel chief of Sultan- Englishman of any grade near him, and uncertain 
pore, one Mehudee Hussein; appeared to direct whether he could rely for an hour ,on the fidelity • 
the movements in that region ; he was one among 
many who received direct commissions from the ' 

of the native troops belonging to-  the rajah-,-, 
defended by little else than his own indomitable 

rebel authorities at Lucknow, as chieftains expected force of character. 	Doer Singh and the Dinapoor 
to bring all their forces to bear against the British. mutineers had asked the rajah either to join them, 
This fact alone suffices to show how completely or to allow them to pass through his territory; he. 
Oude was at that time in the hands of the enemy. opposed it'; his troops wished it; and thus the 

Mr Grant, as lieutenant-governor of the Central rajah 	and the 	lieutenant were 	thrown 	into 
Provinces, *as called upon to exercise authority antagonism with the Rewah troops. 
in the districts of Allahabad, l?uttehpoor, Gown- Another region or division placed under Mr 
pore, Banda, and Humeerpoor, as well as in those Grant's dieutenant-governorship, Sanger, had wit- 
of Goruckpore, Ghazeepore, Jounpoor, Benares, and nessed very great disturbance during the-  month 
Mirzapore. 	When he settled down at Benares as of June, 	as has ' already • been shewn ;* and 
his head-quarters, towards the .close of Augtist, he he ' found the effects of that ,disturbance mani- 
found that no civil business of the".Company was tested in 	various ' ways 	throughout July - and 
carried on throughout the Doab, from Allahabad 
to Cawnpore, except at Allahabad itself. 	Neill 

August. .Rewah, Nowgong, Jha.nsi,' Saugor, Jub,  
bulpoor, Hositngabad. 	all .had suffered, 	either 

and Havelock, by the gallant operations already from the mutiny of troops at those towns, or 
described, obtained military control of the great 
line of road ; but :their troops being lamentably 

by the arrival of mutineers from other stations, 
Nagpoor was under a different government or 

small in number, they weremearly powerless beyond contra ; but it would not on that account have 
a few miles' distance on either side of that road; escaped the' perils of, those evil days, 	had it • 
while the judges and magistrates, the commis- not been that the troops • disttibuted over that 
sinners and collectors,had in only a few instances province' belonged to the Madras rather than to 
been able to resume their duties as civil servants the Bengal army--La most impertant difference, as 
of the Company. 	A large portion of the popular we. have had many opportunities of seeing. 	Mr 
tion, driven from their villages either by the rebel Plowden, commissioner of Nagpoor, found it,  com- 
sepoys or by the British, had not yet returned ; parativoly easy to maintain his own territory in 
and the fertile Doab had become, for a time, 
almost a desert. ' Banda and Humeerpoor

'
' British 

immediately south of the Doab, ' were 

peace, for the reason just stated; and ho used all . 
possible exertion to• bring up troops from Madrai

districts and send them on to the , Saugor' province 	HiS 
temporarily but completely given up ; scarcely an advice to Major Erskine was, to disarm his Bengal 
EnglishMan remained within them, unless at hide- troops at all the stations as soon as he could obtain 
and-seek. 	Some of  the petty chiefs, including Madras troops ; but the numbers of these latter 
the rajahs of Mundah and Churkarree, remained were not sufficient to permit the carrying out of 
faithful. 	For a time, police in the service of the such a plan. 	The Saugor territory, in having the 
Company were. able to retain command iu that peaceful part of Bengal ,on the east, and Nagpoor 
part of the Allahabad division which lay north of territory on the south, was pretty safe from disturb- 
the Ganges ; but the Oudians, as August advanced, 
crossed the frontier, and gradually drove them 

anee on those frontiers ; but; having the 'Jtimna 
region on the north, and the Mahratta dominions 

away, thus further narrowing the belt of country ou the west, it had may sources of disturbance in 
within which the Company's 'raj' was respected. those directions, 	 , 
Koer Singh, whose name has so often been men- In the town and military station of Sanger, the , 
toned, was ruler for a time south of the .Ittiena, 
with his Dinapoor mutineers; it was -supposed 

state of affairs Was very remarkable. 	Brigadier 
Sage, in the month of June (p. 178),,had converted 

that he had offered his services to Nena Sahib and a large fort into a place of refuge for the ladies 
to the King of Delhi, in hopes of some substantial and families of the officers, provisioned it for six 
authority or advantages as a reward for his months, placed the guns in position, and guarded 
co-operation.• 	This unsettled state of the region the whole by a body of European gunners. 	This 
south' of the Jumna placed Lieutenant Osborne in he did, not because the native reriments at the 
an extraordinary position. 	He was, as we have station (31st and 42d B. N. T., and 3(1 irregular 
already•seen (p. 180), British representative at the cavalry) had mutinied, but because they appeared 
court of the Rajah of Rewah, a place south-west of very unsettled, and received tempting offers from, 
Allahabad—unimportant in itself, but surrounded scheming chieftains in the vicinity. 	The talcutta 
by districts every one of which was in a state of 
anarchy. 	Although the y&ting rajah was friendly  
to the English, and aided the lieutenant in his 

authorities 	called upon . the 	brigadier for 	an . 

* chapter 2t., pp: 177-181. 	. 
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explanation of the grounds on which he had shut 
up all the Europeans at Saugor, three hundred in 
rilunber, in the fort, without any actual mutiny at ,i! 	, 	f il 	111 

	

1 	i 
that place ; but on account of interrupted dtiks end 1;  
telegraphs, many weeks elapsed before the various ,, 
official 	communications 	could 	take 	place, and 
during those weeks the brigadier was responsible 1 
for the safety 
feature in all 

of the residents. 	The remarkable 
this was, not that the native troops !

1, 

'
, 

I[
;I 
1111 

lit ) 	'I 	'1 
' 

should mutiny, or that the Europeans should live 
.in a fortified residence, but that one regiment 
should remain faithful when others at the same 
spot repudiated allegiance. 	Early in July the 42d 
and the cavalry endeavoured to incite the 31st to 
mutiny; but not only did the latter remain true to 
their salt—they attacked and beat off the rebels. 
On the 7th of the month a regular battle ensued ; 4 

, ! 
i the 31st and some 

the 42d and. 
of the irregular cavalry attacking i' 	 I 

"I 
4 

 U I ill. the 	the irregulars, 
them altogether 

rest of 	 and expel- 
from the station. 	' Well 

---
ling ,N,•, I 	i 	1 

, 141 
11  !1' 

done, 31st,' said Major Erskine, when news of •this I 	! ; mi l  , ,,, i, . lr 'i 
r  event reached Jubbulpoor. It was not merely that 11 ill 	, 	,1 0 	: I  i 	i 
two infantry regiments were in antagonism ; but tl 	4 	' ' 	, 	11 I   
two wings of one cavalry regiment were also at 
open war with each other. 	So delighted were the :III 

; 	I , 	. 
) ' 	; 

t 
u 	1 ; 	i ,, 	1, . ,11 

1$ 	 1 , , 	,ii, 	,i, 	, 	; t 	 , 	,1 	If 	• 
English officers of the 31st at the conduct of their 1 ii , 1 
men, that they were eager to join in the fray ; but 1;  „ ; 	ti; 
the brigadier would not allow this •; he distrusted 
all these regiments alike, and would not allow the 

1' 	1I' ,, 
,1 

1;, 
, 	, 

,,1 ,'' '' q. ,!;!4 
officers to place themselves in peril. 	Many at 
Saugor thought that au excess of caution was 
herein exhibited. 	 . 

The other chief place in the province, Jubbulpoor, 
as shewn in a former chapter (p. 178), had been 

f 

1 

; ,1' 
,e 

, 
thrown into 
by the news of 

much perplexity in the month of June 
mutiny at Jhansi and Nuseerabad ; !I 

1 
and Major Erskine, commissioner of the province, 
sought how he might best prevent the pestilence 
from spreading southeastward. 	He was at Jub- 
bulpoor with the 52d B. N. I. 	By a system of 
constant watchfulness he passed through that 
month without an outbreak. 	It was, however, a 
month of anxiety ; for such of the ladies as did not 
retire to Kamptee for shelter, remained in con-
tinual dread near their husbands at Jubbulpoor, 
seldom taking off their clothes at night, and 

o holding ready to flee at au hour's warning—a state 
,of suspense entailing almost as much suffering 
as mutiny itself. 	Early in July the Europeans 
fortified the Residency, and stored it with half 
a year's provisions for thirty officers, thirty ladies 
and children, and several civilians; this, was done 
on receipt of news that the 42d native infantry 
and the 3d irregular cavalry had mutinied at 
Sanger. 	The Residency was made very strong, 

. being converted from a house into a fort ; three 
officers were made garrison engineers, two acted 
as "commissariat officers, and all the 	rest took 441*,  
specific dillies, 	It became not only the stronghold, 
but the home, night and day, for nearly seventy 
persons. 	One of the officers who had the best 01000  
means of knowing the temper of the troops, while 
praising the 52d for still remaining faithful under 
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so Many temptations from mutineers elsewhere, 
and while promising them extra pay for their 

the regiment mutinied, and ,marched off to join 
mutineers elsewhere. 	About 250 of the• sepoys 

fidelity, nevertheless acknowledged iu a Private remained true to their 'colours; 	they escorted 
letter that the regiment was a broken reed to rest 
upon. 'To tell the truth, I doubt the regiment being 

their officers, and all the ladies 	and children, 
safely from Nagode to Miriapore. 	These diver- 

much better than any other. 	Circumstances, alone gences among the men' of the same regiment 
keep the sepoys quiet; 	There is no treasure ; we greatly.  complicate any attempts to elucidate the 
merely collect enough to pay ourselves and them. causes of the Indian mutiny generally. 	Tln 	the 
If they plundered the country, they could not take sepoys were often excited by temporary and 
away the property ; as the Tundelas would loot exceptional impulses, is' quite certain ;' and such 
and murder them.' 	Speaking of the domestic impulses were wholly beyond the power of the • 
economy of his brother-officers and their families Europeans correctly to estimate. 	There was one 
in the fortified Residency, he said: `The 52d mess station at which a portion of a native regiment 
manage everything in the Shama paw line (eating mutinied and shot an officer ; the sepoys of his 
and drinking). 	Ladies and gentlemen all dine company threw themselves upon his body and 
together—a strange scene, quite a barrack-life. 	In wept, and then—joined the mutineers! 	• 
the evening a few of us drive out; others ride and We' pass from the Bangor province to those 
walk. 	We cannot afford above six or eight to which were noniinally under 	control of Mr _the 
leave the garrison together: 	July passed over Colvin as lieutenant-governor of the NorthweSt 
iu safety in Jubbulpoor. 	Early in August a Provinces—nominally, for,. being himself shut up 
relieving force arrived from the Nagpoor territory, 
which, nearly tranquil itself, was able to forward 

in Agra, he exercised scarcely any control beyond 
the walls of thefort.. Of the Doab, sufficient has 

trusty Madras troops to regions troubled by the already been narrated to shew in what condition 
faithless sepoys of the Bengal;  army. ' This force that fertile region was plaCed during the months 
'consisted of the 33d Madras native infantry, a of July and August. 	Where 'Havelock and Neal' 
squadron of the 4th Madras cavalry, 75.  European pitched their tents, there was British supremacy 
artillerymen, and sia guns. 	Major Erskine, thus maintained; but beyond the three cities of Allan 
reinforced, set forth to restore order at Dumob, 
and to proceed thence to Bangor ; to which place 

habad, 'Futtehpoor, and Cawnpere, 'and the high 
road' connecting; them, British power was little 

a Boinbay column was expected to come, vi4,, more than a name. 	Higher up the Doab, at 
Indere and Bhopal. 	This was a part of the policy Etawah, Minpooree, FUrruekabad;Futteghur, Ally- 
determined on by the government at that time. garb, Bolundshuhur, &c., anarchy was paramount. 
Calcutta. could supply no troops except for the Crossing the Ganges" into • Oude, the cessation of 
Cawnpore and Lucknow region ; the Ptinjaub British rule was still more complete. 	Scarcelyan 
could furnish reinforcements only for the siege Englishman remained alive througlaout the whole 
of Delhi ; and therefore it was determined that of Oude, except in Lucicnow ; all who had not 
columns 	should 	start from the. Madras • cud been killed had precipitately escaped. 	Almost 
Bombay presidencies, comprising we Bengal native every landowner 'had become a petty chieftain,' 
troops, and should work their way inwards and with his fort; his guns, and his band• of retainerS 
upwards to the disturbed provinces, sweeping 
away mutineers wherever they encountered them, 

In no part of India, at no limealnring the mutiny, 
was the hoitility of the villagers more' strikingly' 

It was not until the latter part of August that the,  shown.' than in Oude : 	in other provinces the 
Madras movable column could safely leave the inhabitants, of the villages ;often aided the British 
vicinity of Jubbulpoor for Dumoh and other dis- 
turbed stations, and even then Major Erskine 

troops On the march; but when"Haveloek, .Neill, 
and Outraarcivere in Oude, every village on the 

found it necessary to retain a portion of the troops. road bad to be 	conquered,, as if held by •An 
How long the 52d remained faithful at jabbuia., 
poor we shall see in a future page; but it may 

atowod enemy. 	It has. been 'often said that the 
Indian outbreak was a revolt of ,,soldiery, not a 

here be remarked that the Euglish Officers of the rebellion of a people; but in Oude the contest 
native regiments were at that time placed in a.' was unquestionably with something more than 
position of difficulty hardly to he comprehended the military only. 	Whether their love 'for their 
by others. 	They either trusted their sepoys, or deposed king' was sincere' or only prefessed, the 
felt a kind of shame in expressing distrust : if not Oudians exhibited much animosity against the 
in actual peril, they were at least mortified and British. 	What the beleaguered garrison of Luck- 
vexed ; for they felt their own honour touched now were doing; we shall see in the proper place. 
when their regiments proved faithless. 	, Of Agra city, and the fort 'or residency in which 

The Bengal troops at Nagode appear to have the Europeans were for safety assembled, it will 
remained untouched by mutiny until the 25th of be remembered (p. 173) that after peaceably but 
Atgost. 	On that day the 50th native infantry anxiously passing.through the month of May, Mr 
showed symptoms which caused some anxiety to Colvin, on the 1st of June,found it necessary or 
'the 	officers ; two days efterwards 	disturbances expedient to disarm the 44th and 67th Bengal 
took place, and at a period somewhat beyond the native infantry—because two companies of those 
limit 40 which this chapter is confined the bulk of regiments had just mutinied near Muttra, • end 

a 

I1 23h •  
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because the bulk of the regiments exhibited the 	Malwah 	Contingent 	cavalry--which had 
unmistakable signs of disaffection. 	This great and . joined the Neemuch men at Mehidpore—and 
important city was then left under the charge of fragments of other mutinied regiments, together 
the 3d European Fusiliers, a corps of volunteer with a very efficient artillery corps. 	Tho arrival 
European 	cavalry under Lieutenant Greathed, 
and Captain D'Oyley's field-battery of six guns. 

of the Neemuch mutineers had for some time been 
expected ; and as soon as it was known, on the 

Most of the disarmed native troops deserted, to 
swell the insurgent ranks elsewhere; and 	in 

3d, that the enemy had reached Futtehpore Sikri, 
about twenty miles from Agra, the ladies and 

the course of the month the jail-guard deserted children, as well as many of the civilians and 
also: Thus Juue came to its end—the European traders, had as a measure of precaution abandoned 
residents still remaining at large, but making 
certain precautions for their common safety at 

their houses in the city, and gone into the fort, 
which had been cleaned out, made as habitable as 

night. 	. possible, and largely supplied with provisions. The 
When July arrived, however, the state of reconnoitring party returned to announce that the 

affairs became much more serious. The Europeans enemy were at Shahgunje, a village close to the 
were forced into a battle, which ended in a lieutenant-governor's house, three miles from the 
necessity for their shutting themselves up in the cantonment and four from the fort. 	The authori- 
fort. 	The force was very weak. 	The 3d Euro- ties at Agra resolved at once to go out and fight 
peens only numbered about 600 men, the militia the enemy in..open field; seeing that the native 
and 	volunteers 	200, 	and 	a' few artillerymen citizens had begun to think slightingly of their 
belonging to the guns. 'Among the officers present . British masters, and that it was necessary to 
were several who had belonged to the Gwalior remove any suspicion of fear or timidity. 	The 
Contingent, the various regiments and detachments brigadier made up a force equal to about one- 
of which had mutinied at Ilattrass, Neemuch, eighth of the enemy's numbers ; it consisted of 
Augur, Lullutpore, and Gwalior, on various days seven very weak companies of the 3d European 
between the 28th of May and the 3d of July; Fusiliers, the militia and volunteers, and a battery 
these officers, having now no commands, were of artillery. 	The infantry were placed under 
glad to render aid in any available way towards Colonel Riddell, and the artillery under Captain 
the defence of Agra. 	Just at this critical time, 
when the approach Of a hostile force was imrni• 

D'Oyley. 	As to the volunteer cavalry, it was 
made up of a curious medley of unemployed 

neat, the Europeans were further troubled by the military officers, civilians, merchants, and writers 
sudden mutiny of the Kotah Contingent. 	This —all wlling to share the common danger for 
force—consisting of infantry, cavalry, and artil- 
lery, about 700' men in all—having been deemed 

the common good ; but with untrained horses, 
and without regular cavalry drill, :they laboured 

loyal and trratworthy, had been brought about a. under many disadvantages. 	•About 200 men of 
month previously to Agra from the southwest, 
and had during that time remained true—collect- 

the 3d Europeans remained behind to guard the 
fort. 	' 

ine,  revenue, burning disaffected villages, capturing At noon, the opposing forces met. 	The enemy 
and. hanging rebels and mutineers. 	They were occupied a strong position behind Shahgunje, with 
brought in from the vicinity towards the close of their guns flanking the village,and the cavalry 
June, to aid if necessary against the Neemuch 
mutineers, and, were encamped half-way between 

flanking the guns. 	The British advanced in line, 
with their guns on each flank, the infantry in the 

the barracks and government-house. 	Suddenly middle, and the mounted militia and volunteers 
and unexpectedly, on the evening of the 4th, the in the rear. 	When about six hundred yards from 
cavalry portion of the Contingent rose in revolt, 
fired at their officers, killed their sergeant-major, 
and then marched off, followed by the infantry 

the enemy, the infantry were ordered to lie down, 
to allow the guns to do their work against the 
village, from behind the houses and walls of which 

and the artillery—all but a few gunners, who the enemy's riflemen opened a very destructive 
enabled the British to retain the two guns belong- fire. 	It was a bad omen that women were seen 
ing to the Contingent. 	This revolt startled the in the village loading the rifles and muskets and 
authorities, and necessitated a change of plan, for handing them to the mutineers to fire. 	For two 
it had been intended to attack the Neemuch orce hours an exchange of artillery-fire was kept up— 
that very evening; nay, matters were even still extremely fierce; shrapnel shells, round-shot, and 
worse, for the Kotah villains at once joined those grape-shot, filling the air. 	A tumbril belonging 
from Neernucb. to D'Oyley's battery now blew up, disabling one 

On the morning of Sunday the :nth of July of the guns; the enemy's cavalry took advantage 
(again Sunday !), an 	army of mutineers being of this to gallop forward and charge ; but the 
known to ho near at hand, a reconnoitring party 3d Europeans, jumping up, let fly a volley which 
was sent out to examine their position. 	The effectually deterred them. 	Most of the offieemand 
enemy were found to consist of about 4000 infantry soldiers had wished during these two hours for a 
and 1000 cavalry, with ten Or twelve guns; they bolder course of action—a capture of the enemy's 
comprised the 72d B. N. I., the 7th Gwalior Con- guns by a direct charge of infantry. Then followed 
tingeert infantry, the 1st Bengal native cavalry, a rapid musketry-fire, and a chasing of the enemy 
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out of the village 'by most of the infantry-41d 
. 
the budmashes began to' plunder, bungalows on 

rest guarding the guns. 	Unfortunately another every side were set On fire—one continued blaze 
tumbril blew up, disabling another gun ; and, 
moreover, D'Oyley had used up all the ammunition 

the whole night. 	I went out the next morning. 
'Twas 	a 	dreadful . sight • indeed ; 	Agra 	was 

-which had been supplied to him, 	Upon this the 
order was given for retreat to the city ; and the 

destroyed ; 	churches, 	colleges, 	dwelling-houses, 
barracks, everything butued. 

.retreat was made-much to the mortification of But they had , something more to think of 
the troops, for they had really won a victory. 	The than, the devastation in Agra city ; they 'had to 
rebels, it was afterwards 'known, were themselves contemplate their own situation in Agra Fort. 
out of ammunition, and were just about to retreat Athong the number of Europeans, some .had 
when they saw. the 'retreat of the British ; their already borne strange adVersities. 	One officer 
infantry Marched off towards Muttra, but their had 	escaped, 	with his wife, .. in,  extraordinary 
cavalry and one gun harassed the British during guise, from Gwalior at the time of the mutiny 
their return to the city. 	The artillery-fire of the of the Contingent at that place. 	He had been 
mutineers during the battle was spoken of with obliged to quit his wife at their bungalow in the 
admiration even by those who were every minute midst of great danger, to hasten down to his 
suffering from it ; the native. artillerymen had regiment in the lines ; and when he found his 
learned to use effectively against us those guns infiuenew with his men had come to naught, and 
which they had been paid and fed to Use in our that shots 	were aimed at him, three sepoys 
defence. 	If the cavalry had been equally effective, 
the British would-probably have been cut off to a 

resolved to save him. 	They took off his hat, 
boots, and trousers, wrapped him in a horse- 

man. .This battle of Agra was a severe one to cloth, huddled him between them, and passed 
the British, for one-fourth of the small force wore him.off as a woman. 	They left him on the bank 
killed or wounded. 	The officers suffered much : of a stream, and went to fetch his wife from a 
Majors Prendergast and Thomas, Captains D'Oyley, position. of great peril. 	She ' being too weak to 
Lamb, and Alexander, Lieutenanti Pond, Fellowes, walk, they made up a horse-cloth into a sort of 
Cockburn, Williams, and Bramley, were wounded, 
as well as many gentlemen belonging to the 

bag, tied it to a minket, put her into it, shouldered 
the musket lorizontally., and carried her seven 

volunteer horse. 	The loss of Captain D'Oyley ' miles—her husband Walking by her side, barefoot 
was very much deplored; for he was a great ' over sharp stones. 	After' meeting with further 
favourite. 	While managing his guns, a shot struck 1  assistance, they reached Agra somewhat more. in 
him ; lie sat on the carriage, giving orders, .in .comfort. 	Another 	officer, 	who , had 	likeWise 
spite of his wound ; but at• last he fell, saying : served in the Cavalier Contingept,• and: who bad 
'Ali, they have.done for me now ! 	Put a stone seen much hard service before the mutiny of his 
over my grave, and say I died at my guns.' 	Ho corps compelled him to lee 'to Agra, counted up 
sank the next day. the wreck of 'his property after the battle of the 

The British returned to Agra—not to the city, but 5th of July, and found it to consist of ` a coat, a 
to the fort ; for three M. tour thousand prisoners "shirt, the greater portion of a pair of breeches, a 
had got loose during the day, and had begun to pair of jack-boots, one sock, a right good sword' 
Ere all the European buildings in the city. Officers —and a cannon-ball through his leg; yet, recog- 
and privates, civilians and ladies, all who wrote of raising the useful truth that grumbling and com- 
the' events at Agra at that time, told of the wild 'plaining are but poor medicines in a time of' 
licence of that day and' night. 	One eye-witness ' trouble,he bore up cheerfully,and even 'cheered 
said : ` Hardly a house has escaped'escaped'destruction ; up Mr Colvin,-  who was at' that time nearly worn 
and such houses and their contents as were not to the grave by sickness 'and anxiety. 	An officer 
consumed by fire have been, completely gutted of the. 3d 'Europeans, said 'in a letter : 	' I lost 
and destroyed by ether means. 	In fact, even if everything in the world.). . . . 	The enemy went 
we were to leave the fort to-morrow, there are 
not four houses in the place with:roofs remaining 

'quietly off; but here we are; we can't get out—, 
no place' to ,go, to—nothing. to do but to wait for 

under -which we could obtain shelter ; and as for assistance.' 	And a few days afterwards he added : 
household property and other things left outside, 
there is not a single article in existence in service- 

' Here we are like rats in a trap ; there ,are from 
four to five thousand people in this fort, military 

able order. 	The very doorsi and windows are and civil, Eurasians, halfeastes,. kc. ;.and when 
removed, and every bit , of wood torn out, so that we shall get out, is a thing to be guessed at.' 	A 
nothing remains but the bare brick walls. 	Things 
are strewed about the roads and streets in every 

surgeon of the recently mutinied Cavalier Contin-, 
gent thus spoke of', what he saw around him 

direction ; 	and wherever you 	move you 	see ' The scene in the fort for the first few: days Was 
broken 	 iairS and tables, carriages in fragments, 
croe,kery, books, and every kind of property wan- 

a trying one. 	All the native servants ran off. 	I 
had eleven in the morning, and at night not one. 

tonly destroyed.' 	An officer of the 3d Europeans, 
after describing 	the battle, and the return of 

Ladies were seen cooking their own food, officers 
drawing and carrying water from the wells, &e. 

the little force. to the fed said : qinmediately Many people were ruined, having escaped with 
afterwards the work of destruction commenced, only their clothes on their backs., We are now 
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shut up here, five hundred fighting-men -with of the place, too, wore greatly strengthened ; sixty 
ammunition, and about four or five thousand guns of heavy calibre were mounted on the 
altogether, eagerly awaiting the arrival of European bastions ; thirteen large mortars were placed in 
troops.' 	A commissariat officer said : ' Here we position; the powder-magazines wore secured from 
are all living in gun-sheds and casemates. 	The accidental explosion ; the external defences were 
appearance of the interior is amusing, and the improved by the levellinrof many houses iu the 
streets (of the fort) are named ; we have Regent city which approached too near the fort ; and 
and Oxford Streets, the Quadrant, Burlington and preparations were completed for blowing up the 
Low ther Arcades, and Trafalgar Square.' 	The superb Jamma Musjid (p. 229) if any attempt were 
wife of one of the officers described her strange made by a hostile force to occupy it, seeing that 
home : 'We are leading a very unsettled ship-like its upper ranges commanded the interior of the 
life.. 	No one is allowed to leave the fort, except fort. 	The only insurgent force at that time iu 
bodies of armed men. 	We are living in a place possession of guns and mortars powerful enough 
they call Palace Yard ; it is a square, with a gal- to breach strong walls was the Gwalior Contingent; 
lery round it, having open arches ; every married 
couple tve allowed two arches. .... 	It is no easy 

and even if Scindia lost all hold over that' force, 
Agra was provisioned for ten months, and had 

matter to keep our arches clean and tidy.' 	As all ammunition enough to stand a whole year's siege. 
the Europeans in Agra went to live in the fort, 
the number included the staff of the Arofussilite 

An officer of a mutinied Gwalior regiment, writing 
from Agra after some weeks' confinement, said : 

( Provincial European') newspaper, one of the `Almost all the roads are closed, and it is only 
journals which had for some time been pub- by secret messengers and spies that we can get 
lished 	in that city ; the issue for the 3d 	of any intelligence of what is going on in the con- 
July had been printed at the usual office of the vulsed world around us. 	My letters from Scotland 
paper; but none other appeared for twelve days, 
when a Mofiessilite was printed within the fort 

used to reach me in thirty days; now if I got one 
in eighty days I congratulate myself on ray good- 

itself. luck 	• 	As for this fort, we can hold it against 
There was no exaggeration in the accounts of any number for months ; our only fear being for 

the number of persons thus strangely incarcerated. the women and children, who would suffer much, 
So completely were 	the 	Europeans and their and of whom we have some three thousand. - The 
native servants at Agra shut up within the fort, 
and so much was that place regarded as a refuge 

health of the troops, &-c., is, thank God, excellent, 
and t e wounded are doing Well.' 	Nevertheless, ii 

 

for those who had -been forced to flee from other with all their sense of security, the Europeans 
stations, that it gradually became crowded to an within the fort had enough. to do to maintain 
extraordinary degree. 	On the 26th of July Mr their cheerfulness. 	On the day and night of the 
Colvin determined to take a census of all the 5th of July, property had been burned and de- 
persons who slept within the fort an that night; spoiled in the city to au enormous amount; and 
he did so, and found them to amount to no less most of this had belonged to the present inmates 
a number than 5845 *—all of whom had to be 
supplied with their daily food under military or 

of the fort. 	The merchants had been prosperous, 
their large shops had abounded with the most 

garrison arrangements. 	More than 2000 of the costly articles of necessity and luxury—and now 
number were children, who could render little or nearly all was gone. 	The military officers bad 
no return for' the services so anxiously demanded of course less to lose, but their deprivation was 
by and for them. 	Provided, however, the supply perhaps still more complete. 
of food and other necessaries were sufficient, the Throughout July and August the state of affairs 
danger of the position was not at all comparable 
to that of Sir Hugh Wheeler at Cawnpore or of 

thus continued at Agra. 	The danger was small, 
but the discomforts of course numerous. 	Mr 

Brigadier Inglis at Luckuow. 	The fort at Agra Colvin sent repeated applications for a relieving 
(see wood-cut, p. 109) was a very large structure, 
a sort of triangle whose sides extended from three 

force. . There was, however, none to aid him. 
His health failed greatly, and be did not bear up 

to five eighths of a mile 	each ; 	it 	contained against the anxieties 	of his position with the 
numerous large buildings within 	the walls, of cheerful firmness exhibited by many other of the 
which the chief were the palace of Shahjehan, the officials. at that trying time. 	Brigadier Polwhele, 
Hall of Audience built by the same emperor, and former military commandant, was superseded by 
the 	Moti 	Musjid or 	Pearl Mosque. 	All the Colonel Cotton when the account of the battle of 
buildings were at once appropriated, in various the 5th of July became known at Calcutta. 	Occa- 
ways, to the wants of the enormous number of sional sallies wore made from the fort, to punish 
persons who sought shelter therein. 	The defences isolated bodies 	of rebels 	at 	Futtelipore 	Sikri, 

Hattrass, and Allygurh ; but the European troops 
Men, 	Wonttn, 	Bort 	OW,. 	Total• 

auremerma .. 	. 	105 	289 	344 	224 	1939 were too few to be 'very effective in this way. The 
Beat 14ilans, 	. 	41i. 	031 	429 	339 	1542 most note-worthy exploit took place during the 
Native Chri3tinas, 	247 	17 	205 	209 	S58 
Eintlow, , 	. 	942 	12 	162 	4 	1137 
atoasuuncbse, 	. 	244 	10 . 	43 	3 	299 

latter half of August, when Mr Colvin requested 
Colonel Cotton to organise a 	small 	force for 

2951 	853 	116'01 . 	SIG 	5245 driving some mutineers from Allygurh. 	Major 
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• ' : 
Montgomery set forth with Ulla miniature army,* main objecte in view. 	Captain Ramsey, coins 
reached Ilattra.ss on the 21st, and there learned 
that6000 mutineers, under Ghose Mahomed Khan, - 

mandant at' Nynee Pal, and Colonel McCausland, 
commanding the troops in the various stations 

naib• or. lieutenant of the King of Delhi, wore of Kumaon, at once determined to remove the 
prepared to resist him at Allygurh. 	Montgomery-  
marched from Allygmli to Sarsnee on the 23d)  

"ladies and children, two hundred 'in number, 
from 'Nynee Tal to Almora, further away from 

' rested for the night in an indigo factory and other Bareilly : this -was done ; and then the colonel 
. 'buildings, and advanced on the following day to prepared to . meet the mutineers, 'and Confront 

Allygurh. - There ensued a sharp conflict of two them with a detachment of the 66th Goorkhas 	 
hours' duration, in gardens and enclosures outside Ride° Khan set forth on his mission ; but when 
the' town ; it, ended in the defeat and dispersion he heard that McCausland was calmly waiting for 
of the enemy;  who left 300 dead on the field. 	The 
battle was a gallant affitir, • worthy of ranking 

him, he changed , his plan, returned to Bareilly, 
and avoided a conflict, the probable result of Which 

with those of Havelock; for Montgomery con- preSented itself very 'clearly to his ' mind, 	At 	' 
tended against twenty times his own numbbr ; Nynee Tali at Almora, at' Mussouret at Sinila; 
and, moreover, many of the troops among the and at other places among the cool hilly region 
enemy were Ghazees or fanatic Mussulmans who ladies and children were 	assembled in -large 
engaged fiercely in hand-to-hand contests with 
some of his troops. 	His detachment of men was 

numbers, some with their husbands and . fathers, 
but many sent away from scenes of strife in which 

too small to enable him to enter and re-occupy those 'dear to them were compelled to engage. 	It 
Allygurh. : he was obliged to leave that place in 
the hands of the rebels, and to return to Hattrass ; 

was not all idle hopelessness-with them. 	English:- , 
women • can always find some useful service to 

but having replenished his stock of ammunition render, and are always ready to render it. 	A 
and supplies, he advanced again to Allygurh, held lady, writing from MueSouree on the 9th ' of 
it for several days, and left a detachment there . August, mid : C We are very busy working flannel 
when he took his departure. 	 . , 

Taking leave for the present of Agra, we may 
clothes for our army before Delhi. 	They are very 
badly off for these things ; and being so much 

briefly state that almost every other city and exposed at such a season 'of the year,and• in such 
station in that part of India was in the bands. of a proverbially unhealthy locality, and fighting as 
the enemy during the months of July and August. they have done so nobly, they really deserve to 
Delhi was still under siege; but there was scarcely be provided fbr by us' 	After enumerating Atte 
a British soldier in any part of the Delhi division sums subscribed towards this object froni various 
except iIi the siege-camp before Delhi itself. 	In the writer 	to 	Mrs quarters, 	went on 	say :.` 	— 

and myself are Constantly at work; for, with the the Agra division, as we have just seen, British 
influence 'extended very little further than the exception of our tailors, and one pr two , ethers. 
walls of Agra Fort. 	In 'the Meerut division, the given up to us by ladies, we can get none 	 
station at that town V.' as still held-; the military Wonderful to say, though I never did such a 
lines were strongly fortified, and supplied with ! thing in my lifd before, I have the management 
provisions 	to 	an 	extent sufficient 	to 	remove of our portion of the business, which keeps .me 
immediate anxiety. 	'The region between Delhi employed' from early morning till late at night. 
and the Sntlej, containing Heusi, Hisser, Sirsa, 
and other towns, was fortunately kept in some 

We meet, with 'several 	ladies, at other 	--Lis 
house every day, with as many tailors as we can 

order by a column under General Van Cortlandt, 
which moved quickly from place to place, , and 
put down 	a swarm of petty chieftains 	who 

Collect;  and stitch away.' 	,, 
, The great and important 'country of the Punjaub; , 

though not free from disturbance, was kept pretty 
-were only ter) ready to take advantage of the • -well under control during July and August, by . 
mutinies of the native troops. 	In the Hohileund the energy of Sir Johti Lawrence and the other 
division scarcely a town, except up in the, hills, 
remained under British control. 

officers of the Company. 	We have seem* that on 
the 13th of May the 16th, 26th, and 49th regiments 

Welcome as was the refuge which the wives and Of Bengal native infantry, and the 8th .Bengal 
children of officers found at the hill-stations in the cavalry, were disarmed at ,Mean. Meer, a canton- 
Rohilcund and Cis-Sutlei provinces, their tranquil- ment six miles from the thy of Lahore; that on 
lity was frequently disturbed by the movements of ' the same' day the 45th and. 57th anative infantry 
rebels. 	Early in August the civil commissioner of mutinied at Eerozpote, while the 10th cavalry 
Rumaon received intelligence that atn. attack was 
contemplated on Nynee Pal by Kale° Khan,, one 
of the myrmidons of Khan i3ahadoor Khan of 

was disarmed;' 	that 	during .the same week, 
Umritsir,. Jullundur, 	and Phillour 	were• only, 
saved from mutiny by the promptness and spirit 

13areilly, who had 3000 rabble -with him ; the of some . of the officers; that on the 20th, the 55th 
plunder and destruction of the station being the 

	

*34 Europeans, 	, 	  154 Wilms and men. 
I,  Artillery, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	, 	61 	 u 

Militia, 	. 	. 	• 	• 	• 	• 	'22 	" 	gr  xtt mtechloclamen, 	. 	. 	. 	70 	te 	0 

native infantry mutinied at Murcian in the Peshat- 
wur Valley • that consequent upon'this, the 24th, ,,, 	., 
27th, and 51st native infantry, and; the Dth native . 

Two 6-pounders; onc, 24-pounder howitzer. ' * Chapter ad.,  ra 122-205. 	• 
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'cavalry, were on the 22d of the month disarmed began on the 27th of rune to retrace his steps from 
in ,the station of Peshawur itself; that early in Phillour, and ou the , tith of July he encemped at 
June, the 4th native regiment was disarmed at Umritsir, to overawe th. 59th B. N. I., and to hold 
Noorpore ; that on the 6th, the 36th and 61st a central position whence he might march to any 
native infantry, 	and the 	6th 	native 	cavalry, 
mutinied at Jullundur, and marched off towards 

threatened point east or west. On the 7th, hearing 
of the mutiny of the 14th native infantry at Jelum, 

Phillour; that the 3d native cavalry, at the last- and receiving no satisfactory evidence that Colonel 
named station, mutinied on the following day, 
unable to resist the temptation thrown out to 

Ellice had been able to frustrate or defeat the 
mutineers, he at once resolved on a measure of 

them by those from Jullundur ; that the 14th precaution. 	He disarmed the 59th on the fbllow- 
native infantry mutinied at Jelum on the 7th ing morning—with very great regret ; for ho had 
of July, maintaining a fierce fight with a British nothing to censure ir the conduct of the men ; he 
detachment before their departure ; that on the 
same day the Seth • native 	infantry, and 	two 

took that step solely on account of the peril which, 
at such a time, threaten, 	any station containing 

companies of the 14th, were disarmed at Rawul Bengal . troops without British; and ho added in 
Findee •k  that on the 9th, tile 46th native infantry, 
and a wing of the 0th native cavalry, mutinied 

his dispatch : 'I beg very strongly to recommend 
this corps, both as regards officers and men, to the 

at Sealkote, and decamped towards Delhi ; that favourable consideration of government.' 	On the 
towards the close of July, the disarmed 26th 10th, receiving intelligence that the 4601 native 
mutinied 	at Mecan 	Meer, 	murdered 	Major infantry, and a wing of the 9th native cavalry, had 
Spencer, and marched off with the intention of mutinied at Sealkote, Nicholson at once disarmed 
strengthening the insurgents at Delhi; that on the other ming of the same cavalry regiment, -which 
the 19th of August, a portion of the disarmed formed part of his column. 	In the course of the 
10th cavalry mutinied at Ferozpore ; and that same day he learned that the Sealkote mutineers 
on the 2Sth of the same month, the disarmed intended to march eastward, through Goordaspore, 
Gist mutinied at Peshawur, fled to the hills, and Noorpore, Hoshyapoor, and Jullundur, to Delhi— 
were almost annihilated. ' It thus appears that 
about a dozen regiments mutinied in the Punjaub 

endeavouring to tempt to mutiny, on their way, 
the 2d irregular cavalry at Goordaspore, the 4th 

between the middle of May and the end of August; native 4ifantry at Noorpore, and the 16th irregular 
that some of these had been previously disarmed ; cavalry at itoshyapoor. 	The problem thence arose 
and. that others had been disarmed without having —could Nicholson intercept these mutineers before 
mutinied. they reached Goordaspore 1 	He found ho would 

A few additional words may be given here relat- have to make a forced march of forty miles in a 
ing to the partial mutiny at Meean Meer. The four northeast direction to effect this. 	He did so, by 
native regiments at shat station, disarmed on the energetic exertions, in twenty hours. 	He came 
13th of May, remained in their lines until the 30th up with them at the Trimmoo ford over the 
of July, peaceful and without arms. 	On the last- Ravee, nine miles from Goordaspore, on the 12th 
named day, however, it became known to the of July—his force now consisting of H.M. 52r1 
authorities that the men meditated flight. 	Major foot, 1E4 men of the Punjaeb infantry, a company 
Spencer of the 26th, and two native officers, wore of the police battalion, a few irregular horse, a 
killed by the sepoys of that regiment on that day troop 	of artillery, and three guns. 	Nicholson 
—with what weapons does not clear:y appear. defeated them after a short but sharp conflict on 
The murder of the unfortunate English officer the river's bank; but his horsemen were not trust- 
deranged the plans of the troops; all were to have worthy, and he could not pursue the enemy. About 
decamped at a given signal; but now only the 20th 300 mutineers, with one gun, took post on an island 
made off, leaving the other three regiments in their 
lines. 	The authorities, not well knowing whither 

in the river; these, by a well-planned movement, 
were almost entirely annihilated on the 16th--e-and 

the fugitives had gone, sent off three strong parties the `Sealkote mutineers' disappeared from the 
of mounted police, to Umritsir, Hurrekee, and scene. 	It was with justice that the active leader 
Kussoor, the three routes towards the Sutlej. 	The thanked his troops on the following day : 'By a 
men, however, had gone northward ; but within a forced march of unusual length, performed at a 
few days they were almost entirely destroyed, for very trying season of the year, the column has been 
the villagers aided the police 	in capturing or able to preserve many stations and districts from 
shooting the miserable fugitives as they marched pillage and plunder, to save more than one regi- 
or ran in field and jungle. ment from the danger of too close a contact with 

Without going over in detail any proceedings 
already recorded, it may be convenient to condense 

the mutineers ; while the mutineer force itself, 
1100 strong, notwithstanding the very desperate 

in a small space a narrative of Brigadier-general character of the resistance offered by it, has been 
Nicholson's operations to the later days of June utterly destroyed or dispersed' 
and the first half of July with a movable column Let us now, as in a former chapter, glance 
placed under his command by Sir John Lawrence. at the state of affairs in the vast region of India 
Having disarmed the 33d and 35th B. N. I., for southward of the Ganges, the Jumna, and the 
reasons which appeared to him amply sufficient, he Sutlej—passing over Sinde without special mention, 
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as being 	nearly free frenr,:disturbing 	agencies. similar way come forward 'to express their abhor- 
The reader will remember* that among the rence of the traitorous condact of the mutineers 
various states, provinces, 1.rnd distr.  'ts of Nagpoor, of the Bengal army, and their desire to be employed 
Hyderabad, Carnatic, Madras, Bombay, Holkar, wherever their services may be required.' 	Besides 
Scindia, Rajpootana, &c., some became subject to thus providing faithful soldiers, the governor of 
anarchy in certain instances during the month of Madras was in a position, at various times during 
June—especially the thre4 last-named states; and July and August, to send large supplies of arms, 
•we have now to shew that this anarchy continued, 
and in some cases extended, during July and 

ammunition, and camp-equipage, from Madras to 
Calcutta.. 	In the city of Madras ,itself, and in 

August ; but it will also bee made manifest that the, various southern provinces and countries of 
the amount of insurgency bore a very small ratio 
to that in the stormy districts 'further north, 	. - 

, Carnatic, Tanjore, Travancore, Capara, Malabar, 
and Mysore,the same exemption from mutiny was 

Of Southwestern Bengal, iligg.g, and Nagp6or, 
it is scarcely necessary here to speak. 	The  /native 

experienced. 	There wore, it is true, discontents 
and occasional plottings, but no formidable resist- 

eery were i 	influenced by a hostility so fierce, y 	"r A . ante to the British power. 	Many persons there 
a treachery so villainous, as those in Hindostan were who, without being rebels or open mal- 
proper ; there were not so many zemindars and contents, thought that the Company had dealt 
petty chieftains who had been wrought up to harshly with the native princes, and were on 
irritation 	by the often 	questionable appropria- that account deterred from such hearty sympathy 
tions and annexations of the Company ; and with the British as they might otherwise possibly 
there was easier access for the troops of the have manifested. 	An officer in the Madras army, 
Madras presidency, who, as has already been 
more than once observed, had small sympathy 

writing when the mutiny was four months old, 
stated that in the previous February, when that 

with the petted sepoYs and sowars of the larger terrible movement had not yet commenced,. he 
presidency. 	The mutinies or attempts at mutiny, 
in these provinces, were of slight character during 

went one day to take a sketch of a mosque, or 
rather a collection of mosques, in the suburbs of 

July and August. 	Mr Plowden, commissioner r Madras—tombs that were the memorials of past 
of Nagpoor, was enabled, with troops sent by Mussulman greatness. 	His conversation with an 
Lord Harris from. Madras, not only to maintain old man of that faith 	loft upon his mind the 
British supremacy throughout that large country impression that there was a sentiment of injury 
(nearly equal in size to England and Scotland corn- borne, rights violated, nationality disregarded, eon- 
bined), but also to assist Major Erskine in the veyedin the words of his temporary companion. 
much more severely threatened territory of Saugor There was, however, one occurrence in 	the 
and Nerbudda, lying between Nagpoor and the Madras 	presidency which gave rise to much 
Junina. uneasiness. 	The 8th Madriss native cavalry was 

The Madras presidency remained almost entirely ordered to march from Bangalore io Madras, and 
at peace. 	Not only did the native troops hold their there embark for Calcutta. 	On arriving at a place 
faith with the government that fed and paid them, 
but they cheerfully volunteered to serve against 

about twenty-five miles from Madras, on the 17th 
of August, the men put forward a claim for the 

the mutinous Bengal sepoys in the north. 	On the rates of pay, batta, and pension which existed 
3d of July the governor in council issued a procla- before the year 1837, and which were more favour- 
mation, announcing that several regiments had able than those of subsequent introduction. 	Such 
expressed their desire to be employed in the North- a claim, put forward at such a, moment, was very 
west Provinces or wherever else 	their services perplexing 	to 	the 	officers; 	they 	hastened 	to 
might be required; that thanks would be publicly Madras, and obtained the consent of the govern- 
awarded to the native officers and men of all the ment to make conciliatory offers to the men. 
regiments who had thus come forward ; and that After a 	further 	march 	of thirteen miles to 
the favourable attention of the supreme govern- 
ment 	towards then would 	be solicited. 	The 
corps that thus proffered their services were the 

Poonamallee, the troopers again 	stopped, and 
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hostility wards, Lord Harris was able to announce that other de num referred to our late aasuruptlan of the Carnal; upon the 
regiments—the 17th, 30th, 36th, and 47th native death a the lest na.wab, who died without issue. 	As a general 

rule, never was a conquered country so mildly governed as India infantry, and the 5th native cavalry—had in a has been sunder our rule; but you can scarcely expect that 
the rulers we dispossessed, even though like ourselves they ho 
foreigners, and only held the country by virtue of conquest, will 

? Chapter xi., pp. 176-100. cede up luit, precedence without a murmur.' ida 
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MINOR MUTINIYS : JULY AND AUGUST. 	. m 

• , 	 , , 
declared they would not go forth `to war against having their worldly interests much bound up 
their countrymen.' 	This being on act of insubor- with the English, were likely to be sources of 
dination which •of course could not be overlooked, 
two guns and some artillerymen were promptly 
brought forward; the 8th cavalry were unhorsed 

strength instead of weakness in troubled times, 
They headed- an address' to Lord Elphiastone, 
signed by about four hundred natives of various 

and 'disarmed, and sent to do dismounted duty at 
' Arcot; while their horses were forthwith shipped 

castes and creeds.* 	It was not more adulatory, 
not more filled with enthusiastic professions of 

to Calcutta, where such adijessions were specially loyalty, than many'addresses presented to Viscount 
-minable. 	The affair caused great excitement at Canning in Bengal ; ' but it more nearly corre- 
Madras ; the Volunteers were warned that their sponded with the conduct of those who signed it. 
services were to be available at a moment's notice ; If Bombay city, however, remained nearly undis- 
patrols wore placed in the streets by day and turbed during July and August, there were symp-.  
night ;' and guns were planted in certain directions. toms that 	required 	close watching in 	various ' 
Happily, the prompt disarming of this turbulent 
regiment prevented the poison from spreading 

districts to the north, south, and east. 	Kolapore, 
one of the places here adverted to, is distant about 

further, 	k a hundred and eighty miles south from Bombay. 
Bombay, like its sister presidency Madras, was It is the chief place of a raj or state of the same- i 

' 	affected only in a slight degree by the storms that name, and was in the last century a scene of 
' " troubled Bengal and the northwest. 	The Bombay 

troops, though, as the sequel showed, not altogether 
frequent contest between two Mahratta princes, 
the Peishwa of tiatara and the Rajah of Kolapore, " 

' (equal in fidelity to those of Madras, did nevertheless each of whom struggled against the claims to 
'pass through the perilous ordeal very creditably— superiority put forth . by the other. 	About half a 
rendering most valuable service in Rajpootana and century ago began those relations towards the 
other regions of the north.. There was a wealthy Company's government, -which, as in so many 
and powerful native community at Bombay—that other parts of India, led to the gradual extinction 
of the Parsees—which was nearly at all times ready 
to 'support the.  government, and which greatly 

of the rule of the native rajah ; the British govern, 
'in the name of the rajah,' but the rajah's authority 

strengthened the hands of Lord lilphinstone by so ' remains in abeyance. ' The military force belong- . 
doing. 	It consisted of merchants, shipowners, and ing specially to the state, at the time of the mutiny, . 
bankers; many of whom had made large fortunes amount* to about ten thousand men of all arms. 
in the ordinary way of trade. 	Those Parsecs may It was, however, among the Company's owe troops 
always,. be distinguished from the other natives that th4 disafibction above adverted to took place. 
of India by sotnethin peculiar in their names The 27th', Bombay native infantry, without any i  
7--Jarrisetiee, 	Nowrojce, 	Carsetjee, 	Bomanjee, 
Rustorajee, lIgmuzjet, . Luarnoujee, 	Manechjee, 
Sorabiee, 	Furdoonjeo, 	Soondeejee, 	Ruttonjee, 
liVassewdewjee, Dhakjee, &c. 	The Parsees are 

previous symptoms of disaffection, suddenly anati-
Hied at Kohipore, on the day of a festival called the 
Buckree Fed (1st of Augast); or' rather, a portion 
of the regiment mutinied. 	While the officers were 

the descendants of those Persians who, refusing to .assembled in the billiard-room of their mess-house 
exchange the religion of Zoroaster kr that of on the .pr 	itug of that day, a jemadar rushed in 
Mohammed, migrated to India more than a thou- and.inaiMiNI, them that some of the sepoys had 
sand,  years ago; those Still remaining in Persia riscu, in rehlt ; the, officers hastened out; when 
are few in number and degraded in position; 
but those at Bombay are wealthy and active, and 
bear a high character both morally and intellectu- 

three of :them, ignorant of the place, or bewildered 

-0 'my Logo—We, (he undersigned inhabitants of Bombay, have 
ally. 	The property in the island on which.  the :
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liberality as groat as his wealth, was made by false reports give rice to, •t;ii beg .to place our services atitho disposs1,1 
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in the darkness, went astray, and were taken and 
. 

guns' were resorted to,to check this incipient 
murdered by the mutineers. 	The mother of the 
jemadar went to the house of Major Rolland, the 

revolution. 	The 28th Bombay native infantry, 
stationed at Dharwar, and the 29th, stationed at 

commanding officer, to warn the ladies of their Belgaum, had been raised at the same time as the 
danger,and to afford them means of escape. 	No 27th ; and a few symptoms of insubordination 
sooner had the ladies hurried away, than the house were manifested by sepoys of those regiments ; but 
was surrounded by mutineers, who, disappointed the timely arrival of a European regiment restored 
at finding it 	empty, revenged themselves by quiet. The English were greatly exasperated when 
slaughtering the old woman. 	After plundering the fact came to light that one of the conspirators 
the treasury of forty thousand rupees, the muti- detected at Belgaum was a moonshee who had 
neers retired to a religious edifice in the town, and been receiving a hundred and fifty rupees per 
marched off in early morning by the Phoonda month for instructing officers of regiments in 
Ghat towards Wagotun, on the coast. 	The native Hindustani. 
commissioned officers of the regiment remained The 	three 	presidencies were all 	anxiously 
faithful ; none of them accompanied the mutineers. watching the state of feeling in the large and • 
The outbreak ended most disastrously to those important country of Hyderabad, the dominions 
concerned in it. 	When they got some distance of the Nizam ; 	for that country 	borders on 
from Kolapore, they found themselves without Nagpoor on the northeast; while on the south- 
food and without friends ; and gradually nearly all east and on the west it is conterminous with 
were destroyed by detachments sent against them, 
headed by Major Rolland and Colonel Maughan, 
the latter of whom was British resident at Kola- 

districts belonging to Madras and to Bombay 
respectively. 	Its two largest cities, Hyderabad 
iu the southeast portion, and 	Aurungabad .in 

pore. 	There were circumstances which justify a the northwest, contained many. English families 
'belief that this was not so much a mutiny after the belonging to military and civil servants of the 
Bengal type, as an association of the - bad men Company ; or at least the families were at stations 
of the regiment for purposes of plunder. not far from those cities. 	By the terms of various 

This event at Kolapore threw the whole of the treaties between the Nizam and the Company, the 
south Mahratta country into a ferment. At Poonah, latter had the right of maintaining a large military 
Satara, Belgaum, Dharwar, Rutnagherry, Sawunt cantonment at Secunderabad, a few miles north 
Waree, and other places, the threads of a Moham- of Hyderabad city. 	This cantonment was three 
medan conspiracy were detected ; and fortunately miles in length, and was well provided, with 
the germs of insurrection were nipped in the bud. officers' bungalows and mess-houses, European 
When Mr Rose, commissioner of Satara, found that barracks, sepoy lines, horse-artillery' lines, foot- 
the deposed royal family of that state were engaged 
in plots and intrigues, he took a small but reliable 

artillery barracks, native bazaars, parade-ground, 
hospitals, arsenal, and 	at 	the other requisites 

English force, entered Satara before daylight on. for a. large military station. 	ate cavalry lines 
the Gth of August, surrounded the palace, and were two miles north of the cantonment, 4it 
ordered the rajah and the ranees to, prepare for Bowenpilly. 	The military station for the troops 
instant departure. 	Resistance beineAaeless, the belonging to the Nizam as an independent sove- 
royal prisoners entered phaetons whihad been reign was at Bolarum, somewhat further away 
brought for that purpose, and before eight o'clock , 
they were on the way to Poonah—to be kept 

: from Hyderabad, , but still within easy reach of 
Secunderabad. 	At the time of the mutiny the 

under the eye of the Bombay authorities until British resident at Hyderabad was placed in . a 
the political atmosphere should become clearer, 
in a navy depfit on an island near Bombay 

position of some difficulty. 	Although there was 
a 	large 	force at Secunderabad, 	it comprised 

city. 	A. plot was 	about the same time din-- scarcely any Br,itieh troops ; 	and therefore, if 
covered at remelt, concerted between the moulvies trouble arose, he could only look to defence 
of that place and of Belgaum, for massacring from' natives by natives. 	The capital of the 
the Europeans and native Christians of those Deccan, 	or 	the 	Nizarn's- territory, 	comprised 
stations; letters were intercepted at the Poonah within itself many elements of insecurity. 	The • 
post-office, which enabled the authorities 'to shun government and a large portion of the inhabitants 
the coming evil. 	Many arrests of Mussulman were Mohammedan ; the , rabble of. the city was 
conspirators were made; and it was then found numerous and ruthless; the Nam's, own army 	- 
that matters • had,  gone so far as a preparation was formed on the same model as the con- 
to blow up the arsenal at Poonah. 	The. autho- tingents which. had so generally mutinied in 
Titles at once disarmed the natives of the can- Hindostan ; the Company's own forces, .as just 
Velment bazaar. 	From most of the out-stations, 
beinesAroubled by these events, tla English ladies 

mentioned, were almost entirely native ; and 
the city and province were at all times 'thronged 

were sent by military escort to , Bombay or to with predatory hands of Rohillas, Afghans, Arabs, 
Poonah. '\Among other measures of precaution, the and other mercenaries, in the .pay of the nobles 
remaining •,ompanies of the 27th native regiment and jaghiredars of the Hyderabad court. 	It is 
were disarn4d at Kofapore avid Rutnagherry ; almost certain that if .the Nizam had turned 
and examples \of the terrible `blowing away from against us, Southern India would have been in. 
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• 
a 	blaze ,of insurrection ; 	but he was faithful ; the captain CO many of the troopers had begun 
and his Chief minister, Saler Jung, steadily sup- to talk loudlOabout the King •of Delhi as their 
ported him in all measures calculated to put rightful rule0 The resident at the court of the 
down 	disturbance. 	The .news 	of 	the 	rebel- Nizam, thrt. lt the 	military secretary, 	Major 
triumph at Delhi 'sot id tumultuous motion the Briggs, adrift Captain Abbott—seeing that no 
turbulent Mussulmans of Hyderabad; and it has aid could b expected: from any other quartet,— 	- 
bren well observed that ' a single moment of to speak hells conciliatory a tone as possible to 

aejedecision, a single act of impolicy, a single false the men, ant to promise them that they should 
elAi 	or a single admission of weakness, might not be required se act against the insurgents at 
have  \tamed Hyderabad into a Lucknow and Delhi, provided theyeysehld be obedient to other 
made 	a  eeeencond Oude of the Deccan.' 	The orders. 	Quiet was le  ehleeveesy restored; but it 
iN`izam, 	his ^pyiLn-  minister, 	and 	the British being a dangerotg precedent thltetileallow troops 
resident, all brouga„ sagacity and 	firmness 	to to decide where and against whom Zi'eSt w ould 
bear on the duties ox-gleir respective of 	; choose to fight, Major-general Woodburn, wifteee 
and thus the Deccan and 	 'enthern India were had beeR" placed 	in 	command of a movable 
saved. 	`What might have beeliAIle ease under column from Bombay, marched through Ahmed- 
other circumstances was fOreShadOiFaH.T4,he Iiggiii• to Aurungabad. 	This column consisted . 
events of the 17th of July. 	On the preceding' -4-the 28th Bombay native infantry, the 14th 
day, intelligence was received at the Residency, dragoons, Captain Woolcombe's battery, and a 
which stands clear of the city, but at the distance _ pontoon train. 	When 	Woodburn arrived, 	he 

i ' of some few miles from the British cantonment found that the ladies had all left the Aurungabad- 
at Secunderabad, that the mob in the city was station, that the officers were living barricaded in 
much excited, and that a scheme was on foot to the iness-reom, and that all the Nizam's troops 
press the Nizam to attach the Residency. 	Notice exhibited unfavourable 	symptoms. 	The 	first 
was sent from the Iteeldeney to Salar Jung, 
and 	preparations were ' made. 	Early in 	the 

native cavalry, when confronted with Woodburn's 
troop; behaved in a very daring way; and about 

evening on the 17th, a Rohilla rabble stole forth a hundred • of them made off, 	owing to the 
from the city, and made for the Residency. 	An unwillirgnese of ' the general to open fire upon 
express was at once sent off to cantonments for them, Althengh Abbott and I'Vootoinbe saw the 
aid; and in the meantime the guard, with three 
gunee went out to attack the insurgents, 	Captain. 

importance cif so doing, 
Li the country north of Bombay, Ttn4 between 

Holmes plied his grapeohot effectively from the it and Malwab, many slight events occurred, suf- 
three guns; and when cavalry and horegelrfilleey ficient to show that the native troops were in an 

, arrived from Secunderabad, the Rohillee received agitated state, as if oscillating Letween the oppo- 
a total diseoingture. 	This was almost the only site principles of fidelity aed treachery. 	It was 
approach to a mutiny that occurred in the portion evetthy of note, however, that the troops thus 
of the PecOM roar the Carnatie frontier. affected were, in very few instance; those belong- 

Aurinigabad, on the Bombey side of the Nizam'e Mg to the Company's Bombay army ; they were 
dominions, was, in regerd to mutinies, less import- generally contingent corps, or. Mahrattas, or Peaj- 
ant than Hyderabad, because more easily ILOCC3- pt;Cit,.9, or men imbued with the same ideas as the 
sible for European troops; but more importaut, 
in so far as the sepoy regiments of Mahwah and 

Dindustanis and Oudians. 	Towards the close of 
July, a few troopers ' of the (Iujerat 	Irregular 

Rajpootana were nearer at hind to be affected Horse endeavoured to incite their companions to 
by evil temptation. 	The city is about seventy mutiny; they failed, and then decamped; but were 
miles 'distant from Ahmednuggnr, and a hundred pursued and captured, and then hung in presence 
and seventy from Bombay. 	Uneasiness prevailed of their own regiment. 
here so early as June, 	The 1st cavalry and the Still further northward lies the country' which, 
2,1 infantry, of the corps called the Hyderabad under the various names of Scindia's territory, 
Contingent, were stationed at Aurungabad ; and Holkar's territory, Malwah, 	and 	Bhopal, has 
of these, the former showed signs of disaffection, already been described as the chief seat of t'ie 
Captain Abbott, commanding the regiment, found Mahratta power, and which corresponds pretty 
on the morning of the 13th that his men were nearly with the 'region 	marked out by the 
murmuring and threatening, as if unwilling to Cometany's officials as `Central India: 	We have 
act against mutineers elsewhere ; indeed, they seen in former pages* that Seindia, chief of the 
had sworn to murder their officers if any attempt 
were made to employ them in that way. 	For- 

Mahratta state of which Gwalier is the capital, 
offered the aid of his Contingent army to Mr 

tunately, the ressaldarseeeach being a native Colvin in. May; that Lieutenant Cockburn, with 
captain of a troop of cavalry, and there being half 'a cavalry regiment of this Contingent, ren- 
therefore as many ressaldars in a regiment as 
there were troops or companies—remained faith- 

dered good service in the region around Agra, 
until the troopers deserted him; that the fidelity 

ful 1 and Captain Abbott with Lieutenant Dowker, 
were enabled to discuss with these officers the 
elate of the regiment. 	'rite ressaldars assured 

of Scindia to the British alone prevented his 

$ Chapter All, p. m; chapter xt., pp. 1514SO. 
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troops generally from joining the ,bels, ter 'they of great difficulty, and peri),, ,'inati,aged 	to •keep ., '. 
belonged to the same Hindustat , and' Oudian . peace at 	Gwalior--,retaining" and 	feeding , the 
families, -though serving a Malira i prince in 'a troops at that ' place, and yet discountenancing , 1 	i 
Mahmta. state.; that after certin tkietitchments their • mutinous..tendencies 	against.' the ,British. 	,. 
•luid' mutinied ' at ,  Neemuch and 	4here, the If he had not acted with Minch taefand jiulgment, 
main body rose in revolt at Gwalitis,!on the 14th. the Gwalior Contingent would haVe marched to 
of . June, murdered some of the EdVish 'of:Reefs, Agra in a body, and greatly imperiled the British ,,,, 
drove away.•the ' rest with their 'families; and 'raj.' 	Not. only did,  he :keep those. troublesome; /4 
formally threw oft' all allegians to the Company; troops near him during the. remaining ,ha.l.f,,-4,i't 
and that Maharajah Seisa:under circumstances June, but also daring July and August .,§S:india!S 
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special army, entirely under his own eon trot were abad;• that on the 2d .of June, influenced by this 
chiefly Miiltrattas, 'who had little sympathy with pernicious.  'example, 'th.e . 7241. B. N.: L, the '7th 
the soldiers of the Contingent;' but they Uiere te0 regiment et •GwaliOr thittingert,t infantry, and the ' ' 
few in number' to put: down the latter, dui* there- 'main 'body of the '1st 'Bengal :'native 	cavalry, 	' 
fore' he was terced to: temporise-partly*y per- mutinied at Neenitich ; that on the 1St.  of July, 
suasions .and promises, partty• by'' threats.' 	Major it portien:of Holkar's 'Contingent rose against the, 
Macpherson, 	the 	political! 	agent, 	and .British British at Indere, without his Wish or 'privity, and 

. 	'Brigadier Ramsey;  the 	military 'commandant,-  that he could not get even his own special tro'ops• 
ceased to 	have 	influence ,at. Gwalior ; '' it was M. act ag' iiinst those of. the Contingent; that, :On . 
Scindia's good faith alone that' stood the British in the evening of the same, day, the 23d Bengal 
stead. 	 , 	 ,. 	, 	; 	, 	„ native .infantry, and one: squadron 	of .the 1st' , 

Holkar's Mahratta territory, with Indere for its Bengal native cavalry, miitinied.at 1111.toW; 'and 
chief city, '-‘4.-e Have, in like manner, seen to be that 'numerous British offleers and their ,  familieS 
lcoubled with a mutitioui spirit in the Contingent were thrown into great misery by these several 
troops, partly owing to temptation from other occurrences, 	4 now. remains ,to be, stated that, . 
quarters. 	We have briefly shewn.in.the•chapters , 
lately cited, that on the 28th of 'May. the 15th and - 

during July and 'Auguat,.Ilelkar ;adopted neto4y 
the same bourse as Scindia; he remained faithful to' 

30th Bengal' native infantry :revolted at.. Nuseer-, the British, and endeavoured to quell, the mutinous . 
, 	 . 	 . 	 . 	• 	: 	. 	%. 
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spirit among his troops. 	Holkar possessed, how- though their troops 	revolted ; 	and there were 
ever, 	less influence 	than 	his brother-chieftain; hopes of ultimate success from the 	arrival of 
most of the mutineers from Indore and 1%lhow 
marched to Gwalior, and were only prevented by 

relieving columns belonging to the Bombay army, 
Of that army, a few fragments of regiments 

the shrewdness of Soindia from extending their occasionally displayed 	mutinous symptoms, but 
march to Agra. not to such a degree as to leaven the whole mass. 

Among the 	troops in Rajpootann, were 	the What the officers felt through the treachery of the 
Deesa.Field Brigade, commanded towards the close troops, and what their families suffered during 
of August by Brigadier Creagh, who had under all these strange events, need not again be de- 
his control the troops at Deem, those at the sant- scribed; both phases of the Revolt have received 
tarium on Mount Aboo, and those at Erinpoora many 	illustrations 	in 	former 	pages ; 	but 	this 
and other places in the neighbourhood. 	These chapter may fittingly close with two short extracts 
places were thrown into confusion during the last from letters relating to the mutinies at the stations 
two weeks of the month, by the mutiny of the of Mhow and Indore. 	An artillery officer, corn- 
Jhodpore legion, consisting partly of cavalry and menting on the ingratitude of the sepoys towards 
partly of infantry. 	Such of these men as were 
stationed at Erinpoora, about 550 in number, rose 

commanders who had always used them well, 
said : ' I must not forget td mention that Colonel 

in mutiny on the 22d. 	They suddenly threw off Platt was like a father to the mon ; and that when 
their allegiance; seized the guns; made prisoners he had an opportunity of leaving them and joining 
of Lieutenant Conolly and the, European serjeanis; a European corps last summer, the men petitioned 
plundered the bazaar and some of the native him to stay.' He had been upwards of thirty years 
villages; burned all the officers' bungalows, and with them and when the mutiny took place he 
destroyed or appropriated all that they fount had so much confidence in them that he rode up 
therein ; lived in tents on the parade-ground for to their lines before we could get out. 	When we 
three days; and then marched off in the direction found him next morning, both 'cheeks were blown 
of Nuseerabad. 	The cavalry, although forming off; his back completely riddled with balls, one 
part of the same legion, and 	sharing in 	the through each 	thigh, his chin smashed into his 
movement, protected the 	Europeans from the mouth, and three sabre-cuts between the cheek- 
infantry. 	Among the latter, it was only the bone and temple ; also a cut across the shoulder 
Hindustani portion which revolted; there were and th0 back of the neck.' 	The following few 
some Bheels in the legion who remained faithful. words are from the letters of a lady who was 
On the preceding day (21st), about 100 men of among those that escaped death by flight from 
the legion had mutinied at Mount Abet); but as Indore : `I have already given you an account 
there was a detachment of KM. tead there, the 
mutineers 	did 	nothing but 	hastily escape. 	A 

of our three days and three nights of wanderine, 
with little rest and not much food, no clothes to 

native chieftain,the Rao of Sihori, was-prompt to burning 	deluges 	but change, 	sun, and 	of rain ; 	— 
and I, perhaps, could bear these things better than render any aid he could to Captain Hall at Mount 

Aboo. 	Another portion of the Jhodpore legion others, and suffered. less. 	When we heard the 
was at Jhodpore itself, where the mutiny placed poor famishing children screaming for food, we 
in great 	peril Captain Mouck 	Mason, 	British 
resident at that native state; by his energy, he 
provided an asylum for many ladies and children 

could but thank God that ours were not with us, 
but safe in England. 	We found kind friends here, 

I 	in Mrs and 	am 	—'s clothes ; everything we 
had being gone. 	The destructive wretches, after who had been driven from other stations; but he 

himself fell by the swords of a body of Mutinous we left Indore, commenced doing all the damage 
troopers, under circumstances of mingled cowardice 
and brutality. 

they could—cutting up carpets with their tulwars, 
smashing chandeliers, marble tables, slabs, chairs, 

The state of this part of India during July and de,; they even cut out the cloth and lining of our 
August may be summed up in a few words. 	By carriages, hacking up the woodwork. 	The Resi- 
the revolt of the Contingents pf Scindia, Holkar, 
and Bhopal, and of the Jhodpore legion, English 

dency is uninhabitable, and almost all have lost 
everything. 	I might have saved a few things in 

residents were driven from-station to station in the hour and a half that elapsed between the 
much peril and suffering, and English influence outbreak and our retreat; but I had so relied on 
became for a time almost a nullity; but the native some of our defenders, and felt so secure of holding 
chieftains for the most part remained faithful, even on, that flight never for a moment occurred to me.' 

. 	 . 	, 

The Bri tish at Me Military Sialions.—The reader will hare I resided, in the MefesP3 or enantry districts, lv.e a remark. 
gathered, from the details given in various chapters, that 	 able relation to the Indian towns and cities. 	They were in 
the stations at which the military servants of the Company 	most eases separated from the towns by 03stances varying I 
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from one mile to ten, and formed small tome in them,  fall), swarming With a hungry-eyed pepplatiou. The mosque 
selves. 	Sometimes the civil officers had their bungalows and the Melee temple are near each other, but they both 
and. cutcheries near these military cantonments ; -while in ellen the churche just as -the station avoids the City 	 
other instances they were in or near the city to which the In the station there are hotels, ball-rooms, magazines, shops, 
eaaterenent was a sort of appendage. 	Such, with more or 
less variety of detail, was the Me at Patna (Dinepoor), 

where all the habits and customs of Europe, soruetimes 
improved and refined by the influence of the Ease are to ho 

Benu'es (Chimer), Cawnpore, Luoknow, lillababad, Fur- found ; and when the cool of the evening seta in, out stream 
rueltabad 	(Futtcghur), 	Agra, 	Delhi, 	Gwalior, 	Lahore the carriages and horses and buggies, for the fashionable 
(Meean 	Meer), 	Fagpoor 	(Ifamptee) 	Indere 	(Mhow), drive past the long line of detaohed villas evithin their 
Hyderabad (Secunderabad), 	Moorshedabad (lierbempore), neat enclosures, surrounded by shadowing grower and rich 
Saeger, &e. 	The marked. separation between the native gardens. 	They pass the lines or barracks of the 'native 
and the British portions of the military stations has been infantry—a race of whom they know almost less than they 
described in a very animated way, by an able and distin- do of the people of the town ; and they are satisfied with 
guished correspondent of the Times, one of whose lettere the respect of action, with the sudden Uprising, she stiff 
contains the following paragraph : 	. attitude of tittention, the cold salute, regardless of the 

' For six miles along the banks of the Ganges extend the insolence and dislike ot the eye ; they chat and laugh; 
ruins of the English station of Cawnpore. 	You observe marry and are given in marriage, have their hone-races, 
how distinct they are from the city. 	The palace of the their balls, their card-parties, their dinners, their, plate, 
Victoria Regis at Chatsworth is not more unlike the dirty their tradesmen's hills, their debts; in fact, their everything 
ditch in which lives the humble duck-weed—Belgravia is that English society bait, and thus they lived till the deluge 
not more dissimilar to Spitedfields—then is the English came upon them. 	We all know how nobly they stemmed 
quarter of an Indian station to the city to which it is its force, what heroic straggles they made against its fury. 
attached. 	The one it generally several miles away from the But what a eurprise when it burst in upon 	them I 
ether. 	There is no common street, no link to connect the What a blow to all their traditions I 	What a rebuke 
one with the others; and the one knows nothing off the to their blind confidence I 	There is at the moment X 
other. 	Here are broad roads, lined on each side with trees write these lines a slight explosion close at hand, followed 
and walls, or with park-like grounds, inside which you can by the ascent of some dark columns of earth and bricks 
catch glimpses of gaily-painted one-storied villas, of brick, into the air. 	We are blowing up the Aesembly-roolas 
covered with cement, decorated with Corinthian colonnades, of Cawnpore in order to clear the ground in front of the 
porticoee, and broad verandahs—each in its own wide park, guns of our intrenehment, and lnellard-rooms and ball- 
with gardens in front, orchards, and orb-offwee. 	There are rooms are fl:,ing up in fragments to the skies. ' Is net that 
narrow, tortuous, unpaved lanes, hemmed in by tottering, a strange end for all Cewapore Society to come t• o? 	Is it 
haggard, miserable houses, close and high, and packed not a curious commentary on our rule, and on our poeltioe 
as close as they can stand (and only for that they would in India?' 
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-, 	ooccupation; after . seven weeks of 
in timber in a still linter ratio. „General Anson* 
had had thirteen days.of'command, in reference to . 

"Lt9 I... 	 besieging, the great city of Delhi the preparations for the reconquest of. the city, 
ii?( still remained in the hands, of a before his death ; General:Barnard, forty, , before 

' e' 	 .̀.4::..,._ if Mingled 	body Of Mutineers 	and he likewise died ; General Reed, twelve, before his 
rebels—mutineers who had thrown off f 	-4 ' 	 ! 	• 	• 	' 

.. 	• 	their soldierly allegiance to their British ,....4. 
retirement ; General Wilson, thirteen, by the end 
of July; 'and now the last-named commander 

„ t 	eniployers ; 	and .robels who clustered was called upon to measure the strength with 
k.c...;?' around 'the 	shadowy 	representative 	of, au iiiiioh he' could open the August series of siege- 
e*.tinet Mogul dynasty. 	Nay, Tivre—not only was. ; operations. 

• 'Delhi still unconquered at the end or. July;. it was It mazy' be _conteident slightly to recapitulate a 
relatively stronger than ever. 	The siege-army bad  „ 	. . been increased • ; but the besiegers had increased V 	1 Cbttp, lay., pp. 230410. 	,' 

, 	• 	. 	 , 	. ______ 
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'few events, and to mention a few dates, connected t proposed, and again abandoned ; that insurgent 
with the earlier weeks of the siege, as a means of troops poured into Delhi more rapidly than ever; 
refreshing the memory of the reader concerning that Sir Henry Barnard died on the - 5th, . worn 

, the- trait 	of operations ;which, in 	the 	present down by anxiety and cholera ; that numerous ' 
chapter, is to be traced to an end. canal-bridges :were 	destroyed, 	to , preVent 	the 

It will be remembered, then, that as soon as the enemy from gaining access to the rear of the 
startling mutinies at Delhi and Meerut became camp ; that the British Were .continually thrown 
known to the military authorities at the hill- on the defensive, instead of actively prosecuting 
stations, the 75th foot were ordered down front the. siege ; that the few remaining Bengal native 
Russowlie, the 1st Europeans from Dugshai, and troops in the siege-army were either sent 'to the 
the 2d Europeans from Subathoo—all to proceed Punjaub, or disarmed and unhorsed, in distrust 
to Umballa, there to form portions of a.sieg'e-army of their fidelity ; that on the 17th, General .Reed 
for . Delhi ; 	that a Siege-train was prepared 	at , gave up the command which had devolved upon 
Phillour ; that Generals Anson and Barnard, and 
other officers, held a council of war at Umballa 

him after the death of Barnard, and was succeeded 
by Brigadier-general Wilson ; and that towards 

on the 10th of May, and concerted such plans as the close of the month the enemy, made many 
were practicable on the spur of the moment ; and desperate attempts to aunt 'the flanks and. rear of 
that troops began at once to march southeastward the siege-camp, requiring all the skill of the British 
towards Delhi: 	We have further seen that Anson to frustrate them.*  
was troubled by the presence of Bengal native August arrived. 	The besieged, in every way 
troops whom he could not trust, and by the stronger than the besiegers, .continuedtheir attacks 
scarcity of good artillerymen to accompany his on various sides of the heigits. 	They gave annoy- 
siege-train; and that his operations were suddenly ance, but at the same time excited contempt by 
cut oft' by a .fittal attack of cholera, under which the manner in which they avoided open hand-to- 
he sank on the 27th. 	Next we traced twelve days' hand conflicts. An officer ofengineers, commenting 
operations of Sir Henry Barnard,-during which lie 
had advanced to Ranceput, Paniput, Rhyo, Alipore, 

on this matter in a private letter, said: 'At Delhi, 
they are fire or six to one against us, and see the 

Badulla Semi, and &wiper°, to the ridge north- miserable attempts. they nuke to' turn us out of 
ward of Delhi, on which he established his siege- our position. 	They swarm up the heights in front 
camp on the Sth of June; he had just been joined of our batteries by thousands; the ground is so.  
by General Wilson, who had beaten the enemy broken and full of ravines 'and rocks, that ',they 
at Ghazeeoodeen Nuggnr, and had crossed the can. come .up the whole way unseen, , or you may 
Jumna from Meerut near Bhagput. 	Then came depend upon it they would never venture. ,If they 
the diversified siege-operations of the month of had the pluck of a goose, their numbers might 
June, with a force which began about 3000 strong, 
aided by 22 field-guns 	and 17 siege-guns 	and 

terrify us: 	It is in the Subsee Minden that most 
of the hard fighting goes on ; they get into and 

mortars—the arrival on the 9th of the Guide corps, 
after their surprising march in fiercely hot weather 

on the tops of the houses, and fire into our pickets 
there ; this goes on until we send a force front 

from Peshawur; the bold attack made by the 
rebels on the same day ; the manifest proofs that 

camp to. turn then 'out, which we invariably 'do, 
but not without loss. 	We have now .cleared the 

the siege-guns were too light, too few, and too ground all around of the trees, avails, and houses; 
distant, to batter the defences of the city ; the as a consequence, there is a large 'clear ,space 
commencement. on 	the 	13th, but the 'speedy around our • pickets, and Pandy will not venture 
abandonment as impracticable, of a . project for out of cover ; so we generally let him pop . away 
storming 	the 	place; 	the 	continual 	arrival of front a distance until lie is tired.' 	Early in the 
mutineers to well the number.of defenders 'within month, an attempt was made to destroy the: bridge 
Delhi ; the daily sallies of the enemy.; the daily 
weakening of the small British force;" and the 

of boats over the Juanita ; the rains had set •in, 
the river was high, the stream strong, and these 

necessity for . employing one-half of the whole 
siege-army on picket-duty, to prevent surprises. 

were deemedffivourable conditions. The engineers, 
started three 'infernal machines,' each ' consisting 

We have seen how Ilindoo ltao's house became of a tub containing fifty pounds nf• powder, a stick. 
a 	con.tant target 	for the enemy's guns, 	and protruding from the tub, and .a spring connected 
Metcalfe house for attacks of less frequency ; 
how Major Reid, with his Goorkhas and Guides, 
guarded the ridge with indomitable steadiness, 
and made successful attacks on the hecighith ,and 

with an explosive ' compound ; . the theory was, 
that if the tubs floated down, to' the bridge, any 
contact with the stick would explode 'the contents 

.. 	 • Kissengunje suburbs ; and how sedulously Barnard 
was forced to watch the movements of the enemy 64°),BLenieaill gfrtowtn°  Trana."(NZirirq°11,:frpenTer"„Ti 

be (mated in forming en idea of the relative positiOns of the , 
in the rear of his camp. 	Passing from June to re  temel'plletind  tt eWlirl,e_theeyenebwh Vie ridge 	' 0":101,1, 
July, the details of the former chapter told us that useful for this purpose, as combining the ohnractorintica of a clew 
the siege-army became'raised to about 6000 men t
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by various reinforcements early in the lait-natnej 
month ; that au assault of the city was again 

_____ 

Tower, Metcalfe House, the Costom-house, Hindoo Rao's home, the Same Rouse, the Selling-mit fort, the city, the imperial palace, 
the Iumma Zdusjid, the walls end bastions, the western suburbs, He. 
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of the tub, and destroy one or more of the boats Metcalfe post or picket. 	This Metcalfe House, the 
of the bridge ; but there is 'no record of success peaceful residence of a civil-service officer until 
attending this adventure. 	The bridge of boats the disastrous 11th of May, had become an import- 
being a mile and a half distant from the batteries ant post to the besiegers. . As early as four days 
on the ridge, it could not be harmed by any guns 
at that-  time possessed by the British ; and thus 

after the arrival of the siege-army on the ridge, 
the enemy had emerged from the city, concealed 

the enemy, throughout the siege, had free and themselves in some ravines around Sir T. Met- 
unmolested passage over the Jumna. 	The supply calfe's house, and thence made a formidable attack 
of ammunition, available to the mutineers seemed on the Flagstaff Tower. 	To prevent a recurrence 
to be almost inexhaustible; the British collected of this danger, a large picket was sent to occupy 
450 round shot that had been fired ,at them from the'house, and to form it into a river-side or left 
the enemy's guns in one day ; and as the British flank to the siege-position. 	This picket was after- 
artillerymen were few in number, they were wards 	thrown in advance of the house, and 
worked nearly to exhaustion in lceeping up the divided into three portions—one on a mound 
necessary cannonade to repel the enemy's fire. near the road leading from the Cashmere Gate to 
A lthongli the 'Pawnee' avoided contests in the the cantonment Sadder bazaar ; a second in a 
open field, many of their' movements were made house midway betWeen this mound and the river; . 
with-  much secrecy and skill—eSpecially that -of ands third in a range of stables close to the river. 
the 1st of August, when at least 5000 troops All the portions of this picket were gradually 
appeared in the vicinity of the British position, 
by a combined movement from two different 

strengthened by the engineers, as reinforcements 
reached them. 	The Flagstaff Tower was also well 

quarters, and made an attack which nothing but guarded; and 	as the night-sentries 	paced the 
the courage and skill 	of Major Reid and his whole distance between the tower and the Metcalfe 
handful of brave fellows could have withstood. pickets, the belt of rugged ground between the 
In some of these numerous operations, -when the ridge and the river was effectually rendered int- 
rainy semen commenced, the amount of fatigue passable for the enemy. 	These various accessions 
borne by the troops was excessive. 	It was the 
special duty of the cavalry, not being immediately 

of strength, however, were made only at internals, 
as opportunity offered ; at the time now under 

available for siege-services, to, guard the rear of notice,ithey aver° very imperfectly finished, 	The 
the camp from surprise ; and to insure this result, 
they held themselves ready to 'boot and saddle' 

enemy plied the Metcalfe picket vigorously with 
shot and shell, from 	guns brought out of the 

at a few minutes' notice—glad if they could insure Cashmere Gate and posted a few hundred yards 
only a „few hours of sleep in the twenty-four. .in 'advance of the city wall ; while a number of 
Many an officer, on picket or reconnoitring duty, 
would be in the saddle twelve hours together, "in 

infantry skirmishers, many of whom were rifle-
men, kept up a nearly incessant fire from the 

torrents of rain, without food or refreshment of jungle in front. 	Although the losses at the Met- 
Airy kind. 	Yet, with all their trials, they spoke calfe picket wore not numerous, owing to the good 
and wrote cheerfully. 	An artillery-officer said : 'cover, the approach to it for reliefs, &c., was lam- 
' Our position here is certainly by nature a won- dered extremely perilous ; and us this species of 
derfully secure one ; and if the I'andies could not 
have found a better place than Delhi as the head- 

Attack was in many ways annoying to the British, 
General Wilson resolved to frustrate it, He placed 

quarters of their mutiny, with an unlimited maga- under the command of Brigadier Showers a force 
nine at their disposal, I -doubt if we could have of about 1300 men,* by whom the insurgents 
been so well off anywhere else. 	Providence has W\ere suddenly surprised on the morning of the 
assisted as in every way. 	From the beginning, 12th, and driven off with great loss. 	It was a 
-the weather has been most propitious ; and in sjritrp contest, for the brigadier had more than a 
cantonments I have never seen troops so healthy Inuidred killed and wounded, 	Showers himself 
as they aia here now. 	Cholera occasionally pays waii in the list of wounded ; as were also Major 
us a visit, hutthat must always be expected in a Coke. 	Captain 	Greville 	Lieutenants 	Sherrill; 
large stamLng eitia, 	The aiverJumna, completely nes, .. ,„ 	, m 	' 	 — 	0 Owen..  protects our left flank and 0_,...,,. while the lard ' 	to Tti/  , 	ann-ell,  and 	and brought belonging 	, a 
jheel (water-course) which gnus awaly ,,,, 	e the sough- 
-west is at this season quits, for '-ebla 	ales, 

into camp ; but the7I.Y. 77:aril/hien  derived from 
the skirmish was in securing the abandonment,  of a 

preventing any surprise on aillaLialit'r,' , a;.  a so mode of attack likely to be very annoying to the 
that a few cavalry are sufficitrargA a g 	..,. ,, for besiegers. 	The insurgents, it is true, by placing 
three faces of our position '—that is, a dew, if 
constantly on the alert, and never shirking a hard 
day's work in any weather. 	 ( ' 

guns on the opposite side of the Jumna, frequently 

*This. 75th font,  	100 men. 
The enemy gradually tired of atta..ks on the 

rear of the camp, which u»iformlya failed ; but 
ist Betwixt Europeans, . 	. 	, 	. 	ti:t0 	# 
Coke's runjuni, Rites, 	. 	. 	„ 	210 	II 

RM. 8th font, . .. 	, 	. 	. 	. 	100 	e 

they did not cease to 	maintain an 	aggressive 28 Bengal Europeans, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	100 	e 
Kaman Goorttltatt, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	100 	e 

attitude. 	Early in the month, they commenced 4th Sikh infantry, 	. 	• 	. 	. 	. 	. 	10 	e 
a series of efforts to drive the British from the II.M. 9th Lancers, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	one f quadlon. 

Horse artitlery, . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	six gnus. 
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sent a shot or, shell across ; but the danger here was on its way to , Delhi, with /great stores of 
was lessened by shifting the 	camp of the 1st ammunition.  
Punjaub infantry. As soon as General Wilson found himself aided 

That the siege-army was weakened by these by the energetic Nicholson, he gave additional 
perpetual encounters, need hardly be said. 	Every efficiency to, his army by grouping the infantry into 
day witnessed the carrying of Many gallant fellows 
to the camp-hospital or 'to the grave. 	'At about 

four brigades, thus constituted : 	First brigade, 
under 	Brigadier - Showers,' H.M. 	7.5tli foot, '2d • 

the middle of August, the force comprised 3571 Bengal Europeans, and the Kuniaon battalion .of 
European officers and men, and 2070 native officers Goorkhas ; Second, under Colonel Lenfield; H.M. 
and men, fit for duty ; with 28 horse-artillery pm 52d foot, H.M. 60th Rifles, and the Sirmoor battalion: 
(6 and 9 pounders) and a small supply of siege- of Goorkhas ; Third, under Colonel Jones, H.M. 
artillery. 	A detail of the component elements Of ' 8th foot, H.M. 61st foot, 'and Rothney's Sikhs ; 
the force, and of the ratio which the effective& bore Fourth, 	under Brigadier 'Nicholson, 1st Bengal 
to, the sick and wounded, will be more usefully ' Europeans, 1st Punjaub infantry (Ooke's rifles), and 
given' presently in Connection with the September 2d Punjaub infantry' (Green's. Rifles). 	The Guides 
operations. 	Rnowing well from dearly-bought were not brigaded, but were left free for service 

'experience that he could not successfully assault in any 'quarter. 	The cavalry -was placed under 
and capture 15ellii with his present force, General Brigadier Grant, and the artillery under Brigadier 
Wilson looked anxiously for reinforceinents from Garbett.. 	Nicholson had brought -with him ,a 
the Punjaub, which were due about the middle of few guns ; nevertheless it Was necessary, as just 
the month. 	Indeed, all in camp were prepared to remarked, to -wait fora regular siege-train before a 
welcome one who, from the daring and energy which bombardment of the city could 'be attempted, The 
characterised nearly all the operations with which camp, organised as it now was, although it put on 
he had been intrusted, had -  earned from seine the 
title of the 'Lion,' from others that of the 'Bayard,' 

a somewhat more regular appearance than before, 
was a •singular phenomenon,owing to the mode 

of the Punjaub. This was Brigadier-general Nichol- in 'which European and Asiatic 'elements were 
son, a soldier who had attained to that rank at an , 
unusually early age. 	About the end of June, Sir 

combined• in it. 	An efficer -Who' was present 
through all the operations baS given, in a letter 

Sohn Lawrence had intrusted to him a flying which went the round of the newspapers, a graphic 
column which had been organised at Wuzeerabad,* account of the camp, with its. British and native 
but which had undergone many vicissitudes; for troops, its varieties of costume, its. dealers 'and 
Nichelson had been compelled to disarm all the servants, itS tents and animals, and.  all the details 
Bengal native troops who were in his column, 	AS": of a scene picturesque to an observer Who could for 
we have seen in former pages, the brigadier struck 'a moment forget the Stern meaning which underlay 
terror into the mutineers, and swept away bands i0. 	About the time of Nicholson's arrival; Lien- 
of rebels in front and on either side of him in the: tenant Hodson was intrusted by General. Wilson 
region between the Chenab and the Sutlej. . He 
nearly annihilated -the Sealkote mutineers near 

'with an enterprise small in. character but useful 'XI, 
result, 	It was to watch a party of the enemy who 

Goordaspore,t and then cleared the country during had moved out from Dell:don the Rohtuk rod, and 
a long march, in fearfully hot weather, to Delhi: to afford sUpport, if necessary, either to Soneeput or.  
He himself' with a few companions reached the to the Jheend. rajah, who remained faithful to his 
day on the 8th of August; but the bulk Id his; alliance with the British. ' Hodson started on the 
column did not arrive till the 14th. . Its composi. night of the 14th 'of AngusV with .a detachment of 
Lion had undergone some • change ; and it now about 350 cavalry, comprising 230 of the irregutivr• 
comprised }LM. 5.2d foot, the remaining wing; of horse named after himself, 100 Guide cavalry, and 
.the 61st foot, the 2d Punjaubinfantry,- 200 Mouptan a few Jheend cavalry. e The enemy were; known 
horse, and a small force of artillery—in all, al)out 
1100 Europeani and 1400 Punjaub troops. 	-rain- 
able 	clNyever, as 'vas thiS accession of str.til-is5;.„ • 1,, ,, 

„ , what  .. 	 . slgo, t oar camp would be even to tinnawho visited 
setmeeeei i 	The long lines of tents, the iluitcheo,finvels of the 

a ts the rows of horscs.the parks dew...44y, the English 
=eetreit hisn  grey linen coat And trousers 0,-. ma fought as bravely 

ti. 	 . rinmediately affect the sieoe•er'".'" 	' seeing that z. • 	 .., clic arrival of 
another siege_tas jecessary to F.- John Lawrence 
had caused to be collearalLiqi P erozpore, and which 

without pipeclay).  thc,se,i,g we!, ..,et red and blue turbans, 
ttrfirrighans with their ;:ti a'  tt mite turbans, their wild air, and , 	coloured saddlteelotlis and thel' tie 
EOfirAay he""Nriip.to the ugliness of demons in blank Ak,1?Ried aitienei--  ''-ints and-woollen coats—the truest, bravest soldiers M 
our fl• 	;, . '.- , :era are scarcely (my roorbealm alitnittsianisyloth in 
our;. . • 	ejsut of native servants many a score. 	In the rear aro * U.M. 52d light infantry- the r: 	.' 	' or the native bazaars, and further out on the' plain the 

35th Bengal native infantry. thottsid.", i of camels, bullocks,.and horses that carry our baggage: 
infantry. 	 •• 2d Punjaub 	 • The soldlArs aro loitering through tho lines or ltt the bac:vire. 

9th Bengal native cavalry, one wing. Suddenly the alarm is sounded. 	Every one rusitesto ills tont. The. 
-Moulton horse. infantry &Miler seises his musket And slings •on his pouch, the 
Dawe's troop of borso-artillery, artilleryman, gets his guns harnessed, tho Afghan rides out to 
Smythe troop of native foot-artillery: explore; in 6 few minutes everybody. is in his place. , 	 Bourcitier's light-infantry battery. ' If we go to the summit of the ridge of hill which separates us 

+ During that famous pursuit and defeat of the Sealkoto mull- from the city, Ire see the river winding along to the left, the bridge 
dicers, a wing of MM. Std foot marched sixty-two miles in forty- of boats, the toWers of the palace, and the high roof and minarets 
eight hours of an Indian summer, if:aides fighting with an enemy 
who resisted with more than their usual determination. 	It was 

of the great 	the roofs and gardens of the 'doomed city, 
and the elegant-looking walls, with batteries hero end there, the 

work worthy of a regiment which had, marched three thousand white smoke of which rises slowly up among the groan feline that 
mass *four years. • 	 . clusters round the ramparts.' 	 i . 
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to have passed through Samplah on the way to latter being nearly due west of the former. 	Or, 
Rohtuk ; and Hodson resolved to anticipate them as seems more probable (seeing that all attacks 
by a flank-movement. 	On the 15th, at the village on the rear of the camp had signally failed), the 
of Khurkowdeli, he captured a large number of enemy may have intended to cross the Nujuft: 
mutineer cavalry, by a stratagem at once bold ghur jheel 	or water-course, 	and intercept the 
and ingenious, 	On the 16th 	 ie enemy marched siege-train which they as well as 	the British 
to Rolituk, and Hodson in pursuit of them, 	On knew to be on the way from Ferozpore, 	One 
the 17th skirmishes took plve near Rohtuk itself ; 
but on the 18th Hodson succeeded in drawing forth 

account of the matter is, that Bnkhtar Singh, a, 
rebel who had gained unenviable notoriety at 

the main body of rebels, who suffered a speedy and Bareilly, had got into disfavour with 'the King of 
complete defeat. 	They were not simply mutineers 'Delhi for his want of success as one of the military 
from Delhi ; they comprised many depredatory leaders within the city ; that he had offered, if a 
bodies that greatly troubled such of the petty good force were only placed at his disposal, to 
rajahs as wished to remain faithful to or in alliance wipe off the discredit by a crowning victory over 
with the British. Lieutenant Hodson, by dispersing ' the . Feringhees ; and that, iii pursuance of this 
them, aided in pacifying the district around the object, ho proposed "to get in rear of the siege- • 
siege-camp—a matter of much consideration. 	A , 
letter front one of the officers of the Guides will 

camp, intercept the expected siege-train, capture 
it, and cut off all communication between the 

afford a good idea of the manner in which all camp and UmbalIa. 	Whatever may have been 
fought in those stirring times, and of the lan- the main purpose, the expeditionary force was of 
guage in which the deeds were narrated when the 
formality of official documents was not needed.* 

considerable strength, amounting to 7000 men, 
and comprishig the whole or large portions of 

For ten days 	after Nicholson's arrival, little" six mutinied infantry regiments, three of irre- 
was effected on either side save this skirmish of gular 	cavalry, 	and 	numerous 	artillery. 	The 
Hodson's at Rohtuk. 	Wilson did not want to general, 	on 	receipt 	of 	this 	information

' 
 . at 

begin ; it was not his strategy; he steadily held once placed a column* under the command of 
his own until the formidable siege-train could Brigadier Nicholson, with instructions to frustrate 
arrive. 	On the other. hand, the enemy were the operations of the enemy. 	The brigadier 
foiled in every movement; ail their attacks had 
failed. 	 _ 

started t at daybreak 	on the 	25th 	of August, 
crossed two 	difficult swamps, 	and arrived at 

Nicholson was on the alert to render good Nanglooe, a village about midway between Delhi 
service ; and the opportunity was not long in and Bahadoorghur. 	During a halt and a recon- 
presenting itself. 	His energy as a soldier mid noitro, it was found that the enemy had crossed 
his skill as a general were rendered very conspi- a bridge over the Nujuffghur jheel, and would 
cuous in his battle of Nujuffghur, resembling in probably encamp in the afternoon near the town 
its tactics some of those in which Havelock had . of the same name. 	Nicholson 	determined to 
been engaged. 	General Wilson obtained intelli- push on against them that same et ening. 	After 
genet) that a force of the enemy was advancing another ten-mile march, during which his troops 
from 	Delhi 	towards Bahadoorghur, with 	the had to wade through a sheet of water three feet 
apparent intention 	of attacking.  the siege-camp deep, he came up with the enemy about five 
in the rear,;the distance between the city and o'clock, and found them posted in a position two 
the town being abbut twenty miles, 	and the miles in length, extending from the bridge to the 

• town : they had thirteen guns, of which four were 
t' The first day we marched to a place called ltburkowdeli, but in a strong 'position at an old serai on their left 

such a march ! 	We had to go through water for miles up to the 
horses' girths. 	'we took Khurkowdeb by surprise,and Hodson 
immediately placed men over the gates, and we went in. 	Shot one 
scoundrel Instanter, cut down another. told took a resseldar (native 
officer) and some sowers (troopers) prisoners, and came to a house 
emended ey some more, who would not let us in at all ; at last, we 

centre.  	The brigadier, after 4 brief reconnaissance, 
resolved first to attack the enemy's left centre, 
which 	was 	"[}tell' 	strongest 	point, 	and 	then, 
'changing front to the left,' sweep down their 

rushed In And found thc rascals had taken to the upper story, and 
still kept us at bay. 	Thai) was only one door and a lthkee  Ells guns  line of guns towards the bridge, 	Hhaving 
(irindow). 	I shoved in my head through the door, with a pistol 
ht my hand, end gut a clip over my turban for my pains; ray 
pistol missed the at the nunis breast (you must send me ii revolver), 

fired  a few rounds, the critical moment for a 
charge arrived.; he addressed his men, told them 

0.1 got out of that. as fast as I could, And then tried the kirkee 
with tee other barrel, and very nearly got another cut. 	We tried 
every means to get in, but could tug, no we Ijre4) the house, and 

what a bayonet charge had always been in the 
British army, and shouted-4  Advance I' 	The 

out they rushed a muck among us. 	The first fellow went At —, 
who wounded him, but aumehow or other he slipped and tell on his 
back. 	I new him fail, end, thinking ho was lent, rushed to the  
rescue. 	A Guide got a chop nt the fellow, and I gave him such it 

infantry charged, and drove the enemy out of the, 

V 11)1. 9[11 Lancers 	(Captain Sarrell), 	One sqinulthn. 
swinging back-hander that he fell dead. 	I then went at another Guide cavalry 	(Captain Sandford), 	120 men. 
fellow rushing by my left, and sent my sword through him, like ad Punkin)) cavalry, 	 80 	u 

butter, and begged him. 	I then looked round and saw a sword ifoultan horse. 
Come crash on the shoulders of a poor youth ; oh, such a cut; and ILM. Gist Prot, 	Colonel 'Benny), 	420 	0 
up wont the sword again, and the next moment the boy would have 1st Bengal Europeans 	Major Jacob), 	880 	0 
been in eternity, but I ran forward and covered him with my sword lst Punjaub infantry 	 400 	n 
and saved him. During this it was over with seven men. — had (

(Coke's), 
ad Punjaub InfantryGreen's), 	 400 	u 

shot one with his revolver, and the other four wore cut down at Sappers and Miners, 	 30 	e 
once. 	Having polished off these fellows, we held an Impromptu form-artillery 	(Tombs' and Olphert's), Sixteen guns. 
court-martial on those no had taken, and shot them all—our- Captain (now Major) Olphert being fil, the command of his troop 
dorm ern' one, who wore justly rewarded for their deeds: was taken by Captain Remington. 
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serai with great impetuosity. 	He then chr,tiged have been very annoying, if-incit dangerqus, . on 
front to the  left, and- so completely outflanked the rear of the camp. 	Of the guns capturecVnine 
the enemy that they fled at once ,from th* field, 
leaving thirteen,  guns behind them. 	While - this 

were English field-pieces, formerly, belonging to 
the regular Bengal army ; While the other four 

was being done, Lieutenant Lumsden r,dvanced were native brass guns belonging to. the imperial 
to. Yujuffghur, and cleared it of insurgents. 	A 
small number of the enemy concealed heinselves 

palace at `Delhi. 	, 
The,.Delhi insurgents, Whether well or ill ectin - . 

in. the neighbouring village of Nuglee : and when m anded, manifested no careless inattention to What). 
attacked, in a way that left,no loophoh t for escape, 
therfought So desperately as to bring flown a con- 

was 'occurring. outsidouthe city walls, 	They wore., 
nearly always well, informed of the 'proceedings 6f 

siderable number of Lumsden's party, including the the besiegers. 	They knew that a large siege-train 
lieutenant himself: 	The .enemy's . cavalry effected was expected, which they much longed to intercept; 
little or nothing ; white Nicholson's was ,employed they knew that Brigadier -Nicholson had gone but 
chiefly in guarding baggage and escorting guns. to Nujufighur on the morning of the 25the,  they ., 
Nicholson passed the night near the bridge, which knew that he had not returned to mini on the 
had been the object of a. fierce attack and defence morning of the 26th; and they resolved onanather . 
during the evening, and which: lie succeeded in.' attack .on the camp in its then weakened state. 
blowing np about two o'clock in the niorning— 'All Was in vain, ,however; in this. as in every 
thus cutting off one of the few approaches by similar 	attempt ,they were 	beaten, 	' As 	soon , 
•Which the mutineers from the•city could get to the as they made. their appearance, General Wilson 

• main line of road behind the, camp. 	Nicholson ' strengthened his pickets, 	The enemy Commenced. 
returned to. camp on the ,26th, after a few hours' by a fire with-, field-guns 'from 	Ludlow. 	Castle • 
rest for his exhausted troops. They had indeed had. oagainst the Mosque picket; but the attack never 
a hard day's labour on the 25th; for they marched became serious; it was steadily Met, and the 
eighteen miles to the field of battle—starting at enemy, after suffering severely, retired into the 
daybreak, 	and .crossing' two 	difficult 	swamps 
before they could arrive at. Nanglooe ; and, to 

city, 
During the. later days of August, the enemy 

use the words of- their commander in his dis- , 
patch; ' as it would not have been prudent to 
take the baggage-across the ford at Baprowla, they 

attempted little more thana series of skirmishing 
attacks on the pickets. 	If, once now and thou, 
they appeared in force outside the walls as though 

were- obliged, after fourteen hours' marching and 
fighting, to bivouae on the field without food or, 
covering of:any kind.' 	There Seems to have, been 

about to attack • in . a body, the 	intention ;was, 
speedily abandoned, and they .disappeared, again 
within the City. 	No evidence was afforded that 

something wrong here. 	One of the officers has they were headed by any officer possessing unity 
said : ' Unfortunately, through some mistake, I of command and military ability. 	was, no ,..There 
suppose, the grog for the men had not arrived, 
nor commissariat rations ; and it-is wonderful how 
they-  bore up against the privations of a long 

Sevajeel -no Hyder among them. 	Often,' as an 
eye-witness observed, ' like an undisciplined mob, 
at  best merely an agglomeration of regiments, the 

march, same hard fighting,- and no food. 	A little rebels have attacked us again and again, and fiercely 
grumbling was occasionally 	heard, .but good- enough • when under cover, but always with .a 
humour and cheerfulness *were the order of the poverty of conception and want of plan that 
•day' 	Such of them as had time to sleep at all betrayed the absence of a master-mind, 	And noW 
during the night, slept on the damp 	; but .ground that they knOw strong .reintprcements have joined 
all these exigencies of a soldier's . life were soon our' army, and that, the day of retribution• is not 
forgotten, and the troops returned to camp in far distant-,althongh they may make an attempt 'to 
high . spirits 	at 	their 	success. 	. Nicholson had intercept the .siege-tmin-7yet by their vacillating 
relied 	fully on . the Punjaubees". in the day of and abortive gatherings outside the walls, and 
battle, and they justified his. reliance, for. they by the dissensions and desertions that are rife 
emulated the courage and soldierly qualities of within,. they shew that the huge body- of the insur- 
the European troops who formed the elite of the rection is still without a vigorous and life•giving 
-force. 	He bad to regret the loss of 25 killed, 
including Lieutenants Lumsden 	and 	Gabbed; ; 

spirit.' 	 . 	, 
 True as this may have been in the particular 

and of 70 wounded, including Major Jacob and instance, it is nevertheless impossible not :to be 
Lieutenant Elkington. 	The 	brigadier's 	official struck-with the, fact that the mutineers Maintained 
'dispatch contained some curious particulars not a remarkable degree of organisation after thephad 
always given in such documents. 	It appears that ,forSworn their allegiance ; -the men of all the corps 
during the day his men fired off 17,000 musket 
and rifle charges, and 650 cannon-shot and shells 

rallied round the colours belonging to each parti-.' 
cular regiment ; and• those regiments which had 

—,-a• murderous torrent, that may perhaps convey customarily been Inassed• into brigades, long -strove 
to the mind of a reader some faint idea of the to maintain the brigade character. 	Although the 
terrible ordeal of a battle. 	He captured all the 
enemy's guns and ammunition ; but a better result 

insurrection possessed few 	elements of unity, 
although the rebels could not form an. army, or 

-'was, the frustration of an attack which might operate comprehensively in the field, they sought 
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to maintain the organisation Which 	their 	late not always correct in matters of identification, the 
British' masters had giveu to them. • There had name will not be given here. 
nstsally been .a, *brigade 	of two, three, or 	four September arrived, and with it many indications 
nativo regitnents at each of the larger Military that the'siege would soon present new and import- 
stations ; ' from the station the brigade took its ant features. 	Little is known of what passed 
name; and when the mutiny was many months within Delhi 	during those days; 	but' General 
old, 	the 	mutineers were 	still 	recognisable 	as , Wilson learned from various sources that the 
belonging to the brigades ;which they had once mutineers were in a very dissatisfied state at the 

•loYany servect,such as the Bareilly brigade, the failure 	of all 	their, attempts 	to 	dislodge, 	the 
Neemuch 	brigade, 	the 	Dinapoor 	brigade; the , besiegers, or even to disturb in any material degree 
Auseerabad brigade, Arc. 	Although single regi- the plan of the siege. 'They were without a respon- 
-,ments and fragments of regiments entered Delhi, sible and efficient leader, and wore split up into 
,to'niiiintain the standard' of rebellion against the small sections ; 	they . had no united scheme of 

. 'English . ' raj,' 	nevertheless 	the 	majority 	were operations ; nor were they adequately provided 
distinguishable as 	brigaded forces. 	The 	Delhi with money to meet their daily demands. 
-brigade itself, consisting of the 38th, 540, and 74th With the besiegers, on the•other hand, prospects 
regiments native infauty, formed the material on wore brightening. 	The siege-train, when it arrived 
which the Meerut brigade had worked on the 11th early in September, made a formidable increase in 
of May. 	This Meerut brigade comprised the 11th 

vatr n2Oth infantry,' and the 3d cavalry. 	On the' 
the ordnance before Delhi. 	As the name implies, 
the guns' were larger, • and carried shot and shell 

16th of June arrived the Nuseerabad brigade,. can- more weighty, than tikes() used in battles and 
sisting of the 15th• and 60th infantry, with horse skirmishes ; their maim purpose being to make 
and foot artillery; on the 22d, the Jullundur and breaches in the defence-works of the city, through 

' flaw brigades entered, comprising the 3d, 36th, 
and 61st infantry, and the 6th Cavalry; on theist 

which infantry might enter and capture the place. 
Sir John Lawrence had been able to collect in the 

and 2d of June came the Bareilly or Rohilcund . Punjaub, and send to Delhi from Fcrozpore, a train 
'brigade, including the 18th, 28th, 29th; and 68th of about thirty heavy pieces of artillery, consisting 
infantry, and the 8th irregular cavalry ; and later of gmiq howitzers, and mortars of 'large calibre. 
in the samenionth came the Neetnneh and jbansi The difficulty was not to obtain the guns, but to 
brigades. 	Even when combined within the walls secure tind to: forward men to escort' them, animals 

• of Delhi, each brigade constituted a sort of family to drati,  therh, ammunition to.serve them, carriages 
• .or community, having to a great extent a way to convey the auxiliary stores,,, food and camp- 

and a Will of its own. 	The history of a hundred equipage for the inen, fodder - for the animals— 
years has . shown that the sepoys 'always fought whether horses, oxen, camels, or elephants. . Such 
Well when well commanded ; and their ineffective was the disturbed state of India at that time, that 
fighting as mutineers may hence be attributed Lawrence had not been able to send •this rein- 
in 	part to the fact that 	they 'were not well forcemeut until September; and even then, all 
commanded. 	, 

' It was about this period. the latter half of August, 
that an unfortunate English lady:—unfortunate in 

his skill, influence, and energy, were required to 
surmount the numerous difficulties. 	About the 
sumo tithe there arrived 	iu 	camp a Belooch 

being so long in the hands of brutal men—escaped 
from Delhi under circumstances which were 'itr. 

battalionfrom Kurachee, the 4th Punjanb infantry, 
the Patan Irregular Horse, and ,reinforcements 

rated by the Bombay and Calcutta newspapers as to MM. 8th, 24th, 52d, and 60th regiments. 	The 
below.* 	She was the wife of one of the civil siege-army now reached an aggregate of about 
officers of the CoMpany engaged 'at Delhi before 9000 men of all arms, offectives- and non-effective; 
the mutiny;. but as the newspaper narratives were including 	gun-lasears, 	sycedrivers, 	Pupjaubee 

Sappers and Miners, native infantry recruits, and 
Rk' WS ----, the wife of Ille --, made her etrape from Delhi on other men Dot comprised in regular regiments. 

the moming.of the lent. . roar creature, she was almost minced 
to ti skeleton; as she had been kept in a sort of dungeon while in There -were also near the camp or on their march 
Deihl. 	Two cimprassees, who, it appeini, have all along been 
faithful to her, aided her In ranking her attempt to escape. 	They

Mi passed through the A,cer Gate, but not wholly unobserved by the 
to it, numerous troops belonging to the Cashmere, 
jheend, • and Putialah Contingents- 	Out of • the 

mutineers' sentries, us mum of the eimprassees was shotby them. total number of troops of all kinds, Wilson hoped 
It being dark at the time, she lay hidden among time long web- 
grass until the dawn of day, .when OM sent the ehuprassee to .• to, be. enabled to find. 9000 effective infantry to 
reconnoitre, mid as luck would here It, he came across the 
European picket stationed at Subzeo Mende°. 	So soon as he 
could discover who they were, he went and brought the lady into 
the picket-house annongst.tho soldiers, who did nil they could to 
insure her safety. 	As soon as she arrived inside the square, she 
fell down upon her knees, and offered up a prayer to Heaven for 

make an assault  on the 'city after a bombard-, 
won't 	To what extent this ho e was realised - 	' 	 p 	 , we 
shall See presently. 	 . 

it is.  iMportant to bear clearly in mind the 
.her cafe deliverance.' All she had round her body was a dirty relative positions of the besiegers and the be- piece of cloth, and another piece folded round her head. She was 
in a terrible condition ; but I feel assured that there was not a single 

. 	d 	tree 	 at 

	

siege , 	le stoge-eamp and tll® fortified city, , European bat felt greatly concerned in her behidf ; and some oven 
shed tears 	 'VW of pity when they heard t»o tale of 	that site related. 
Ater being interrogated by the oaken; for a short time, Captain 

.that time: 	Let it not be forgotten that the British .ist 
position before Delhi, from the early days of June 

Bailey provided n (loon° for her, and sent her under escort safe to 
camp, where she hoe been provided witlyt stuff-tent, and every- 
thine that she requires:  c 

to  those of September;-Was purely a defensive one. 
The besiegem could neither invest the city nor 
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batter down its walls; the troops being too few As a memento of a remarkable event in the 
for the first of these enterprises, and the guns too Military history of India, it may be acceptable to 
weak fon the second ; while an assault, though present here a detailed list of all the troops eon- 
twice intended, was not attempted, because ,there stituting the siege-army of Delhi in the second 
was • no force sufficient to hold the city, even if it week of September, when the assault was about to 
were captured. 	The position on the north of the be made. 	The number, it will be seen, was 9866,* 
city, from Metcalfe House to the Subzee Miindee, 
was the only one which they could successfully 

besides `unarmed and undisciplined pioneers,' of 
whom no enumeration was given. 	These, 	it 

maintain, 	Nevertheless, though limited to that must be remembered, were all 18ittive troops, 
one side, it was invaluable, because it enabled the and did not include those who were disabled by 
British to keep open a road of communication wounds or sickness. 	It should • also be observed, 
with the northwest, whence all supplies must that the Cashmere, Jheend, and Putialah Con- 
neewsarily be 	obtained. 	The 	English public, tingents find no place in this list; 	they were 
grieved and irritated by the astounding news from scarcely mentioned 	by General Wilson 	in his 
India, often 'reproached Barnard and Wilson for dispatches, although from other sources of infer- 
their delay in 'taking Delhi ;' and many of the illation they seem to have reached nearly three 
officers and soldiers on the spot longed for some thousand in number. 	Why the general and his 
dashing movement that would restore British staff should have had to make the entry 'strength 
prestige, and give them their hour. of revenge unknown,' in reference to them, does not clearly 
against 	the mutineers. 	Subsequent experience, 
however, has gone far to prove that the generals 

appear. 	Concerning the other or more important 
elements of the army, many of the regiments were 

were right. 	The grounds for so thinking have, represented only by detachments or wings in tho 
been thus set forth by an artillery-officer whose camp, the rest being at other places; but all that 
account of the siege has found a place among the need be noted in the list is the exact number of 
Blue-books : ' Whether the city might or might men, 	Glancing over this list, it is impossible to 
not have been carried by a amp de main, as was avoid being struck 'with the fact how nearly 
contemplated first in June and afterwards in July, the Oudian or Hindustani element is excluded 
it is needless now to inquire; but judging front from it. 	There are Europeans, Goorkhas, Sikhs, 
the resistance we afterwards experienced in the Punjaubees, Beloochees, and mountaineers from 
actual assault,' when we had been greatly rein- the Afghan frontier; but the only entry referring 
forced in men and guns, it appears to me fortunate clearly to the Bengal native army is that of 78 
the attempt was not made. 	The strength of the men of the 4th irregular cavalry, and these appear' 
place was never supposed to consist in the strength in 	the unsoldierlike condition, ' disarmed 	and 
of its actual defences, though these were. much unhorsed.' 	The horse-artillery were frequently 
undervalued ; but every' city, even without forti, 
fications, is, from its very nature, strongly defen- 

referred to in dispatches by the names of the 
officers in command—such as Tombs', Turner's, 

sible, unless it can be effectually surrounded or Ronny's, 	and Remington's troops; while two 
bombarded. 	Moreover, within Delhi, the enemy light field-batteries were named, after Scott and. 
possessed a magazine containing apwards of two 
hundred guns, and an almost inexhaustible supply 
of ammunition ; while their numbers were cer- 

Bourchier. 	There were also several companies of 

* Aermeru, Boinecra, -40. 
tainly never less than double those of the besiegers,' 
But, more than this, Delhi was not so weak 4 

	

EuroPean 	Artillerymen of all kinds, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	3550 
and 	 Idigineers, Sappers, Menem &c.,. . 	. 	. 	722 

	

Native. 	Pioneers, unarmed and undisciplined, 	. 	t 
place as public opinion in England at that time 2072 
represented it to be. 	The numerous bastions Cavalry. 
presented regular faces and flanks. of masonry, 

	

European.  VIAL Cerabinicro,  	12a 

	

01.4 9th Lancers, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	89t . 
with properly cut embrasures, 	The portions of 
wall or curtain between the bastions were twenty- 

-4th irregular cavalry (disarmed and unhorsed), IS 
1 t Penjaub cavalry, . 	. 	 147 s 	 . 	. 	. 

• 114 , 	, 	. 	. 	. 
four feet high, two-thirds of the height being twelve 
feet thick, and the remainder near the top being 

Native., 5th 	a 	a 	t • 	• 	• 	• 	 Eli 
Ilodson 	I

s, 
	Horse, 	. 	

•. 
	. 	. 	452 . 

• . 	 MI corps, cavalry, 
a parapet three feet in thickness. 	Outside the 

,Guide 	 . 	, 	. 	. 	_____ 
am 

wall was a broad beam or ledge,screened by a infantry. 
parapet as a place for musketeers; below the beam 
was a ditch, sixteen feet deep by twenty feet wide 

	

MIL Sth foot, 	: 	..  	322 
e 	52d 	a 	, 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	:•:1:13 

p 	curb Bides, 	. 	 • 	. 	 90 . 
at the bottom, with well-constructed escarp' and 
counterscarp ; and a good sloping glacis, descend- 

EurOpean. 0 	slot foot, 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	402. 
0 	75th toot, • 	 : 	, 	. 	• 	. 	40 

	

let Bengal European Pi/Milers, 	. 	. 	927 

lug from the outer edge of the ditch, covered nearly 2d 	r 	0 	0 	, 	• 	• 	. 	1170 
sirmoor battalion, Goorkhaa, 	• 	• 	• 	212 

half the height of the wall from all assaults by dis- 'Simeon 	r 	a 	, 	• 	• 	• 	
rod
:3 

taut batteries. 	Captain Norman, who was present 
during the whole of the siege as assistant adjutant- 
general, and who wrote a very lucid semi-official 

Nati"' 

Guide, corps, infantry, 	. 	. 	• 	•• 	414 , 4th Sikh infantry, . 	. 	. 	. 	• 	. 
1 lat Punjaub infantry 	 eS4 
rd 	m 	. 	• 	, . 	, 	. 	. 	. 	• 	• 	650 

541 4th 	r 	a 	, 	• 	• 	II2 J3el000ll battalion, 	,  
account of the siege-operations, fully corroborates 
this statement of the strength of the position. sole 
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/bet-artillery serving with the Siege-guns, which 
. 	. 	. 	 . 

sappers, attacked by the enemy and defended 
altogether numbered more then; sixtyheavy pieces . by infantry,' prosecuted their Work amid the 
of ordnance of, various kinds. 	It has been said 'peril which always ' sorroAds that species' of 
above that the list of 4808 eXoluded 'sick and .. -military labour.' One battery, on • the 	left, 	of 
wounded ; these latter numbered at that tiine:fici .  four 24-pounders, NA* "intended 	to 	held 	the 
less than 3074; therefore the total of all ranks and • 'Cashmere 	Bastion 	purtlally 	in 	cheek ; 	while 
all degrees of efficiency nearly reached 13,000 men; the Other,  of five 13Spounders and .one 	8-inch 
even excluding the unenutherated pioneers and hoWitzer, was to silence the Moree Bastion, and 
eonting6its, 	In fire regiments alone there' wore ',Prevent it interfering with the attack 04 the 
1300 men sick and \minded; almost equalling in loft - , A trench was made to mined tha two 
number those in an effective state ; the is2d royal batteries,  and ., extending beyond them a little 
regialeat and the Simmer battalion exhibited a to the right and left, was to communieate with 
greater number on the sick-list than on that of the ' a wide and deep ravine  which, extending very 

..effectives. 	 . nearly np to the left attack, formed a sort of first 
None commenced 	those operations of 	siege- \ parallel, affording good' covet to the gaud of the 

warfare which .depend more,  on engineers and trenches, 	All this was completed daring the 
artillerymen than on infantry and cavalry—the night or by the,foronoon of the fish; and the ,two 

fop -bringing near the 	city guns ,arrangements portions, with the trench connecting thorn, became 
numerous and powerful enough to batter the known as Blind's Battery, named after the officer 
walla 	All pawls were busy. 	The engineers and who worked it, 	 . 	. 

„their assistants had made 10,000 fascines, 10,000 At dusk on the evening of the itli., a second 
gabions, and 100,000 sandbags; field-magazines, 
scaling-ladders, and spare platforms had been 

working-party sot forth, to construct a battery to 
be called 'No. 2: ' The enemy, influenced by an 

made. in great number. 	The north side of, the opinion that the attack would be made - on the 
city being, that which was to be assaulted, it was right, had neglected the ground at and near 
resolved to maintain the right • of the position. Ludlow Castle, .a house situated barely seven 
strongly against the enemy, while the main attack hundred , yards from the Cashmere Gate. 	The 
Was pushed on the left—firsts  because the river 
would protect the left flank of the advancing 

British engineers, advantage of this neglect, 
seized /the 	position, • oecupied 	it with a strong 

columns; and, secondly, because the troops would detachment,•  and employed the nights of the Pill 
find themselves in comparatively open ground in and 10th in eonsttncting a battery upon its The 
that part after a successful assault, instead of being enemy, alarmed at this near approach, kept up a. 
cooped up in narrow and fiercely defended streets. fierce cannonade from the Cashmere and Water 
'One- of the subsidiary measures taken Wae to form Bastions and from the Sehnigurh; hut the be- 
. a treneh' to the left of the Samee, and to construct siegors had.' made their approach so carefully, that 
at .the end be it a battery for four guns and two 
large howitzers. 	This Samee, better known to the 
soldiers as the Samtay House, was an old temple, 
situated some 'way down the slope. of the ridge' , 
towards the City, and about half a mile distant from , 
the Moree Bastion ; it had for some weeks been 

few of them suffered. 	This battery, like Brind's, 
was in two portions; ono, immediately iu front of, 
Ludlow Castle, for nine 24-pounders,was intended, 
to breach. the wall between the Cashmere and . 
*Tater 'Bastions, and to render. the parapet unten-
able by musketeers; the other, two hundred yards 

held by the 'British. 	The purpose of this newly further to the right, foaseven 8-inch howitzers and 
constructed Senses Battery was to prevent sorties two 18-pounders, ware to aid in attaining the 'same 
from the Lahore or Cabool Gates passing round 
the city wall to annoy the breaching-batterieS, 
and also to assist in keeping down the fire of the 

objects, . The `No. 2' Battery, from its magnitude, 
and the important duty assigned to it, was placed 
under the control of two officers ; Major Kaye 

Meree Bastion. 	The three main works on the • commanded the right position ; while the left was 
mirth side of the city, were the Moree, 'Cashmere, 
and Water Bastions—all of which had been 

intrusted to Major Campbell, who, being wounded 
soon 	afterwards, 	was 	suoeetded 	by 	Captain 

strengthened by the British authorities some years Johnson; 	. 	. 
before, when no .one dreamed that those strength- 
enings would be a disaster to the power which 

Still further was the powerful machinery for, 
attack ,carried. 	Oa the night of the 10th., Battery 

ordered them. to be effected. No. a was commenced, within two hundred yards 
It was on  the ,7th of September that the of the Water Bastion, behind a small ruined house. 

besiegers began to render visible those works in the custom-house compound ; it was bold and 
which pertain' especially to the storming of a hazardous work to construct a battery in such  a 
fortified post. 	Until' then, there had been few spot, for the enemy kept up a destructive fire of 
or 	no trenches, 	parallels, or zigzags, intended 
to enable the besiegers to approach near the 

musketry the -whole time, 	The object of No. Si, 
when mounted with six 18-pounders, was to open ' 

beleaguered city, preparatory to a',  forcible entry. a second breach 'in the Water Bastion. 	Battery 
On that night, however, a working-party was sent No. 4 was in like manner censtruetcd during the 
out to establish twp batteries about seven hundred nights of the, 10th anti llth, at the Koodseebagh 
yards distant front the 	Moree Bastion, 	The near Ludlow Castle ; it was mounted with ten 
_ 	 . 
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heavy' mortars, placed under the charge of Major Irons the Cashmere Gate, and poured forth a 
Tombs. 	Later in the siege a battery of light mot.- troller of musketry at that spot ; and it required 
tars vas worked by Captain Blunt from the rear • a very strong guard of infantry to protect the 
of the Custom-house: 	To enable the Whole of the battery 	from 	a closer 	attack. 	Some 	of the 
siege-batteries to be erased, most of the heavy enemy's guns, planted to enfilade the batteries 
guns,were withdrawn from the ridge, leaving only Nos. A. and 2, were so sheltered that the ordnance 
-a few that were necessary to defend it from any on the ridge and at the Samee House were never 
attacks Made by the enemy from the Kissengunje able effectually to silence them. 	From another 
and Subzee Mundee quarters. 	There being a quarter, the Selimgurh or old fort, a constant fire 
deficiency of foot-artillerymen to man the heavy of shells was kept up, so skilfully pointed as to 
guns and mortars, nearly all the officers and men drop with perilous accuracy upon three of the 
of the horse-artillery quilted the duties to which breaching-batteries. 	During the actual progress 
they more especially belonged, and worked in the of the bombardment and assault, only one attempt 
batteries during the bombardment; as did like- was made by the enemy to annoy the besiegers in 
wise many volunteers from the British. cavalry, 
who were eager to take part in the fray. 	Even 

the rear; a body of horse crossed the canal at 
Azadpore (at the junction of the two roads leading 

the infantry regiments furnished volunteers from from the city and the cantonment), drove in a 
among the officers, who practised at the ridge- picket of irregular horse, and created some con- 
batteries for many days before the breaching- 
batteries opened their fire, when they transferred 

ftision ; but parties of Punjaub and Guide cavalry, 
quickly arriving at the spot, checked, pursued, and 

their -.services 	to the latter. 	The newly raised dispersed the intruders. 
Sikh artillerymen, proud to share the dangers Now commenced the fearful thunder of a can- 
and emulate the courage of the British, were nonading. 	The engineers having finished their 
intrusted with the working of two of the great work, handed it over to the artillerymen, who 
guns, a duty -which they afterwards performed to collected around them vast stores of shot and 
admiration. shell. 	It was on the 11th of September that the 

It thus appears that the works at the newly British siege-guns may be said to have opened 
constructed 	breaching-batteries 	bristled 	with their' systematic fire, although some had been 
forty-four, heavy pieces of ordnance, besides guns alreatkly tetted, and others were not quite ready. 
of lighter weight and smaller calibre at more The /nine 24-pounders, in Major Campbell's No. 2 
distant points. 	The 	murderous 	conflict 	could Battery, `opened the ball,' to use the language of 
not much longer be delayed. 	The besieged knew one of the engineers, and soon skewed their tre- 
well the danger impending over them, and made mendous power in bringing down huge pieces of 
arrangements 	for a desperate resistance. 	No the wall near the Cashmere Bastion., The enemy's 
sooner did Blind's Battery open fire on the 8th guns on 	that bastion attempted to reply, but 
than the enemy made a sortie from the city, 
principally of cavalry; but they were soon driven 

were soon knocked over, and the bastion itself 
rendered untenable, 	The work was hot on the 

in by the 'artillery. 	From the broken ground 11th, but much hotter on the 12th, when Battery 
below the ridge, and from a trench. in front of No. 3 opened its lire, and upwards of forty pon- 
the battery, they kept up a constant fire .of mus- &rims pieces of ordnance belched forth ruin and 
hefty; grape-shot bad to be used against them, 
from a light gun-battery near the Samee House. 

slaughter on the devoted city. 	All that night, all 
the next day and night, until the morning of the 

In like manner, during the construction' of the 14th, did this cannonading continue, with scarcely 
remaining breaching-batteries, the enemy kept an interval of silence. 	Soldiers like to be met in 
up a fierce and continuous fire from 'every avail- soldierly fashion, even if they suffer by it. 	The 
able point, causing great loss to the besiegers'— British did not fail to give a word of praise to the 

..not only among the fighting-men, but among the enemy; who, though unable to work a gun from 
natives employed as 	porters, magazine lascars, 
ordnance-drivers, five. 	The enemy went to work 

any of the three bastions that were so fiercely 
assailed, stuck to their artillery in the open ground 

on the night of the I 1 th, and constructed an which enfiladed the right attack ; they got a gun 
advanced trench 	parallel . to 	the 	British 	left to bear thorough one of the holes breached in the 
attack, three or four, hundred yards distant 'from wall; they sent rockets from one of their martello 
it; and from this they opened a very hot fire of towers ; and they poured forth a torrent of mus- 
musketry. 	They also got some light guns, and ketry from their advanced trench and from the 
one of heavier calibre, into the open ground on city walls. 	Throughout the -warlike operations 
the right of the siege-position, from which they here and elsewhere, the enemy were more effective 
maintained an annoying enfilade fire. 	At the in artillery than in infantry, and less in cavalry 
Custom-house Battery, within two hundred yards than in either of the other two. 
of the city, the British were continually assailed When 	the great day arrived—the clay with 
with a storm of bullets, which rendered their which hopes and fears, anxieties and responsi- 
passage to and from the spot extremely perilous, bilities, 	had 	been. so 	long 	associated—General 
On 	more 	than 	one 	occasion, 	before, Battery Wilson made arrangements for the final assault. 
No. 	2 was finished, the mutineers sallied out The plan of operations was dependent on the state 

1. 
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to Which the breaching-batteries had brought the • 

i 
duty a. miscellaneous body of troops, almost Ivlaolly 

defence-works of the city durihg two or three days native, was told oft 	In . additien to the 	four 1 
bombarding, by the engineers under Colonel Baird ,. columns, there was a reserve of 1300 men, covered y 
Smith, and the artillery under Major Gaitskell. by Rifles, which was to await the result of the i 
It was known that the force of ' shut and shell main attack, and, take possession of certain posts '4 
poured against the place had made breaches near as soon as the columns entered the. place. 	Noll 
the Cashmere and Water Bastions, destroyed the inure troops were left at camp than were absolutely "'; 
defences of those bastions, and knocked down the necessary for its •protection ; a few convalescents.. 
parapets which had afforded shelter to the enemy's of the infantry, and a few troopers and he;rse: ..,; 
Musketeers; but wishing to ascertain the exact artillery, were all that could be spared for this ,.  
state of matters, the general, on the night of the duty. 	Nearly all the pickets were handed over.1

. 
 

13th, sent down Lieutenants Medley and Lang on 
the dangerous duty of examining the breach made 

to the cavalry to guard. Arrangements were, how- , 
ever, made to send back a force as speedily 'as i' 

in the city wall near the Cashmere BastiOn ; while possible to the camp to guard the, sick, wounded, :, 
Lieutenants Greathcd and Home made a similar stores,&c.,  which naturally became objects of 
examination of the breach near the Water Bastion. much solicitude to the general at such ,a time. r 
These officers having announced that both breaches Brigadier Grant, with the bulk of the cavalry and • 
wore practicable for the entrance of storming- some horse-artillery, moved doWn to the vicinity : 
parties, the general resolved that the next day, the of No. 1 Battery, to check any attempt that might; 
14th of September, should be signalised by a be .maele. by ,the enemy, after a sortie from the 
storming of the great Mogul stronghold. 	He Lahore or Ajmeer Gates, to attack the storming . 
marshalled his forces into columns,* the exact columns in flank. 
components of which it will be interesting to record - The night which closed in the 13th and Opened ',! 
here; and to each column he prescribed a parti- the 14th of SepteMber was not one, to be soon i' 
calor line of duty. 	The lot column, of 1000 men, 
was to assault the main breach, and escalade the 

forgotten by the soldiers .of the siege-army. 	Few!•" 
of them, 	officeas • or mesa; slept 	multi 	their,;i 

face of the Cashmere Bastion, after the heavy siege- thoughts were too intensely directed. towards the I 
gnus had finished their destructive work; it was ,stern realities of the morrow, which would and the I. 
to be covered by a detachment of H.M. 60th Rifles. career of so many among their number. • At. foitr e 
The 2d column, of 850 'men, similarly covered o'clock oti the morning of the 14th,- the different '4! 
by a body of Rifles, was to advance on the Water columns set forth- on their march from, the...camp it 
Bastion  and carry the breach. - The 3d column, 
of 950 men, was to be directed against the Cash- a 
mere Gate, preceded by. an explosion-party of 

to their respective places. 	The first three colutrins A 
were; according to the programme just ,cited, to i, 
engage in the actual assault on the northern side fl 

engineers under Lieutenants Home and Salkeldp of the city ; the heads of those .columns were to d 
and covered by, a . party of Rifles. 	The 4th be kept! concealed until the moment for , assault 1.; 
column (strength unrecorded) was, to assail the had arrived ; and the signal for that crisis was to :i: 
enemy's strong position in the Kissengunje and . be, the advance of the Rifles to the front, to act as ;'; 
Pahareepore suburbs, with a view both of driving skirmishers. 	' 	-  
in the rebels, and of supporting the main attack 
by forcing an entrance at the Cabool Gate; for this 

Brigadier Nicholson took the lead. 	He gave the ,., 
signal ; the Rifles rushed to the front with b, cheer, 
and skirmished along. through the low jungle/ 

	

alit Coluntn, tinder Brigadier-general Nicholson— 	' 14''n• n.m. ?5th foot 	(Lientenant-colonel Herbert), 	200 
1st Bengal Europeans (Major Jacob), . 	 . 	250 

	

. 	. 

which extended to'Within fifty yards of the ditch. , 
11.'he 	1St 	and 2d 	e'ohnuus, .under 	himself and 

2,1 Pintlaub infantry. 	(Captain Green), 	. 	. 	. 	420 Brigadier Jones, emerged from behind the Noodsce-li 
2t5 Column, under Brigadier junco— bagh, and advanced. steadiljitottards the breached ; 

FIX. 801 foot 	Lieutenant-colonel Greathed), 	250 
2d Bengal Europeans 	Captain n yd), 	. 	. 	250 portions of the wall. 	lip to this time the enemy;; i 

. 4th Sikh infantry 	Captain Rothnoy), 	. 	. 	350 guns had, wrought little mischief on the columns';' ; arl Column, under Colonel Campbell— 1)nt -as soon as the latter emerged into- the 'open , WM. 52d foot 
Kumeou Goorkhns 	.I'apii)DtarinTiitIty): 	. ' 	; ' . 'En . 
1st ranjaub infantry 	(Lieutenant Nicholson), 	. 	500 

ground,. a perfect , storm of bullets mot, tliew 
from the front and -both tiants; officers and "men 

411t COISIPIP, under Major Bold— 	 ' 
Sirmoor Goorkhas, 	 . Several , were falling fiat on. the glaeis ; and the 

minutes it was . impossible to- got. 'the 	ladders Guide infantry, 	Besides Cashmere Contingent
' 
 of• 

European pickets, 	• uhich strength unknown. 	8.50 placed fora descent into -the ditch and an ascent i: Native pickets, 
• Ratrce, under Brigadier Longfield— of the escarp. ' After a fierce Struggle* the British "i, 

RM. Obit foot 	Lieutenant-colonel Deacon), . 	250  • bayonet, as usual, won' the day ; the troops dashed 'i 
4th Punlaub infantry 	Captain Wilde), . 	. 	• 	460  Bel000h battalion' 	Lieutenant-colonel Farquhar), 	300 

through and-  over all. ' obstacles,' and entered the sl 
Jlicond auxiliaries 	Lieutenant-Colonel Bamford), 	200 city through the breaches which the guns had 

The engineer officers were attached to the 88,102Iti columns 118 , previously made in the walls. 	Now within the': 
remove: 	.„ boundary of the imperial city, the two brigadiers 

Toithe 1.4 column, Limas. Med:on Lang, and Bingham.' 
P 	P 	2d 	0 ' 	, 	0 	Greathed, Itovenden, and Pemberton. 
0 	M. 	3d 	0 	, 	 fr 	11011IN Who'd, and Tandy. 	. s, 	a 	4th 	0 	., 	I I 	 Ilatutsell and Tennant. 
0 	0 	1U-serve,, 	st 	Ward and Thackeray. 

at once turned to the rig 	, ht proceeded along the 
ramparts, fought the sepoys inch by inch, over-,  
came all opposition, and captured in succession a . 	, 	i 
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- 	• . 
small 'battery, a tower between the Cashmere and wore killed while laying the bags; but Lieutenant 
Moree Bastion; the Moree itself, and the Cabool Homo only received a blow from a stone thrown.  
Gate ; but the vigorous attempts they made,  to up by a bullet. 	The perilous duty of laying the 
take the Burn Bastion •  and the Lahore Gate bags being completed, the advanced party slipped 
failed, so- determined was the resistance opposed to down into the ditch, to make room, for the firing- 
thorn, and so terrible the loss they suffered in party, -which then advanced. 'Lieutenant Salkeld,' • 
officers-  and.  men, 	It was in one of the many said Colonel Baird Smith, in his report of the 

,attacks on the Lahore Gate, when the troops bad engineering operations of ,the day, `while endea- 
to advance along a narrow lane swept by the vouring. to fire the charge, was shot through the 
enemy's grapeshot and musketry, that the bullet arm and leg, and handed over the slow match to 
was fired which laid low the gallant Nicholson— Corporal Burgess, who fell mortally wounded just 
an officer in whom the whole army had reposed as he had successfully accomplished the onerous 
a full and deep reliance. 	As far as the Cabool duty. ' Havildar Tilluh Singh, of the Sikh; was 
Gate, the two columns were enabled to maintain 
their 	conquests; and -  they immediately made 

wounded, and Ramloll Sepoy of the same corps, 
was killed during this part of the operation. 	The 

preparations for opening fire from the bastions 
t inwards upon the yet unconquered buildings of the 

demolition being most successful, Lieutenant Home, 
happily not wounded, caused the bugler (Haw- 

city--a sand-bag parapet being constructed across thorne) to sound the regimental call of the '52d, as 
the gorge or open 'rear of each bastion. the signal for the advancing columns. 	Fearing • 

We have now to see what was transpiring in that amid the'noise of the assault the sounds might 
another quarter, on this morning of heroism and not be heard, he had the call repeated three time; 
slaughter. 	While the 1st column was engaged in when the troops advanced and carried the gate- 
forcing an entrance through the breach near the way with complete success.' 	Sergeant Smith had 

, Cashmere Bastion; and the 2d column :a similar a narrow escape from being blown up. 	Seeing 
entrance through that near the 'Water Bastion, the Burgess fall, and not knowing the exact result of 
,. d directed its operations against the Cashmere the gallant fellow's efforts to fire the train, he 

., G'ate—through which, it will be remembered, the ran forward ; but seeing the train alight, he had 
'troops of that column were to rush after an oxplo- just title to throw himself into the ditch before the 
sien-party had blown in the gate itself, 	If there explosiOn took place. 	The perilous nature of this 

, be any sublimity in bloody warfare, it is manifested kind og dutyigave rise to a correspondence in the 
"in the self-devotion with which a soldier marches public journals, from which a few lines may not . 
;steadfastly to a position where he knows that death unsuitably be given in a note.* 	., 	 . 
I  will he almost certain and. , immediate. 	Such Colonel Campbell, with the 3d. column, after 
self-devotion was shewn by the little band of the heroic explosion-party had forced an entry for 
heroes forming this explosion-party. 	They had 
to advance in broad daylight to the gate, amid a 
storm of bullets from above, from boti dank; 

;and from a wicket in the gate itself ; they had-  

him through the Cashmere Gate, marched boldly , 
, 	 , 
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their gun, impervious to the 3lini4 bail, which lodges lutriniesalg 
it  carefully to lay down and adjust the bags of gnu- ie'n 	t4tieerr0sute nexx(ilieMc°y4  ori  seatenee,  entl'''o'l:t st"o"sliTi shield Alec"  vatt'unbuler  
powder  close to. the gate, to arrange a train or lives of our men when exposed to the enemy's fire, 	In ancient 
fuse to fire the bags, and to take their chance of t 	' ""fare' all nations appear to have defended themselves from the 

deadly arrow by shields, and why the principle of this tested° 
" being themselves blown up by the explosion. 	The loaned be ignored in modern times is not °Miens. 	Take the 
!gallant men •intrusted with this dangerous duty t
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"were divided into two parties—au advanced and a Gate, by bags of gunpowder, in broad daylight, and in the face of 
firing party. 	The first. consisted of an engineer n
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officer, Lieutenant Home, two non-commissioned rollout( indeed was it that ono (-leaped: ' Now, as a 'plaid man, 
69-Ricers, Sergeants Smith and. Carmichael, and a 80
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Y. .few native sappers, who carried the powder-bags. lion of time few devoted men ? Suppose a light cart or truck on 

f

,The firing-party consisted. of Lieutenant Salkeld, 
Corporal Burgess; and a few native sappers. Owing 
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1 'their rendezvous at Ludlow Castle until broad 
"daylight, and then they had. to encounter .a heavy 

through a central orifice in the outer matting; made to open like a 
lisp. The party would then retire in a similar manner, merely revers- 
ing the mode of propulsion, until the danger was past.' 	Another, 

l 4fire of ninsketr,y all the way. 	When the advanced ter ltook• of Hastings, said : ' in July 11148, I sent'a plan for a. :nor- 
party reached the gate—a heavy wooden stracture, 
(tanked by massive walls -.theyfound that.  a part 
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' thromigh the 'city towardi 00 Jamina: Musjid---a .Conducting the. colimm; by a circuitous route, het  
perilous enterprise.; for the distance was upwards kept it nearly free from opposition until the !Inn 

' •,. of 'a mile even in a straight line, dud many popu- 
Ions Streets -Would need. to be traversed.- 	In this 

street,. called the Chandriee Chotik, Was,  reached, 
where they took possession of the KotWallee. 	At 

. '.march he was aided by Sir 'Pheophilus Metcalfe, a this point, 	however, the 	troops 	began, to, fall 
member of the' Company's civil service, ' whose rapidly under the muskets of. the enercT, and it:/ 
houSe outside Delhi has been So often mentioned, was found to-be impraCticable to achieve time object; 
and who hatibeen, a valuable adviser to the siege- fondly toPed-7the 'capture of the Jumma Musjid n / 
army during the whole.  period of its operations on :itself.• 	After a gallant struggle, the .colurtin• fell 
the ridge. 	He knew Delhi well, and' was thus back to the neighbourhood of the English -chuith ; 
enabled 	to render 	Campbell 	essential .service. near the Cashmere Gate, where it 4a4 the support 

. 	 • , 
• , 	 • 

,,,,-,- •-, 	 . 	. 

q•.- 	• 	i'• 
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, of the reserve. 	The colonel at once placed thebti2d the'ate'r ,Bastion, the Cas inner° Gate, Skinner's, 
, regiment in the church, the Kumaon battalion in' 

Skinner's house, and the Punjaub infantry in the 
Muse, arid a large commanding building called 
Ahmed Ali Khan's house. 	Skinner's.  honseln  or ini 

houses at the junction of two streets that led from' "Indian form, Sikunder's, had at one time been the. 
the centre of the eity n to the 	space around the.' residence 	of • Major ' Skinner, eetuma.rider' of a . 
church. 	Guns, too, were posted at the last-named regiment Of irregular horse, which had acquired. 
.place, to check the advance of insurgents who r  'much .celebrity; thelonse was hitt°, and presented ' 
had ' begun to treat Campbell as a fleeing and many important advantages for it military foree;:.  
defeated officer. 	He  was in onte sense defeated ; 
for he had to retreat nearly a, mile, and saw his 

There is yet' another portibn Orthesiege4triny,, 
whese fortmine on' this '14th of Septeinber has to be ; 

tine troops cut up terribly all around 'him ;- never- 
timeless, before nightfall he had placed himself in a 

noticed—riameli, tinit.which was placed• tinder the., 
'command of Major Reittlfor a series of operation6' 

position from which the enemy could not dislodge in the'.western. 	Of the,  city. 	"Everything;. ; nstiburbs 
him; and which enabled him to take a prominent 
part in the subSequent operations. 

here was' Under a cloud: of disappointMent ;, tliti,t; 
operations were not attended' With that degree 'of )1 

. Rather as a support le Colonel, Campbell's 3d 
column, than .as a leading corps, the reserve now 

success whiek 'the officers and men thad, Mildly!' 
hoped. 	Captain Dwyer; in ' command of the' 

contester noticeits position being indeed denoted Cashmere 	field-force, , was intrusted 	with •• the • . ' by its name. 	This reserve coluMn, under Briga- ' management 'of 400 'men: of that .force.,,  and fond • 
dier .Longfield, had, it will be reinemberecl,, the guns; 	and the . object he Was to endeavour ' to'il 
duty of watching the result of the main attack, attain was.  the 'safe occupation of. the nEeclglinhil.  
and of, taking possession of certain posts as soon 
as the other coltimns had effected an entry .into • 

Serai, in dangerouS, proxititity' 'to'' the 	'garrison, 
' within the' city. 	'Early in the morning he set out) 

time city. 	The reserve followed the 3d coluinti ' from the camp." EindinglIM road 'Very difficult 
through , the Cashmere Gate, having, previously ter' artillery, ho pulled down' 'a portion 	' ,of'Stene-;  
spared the Belooch battalion 	to render serried . 
near ilindoo 	Rao's htinse. 	'Long-field 	at once 

wall 'to enable hiS guns to get upon the Rohtuk , 
high road,;. the noise unfortunately attraeted the 

cleared the college gardehs of insurgents, and then enemy,'Who 4mmediate/y sent down 2000 mon 't 
told off his troops so as to obtain efficient hold of that point. 	Dwyer kept up a fire of artillery 1'6  
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three quarters of an hour; but finding that the 
enemy, instead of being discomfited, were about to 
outflank him, he resolved on a bold advance on 
the Eedghale • This resolve he could net early 
out; his troops were widely spread in skirmishing 
order, apd could not be collected in column ; the 
guns could not be properly moved, for the grass- 
cutters had taken away the horses. 	In short, the, 
attempt was a total failure, and the captain- was 
compelled to retire without his grins. 	The force 
appears to have been too small, and the Cash- 
merian troops scarcely equal in soldierly discipline 
to the demands of the work intrusted to them, 
This attack on the Eedghah was to have been part 
of a larger enterprise intrusted to Major Reid, 
having iet view the conquest of the whole western 
suburb of Delhi, and the command- of all outlets 
by the western gates. 	The major advanced from 
the Subzee Mundee towards 	the Kissengunje 
suburb ; but he found the enemy so numerous and 

1strongly posted, and he met with such a strenuous 
opposition, that his progress was soon checked. 
The gallant lteid himself being struck down 
wounded, as well as many other officers, Captain 
Muter of the 'CUth -Rifles, and 	Captain 	R. C. 
Lawrence, political agent with the Cashmere Con- 
tingent, felt it necessary promptly to decide on the 

" course best to be pursued. They found the different 
detachment% of which the column consisted, so 

• broken and disorgani&ed by the heavy fire of the 
enemy, that it was im?ossible to re-form them on 
broken ground, and wader a severe fire the attack 
on the Kissengunje could not be renewed ; all they 
attempted was to keep the enemy in check for an 
hour, without losing ground. 	They waited for a 
reinforcement of artillery, which Reid had sent 
for before being wounded; but these guns, through 
some unexplained cause, failed to arrive. 	Seeing 
the enemy increase in force, and fearing for the 

' safety of the batteries below Hindoo Rao's house, 
the 	officers gave 	up 	the 	attack 	and 	retired, 
strengthening the batteries and the Subzee Mundee 
picket. 	The failure of Captain Dwyer's attack 
greatly increased the difficulty of the position ; for 
the enemy was thereby enabled to advance on the 
right flank of the main column, endanger its rear, 
and hotly 'press the Subzee Mundee picket. 	Reid, 
Lawrence, Dwyer, Muter—ell were mortified at 
their failure in this suburban operation. 

Thus ended the 14th of September, 'a day on 
which British authority was partially restored in 
the ' city of the l!doguis ' after an interregnum of 
eighteen weeks. 	Partial, indeed, was the recon- 
quest; for the portion of the city held bore so 
small a ratio to the whole, that the troops foresaw 
• a terrible and sanguinary ordeal to 	be gone 
through before the British flag would again wave 
undisputed over the conquered city. 	The loss was 
very large, in relation to the strength of the army 
generally. 	There fell on this one day, 8 British 
officers, 162 British troops, and 103 native troops, 
killed; while the list of wounded comprised 52 
British officers, 512 British troops, and 310 native 

.4 

troops—a total of 1135. When night closed around 
the survivors, the 1st and 2d columns held all the 
towers, bastions, and ramparts from the vicinity of 
the Cashmere Gate to the Cabool Gate ; the 3d 
column and the reserve held the Cashmere Gate, 
the English church, Skinner's house, the Water 
Bastion, Ahmed Ali Khan's house; the college 
gardens, and many buildings and open spots in 
that part of Delhi; while the 4th column, defeated 
in the western suburbs, had retreated to the camp 
or the ridge.  

Snatching a little occasional repose during the 
night, the besiegers found themselves at dawn on 
the 15th, as we have said, masters of a part only 
of Delhi; and they prepared for the stern work 
before them. 	They dragged several mortars into 
position, at various points between the Cashmere 
and Cabool Gates, to shell the heart of the city 
and the imperial palace. 	A battery, commanding 
the Selimgurh and a part of the palace, was also 
established in the college gardens; and several 
houses were taken and armed: in advance or 
further to the south. 	The enemy, meanwhile, 
kept up a vigorous fire from the Selimgurh and 
the magazine upon the positions occupied by the 
British, and 	skirmishing went on 	at all 	the 
advanced posts. This, be it understood, was within 
the c4 itself; the British being in command of 
a strip of ground and buildings just within the 
northetin wall; while all the rest was still in the 
hands of the rebels. 	It was in every way a strange 
position fur an army to occupy; the city was filled 
with. hostile soldiery, who had the command of an 
ninneuee ,trees .A guns au. . eest store of ammu-
nition, and whose musketry tdki witt, fatal effect 
from loopholed walls and houses in all the qincut$.  
within reach; while the besiegers thetheelves were 
separated by a lofty city wall from their own 
camp. 

The 1Gth was marked by a greater progress than 
the 15th towards a conquest of the city, because 
the newly established batteries began to skew signs 
of work. 	The guns. in the college garden having 
effected a breach iii the magazine defences, that 
important building was stormed and taken, with a 
loss comparatively slight, by the 61st, the 4th 
Punjaub, and the Beloochees.* Outside the city, the 
Kissengunje suburb was this day evacuated by the 
enemy, leaving five guns, which were speedily 
captured by a detachment 'sent down from Hindoo 
Rao's house; it was then found that the enemy's 
position here had been one of immense strength, 
and the failure of Major Reid's attack received a 
ready explanation. 

Another day dawned, and witnessed the corn-' 
mencement of operations which placed a further 
portion of the city in the hands of the conquerors. 
The magazine having been captured, it became 
important to secure the whole line of rampart and 
. 	v 	1 	' 
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. forts from that • point to the cabOol ,Gate, corn-' 
,prising the northeast as Well a. the. north sides of 

and entered the 'Wade,. •.The enennottsebuildieg , 
'was found to bo deserted by all bat a fe* fanatics - ' 

the city. • •This was begun on the Pith, and corn- 
pieted .on the 18th, giving to the British .a firm 

and numerous wounded tepoys. . 	' 	, 	'. 
Thus at length was the great eitieffielhi recon- 

. 	. 	, 
' 

hold of everything behind a straight lineexte,nding quered by its former Masters ; thus again did the 
from' the magazine to the Cabool Gate. 	A bold Foringhee • become paramount over 'the MO; 
advance southward .could now be made. • Columns Captain Norman, whose semi-official account of .• 
were sent forth, which captured the Delhi bank, 
Major Abbott's house, and the house of Khan 

.the siege has already been adverted to, closed his 	' 
 narrative by saying ; ' It is impossible to conclude 

Mohammed Khan, and made a near approach • without alluding, to the trials and constancy of the • . 
to the palace and the Chandnee Chowk. 	The troops employed in thii arduous siege. ' Called on 
pen can easily record this, but it must leave to 
the imagination of the reader to conceive how 

at the hottest season of the year to take, the field, 
imperfectly equipped, and with the txtent, of diffi- 

, 

great must have been the peril of soldiers thus culties to be faced very imperfectly known, all felt 
advancing inch by inch through a crowded city ; that a crisis had arrived, to meet which every man's 
field-artillery was brought to bear against them cheerful, willing, and heartfelt energies must be 
from almost every street, muskets from almost pUt forth to the utmost ; and how well this was 
every house-top and window; and many a 'gallant done, thoSe who were with the•army know and can 
fellow was laid low. 	One great advantage the never forget. 	Ft '.the first flee weeks .eery effort 	. . 
besiegers now had, was iu the command of mortars was required, not indeed to.  take Delhi, but even to 
brought out from the magazine; these were placed hold our 'own poSition ; .and day after , day, for 
in selected positions, and employed to shell the hours together, every soldier was under arms 
palace and the quarters of the town occupied by under a burning sun, 'and constantly exposed 
the enemy. 	It was now that the insurgents were to fire. 	Notwithstanding the • daily casualties in 
seen to be gradually escaping from the palace into action, the 'numerous :death's'.  by 6Oreiit:',''the dis- 
the southern parts of the city, and thence through icouraging reports relative to the fidelity of some of 
the southern gates into open country not yet attacked ' the native portions of our. Own force,•the distresling 
by the British. Over the bridge of boats they could accounts froin all parts.of the country, the constant 
not go, for the guns of the conquerors commanded 
it. 	Or, it may more correctly be said, the coin 
round of the bridge of boats enabled the conquerors • 

arrival 'of large reinforcements' of mutineers, and - ', 
the' apparent impossibility of aid ever reaching in.,  
sufficient strength.to enable' us to take the place— 

to cheek that passage if they chose ; but General the ceureae 'and confidence of the army. ,never 
Wilson did not make was ee wemen and •ehildrete flagged. ' And,:  besides enderiug 'a• 'constant and 
or on such r"ake8 as appeared to be peaceful eiti- • often deadly cannonade; for more than three 
.sans: a ; aflowed them to depart from the city if months; in thirty different combats,' our troops 
they wished—which nearly all did, for they feared, invariably were successful, always against .long 
terrible retribution at the hands of the British odds, and often opposed to ten tittles their num- 
soldiery.' hers, .who had all the advantages of grOund and ' 

After another night t within the imperial •eity, 
the conquerors achieved further successes on the.  

superior artillery:° 	a 
Taking the 30th of May, as the date when the 

19th. 	The post called the Burn Bastion, situated first conflict between the beiiegere 'and alefehders 
on the west side Of the city, close to the Lahore ' of Delhi took place, at some distaneo from Delhi ' 
Gate, was surprised and captured by a detachment itself,. the interval ,of 113 4W between •that• date 
sent from the already conquered Cabool Gate.  This and the final eanture on. the 20th of September was 

& swept the enemy from another large 	tent of wall. marked by.a very lattge,death-list: 	It Could.netbe ' , ' 
On the following morning a detachment of cavalry, 
going from the ridge by way of the Kisseugunje. 

otherwise. 	'Where mon were exposed &trine se 
many days and nights 	shells, balls,, bullet.% , 

and the Eedghah, found that the enemy had evacu- swords, heat, swamps, fatigue," and disease, the • 
ated a largo and strong camp long occupied by hand of ,the destroyer must indeed hate been 
them outside the Delhi Gate, 	Lieutenant Hodson 
at once took possession of it ; and a mere glance 

. heavy. 	And, as in all' shaar instances, the list of , 
wounded was mach larger than that of tilled: . • 

sheaved, by the quantities of clothing, plunder, and The official list comprised the names of 46Kuropeen' 
ammunition lying around, that the enemy must, 
have made a very precipitate flight. 	The cavalry, 
entering 	the city by the • Delhi Gate—which, 
together with the Gurstin Bastion, had just been 

officers who  had • either' been killed in battle. of • 
died from wounds received; and or 140, others 
-whose wounds had ' not proved fatal. 	' But the 
adjutant-general is, seldom 	accustomed 'to, corn- 	.. ' 

attacked and taken by the infanta', galloped on to prise in - his lists those ' who ' fell with "disease 
the sumptuous Jumma MUsjid, of which they took -without being wounded ; and thus' the Delhi' 
possession, being speedily supported by infantry 
and guns. 	While all this was going ona the 

enumeration did not inchtde the names of Generale , 
Anson and Barnard, or of any of the numerees „' 

imperial palace was the coject of a distinct attack. officers, wire, though not wounded before -Delhi, 	• 
A column advanced along the Chanduee Chowla unquestionably.met their death in connection with.  
placed powder-bags 'against the gate, blew it in, the preparations for, or conduct of, the siege 

, 	,H 
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'Distributed under different headings, the killed against whom no charge of complicity with the 
and wounded amounted altogether to 3807,* to mutineers could be proved. 	The letters written 
which were added 30 missing. 	Of the horses 
there were 186 killed and 378 wounded. 	Of the 

home to friends in England, soon after the battle, 
and made public, abundantly prove this; the 

number of insurgents who fell during the struggle, 
no authentic knowledge could be obtained. • 

soldiers were thirsting for vengeance, and they 
slaked their thirst. 	Many of the villagers of India, 

The official dispatches were nearly silent con- indeed, bore cruel injustice during that extraordi- 
cerning the proceedings, except military, in the 
interval of six days between the Bret assault of 

nary period. 	Instances frequently came to light, 
such as the following: A revolted regiment or a 

the city and the final subjugation, and during predatory band would enter 'a village, demand and 
the remaining ten days of September. 	General 'obtain money, food, and other supplies by threats 
Wilson, shortly before the final attack was to be 
made, issued au address tehis soldiers, from which 

of vengeance if the demand were not complied with, 
and then depart ; an English corps, entering soon 

a few sentences are here given in a note ;t and in afterwards, would' fine and punish the villagers 
which, it will be seen, ehey were instructed to 
give no quarter to the mutineers—that is, make 

for having aided the enemy. 	One thing, however, 
the British soldiers did wet do; they did not murder 

no prisoners, but put all armed rebels to death, women and children. 	This humanity, heroism, 
This Was attended to ; but something more was justice, or whatever it may best be called, was 
done, something darker and less justifiable. 	It is more than the natives generally expected : the 
,not customary,  for soldiers to stab wounded and leaderS in the revolt had sedulously disseminated 
'sick men in an enemy's army; but such was done a rumour that the British would abuse all the 
at Delhi. 	The sense of hatred towards the mutin- women, and murder them and their children, in 
ous sepoys was so intense, the recollection of the all towns and stations where mutinies had taken 
atrocities at Cawnpore was so vivid, that vengeance place; and under the influence of this belief, many 
took place of every other feeling. 	The troops did of the natives put their wives to death rather 
that:\‘V 1114 ti,',7 would have scorned to do against than expose them to the apprehended indignities. 
the Russians in the Crimean war:sset hey bayoneted While, let one part of Delhi, the conquerors (if 
men no longer capable of resistance. 	Wicymfused the narrators are to be believed) found Christian 
to consider the 	rules 	of 	honourable warfare'• wornen!cruelfted against the walls in the streets ; at 
applicable to black-hearted traitors ; their officers anotheil pier,t,‘,.pearly twenty native women were 
joined them iu this refusal ; and their general's 
address justified them up to a certain point. 	If 

found lying sidle. by' side with their throats cut, 
their husbands havingse,put them to death to 

the rule laid down by Wilson had been strictly prevent them from falling intcs- the hands of the 
adhered to, there wauld have been military pre- conquerors. 	 e 
cedence to sanction it; but the common soldiers did What 	other 	scenes 	of 	wild 	licence 	took 
not discriminate in their pas.sion ; and many a dark- place within Delhi during those excited days); 
skinned inhabitant of Delhi fell under the bayonet, we may infer from collateral evidence. 	The 

mutineers, quite as much in love with plunder 
• Europ;ans— 	.''' 	 taw. 	Wounded. 

theme, • 	. 	. 	46 	140 
liomeommissioned cfficers, 	40 	113 

as with nationality, had been wont to carry 
about with them from place. to place the loot 

Sauk and Lilo, 	. 	 . 	470 	1313 
iValires— 

Mears, . 	. 	. 	, 	14 	49 

which they had gathered during tho sack of the 
stations and towns. 	As a consequence, Delhi 

, 	Non-commissioned offieerS, 	37 	105 contained temporarily an enormous amount of 
Rank and tile, , 	. 	. 	.. 	389 	1076 miscellaneous wealth ; and' such of this as the 

4. . Ten force amembiled before Delhi has had much hardship 
and fatigue to undergo since its arrival inthis camp, all of which fugitives could not carry away with them, was 
has been most cheerfully borne by officers and men. 	The time is regarded as spoil by the conquerors. 	There are 
now drawing near when the major-general commanding the force 
trusts that their labours will he over, and that they will be rewarded certain rules In the English army concerning 
by the capture of a city for all their past exertions and for a cheeM prizes and prize-money, which the soldiers more 
ful endurance of still greater fatigue and exposure. 	. . . . 	The 
artillery will have even harder work than they yet have had, and or less closely obey ; but the PunAubee and 
which they have so well an,, cheerfully,pertorined hitherto; this, 
hoWever, will be for a short period only, and When ordered to the 
assault, the major-general feels assured British pluck and deter. 

Goorkha 	allies, 	more 	accustomed 	to 	Asiatic 
notions of warfare, revelled in the unbridled free- 

mination will carry everything before them, and that the blood. dons of their new position, and were with difficulty 
thir:ty and murderous mutineers against whom they are fighting 
wilt he driven headlong out of their stronghold or he exterminated. maintained in discipline. 	There Was a large store 

t Major-general Wilson need hardly remind the troops of tho 
cruel murders eliminated on their officem and comrades, as well 
as their wives and children, to move them in the deadly struggle. .iVe 

of beverage, also, in the city, which the conquerors 
s0011 got at ; and . as intemperance is one of the 

(limiter 4°01 be given to (la mubinurs; at the same time, for tho 
mike of humanity, and the honour of tho country they belong to, 
be calls upon them to spare nil women and children that may come 

weak points of English soldiers, many scenes of 
drunkenness ensued. 

in their way 	 It is t' be explained to every regimtint that 
indiscriminate plunder will not be allowed; that prize.agents hare 
been appointed, by whom all captured property will be collected' 

But all these are among the exigencies of war. 
The soldiera bore up manfully against their varied 

and sold, to be divided, according to the rules and regulations on 
this head fairly among all men engaged; and that any man found 
guilty of having concealed captured property will be made to. 

trials, fought heroically and conquered ; and it is 
not by the standards ,D, conduct familiar to quiet 

restore it, and will forfeit all claims to the general prize; he will 
also be likely to be made over to the provost-marsbal, to bo 
summarily omit with.' 

persons at benne that they should be judged. 
When General Wilson reported the result of his 
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. 	. 	 . 
bard labonrs,, he said in his dispatch : 'Thus has 

, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	, 	.. 	. 
, him. to . obtain 	remarkably, '3Pint.tte : inforfnatiozi; 

the 'important duty.  committed to this force been ' concerning the, movements and intentions .of the.  ,. 
acoomplished,.• and , its object attained. 	Delhi, the' enemy '; 	to insure- • this, he -Was.' invested with 
focus of, rebellion and insurrection, and the scene power. to reward. or punish in .preportion to the „ 
of so much horrible cruelty, taken and  made deserts of those who assisted him 	It was known % 
desolate; the king a prisoner in our hands; and directly the 'Cashmere Gate was conquered that 
the mutineers, notwithstanding their great mime- the exodus of the less warlike inhabitants. ,of . 
rival superiority and their 'vast resources in ord- Delhi was beginning; but not then, nor until -six: 
nanee, and all the munitions and appliances of days afterwards, .could this be stopped, for the 
war, defeated on every occasion of engagement southern gates Were wholly beyond reach of the : 
with our troops, are now driven with slaughter conquerors. 	The imperial palace was captured, , 

'in confusion and dismay from their 'boasted strong- and was found 'nearly empty, on 'the ,20th ; and 
hold 	Little remains for me 'to say, but to on the  following day aCaptain Hodson learned 
again express my unqualified approbation of the that the king • arid his family had left the city 
conduct and spirit of the whole of the troops, not with a. large . force by the Ajmeer Gate, and had 
only ou this occasion, but during the entire period gone to the Kootub, a suburban palace about: 	nine 
they have been inthe field 	For four months. miles from Delhi. 	Hodson urged that a detach- 
of the most trying, season .of the year this force, 
originally. very -weak in number, has been exposed 

merit should ' be sent in pursuit, but Wilson did 
not think he could spare troops for. this service. 

to the repeated and determined attacks of an 'While this subject was under considemtioni  inos- 
enemy far outnumbering it, and supported by a sengers wore coming from the king, and among . 
numerous and powerful artillery. 	The duties - others. Zeenat Maliiik'a favourite begumv  making 
imposed ,npon 'all have been laborious, harassing, , 
and incessant,: and notwithstandinc,

° 
 heaVY 'losses 	, 

both in action  and,  from. disease, have been, at ail 

ridiculous, offers,s, en his part, as: if he Were still the 	, 
power- paramountall. of which. 	Were, of, course 
rejected.. 'As thesecOffers could not be ixecepted ;1 

times zealously and cheerfully performed: 	Apd as Wilson could not, or Would.not send 	Atil.pli- ; 
in sirnilar • language, when the news was known meet at - epee to defeat ..vf-ialkiire-  the Mutinous 
at.  Calcutta, did Yisconnt, Canning acknowledge. 'troops w.12;4;•ad 'departed with the king; and as 

'who the heroism of those 	bad conquered Delhi.* . ,ft,TiViii, nevertheless, desirable to hate the king's, 
It will be seen above that the goverofotpy,q,Wiql • person in safe custedy—Ciptain Hodson received 

spoke of the `king a prisoner.' ,.-This must now 
be explained. 	When all JUP2.,:-, of retaining Delhi 
faded away, ,the ,a1,YA-  king-who had iu effect 

perinission to 'premise the .aged Sovereign his life, 
and .exennition from.  immediate personal indignity, 
if he' would surrender.  

been more a,Toppet in . the hands of ,ambitions Thus armed; HodSon laidliiiPlans. 	He started 
leaders than .  a, king, during four, months—lied 'With fifty of his own natiVe',irregular troopers to 
from the city, as did mearly.ail the members and Humayo,op's Tomb, about' three miles from the 
retainers of the once imperial family. 	It fell to the Kootub. 	Concealing himself and his men among 
lot of Captain (afterwarda Major) Hodson to capture 
the king and other royal personages. 	This officer' 

some old buildings' close by the gateway of the tomb, 
he sent his demand up to the: palace.„. After two 

was assistant quartermaster-general, and-  intelli- hours of anxious suspense,, he received a message 
gonce-officer on General Wilson's staff. 	His. long front the king that lie would deliver himself .up to 
acquaintance 	as a 	cavalry 'officer with 	Sikhs, Captain Hodson only, and on condition' that he 
Punjaubees, and Afghans had given him Pinch repeated with his own lips the. pledge of the 
knowledge of the native character,' and enabled government for his•safety. The, captain theii weal 

'a ' The reports end returns which accompany this dispatch estab- 
. 	• 	 . 	' 	., 

The head-quarters 'of Major•general . Wilson nth  established 'in 
iish the arduous nature Of a contest carried on against an enemy . 
vastly superior in numbers, holding a strong position, furnIShed 

the Dewani !fints [the '"Elysi tin" of the Mogul polnee-buildera, 
and Of Moores lordlyRookk). 	A strong column is in pnrsuit of the 

with unlimited appliances, and aided by tilli most exhausting and : ' fugitive& 
sickly season of the year. ' Whatever, may be The Motives owl passions by WhiCh 'the - 

'They set forth the indomitable courage and perseverance, the mutinous solidi:IT, and those Mid are leagued with . them, have 
heroic self-devotion and fortitude, the steady discipline,. and stern been instigated 	. to •faithlessness, rebellion, and crimes at which the 
resolve of English soldiers. 	• heart sickens, it is certain that they have found encouragement in 

' There is no mistaking the earnestness of purpose with which the delusive belief that India was weakly guarded by Englund; Mid 
the struggle has been itnintaiiied by Major-general Wilson's army. that 'before the government could gather together 'lie strength 
Every' heart Was in Abe cause; rind while their numbeis were, 
according to sit ordinary rule, fearfully unequal to the task, every 

. against theta, in their ants would be gained. 	..  
'They aro now undeceived.. 	 • 

man has given his aid, wherever and in whatever manner it could 'Before msingle Soldier of the Many thoimmitt who ore hastening 
most avail, to hasten retribution upon a treacherous and murderous 
foe. 

frordEugland to uphold the supremacy of the British power hub set , 
foot one these shores, the rebel force, where it was strongest and 

'In the name of outraged humanity, in'themory of innocent blood most united, and where it had the command of unbounded military 
ruthlessly shed, and in ocknowledgurent of the that signal vengeance appliances, _ has been destroyed or scattered by an army coileMed 
inflicted upon the foulest treason, the governor-general in council within the limits of the Northwestern Provinces and the Punjaub 
records Ids gratitude to Major-general Wilson and the breve army alone. 
of Delhi. 	Ito does 70 in the sure conviction that a like tribute ' The work has been done before the support of those battalions 
awaits them, not in England only, but wherever within the limits which lase been 'collected in Bengal front the fortes of the Queen 
of civilisation the news of their well-corned triumph shall reach' in China and in her Majesty's eastern colonies couldreach Major- 

Same days .afterwards, Lord Cunning issued a more formal and general Wilson's army; and It is by the courage and endurence of 
complete proclamation, of which 1: low paragraphs may hero be that gallant army alone, by the skill, sound judgment, and steady 
glien : ' Delhi, the focus of the try ,son and revolt which for four resolution of - its brave commander, and by the old of some llAt3 TO 
months have harassed Ilindostan, and tho stronghold itt which the "chiefs true to their allegiance, that, under the blessing of -God, the 
mutinous army of Bengal has sought to concentrate its power, has 
been wrested Irons the rebels. 	The k 	i ing s a prisoner in the place. 

-head of the rebellion has been crushed, and the cause of loyalty, 
humanity, anti rightful authority vindicated.', 	 4 	I , 	I 
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' 
oilt,  into the middle of, ,the road - in front of .the 

- gateway;  and said. he was. ready to receive his 
captives and renew the promise., `You may pie- 
tare to:yourself,' .said one familiar with the spot, 
`the scene before that magnificent gateway, with 
the milk-white' domes of .the tomb towering up 

' from within, .one white man among a host of. 
natives, yet determined to secure his prisoners or 
perish in the attempt.' 	After a time,,a procession 

. 	 . 	, 

• , 	. 
:began to ' arrive from the palace. 	Threats and 
promises soon did their . work ; . and the king, 	. 
. his hogum Zeenat., Mahal, and her sou junima. ' 
Bukht, were escorted to Delhi. 	It Vas a, striking 	• 
manifestation of moral. power; for there were 
hundreds or even  thousands of retainers in the. 
procession, any one of whom could by a shot • 

,hale put au. end to Hodson's life; but he rode at 
the side of the imperial palanquins, cool and 
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. 'undaunted, and they touched him not. As the city . 
was approached, the , followers and bystanders, 
slunk 	away; being unwilling to 	confront the 
British troopS. 	The captain rode on a feW paces 
ahead, andordered the Lahore Gate to be opened. 
' Who have you, there in the palanquin V asked 
the officer on duty. ” 'Only theKing of Delhi,' Was 
the reply. 	The .guard Were. all enraptured, and 
wanted to greet Hodson With a cheer; brit he said 
the king would probably take the honour' to him-. 

:Self, which. was riot desirable. 	On they went, 	. 
through the epee Magnificent 'but now deserted 
Ohandnee Chowk ;, and the'.daring captor, at the 
gate of the palace, handed up his royal prisoners 
to the civil authorities. 	, 	, 
• 'Captain Iledson's. work: was not yet 'finished ;, 
there were, other • members of the royal family 
towards whom his attention was directed. 	Early 
on •the'followi»g morning, he started to avail him- 
self of information he obtained concerning three of ,1 

the princes, who were known to .have been guilty 
of monstrous 'deeds which rendered them worthy ' 
of instant death. 	He went with a•hundred of his 
troopers to the Tomb of Rutnayoon, where the 
princes were concealed,. 	After accepting '.king's 	.. 
evidence,' bribing, threatening, and manoeuvring, 
RoSson secured his prisoners, and sent them off 
with a small escort to the city. Entering the tomb, 

• he found, it filled, with an enormous number of • 
palace 'scum:and city rabble, mostly armed; but 
so thoroughly cowed were they by his fearless 
demeanour, that, they quietly obeyed his .order to 
Jay down their arms and depart. The captain and . 
his 'men 'then moved warily off to the city ; and 
at a .short -distance froni the gate, he, found the 
vehicle containing the princes surrounded by .a 

 mob, , who seemed disposed to resist him. ' What 
followed Must be givoi in the words of an officer 
who vas in a position to obtain accurate informa- 
tion. 	'This was no time for hesitation or delay. 
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Hodson dashed at once into the midst—in few but of the Order of the Bath; and 'thus the artillery 
energetic words explained "that theao were the officer had risen to the rank of 'Major-general Sir 
men who had not only rebelled against the govern,. Archdale Wilson, K.C.B.' 	The East India Corn- 
mot, but had ordered and witnessed the massacre pang, too, sought to bestow honour—or something 
and shameful exposure of innocent women and more solid than honour—on the victorious com- 
children ; and that thus therefore the government  mender; the court of proprietors, on the suggestion 
punished such traitors, taken in open resistance" of the court of directors, -voted a pension of £1000 
—shooting them down at the word. 	The effect per annum  to' Sir Archdale Wilson, to commence 
was instantaneous and wonderful. 	Not another 
hand was raised, not another weapon levelled, 
and the Mohammedans of the troop and some 

from the day when his troops entered Delhi, 
What honours Brigadier Nicholson would have 

influential moulvies among the bystanders ex- 
earned, had his valuable life been spared.

- 
 it would 

be useless to surmise. He was an especial favourite 
claimed, as if by simultaneous impulse : "Well 
and rightly done t 	Their crime has met with its 

among the soldiers in the Indian army--more so, 
perhaps, than some whose names are better known 

just penalty. 	These were they who gave the to English readers; and his death withinside the 
signal for the death of helpless women and chil- walls of Delhi was very generally deplored. He had 
11 r en, and outraged decency by the exposure of hot yet attained his 35th year—a very early age at 
their persons, and now a righteous judgment has which to obtain brigade command, either in the 
fallen on them. 	God is great I" 	The remaining Company's or the Queen's armies. 	Nothing but 
weapons were then laid down, and the crowd the unbounded confidence of Sir. John Lawrence 
slowly and quietly dispersed. 	The bodies were in the military genius of Nicholson would have 
then carried into the city, and thrown out on the justified him in making so young a man, a simple 
very spot where the blood of their innocent regimental captain (brevet-major), brigadier of a 
victims still stained the earth, 	They remained column destined to fight the rebels all the way 
there till the 24th, when, for sanitary reasons, 
they wore removed from the Chibootra in front of 

 from the Punjaub to' Delhi; yet even those seniors 
who were superseded by this arrangement felt that 

the Kotwallee. 	The effect of this just retribution the duty was intrusted to one equal to its demands. 
was as miraculous on the populace as it was He bad seen hard service, during the. Afghan and 
deserved by the criminals.' 	Thus wore put to Punjaub campVems, as captain in the 27th Bengal 
death two of the old king's sons, Mira, Mogul native infantry; 	and had, instead of idling his 
Beg, and another whosp liartle is doubtful, together' time during 'il furlough visit to England, studied 
with Mirza's son. the armies and military organisation of continental 

What was done tei'restore order in Delhi after ' Europe. 	An officer who served with him during 
its recapture; wine was appointed to command it; the 'mutiny Said ; ' He had a ,.constitution of iron. 
what, arreagerkittits- were made for bringing to The day we marched to Mardi at he was twenty-six 
justice the wretched king who was now a prisoner; hours in the saddle, following up the mutineers.' 
and what military plan was formed for pursuing The Queen granted the posthumous dignity of 
the mutinous regiments which had escaped from Knight Commander of the Bath upon Brigadier- 
the city—will more conveniently be noticed in 
subsequent pages. 

general John Nicholson; and as he was unmarried, 
the East India Company departed from their 

The country did not fail to do honour to those general rule, by bestowing a special grant of £100 
who had been concerned 	the conquest of the • .in per annum upon his widowed mother, who had in 
imperial city, 	The commander of the siege-army earlier year's lost another sbn in the Company's 
was of course the first to be noticed. 	Although service. 
he had no European reputation, Archdale Wilson One among many civil servants of the Company 
had served as an 	artillery officer nearly forty who fell during the siege was Hervey Harris 
years in India. 	He was employed at the siege Greathed, a member of a family well known in 
of Bhurtpore in 1824, and in many other active India. 	'After filling various official situations in 
services; but his chief duties confined him to the the Punjaub, Rajpootana, and Meerut, he became 
artillery depots. 	It is a curious fact that most of chieffoommissioner of Delhi, after the foul murder 
the guns employed by him at the siege of Delhi, of Mr Simon Fraser on the 11th of May. 	Serve or 
/IS well as those used by the .enemy against him, 
had been cast by him as superintendent of the 

remain in Delhi itself he could not, for obvious 
reasons; but he was with Wilson's army in the 

gun-foundry at Calcutta many years before, and expedition from Meerut to Delhi, and then remained 
bore his name as part of the device. 	He held in -with the siege-army on the heights, where his 
succession the offices of adjutant-general of artil- intimate knowledge of India and the natives was 
levy and commandant of artillery. 	At the com- of essential value. 	He died of cholera just before 
mencement of the mutiny, his regimental rank the conclusion of the siege. 	His brothers, Robert 
was that of lieutenant-colonel of the Bengal artil- and George Herbert, had already died in the 
levy; but he acted as brigaier at Meerut, and was services of the Company or the crown ; but two 
afterwards promoted to the. rank of major-general, others, Edward Harris and William Wilberforce 
The Queen, in November, raised him to the Harris, survived to achieve fame as gallant officers. 
baronetcy, and made him a Knight Commander Another of those who fell on the dray of the 
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assault was Lieutenant Philip 	Salkeld, of the his young brothers, it is now wisely resolved that 
Bengal engineers. He was the son of a Dorsetshire while the memorial which is to hand down his 
clergyman, and went to India in IMO, •in hie name to posterity in connection with his glorious 
twentieth year, in the corps of Sappers and Miners, death shall be all that is necessary for the purpose, 
He was employed for four years as an engineer in every farthing collected beyond the sum necessary 
connection with the new works of the grand trunk- 
road, in Upper India ; and was then transferred 

for this shall be expended as he would have desired, 
for the good of these his young brothers.' 

to the executive engineers' department in the Delhi Lieutenant Duncan Home, another hero of the 
division. 	His first taste of war was in relation to Cashmere Gate, was not one of the wounded on 
the mutinies ; he was engaged in all the *rations that perilous occasion ; he lived to receive the 
of the siege of Delhi, and was struck down while approval of his superior in the engineering depart- 
gallantly exploding the Gashmero Gate. 	He nient ; but his death occurred even sooner than 

\kingered in great pain,pd died about the 10th of that of his companion in arms, for he was mortally 
October, ,,,The ilev. ' S. G. Osborne, in a letter grounded ou the 1st of October while engaged with 
written soon afterthe news of &Buda death an expeditionaryforcein pursuit of the fleeing rebels. 
reached England, said : ' This young officer has not It was on that day, a few hours before he received 
more distinguished himself in his profession by his the fatal ballet, that he wrote a letter to his mother 
devotion to his country's service of his fift,A, than ha in England; in which, after describing the opera- 
stands distinguished in the memory' of those who tions at the Cashmere Gate, lie said : 	' I was then 
knew him for his virtues as a son and brother, continually on duty until the king evacuated the 

1 His father, a clergyman in Dorsetshire, by a reverse palace. 	I had never more than four hours' sleep 
of fortune some years since, wns with a large in the twenty-four, and then only by snatches. 	I 
family reduced, I may say, to utter poverty. 	This, 
his soldier son, supported out of his own profes- 

had also the pleasure of blowing in the gate of the 
palace;,  luckily no one fired at me, there being so 

sional income one of his brothers at school, helping few men left in the palace.' 
a sister, obliged to earn her own bread as a gover- Salkeld and Home received the 'Victoria Crors: 	• 
ness, to put another brother to•school. 	Just before a much-coveted honour among the British troops 
his death he had saved a sum of 11000, which was 	engaged in, the Indian war. 	As did likewise 

• in the bank at Delhi, and was therefore lost to him., 
and, more than this, it was lost to the honourable 
purpose to which, as a son and brother, he had 

Sergeant Smith, who so boldly risked, yet saved, his 
life; land 	also 	Bugler Hawthorne of the  52d, 
who blew his signal-blast in spite of the shots 

devoted it. 	In hisnative county it has been deter- 	Whistling around him. 	Poor Sergeant Carmichael 
mined to erect a monument to his memory by sub- 	and Corporal Burgess did not live to share in this 
scription. 	Cadetships having been given to two of 	honour; they fell bullet-pierced. 
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• • THE STORY 	OF THE•LIJCICNOW RESIDENCY. 

. 

. . 
• . 	 . 	 , 

.,1 	, 
• I 	IN 	1 • ( HERE were events that Made a obedience, ' the most untiring watchfulness, the i 

vi deeper impression on the minds 
of the English public; military 

most gentle' care of those •who from sex or age 
were :linable 'to 	defend • themselves, 'the 	most 

'exploits more grand and compro- thorough reliance on himself and on thoSe around 
a hensive ; episodes more fatal, more him, could have enabled that gallant -man to bear ,. 

•,..4.--(.9  harrowing; 	trains 	of 	 operation . up Against the 	overwhelming difficulties '‘,1iicli ' 	'' % 
- 	in which well-known heroic names pressed upon him throngliont the months of July, • 

more frequently 	found' 	place—but , \1.: 	
there was nothing in the whole history 

August, and September. 	Ilo _occupied one corner 
.of an enormous city; every other..part of which was 

• 

t.., 	- 	of the Indian mutiny more admirable swarming with deadly enemies. 	No coMptiniOn , 
•-) 	or worthy of study than the 	defence 	Of could leave him, without danger of instant death 

lucknow by Brigadier Inglis and the Britigh at the hands of the rebel sepoys and the Lucknow 
w to were shut up with him in the Residency. rabble; no friends could succour him, seeing that 
Such a triumph over dif.culties has not often anything less than a considerable military force • 
been placed upon record. l Nothing but the most would have been cut off ere it reached the gates of ,. 
resolute determination, the most complete soldierly, the Residency; no food or drink, no medicines or 

. 	. , 	 • -1 
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comforts, no clothing, no ammunition, in addition side of the whole enclosure was nearly parallel . 
to that which was actually within the place at the with the river; and the north corner was in near 
b,eginning of July, could be brought in. 	Great proximity to an iron bridge carrying a road over . 
beyond expression were the responsibilities and the river to the cantonment. 
anxieties of one placed in command during eighty- How the British became cooped up within that 
seven of such days—but there was also a moral enclosure, the reader already knows; a few words 
grandeur in the situation, never,to be forgotten. 	• will bring to recollection the facts fully treated in 

In former chapters of this work,* Tench has the chapters lately cited. 	We have there seen that 
been said concerning Lucknow, its relations towards there were burniugs of bungalow; and cartridge 
the British government on the one hand, and the troubles, as early as April, in the cantonment of 
court of Oude on the other, and the operations Lucknow ; that on the 3d of May some of the 
which. enabled Havelock and Neill to bring a small 
reinforcement to its British garrison towards the 

native troops became insubordinate at the Moose, 
Bagh, a military post three or four miles northwest 

close of September ; but what the garrison did of the Residency; that the 3d Oude infantry was 
and suffered during the three months before this broken into fragments by this' mutiny and its 
succoui could reach them, has yet to be told. 	The Consequences ; that Sir Henry Lawrence sought to 
eventful story may be given conveniently in this restore a healthy feeling by munificently rewarding 
place, as one among certain intermediate subjects certain native soldiers who had remained faithful 
between the military operations of Sir Henry under temptation; that towards the close of the 
Havelock and those of Sir Colin Campbell. month he attended. very sedulously to various 

Let us endeavour, by recapitulating a few facts, 
to realise in some degree the position of the British 

magazines and military posts in and near the city; 
that he fortified the English quarter by placing 

at Lucknow when July commenced. 	The city is defence-works on and near the walls by which 
a little over fifty miles from Cawnpore—exactly it was already three-fourths surrounded, and by 
fifty to the Alum Bagh, fifty-three to the Residency, 
and fifty-seven to the cantonment. 	Most of its 
principal buildings, including the Residency, were 
on the right or southwest bank of the river Ger:ante°. 

setting up other defences on the remaining fourth 
side; that he brought all the women and children, 
and 	all 	the 	sick, of the English community, 
into the space thus enclosed and guarded ; that 

There was a cantonment Residency, and also a on the last two days of the month he had the 
city Residency, at both of which, according to vexation of seeing most of the native troops in 
his daily duties, it was the custom of the lamented Lucknow and 'at the cantonment, belonging to the 
Sir Henry Lawrence to dwell, before the troubles 
of the mutiny began ; but it is the city Residency 

13th. 46th, and 71st infantry, and the 7th cavalry, 
march off in mutiny towards Seetapoor ; and that 

which has acquired e. notoriety that will never die. of the seven hundred who remained behind, he 
It is also necessary to bear in mind that the mere did not know how many he could trust even for 
official mansion called the Residency bore but a 
small ratio to the area and the buildings, now 

a single, hour. 	Next, under the month of Juno, 
we have seen that nearly all the districts of Oude 

known to English readers by that name. 	This 
ambiguity is not without its inconveniences, for it 

fell one by one into the hands of the insurgents, 
increasing at every stage the difficulties which 

denotes a Residency within a Residency. 	Under- 'beset Sir Henry as civil and military chief of the 
standing the Residency to mean English Lucknow, 
the part of the ,city .containing the offices and 

province; that 	he knew the mutineers were 
approaching Lucknow as a hostile army, and that 

dwellings of most of the official English residents, 
then it may be described as an irregular quadrangle 

he looked around in vain for reinforcements; that 
be paid off most of the sepoys still remaining 

a few hundred yards square, jutting out at the north with him, glad to get rid of men whose coutinu- 
corner, and indented or contracted at the west. ance in fidelity could not be relied on; that he 
Within that limit were numerous residences and greatly strengthened the Residency, and also the 
other buildings, some military, some political or Muchee Bhowan, a castellated structure northwest 

;civil, some private. The word 'garrison' was applied of it, formerly inhabited by the dependents of 
after the defence began, to buildings which bad the King of Oude ; that all his letters and messages 
previously been private or official residences ; 	if, 
therefore, the 	reader meets in one map with 

to other places became gradually cut off, leaving 
him without news of the occurrences in other 

'Fayrer's House,' and in another with ' Fayrer's parts of India; that he stored the Residency with 
Garrison,' he must infer that a private residence six' months' provisions for a thousand 	persons 
-was fortified as a stronghold when the troubles as a means of preparing for the worst ; and that 
began, 	In this chapter we shall in most instances on the last day of the month he fought a most 
denominate the whole area as the intrenchment or 
enclosure, with the Residency itself as one of the 
buildings.; and we shall furthermore retain the 

disastrous battle with the mutineers at Chinhut, 
seven or eight miles out of Lucknow. 	Then, 
when July opened, we have seen the British 

original designation of house, rather than garrison)  in a critical and painful 	situation. 	Lawrence 
for each of the minor residences.. 	The northeast 

+. Chap. vi., pp. 82-96. 	Caap. x., pp. 113,4-16S. 	Chap. xv., pp. 
2.47-263, 	0 

having lost many of his most valued troops, could 
no longer garrison the Muchee Bhowan, the can-
tonment, the dak bungalow, or any place beyond 
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the Residency. „ No European was safe except 
, 

remained faithful bad' been in, like -manner re- 
within the Residency enclosure; and how little moved to the same place; and when the Muchee 

• safety was found there was miserably shown on Ehowan and all the other buildings in Lucknow 
the 24 of the month, when a shell from the jinni.- had been abandoned by the British and their 
gents wounded the great and good Sir Henry adherents--,the intrenched position at and around 
Lawrence, causing his death on the 4th, after the Residency 'became necessarily,  the, home of a 
he had made over the military command of Luck- 
now to Brigadier Inglis,. and the civil command 

very much larger number of persons ; comprising, 
in addition tq 	the 	eight hundred or so. just 

to. Major Banks. adverted to, many hundred British soldiers, and 
The Europeans, then, become prisoners within such of the sepoys as-remained 'true to their salt: 

the walls of the Residency enclosure at Lucknow— In one sense, the Europeans were not taken by 
officers, soldiers, revenue-collectors, judges, magis- surprise. 	They had watched the energetic exer- 
trates, chaplains, merchants, ladies, children. And tious of Sir Henry during the month of Able, in 
with them were such native soldiers and native which he exhibited so sagacious a foresight of 
servants as still remained .faithful to the British troubles about to come. 	They had seen him 
'raj: What was the exact number of persons thus accumulate a vast store of provisions; procure 
thrown into involuntary companionship at the tents and firewood for the Residency; arm it ' 
beginning of July appears somewhat uncertain; gradually with twenty-four guns and•ten mortars; 
but an exact enumeration has been given of those order in vast quantities of shot, shell, and. gun- 
who took up their quarters within the Residency powder, from the Muchee Bhowan and the maga- 
on the 30th of May, when the symptoms of mutiny sines; make arrangements for blowing up all the 
rendered it no longer safe, that the women and. waxlike materiel which he could not bring in ; 
children should remain in the city or at the can- bury his barrels of, powder beneath the 'earth in 
tonmeut. 	The number was 704 	The principal certain open spots in, the ,eneloaure.; bury, in like 
persons belonging to the European community at manner, 	twenty-threc;!,:biei 	of the 	Company's ,,,, 
Lucknow were the following; Sir Henry Lawrence, 
chief-commissioner; Captain Hayes, military sec- 
rotary; Major Anderson, chief-engineer; Brigadier , 

' money, until more Peaceful days should arrive ; / 
destroy many outlying buildings which commander •,, 
or overtopped the Residency ; organise all ae , 

Inglis', commandant of the garrison; Brigadier males in the place as component elements i 	a 
Handscomb, commandant of the Oude brigade; defensive force ; bring, in. everything useful from 
Captain 	Carnegie, 	provost-marshal ; 	Captain the cantonment ,i'lafild u,, b 	front. of the ,chief 
Sirnons, Chief artillery officer; 	Colonel Master, structures , in the enclosure, 1)-v:I ata&S of fire- 
7th native cavalry; Colonel Case and Major Lew, wood,• covered with earth and pierced for guns; 
U.M. 32d foot; Major Bruyere, 13th native in bring the royal jewels-and ether valuables 'from 
ffiutry ; 	Major 	.Apthorp, 41st native infantry ; . the king's palace into the Reside»ey for safety ; 
Colonel Palmer and Major Bird, 48th native and disarm—much to their chagrin—the servants 
infantry; Colonel Halford, 71st native infantry; and dependents of the late royal family. 	All dila' 
Brigadier Gray, Oude .Irregulars; Mr Gubbins, 
finance commissioner ; 'Mr Ommaney, judicial 

the Europeans had seen the gallant Lawrence• 
effect during the five weeks which preceded his ' • 

commissioner; Mx Cooper, chief-secretary. 	Some. death. 	Of the non-military men suddenly con- 	. 
of these died between the 30th of May and the 4th verted into soldiers, Captain Anderson/says : 'Sir 
of July, but a 'few. only. 	When the whole of the Henry Lawrence deemedit,Akillent' to: enrol all 
Europeans, officers and privates, had been hastily the European and Euraiiian;ai'riters in the public 
driven by the mutiny from the cantonment to offices as volunteers, and he directed arms and 	• 
the Residency ; when all the 'native troops who ammunition. to be served Out. to 'them.: Some of 

these men were taken into the volunteer cavalry-- 
4 General staff, 	9 which else , comprised ofgeors civil and military— 

. 	. 	. 	. 	6 
A

rigade staff, 	. 	. 
rtillery, 	 9 . 	, and the remainder were drilled as infantry. At the 

Engineers, . 	. 	. 	. 	- 	. 	. 	3 commencement, when these men were first brought. HAI, 321 foot, 	..... 	. 	. 	22 r 
a 	84th a 	..... 	. 	.. 	2 together, to be regularly drilled by sergeants 11'911 

7th-Bengal native cavalry, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	13 
13th 	a 	a 	infantry, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	10 
,set 	a 	a 	a  	u 

Her Majesty's 32d regiment, the chance of ever 
making them act in .a body seemed almost hope. 

" 	V 	It 	 14 
719t 	0 	 . 	. 	. 	. 	11' less. 	There were men of all ages, sizes,and 
Oude brigade, 	. 	., 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	26 figures. 	Here stood a tall athletic Englishman ; 
Various 	 fficers, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	0 
Civil service, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	9 
surgeons, 	 2 

there came a fat and heavy Eurasian, with more 
width about the waist than across the chest; next Chaplains, ..... 	. 	. 	. 	2 

Ladles, 	: 	. 	. 	..... 	. 	69 , 	, children of, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	68 
Other women, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	171 

a 	a 	, children of, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	196 

to the Eurasian 'came. another.' of the ,same' class, 
who looked like a porter-barrel, short and squat 
and the belt round his waist very closely resembled 

Uneovonanted servants, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	125 
Martintdro school, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	• 	a 

• -- 794 f"  

a hoop ; not far off you observed an old, bent-
double ma.14 who seemed too weak, to support the 
weight of hia musket and pouch. 	. . . 	We must .. 	, Another account gave the number 945, itAttling abont.r4 native 

	

children in the Martinhlre school. 	 . 
, 	, 

not always judge by appearances. 	Amongst this 
, 
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awkward-looking body there sprang up, dining the 
siege, bold; intrepid; and daring men!' • 	, 
•Notwithstandig these preparations, 'however, 

file calamity fell upon the inmates too suddenly. 
The fatal result of the battle of Chinhut compelled 
every one to take refuge, within the Residency 
enclosure; , oven those who, had hitherto lived in 
the city, rushed in, without preparation, many 
leaving all their property behind them except 
a few trifling articles. 	No one was, or ever could 
be, -.bitym.,,against 	Sir 	Henry 	Lawrence ; 	yet 
were there many criticisms, many expressions. of 
regret, at the policy which. led to the battle ; and 
it is unquestionable that much of the misery 
subsequently borne ,Arose 	from the 	precipitate 
arrangemWs rendered inevitable on the 30th of 
June and the following day. 	When they saw the 
rebels march into  pleknow,invest the Residency,' 
set up a howitze!r-battery in 	front 	of it, and 
loophole the walls of houses for musketry;  the 

' 'Europeans could no longer wait to provide for 
domestic and personal corritattS,'6,1•"..te.1.1" (h'ili'Viii-,  , 
ences : they hastened to their prison-house With 
such resources as could be hastily provided. 

Here, then, was a British community thrown 
most 	unexpectedly into 	close 	companionship, 
under circumstances trying to all. 	It is no wonder 
that some among the number kept diaries of the 
strange scenes they witnessed, the sad distresses 
they bore ; nor could .there be other than a strong 
yearning on the part of the English public for a 1 

. 	perusal of such diaries or narratives. 	Hence the 
publication of several small but deeply interesting 
volumes relating to the defence of Lucknow—oee 
by Mr Rees, a Calcutta merchant, who happened,' 
unluckily for himself, to be at Lucknow whenthe 
troubles, began ; another by the wife of ono O:F 
the two English chaplains ; a third by Captain 
Anderson •, 	a 	fourth by a staff-office-I..* 	Such 
diaries, when used in illustration and correction 
one of another, are and mutt ever be the best 
Sources of information concerning the inner life 
of Lucknow during that extraordinary period.-  

Terrible was the confusion within the Residency 
enclostfre for the first few days. 	Those who had 
hastened into the place from other spots were 
endeavouring to find or make something which 
they ' could call 'home ;' 	those who had been 
wounded at Chinhut were suffering in agony within 
the walls of a building hastily fitted up for them; 
while the military men looked anxiously around 
at the defences of the place, to see what eould 
be done to keep the enemy out.• When the, officers, 
civil or military, went on the roofs of the' houses, 
they had the mortification of seeing the mutineers 
gradually concentrating their forces . towards the 
Residency ; they saw, also, that the prison is bad 

i * Personal A'arrative of the Sicgt of Zucknote,  from at ( fornmenec- 
meat so its Relief. 	ny L. E. Runtz Rees, one of the Snro leors. 

A Lady's.Diary of the Siege of hucliatc, written pr Vile Rstrsaf 
, 	of Friends at Home. 

A Personal Journal of the Siege of Lucknote. 	Xty Captain R. 
P. Anderson, 25th Regiment N. 1, commanding an outpevi. 

The Defence of Lucknota: a Diary wording the Dail; Events 
during the Siege Of the European Residency. 	By a Staff-offiettr. 

• 
escaped from the jails, to join the ranks of those 
who•hated or at any rate Opposed the Pariughees. 

Arrangements had for some time been in pro-
gross, and were now hastily, completed, to fortify 
the principal buildings within the enclosure. 	,If 
we imagine this English Lucknow to be an irree 
gular diamond-shaped enclosure;  with the acute 
angles very nearly _north, and south; then it, may 
be said that fie south angles sus the nearest point 
to the Cewnpore road, and the' rOrth angle ,the 
nearest to the 	iron bridge over •the Goomi.eek 
towards the cantonment. 	Near the south point' 
was the house of Captain Anderson, standing in 
tbi3 middle of a garden or open court surrounded 
le a wall ; the house was defended by barricades, 

 awl loopholed for musketry; while the garden 
waestrengthened by a trench and rows of palisades. 
Next to this house, and communicating with it 
by a hole in the wall, was a newly constructed 
defence-work that received the name of the CaWll-
pore Battery, mounted with guns,, and intended to 
 command some of the houses and streets adjacent, 
it, 'ii,e Cawnpore road. 	Mr Deprat's house had 
a ve•faudah which, for defensive purposes

' 
 • was 

bloacd up with a mud-wall six feet high and two 
fe0autl a half thick; this wall was, continued in 
a' straight line to that of the nexChouse, and 
carried up to a height of nine feet, with loopholes 

:for mu ket17a Next to 'this was a house occupied 
1 as , a.  ti, tool fee boys of the Martini6ro College,* 

/ 	' 	' • 	• a stockade of 	beams placed 
- before. it ; 	and' adjacem• . „,. 	street or road 

' defended by stockades, • barricades, anu ... 	trencii. ' 
Further towards the western angle of the enclosure 

• was a building formerly known as the Dareo 
Shu.ffa or King's Hospital, but now called the 
Brigade Mess-house, having a well-protected and 
lofty terrace which commanded an exterior build- 
ing called Johannes' house. 	In its rear was a 
parallelogram, 	divided by buildings 	into two 
squares or courts, occupied in various ways by • 
'officers and their families. 	Then came groups' 
of low brick buildings around two quadrangles 
called the Sikh Squares, on the tops of which 
erections were thrown up to enable the troops to 
fire out upon the town. 	Separated from these by . 
a narrow lane was the house of Mr Gubbins, the.  
financial commissioner;.  the lane was barricaded 
by earth, beams, and brambles ; the buildings 
were strengthened in every way; while the ex-
treme western point was a battery formed by Mr 

3,  In a former chapter (p. al), a brief nailer: is given of Claude 
Martino, a French adventurer who rose to great wealth and - 

in  titsmunat nuo"c„ZeolswevIrd, iga,n,ex,tVt,Loutgenliglrtohntdv,  
be more favourably held in remcuabrance as the founder Of tr 
cof',Iirdif.:;,"Vstrgetl:„„11,:gi,ZAer°,; 1116̀ 8,intn,,.°„',„hg""stty,e  
of the city; but when the troubles began, the principals and ;ha , 
children removed to a building hastily set apart for them within 
the Residency enclosure. 	The authoress of the Lady's Diary, 
whose husband was connected as a pastor with the Martlnkre, 
thus speaks of this transfer: 'The Martinidro is abandoned, and X 
suppose we shall lose nil our remaining property, which we hare 
been obliged to leave to its fate, as nothing more can ho brought 
in here. 	We got our small remnant of clothes; but furniture, 
harp, books, carriage-homes, &e,, are left at the Martintiao. 	The 
poor toys aro all stowed away in a hot close native building, and 
it will be a wonder if they don't gat all.' 
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Gubbins himself. 	Then, passing along the north- guard gate, the station of ' the sepoys formerly 
west side were 	seen in turn the racket-court, 
the 	slaughter-house, 	the 	sheep-pen, 	and 	the 

guarding the Residency, was unluckily beyond the 
limits of the enclosure, and was productive of 

butcher-yard, all near the boundary of the forti- more harm than good to the garrison; as a means 
tied position, and separated one from another by of security, , the gateway was blocked up with 
wide open spaces; 	there was a storehouse fur earth, and defended by guns. 	Dr Fayrer's house, 
Moose (cut chaff for cattle-food), and a guard- south of the hospital, had a terrace-roof -whence 
house for Europeans; and. -:,:l +.1?..t buildings were rifles were 	frequently brought to- bear 	on the 
loopholed for muskOxy. In the rear olthe Bhoosa insurgents, and near it a gun or two were placed. 
Intrenchmen.+,4  as this post was called, was Mr in 	position. 	Southward 	again 	was 	the 	civil 
re)mnaaney's house, guarded by a deep titch and dispensary; and near this the post-pffice, a build- 
a cactus-hedge, and provided with two ileces of ing which, from its position and :Construction, was 
ordnance. 	North of the slaughter-house a mortar- one of the most important in the whole place; 
battery was formed. 	The English church was t'Ae soldiers were barracked in the interior, a shell and 
next important building towards the north; U. fuse rooni was set apart, the engineers made it 
was speedily converted into a granary; and in elle 
church-yard was formed a mortar-battery cajable 

their head-quarters, several families resided in it, 
and guns and mortars were planted in and around 

of shelling all the portion of the city between it it. 	The financial-office, and 	the house of Mrs 
and the iron bridge. 	This church-yard was des- Sage (mistress of a charity-selpol), were on the 
tined afterwards to present melancholy proofs of southeast side of the enclosure, and were with 
the large number of deaths among the English great difficulty brought into ai"infensive state. 	The 
defenders of the place. 	Beyond the church-yard !jitZit.Cial.,0fik?.,-ciear Sago's house, could only be 
was Lieutenant Innes's house, in dangerous in:ox-  protected from an open lane by a wall of faseines 
imity to many buildings held by the rebels, and 
bounded on two sides by a garden; it was a chif,.. 

and earth. 	The jail, near the Cawnpore Gate, 
was converted into 	barracks; 	and 	the native 

cult but most important duty to strengthen ads  hospital became a tolerably sheltered place. 	The 
house as much as possible. 	The extreme northers. Begum's 	Kothee, 	or `lady's house' 	(formerly 
Dart of the whole enclosure, not five hundred', 
yards from the iron bridge, was scarcely suscept- 

belonging to a native lady of rank), was in the 
centre of the whole enclosure ; it comprised many 

ible of defence in itself; but it was fully protected 	buildings, which were afterwards parcelled off as 
by the Redau Battery. eenstr 	 “ ' 	. commissariat 	store-rooms, 	cooking-rooms, 	and 
Fulton • this w---- ' , 	. 	' 	:.,,,,,e&ny the best battery in the dwellings for officers' families. 
winue "I .d.ve, commanding a wide sweep of city .• It will thus be seen that the Residency at Luck- 
and country on both banks of the river. 	,Along ' now, so often mentioned in connection with the 
the northeast side, connected at one end with the history of the mutiny, was ii. small town rather 
Redan, was a series of earthworks, fascines, and thap_a_single building. 	But it will also be seen 
sand-bags, loopholed for musketry, and mounted 
with-guns. A long range of sloping garden-ground 

that this small town was most dangerously placed, 
in juxtaposition to a large city full of hostile inha- 

was turned into a glacis in front of the line of hitants and revolted sepoys. 	Before Sir Henry 
intrenclunent just named, 	In the centre of the Lawrence took it in -hand in June, it could be 
northern half of the whole place was the Residency approached and entered from all sides ; anti at the 
proper, the official home of the chief-commissioner; beginning of July only a part of the defence-works 
this was a large and beautiful brick building, which above described were completed. 	The officers had 
was speedily made to accommodate many hundred to fight and build, to suffer and work, to watch and 
persons; and as it was on high ground, the terrace- fortify, day after day, under privations difficult for 
roof commanded a view of the whole city—to others to appreciate. 	The various houses, more 
whoever would incur the peril of standing there.* frequently designated garrisons by those engaged in 
The hospital, a very large building near the eastern the siege, did really deserve that title in a military 
angle of the whole enclosure, had once been the sense ; for they were gradually transformed into 
banqueting-room for the British resident at the little forts or strongholds, each placed under one 
King of Oude's court; but it was now occupied as commander, and each defended indomitably against 
a hospital, a dispensary, officers' quarters, and a all artacks from the enemy. 	To give one as an 

, laboratory for making fuses and cartridges; it example of many—Captain Anderson, who had 
was defended by mortars and guns in various 
directions. 	The Bailee or Bailey guard was near 

resided :at Lucknow, as 	assistant-commissioner, 
ever since the annexation of Oude, made his own 

the hospital, but on a lower level ; various parts of house one of these fortified posts ; he had under 
it were occupied as a store-room, a treasury, and him eighteen men and one subaltern officer, with 
barracks ; the portion really constituting the Bailey whose aid he withstood a five months' siege, not- 

• The wool-cut at p. 93 represents a part of the Residency in withstaiading the enemy had nine 9-pounder guns  ' 
this limited sense of the term ; the view at p. 82 will convoy some 
notion of the appearance of the city of Luoknow as seen from 
the terrace-roof of this building. 	The plan en next page will give 

playing, on his house. 	The wall of the compound 
around the house was levelled, and a stockade put 

an idea of the Residency before sle,,s; and in the next Part will be 
given a plan of the Residency under siege, chewing the relation 
which the enemies' guns Lore to those of the besieged. 

in its place ; within the stockade was a ditch, then 
an earthwork five feet high, and then another ditch 
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' 'with pointed bamboos, forming a, .chavaux-d'e-f cannon,. and a few spadofuls "of, earth. speedily 
It Was;  in truth, a small,  citadel, and one , very covered the .mortal,  reMains• of.. One whose good: 

. •importantfor theSaffity Of the whele place. .name was. not likely soon to die.*- , On or about 
The siege began en,-  the 1st of July, the day the 5th;. the enemy 'seized the. building known as 

folloWing the disastrous battle of Chinhut. 	It was Johannes' hOusei. frota which they were able to 
'indeed a siege, even more so than that to which Sir keep up a deadly fire of mUsketryagainst Ander- . 
Hugh Wheeler had been exposed at Cawnpore ; for son's house, the jail barracks, the post-office, and 
there was not only' constant firing of musketry, 
cannon, and mortars, by the mutineers against the.  

the Begum's Kothee ; it 'was .afterwards much 
regretted that this house. had,  not been included 

;Residency ; 	but there were also subterranean 
mines or galleries dug from the outer streets tinder 

among those demolished by.  Sir Henry. 	On the , 
6th and 7th, the harassing fire continued from 

• the enclosing wall, to blow up the defenders and' various points, 	Some of the bhoosa, or chopped' 
their defence-works. 	At every hour of the day, 
at every corner of the Residency enclosure, was 

straw for bullocks' fodder, had', been left in au ill- 
defended place; it was 	 red by the enemy, and 

it necessary to keep, strict watch. 	A telegraph, totally consumed, placing in' initninent danger a 
Worked at the top of one of the buildings, gave powder-magazine at no great distance. 	Major 
Signals to the officers at the Muchee Bhowan, Francis had both his legs cut off by a cannon-ball, • 

;directing them to blow up that fort, and retire to. ' while quietly sitting 	in . the 	mess\room ; 	.Mr 
the Residency with the treasure and the guns. Marshall; an.opiurn-merchant, was killed, and the 	' 
This was a most perilous enterprise, but under the','Rev. Mr Polehampton was wounded, abeut this . 
skilful superintendence of Captain Francis and time. 	It was". a :cruel vexation to the ,garrison 
Lieutenant -Huxhain it succeeded ; 240 barrels of to see and feel ,how ; much they were suffirrhig' . 
gunpowder, and 600,000 rounds Of ammunition,' through the skiltagtnniery Which -the British had 
were blown into the air, to prevent them 'from taught to the „iniedreatits now in the insurgent. 
falling into the hands 'of the enemy ; • and then the ' ' army. 	The enemy's artillerymen displayed . great 
few; officers and soldierS marched from the Muchee; rapidity, ingenuity,' and perstierance; in plant'ng , 
Bhowan to the Residency, where they helped to,' batteries:in "positions totally unlooked for ;. some 
strengthen the wofully small number of efficient oven on honse-tops, and. others in spoti where the,: 
fighting-men.* 	All this was done by midnight on • garrison , could not respond to their fire. 	It w'us 
the 1st. 	On the 2d, while resting on a couchafter 
his exhausting and anxious labours, Sir 'Henry 

mere than Suspected that Europeans were among , 
thent; indeed one 'reckless member of an otherwise 	' 

Lawrence was struck by the shell which took away worthy English fanalY was recognised among Om; 
-his valuable life ; for it was a day on which teal - 'number, bringing discredit upon brothers 	and- 
thousand rebels were firing shells, balls, and bullets  .cousins who were -at that very time.  gallantly,' ''  
into or at the Residency, 	Miss Palmer, daughter 'serving the Company elsewhere. 	Many,  of the,., 
.of Colonel Palmer of the 48th, had her thigh 'enemy's batteries were not. more than fifty or a 
shattered by a ball which entered one of the hundred yards distant from the marginal buildings ' 
'buildings ; and Mr Ommaney was among the of the Residency enclosure ; the bells knooked .. 
wounded. 	On the 3d dire confusion was every- ' down Pillars and verandahs with fearful accunmey. 
where risible ; for all felt that their great leader Most of the deaths, . however, from ten to, twenty 
-would die of his wound : none had. yet fully a. day, Were caused by musket-bullets; the' enemy 	• 
realised the appalling difficulties of their position; had many .'good marksmen—especially , a,. rebel' 
yet were.  they distracted by family anxieties on the African,-*Ito used his musket 'with deadly 'effect' • 
one hand, and public duty on the other. 	On the from Johannes' house.- AI Sir 'Henry Lawrence' , 
'4th, Lawrence  descended to ,the grace ; on that had been,  a' sterner' soldier, if he bad not been 
day his nephew, Mr G. H. Lawrence, was wounded; influenced by' such . considerate' feelings for the 
and on that day, also, all order or legitimate trade , opinions and projtedicil,s of ptherS, the British would 
ceased in the city, for marauders and budmashes have lost fewer lives, than they did -in laicknow. 
plundered the shops. No military honours marked , 	. the funeral of Sir Horny ; there was neither time n The.au thoresi of the Wits Dia .iv gives en affecting account 
nor opportunity for any display ; a hurried 'prayer gut
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a surgeon wh'o had movethan' ono° urged upon' fill. Wary therms-
mounttluty of cherishing hisown life as one valuable to others oven 
if slighted byliimself.• ''Re was brought ovor to this house innne- 	' 
diately. 	 'him, 	 the Holy o Mr Rees relates a strange anecdote in connection with this — prayed with 	and atinsinistered 
Communion to him, Ile was quite sensible, though 1110 agony raw • • retreat from the, itluchee Ilhowen to the Residency: . Wo saved 

all but one min, who, having been intoxicated, and concealed in extreme. 	Be spoke for nearly no hour, quite calmly, expressing 
some corner, could not be found when the muster-roll was called- his last wishes with regard to his children. 	Re sent affectionate. ' 
Ile French say, It p  a un Dieu pour let.terognes ; and the truth messages to them and to each of his brothels and,  sisters. 'no ' • 
of the proverb wasnever better exemplified than in this man's case. particularly mentioned the Lawrence Asylum, and entreated that 
Re had been thrown into the air, had returned unhurt to mother- government Might be urged to gfre it support. ' Be bade farewell 
earth, continued his drunken deep again, had =eked next morning, to all the gentlemen who were standing round his bed, and said a 	. 

, found the fort to his surprise a mass of docked ruins, and quietly few words of advice and kindness to each... . . There nutlet a • • 
walked back to the Residency without being molested by a soul; • dry eye there; every ono was ao deeply effeeted,nod grieved* the 
and even bringing with him a pair of bullocks attached to a cart of loss of such a Man.' 
ammunition. It Is very probable that the debris of these extensive It may, hero be stated that .the Queen entrant -Is ;bestowed a 	• 
buildings =Allay° seriously injtmd the adjacent houses and many .baronotey on Sir Henry's °idiot son, Alexander Lawrence: to 
of the rebel, army—thus giving the fortunate man the menu of whom also .the East India Company voted a pension of LUCA+ pet i 
°seeping. annum. 
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We have already said that many of the houses extinguishing the flames ; and It became petilons 
around the Residency were-destroyed by orders of for any one within the enclosure to be seen for 
Sir Henry, to prevent the enemy from converting an instant by the enemy—so deadly accurate were 
theni into strongholds ; but it . was afterwards their marksmen, 	Once now and then the officers 
known that the military officers under him urged with a few men, longing for a dash 'that would 
the necessity for a still greater demolition. 	Briga- inspirit them iu the midst of their troubles, would 
dier Inglis, when at a later date he made a military astonish the enemy by making a sortie beyond the 
report of the siege and the defence, adverted to defences, spiking a gun or two, despatching a few 
this point in very decisive language. 	' When the of the rebels, and hastening back to the enclosure. 
blockade commenced,' he said, ' only two of our Lives being, however, too valuable to be risked 
batteries were completed, part of the defences were for advantages so small as these, the brigadier 

.yet in an unfinished condition, and the buildings in sought rather to discourage than encourage such 
the immediate vicinity, which gave cover to the acts of heroism. Mr Bryson and Lieutenant Baxter 
enemy, were only very partially cleared away. were among the many who fell at this time. 	The 
Indeed, our heaviest losses have been caused by officers did men's duty, the civilians did military 
the fire from the enemy's sharpshooters, stationed duty ; for there were not hands enough to guard 
in the adjoining mosques and houses of the native properly the numerous threatened points, 	One 
nobility, to the 	necessity of destroying 	which night all spare hands would be called upon to cover 
the attention of Sir Henry had been repeatedly with tarpaulin the bhoosa stacks in the racket- 
drawn by the staff of engineers ; but his invariable court ; on another, civilians who never before did 
reply was : 	"Spare the holy places, and private labourers' work were called up to dig earth and to 
property too, as far as possible ;" and we have carry sand-bags for batteries or breast-works ; or 
consequently suffered 	severely from 	our 	very they would stand sentinels all night in drenching 
tenderness to the religious prejudices and respect rains. 	And then, perhaps on returning to their 
to the rights of our rebellious citizens and soldiery. houses or ' garrisons' in the mornings  they would 
As soon as the enemy had thoroughly completed find them untenable by reason of the torrent of balls 
the investment of the Residency, they occupied and bullets to which they bad been. exposed. 	The 
these houses, some of which were within easy open spots between the several buildings became 
pistol-shot of our barricades, in immense force, 
and rapidly made loopholes on those sides which 
bore on our post, from which they kept up a 

gradnally more and more dangerous. 	' A man 
coup not Show his nose,' says Captain Anderson, 
' without hearing the whiz of bullets close to his 

terrific and incessant fire day and night.' 	- head. 	The shot, too, came from, every direction ; 
The second week of the siege began, bringing and when a poor fellow had nearly jerked his 

with it an augmentation of the troubles already head off his shoulders in making humble salute- 
bitterly tasted. 	One day the Bailey guard would tions to passing bullets, he would have his penance 
be fiercely attacked, another day the Cawnpore disagreeably changed into a sudden and severe 
Battery, demanding incessant watchfulness on the contortion of the whole body to avoid a round 
part of the officers and men posted at those out, 
works, 	Brigadier 	Inglis 	sent 	off letters 	and 

shot or shell. 	So soon as a man left his post he 
bad no time for meditation ; his only plan was 

messages to Cawnpore and Allahabad ; but none to proceed rapidly. 	In fact, to walk slow was in 
reached their destination, the messengers being some places very, very dangerous ; and many a 
all intercepted on the way. • He did not know poor fellow was shot, who was too proud to run 
how his missives 	fared ; he only knew that past places where bullets danced on the walls 
no aid, no 	intelligence, reached him, and he 
measured his resources with an anxious heart. 

like a handful of pease in a frying-pan' 	, 
- 	The third week arrived. 	Now were the gallant 

Sometimes a few officers would retire to snatch defenders still more distressed and indignant than 
a little 	rest 	just 	before midnight, 	and then they had hitherto been ; for the enemy cone 
would be roused at one or two o'clock in the meneed firing at the Brigade Mess, where large 
morning by a message that Gubbins's house—or numbers of ladies and children had taken refuge; 
'garrison; 	as most of the houses within• the attacks were thus made on those who could not 
enclosure were now called—or the Bailey guard, or defend themselves, and the officers and soldiers 
some other important post, was closely attacked. found their attention distracted from necessary 
Sleep, food, everything was forgotten at such duties at other points. 	Anderson's house had by 
moments, except the one paramount duty of repel- this time become so riddled with shot, that the • 
ling the enemy at the attacked point. 	One day a 
rebel musketeer pushed forward to such a spot, as 

stores were removed from it ; and Deprat's house, 
similarly battered by the enemy, in like manner 

enabled him to shoot Lieutenant Charlton within became uninhabitable. 	The buildings near the 
side the very door of the church. 	The enemy boundary naturally suffered most ; and, as a con- 
sometimes fired logs of wood from their cannon sequence, those nearer the centre became more 
and mortars, as if deficient in shot and shell ; but and more crowded with inmates. 	Day by day did 
they did not slacken from this or any other cause ; officers and men work hard to strengthen  the 
they sent shots which set the commissioner's house defences. 	Mortars wore placed behind the earth- 
en fire, „pausing much danger and difficulty in work at the post-office, to jet forth shells upon 
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the troublesome Johannes',  house; stockades and 
. 

house, the houses near the 'Coavupore. Battery—all 
traverses were made, to screen the entrance to the were attacked with-vigour, but every attack was, 

• Residency, within -which so many persons Were 
domiciled,. Nevertheless the attack increased in 

repelled, 
When the Muster-roll was called after these 

vigour quite as rapidly as the defence ; for 'the exciting scenes, it was found that many .valuablo 
insurgents appear to have received large reinforce- 
ments. 	Theircustom was to fire all night, so as to 

lives had , been lost. 	Yet is it truly remarkable 	, 
that less than thirty persons •of all classes in the 

afford the garrison no rest, and thus,tire them out; garrison were killed, or wounded on the 20th 	No 
they so pointed a mortar as to send two shells officer was killed; among the wounded were 
directly into the Residency itself; they commenced Captains Lowe and Forbes, Lieutenants' Edmon- 
a new battery, to bear upon Gubbins's house'; their stone and M'Farlane, and Adjutant Smith. • Mu 
eannon-balls--,of which there were indications of Rees asserts • that the loss . of • the enemy,. during 
a new supply—fell upon and into . Fayrer's and seven hours of incessant fighting, could hardly 
Gubbins's houses, the post-office and the Brigade have been less than a thousand mon. 	It was the 

. Mess ; a shot burst through a room in which grape-shot poured . forth front the garrison that 
many of the principal officers were breakilisting ; worked' this: terrible destruction. 	The week had 
a mine was sprung 	inside 	the Water Gate, been attended with its usual list of isolated losses 

' intended to blow up the Redan Battery ; and :within the enclosure. 	On one day Lieutenant • 
at the same time vigorous attacks were made Lester was killed ; on another, Lieutenants Bryce 
with guns and musketry on almost every part 
of the enclosure, as if to bewilder the garrison 
with crushing 	onslaughts on every side. 	•The 

and O'Brien were -Wounded ;, and on another, 
Lieutenant Harmer was laid low., 

The arrival of ;the fourth week of the siege 
pen' cannot describe the state of incessant anxiety found Brigadier Inglis and his companions stout 
into which 	these daily proceedings 'threw 	the in heart, but yet depressed in spirits.; proud  of 
forlorn inmates of the place : no ono could look what. they bad achieved on the 20th, but fearful 
forward to a night of sleep after a harassing , that ,  many more such dangeri would beset them. 
day ; for the booming of cannon, and the antici- ' The detachment of the 32d foot was that on which 
pated visit of a cannon-ball or a mortar-shell, 
drove' away sleep from most, eyelids. 	It was on 1 

Inglis most relied in a military point of view, and 
in that the casualties had been•M in,three weeks 

the 20th' that the specially vigorous attack; just, 
adverted to, was made; so general and energetic; 

He had sent out repeated messengers)  but had' 
hitherto obtained not a word of news from ,any 

that it almost partook of the character of a storm-, 
ing or assault of a beleaguered city. 	Nothing but 

quarter ; shut out from the world of, India; .he 
knew of nothing but his own cares and respon- 

the most untiring assiduity could have saved the sibilities. 	On the .23d, however, a gleam of joy 
garrison from destruction. 	Every one who could shot through the garrison ;`' a messenger, amid 
handle a musket or load a cannon, did so ; others ,imminent peril, had been to Cawnpore,and brought 
helped to construct stockades and earthen barriers; ;back news of Havelock's victories in the Deal). 
and even many of the sick and wounded rose from ; Inglis immediately scut,  hint off again, with. an  
their pallets, staggered along 'to the points most urgent request. to the gallant general to advance 
attacked, sought to aid in the general cause, and in with his column to Lueknow as quickly as possible. 
some instances dropped dead while so doing. The English residents began to count the days that 
Almost every 	building was 	the object of a 
distinct . attack. 	The Redan Battery was for- 

must elapse before Havelock could arrive,a hope, 
ful thing at the time, but bitterly disappointing 

tunately .not • blown up, the enemy having tins- afterwards; for they knew net hoW or why it was 
calculated the distance. of their mine; but the that succour did not arrive. 	Whatever might; be 
explosion was followed by' a desperate struggle the hopes or fears for the future, there. was an 
on the glaeis outside, .in which the insurgents 'ever-present danger which •demanded daily and 
were mowed down by grape-shot before they hourly attention. Althongh mortified by their late 
would abandon their attempt to enter at that defeat, the enemy .did not on that account. give 
point. 	At 'rims's house, Lieutenant Loughnan up their attacks. 	On narrowly watching, the , 
maintained a long and. fierce contest against a engineers detected the enemy' forming a mine ' 
body of insurgents twentyfold more numerous ' beneath the ground from Johannes' house to the 
than the' little band who aided him ; before Sikh ,Square and the Brigade. Mess; they could 
they desisted, no less than a .hundred dead and hear the Miners at their sUbterraueous work, and 
wounded were carried off by the rebels. , The they did what military engineers are accustomed 
financial office 	and 	Sago's house, entirely 	de- . to in such cases—run out a countermine, and 
fended .by non-military men, bore up bravely destroy the enemy's handiwork by an explosion. 
against • the torrent brought against them: 	The Above ground the attack was maintained chiefly 
juicial 	office, 	under 	Captaiu 	Germon, 	and by artillery, the hurling of balls, shells, shrapnels, 
Anderson's house, under Captain Anderson, were and those abominable compounds of pitchy and 
not only, successfully defended, but the handful sulphureous substances which artillerymen call 
of troops aided other 'Waits where there were `stinkpots.' 	The breakfasttable,•of the officers at 
no military men. 	The Brigade Mess, Gubbins's the post-office was one morning visited' by an ' 
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eight-inch shell, which fell on it without explod- disastrous 30th of June, no time was allowed for 
big. 	Ott the 25th a letter arrived from Colonel making purchases in the city, or bringing in pro- 
Tytler at Cawnpore, the first received from any party from bungalows or storehouses outside the 
quarter throughout July; for the former messenger official stronghold. Hence every one was driven to 
had brought rumours concerning Havelock, not a make the best of such commodities as had been 
letter or a message. 	Great was the joy at learning secured by the last day of Juno. 	Even during the 
that Havelock intended to advance to Lucknow ; greater part of that month the troubles were -tiany,  ; 
and Inglis at once sent off to him a plan of the 
city, to aid his proceedings—offering the messenger 
five thousand rupees if ho safely brought back an 

the enclosure Residency was full of officers and tnen, 
all hard at work ; the heat was excessive; chcara, 
dysentery, and small-pox were at their cleaZiy 

answer. 	An anxious time indeed was it for all, 
and well might they look out for succour. 	Major 

work; the church being full of grain, those who., 
sought religions aid in time of need met for divine 

Banks, the civil commissioner appointed by Sir service in any available spot ; most of the native 
Henry Lawrence, was shot dead while recon- servants ran away when the troubles began ; and 
mitring from the top of an outhouse ; he was an many of them ended their service by robbing 
officer who had served nearly thirty years in India, 
and who, both as a soldier and a linguist, had 

their masters. 
How July opened for the British, may faintly 

won a good name. 	Dr Brydon was wounded ; the be imagined. 	The commissariat chief was ill ; no 
Rev. Mr Polehampton was killed, as were Lieu- one could promptly organise that office under the 
tenants Lewin, Shepherd, and Archer, and many sudden emergency; the food and draught bullocks, 

;others whose lives were valuable, not only to their unattended to, roamed about the place ; and many 
families, but to all in the garrison. 	The death of of them were shot, or tumbled into wells. 	Terrible 
Major Banks increased the cares and responsibilities work was it for the officers to bury the killed 
of Brigadier Inglis, who, now that there was no bullocks, lest their decaying carcasses should taint 
chief-commissioner, felt the necessity of placing the the air in. excessively hot weather. 	Some of the 
whole community under strict military-garrison artillery horses were driven mad for want of food 
rules, and water. 	Day after day, after working hard in 

In the official dispatch afterwards prepared by the trenches, the officers had to employ themselves 
Inglis, full justice was done to the ingenuity and at night in burying dead bullocks and horses— 
perseverance of the besiegers. 	Speaking of the officers, he it understood ; for the men were all 
large guns placed in batteries on every side of the .employed as sentries or in other duties.. 	It was 
enclosure, he said: `These were planted all round not until after many days that they could turn oat 
our post at small distances, some being actually of the enclosure all the spare horses, and secure the 
within fifty yards of our defences, but in places rest. 	As the heat continued, and as the dead bodies 
where our own heavy guns could not reply to of animals increased in number, the stench became 
them ; while the perseverance and ingenuity of overpowering, and was one of the greatest griev- 
the enemy in erecting barricades in front of and ances to which the garrison were exposed; the 
around their pins, in a very short time rendered temperature at night was often less patiently borne 
all attempts to silence them by musketry entirely than that by day, and the officers and men were 
unavailing. 	Neither could 	they bo 	effectually troubled by painful boils. 	Even when wet days 
silenced by shells, by reason of their extreme occurred, matters were not much improved ; for 
proximity to our position, and because, moreover, 
the enemy had recourse to digging very narrow 

the hot vapours from stagnant pools engendered 
fever, 	cholera, 	dysentery, and 	diarrhoea. 	The 

trenches about eight feet in depth in rear of each children died rapidly, and the hospital-rooms were 
gun, in which the men lay while our shells were always full; the sick and wounded could not be 
flying, and which so effectually concealed them, 
even while working the gun, that our baffled 

carried to upper apartments, because the enemy's 
shot and shell rendered all such places untenable. 

sharpshooters could only see their hands while in The officers were put on half-rations early in the 
the act of loading.' month; and even those rations they in many cases 

And now, the reader may ask, what were the had to cook for themselves, owing to the disappear- 
ladies and 	children doing during this terrible ance of the native servants. 	The English ladies 
month of July ; and how did the officers and men suffered unnumbered privations and inconveniences. 
fare in their domestic and personal matters 	It The clergyman's wife, in her Diary, told of the very 
is a sad tale, full of, trouble and misery; and yet first day of the siege in these words : 	' No sooner 
it is a heroic tale. 	No one flinched, 	no one was the first gun fired, than the ladies and children 
dreamed for an instant of succumbing to the —congregated in large numbers in Dr Fayrer's 
enemy. 	It must be remembered, as a beginning house—were all hurried down stairs into an under- 
of all the privations, that the Europeans went into 
the Residency very scantily supplied with personal 

ground room called the Tye Khana, damp, dark, 
and gloomy as a vault, and excessively dirty. 

necessaries. 	When the cantonment was burned 
during the mutiny of the 31st of May, much pro- 

here we sat all day, feeling too miserable, anxious, 
and terrified to speak, the gentlemen occasionally 

party belonging to the officers was destroyed; and coming down to reassura us and tell us how things 
when every one hurried in for shelter after the were 	on. 	was nearly all the day in going 	— 
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the hospital, whore the scene was terrible; the sands into the air, this seemed/to make no ditnintv 
place so• crowded with wounded and dying men tion in their numbers ; the ground was still black 
that there was no room to pass between them, and -with them, and the tables were literally covered 
everything, in a state of indescribable misery, dis- with these cursed flies. 	We could not sleep in the 
comfortyand confusion.' 	In the preceding month day on account of .thern, 	We could scarcely eat 
it had Been a hardship for the ladies to be deprived Our :beef, of which ye got a tolerably, small 
of the 3axuries of Anglo-Indian life; but they were quantity every day, was, usually studded with 
now /riven to measure comforts by a different them ; and when I ate my miserable boiled lentil- 
stay/Aard. 	They were called upon to sweep' their • soup and unleavened bread, a number of scamps 
ceea room; draw water from the wells, wash flew into my mouth, or tumbled into and floated 

!heir own clothes,  and perform all the menial about in my plate.'  
duties Of a household ; while their husbands or Let us proceed, an&watch the military operntioUs 
fathers were cramped up in little outhouses or of the month of August. 
stables, or anywhere that might afford temporary The fifth week of the sieae opened witb the 
shelter at night. 	When food became scanty and same scones as before, deepened in intensity. 	The 
disease prevalent, these troubles wore of course 
augmented, and difference of rank became. almost 
obliterated where all had to suffer alike. 	Many 

enemy, it is true, did not attack with more vigour, 
but the defenders were '• gradually weakened in , 
every one of their resources--except courage, and 

families were huddled together in one large room, 
and all privacy was destroyed. 	The sick and 

the resolution to bear all' rather than yield to the 
• enemy. 	Colonel Tytlees--letter had afforded hope 

wounded were, as may be supposed, in sad plight; that the relieving column under Havelock would 
for, kind as the rest were, there were too many arrive at Lueknow before the end. of July; but 
harassing duties to permit them to help- adequately when the 30th and 31st had' passed, and the 1st 
those who were too weak to help themselves. and 21 of August had 'passed also, then were their 
Officers and men were lying about in the hospital hopes cruelly dashed. 	It required all the energy 
rooms, covered with blood and often with vermin • 1  of Brigadier Inglis to keep up the spirits of himself 
the (Maces or washermen were too weak-handed and his companions under the disappointment 
for the preservation of cleanliness, and few of the He did not know, and was destined to remain for 
British had the luxury of a change of linen ; the' some time in ignorance, that Havelock bad been 
windows being kept closed and barricaded, to forced' to return to Cawnpore, owing to the lossaS 
prevent the entrance of shot from without, the suffered by his heroic little band. ' 	About the 
pestilential atmosphere carried off almost as many beginning of . the ,month, great numbers of addi- 
unfortunates as the enemy's missiles. 	The writer tional rebel sepoys entered Lucknow, increasing 
of the Lady's Diary, whose narrative is seldom the phalanx Opposed to the British. 	They began 
relieved by one gleam of cheerfulness, departs a new mine near Sago's hotse, and another near 
from her habitual sadness when describing the the Brigade Mess, in which many of the ladies 
mode in which eleven• ladies and seven children and children were sheltered ; and it required all 
slept on the floor in the Tye Khana, or cellar, the activity of the officers to frustrate these under- 
' fitting into each other like bits into a puzzle: ground enemies. 	The rebels planted a 24-pounder' 
Chairs being few in number, most of the ladies near the ii'on bridge, to batter the church and the 
sat on the floor, and at meal-times placed their Residency. 	On one day •a shell burst in a room of 
plates on their knees.' 	The cellar being perfectly the Begum's Kothee, where Lieutenant James and 
dark, candles were lighted at meal-times. 	The Mr Lawrence were ill in bed, but without injuring 
reason 	for keeping so many persons in this them ; and on another a soldier was shot dead - 
subterranean abode was to lessen the chance of by a cannon-ball 'in the very centre room of the 
their being shot in any upper apartment. 	Of hospital. • Inglis tried, hut tried." in vain, to get 
one torment, the flies, every person complained any one to take a letter;  even so small as to go into' 
bitterly who was shpt up in the Residency 
enclosure on these fearfully hot days. 	Mr, Rees 

&quill, to Havelock;.the enterprise was so perilous, 
that the offer of a great reward ' fell powerless. 

says : ' They daily increased to such an extent that Thus reduced to his own resources, he ,,began 
we at last began to feel life irksome, more on their anxiously to count up his stores and supplies : lui 
account than from any other of our numerous 
troubles. 	 In the day, flies ; at•night, mosquitoes. 

protected the powder-magazine with heavy, benms, 
laden with a great thickness of earth ; 'and he got- 

But the latter were bearable ; the former intoler- the civilians to labour at the earthworks, and to 
able. 	Lucknow had' always been noted for its watch the batteries, for nearly all his engineers 
flies ; but at no time had they been known to .be 
so troublesome. 	The mass of putrid matter that 

were ill. 	One engineer-officer, 'Captain Fulton, 
was happily spared from illness longer than most 

was allowed to accumulate, the rains, the 'commis- of the others ; and he labonred; unremittingly and 
sariat 	stores, 	the 	hospital, had attracted these most skilfully to baffle the enemy's - mining by 
insects in incredible numbers. ' The Egyptians countermining : he organised a body of sappers 
could not possibly have been more molested than 
we were by this pest. 	Th4 swarmed in millions, 
and though ire. blew daily some hundreds of thou- 

from among the humbler members of the garrison, 
and begged every one Who.did sentry-duty at night 
to listen for and give information concerning any 
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underground sounds that denoted the driving of advanced in perfect order, and a few of the enemy 
galleries or mines by the enemy. 	One of the came on with the utmost determination ; but they 
ladies, Mrs DorM, was among the number who were met with such a withering flank-fire of mus- 
this week fell from the shots of the enemy. 	An ketry from the officers and men holding the top of 
event of this kind watt peculiarly distressing to 
all; an officer learns to brave death, but he is 

the Brigade Mess, that they beat a speedy retreat, 
leaving the more adventurous of their numbers 

inexpressibly saddened when he sees tender women lying on the crest of the breach. 	While this oper- 
falling near him by bullets. ation was going on, another large body advanced 

The sixth week arrived. 	The brigadier, by on the Cawnpore Battery, and succeeded in locating 
redoubling his offers, did at length succeed iu themselves for a few minutes in the ditch. 	'They 
obtaining the aid of a native, who started on the were, however, dislodged)* hand-grenades. 	At 
dangerous duty of conveying a small note to Captain Anderson's post, they also came boldly 
General Havelock at Cawnpore. 	This done, he' forward with scaling-ladders, which they planted 
renewed his anxious superintendence of matters against the wall; but here, as elsewhere, they were 
within the enclosure. 	The enemy mounted on met with the most indomitable resolution ; and 
the top bf Johannes' house, and thence kept up a the leaders being slain, the rest fled, leaving the 
very annoying fire on the Brigade Mess. 	They ladders, 	and retreated 	to 	their batteries 	and 
also recommenced mining near the Redan. On the loopholed defences, whence they kept np for the 
8th of August the garrison could hear and see rest of the day au unusually heavy cannonade 
much marching and countermarching of troops and musketry fire.' 	All the attacks,it is true, 
'within the city, withieut being able to divine its were frustrated, but only by fearful labour on 
cause; they fondly hoped, when the booming of the part of the defenders; every man was worn 
guns was heard, that Havelock was approaching. down by exhaustion on this terrible day. 	A 
This hope was, however, speedily and bitterly 
dashed; for on the following day a great force 

message 	or rather 	a 	rumour 	was 	received, 
obscure in its purport, but conveying the un- 

of rebels was seen to approach from the direction pressiou that Havelock had been baffled in his 
of the cantonment, cross the river, and join the attempt to reach Lucknow : news that produced 
main body of the insurgents within Lucknow. very great despondency in the garrison, among 
This was a bad omen, for it prefigured an increase those *ho had become sick at heart as well as in 
in the number, frequency, and varieties of attack, body. 	When a cannon-ball rushed along and 
On the loth. the enemy succeeded in exploding demolished the verandah of the Residency or 
one of their mines opposite Johannes' house ; chief-commissioner's house, it could not do less 
it blew up sixty feet of palisades and earthen than add to the trepidation of the numerous 
defences. 	Under Wet of this surprise, and of families domiciled within the walls of that Wild- 
a tremendous firing of guns, the enemy pushed ing, already brought into a state of nervous agile.- 
forward into all the buildings near the Cawn- tion by The incessant noises and dangers. 	Death 
pore Battery and Johannes' house ; 	but they and wounds were as rife as ever during this week. 
encountered so steady and determined a resist- A shot broke the leg of Ensign Studdy while 
ance that they were beaten at all points. 	Near breakfasting in the Residency; Captain Waterman 
Sago's house, too, they fired another mine, which was wounded; Lieutenant Bryce died of a wound 
blew up two soldiers ; but here, in like manner, 
they wore repulsed after a fierce contest. 	This 

received some days earlier; Major Auderson, chief-
engineer, died of dysentery and over-fatigue, bring- 

explosion was accompanied or attended by an hug grief to the whole garrison-  for the loss of a 
incident almost as strange as that connected with most valuable and intrepid officer. 	These were 
the soldier at Muchee Bhowan ; the two men wore the chief names; those of humbler rank who fell 
blown into the air, but both escaped With their to rise no more were too many to be (Alicia/1,y 
lives; one fell within the enclosure, slightly bruised, 
but not seriously injured; the other, falling into 

recorded ; they were hastily buried in the church-
yard, and soon driven from the memories of those 

an open road between the enclosure and the who had no time to dwell on the past. 
enemy, jumped up when he found himself unhurt, 
and clambered over a wall or through the breach, 
untouched by the storm of bullets sent after him, 

Up to the day when the seventh week of the 
siege opened, there had been teventy letters sent for 
succour, first by Sir Henry Lawrence, and then by 

On the same day there were other attacks on Brigadier Inglis ; and to only one of these had a 
innes's

' 
 Anderson's, and Gubbins's houses or garri- 

sons. 	Of the attacks on the Brigade Mess, the 
direct reply been received. 	Only a few of them, 
indeed, had reached their destinations ' • and of 

Cawnpore Battery, and Anderson's house, Brigadier these few, a reply from one alone safely passed 
Inglis afterwards thus spoke in his dispatch:' 	'The through all the perils between Cawnpore and 
enemy sprang a mine close to the Brigade Mess, 
which entirely destroyed our defences for the space 

Lucknove. 	As has been already said, this reply- 
was not such as to comfort the British residents; 

of twenty feet, and blew in a great portion of the they had to rouse themselves to a continuance 
outside wall of the house occupied by Mr Schilling's of the same. kind of exertions as before. 	The 
garrison. 	On the dust clearing away, a breach enemy did not give tl2eni one day, scarcely one 
appeared through which a regiment could have hour, of rest. 	On the 12th of Aligner so fierce an 
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'attack nag made on the Caivupore Battery, that all 
the defenders were forced to shield themselves 
from the balls and bullets—still remaining at hand, 
*however, in 'case a. closer assault were attempted. 
It being found, too, that a mine was being run by 
the enemy in the direction of •Sago's house, some 
of the officers made 'a daring sortie to examine this 
mine, much to their own peril. Then commenced, 
as before, a system of countermining, each party 
of miners being able to hear the other working in 
an adjoining gallery ; it .became a struggle which 
should blow, the other up ;. the British succeeded, 
and shattered all the works of the enemy at that 
spot. 	Nothing in the whole progress ,of the siege 
was more extreordinary than this, perpetual min- 
ing and countermining. 	While the infantry and 
artillery on both, sides were at their usual deadly 
work in the open air, the Sappers and Miners were 
converting the ground beneath into a honey7  
comb of dark galleries an,d passages—the enemy 
attempting to blow up the defence-works, and the 
defenders attempting to anticipate this by blow- 
ing up the enemy. ' Whenever the firing• by the 
mutineers slackened in any material degree, the 
defenders -took' advantage of the opportunity to 
make new sand-bags for batteries and•carthworke 
in place of the old ones which had been destroyed;  
The 15th of August was e white day within the 
enclosure ;• no 	burial tea place. 	It 	was also 
renderednotable by .the receipt of a letter from 
General' Havelock-ea letter telling of inability to 
afford present succQur, and therefore a mournful 
letter ; but still it was better than  noite,. seeing ' 
that it pointed oat to all the, necessity for con-- 
tinned exertions in the common cause. 	. Now 
came the time whelk ,a great, increase of diicome 
fort was in store for the numerous persons who 
had been accommodated in the Residency,. the . 
official house ' of , the 	chief-commissioner. 	-.The 	' 
building had bpen so shaken by shells and belle 
that it was no longer secure ; and the inmates 
were' removed to other quarters, 	On the 18th a 
terrible commotion took place ; the enemy ex= 
ploded a mine under 'the Sikh , Square or barrack, 
and made a breach of thirty feet in the defence- 
boundary of the enclosure. 	Instantly all hands 
were set to , work ; boxes, .planks, doors, beams, 
were broughefrom various quarters to.  stop up the 
gap ; while muskets and pistols were brought to 
bear upon-the assailants. 	Not only did the gallant 
fellows within the enclosure .repel , the enemy, 
but they made •a. sortie, and. blew up some of 
the exterior buildings.which were in inconvenient 
proximity. 	By the explosion on this day, Captain 
Orr, Lieutenant Meecham, and other ,officers and 
men, were hurled into. the air, but with less serious 
results than might have imen expected ; several, 
however, were suffocated by the debris which fell 
upon them. 

By the eighth week the garrison had become 
in a strange way accustomed to bullets and balls; 
that is, though always Memisery of some kind or 
other, the report of firearms had been rendered 

so • thoroughly familiar to, th.exue through every 
day and night's experience, that it was a matter 
of course 	to hear missiles whiz past the. ear. 
Mr Rees; speaking of his daily ,movements from 
building to building in the enclosure, says ! 'At one 
time a bullet passed through my hat; at another 
I escaped being shot dead by one of 'the enemy's 
best riflemen,, by an unfortunate soldier, passing 
'unexpectedly before me, and receiving the wound 
through the temples instead ; At another I moved . 
off from a place where in less than a twinkling of 
an eye afterwards a musket-bullet stuck in the . • 
wall ; at another, again, I was covered with dust 
and pieces of brick by a round-shot that struek 
the wall not two inches away from me ; at 
another, Again, a shell burst a couple of yards 
away, from 	me, , killing an old woman, and 
wounding a native beyond a native cook. 	Every 
day was marked„by some, vicissitudes. 	On the 
20th, the enemy opened a tremendous caution-
ading, which knocked' . down.. a guard-room 'over 
the . Mess-house, 	and , lesSened the number of 
places frem which the garrison could obtain 
a , leek-,out. 	The ,enemy 	were also 	on 	that 
day detected in the ,attempt to ' rim. new mines 
under the • *Cawnpore.. Battery 	and the , Bailey 
guard.: 	ThiS led to a brilliant isortie, headed by 
Captain. M'Clabe and Lieutenant Browne; -Which 
resulted not only in the spiking .of two of the 
enemy's .guns, but also in , the blowing ;up of 
Johannes' house, which had 'been eueb, a perpetual 
'source of annoyance to the garrison. 	It was one 	• 
of the best day's work yet accomplished, and 
eheered.  the poor, hard-worked fellow's for a time. 
yet they had enough to trmeole them; the Cawn-
pore and Roden batteries Were almost knocked to 
pieces, and needed constant repair ;, the judicial 
Office became sb riddled with• shot that the women 
and children had. to be reinoved from it ; the 

 	 enemy's sharpshooters were deadly accurate in 
their aim ; their miners began new mines ' as 
fast as the old ones were destroyed or rendered 
innoxious ; and Inglis's :little :band was' rapidly 
thinning. ,  

Another week arrived, the last in. August, and 
the  ninth of, this..perdotts life ,M the fortified 
encloSure. • The days" exhibited, variations in the 
degree of danger, but not one reallybright gleam, 
cheered the hearts of the garrison. 	An advantage 
had ' been gained by the .successful mining and. 
blowing up of Johannes' house, once the residence 
of a merchant of that .name ; it,' had been• a' post 
from which ;in African eunuch belonging to the, 
late king's court had kept up a most fatal and 
accurate , fire into the enclosure,, 'bringing down 
more Europeans than any, other. person in the , 
enemy's raiiks. 	An advantage *as' thud gained, 
it is certain ; but• there were miseries in abund-, 
ance in ,other 	quarters, 	Gubbins.'s house ' had 

. become so shot-riddled, that the ladies and, chit- 
dren domiciled there were "too much ' imperiled 
to remain longer ; they were, removed to other. 
buildings, , adding to the number of inmates in 
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Teams 'already sadly :overcrowded. 	Among the , 	. 	. int4ves in ,the enclosure, 	desertions 	frequently 
opposite the Bailey guard, and.: commenced new' 
mines in all directions. 	As• the defenders could 

0 , 	, 'took place; a fact at which no one could reason- seldom 	venture , on a sortie 	to 	examine .the 
i ,„ ably be. surprised; but which nevertheless greatly 

added to the labours of those on whom devolved 
enemy's works of attack, they were driven to the " 
construction of ' listening-galleries'--underground 

the defence of the place. 	Distressingly, severe as passages where the sound of the enemy's, mining 	' 
those labours had all along been, they. were now picks and shovels could he. heard. 	And then 
doubly so; for the enemy„ erected a new battery 

. 	. 
would be renewed the digging of countermines, 
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and a struggle to determine which party should be of July. 	Every kind of .peril and discomfort had 
the first to blow up the other. 	The Mohurrum or • increased in severity •, every menus of succour and 	i 
Mohammedan festival Commenced this week ; a solace had diminished in quantity. 	Death struck 
period in which :fanatical Muisulman.s are so down many ; disease and wounds laid low a still 
'fierce against all who dissent froM their faith, greater number ; and those who remained were a 
-that the garrison apprehended a new onslaught prey to carkiug cares, which wore down both mind 	I, 
with more force than ever; this fear passed and body: 	Those who, in a Christian country, arc 

, 'away, however, for though there was much accustomed to pay tlie• last token of respect 'to 	' 
`tom-t'om' processioning and buffalo-horn bugling departed friends by decent funeral ceremonies, 

* in the city, 'the Attacks on the enclosure did riot Were often pained by their disability to do, so in 
difibr much from their usual Character. 	Another the Luckuow enclosure, under the straitened cir- 
letter was received from Havelock; which gave , curnstanceS of their position. 	The Rev. Mr • Pole- 
joy to men rho found that they were net wholly hampton, after: working day and night in his • 
forgotten by friends in the outer world ; but when kindly offices among the sick and wounded;  was 

\ 
they heard that 'a period of at least area weeks 
longer must elapse before he could possibly reach 

 at length himself struck down. by cholera; and 	, 
then came the mournful question, whether he 

i them, their overcharged hearts sank again, and could have a coffin and a separate grave. - The 
deep despondency existed for a time among them, writer of the Diary, wife of the clergyman who 	' 

Dtiring this month of August, the women. and succeeded Mr Polehampton in his duties as a 
' children, the sick and wounded, of course suffered pastor, says that her husband read the funeral- 

mech. more terribly than in the previous month service over the dead body in presence of the 
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mourning widow, on the day and in the room 1 and fathers, worn out with daily fatigue and 
where the 	death 	took 	place, 	before 	removal nightly watch lug, had little solace to aftbrd their 
for instant interment. 	'She (the widow) was families; and thus the women and children were 
extremely anxious he should have a coffin, a wish left to pass the weary hours as best they could. 
it 	impossible to 	but 	instituted A few little creatures, `siege-babies,' as their poor seemed 	 gratify; 	— 
a search, and found one stored away with some mothers called thorn, came into the world during 
old bosses under the staircase in the hospital; and this stormy period; and with them each day was 
he also had a separate grave dug for him. 	Since a struggle for life. 	When the native servants 
the siege, the bodies have hitherto always been one 	by one 	escaped, 	the discomforts 	of the 
buried several in the same grave, and sewn up in English women of course underwent much aggro,- 
their bedding, as there are no people 	and no vation ; and when the house or bungalow of 
time to make coffins.' 	In their troubled state of Mr Gubbins became untenable through shot and 
feeling, vexations affected the different members of bullet, 	the difficulty was immense of finding 
the imprisoned community more acutely than shelter elsewhere; every place was already over- 
would have been the case at other times. 	The crowded. Much additional misery befell the officers 
plague of flies can be adverted to in a half-laughing and men from this fact—that the commissariat 
manner by a man in health ; but in the Lucknow quarter, offensive to every souse on account of 
enclosure it was a real plague, a source of exquisite the organic accumulations inseparable from the 
misery, against which 	more 	complaints ivere slaughtering and cutting up of animals—was one 
uttered than almost anything else. 	There were of the weakest parts in the whole enclosure, and ' 
also troublesome and 'painful boils on the person, 
brought on by high temperature and insufficient 

required to be guarded at all hours by armed men, 
who loathed the spot for the reason just men- 

diet and medicines. Whatever might be the amount timed. 	The chaplain, too, found the church-yard 
of care taken, bullocks were frequently killed by getting into such a horrible state that be dared not 
the shot of the enemy ; and as animals so dying go near the graves to read the funeral-service. 
were not fit for human food, it became necessary Mr Rees mentions an instance to illustrate the 
to bury the carcasses at once. 	A frightful duty 
this was, mostly performed (as has already been 

anxieties of those who, willing to suffer themselves, 
wore almost crushed by witnessing the privations 

stated) at night by officers, whose few hours of those dear to thorn. 	'He' (mentioning one of 
of possible sleep were cut short by this revolting the officers) ' had at, first told me of his wife being 
sort of labour. 	No one could leave the enclosure, 
except native servants determined on escape ; not 

feverish and quite overcome with the abominable 
life she had to lead, 	And then he talked to me 

an inch of ground belonged to the British beyond of his boy Herbert; how he was attacked with 
the limits of the intrenched position ; and there- 
fore whatever had to be put out of sight—dead 

cholera, and feared he was' very ill ; and how, 
instead of being able to watch by his bedside, he 

bodies of human beings, carcasses of bullocks and had been all night digging at Captain Fulton's 
horses, garbage and refuse of every kind—could mine ; and then how his child next nitlit was 
only so be treated by being buried underground convulsed, and what little hope of his darling being 
in the few open spots between the buildings. 	And spared to them—how heart-rending the boy's suffer- 
tbis, too, in the August of an Indian climate, 
when even the best sanitary arrangements fail to 

ings were to his parents' feelings—how even his 
(the father's) iron constitution was at last giving 

remove offensive odours. 	The officers, in all their way—how he had neither medicine, nor attend- 
letters and diaries, spoke of this portion of their. ance, nor proper food for the child—and how the 
labours as being most distressing; while the poor blowing up of the mine so close to his sick child ' 
women, cabined by dozens together in single 
rooms, yearned, but yearned in vain, for the 

had frightened him. 	And then to-day he told me, 
with tears in his eyes, that yesterday—the anniver- 

breathing of a little air free from impurities. sary of his birthdayt--his poor child was called 
They dared not move out, for the balls and bullets away. 	"God's will be done," said he; "but it is 
of the enemy were whizzing across and into every terrible to think of. 	At night we dug a hole in 
open spot. 	Sometimes an 18-pounder shot would the garden, and there, wrapped in a blanket, we 
burst into a room where two or three of them laid him."' 	This case is not singular ; many 
were dressing, or where a larger number were at another poor parent's heart was thus torn. 
meals. In some of the houses or ' garrisons,' where The provisioning of the garrison was of course 
many ladies formed one community, they used to a perpetual source of anxiety to Brigadier Inglis 
take it in turn to keep awake for hourly watches and the other officers; or rather, the distribution 
during the night ; one of them said in a letter : '1 of the food already possessed, and rapidly becoming 
don't exactly know what is gained by these night- exhausted, without any prospect of replenishing. 
watchings—except that we are all very nervous, 
and are expecting some dreadful catastrophe to 

Fresh meat was in store for the garrison as long 
as any healthy bullocks remained; but in other 

happen' 	The little children died off rapidly, their articles of food the deficiency became serious as 
maladies being more than could be met by the the month advanced. 	An immense store of attah 
resources at hand ; and tt..ose who bore up against —the coarse meal from which chupatties or rakes 
the afflictions wore much emaciated. The husbands were made—had been provided by Sir Henry 
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, 'Lawrence ; but this Was now nearly exhausted, , 
and the garrison had • to grind corn' - daily,• from 

,the store kept in the impromptu granaries. 	The 
,W anon and -the elder children wore much employed, 
in•this corn-grinding, by means of hancitnaills, 	'To 
economise the meal thus laboriously ground, rice 
and tinground wheat were served out to the 

• natives.• The animal food was likely to be limited, 
• by the want not of bullocks, but of bhoosa or fodder 
to• feed them; 'and the commissariat-officers saw , 

' 	clearly before them' the approach of a time when 	• 
the poor animals must die for want of food. 	The 
tea and sugar were exhausted, except a little store 

' kept for.invalids. 	The tobacco teas all gone ; and 
" the soldiers;  yearning• for a pipe after •a hard day's 

' 	work,•stnoked dried ,leaves as the only obtainable 
substitute. 	A few casks of• porter still remained, 
to be guarded as a precious treasure. 	Once-now 
and then, when an officer was struck down to 
death, an auction -would be held of the few trifling 
comforts • which he had been able to bring with 
him' into the enclosure ; and then the 'prices 'given 
by those who possessed means plainly told hOtv 
eager was the desire for some little change in the 
poor and insufficient daily, food. 	A. few effects 
left by Sir Henry Lawrence Were sold ; among 
them, 'Z6 was given for ., a 	dozen, bottles of 

, 	brandy, £7 for 'a dozen of beer, the same amount 
for a dozen'of sherry, £7'for a ham, 	for a qiiart 

, bottle of honey, £5 for two small tins of preserved 
soup, and. ,23 for 'a eake•of chocolate. 	Sugar was 
the luxury for which most craving was• exhibited. 	' 

We pass on now to another month, September, 
, whose early days ushered in the tenth week of the 
captivity. 	. 	, 	, 	• 	, 
• • New millet-  Were everywhere discovered. 	The 
BritishAfficers and men, attended sedulously to 
the underground listening-galleries adverted to in 
a former paragraph, and there obtained =Ms- 
takable evidence that the enemy were running 
mines towards Sage's house, the Brigade Moss, the 
Bailey guard, and other buildings, with the cus- 
ternary intent of blowing them up; and making 
a forcible' entry into the enclosure. 	Untiring 
exertions at countermining alone frustrated: these ' 
terrible operations. 	On one day, the upper part 
of the Brigade Mess was smashed in by a shot; on. 
'another, a breach "Was made in the wall of the 
Martin@re temporary school, requiring very speedy 
stockading and barricading to prevent the entrance 
of the enemy ; on another, a few engineers made 
a gallant sortie from: Innes's houSo, and succeeded 
in blowing up a building from -which the enemy 
ha& maintained' an annoying 'fire of musketry ; 
and on another day, an officer had the curiosity 
to count9the cannon-balls, Varying front 3 to 24 ' 
pounds each, which had' fallen 'on the roof of one 
building alone, the Brigade Mess-4hey were no 
less than 280 in nunabeiti On the 5th of the month, 
the enemy made a more than usually impetuous. 
attack ; there were 5000, of them in sight froit the 
Residency ;' they had formed a battery on 	the 
other side .of the river ;Ahoy exploded two mines 

near the. Bailey guard .and the mess-house;, they 
advanced to Gubbins's house and to the . Sikh • 
Square,hringing' With them long ladders to, effect 
an escalade—in• short, they,  seemed determined to 
carry their point, on this occasion. 	All was - in; 

, vain, however; • the 	garrison, though worked . 
almost to death, gallantlyrushed to' every endans.  
gered spot and repelled, the enemy, hastily reeon-
strutting such defence-works as had been destroyed 
or damaged. Fortunately, the two exploded mines 
were short• of 	their intended distance : 	they 
wrought but little damage. ' Mitch marching and 	' 
countermarching were occasionally visible among ' 
the troops in the city : vague rumours reached , 
the Residency that Havelock had 'a second time 
vanquished Nene, Sahib's troops at dawnpore OT 
Bithoor; but to what extent, these movements . 
and rumours would influence the garrison was 
left painfully •undecidel 	The nights were more• 	, 
terrible than the days ; for the, enemy,' as if to. 
destroy all chance of sleep, kept up a torrent of 
musketry, accompanied by much shouting and 
mooting. • 	Many of the officers worked with 
almost superhuman energy at this time, 	Captains 	" 
Fulton• and Anderson, Lieutenants Aitken, Clery, 
Lines, ,Hutchinson, Tulloch, Birch, 	Hay, and 
others, 'Were constantly on the watch for .mines, 
and sed 	ously•digging -countermines to foil them.. 	. 

The 	let enth week found. the garrison more 	i 
than ever exposed to' hourly peril'. 	The Officers,' 	' • 
driven 'from place, to place, for their few hours 
of repast aud' repose, had latterly messed • in 
one of the buildings of the :J3eguin's Kothe-e ; 'this 
feet Seemed to be -well known to the rebels,who 
were from the first better acquainted. with what 
transpired inside the fort than the garrison were, 
with external affairs ; they directed their shells 
'and balls so thickly on that spots  that ingress and 
egress were equally difficult. 	•Two sides of Innes's, 
house were blown in, and the whole, structure ' 
made little else than a .heap of ruins; the Resi- 
dency, too, 'became so 	tottering, • that 	renewed • 	' 
precautions had to be taken in that quarter; new ; 
mines were perpetually disdovered, directed ,  to 
points underneath the various- buildings ; and' the 
enemy sought to increase their 'means of annoy-
anco by. booming forth shells filled with abemint  
able• and filthy compositions. 	Perhaps the most 

-harassing troubles were owing to the uncertainty 	' 
of the time, and place when active services would. 	, 
be needed. 	The officers could not reckon: upon a 
single minute of peace. 	`In the midst of all these 
miseries,' says•Captaiu Andetson, `you would hear, . 
the cry of 5' Turn out;" and you hadtte seize your, 
musket and rush to your post 	Then , there was a 
constant ' state of anxiety as to Whether we were' • 
mined or not ; and we were not quite sure, whiISt , 
we were at a loophole, that we might not suddenly • • 
see the ground open, or observe the whole mate--; 
rialS of the houSe ,fly into the air 'by the explot 
sion of a mine. 	Shells came smashing into O•'• 
rooms, and dashed our property to pieces ; then 

, followed round-shot, and down tumbled ,hi,ge 
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pieces .of mitsonry, while, bits• of wood and brick surrounded by  batteries bristling with mortars ' 
flew, in all directions. 	I have seen beds literally and great guns, .some or other  of which, were 
blown . to atoms, and trunks and boxes completely almost incessantly firing shot and shell into it.- 
smashed into little bits.' 	Nevertheless, there was And what, the reader may:, anxiously ask, was 
no flinching in the garrison ; if a mine were the domestic or personal life of • the inmates of 
discovered, a countermine was run out to frus- the ,enclosure during these three weeks of .Sep- 
trate it; if a wall or a .verandah were• knocked tember l 	It was sad indeed—beyond the former 
down by shot, the debris was instantly used to • sadness. 	If the 	toiled and:watched in sultry ,.men 
form a rampart, barricade, or stockade. 	On the dry weather, they were nearly overcome by heat ' 
14th of the month, a loss was incurred which and noisome odours; if they slept in the trenches 
caused grief throughout the garrison.. • Captain in damp nights after great heat, they .suffered .. 
Fulton, whose indomitable energy had won the terribly in their, limbs and bones, for they had. • 
admiration of all in his duties as engineer, and neither tents nor change of clothing, 	Such was 
whose kindness of 	had rendered him a ,manner the state to which the whole of the ground was 
general favourite, was struck by a .cannon-ball brought, by. • refuse of every kind, that a peel 
which took his head completely off. 	Brigadier , resulting from a shower, of rain soon • became an , 
Inglis felt•this lost sensitively, for Fulton bad been ,' 
to him an invaluable% aid in all his trials and' 

insupportable nuisance ; sanitary cleansing§ were 
unattainable by a community. who had neither 

' 	, 

difficulties: 	Fulton, who was especially marked surplus labour nor efficient drains at command. 
by his skill and promptness. iu countermining, ,had 
succeeded Major Anderson as chief-engineer:, and 

Half the officers werefil. at one time, fl'om disease, 
over-fatigue, 	and insufficient 	diet ; 	and 	when 

'was himself now succeeded by Captain Anderson. they were thus laid prostrate, they had neither 
The twelfth week, the last which the beleaguered medicines nor surgeons sufficient for their need. 

English were destined.  M suffer before, the one 'There was not .ii sound roof in the whole place.. 
which was .to bring Havelock and Neill to. Luck- Op. one day a cannon-ball entered at one .end of 
now, found them in great despondency. , Whey had the largest room in the hospital, traversed the , 

' lately lost a number of valuable officers ,d Lieuten- 
ant Birch fell ; then M. Deprat, a meVehant who 

whole length, . and went out at..the other-,i-but, 
singular to relate, it , did not . hurt .one human- 

, 

' worked and fought most valiantly at the defences; ' being in,the whole crowded apartment; .In the 
then 	Captain 	Cunliffe ; 	and theno..Lientenant Commiasariat, department, some of the ballock.s 
Graham, whose mental .firmness gave way Under yot remaining fell sink through pritiations, others 

' 	privation, 	grief, 	and wounds, leading him 	to Were shot; thereby lessening the reserve store,. 
commit suicide. As a natural conseptence of these and adding to the ;repulsive night:dnties of the 
and similar losses, harder work than'i, ever, pressed officers already .adverted to. 	Of the few native 
on those who remained alive, Never for a moment Servants still remaining, hardly one now- could 
was the look-out neglected. • At all ,hours .of the be retained ; and the saving of their simple food 
day and night, officers were posted on the roofs of 114tS an inadequate counterbalance for the loss of 
the Residency and the post-office, f finding . such i their assistance in drudgery labours. 	'There were 
shelter as. they could: while ,watching intently the no, however, wanting proofs of a fact abundantly 
river, the bridges, the ,roads, and. the 'buildings in illustrated in many walks of life—the moral 
and around the city; every fact. -they observed, 
serious 	in 	its apparent import, was at 	once 

healthiness of useful employment. 	One, of the, 
ladies, whose early weeks in the Residency had ' 

, 	reported to Brigadier 	Inglis, who made 	such ben weeks of misery, afterwards wrote thus,: ' I ' 
defensive . arrangements 	as 	the 	circumstances now find every hour of the dui fully occupied. 	It 
made desirable, and ashis gradually lessened means is a great -comfort to have so much to do, and to 
rendered possible. 	What were the sleepless nights feel ane's self of some little mil, it helps one to 
thus added to harassing days for the responsible keep up one's spirits much ,betterthan would other- 
guardian of the forlorn band, may to some extent -wise Le possible under the circumstances.' ,The live: 
be' conceived. 	The enemy's batteries were now stook' the rum, the porter, were all getting low; 
more numerous than ever. They- were constructed tea, .s.tg,ar, coffee, ,and chocolate had long disap- 

• near the iron bridge; in a piece of open ground peered from the rations. Such officers and civilian's 
that • formerly comprised the Residency kitchen- as had money in;  their pockets, were, willing to . 
garden ; near a mosque by the swampy ground on give a:most any prices for the few luxuriet still 
the river's bank; in front of a. range of buildings remain,ng in private ,hands, in order , that :they 
Called the Captan Bazaar; in the Taree Kotheo might in some degree alleviate the sufferings of 
opposite the Bailey guard ; near the , clock-tower their wives and children.. 	Forty shillings . Were 
opposite the financial office; 	in 	a garden and eagerly given for ,a bottle of brandy .; thirty-two 
buildings opposite the judicial office and Ander- for a bottle of mimeos, ; forty for a small fowl ; 
son's house ; 	in numerous buildings that. bore 
upon the Cawnpore Battery and the Brigade Mess'; 

sixteen shillings per pound 	were 	offered, 	but 
offered;  in vain, for sugar; two shillings a pound 

, 

in fields and buildings that' commanded Gubbins's for coarse flour ; ten shillings a pound for a. little 
house ;• and in positionkon the northwest of the halPiancid butter or ghee; tobacco, four shillings 
enclosure—in other words, the whole, place was a Iefil ; a bottle of pickles, forty shillings. 	Mr 
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iteerOseld a gold'Watch to a companion' who had 
. ' inoneyto spare, and with it purchased the luxitry 

Of Smoking cigars at two shillings each ; but when 
these bits of rolled tobacco-leaf commanded three 
rupees orsix shillings each, he bade adieu to his last 

. remaining source of personal enjoyment: 	What 
any one gave, he gave,  out of kind sympathy to his 
suffering companions ; but what he sold; he sold in 
the usual commercial spirit to the 'highest bidder. 
The attire was reduced to the most piteous con- 
dition. 	Many of the officers had found much of 
their clothing burned nearly four 'months earlier, 

• during' the mutiny at the cantonment ; and the 
troubles of June had prevented them' from making 
purchasesin the city before the arrival of the day 
when the 	were all alike . to .be• shut up in the 
enclosure. 	As a • consequence, their ;Temaining 
clothes wore away to rags, or something worse. 
There Was scarcely a vestige of a military uni- 
form 	visible • throughout 	the 	place. 	Officers 
worked and fought, dined ' and slept, in shirt, 
trousers, and slippers ; one made himself a coat 
Out of a•billiard table-cloth; and another contrived 
a Sort of shirt out of a piece of floor-sloth. 	When, 

' the trifling effects of one of the deceased officers 
came to, be examined and sold, .a little under- 
clothing was sought for with an eagerness which 
sumptuous . garments would not have excited ; 
four pounds sterling wore given for a new flannel-, 
shirt,' and twelve pounds for live others which 
had 'already rendered much service. 	, 
• Joy;. joy beyond expression- rang through the 

enclosure -When, on the .21st of September, the 
rumour ran round that a messenger had arrived 
with. good news. 	'Inglis had, a few days before, 
sent ,off. a spy .on the often-tried but generally 
unsuccessful attempt to carry a small note (en- 
closed in a quill); the peril had been great,, but 
the • man safely ret)arned with a small written 
reply from lia,veleck, •announcing that,  Outram 
and himself were on the road' from GaWnpore, 
and expected to reach Lucknow in three •or four 
days. 	Hearts wore filled to overflowing with this 
announcement, 	Many wept for joy, some laughed 
and shouted, more sank on their knees in thanks-. 
giving, while the sick and wounded rose from their 
pallets, as if wondrously strengthened by the 
glad tidings. 	All worked hard and vigorously, in, 
their respective may; to prepare for the struggle 
inevitable on. .any attempt of the two generals to 
penetrate through. the streets of the' city'; the 
inmates of the garrison could' not, it is true, leave . 
their stronghold to join in the fight, hinthey might 
Possibly aid when the forlorn lope.was approach- 
in g the Bailey guard, the probable place of entrance. 
The 22d passed Over in hopes.. and• fears, expect- 
ations and preparations. 	On 'the 23d, mirsketry 
was heard on the Ca' npore road, and much agi- 
talon was visible within the city. 	On the next 
day, cannonading and musketry were again heard; 
mid then -were the garrison rejoiced at seeing mul- , 
titudes escaping out of the city,  and over the bridge 
to the other side of the river—reoiced, • because , j 
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denoted success on the part errhe 	1 
British. 
arrived.-the day of deliverance ! 	Pro- 

and alarm had marked the city 
movements of men • and horses, and all 

	

of a city in commotion. ' At noon; 	• 
sounds told that :street-fighting 

On ; those who went on the top of the 
for a: look-out could see the smoke of 
but- nothing else. 	As the *afternoon 

sounds came nearer and .nearer ;k  
' heard the sharp crack of rifles ; then 

perceived the flash of musketry r; 
the well-known uniforms Of a friendly 

and Havelock, when they had 
way over the canal by the Char l3agh 

of the. ' four gardens'), intended to 
the straight road to the Residency ; 

had been blocked up by the enemy 
palisades, stockade; barricades, eon-
and trenches, and Other obstacles. 

general's therefore diverged to the right, 
along a by-road to the eastern part of„ 
and there fought their way through a 

line of streets • to the Bailey guard 
of. the. Residency enclosure, suffering 

they went.t • Great 'was the shout 
tilt,  'were welcomed, and warm the 

which Inglis thanked his' deliverers. 
enthusiasm,' says Mr Rees, ' with 

wore greeted defies description. 	As 
and oar's .rang in my ears, I. was 
with joy 	We., felt not only 
beyond imagination, and grateful 

of mercy who, by our noble deliverers, 
'and Outram, and their gallant troops, 
snatched is from imminent death ; but 

proud of the defence we had made,, 
-with which; with such fearful odds 

against, we had preserved, not only our 
but the honour and lives of the women 

intrusted to our 'keeping. 	As .Our de- 
in, they continued to greet us 'with 

We ran up to them, officers 
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and men without . distinction, -and shook them considerable distance; while on the other side it 
by the hands—how cordially, who can describe 't was bounded by a dense mass of the streets con- 
The shrill notes of the Highlanders' bagpipes now stitnting the main portion of the city. 
pierced om. ears. Not the most beautiful music ever One of the results of Havelock and Outram's 
was more welcome, more joy-bringing. And these advance was the capture of an important outpost. 
brave men themselves, many of them bloody and At a spoethree or four miles out of Lucknow, near 
exhausted, forgot the loss of their comrades, the 
pain of their wounds, the fatigue of overcoming 

the new road from Cawnpore, was the Alum Bagh, 
the `garden of the Lady Allen or beauty of the 

the fearful obstacles they had combated for our world.' 	It comprised several buildings, including 
sakes, in the pleasure of having accomplished our a palace, a mosque, and an emambarra or private 
relief.' 	What the women felt on this day, the temple, bounded by a beautithl garden, which etas 
Lady's Diary will tell ns. 	' Never shall I forget itself in the middle of a park, and the park enclosed 
the moment to the latest day I live. 	It was most in a -wall with corner towers. There was abundant 
overpowering. 	We had no idea they were so space -within it for a large military force, and it 
near, and were breathing air in the portico as was susceptible of being made a stronghold if the 
usual at that hour, speculating when they might defences were well maintained. 	Havelock, on his 
be in—not expecting they could reach us for advance from Cawnpore, found the enemy drawn 
several days longer; when suddenly, just at dark, 
we heard a very sharp fire of musketry close by, 
and then a tremendous cheering. 	An instant 

up in considerable strength, within and without 
the wall of the Alum Bagh; and it was only after a 
hot and fierce contest that he could capture the 

after, the sound of bagpipes, then soldiers running 
up the road, our compound and verandah filled 

place. He encamped there on the night of the 23d, 
and had to bear ninny attacks from the enemy 

with our deliverers, and all of us shaking hands near the same spot on the 24th. 	On the 25th he 
frauticly, and 	exchanging fervent 	"God 	bless * pdvanced to Luck now, and maintained the sangtiin- 
you's !" with the gallant mon and officers of the ary street-fight already noticed. 	The Alum Bag It 
78th Highlanders. 	Sir James Ontram and staff was too important a place to be abandoned when 
were the.next to come in, and the state of joyful 
coefusion and excitement was beyond all descrip- 

once conquered.. Havelock left there the baggage, 
ammunition, sick, and wounded, of his 'relieving 

tion. 	The big, rough-bearded soldiers were seizing force ; with 300 men to protect them, and an 
the little children out of our arms, kissing them immense array of elephant4 camels, horses, camp- 
with tears rolling down their cheeks, and thanking followers, and laden carts ; and with four guns to 
God they had come in time to save them from the aid in the defence. ,No one for an instant supposed 
fate of those at Cawnpore. 	We were all rushing that that detachment would be left there without 
about to give the poor fellows drinks of- water, for 
they were perfectly exhausted ; and tea was made 

further aid. 	Havelock and his men fully expected, 
that, Lucknow once conqUered, the Alum Bagh 

down in the Tye Khana, of which a large party would simply be one of the strongholds of his 
of tired, thirsty officers partook, without milk or position with which -he could communicate when 
sugar ; we had nothing to give them to eat. he pleased. 	Little did he look forward to the state 
Every one's tongue seemed going at once with of things actually produced, when the occupants of 
so much to ask and to tell ; and the faces of the Alum Bagh were so completely isolated from 
utter strangers beamed upon each other like.  the British in the city, that they could not send 
those of clearest friends and brothers.' even a message, unless by good-fortune a kossid or 

After a night, in which joy kept many awake native messenger succeeded M conveying, in a quill 
-whom fatigue would have else seat into a deep or in the sole of his shoe, a brief letter from the 
sleep, the dawn of the 26th ushered in a day one place to the other. 
in which there was again to be much severe This isolated position of the little garrison at 
fighting ; for some of Havelock's heroic little band Alum Bagli was, moreoVer, only one among many 
had been left in palatial buildings outside the Resi- grave subjects that speedily presented themselves 
dency encloshre, which they managed to hold for 	consideration. 	After 	the 	first 	outburst of 
during the night. 	To succour these comrades, to thankfulness 	at 	the 	arrival 	of 	the welcome 
bring in the guns which they had guarded, and to deliverers, the residents in the Lucknow intrench- 
obtain firm possession of the buildings, were objects ment had to ask themselves to what extent it was 
that required great exertion and daring courage. really a deliverance. , Then -did they find that, in 
The attempt succeeded. 	The palaces of Pureed effect, they were as close prisoners as ever. 	Have- 
Buksh and Tarce Kothee were conquered from lock had lost nearly one-third of his small force 
the enemy, and formed into new intrenched posi- dewing the desperate encounters of the past few 
tions, -which greatly relieved the overcrowded Resi- days ; and those who survived were far too weak 
dency. 	When the further conquest of the Chuttur for any considerable 	military.  operations. 	The 
Munzil palace and other buildings near the river- one great, absorbing, sacred, deeply earnest object 
side had been effected, the position held by the he had all along held in view, was to save his 
13ritish was thrice as large in area as that which fellow-countrymen, their wives and children, from 
Brigadier—Inglis had se 	long and so gallantly horrors such as had been perpetrated at Cawnpore. 
defended. 	It lay along the river-bank for a To his dying day he remained deeply grateful that 

, 	• 
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he had been permitted to effect this ; but what struggle. 	They 	amount 	to about ninety in 
more could he do ? 	Could he remain a conqueror number. 	Indeed, it may well be supposed that 
in Lucknow, or could ho bring away from that 
city all those who for four months had been 

at such a time every soldier worthy of the name, 
every civilian with a drop of honest blood in 

exposed to such NO ! 	Ile could do neither the him, would achieve things of which, at another 
one nor the other. 	The result of the fighting on time, he would scarcely deem himself capable. 
the 25th and 26th of September had given to Not only British ; for Captain Anderson mentions 
him the command of a larger portion of the city two gentlemen of foreign birth, a Frenchman 
than the Residency enclosure, which had been and an Italian, who, shut up like the rest in 
so long and so gallantly maintained by Inglis ; the intrenchment, fought and worked as untiringly 
but he cnnld neither gain another inch without as their companions. 	In a foot-note we give the 
struggling for it, nor retain the portion already names of officers mentioned by Brigadier Inglis as 
acquired 	without 	incessant 	watchfulness 	and having died during the siege;* and in another, of 
assiduity. 	Nor could he make the Residency and those who commanded eleven of the outposts or 
the Alum Bagh component parts of one great ‘ earrisoneel  those 	fortified houses 	which 	were 
stronghold, seeing that the British were 	alike defended in so extraordinary a way.- 	Of all these 
besieged in the one and the other, and could not be had a kindly word to say ; as well as of the 
hold intercommunication. 	Nor could he send the 
women and children to Allahabad or any other 

artillery and engineer officers, the infantry officers, 
the officers of the 	staff, the surgeons and the 

place of safety.; they would all have been cut chaplains, the commissariat-officers, the gentlemen- 
to 'pieces ou the road, so small was the escort ho volunteers, the humble rank and file, and the 
could aftiol, and so overwhelming the force of ladies who became the `Florence Nightingales' of 
the enemy. 	The whole of the immediate benefit the garrison. 	Nothing, perhaps, in the whole 
consisted in an increase in the numbereef British course of the siege, was more remarkable than the 
for the defence-works ; but as these hard-working conduct of the native troops. 	It will be rement- 
and 	hard-fighting troops 	brought little or no bored that when three native infantry regiments 
supplies further than the Alum Bagh, there was 
an increase rather in the number of mouths to 

mutinied at the cantonment on the 20th of Mey, 
some of the sepoys in eech remained faithful. This 

be fed than in the means of feeding them. 	The select band shared all the labours and sufferings 
disappointment of Inglis's garrison, after the first 
joy had passed, was very severe. 	Captivity and 

of the British during the siege. 	With scanty food, 
little aucl broken sleep, harassing exertions, daily 

short commons were still to be their lot. 	Many fightiegs, 	they remained steadfast to 	the last. 
councils of war were held, to • determine what Though sorely tempted by the mutineers, who 
should be done. 	A party of volunteer cavalry would often converse with them over the palisades 
on one day sot out pith the intention of cutting of the intrenchment, they never flinched from 
their way to the Alum Bagh, and perhaps to their duty. 	What they were on the 30th of May, 
Ca,wnpore, to seek for reinforcements and to give they were on the 25th of September, soldiers `true 
notice of the exact state of affairs ; but they were 
driven bade almost immediately, by a body of 

to their salt.' 	Few things aro more embarrassing, 
in taking an estimate of the causes and progress of 

rebels too large to be resisted. 	Sir James Outram the Revolt, than to meet with such anomalies as 
sought to ascertain whether any of the influential this. 	Explain it how wo may, it would be gross 
natives in the city were disposed, by tempting injustice to withhold from such men a tribute 
offers, to render him and his companions aid in of admiration for their fidelity at so trying a 
their difficulties ; but here in like manner failure time. 	May there not have been something of a 
resulted. 	The 	scene was very miserable until moral grandeur, a sublimity of heroism, in the 
something like order could be restored. 	The poor conduct of the devoted garrison, that touched the 
fellows who had fallen on the 25th and 26th had hearts of these sepoys, and appealed to their better 
been brought into the intrenchment, some to be nature ?  
buried, some to be healed if possible. The authoress Viscount Canning did not fail to give an official 
of the Lady's Diary said ; 	' The hospital is so recognition of the merits of those who had made 
densely crowded, that many have to lie outside this glorious defence. 	In an `Order in Council,' 
in the 	 bed issued at Calcutta, after' adverting to the receipt open air, without 	or shelter, 	— says 
ho never saw such a heart-sickening scene. 	It of a military account of the proceedings from 
is far worse than that after Chinhut-eamputated Brigadier Inglis, his lordship said : 
ruses and legs lying about in heaps all over the' 
hospital, and the crowd and confusion such that 
little can be done to alleviate the intense dis- 

' The governor-general in council believes that 

* sir name Lowrance ; Major flanks; Lieutenant-colonel ease, 
4 	comfort and pain of the poor sufferers.' Captains Stomas, Mansfield, liaaletiffe, and M'eabe, :kid font; 

It might be interesting M surviving friends, but clèptatieht'isFeraLicalmi'ryl.3th  apNt'afin rfLuiqereesnaa Shepherd Ir..11  11  foarn‘k iAlreer171; 
would be tedious to general readers, to present 
here a list of all 	the persons mentioned by 

and Captain Fulton, engineers: Capta
N
il
in
li,

S
e:a.,

lons, prthlery. 
A ptthlo:orlporawnld :c

aster and 
 aSnadndeernaPtaallent 	Captainial'GUolui:':;,inl 

name in Brigadicx 	Inglis's dispatch as 	having 
distinguished 	themselves 	in 	this most gallant 

:1ton:intents Aitken and Lonobnan, 13th ICI.; Captain Anderson, 
2,111, ILL ; Lieutenant Gray 1,n, •.4:1: N.I. ; Lientereint L,,ngmo.o, 
;let N.I. ; mr Schilling, principal of the Martiniero Lae to. 
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never . has a tale been told which will so stir the 
. 

K.O.B. 	Promotion in•Varitas ways awaited many 
. hearts of Englishmen and EnglishWomen. . . . , of the other officers; but the immediate recog- 	' 

There does not stand recorded in the annals of war nition 	by' the 	governor-general of the.. services 
an achievement more truly heroic than the defence rendered by the garrison was embodied .in the . 
of the Residency at Luckuow. 	That defence has following general order : 'Every officer and soldier; 
,not only called forth all the energy and. daring European afid native, who has formed part of the 

• which belong to Englishmen in the hour of active garrison of the Residency between the' 29th of 
conflict, but it has exhibited continuously, and in June and the 25th of September last shall receive 
the highest degree, that noble 	and 	sustained six months' batta. Every civilian in the covenanted 
courage which against enormous odds and fearful service of the East India Company who has. taken 
disadvantages, against hope deferred, and through . part in the  defence of the Residency within the 
increasing toil and wear of body and mind, still 
holds on day after day, and triumphs.. The heavy 

above-named dates shall receive six months' batta, 
at a rate calculated according to the military rank 

guns of the assailants, posted almost in security with which ' his standing corresponds... 	Every 
within fifty yards of the intrencliments—ao near, 
indeed, that the solicitations, threats, and taunts 
which the rebels addressed to the native defenders 
of the' garrison were easily heard by' those true- ' 

uncovenanted civil officer or volunteer who has 
taken• a like part shall receive six' months' batta, 
at a rate to'be fixed according to the functions and , 
position which may have been assigned to him. 

hearted men; the fire of the enemy's. musketry, 
so searching that it penetrated the innermost 

Every native commissioned and non-commissioned 
'officer and soldier-  who has. formed part of 'the 

retreat . of the women and• children and of the garrison. shall receivelhe Order 'of' Merit, with the 
wounded; their desperate 	attempts, repeatedly increase of pay attached thereto, and shall be 
made, to force an 	entry after blowing in the permitted' to' count three years of additional service. 
defenceS ; the perpetual mining of the works; the The soldiers of the 13th, 48th, and 71st regiments 
'weary night-watching for the expected signal of native 'infantry, who have been part of the garri- 
relief ; and the steady waste of precious lives until son, shall be formed into a regiment of the line, to 
the number of English gunners was reduced below he. called " the Regiment of Luckuow," the further 
that of the guns to be worked—all these constitute 
features in a history which the fellow-countrymen 

' constitution of which, as regards officers and men, 
will be notified hereafter!, . 	. . 

of the heroes of Lucknow will read with swelling What was done at Lucknow during October and 
hearts, and which will endure for ever as a lesson November must 'be recorded in a future chapter. 
to those who shall hope, by treachery, numbers, 
or boldness in their treason, to overcome the 

While Outram, Havelock, and Inglis were main-
tabling themselves, by indomitable resolution, in the. 

indomitable spirit of Englishmen.' Residency and the Alum l3agh, Sir Cohn Campbell 
The officer who so nobly held the command was collecting a force adequate, if not to the actual 

after Lawrence and Banks had been stricken down reconquest 'of Lueknow, at least to the rescae of all 
by death, well earned the honours which the the British of every class residing in that hateful. 
Queen afterwards conferred upon him. He entered city. 	Those two concurrent lines of proceeding 
Lucknow as a lieutenant-colonel ; he left it as will :be treated in intimate connection;  a few 	, 
Major-general Sir John Eardley.  Wilmot Inglis, pages on.  

Drigeidier Inylis's DCspatch,—.In order that the nem- heat:and that, too, with ieiy insufficient shelter from 
tive 	contained in the foregoing 	chapter might not be either, and id 	many. places. without .any shelter at all. 
interrupted by too many extracts from official documents, 
little has been said of the report which Brigadier. Inglis 

In addition to having had to repel real attacks, they. have 
been exposed night and day.to the hardly less havasking 	' 

drew np of the siege soon after the arrival of Outram and false alarme which the enemy have been'constantly raising. 
Havelock. 	So vividly, however, and in all respects so The insurgents have frequently fired very heavily, sounded, 
-worthily, did that report or dispatch portray the trying the advance, and shouted for several hours together, though 
difficulties of the position, and the heroic conduct of the not a man could be seen : with the view, of course, Of 
garrison, that it may be well to give a portion of it in this harassiug .our small mid .exhausted 	, In this ,object ,force. 
place. 	 ' they succeeded, for no part has been afrong enough to allow 

'The right honourable the governor-general in, council of a portion only. of the garrison, being prepared in the 
will feel that it would be impossible to crowd within the event of a false attack being turned into a real one; all, 	. 
limits of a dispatch even the principal events, much less therefore, had to stand to their, arms and to remain at 
the individual acts of gallantry, -which have marked this their posts until the demonstration lied ceased; and such,'. 
protracted struggle. 	But I can conscientiously declare my attacks were of  almost nightly occurrence. 	The whole 
conviction, that few troops have ever undergone greater of the officers and men have been on duty night and day 
hardships, exposed as they have been to a never-ceasing daring the 87 days which the siege had lasted up to the 
rilusketry-fire and cannonadeq. They have else experienced arrival of 'Sir .L Outram,! G.C.B. 	In addition,  to thin 
the alternate vicissitudes of 'extreme wet and of intense incessant military duty, the force has been nightly employed.  

• i 	 ' 
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in 'repairing defences, in 'nun-Mg gu»s,^ in latirying ' dead 
animalsa in conveying ammunition and commissariat stores 
from else place to another,'and in other futiguealutiee 
tat) nnmerons and toe trivial to ,enumerate here. 	I feel,' 
however; that any words of mine will fail to convey, attp 
adequate idea of what the fatigue and labours have been:— 
labours in which all ranks and all classes, civilians, officers; 
and soldiers, have all horne• an. equally noble part. 	All' 
have together descended into the mimic, and have together 
handled the shovel for the interment of the putrid bullooka; 
anti all; accoutred with musket' and bayonet, have relieved 
'each other on Sentry without regard to the distinctions 
of,  rank, . civil . or. military.. 	Notwithstanding all 	these 
bents-hips, the, garrison. hue ,made no less than five sorties, 
in -which they spiked two of the enemy's. heaviest guns, 
and' blew up several of • the houses front which they had 
kept up their almost 'managing lire, 'Owing to the extreme 
paucity of one numbers, each man was taught to feel that 

sn his own individual 'efforts alone depended in no small 
%ensure thesafety of the entire position. 	This conscious- 
nos incited every officer, soldien-and 'man, to defend the , 
peat -assigned to him with 'such desperate tenacity, and to . 
fight for the lives-which Brovidemme had intrimated to his care 
with such dauntlessdetennination, that the enemy, despite 
their, constant attacks, their heavy mines, their overwhelm- . 
ing 'Numbers,' and their incessant fire,, could never succeed 
in gaining one single inch of ground Within the bounds of 
this straggling position; which was so feebly fortified, that 
had they once Obtained a footing in any of the outposts 
the whole place must inevitably have fallen. 

!I( farther proof be wanting of-the 'desperate nature of 
the stniggie which wo have, under Clod's blessing, no long 
and so successfully waged; I would point to.the roofless and ' 
rained houses, to the crumbled Valli, to the' exploded 
.mines, to the open breaches, to the 'shattered and disabled 
guns and defeneesannd Mealy; to tho long and melancholy 
liataof the brave and devoted ancers and men who have 
fallen. 	These. silent witianiael bear sad and solemn testi- 
imam to the way ir. which this feeble position has been . defended. 	, _a

. , 	. 
• ' During the early part of these vicissitudes, we were 

left without any infonmation whatever ' regarding 	the, 
mrstmire 'of affairs. outside: 	An occasional spy did indeed 

,come in with the object of 	inducing' our 	sepoye and 
servants to desert; but the intelligeneeederived from such 
sources was, of course, entirely untrustworthy. 	'We sent 
our messengers, daily calling for aid, and asking for inform- 
Gen, none of Whom ever returned until time 26th day of the 
siege; when a pensioner named Ungud came back with a 
letter from General Havelock's camp, informing us that 
they were advancing with a force suffifsiont•ta bear down all. 
opposition, and would be 'with us in five or six days. 	A 
messenger was immediately despatched', requesting that on 
the evening ,of their arrival on time outskirts of the city 
We rockets might be sent up, in order that we might take 
the 'necessary,  measures for assisting. them while forcing 
their way in. 	Thcrixtit alay, however,, expired, and they 
carne not; but for many evenings after, officers and. men 
Watched for the anomie/1 of the expected rockets, With 
boss such as make •thelmart siolc.a. We knew mot then, 
nor.  did .1re /earn until the 29th of -Augnstaaer 35 days 
later—that the relieving force;, after, ieOng fouglii most 
nobly to effect our deliverance, .bad hope' obliged to• fall 
back for reinforcements; and this was the last ponimuni- 
fallen we' nNeived Until two days. before, tile .arriial of Sir 
James Outmum; on.,the 25th of September. 	'. 

'Besides henry viffitations ,'of cholera and arkalllox,. Ire 
have also had to contend against, a sickness rid& halt 
almost universally 'pervaded, time garrison. 	Commencing 
pith alvery.painful eruption, it has merged into aLlary fever, 
olatWued with diarrhoea ; 'mild tilthough few or fie men 

. 	 . 	.„ 

' 

liaveactually died,from its effects, it leaves behind a weak- 
ness and lassitude which,. in the absence of all material • 

'sustenance, save come beef, and still coarser. 	flour, none 
have been able entirely to got over. 	Time mortality among 
the women and Children, and especially among the latter, 
from these diseases and frore lether causes, has been perhaps 

. the most painful characteristic of the siege., 	The want of 
native servants has also been a satirise of much privation-
Owing to the suddenness with which we were besisged, • 

'many of theise • people, who. might perhaps have otherwise 
proved faithful to their employers, but who were outside 
the defences at the time,. were altogether excluded. 	Very 

. many snore deserted; and several faMilies were. conseqUently 	. 
left without the services of a single domestic,. 	Several 
ladies have had to tend their children, and even to wash 
their wen clothes, as Well as to cook, their scanty meals, 
entirely unaided; 	Combined with the absetee'of servants, 
the want of proper accommodation has, probably been the,. 
cause of  much of the disease with which we have ,been ' 
afflicted.  

'I cannot refrain from bringing to the prominent 'notice 
of his lordship in council the patient enduranee and the ' 
Christian resignation which have been evinced by' the 
women of this garrison, 	They have animated us by their 
example. 	Many, alas l have been made widowe and Unita  
children fatherless ,in this. cruel, struggle. 	But all such 
seem resigned to the will of Providence; end many—among 
whom may be mentioned the honoured names of Birch; of 0 
Poleitainplen; ' of -Barber, and' of Gall—have, aifter.'the 
example of Mies Nightingale, 'constituted themselves the 
tender and solicitous nurses of the wounded and dying 
soldiers in the hospital.'  

, [After eninnerating the officers and, civilians who had,, 
wrought; unt'ringlyiat time good cause, Brigadier Inglis did. 

' ample jmumtie4to timelhumbler combatants.) ,. 
'lastly, I have the pietism of bringing the splendid 

behaviour 	 di ,alme" soldiers—munely,, the, men 	of• her 	• 
Majesty'S Std foot)  the small detaelnuent of henMajesty's 
S4th feet, the European and' naive artillery, the lath, 46cb, 
tmanst regtmente of antra) infantry, and the Sills of the 
re-speetive orps.aato the notiee of the government • of. India, 
The losses, sustained. by her Majesty's 32d, which,  is Tow, 
barely 40 strong, by her Majesty's nth, and by the 
European artillery, shoe at least' that they knew how to 
die in the Ouse of their countrymen., Their conduct under , • 
the fire, the exposure, and the privations which they have • 
'had to undergo, has been throughout most admirable and - 
praiseworthy. 	, 	• 	 . 

'As another instance of the desperate character of our 
defence, and the dillieulties we have had to contend with, 
I may mention that time number of our. artillerymen was to 
seduced; that on. the occasion of an .attack, the,.grmera, 
aided as they Wore by men of her Majesty's 32d foot, and 
by volunteers of ail classes, had to run from one battery. 
to another wherever the fire of the enemy was hottest, there .. 
not being nearly enough men to serve,  half the number of , , 
guns at. the same- time. 	In short, at last the wonder, of 
European,  gunnere was only 24, while we had, including 
moemni, an less than 30 guns In posilion::v  \ 	. . 
' 	'With respect • to the 'native troops, 'I' am • of opitiion 
that their loyalty ifas never been surpassed. 	They were 
indifferently fed and worse 1101/Sed. 	They 'euro' exposed, 	. 
especially.  the 13th regimeith, under the gallant Lieutenant 
Aitken,,to a moist galling -fire of round-shot and mueketry, , 
which materially decreased their numbent. 	-They were 
art near the enemy that nonversation could be carried en 

:between them; and every effort, persuasion, pioraiso, and 
threat, was alternately resorted to in vain to' seduce them 
from their allegiance to time handful of Europeans, who, , 
in all,  probability, Would have been , sacrificed by their 
desertion.' 	 . 

. 	 i 	i . 	 . 
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MA COLVIN, Lieutenant-governor of 1•Torthwcst Provinces,  

September 

immediately 

. 
v? 	EA.VI14G 

: 	events 

- 	1 
, v  chapter 
—1 state 	of 

,and' 
discord, and 

treated in 

CHATTER .XX. 
. 	. .. 	 . 

mrNoR 	CONFITCCTS: •.'SEPTEAIBER 	ANT) 	OCIT,1112,11'. • , . 	 .. 	. 	. 	• 	.., 	, 

Lueltnow—which 

ant 

out 

• 
' 

for a while' the offahs of 
by the progress of 

had become far more import- 
than those of Delhi_ or of any 

other 	oily 	in 	India—ac , may 
conveniently. 'devote 	the ' present 
to a rapid glance at the general 

affairs•  during 	the 	months 	of 
October : noticing only such scenes , 
such military operations, as arose 
of the 1,tevolt. 	The subject n-,ay 

the same style as in Chaptev xvii., 

,• 	 . 
relating to ther'xi  lentils of July and At..igust, 
more briefly 7.- foi; 'hi truth, so few .Dengat. 
retinients rite* remainecl.‘ true *te their 
thee materials 'for ,  further.' mutiny wer4,,,,Vriipst,,- 
exhaustq:d. 	 . 	. , 	. 

Of 'Cllouttti.,, and the region ,krotind" 
••sides,Ildfle• need be said. Mutiny in iliatmeighbour-., ,, 
11.0.16d would not have been easy Wing the 

' months'; for British troops were gradtally 
• who would speedily havb put,down any 

risings; 	Sometimes:alarms.  agitated the 
and traders' in the city ;• but nothing :really 

' 	. 	• 	 . ,=--. 	 . 	 . ,.,. 
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called for notice. 	The ex-king of Oudo continued an antagonism frequently felt during the Indian 
. to be watched carefully at Calcutta. 	Whatever Revolt as during the Russian war. 	A responsible 

honeyed phrases may have been used to render his loader wishes to keep his plans of strategy secret 
detention more palatable, none of the government from the enemy; a newspaper writer wishes to give 
officers placed any reliance on his fidelity or peace- as much news as possible on all subjects; and 
fulness. 	In truth, if he 	had displayed 	those these two modes of procedure do not always flow 
qualities, 
annexation 

after being compelled to witness the 
of his country to the British raj, he 

in harmonious concord. 	Mr Halliday, lieutenant- 
governor of Bengal, in reporting on this Assam 

would have been somethine. more (or less) than affair, said : 'The utmost care was taken to despatch 
oriental. At various times during the summer and the force to Assam with the secrecy necessary 
autumn months, scrutinising inquiries were made to prevent its destination being known; but it 
into the conduct of the king and his retainers. is feared that this intention has been frustrated by 
Thus, on the 16th of Aughst, a person who had for the ill-judged publication of the departure of the 
some time resided at Calcutta, under the assumed steamer, and . notification of its objects, by the 
title of Bishop of*Bagdad, but whose real name Calcutta papers. 	It is hoped that this injudicious 

a was Syed llossein Blubber, was with five others proceeding may not be attended with the serious 
arrested, fbr complicity in plots affecting the British results that would ensue from a revolt in the 
government; and, consequent on papers discov- province in its present unprotected state. 	Such an 
ered, three retainers of the king were arrested untoward contingency was feared by the officers in 
about a week afterwards. 	The government kept • Assam, who pointed out the urgent necessity of 
secret the details of these affairs, pending further extreme care being observed in pre e outing the 

. inquiry ; but it was apparent enough that mis- 
chief was fermenting in the minds of the royal 

promulgation of the transmission, before its arrival, 
of any European force that might be sent ; lest the 

prisoner's retainers. Unquestionably many natives knowledge of the approach of aid should came 
sincerely believed the king to have been an ill-used a premature explosion of the expected revolt.' The 
man—an opinion shared also by many Europeans force consisted of 100 armed sailors, with two 
—and they did not deem it treason to aid him in 12-pounder guns ; they set out on the 11th of 
his misfortunes. 

Much to the vexation of the government, the 
September, under the charge of Lieutenant Davies, 
in the steamer Horungotto; and were to be at the 

district of Assam, little known to ,Europeans except disposal lof Colonel Jenkins on arriving in Assam. 
as a region where tea is experimentally grown, was As a carious example of the different light in 
drawn into the vortex of trouble early in 'Septette- which different tribes were at. this time viewed, it 
her. 	Many of the sepoys of the let Assam native may be stated that all the men of the 1st Assam 
infantry came from the neighbourhood of Anal', infantry who were not Ilindustanis were called in 
and were closely Mated to one regiment (the 40th) from the outposts to Debrooghur, as a protection in 
of the Dinapoor mutineers; while others were from case the remainder of the regiment should mutiny. 
the estates of Boer Singh.. When, therefore, the Captain Lowther, commanding a corps of Goorkhas, 
news of the Dinapoor mutiny became known, the was sent from another station to capture the rajah ; 
Assam regiment was thrown into much agitation. this he managed admirably, and in so doing, effect- 
There was a rajah, in Assam, one Baring Kunder- , sally crushed the incipient mutiny. 	The captain, 
pessawar Singh, who secretly engaged in treason- in a private letter, told in excellent style the story 
able correspondence, and who received offers of of his expedition; from which we will extract so 
support from the Arrah men of the Assam regi- much As relates to the night-scene in the rajah's 
ment, if he would openly break with the British. palace at Debrooghur,* 

1 	There were also Ilindustanis in the, 2d Assam • 
I 	native regiment ; while the artillery companies at 4  `I told ofr my men rapidly, and formed them into partly:. so , 

, Debrooghur wore entirely Ilindustanis. 	It was .
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known likewise that many of the neighbouring and bodyquard, watched the front; another moved toy:1.1.d; the 
tribes were in a disaffected state, and that a tell-  torn;   'atti:o7leit°r toar 
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( I 	gious mendicant was rapidly moving about with while my friend the Pol'irtical crept greatly past some outhouses 
souse secret but apparently mischievous purpose. evill,tihnigs?eoeli.W" underthe pa' walq "al" MX bit;"4 for 
By degrees a plot was discovered. 	The conspire, :Before long the ominous barking of a disturbed.cur fn the 
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Christians in Assam, and then plunder the stations. front of the palace, my personal tharpshooters Mowing at the 
Fortunately this project was known in time. 	The duolettybl:t.calTh 
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j, Calcutta government having no soldiers to spare, throat; the little Goorkha next me felled with a but-end blow• 
' organised a force of English seamen, trained' as my
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1 gunners, and sent them by a steamer up the Brah- rushed in, took to flight, and na3: eager party wished to fire on 
them, which I prevented, not considering such valiant game worth 

i , impanel to Debrooghur, to be employed as the A powder and shot. 	In the darkness and confusion, no means of 
local authorities might deem advisable. One of the entrance could at once be found. 	Di;' pollee guide, however, 
circumstances connected with this movement inns- Itteivitiat lerelsoorniant til.loPeralaa9ce;AlniTrvreetvetOy„rcIreati,)lan,latnd" bd; 
trees the antagonism between governing autho- ,
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1  rifles and newspaper writers on military matters— 3'resolu'ilon or admittgan; otteLii 	which cooled institute': on any 
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Some weeks afterwards, towards the close of services would be invaluable. 	Half of August and 
October, Mr Halliday entertained much distrust the whole of September thus passed wearily away 
of the 73d Bengal native infantry, of which two in this most tedious voyage. 	The upward passage 
companies were at Dacca, and the main body at is always tardy, against the stream ; 	and his 
Jolpigoree, near the Bhotan frontier. 	By precau- ponderous artillery rendered slowness still more 
tionary measures, however, he prevented for a slow. 	It was not until the 30th of September 
time 	any 	actual outbreak 	of this 	particular that he, with 286 men of his brigade, arrived at 
regiment. Benares. 	Hastening on, he arrived with 94 men 

There were reasons why the towns on the banks at Allahabad on the 3d of October ; and four 
of the Lower Ganges remained tolerably free from days afterwards the rest joined him, with their 
rebellion during the months now under notice. enormous guns and store of ammunition. 	A . 
English regiments, in wings or detachments, were small naval brigade, under Captain Sotheby, was 
sent up the river in flats tugged by steamers, from placed at the disposal of the Patna authorities, to 
Calcutta towards Upper India ; and the turbulent be used against certain insurgents in the neigh- 
rabble of the towns were awed into quietness by bourhood. 
the 	vicinity of these 	red-coats. 	Berhampore, The portion of Bengal north of the Ganges 
Moorshedabad, Rajmahal, Bhagulpore, Mongliir, was almost entirely free from disturbance during 
Patna, 	Dinapoor, Buxar,,t ,Ghazeepore, 	Benares, these two months; but the parallel portion of 
Mirzapore—all felt the benefit of this occasional Behar was in a very different state. 	The actual 
passing of British troops along the Ganges, in the N mutinies there had been few in number, for in 
moral effect produced on the natives. 	True, the truth there had not been many native troops 
arrivals at Calcutta were few and far apart until quartered 	in 	that 	region; 	hut . the. -rebellions 
October was well advanced; true, many of the chieftains and zemindars were many, each of 
troops were sent by land along the main trunk- whom could command the services of a' body of 
road, for greater expedition ; true, those who went retainers 	ready 	for any 	mischief. 	Patna, 	in 
by water were too urgently needed in the Doab September, as in earlier months, was disturbed 
and in Gude to be spared for intermediate service rather by anarchy in other regions than by actual 
at the towns above named; but, nevertheless, the mutinies within the city itself. 	In what way the 
mere transit of a few English regiments effected Dinapoor troubles affected it, we have seen iu an 
much towards the tranquillising of Bengal. 	Early earlier chapter. 	Its present difficulties lay rather 
in the month of August, Lord Elgin had come 
to Calcutta, and placed at the disposal of Lord 

with the districts north and northwest of the city, 
where the revenue collectors had been driven froth 

Canning two war-steamers, the Shannon and the place to place by mutinous sepoys, and by petty 
Pearl; and from among the resources of these chieftains who wished to strengthen themselves 
steamers was organised a splendid naval brigade, 
consisting of 400 able British seamen, and no less 

at the expense of the English *raj.' 	The abandOn-
ment of Goruckporo by the officials, in a moment 

than ten of the enormous 68-pounder guns which of fright, had had the 	effect of exposing the 
such seamen know so well how to handle. 	They Chupra, Chumparun, and Mozufferpoor districts 
started from Calcutta up the Hoogly and the to the attacks of rebels, especially such as had 
Gauges, under the command of Captain Pee], who placed themselves under the banner of the Mus. 
had so gallantly managed a naval-battery in the sulman chieftain Mahomed Hussein Khan, the.self- 
Crimea during the siege of Sebastopol. 	If such a appointed `ruler in the name and on behalf of the 
man could fret, he would have fretted at the King of Gude.' 	This man had collected a con- 
slowness of his voyage. 	Week after week elapsed, 
without his reaching those districts where his 

siderable force, and had organised a species of 
government at Goruckpore. 	The military power 
in the hands of the Company's servants in the 

calling my men to set tire to the palace; he then with a bad grace Chupra and Tillerit districts consisted chiefly of a „ 
delivered up to me his state-sword. 	A shout from Um opposite tew Sikhs of the police battalion, quite unequal 
doors proclaimed an entry there. 	The queen-mother and the rest 
of the female royalty and attendants were seized while trying to the resistance of an incursion by Mahomed 
to descend on that side. 	'then came a chorus of shouting and Hussein, 	The civilians of those 	districts 	scat 
struggling, and bawling for lights and assistance; at last, a Imp 
being pi (mimed, we proceeded to examine the palace: we wandered urgent applications to Patna for military aid. 	Bat 
in dark passages and cells, while I mounted a guard at every door. how could this be furnished 1 	Troops and arti)-+ 
The air being confined and heated within the royal residence, I sat 
outside until after daybreak, and then proceeded to rummage for lery were so imperatively demanded!at Cawnpore, 
5 opera and letters; several boxes of these we appropriated, and to aid the operations at Lucknow, that Ilene could 
sii 
counted

ttv osIt'-tahr.ntsi sitrsepa  iltZel:  some gums,gold No. e‘„ rol gf Yiedini n!fe  I; •e'n':ttfomuankdea• be detained on their • pa.ssage up the river ; the 
all day we were wird at work, searching end translating papers. Dinapoor garrison, reduced by the mutiny and its 
The prime-minister was found at his house, fast asleep. 	in the 
heat of the afternoon, we went to his residence in the town, and consequences, could onIT spare a few troops 1hr 
by dint of keeping fans going over us, carried out a thorough 
scorch. 	We did not get as many of his papers as WO wanted, he 
having been told by his correspondents to destroy all letters after 

Patna itself ; the troops going up the main trunk-
road from Calcutta to Upper India could barely 

reading them. afford time and strength to encounter the Ram ;lurk 'At sunset I carried off my prisoners over the same bad ground 
by which we had so stealthily arrived. We were followed by about insurgents, 'without attempting anything north. of 
2050 infuriated klussulman i, crying, praying, and 	prostrating 
themselves to the object of their lingering hope of rebellion (the 
rajah), but we drove them off.' . 

the  -Ganges. 	There happened, however, to be a 
Madras regiment passing up by steamer to Alla- 
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Imbed ; and permission was obtained to detain a brief encounter, and one-sixth of this number on 
portion of this regiment for service in the Gdruck- the part of the victors. 
pore region; while the Rajahs of Bettiah and This little battle of Mundoree had a moral effect, 
Hutwah were encouraged to maintain a friendly suporadded to the immediate dispersing of a body 
attitude in support of the British authorities. 	The of rebels. 	It shoved the soldierly conduct of the 
rebel or rather rabble forces under Mahomed Goorkhas, who had marched fifty miles in two 
Hussein were ill armed and worse disciplined; days, and then won a battle in a kind of country 
and it was probable that a few men of the 17th to which they were unaccustomed. 	It proved the 
M. N. I., with a few Sikhs, could have beaten intrepidity of one of the civil servants of the 
them at any time ; but it was felt necessary to Company, 'whose sterling qualities were brought 
reoccupy Goruckpore at once, to 	prevent the forth at a, critical time. 	Moreover, it dissipated a 
neighbouring zemindars 	and thalookdars from prejudice against the Goorkhas formed by sonic of 
joining the maleontentS. the British officers. 	These troops had hitherto 

That Lord Canning accepted an offer of several gemained nearly inactive in tb.e region between 
Goorkha regiments, from Jung Bahadoor of Nepaul, 
has been stated in a former chapter ; but a very 

Nepaul and the Ganges. 	Jung Bahadoor had 
sent them, under a native officer, Colonel Puhlw an 

long time elapsed before those hardy little troops Singh, to be employed wherever the authorities 
were enabled to render much service. 	The process deemed best. 	Colonel 	Wroughton, and other 
of collecting them at Khatmandoo and elsewhere British officers, formed an opinion that the Nepaul- 
occupied several 	weeks, and 	it was 	not 	until. ese troops were incapable of rapid movement. and 	' 
,the beginning of September that they reached that their native officers dreaded the responsibility 	• 
Jounpoor, a station in 	the very heart 	of 	the of independent 	action. 	Mr 	Grant, 	lieutenant- 
disturbed districts. 	Even then, there was much governor of the Central Provinces, in an official 
tardiness in bringing them into active service; for letter to Colonel Wroughton after the battle of Mia- 

' the English officers appointed to command them doree, pointed out that this opinion had been very 
did. 	not 	at 	first 	understand 	the 	difference 	of detrimental to the public service, in discouraging 
management required by Hindustani sepoys and any employment of the Goorkhas. 	He added: `It 
lepauiese Goorkhas. 	Happily, an opportunity ,was natural to expect that foreigners, and those 
occurred for remedying this defect. 	A 	smart for igners mountaineers, unaccustomed either to 
affair en the 20th 	of SepteMber afforded the th 	plaint; or to tbeir inhabitants, should at first 
Goorkhas an opportunity of show ing, their gal- feet same awkwardness in the new position in 
lantry. Colonel Wroughton, military commandant which they were placed, with everything strange 
at Jounpoor, having heard that Azinighur was around them. 	The sagacity of Jung Bahadoor 
threatened with an attack by 8000 rebels under had already foreseen this difficulty ; and it was at 
dadhoo Singh of Atrowlia, resolved to send a his earnest desire that British officers were attached 
regiment of Goorkhas from Jounpoor to strengthen to the Goorkha force, to encourage the officers and 
the force already at Azimghur. 	They started at men, and le explain how operations should be 
once, marched the distance in a day and a half, 
and reached the threatened city On the evening of 
the 19th. 	This was the Sheee regiment of Jung 

carried on in such a country and such a climate as 
that in which they now for the first time marched, 
and against such du enemy as they now for the 

Balladeer's force, under Colonel Shumshere Singh, 
a Nepaulese officer. 	At a very early hour on the 

first time met 	 The lieutenant-governor will 
now confidently look to you that the Goorkba force 

morning of the 20th, it was ascertained that a is henceforth actively employed in the service for 
large body of rebels had assembled in and near which it was placed at the disposal of the British 
the neighbouring village of Mundoree. 	A force of government by the Nepaulese.' 	It must be borne 
1200 men, mostly belonging to 	three Goorkha, in mind, to prevent confusion; that this Goc.rkba 

force, lent by Jung Bahadoor, was distinct from '': ein.e.eae+juivas,
hWeatle  
immediately sent out to disperse 

Shumshere Sing 	commanding, 	Colonel the Goorkha battalions of Silencer and Kirinaon, 
Venables (whose prowess  IM,, Goorkhas, and Mr often mentioned in former chapters ; those bat- 
played in the same district) tak'ready been dis- 
small body of local horse., 	Findb'ng charge of a 

Wiens were part of the Bengal native.' army, 
fortunately 	consisting 	of 	Goorkhas 	instead 	of 

were posted in a clump of treelg that the rebels ' Pandies;' whereas the new force was a Ncpaulese 
behind 	the 	village, 	Captain JS  and in a jheel army, lent for a special purpose. 	 • 
Shumshere Singh to advanceBoileau 	directed Mr Grant, the temporarily appointed lieutenant- 
double pace. 	This was done, de,his Goorkhas at governor just mentioned, employed all h:s energies 
several guns; the little Goorkhzhite the fire frond throughout September and October in promoting 
the enemy away towards Captat charged, drove the transit of British troops from the lower to the 
trued three brass guns and all theunje, and cap- upper 'provinces, to aid in the operation:: at Cawn- 
Mr Venables was seen wherever vamp-equipage. pore and Lneknow. 	He could not, however, forget 
thickest ; he was up at the first plighting was the fact that the eastern frontier of Oude adjoined 
killed three of the enemy, with his taken, and the British districts of Goruckpore, Jounpoor;  and 
About 200 of the enemy were laid loll hand. Azimghur ; and that the Oude rebels were clin- 

in this tinually making demonstrations on that side. 	He 
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longed 	for 	British . troops, to 	strengthen 	and 	• 
encourage' the Goorkhas in .his serriee, and odea- 
sionally applied for a few ; but he, as all others, 
was tteld that the relied the residents at Lucknow 
must precede, and be paramount over, all other 
military operations whatever. 	Writing to Lord 
Canning from Bewares on the 15th of Ootober, he 
said : 'It is a -  point for consideration, how much 
longer it will be otherwise than imprudent to 
continue to send the whole of the daily arrivals of 
Europeans nearly half-way round the province of 
Oude, in order to create a. pressure upOn the rear 
of the mutineers and insurgents of that province 
from. the direction of Cawnpore and Lucknowt 
Whilst our home districts are left thus open to 
them in their front' 	He expressed a ' hope that 
the Punjaub and Delhi regions would be able to 
supply nearly troops enough for immediate operae 
tions at Lucknow'; and that a portion of the British 
regiments sent up front the lower province§ would 
be permitted to form the 'nucleus of a new army 
at Benares

' 
 for operations on the eastern frontier 

of Qude. 	Many weeks elapsed, however, - before 
this suggestion could meet with practical attention-, 

Thus it was throughout the districts of Goruck. 
pore, Jounpoer, Azimghur, and others eastward 
of 	 ude and north of the Ganges. 	If the British 
had had to contend only 'with mutinied eepoy4 . 
and sowars,victory would more generally and, 
completely have 	attended' their 	exertions ; 'but, 
rebellions chieftains were .numerous, .. and these, 
encouraged by the newly established rebel govern 
meat at Lueknow, continually harassed the British 
officials placed in charge of those districts. . The 
colonels, captains, judges, magistrates, collectors-- 
all cried aloud for more European troops; their.  
cries wore heeded- at 'Calcutta, but. could not be ' 
satisfied, for reasons already sufficiently explained.,  

'Let us cross the Ganges,. and watch the state 'of 
affairs in the southwestern districts of Bengal and 
Behar during , the months of September and 
October.  

Throughout this wide region, the troubles arose 
rather from sepoys already rebellions, than frem new 
instances.of mutiny. Preceding chapters have shewn 
that the 8th Bengal 'native infantry mutinied at 
Hazarebagit on the 30th of July ; that the infantry 
of the Ramgath battalion followed the pernicious 
example on the next day ; that the 5th irregular, 
cavalry mutinied at 131tagulpore on the 14th of 
.August; and that the 7th, 8th, and 40th regiments 
Of native infantry which mutinied at Dinapoor 'on 
the 25th 'of July, kept the whole'. of Western 
Bengal in agitation throughout August, by render- 
ing uncertain in which direction they would march, 
under the rebel chieftain, Hoer S.ingli. 	The only 
additional mutiny, in this region, was that of the 
32d native infantry, presently to be noticed. 	The 
elements of anarchy were, however, already numer- 
ens .and violent enough to plunge the -  whole, 
district into disorder. 	Scene of the towns were 
the centres of opium-growing or indigo-producing 
regions; many were surrounded simply by rice or 

cornfields; others;.,  again!, Were military titatiens 
at which.  the Company -were accustomed to keep 

' troops ; while several were dick or post stationsJer' - 
the maintenatite.of communication along t he •great- •• 
trunk-road from. Calcutta :to' Benares.' -Bin: wheY. 
ever and whatever they, may have been; thole 
towns were seldom at 'peace during ,  the Months' 
now under notice. 	The towns-people, and the stir- 
rounding villagers were perpetually • 'affected :by 
rumours that the mutinous, 13th' cavalry 'Were" 
coming, or the Mutinous 8th infantry, or the ' 
Ratngurh mutineers;  or those. from Dinapoor: ' For, 
it must be borne in mind, we are new treatiiig of, 
a part of India inhabited chiefly by BengaleeS, a.  
race too timid to supply many fighting' rebels—too . 
fond of quiet industry willinglyto belt' on thesword '. ' 
or shoulder•the matchlock. 	They May or .may.net 
have loved the British ; if not, they Would rather,. 
intrigue than fight .against them. 	In 'the contest 
arising out of the mutiny, these Bongalees snffered 
greutly.- 	The' mutineers, .joined by the released 	, 
vagabonds from the jails, too frequently plundered'.  
all alike, Eoringhee and native; and' the 'quiet 
trader or cultivator 'had much reason to dread, 

' the approach of Such workers of mischief. 	The 
Europeans, few in "number; 'and.  oppressed 'With 
responsibility; knew not which way' to turn for - 
aid. 	Revenue collectors, with., many laws of the 
Company's rupee';, feared for the 'safety of their' 
treasure. 	Military officerse  endeavouring with • a 
handful of troops to check the passage of mutineers, :. 
were bewildered by the vague and conflicting Wel- 
ligence whioli reached them: 	Officials at' the ditle• 
stations, impressed daily by stringent orders front' 
Calentta to keep open the main line of road for the 
pasaugeof English troops to Upper India, were id 
perpetual,  anxiety lest bands  of mutineers, „should.: 
approach and. cut ot the (Mks altogether. 	Every 
one begged and prayed the Calcutta 'government 
tO.Senel'him a few trusty troops; every one assured 
the government that the salvation of 'that part' of 
India depended on the request being •aeceded . to. 

Dorunda„ sixty tniles south of Hazarebagh, Was a 
scene of violence on the Ilth of September, 	The 
Ramgurh mutineers 	destroyed the , public- and. 
private builclinge'at this place, rpluncleredlhtot,T,,  
committed' great itrooitieseAiggn'.get:t6 tfie jail, 
beheaded a natiiTa'll'ie direction of ' Tilchoo Ghat, 
and marched di-i four guns and a large amount of , 
taking with theiltronition; Their apparent inter- ' 
plunder and ntreli through the Palantow' distriet, 
tion was to maroon with  ,Roth Singh, with whom  
and effect a junecorrespondenee. 	'Only four men 
they hadheen in irreg,ular.  cavalry -were of the 
of the RaTagurli t were infantry., The cavalry, - , 
party ; all the re'as it'bodY, seized the first oppor- 
remaining faithfu;eir officers at Hazarebagh. 	This 
tunity of joining !mace of divergence between; the 
was another in corps;  Wholly-inexplicable to' the ' 
two parts of °who could offer no reason Wily 'the 
British oflicr,lnpsed, while the cavalry remained 
infantry hi this part of India the mutineers Were i 
faithful. , , 	. 
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 riot sUpperted hy the ,,,:emitulars or landowners, as 
in other districts; and hence the.feW British troops, 
were better enabled to lay plans for the frustration 

, 	• 	. 
•parts•

, 
 of which British' 'soldiers 'had' 	' never 'been 

seen-,-au.instance.was tifibrded of the dismay• int!) 
which the 'civilians were soinetinies thrown •by the 

s,  
, 	• 

of •those •workers of mischief. 	Captain. ',Fischer, 
Ctiptain.:  Dalton, Major English, 'Captain Oakes, 
Captain' ' Davies,' Captain 	Rattray, 	Lieutenant 

withdrawal of trusty, troops; it' was narrated 'in • 
a letter written by an officer of that :regiment.* 	• 	. 

The native regiments were often distributed' in 

• 

+ Graham, Lieutenant Birch, 	and other; ',pattern. detachments at ditibrent, stations; and if; fretpaeritly . ' 
• • . 

;., 

were in command of small "bodies • of troops in 
this region during the greater part, of 'the Month;- 
these. troeps•consisted of Madras natives, Sikhs, and 
a, very few British ; and the numerous trifling but 
serviceable affairs in *hick they were engaged 
liore.relatie.V,o, the regiments.whieh had mutinied' 

happened—as just•adverted to—for •'reasons wholly 
luezplica,bleoto the authorities, that some 0 those, 
component dements remained faithful leng•After 
others had  mutinied, 	Such was. the 'ease in 
referenee "to the 32d B..'N,•I. 	*Two companies of 
that' 	rOginient, stationed 	at 	Deoghur 	in , the 

•• at 11ttargerh, Vegulp,ore, and Dinapoor, and to Sonthal ' district, rose in mutiny. on 'the 9th of 
1.1,11e chieftains aryl marauders, who. •joined those 

$ !disloyal soldiers., 	+ 	•• 	' ., 	• 	•, • 	. 	. 	• 	. 
October, murdered Lieutenant Cooper 'and 'the 
assistant-commissary, looted the , bazaar, and. then . 

'' 

• 
,had 

. For the reasons tililatly assigned; however, the 
British troops were •varj. few iu number; 'while 
the Madras troops were ad V.:gently needed• in the 
shore turbulent Saugor provintes, that 'they could 
barely be spared for service in Be4t1,, Regiments . 

not at that time begun to ii.rive.v-vsl•etiiZ‘I'4y, 
from England; the few that did land at.Otticutta, 
were eagerly caught, up tbr service in the Doab 
and. Cade. 	In most instances, the aid which was 

'marched off • to 	Rohnee, taking 	with 	them, 
Lieutenant Rennie as a Prisoner: 	Two, othAr 
corr,  ipanLeg.ef the regiment were ,  at that time 
cr:' pow froniBurhait to Soories,while the head-
"quarter•Companiet..ivere at Bowsee.,,  The antlio,, 
tities 	at 	Calcutta 	1;:si •ineti" sought to ,ascertaini. 
what .was the. feeling 	aia' 	the,  men 'at the, 
stations just named; but, penctingtheso•inquiries; , 
orders were -given to despatch a .W.x.e. of ILM. 

•afibrdeci by English treops•to the region nowunder 
notice, depended on a. temporary: stoppage of a 

, 13th .foot from Calcutta to the Sonthiaistriet,,  
to control the mutineers; 	Major EtigliSh Wa'a.tt ' • 

• . 
•• 

regiment or detaehmen't on its passage to the upper 
provinces; in Urgent cases, the' goyernment•ordered 
or permitted a small, British force.to'diverge from 

direct line •of.maroh, and'render aid. to a Bengal 
town or station at a 	juncture. 	Such „particular 

;. tha 	time.  going to the upper provinces With 4 
,' ttl.e.t chment of HAL 53d' foot; but ,he, was now 
' Ortt,, end to turn aside for a while, and aid in pacify-• 
ing •',the•!district before pursuing his jeurn.3 ' to: , 
Bena':.,res, , Although the remaining 'complies  op .• 

•••
its 

', 
' 

. • was the ease With: ILK 53d loot. 'Major English;  the nKtive nd did, afterwards take railt, ithlog   • 
, with a wing of this ,Tegitnent, had a contest with ' the mutined1.::s; they were ` true 16,4eirsalt' for, ' . 
• 

' 
• 

• 

the Itatrigiirh•niutinceraon the 29th of 'September. 
He marched from „llaza•rabagh • to Sillis Ohmic, 
where he beard news of these insurgents; and by 
farther active movements lle came inp with:them.,  
on the 2d of/ Ogtober, just as they had begin , 
to plunder the .town of tihuttra.::.The mutineers . 
planted two guns..se• tily to play upon the British ;• 

some time afteir,t,thetreachOry oftheir coippanions ..,. 
had. become knoW\''.1).,. 	'' 	' 	" ''. ' 

' 	This nd mutinous regiment succeeded in' d'i.osp 
, ing fin: Bone' titer, with .the intention -of joining 
,Reer, Singh' and 	the 	Dinapoor. , mutineers-4.; 
feat managed :in a way, that grO,tb,  mortified 
Major, English's 53d„ 	On the 24t11. Of October the,• 

q 

but; the latter,' ia•the way which ;had by this, time • wing of this'latter regiment proct'&1ed front' Slicer- .. 
. ' become quite tiOnilla0E ' with their comrades In golly to Gayakto re-assure the uneasy OfficialsAt 

India, dctennined. to 'attack and take the guns.,by 
a .fcarless adrandev , On they went, through, rice. ' 

, that station; and on the 22d they' started again; to 
intercept . the 'mutineers.'.,' ' Aitter much. hot 	and 

fields, behind rooks and under*tiod, through lanes 
and round buildings,. running and cheering, until 
they had captured .four guns in•suceession, together 
with ammunition, ten elephants, and other warlike 

'wearying marching, they returned toClayab,Without 
having encountered the mutineers, one portion of 

' 	' 	' 	' 	• ' 
, 	• ,ilte ejected' Civilians from Dorunda had come on aheadi and.  

, 
' 

appliances, and sent 	the 	enemy., fleeing., 	The,. ,offered our swat party breakfast, whichum gladly accepted. White ' 
0.010 -et:s dashed' on at' the bead Of their respectiv-  e %rafting until it.iras ready, the chief-commissioner got un elottric.: 

telegraph disl,t eh front the governor-general, ordering Alto whole 
' ratt4,s, of men -in a' -wq , that astonished the of the' aid part? under Major English 'back uguin to the main . 
entail; and the Major, vieWing these enterprises ta,i1k1t.f ptitt 'aill'orl'n'eceerme:tw; ToIrt-ittegc)oikt:ittilltIolonnegr 

faces
lto 	jti2htil, : - ' 

with* eye of a Soldier, said hi• his dispatch.; 'It • inteingeneo 'on which he thought he could rely, that the nuttinerri; . r 	• 	• 
WU.. splendid to see them rush,  on thogurts.' 	llis 'must 
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.wounded 
it).3..1. WAS; however, considerable ; 5 killed' And 33 

•out a &ice eoinpanies•only. In .addition + 
to Illii;,taiy 'trophies, ilfajOrJtnglish took fifty thou.. 
sand re pees of the Company's treasure from the 

think that 250 Aludres-sepoys with two guns would be ,sutileient to,  
tap

e
. caugh

t run like ' amtteanetk 
831  
 of lats. Ett‘rlotepe.Tnsitts 	 wIlieroovetilirthouegftetitrtto 	' 

u
nit say theywould pot answorr what district; madand 1 heard 

'rite column 
' IsItorse,rttienm.  isci:Mas; inmitnit had: 	t:.PtigtOenti:t'olct)filliOrn rkItoticli 

, 
.' 

Urttineenvwho, like Mutineers elsewhere, regarded 
r,tbe revenue collections as , fair booty when once, 

they had thrOwn off allegiance. 	During -the 
- opeotiesiS' of the 53d in this' .iegion--.  one, in niany 

and thett—' All the resident° aro very lunch disgu.sted at our going 
riaecrok!haas:inbir°7sora 

effect 
Zti 	of 	 -•:

arrival
mucie__ettof o_uit;_uropearnnussotl%ter astlitit.7.1nt,vteiVol 

a whole, never haring seen eith,',r ; and the foot of their being put 
mous than, .. 

a thousand deaths.' 	• 	' ' 	, 	- 	' 	. 	' 

 , 

, 
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, 	whom had crossed ,the Sone. 	Some' gays later, . reposed.in it, prove • that' these services:are:neither' , 
• news arrived that the second portion of the 32d, 

that' which had not at first mutinied, was, in, like 
manner, marching towards the river. 	On the 1st 

underrated nor disregarded. 	Of the men, all who 
have 	distinguished 	themselves 	for 	conspiciions, 
deeds of :valour and loyalty, have , already .heen 

of November the .53d started in pursuit, marched 
thirty miles during the might to. Hama, rested 

rewarded.' 	As :individuals
' 
 too, the Sikhs were 

reliable in a remarkable degree, tvhen Hindu- 
a while,' 	marched ten miles further to Nowada stanis Were' falling- away on all sides. 	When the 	' 
during the 	evening, and 	came t up with , the troubles broke out at Benares, early in the Mutiny, ' 
nrutineers in the night. 	A skirmish by moonlight 
took place, greatly to the advantage of the rebels, 

a Sikh chieftain, by name Rajah Soorat Singh, 
rendered invaluable service to the British residents, • 

' who had a better knowledge of the country than which they did not fail gratefully to reniethber at 
' their opponents. The sepoys did not want to fight, 
they Wished to march towards the Sone; and this 

a later period. 	A. few of the Company's servants, 
civil and military, at Benares. and other' towns in 

they did day . after day until . the 6th, ; followed that part of India, caused to be nianufactUfe. by 
closely all the way by the British. 	The pursued Mr Westley Richards of Birmingham, for presentaj,' 
outstripped the pursuers, ' and safely crossed the 
river—much to the vexation. of the major, and his 
troops. 	One of the officers present has said;: `This 

tion to Soorut 'Singh, a splemtd set. of firearms, , , 
effective for use as yell as•sivob in appearance, 

, • We will now cross tie Sone, and trace the 
was very provoking ; for if . we had jut "caulght progress of affairs in the Bundelcund and Saugor 
them; we should have got as much,Credit fort. it 
as for Chuttra. 	The country w:'''-went through'. 

provinces. 	.• , 	. 	 - 	,. 
, 	It will be retsemberedi. from' the details given 

was, for the most part, cme"riwampy rice-fields; ilk,: &Tier -.chapters, that the native inhabitants, of 
when we gave up the fantsuit we •had gone 130 ,-Bundelcund, and other regions south of the...Tama 
miles in. 108 hour ;" and, on our return to Gayah, 
we had beep 170 miles in 	exactly one week. 	, 

. and the Central Ganges,, displayed a more turbu. 
lent 'Aendeney than those of Bengal.' 'They, had , 

After the.4econd day we sent ' our tents 	and 	' for ages been more addicted to war, and . had• 
bedffig back; so that we marched as lightly as ' among them a greater number of 	chieftains 

possible, and were by that means able to .give 'the ,' employing retainers in their pay, than, the Ben- 
'men an occasional lift on the elephants.' galese; and they were within easier reach of the 

‘'.,. Throughout these miscellaneous and , often dr,--1. • temPwions thrown out by Nena Sahib, the King 
" 	operations in Bengal, if the Sikhs 141ad sulitv, 
proveafaithless, all would have gone to ruin.;i. 	It 

of Delhi, Koer Singh, and the agents of the 
deposed King of Pude. 	Lieutenaut.(now Captain) 

was  . moreop.sy.  to obtain a thousand Sikhs c:,han a ' Osberne, the British resident at Rewah, was - one 
hundred Bil.W.3,2md thus they were Plane use of who felt the Jail force of this state of circutn- 

- as a sort of milary police, irrest;vective of the stances. 	'As :he had been in August, so was he 
regular regiments '"taised • /..the: runjaub. 	Few now in September, almost the only .Englishman 
circumstances are more, observable throughout the Within a wide range of country south-West of 
Revolt, than the fidelity of these men. 	Insubordi- 
nation there was; certainly,,in some 'instances, but • 

Allahabad ; the rajah of Bewail was faithful, 
but , his native troops Were prone to 	rebellion.; 

not in tiafficient degree to affect the character, of and it was only. by,wonderful Sagacity and firm- 
the whole. 	Captain Rattray'S--Stic s have often ness that he could protect both the rajah. and 	' . 
been mentioned. 	These were a corps 	military himself from the ;vortex. 	, 	. 	. 	 , . 	. 	. 
police, formed for rendering service in an 	part of , In a wide region .eastward of Rewah, the question • 
Bengal; and in the rendering, of this sorriest, the arose, *very day 'throughout September; where 
were most admirable. 	The lieutenant-governor of is Koer Singh 1. This treacherous chieftain, who 
Bengal, in a papertrawn up early in September, 
said : ' The commandant of the Sikh Police. Bat- 

' headed the • Dinapoor mutineers' from the 'day of 
their entering Aitrah, was, continually marching 

taliou has pleaded strongly on his own behalf, and about with his rebel army of something like (3000 
on that of his men, 'for  the assembling of the men; apparently uncertain' of his plans—au nu.-; 
scattered fragments' of his Corps,.to enable them to 
strike such a blow as to prove the 'high military 

certainty very perplaing to the British, officials, 
who,, having a mere handful of troops at their 

spirit and discipline of the regiment. 	The urgent disposal, did not know where that handful might 
necessities which caused • the separation of Captain most profitably be . employed. 	On one day ,Koer 
Rattrafs regimentrendors it impossible, in existing Singh,' with his brother Hamner Singh, would be 
oireumsiance,s, to call in all detachments to head- reported at Rotas, on another day at Sasseram ; 
quarters; but its admirable discipline, daring, and sometimes there was a rnmour of the rebels being • 
devotion at Arran and ,Jugdispore, and its' good 
conduct everywhere, have . fully established 	its 

about' to march to Itewah and Bundelcund; at , 
others, that they were going to jointhe Gornekpere 

character for soldierly qualities of the 	highest insurgents ; and at others, again, that the Dinapoor 
order. 	It would be difficult to exaggerate the and Rarngurh mutineers would act in concert. 
value of the services which it has rendered to the Wherever they went, however, plunder and rapine 
state since- the comnienesment of the present marked their footsteps. 	At one of the . towns, 

, troubles; and the trust and confidence everywhere ,' the heirs of a tiemindar, whose estates had been 
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forfeited many years before, levied a thousand men generally resisted this kind of temptation. 	Opium- 
to aid in seizing the .property from the present crops ari the value of half a million sterling were 
proprietors. 	This was one among many proofs at that time ripening in the Behar and Arrah 
afforded during the mutiny, that chieftains and districts 'alone; and it was. feared that all these 
landowners sourht to make the revolt of the would ho devastated unless aid 	arrived from 
native soldiery a means for insuring their own Calcutta. 
private ends, whether those ends were justifiable Mr Wake, and the other civil servants who had 
or not. 	The authorities at Patna and elsewhere so gallantly defended themselves at Arrah, against 
endeavoured to meet these varied difficulties as • an enormous force of the enemy, returned to tl at 
best they could with their limited resources. 	They station about the middle of September, to resmne 
sent to Calcutta all the ladies and children from their duties; but as it was feared that Ummer 
disturbed district; so far as they possessed means Singh and the 6th irregulars would effect a june- 
of conveyance. 	They 	empowered 	the indigo- tion, and attempt to reoccupy Jugdispore, those 
planters to raise small bodies of police force in officers were authorised to fall back upon Dinapoor 
their respective districts. 	They obtained the aid or Buxar, iv sire event of being attacked; although 
of twb regiments of Goorkhas in the Chumparun they themselves expressed a wiala rather to re- 
district, by whieht the restoration of tranquillity niahj at  their posts and fortify themselves against 
might reasonably he expected. 	They seized the the ,•ebels as they had done before. 	The necessity 
estates of Koer Singh and 'Calmer Singh at Arrah, 
as traitors. 	They Imposed heavy fines on villages 

of making this choice, however, did not arise. 	T re 
5th cavalry, after 	their victory 	over 	Rattrav's 

which had sent tam to take active part in the Sikhs, and during their visits to the towns /tad 
disturbances. 	Lastly, they used all their energ'€s villages near the Sone, committed, as we have just 
to protect that part of the,main trunk-road wIllli 
passes near the river Sono; sea; ;:iiat the 'March 

said, every kind of atrocity—plandering houses, 
levying contributions, breaking open the zenanas 

of European troops from Calcutta to the upper of libido° houses, abusing the women, and de- 
provinces would be materially affected by any stroying property too bulky to be curried away— 
interruption in that quarter. 	The newly arrived all . this they did ; 	but 	for 	some 	unexplained 
British regiments could not go up as an army, 
but as small detachments in bullock-wagons, and 

reason, they avoided the redoubtable little band at 
Arrah. 

therefore were not prepared fur sudden encounters The Saugor and Nerbudda province; of which 
with large numbers of the enemy. the chief towns' and stations were Banda, Jaloim, 

The 5th irregular cavalry, who had mutinied in 
this part of India some weeks before, continued a 

Jhartai, 	Saugor, 	Jubbulpoor, 	Nagode, 	Duraop, 
Nowgong, .Mundlah, and Hosungabad, were, as 

system of plundering, levying contributions, and we have seen, in a very precarious state in the 
destroying 	public 	Property. 	Every 	day 	that mouth of August.. 	At Saugor, so early as the 
transpired, 	leaving 	these 	daring 	atrocities 	un- month of June, Biigadier Sage had brought all 
checked, weakened British prestige, and encouraged the Europeans into a weli-armed and amply pro- 
marauders on all sides to imitate the example so visioned fort, guarded by a body of European 
fatally set before them. 	The authorities felt and gunners, and by the still faithful 31st regiment of 
acknowledged this ; yet, for the reasons already Bengal infantry ; and there the Europeans re- 
noticed, they could do little to check it. 	Captain mauled at the close of August, almost cut off from 
Rattray, at the head of a portion of his Sikh communication with their fellow-countrymen else- 
police, encountered the 5th irregulars on the 8th where. 	Jubbulpoor had 	passed 	through 	the 
of the mouth ; but, as a cavalry force, they were summer months without actual mutiny; but the 
too strong for him; they beat him in action, out- revolt of the 42l infantry and the 3d irregular 
generalled him in movement, released four hundred cavalry, 	at 	neighbouring 	stations, 	and 	certain 
prisoners from one of the jails, and then marched suspicious 	symptoms 	afforded by the 52d at 
west toward the river gone. The mutinous suwars Jubbulpoor itself, led Major Erskine to fortify the 
were subsequently heard of at Tikane, Daood- 
nuargur, Ilaroon, and othor places; 	everywhere 

Residency, and provision it fur six months. Banda, 
Jhausi, and Jaloun, bad long fallen into the bands 

committing great depredations. 	Thus was a large of the rebels; Muudlah and ilosungabad were at the 
and importantaregionrOn either side of the main mercy of circumstances occurring at other places; 
trunk-road, and extending two hundred miles Nagode would be reliable only so long as the 50th 
along that road, kept in a state of daily agitation. native infantry remained true; and Dumoli would 
The 3th irregular cavalry in one quarter, Koer be scarcely tenable if Jubbulpoor were in danger. 
Singh in another, and his brothers Ulmer Singh Thus, at the end of August, British supremacy in 
and 	Nishan Singh in a third, were all busily the Saugor and Nerhudda territories hung by a 
employed in depredation ; patriotism or nationality thread. 	The Calcutta authorities, unable to supply 
had little hold on their thoughts just then ; for British troops for Bengal or Behar, were equally 
they plundered whomsoever had property to lose, 
without much regard 	to 	race 	or 	creed. 	'I he 

debarred from rendering assistance to these terri- 
tories. 	September opened very gloomily for the 

government offered large rewards for the capture officers intrusted with duties in this quarter. 	The 
of theq leaders, but without effect: the rebels l'unjaub and Calcutta could only ',utensil trust- 
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.worthy troops for the jumna and Doab regions, 
where. the war raged With greatest .fiercepiess; it 

from guns' to which the records of the mutiny,  . 
.habituated English newspaper readers. 	An officer ' 

was from :Madras and. Bombay alone that aid stationed at jubbulpoor at the time, after noticing' 
could be expected. 	Fortunately, the hire regions 
of Nagpoor and Hyderabad were nearly at peace, 
and thus a passage could be .afforded for troops 
from the south Which would not bevel been prat- 

the complicity of those two guilty men, describe§ , 
the execution in a .brief but painfully vivid way.., 
' At the head of the conspiracy was Shunker Shah, 
the Gilead rajah,' and his son, 	Their place,  of 

limbic had those countries 	been 	plunged in abode is about four miles from jubbulpoor, 	In 
anarchy. former days this family ruled over all 'this part 

Towards. the middle of Septemher, Lieutenant of the country ;, they can trace their descent for 
Clark, deputy-commissioner of Jublulpoor, learned sixty generations. • The family had been deprived ' 
a few facts that put him on the track of a con- of everything by the Afahrattas, and were.in gre0 
spiracy. 	It came out, on impary, that Rajah poverty when. we took possession..,  Our govern- 
Shunker Shah, and many other chieftains and 
zemindars in the neighbonHio d-  of ,e,Obulpoor 

meat raised them up from this state, and gave, 
thern sufficient to. sapport themselVes cOrnfortably ; 

acting in -€012 ,1 With .some of the sotiffs of Ziel and now they, showed their gratitude'by conspiring: 
the 52d B. N.I., intended to attack the cail°71" against us in our time of sore trial.. The family 
rhent on the last day of the Alohurritinonurdilr  haVe 'neither. much property , nor power, but the 
al. the Europeans, burn 	the cantonments, and- ancient name and prestige was a point on which 
ph rider the treasury and city. 	By a bold and 
prompt movement, the , chief conspirators were 

.. to rally 	On the 18th,;  -.at 11 o'elock..t.m„ 0, 
'pur 	' two guns,were advanced) a few hundred yards  

seized on the 14th. 	The lieutenancy writing  ,to  '  ii*' front of the Residenweorered. by a .company 
the commissioner of Nagpoor, announced the ot „the 3'4d ,Finda. few; troopers, ,  and  it became 
result in brief but significant language. 	' I have kna*.ii that 3:ite't. Bond rajah and his son were 
been fortunate enough to get conclusive evidence, 
by means of spies, without the conspirators taking 
alarm; and•this morning, with a party of -sowers 

about to. be blown away from the cannon's month. 
The old man .walked up to the • guns with. a firm ,, 
stride; the son appeared more dejected. 	The old. 

and police, bagged thirty, and two rajahs (ring-' 
leaders) among them. 	Of course they swing: 

Man, with his Snow-white hair and firm manner, 
almost 	excited 'compassion ; 	and one had to , 

. Many of my principal. zemindars, and some—I remember, before such feelings could be checked; 
iftsh I knew how •many—of the 52d, are in the how atrociously he intended to deal with us had 
plot!. 	In Rajah Shunker's house, among.,other his conspiracy 	succeeded; . the evidence of his 
treasOilable papers, was found a sort. of prayer, 
invokiny„his deity. to aid him in,the destruction 

guilt was .overwhelming. 	All was over in a few 
minutes. 	• The scattered remains were pounced 

of all ElirOAcallS, the overturning of the govern- upon by kites and vultures, but what could be - 
mod, and the-le:es,til;',..,lishment of his own power. collected was handed over to the mnee.' 	. 	. 	' 
The paper was found in e..' ilk bag in which he 
kept his fan, and was a scrap torn from a govern- 
ment 	proclamation issued after the massacre 
at Went. 	in this instance, therefore, the °facial 

Although Lieutenant Clark was thus enabled, 
by mingled caution and decision, to frustrate the, 
atrocious plot of which Jubbu/poor was to have, 
been the Theatre, he could not prevent the mutiny* 

expression of horror and wrath at the opening 
scene of the mutiny, instead of deterring, encour; 

of the 52d native regiment. 	That corps revolted, 
albeit 'Without 	perpetrating • the 	cruelties 	and 

aged others to walk in the same bloody path. 	The rapine intended. 	It.  NVas On the.  18th that this 
prayer or invocation was afterwards translated rising took place, the-troops at once marching off 
from the iindee into - English, and published 
among the parliamentary papers.* 	The execution 

quietlytowards Dumoh. One oldsubadar they tied', 
on a horse, 'because he did not wish to join, and ' 

of the rajah and his son 1vas something more 
terrible than was implied by the lieutenant's curt 

' because they did' not choose to leave him behind., 
It was supposed that the 52d had gone towards 

announcement, ' of course they swing.' 	It was Dumoh, to capture guns,, there, and then return • 
one among many examples of that 'blowing away 

4 Shut the mouth of slanderers, bite and 
Eat up backbiters, trample down the sinners, 

to plunder Jubbulpoon 	Two , days before this, 
namely, on the 16th,.. the,  greater Itayt of the 50th,  
regiment' Bengal infantry threw 'elf allegiance. 

You, Startingharka. Being stationed at Nagode, they suddenly rose„, 
Rill the British, exterminate them, 
Mat eltunda. 	. released the priSoners from the jail;  inirned the 
Let not the enemy escape, nor the offspring of such, bungalows, and rendered the place -4 longer . 
Ob, 	 arlaz, 	 • 
Sho fainvour to Shunker! 	 " 
Support your slave! 

safe for Europeans. - 	Mr Ellis and We other 
civilians fled to Paunna; while Colonel Hai pton.  

• Listen to the cry of religion, 
Anoka Ma. and the other military officers made their es 	pe 
Eat up the unclean t towards 	Jokhie—leaving every Vestige of t eir 
Matron° delay! 
Now devour them, property behind, except the clothes on their baths. 
And that quickly; Two companies' of the regiment, remaining faith- cmonnamaika. 	f Te words in italiet are varlet's names of the goddess nevee or fukaccompanied their officers safely to Mirrapore, 

Devi, 'trio destroyer.  a journey which occupied theme twelve days. 
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• The Europeans at Dumoh, 4 civil station on the 
road' from Sanger to Jubbulpoor, were thrown into 
much, tribulation by news of these mutinies at 
other places. 	When , both 'the ' 50th and 52d 
regiments had ' gone'—a term that .acquired 
much significance in India at that time—Major 
Erskine, chief-commissioner of the Bangor and 
Nerbudda territories, „ who happened to be, at 
Dumb, summoned a council of war on the 20th 
of September, to consider what was best to be 
done. 	It was resolved that Dumoh could not 
long • be held against any considerable body of 

, mutineers ; and that advantage should be taken 
of the temporary presence of a column of Madras 
native troops to employ that 'column as an escort 
for the civilians and, the Company's treasure from 
Dimwit' to Jubbulpoor. 	There was a detachment 
of the still faithful 31st 'at- Dumoh ; and this was 
sent to join the main body Of the regiment at 
Bangor, to be out of the way of temptation from 
mutinous sepoys. 

This convoy of, men and money from Dumoh 
led to' a smart Military encounter. 	The Madras 
Movable column 	which afforded the 	reqUired 
protection numbered about 500 men of all arms, . 
nyder Colonel Miller. 	Leaving ' Dumoh 'on the 
21st; and being much obstriteted in passing the 
river Nowtab, Colonel Miller reached Sigramporo 
on the 26th ; where he heard that the main body 
Of the Mutineers Were at Konee, on the banks of 
a river which the. column Would need to cross 
on its way to Jubbulpoor, 	The colonel at once 
despatched a force of 	'about 100 men, under 
Lieutenant Watson, to secure the boats on the 
river ; but the enemy baffled this officer, who 
had much difficulty in preserving his mein. 	Miller 
then advanced with his whole column, met the 
enemy, and foUght a brief but decisive battle, 
which ended M ithe 'utter rout of the rebel sepoys. 
If it had-been• a' pnrely military afihir, the colonel 
was strong enough to defeat a more 'numerous 
body of the enemy; but he was haMpered by the 
presence of civilians, treasure, and 120 sepoys of 
the 52d, who had been disarmed at Dumoh on 
news of the • revolt of the main body, and 'whom 
it was necessary to take with the column.' It was,  
indeed, a strange state of things ; for the disarmed 
men were of course eager enouch to rush over and 
join their companions of the same regiment. 

It is not matter for censure if men' placed in 
authority at different stations; in time of peril, 
occasionally differed concerning the relative import- 
ance of those stations. 	Thus; when the 50th and 
524 native regiments mutinied, • a 'question arose 
which principal,eitY, Bangor or Jubbulpoor, should 
be regarded as a last stronghold in the event of the 

• British being nearly overpowered. 	Major Erskine, 
• at Jubbulpoor, urged 'the claims of that city, , as 

having certain facilities for the receipt of reinforce- 
meats; should such - happily be' afforded; and ms 
having many EureAcan women and children with-.  
in the fort, who .could not be removed without 
danger. wIlrigadier Sage; on the other hind, urged 

. 	. 	 ,, ..,.._ 

---` Whatever you. do, let me retain Bangor. 	It 
is the key to Central ndia, 	It has a good fort and 
magazine. , It is provisioned for six or eight 
months for three • hundred men, and has thirty 
thousand maunds of grain in addition.' 	It has 
a siege-train, which will fall into the hands of the 
enemy if we leave the place. 	It contains 170 
women and, children, who could not be withdrawn 
without danger.' 	In such or similar words was 
the retention of Saugor advocated. 	The discussion 
happily ended by both 	towns being retained. 
Those officials of the Company, military, or civil, 
who resolutely fortified, instead of abandoning 
their positions, were in most instances' rewarded 
with success—unless the enemy were in unusually 
overwhelming force.  

•Nearly all parts of the Saugor and Nerbudda 
territories were in -wild confusion at the close of 
September. 	The Kamptee column of Madras 
troops had, as we have just seen, broken up the 
52d mutineers ; but still those rebels lay concealed 
in jungles, ready' for mischief whenever an oppor-. 
tunity might offer; 'while the Madrasses, distracted 
by many applications from different quarters, had 
been unable to prevent the mutinous 50th regi- 
ment, at Nagode, from marching off to join the' 
Dinapoor 'mutineers near Banda. 	At Bangor, 
Brigadier Sage and the British were, safe, because . 
they wt re inf a strong and well-provisioned fort, 

(ea 
 

and b 	use., the 31st native infantry exhibited 
no sighs of 'disaffection ; nevertheless the whole 
country around was in the hands of, rebellious 
chieftains. 	On one ,otimasion he sent out the greater , 
part of his force to attack 'the Rajah of Bankipore 
at Nurriowlee

' 
 'ten miles. from Bangor; but the 

failed, attack was unskilfully made—it 	and greatly 
lowered British prestige in the neighbourhood. 

As in September, so in October'; these provinces 
were held by a very slender tie. 	Nearly all the 
chief&. of Bundeleund, on the border, 'were ready 
to rise in rebellion at news of any discomfiture of 
the British. 	Numerous thakoors had risen, and, 
With their followers, Were plundering the villages 
in every direction, 	At Jubbulpoor, Hosungabad, 
Nursingpore, Munn, ihansi, Bangor, Mundial), 
Dumoh, there was scarcely an English soldier; 
and the presence of a few hUndred Madras troops 
alone stood between the authorities and frightful 
tuatay. 	Indeed, Jaloun, Jhansi, and Demols 
wore out 'of -  British hands altogether. 	The corn- 	. 
mission& of Nagpoor was unable to send up any 
more Madrasses from 'the south ;' Mr Grant was 
unable to send any from. Benares; the independ-
ent and half-distrusted  state of Bewail lay on one 
border ; the thoroughly rebellious state of Banda,' 
on another—and thus Major Erskine looked with 
gloomy apprehensions on the fate of the provinces ' 
under his charge. ,As the month drew to a cioSe, 
his accounts were still more dismal. 	In one letter 
he said : `The mass of native chiefs disbelieve in 
the existence of a British army; and nothing but 
the presence of troops among them will convince 
them of their error.' 'Again and again were such 

... 	. 
. • 
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messages', and representations sent to Visemint trade. 	After reeeivinehiS edueation in England,. 
Canning, ,as chief authority, in India; again' and' and Carrying off • high 11031041'S .at .Haileybuty, he 
,again did he. announce that be -had .'no . British' Went, to India in the Company's ,service• in 180 t' . 

. troops to spare. 	. To Major Erskinu's .letters lid- and foi. .thirty-ono years was 'seldom' free from 
replied that he ' must say broadly and plainly that , public ditties; mostly. special ,and local: 	The num; ,!. 

' 	he would consider, the sacrifice of the garrison in ber of .ottices. he . served in, succesSion.was' remark- .' 
' lucknow as a far greater calamityand reproach to : ablylarge. ..He was assistant tattle registrar. 0 the': 

the government than an outbreak of the Bewail Or ,  Sudder' Court at.Calcotta ; assistant to the British 
Bundelcund states; even if' followed by rebellion• resident at..Hyderabad;! assistant-secretary in-  the 
and temporary loss of our authority in our own revenue and judicial . department at Calcutta ;, score- 
territories on the Nerbudda.' 	At the Close of the, 
month,- Koer Singh and the DinapoOr mutineers.. 

: tary to the Board of 'Revenue in the Lower . Pro-
-crimes ; ,privateSeeretary to Governor-general' Lord 

. were ,somewhere between Banda. and Calpee ; . AuCklaud ; British• resident. in. Neptiail ; commis- 	' 
while Captain Oshorne,--one of the most remark-, 
able men whom the Indian Revolt brought into 

, stoner of the Tenasserim, provinces ; judge of the 
Stidder . Court ; and lastly,. lieutenant-governor of 

notice—still maintained his extraordinary position. the. Northwest Provinces—ruler over, a territory 
at Rewah. 	 , containing as many inhabitants. as the United King- 

We pass now.  further to the west,--to the cities don't of Great Britain and Ireland. . All these offices 
and towns' on the Jumna river, and to the regions he filled in succession; and the first eight.qualified 
of Central India between that river and Bombay: hint for the onerous. duties of the ninth and last, 

' 	Here, little need detain us until we' come to Agra.. ' Throughout the .  mutiny, the only point on .Which ' 
Puttelipoor, Cawnpore

'
and Ifutteghur, though. not.  kr Colvin differed from Viscount Canning, was 'in 

in Oudo, were on its frontier, and wore involved in the policy of the proclamation 'issued on, the 25th. 
the fortunes of that province: 	Captain , Peers. ,o1May. 	'It was at the time, .and will over remain, 
Movements with his naval brigade, in the Doab, 
may be left for treatment in connection with the 
affairs of Lueknow. 	 . 	, . 

. a point fairly open to .ffiscussion, whether Colvin's 
proclamation* was or was not too lenient, towards , 

- the rebellious sepeys. 	 If Quinines: decision 'par- 
Agra experienced a loss -early in, September, in took more of-that of John Lawrence, it is equally 

, the death of John Russell Colvin, the lieutenant- , 
governor of the Northwest Provinces. , He fell 

.certain ' that , Colvin's views were pretty nearly ' 
 shared by' Henry. Lawrence, in the ' early stages of 

from sickness, brought on mainly by the „intense, 
anxieties arising out of his position., He 'was a, 
remarkable man, a true speoimeu of those civilians 

. the mutiny. 	Irrespective Of this question of the, 
' proclamation, Colvin's position at: Agra .was one 
of painful difficulty. 	Ele, was not so successful as 

• developed into usefulness 'by the unique policy Of ',Sir.Jolin Lawrence in the Punjaub, and his name 	. 
the East India Company. 	In England 'a public ' 
man becomes-  a statesman through a multitude of . 

has not found a place among the great men whom ., 
the' mutiny brought into .notice ; but it would he 

minor- and exceptional causes; in 	India, .under unfair to •leave unnotieed the 'circumstances which 
the 	Company!a '.' raj,' . statesmen were educated paralysed the ruler of Agra: ,' A distinguished 
professedly and designedly for their work. 	.In. civilian

' 
 'who knew both Colvin and Lawrenee, ' 

England, we have seen the same statesman trans- and who 	written under the assumed 'name of . 
ferred front the Exchequer to • the India Board, .. 
and from thence to the Admiralty, ,as if the same - 

' Indophiius,' thus. compares the position, of the two , 
Mon; ' Colvin, with a higher official position, bad. 

kind of knowledge were required for all three ' less 'real command' 'ever .evetan.;, than 'hie neighbOur . 
situations ; in India, the statesman's education ! in the Punjaub. , John Lawrence ruled' a.people 
bore more close relation to the duties of the offices who had for generations cherished a religious- and - ' 
he was 'likely to fill. 	No defects in the Company's political feud wikli the people of Hindostan. Proper; 
government, no evils arising out . of ' traditional and Delhi ' was, in Sikh ' estimation, the moused- : 
policy,' no favouritism or nepotism--can blot out ; .city drunk with -the bleed .of saints and Martyrs,' 
the fact that the system brought out the best John . Colvin's government was itself the P.M'S 
qualities of the men in their service. 'Well will , 
it 	be 	if the'. imperial government, 	in 'future • 

of the insurrection. 	Lawrence, may be said' to 
'have been , his own -commander-in-chief. ; and after 

ages, is ,Served so faithfully, skilfully, and 'ever- a! European.  force •had been detached, to , Delhi, '.. 
gelically in ,Iiidia as, the Company's government, . immediately 'on the outbreak, be still hadat- his' 
during the last Half-century, has been served by disposal, seven European 'regiments, including The 
the Malcolins, Metcalfes, Munros, 	Birds, Thom- 
asons, lhlphinstones, Montgomerys, Outranis, Law--  

.one sent from Bembay to Moultatil  besides'. Euro-,  
 . pean' artillery and t local Sikh force Of about 2i9,000 • 

, rences, and Colvins—most of them civilians, whose first-rate 'irregulars of all arms.. .Colvin was merely 
apprenticeship to 	Indian 	statesmanship .. began the civil governor of the , Northwest Provinces ; ' 

, 	almost from boyhood. 	. 	. and as the posts (dab') were stopped, ha.could not. 
Mr Colvin, whose death has suggested' theabOye even. communicate- with the c6rinnander-in-chief,, 

• few remarks, had seen as much political service as With whom the, entire dispost'‘'d of the military 
almost any man in India.;  He was born in Calcutta, 
the son of a merchant engaged in the Calcutta 
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'force rested.., Lawrence had three days' exclusive 
knowledge 1y telegraph of what had taken place 

like 101, the 	other .Buropeano, 	were - eenfined• ', 
within the 	fort; 	no daring military exploits 

at Meerut and' Delhi, during which interval: he . . veldt! be looked • forward to hopefully,. because ', 
' inride his arrangements for disarming the sepoy there were scarcely any' troops to, Command. 	For ; 

regiments stationed in the Punjaub, 	Colvin had 
no -warning.; and the military insurrection had 
actually broken out within his •government, and 
the mutineers wore in possession of Delhi, before 

three months the ()wailer mutineers bad been •, 
their bete noir, their ,objeet of apprehension, as .  , 
being• powerful' and not far distant, 	They ocea-, 
signally heard • news from Gwalior, bat of "too. 

he could begin to act; but he promptly and. vigor,  
tingly did what was in his power,' 	We have seen 

-uncertain a ,nature to satisfy their denbis, 	Early. 	• 
in September one of the officers wrote:4.A portion. 

' in former ohaptors what course Mr Colvin adopted 
between May and August.* 	He opened oommuni,  
cations with the authorities all around him,. As 

of the rebel army of Gwalior leas merched;..but 	, 
their intentions are • rot yet known, 	They. Still• 

.,say they are corning to turn us out of the fort, and 
soon as he knew that the Mutiny had begun ; perform all sorts of gallant deeds. 	Had they come 
•he disarmed the 44th and 67th native infantry •at first, they•would have given us a' good deal of ". 
on the 1st of.dune; he raised a corps of volunteer 
horse for service in the neighbourhood ; he organ, 
ised a foot-militia among the civilians and traders, 

trouble, as•we were not prepared for a eiege—gims ., 
not Mounted, Magazines not shell-proof,,provisions 
not in,  sufficient tonally, and (worst of all) two, : 

for the protection of the city ; and ho kept a close thousand women' and children without any pro- , 
' watch on theproceedings•of the Gwalior mutineers, teetten front the enemy's tire, ' AU this. ie •pow.  

In July occurred the mutiny of the troopers Of the being rapidly remedied, and now we could stand . 
.Kota' Contingent; then the ill-managed battle a siege ,with. comfort. 	, One of. the greatest wants 
outside Agra en the 5th; then the shutting up Is.  that of tobacco; the soldiers have none,; and . 
of Mr Colviu and six thousand persons within the few men •know so well as they do The comfort of 
fort ; and then the passing of two 'weary -menthe, 
during which the lieutenant-governor was. po•Wer- . 

a pipe after a,' hard day's work, whether under a • 
broiling sun or in drenching Pain' • The British , 

less through his inability to obtain trusty troops .. officers-  at Agra, • were.. embittered by beeeming 
from any quarter whatever. His health and spirits acquainted with the fact, that, many influential 
failed, and he died on the 01 of September—still natives noir in rebellion were among 'those who 
hemmed within the. Walls of the fort at Agra.' 'made- the most fervent dontoestrations of loyalty ,, 
Mr Reath', the leading civilian, Assumed 'authority 
until orders could he 'received from Calcutta ; 

When the mutiny first began: 	. 	. , 	. 	. 	., 
Of the attain of Delhi we shall speak presently. 

Colonel Frazer afterwards received the appoint- • 
ment—not of lieutenant-governor of the Northwest 

Meanwhile, it may be well tit describe the move- , 
?pouts of A distinct corps, having its origin in the 

Provinces, for that government bad by this time capture' of that city, 	Although Geheral 'Wilson 
disappeared under the force of the niutiny-,—but seized all the •gates and buildings of the imperial' 
of, chief-commissioner at'Agra. 	Viscount Canning, 
in a government order, gracefully and' properly 

.city one -by .one, he could net prevent the escape 
•of the, mutineers 	from 	the southern 	gate, . the ' 

acknowledged the merits of Mr Colvin.'' opposite to that where.  the siege-works had been.. 
The Europeans resident in Agra, • after' 	Mr -carried on. 	By the 21tt ofSePtember; whoa •ffie 

Colvin's 	decease, 	were 	still 	unable 	to . liberate conquest was convicted, large bodies of the rebels . 
thernsolvee ; for 'Delhi 	had' not yet fallen; nor were Do away, on their march to other scenes of 
had English prestige been yet restored by Have- struggle, 	.The chief body,,roarcheddown the right 
locies success at Lucknow. 	The English officers . bank of the Jumna on the Muttra road, 'with, the 
felt their enforced idleness very irksome. 	They, intention of pressing over into the Doab: 'Brigadier. • 

Shower's 'was sent with a force to purSne another ' ' 
l' Chap. vii., pp. 100-111. Chap. x., pp. 170;174. Chep.'xvii., pp. 

982-289. body' of rebels in 	ahother direction ; - but . the 
f qt is the melancholy ditty of the night Renew-able the' operations-  now. 'under notice were those of 'the 

Governor-general in Council to announce the death of the Honour. , 
nble John Russell Colvin, the lieutenant-governor of the North- • 
west Provinces, 	. 	 • 

' Worn by the unceasing an:dation and labours of his charge, 
-which placed him in the very front of the dangers by which of' 

column under Colonel E. H. Greathed. (of H.M. 5th • 
foot), organised at Delhi on the 13.d of September 

 — 	 on the 2,4th —about 3000 strong.* 	Starting 	 , - 	_ 
late India has been threatened, health and strength gave way; Greathed crossed the Jumna, and marched towards 
and the Governor-general in Connell has to deplore with sincere ,_ grief the loss of one of the most distinguished atnOlig the servan ts Bolundshuhur. •• Here a body of fugitive Mutineers 
of the Rost India Company. was encountered on ,  the 26th. 	A sharp action 

' Tito death of Mr Colvin has occurred at a Rine when his ripe 
experience, his high ability, and his untiring energy wonld have 
been more than usunlly rideable to the state. 

' net his career did not close before ho had won for himself re 

ensued, which. ended in the fit' 	of the enetny,.. 

• • 	"11.M. Sth 'foot-. 	 • 	' 
high reputation in each of the various branched of adreitthdration II.M. 75th feet. 	i 
to which be was at different times attached, nor until he bed Won 211 ruithtub infaitiVy. 	• 	• 
worthily nolected to fill the highest position in Northern India; 4th 	o 	' ' 	 . ,ii 
find ho leaves a 1101110 which ,not Mends alone, but all who stage 33.11. 9th Lancer?. 	 , 

• born associated with him In the . duties of government, and, all • tat Ppmfaub eayalry.  m ho may follow In his path, will delight to honour. • 24 	0 	/I/ 
' The Right Honourable the Governer.general In Council directs 5th 	g 	/ I, 	 . 	• 

that the flag shall be lowered half-mast high, and that 17 minute,- Two troopi horse-artiliery. 
guns shall be fired at the send of government in Luna upon the Light field, battery. 
receipt of the present notification' Pc.Araon'a 9-pounder battery. 
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leaving behind them two guns and much amanita- proper still remained quiet near that city. 	This 
Lion. 	As a consequence of this defeat, a newly quietness, however, did 	not promise 	to 	be 	of 
set-up rajah, one Waladad Khan, abandoned the berg continuance. 	On the 7th, the native officers 
fort of Malagurh, and fled. 	It was in the blowing- went to Scindia, and demanded from him food 
up of this fort, by order 	of the colonel, that and conveyance for a march either to Agra 
Lieutenant Home, who had so distinguished him- or to Cawnpore. 	The niaharajah's response not 
self at the storming of the Cashmere Gate, was being satisfactory to them, they began to seize 
killed. 	Ono of his brother-officers said in a letter: oxen, buffaloes, mules, horses, camels, and carts 
`The loss of poor Hotno has thrown a cloud over from the neighbouring villagers, and a few elephants 
all our successes. 	He was brave among brave from the richer men. 	Some violence 	against 
men, and an honour to our service.' 	Greathed Scindia himself appeared probable; but he found 
advanced day after day, burning villages which the main body of his own little army disposed, to 
were known. to have been nests of insurgents. 	In remain faithful, and hence the Contingent had 
one of those places, Koorjah, be found the skeleton little inducement to attack him. 	The landowners 
of a European woman, the head cut off, and the in the neighbourhood offered to aid him with their 
legs hacked and cut. 	On the 5th of October, the retainers, thus lessening the danger to which he 
column reached Allygurh, scoured through the might otherwise have been exposed. 	About the 
town, and cut up a large body of rebels, taking Middle of the month a fierce struggle seemed 
eleven guns from them. 	G retailed was at Akerabad imminent; but Scind in and his supporters continued 
the next day, where Mungal Singh and his brother firm, and the Contingent did not for some time 
had raised the standard of rebellion; but these attempt any manosuvre likely to be serious to the 
chieftains were killed, as well as most of their British. 	We can therefore follow the steps of the 
retainers. 	On the 9th, be reached Hattrass. 	At other army of mischief-workers. 
this place his movements were suddenly disturbed ; When 	the 	miscellaneous 	body 	of 	Indere 
he had intended to march down the Doab to aid mutineers, Gwalior traitors, and budmashes left 
Havelock, Outran), and 	Inglis; bur 	now news 
from Agra reached him that led to a change of 

Owalior, they proceeded towards the river eh °Alba], 
whicsh they crossed on the 7th of September, and 

plan. 	To understand 	this, attention 	must 	be then took possession of the fort of Dholpore, a place 
turned to the state of affairs in 	the Mahratta about thirty miles from Agra--at the point where 
dominions of Sandia, the northern boundary of 
which approached very near Agra. 

the trunk-ma from Delhi to Bombay crosses the e Chumbnl, and therefore a very important spot in 
From the day when Scindia's °wailer Contingent relation to any arrival of reinforcements for the 

rose in mutiny against British authority, on the British. 	In that very week the final bombard- 
Dlth of June, nothing but the personal faithfulness snout of Delhi began; and if the mutineers had 
of Scindia himself prevented the mutineers from marched thither, they might seriously have ember- 
joining their compatriots at Delhi or elsewhere. reseed General Wilson's operations. 	They appear, 
Every British officer being driven 	away from. however, to have remained near Dholpore, sup- 
Gwalior, the powerful army forming the Condit- porting and strengthening themselves by plunder 
gent might easily have made itself master of all in the neighbouring region. 	When Delhi fell, and 
that part of the Mahratta dominions; but Scindia, 
by a remarkable exercise of steadiness, and shrewd- 

its defenders escaped, the Dholpore mutineers—as 
wo may now conveniently call them—had no 

ll'IiS, kept them near him. 	He would not make motive for marching towards the imperial city; 
himself personally an enemy to them; neither, on but, near the close of the month, they began to 
the other band, would he express approval of their lay plans for an attack on Agra. 
act of mutiny. 	He still remained their paymaster, 
and held his power over them partly by keeping 

When October arrived, Mr Reade, and Colonels 
Cotton and Frazer, had to direct their attention 

their pay in arrear. 	All through the months of not only to these Dholpore mutineers, but to 
July and August did this singular state of affairs dangerous neighbours from other quarters. 	A 
continue. 	A few detachments of the Contingent glance at a map will show that when mutineers 
had marched off from other stations, but, the main and marauders escaped from Delhi towards the 
body remained quiet. 	The Indere mutineers from Lower Ganges, Agra would necessarily be not far 
Holkar's Contingent had 	for some time 	been from the line of route. 	When, therefore, the 
encamped near them at Gwalior, much against authorities at the last-named city heard of the fall 
Sciudia's 	inclination. 	Early in 	September 	the of Delhi, they naturally looked with some anxiety 
two bodies disagreed concerning future plans— to the course pursued by the fugitives. 	They 
the Indore men wishing to speed to Delhi, the speedily heard that a crowd of mutineers, fanatics, 
Gwalior men to Cawnpore. 	Some of the India- felons, and miscreants of every description, had 
rajah's own troops, distinct front the Contingent, 
were seduced from their allegiance by the Indoro 

found their way to Muttra, and were engaged in 
constructing a bridge of boats over the Jumna ; 

men, and marched off with them on the 5th, 
with seven guns and a good store of minima- 

in order, as appeared probable, to open a commit-
nication with the Tudor° or Dholpore mutineers. 

tion. 	Some of the budmashes or vagabonds Cif hence the extreme anxiety of the Agra authorities 
Gwalior joined them; but the Gwalior Contingent that Oreathed's column, m pursuit of the fugitive 
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rebels, should march down the right instead of the the commanders of movable columns were often 
left bank of the Jumna, in order to aid Agra, and . embarrassed 	by 	conflicting 	requisitions 	from 
cut off the commttnication with Dholpore; and different quarters. 	 • 
hence great disappointment, when it was found Such was the state of feeling in Agra at the end 
that the active leader of that column was marching of September. 	Early in October, matters became 
rapidly on towards Cawnpore without thinking of more serious, 	The authorities received news that 
Agra. 	At such 	a 	time, each 	officer naturally an attack on. Agra was meditated by the rebels— 
thought first and principally of the safety of the comprising ;the 23d B. N. I. and the 1st B. N. C. of 
city or station for which he was responsible; and the Indore Contingent, from Mhow ; a part of the 
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fugitive forces from Delhi ; and malcontents from. 

Bengal Engineera.  

could enjoy even three hours' rest, they found 
Dholpore and the neighbourhood. 	Means were themselves engaged in battle with the enemy, who 
immediately sought for frustrating this attack. The suddenly attacked theii• camp. 	The rebels made 
rebels were known to be on the advance on the a spirited dash with their cavalry, and opened a 
Gth ; it was also known that on that day Colonel brisk fire with artillery half hidden behind luxu- 
Greathed had arrived with his column at Akrabad, 
one day's march from Allygurh, 	on his tray 

riant standing corn. 	Not a moment did Greathed 
delay, 	Ile moved to the right with a view of 

towards Cawnpore. 	It was thereupon resolved to outflanking the enemy and capturing their guns 
obtain the aid of Greathed at Agra before he on that side; and his arrangements in 	other 
further prosecuted his march. 	This energetic quarters soon enabled him to charge and capture 
officer, who was rapidly following up a fugitive 
brigade from Delhi, very unwillingly postponed 

the enemy's guns and standards. 	On they went, 
the mutineers retreating and Greathed following 

an object on which he had set his heart; but the them up, until be reached a village three miles 
danger to Agra becoming very imminent, he turned out on the Gwalior road, 	Here Colonel Cotton 
aside to lend his aid at that point. After marching came up, and assumed the command; the infantry 
forty-four miles in twenty-eight hours—a tremon- drove the rebels to the five-mile point, and the 
dons achievement in an. Indian climate—Greathed cavalry and artillery continued the pursuit; until 
arrived at the parade-ground of Agra on the morn- at length the enemy were utterly routed. 	They 
lug of the 10th of October. 	Before his tired troops lost twelve guns, and the whole of their tents, 
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baggage,' ammunition, 	and 	vehicles ' of 	every 
, 

from the Company's offieers wheu 	the mutiny 
description. 	It was 	a 	complete - discrimfitura. lez:on. 	'There was .no fli;hting, only a reoccu- 
Colonel Greathed obtained, and deservedly; ,high pation. ' After another Severe pUnishment of the 
praise' for the celerity and energy of his mere- 
rnents. • By the time the battle and pursuit were 

rebels et Kanonge•on the 23d, the column marched 
towards CawnPore, which was reached on the 26th. 

, 

over, his cavalry had marched sixty-four and his Returning to the affairs of the various Mahratta 
infantry fifty-four miles in thirty-six hours ; while , 
Captain Bourchier's 9-pounder battery had. come 
in, from Hattrass, thirty miles distant, during the 

states, it may now be mentioned that the Gwalior 
Contingent did at last, in the month of October, 
make a move. 	They marched slowly and heavily 

night without a halt. 	Greathed'' lois in the action 
was II killed and 56 wounded: • It was a strange 

(six regiments, four batteries, and a siege-train), 
leaving Gwalior on the 15th, and advancing east- 

timo'for the mutineers to make an attack on Agra. ward towards Jalouu and Calpee, as if with 
During the siege of Delhi, Wilson could not have the intention of crossing the Jumna at the last- 
spared a single regiment from his siege-camp, nor named place into the Doab ; but the month came 
could any other general have brought resources to to an eud without any serious demonstration on 
bear ark the relief of Agra ; whereas now,,in this their part. 	Had Nene Sahib been as bold and 
second week of October, Greathed With 'a strong skilful as he was vicious, he might have wrought 
column was Within two days' march of the city. great mischief to the English at this time. 	If he 
If they were not aware of this fact, then was their had placed hiMself at the head of the Gwalior 
information' less complete than , usual ; 	if 	they Contingent (which was fully expected), and had 
hoped to check his advance down the Deal), then marched with them southward through Bundel- 
did ..they 	wofully 	underrate 	his 	strength 	and . gallantry. 	 . 

mid to the Saugor and Nerbudda territories, he 
would have picked up rebellious Bundolas at every 

- 	While .tracing briefly the progress of the mov- village,,and have advanced towards the Nerbudda 
able cohnim after this battle of Agra, it may be 
well to advert to a source of vexation that . some- 

in such strength as to render it very doubtful,  
whether the available Madras and Bombay troops 

times presented itself during 	the wars of, the could have confronted him. 	Ho had ambition 
Mutiny, at Agra as elsewhere. Many of the gallant enough to place himself at the head of all the 
men concerned in struggling against the 'mutineers Malwata princes, but neither skill nor courage 
were occasionally much perplexed by questions of 
seniority, at times and places' when they could 

for midi a ,ipoSition. 	So far as concerns Agra, 
the residents continued in the fort, in no great . 

refer for solution neither to the governor-general danger, but too weak in military to engage in 
nor to the commander-in-chief: 	'Such was the 
case in reference to Greathed's • column. 	General 

any 	extensive 	operations. 	The 	only 	contest, 
indeed; during the rest of the month was on. the 

Gowan in Sirhind, General Penny at Delhi, the 28th, when a party from' the fort sallied out, and 
chid-commissioner at Agra, all bad some authority . dispersed a body of rebels assembled at ruttehpore 
in military matters in' the Northwest Provinces. Sikri. 	' 	 . 
Colonel Cotton, at Agra, finished the battle Which •The wide region comprised within the political 
Greathed began—not because it had been badly limits of the Mahratta and Rajpootana states was in 
fought, but because Cotton was,sentor to Greathed: a very disturbed condition during September and 

' Again, while Greathed was marching quickly and  October. 	Besides the Gwalior Contingent in &in- 
. fighting valiantly on the road to Cawnpore, after 

the battle of Agra, 	Hope Grant of the .,Colonel 
dia's dominions, there were Ilolkar's Contingent, 
the Bhopal and Kotah Contingents, the Jhodpore 

9th Lancers, made brigadier in order that he legion, and other bodies of native troops, the partial 
might assume higher command, was sent out from mutiny of which kept the country in perpetual 
Delhi rid Agra to supersede him—not because he agitation. 	All Bengal troopS were sources of mis- 
was a better officer than Greathed, hut because chief, for they were the very elements among 
he was senior in rank. 	Grant joined the column which the disaffection grew up ; European troops • 

' on the 19th of October,. and became its leader, 
The change caused a busy paper-war between 

could be sent neither from . Calcutta nor the Putt-
jaub ; and therefore it depended either. on Bombay 

the generals and commissioners who ' had made or Madras (chiefly the former) to send troops by 
the respective appointments, and who could not, 
at suck a troubled time, rightly measure the 
l'"iaAve st-ength of their own claims to authority, 
Whether un.ler Hope Grant, however, or under 

whom the insurgents could be put down, 	These 
troops, for reasons already sufficiently explained, 
were few in number;. 	and it was a work of great 
difficulty to transfer them &emplace to place. where 

• 

' 	• 
' 'Greathed) the t'elumit was in good hands. 	On the anarchy most prevailed ;• indeed, the, commanding  • 

nth, the column .marched twenty-four miles, and . officers were ' often distracted by appeals• to them 
entered Minpoorce.' './i native rajah had long rt!itd. Mini 	various ' quarters for aid—appeals incom- 
that piece during this anarchy of' the provinces ; patible one with .another. 	- 	' 
but no sooner did he Ite...v of the approach of 'the Colonel Lawrence 	had -a 	contest with the 
British than he fled—leavteg behind him several mutineers of the Jhodpore legion, about the middle 
gnus, 14,000 poends of loo-vder, 230,000 rupees, 
and much other Pro.;erti, Avil'ch had beep taken 

of September, 'in Rajpootana. 	He marched to and 
through various ,places,, the names of which have 

" 	 n 	 . 	. 
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hardly. been heard of in •• England, such is Beaur, the Mundisore insurgents, on,the 22d .of October, 
Obiliarnas,,  Barr,, Peeplia,, Bueree C'haputtia, and made an attack on Jeerun, a town. about ten Miles 
•AWah; these movements took place between the from Neemuch. .A force•of abont•400 men was at 
,14th and the 18th of the month ; , and on the last- . once .sent out from this. station, chiefly Bombay 
named date he encOmitered the rebels at Awah, Ile 
had with him 200 of H.M. 83d foot, 250 Mhairwara ' 

native troops, but headed. by 50 of ILM.,  8:3d foot, 
under Captains Simpson, Bannister, and nicker. 

'battalion, two squadrons of Bombay native cavalry, 
and 5 guns. 	It 'was an ,artillery attack oa both 
sides, lasting three hours. 	Lawrence seems to have 

The enemy wore found drattir up, in' force. Tricker 
 brought two,guns and a mortarto bear upon them, 

and, sent his infantry.to attack .the .town ; but the 	:; 
distrusted his own strength ; he Would not bring enemy checked them ' by overpoWering numbers, • 

. his infantry and' cavalry into action, fearful. of and captured the :mortar.• The cavalry now :made . 
losing any of his men just at that place and. time. 'an attack, followed by 	the infantry,- and .the •,. 
in - short, • his attack failed.; 	the rebels retained mortar 'was speedily retaken. 	The enemy were 
hold of Alvah, and Lawrence, •finding his supplies driven into the fort, and their fire entirely 'silenced. 
running short, retired to Beaur. 	The rebels had the The Neemuch force was not,strong enough to, take 
guns of the legion with them, and worked them well. ' the fort at that time, but the insurgentwevacuated it 	' 
It was an untoward affair ; for the. Rajah of Jhod- during the-night, and marched off. "The encounter 
pore, friendly to the English, had just before met 
with a Alefeat of his own troops by the same legion, , 
in an action which involved the death of Captain r  

was rather severe to the British officals engaged ; 	, 
for. two of them. (Captains Tucker and Read) wore 

.kiiled,and five wounded, 	The miscreants ent'off ., 
Ilionck Mason, the British resident; 	and now . Captain Tucker's head as soon ha: lie had fallen. 	, 	't 
,prestige 11/1113• still.. further damaged 'by tho retreat , !, , One of the most .patlietio , stories ref that„period 
of Lawrence. after.a desultory action. 	The colonel ' 
had come with a small Bombay column to.,Ajmeer, . 

 'hadrelation, hot tea battle or a wholesale slaughter, ', 
but to the -amassination , of a father and. two soon 	, 

'to watch the movements of rebels in and near 'under very cowardly and .inexplicable circunt.; 	. 
Ajmeer, Nuseerabad, Await,: and other places ,in , 
that part of Rajpootana; and any disoomfiture at 

.stances. 	Major Burton was British political agent 
at Kotah, a Rajpootana state of ,which the chief 

such a time was likely to afford a bad example. town, lies northeast of Neon:melt-L.-a .situatien , he 	' 
At Kotab, N eunuch, Mundisore, Mehidpore, Indere, had,  filled -for thirteen' years, a,lWays on friendly 
Mliow, Bhopal, &c., an uneasy feeling. similarly . terms with ,  the native rajab, and the people gene: :,, 
• prevailed, arising out of disturbances too small to.. rally. ' He had been four monthsat 'Neentuch;but.1' 
be separately noticed here but important as indi-':. .t&-Kotab. on, the.i2th.Of , October, Smut- . „returned 
eating, a wide bolt of disaffected country. between. 
the 'Jurena and . the Bombay presidency. 	.The . 

panied1y two.  sons,:setircelyariived at,,manliod..,..,  
' On; the 15th, two :regiments' Of the ,rajah's ,Yative ' ' 

strange character of the whole of that region, in a . army • revolted; and surrounded. th&- Itesideney,' in 	• 
political. sense, 1s:as well expressed by. an Bliglisli.  which :Major Burton .and his:  son&had just:taken 	' 
officer, who, 'writing from Neemuch, said : ' This up' their abode. 	What followed may:best be told. „ 
'station is. in the heart of :Rajpootana a country,, 
abounding in and surrounded by native states • 

M the words. of a third 'eon, Mr • 0:,,W. Burton,.of ' 
Neemuch.:* 	 .. 	 , 	• ., ,  

;which compose anything but ono family, and , 
between any two of which it is very :difficult to ' 
determine at any given time"what relation exists.. 

.,, 	.• 	. 	, 
ti 	L.' 	., 	t 	. , 	, 	.. 	, 	, 	. 	, 	: • 	e •,  

It Itself the first to diseover then. 
tinspr'olet);P"alnid,ct•Lias lenha 	onlyi  r 	.. ed .  to Kottth three dap pi,wialion from an, absent.* of feel InOirthe, ' he, believed 'tint 

There are Holkay's troops and , Seindia's *ups, 
and  Salomba's troops,  'and', the mercenary, troops' 

':;:let„rboolargactomirto'alIgnielgt%92:41 nA ceremony  the , „• 
andireOeet. :. In a seceiatiie.wils enmity undeceived. i, Who mill- .,.'. 

.of Odeypore the Kotah' Contingent, 'the Jeypoor, : ,1109,9,,,,11,Zraelliinnitlittill,e, try",)V,11*°,544rvirn7;t tilit,kri',,t°41.' imitc .::$ 
Jhodpore, deywar, and Malwar corps, and a host 
more; and when any little dispute arises in. the• 

.agent, Ws hove, and this_ 	one solltary,Servant lied to the top of' the 	, 
ItTau:: for 

  hat! feS t:Itt: III ttier); UT( 1 !II ;Litt fc6olv‘vaa Tv ' art t res i Votrt ri  I4A 	': 
country; a sort of jumble takes place between these 'Null.' ton the time by the •youusest boy ahoettng one:In the thigh. 	' 
bodies, during which, two of ,them at least arc  'thenoid ItrA,0",'„7„V",„7,7,17,1,?:,4,,n",„,te  2g,nbreireT.IuttbeiV,2 . ' 
'pretty. sure. to come into collision:, 	These , petty 
quarrels among the chieftains were sometimes 

fled, and mo help canoe, :In the meantime, the mutbeernprooedrd • 
his aims) ;s
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advantageous to the British ; but the. soldiery 'were , 
so strongly affected with mutinous tendencies, that 
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Agin 
from 'timeugto , timothrowt  nen. "Belie fell around *- -fls'--,illtitt. a friendly rajah could seldom,  give practical value  room at.the toplell in, and they %yam yet •unit,- • 	'm 

	

Pt; 	l'''...,  five long and weary hours. 	:11o,lor Burton wislt?-,4..`",?_4-12_e_s_v,,I,t143  
to his friendliness. 	. 	, 	 • 

! 
, rt is unnecessary to notice in detail the .petty . 
Military ;operations of that 'region. 	No 'greta . 

inutineere,- in the hope they would be oonte4tdr`!•44;mwo'r n"0 alto 
Is'aunct a217r1IIII3ePtiZs• ttteiertTesi?)4061P) 111110 n" '414'500 +' 
cariseaiis,84they nil. ittnelt doini and• thtticiedusVirAr w prayersel  . 

• success attended any, of them. 	One was at Ninny- ' 
hem,. or 	Nimbhaira, between Neemuoh and 

olt,,t,  031.71)0 lir,  Ma
nif
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an:ge arrhOpe the danger over, and 	, 

Tet°  Zoag jule010::.sat ant ache, wleaall ;ear 171tire 'etZt,Poir till°o ' 	Nuseerabad. 	More a , contest took place on the 
.20t4 of. September, in :which a native rajah was . 
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worsted by Colonel .Jackson and 350 miscellaneous boati,„ th, ',V.",'TaPiriad tie orders." 	At this moment a 	t ,!.11,',0, 	 ,sht 
troops. 	Another occurred some weeks later, when 'Erg a.  pistol wa
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Sc',' 	8"ling-144darq  bad been inntalued, the 
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Let :is. on to Delhi, and watch how the imperial Sikhs, and Punjaubees mingle among them. 	A 
' 	city fared after the siege. 	. 	 * strange army indeed, with not a trace of pipe-clay! 

• As soon as the conquest had been completely It is a frightful drive from the palace to the 
•effected, on the 21st of September,* it became Cashmere Gate—every house rent, riven, and 
necessary to make arrangements for the internal' tottering; the church battered, and piles of rubbish 
government of the pity, irrespective of any more on every side. 	Alas I' the burnt European houses 
permanent or important appointments. 	Colonel and deserted shops? 	Desolate Delhi t and yet we 
Burn was made military governor. 'This ' officer are told it is clearing and much improved since the 
had been thirty years in the Company's service storming of the place. It has only as yet a handful 
;-,-first in the Bengal native infantry ; then in of inhabitants in its gieat street, the Chandnee 
raising three native regiments on the Afghan Chowk, who are all Hindoos, I believe. 	Many 
frontier ; next in the operations of the Afghan miserable wretches prowl through the camps .out. 

I 	war ; then .in those of the Sikh war ; afterwards side the city begging for admission at the various 
as secretary to the commissioners of the Punjaub ; gates ; but none are admitted whose respectability 

1 	and, lastly, as an officer in Nicholson's movable cannot be vouched for. Cart-loads of ball are being 
column. ' Colonel 	Burn being made military ' daily dug out from the Moree Bastion; now a 

-governor of Delhi, Colonel Innes received the shapeless, battered mass? 
apoointnient 'or commandant of the palace. 	Mr The conquerors of Delhi;  wishing to prevent for 
Hervey Harris Greathed,'who had been appointed ever the imperial city from becoming a strong- 

1 	civil commissioner for Delhi as soon as the murder hold for rebels, proposed to destroy at once all 
of Mr Simon Fraser on the 11 th of May became the fortifications. 	The Calcutta government, on 
known, lived through all the vicissitudes of the receiving news of the final capture, telegraphed to 
siege, but sank through illness almost as soon as the General 'Wilson to the following effect : ' The 

. victorious army entered the imperial city;, he was governor-general in council desires that you will 
succeeded in his office by Mr Saunders. 	Another at once proceed to domolish the defences of Delhi. 
change may here be mentioned. 	General Wilson; You will spare places 'of worship, tombs, and all 
worn out by his anxieties and labours in the siege- ancient buildings of interest. 	You will blow upj  
camp, retired two or three weeks after the conquest, 
for the recovery of his health in the hill-country, 
and was succeeded in ' the supreme .command at 

or otherwise destroy all fortifications ; and you 
will so 	 r destroy the walls and sates of the city 
as to mike them useless for defence. 	Ai's you will' 

Delhi by General Penny—subject to any more not he able to do this completely with the force at 
authoritative 	change by order of the Calcutta, 
government. 

present available ,  at Delhi,you will select the 
points at 'which' the work may be' commenced 

'Within, the city of,pellii was a very desolatipn. with the best effect, and operate there: 	After 
Nearly all the native inhabitants left it, in dread General Wilson had retired, and 'General Penny • 
lest the English soldiers should 	retaliate upon had aesnmed command at Delhi, information 
them the atrocities perpetrated by the insurgents reached Sir John Lawrence at Lahore of the. 
upon defenceless Europeans. 	The authorities bad intended deintilition. He evidently did not approve 
no wish for the immediate. return of these people, 
until it could he ascertained to what extent the 

.of the plan in its totality, and suggested delay even 
in commencing it, until further orders could be 

traders and working population had connived at received from Calcutta. 	He .thus tokgraphed to 
the rebellion of the sepoys. 	Even ninny weeks Delhi on the 21st of October : ' I do not think 
after all fighting had ceased in and near the city; any danger could arise from delay. 	If the for- 
one of the officers wrote of the state of Delhi in tifications be disinantled, I would suggest that it 
the following terms: cEvery wall or bastion that be done as was the• case at Lahore; we filled in 
faced our camp is in almost shapeless ruin ; but the ditches by cutting down the glee's, lowered 
the white marble pavilions of .the' palace 'rise the walls, and dismantled the covering-works in 
unharmed' along the Jnatna's bank. • In one of front of the gates and bastions. 	A wall of ten 
these live the 	There is no describing the' or twelve feet high could do no harm, and would 
beauty and quaintness of their rooms. 	I long for be very useful for police purposes. 	Delhi, without 
photographs to send home. 	They are all of inlaid 
marble, with semianalis pitched in the zenana 

any walls, would be exposed to constant depre, 
dations from the Meeras, Goojnrs, and other pre- 

courts between, 	But all around speaks of awful datory races. 	Even such, a partial demolition will 
war—the rows on rows of captured guns—the cost several limes of rupees and take a long time ; : 
groups of English soldiers at every post; and net at Lahore it cost two Ines, and occupied upwards 
English only, for our, bravo defenders the Goorkhas, of two years. 

One subject connected with the capture of Delhi 
murderers ascended the walls, and the father and his oafs were at 
ono fell stroke destroyed 	 The maharajah was enabled to 
recover the bodies of the agent Mei both his sons in the evening, 
and they wero carefully burled by his order. 	Dr Solder's house 
was altaAed at the lama time with the agency-house. 	lie was 
cut down outside, in sight of the agent, as was also 251r &kyle'', the 

was curiously illustrative of the state of the public 
mind as exhibited dining the autumn of 18.57. 
Anything less than a sanguinary retaliation for the 
atrocities committed by the natives in India was in 

dodor of the dispensary in the oity, end QUO or two othors whose 
niutie-s are no: 	 ertain.' 

m Clap. mill., pp. 295-315: 

many quarters regarded Almost as a treasonable 
shrinking frornjustice.' Kill, kill, kill all—was the 
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' iniunctitiiilmplied„ if not' expressed.; Among the peacefully engaged itEthe usual Angle-Indiatirmode 
British residents in ,India this desire for hlood was of life,. were ;suddenly rent-.by tr•terribleyonhunity. ( 	

, 

: 	• 
 

..so strong; that it:  distempered the judgment of per- Husbands; brothers
' 
 sons—wivei, sisters daughters 

sons otherwiSe .amiable and generous. 	Instead of 4-•-,wero nOt•onlyput.to•deatitunjustly,•bntihe-black -', 
acting ,on the principle that it'is better for a few deed was accoinpunied •..by , brutalities .that. struck ' 
gniity to escape than for 'one innocent man• to be 
punished, the doctrine extensively taught - at that 

horror into the hearts of 	survivors;,  ,It w.aS Eliot' 
at such .' a tittle. that 'men- could judge ,ealmly; The 

, 	, 

liine,raversed this rule of conduct; 	It is of -Course subject is,  mentioned here- ineauseait points to one 
not difficult to account for this. 	..The feelings of of the difficulties; almost without parallel' in• inten4 
those who, a few short months -before, had been 

. 	 , 
sity, that pressed upon , the nobleman .Whose litte it, 

. 	• 	, 

, 	 . 
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was .to goiein India at such a tim8. 	Every pro; place tis'one open to. •fair and 'hunperttti &en's- 
, clamation or disPateh; issued by ViScount.Canning, lion:, 	Again, letters Written anonymously at•Delhi 

which contained instructions to the Company's aPpeared;in. the Calchtta newspapers; 'announcing ' 
Officers. tending' to leniency towards any of the that,..the ,ex-royal-.family Were treated with the ' 
dark skins, was misquoted, misrepresented; vip- 
lently•eondemned,"and attributed to, what in bitter 

in.ost• obsequious . deference; and 	the,.  'cleitieney' 
was 'again Contrasted with the '.righteotis'demand 

scorn was called the `clemency of Canning?' It' for bloOd?' Se much of :this as vas untrue gra- 
required great moral courage, at such a time, to dually fell out of repute ; and then the simple fact 
form a definite plan' of action, and to maintain.  it , became Iplo.wn :thatthe king Was, to be :tried as a 

. -in spite of clamour. 	Differences of opinion 'oft . traitori but Was not.‘to•Ii treated- as a' felon until . 
these difficult matters of state' policy are of courSe. . found guilty.. 'I4fre•HodSon; Wife to the,officer ulm, 
reasonable enough ; the Point :.is, mentioned hero . .effected thcreapture; 'paid' a viSitrie the royal cap • • 
only •in its historical relation to an 'almost frenzied tines, which' she: described in in highly.  interesting , 
state sof public opinion at a particular time: Utter te ';an- English relatierii tifterWardS ' made !' 

The treatment of the King. of Delhi wassune' Of public; 	whatever . elSo it .slie*ed,- it, afforded ••no'.• 
the subjects connected .with this State 'of °feeling. hidicatien that the aged profligate' was 'treated 
'When taken a 'prisoner, the dethroned, monarch -with a degree Of luxurious attention••offonskve'tp 
was not shot. 	' Why. is 	this 7' 	it 'was. asked, the European-  residents of the place.*' : 	. 	' 	. 
Because Captain Hodson promised the king his ' 	, 	.. 	 it 	

• 	. . 
• life if lie would surrender, quietly.. For a long , •• ' theirs-is a report, which.has been-miachievously.tet tdatit, end 

time this gallant officer was an object of violent 1.:izz
ic
hatc.  misoInerettsTmse, 	eneneeStntuncly., that the him; p.m silo 

at his reline,, and 45 rammed to nis own.apArtmenos la tins • 
abuse for this line :of conduct. 	' Why did Hodson "Inis.15-perfectiy antra°. 	I n;ent: with Mi.Satiade.in,litC civil.' ; dare to do this?' was the inquiry., 	It was' not commissioner, and in 	4rife•,.. to see the iunfortunato,.and :gidity 

• until evidence 'clear and deciSive had been ,afforded N
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of (tenet:al Wilson's sanction having been given to 
this sproeeeding, 'that' the subject fell into its.  proper' 

room; halt ohrhich was partitioned off with a gritai-mattin esnel 
i 	ehitnc, behind which was a woman :cooking some ntrooloits• coin- . 1 pound, it I might judger frocdthe moll. 	In the other hail was a ' : 
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For alt else, Delhi. furnished nothing calling for combatants, who could not yet be safely removed 
special:  notice during the six. ;weeks following the to Calcutta or Bombay. 	Khan Balladeer Khan— 
siege. 	• 	. 	 . 	. 	, a notorious offender whose name has more than 

Of two columns,. despatched from Delhi to once .been mentioned in these pages, and who, • 
pursue and punish the .rebels after the siege, that after being a well-paid deputy-collector 	in . the 
under Colonel Greathel has already been poticed. Company's service; skewed his gratitude by cern- 
A second, under Brigadier Showers, •was engaged mitting great atrocities as self-elected Nawab of 
throughout October, mostly west and northwest of Bareilly—planned an attack on Nynee Tal about 
Delhi. 	Seine of the petty rajahs between the the middle of September. 	He sent a force of 800 
3umna and the Sutiej .were in an embarrassing men, mulct his nephew, Nizam Ellie Khan. Major 
position ; they would have drawn down on their 
heads 	eventual defeat by the 	British 	if they 

Ramsey, however, speedily mustered 300 Goorkhas, 
and about 50 miscellaneous volunteers and trooper's; 

joined the rebels ; while they were in immediate this force, sallying forth from Nynee Tal on the 
danger from the enmity 	of 	marauders 	and 
mutineers if .they remained faithful to the British. 

18th, encountered the Bareilly rebels at Uuldwanee, 
near the foot of the hills, and gave so effective a 

To theist credit be it said, most of them remained defeat to them as to prevent any repetition of the . 
true to their treaties; they assisted the British attack for a very long time.  
in a time of trouble to the extent of their means. • All around the district of Meerut the mov&nente 
Especially was this the ease in relation to the of the rebels were sensibly checked by the fact.  
Rajahs of Jheeud and Putialah, without whose. that that important military station still remained 	. 
friendly aid it would have scarcely been possible in the hands of the British. 	After the first day of 
for Sir John Lawrence to send reinforcements 'outbreak (10th of May), Meerut was provisioned 
from the Punjanb to General 'Wilson at Delhi. and intrenehed in such a way as to render it safe 
An exception was afforded 	by the Rajah of from all attacks, especially as the garrison bad a 
Jhujjur, whose treacherous conduct 'earned for good store of artillery ; and as small bands of 
him_ a severe defeat by Brigadier Showem about trusty- troops 	could occasionally be 	spared for 
the middle of October. 	That officer was, -later temporary expeditions, the .mutineers were kept 
in the month,actively engaged in defeating and from 	ny very near approach to Meerut itself. 
punishing 	rebels 	at. Sonab, 	Bullutgurh, 	and 
other places. 

The c id annoyance ,was 	 from 	the 	Goojurs , 
and of ier predatory tribes, who sought to reap 

Of the country north and northeast . of Delhi, ' a golden harvest from the social anarchy around 
little need be said. 	Rohilcund was almost wholly them. _ 
in the hands of the rebels during September and Happily, the extreme northwest remained nearly 
October. 	In the districts of Bareilly, Boodayoun, at peace. 	The Punjaub, under the firm control of 
Mooradabad, Shahjehttnpoor, and Bijnour, the Eng- Sir John Lawrence, although occasionally disturbed 
lish might be reckoned by tens—so fierce had been by 	acts of lawlessness, was in general ,temporary 
the tempest which had swept them away., Happily tranquil. 	A few English troops ascended from 
Nynee Tat still remained a refuge for, many nen- Kurachee by way of the Indus and Moultan ; and 

a few native regiments came from Bombay and 
native bedstead—that br, a frame of bamboo on four legs, with firms- ' 
rope strung across it; on this was lying and smoking a lsocitit an 
old man with a long white beard; no other article of furniture 

Sinde; but the Sikhs and Mussithnans, of the Pun-
jaub itself were found to be for the most part reliable, 

whatever was in the room, and I stn almost ashamed to say that CI under the able hands of Cotton and Edwardes. 	In feeling of. pity mingled with my disgust at seeing a MOT recently 
 lord of an imperial city, aloto.‘t unparalleled for riches and maim- 

fieence, confined in a low, close, dirty room, Which the lowest SIAVO 
Of his household would scarcely have occupied, in the very  palace  
where he had reigned supreme, with power of life mid death, 
imtratontelled by any law 'within the precincts of a royal residence 
as large as a consideral‘sized town; streeta, galleries, towers, 
meiotic:so  forts, and gardens, a private and a public halt of justice, 
and innumerable courts, passages, and staircases. 	Its magnificence 
can only be equalled by the atrocities which have been committed 
there. 	Bat to go back to the degraded king. 	The boy, Jumma 
Itoldit, repeated my name after Mr Saunders. 	The old man raised 

 Sinde a similar state of affairs was exhibited 	a 
few isolated acts of rebellion, sufficient to set the 
authorities on the alert without seriously disquiet-
ing them.. On one occasion a company of native 
artillery was disarmed at Hydmhad, •on suspicion 
of being tainted with disloyalty. 	On another 
occasion the 21st native infantry was disarmed at 

his head soul looked at me, then muttered something I Could not 
awl at the moment the boy, who had been called from the 

opposite door, came and told me that his mother, the bcgum, wished 
Kurachee

' 
 'because twenty or thirty of the ,men,menhear, displayed bad symptoms. 	And on another, a few - 

to sec me. 	Mrs Saunters theta took possession of me, and we went 
on inns a smelter, darker, dirtier room than the first, in which wore 
finale eight or ten women crowding round is common ', eharpoy" or f 

men of the 16th native infantry wore deteeted 
in, an attempt to 	excite their 	companions to 

conchs, un which was a dark, fat, shrewd, but seiniuul-looking 
woman, to whom my attention was particularly drawn. 	She touk 
held of my band—I shuddered a little—and told me that my htssband 
was a great warrior;, but that if tho king's life and tier son's had 
not been promised then, by the government, the king was preparing 

. mutiny 	All these 	instances tended to shew, "  
that it Sinde had been 	nearer to 	Ilindostan-• 
or Onde, the Bengal portion of the army there 

a great away which would have annihilated us. 	The other women 
steed round in allow till her speech wad finished, and the crowded 
round, asking bole many children I had, and if they were all boys; 

stationed would in all probability have revolted; but 
being in a remote region, and among a people who 

examined any dress, and sward particularly amused by my bonnet 
Dad parasol. 	They were, with one exception, coarse, low-caste had few sympathies with Brahmin' sepoys, the 
women, as devoid of ornament an of- beauty. 	Zeenat alabal asked incondiarism died out for lack of fuel. 
1110^-3 great honour, I found, which I did not appreciate—to sit 
down on her bed ;' bait I 'learned, as it looked so dirty. Mr Saunders 
was touch amused at my refusal, and told me it would have been 
More than my life was worth six mouths before to have done so; 
mid I have no doubt of it., 	 • 	. 	' 	, 	, 

Happily, again, the southern or peninsular por-
tion of India was left nearly free front the curse of 
rebellion during the two Months now under notice 
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•In Nagpoor, 
in Mysore, 

'presidency, 
the nroVinces 
were, few, 
prime minister 
although 
commotion 
by turbulent 
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. 

• 

, 

• 
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in the Deccan or Nizam's dominions, 
in the various provinces of the Madras 
in the South Mahratta country, and in 

around Bombay, the disturbances 
. In the Deccan, the Nizarn and' his 

remained stanch throughout; and 
the city of Hyderabad was kept in much 

by fanatical moulvies and fakeers, and' 
Rohillas and Deccanees, there was,no 

r 

, 

. 

• 

' 

• 

. 	.  

actual mutiny 'of entire regiments, or successful 
scheme • of :rebellibn. 	At •Ahmedabad, 
between' Bombay and. ;the - disturbed region 
Rajpootana, one of thoso terrible events occurml 
on the 26th of October-l-a•blowing away 
men from guns. . All the officers whose 
was to attend on 'those fearful occasions united 
hoping tbat•ettolt •a sight might never, again 
their eyes. 	' 	• , 
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CHAPTER 	XI: 
• . 	. 	 • 

PIE.  4ESOUE AT LUCKEY% BY sin, GOLD'.  CAMPBELL: 
. 	 . 

_ 	 . 
G')  
. 	LITTLE care is needed to avoid being enabled to aid the operationS of the ,deitoy 

/ 	Confusion 'in the use, of the words. commander-in-chief. 	After this,lliere was another 
`siege,' 1 defence,' 	and 	'relief's' defence of the Alum 'Beet against the rebels by 
relating to' Lucknow—se peculiar OtitraniS 	and 	another' siege 	of Lucknow - by 
and complicated were . the mill- Campbell. 	It follows, therefore, that the ' siege ' 

, 	tary operations• in and, near. that the 'defence,' or the ' relief' of Lucknow shoul h 
,Ite,,, city during the mutiny. 	In the -first , not be mentioned witheut ,  defining the period 
4 -74'. place, there was the defence of the Resi- to which the e*ression refers. 
' • 	dency by Brigadier Inglis, during,  July)  ' With this explanatory remark, the scope of the 

August, anal • September : the mutineers present chapter may be easily shewn. 	In former 
and 	rebels 	in 	the . city itself being the pages* the eventful defence of the Residency at 

besiegers. 	Secondly, in the. closing week nf Sep- Lucknow from the beginning of July to near the 
tetriber, came. the siege' of Lucknow city- by the close 	of ' September, 	by Brigadier 	Inglis, 	Was ' 
British under Havelock, Ontrarn, and Neill : 'the described ; together with • the arrival of a 'small 
rebels being the besieged, and Inglis's little band, army'  nder Havelock and Outran; and the terrible 
still shut up within the Residency enclosure). being 
unable to take an active part in 'the operations. . 

conflict in the streets of the city. 	In the present, 
chapter the sequel, of the story will be given--- 

Next, for a further period of seven or eight weeks,. , shoving' how it arose that Havelock' and Outram 
a -renewed defence of 'the British ,positiori '.was could not escort the suffering women and Children, 

. maintained by Havelock, Outram, and Inglis-- sick and wounded; from laicknow to , a place of 
the mutineers and rebels' being, as in the first . Safety i how they struggled on,  for eight Weeks 
instance, the besiegers. 	Then, in the third- week ' 
of NoVemher, occurred a siege of -the city by Sir 

' longer ' . what preparations Sir (Jolla Clampbell" 
made to ' collect an army of ' relief ; 	how he 

Colin Campbell': 'the mutineers and rebels being , 
., the defenders, and the British inmates of the Resi- , 	. * 'story of file Luoicsio* Residency,' amp. mit. pp. 3143-g37. 
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fought his way to Lucknow; and by what felicitous' 
arrangements he, safely brought• away those who, 
from sex, age-, sickness; or wounds, were unable.to 

muskets, ammunition, cash, books
' 
 • pictures, Tairo- 

pear • clocks, English clothes, 	full-dress . officers' 
uniforms, 	-epaulettes, 	aiguillettes, 	manuscripts, . 

'defend' themselves 'against a fierce and relentless charms ; vehicles of the most grotesque forms,. 
enemy. 	\ shaped like fish, dragons, and sea-horses; imauns 

On the.-20th of September, when a few hours' 
sleep had closed the agitating proceedings .of the 

or representations of the Prophet's bands, cups, 
saucers, cooking-utensils, china-ware sufficient to . 

previous day, it wai• found that the `relief' of setup fifty merchants in Lombard Street, scientific 
Lucknow was a relic' rather in name than in instruments, -ivory telescopes, pistols; and (what 
substance. 	Sir Ilenryllavelock surrendered the 
command which had lAen generously left in his 

was better than all) tobacco, tea, rice, grain, spices, 
.and vegetables.' 	There is no proof that. Intuit 

hands , up 	to this  tiMe by a superior officer ; order was' observed in the partition or distribution.; 
Brigadier Inglis surrendet d the military control every one appears to have helped himself to what 
of the .intrenched position, or rather continued , 
to hold it under the supervision of another; while 

he pleased ; and many collected large stores of 
useful and ornamental articles which they. after- 

Sir James Outrun, in virtue bf an arrangement wards sold at high prices. ' There was a good deal 
previously made, assumed the ldadership of all the of luxurious living for the first few ,days, on the 
British forces, and the exorcise of4.11'British power, 
throughout Oude. 	At prese»t, thisjeadership and ' 
power were of humble dimensionk for he cog- . 
mended very little more of the pros\nce than the 

savoury pfovisions found in the palaces;. and we.  
may in same degree imagine.how this was e'njoyetl, 
after.Such 'sorry rations-of chupatties, stewed peas, 
and' inorsoli of tough gun-bullock beef, 	There 

few acres at the Residency and the Alm Bagh. Of , was,' ,perhaps, something undignified ' in all this 
the gallant troops, under 3000.in number, who, led scrambling spoliation that jars with' one's' notions 
by Havelock, Outran), and. Neill, had left‘Ca,wilpore of heroism and exalted courage ; but-Military 
on the 19th of •September, nearly one-iird were men are accustomed to overlook74.in the moment 
stricken down by the time thd Residency was of Tictory: 	'  
reached. 	The survivors were too few in number . 	When Sir James °argil clearly • ascertained 
to form a safe escort for the women and children that the rebels and mutineers, instead of escaping 
from Lucknow to Cawnpore; the march would from the' city),  were' closing In more •and more 

- have been an awful ono, marked ' by  bloodshed 'resolutely, • he sew that no departure would. be  
at every step ; the soldiers, distracted by the double : practicable either for officers or men, military or 
duties of protectors and combatants, would,haVe civilians, women or children. 	He endeavoured to 

. been too *weak for either. 	They brought muscle open negotiations, with ,Maiin Singh, a powerful 
and sinew to aid in constructing countermines and , 
batteries ; they enlarged the area of the intrenched 
or fortified position—but they could not rescue 

tlialookdar'orlandowner ;* to win him over to the . , 	 . 
* The Malookdalite system of Oude renniresa little explanation, 

' those who had so lor,g borne the wonderful siege.' lio'lintrbAceic•ti? 43hwrg111. cinnta. Vocolnwpte.rwite.retanoTriltey VilinleIgN.C3."  
Some of the troops, in charge of guns,:baggage, 

and baggage animals, had defended a position out- 
either in the ownership ,d' the soil, or in the assessment of litinl4tax .-
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side the Residency enclosure during the night; and 
arrangements were 'now made to secure the new heredit hereditary 
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Large' tracts of land, in tt middle position between tbottutive•govorni- 
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brocade, the finest muslins, the most valuable 
swords and poniards, thousands of flint- ms caps, 

abroken, village communities were dormant, 	and ril .detlnek 	It . 
would have taken some' time to suppress the ono and revive the 
other. 	The opinions of revenue officers in the Northwest Provinm 
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side of the British, and thereby lessen the difficul- a passage for them through the palaces ; he had 
ties of the position; but the wily Oudian, balancing destroyed Phillips' or Philip's Battery, with which 
the relative advantages of loyalty and rebellion, 
gave specious answers on which no dependence 

the enemy had been accustomed greatly tv annoy 
the garrison; he had blown up and cleared away 

could be placed. 	It became necessary to prepare a mass of buildings on the Cawnpore road ; be 
for a new defence against a new siege. 	All the had strengthened all the points of the position 
old 'garrisons' were strengthened, and new ones held by himself and Havelock; but still he could 
formed ; all the gnus and mortars were placed in neither send aid to the Alum Bagh, nor receive aid 
effective positions, and all the soldiers told off to from it. 	lie could tie nothing but maintain his 

• regular duties. 	As Outram and Havelock had , 
brought scarcely any provisions with them into 

position, until Sir Colin Campbell should be able 
to advance from Cawnpore with a new army. 

the Residency; and as those found in the palaces 
were articles of luxury rather than of solid food, 
a very careful commissariat adjustment became 

A few message; in spite  of the enemy's vigilance, 
were sent and reovived. 	Outram was glad to 
learn that a convoy of provisions had reached the 

necessary—it being now evident that the daily Alum Bagh from Cawnpore, and that Greathed 
rations must of necessity be small in quantity and was marching down the Doab with a column from. 
coarse in quality. 	The enemy renewed their old Delhi. 	As for Lucknow itselfonatters remained 
system of firing, day after day, into the British much as before—torties;  firing, blowing up, &e.; 
position; they broke down the bridges over canals hut it must at the same time be admitted that 
and small streams between the Residency and the Outram was more 	favourably placed 	in this 
Alum Bagh ; and they - captured, or sought to respect than Inglis had been ; his fighting-men 
capture, every one who attempted to leave the were three or four times as numerous, and were 
intrenchment. 	On the • other band, the British thus enabled to guard all the posts with an amount 
made frequent sortie; to capture guns, blow up 
buildings, and dislodge parties of the enemy.. Six 

of labour less terribly exhausting. 	Danger was, 
,..ef course, 	not 	over; • carting;;-balls 	and 	bullets 

'days after the entry of Outram and Havelock, 
a soldier was found under circumstances not a, 
little strange. 	Some of the,garrison having sallied 

still did their work. 	The authored of the Lady's 
.Diary on one day recorded: `An 18-pouhder came 
through our unfortunate room; it broke the panel. 

forth to capture two guns on the Cawupore road, 
a private of the Madras Europeans was discovered 

of the door, and knocked the whole of the barricade 
down, ,upsetting 	everything. 	My dressing-table 

in a dry well, where the poor fellow bad been " was sent flying through the door, and if the shot 
hiding several days. 	He had fortunately some had come a little earlier, my head would have 
tea-leaves and biscuits in his pockets, on which he gone with it. 	The box -where E. usually sits to 
bad managed to support life; he had heard, the nurse baby was smashed 	fiat.' 	Breakfasts 	of 
enemy all round him, but had not dared to utter chupaities and " boiled peas were now seldom 
a sound. 	The well contained the dead body of relieved by better fare; many a diner rose from 
a native sepoy; and the atmosphere hence be- his meal nearly as hungry as when he sat down. . 
came so pestilential and frightful that the poor Personal attire was becoming more and more 
European was wont to creep out at night to threadbare. 	Poor 	Captain 	Fulton's 	very 	old 
breathe a little fresh air. 	'Great was his joy when flannel-shirt, time-worn and soiled, sold by Auction 
at length he heard friendly voices ; he shouted for forty-five rupees—four pounds ten 	shillings 
loudly for help, in spite of his exhausted state, 
and was barely saved from being shot by hiS 

sterling.  
Little news could be obtained from the city 

countryn 'tit as a rebel, so black and filthy was itself, beyond the limits of the British position ; but 
his appearance. 	 , that little tended to skew that the rebels had set 

Throughout the month of October did this state up a natural son of the deposed king as 'Padisbah' 
of affairs in Lucknow continue. 	Outram 	had of Oude, as a sort of tributary prince to the King 
brought his guns into the intrenchment by clearing of Delhi. 	Being a child only eight or ten years 

old, the real power was vested in a minister and 
ran strongly in Anwar of village proprietaries; still stronger In the 
lanamee Sill Oude was treated firkmewluit in the same way. 	The 
result in may eases was to eject the thalockaars, and make direct 

a council of state. 	The minister was one Shirreff-
u-Dowlah ; the commander-in-chief was Ilissamut- 

nub:molts with the village communities. 	When the Revolt heron, 
the thatholthars at first behaved well to the British personally; with 
the butchery by a yothble titer lied no sympathy; end many were tie 

u-Dowlah; the council of state was formed of the 
late king's principal servants, the ehh,flains and 

Europeans whose lives they saved. 	But, the Company's govern. 
meet tieing for a time upset: and the period since the annexation thalookdars of Oude, and the self-elected leaders of , 
having been too short to destroy the strength of the thnlookdars, or 
to enable the village proprietors to acquire a steady possession of 
their rights—the thathekdars almrst universally resumed whet they 

tne rebel sepoys ; while the army was officered' 
• in the orthodox manner by generals, brigadiers, 

onside:ad to be their own. 	'There is evidence, toe, that in this 
course of proceeding they met with a considerable amount of popular 
sepport. 	It was in this way they !mime eommitted against the 

colonels, majors, captains, subalterns, Ste. 	There 
was a strange sort of democracy underlying the 

Betas comment. 	'fill Havelock's retreat from his unsuccessful 
attempt to relieve Lucknow in August, the thalookthas adopted despotism ; for the sepoys elected their oflicers4  
it temperising policy;  but when they saw him and (harem retreat 
across the Ganges to Cawnpore, they thought their time lout 
attired. They began to act in concern-not because they had much 

and the officers their commander; arrie 'lig' those 
tie who built up felt that they had_ raie right to ,rell. 

sympathy with mutinous sepori, with the decrepit king of Delhi, 
or with the deposed king of Oudo—but In the hope that,.amkl the 

down, the tenure of oflice waed  ire, .••.emri 	Sou 	TI , 	.. 	-*.y 	et 	. 	le 
general mucky, they might regain their old influence. mongrel government at .1.4— Ucknow was thus formed 
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of three  elements—regal, aristocratic, and military, 
each trusting the other two only so far as self- 
interest seemed 	to warrant. 	The worst 	news 
received was that a small body of Europeans, 

including Sir Mountstuart Jackson and his sister,  
fugitives from Soetapoor, were in the hands of the 
rebels, in one of the palaces in Lucknow, and that 
a terrible fate impended over them. 
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The Residency and its 

November began with very low resources, but 
with raised hopes; for it was known that the 
commander-in-chief was busily making arrange- 
ments for a final relief of the garrison. 	Brigadier 
—or, as his well-earned initials of K.C.B. now 
entitled 	him 	to 	be 	called, 	Sir 	John -- Inglis 
remained in command of the old or Residency 
intrenchment; Sir Henry Havelock took charge 
of the 'lie-Y7 ,or palatial position; while Sir James 
Qutram cornintzuded the whole. 	Labour being 

...-gz4t, gurrovenients 	were 	made in abundant, 
all parts ; sanitary plant: .were carried out, and 

Defences, Lacknow. 

hospitals made more comfortable ; overcrowded 
buildings were eased by the occupancy of other 
places ; cool weather brought increase of health ; 
and improvements were visible in every particular 
except two—food and raiment. 	On the 9th of the 
month, Mr Cavanagh, who in more peaceful times 
had been an ' uncovenanted servant' of the Corn-
pany, or clerk to a civil officer iu Lucknow, made 
a journey on foot to a point far beyond the Alum 
Bagh under most adventurous circumstances,* to 

*  See NoTa, at the end of this chapter. 
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communicate 'in person full details of what was of the 78th Highlauders, was despatched ; but he 
passing within the Residency, to concert plans in' was attacked by ther enemy in such force, that he 
anticipation of the arrival of Sir Colin, and. per- could not reach the Alum Bagh ; he returned, and 
haps to act as a guide through the labyriuthine had some difficulty in 	preventing the supplies 
streets of the city. 	As an immediate cense- from falling into the hands of the enemy. , An- 
quence of this expedition, a system of semaphore other 	attempt 	afterwards 	succeeded. 	Colonel 
telegraphy was established from the one post Wilson, commanding at Cawnpore, received the 
to the other, by which it. was speedily known small detachments of British troops sent up from 
that Mr Cavaiu 	had 'succeeded iu his bold time to time from the lower provinces, as well as 
attempt, and that Sir Conn arrived at the Alum the supplies coming in feorn every quarter. 	His 
Bagh on the 11th. 	Arrangements were now at duty was, not to make conquests, laue, to send men 
once made to aid the advance of the commander- and provisions to the Alum Bagh or the Residency 
in-chief as effectively as possible. 	Day after day as often as any opportunity occurred for so doing. 
Havelock sent out strong parties to clear some of He knew that the Alum Bagh batteries commanded 
the streets and buildings in the southeastern half all the approaches, and that the ground was 
of the city—blowing up batteries and houses, and cleared and exposed for five hundred yards on 
dislodging the enemy, in order to lessen the amount all sides ; he did naaaaherefere apprehend any 
of resistance which Sir Colin would inevitably serious calamity to the miscellaneous force shut 
encounter.* up in that place, provided he could send provisions 

All this time, while the British in Lucknow in good time. 	The three or four miles from the 
were stoutly maintaining their ground against the Alum Bagh to the Residency were, it is true, beset 
enemy, some • of their companions-in-arms—near by difficulties of a most formidable character ; 
at hand, but as inaccessible as if fifty miles distant bridges were broken, and lines of intrenchment 
—had their own troubles to bear. 	The position of Thrilled, while mutineers and rebels occupied the 
the small detachment at the Alum Bagh was as district in great force; 	but they directed 	their 
trying as it was unexpected. 	"When Havelock attention rather to the Residency than to the 
left a few hundred soldiers at that post, with Mum Bagh, thereby leaving the latter cempara- 
four guns, vehicles, animals, baggage, ammunition tively unmolested. 	Much sickness arose within 
stores, camp-followers, sick, 	and wounded, he the plate, owing to the deficiency of space and of 
never tbr an instant supposed that he would be fresh air; and in the intervals between the arrivals 
cut off from them, and that the Residency and the of tao convoys, provisions were scanty, and the 
Alum Bagh would be the objects of two separate distress was considerable. 	Nevertheless, the oem- 
and distinct sieges. 	Such, however, was the case, pante of the Alum Bagh, with such men as Havet 
Not a soldier could go from the one place to the lock and Inglis near them, never for an instant,. 
other; and it was with the utmost difficulty that thought of succumbing; they would fight and 
a messenger could convey a small note rolled up in endure till aid arrived. 
a quill. 	The place, however, was tolerably well Having thus watched the proceedings of the 
armed and fortified ; and as the enemy slid not beleaguered garrisons at the Residency and the 
swarm in any great numbers between it and Alum Bagh, we may now trace the footsteps 
Cawnpore, reinforcements were gradually .able. to of Sir Colin Campbell, in his operations for their 
reach the Alum Bagh, although they could not relief. 
push on through the remaining four miles to the The commander-in-chief, as has already been 
Residency. 	On the 3d of October, a convoy of stated, remained. at Calcutta many weeks after his 
300 men of the tath regiment, with provisions, 
under Major Bingham, started from Cawnpore, 
and safely reached the Alum Bagh; he could not 

arrival in India. 	lie was called upon to remodel 
the whole milit9 machinery, and to arrange 
with the governor-general the system of strategy 

penetrate further, but the supplies thus obtained which would be most desirable under the actual 
at the Alum Bagh itself were very valuable. 	On state of affairs. 	Be watched with intense interest 
the 14th, a second convoy, under Major McIntyre the progress of events on the banks of the :lmina 

and the Ganges. 	Re gave due praise to 'Wilson 
A One of the two hard-wetted and sorely tried chaplains, in a for the conquest of Delhi, and to Greathed for the 

letter to a relation when the dangers were past, employed t. few 
simple words that mally described the position of the Residency 
enclosure better than any long mehnieui details., English friends 

conquering march through the Doab. - He admired, 
as a soldier might well admire, the struggles of 

butt talked anti written concerning the 'impregnable fort' In Havelook's gallant little army ere Outram had 
which the garrison were confined; to which he replied: ''We 
were in no fort at ail; WO occupied a few houses Ina large garden, 
with a tow wall on one side, and only an earthen parapet on 

4 	.„ 	 • Joieed him ; the combined operations of Havelock 
and Outram ; and the wonderful defence made by 

910 Other, in the middle of a large city, the buildings of which — 	• 
completely commanded us, and swarming with thousands of our T.rtglis against' a host -a opponents. 	He sent up 
deadly foes, thirsting for our blond. 	God gave us protection and from Calmitta, as soon as they arrived, reinforce- 
Voll4,,,ethtoo 
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that „e ments for the lamentably small British army ; and 

oats months never one second elapsed *trithout a shot being 
thrown in at us, and at times upwards of seventy per second, 
besides round shot and shell.' 	This probably meant. that the 

he sent orders for brigading and marshalling, at 
Allaltabad and at Cawnpore, such troops as could 

ar:raya was a shut per second for ntarly five months—Andre es 
fourteen exalt aecedy inistiler throats into tins narrow and 
crowded sauce. 

arrive from Calcutta on the one hand, and from 
Delhi on the other, 	At last, he himself departed 

"d" 
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from Calcutta on the 28th of October, travelling despatched 170 more, in charge of four 24-pounders 
like a courier, narrowly escaping capture by rebels and two 8-inch howitzers ; and on the same daY a 
on the way, and arriving at Cawnpore on the :3d military escort leas provided for a large amount cf 
of November—utterly heedless of the glitter and ammunition. Next, Captain Peel himself started for 
trappings that usually surround a commander-in- Cawnpore; and was soon afterwards joined on the 
chief in India. road by Colonel Powell with the bead-quarters of 

. 	By what steps the various regiments reached H.M. 53d regiment.. Rather unexpectedly, a battle 
Cawnpore, need not be traced in detail. 	As fast took place on the ,way. 	While at Thurea, on the 
as they arrived, so did some degree of tranquillity 31st, news reached them that the Dinapoor muti• 
succeed to anarchy. 	A portion of railway had neers, with three guns, had crossed the Jumna, and 
for some weeks been finished from Anahabad to were about either to attack Futtehpoor, or to march 
Lohunda, forty-two miles towards Futtehpoor, but towards Oude. 	Powell and. Peel had with them 
had been stopped in its working by the mutiny; 
arrangements were now made, however, for bring- 

troops and sailors numbering altogether about 700, 
in charge of a large and valuable convoy of siege and 

ing it into use, and for finishing the section between other stores.. They marched that same evening 
Lohunda and Futtehpoor. 	The English regiments, 
from China and elsewhere, went up from Calcutta 

to the camping-ground of Futtehpoot
' 
 where they 

were joined by some of the 93d. Highlanders ; and 
by road or river, in the modes so often described; on the morning of the 1st of November a column 
and were engaged in occasional skirmishes on the of about 500 men marched twenty-four miles to 
way, at times and places which have in like manner Kudjua. 	The enemy were 	here found, with 
been mentioned. 	Bewares was the converging their guns commanding the reed, their right 
point for the road and river routes; from thence occupying a high embankment, screened by a 
the troops -went up by Blinaporo to Allaha.bad ; grove, and their left on the other side of the road. 
thence to Lehunda, by rail ; and, lastly, to Futtelz- 
poor and Cawnpore by road-march or bullock- 

A part of the column advanced against the guns, 
while the rest rendered support on either side. 

vehicles. 	A column under Colonel Berkeley was 
ou its way ; another under Colonel Hinde was in 

A sharp battle of two hours' duration ensued, 
during which the enemy kept up so severe a fire .  

or near Rowah ; another under Colonel Longden of musketry that many of the English fell, includ- 
was near Jounpoor ; while Colonel Wroughton, 
with the Goorkhas furnished by Jung Balladeer, 
was on the Goruckpore frontier of Oude. 	True, 

ing Colonel Powell, who received a musket-ball in 
the forehead. Captain Pgel, although a sailor, then 

• took the command ; he carried a force round the 
some of these so-called columns were scarcely 
equal to one regiment in strength ; 	but 	each 

upper end of the embankment, divided the enemy, 
amid drove them. from all their positions, capturing 

formed a nucleus around which other troops their camp and two of their tumbrils. His men were 
might accumulate. 	Greathed's column, now better 
known as Hope Grant's, was the main element in 

so worn out by 72 miles of marching in three days, 
that he could not organise a. pursuit. 	Collecting 

Sir Colin's present force. 	It crossed the Ganges his dead and wounded, which amounted in number 
from Cawnpore into Oude on the 30th of October, 
about 3500 strong, with 18 guns, and advanced 

to no. less than 95, he marched back to Dieltee ; 
and after a little rest., the column, minus those wimp 

without opposition towards the Alum Bagh, near fell in this battle, continued the march towards 
which it encamped, and awaited the arrival of 	1  .the CawnPare. • • It was supposed the enemy numbered 
commander-in-chief. not fewer than 4000 nmen, of whom one half were 

A little may usefully be said here concerning mutinous sepoys from the Bengal army, and the 
the proceedings of the naval brigade, already other half rebels whom they had picked up on the 
noticed as having been placed under the command 
of Captain Peel, and as having arrived safely at 

way. 	After leaving some of his men at Cawnpore, 
to serve as artillerymen, Peel advanced with his 

Aliahabad after a very wearisome voyage up the heavy guns, and about 250 sailors, towards the 
Ganges. 	On the 4th of October Sir Cohn Camp- Alum Bagh. . 
bell, then at Calcutta, telegraphed to Peel: 	`In Understanding, then, that regiments and detach- 
the course of about a week there will be a con- 
tinuous stream of troops, at the rate of about 

meets of various kinds were working their way, 
at the close of October and early in . November, . 

ninety a day, passing into Allahabad, which I towards Cawnpore, and across the Ganges into 
trust will not cease for the next three months; Oude, we may resume our notice of Sir Cohn 
Captain Peel was employed during October in Campbell's movements. 
facilitating the passage of troops and artillery up to Remaining . at Cawnpore no longer than was 
Cawnpore. On the 20th Lieutenant Vaughan joined necessary to organise his various military arrange- 
him, bringing 129 more naval officers and seamen, 
which raised the strength of the naval brigade to 

monis, the commander-in-chief crossed the Ganges 
on the 9th of November, and joined Hope Grant's 

616. 	Most of these new arrivals were sailors of column on the same day mot camp Bantam, six 
the merchant service at Calcutta, who had agreed . miles short of the Alum Bagh.. 	Wishing to have ,, 
with much alacrity to join the brigade. On the 23d the aid of other detachments Whieli Were then on 
he sent, oft' 100 seamen,  to Cawnpore, in charge of the road, he remained at Buntara till the morning 
four siege•train 24poutiexers. 	On 	the 27th he of the 12th, when he started With the forge Which 

• . rr 
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' 	he bad' collected with so much tratible. 	Adranch* secured the'Dil Koosha (` Heart's Delight') and the 
to' ards the Alum Barth, he defeated a party"of *Martiniere(klartineollege for halfzeaste children). 
'the, enerity hi a 'skirmish at a 'Small fort called Hope Grant's 'brigade, flanked by Bourcitior's held- 

. Sellalabad, a little way 'to the right of the main battery and Peel's heavy grins, was brought to the 
road, and five of 'six miles from the city. , 	This side of the 'canal (which enters • the river Goointee 	I 
fort being taken and blown tip, Sir Cohn pushed close to the Martiniere);'wherethey effeatually kept 	1 
'dit and encaniped for the night outside the Alum the enemy in 'check. 	When night came, Sir Colin 
Bagh. Knowing that Havelock and Outram 'two found he had made a good beginning; he had not 
months before had suffered averely in cutting only 'secured the easternmost buildings of Lucknoir, 
their way through the city, Campbell now fornied but be had brought with him fourteen days" pro'  
a plan of approach at the extreme eastern or visions for his own troops, and an equal proportion 
rather southeastern suburb, 	and 	of battering for those under Outram and Havelock ;' he 'had 
down the enemy's defences step by' step, and• day also brought all • his heavy baggage (except tents; 
after day, so as to form a passage 'for his infantry left at the Alum Bagli), and Was therefore prepared 
with 	comparatively - small 	loss. 	This ' he had to make a stand for several days at the Dil &esti?, 

: reason to hope'; because there was a large open if necessary. 	. 	 . 
space at. that end of the city, which—although After 	further 	Completing 	his 	arrangements 
containing many mosquei, palaces, and other build- on the 15th,' and exchanging messages or -signals 
ings;---had few of those deep' narrow lanes which with Havelock and .Outram, the commander-in- 
had proved so dangerous to' the,  former ' force.  chief resumed his operations on the 16th. 	Leaving 
Hence the tactics of the next few days were to every. description of baggage at the Dil Kooshaouni 
consist of a series of partial sieges, each• directed supplying 	every 'soldier's haversack • with . three 
against a particular stronghold, and each capture days' food, he CeoSsed the canal 'and advanced to 
to form a base of . operations for attacks on other the 'Secunder Bagh--a high-walled enclosure of 
posts nearer the heart of the city, until at length strong masonry,. about , a htindred . and 'twenty 
the Residency could he. reached. 	The 'palaces, yards square, loopholed on 'ail' sides for musketry, 

' buildings, and gatdens that mould be encountered and held in great force' by the enemy. 	Oppn- 
in 	this route ' were the Dil Koosha palace and site to it was a village at a distance of ;about 

. park,. the Martiniere college, the Secundor Bagh; a hundred yards, also loopholed and guarded by 
the Shah 	Nujeef, the 	palace Mess-houSo, • the musketeers. 	After a. determined struggle of two 
ObserVitory, the Motee Mehal, the Keisah or hours, during which artillery and infantry ;were 
Kaiser Bagh,. and various palatial buildings, of brought to bear against them in considerable force, 
which the names' are not clearly rendered ; until the enemy were driven nut of the Seconder Bngh, 
at length those 	posts Would be ' reached . (the the village, ,and a range of barracks hard by—all 
Chuttur Munzil, the 	Tyne' Bagh, ' the 	Pureed of which speedily became valuable strongholds to 
Buksh palace,' the Clock' Tower, and the Taree the conquerors. 	Sir Colin described this as a 
Kothee) which -were held by "Havelock; and lastly very desperate encounter, no less than 2000 of the 
those 	(the ,Residency and,  the ,other buildings enemy having fallen, chiefly'after the storming Of 
within 	Inglies 	original, 	intrenchment) ' which the SecunderBagh itself by parties of the 53d and 
*Were held by Outram. Ild regiments, aided by the 4th Papja.ub infantry 

After changing 'the garrison at the AlUm Bagh, and a few miscellaneous troops. 	Indeed the 	I 
giving a little rest to troops who had recently had enemy, well armed, crowded the Secunder Bagh in 
much heavy marching; and receivingun addition of such numbers, that he said 'there' never was a 
about 650 men 1! •from GaWnpoue, Sir Cohn. come bolder feat of arms' than the storming. 	Captain , 
mowed his arduous operations ''on the morning of Peel's naval siege-train then went to the front, 
the 14th, with a miscellaneous force of about 4000 and advanced towards the Shah Nujecf:—a domed 
Men, 	As heupproaehed the Dil Koosha park, the mosque with a garden, which had been converted 
leading troops encountered a long lino of musketry.:  into a strong post 'by the enemy; the wall of the 
fire ; he' quickly sent up reinforcements; and after enclosure had been loopholed with great me ; the 
A running-fight of about two hours, he drove the entrance had been covered by a regular work' in 	.1  
enemy down the bill to the Martinf6re college, Masonry ; and the top of the building had been • 
across thegarden and park. of .thellartiniere,. and Crowned with a parapets Peel was aided by  a field- 
far beyond the canal, 'This 'was effected without battery and some mortars ; while the village to 
'any great loss on either side. • Campbell had now 'the left had been cleared of the enemy by Brigadier . 

Hope and Colonel Gordon. 	A heavy cannonade 
4̀  H.51. nth, ill, 75thoind 931 foot. 

241 and 4th runjaub infutitry. was maintained egainst the Shah Nejeef for no 
11.M. 0th Lancers. less a space than three hours. The enemy defended 
Detachments Ish 'Id, and Atli Punjimb cavalry. 
Detachment Hodson's Horse. the 'post very obstinately?  keeping up an unceasing 
Detachments Dengal and Ponjniih Sapper* hnd Miners. fire of musketry from the mosque and the defences 
l3engal 
Naval brigade, 0 guns;.,  Bengal 14.11,, 10 guns. , 	, 

horse lielchbattery, 6 gnus; Heavy fteld.battery. -. in the garden. 	At last .Sir Colin ordered the place 
—About 700 cavalry and 9700 infantry, besides artillery, ,tb be 'stormed,' Winch was effected in an intrepid 

t Detachments 11.M...oad stud attl. foot, 	 , manner • by the 93d - Highlanders, a battalion of Detachments •Aladra4 borse•ortinery, royal artillery; royal 
casineers„and military train. 	 , 	• detachments,. and the naval brigade. 	In his 
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dispatch, the commander-in-ohief said i ' Captain to ' make 'one last desperate standi they ' fought • 
Peel led up ' his heavy guns with extraordinary with energy and determination• for an hour, but 
gallantry to 'within a few yards of the building, to then gave way, .Sir Colin's troops broke au opening 
tatter the massive. stone-walls. • The withering fire through the wall, aided by tho sappers, and then 
of the Highlander's effectually covered the naval they poured through, rushing onward until they 
brigade' from . great loss ; but it was an action reached, the part of the city which for R6/011. or 
almost unexampled in war. Captain Teel behaved eight weeks had . been in . the hands' 'of Havelock. 
very much as if he had been laying the Slianno4 On the evening 'of this day the British found 
alongside an 'enemy's frigate' themselves in posilession of nearly the whole river- 

While' Sir Colin and his troops were. thus side .of Luclmow from the iron ,bridge to the Dil 
engaged, Havelock contributed towards the success 
of the general plan by the capture of a range of 

Keosha.. . 	 , 
It may not be amiss here to mention that these 

buildings in advance of the palace of Fumed operations during the second decade, of November 
Buksh. 	It had been agreed' by signal and. secret . were . conducted • by the,  following 'officers,: ' Sir 
message, that as' soon as Sir Colin' should reach' Colin Campbell eonnnanded the whole. 	General 
the Secunder Bagh, the outer wall of the advance Mansfield officiated as chief of the itaff 	Brigadier 
garden of the ,,Fureed Buksh. (Havelock's most Hope, .Grant was in ,  immediate command of the 
eastern post), in which the enemy had 'before column, formerly knoti as Greathed's, ' which 
made several breaches, should be blown in by constituted 'the chief part of •Sir Colin's force. 
mines previonsly prepared; that •two 'powerful Groathod, now raised-to brigadier-general . .Colonel 
batteries erected in. the encloSure should then open • 
on the insurgents' in' front; and that after the 
desired effect had been produced, the troops should 

as a mark of Sir .Colin's estimate' of his services, 
commanded one of the brigades . ,of infantry, 
Brigadiers Russell. and Adrian Hope tooli two 

storm two buildings knoAn as the Horn Khans or . other infantry 'brigades. 	:Brigadier' 'Little coms. 
Deer-house and the. Engine-house. 	This was sue- mended 	the 	cavalry,. Brigadier Cranford the . 
cessffilly 'accomplished. 	At about eleven o'clock; artillery, Lieutenant Lennox the engineers, and 
the operations began: 	The mines were exploded; Captain Peel the naval brigade. 	The Operations 
the wall was demolished.; the works beyond were brought,  the honorary distinction of K.C.B; 	 to: 

' shelled by mortars ;'. two .0 the mines at the Grant, and Peel, who- became Sir James Hope 
'Tern Khatiasvere.oliarged with destructive effect; Grant 40 Sir Williath '.Peel. 	Sirscoolio.7ii, advance 
And the infantryeager for a little active work to the ..Residency, however, ,ivithNhe . collateral • 
after being many weeks • poet up within their • Struggles to which' it. gave rise,, was severe' in its 
intrenchment —dashed 	through 	the 	.Chuttur results to his force, though leg' se-  thaii the op:wile, 
Mansil arid carried all beforo :them, capturing the Oats ,of Outrainaild flavelopk in September.: ' Ho 

'several buildings which laid been marked out by had to".inourn the losS of 122 'killed and .34.5 
previous arrangement. . wounded. , ' Out . of . this number there were 10 

Thus ended the Jtilisiriatit operations of the efficerstilIed.and V wounded. .Sir Colin 'himself 
16th, Sanguinary in.'. Bit. Colin's force, but much .reeeived a might wound, but not such,as to check 
less so in that ' of Havelock—Operations daring his'activity for , an heats*. 	The loss of the enemy 

• ' ,which,,  the:. Secunder 	the 	Shah • Ntijeer, .Bagh, ,was frightfully severe.; he exact amount wits' not 
• 'tilse...,;(i;eley ?.'leaden, the..;fIngine-house, and many knOWn. 'to the Britiih,: bat it must .,I.lavo',reikehest,, 
'• rmintif: buildittS; were, *tura' 	On the 17th, three or 'four thousand. ' : They fought et :the 
. the' commander-in-chief, ' after overcoming many Secunder Bagh and the Shah Niijeef„witkalerce- 

dlishteles, opened,  a communication between  the new which rendered, inaniense .0aohfoi• inevitable; , 
Ctaial and., the left rear of a range of barracks, .. for 'Peel's powerful .artillery swept them down 

'All.citificilitateds his subsequent 'proceedings. 	Cars fearfully. 	 .: ,‘,  
,',1;i'in•.4sel meanwhile began to operate with his 4  Whether the transporta,' of • joy , that .animated 

now' famous naval brigade against a building the British in Backlit)* on the 17th of November 
called in the maps the Men-house—a large strut - were espial in intensity to those which had broken 
tare, defended by a ditch twelve feet broad, and 
scarped with masonry, and by a loopholed mud- 

forth fifty-three days before, can neverbe exactly, 
measured ; men's emotions are not susceptible 'of 

wall beyond the ditch. 	As a part of Sir Cohn's such ' nice ”estimate. 	Suffice it to , say, that' as 
general plan—that of employing artillery as much Inglis, on the 25th ;,of. Septninber, had' warmly 

ins as 	cannonading as possible, to save 
 

grasped the IntiirWof li*deliverers Flaveloek Mid 
was continued for several hours against this Mess- Outram ; so did Ontram;  havelock, - and Inglis now 
house; and then it was stormed and taken without . 	, 	, ' 	. 	- 	• 	. 	• 	• 	' 	 ,I1 
Much' difficulty by various detachments of, the 53(1,  the 90th, the Punjaubees, and other regiments. 'This 
done, the troops pressed forward with great vigour; 

' 	4. 'ilio ntlieera killi.;,i.Wei:IOntnant-colone,11litlittlnli ';' Captains 
Hardy, WhoatOroft, llnlzell, and Lunn:den; LionloantO Mayne, 

, IT,SeLot w.n,  Btelbw ,,,osnirttlinThe=v31;;  i;',1401  ayerldputila.  
And lined a' wall that separated the Mess-house 
from•thoMotee Mehal (' Pearl Falacel. 	This last- 

1014loatnit-colonels Escort add Hale; Majors Anson and llaritston:, 
VelVeUrastre cis (Slurieln-t aY,TireiTell', Z-17113'initt::‘,; 

Attmed.place consisted .of .s. wide.enelOsnre contain- . French', WInt.e.,:•(;!:oiw.101releh, °oldaloith, Wood, Paui. II'Quoaa, 
°Witold, and lloti4eramitliolitrialtinuson, Powell, anti 31`ignantra ; 

':Itig,;004y, bnildings, M̀ere the enemy determined nsissipseei LCVA 	acOitntmt;" and 4lx,liaattrawgeor 'Yeale. 	• : 
. 	',• 	•: 	, 	q 	; 	,•••),'. 	.1 	..:,:, 	;P, 	,‘. 

, 	• \• ,r',•• , 	• 
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welconie with all ferVour Sir Colin Campbell and 
those who . with him,  had just fought their way 
'through the hostile streets of Lucknow. 	Then, 
when a few hours had enabled the new-corners to 
Spread forth some of the supplies which their corn- 
missariat had provided, and the old inmates had 
done what little they could to render quiet• eating 
and drinking possible—then were experienced onto 
again the luxuries of wheaten bread, fresh butter, 
oranges, 	and 	other 	articles 	which ,  are never 
luxuries save to those who have been long unable 
to obtain them. 	And then the feast of letters 
and newspapers from England was scarcely less 
delightful ; for ' so close had bean . the investment 
of the Residency, that the . inmates had been 
practically shut out from 'the world during the 
greater part of the summer and autumn. 

The 	jubilation was, 	however, 	soon 	ended. 
Almost 'immediately on Sir Colin's arrival, an 
announcement was made that every European 
was to leave Lucknow and' retire to Cawnpore. 
Many in the garrison had fondly hoped that the 
success of the commander-in-chief would have 
restored British control over the city; that corn- 
fort was about to succeed discomfort; that • officeis 
and civilians would resume their former duties. 
under their former easy conditions ; 'and that the 
ladies and children might rest a while in quiet, 
to recover health' and strength before retiring to 
Calcutta or to the Hills. 	But such was not to be.• 
Campbell had come to Lucknow almost solely* to 
liberate them; and his plan of strategy—or, more 
probably, the number- of available troops at his . 
command- -didnot permit him to leave 'his small 
force in' the Oudian capital; for there was hot 
work to look forward to, 	The enemy, notwith- 
standing their losses; still numbered fifty thousand 
fighting-men in and near' Lucknow, showing' no 
symptoms of retreats but rather a determination 
to defend the rest of the city street by street; 	To 
attack them further would have been to sacrifice a. 
force already much reduced, and to risk the nom- 
sity for a third relief. 	Sir 'Colin issued an order, 
therefore, not only that all were to depart, but to 
depart quickly. 	The sick and wounded were to. 
be removed directly from the Residency to the Dil 
Koosha—a distance of four miles in a 'straight line, 
but five.  or six if it wore necessary to take a. circui- 
tons route to avoid the enemy ; the women and 
children were to follow the same route on the next 
day ; and the bulk of the soldiers were to ,depart 
when all else had been provided for. 	An' encamp.' 
meat was prepared in the Dil Koosha park, with 
such necessaries and comforts as could be hastily 
brought together for sick, wounded, women, and 
children., ' The sojourn at the Dil Koosha was to 
be a brief one, sufficient only for the organisation 
of a. convoy to Cawnpore. 	Only a small amount 
of personal baggage was allowed for each person ; 
and thus those who possessed property were forced 
to leave most of it behind. The property, it is true, 
was very scanty; but the 'garrison felt vexed at 
leaving even a trifle as a booty to the rebels. 	As 

the ordnance stores and. the Company's treasure 
(twenty-three ,Ines 	of rupees, 	safely, preserved 
through all the trying scenes of half a• year) were 

• to be removed. to the. Dil Koosha about ••the same 
 time as the non-combatants, and as all this was to 

be effected without exciting the suspicions of the 
rebels, the utmost vigilance and caution • were 
needed. 

The exodus from the Residency, and the escape 
to the Dil Koosha, through nearly the whole length ' 
of the city of Lucknow, will never bo forgotten' by. 
those who took part therein. Many delicate ladies, 
Improvided with vehicles or 'horses, had to walk 
over five or six miles of very rough ground, exposed 
at one place to the fire of the enemy's musketry,' 
The• authoress of the .Lady's Diary, with two 
other ladies, secured a •carriage' to convey them 
' We had a pair of starved horses of Mr Oubbines 
to drag us; but the wretched animals had been on, 
siege-fare so long that they had forgotten the use 
of their legs, and had no strength, so came to a 
standstill ' every five minutes, invariably choosing 
the most dangerous parts of the road for their halt. 
At one place we were under so hot a fire that we 
got out and ran for our lives—leaving the vehicle 
to its fate; and two poor natives, who were helping 
to push it on behind, were shot. 	At the Fureed 
Bakal w 	had,  tO Wait a longtime, as the carriage 	. 
could no bo got through a gateway till some stores 
were de red aWay, 	Some of the ofticert of the 	' 

i 

90th inVited • us inside, and gave us wine and 
water, which was very refreshing., 	We walked 
after that every step of the way to Secundera,bad• 
[Secunder Bagh), where we all had to wait several 
hours till doolies arrived' to take on all the women; 
and We proceeded under a strong escort to lid 
Koosha. The road to Secunderabad was frightfully, 
dangerous in places. ,In one spot we were passing 
a 24-pounder moulted by some sailors of the naval 
brigade ; 'they all called out to us to bend low and 
run as fast as we could ; we had hardly done so 
when a 'volley of grape whizzed over our heads and: 
struck a wall beyond. 	At Secunderabad we found 
the place overflowing with women and children of . 

, the Lucknow garrison 	 At about nine o'clock 
. p.m. we started again in 'doolies. 	The crowd and 

confusion Were 	excessive,the enemy hovering 
round and firing occasional duds, and we were 
borne along in the most Solemn silence ; 'the• only 
sounds were the tramp, tramp, tramp of the &olio- 
bearers and the Screaming of the , jackals. 	It was 
an awful time; one felt as if one's life 'hung in 
a balance, vith the fate we had . so long dreaded ; 
but our' merciful Father, -who has protected us 
through so, many and great dangers, brought us iu • 
safety to Dil Koosha, where we arrived' about two 
o'clock hi the morning.' ' 	They found shelter in 
the hastily prepared Dil Koosha, encampment,' 
already mentioned ; and then, for the first time 
during five mouths, they snatched a little sleep 
beyond the Residency intrenchment. 	Mrs (now+ 
Lady) Inglis behaved on Allis occasion in a manner 
worthy of her name; a &olio or hospital-litter was 
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• - 
prepared for her accommOdation'; but she refused some misconception, was left behind, . and. found • 
it, in' order that the sick and wounded might be himself, . at two .o'clock in the' morning, the only 

' better attended to. 	Mr Rees gives an extract from living mart in the intrenched position Whieh had 
a letter of this lady, in which the incidents of the lately been so crowded. 	The situation was a ter- 
day are narrated nearly in the same terms as by rible on; surrounded as he was by fifty thotisand 
the. chaplain's wife ; but the following few addi- vindictive armed enemies. 	In an agony of mind, . 
tionar faets. may be • given : ' The road was quite 
safe except in three places, where Awes overlooked 

he ran past the 'Three Kotheo, 'the Ftireed I3uksh, , 
the Chuttur Mnnzil, the Moteelfehal, the Seetru- ' 

by the enemy's Position, and where we had to run. der Bagh, and the Martiniere, to the Dil Koosha, 
One • poor woman was wounded at one of these which he reached in a state of mental andbodily 
places. . We arrived at Secunder Bagh about six, . prostration. 	Sir Cohn was among the last to 
raid' found every one assembled there, awaiting an leave the place. 	So cleverly ,was the evaanation 
escort and doolies to carry us ,on. 	When I • tell managed :(without the losS . of one man), that 
you that upwards of two thousand men had been the enemy continued to,  fire ,into the Residency 
hastily buried there the day before, you can fancy enclosure long after the British had quitted it. 
'what a place it was 	 We were regaled. with What. the scone was among the women and ct. hi 
tea' and plenty of milk, and bread and butter— dren, we' have just• been infortned vowhat it 'was 
luxiiries we had not enjoyed since the commence- among the soldiers, is well described in a letter 

, mont of our troubles. 	At ten o'clock we recom- from one of the.officem : ' An anxious mightindeed 
menced our journey; most of the ladies were in that MS 1 'We left at twelve o'clock, having with- 
palanquins, • but. we had a covered-cart 	drawn drawn all' our guns , fro it • position; so, that it the 
by two obstinate bullocks. 	We had a force of scoundrels had only Come.,on, we should, have had 
infantry and cavalry. with us, but had not pro- to fight every inch of our way while retiring ; but 
ceeded half a mile when the column was halted, 
and an order sent back for .reinforeernents ; some 

the hand of Providence, which had Ntatelied the 
little garriSon for so long a . time, never left it to 

noise was heard, and it was believed we might be . the last' 'The eye of the wicked was blinded while. 
attacked. 	However, it proved a false alarm ; and we matched -breathlessly:with beating hearts from 
after two disagreeable and rather anxious hours,, 
we arrived safely at the Dil Koosha, and were 

our post, and, forming into line, walked through 	• 
the narrow defiles and trenches leading froiri the 

quartered in tents pitched for our reception.? 	The 
charnel-house at the Secunder Bagh, mentioned 'in 

ever-memorable Bailey guard. 	. Out we went, 	, 
while the enemy's guns still pounded, the old wall; 

this extract, was the place. where most of the ' and while the bullets still whistled over the build- 
slaughter of the enemy had occurred, and where ings ; and, after a six miles' walk in ankledeep 
the• dead bodies had been hastily interred ; the, 
atmosphere,  around it was for many days in a 

sand, we were halted in a field and. told' to Make 
ourShIvesy comfortable for ,ihe (night..,, Here we 

frightful state. were in a pretty plight, , Nothing to cover our- 
The military movement in this evacuation of the selves, while the cold was intense; so we lay down 

Residency was spoken of by Sir Cohn, in his official like so many sheep huddled together to keep our- 
dispatch, as something masterly. 	He told how selves warm, and so lay till the morning, When •we ' 
Outram so planned that each corps, and regiment, 
each detachment and picket, should be aide to 

rose 'stiff and Cold,- with a piettY prospect. of  the 	' 
' chance 'Of finding our servants in a camref000 

march out silently in the dead of the night, without men.  
exciting suspicion among the myriads of enemies The world-renowned ' Residency' at Lucknow 
near ; and yet that there should .1.ye guns and being thus abandoned, it may he WW1 to give in a 
riflemen se posted. as to repel the enemy if they note.  Sir James Outram's comments' on' the .,eight 
should attempt any serious ' molestation of the 
retiring troops, 	It must be remembered that 

• , 	, . 	 l• 	 w 	, • , I am aware of no parallel to our series of mines in modern war. '  
Tweetpoue shafts', aggragati»g and feet in depth, end 3.591 feet of 

Outran' and Havelock's gallant and much-enduring  gallery, have been executed. 	The enotny advanced twenty mines 
men had • many things to effect after the non- against 

caused
tare palaces

its  	 s, eonrd  
outposts;

and  wo:‘,1:1',`Zyneoxitid:ya..the= 
combatants had departed from the Residency. hare boon blown in;  end out of seven others the enemy hero been 
They were called upon to bring away as many of ,vhe their 	tiertatenpesseioaofb? otwmlne—:=
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the stores as could conveniently be convoyed, and 
to destroy those which, if left behind, would too 
much strengthen the enemy; they had to escort 

reports and plans forwarded by Sir Henry Havelock, K.C.11., 
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fietwithstanding a frequent ?hough desultory fire of rotti5ishot 
men came out as quietly and cautiously as possible;  ' 
in the dead of the night between the 22d and .rel4`.27Zie'ifo'fiyarlr Tt'illdi,t'hansviVeuetilholteei

neq front seventy 
courage of the engineer and 'quartermaster-general's dexamments, 

23d of November, leaving lights burning,• that the 
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tolls of the trench and amid oho concealed dangers of the mine, 

passed through tWsLreots. and roads, and 'safely .I readied theDil Kooki. Vitptai0Vaherman,tbrough .  
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that .they had previonsly exhibited. when forcing  their way Into 
eknow at the point ot the bayonet, andavald a 'most murderous f;
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weeks' 	defence of that 	place, 	as a sequel to Lords Palmerston and Panmure as ministers of 
Brigadier Inglis's account (p. '336) of, the previous the crown, the Earl of Derby as chief represent- 
three months' defence before Outram arrived. 	To ative of the party at, that time in opposition, the 
Outram was due the planning and execution of Court of Directors, the Court of. Proprietors, the 
the strateffical movement by which the evacuation corporation of London, public functionaries and 
of the Residency was accomplished. 	-The corn- municipal bodies, religious and missionary societies 
mander-in-cltief, in, a general order issued on the —all sought to pay respect to the noble soldier 
23d, thus spoke of it: `The movement of retreat who was at once pious, daring, and skilful.. His 
last night, by which the final rescue of the garrison widow, made Lady Havelock in virtue of his 
was effected, was a model of discipline and exact- - knighthood, received a pension of £1000 a year. 
ness. 	The conseqUe»ce was, that the enemy was His son received a baronetcy from the Queen, the 
completely deceived, and 	 ie force retired by a rank of major from the commander-in-chief, and 
narrow, tortuous lane—the only line of retreat a pension of £1000 a year from the House of 
open—in the 	face 	of fifty thousand enemies, 
without molestation.'* 

Commons. 	The public afterwards took up the 
subject of a monument to the hero, and a pro- 

Great and universal was the grief throughout vision for his daughters, as matters not unworthy 
the tramp when the rumour rapidly spread that of support by voluntary efforts independent of the 
Havelock, the gallant Christian soldier, was dead, government. 	With or without a monument, the 
He shared the duties of Outram at the Dil Koosha name of Henry Havelock will be held in grateful 
on the 23d and 24th, but died the next .day, 
stricken down by dyientery, brought on by over- 
fatigue. 	All men talked of him as a religious as 

remembrance by the nation. 
Sir' Colin 	Campbell, like 	all 	around 	him, 

mourned the loss of his gallant coadjutor; but his 
well as a brave man—as one, more than most thoughts had no time to dwell on that topic. 	He 
men of his time, who resembled some of the had to think of the living, to plan the march from 
Puritand of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen- the Dil Koosha to the Alum Bagh, and thence 
tunics. 	A few words may give the outline of his onward to Cawnpore. 	Certain state-prisoners had 
career. 	Henry Havelock was born near Sunder- 
land in 1795. 	He was educated at the Charter- 

to be guarded, as well as the women and children, 
the sick and the wounded, the treasure and the 

house, and then studied for the bar for a short stores. 	The whole army was thrown into two 
time; but afterwards adopted the military pro- divisions; ore uuder Brigadier Hope Grant, to 
fessiou, following the example of his older brother form an escort from the Dil Koosha to the Alum 
William. 	He entered the 95th regiment just after Bagh ; the other, under Outram, to keep the enemy 
the battle of Waterloo, and during forty-two years at bay until the convoy was safely on its road. 	It 
saw a good deal of active service. 	After serving was on the 24th that this novel and picturesque 
eight years in the Uni'ted Kingdom, be exchanged  procession set out. The distance to the Alum Bagh 
into the 13th regiment, and went to India in 1823. was about four miles; and. over the whole length 
He joined in the first Burmese war, of which he of very rough road was a stream of bullock- 
afterwards wrote and published a narrative. 	He 
served in various capacities twenty-three years 

carriages, palanquins, carts, camels, elephants, guns, 
ammunition and store wagons, soldiers, sailors 

before he became a captain, having no patronage 
in 	high places to 	facilitate 	his 	advancement. 

(of the naval brigade), sick, wounded, women, 
children, and prisoners. 	The delays were great, 

Then he served in 	the Afghan campaign, of the stoppages many, the fatigue distressing, the 
which he wrote a memoir; and took a leading dust annoying; and all gladly rested their weary 
part in the memorable defence of Jelalabad. limbs at the Alum Bagh when night came. 	, 
Rising gradually in office and in influence, he It had been fully intended to afford the troops and 
served in 	later 	periods 	at 	Gwalior, 	Moodkee, their convoy several days' repose at the Alum Bagh ; 
Ferozshah, Sobraon, the Satlej, and other scenes but on the 27th, Sir Colin was surprised to hear 
of battle. 	When the Persian war broke out at the very heavy firing in the direction of Cawnpore. No 
close of 1856, he was put in command of one news had reached him from that place for several 
division of the Anglo-Indian army; and when days; therefore fearing some disaster, he felt it 
that war ended, he returned to India. 	What he . necessary to push forward as quickly as possible. 
achieved during 1857 the foregoing pages have Leaving Outram in command of part of the force 
shewn. All classes in England mourned his death. at the Alum Bagh, and placing the rest under the 
The Duke of Cambridge as commander-in-chief, immediate command of Hope Grant, he resumed his 

march at nine o'clock on the morning of the 28th. 
* The fate of the few English prisoners at Lucknow is not clearly Messages now reached him, telling of a reverse 

traceable; but one account has stated that four Englishmen were 
put to death on the night when the Residency was finally evacu- which General Windham had suffered at Cawn- 
ated. when the English troops, the women and children, the 
guns and bfiggage, and a quarter of a million sterling lit silver, had 
safely reached the Pit Koosha, the leaders among the rebels became 

pore, at the hands of the Gwalior - mutineers. 	Sir 
Colin hastened forward, convoy and all • ; but ho 

enraged beyond measure at a manoeuvre which completely balked. and a few officers took the start, and galloped on 
them. A few of them rushed to the Kaiser Bagh, where the under. 
tueate prisoners were confined, tied four of them —Sir Mountattuart to Cawnpore that same night. 	The nature of 
Jaciffon, Mr Orr, Mr Barnes, and Sergeant Martin—to guns, and Windham's disaster will come for notice in the 
blew them away. Tho ladies were said to have been spared at the 
intercession of ono of the berms or princesses of Oude. 6 	 x 

next chapter ; hero we Lave only to speak of its 
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,): , imi46diato . effect: 
). 	enirtrrions train •, 	• 	. 
'.. MA, wounded, 

• -24,1.e result might 
. .' ,sent' 	for the heavy 

1  

• such a position 
destroying or 

Colin's prompt 
having safely.  
the ruinous old 
by the gallant 
Wheeler ; while 
wounded, were 
the old foot-artillery 

Although. 
now for a while, 
Bagh. 	This 
of being defended 
important base 
Taking Hope 
Cawnpore, be 
thousand men 
odds, furnishing 
possible of provisions 
sisted of all 
of H.M. 	5th, 
Madras. Europeans, 

'. 
 

Ode only by 

upon Sir .Golin's plans; 	. The 
of helpless worrien, children, sick, 
could cross the Ganges , and quit 

a bridge of boats ; if that were broken, 
be tragical indeed.' Orders word 

guns to hurry, on, and. to take up 
as would prevent the enemy from. 

attacking the bridge ; while a.mixed 

• 
force of infantry,. eayalry, .and horse-attillery 
to cross qniekly, and command the Cawnpore 
'of the bridge. 	happily all this was effected 
time. 	When the passage was rendered 
artillery, the remaining troops, and the 
batants, wore ordered to,' file over the 
they did, occupying rho, bridge in ti, 
stream for thirty 4ours.—unmolested, 

„ 	• 

-1  

was. 
end 

just in 
safe, the 

non-eoirr- ,  
bridge; this 
continuous 

owing to,  Sir,  

, 

• 
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squadrons 
and .a 

, the ' enemy 
the, city, so 

	

.ever, 	Sir.  
proof against 

occupied 

	

'itself, but a 	, 
.of a mile 
which was 

and two 

	

. 	, 
occupied the 

could do 
so manY.' 
for pre- 

who, froth 

	

i3erVice 	, 
as possible.* 
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Fort of Alum Bash, 

plans, by the enemy's guns. 	All 
trossed, the troops encamped around 

intrenchment rendered memorable 
spirit and hapless fate of Sir Hugh 

the women, children, sick, and 
put temporarily into occupation of 

lines. 
Sir Cohn Campbell abandoned Luck- 

he did not abandon the Alum 
post, a compact enclosure, capable 

on all sides; would afford an 
for future operations if maintained. 

Grant's division back with him to 
left Outram with three to' four 

to hold the Alum Bagh against all 
him with as large a supply as 

	

and stores. 	This force con- 
the remaining or available Companies 

78th,* 84 	, 	and 	10th foot, the 
the Ferozpore Sikhs, three 

, --,-----,— 

near Luohnow. 

field-batteries, some hea.vy gnus'' two 
of. the military train aching as dragoons, 
body of irregular 	cavalry... While 
wore busily ,engaged' in refortifying 
as to make it more formidable than 
James was Making 'the Alum Bagh 
all their 	attacks. ' 	The 	position. \ thrill.' 
included not 'only the' Mimi Bagli. 
standing camp ,about, three:quarters 
distant, and the bridge of Bunnee, 
separately' held, by 400 Madras 	epos 
guns. 	. 

Serious work and anxious thonghts 
mind of the commander-in-chief, 	He 
little iu active military operations while 
helpless beings were depending,  on him, 
tection., 	Hence the sojourn cif :these 
sox, age, or sickness, could render no active 
at Cawnpore, was rendered as brief 
Vehicles, annuals, 	proVisions,',and 
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' quickly collected 
march was 
au escort 
cavalry. 
their journey; 
at Allahabad 
Once again 
ultimately 
Ganges—need 
to say that 
invalided 
wonderful 
Calcutta, 
which he 
those who 
show of 
pain. 	The 
upon such 
in as little 
the rescue 
all price ; 
-which .it 

• which 'their 
viewed,' 
be fired 
soon as the 

' in 	the 
the day 
conduct 

• 
Cavanagh" 

Mr Cavanagh, 
pony in the 
the perilous 
hi:chiefs 
order to establish 
Sir Tames 

- possible by 
a quill. 	Mr 
was afterwards 
affords a 
environs at 

INV/iffe-Passing 
about tan o'clock 
had come in 
thenight as 
excellency, 
who, it was 
6000 men. 

' I sought 
who was in 
bad before 

till now. 	I 
desire to. venture 
pony. 	Ile 
made no' attempt 
lie merely 
by our ping 
different -multi 
objected. 
dwelling all 
object. 	;I, 

; and on the-3d of December the 
resumed towards Allahabad-,tinder 

of H.M. 34th foot, two guns,. and some. 
how the released Europeans fared on 

how they were eliceredand greeted 
; how they felicitated themselves on 

, sleeping in safety ; and, how they 
reached Calcutta by steamers on the 

not be told in detail. 	Let it suffice 
when the ladies and children, with the 

officers, who had passed through so 
a series of events, were approaching 

Lord Canning issued a notification, in 
said: 'No one will wish to obtrude upon 
are under bereavement or sickness any 

ceremony which shall impose fatigue or 
best welcome which can be tendered 
an occasion is one which shall break 
as possible upon privacy and rest. 	But 
of these sufferers is a .victory'' beyond 

and in testimony of the public joy with 
is hailed, and of the admiration with 

heroic endurance and courage are 
it was ordered that a royal salute should 
from the ramparts of Fort William as 

steamer arrived; that all ships-of-tar 
river should be dressed in honour of 
; that officers would be appointed, to 
the passengers on shore; and that, the 

. 
,* 	'' 

state-barges of the. governor-general should be in 
attendance. 	, 	, 	• 	/ 

	

' Thnsr'ended a great achievement. 	The women,' 
Children, sick, and . wounded, who had to be 
brought away from the very heart of a city, 
swarming With 	deadly enemies, and escorted 
through a country beset by mutinous sepoys and 
rebelliouS chieftains, were not fewer than two 
thousand in number. 	Let it be remembered, that ' 
while this helpless train of persons was on the 
way through Oude; behind them was the enormous 
hostile force of Lucknow, while in front of -them. 
were the Gwalior mutineers flushed, by a recent 
victory. 	That all should have passed' through this' • 
perilous ordeal with scarcely the loss of one life, 
reflects lasting credit on the generals who planned 
and executed the manoeuvre. 	Of the -five noble 
officers whose names are imperishably connected 
with the extraordinary sieges and defences of 

/ Luckziow—Inglis 	Havelock; Neill, Outram and 
Campbell—two fell before the grateful thanks of. 
their countrymen at home could reach, them; but 
the remaining three, when Christmas arrived, had 
the infinite satisfaction of knowing that their 
arduous labours had been rewarded by the safe 
arrival, at or near Calcutta, of the tender and 
weakened, the broken-down and invalided—those 
•who had so long formed the European community 
in the Liknow Residency.  

' 
,• 	, 	. 

from the intrenchnient 

, 

0 	Matt. 
I 	" 

s Actuentura—At p. 802 it is mentioned that 
an uncovenanted civil servant of the poin- 

Residency at Lucknow, volunteered to Make 
journey from that post to the commander- 

camp many' miles beyond the Alum l3sgh, in 
more complete correspondence between 

Onbsm and Sir Colin Campbell than was 
the .simple medium of a small note enclosed in 

Cavanagles account of his hair-breadth run 
published in the Iliac-books; and as it 

good' idea of the state of Lucknow. and .its 
the time, we will reprint it hero i 	i 	. 

through the intrenobment of 14noknow, 
A. if. on the 9th inst., I learned that a spy 

from Cawnpore, and that he was going back in 
far as the Alum' Bagh with dispatches to his 

Sir Colin Campbell, the eornmander-in-chief, 
said, was approaohing Lucknow with 6000 or 

. 
out the spy, whose name is Kanoujee Lall, and 
the court of the deputy-commissioner of Doris- 
the outbreak in Oude, 	He bad taken letters 

before, but I had never seen him 
found him intelligent, and imparted to him my 

in disguise to the Alum Bagh in his coin- 
hesitated a greet deal at acting ea my guide, but 

to exaggerate the dangers of the 'road: ,  
urged that there was more chance of detection 

together, and proposed that we should take 
and meet outside of the olty', to which I 

I loft him to transact some business, my mind 
the. time on the means of accomplishing my 

• 

 ;„ ,if I•hid, some days previously, witnessed the preparation 
of plans which were being made by' direction of Sir James 
Outram to assist the commander-in-chief in his march into 
Lucknow for die relief of the besieged, and it then occurred 
to me that time one with the requisite local knowledge 
ought to attempt to reach his excellency's camp beyond or at 
the Alum Bagh. 	The news of Sir Colin Campbell's advance 
revived the idea, and I made up my mind to go myself at 
two o'clock, after finishing the business I was engaged upon. 
I mentioned to Colonel It. Napier, chief of Sir James 
Outram's staff, that I was willing to, prodded through the 
enemy to the Alum Dagb, if the general thought my,doing so 
would be of service to the commander-in-Chief, • He was 
surprised •at the offer, and seemed to regard the enterprise 
as fraught with too much danger to be .assented to; hut he 
Aid me the fayour of communicating the offer to Sir James 
Outram, because he considered that ray zeal deserved to be 
brought to his notice,  

`Sir James did not ,  encourage me to undertake 'the 
journey, declaring that he thought. it so dangerous that he 
would not himself have asked any of 	to attempt it. 	I, 
however, spoke so confidently..  of Hamm, suet treated the 
dangers so lightly, that he at last yielded, and did me the 
honour of adding, that if I succeeded in reaching the 
commander-in-eldef, my knowledge weld be a great help 
to him. 

' I secretly arranged for a disguise, so that my departure 
might not be known to my wife, as she was not well enough 
to bear the prospect of an eternal  separation. 	When I left 
home, about seven o'clock in the. evening, she thought I 
was gone on duty for the night to the mines; for I was 
working as an assistant field-engineer, by order of Sir James 
Outram. 	• • 
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'By half-past seven o'clock my disguise was Completed, 

and 'a 	.1 •entered •the room of Colonel Napier; no one in , 
recognised me. 	I was dressed as a budmash, or as an 

.. 	 ./ 	 . 	, 
within tnenty Tonle of two guns to sec what strength they 
were, and returned to the guide, who was in great alarm,
and 140'1 would•net distrust him becawse of the this- 

, irregular soldier of the oitY, with sword and shield, native!  take, as it was caused brhis anxiety to take mo away from 
.' made shoes, tight trotisere, a yellow silk keortah over a tight- Ahe,,pickets of the'enemy. 	'I bade him not 'to be frightened 

fitting white muslin shirt, a yellow-colciurel ehints 'sheet'''. of:ntieifor I iv 	not annoyed, as such acisidents -,were-  not 
thrown round my shoulders, a cream-coloured turban, and unfrequent evon\ when.tlfere was no danger. to ho avoided: 
a white waistband or kumurbund. 	My face, down to the It was now' libmit midnight: 'We endeavoured to persuade 
shoulders, and my hands, to the wrists, were coloured with a cu#ivater; who was Switching his crop, to show us the way 
lampblack, the cork used being dipped in oil to cause the for a aloft distance, but he urged old' age and lameness 
colour to adhere a little: ' I'could get nothing better. 	I had and another,' whom :I  peremptorily told to come with us; 
little confidence in the disguise of my features, and! trusted ran off screaming, and• alarmed the whole village. 	We next 
more to the darkness. of the night ; but Sir James Outram walked quickly away into the canal, running under the 
and his staff seemed satisfied.. After being provided with Char Binh, u which I fell several times, owitig teinY sheen 
a small double-barrelled 'pistol, and a pair of broad pyjainabs' being wet add slippery and my' feet sore 	The'Shoes wore,. 
over the tight drawers, I proceeded with' Kanoujee Lall to ' hard and tight, and had rubbed the skin off my toes, aid 
the right bank of the river Gooratte, running north of our cut into the, flesh above the heels. 	• 	• 	• 	• ' 
intronobment, accompanied by Captain Hardingo, of the 
irregular cavalry. 	 . 

' In two hours more we were again in the right direction, 
two women, in the village.  we passed having kindly helped' 

' Here We undressed and quietly forded the river, which us to find it: 	About two o'clock we reached an advanced 
was only about four and a half feet deep, and about a ; picket of sepoys;who 'told us .the way, after' asking where 
hundred yards wide at this point. 	My courage failed me we, had come fronds  and whither we were going. 	I thought 
while in the water, and' if my guide had been within reach, ;! it safer to,.go •up to the picket, than to try to pass them. ' 
I should perhaps have pulled him back and abandoned mnolnerved. 	' 	' 	, 	- 
the enterprise ; but he waded quickly through the stream. `Kanoujee hall now begged I' would not' press him to 
Reaching the opposite bank, we went crouching up .a , , 'take me into the Alum Bradt, as he did. not know the Way,  

. 	ditch for three hundred yards, to a grove .of Ion treek-i4"' !fa,. and OM enemy were strongly posted around the place 
the edge of a pond, whore we stopped to dress. 	While we'': I was tired, and 'in pain from.the shoes, and would there- • 
were here, a man came down to the pond, to wash, and  fore have preferred, going into the Alum13agh; but, as the . 
-went-away again without observing us. 	 , 

'My co»fidence now returned to me, and with my tuiwni: 
.guide feared' attempting it, I desired him to go on to the 
vauip'of, the, conunander-in-chief, whiCh he said was near , 

. resting on my shoulder we advanced into the huts in Bunnee (a village eighteen • miles. front Lucknovi)'upon the 
front, where I accosted a matchlockman,who answered to Cawnpore road. 'The moon had risen by this time, and we- 
my remark that the night was cold : "It is very cold,in,fact, • 1 could see well ahead. 	' 	 I 	, 	. , 	. 
it is a cold night." 	I passed him, adding that it would' be ' . J.Ily ',tree o'clock. we, arrived at a grove of mango-free.';. 
.colder by and by. situated 'on aPlain,',iii which a man was singing 'at the top 

'After going six or seven hundred yards further, we 'of his voice. 	I' thought 'he was a villager, but he got' 
reached the iron bridge over the Goemtee, where we alarmed' on hearing us approach ; .and astonished us, too,-  
were stopped and called. over by a, native officer who arms . hy calling out a getital of twenty-five sepoys, all of whom- 
seated in an upper-storied house, and seemed. to. be in askeeguestions. 	Kanoujee Lall here lost heart for, BM 'first 	' 
command of II cavalry picket, whose horses were near the ,time, and, threw array the letter intrusted to him for Sir 
place saddled. 	My  guide advanced to the /ighk.".;intf .I.: !:.Colin paniphel 	I' kept' mine safe in my turban,' 	Me 
stayed a little back in the shade. 	After being told that ' `Satisfied ;The guard that we • wore poor men 'travelling to 
wo had come from hfundeon—our old. cantonment, and Umronla, a village 	miles this side of ,the chiefs camp, 	' 
then in the possession of the enemy—and that we were to inform a friend• of the death of his brother' by. a shot • 
going into the City to our homes, he let us proceed." We , from the British intrenchment at hut:knew; and they told 
continued on' along the left hank of the' river to the .stone 
bridge, which is about eight or nine hundred yards from' 

' ,up•the‘road. 	They'appeured to be greatly relieved on aliS,  ,,, 
cevering that it was hot ,  their terrible foe, who was only a ' 

the iron bridge, passing unnoticed through a number of 
sepoys and.  match/oak:non, some of whom 'were escorting ' 

few miles in advance of them. 	We went in the direction, 
,:indicated by them, and ;after walking for half •an hour we 

persons of rank in palanquins preceded by torches. ' . got into,,,'a Iheel'orfavamp, Which are numerous-and largo 
' Recrossing the Goomteo by the stone bridge, we, went by in 'Cede' We had to wade through it fortwo !town up 14:: 

a sentry unobserved, who was closely questioning a dirtily our 'waists in Water, and through weeds ; for before ire 
dressed native, and into the chowk or principal street of the 'fetind out that we were in a jheel, we had gone" too far to 
city of Lucknow, whicirenSs not illuminated as, much an. it 
used to be previous to the . siege,. nor was. it so crowded. 

recede, 	. X was nearly exhausted on getting ;out of the , 
water, luiving made great exertions to•ferce. our way through 

I jostled against several armed• mon' in th'e street without the weeds, and to prevent 'the colour being wasted offany 
being spoken to, and only met one guard' of .sevenseriph face. , It,  as nearly 'gone from my betide. 	' 	• 
who were amusing 'themselves 	with ,dome n'' Women 	of , 	''I now. .cested" for fifteen minutes, despite the cement  
pleasure. 	 " ' 	' 	• i '" ,•.' 	• 

' When issuing froth the city:into the country, we were 
• Strances 4 the guide, and went. forward;, passing between', 
!tvie'likkete of the, enemy, who had no .sentrice, ;thrown out 

challenged by a ohowkeedar, or watchman; who, without •It'ntielte'n• four o'clock in the, morning when Istepped at. 
stopping its, merely aeked'ivhe-wevrete..,:"The part'Of.the ' 
city traversed that night by tue.'seented-44:A have been 

the corner of a tope or.grove of. trees to" sleep for.an lieu; ,, 
which Kanoujee Ian entreated I would net do ;. latt• I 

deserted by at least a third of•itWinhabitanle: • '1..-̀...'.  ;','•• ... thought he 'overrated "the danger, mid, lying down,.14old. ' 
' I was in great spirits when we ceacliejl• Pia:green' fielfirs•:-;')Iim to see' if there was any one in the groove who .wodlit 

into which I had not been for'. live •montlia. • '!verYthing,•? !tell:ltiM where ive then were.. 	• 	, 	: ., 	• ' .. 
armed us smelt sweet, and a carrot 'I took freM,V.ie'rea& ''  '' We had not gone far when I beard the Itnglish clual.. • 
side was the most deliciouti I had ever tasted: .1. gave vent ' hinge " Who comes there V with 'a native accent 	We 'had 
to my-feelings in a conversation with Kanottjee Dail, who , 
joined in my .admiration •'Of "the province of. Onde, aud..', 
lamentation that it was isirs;!  'in.., Abe% hatiftVicif 'Wrrelei,uhi -;. 

' reached a Britith cavalry outpost : my eyes filled with joyfid. 
: tears, and I shook the Sikh, officer* charge of, the picket 
i. heartily by the hand. 	The old soldier was as Pleased as'. ' 

whose misgovernment and rapacity:Were *raying iv.,. 	• 	, 
' A further walk of a few milet(Wasaceamclislanhin high ' 

myself When ho heard whence I had• come; and he was ' 
good enough to send two of his men to conduet,me to the 

spirits. 	But there vats trotible.heforeats,•,.•Vehed taken can* of the advance-guard. 	.An officer of. her ,Majesty's 
the wrong road, and wore now Anita •Init ef our- 	way in' the 9th Lancers, who was visiting his pickets, suet mo on the 
Dii Koosim Park, which was °chivied by the enemy. 	I went' way, andrtook, me to his tent, -where I got dry stockings and r 
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. 	. 	. . 
•EiLoastia„ end, **at I zuueh needed, 
liqu'or I had not lastCd foi'ne;uly 

' I thanked fied• for -having safely' 
' ,this.dangerond enterprise, and Kanoujee 

and. intelligCnce .with ,Which 	lie 
during this trying night. 	Wheri 
me spnik as little as possible. 
answer,' and- 	I feel that. I am indebted 
measure more than to myself for 
ine great satisfaction to hear that 
rewarded. 	., 	, 	, 

' In undetiaking this enterprise, 
sense of duty, believing that I could 

relief, the besieged garrison; which 
, 

' 

. 
• 

• 
. 

• . 

. 

, 	 • 	, 
• 

, 	• 

• 

. 	Gaunt ov./lemurzt. 
, 	 . 

. 
7 

. 	, 
. 

• , fancy the commander-imehief when 

a glaSs 	.,lirpPdv7-a, ' 	 • two months,) , 	' , 
conducted hire, through' 

ball foilthe iMairtige , 
ioa cooducfcci 	hinmelf• , 

we were questioned, lielirt 
HS always hail,;* ready 

,t0' bin/ 4i,,ti..kFeat 
my escape.It will give ' 

he has bean enitehty ' 
„ • , 	 ,, . 

I was actuated) by at 
be of use to his excel! 

approaching, fex its' 
had heroical -zristed• 

. 	, , 

„ 
. 

• 
I 	, . 

,%• 
.. 

the, attack of thirty' times its own nnrebez for nearly live, 
months, Within ti weak and,  irregular .intrencliment.; and, 
secondly, liecause,'I was anxious to perform some service 
Avhiclk would insure to roe the honour.  of wearing our Most 
Gracione3fajeity's Cross.,  
 ' My reception by Sir Colin Campbell and his staff was 

cordial and kind to the utmpst degree ; `And if I never'hatve 
more than the remembrance,of their condescension and of 
the heartfelt congratulation of ,Sir James Outram and of 
till the'efficers of his'garrisoit on my safe return to tliein-'-'-I 
shall, not, repine, though,' to•AM sure having the Victoria 
Cross would inalti,a me it prouder and a happier man. 

, 
, 	, 	-, 	„, 	 . 	. 	, '.1.1.unn, (44.SNAtlif. 

',Mout, ilhn Bagh,,,Nov. 24.' 
• ' 	• 	• 	 ' , 	• 
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CIIA.PTER XXII. 
• • 

CLOSING EVENTS, OF THE YEAR.. 
• .. 	. 

. 	. 
' 	. 	1.

, 
 W 	1: 

1 	HE 	expedition 	of Sir 	Colin 
< 

// Campbell to Lucknow in Novem- ' ,. 	x
s
y,   

the Calcutta volunteer;' parade-ground, before the , 
journey to the upper provinces commenced• The 

Or 	'ber, followed by the extraordinary Calcutta government commenced operations for 
yj rescue of the British residents at reorganising the vast regions which had been 

4,  ,... ., 	• 	that city, formed an episode in the thrown into confusion by the Revolt A plan was 
4 	history of the Indian Revolt well sketched .out for separating the divisions of Dalhi. 

,i. 	worthy of being treated singly and 
separately from 	other 	matters. 	This 

and Meerut from the Northwest Provinces, ,and , 
transferring thorn to the government of the Pur- 

40 having been done, the present Chapter may jaub—in order that they might share in the peen- 
conveniently be devoted to the closing events liar system of executive rule which had been: found 

of the year in other places, touching only upon to 'work well in the Panjaub, under the energetic 
such occurrences 	as 	immediately affected the control of Sir Sohn Lawrence,. 	The rest 'of' the 
mutiny or The plans for its suppression. 	AS in Northwest Provinces' could not be  permanently 
the former chapters*---relating, the one to July .reorgainsednntil the warlike,•operations had made ' 
and August, and the other to September and further adViince. • Anether proceeding on the part 
October—the survey (applicable in this °ate to of the governinent was to send out a commission 
NOTeraber.mid December) may usefully begin in Islands•xamine.'how-fir .they to.IIM.Anditnum 	*,,b 

'1he:;; C,.ulcutta. provinces,' and thence travel west- .. , were suited „as a ,penal settlement for rebels or 	, 
.),*.c1: ,  ' 	,::,:, 	,.i. 	: • 	.,, 	 ,, 	„ 	• 	• 
,'',: k'aleuttli..,its4' for, reazions 	more 	than 	once,. 

traitors sentenced to transportation ; the ,commis- t .., siott comprised: naval and medical officers;  who . 
stsiei.1;Was.net  likely to be iziaterially affected by , Were empowered to select a spot healty in 

'finiititi-Oui preeeedi»gs. 	The interests of the native .'situation and easily defended.  
' ' 	' " io eiii 'e , 	• towns-people, . 	u, Hied in supplying the wants of In the easternmost 'distriets of India, mutiny 
lt.largerrnuMber•kif .nropeans than resided at Any , 
other city in India; led them to prefer scenes •of 

, Showed itseIfirt• small degree. 	It could hardly be 
other than' Slight, however ; for the Hindustani 

quiet, even if the Bengalee character had been • troops were few hi number, and the:general ,pepu- 
more warlike than IS'its wont ; 'Ivhile the frequent laden, not ill affected. 	Three companies of the 
landing of British troops from other shoreS kept 
itt:alve such of the sepoy soldiers as still remained 

arum:' 	A naval squadron anchored in the • 

34th Bengal; 'Witte infantry, it will be reTefri7, 
bered,* Were' Stationed at Chittagong at the very ',

in, beginning of the troubles in March and Aprir; 
Hoogly, 'with sufficient politer of metal to batter • they . not only,, remained faithful when , the ether 
the city: to ruins if danger 'arose. 	The natives, 
eXi.ipt a few of fanatical character, were more 

compunie.4 of the same regiment became 11111fillOUff ' 
at 13erharnpore, 	but 	made • a •Yery,  , high-flown.  

d4osed to seek -for holiday than for • war; and deolaration of their loyalty. • After remaining 'true ' 
holiday occasionally fell to their share, in the to their salt' throughout the whole of the-summer 
proceedings of the British themselves. 	On ,one and autumn, 'these three conapanies at length 
day, towards the close of November, there wore yielded to the general mania. 	They broke out 
4500 British troops temporarily garrisoned at into mutiny at Chittagong.  on The 18th of Nevem- 
Caletitta, and 11 ships-of-war 	anchored in 	the • 
river. 	The troops. comprised MM. 19th, 20th, 

her, burnt their line blow pp the. 'magazine, 
looted the ,treasury, and coinmenced a settroh Ifor 

42d, 54th, 79th, and 97th regiments of foot, or - Euroueans. 	These. latter escaped,.ehiefly in boats 
portions of them, together with one battalion:ef • ;.upon the river. ' The mutineers thes released the 
the 60th Rifles, and one of the Rifle brigade. ' A convicts from the jail, and decamped. They moved ,' 
review-  of most of these fine troops was held eri 

e, 	• 
northward, apparently tending toward Tipper* . 

4 chap. xvii., pp. 277-2941 chap. ra., 441. :bi-*, •' 	• 	. • See p. 103.. 	i 	" 
, • • : , : 	 " 	 . 	, 	. 	. 
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where a petty rajah held his court. 	Directly this 
was known, Major Byng, commanding a Silhet 

In a -wide region of Bengal westward of Calcutta, 
the only incidents requiring notice were two or 

native regiment, marched down from the hills, 
and met the mutineers. 	A brief conflict ensued, 
in which the major unfortunately received a 

three in which the Sliekhawuttie battalion shewed 
that it still remained faithful to the Company's 
raj—almost the last relic of the once magnificent 

mortal wound ; but the misguided men of the Bengal army. 	With this regiment Colonel Forster 
34th, meeting with no kind of sympathy from put down the recusant Rajah of Pachete, whose 
the Silhetees, 	were almost wholly annihilated domain 	touched the grand trunk-road above 
within a few days. Raueegunge. 	After hovering some time on the 

There were at that time two companies of the verge. of treason, this man at length refused to 
73d native regiment at Dada, ; and as soon as the obey the British resident at Rugonauthpoor, Mr 
authorities received from the magistrate of Chitta- Lushington, who was obliged to intrench himself 
gong news of what had occurred at the last-men- in self-defence. 	Colonel Forster hastened thither; 
timed place, they resolved to disarm those two and by his own boldness of bearing, and the faith- 
companies, as a precaution against mischief. 	The fulness of his Shekhawutties, he captured the 
sepoys, however, hearing the news from Chittagong rajah, a fort of no inconsiderable strength, much 
snore speedily than the authorities, prepared for wealth, and a mass of treasonable correspondence 
resistance. 	A party of volunteers disarmed a few 
scattered sepoys ; but as the others had artillery 

—without firing a shot. 	Shortly afterwards, 
Forster marched to Sumbhulpore, where a band 

to assist them, a hundred English sailor; with two of ruffians, headed by one of their own class, had 
or three howitzers, were told off to deal with them. commenced a course of violence that needed and 
A sharp contest ensued at the sepoy barracks, with obtained a prompt check. 
balls, 'grape, and musketry ; until at length the Let us hasten on to the busier scenes of the 
sailors, determined on a closer attack, rushed upon northwest, 	viewing them 	in 	connection with 
the sepoys, drove them out of the barracks, and Cawnpore as a central point of strategy, and with 
killed many on the spot. 	The rest set off on a Sir Cohn Campbell as leader of all the British 
hasty march to Jelpigoree, the head-quarters of the operations. 	This may the snore appropriately be 
regiment. 	So utterly was that part of India done ;, because there were no events on the Lower 
denuded or British troops, that there were none to Ganges, between Calcutta and Benares, requiring 
repel even one or two hundred mutineers ; and notice, so far as concerned the mouths oiNovember 
many villages were plundered on the road. 	The and December. 
check came from a quarter whore apparently the Cawnpore was a centre in military matters for 
mutineers least expected.. itsLfrom the men of the following reasons. 	On one side of it was 
their own regiments The motives of the native Lucknow, so important in relation to the occu- 
troops were as inscrutable now as at any former pdncy of Oude ; Allahabad, on another side, was 
time . for although 	the two companies thus on the great line of route for troops from Calcutta ; 
rebelled, fought, and sled, the bulk of the regiment Agra and Delhi, towards the northwest, lay on 
remained faithful. 	They had even quietly per- the path of approach from the Punjaub ; while on 
slatted two hundred Goorkhas to join the regiment the south and southwest wore the roads along 
—that step having been adopted by the authorities which armies or columns of armies might march 
to infuse new blood into the corps. 	An officer of from the two southern provinces of Madras and 
the 73d, writing from Jelpigoree on the 3d of Bombay. 	Hence Sir Cohn Campbell made earnest 
December, said : ' Our men have sworn to their endeavours to maintain a good position at Cawn- 
native officers (not to us) that they will do their pore, as a convenient base of operations. 	Colonel 
duty ; and our spies, who have hitherto proved Wilson, as commandant, was instructed to attend 
so trustworthy, declare that we may fully depend to the wants of Lucknow so far as ho could, and to 
on the regiment. 	Yesterday the test commenced watch the movements of insurgent troops in the 
by our ordering accoutrements and ammunition neighbourhood. This continued throughout October. 
to be served out to our two hundred Goorkhas. In November, when Sir Cohn went with his small 
This was done cheerfully, and is a very good army to relieve Lucknow, he left General Wind- 
indication of the prevailing feeling. 	A strange ham—well known in Crimean warfare as the 'hero 
scene it was, watching the sepoys doling out of the Redan.'—in command at Cawnpore, not to 
ammunition to Goorkhas to fight against their own 

I

/ 
fight, brit to keep communication safely open from 

(the sepoys') comrades, and it, did one's heart good 
to see it : we are all under. arms, and ver 	san- 

Lucknow DO Cawnpore to Allahabad. 	Sir Colin, 
it will be remembered,* hurried back to Cawnpore 

pine.' 	These men actually joined in routi'ig the at the end of November on account of events that 
mutinous companies of their own regiment, and had occurred during his absence. 	What those 
in driving them towards l3hotan, where they died events wore, we have now to narrate. 

.1, 
 

miserably among an unsympathising popu tion.— The series of disasters that occurred to General 
Such discrepancies in conduct between different Windham originated iu part in. the want of good 
regiments and different companies of the same communication 	between him 	and 	Sir 	Cohn 
regiment, threw great difficulties in the' way of S 

.al tracing of the causes of the Revolt. any log'ss ' • Mop. rd., p. as. 
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Campbell. 	Whether the messengers were stopped protect the city, camp, .cantonment, intrenchment;  
by the way, does not clearly appear ; but Sir Colin and bridge of boats. 	This he did. 
remained in ignorance that the Gwalior mutineers So far, then, the operations of the 26th were to a 
were approaching Cawnpore ; while Windham certain extent successful. 	But disaster followed. 
received no replies to letters sent by him, asking He encamped for the night on the Jewee Plain, on 
for instructions for his guidance. 	Sir Colin knew the Calpee side of Cawnpore, having the city . 
nothing of Windham's troubles until, on the 27th between, him and the intrenchment. 	Whether 

Windham did not know that the enemy were so of November'
' 
 he heard at the Alum Bagh the 

noise of artilleryaring at Cawnpore; while Wind- near in great force, whether his camping-ground 
ham received no aid or advice until Sir Colin was ill chosen, or whether he left his flanks unpro- 
himself appeared 	late on 	the following day. tected, certain it is that, about noon on the 27th, 
Whether or not there were defective tactics in 
the subsequent management of the affair, this 

when his men were preparing for a camp-dinner, 
they were surprised by an onslaught of the enemy 

uncertainty at the beginning was unquestionably in immense force, from behind a thick cover of 
disadvantageous. 	Windham 	knew, about 	the trees and brushwood, beginning with an over- 
middle of the month, that the Gwalior and Iudore whehning artillery cannonade. 	For five hours did 
mutineers, swelled to 20,000 strong by reinforce- this attack continue, chiefly near the 	point of 
ments of rebels from various quarters, had reached junction of the .Delhi and Calpee roads. 	Dis- 
within about thirty miles of Cawnpore, on the tracted by an attack on 	three sides of him, 
Gaines; road; and a week later he found that they Windham hastened to see what was doing on the 
were. within twenty miles. 	As the troops at his fourth side, towards the city ; and here he ascer- 
command barely exceeded 2000 men, and as he 
received no news from Campbell, he considered 

tamed that the mutineers had turned his flanks, 
got into the city, and were beginning to attack 

how best to maintain his position. 	Ho was in an the intrenchment near the bridge. 	Retreat was 
intrenchment or intrenched fort, far distant from at once resolved on; and although the general's 
the one formerly occupied by Sir Hugh Wheeler, 
and placed close to the Ganges, so as to command 

dispatch did not state the fact, the private letters 
show that the retreat was enure qui pent. 	For, in 

the bridge of boats; there being within the intrencla- truth, it became a matter of speed, whether the 
meat the requisite buildings for the daily necessities British could rush back to the intrenchment in 
of his force. 	As the city of Cawnpore lay between time to save it. 	They did so ,, but at the expense 
him and the Calpee road, he deemed it necessary of a large store of tetiti, saddlery, harnesi, camp- 
to take up a new position. 	Leaving some of his equipage, and print() property—all of which had 

,' troops, therefore, in the intrenchment, he formed to be abandoned in the-hasty scamper: froni, the 
' with the remainder a new camp at Dhuboulee, 

close to the canal westward of the city, at a point 
camp to the introit:Went. . This booty the enemy 
at once seized ‘apon, and either appropriated or 

where he believed he would be able to watch and burned according to its degree of usefulness. 	No 
frustrate the enemy. less than five hundred tents fed a bonfire that 

On the 26th, finding that the mutineers were night—a loss quite irreparable at that time to the 
approaching, he went out to encounter them. 	He British. 
started at three in the morning with about 1200 Bitter was the mortification with which the. 
infantry (chiefly of the 34th, 82d, 88th, and Rifles, troops contemplated this day's work. ' One of. the 
100 Sikh cavalry and eight guns), and marched eight officers said iu a private letter : ' You will read the 
or nine miles to Bhowsee, near the Pandoo Nuddee account of this day's fighting with astonishment ; 
—leaving his camp-equipage and baggage near the for it tells how English troops, with their trophies 
city. 	Brigadier Carthow was second in command; 
and the chief officers under him were Colonels 

and their mottoes, and their far-famed bravery, 
were repulsed and lost their camp, their baggage, 

Walpole, Kelly, and Maxwell. 	The enemy were and their 	position, 	by [to I] the 	scouted 	and 
found strongly posted on the opposite side of the dry degraded natives of India.' 	The beaten ' Feting- 
bed of the Pandoo Nuddee. 	The British advanced 
with a line-of skirmishers along the whole front, with 

hoes,' as the enemy had now a right to call them, 
did certainly retreat to their intrenchment amid 

supports on each flank, and a reserve in the centre. overturned tents, pillaged baggage, 	men's 	kits, 
The enemy opened a heavy fire of artillery from fleeing camels, elephants, 	horses, and servantsi  
siege and field guns; but such was the eagerness Another officer who bad just come up from Alla- 
of the British troops to engage, that they carried the habad, and who was within the intrenchment on 
position with a rush, cheering as they went ; and a the afternoon of this day, thus described the scene: 
village, half a mile in the rear of the enemy, was 'Saw our troops retreating into the outer intrench- 
rapidly cleared. 	The mutineers hastily took to ment. 	A regular 	pithic followed. 	Trains 	of 
flight, leaving behind them two howitzers and one elephants, 	camels, 	horses, 	ballock-wagons, and 
gun. 	At this point, apparently for the first time, coolies came in at the principal gate, laden with .  
Windham became aware that he had been engag- stuff. 	The principal buildings are the General 
ing the advanced column only of the enemy, and Hospital, the Sailors' Hospital, the Post-office, and 
that the main force was near at hand. 	Rendered 
uneasy by his position, he resolved on retiring to 

the Commissariat-cellars. 	Around these houses, 
which are scattered, crowds of camels, bullocks, 
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and horses were collected, fastened by ropes to section;  under Windham himself, was to defend 
stakes in the ground, and among the animals, piles the portion of th ) town nearest the Ganges on 
of trunks, beds, chairs, and miscellaneous furni- the. left of the 	anal, and support Walpole if 
ture and baggage. 	There was scarcely room to needful. 	These everal arrangements were especi- 
move. 	Met one of the chaplains hastening into ally intended to protect the intrenchment and 
the intrenchinent. 	Ile had left everything in his the bridge. of boats—so important in relation 
tent outside. 	The servants almost everywhere to 	Sir 	Colin 	Campbell's 	operations 	in 	Outdo. 
abandoned their masters when they heard the The British position was to be wholly defen- 
guns. 	Mounted officers were galloping across the sive. 	A severe struggle ensued. 	The Gwalior 
rough 	ground 	between the 	inner and 	outer mutineers were now joined by another 	force 
intrenchments and doolie after doolie, with its under Neua Sahib, and a third under his brother 
red curtains down, concealing some poor victim, 
passed on to the hospitals. 	The poor fellows were 

Bhola Sahib; altogether the insurgents numbered 
21,000. 	They marched unmolested towards the 

brought in, shot, cut, shattered, and wounded in city and cantonment; and then were the few 
every imaginable way ; and as they wont by, raw British 	sorely 	pressed 	indeed. 	Walpole 	was 
stumps might be seen hanging over the sides of speedily engaged in very hard fighting ; and it 
the doolies, literally like torn butcher-meat. 	The was on 	his 	side 	only that anything 	like 	a 
agonies which I saw some of them endure during victory was achieved, 	Aided by Colonels Woody 
the surgical operations were such as no tongue or ford and Watson, and Captain Greene, Walpole 
pen can describe. 	The surgeons, who did their 
utmost, were so overworked, that many sufferers 
lay bleeding for hours before it was possible to 

repulsed a vigorous attack made by the enemy, 
and captured two 18-pounder guns. 	Carthew, 
who struggled from morning till night against 

attend to them.' 	During the hasty retreat, one of a most formidable body of the enemy, was 
the guns had been overturned in a narrow street at length 	obliged to 	retire from his 	position. 
in Cawnpore. 	The British could not wait to bring Wilson, eager to render service at an exposed 
it away ; but at night General Windham ordered point, led his section of troops—chiefly consisting 
100 men of the 64th to aid a few seamen of the of U.M. 64th foot—against four guns planted by 
naval brigade in an expedition to secure the guh, the enemy in front of Carthew's position. 	He and 
It was a delicate task, in a city crowded with the 
enemy ; hovel was done, one of the officers of the 

his gallant men advanced in the face of the enemy, 
and tinder a murderous fire, for more than half 

naval brigade has told.* 	. a mile, up a ravine commanded by high ground in 
What was next to be done, became an import- front as well as on both sides, 	From the ridge in 

ant question. 	General Windham assembled his front, the four 9-pounders played upon them as 
superior officers, mut conferred with them. 	If they rushed forward. 	After reaching and almost 
he 	could 	have 	obtained 	reliable 	information capturing the guns, they were encountered by a 
concerning the position of the enemy's artillery, 
lie would have proposed a night-attack ; but, in 

very large force of the enemy who had hitherto 
been hidden ; further progress was impossible ; 

ignorance on this important point, it was resolved they retreated, and saw their officers falling around 
to defer ,operations till the morrow. 	Early on the them in mournful number. 	Colonel Wilson him- 
28th, accordingly, the force was divided into four 
sections, thus distributed : 	One, under Walpole, 
was to defend the advanced portion of the town on 

self was killed ; 	as 	were 	also Major 	Stirling, 
Captain McCrea 	and Captain Morphey ; while 
ninny other officers were wounded. 	It was a 

the left side of the canal ; a second, under Wilson, 
was to hold the intrenchment, and establish a 

defeat and a loss, for which no counterbalancing 
advantage was gained. 

strong picket on the extreme right; a 	third, 
under Carthew, was to hold the Bithoor road M 

Thus the 28th had increased the humiliation of 
the preceding day. Tents, baggage, officers, prestige 

advance of the intrenchment, receiving support —all had suffered. 	The mutineers revelled in the 
from the picket there if needed ; while the fourth city as conquerors on the night of the 28th, seizing 

everything which had belonged to the British. 
More than 10,000 rounds of Enfield cartridges, the 0 . We marched off coder the guidance or a native, who said he 

would take us to the spot where the gun lay. 	We told him he mess-plate of four Queen's regiments, paymasters' 
should he well rewarded if he brought us to the gust, but if he 
brought us into a trap, we had a soldier by him " at full cock" 
ready to blow his brains out. 	We passed our outside pickets, and 

chests, and a large amount of miscellaneous pro- 
sort 	fell fell into their hands. 	On the morning of 

entered the town through very. narrow streets without a single 
nigger being seen, or a shot fired on either side. 	We crept along; 
not a soul spoke a word, all was still as death ; and after march- 

the 29th the insurgents began to bombard the 
intrenchment and the bridge of boats. 	Had 

ing in this way into the very heart of tho town, our guide brought not Sir Colin Campbell arrived at that critical 
us to the very spot into which the gun was capsized. The soldiers . 
were posted on etch side, and then we went to work. 	Not a man time, it is hard to say what might have been 
spoke above his breath, and each stone was laid down quietly. the amount of disaster; for the enemy were in When we thought wo had cleared enough, I ordered the men to 
put their shoulders to the wheel and gun, and when all was ready, 
and every men had his pound before him, I said " Heave !" and 
up she righted. We then limbered up, called the soldiers to follow, 
and we marehts: into the intrencliments with our gun without a. 

immense strength ; and if the bridge of boats 
had been broken, the fate of the refugees from 
Lucknow might have been sad indeed. 	All that 

shot being tired. When we got in, the colonel returned us his best 
thanks, and gave us ail nu extra ration of grog ; we then returned 
to our gun.? itt the battery' 

day did the firing of the enemy continue. 	All that 
day did the living stream' from Lucknow approach 
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the bridge. 	Sir Colin inimediately assumed tom-Generalgunje—an old bazaar extending along the 
mead at Cawnpore. 	Mortifying as it was to him canal in front' of the 'line occupied by the camp. 
to leave the enemy in possession of the city and Brigadier Greathed 	had 	held 	this 	advanced 
everything west of it, he had no alternative. 	One position„ sapperted 	by Peel's 	and Bonrchier's 
holy duty pressed upon him.—to protect the help- gunS. 	'Sir Colin resolved to take the offensive 
less Lncknow.conVoy until it could be sent on to on the following day. 	The enemy . occupied 'a 
Allahabad. 	He despatched Hope Grant with a strong position. 	'Their centre 'was in the city of 
column, to keep open the road from Cawnpore Cawnpore, and lined the houses and 'bazaars 
through Futtehpoor 	to Allahabad; while 	he overhanging the canal and the barricaded streets; 
employed all his other troops in keeping the enemy their right stretched away to a point beyond the 
at bay. 	The officers in the intrenchment, looking crossing of the. main trunk-road over the canal ; 
over' their earthwork; could see the six miles' while their left occupied the old cantonment, from 
train of women, children, sick, wounded, bearers, 
servants, camp-followers, horses, 	oxen, 	camels, 
elephants, 	wagons, 	carts, 	palanquins, 	doolies, 
advancing along the road to the bridge ; and most 

which General Windliam's post had been prin-
eipally assailed • The canal, along.  which were 
placed the Centre and the right, was thus the 
main feature of the enemy's position, and mild 

narrowly were 'the movements of the enemy only be paSsed by two bridges. 	The enemy's 
watched, to prevent any interruption to the passage camp was two miles in rear of their right, on the 
of the cavalcade over the frail bridge. Cairo road; which was intended to be their line 

This unfortunate series of events at Cawnpore of advance and retreat. 	Sir Cohn well studied 
greatly 	disconcerted Sir Colin 	Campbell. 	In this poSitien before he formed his plan.. ' it 
his first dispatch to government relating to them, 
he referred almost without comment to Windham's 

appeared to me,' he said in his' dispatch, 'that if 
the enemy's right were Vigorously attacked, it 

own narrative. 	Three weeks afterwards a singe- would be driven from its position without assist- 
larly worded dispatch was issued from his camp ante being able to come from other parts of the 
• near 	Cawnpore, 	expressing 	a 	regret 	at 	an line ; the Wall-of the tetra', which gave cover to 
' omission' in his former dispatch; and adding, '1 our attacking columns on the right, ,being an 
desire to make my acknowledgment of the great effective 'obstacle 'to the movement of any portion 
difficulties in which Major-general Windham, CB., 
was placed during the operations he describes in 

of the enemy's troops from their left to their 
right' 	En' fact, 	his qui& eye saw 'that the. 

his dispatch ; and to recommend him and the Gwalior mutineers had . placed one-half their 
officers whom ho notices as having rendered force in ,such a spot that it could not help the 
him assistance to.  your lordship's protection " and other half, provided the attack were made in a 
good offices.' 	Lord Canning shortly afterwards certain 	fashion. 	It 	was , really a large and 
issued a general order, containing an echo 'of Sir powerful army to which he was now confronted ; 
Coffin's dispatch. 	General Windham continued for so many other mutinous regiments had joined the 
a time with the commander-in-chief. 	If official Gsvalior Contingent; that their force was now esti- 
dissatisfaction with his management at Cawnpore 'Mated at little short of 25,000. men, with about 40 
existed, it was either hushed up or smoothed pieces of artillery. 
away by subsequent explanations. On the morning of the 6th, the commander-in- 

The month of December opened amid events 
that caused sufficient anxiety to Sir Colin Camp- 

chief assigned to all his several corps and,  reg,i, 
ments their respective duties.* 	General Windham 

bell. 	The convoy of Lucknow fugitives had not 
yet been sent away • the Gwalior mutineers had 

opened a heavy bombardment at nine o'clock, 
from the intrenchment in the old cantonment, to 

not yet been defeated. 	He was compelled to act  induce the' enemy to believe that the attack would 
on the defensive until his helpless non-combatants be in that quarter. • For two hour; the rest of the 
were provided for. 	During one week, from the force was quietly taking up its position—Great- 
20th of November to the 2d of December, the loss hed's column in front of ,the enemy's centre, and 
in British officers bad been very considerable in ' 
and near Cawnpore ; for 10 were reported killed, 

the other columns in rear of the old cavalry lines, 
effectually masked from observation. , When it 

32 wounded, and 2 missing. 	The commander-in- was judged that Wiudham's .fire had drawn the 
chief, therefore, while repelling the still audacious enemy's attention away from the real point of 
insurgents, had to promote and establish numerous attack, Sir Colin sent his cavalry and horse-artil- 
officers, as well as fo reorganise his force. lery by a detour on the left, to cross the canal 'a 

It was a great relief to Sir Colin when the mile and a half higher up, and' assail the enemy's.;  
convoy left Cawnpore on its march toWards rear; while the infantry deployed in parallel lines 
Allahabad. 	He was then free to act as a military ( 
commander; and the enemy did not long delay *,rha  regiments or portions  of 	, 	 • 

regaments—mode up Into coni in giving him an opportunity of proving .his brigades oinfantry,ono of cavalry, ono of 
 
	rt.rno 1-, and ono of 

powers of command, 	On the 5th of December 
the enemy's artillery attacked his left pickets, 
while their infantry shewid on the same quarter ; 

engineers—were the following : B.18,8th,2281, 82,1:188titi•edv'fas,  
44th, 824, and 83d foot; Rifle Brigade; 25 'and,' Mb runiaub 
Infantry; B. M. 8th Lancers; 1st, 2,t1, and' Sib Puttintai carttlry.; 
ndson'

t
s
t 
 Horses 	horse-artiller en's

ght Robb hattorf t• hoary . 
they also• fired on' the British pickets in 	the 11 	ery; Nasal brigade; Quand Company's iaguiPers; 

sapp-ers and5Litterti. 	, 
• 
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fronting the canal. 	Captain Peel was the first the town 	and the old cantonment—Mansfield 
man to cross the canal bridge for the attack on the 
enemy's camp ; the heavy guns followed him ; and 

strengthened 'the pickets all round his •position, 
and bivouacked his troops for the night, where 

in a few minutes the enemy were astonished at ' they were left undisturbed by the enemy. 	.• 
finding themselves in the heat of battle on a side The mutineers *ere so thoroughly worsted in 
not at all contemplated by them. 	Their defeat these operations on the 6th, that they retired front 
was equal to their surprise, 	Sir Colin's regiments Oawnpore, irresolute touching their future plans,=- 
crossed the canal by various bridges, reached the some marching in one direction, some in another. 
enemy's camp, cut their forces in two, and then After securing and consolidating his position on 
completely routed them—pursuingthem for fourteen the 7th, Sir Colin prepared further. work for his 
miles on the Calpee road, and capturing guns and lieutenants. 	On the 8th, he gave orders to Briga- 
wagons as they went. 	In all this work the sailors dier Hope Grant toi march to 13ithoor, and, if it 
of tae naval brigade pushed forward with an should appear M him desirable, to advance further 
energy which seems to have struck even the to Semi Ghat, a :ferry over the Ganges about 
commander-in-chief, accustomed as he was to twenty-five miles above Cawnpore. 	This energetic 
deeds of daring. 	In his official dispatch he said : officer set off with a strong column of 2800 men* 
`I must here draw attention to the manner in and 11 guns, and marched through Bithoor to 
which the heavy 24-pounder guns were impelled Soorajpore, three miles short of Serai Ghat. 	Here 
and managed by Captain Peel and his gallant he bivouacked for the night, Early in the morning 
sailors. 	Through the extraordinary energy and of the 9th, leaving a portion of his ,column to 
good-will with which the latter have worked, 
their glans 	have 	been 	constantly in 	advance 

guard the baggage, he advanced with the main 
body, and found the enemy assembling on the 

throughout our late operations, from the relief bank of ,the river. 	The opposing forces soon got 
of Lucknow till now—as if they were light field- engaged in an Artillery action, in which Grant's 
pieces. 	The service rendered by them iu clearing guns narrowly escaped being lost in a quicksand 
our front has been incalculable. 	On this occasion at the river-side, 	After a sharp firing for half. an  
there was the sight beheld of 24-pounder guns hour, the' enemy's guns were silenced and then 
advancing with the first line 	of skirmishers.' -withdrawn. 	Then came up a force of the rebels' 
'wrote Sir Colin returned to camp in the evening, 
the enemy had been driven entirely and completely 

cavalry, to endeavour to capture Grant's guns ; but 
he promptly sent forward his own cavalry, which 

away from Cawnpore. 	The four infantry brigades advanced upon them, drove them away, pursued 
engaged in this hot day's work were headed by them, and cut up a considerable number. 	The 
Brigadiers Greathed, Adrian Hope, Walpole, and nature of the ground, however, was such that most 
Inglis, 	Windham was only employed in masking of the Anemy reached the corer of trees and houses 
the real nature of the attack. 	Sir Colin men- before the British could intercept, them. 	Rape 
tinned 	this 	matter in the 	following 	peculiar Grant's infantry was not engaged in this conflict; 
terms : ' Owing to his knowledge of the ground, the retreat of the enemy taking place before their 
I requested Major-general Windham to remain in aid was needed. 	The enemy left behind them 
command'of the intrenchment, the fire of which fourteen brass guns and howitzers, one iron 18- 
was a very important featare in the operations pounder, together ' with a large store of wagons 
of the 6th of December ; although I felt and and ammunition—all of which were speedily 
explained to General Windham that it was a secured by the conquerors. 	These trophies were 
command hardly worthy of his rank.' brought away by the exertions of the infantry, 

There was a subsidiary operation in this battle who had much .difficulty to contend against along 
of the 6th. 	After the capture of the 	enemy's the quicksands, 	The troops had been marching 
camp, in the afternoon, General Mansfield was sent and fighting for thirty hours, with few and short 
to occupy a position called the Subadar's Tank, in intervals, and had scarcely eaten for twenty-four 
rear of the enemy's left, and about a mile and hours ; so that a supper, a night's rest, and a quiet 
a half from the intrenchment. 	Having taken day on the 10th, were very welcome to them. 
measures for the safeguard of the captured camp, 
and for maintaining a good post on the Calpee 

This affair at Semi Ghat completely succeeded; 
but the most extraordinary fact relating to it has 

road, Mansfield 	advanced towards the Tank-:- yet to be mentioned. 	Hope Grant's casualty-list 
struggling over broken ground and through enclo- was a blank! 	In his dispatch he said : ' I am 
sures, and driving parties of the enemy before truly grateffil to God, and happy to say, that 
him. 	After a good deal of mancenvring, in ground 
that greatly assisted the rebels, Mansfield succeeded 
in 	securing the position sought, and 	had the 
satisfaction of seeing large bodies of the enemy's 

though the fire of grape from the enemy was most 

t 42d Highlanders, 	. 	. 
. 	I 	. 	

. 	4113 
53d feet, 	. 	 . 	 413 
93d Highlanders, 	 . 	. 	 . 	8441 infantry and cavalry move off westward in full 4th Putijaub rifles, , 

	
. 	.  

retreat. 	As it was not practicable to communicate 0th Lancers, . 	. 	. 	. 	en 
PanLiaub cavalry, 	. 	. 	. 	85 ,5th with Sir Cohn after sunset, the position taken up Itodson's Horse, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	109 

being almost isolated ; and as there were consider- 
able numbers of the enemy still in occupation of 

Horsc•artillery, 	. 	. 	. 	• 	83 
Foot-artillery, 	. 	, 	. 	. 	130 
Sappers, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	,100 . 
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severe and well placed, falling among the artillery near Goruckpore, 	Even if the 	British were 
like hail, I had not a single man evert wounded, ' enabled to defeat him occasionally, they had no 
and only one horse of Captain Middletou'a battery cavalry wherewith to organise a pursuit, and he 
killed. 	It vies truly marvellous and previdential. speedily returned 	to 	his old quarters, 	Thus, 
Thirteen guns, most of them 	9-pounders and towards the close of December, Colonel Bowcroft, 
24-pounder howitzers, were playing with grape on 
the gallant artillery, and with round-shot upon 

with a mixed body of English sailors, Sikh police, 
and Goorkha irregulars, defeated this chieftain 

the cavalry, the former within about five hundred near Mujhowlee ; but, unable to pursue him with- 
yards—and his excellency is well aware With what out cavalry, the 'victory was of little effect. 	Jung 
precision these rebels fire their guns—yet not one 
single man was wounded! 	It requires all one's 

Bahadoor, as we have seen in a former chapter, 
sent a strong body of Goorkh.as several weeks 

faith in the honour of a truthful man to credit earlier to aid in the pacification of this part of India; 
such a marvellous announcement, and the gallant little Nepaulese warriors enabled 

In the various operations from the 3d to the the few.  English officers to effect that which would 
8th of December inclusive, Sir Colin suffered a have been impracticable without such assistance. 
loss of 13 killed and 86 wounded—a mere trifle Jung Balladeer himself, in conformity with an 
compared with the strength of his force and the engagement made with Viscount Canning, pre- 
kind of enemy with whom he had to deal. Among pared to join in the scene in person. lie descended 
the killed were Lieutenants Salmond and Vincent; with 0000 picked • men from his .mountains in 
and among 	the wounded, General 	Mansfield, December, to attack the 	Oudian 	rebels near 
Lieuteinant-colonel 	Horsford, 	Captains Longden, Goruckpore and Azimghur, and drive them back 
Forbes, and 	Mansfield, 	Lieutenants Neill 	and to their own country. 	It was just at the close 
Stirling, 	Ensigns Wrench, 	Graham, and Dyce. of the year that he began to encounter the enemy, 
Lieutenant 	Stirling afterwards 	died 	from 	the and to obtain successes which left Franks, Row- 
effects of a wound which was at first reputed croft, Longden, and other officers, free to engage in 
curable, such operations as Sir,Colin Campbell might plan 

The occurrences narrated in the last few pages for them at the opening of the new year. 
will have shewn by what steps Sir Colin Campbell Allahabad and Mirzapore, though often threat- 
obtained a firm footing at Cawnpore, as a centre ened, remained safely in British hands. 	In the 
from which he and his officers might operate in Bewail district, southwest of those cities, the rajah 
various directions. 	He had removed the British still continued faithful, and Captain Osborne still 
from Lucknow ; he had furnished to Outram such carried on those energetic operations by which he 
a force as would enable that general to hold the had so long and so wonderfully maintained his 
Mum Bagh against all assailants ; and he had post in a territory where he was almost the sole 
dispersed the formidable rebel army which so Englishman, and where many of the rajah's troops 
endangered Windham and.  the British interests at were burning with impatience to join the insur- 
Cawnpore. 	In the latter half of December he gents elsewhere. 	Osborne was incessantly on the 
prepared to start oft; with one portion of his force, 
towards Furruekabad ; while Walpole was to 

watch, and almost incessantly in motion, to keep 
open the important ,line of route between Mina- 

proceed to Etawah, and Hope Grant to Futtehpoor; pore through newel). to Jubbulpoor—part of the 
leaving Seaton to operate near Minpooree, Franks available postal route between Calcutta and Born- 
near Benares, and other brigadiers and colonels in bay, 	There was a nest of rebels at Myhere that 
various directions as rapidly as small columns gave him much trouble; but, aided by the faithful 
could be brought together. 	The object appeared to portion of the rajah's troops, he defeated them at 
be, to attack and disperse the enemy in various Kunchynpore and Zorall ; and finally, on the 28th 
parts of the Northwest Provinces, and either of December, stormed and captured Myhere itself. 
permit or Compel them to retreat into Oude— 
where a great effort, made early in the ensuing 

In Oude, as the last chapter sufficiently showed, 
British power was represented simply and solely 

year, might possibly crush the rebellion altogether. by Sir James Outram and his companions in the 
So much of these operations as took place in Alum Bagh and at the Bridge of Bunnee. 	Luck- 
December may briefly be noticed hero, before now was quite in the hands of the enemy, as were 
proceeding to the affairs of Central India. all the provincial districts of Oude. 	Sir James 

The whole region around Benares, Mirzapore, maintained his post steadily'; not strong enough to 
Allahabad, Goruckpore, and Jounpoor was thrown make conquests, but holding the key to a position 
into occasional uneasiness—not so much by rebel- that might become all-important as soon as the 
lions manifestations at those places, as by tempt- commander-in-chief should resume operations in 
ations thrown out by the Oudians. 	Mahomed that quarter. 	So well did ho keep watch and 
Hussein was still powerful as a leader near the guard, that the movements of any insurgent troops 
Oudian frontier; and he left no means untried in his -vicinity became speedily known to him. 
to rally numerous insurgents around his standard. On the 22d of December, the rebels made a clever 
As the British could spare very feiv troops for attempt to obtain possession of the road to Cawn- 
service in this quarter, Mahomed Hussein remained pore. 	They posted 1200 men inside a jungle, with 
throughout the most of the year master in and a sandy plain in front and a road close at hand. 
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Sir 'Junes, detecting the intended plan, silently  into line;'`advaticed boldly on the enemy's right, - 
peeved out two regiments in the dead of the night. charged with. the „bayonet, and -speedily drove 
The Soft sand deadened all sound; and dawn them out of the 	and village. ,The routavits 
found them within the enemy's pickets. A rattling complete, the cavalry having got round , beyond 

' volley and a cheer startled the enemy, who, after the ravines, and .'reaohed . a point whence they 
one discharge of their muskets, fled; leaving a 
hundred of their number deaden the field, besides 

could pursue the• fleeing enemy. 	Thirteen guns, 
* camp=equipage, baggage; ammunition, and. stores v 

four guns and several ammunition-wagons. 	One ' tell into the hands of the conquerors; while -no 
good result of this victory was, to induce some of less than 800.0f the enemy were computed to have 

• the villagers to bring supplies for sale to the camp. fallen in the field or during the pursuit. 	Leaving 
' 	in 	Itohilcund, nothing could at present be Furruckabad and its chieftain to be dealt with by 

effected to wrest the province from the enemy', 
until the Nab had been cleared from the host of 

Sir Colin' Campbell, Colonel Seaton moved on - ' 
towards MinPooree. Ile found the enemy awaiting' 

rebels and marauders who infested it, him, posted a Mile West of the city, • with their • 
The proceedings of certain 	columns in the front screened by large trees, under coverall' which 	, 

Doab, both before and after Sir Colin's victory at 
Cliwnpore

' 
 must here be noticed. 	 . 

their guns opened upon 'the column as it, came up, 
Seaton, by a flank-movement, disconcerted thorn,', 

Colonel Seaton, during the month of November, 
was placed in command of a column—censisting . 
of one wing of the let Bengal Europeans, the,  7th 

and they commenced a retreat, which resulted in . 
' the loss of •six glints and a large number of men, 
' The colonel at once took possessiorrof Minpooree. 

Punjaub 	infantry, 	a squadron of Carabiniers, Brigadier Showers, another officer to whom the" 
Hodson's Horse, a troop of horse-artillery, and two management 'Of a column was intrusted, started, • 
companies of Sappers and Miners. 	Seaton started like Seaton,-from Delhi, and, like him, sought to ' 
from Delhi, and worked his way southeastward," regain towns and districts which had long been a-. 
between the Jurana and the Ganges, clearing off prey to misrule. 	This column began its operations 
small portions of the enemy as he went. 	After in October, and 	during • the , following month . 
picking up at Allygurh a small force from the returned to Delhi, after having retaken Nunoond, 
Agra garrison under Major Bid, he. started again 
on the 13th of December, towards Etawah and 

Dadree, and other places southwest of the 'city, 
together with many lees of rupees which the. 

Minpooree. 	The self-styled Rajah of Minpooree, • rebels had looted from the several treasuries of 
Who had fled at the approach of Greathed's column the Company. 	Between Delhi . and the :Met;  
in October, afterwards returned to his old haunts, 
and expelled the olhoials established there by 

. General Van Cortland maintained tranquillity by 
the aid of a small force. 	Colonel Gerrard was the 

Greathed. 	His 'palace had been blown tip, and commander of another small column; ,Consisting.  - 
his treasury 	and jewel-house looted; yet 	he of one European regiment 4'aml a Miscellaneous - 
possessed influence enough to collect a band of body of native troops. 	With -this he marched to ' 
retainers in his service. 	To punish this rebel was • 
one of the duties intrusted to Colonel Seaton. 	On• 

Rewareo, and thence to the' town of Narnott iv , 
' jhujjar, where a rebel chief, Sunnand Khan, had 

the 14th, he fell in-with a body of the insurgents, - taken post with a number of - armed retainers. 	• 
4000 strong, at Gunjeree, on a small stream Called Gerrard defeated them, and captured their-strong- 
the Neem Nuddee: 	His, 'column suddenly stir- hold, but 	his 	own 	gallant 	life 	was.  "'forfeited... 
prised them, disOrdered them by a brilliant charge 
of Carabiniers, and drove them in confusion along 

Another small force, diVided 	into.  detadinnents ', 
wording to the services required; took 'charge of 

the Futteghur roadapturing several guns on the the triangular space Of country included between 
way.. Hodson's Horse eat down many of them ,  
during a brief pursuit. 	On the 15th, the column 

Agra, Muttra„ and Allygurh. ' Colonel Riddell and. 
Major Eld moved about actively within, this space , . 

marched to 	Khasgunj, and 	on 	the 	16th to —now 'watching the movements of rebellious '•  
Sithawur—in each .case only to learn that the chieftains, now cutting off the advance of mutineers.  ' 
enemy had just fled. 	Seaton, determined not to from Rohilcund. 	 . 
give them up readily, marched on to Putialah, 
several miles further on the Furruckabad road, 
where he came up with them on the morning of 
the 17th. 	They -were drawn up in a good position,.. 

Colonel 'Walpole of the Rifle Brigade, in,the• 
higher capacity of brigadier, was intrusted by Sir' 
Colin Campbell with the command of a Coh -tin, 
consisting of H.M. 88th foot, two battalions of the 

with thdir centre and left posted behind ravines, 
and their right abutting on a tope of trees in front 
of the village. 	After having caused this position 

Rifle Brigade, three squadrons of the 9th Lancers, • 
the 1st Punjaub cavalry, Bourchier's battery, and., 
Blunt'S troop of horse-artillery. 	His duty was to 

to be -ivelr reconnoitred by Captain Hodson and sweep, along the western. half of the Doab, near 
Lieutenant Grdithed, Colonel Seaton began the the Jumna, and clear it of rebels. 	He started 
contest with a sharp fire -Of light artillery, to from Cawnpore on the 18th of December, and on 
which the enemy- 'promptly responded. 	He then the following day reached. Akburpore, half-way tci 
ordered the cavahy round to the right, to avoid Calpee. 	Here he remained a few days, settling 

'the ravines, and tut attack the enemy in flank. the surrounding country, which had long been. 
While this was being done, the infantry, deploying disturbed by the Gwalior•nautineere. From thence 
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he proceeded towards'Efavrah, to clear,  the country 
the direction Of 'Agra and Dholpore. 	" 	• 

masses of ruins, ',with' the bit:shelling remains• .of
in men and beasts around them. 	Here and theie 

'It Will thus be seen that, while Sir Colin was-  might be seen a . perfectly' white skeleton of a 
engaged in ,the larger Operations at Luckuow and human being ; . while. on all sides lay scattered 
Cawnpore, and soon after the completion of those fragments of red and blue clothing, carteuche 
operations, small columns of troops were marching boxes, round-shot, fragments of shell, and grape- 

- and fighting in various parts of the - Northwest shot. 	Near the Subzee Mundee every tree was 
Provinces, clearing away bands of insurgents. a mere bare 	trunk, with the branches and 
The mutinied. sepoy regiments still kept together foliage gone, and shot-marks visible all around. 
in large• bodies, mostly in Oude or on its borders; The gaily ornamented residences near at hand 
the insurgents hero 	adverted to were 	rather were masses of blackened ruins, with land-bags 

• marauders and plunderers, who were influenced and loopholed screens which told of 	any a scene 
very little either • by 'creed or by nationality in of fiery warfare. 	With the exception of the Moree 
taking pp arms ; they were retainers of ambitious Bastion and the Cashmere Gate, the northern 

. potty chieftains, or they were reckless men, who, wall of the. city did not exhibit much evidence 
hoped in the scramble to enrich themselves with of devastation. 	The Cashmere Gate breach had 

. plunder. • been repaired. 	The main-guard 	was 	wholly 	, 
•• The commander-in-chief himself took. the field destroyed. • St James's Church. was full of shot- 
just before the close of the year. 	Having made holes, even up to the ball and cross. 	Most of 
arrangements for the security of Cawnpore after the houses in this part of the city were utter 
the great victory over the Gwalior mutineers, and ruins, some blackened as if by Ere. 	The Bank, 

- • having Marked out -sparate paths of duty to be formerly the residence of the Begum Sumroo, 
r followed by Seaton, Walpole, Hope Grant;  Franks, had nothing but the walls and fragments of 

Roweroft, and other officers, ho directed his atten- verandah remaining ; and in a like state was 
tion .towards Purruckabad, which bad long been tho house of Sir T. Metcalfe. 	In the narrow 
in hostile bands. 	This city; near the 'point of street loading-from Skinner's house to the Chandnee 
junction of Cade, Rohilcund, and the Nab, it was Chowk, every house bore visible proof, of the 
important to place again under' British ,control. showers of musket-balls that must have fallen; 
Colonel Seaton was ordered to direct his march and 'very door was completely riddled. The roads 
towards that point, after other operation$ in the •iver 	still cut. op with shot and shell furrows. 

1 

• Daub ;• and Sir Cohn now arranged to co-operate In 	tany of the streets might be seen the debris 
:with him, 	Leaving Cawnpore in the last Week of of archways, which had been built up by the city 
December, he marched up the groat trunk-road, people, but broken into by our troops. 	Shop- 

, by way of Meeron-ko-Serai. 	It was not, however, doors and huge gates lay about in all directions, 	' 
until the year 1858 had arrivedy that Campbell, many of whick,'%vere well backed up by heavy 
Walpole, and Seaton, meeting from various points, ston.e-work, logs of -wood, &e. ; and remains of 
effected a thorough capture of Purrnekabaili and Sand-bag defences were numerous. 	In short, the 
of the long deserted cantonment at Buttegher. city showed that it bad been obstinetdY defended, 
Here, however, as in many other, quarters,. the ' and that its conquest must have 	 een terrible 
commander-in-chief had to bear the vexation of work for besiegers as well as besieged. 
losing his prey; the enemy, wonderfully alert in i 	The aged king and his family still continued to 
their movements, escaped from those place§ just be the subjects of newspaper gossip, mostly in a 
before he' reached them; ho captured both the strain of fierce invective against the authorities 
towns, but the enemy were still at large to fight for shewing lenity. 	It was stated in a former 

/elsewhere. 	' chapter,* that Mrs Hodson, wife to the gallant 
.., Let us on to Delhi. 	 , officer who had captured the king, made public 

' Ever since the conquest in September, the the result of a visit• to' the royal captives, as 
imperial city bad 	gradually assumed a state shewing that no undue luxury marked their 
somewhat more orderly than was possible Immo- prison-life. 	But still the charges and insinuations , 
diately after the siege. 	Many weeks after the continued: 	Newspaper paragraphs circulated the 
conquest, when the Delhi Gaeette had again got news that Summa Bukht, son or grandson of the 
into working-order, it contained a graphic account king, was allowed to ride about the streets -of ' 
of the city in its condition at that time. 	On the Delhi on an elephant, with an English colonel 
road from Kurnaul to Delhi was an almost 'eon- behind him ; and that indulgence was granted • 
tinuous line of dead carcasses of camels, horses, to 'men whose only desert was speedy hanging. 
and bullocks, with their skins dried into parchment Captain (Major) Hodson 'himself made public a 
over the mouldering bones. 	Here and there were refutation of this charge, showing the absurd way 
remains of intrenclunents, where battles had been ih which a very trifling incident had been magnified 
fought on the road. 	From Badulla Serai to the into a state proceeding. 	A military commission 
Lahore Gate of the 'city every tree was' either was appointed to try such leaders of the mutiny as 
levelled with the ground, or the branohes lopped were captured in or near Delhi. 	By sentence of 
off with round -shot. 	The garden-houses of the . 	 . 
wealthy citizens were in almost every instance ® P. !),36. 
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this; tribinial; twenty subordinate, Members, of the: 
. royal.family were execrated' on the lPith of Novetti,:,  

ber.. . Shortly :afterwards, various obiefs of Go,'.",.- 
gaon; ,Jhujjur, and,,13ahitlgurh were similarly ;but 
'upon their :trial, . and sentenced according to the 
streuith. of the evidence brought against them: 

- The • subject of prize-money remained for Many 
• :weelts,cor • even months, involved in much contro- 

versy in Delhi. 	Notwithstanding the rein and 
devastation, the amount of property reeovs.ied was 
very large, including forfeitures, deelarc•i against, 

* 
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' •Aliose..who'ivere,conv-ictcd of treason. 	This wealth 
• reverted to the,states •aau, slight .settoff for the vest ,, 
- expenses. ineurred.,•,,, !Some of the officers and 	ol.--. 
diers, however, fondly,hoped that . it would" be, 
regarded as beery for the troops ; and were;thrown,' , 
rather into, discontent by 'an announcement  that • 
the reward of the 	of Delhi was to Consist 
of six giontK.` batta' or, pay.. , It was jtist,one,of 
those questions on which' much. might be said: on '. 

	

both sides. • By a.isubsequent, arrangement, much 	, 
of th 	'.personal, property lately belonging ,to the 	; 
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Vella. 
.. 	. 	„ 	 . 	 . „ 

,:to other ,provinces., . During ,the summer and 
. antiwar), the,numher Of Sikh and Panjatibee regii 
. ments which• he raised was something ntarvellons. 
. OceaSionally ,',ontie . tot the 	wild '.tribes. exhibited. 
. signs Of. instibordinatimi, i. but they wm.e., mot with .'+.`';' 

suelie determined front, 't,m4 they received so little:, 
sympathy froni.the etna.si of the people, that their 
turimienee. fell,hnrm)ess, , „iTohn Lawrence .saved .', 

	

the .Punjarib, '" and 	the Ptinjaub• ,sayed British 

	

India. 	 . 	,,,.: • 	 ' 	., 	'.•, , / 	 , 

	

.10 all the pqrtion,of,the empire included within 	. 

	

. the ,Saugor, 'territories, Bandeleund,' the Idahrattia 	: 
states,,,and Bajpeotanay the months of Novertiber. . 
and December differed frehn the precious months. 
principally.  in.' this. circumstancer-thnt 'the ;pew 
mutinies were., fewer, hecause the' •Materiala for 
mutiny, were becoming, exhausted; 'but that the 
battles' were rnorentimerous,,because small armies 
were. gradttilly being ,sent up, from Madras and 

	

Bombay. 	. 

.?..--•,-.7,,,v-.4" 

•'-to 

. . ,i• 	
'-'=-'. 	 z----Z' ''  ii7,,%•17:1 

. 	 St Jumet,'s Church, 
.. 	 4 	., 
.:.rebels was set apart, and treated ,as prize-money.;. 

to. be shared by the soldier§ engaged m the,eaptiire. 
. • :: „The leniency question, the prize-money question, 
.: qpd the paucity of Tew.ard :to the engineer officers. 

::.engaged in the siege of Delhi., were among many 
• Objects made matter for controversy during the 

litter weeks of the year. 	But these we may .pass 
.. ever without further comment. 	Suffice;  it. to, say„, 

'' 	'.that the re-conquered city remained. in. British' 
'''hands and Was gradually brought under tho„con.- 

irol of the British 'authorities. . AtiAo, . the ',aged 
. ''lung; preparations were made for subjecting him 

a regular trial, to be commenced, shortly after 
, 	. the 'arrival of the new year. 	. , 	 . 

V the Punjaub, little need be said. Happily for 
British interests in India., the same powerful mind 
continued to wield the destinies ,of the, ,remote 
province: 	Sir John. Lawrence, 	watchful: over 
everything that occurred, not only maintained the 
Pu.n'iaub in quiet, but sett frequent reinforcements 
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In October and November, many military opera- men, employed in besieging Neemuch, intended to 
tions in the Mahratta and Saugor countries were raise the siege, and to join their companions at 
placed in doubt, so far as concerned the cornpre- Mundisore. 	This he resolved to prevent if possible 
hension of them in England, by a difference of by intercepting them. 	Accordingly, early on the 
only one letter in the names of two commanders. 22d, he marched to such a position as w ould corn- 
The movements of Brigadier Steuart were often mand the approaches to Mundisore ; and later in 
attributed 	to Brigadier 	Stuart, and rice vers4. the day his cavalry were engaged with a party of 
Steuart commanded a column in the Deccan, 
which marched to Ifosungabad, and then across 

rebel horse tinder Heora Singh—one of many 
Rajpoot chieftains who took up arms at that dis- 

the Nerbudda to Sehore. 	His duty was to protect turbed period. 	Keeping a sharp watch during the 
Saugor on the right, Indore on the left, and night, Stuart prepared on the morning of the 23d 
Bhopal in the centre. 	By these movements, to control the Neemuch and Muudisore road both 
Sanger and Jubbulpoor were rendered tolerably 
safe. 	Holkar, at Indore, was sadly troubled by 

from the north and the south. The enemy appeared, 
and took up a strong position with their right in 

the mutinous feeling among his own troops. 	In and beyond the village of Goraria, their right 
order to maintain British influence in that import- centre covered by a date nullah and lines of date- 
ant quarter, the Bombay government organised a 
new column, which, strengthened by other troops, 
would form a Malwah Field Force, to be placed 

trees, their battery of six guns on rising ground, 
with a large mud-hut protecting their gunners, 
and their left stretched along the ridge running 

under the command of Sir Hug) Rose ; while Sir east from the village. 	The battle that ensued was 
Robert Hamilton was ordered 	resume his old 

)) 
a very severe one. 	Stuart was obliged to recall a 

appointment as British resident at Holkar's court. body of infhrtry,. who charged 	a village that 
Brigadier Stuart, portio.nseef whose column were seemed full of the enemy; the rebels took posses- 

engaged in and near Neemuch, Mundisore, Direr, sion of the houses, from which they kept up a very 
Mehidpore, Rampoora, and Kotah in October, 
swept off many parties of rebels from the regions 

galling fire. 	The British could doubtless have 
taken the village; but the brigadier found his rear 

bordering on Malwah and Rajpootana. 	Never- attacked by a second body of the enemy, requiring 
theles.s the state of affairs remained very unsettled. a new distribution of his troops. The engagements 
Many petty chieftains, incited by the nume- of this day resulted in a sort of drawn battle. 	On 
rice), weakness of the British, and by the nnex- the 24th, the-village was shelled for three' hours ; 
p'ected stand made by rebels elsewhere, appeared and was then captured by H.M. 86th and a native 
by tacit agreement to consider this the proper regiment, with considerable loss on both sides. 
time to set up as little kings on their own account, 
each relying on the services of retainers who pro- 

During the ensuing night the enemy evacuated 
Mundisore and the whole vicinity, dispersing in 

bably thought that sothething good might come to flight throughout the country, after having lost at 
their share in the scramble. least fifteen hundred men during the four days. 

At a somewhat later date, when Stuart was 
in command of the Malwah Field Force, before its 

The brigadier then moved his camp to Mundisore, 
and made arrangements for dismantling the fort 

name was changed to the ' First Brigade of the and destroying the guns before leaving the neigh- 
Nerbudda Field Force,' he had a contest with the bourhood. 	By this series of operations, not only 
Mundisore rebels. 	Being joined by a portion of was Mundisore cleared of rebels, but Neemuch 
the Hyderabad Contingent under Major Orr, was relieve& from a force which pressed very 
Stuart approached within three or four miles of threateningly upon it. 
Mundisore on the 21st of November. 	This town The siege of Neemuch must now be noticed. 
is a few miles south of Neemuch, on the road to The small English garrison at this station had for 
Indore. 	The brigadier encamped until a good months been threatened by the Mundisore rebels ; 
reconnaissance could he effected. The rebel enemy but it was not until the 8th of November that a 
at Mundisore, hearing of his approach, had posted ' formidable attack wag actually made. 	A force of 
pickets entirely covering the country over which 0000 infantry, with three guns, advanced to within 
he was advancing ; they also mustered in some two miles of the town ; and as it was impossible 
force outside the walls, and appeared inclined to to meet such numbers in the open field, Captain 
attack. 	In the afternoon he found that the enemy Simpson prepared for the best defence he could 
were advancing in form, threatening his centre make within the fort. 	Intrenchments had been 
and both flanks at the same time. 	They advanced formed some time before; but unfortunately they 
steadily, in great numbers and with banners flying: were too extensive to be effectively defended by 
an& he went forth to meet them. 	The struggle the few hands in the garrison; and they 'thus 
was a brief one. 	Major Orr easily repulsed the speedily became occupied by the enemy. 	On the 
enemy's attack on the left flank ; Captain Orr and 9th, the enemy marched in full force into the 
Lieutenant Dew checked that on the right; a few bagaar‘and cantonment, plundering wherever they 
rounds of artillery preserved the centre ; and the went. 	They then placed their guns at convenient 
enemy, giving way at all points, retreated into the distances, and began playing steadily against the 
town. 	Brigadier Stuart had now another matter fort. 	This cannonading was continued ibr several 
to consider. 	Ile heard that a rebel army of 5000 days. 	The rebels manabsal to build batteries for 
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. their guns in Such positions that, from the foliage ' ' they were still able to defend themselves Against 
and other obstacles;  they were -unobservable from 
the walls of the fort. 	After about a fortnight of 
this battering, the.  rebels resolved to attempt 'art 
escalade. 	They brought forward huge ladders On 

actual attacks. , 	At (+wailer and.. at Bhepal, at 	, 
Indore and at Mhow, althoUgh the veyations 	, 

..were many, the continued fidelity of Sciudio, and, 
Hoikar lessened the calamities that might Other- 

wheels, affording room for four mon abreast, and ' wise have befallen the .British, ' In Rajpcotana 
placed them against the walls of the fort; but hero and Clujerat, petty chieftains would from time to 
they were met by such steady and continuous time Unfurl the • flag 'of rebellion, and • (*Met a 
volleys of musketry that not a man could enter, band of fighting retainers around them; but These 
A Beloochee Mohammedan, belonging to the 12th territories 	wore within 	practicable 	reach, of 
Bombay native infantry, doing duty in Neemuch, 
performed an act of gallantry that won for him 

Bombay, whence columns marched for the paeift- 	• 
cation of . the upper . country, 	.Some portions of 

much.  and well-deserved applause. 	One of the the Nizam's territory were' occasionally troublee by 
' 	besiegers, in retreating from the withering mus- insubordinate troops belonging to. the contingent; 

ketry-fire from the fort, dropped a splendid Mrs- 
sulman green flag on the ground. 	The Beloochee 
at once offered to capture this flag. 	Under cover 

as the Munn and his prime-minister, howeer, 
' remained firm in their alliance with the British, 
and as the distance was very great to the turbulent 

of a tremendous fire of musketry, ho and a regions of the Jumna,..serious danger was averted. 
havildar wore lowered by a rope. from one of the In the South Mahratta tOuntry, around Kolapolo;  
enclosures ;• quick as lightning the flag was secured, 
and iu a few minutes waved on the walls of 

Shelapore, Satarai. and Peonah, indications once , 
now and then appeared that fanatic Mohammedans. 

Neernuoli. 	The movements of Brigadier Stuart, 
recorded in the last paragraph, now disturbed the 

were ready to 	unfurl 	the green 	flag , against 	' 
the infidel Foringbees; but. the near-vicinity. of; 

rebels ; they departed, and Neemuch was for a the presidential . city' Of Bombay, and the . quiet 	• 
time spared further molestation. 	' 	• demeanour of the natives further south, proteuted,  

This narrative may pass over without particular 
mention the other regions of the vast empire of 

the intended conspiracies from, becoming •serious , 
in magnitude. 	In the -Madras presidency, tran. 

India. 	Disturbances there were in November and quillity was almost wholly undisturbed, 
December, but not of such grave importance as Thus 'ended the extraordinary year 1857—the 
to call for record. 	At Bangor and at Jubbulpore, 
the Europeans cried loudly for more troops, but , 

most momentous , that the English had ever expe, 
*need,* India, , . 

. 	 t; • 

It  

Proposal Tte-oryatasetion, of the hidiust -Army.—In commission, we are desirous that the following heads of 
closing the narrative for the year 1857, it may be 'useful to inquiry should be specified, in addition to any others which 
advert to two important subjects which occupied the you may consider to deserve their attention : 	' 
attention of the East India Company—the state of the 
army, and the causes of the mutiny. 	Instead• of rushing to 

' "1st, Should corps be raised each in a prescribed district, 
and be recruited there, and there only ? 

conclusions on imperfect data, the Court of Directors '2a, Should corps be composed of troops or companies, 	" 
instructed the goternor-general to appoint two commissions each of which shall consist of separate tribes or castes; or 
of inquiry, empowered to collect information on those two should the tribes or castes be mixed tip together in the 
subjects. 	The letters of instruction wore both dated the whole regiment? 
25th of November; the first ran as follows c ' ad, should a company or companies of Europeans form 
i. ' 1. We trust that when success, by the blessing of Divine a component part of a native regiment ? 
Providence, shall have attended 'your -efforts to put down '4th;  What alterations should be made in your recruiting 
the mutiny of the native army of your presidency, and to regulations relating to tribes and castes, with a view to 
re-establish the authority of the governmentin the disturbed determihe the future composition of the native army? 
districts, you will be enabled to take advantage of .the '5th, Will it be expedient to enlist natives of, other 
services of select officers of ability and experience, to assist tropical countries, equally qualified for service in India, ' 
you, by investigation and by practical counsel founded with the natives of the' oeuntry ; and if so, should they.bo 
thereon, in forming wise conolusions on the most important formed in separate regiments, or in companies, or otherwise / 
subject 'which must soon press for decision—namely, the ' 60, Whether, itt iiiitiver ,infantry regiments, the, die; 
proper organisation of our army in India. 	. 

' 2. To this end we authorise you to appoint, as soon as 
Continuance of the grades 'Of 'illative commissioned officers, 
and the substitution of .aErtropeau sergeant and corporal, to 

circumstances will permit, a commission, composed of mili- each company, is advisable ;, and if so, whether,, in lieu, of 
tary officers of the armies of the three presidencies (with •tho prospect of distinction and' emolument arising out of 
whom should be associated officers of the Queen's army these grades, it would' be advisable to establish graduated 
who have had experience of Indian service), on whose scales of good-service Pay and retiring pensions, claimable. 
knowledge, experience, anti judgment you• can rely; together after specified periods of service? 	i 
with one or more civil servants, whom you may 	to ,consider ' 7th, 'Whether the system of promotion generally, by 
he specially qualified for such a duty by their knowledge of seniority, to the grades of native commissioned officers (if 
the native character and general administrative experience. these are retained), should net be altered and assimilated 

4 8. In framing instructiens for the guidance of this to the systems in force at Madras and Bombay? . ' 
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(Sth, If separate corps are to. be maintained' for military  Proponel Inquiry into the Causes of the ellittiaye.—The 
• ' and police purposes what will be the best, organisation for , second, letter aeverted. to above was in the following wries ; 

each branch respectively? • . ' I. Although we are well aware that, from the period 
' 9th, Have the powers of commanding officers of native when the mutiny of the Bengal army assumed a forraidablo 

corps, and the powers of officers in charge of companies, aspect., your time must necessarily have been too much 
been diminished? 	What consequences have been the engrossed by the pressing exigencies of the public, service 
remit? 	Is it. desirable that those powers should be in, during each passing day, and ire taking provident measures 
creased, or what other measures should be adopted for the for the futare, to admit of your directing much of your 
improvement of discipline? 	. attention to pant events, we have no doubt that you have 

ilath, Should made be trained and drilled hi European not omitted to take advantage of all the means and oppor- 
regiments before they are posted to native regiments; or tunitios at your command for the important purpose of 
what would be the beet mode of drilling and training investigating the causes of the extraordinary disaffection 
cadets before they are posted to native regiments? in the ranks of that army, which tries,' unhappily, given 

' 11th, Should the special rules eegalating punishment rise to so much bloodshed and misery. 
, in the native army be retained ; or should they be WiSiMi- '2. 'In' this persuasion,and as a review of the voluminous 
• listed to the rules which obtain in the British army; or records containing the details of the events which have 

ought there to be any, and what, changes in those rules, or occurred since the first display of disaffectio,u at Barrack- 	! 
in the system of punishment.? pore, has entirely 'failed to satisfy our minds in regard to 
. '12th, How can the demands for European °Misers for the Immediate games of the mutiny, we desire. that you,  

staff and 	employments be best provided for, .detached will lose no time In reporting to us your (Minions ore the 
without injuring the efficiency of regiments? subject, embracing the following heads, together with any 

4. li is to be understood that the Inquiries to he Made 
,. by the commission, and the opinione to be offered by theta, 

aro to have reference to the ;revere! branobea of the native 
• army--infautry, regular 	and irreguler ; cavalry, regular 

and irregular,;. artillery, and Pappera and lltinete ; and, 

others which you may deem it necessary to add, in order 	'1  
to the full elm:11(101cm of the subject 

Qat, The state of feeling of the. sepoy towards the 
government. for some time preceding the outbreak.-  

' ffil, Any causes which of late years may be thought ' 
with respect to the 'artillery, and Sapporo and Itlinenv, likely to have effected their loyalty and devotion to the • 
whether they should be composed, an heretofore, of Euro- 
peens and natives, or be entirety European? 

'6., To aid. your government in forming an opinion as to 
the proportion which the European should boar to the 
native portion of the army in India generally, and at cacti4ffecting 

service. 	 ' 

	

e 8d, Whether their loyalty bad been affected' by the 	1  
lutdigations Of ;emissaries .of, foreign , powers, or 	native, 
states, or by any general Immures of our 'administration 
a 	themselves or any other chases of our subjects I 

, presidency separately,, we would reumnfueral that your 
,, government should call upon the commindon to give their - 

opinions on this very important question; and 'we Dare 
' 	entertain no doubt that the 	enlarged 	knowledge and 

experionee 	of 	the 	members of 	the commission 	will 

 VI)  Whether the proposed use of the new cartridges 
wen to  RUN  and what, extent the cause of the outbreak 1 

4  dth, Whether the objects which the mutineers are I 
$111)Pefied to have bad in eiew were directed to the subver-
siert Of the Britieli power in India, or to the attainment of 

enable them to furnish you with valuable information • 
On this head. 

'O. Having obtained opinions on All thee* bonds of , 

peotIniary oe other advantages ? 
' litli Whether the progress of the mutiny can be traced 

to gowned combination or concert, or was the result of 
inquiry, and on such other heads an you may dont to bo 
essential to the thoroughe development of the important 

' , 	questions at issue, yore will refer the views of the comtnio- 

separate impulses nt the several stations of regiments ; and; 
if the fotmor, how the combination was carried on. without, • 

. any knowledge or suspicion of it 	on the part of the 
111011 for the consideration of the .connuandor-iu•chiof, and • ;Wiluent44  Ont'ers I 
`will then furnish us with the results of your careful' S. If, however, you should not feel yourselves to be 
deliberation upon tire whole of the measures which should, in possession of information sufficient to form a well- 
in your judgment., be taken for the organisation and main- grounded opinion upon the causes and objects of the mutiny, 
Jounce, in 'the utmost practicable state of efficieney, Of . we authorise you to appoint a special mixed commission 
whatever  military force yore may think it desirable to for a preliminary investigation into the same, to be con- 
form. 

•'•"• 	'7. The commission itself may be instructed to make to 
posed of officers selected from all branches of the services of .  

. Indio, in whose personal experience and 	soundness of 
the governor-general ire council any suggestions or xeeom- ' judgment you hare entire confidence. 	In that Of130, you 
mendations which occur to them, although not on matters will lose no time in reporting to us your sentiments epee 
comprised in the 

•e 

specified heeds of inquiry.' the conclusions errivei at by the commission. 	 , 

. 
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'' 'HEN, at the opening of 1858, the 
stirring eventi 'of the 	preceding ,, 	 year came to be passed in review, . 

, 	,--1-1 	most men admitted that the progress, , 	,-.• 
• r• 	-, y-:: 	- of the Indian Revolt had outrun, their 
'' 	- v expectations and falsified theirlopes. • 

Some had believed that the fall%of Delhi 
'would occur after a-few days of besieging, • 

-A.- 	bringing with it a pacification of the'whole 
country. Some, allowing that this•capture might' 

, very, probably ,be retarded several weeks, did not 
the less ionic tc,), a general pacification as a natural 
remit:: Other.§',• relying on the heroic .Elavelock and 
the-energetic N eill, prepatedte date the termination. 

- 	 . 

4... ... 	' 
 • 

. 
	. 	. 	' 	• • 

of the rebellion • from the expected Capture of • ' 
Lucknow. , Others,. recognising Sir Co)in cainpbell.  • ', 
as `the 'right man in the-right pine(); Strengthened, # 
themselves in the belief that he would march at 
-once from, Calcutta to Cawnpore, and put down all 
,the rebels before the summer was Well: over ,:fieme 
belidved that the sepoys,la.menting the ill anecess . 	, 

, of, --their treachery to the British government,  
would- return to , their allegiance without inoen. 	, 
lating other portions of, the Indian community - 

. with the-virus ef lawlessness4 Others. had.fondly ,, ._ 
hoped -that, under the pressure of public opinion In, 	. - 
England, such large timbers of fine troops would 
have been, sent over in the',summer tend. entutroh , 	, 

. 	 • 	. 	.  
:777... 	,•• 	. 	: 	,. 	-, 	,,,,,,,, 	. 	 . 	 ., 	, 	r 
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as would suffice to quell the mutiny even though for the blood and treasure expended ; t:ie pre- 
the sepoys remained obstinate. Tailing natural feeling was one of disappointment, 

All these hopes were dashed. 	The gloomy Nor were theorists less at fault in their estimate 
prophets, on this occasion,. were in the ascendant. of causes, than practical men in their expectation 
The mutiny had spread to almost' every native of results. 	Still was the question put, ' What was 
regiment in the Bengal army. It had been accom- the cause of the mutiny l' 	And still were the 
pealed by an unexpected display of military organ- answers as diverse as ever. 	From May to Decem- 
isation among the revolted sepoys. 	It had incited ber the theories multiplied faster than the 'means 
many ambitions chieftains to try their chance for of solving them. On the religious side, men banded. 
an increase of power. 	It had been encouraged and themselves chiefly into two parties. 	One said that 
extended by the long delay in the conquest of the native troops in India had revolted because we, 
Delhi. 	It had further received a certain glow of as a nation, had tampered with their religion. 	We 
triumph from the extraordinary events at Lucknow, 
which left the rebels perfect masters of the city at 

had nearly put down infanticide and suttee ; we 
'paid less respect than formerly to their idols and 

the end of the year. 	It had been permitted to holy places ; we had. allowed pious offieers to 
grow to unwonted magnitude by the extreme slow- preach to the sepoys in their regiments, and 
ness with which British troops arrived at Indian missionaries to inveigh against brahmins 	and 
ports. 	Lastly, it had become surrounded by very temples ; and we so clumsily managed a new 
un-English attributes, in the savage 	feeling of contrivance in the fabrication and use of cartridge; 
vengeance engendered in the minds of English as to induce a suspicion in the native mind that a 
officers and soldiers by' the sepoy atrocities. personal insult to their religious prejudices was 

It is true that Englishmen had much to be intended. 	On the other hand, religious Christians 
proud of,. in the achievements of their countrymen contended that the revolt was a mark of God's 
during the past year. 	They 'could point to the anger against the English nation. 	They urged that 
sagacity of Sir Henry Lawrence, in quietly forti- a people possessing the Bible ought long ago, by 
fying and provisioning the Residency at Lucknow government as well as by individual efforts, to have 
at a time when less acute observers saw no storm distributed it throughout the length and breadth of 
in the distance. 	They could admire, and wonder India; that we ought to have encouraged churches 
while they admired, the heroism with which Sir an 	chapels, ministers and missionaries, Bible- 
Hugh Wheeler and his companions had so long clalses and Scripture-readers ; that we ought to 
maintained a wretchedly weak position against a have disregarded caste prejudices, and boldly pro- 
large army of mutineers headed by an arch-traitor. claimed that Hindooism and Moslemism were' 
They could follow with delight the footsteps of Sir worse than mockeries, and that no expectations of 
Henry Havelock., winning victory after victory happiness in this life or the next were sound but 
over forces five or tell times as strong as his own. such as rested on Biblical grounds—in short, that 
They could shew how, in a hot climate, Neil had England had had a magnificent opportunity, and a 
advanced from the east and Nicholson' from the deep obligation, to teach with all her power the 
west, fighting energetically against all obstacles, 
and dying like true soldiers at the head of their 

way of salvation to two hundred million benighted 
beings; and that, failing this, the Revolt had been 

columns. 	They could ask the world. -whether a a consequent and deserved calamity. 	Another 
garrison was ever more nobly defended, under class of reasoners attributed the outbreak to the 
circumstances of trying difficulty, than the Resi- want of sympathy between the Europeans and. the 
dency under Inglis; and whether a garrison was natives in the general relations of life. 	A young 
ever brought away from the middle of a hostile man was sent out to India by the Company, either 
city under more extraordinary conditions, and as a writer in the civil service or as a cadet in the 
with more complete success, than was achieved 
in the ' Exodus from Lucknow' under Campbell, 

army; he learned the immediate duties of his office, 
studied just so much of the vernacular languages 

Outram, and Havelock. 	They could point to Sir and customs as were absolutely needed, rose in the 
John Lawrence for an example of what a civilian • middle years of his life to higher offices and 
could do, maintaining a • large and recently con- emoluments, and returned to end his days in 
quered country at peace by the energy of his own England. 	He held the natives in contempt; he 
individual character, raising regiment after regi- neither knew nor cared what passed in their 
meat of trustworthy native troops, and sending an inmost hearts ; he treated India as a conquered 
army to reconquer Delhi before a single additional country, held especially for the benefit of the 
soldier could arrive from England. 	They could Company's servants. 	Hence, according to the•view 
point to the exertions of numerous individuals, 
any one of whom would have been a hero if his 

now under notice, the natives, having nothing for 
which to love and respect the British, were glad to 

heroism had not been eclipsed by that of men avail themselves of any pretext to expel the foreign 
better known to fame. . element from their land. Military men, acquainted 

These recollections afforded some consolation with the Bombay and Madras armies, insisted that 
under the disappointment occasioned by the long the mutiny, had arisen from the organisation of 
continuance of the war waged by the mutineers. that of Bengal; in which the :Brahmin sepoys and 
Yet were they far from being an adequate reward , Rajpoot sowars bad beet so pampered. and petted, 
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that they began to deem themselves 'masters and folloted A plan that may thus be enunciated. 
instead , of subjects, 	and to, aim at ' a 	sort 	of —first suppress the mutiny; then collect gradually 
military despotism .on .their :awn account. 	Other 
speculators, pointing,  o theittet that Mohaithnedans , 
have 'in all ages been' intiensely fanatical, regarded 

evidence ' of its various predisposing causes ; and, 
 finally, make use of that evidence in' remodelling 
the institutions' of British India en a firmer basis; 

the mutiny as only' One among many indi- The NOTP.9  at the end' of the lait chapter hewed ' 
cations of au attempt to revive the 'past glories 
of the Moguls, then the followers of Blahomet 

that the Company took the common-sensa view, 
of inquiring into the probable causes 	of the 

'were the rulers' in India. 	Others again, keeping mutiny • before planning the re-organisation of 
Clear of the larger questions of creed and race, Indian affairs: 	The 'candid acknowledgment by 	' 

' attributed, the troubles to the policy of annexation, 
which had been pursued 'to so extraordinary a 

the 'Directors, that the 	'voluminous don:mon-tea 
hitherto produced had ' entirely failed to satisfy 

'degree in recent.years, These reamers urged that, 
whatever, Mar have been the faults and follie.S 

their minds in regard to the immediate causes of 
the mutiny,' was full of significance, and, it may 

of the Ning;of‘Oude, five Million natives unques- be added, of caution to others. 	. 	. 
tenably leeked-  ttl to him as •their sovereigni and So far' as concerns the present Chronicle, the 
felt theii" ni4jUdiees 'shocked and their alarm treatment : will necessarily be ' affected by the . 
excited, When;' in 1856, he was rudely hurled character of the struggle. 	At the beginning of 
from hi's throne" aid made a pensioner dependent 1858, scarcely any'symptoms of further mutiny 
on a' company 'cif merchants. 	Another class of 
theorists, impressed with a horror of taxation, pitied 
the poor Hindees who had to 'pay so much to the 

were presented. 	The ' Bengal army' was gone, 
scattered in anarchy;  the armies of Bombay, 
Madras, a.nd the Punjanb, were 'almost wholly 

Company for permission te• live, on the' 'soil, so sound; and the daily events consisted. mainly of 
much for the salt monopoly, so much for other ' military 'operations 	against the.' revolted sepoy 
dues; and sought to find a reason for the monthly in regiments of the' Bengal ' army, and against such 
the desire to throw off these imposts. 	Commercial chieftains as had brought their retainers into the 
men, estimating nations and countries by a stand- field for selfish purposes. 	Hence the narrative 	• 
and familiar to themselves, had long complained may march on more rapidly than before. ' 
that the Company did not encourage independent All 'the interest of the military operations in 
commerce in India; and now theysaid : `If you India, at the opening of the new year, grOuped 
had 'acted with English good sense,the revolt itself :around the comander-in-chief. 	Slow as m 
would never have occurred. 	Afford facilities for , 
the construction of railways, canals, and docks ; 
build shipS and steamers ; develop your 'mineral 

had. been. the arrival of British troops in India 
during: the Months when Wheeler, Hcivelook,  
Neill, .• Ontram, 	Inglis, 	Barnard, Wilson; 	and 

' wealth in coal and iron ; sell or let plots of• land ,Nicholacits were struggling against difficulties, the 	' 
. to men who will bring English experience and 'disembarkations were very numerous in November ' 

English machinery to bear on its cultivation ; and pecenther. 	When the old year gave place to 
grow tea and coffee, sugar and cocoa, timber and the ',net, • it was 	estimated that 23,000 British' 
fruits, cotton. and .23..X, corn and pulse, on the :  troops had landed at Calcutta since the troubles ' 
soils faionrable to the respective produce—de all 
this, or afford ,facilities for others. to do it, and 

began', besides' others 'put Mr shore at. Bombay, 
Madras, awl Kurachee.4 	They had advanced 

the 'Wives 'of India will then have something I, 	. 
more profitable:  to think of than mutiny and ' • 7s A return weS prepared by order of parliament, of the 'odds" 
bloodshed?' ' 	',. ' 	 , 

. 	.„ 	 . 
and ends composing what was called the re<1.1tif of English soldiers 
going out to India, the east at which they were estimated) and the We point, , 'it) these various theories for the 

purpose 	of remarking, that 	the 	controversies 
relating to them were a§ warmly 	at ' ,conducted 

mode of pay lug for them: 	, 
, . 	art, 	 Pstec, 

' • 	:Two. eanies frocks at 3s. 3d. (jackets salsa. 
the 'end of the year as when the news of the • Ong
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into the upper' provinces, by 'those routes and country-boats on the Ganges, in ord0 to prevent 
'modes -which have so often been adverted to, 
and were placed under the brigadiers whom Sir 

molestation of the Doab from the Ott& side of the' 
river when the troops should have mover on. 	On 

Colin Campbell had appointed to conduct the 
various, operations planned by him: - 	We have 

the 31st he arrived at Goorsaigunje ; .0eathed, 
Windham;  and Hope Grant all being wii.'r him. 

first, therefore, to notice such of the proceedings On the first day of the new year, Sir Coliiv,scsit 
of the commander-in-chief as took place during forth two regiments under Adrian Hope to sclera 
the month of January ; turning attention after- 
wards to military proceedings in other quarters. 

the iron suspension-bridge over the Kallee Nudiee, 
a very important point on the road from Cawnpi,re 

Sir Colin Campbell, as the last chapter showed, 
rescued Cawnpore and General Windham from 

to Futteghur, 	A . party of sailors were quiel 	• 
delighted to assist in this work, replacing with:,-' 

trouble at the close of November and the beginning ropes some of the ironwork which the rebels had '1 
of the following month. 	Ho did not- move from begun to destroy. 	On the 2d the enemy, hovering ' 
the: vicinity, of that City till towards the end of in villages near the bridge, attacked Sir Colin's 
December. 	Writing to Viscount Canning on this pickets and advanced columns; but they wore 
subject, on the 6th of January, he said: 'I am speedily defeated and, driven across the Ganges 
informed by the civil authorities that my pro- into Rohilcund,* 	Proof was hero afforded that, 

, tracted stay at Cawnpore was of much benefit ; the insurgents had not forgotten the advantages 
and I am convinced that, apart from any imme- 
diate 	military - object, it 	is 	necessary, 	for- the 

, of organisation, ' The rebels,' said the commander: 	, 
in-chief in, his dispatch, ' who wore dispersed on., - 

re-establishment of authority; that the march of this occasion, consisted of three or four battalions ' 
the troops should be deliberate. 	Time it thus of the 41st and other corps of native infantry, 	In 
afforded to the magistrates and special commis- the 41st, the rebels had began with much system 
sioners to visit rebellious towns and villages, and to organise a second battalion, their recruits being 
again display to the 	people ,in unmistakable dressed in a neat uniform.' 	On the 3d, Sir Collin 
manner the resolution of your lordship's govern- reached Futteghur, the old British station near 
rent to visit punishment on all those 'who during 
the last few months have sot aside their allegiance.' 
Ho at the same time glan ced rapidly at the chief 

the, city of Furruckabad. 	Fortunately, the enemy, 
ili who 	 ad held Futteghur for at least six months, 

now retreated'so. precipitately that they had not 
military operations whirl f had marked the month - tint, to destroy -the government property within 
of December in the Gangetic and Jumna regions— the . place. 	Sir Colin found a huge amount of 
such' as Outram's defence at the Alum Bagh ; stores of-the most valuable description, belonging 
Adrian Hope's clean sweep of Nene Sahib's pro- to the gun and clothing agencies, 	Having secured- 
perty at Bithook ;* Walpole's expedition to Etawah these important items of military property, he sent 
and Minpoore'e ; Seaton'tnergetie movements with a -large stock of grain to Cawnpore, to lighten the 
a column from Delhi ; and Windham's expedition , 
to Futtiah. 	' 

labours, of the commissariat for the supply of Sir 
James Outrun at the Alum Bag,h. 	The Nawab 

When the vehicles had returned to Cawnpore, 
after convoying the Lucknow fugitives to Allalatt.- 

of Farruokabad had long been among the most ' 
ferocious leaders of the insurgents ; and the com- 

bed, the commander-in-chief prepared to move ; mender-in-chief now proceeded to such measures 
his head-quarters to Ferruckabad and Fort Fut- as would punish him severely for his treachery. 
teeter, near which places many 'insurgent chief- ' The destruction , ".4' the Nawab's palaces is in 
tains required to be dealt' with. 	He started on process. 	I think' i right that not a stone should 
the 24th of Deceniber and marched to Chowrepore. be left unturned in all the residences of -  the rebel- 
After remaining there seine time to organise his lions chiefs.. They are far more guilty than their 
force into brigades, &c., ho renewed his march en misguided foniewers! 
the 28th, and reached Meerun-ke-Sorai. 	At the On the 6th of aftnary. then, the commander-in-J 
several halting-places of himself and,  his briga- el..-s0A.,.,ri.m ..;:':.,0 044.,--Jic.f.g.:',-,•13.. 	':" 	-4,Tiletterrhur. 
diem; he made arrangement:: fee../lestrogrig•-*e With Almivere the t.rgetCe,S,  r ,d"ms an .,40..- —....11.,- 

. 	'q 	' 
above, articles, end sitcli aro In a serviceable condition, a duplicate 
supply is not given.' 

Grant, Adrian Hope, Walpole-Windham, %atoll, 
Grtathed, and Little ; Inglit; with ' a -werable 

It will at once be understood that the ordinary equipment of eelumn, was -restoring order in a part of the D0313 
the soldier is not hero mentioned; only the extras for the sea- . 	, 	 ... 
voyage being included, 	Thq.;-:,•lite bane of pipeclay' constitute • . • 
perhaps the worst Hem bell' &A. ' - .0  Ono Incident orthis affair was afterwards thus described by 

•v• Ileforothetnal departure fromtheneighbourheed of Cawnport, -an officer present: 'A brigade was tent to repair the suspension;: 
the British troops did their best to despoil one who received more bridge. They commenced work on the 1st, and by morning of alt  

- execration than any other mall in India. An officer writing at the 25 had finished it an but ono or two planks, which they were layinn 
close of the year,.said : ' We have mado very good use of ourdelay down, when the chief saw the villagers come out of the villago 
at Cawnpore. 	The Highland brigade was encamped at tilthoor, opposite, 	He desired some one to go and tell them not to br: 
and employed in raising all Nene Sahib's valuables from a well, afraid, as they would -not be hurt; when all of a sudden bat % 
The operation was a most difikult ono, ns the wall was deep and came a round-shot from atAmtst them, which killed four men bf 
full of water. 	However, it was very successful; for not including the aXd. 	The eneAvi .v.,' , men discovered to be in force; the 
their last day's work. (a very good one) they raised 7.51 pounds of naval brigade sot ' :,,,,fied .  on thorn,a 	pitching into the village 4'07 
gold in various shapes, and 252.  ounds of enter. 	The last day about two hours, they return' it with an 10-pounder and a .  
they got an enormous quantity of gold. and Wirer, so heavy that a 
man could Just carry It. I hope they will come upon Bajce Hao's 

9-pounder. 	When the Ming -----nteutod, we were an sent for, 
the bridge was soon finisher:a, St then the chief with bhp force 

jewels. 	There 11111 two More well:, yet to open. 	The Nene 13 crossed, turned thorn out or 	e,b village, and pursued them with 	, 
"beating Its breast" at our wolf-successes.' 'cavalry and artillery for aboto eight tittles.' 
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,,  
between Cliwntrore and, Etawah ;. While Outram though ' •inflaem.i,„`3' -.1t..;,./xis 	differed -Widely ', in 
was 'still at the Alum Bagh. 	Sir Colin scarcely their view§ ;On this point 	.Some were. anxious : 

• • Moved-from that. spot during the remainder of the that Lucknow should be attacked at once, 	They 
,. nioutla. 	Ile Vas,  waiting 'for more troops from urged that that city being the chiefseat of rebellion, 
',',-,Calcutta; and for. vast stores of _warlike 'material a crushing of the force there would dishearten the 

froM the upper provinces. Runty here be remarked rebels,. elsew here ; whereas; every day lost. would 
that the enormous' weight of stores and animuni- add to the, strength' of Lucknow. - Even our ' 
lion required for 'an, army,,and- the vast distances victories increased' the, number and desperation, 
'to •be: 'traversed 	, in ;India; gave 'a 	stupendous of its defenders.;, and, therefore, till this central 
character to some of the convoys occasionally point was 'ca.ptinvd,, the revolt would always ,have 
prepared.. 	Thus, on, the 22d of January, about • a nucleus, A flag around 'which •the',disehntented 
3000' troops.  started from Agra for the CawnPore might rally. 	On. the ,  other hand,: it :waS,,  urged 
regions, having in charge 19 guns of various  that.Rohilennd should be cleared before Lecknow 	. 
calibre, and 1500 carts • laden with stores And could be .prOfitably • Seized: :Large bands still 
annnunition. 	There were 750 rounds of ammuni- . 
thin for each of 24 guns, and 500. for each of 

reaming over that..proyince might interrupt the 	, 
commander-in-chiefs' communications, if he left 

d,k howitzers and mortars--all. required by. the 
cominander-iivelvief. 	'Several ladies, en route. ,0 

them in his rear While engaged in 0ade. ,Again, 	, 
Sir Colin was waiting for ,more troops. 	It was 

Calcutta, took advantage of the protection of this asserted thatr,Oven ,,:if he-  amid conquer Sixty or .  
force: , The above numbers give a very imperfect eighty thousand fighting-men in the streets of 
idea of the convoy ; for native servants and camp= Luckno*, he could not, leaVelt, . force 'there while 	, 

;followers, together with animals of draught and he was endeavouring to .eleiii. out ,Rohileund. 	$,O 
bUrdeti, always accompany such a train in swarms far as can' be 'judged' from, Attainable, evidence, it 
almost inconceivable. 	 • 	, 	; appears that Sir, 	 oliu himself held this second 

' When'the English public found,  hat the whole , 
of the autumn mouths, and the winter so far, as 
the end of January, had passed away without any 

"opinion-.resolving to ,, clear ,the outworks before 
, attacking the central stronghold of rebellion, 

'Leaving the commander-in-chief for a. while;we 	' 
,. V4.itt achievement ,except the relief 'of Lucknow, • may suitably direct attention to the proceedings of' 
-"portieve,;•..at them• began 	to complain 	and to ' other generals in other;  parts 'of the Aside field of , . 

ceiisiire.,;they could not and would not :find fault operations= beginning ,with those ,connected with 	' 
• With'Sit COW), because he was a general favourite; 

and therefore they rushed to a conclusion inimical , 
tO; yiscouut Canning, who from the'first•had.been , 

Sir James Outran. ?) 	,'', ,,:,, 	 ', 	. 	• 	„ 	. 	, 	, 
The. Alum 13agbilAieveir,' once ,out of .English 

hands,s ince 'the Inontli,"ef' September, remained 	' 
44ade.to.bear the burden of a vast amount of auonyr , .a. verb; important , alnInghold. 	, The (reader ,twill 
Melts abuse. A story arose that the governor-general ' ' perhaps' recall to •milid 'the relatiOn which „that 
and the commander-in-chief were at` cross-purposes;  forte/hereto the operations at LueknoW; but.a. short ' 
that 'Campbell! was doing nothing because 'Canning 1  
thwartedhim. 	The Duke of Cambridge and Lord ., 

recapitulation may,Put.:be misplaced here. 	When , 
Havelock. And !Outranij en the 25th:of September, 	, 

Panmure took occasion, in the House of Lords, to 
giie authoritative contradictions to these rumours; ; 

'advanced to Lacku6w„ they left :Colonel II`Intyre, 
of the 78th Highlanders, in command at the Alum 

And among' other • evidence adduced was a letter ' Bagh, .with, orders ,to maintain , that post :uptil 	; 
Written by Sir Colin to his 'royal highness—the further instructions. reached him. , He had !with 	, 
One its commander-in-chief ifelhdia, the Other .as ' him 280 English soldiers of .various regiments, a 

,eoinmander-in-chief 	of 	all 	the Queen's 	forces , 
generally just 'when he was about to set mff.to , 
head the military operations' at,,,Cavinpore and 

few Sikhs, 4. guns, 128 sick. And wounded, between • 
4000 and 5009 native camp-followers, large num- , 
hers of cattle, 'and a valuable store of baggage, ' 

LueltnoW: 'Now that I am op-the point of leaving'! '%ammusiition, and other .military appliances. 	His 
:t.:-.: ',,, Z 	:,;. 	'.:1,  .',..:, •11,, ',..1'.:;.:,7.'6,:,,r,Ifii:,.kelf . 0elenttp.' supply , of food , for' the natives was :very. scanty, 	; 

...,-xespect to the governor-general, to record the -deen . and those,, poor ,creatures soon 'suffered terribly 
'' sense of the obligation 1 entertain tOwarch his ', from,  ;intngef.” -...ifter it !few 'days,. they ,:stealthily 
••:.lerdship. 	Our.intercourse has been most coraial, ' 'collected crops Of rice and *grain 4-ri 	near at 'I ;fields 
:intimate,and unreserved. 	I cannot besiifficiently ' hand, under protection 'Of 'the  guns; • but' this 	; 
*khankfi 	for his lordship's confidence and suppe.zt,.,, 
and the- kindly manner in which they have been 

resource. was:. soon exhausted. 	:It is a, familiar 	, 
'occurrence,,in ' the annals of Indian warfare

' 
 that ) 

afforded, to my great personal satisfaction. 	Ont. the. Camp-followers• and army-servants exceed 'by , 
),at a distance, and unacquainted with, the ordinary '"five Or ten fold thd number of actual combatants;.' 
.:mode of transacting business ixt this country, could andthus is to be explained the strange composition 
'hardly estimate the gain to the public service of the,  miscellaneous :body collected; Within the 
, which has thus been made. 	But I allude printi- walls of the Alii'm Bagh. 	;Unable to receive aid or . 
.p'ally to my own feelings of gratification? Whether . even instructions from , the Residency, MtIntyre 
,'or net the goVernor-general and the 'commander-' maintained his position 	as best he could: 	A 
hi:- hief were divided in opinion touching the best convoy of provisiens reached him from Cawnpore 

' polic)..r, to' pursue, it is certain that men in' lower  on the 7th of October, Mader Major Bingham, and 1 
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another on the 25th under Major Barnstua. 	Sotto before—complete defeat and severe loss. 	Thus 
of the' troops reniained with him on each occasion, 
raising his 'force altogether to 900 fighting-men and. 

did this skilful and watchful commander frustrate 
every hostile attempt made by.  the swarms of 

ten guns. Meanwhile he fortified his position with insurgents who surrounded him.  
bastions and 'other defence-works, and contended We turn our attention next further eastward. 
successfully against the enemy, who constructed The Nepaulese 	leader, 	Jung 	Bahadoor, 	with 
five batteries in various parts of the exterior, and Brigadier MacGregor as representative of British 
brought artillery-fire to bear against + him 	day 
after day. 	They also held the neighbouring fort 

interests, entered Geruckpore on the 6th of January, 
thus taking possession of a city which for many 

of Jelalabad, which formed a sixth base of attack. months had been almost entirely in the hands of 
So steadily and actively, however, did the colonel rebels. 	The force was Goorkha, the officers were 
maintain his defence, that the enemy's, fire ocea- Nepaulese and English. 	Jung Bahadoor and 
sloped him very little loss. . Matters continued Brigadier MacGregor being the two leaders, the 
thus until the middle of November, when Sir brigades were thus commanded—the first by Run ' 
Colin 	Campbell, 	conquering 	Jelalabad, 	and Singh 	and 	Captain 	Plowden, the second by 
rerichiiig Alum Bagh, made a few ohauges in the Sunmuck Singh and Captain Edmonstone, the 
garrison. 	Then, in the last week of the month, third by Junga Doge and Lieutenant Foote,, and 
Sir James Otitram became master , of, the Alum the artillery by Loll Singh and Major Fitzgerald. 
Bagh, with a picked force of 3000 to 4000- men.. This singular combination was made because, 
He 	easily maintained his ' position „ throughout although Jung Bahadoor was entitled to appoint. 
December;  and gave the enemy a severe defeat on his own native officers, it was nevertheless desirable 
the 22d, at a place palled Giulee, three miles from that English officers should be at hand to advise 
Alum Bagh on the Dil Koosha road. 	The opening or even 	control if necessary. 	The advancing 
of the year 1858 found Outram still at his post, 
and the enemy still endeavouring or hoping to cut 

force had first to effect a passage over a nullah, the 
bridge of which was broken, and the banks stoutly 

off his communications and starve him out.* defended by the enemy ; this was done after a 
Some of his troops were away, convoying a supply short but sharp conflict. 	The enemy fled from the 
of provisions from Cawnpore ; and the enemy, 
knowing this, 'resolved to attack him on the 12th 

nullah through a jungle towards the city, pursued • 
by the Goorkhas ; but the latter could not equal 

of January in his weakened . state. 	Fathoming the sepoya in running over loose sand, and there- 
their intentions, he . prepared for defence. 	At fore could not come up with them. 	All the 
sunrise they appeared, to the immense number of baggage having crossed the nullah, Jung Bahadoor 
at least 30,000, and formed a wide semicircle in steadily advanced towards the city, attacked , by 
front and flank of his position. 	Outram, massing new parties of the enemy in skirmishing form on 
his troops into two brigades, sent them out to both flanks. 	Many hundreds of the rebels rushed 
confront the enemy. 	Then: commenced a very into the river Ribtee, to effect a safe crossing to 
fierce battle; for while the main body of the the other, side, adjacent to the Oude frontier; but 

,enemy attacked these two brigades, a second pro-  they' were shot down or drowned in considerable 
ceeded to assault the fort of Jelalabad, while numbers in this attempt to escape. 	Goruckpore 
a third by a detour reached the Alum Bagh was entered, and taken possession of in the English 
itself, and endeavoured to cut off Outram's corn- name. 	It is curious to trace, in the military 
munications with it. 	From sunrise till four o'clock dispatch of Brigadier MacGregor to the Calcutta 
in the afternoon did the struggle continue, every authorities, the same conventional ' mention ' of 
British gun being incessantly engaged in repelling Nepaulese officers 'as is customary in the British 
the advances of dense masses of the enemy. army. 	Colonel Loll Singh ' proved' himself a good 
Foiled at every point, the insurgents at length artillery officer;' 	Captain. 	Suzan Singh's `very 
withdrew to the city or to their original positions effective fire was much admired ;' Brigadier Junga 
in the gardens and villages. 	It was a very serious Doge 'reaped, conjointly with the artillery, the 
struggle, for the enemy fought well and were in principal honours of the day ;' Brigadier Sunmuck 
overwhelming numbers; nevertheless, their dis- Singh's brigade 'was well in advance;' Brigadier 
comfiture was complete. 	Four days afterwards Run 	Singh's 	brigade ' was most skilfully led 
they made another attack, in smaller numbers, but through the forest ;' and Brigadier Jodh Adliikaree 
with greater boldness : the result was the same as was only shut out from praise by the fact that his. 

brigade was not brought into action. 	The names 
• Sir James Outram's total force In and near the Alum Bagh, at of the British officers were set forth in parallel 

the beginning of the,year, was made up of the following elements: order, each to receive praise by the side of his 
15.31. 5th, 75th, 78th, 84th, and 90th foot. 
let 5(3dr:us Europeans.. 
lirasyer's Ferezpere Sikhs. 
litth irregular cavalry. 
Rardinge'a corps. 
Military train. 

Nepaulese companion. 	The English commander 
of a military force we may here remark, 'must 
often be.  mbarrassed while writing his dispatches; 
for unless he mentions the name of almost. every 

Engineer park. 
Artillery park. officer, he gives ofleuce ; while it taxes his powers 
Madras Sappers and Miners. of composition 	to vary the 	terms 	in which ' 
Royal artillery, under Eyre and Maude. 
Bengal artillery, under Olphort. encomiums are expres.Ued. 	' When Goruckpore 
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was once. again placed under British ,control, 
the authorities quickly put down the so-called 

•of the, plateau overlooking the • ifiain stretehing 
towards the river: 	On the knoll was a Mussel- 

government 	which 	had . been introduced 	by. man tomb, surrounded by the remains of an old 
Mahomed Hussein, the self-appointed nazitn or intrencinnent, upon which they had raised . a 
chief:, 	Such of his adherents as had clearly sand-bag battery; their front was defended by a 
been rebellious were quickly tried, and many 
of them executed. 	All the convicted natives who 

ravine impassable for cavalry or gene. .Hope, 
having formed his plan of attack, meved,  over 

were not sentenced to hanging were made to do some broken ground towards the enemy's camp. 
sweeper's work, within the 	churoh, jail, and ' They at once opened with a .well-directed fire of 
other buildings, without respect to their caste, 
creed, or former dignity. 	Mushurruff Khan, and 

round-shot,' Silencing these guns by a flank fire, 
Hope ordered his infantry to advance out of a 

other rebellious leaders in the. district between hollow where they had been Screened ; they did 
Goruckpore and the Gude frontier, were one by so, rushed upon the camp, and captured it. 	Then 
one captured, to the manifest pacification of the began a pursuit of the fleeing ' enemy by Hope's 
country villages and planters' estates. 	' cavalry, and the securing of several guns and , 

In the wide • stretch of country between Patna much ammunition' which they, had. left behind . 
and Allahabad, and between the Ganges on the them. 	The brigadier believed the insurgents to 
south and Nepaul on the north, everything was 
awaiting. the completion of the commander-in- 

consist of two of the mutinied Bareilly regiments, 
accompanied by a motley group of rebels anxious 

chief's plans. 	In and near Arrah, Azimghur, for plunder. 	About the same day, another district ' 
Ghtweepore, Jounpoor, Benares, and Mirzapore, 
there were bodies of malcontents ready to break . 

near Furruckabad became the scene of a fierce 
'encounter. 	A body of rebels about 5000 strong; 

out into open rebellion as soon as any favourable with four guns, being heard of at a distance of 
opportunities should occur for 	so 	doing, but some miles from the city, a force Was, sent out-- 
checked by the gradually increasing power of the consisting of H.M. 42d ' and 63(.1 foot, the 4th 
British. 	On one occasion, towards the close of the 
month, Brigadier Franks marched out of Sectindra, 
near Allahabad, against a body of 500 rebels, who 

Punjaubees, two squadrons of II.M. 9th Lancers, 
two of 1-Jodson's Horse, a horse-battery, and: two 
troops of horse-artillery. 	The enemy's guns were 

wore posted with several guns at Nussunpore. planted on the site of. an  old mud-fort on rising 
He totally defeated them, and captured two of ground, whence they opened fire' as soon as the 
their guns. 	About the same time, on the 22d of British came in sight. 	The morning being densely 
the month, Colonel Rowcroft, with detachments foggy, the column proceeded cautiously to prevent 
of H.M. 10th foot, sailors, Sikhs, and Goorkhas, 
proceeded from Azimghur towards the Oudian 

a surprise, 	The action that ensued was chiefly, 
carried ,on by' artillery and 	cavalry, and was 

frontier, there to aid in hemming in the rebels. marked by several deaths en the side of the 
Indeed, Jung Bahadoor, Franks, and Roworoft, 
at • the end of the month, feeling that all was 
pretty secure on the east of the frontier, were 
gradually drawing a cordon round the Oudiang, 
from Nepaul in the north to the Ganges on the 

 British owing to the blowing up 	of tumbrils. 
Among the wounded was the gallant Hodson, 
whose name had become so well known in eon-, 
notion with an active and useful body of Punjaub 
or Sikh irregular cavalry. 	The result of this, as 

south—ready to concur in any large scheme of of almost aU similar contests,.was the defeat and 
operations which Sir Colin Campbell might be dispersion of the enemy. 	A glance at a map will 
enabled to initiate. show that at Furruckabati and Fattegkor (the latter 

The brigadiers who were more immediately a military station near the former), the commander. 
under the 	eye 	of Sir Colin 	Campbell were in-chief was in an admirable position to send out 
employed during the month of January, as has 
already been implied, in clearing away bands of 
insurgents in the Doab and neighbouring districts. 

detachments on special service, Bareilly, Allygurh, 
Agra, Muttra, Minpooree, Gwalior,Etawaii, Calpee, 

To detail the various minor contests will be unne- 
Cawnpore

' 
 and Lucknow, formed an irregular 

circle of which Furruckabad was the centre. 
cessary ; one or two will suffice as samples of all. On the first day of the year the little colony at 
On the 27th of the month, Brigadier Adrian Hope Nynee Tal received one of the 'alarms to which 
had a smart contest with the enemy at Sham. it had been so often subjected, for six .months; 
shabad. 	Taking with him a small column,* he but, as in all the other instances, the danger was 
started from Futteghur on the previous day, and 
proceeded through Kooshinabad to Shumshabad, 
where he found the enemy in considerable force. 

promptly averted. • 	The 	subsidiary 	station 	at , 
Huldxvanee, eighteen miles distant, was attacked 
early in the morning by a large number of the 

They occupied a commanding knoll on the edge Bareilly rebels.. Some time previously, a force of 
about 600 Goorkhas had been sent to that station ; . 

* Oth Lancers, two squadrons. 
Ilotlson's none, sob. 

but owing to the. absence of the commandant at 
Almora, and to the neglect in making any defer'. 

flongul H.A. one troop, 
Bengal F.A. 4 guns.  sive arrangements, the place was not well prepared 
425 Highlanders. to resist a surprise. 	The enemy opened an artil- 
M foot 	‘:'' 
4th runt nub tides. le 	 fire most unexpectedly, for their it 	, 
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was nit in'the 1,east anticipated. 	The`gallaiat little 

• . 
at the heginuing of the 'year, it is difficult to give a 	' 

Goorkhas,loWever,, speedily turned out, Met the . correct picture. 	Unlike the  Hindustani regions, 
enemy hand to hand, defeated "them, .pUrsued . they were inhabited by a very motley population , 
them three or four miles from the station, and cut 

. down a considerable 'Minter of them. = 
—Bundelas, Rajpoots, Rohillas, Mahrattas, BheelS

' 	
, 

3.51,s, Ghonds,' all mingled, and governed by 'chief, , ' 
Of the two imperial or once imperial cities, Agra, 

• faLd Delhi, little need be, said in connection with 
-tains who eared much more for their own petty 
authority 'thou for the .kings of Delhi and Luck- , 

the. events of January.' -Agra it will be 'remain- 'now, or 'for castes and creedi, ' Luckily the 'two 	, 
bored, 'was never out of British hands during the . principal Mahratia leaders, Seindia and Ilolkar, 
turmoils. of 1857, although severely pressed; and . still remained Ipithful 'to the British, and thus 
'When Delhi on the one side, and eawnpore on the rendered possible what would have been! impes- , 
other, were recovered, there was less 'chance than sible without their assistance. 	If to Central India , 

,ever that Agra would fall into the hands . of the and Rajpootana, -we add Bundolcund and the ' 
enemy. 	The citizens resumed their ordinary Sanger territories, we 'shall have' a wide sweep of 
employments, and the British authorities re-estab- , country approached nearest at one point by the ! 
lished their civil control.* Calcutta' presidency, at another by' the Madras ! 

the 
After fear months of strict military occupancy, 

city of Delhi was thrown open to natives' who 
presidency, and at a third by that of Bergba,y.. 
.As; however, Calcutta had no troops to spare for 

during that interval had been excluded. 	On the that part of India, Madras and Bombay sent ap 
'18th Of January an order to this intent came into columns and ' field-forces' as fast as they could i 
operation. 	Each person availing himself of it had be provided ; and thus it is that We read of small 
to pay one rupee four wanes to the kotwallee or military bodies under Stuart, Steuart, Roberts, 
police authority ; for this he was provided with, Whitlock, 	.Rose, , Raines,. 	and 	other 	officers. 
a tickets. which insured hint certain facilities for Acoording to the number of troops composing 
living and treding within the city. 	The 'Chandneo them, 'and the districts in which 'their services 
Chowk began' to resume Its former lively 'appear- were required, ' these columns received various 
ante ; a military band resumed its evening music names--,such as 1 Ralpootana Field-force,' `Nee- . 
'in the open space fronting the English church ; budda Field-force,' 	Malwah Field-force,' and 
and, ' but for the shot-holes all around,' as an ' 	ntrar India Field-force.' 	The mere naming. 
eye-witness observed, 'the' signs .of many sea- m gift he .of small consequence, were it not that 
guinary months were passing away,' ..A. formal confusion arose occasionally 'by different' appel- 
charge was 	two up, and judicial proceedings lations being employed at different times for the ' 
commenced, against the imprisoned king ; but very same force. 	At various periods during.  the 

. as *'trial chiefly took place in February, we month eneomiters took place, a few of •which ' 
may ' defer for a few pages any notice of the may briefly be noticed. 
proceedings, 	 ' t 	•i On the 6th of, January, a small force of about 

Everything westward of Delhi may happily be 500,  miscellaneous troops, with guns, set out from 
dismissed in the same language which;  has so often Camp Muddah in 	Rajpootana, under Major 
sufficed in fernier chapters. '.Sir John Lavrrende, Raines, to rout a body of rebels atilowah. 	They 

.with his able coadjutors Montgomery, Cottou, and found the 'village strongly fortified by a hedge 
Edwardes, still held,  the whole length and breadth 
of the Punjaub at peace or nearly so. 	And the 

fronting a deep ditch and breastwork of earth, 
thick and loopholek 	After a reconnaissance the 

same may in like manner be said of Sinde, where major advanced ; when the enemy opened fire, ' 
Mr Prore and General Jacob held sway.. bringincs

° 
 down branches of trees' with a crash 

Of the state of the widely scattered and diversely among the British. 	When a hot artillery and 
governed regions' of Central, India and Rajpootana infantry fire had been' maintained for some time, 

about 200 men of the ',10th Bombay NJ, received 
* 

sin 
alto 

The 'rendition of the British quarters in Agra at the begin- 
of the year was briefly told by ono of the writers in the 

assilirs newspaper, after the severe pressure on, the garrison 

orders to storm the village ; they advanced in ., 
order, dashed forward, cleared the ' admirable - 	s 	- 	. 

ha ceased : 'rho fort is being abandoned by every one who has hedge, mounted to the 'opposite side, and coni- 
1101160 which ean be made In the least degree habitable; but many 

people will still bo compelled to remain within its gloomy ivalls for 
II

.  fled the insurg ents to make a precip itate retreat po' 
an indefinite period; as in many Instances the destruction of houses The village was burned "to ashes, and the force 
has , been so complete, that it Will be t work of time and a matter 
of considerable expense to place them in anything like decent repot lied to camp—having . marched over deep 
repair 	 As we are fortunate enough to possess a good house . sand in a thick jungle for twenty-two miles. 	One 
with a pucka roof, which 'has been put into excellent repair, we  
intend publishing next Tuesday's paper in that building—the ' of the horrors of war 	illustrated forcibly in a . 
termer printing-office of the Moptssitite. 	Wo shall all be put•to, few brief words contained in an officer's ndrrative 
great straits for furniture, crockery, and such like things; ter 
although a eharpoy (stsampAndstead), a toapoy, and tt couple or ' of this engagement': 	The villagers were mowed 
broken chairs, wore as much es we could find room for in one of down in sections by the artillery, as they were 
our little cells of the fort, yet we shah soon require rather more, 
when we dwell In roomier habitations. 	Our distant friends must entering a eave on the sides of the rock in rear 
know that It ix a rare thing to see two plates of the mine pattern of the t illage.' 	Nothing perplexed the. English on any table, and that none but those upon whom fortune has 
smiled indulge In ginistumblers. 	Tin pots are the height of our officers more than to determine how far to epm- 
ambitiorta 	Port, sherry, brandy, Allsopp, and Bass, are beverages 
'generally as unknown to Oils eaminunity as they ware to Robinson 
Cruses.' 

passionate the native villagers ; sometimes these 
poor creatures suffered ierfibly and undeservedly ; 
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but on Other occasions, they unquestionably assisted ' saw siege-artillerybrought .11P .to.it position,  Wineli 
the rebels.' they had deemed unattainable, and applied to the. 

Sir Hugh Rose bad a short but decisive encounter . breaching of their fort. 	Many of the • defenders 
with a body of rebels at Ratgurh or Rutgurh abandoned the fort during the night, letting them- 
towards the close of the month. 	This was a town . selves down by ropes from.  the 'rocks,' &c. , On 
in Central India, between Saugor and Bhopal, the next day some of their number, aided by 
in and near which many chieftains bad unfurled many 	mutinous 	sepoys, , emerged 	from 	the 
the banner of rebellion, at the head of whom was thick jungles in the neighbourhood, attacked ,the 
Nawab Fazil Mahomed Khan, 	Rapth was a 
strong place, in good repair, and supplied with a 

videttes guarding the rear ,of Sir Hugh't camp, 
and attempted to relieve the fort ; but they were 

year's provisions. 	The rebels Attended to • have driven across the river Betwah, and the fort securely 
made a bold stand; 

* 

but they lost heart when they captured. 	It is 'worthy of mite 'how Inany Of the 
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contests during the wars of the mutiny partook of marched out. with this force to chastise a body of 
the nature of sieges. 	Mud-forks have been famous rebels encamped in a gorse-land near 'the 'city. 
In India for centuries, and the natives exhibit The victory was ,speedy and, decisive, , and was 
much tact in defending them. 	As long es guns rendered more valuable by the capture of three 
attack from 	a safe 	distance, such strongholds native chieftains' who had been leaders' in the 
may be long defended; but a' storming by British rebellion. 	The 	rebels 	were 	not 'sepoys, 'but 
bayonets utterly paralyses the garrisons. 	Sir Hugh escaped Convicts. - ,. 	, 	• 
bent his attention towards Saugor also, which' had The large and important regions of NagpoOr and 
for many months been invested by a large body ' Hyderabad exhibited iiearly the same -features at 
of the enemy. 	With the second brigade of the the beginning of the year as they had done during 
Central India Field-force, reinforced, by the 3d the summer and  autumn. 	'Containing- very IOW 
Europeans and the 3d native cavalry from the pure jiindustanis of the Brahmin and RajpOet 
Poonah division, he laid his plans for an effective castes, and being within comparatively easy reach 
relief of that place. 	General Whitlock: with a of  the trusty and trusted native troops .of the, 
Madras column,was also bound for Saugor; but Madras presidency, they were seldom, disturbeifby 
it was expected that Rose would reach that place 'symptems of mutiny. 	The British commissioners 
before him. or residents .had, it is trne, much to render them 
- In another region, much nearer Calcutta, a :anxious ; bet the perils were, not so great as those 

Small military affair presented , itself for ' notice.. which weighed doWn their brother-oflicialt in other 
Just before the commencement of the new year, regions. The Deccan, or Hyderabad, or the Ni' am's 
Sumbhulpore was relieved from a trouble that had Country—for it was known by all three 'nanieshad 
pressed upon it, in the presence of a miscel- front the, first been more troubled by, marauders.  
laneous body of rebels. 	A small force of less than than by regular, military mutineers. 	The villages,  
300 troops, consisting of Madras native infantry, of Mugrool, Janappul, Sind Kaid, Rungeenee, and 
Ramgurh infantry, and Nagpoor irregular cavalry, Dawulgaum, mostly distant about twenty or thirty 
made a forced march from Nagpoor to Sumbhul- miles front Jaulnal, were infested during January 
pore; and on•the 30th of,December Captain 'Weed by predatory bands • of Robillas and l Bheels, who 
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• alarmed the villages,  by acts of plunder, dacoitee, Sidwell, and called on the 3d Nagpoor irregular' 
and cruelty. 	They even went so far as to plunder infantry to assist them in exterminating the BUM- 
the treasure-chest of a regiment of the Hyderabad peens. Either the 3d were innocent in the matter, 
Contingent, while on the way from Aurungabad or their hearts failed them; for they not only 
to Jaulnah, and barely two miles from the last- remained firm, but at once assisted in disarming 
named place. 	The officer commanding at Jaulna.h the gunners. 	On the 22d, Lieutenant Elliott, 
sent a small force in pursuit; but the marauders, deputy-commissioner, rode into Raeepore, 	and 
hero as elsewhere, were swift of foot, and, made immediately brought the gunners to trial; all but 

. clear off with their booty. 	These Bheels, a half, one were found guilty, and were hung that same 
savage mountain tribe, gave annoyance in more evening, amid frantic appeals to their comrades 
districts than one. 	Captain Montgomery, super- to savo,them for The sake of their common faith— 
intendent of police 	at 	Alimednuggur, , a 	city an appeal to which the infantry did not respond. 
between Jaulnah and l3ombay, found it necessary .It may be observed, in relation to all the mili- 
to go out and attack a strong body of them, who , tary operations in the month, of January, that 
held a position in a jungle twelve miles from there were certain rebel leaders whose personal 
Chandore. 	He had with him a miscellaneous force movements were seldom clearly known to the 
of Bombay native troops; but after three successive British officers. 	Nena Sahib of Bithoor, 'Koer 
attempts he was beaten back from the enemy's Singh of Jugdispore, and Mohammed Khan of 
position, and wounded, as well as three of his Bareilly, were unquestionably urging the sepoys 
officers. 	 , 	, and rebels to continue the struggle against the 

The Nagpoor force, though never very e.I.e.ty in 
league with the mutineers further north, contrived 

Company's 'raj ;' but their own marchings and 
retreatings from place to place were veiled in 

to ,rouse suspioion and bring down punishment 
early in the year. 	The Nagpoor irregulars had 

much obscurity. 	There was, in truth,, a very 
, intelligible motive for this ; for a price was placed 

been disarmed by Brigadier Prior very early in upon the head of each, and he could not fully 
the history of the Revolt : but Mr Plowden, com- know whether any' traitor were at his elbow. 
missioner of the Nagpoor territory, believing that , Some of the leaders, such as the Rajah of Minpooree 
they might be trusted, advised that their weapons and 	Nawab of Furruckabad, were believed to .the 
should again be given 'to them. 	The conduct of have joined their fortunes with those of the 
the men throughout the rest of the year justified 

have 
defe ders If Lueknow ; while Mahomed Hussein, 

this reliance ;'but, with the strange, inconsistency as w have seen, was hovering between Oude and 
that so often' marked the proceedings of the natives, 
they stained the first month of the year with a deed 

Gorackpore, according to the strength of, the 
GoOrkhas sent against him. 	It was known that 

--"Orviolence. 	On the 18th of January, at Raeepore, many. of the Gwalior mutineers, after their severe 
a place on the road bei.'ween Nagpoor and Cuttack, defeat 	in 	December, 	had 	collected 	again in 
a party of Mussulman gunners in the Nagpoor Bundelcund ; but it was not clearly ascertained. 
artillery suddenly rose, murdered Sergeant-major 

• . 

who among them assumed• the post of leader. 

- 	 . 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 	
, 

MILITARY OPERATIONS IN FEBRUARY. 

- 
C9 	MP AT I ENT as the whole firmer basis than ever—and yet everything was 

iitf British nation was to hear of a 
-14 	brilliant and successful termination 

in turmoil in India. 	Blood and treasure were 
being daily expended; but the• time had not 

of the struggle 	in 	India, every arrived when any adequate return was obtained 
Le 	telegram, every weekly mail, showed ..,....„,,. for these losses. 	January having -passed, men 

that the time for this satisfaction speculated whether Lucknow and Oude—to say 
. 	was still far distant: 	The mutineers nothing of other cities and provinces—would fall 

were beaten, but not crushed; the permanently into British hands during the month 
rebellious chieftains were checked, but of February, What was the response to this much- 

I 	not extinguished ; their deluded followers mooted question, the present chapter will shew. 
,, 	were disappointed in the results obtained, but The 	gallant 	commander-in-chief, 	Sir 	Colin 

not deterred from making further efforts. England, 
with all her delays and waverings of opinion, had 

Campbell, being the chief actor in the busy mili-
tary scenes of the period, it may be well to trace 

sent over a large, fine, and complete army; the his movements during the month of February, 
Punjaub had supplied such a force of reliable before noticing the 	inIrchings 	and battles of 
troops as no one would have ventured beforehand other generals. 
to anticipate ; generals had been brought into It will be remembered, from the details given 
notice by the exigencies of public affairs who in the last chapter, that Sir Cohn, after the capture 
possessed those fine soldierly attributes which a of Furruckabad and Futteghur early in January, 
nation is proud to 	recognise ; 	the authorities, remained during the greater part of that month 
steady at their posts, never for a moment doubted encamped in that neighbourhood, organising the 
that the British ' raj' would be established on a military arrangements necessary for an advance 
	..,_ 	_ 
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into Oude, ' These arrangements involved .the 
arrival of siege-guns from Delhi and Agra, and 
the concentration at one point of different columns. 
under his brigadiers, 	Among various subsidiary 
operations, Captain Taylor, of the Engineers, was 
sent to the Alum J3,agh, to report as far as possible 
on the defensive works thrown up by the ,enemy 
in and near Lucknow, and to gather a strong 
engineer force to aid the commander-in-chief, 	Sir 

' Celia remained nearly stationary during these 
preliminary proceedings, elaborating the• details of 

. his plan of strategy, iu conjunction with his chief 
of the staff, General Mansfield. 	When his troops 
and his missiles, his personnel and materiel, were 
pretty well collected, he returned from Futteghur 
to ,Cawnpore on. the 4th of February. 	Viscount 	. 
Canning had shortly before gone up from Calcutta 
to Allahabad ; and Sir Colin started off on the 
8th to meet him, 	What these two representatives 
of British power agreed on during their interview, 
they of course kept to themselves ; but every one 
felt the probability that sumo extensive scheme of 
policy, military. and political, to be worked out by 
soldiers and civilians in unison, was discussed and 
mutually accepted. Returning again to Cawnpore, 
the commander-in-chief made the last arrange- 
mints for giving activity to the force which had 
boon so• slowly and with so much difficulty col- 
lected, 	Fain would many critics have censured 
the old general for delay; fain would they have 
urged that in two months ho had only fought two 
battles—at Cawnpore and at Furruokabad—while 
the world was impatiently waiting to hear of the 
reconquest of Oude; but as he kept his own . 
council with remarkable reticence, criticism gave 
way to a belief that there must have been good 
and sufficient cause for the caution which ,  anarked 
all his proceedings, 
........e... or • about the 11th of February, all the 
preparatory operations were •Completed, and an 
army, larger than any which had up to that 
time appeared against the rebels, began to cross 
the Ganges from Cawnpore into Oude. 	It had 
originally been intended to eftbct the crossing 
of a portion of the army at Futteghur; but 
Cawnpore was afterwards selected. 	The crossing 
was necessarily a slow and difficult one, 	on 
account of the vast impedimenta of au Indian 
army. 	To increase the facilities, a second bridge 
of boats was constructed. 	Even with this addition 

• the passage across the Ganges lasted several days; 
for each bullock-cart carried but little. 	A small 
portion only of the ammunition, irrespective of all 
other equipage and baggage, required the services 
of fifteen hundred carts, 	The artillery was on an 
enormous scale.; the siege-guns, the naval-brigade 
guns, the field-guns, and the horse-artillery guns, 
numbered not much less than two hundred in 
all, 	After crossing, the army distributed itself at, 	, 
certain places on the line of route from: Cawnpore 
to Lucknow. 	For instance, on the 15th of the 
month, the head-quarters were still ',at Cawnpore ; 
one portion of the army was encamped at Onao, 

one march from Cawnpore; another at Bnsherpt-
gunje, a march and a half from, Cawnpore ; a 
third at Nawabgunge, two 'marches from Camila,' 
pore ; a fourth, under Outram, at the Alum Bagh ; 
and a fifth at . Sheorajpore, twenty miles from 
Cawnpore on the 	Allygurb. road. 	Sir Colin 
himself still remained 	:with 	head-quarters "at 
Cawnpore—partly to provide for the safety of 
convoys of ladies and children, passing down from 
Agra through Cawupore to Allahabad ; partly to 
await the entry into Oude, from the east, of the 
forces under Jung Bithadoor and Brigadier Franks; , 
and partly to watch the proceedings of a large 
body of the enemy near Calpee, who were threat-
ening again to overrun the Doab unless strongly 
held in 'check. 

It may here usefully be stated that Sir Colin 
organised his Oudian Brag before any of the regi;  
mutts began to cross into that province. 	As a 
permanent record of the component elements of 
that fine force, we give the details in a note at the 
end of the present chapter ;but a summary may 
not be out of place here. 	The ' army of Oude,' as 
tabulated on the 10th of February, comprised such 
regiments and corps as were at that time under the 
more immediate command of Sir Colin Campbell ; 
and took no ,account of 	the 	separate forces 
under Jung Bahadoor, Franks, Seaton, Macgregor, 
Windham, Inglis,Van Cortlaudt, Rose, Stuart, 

teuart, 	Orr, 	Whitlock, 	Greathed, 	Penny, 
McCausland, Roberts, and other 	officers whose 
services were required elsewhere, or who had not 
reached the (Wien frontier at that date. 	The 
army of Oude, thus limited in its meaning, was 
systematically classified. 	There were three divi- 
sions of infantry, under Outram, Walpole, and a' 
third general afterwards to be named, 	These were 
subdivided into six brigades, under Hamilton, 
Russell, Franklyn, Adrian Hope, Douglas, and 
Horsford—two brigades to each division. 	Each 
brigade was further divided into three regiments 
or battalions. 	The Queen's regiments of infantry 
in the six brigades were the 5th, 23d, 34th, 38th, 
42d, 53d, 78th, 79th, 84th, 90th, and 93d, and two' 
battalions of the Rifle Brigade. The other infantry 
regiments wore Company's Europeans, Sikhs,' and 
Punjaubees ; the Goorkhas were in corps not yet 
incorporated in the army of Oude. 	A fourth 
division of infantry, under Franks, Wroughton, 
and Puhiwan Singh, was provided for, but did not 
at that time form a part of the army f Oudo. The 
cavalry formed one division, under Hope Grant, 
and was separated into 	two 	brigades, under 
William Campbell and 	Little. 	The 	Queen's 
cavalry regiments in this division were the 2d 
Dragoon Guards, the 7th Hussars, and the 9th 
Lancers; the other cavalry were Sikhs, Phajaubees, 
and a few volunteers and irregulars of miscellane- 
.ous origin. 	The artillery division, under Archdale 
Wilson (the conqueror of Delhi), comprised a field- 
artillery, ,brigade 	under Wood, 	a siege-artillery 
brigade under Barker, a naval brigade under Peel, 
and an engineer brigade ender Napier. ,1. 

, 

. 
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Not until the last day of February did .the 
. 	 . 

by a. new fort. at Rajghat,,built, since the troubles 
commander-in-chief cross over the Ganges, and of the preceding summon 	Thence to Allababad 	• 
take command of the army destined to besiege.  the fields were rich with corn, and the roads 1  
and finally capture the great city of Lucknow. thronged by natives and trains of bullock-backeries 
Meanwhile Sir James Outram, at the Alum Bagh, 
had been daily in communication with the other 

laden with cotton for the Benares and Mirza.pore 
markets. 	Arrived at Allaliabad, Mr Russell com- 

officers, and had prepared detailed plans of every- menced his camp-life, messing generally, with some 
thing relating to Lucknow and its defences, so far of the officers, and sleeping ander a tent. Viscount 
as he was acquainted with them. 	The engineers, 
too, had been busily engaged in preparing that vast 

Canning and his suite were at that time living 
under canvas within the fort ; while all around 

store of siege-materials which is necessary for the were evidences of military preparation for the 
attack of strongly defended fortifications. English regiments sent up from Calcutta. Thencilie 

What the army " of Oude effected during the 
month of March, the. next chapter will "chew. 

travelled for fifty miles by the second portion of the 	, 
great trunk-railway. 	The rebels in the preceding 

Before quitting this part of the February opera- June had attacked the locomotives in an extraordi7  
Cons, however, it may be well to notice episodically nary way, if his account is to be taken' as anything 
the remarkable connection between the newspaper more than mere raillery : ' They fired musketry 
press and the battle-field jn recent times. 	In the at the engines for some' time at a distance, as if 
great wars of former days, correspondents residing 
at the chief cities in foreign countries wore wont 

they were living bodies; then advanced cautiously, 
and finding 'that the engines did not stir, began 

to send such items of information as they could to belabour them with sticks, all the time calling 
pick up to the editors of English newspapers; and them names ' and 	abusing them.' 	By horse- 
.military officers, cautiously and anonymously, sent dirk Mr Russell proceeded through Futtelipeor to 
occasional criticisms on the details of the battles Cawnpore, whore he, like all others, was struck 
in which they were engaged. 	It was left for the with astonishment that poor Sir Hugh, Wheeler's 
period of the Crimean war, however, to commence; ' intreuchment' could ever have held out so long as 
or at least to perfect, a system by which a non- 
military writer is sent Out at enormous expense, to 

it did: 	Sir Colin Campbell was then at Cawnpore, 
living 'in a small subaltern's tent, working inces- 

join an army in the field or at a siege, to bear some sandy, and provided with an amount of personal 
danger and much privation, to see with his own ' baggage' so, marvellously small as to shew how 
eyes everything that can be seen, and to write such little the old soldier regarded luxuries. Mr Russell 
descriptions of the scenes as shall be intelligible to remained at Cawnpore till the 27th, when he 
ordinary newspaper readers. 	Mr W. H. Russell, 
of the Times, gave an importance to such corn- 

joined the army in the march towards Lucknow. 
He had provided, in true Indian fashion, for the 

munications never before equalled, by the brilliant carriage of himself and baggage, a saddle-horse, a 
style in which he described the military operations horse-gharry, and four camels. 	His account of the 
in Bulgaria and the Crimea during the Russian • preparations for his . March is not only amusing 	• 
war of 1854-5; and the system was ably carried from the way in whioh it is told, but is instructive . 
out by 'special correspondents connected with the 
staff of some of the other Loudon newspapers. 

on matters relating 'to travelling in' roiii.,, Allis _ 
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end of February found Mr Russell, a civilian rear of Jelalabad; here Barrow came suddenly 
immersed in all the bustle of an army, ready to see upon 2000 of the enemy's cavalry, and 5000 
and hear whatever the' month of March should infantry, whom he kept at bay so effectually with 
-present to his attention. his two field-guns, that they were quite frustrated 

Leaving for the present the commander-in-chief in their intended scheme of attack. 	The enemy's 
and his army, we shall briefly trace the operations, 
so far as they occurred in the month of February, 
of such of his generals as were employed in 

attack on Outramss left flank was made by no 
fewer than 5000 cavalry and 8000 infantry. 	To 
oppose these he sent only four field-guns and 120 

duties away from his immediate control and men of the military train, under Major Robertson; 
supervision. but this mere handful of men, with the guns, 

Sir James Outram at once presents claims for drove away the enemy. 	A large convoy was at 
notice ; for though appointed general of one of the time on the road from Cawnpore ; and the 
the divisions of the army of Oude, he held an escort for this convoy had taken away most of 
independent command until the month had Outram's cavalry. 	It is not surprising that the 
expired. 	During more than three months this enemy should seledt such a time for attacking the 
distinguished officer had never seen Sir Corm Alum Bagh and endeavouring to intercept the 
Campbell ; during more than five months he had convoy; but it is certainly a matter for wonder 
never once been away from the vicinity of Luck- that such a large army should suffer itself to be 
now and the Alum Bagh. 	He marched with beaten by a few hundred men. 	The casualty-list, 
Havelock and Neill from Cawnpore to the capital too, was 	as 	surprising 	as 	anything 	else ; for 
of Oude in September, and relieved or rather Outram had only 9 wounded and none killed; 
reinforced Inglis ; he commanded 	the British whereas the enemy's loss was adverted to in the 
Residency at 	Lucknow 	during October, with following terms : ' The reports from the city state 
Havelock and Inglis as his subordinates ; he aided the enemy to have lost 60 killed and 200 wounded 
Sir Colin to effect the 'rescue' in November; and iu their attack on the Alum Bagh, and about 60 
then he commanded at the Alum Bagh through- or 90 killed in front of Jelalabad. 	This was 
out the whole of December, January, and Feb- exclusive of their loss on the left flank, and along 
ruary. 	What he did in the first two of these our front, where our heavy artillery had constant 
months, we have seen in former chapters; what opportunities of firing shell and shrapnel into the 
were his military proceedings in February, a few idst df their moving masses. 	I. consider their 
lines will suffice to show-. loss to have been heavier than on any of their 

Whether the enemy supposed That, by another previous attacks.' 	At this, very time the bulk of • 
attack on the Alum Bagh, they might disturb the.  Sir Colin's army was approaching the Alum Bagh; 
extensive plans of the British ; whether they were the enemy well knew that fact, and had only been 
influenced by a sudden 	impulse to achieve a induced to hazard the attack on the 21st by the 
limited 	success; 	or whether 	another 	motive temporary absence of some of Outram's troops. 
existed, presently to be mentioned—they fought The attack having failed, they hastened 	back 
another battle with Sir James 	Outram, 	and to strengthen their defensive arrangements at 
received their usual defeat. 	On the morning of Lucknow. 
the..21st of February, no less than 20,000 of the It may now be Avail to notice what was doing 
enemy attacked the Alum Bagh. 	Having filled eastward of Oude. 	The strong Goorkha, force 
all the trenches with as many men as they could under Jung Bahadoor, and the eflbctive column of 
hold, and placed large masses of infantry in the miscellaneous troops under Brigadier Franks, had 
topes as a support, they commenced a simulta- greatly improved the condition of that portion of 
aeons movement round both flanks of Outram's country which lay between Oude and Lower 
position—threatening at the same time the whole 
length of front, the north-east corner of the Alum 

Bengal, around the cities and stations of Patna, 
Dinapoor, Arrah, Bintar„ Ghazeepore

' 
 Azimghur, 

Bagh, and the picket and fort at Jelalabad. Coruckpore 	Jounpoor, Benares, and Mircapere. 
Outram, perceiving at a glance the nature of the Mutineers ;here were, and marauders connected 
attack, strengthened the several endangered points. with rebel chieftains ; but their audacity, except 
At the Alum Bagh and Jelalabad posts the enemy in the immediate vicinity of Oude, was checked 
received a severe check, having come within range by the increasing power of the forces brought to 
of the grape-shot which the British poured out bear against them. 
upon them. 	He detached about 250 cavalry, and Brigadier Franks, one of the most energetic and 
two field-pieces, under Captain Barrow, to the admired of the officers whom the wars of the 

mutiny brought forth, had since the month of 
(tours the bridge echoed to the tramp of men and horse, the rumble December commanded a column called the Joan- 
of artillery, and the tread of innumerable elephants, and camels, 
and oxen, 	The Ganges is at: this season at Its lowest, and the 
bridges are not, I &weld think, more than 300 yards long ; ono is 

poor Field-force, which had been employed in 
chastising and expelling bodies of rebels from , 

used for the exit, the other for the entrance of Cawnpore. 	They the Azimghur, Allahabad, and Jounpoor districts. 
lead to a level sandy plain, overflowed by tho Ganges for several 
hundred yards in the rainy season, on which there 'wore now 
moving, as far as the eye could reach, the strings of baggage 

During these operation; be had 	defeated the 
enemy at many places. 	The time was now 

animals and the commissariat Carta of the army, with their 
fantastic followers.' 

approaching when Front's was to join Sir Colin 
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in the final operations against • Luelmow ; and Warree, sought which 'should be the first to obtain • 
when his Jounpoor 	field-force, losing its indict 
viduality, ' was to form 	the fourth division of 

possession of the pass)  jungle
' 
 and fort of Badshai- ., 

gunje. 	By a forced march, the English brigadier 
infantry in the army of Oude,with Franks as its • outmanoeuvred the Nazim, gained the fort,, and, 	' 
general of division. 	That change, however, was waited till reinforcements could reach him. 	The 
not likely to occur until the month of March had two forces came in sight of each other again •; 
arrived. 	About the middle of February he was on the 23d, . by which time the Nazim and 
with his force at Budleepore, a town on the route Bunda Hossein had swelled their motley army 
from Jounpoor to Sultanpore in Oude. 	His force to no less than 	25,000 men, comprising 5000 
comprised KM. 10th, 20th, and 97th regiments, six revolted sepoys, 1100 sowers, and the rest rabble ; 
regiments of Goorkhas, and twenty guns. 	Colonel having•  With 	them '. 25 	guns. 	The 	result 'of 
Publwan Singh commanded the Goorkhas, and this encounter was a severe battle, fought near 
Colonel Maberley the artillery. 	The force was Sultanpore. 	The enemy had taken up a very 
a strong one, containing 2300 Europeans and wide Position ; 	their centre resting on the old 
3200 Goorkhas, and an exeell&it park of guns. cantonment and sepoy' lines, thence extending 
There was one month's provisions collected ; and through villages and topes, and screened in front 
Franks was awaiting the orders of Sir Colin for by hillocks and nullabs. 	Franks turned the 
an. advance into Oude. 	Colonel Wroughton was enemy's right by a detour, drew them into. a hot 
with him, having no distinct military command, 
but acting as a medium of communication between 

struggle;  and won a complete viototy. 	No less 
than 1800 insurgents were, killed and wounded, 

Franks and Puldwan Singh ; being familiar with including two or three rebel 	chieftains. 	The 
the Goorkhas, his services were valuable in giving 
such instructions to the Nopaidese auxiliaries as 
would enable them to understand and obey the 

victors captured twenty pieces of artillery, and the 	, 
whole of the enemy's standing camp, baggage, 
ammunition, &o 	The result of this battle :was 

orders of the brigadier. that the enemy were frustrated in the attempt to 
Although placed in an expectant attitude, until check the advance of Franks into Oude ; he found 

he could receive instructions from Sir Colin, and the roads to, Lucknow and Fyzahad entirely open 
until he heard of Jung Bahadoor's crossing of the to him. 	If he had • had -cavalry, he would have 
frontier into Ondo, Brigadier Franks was quite pursued and cut up the enemy in retreat; but 250 
ripe for an encounter with the enemy whenever horse, long and. anxiously expected from Allalialid, 	' 
And wherever he could meet with them. 	They 
gave him an opportunity before the mouth was 

did not arrive at Sultanpore until the dayAfter the 	, 
battle. 	These three actions, two on the 19th and 

out, and lie made ample use of it. 	He crossed the one on the 23d, wore marked by. that anomaly 	• 
frontier into Onde near Singramoir, on the 19th, 
and received speedy proof that a very large body 

which.  the military operations in India • so often 
exhibitedL--the disparity between the losses on the 	' 

of the enemy was before him—ordered, apparently, 
by the self-appointed authorities at Lucknew, to 

two sides. 	Nothing but a full trust in the truthful-
ness of a gallant officer would render credible the 

prevent him from approaching that city. 	Franks, 
however, cleverly deceiving the rebel leader, Nazim 

fad that, after conflicts in which 2600 of the enemy 
were' killed and wounded, the conqueror could 

Mahomed Hossein, attacked his'army in detail, first 
at Chandah and then at Humeerpoor. The section 
of the rebels at Chandah, under Bunda Hossein, 
comprised among other troops the mutinous sepoys 
of the 20th, 28th, 48th; and 71st Bengal native 

write as follows : ' I am proud to annennee_that, 
through the glorious conduct of the officers and 	, 
men of this force, EttrOpean and •Nepaulese, I have , • 
been 'enabled by manoeuvring to achieve these bril-.• , 
bent results with the loss on our side, in 'all three • 

regiments.' 	Franks attacked 'them in a Strong actions, of only 2 Men killed and 16 wounded '— ' 
position. They were in the fort and intrenchments, and this, be 'it nernotabered, in contesting against: 
and crowning a long row of hillooks in front of the four times his own numbers.  
town ; every neighbouring tope and village was full While this Jounpoor field-force was thus actively 
of them. 	Nevertheless he defeated them, and cap- engaged, a small ,body of 'English Sailors, -were 
tured six of their guns. 	Giving his troops only a 
very brief rest, ho marched on to Humeerpoor, two 

slowly Advancing by another route into Oude, 
Ever active to be up and 'doing, a band of about 

or three miles distant, on that same evening, and, 
attacked a still larger force under the Nazim him- 

, 250 tars, belonging to the steam-frigate Pearl, 
were, delighted • at• being formed into a naval 

self. 	The defeat was equally significant. 	`Our brigade. 'and offered a chance 	of meeting and 
Enfield rifles did it all,' wrote one of the English well belabouring the `Dandies.' 	Under Captain 
officers. 	The enemy retreated daring the night, 
and Franks and his brave men bivouacked, atlet 

Sotheby, they were sent up the river Gogra in 
the Company'ssteatnel' Janina. 'They embarked 

having, 'in the two engagements, inflicted a loss on near Dinapoor, and disembarked on the 20th at 
their opponents of six guns and 800 men killed Nowraine, twenty miles short of Fyzabad. 	.The 
and wounded. 	The brigadier himself had been in 
the saddle fifteen hours on this severe day. 	After 

enemy had two forts at that place, both of which 	, 
were speedily ,taken, together 	with guns .••And 	' 

resting on the 20th, Franks' and his opponent the ammunition, and the enemy driven away - with 
Nazim, the one at HuMeerpoor and the other at great loss. 	Jung Balladeer, with his Nepaulese 	1 
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. contingent, was at the time not far distant; and feet high, was placed on the immediate lip of the 
Colonel Roworoft)  with 2000 Goorkhas, aided in counterscarp of the outer ditch. Lieutenant Sankey 
the attack. said in his report : 	' Viewed from the outside, 

The proceedings of the Nepaulese leader must nothing very suspicious or formidable was dis- 
now be noticed. 	The English officers frequently, 
though cautiously, complained of the slowness of his 

coverable about the place. 	It had all the appeat-
Imes) of act ordinary clump of bamboos at the 

movements; and Sir Colin Campbell was becom- corner of a village; which latter, like all inha- 
ing impatient for his appearance near the great bited places in this part of the country, was very 
scene of conflict at Lucknow. , He had been many 
weeks in the region around Goruckpore, with a 

well screened in foliage.' 	He found it, however, 
'a very hedgehog of fortification, 	Nothing could 

fine army of 9000 Goorkhas ; and though he had be more 	difficult of approach; every 	portion 
aided in putting down many bands of insurgents, bristling with thorns, and intercepted by ditches 

• it was now hoped that he would at once advance and banks; 
towards the centre of Oude. 	This he did, but not A little must now be said concerning a few 
rapidly, during the month of February. isolated operations, belonging to the month of 

On the 26th, while Jung Balladeer and Brigadier February, near the Jumna and the Ganges, in 
Macgregor were on the march from Mobarukhpoor which Seaton, Maxwell, and Hope Grant were 
to Ukberpoor, on the way to Fyzabad, they learned concerned, 	Colonel Seaton, at the close of the 
that a small body of rebels were in a fort at month, was at Mahomedabad, a few miles distant 
Berozepoor. 	A portion of the body-guard went to from Futtoghur. 	He had with him a detach- 
the place, and relied on a promise made by the 
rebels that they would evacuate the fort in forty 

meat of the 82d foot, 300 of De Kantzow's horse, 
350 of De Kantzow's foot, and 40 Sikh troopers. 

minutes. 	Instead of departing, the enemy pro- After waiting for the arrival of the 4th Ptinjaub 
. pared for a deffince ; and a desperate fight ensued 

around a small fort distinguished by much novelty 
infantry, the 3d Europeans, Alexander's Horse, 
and nine guns, he was enabled to organise an 

of construction. 	The fort was so completely sur- efficient column for chastising 	the rebels in a 
rounded by an impenetrable hedge of bamboos, 
that the besiegers were in much doubt concerning 

number of villages around 	Fiittegliur. 	Those 
perations, however, scarcely commenced until the 

the nature of the defences within. 	At one place 
they were stopped by a ditch, at a mther by a high 

ontle of March, 
f 	Colonel Maxwell had the gratification of defeats 

mud-wall and bastion, at another by a row of 1pfty ing a body of insurgents who had for a long time 
bamboo-stakes, 	The place being very small, an given much anxiety to the British officers—anxiety 
attempt was made to storm it by assault; but so rising from a doubt concerning the plans and 
many were the obstacles, that a clearance by can- movements 	of the 	insurgents. 	The 	Gwalior 
nonade became necessary ; and it was not until mutineers are here alluded tc 	They did not allow 
after much artillery firing, and much loss of life, 
that the fort Was captured. 	So peculiar was the 

the month to pass away wholly without giving-
signs of activity ; though those signs were few and 

construction of the place, that Captain Holland unimportant. 	Colonel Maxwell, commanding a 
was ,  obliged to drag a 6-pounder gun through a detachment sent out from Cawnpore, suddenly 
bamboo-fence and an outer ditch, before he could 
breg:ok a mud-wall which had until then been 

found himself attacked on the 4th by the mutineers, 
who marched from Calpee to his camp at Bhog- 

1 invisible. 	It was certainly no small achievement, neepore. 	The broken nature of the ground, the 
,''in a military point of view, for the enemy to have cover of the crops)  and the dimness of the light 
• constructed a fort entirely novel to the besiegers, 
e and capable of being defendetiefor several hours by 

at five o'clock on a winter's morning, prevented 
Maxwell from forming a correct estimate of 

less than forty men against many hundreds, numbers; but he had every reason for believing 
I  When all was over, Brigadier Macgregor, wishing them to be in great strength. 	Ho could only 
to know something more of the nature and con- bring against them five companies of H.M. 88th 
struction of this little fort of Berozepoor, requested foot, 50 troopers, and 2 guns ; yet with this small 
Lieutenant Sankey, of the Madras Engineers, to force he maintained a running-fight for four home. 
examine and report thereon—seeing that there 
might be like forts eleewhere, with which it would 

The enemy disputed every inch of the ground, 
making a stand at Chowra, a place three or four 

be well to be familiar; 	Near the village of Berme- miles distant from the camp. 	Ile pursued theta 
poor, then,. the fort was built. 	It was only sixty until they retreated across a small river, keeping 
feet square, with circular bastions at the angles, 
and a banquette just within the parapet on -which 

up the fire of their skirmishers to the very last. 
It is difficult to understand what could have been 

musketeers might stand. 	The mud-rampart was the nature of the enemy's fire; for while, after the 
fifteen feet above the level of the ground, very battle, the bodies of eighty rebels were found dead 
thick at the bottom and loopboled for musketry at upon the field, Colonel Maxwell recorded only five 
the top. 	It was surrounded by a ditch, this again wounded (none killed) in his own 	little force. 
by a belt of high bamboos, which was in turn 
enciecled by another ditch ten or twelve feet deep. 

Among the wounded was Lieutenant Thompson, 
 one of the few who escaped alive from Cawnpore. 

A row of newly planted bamboo slips, eight or ten , About the middle of K bruary, it became known 
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that bodies of the enemy were in motion near the district was gradtially falling out of the enemy's 
fords or ghats on the left bank of the Ganges, 
between Futteghur and Cawnpore, ready for any 

hands, and into the power of the British, 	Never- 
theless, there was much need for caution. 	The 

mischief that might present itself. 	To clear away insurgents were cunning, and often appeared where 
these rebels, a movable column was organised, 
consisting of H.M. 34th, 38th, and 53d regiment; 

little expected. 	The commander-in-chief's opera-
tions, in February as in December, were influenced 

squadrons of the 7th Hussars and 9th Lancers, 
squadrons of Hodson's Horse and Watson's Horse, 
a company of Sappers and Miners, and a few guns. 

by the necessity of providing for the safety of 
non-combatants escaping from the scenes of strife, 
In the earlier month, as we have already seen, 

This column was to start from the main Lucknow Sir Colin could not chastise the Gwalior mutineers 
road at a point near Bunnee, and to proceed on a 
line inclining towards the Ganges at such an angle 
as to sweep the rebels towards the west, where, at 

until he had sent off the women, children, sick, 
and wounded from Lucknow 	to 	Cawnpore, 
Futtehpoor, and Allahabad ; and now, in Feb- 

present, they would be less mischievous than if -nary, he rad to secure the passage of a convoy 
near the banks of the river. 	Sir Hope Grant took from Agra, comprising a large number of ladies 
command of this column, which consisted of 3246 and 140 children. 	Protected by the 3d Bengal 
men (2240 infantry, 636 cavalry, 326 artillery, and European; some irregular horse, and two guns, 
44 native Sappers). 	One of his achievements with these helpless persons left Agra on the 11th of 
this column consisted in the storming and capture February, and proceeded by way of Ferozabad 
of the town of Meeangunje or Meagunje, on the 23d and Minpooree to 	Cawnpore — thence 	to be 
of February. 	In the course of his various march- forwarded to Allahabad. 	On the way, the convoy 
ings, he learned that a body of the enemy had watched narrowly for any indications of the 
taken up a strong position at Mceangunje, a town presence of Nena Sahib, who was reported to be 
between Lucknow and Futteghur. They had 2800 in movement somewhere in that quarter. 
infantry in the town, 300 cavalry outside, and five 
or six guns. 	Hope Grant's force being stronger 

'1 Of Delhi, the chief matter, here to be noticed, 
I is 	the trial of the old 	imprisoned king, for 

than theirs, a victory was naturally to be expected, 
although the position was a strong one. 	Meean- 

complicity in the mutiny and its atrocities. 	With-
out formally limiting the account to the month of 

gunje was surrounded by a stone wall fourteen February, the general course of the investigation 
feet high, and had. three strong gates, opening into may briefly be traced. 
the Lucknow, Cawnpore, and Rohilcund roads 
respectively ; there were also numerous bastions 

The trial commenced on the 27th of January, 
in the celebrated imperial chamber of the Dewani 

on all sides. At each of the gates the enemy placed Khas, the 'Elysium' where in former days Mogul 
guns behind strong breastworks, and the breast- power had been displayed in all its gorgeousness. 
works themselves were covered by trees. 	After a The tribunal was a court-martial, all the members 
careful reconnoitring, Grant found a weak point being military officers. The president was Colonel 
on the fourth side of the town, where he could Davos (iii lieu of Brigadier Showers, who, though 
bring two heavy guns within three or four hundred first appointed, had been obliged to leave for 
yards of the wall, at a place where a postern-gate service elsewhere). 	The other members were 
pierced it. 	Telling off part of his force to corn- 
mand the Lucknow road, • another part to the 

Major Palmer, Major Redmond, Major Sawyers, 
and Captain Rothney. 	Major Harriott, duputy- 

Rohilcund road, and the rest to await behind a judge-advocate-general, officiated as government 
Tillage the result of the cannonading, he opened prosecutor. 	The charges against the king were 
fire. 	In less than an hour, the two heavy guns set forth under four headings.* It may be doubted 
made a practicable breach in the wall. 	Grant at , 
Once ordered H.M. 53d to advance to the assault. gig 'COPT OP MAMMA PREMIUM' AOAIXST MAROICID DAUADOOR 
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while the other, under Major Payne, penetrated 
to the right. 	This work was admirably done ; the 

non-commissioned officers and soldiers, unknown, of the East 
India Company's army, in the crimes of mutiny and rebellion against the state. 

infantry advancing through a labyrinth of lanes, 
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whether . the wearisome legal phraseology '(f to tending to shew that he both, aided. in inciting 
raise, levy, and make insurrection, rebellion, and the mutiny, and in encouraging the atrocities of 
war '—= treasonably conspire, consult; and agree 
with,' dm) was well fitted for the purpose ; but 

the mutineers. 	Some of the evidence proved that, 
so long tigo as the summer of 1856, the King 

this may depend on the mode in which the of Delhi had been in correspondence with the 
English was translated into Hindustani. Shah of Persia, touching an overturning of the 

It was impossible for the spectators to regard English 'raj' in India : in a manner and at a time 
without emotion the appearance or , the aged corresponding with the advance of the Persians 
monarch, the last representative of a long line of towards Herat. 	Other portions. confirmed the fact 
Indian potentates, thus brought as a culprit before that many of the massacres at Delhi, at the 
a tribunal of English officers. 	Even those who beginning of the Revolt, were sanctioned by the 
considered him simply as a hoary-headed villain palace profligates, and even committed immediately 
were interested by the proceedings. 	After being under the king's own apartments. 	Sir T. Metcalfe 
in attendance some time, sitting in a palanquin in his evidence, stated it as his opinion, derived 
outside the court, under a guard, of Rifles, he was from an intimate acquaintance with Delhi and its 
summoned within at about noon. 	He appeared inhabitants, that the Revolt was the legitimate fruit 
very infirm, and tottered into court supported on of a Mussulman conspiracy; that the courts of 
one side by his favourite son, Jumma Bukht, and 
on the other by a confidential servant.. 	He sat 

Delhi and Lucknow were concerned in this con, 
spiracy • 	that the • war. with Persia helped to 

coiled up on a cushion at the left of the president; strengthen it; that the Hindoos were used as tools 
and 'presented such a picture of helpless imbecility in the matter by the Mohammedans; and that 
as, under other circumstances, must have awakened the affair of ,the greased' cartridges was regarded 
pity.' 	His son stood a few yards to the left, and as a lucky opportunity 	for 	enlisting Hindoo 
the guard of Rifles beyond all. prejudices. 

After the members of the court, the prosecutor, 
and the interpreter, had taken the usual oaths, the 
prosecutor proceeded to read the charges against 

During the trial the king displayed a mingled 
silliness and. cunning that revealed muck of, his 	', 
character. 	Sometimes, while the evidence was 

the prisoner. 	He next addressed the court iu a being taken, he would coil himself up on his 
concise and explanatory manlier ; and announced 
that, though the king would be tried to ascertain 

union, and appear lost in the land of dreams, 
4xcept when anything particular struck him, he 

whether he were guilty or not guilty, uo capital f paid, ,er appeared to pay, no attention whatever to 
sentence could, be passed upon him, in consequence the proceedings. 	On one of the days ho was 
of his life having been guaranteed to him by Sir aroused from sleep, to reply to a question put by 
Archdale Wilson, through Captain Hodson. When the court. 	Sometimes he would rouse up, as if by 
the king 	was 	asked,, through the interpreter, 
whether he was guilty or innocent, he professed to 

some sudden impulse, and make an exclamation 
in denial of a witness's statement. 	Once, when 

be ignorant of, the nature of the charges against the intrigues of Persia were under notice, he asked 
him. 	This, however, was affected ignorance, for whether the Persians and the Rhssians were the 
the charges had long before been .presented to same people. 	On the twelfth day of the trial, the 
him, translated into his own language. 	After king was more animated than usual; he several 
considerable delay, he pleaded 'not guilty.' times declared his innocence of everything; and 

During several sittings of the court, occupying amused. himself by twisting and untwisting a scarf 
many weeks, numerous witnesses wore examined, round his head, 	 . 
Among them wore Jutmull, MukkhunLall, Captain Without tracing the incidents of the trial day by 
Forrest, Sir Theophilus Metcalfe, Ilussun Dskeree, day, or quoting the. evidence, it, may suffice to my 
Bukhtawar, Kishen, Chunee, Golam

' 
 Es' samoola that the guilt of the. aged sinner was sufficiently 	, 

Khan, and other persons, European, Eurasian or proved, on some if not all of the charges. 	The 
half-caste, and native. 	The evidence brought safety of his• life being guaranteed, imprisonment 
against the king was of very varied character, became the only probable punishment. 	He was 

sentenced for the rest of his days to transportation 
government in India, did assemble armed forces at Delhi, and ...-.either to one of the Andaman Islands (a group 
send them forth to fight and wage war against the said British 
government. in the eastern portion of the Bay of Bengal), or to 

4. For that ho, at Delhi, On'the 28th of Slay 1897, or thereabouts, 
did, within the precincts of the palace at Delhi, feloniously cause 
and become accessory to the murder of 49 persons, chiefly women 

some other place that might be selected. 	It may 
not be inappropriate to mention that some of the 

and children, of European and mixed European descent; and did, 
moreover, between the 10th of May and the id of October 18117, 
encourage and' abet divers soldiers and others 	in murdering 

witnesses proved that Mr Colvin at Agra .and Sir 
Theophilus Metcalfe at Delhi, wore told of a forth- 

L',ri nirgi, esea Udfa:itahrjmnpgrhsbis:gbjseac3: minuclarieng 8=, 
advancement, cad distinction; and further, that ho issued orders 

.coming Mohammedan conspiracy many weeks 
before the Meerut outbreak ; so utterly, however, • 

to different native rulers, Wing local authority in India, to slay - 
end murder Christians cud English people whenever and wherever did these authorities disregard the • rumour, that 
fdund in their territories ; the whole or any part of such 'conduct 
being a heinous offence under the provisions of Act 16, of 1897, of 
the Legislative Council of India. 

they did not even report it to the Calcutta govern- 
mut. 	There were only a few men in India, in 

4  FREDERICK J. IIARRICIIT, ltision, 	, '4Daaaa-itulae-aapocate-amorat, Oovirtiment Proseculoi. the .spring of 1857 who believed that the British 
' 	 ) 

'Jan. f, 1898.' ' raj' was ' on the edge (4 a volcano. 
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In connection with the fate of the old king, much the Belooch battalion; the 1st Punjaub infantry, the 
attention was necessarily bestowed• on the past Moultanee horse,- a fiehl-battery, two 1841ounders; 
conduct of his favourite young wife, the intriguing and one 8-inch howitzer. 	There was at the same 
Sultana Zeenat Mahal, the 'dark, fats  shrewd, but time at Loohsar, near Roorkee, a small force under 
sensual-looking woman,' whom Mrs Hodson visited Captain Brind, consisting of a •squadron .of Cam- 
in the prison,* in relation to the Revolt. 	Ever 
since the year 1853, a feud had existed in the royal 

biniers, Hughes's irregular 'cavalry, detachments, 
of Coke's Rifles, of the Nusseree 'battalion, and of 

family, arising out of the polygamic troubles so the 3d Punjaub infantry, and a troop of horse= 
frequent in oriental countries. 	The king, instigated artillery, 	At Roorkee another corps was to be 
by Zeenat Mahal, wished to name the child of his formed, under Major Coko, to consist of Punjaub 
old age, Mitza Jumma Bukht, heir to the throne regiments about to arrive.. ' It' was proposed that 
of Akbar ; but the British government insisted on 
recognising the superior claims of an elder son, 

these three bodies—the movable column at Meerut, 
Blind's corps at Looksar, and Coke's corps at 

'Mina Fukhr-oo-deon. 	Strife and contest immo- Roorkee — should ultimately form a Rohilound 
diately commenced, and never ceased until one field-force, under General 	Penny. 	What was 
obstacle was removed from the path, 	Minn effected by means of this force, will come for 
Fukhr-oo-deen died in" 1856, as alleged; of cholera, 
but not without suspicion of foul play. 	From that 

notice in a future. page ; little could be achieved 
until the commander-in-chief' had broken the 

time till the beginning of the mutiny in 	the strength of the enemy in Oude, now the groat 
following year, the imperial palace was a focus of centre of rebellion. 
intriguing. 	The sultana bent her whole energies 
towards obtaining the heirship to the throne of 

The hilly country in and around Kumaon, 
although too far removed from the Junma regions 

the Moguls for her own son. 	She was known to 
have declared that this object would be persistently 

to be frequently engaged in the horrors of war, 
was nevertheless occasionally made ti battle-ground 

and steadily pursued, and to have opened many between hostile forces. Early in February, Colonel 
communications thereon with the authorities at M'Causland, commanding in Kumaon, formed a 
Calcutta. 	When, however, it was announced that 
a grandson of the king should, after him, possess 

camp at Huldwanee, to protect the Kumaon hills, 
and to clear the Barbur and Turale districts of 

all that remained of imperial power, her plans rebels: 	}1'o found two formidable, bodies of the 
were at once dashed. 	It thenceforward became enemy threatening ,  that region. 	One, under a 
a question with her whether, by an overturn of leader named Fuzul Huq, consisting of 4000 men 
the English 'raj,' she could Obtain that which was and 6 guns, was encamped at Sunda, in .a strong 
denied to her by the government ; 	and when position on the banks of the Sookheo river, about 
other sources of revolt and rebellion appeared; fifteen miles from Huldwanee, on the Peleebheet 
there was an intelligible reason why she should road.. The other, under Khali. Khan, consisting of 
encourage the insurgents. 	Nothing came out at 5000 men and 4 guns, was encamped at Chum* 
the trial so clear as to fix guilt unquestionably on the Paha Nuddee, sixteen miles from Huld- 
upon her ; but there remained on men's minds a wanee,on the Bawdily road. 	So far as could be 
suspicion to which collateral circumstances afforded judged, it appeared as if these 9000 men intended 
much probability. to make a 'combined attack on Huldwanee, aid 

Transferring attention from.  Delhi to Rehilcund then to force the hill-passes. 	To encounter .these 
and the Hills, it may at once be explained that enemies, M'Causland's force was but small, con- 
little occurred during the month of February sisti»„0. of 700 Goorkha infantry, 200 horse;  and 
requiring detailed notice. 	The time had not yet 2 field-guns ; nevertheless he resolved to confront 
arrived when 	Sir Colin Campbell could send them boldly. 	On the 9th of February he corn- 
strong columns to sweep away the rebels in that menced .11 movement intended to prevent the 
quarter. 	Bareilly was still the head-quarters of junction of the. two hostile forces. 	In the dead of 
a rebel forcb, which ruled almost the whole of the night, leaving his tents to be guarded by a few 
R ohilcuud. 	Khan . Balladeer 	Khan, 	the self- men in a barricaded square called the Mundee, he 
appointed chief, had still around him a large body marched out as quietly as possible•  to the place 
of revolted sopoys and insurgent retainers ; and in occupied by Khali Khan's army. 	He came unto 
the whole region between Oude on the one side, 
and Delhi and Meerut on the other, very little was 

them et daybreak on the. 10th, ..and %mid them 
encamped in a strong position ; with their rear 

under British control, 	The time, however, for and left protected by the Paha Nuddee, a small 
making a demonstration in this 	quarter was 
approaching. 	Among other 	military arrange- 

village 'filled with infantry on their right flank, 
their front protected (by rough ground intersected 

monis planned about the middle of February, 'was with nullahs and long jungle-grass, and the road 
the formation of a movable column at Meerut, 
to be held in readiness to march anywhere at a 

commanded by four. pieces of artillery. 	So coin-
pletely did he surprise them, that when his cavalry 

short notice. 	It was to consist of a squadron of first appeared, the rebels thought their allies under 
Carabiniers, a wing of the 60th Rifles; a wing of Fund Huq had arrived. 	Finding the enemy's 

. right flank the best to attack, the colonel sent most 
. Chap. g.a., IL 357. 	 . of his men to that point, covered by the fire of . his, 
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two guns. 	The contest was sharp and severe. 	In armed, and the arrangements for marching and 
about an - hour the Goorkhas had captured the camping being very defective, it was the middle of 
enemy's guns cut down every artilleryman serving December before the corps started from the town 
them, and dislodged the enemy from the village. of Rewah. 	The duty to be performed was to keep 
Meanwhile the few horse made a gallant charge, 
repulsing a superior body of the enemy's Cavalry, 
and taking a standard. 	The colonel's two guns 
worked immense execution among the enemy's 
cavalry, 'into which' 	(to 	use 	the .professional 

open and safe the road from Rewah to Jubbulpoor 
(one of the great highways of India), and to capture 
such forts by the way as were in hostile hands, 
Imperfect as were the materials at his command, 
Colonel Hinde nevertheless, between the middle of 

language of the commander) 'they poured shrapnel December and the middle of February, captured 
with beautiful precision and tremendous effect.' six forts, forty pins, two mortars, and two standards; 
The victory was complete. 	The enemy lost their rendered the great road to the Deccan secure; re- 
guns, ammunition, standing-camp, 	baggage, 300 established (kik and police bungalows ; restored. 
killed, and 600 wounded. 	The colonel, having thus order in the Myhere territory ; annexed the small 
defeated' nearly six times his number, returned to territory of the rebellious chieftains of Bijeera- 
Huldwanee—his gallant Goorkhas having marched googhar ; appointed telisildars and police therein ; 
thirty-four miles and fought a severe battle in and captured a large number of turbulent rebela 
thirteen hours. 	It was deemed necessary to return 
at once, lest their prolonged absence from Huld-. 

The six forts taken were Kunchunpore, Goonah, 
Myhere, Jokai, Khunwara, and Bijeeragooghar. 

wauee should tempt Fuzul Huq, whose army was These services haying been 	rendered, 	Captain 
not far distant, to make a dash on the camp and Osborne recalled the corps to Rewah ; and the 
station. governor-general thanked both him and Colonel 

Nynee Tel was, deeply interested In all these Hinde for Iyhat they had effected in a troubled 
movements. 	During February it was hemmed in region, -with very limited means, 	It is pleasant— 
by the rebels on one side, and by the hilbsnows on amid the treachery of so many ' Pantiles!  and 
the other. 	The enemy, deterred by the gallant 'filughs'—to read that Osborne and Hinde had a 
force at Huldwanee, looped to penetrate to the little good word to say for Dinbund Pandy, Lullaie 
colony by a detour through the Kalleedongee Pass. Singh, 	f3owgobind 	Pandy, 	Davy 	Singh, 	and 
This hope, however, was not worth much to them ; piagesliur 	Singh—Rewah 	and 	Nagode 	native 
for the pass was long and fatiguing ; and near its [officers, who were both faithful and brave in the 
top was a small body of Goorkhas, who, with a few 'hour of need. 
guns, were determined to make a stout resistance if Brigadier Whitlock, with a Madras column, was 
any attack wore made, 	. 	 . rendering service in the country between Nagpoor 

The Punjaub and Sinde were nearly at peace, and Bundolcund, 	He had various skirmishes with 
The few instances of turbulence, or of military bands of rebels at jitbbuipoor and Sleemanabad; 
operation, may pass without record here. 	i and when he bad restored something like order in 

In that vast range of country which has in so that region, he moved off towards Cawnpore, there 
many chapters required attention, comprising Raj-,  
pootana, Gujerat, Central India, the Mahratta 

to take part if necessary hi the operations of the 
army of Oncle. 

States, Bandelcund, and the Saugor territories, the , Few Europeans in India had better reason than 
month of February exhibited the gradual strength- those at Saugor to welcome the approach of some 

of their countrymen as deliverers; 	So far back as ening
° 
 of British columns sent up from Bombay 

and Madras, and the success of numerous small the month of June, the officers, their ladies, and 
engagements in which the names of Rose, Roberts, the civilians, bad been, shut up in the fort by orders 
Orr, Whitlock, Stuart, Steuart, and other ,officers of Brigadier Sage, on account of the' suspicious 
aro concerned. 	Being small in themselves, these symptoms presented by the 31st, 42d, and other 
engagements hardly need separate notice 	but native regiments. 	There they remained through- 
taken collectively, they tended to assist the coin- out the whole of the autumn and' part ,  of the 
wander-in-chiefs 	plans 	towards 	the. general winter, too strong to be seriously molested, and too 
pacification of India, well supplied with food to suffer those privations 

The month of February witnessed the conclusion which were so sadly experienced at Lucknow. 	Sir 
of a series of services rendered by a small force Hugh Rose arrived with his force at Saugor on the 
under somewhat remarkable circumstances. 	Men- 3d of February, and liberated those who had so 
tion has frequently been made of Captain Osborne;  long been confined within the fort. 	No battle was 
political agent at Rewah, alme,st tire only English- heeded to effect this ; for though the garrison, were 
man within a turbulent district. 	Fortunately, the almost entirely without reliable troops, they were 
Rajahs of Rewah and NaPode remained faithful to not, besieged by any considerable force of the 
the British ; they, with the aid of Osborne, formed eitemy, 	Rose, who had collected a force with 
a corps of such of their native troops as they felt much difficulty from various quarters, prepared 
could be trusted ; and this corps was placed under after the relief of Sanger to attack numerous bands 
Colonel Hinde for active service. It was November of rebels in that part of India. 	Ho assaulted the 
when the corps was first organised ; but, the troop's strong fortress of Garra Kotah, at the confluence of 
being undisciplined, badly equipped, and badly tile Sonah and the Cirsidarree ; he captured it, 
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pursued and cut up the enemy, and then marched 
towards Jhansi, IN here busy work awaited him in 
the following month. 

General Roberts, towards the close of February, 
was collecting a force at and near Nuseerabad, for 
operations in that part of Rajpootana. 	He went 
with the head-quarters of H.M. 95th from Deesa 

• to Beaur, and thence to Nuseerabad, where he 

arrived on the. 22d. 	He was to be joined shortly 
afterwards by the 72d Highlanders from DCCSay 
and by 200 of the Sinde horse under Major Green ; 
and when strengthened by other regiments, espe-, 
ciallya good body of cavalry, he intended to march 
towards Kotah, a very strong fortress which had 
long been in tho hands of a rebel chieftain. 

The regions forming the central and southern 
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Measles, or Mohammedan 

portions of the Bombay presidency were a little 
disturbed by fanatical Mohammedans, who, though 
unable to bring any very large number of conspira- 
tors into their plan of action, did nevertheless 
make many attempts to raise the green flag, the 
symbol of Moslem supremacy. 	There were no 
mutinies of whole regiments, however, or even 
companies of regiments. 	Indeed the instigators of 
mischief were rather rioters than soldiers; and the 
authorities only regarded these outbreaks seriously 
as sparks that might possibly kindle inflammable 
materials elsewhere. 

The Nizam's country, generally peaceful on 
account of his fidelity to the English, became a 
field of temporary struggle owing to the insubor- 
dination of a minor chieftain, the Rajah of Shore,- 
pore. 	His small territory, bounded on one side 
by the river Kistnah, occupied an angle in the 
dominions of the Nizam. 	Wishing, perhaps, to 
rise from the rank of a petty chieftain to one of 
greater power, be bad for some time displayed 

Religious Teachers. 	 . 

hostility towards the British. ''But his career now 
came to an end. 	A force left l3elgaum at the end 
of January, to advance to Shorapore ; another left 
Kulladgheo for ,the same destination; while a 
third advanced from Madras. 	The Nizam, at the 
same time, acting in harmony with his prime 
minister and Colonel Davidson, issued a proclarn-
ation denouncing as rebels any of his subjects who 
should assist the chief of Shorapore. These various 
measures had the desired result 	the insurgents 
were dispersed, Shorapore seized, and the chief 
made prisoner.  

In referenceepto such occurrences as the ono 
described in the last paragraph, it may be observed 
that many of the residents, or British represent-
atives at the courts of native princes, exhibited a 
wisdom and intrepidity which claim for them a 
rank by the side of the military heroes whose 
names are much better known to the world. 
Such a, one was Colonel Davidson, British resident 
at the Nizam's court at Hyderabad in the Deccan. , 
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• 
During, many mouths, he, With a few hun- month, was the termination of a. short governor- 
dyed faithful troops, maintained English prestige ship in the regions around Allahabad. 	On the 
amongst a fanatic Mussulman population of two 4th of August, in the preceding year, after the 
or three 	hundred thousand men, who 	often Northwest 	Provinces had been 	thrown 	into 
threatened the handful of British in the city. 'Die- anarchy by the mutiny, a 'lieutenant governorship 
affected persons,' a well-informed authority has of the Central Provinces' was established, and 
said, 'thronged to the Nizam's palace by day and 
by night, with imprecations upon their lips against 

placed in the hands of Mr John Peter Grant, 
one of the members of the Supreme Council at 

Europeans. It was impossible to tell when mutiny Calcutta. 	A few weeks afterwards, on the 19th 
might break out =tong the native soldiers ; and of September, some of the other provinces in the 
it was certain that the rabble were only awaiting Jumna regions were placed under a ' chief-com- 
their opportunity to glut themselves with English missioner of the Northwest Provinces.' 	Both of 
blood. 	Yet amidst all this the British resident these offices were abolished 	by 	the governor- 
never faltered or wavered; and by mere force general in council, on the 9th of February ; and 
of character' he preserved peace in the city and Viscount Canning, then at Allahabad, took under 
district, and succeeded in securing to our side the his immediate authority and control the whole of 
Nizam and his minister Salar Jung. 	This Salar the provinces lately placed under those officers. 
Jung was a young and well-educated man, who He became in fact, though not in name, and for 
for his friendship to the British was hated by the a temporary period, governor of a presidency 
Mussulmans: 	The position of this minister was of which Allahabad was the capital. 	At or about 
almost as dangerous as that of the resident; for the same time, Meerut and Delhi were handed 
if the attack of the 17th of July * had succeeded, 
he would havo shared ,the common fate of the 

over to the chief-commissioner of the Punjaub. 
Thus, all the political power between Calcutta and 

British.. 	Colonel Davidson 	not only 	secured the Afghan frontier being in the hands of Canning 
Hyderabad, but was subsequently enabled to send and Lawrence, and all the military power in Sir 
a considerable cavalry force for service elseWhere. Colin Campbell, it was hoped that greater energy 

Among other political 	arrangements,, of the and precision would be thrown into the combined 
. 	* sec elum. xvii., p. 291. perations. 	• 

I 	li  

t 	

. 

Sir Colin Campbell's Army of Oude.—On the 10th of Barehard, 200 Regiment Native Infantry, Aid-de-vamp;,  
February, as stated in the text of this thapter, the corn- Lieutenant H. G. Deedes, 60th Royal Rifles, Extra Aid-de- 
mander-in-chief made a formal announcement of the corn- camp. 
ponent elements of the army with whioh he was about to ' 
enter Pude. 	These particulars we give here in a notepas 

'Brigade of Field-artillery.—Brigadier D. E. Wood, C.B., 
Royal Horse-artillery; Lieutenant J. S. Frith, 	Bengal 

a permanent record of an interesting matter in the military Horse-artillery, Major of Brigade.—E troop Royal Horse- 
history of the Revolt. 	It must be clearly borne in mind, 
however, that this army of Oude comprised only such 

artillery; 	F Troop Royal Horse-artillery;, 1st Troop 1st 
Brigade Bengal Artillery; 2d Troop 1st Brigade Bengal 

troops as were at that date under the immediate Command Artillery; 2d Troop 3d Brigade Bengal Artillery; 8d Troop 
of Sir Colin. Columns, corps, and field-forces, under Franks, 3d Brigade Bengal Artillery; 3d Company 14th Battalion 
Seaton, Jung Bahadoor, l'llacgregor,Windham, Van Cortlaudt, Royal Artillery, and No. 20, 	Light Field-battery; 	2d 
Penny, 	11`Causland, 	Greathed, 	Roberts, 	Rose, Steuart,. Company 3d Battalion Bengal Artillery, and No. 12 Light 
Stuart, Whitlock, and other officers, were rendering active Field-battery.  
or defensive services in various parts of India ; and it ' 
depended on the course of circumstances whether any and 

' Brigade of Siege-artillery.—Brigatliei G. R. Barker, CO., 
Royal Artillery; 	Lieutenant A. Bunny, 'Bengal' Horse- 

which of. these could assist in the grand operations against artillery, Major of Brigades-3d Company 8th Battalion 
Meknes-. Royal 	Artillery; 	6th 	Company Ilth Battalion Royal 

Mead-quarters, Camp Cawnpore, Feb. 10. Artillery; 6th CoMpany 12th Battalion Royal Artillery; 5th 
' The troops now in Oude, and those advancing into that Company 13th Battalion Royal Artillery ; 4th Company 1st 

province, are formed into divisions and brigades, and staff- Battalion Bengal Artillery; 	1st' Company 5th Battalion 
officers are attached as follows ; the whole being under the 
personal command of his Excellency the Commander-in- 

Bengal 	Artillery ; 	3d 	Company 5th 	Battalion. Bengal 
Artillery; Detachment Bengal Artillery recruits. 

chief. The Naval Brigade will form part of the division tinder 
'Seek appointments as now appear for the first time will Sir Archdale Wilson,. but will be under the immediate 

take effect from this date. • command of Captain W. Peel, C.B., Royal Navy, and 
, 	. independent of the Brigade of Siege-artillery. 

Artillery Division. 	' 	, 'Engineer Brigaile.—Brigridier R. Napier, Bengal Engineers, 
'Staff—Major-general Sir A.. 'Wilson; K.C.B., Bengal Chief-engineer; Major of Brigade, Lieutenant IL. Bingham, 

Artillery, commanding ; Major E. B. Johnson, Bengal Artil- Veteran Establishment, Brigade Quartermaster; Lieutenant- 
lay, Assistant Adjutant-general; Lieutenant IL Biddulpb, colonel II. D. Harness, Royal Engineers, commuting Royal 
Royal 	Artillery, 	Deputy-assistant-quartermaster-general ; Engineers • Captain A. Taylor, Bengal Engineeri, command- 
Lieutenant-colonel C. Rogge, Bengal Artillery, Director of ing Bengal Engineers.-4th Company Royal Engbieers; 
Artillery in the Ordnance Department; 	Captain C. H. 23d Company Royal Engismere; 	Head-quarters Bengal 
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Sappers and Miners; Punjaub Sappers and Miners; corps 'All appointments not filled up in the above order are to 
of Pioneers. be temporarily provided for under the orders of officers 

Cavalry Division. commanding divisions and brigades. 
' Brigadier-general J. H.  Grant, C•139 commanding ; Cap.  'The following is the General Staff of the army advancing %in W. Hamilton, 9th Lancers, Deputy-assistant-adjutant- into Oude : general ; Lieutenant F. S. Roberta, Bengal Horse-artillery, ' Commander-in-chief.—His Excellency General Sir Colin Deputy-assistant-quartermaster-general; Captain the Hon. Campbell, G.C.B., Her Majesty's service. A. H. A. Anson, her Majesty's 84th Regiment, Aid-de- 'Military Secretary to Commander-in-chief.—Major A. 

camp. t Brigade.—Brigadier A. Little, her Majesty's 9th ' 1s Alison, her Majesty's service (wounded). 	Acting Secretary 
and 	Aid-de-eamp.—Colonel 	A. 	C. 	Sterling, C.B. 	her Lancers - Captain H. A. Sarel, her Majeaty's 17th Lancers, Majesty's service. 	Aid-de-camp.—Captain Sir D. Baird, Major of'  Brigade.—Her Majesty's 9th Lancers ; 2d Battalion Nth foot. 	Aid-de-camp.—Lieutenant F. M. Alison, 72d Military Train ; 2d Punjaub Cavalry; Detachment 5th Highlanders. 	Aid-de-amps—Captain W. T. Forster, 18th Punjaub Cavalry; Wale's Horse. foot. 	Commandant at bead-quarters, and interpreter.— '2d Brigade.—Brigadier W. Campbell, her Majesty's 2d Captain J. Metcalfe, 	Bengal infantry. 	Surgeon.-;-Staff- Dragoon Guards ; Captain H. Forbes, lot Light Cavalry, surgeon J. J. Clifford, M.D., her Majesty's service. 	Chief Major of Brigade.—Her Majesty's 24 Dragoon Guards; her of the Staff.—Major-general W. B. Mansfield, her Majesty's Majesty's 7th (Queen's Own) Hurasars•

' 
 Volunteer Cavalry; service. 	Deputy-assistant Adjutant-general to the Chief of Detachment 1st Punjaub Cavalry; Hoclsou:s Horse. the Staff—Captain It J. Hope Johnstone Bombay infantry. 

Aid-de-camp to the Chief of the Staff.--Captain C, Mans- let Infantry Division. field, 33d foot (wounded). 	Acting Aid•de-camp.—Lieu- 
' Major-general Sir J. Outran), G.C.B., Bombay Army, 

commanding ; Captain D. S. Dodgson, 80th Native Infantry, tenant D. Murray, 64th foot. 	Deputy-adjutant-general of 
the Army.—Major H. W. Norman, Bengal infantry. Assist.- Deputy-assistant-adjutant-general ; Lieutenant W. R. Moor- 

som, her Majesty's 52d Light Infantry, Deputy-assistant. ant Adjutant-general of the Army.—Captain D. M. Stewart, 
Bengal infantry. 	Deputy-adjutant-general, her Majesty's quartermaster-general; Lieutenant F. E. A. Chancier, 84th troops.—Colonel the Hon. W. L. Pakeuham, C.B. Assistant- Native Infantry, Aid-de-camp; Lieutenant Hargood, 1st quartermaster-general of the Army.—Captain G. Allgood, Madras Fusiliers, Extra Aid-de-eamp. Bengal infantry. 	Depury-assistant-gnartermaster-general. '1st Brigade.—Brigadier D. Russell, her Majesty's 84th —Captain C. C. Johnson, Bengal infantry. 	Acting quarter- Regiment. —Her Majesty's 5th Fusiliers; 	her Majesty's master-general of her Majesty's Forces.—Captain C. F. 84th Regiment; 1st Madras Fusiliers. Seymour, 84th foot. Judge Advocate-general—Lieutenant- ' 2c1 Brigade.—Brigadier C. Franklyn, her Majesty's 84th Colonel K. Young, Bengal infantry. 	Deputy Judge Advo- Regiment. —Her Majesty's 78th Highlanders; her Majesty's cate-general.--Captain A. C. Robertson, 8th foot. Principal 90th Light Infantry; Regiment of Ferozpore. 

Id Infantry Division. 
'Captain IL C. Stewart, her Majesty's 35th Regiment, 

Commissariat Officer.—Captain C. M. Fitzgerald Bengal 
infantry. Commissary of Ordnance.—Captain W. T. Brown, 
Bengal artillery. 	Field Paymuster.—Captain F. C. Tombs, 
Bengal infantry. 	Provost Marshal--Captain A. C. Warner, Deputy-assistant-adjutant-general; Captain D. a Shute, Bengal cavalry. 	Baggage Master.—Lieutenaut J. Morland, Deputy-assistant-quartermaster-general. Bengal infantry. Principal Medical Officer, Queen's Troops. '3d Brigade.—Brigadier W. 	 amilton, her Majesty's 78th —Dr J. C. Tice. 	Superintending Surgeon.--Surgeon J. C. Highlanders, commanding; 	Captain G. N. Fendall, her Brown, Bengal artillery? 	• Majesty's 53d Regiment, Major, of Brigade.—Her Majesty's 1,, 	, 

34th Regiment; her Majesty's 33th Regiment; her Majesty's 
. 

:``,, Mohammedan Rebel Leaders—Whatever may have been 53d Regiment. the proximate causes of the Revolt, it is certain that the ' 4th Brigade.—Brigadier the Hon. A. Hope, her Majesty's / rebel leaders were found relatively more numerous among 93d Highlanders; Captain J. II. Cox, her Majesty's 75th the Mohammedans than among the Hindoos. 	They talked Regiment, Major of Brigade.—Her Majesty's 42d High- more frequently and fiercely about fighting for the faith ; landera ; her Majesty's 93d Highlanders; 4th Punjaub and they dragged into the meshes of a net many Ilindoos Rifles. who would otherwise have remained free from treasonable 
8d Infantry Division. 	, entanglement. 	Several native proclamations have been 

'Brigadier-general R. Walpole, RifleBrigade, commanding; noticed iu earlier chapters of this work s and we now pre. 
Captain C. A. Beerwell, 71st Regiment Native Infantry, sent another, 	illustrative 	of 	Mnssulturn intrigues. 	It 
Deputy-assistant-adjutant-general; Captain 	T. A. Carey, purports to come from Prince Mina Malromed Feroze Shah, 
17th Regiment Native Infantry, Deputy-assistant-quarter- and was dated. the 3d of Rujub 1274, correspond* to the 
master-general. 17th of February 1858 : 

'5th Brigade.—Brigadier Douglas, her Majesty's 79th . 	'Be it known to all the Hindoo and Mohammedan 
Highlanders.—Her Majesty's '23d Fusiliers; her Majesty's inhabitants of India that' to rule over a country is one of 
79th Highlanders; 1st Bengal Fusiliers. the greatest blessings from Heaven, and it is denied to it 

'6th Brigade.—Brigadier A. H. llorsford, Rifle Brigade.— tyrant or an oppressor. 	Within the last few years the 
2d Battalion Rifle Brigade; 3d Battalion Rifle Brigade; 2d British commenced to oppress the people in India under 
Punjaub Infantry, 

' Captain C. C. Johnson, Deputy-assistant•quartarmaster- 
different pleas, and contrived to eradicate Hindooism and 
Mohammedanism, and to make all the people embrace 

general, will he attached to army head-quarters. 	Deputy- Christianity. 	The Almighty Power observing this, diverted 
judge 	Advocate-general to 	the 	Force.—Captain A. C. the hearts of the people to a different course, and now 
Robertson, Her Majesty's 8th (the Ring's) Regiment. 	Field every one has turned to annihilate the English, and they 
Paymaster.—Captain F. C. Tombs, 18th Regiment Native have nearly done so. 	Through avarice and ambition, the 
Infantry. 	Baggage Master.—Lieutenant J. Morland, let British have 	shorn same resistance, though, in vain. 
Bengal Fusilier's.. 	Provost Marshal—Captain A. C. Warner, Through Divine merey,illat will in a short time be reduced 
7th Light Cavalry. 	Postmaster.—Major C. Apthorp, 41st to nothing. 	Let this also be known to all the Marlow and 
Native Infantry. 	Superintending Surgeon.—J. C. Brown, Mussulroans, that the English bear the bitterest enmity 
M.B., 	Bengal Horse-artillery. 	Field 	Surgeon.—Surgeon towards them. 	Should they again become predominant in 
Wilkie. 	Medical Storekeeper.—Aasistant-snrgeon Corbyn, this countxy—whioh, God forbid—they will destroy religion, 
M.D. property, and even the life of every one. 	A. brief sketch of 

'All staff appointments connected with Major-general Sir the views and intentions of the Supreme Court and Perlin: 
J. Outram's force not specified above will hold good until ment is hereby given, in order to warn the people that they 
the junction of that force with army head-quarters should get rid of habits of negligence, and strive in unity td 
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destroy the infidels: • When the Indian troops mutinied to a religious war; I then hastened towards Gwalier, where 
save their religion,and killed all infidels in several places, the majority of the military officers promised to kill the 
the wise men of England were of opinion that had the English and take up my cause.. 	A small portion of the 
British authorities in India kept the following things in Gwalier army accompankd ale. 	I had not the least intan- 
view, the mutiny would never have broken out; 1. They tion to announce war before I had everything in order; but 
should have deatroyed the race of the former kings and the army became very onthusiautic, and commenced fighting 
nobles. 2. They sleiald have burnt all boobs of every other with the enemy (the English). 	Though our army was then 
religion. 	8. They should not have left even a News of but a handful, and that of the enemy very large in num- 
ground to any of the native rulers, 	4, They should have bars, stilt we fought manfully; and, though apparently we 
intermarried among the natives, so that after 4 short time were defeated, in reality we were victorious oror our enemy, 
alt would have boom° one race, 	5. They should not have for we killed 1000 of them. 	Since then I have been ail- 
taught the yea of artillery to the !Wives, 	13. They phoulit /eating as well• as exhorting the people. 	I have exerted 
not have left arms among the natives. 	7. They should not myself in procuring ammunition up to this day, now four 
have employed auy native until ho consented to  oat anal months sines the. commencement. 	Thank God, en army of 
drink with Europeans. 	8. The mosques and Ilindeo 150,900 old and now men are now bound by a solemn oath 
temples should pot lutyg been allowed to stand, 	9, Neither to embrace my cause. I have collected conniderahle treasury 
Moniviter mu,  Brahmins should have been allowed to preach. and munitions of war in many places, mid in a short time 
10. The several cases brought into the comes should have • I shall clear the country of all infidels. 	Since the real 
been decided according to English laws. 11: English priests purpose of this war is to save religion, let every Hindoo and 
should have performed all nuptial coremoniee of the natives bitissulinan render aesietteme to the utmost. 	Those that 
according to their Regiith customs: 	12. All prescriptions aro old should offer their prayers, The rich, but old, should 
of the Hindoo and Mussulmen physicians should have been azeiet our sacred warriors with money. 	Those in per-feet 
prohibited, and English medicines furnished instead. 	13. health, as well as young, abduld attend in person, 	Bat all 
Neither Ilindoo nor Muasulman fakeers should Imo been those who are in the eoryiee of either Mirza Birjish Kudur 
allowed to convert people without the permission of English. Balladeer in Lucknow and of Khan Baloideor Kluin at 
missionaries. 	14. European doctors only should have been Bareilly should not venture out to join us, for these rulers 
allowed to assist native women in childbed.—But the are themselves using their best endeavours to clear the 
authorities did, Pet take means to Introduce these measures. country of all infidels. 	All who join AR should do so solely 
On the contrary, they encouraged the people: so moll ea, a view of promulgating their religion, net with that ;with 
that they at last broke oat. 	Had the Authorities kept in of worldly avarice. 	Thee victory will certainly smile upon 
view the maxims above elluded to, the natives would us; then distinguished posts will be conferred 	on. the 
have reineined quiet for thousands of yours. Those aro now people at large. 	The delay in defbating the English has 
the rout intentions of the English ; but all of us must con- been caused by people killing innocent children anti women 
jointly exert eurselyee for the protection of opt' lives, pro. ithouf any permission whatever from the leaders, whose 
petty. and religion, and to root out the English from title 
country. Thus we shall, indeed, through Divine mercy, gain 

nunainis wore not obeyed. Let us all avoid snob practices,
fi 

and then proclaim a sacred war. 	Lastly, the great and 
a groat victory over them. 	I (the prince) now draw a smell in this campaign will he equal, for we aro waging a 
brief sketch of my travels, and I hope the people will pay religious war. 	I (the prince) do now proclaim a sacred 
attention to what I say. 	Before the destruction of the war, and exhort all, according to the tenets of their reli- 
English, I went on a pilgrimage to Mecca, and on my return gion, to exert themselves. 	The rest I leave to God. 	We 
I observed that the English were in a bad and hazardous shall certainly conquer the English, consequently I invite 
position. 	I therefore ofibred thanks to God, because it is the people again to my anistance.—Printed at Bareilly, by 
in may nature to follow the principles of my religion and Shaick Nisar Ally, under the 	supervision of Moulvie 
to promulgateiustice. 	I persuaded many at Delhi to raise Mehemet" Kootoob Shah.' 

-------- 
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CHAPTER XXV. 

FINAL CONQUEST OF LUCKSOW:-  MARCIE. 

4 	- 
H E mouth 	at length arrived 
which was to witness the great 
siege of Lucknow, the capture 

• 
the same position until November ; and that from 
thence to March the city was wholly in the hands 
of the enemy—the Alum Bagh alone being held 

s. • of that important city, and the 
commencement of a re-establish- 

by Outram. 	Concerning the buildings and general 
arrangement of Lucknow, it may be useful here to 
freshen the recollection by a few descriptive details. rnent of British influence in Oude. 

The city which, excepting a small 
portion near and around the Residency, 
had been wholly in the hands of the 
rebels since the beginning of July, was 

The city lies on the right bank of the river 
Goomtee, which there runs nearly from northwest 
to southeast. 	All the buildings on the opposite or 
left bank of the river are merely suburban. 	After 

to revert to the Company's possession in winding round the buildings called the Martiniere 
March, by a series of military operations and the Dil Koosha, the river changes its course 

which it is the purpose of this chapter to trace. towards the south. 	5:1.1e southeastern extremity 
The extraordinary-eveuts in that city have been of the city is bounded by a canal, which enters the 

too frequently dwelt on in past chapters to render Goomtee near the Martiniere. There is no defined 
any lengthened notice here necessary. 	The reader boundary on the southwest, west, or northwest, 
will only have to bear. in mind that Lawrence the urban giving way to the rural in the same 
maintained the Residency intact until his death gradual way as in most English towns. 	Between 
early in July ; that Inglis continued the defence the crowded or commercial part of the city, and 
until September ; that Cktram and Havelock held the river, extends—or extended at the time of .the 
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Revolt (for it will be convenient to adopt the past counter-guards in front of the gateways, and placed 
tense in this description)--a long series of palaces isolated bastions, stockades,and traverses across 
and gardens, occupying collectively an immense the principal streets. 	The three lines of defence all 
area, and known by the several names of the abutted at one end on the river Goomtee, and at the 
Taree Kothee, Fureed Buksh, Pyne Bagh, Chuttur °flaer on the great street or road called the Hnzrut- 
Munzil, Kaiser Bagh, Shah Manzi], Motes Mehal, gunje; which street was among the principal of 
Shah Nujeef, Secunder Bagh, &c. 	Still further those loopholed and bastioned. 	It was estimated 
in the same line, were the buildings once fatuous that the enemy defended their works with nearly 
as the Residency, the Muchee Bhowan, the great 100 guns and mortars. 	The insurgent troops were 
Emanharra, and the Moose, Bagh. 	In short, for variously computed at 40,000 to 80,000 in number; 
a distance of at least five miles, there was a string the estimate could not be a precise one, because 
of royal or governmental buildings along the it was impossible to determine how many peasants 
right bank of the river, forming a belt between from the country or desperate characters from the 
it and the poorer or denser streets of the city. city joined the regular sepoys. 	There is, however, 
There was a stone bridge beyond the Muchee reason to believe that, at the beginning of March, 
Bhowan, an iron bridge near the Residency, and the city contained 30,000 revolted sepoys, .50,000 
—in peaceful times—a bridge of boats near the volunteers and armed retainers of chieftains, and 
Motee Mehal. 	As to the general aspect of the an ordinary city population of no less than 300,000 
city, when seen from a distance, writers have souls. 	It was a terrible thought that a city should 
been at a loss for similes applicable to it, owing be bombarded containing so large a number of 
chiefly to the vast space over which the buildings living beings ; but, as one of the ,stern necessities 
are dotted. 	' If,' in the quaint words of one of the war, it was imperative. 	The chieftains of 
writer, ' Clapham were overrun by a .Moliam- Oude, and the revolted sepoys of the Company's 
medan conqueror, who stuck up domes, cupolas, 
and minarets on half the meeting-houses and 

army, were there in great number; and until they 
were subdued, nothing could be effected towards 

mansions ; and if that pleasant suburb, when all the pacification of this part of India. 
the trees are green, were spread for eighteen or /. It.may not be out of place hero to notice a few 
twenty miles over a dead level surface—the aspect ,1o? the individuals who, during the interregnum in 
it would present might in some degree give one a Pude, assumed sovereign or governing power, The 
notion of Lucknow.' !newly set up king was a boy of eight or ten years 

The city, in the interval between November old, a son of the deposed king living at that time 
and March, had been fortified by the rebels in under surveillance at Calcutta. 	As a boy, he was 
great strength. 	Although not enclosed like Delhi a puppet in the hands of others. The prime mover 
by a fortified wall, 	many square miles of 

b
its in all the intrigues was his mother, the l3egum 

area, fl''' ha(  narrow streets and 	high houses, 
and (3tcUpied by an enormous military force in 

Huzrut Mehal, who professed to be regent during 
his minority, and to be assisted by a council of 

addition t6 the ordinary population, constituted state. 	She was a woman of much energy of char- 
a formidable stronghold in itself. 	But the rebels acter, and conducted public affairs in an apartment 
did not neglect the usual precautions of defensive of the Kaiser Bagh. 	Morally she was tainted in 
warfare. 	Rightly judging that the English corn- full measure with oriental vices. 	Like Catherine 
mender would avoid a hand-to-hand contest in the 
street; and would direct his attack towards the 

of Russia she 	raised 	one 	of her paramours, 
Mummoo Khan, to the office of chief judge, and 

south-eastern suburb, they spared no labour in did 	not 	scruple 	openly to 	acknowledge her 
strengthening that side of the city. 	In considering relations 	towards him. 	While 	executing 	the 
their plan of fortification, they treated the courts Begum's commands in all that related to the 
and buildings of the Kaiser Bagh as a sort of citadel, 
and interposed a triple series of obstacles between 

management of the newly formed government, 
he enriched himself at the expense of the people 

it and the besiegers. 	First, exterior of the three, 
was a line of defence extending from the river to a 

generally. 	The chief minister was one Shirreff- 
u-Dowla.h, 	and 	the 	generalissimo 	Hissamutat- 

building known as Banks's house, once occupied by Dowlah ; but Mummoo Khan, held up by courtly 
Major Banks; the canal formed the wet ditch favour, had sources of power superior to both. 
of this line, and within the canal was a rampart or Another notability was a Moulvie or Musselman 
elevated earthwork. 	The second defence 	con- fanatic who, though professing allegiance to. the 
sisted of an earthwork beginning at the river-side boy-king of Oude, was suspected of aiming at the 
near the Motee Mehal, the Mess-house, and the throne himself. 	Most of the officers of the govern- 
Emanbarra. 	The third or interior defence was ment purchased their places by large gifts to the 
the principal rampart of the Kaiser Bagh itself. Begum or her favourite, knowing that they would 
All these lines consisted of well-constructed earthen obtain an ample return during the anarchy of 
parapets or ridges, fronted by wide and deep the period. 	The eunuchs of the royal palaces 
ditches, and strengthened at intervals by bastions, held, nominally if not really, military commands. 
Not relying wholly on 	these formidable lines, 
the enemy had loopholed and fortified almost 

The whole city of Lucknow, it is quite evident, 
was a hideous mass of intrigue, in which the 

every  house and enclosure, 	constructed 	strong various members of the.royalfamily sought how 
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best they could obtain power and wealth at the 
. 

Little, and Archdale Wilson, 	His main ebject et 
expense of the bulk of the people ; while their first, with a force of five or six thousand men, Was . 
ministers and officers were parasitical just so far to march to such a spot, near the Dil Kooslia,'ea 
as might be subservient to their own interests, would enable him to form a camp just, beyond 
The trading biasses generally had -very little reason reach of the enemy's guns; and to protect his 
to rejoice at the temporary cessation of the British enormous siege-train as it gradually-  arrived, until 
' raj.' 	The Begum and the Moulvie leader were the time was come far commencing active opera- 
regarded as the chief instruments in the opposition tions, „Not only the siege,traiii, but the countless 
to the British. 	Every measure was resorted to appendages of an Indian army, would equally 
that could raise the, fanaticism 	of the 	native 
population. 	The English, and especially their 

require protection during its passage from Bantara, 
to the Dil Koosha. 	Mr Russell, who accompanied 

Sikh allies, wore 	represented as systematically this expedition in person, says that no language 
murdering all who. fell into their hands, 	On one can correctly convey an idea of the vastness in the 
occasion, shortly before the arrival of Sir Colin, 
the Begum 	rode through the 	streets 	of the 

number of elephants, camels, oxen, horses, camp-
followers, and vehicles that daily demanded the 

city on an elephant, as one might imagine our commander-in-chief's attention 	at this period. 
Elizabeth appearing before her troops at Tilbury.; ' Who really can bring before his mind's eye a train 
and she used all her arts to induce the several of baggage-animals twenty-five miles long, a string 
chieftains to make her cause theirs. of sixteen• thousand game's, a siege-train park 

These preliminaries settled, the narrative may , 
be proceeded with. 	How the troops tinder the 
commander-in-chief 'approached -Lucknow, . in 

covering a. space of four hundred by four hundred 
yards, with twelve thousand :oxen Attached to it, 
and a following of sixty thousand non-combatants, V 

February, and what were the components of the Even ,the doolies or litter-carriages for wounded 
army of Oude, in generals and soldiers, the last men constituted a formidable item. To each Gem- 
chapter shelved. 	 , patty of a regiment there were ten  doolies, end to 

When, on the 1st of March, Sir Colin Campbell each dooly were six coolies or native porters ; thus 
was within a few miles of Luckuow, in his camp there were nearly five hundred dooly-carriers for 
at Buntara, he fully considered all the information  each average regiment; and oven with this largo 
obtainable up to that time concerning the defences supply)  if the sick and wounded in any one regi- 
of the city. 	One result of the inquiry, was to cons ment exceeded eighty men, there would be more 
vince him that a necessity would arise for operating than the coolicii could properly attend to. 
from both sides of the Goomtee river, whenever The force with which Sir Colin started from 
the actual assault shonld take place.* • This would Buntara brought a few guns Only. 	These were 
be necessary, or at least desirable, because such dragged along the centre of the line of route; the 
a course would enable him to enfilade (that is, 
attack laterally or at the extremities) many of the 

infantry were on either side of them the cavalry 
and horse-artillery outside all, and the baggage in 

enemy's newly constructed works ; and because the rear. 	Each soldier took a small quantity of 
he would thus be able to cut off the enemy from food with him. 	The march was through a fiat 
their external sources of supply. 	It is true that 
he could not hope wholly to surround a• city 

well-cultivated country, past the Jelalabad fort, 
but a mile or so distant from the-Alum Bagh. The 

which, with its fortified suburbs, had a circuit of skirmishers at the head of the column, as they 
little less than twenty miles ; still he would make approached the Dil Koosha., found a body, of 
an important approach towards that condition insurgent troopers watching their progress. 	When 
by cannonading from both sides of the river. 	One 
of his earliest preparations, therefore, had relation 

the column began to close on the advance-guard, 
- the enemy opened fire with several guns which 

to the means of crossing the river; and to this end were in position in strong bastions along the 
his engineers were busily engaged in fitting casks line of canal'-tlie outermost of the three lines of 
so that they might be placed across the river as a defence before Adverted to. 	This fire was heavy 
floating4nidge. 	The former bridge of boats, epee- and well sustained. 	It leas not diffiettlt to capture 
site some of the palaces, had been removed by the the Dil Koosha itself; but Sir Coffin's troops were 
insurgents; while the iron and stone bridges were much annoyed by the enemy's fire over the open 
well watched by them, country, until they -could secure the Dil • Koosha 

On the 2d, Sir Colin marched at daybreak from 
his camp at 13unta,ra, diverged from the road to the 

and the Mahomed Bagh es advanced pickets, with, 
heavy guns placed in bettery' to oppose the enemy's 

Alum Bagh, and took that which went near the artillery. ' This °nee effected, a secure base for 
Jelalabad fort towards the eastern margin of the further operations 'was, obtained, with the right 
suburbs, 	'With a portion Only of his army, he 
advanced to the Dil Koosha, the palace and park 

resting on the river. ' ft was a good day's work, 
not in 	conquest, 	but in 	the preparations• for 

at the easternmost extremity of the city. 	The 
chief officers with him at the time of this advance 

conquest, 
'When Sir Colin came to reconnoitre the enemy's 

were Generals Lugard, Adrian Hope, Hope Grant, position, he found that the new lines Of defence, 
constructed since November, were vast and well 

The 'plans of Lucknow at pp. 321 and fa will convoy an idea 01 
rho siltation of rho city relatively(' o the river. planned. He further saw that no immediate attack 
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'could be successfully made, upon them by infantry, 
without such a sacrifice of life as he had determined 

and their lives within the city itself, 	There were 
intelligible reasons for this on both sides. 	The 

if possible to avoid. 	To fight with artillery, before citizens;  whether their love for their native royal 
sending in his foot-soldiers to fight, was his plan; family was great or small, had little inclination to 
and he now at once. sent back a messenger to the sacrifice their own personal interests to that smith. 
camp at,  Blintara„ for,,the rest, of the troops and ment ; svhile, ou the other hand, the rebel leaders 
heavy siege-artillery to advance without' delay, cared not how many townsmen were ruined, so 
All during the following.night was the road from long as the privileges and profits of government 
Buntara to 'the Dil Koosha.,filled, with an appa- remained with themselves, rather than reverting 
rently endless train of soldiers, guns, commissariat- 
carts, beasts of burden and of!  draught; and camp- 

to the British. 	 , 
. 	It was on the 5th that General Franks joined. the 

followers—ready to swell the large 'number already commander-in-chief;  . with that corps which now 
at the lastintined place, 	This train was protected.  becarhe the fourth division of the army of Oude. 
on either,sicle by cavalry and horse•artillery, ready 
to dash out against any of the enemy that should 

He had fought his way .half across the province, 
from the Jounpoor frontier, defeating many bodies 

threaten interruption. 	. 	, of rebels on the way, and arriving at Lucknow 
During, the whole day on. the 3d, the operations precisely at the time which had been agreed pm 

consisted chiefly ip this bringing forward of guhs Jung Balladeer and his .large Nepauleso army did 
and bodies of troops to positions necessary to he not arrive at the time specified : a want of punc- 
occupied when the regular siege began. 	When the tuality which disturbed both the plans and the 
remainder of the siege-train bad arrived, and also equanimity of .Sir Colin. 	The components of the 
General Wralpole's 	division, Sir. Colin's position 
embraced all the open ground en the southeastern 

army of Oude, as laid down by the commander, 
in-chief on the 10th of February, were enumerated' 

margin of the city, with his right flank 'resting on 
the Goomtee, and his loft in • the direction of the 

ina note at the, end.of the last chapter. At present, 
on the 0th of March, when Franks had arrived, 

Alum Bash. 	The Alum Bagh and the Jelalabad the army before Luckno* consisted approximately 
• fort were both occupied by portions of his troops, 
and the country .between them was controlled by 

of the following numbers of troops—First division 
o 	infantry, under Outratn; about 0000 strong ; 

Hodson's-Irregular Horse ;. while a strong, brigade s cowl) under Lugard, 0400; third, :under Walpolei . 
of ,cavalry, under Brigadier, W. Campbell, swept 300; geurth,' uoder Franks, 4800; cavalry, under 
the •suburbs northwest of the Alum Bagh. 	By ope r Grant and other commanders, distributed 
this arrangement,,  almost the entire southern half among the infantry divisions ; artillery, including 
of the city was invested by •his forces. 	The Dil .the naval brigade, 1100; and engineers, 1700. The 
Koosha was head-quarters, surrounded by the tents army of Oude.was often said to consist of 30,090 
in which th'e soldier i‘ took their few brief holm . troops, of whom 18,000 were British and the. rest 
of repose. 	The,,palace, built in ' an ,Italian style, 
still —retained much of the splendour belonging to 
it in more peaceful days, when it was the `Heart's 

native ; but such an estimate. was worth little 
unless the exact day be named to which it applied, 
The army varied both by arrivals and departures. 

Delight' of the sensual monarch ; but now it was The portion of the siege-plan connected with the 
well guarded by 42d Highlanders, ready.  to grapple left bank of the river had never been lost sight of 
with princelings and sepoys at any moment. From 
the roof of this palace could be seen the chief 

during the preparatory operations on the right, 
While the' infantry, cavalry;  artillery, and corn- 

buildings of the city, as well as the vast defensive 
preparations which the enemy had made. 	The 

missariat ,were busily engaged in camping near, 
the Dil Itoosha,,the engineers were collecting the 

sopoys in the Martini6re maintained a rifle-fire casks, fascines of fagots, ropes, and timbers, news- 
against such of the British as made their appear- 
once on the flat roof of the Dil , Jooslia; kit 

sary for forming a bridge, or rather two 'bridges, 
across the Goomtee, at some point below where 

the distance was too 	great to 	render the fire the enemy were in greatest force. The spot selected 
dangerous. 	.  was near head-quarters at Bibiapere, where, the 

The operations of the 4th were a sequel to those 
of the 3d—not an actual commencement of the 

river was about forty yards wide. 	The enemy, 
uneasy at the proceedings of the engineers, gradu- 

siege, but a furtherance of the arrangtmnentsneces- ally ,assembled in, 'considerable numbers on the 
sary to render the siege successful. 	'jlie camp was opposite.bank ; but as the British brought up guns 
extended from the Dil li.Oosha to Bibiapore, a ' to 'oppose them, the engineering works proceeded 
house and 'enclosure a litd further down the right without much molestation. 	These bridges exeui- 
bank of the river. 	From the glimpses obtaints1 by plified some of the contrivances which military 
the skirmishers and pickets, and from the intermit- commanders are accustomed to adopt, in the 
tion brought in by spies, it was ascertained that coarse of their onerous duties. The groundwork of 
many of the inhabitants, terrified at the formidable each was a collection ,of, empty beer-casks,lashed 
preparations for the siege, wore fleeing from the by ropes to timber cross-pieces, and floated off one 
city on the opposite side ; and that the ! autho- by one to their positions ; a firm roadway of 
cities' were endeavouring to check this flight, 
wishing the inhabitants to ,fight Air their property 

planking was afterwards fixed on the top of the 
whole range from end, , to end. 	Firm indeed 
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must the construction necessarily have been ; for nothing 	disturbed 	Sir 	James 	from 	securely 
troopers on their horses, heavy guns and mortars, 
ammunition-wagons, and commissariat carts, all 

encamping at night. 	 • 	, 
While Outram was thus crossing the river on 

would have to pass over these bridges, secure so 
far as possible from accident to man or beast. 

the 6th, Sir Cohn remained simply on the defen,  
sive near the Dil Koosha, deferring all active 

To Sir James On tram was intrusted the corn- operations until the subsidiary force had got into 
mand of that portion of the army which was to fighting order on the left bank. 	The 'enemy main- 
cross by these bridges of casks, and operate against tained a continuous fire from the Martiniere ; but 
the city from the left bank of the Goomtee. 	This the gunnery was not good, and very little mischief 
gallant officer had been in and near the Alum was occasioned. 	One of the most striking einem- 
Thigh for a period of just one hundred days, from stances connected with the position and proceed-.  
November to March, defending himself success- lugs of the commander-in-chief was that he carried 
fully against numerous attacks made on him by 
the enemy, as narrated in former chapters. 	It 

the electric telegraph with him from camp to camp, 
from post to post. 	Chiefly through the energy of 

was right that he should now have the most Lieutenant Patrick Stewart, poles were set up and 
important command under Sir Colin. 	He' took 
his departure from the Alum Bagh—leaving that 

wires extended wherever Sir Colin went. Calcutta, 
Allahabad, Cawnpore, Buntara, and the Alum 

important post, which he had so long and so Bagh, could all communicate instantly ; and now 
well defended, to the care of Brigadier Franklyn a wire made its appearance through a drawing- 
and 'of the 5th and 78th Queen's regiments of room window at the Dil Koosha itself, being 
foot. 	The force intrusted to him consisted of stretched over a row of poles along the line of 
Walpole's division 	of infantry, 	together 	with route which the commander-in-chief and his 
regiments and detachments from other divisions.* troops had followed. 'Nay, the wires even followed 
Franks with his division took Walpole's place Oatram over the river, and made their appearande 
near the Dil Koosha.. The plan of' attack agreed —for the first time in the history of Oude—on the 
upon was, that Outram, after crossing the Goomtee, 
should advance up the left bank; while the troops 

left bank. 	No sooner did Sir Colin advance a few 
miles, than Stewart followed him with poles and 

in position at the Dil Koosha were to remain at wires, galvanic batteries and signalling apparatus 
rest until it should have become apparent that the 
first line of the enemy's works, or the rampart 

—daring all dangers, conquering all difficulties, 
. and setting up a talking-machine close to the 

running along the canal and abutting on the very enemy themselves. 	It may almost literally 
be said that, wherever he lay down his head at Goomtee

' 
 had been turned. 	Sir James, arriving 

at the Dil Koosha from the Alum Bagh, effected night, Sir Colin could touch a handle, and con- 
his crossing safely on the 6th, and pitched his verse with Lord Canning at Allahabad before he 
camp for the night on the left bank of the river, 
near the race-course. 	It was a formidable burden 

went to sleep. 	The value of the electric telegraph 
was quite beyond all estimate during these wars 

for the bridges to bear, comprising, besides the and movements : it was worth a large army in 
infantry and cavalry, thirty guns, and a large itself. 
train of baggage and ammunition animals; never- On the 7th, Sir James Outram, while making 
theless the floating fabrics bore up well, and fully 
answered their intended purpose. 	English troops 

his armigemofits on the opposite side of the river, 
was attacked in great force by the enemy. 	On 

of the line, Highlanders, lancers, hussars, dragoons, 
artillery, 	engineers, commissariat, 	horses, oxen, 
camels, 	elephants—all passed safely over, and 

the preceding day, he had baffled them in all their 
attempts, with a loss of only 2 killed and 10 
wounded ; and he was not now likely to be 

speedily fell into orderly array on the other side seriously affected even by four or five times his 
of the river. This was, of course, not done without number. 	The enemy occupied the race-course 
a little fighting. 	The enemy could not be blind to stand with infantry, and bodies of cavalry galloped 
the proceeding, nor to the consequences likely to up to the same spot with the intention of disturb- 
result from it. 	There was skirmishing in front of 
the Chukkur Walla Kothee, or Yellow House, a 

ing Outram's camp. 	He resisted all the attacks, 
chased them to a distance with his cavalry, and 

circular building on the left bank of the river; maintained his advantageous camping-ground.* 
and there was much prancing about of leading The road from Fyzabad and from the cantonment 
personages who hastily came out of the city; but passed near his camp ; and as all that region had 

* 23d Fwsiliers. 
for many months been, entirely in the hands of 

70th Highlanders. 
Rifle Brigade, two battalions. * Mr Russo% all day on thd 6th and 7th, was watching the 
Jot Bengal Europeans. proceedings from a position such as has seldom before 	bean 
fid Punjaub infantry. occupied by a newspaper writer. 	Ifo was on the roof of tho Dil 
fki Dragoon Guards. Koosha, taking his chance of such shots as came from the Mar. 
9th Lancers. tinier°, and viuwing Outram's marcbings and fightings by means 
1st, 2d, and fith Pitnjaub cavalry, detachment. of a telescope. 	Sometimes his resolution was nearly bathed by 
D'Aguilar's troop, horse.artillery. heat and dust. 	'The wind was all but intolerable—very hot and 
Ft omington's troop, royal artillery. very high, and surcharged with duet. 	I had a little camp-table 
M'Kinnon's troop, 	a 	u 	. and chair placed on the top of the building, and tried to write; 
Gibbon's light field-battery. but the heat and the dust were intolerable. 	I tried to look out, 
Middleton's 	s 	' 	' but the glasses were Ailed with dust; a fog would be just as good 
Boad.quarters, field-arlilery brigade. a medhun:  
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' the rebels, there was a liability at any moment of 
some sudden onslaught being made on him. 	The 
commander-in-chief had foreseen this, when he 

' • placed at the disposal of Outram a division strong 
enough to form a compact little army in itself. 

The result of a careful reconnaissance made on 
the 8th, by Sir Colin, resulted in instructions to 
()dram to arrange his batteries during the night, 
and on the following day to attack the enemy's 
position, the key to which• was the Chukkur Walla 
Kothee. 	On the morning of the 9th, accordingly, 
Sir James made the attack with excellent effect.; 
the enemy being driven out at all points, and the 
Yellow House seized. He advanced his whole force 
for some distance through ground affording excel- 
lent cover for the enemy. 	He was by that means 
enabled to bring his right flank forward to occupy 
the Fyzabad road, which he crossed by a bridge 
over a nullah, and .to plant .his batteries for the 
purpose of enfilading the works upon the canal. 
During, this day's operations, much skirmishing 
took place between his Sikhs and Rifles and the 
enemy ; but the most obstinate contest was main-, 
tanned within the Yellow House itself, where'll, few 
fanatics, shutting themselves up, resisted for several 
hours all attempts to dislodge them. 	They were 
at length expelled, fighting desperately to the last. 
Outram was then enabled to take the villages of 
Jeamoor and Jijowly, and to advance to the 
Padishah Bagh or King's Garden, opposite the 
Fumed Buksh palace, and to commence an 
enfilade fire on the lines of the Kaiser Bagh 
defences. 

While Outram was engaged in these successful 
operations of the 9th° on the left bank of the 
Oeomtee, a very heavy fire was kept up against 
the Martitare, from mortars and guns placed in 
position on the Dil Koosha plateau. 	Sir Colin 
had purposely deferred this assault until Outran 
had captured. the Yellow House, and commenced 
that flank attack which so embarrassed the enemy: 
The sailers of the naval brigade were. joyously 
engaged on this day ; for the thicker the fight, 
the better were they pleased. 	They commanded 
four gr at guns on the road near the Dil Koosha ; 
and \ ith these they battered away, not only 

je 

again. ,t the Martiniere, lit also against a cluster 
of small houses near that building. 	Captain Sir 
Willi m Peel managed to throw not only shot 
and 	hell, but also rockets, into enclosures which 
con 	lied 	numerous 	insurgent,  . musketeers—a 
visitation which necessarily prompted a hasty 
flightIt had well-nigh been a bad day for the 
British, however ; for Peel received a musket-ball 
in the thigh while walking about fearlessly among 
his guns ; the ball was extracted under the influ- 
once of chloroform ; but the wound nearly proved 
fatal through the eagerness of the gallant man to 
return to the, fray. 	He was, however, spared for 
the present. 	The enemy resisted this day's attack 
with a good deal of resolution ; for they fired 
shot right over the Martini6re towards the Dil 
Koosha, from guns in their bastions on the canal 

t. 	 2 A. 

line of defence. 	When the 'cannonading had 
proceeded to the desired extent, a storming of the 
Martinie.re took place, by troops under the corn-
mand of Sir Edward Lugard and other able.. 
officers. 	The instructions 	given 	by 	the corn- 
mauder-in-chief for this enterprise were minute 
and complete,* and were carried out to the letter. 
The infantry marched forward from their camp 
behind the Dil Koosha, their bayonets glittering 
in the sun ; and it was remarked that the sight 
of these terrible bayonets appeared to throw the 
enemy into more trepidation than all the guns 
and howitzers,. mortars and rockets. 	A bayonet- 
charge by the British was more than any of the 
' Dandies' could bear. 	Silently and swiftly the 
Highlanders and Punjaubees marched on, the 
former towards the Martiniere, and the latter 
towards the. trenches that flanked that building ; 
while the other regiments, of Lugard's column 
followed • closely 	in 	the 	rear. 	Distracted 	by 
Outram's enfilade fire from the other side of the 	, 
river, and . by Lugard's 	advance in front, the 
enemy made but a feeble resistance. 	The 42d' 
Highlanders and the Punjaubee infantry climbed 
up the entrenchment abutting on the river, and 
rushed along the whole line of works, till they 
got to the neighbourhood of Bauks's house. Mean-
while, another body of ,infantry advanced to the • 
Ala iniere, and captured the building and the 
whole oft the enclosure surrounding it. 	All this 
w 	done with very little bloodshed on either 
side; for Lugard's men, in obedience to orders, 
did not fire; while the enemy escaped from the 
walls and trenches without maintaining a, hind-
to-hand contest. This abandonment of the defence-
works would not have taken place so speedily had 
not Outram's flanking fire enfiladed the whole 
line ; but the insurgent artillerymen found it 
impossible to withstand the ordeal to which they 
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wore now exposed. 	Sir Colin's plan had been so towards the second line of works. 	"The operation,' 
carefully made, and so admirably carried out, 
that this capture of the enemy's exterior line of 

as he said in his dispatch, ' had now become one 
of an engineering character ; and the most earnest 

defence was effected almost without loss. endeavours were made to save the infantry from 
On the 10th, while .Outram was engaged in being hazarded before due preparation had been 

strengthening the position which he bad taken made.' The chief engineer, Brigadier Napier, placed 
up, he sent Hope Grant with the cavalry of the his batteries in such positions as to shell and breach 
division to patrol over the whole of the country a large block of the palaces known as the Begum 
between the left bank of the Goomtee and the old Kothee. 	This bombardment., on the 11th, was 
cantonment. 	This was done with the view of long and severe ; for the front of the palaces was 
preventing any surprise by the approach of bodies 
of the rebels in that quarter. An extensive system 

screened by outhouses, earthworks, and parapets, 
which required to be well battered before the 

of patrolling or reconnaissance had formed from infantry could make the assault. 	The 8-inch guns 
the first a part of Sir Colin's plan for the tactics of of the naval brigade were the chief instruments in 
the siege. 	Ontram on this day brought his heavy this foimidable cannonade. 	At length, about four 
guns into a position to rake the enemy's lines, 
to annoy the Kaiser Bagh with a vertical and 

o'clock in the afternoon, Napier announced that 
the breaches were practicable, and Lugard at once 

direct fire, to attack the suburbs in the vicinity of made arrangements for storming the Begum Kothee. 
the iron and stone bridges, and to command He had with him the 93d Highlanders, the 4th Pun- 
the iron bridge from the left bank ; all of which jaub Rifles, and 1000 Goorkhas, and was aided in 
operations he carried out with great success. 	The the assault by Adrian Hope. 	 is troops speedily 
enemy, however, still held the right end of the secured the whole block of buildings, and inflicted a 
iron bridge so pertinaciously, that it was not until very heavy loss on the enemy. The attack was one 
after a very heavy cannonading that the conquest of a desperate character, and was characterised by . 
was effected. Sir Colin as 'the sternest struggle which occurred 

On the city side of the river, on this day, the during the siege.' 	From that point Napier pushed 
operations consisted mainly in securing the con- his engineering approaches with great judgment 
quests effected on the 9th. 	At a very early hour through the enclosures, by the aid of the sappers 
in the morning, while yet dusk, the rebel sepoys and 	the heavy guns ; the troops immediately 
advanced in great strength to reoccupy the defence- occupying the ground as he advanced, and the 
line of the canal, apparently not knowing that the mortars being moved from one position to another 
Highlanders and Punjaubees had maintained that as the ground was won on which they could be 
position during the night ; they were speedily placed. 	()dram was not idle during these opera- 
undeceived by a volley of musketry which put 
them to flight. 	At sunrise a disposition of troops 

tions. 	He obtained possession of the iron bridge, 
leading over the river from' the cantonment to the 

and heavy guns was made by Lugard for an attack city, and swept away the enemy from every part 
on Banks's house ; and this house, captured about of the left bank of the river between that bridge 
noon, was at once secured as a strong military and the Padishah Bagh ; thus leaving him in a 
post. position to enfilade the central and inner lines 

Thus did this remarkable siege go on day after of defence established by the enemy among the 
day. 	Nothing was hurried, nothing unforeseen. palaces. 
All the movements were made as if the city and It was while these serious and important opera- 
its environs formed a vast chess-board on which tions were in progress, on the 11th of March, that 
the commander-in-chief could see the position of the commander-in-chief was called upon to attend 
all the pieces and pawns. 	Nay, so fully had he to a ceremonial affair, from which he would doubt- 
studied the matter, that he had some such corn- less have willingly been spared. 	The preceding 
mand over the ground as is maintained by a chess- chapters have shown ho* Jung Balladeer, descend- 
player who conducts and wins .a game without ing from the Nepaulese mountains with an army 
seeing the board. 	Every force, every movement, 
was made conducive to one common end—the 

of 9000 Goorkhas, rendered a little service in the 
Goruckpore and Jounpoor districts, and then ad- 

conquest of the city without the loss of much vaned into Oude to assist in the operations against 
British blood, and without leaving any lurking- Lucknow. His movements had been dilatory ; and 
place in the hands of the enemy. Sir Colin was forced to arrange all the details of 

The conquest and fortifying of Banks's house the siege as if no reliance could be placed in this 
enabled Sir Colin to commence the second part ally. 	At length, however, on the afternoon of the 
of his operations. 	Having captured the enemy's 11th, Jung BahadooT appeared at the Oil Koosha ; 
exterior line of defence, he had now to attack the he and Sir Colin met for the first time. 	The 
second or middle line, which (as has been already 
shewn) began at the river-side near the lvfotee 

meeting was a curious one. 	The Nepaul chieftain, 
thoroughly Asiatic in everything, prepared for 

Alelial, the Mess-house, and the Emanbarra. 	The the interview as one on which be might lavish 
plan he formed was to use the great block of houses all his splendour of gold, satin, pearls, and dia- 
and palaces extending from Banks's house to the mends ; the old Highland officer, on the other 
Kaiser Bagh as an approach, instead of sapping up hand, plain 	beyond the usual plainness of a 
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soldier in till that concerned personal indulgerices,* Outram's heavy fire -with guns and mortars producedl 
Wtis somewhat tried even by the necessity for his great effect.on the Kaiser ,Bagli ; while. the Seguin 
full regimentals and decorative appendages. 	A . Kothee became a post from which an attack could 
continuous battle was going on, in -which he be made ' on the Emanbarra, a large . building 
thought of his soldiers' lives, and of the tactics situated between ' the Begum Kothep and the 
necessary to insure a victory ; at such a time, and Kaiser Bagh.* 	The Begum Kothee palace), when 
in such a climate, he would gladly have dispensed visited by the officers of the staff on the morning 
with the scarlet and the feathers of his rank, and of the 12th, astonished them by the strength which 
of the oriental compliments in which truth takes the enemy had given to it. 	The walls were so 
little part. 	A 	tasteful canopy 	was prepared loopholed for musketry, the bastions and cannon 
in front of Sir Colin's. mess-tent; and here were were so numerous, the ditch around it was so 
assembled the commander-in-chief, Archdale Wil- deep, and the earthen rampart so high, that all 
sou, Hope Grant, a glittering group of staff-officers marvelled how it came to,  be so easily captured ou 
and'hids-de-camp, a Highland guard of honour, an the preceding day. 	The enemy might have held 
escort of Lancers, bands, pipers, drums, flags, and it against double of Lugard's force, had they not 
all the paraphernalia for a military show. 	Sir been paralysed by the bayonet. 	It was a strange 
Cohn was punctual ; :Yung Bahadoor was not. 	Sir sight; on the following morning, to see Highlanders 
Colin, his thoughts all the while directed towards and Punjaubees roaming about gorgeous saloons 
Lugard's operations at the Begum Kothee, felt and zenanas, still containing many articles of dress 
the approaching ceremony, and the delay in and personal ornaments which the ladies of the 
beginning it, as a sore interruption. 	At length palace had not had time to carry away with them. 
the Nepaulese chieftain appeared. 	Jung Balm- Whither the inmates had fled, the conquerors at 
door had, 'as Nepaulese ambassador, made himself that time did not know, arid in all probability did 
famous in London a few years before, by his not care. 	It was a strange and unnatural sight ; 
gorgeous dress and lavish expenditure ; and he splendour and blood appeared to have struggled 
now appeared in fully as great splendour, 	The for watery in the various courts and rooms of the 
presentations, the greetings, the compliments, the palace, many contests having taken place with 
speeches, were all of the wonted kind ; but when s all numbers of the enemy,t From this building, 
Captain Hope Johnstone, as one of tho.officers Of .. 
the chief of the fitalf, entered to announce that ' the It Is mall to bear In mind the distinction between two great 

Embark's at LUCIUMW; ono, called the Emenbarra of Ghavee- 
Begum Kothee is taken,' Sir NMI .broke through 
all ceremony, expressed a soldier's-pleasure at the 

tf-darn ityder, Just mentioned; awl the other, the Einanbarra of 
zoliu-Dowlab, between the ,ffiticliee Blume!' and the M0032  

Bagh, 	• 
news, and brought the interview to a termination, , t The graphic writer to whom wo have more than once adverted 

Jung Bahadoor returned to his own camp; and was 
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speaks of the troops of the Nepaulese leader as 
being 'most advantageously employed for several 

bered that the sopoys and matoblockmen wear cotton clothes, 
many at this time of year ushig thickly quilted tunics; and in 
each room there is a number of routs, or quilted cotton coverlets, 

days,' in thus covering his left. , which serve-as beds and quilts to tho native. 	Tina explosion of 
We return to the siege operations. 	So great had izs stretotis cotton very readily,and itnmKbe%oslty 
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tegy became every hour more and more clear, clothing; it is fed by the very fat of the dead bodies; the sinell 
is pungent and overpowering, and nauseous to a degree. 	I looked 
in at two such mews where, through the dense amok-, I could 

,0 When Sir Cohn started from Buntat•a to the Dil Koosba on see piles of bodies; and I was obliged to own that the horrors of 
the 2,1 of March, Mr 'Russell says of his personal appearance: 'Be the hospital nt Sebastopol were fir exceeded by what I witnessed. 
wears a serviceable air which bespeaks confidence and resolution, 
nod gives the notion of hard work and success. Everything about 

'Upwards of 300 dead were found in the courts of the palace, and, 
if wo put the wounded carried off at 700, we may reckon that the 

him is for service, even down to the keen-edged sabre in a course capture of the place cost the enemy 1000 men at least. The rooms 
leather sheath, not dangling mind clattering from his aide and of the building round the numerous courts were for the most part 
hitting the flanks of his horse from gaudy Ming-bolts, hut tucked small and dark, compared with the great size of the corridors 
up compactly by a stout shoulder-bolt jun over his hip 	 and garden enclosures, 	The state.saloon, fitted up for durbars 
And so of his nether man; not clothed in regulation with gold 
stripes, but in stout brown corduroy, warranted to wear in any 

and Cld.crtainments, one* possessed some claims to magnificence, 
which were, however, now lying under our foot in the shape of 

climate. 	The chief of the staff and the officers of the staff for the 
most pint follow the example of the emontander-lo-chief.' 

thstres, mirrors, pier-glasses, gilt tables, damask, silk and satin, 
embroidered fragments of furn!ture, and marble tables, over which 

Fl 
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We have said, Sir Colin determined that progress'.' 
should be made towards the Emanbayra, not bY' , 
open assault, 'but by sapping .through a mass of 

' • intermediate buildings. 	 , 
The 12th was the day when the sapping coin- 

menced ; but so many and . so intricate were 
the buildings, that three ,days were ,'occupied in 

' 	this series 'of operations ;. seeing that it was neces- 
sary to deitroy or at least to render innoxious such 
houses as might,  have concealed large bodies of 
the enemy. 	Lugard's troops having been , hotly 
engaged on the 11th, they were now relieved by ; 

, others,under Franki:/ The Work was.Of formidable ' 
character; for the fiat roofs of many Of the houses 

, were covered with two or three feet.of earth, baked : 
•In the sun,, and loopholed for musketry. 	A'very. ' 
such house • had te,  be, well scrutinised, ,before, a 
,ihrther advance was made, 	The sappers made 
passages, either actually. underground, or through 
the ' lower, portions, of the walls and enclosures 
surrounding the buildings. 	On the 13th these 1 
approaches were so far completed that a .,large ' 
.number 'of guns and. mortars could be brought ' 
frovard, and, placed in position for 'bombarding. 
, 	. 
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Gateway or the Email/arra at Lucknow. 	 i 
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1 	the Emanbarra. On this day, too, Jung Balladeer's 
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	troops took possession of a mass of suburban houses 	, 
southward of the city, between Sir Colin's. camp . 
and the Alum Bagh ; after which the commander- r, 
in-chief paid a return visit to the Nepaulese chief- 
taiu, who strove to display still more magnificence 
than at the former interview. 

The 14th of March was one of the busy days • 
of the siege. 	The sap was carried on so success- 
fully that the Emanbarra could be boinharded by 
heavy guns and mortars, and then taken: Directly 
this was done, Brasyer's Sikhs, pressing forward 
in pursuit of the fleeing enemy, entered the Kaiser 
one Made his way from place to plac'e with diflicultY. 	The camp• 
followers were husk engaged in selecting and carrying away such 
articles as attracted their fancy—shawls, ragas, cushions, umbrol- 
las, swords, matchlocics, tom-toms or Ammo, pictures, looking-
glasses, trumpets; hut the more valuable plunder disappeared 
last night. 	It will be long before a Begum can live here in state 
again.

°u, e
t

t
ir room and wall an mower are battered and breached 

Bagh—the third or inner 'line of defence hating - 
been turned Without a single gun being fired from 
it. 	Supports 'were .quickly, thrown in, and'' 	the 
British troops found themselires speedily in .a part 
of the city already Well known to Campbell and' t 
Outram during their ' operations of November--
surrounded by the Mess.house, the Taree Kothee, ' 
the Motee Aloha], and the 'Ohnttur Mihail. ' 'All 
these buildings Were' near them,' and all 'were .. 
occupied by theM before night closed in... 	AS fast 	, 
as the infantry seized these' several positions, so. 
did the engineers proceed to secure the outposts 
towards the south and. West. 	As . in many other 

. cases whoa it was 'the . lot of the English in India 
to light their greatest battles• dr hear their greatest 
sufferings, on 'Sundays ; so was it on a Sunday that 
these busy operations of the 14th took place.' The 
front walls of the Kaiser Bagh and the Mace 
, Mehal were extensively 'mined ; ' luilornuch : thai .., 
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when the artillery had effected its dread work, the When the morning of the loth arrived, Sir 
infantry could approach much more safely than Colin Campbell felt that he might call Lucknow 
if exposed to the sight of sharp-shooters and 
matchlockineu. 	It is true that neither English 

his own ; for although much remained to be done, 
the conquests achieved were vast and important. 

nor Highlanders, neither Sikhs nor Goorkhas, 
would have hesitated to rush forward and storm 
these buildings without a sap; but as Sir Colin was 
well supplied with heavy guns, he acted steadily 

The 	Mahomed 	Bagh, 	the 	Dil 	Koosha., 	the 
Martiniere, the Secunder Bagh, the Emanbarra, 
the Mess-house, the Shah Mnnzil, the Motee Melia], 
the Begum Kothee, and the Kaiser Bagh, were 

on the plan of employing them as much as possible all in his hands—constituting by far the strongest 
before sending on his men—feeling that the loss and most important of the palatial buildings along 
of men would be more difficult to replace than the banks of the river. 	Moreover, the natives 
that of guns and missiles,at such a time and in were evidently dismayed ; vast numbers were 
such a country. 	In his dispatch relating to the leaving the city on the Rohilcund side; and spies 
operations of the 14th of March, he said : ' The brought ' information 	that 	the 	rebel 	leaders 
thy was one of continued exertion ; and every one encountered much difficulty in keeping the sepoys 
felt that, although much remained to be done steadily at the defence-works. 	The progress made 
be:bre the final expulsion of the rebels, the most by the British had surprised and alarmed the 
difficult part of the undertaking had been over- insurgents, and tended to paralyse their exertions. 
come. 	This is not the place for a description of Some of the British officers had entertained a 
the various buildings sapped into or stormed. belief that the Kaiser Bagh was the key to the 
Suffice it to say that they formed a range of enemy's position, whereas others had looked rather 
massive palaces and walled courts of vast extent, 
equelled perhaps, but not surpassed, in any capital 
of Europe. 	Every outlet had been covered by a 

to the Begum Kothee. 	The latter proved to be 
right. 	The enemy had greatly relied on the last, 
named' building; insomuch that, when 	it was 

work. and on every side were prepared barricades captured, they rushed in wild confusion to the 
and Ioopholcd parapets. 	The extraordinary indus- Kaiser Bagh, intent rather upon flight than upon 
try evinced by the enemy in this respect has been a stubborn resistance. 	The garrison of the Kaiser 
really unexampled. 	Hence the absolute necessity Bagh 	disconcerted by this irruption of their 
for ho'ding the troops in hand, till at each succes- 
sive move forward the engineers reported to me 

Pother insurgents, were rendered almost unable, 
elven if willing, to make a manful resistance. 	The 

that itll which could be effected by artillery and British were almost as much surprised by the 
the sappers had been done, before the troops were speedy capture of the Kaiser Begin as the enemy 
led to the assault.' were by the loss of the Begum Kothee. 	When the 

A little must here be  said concerning the share great palace changed hands, the smoke and blood 
which Sir James Outram had in the operations of and cries of war were strangely mingled with the 
the 12th and two following days, 	All his tactics, 
on the left bank of the 	river, wore especially 

magnificence of kiosks, mosques, corridors, courts, 
gardens, terraces, saloons, mirrors, gilding, chando- 

intended to support those of the commander-in- 
chief on the right bank. 	On the 12th his heavy 

tiers, tapestry, statues, pictures, and costly furniture, 
in this strange jumble of oriental and European 

guns, of and near the Padishah Bagh, poured splendour. 
forth a torrent of shot, to dislodge the enemy from !A A soldier loses all his heroism when the hour 
certain positions near the city. 	His head-quarters for prize and plunder arrives. 	Those,whether 
were established under a small tope of trees near officers or spectators, who have described the scene 
a ruined mosque; and he, as well ad Bogard and which was presented when these Lucknow palaces 
Walpole, lived as simply as possible under tents. were conquered, tell plainly of a period of wild 
The Padishah Bagh itself—a suburban palace with licence and absorbing greed. 	On the one band 
beautiful saloons, halls, terraces, orange-groves and there 	were 	palaces containing vast stores of 
fountains—was held by ,H.M. 23d. 	The left bank 
of the river being occupied as far up as the iron 
suspension bridge, Outram planted two or three 

oriental and European luxuries; on the other, 
there were bands of armed men, brave and faithful, 
but at the same time poor and unlettered, who 

guns to guard that position from any hostile attack suddenly found themselves masters of all these 
from the north ; while two or three regiments of splendours, with very little cheek or supervision 
his own infantry, in convenient 'spots near the on the part of their officers. 	At first, in a spirit of 
bridge,. kept up a musketry-fire against such of triumphant revenge, costly articles were broken 
the enemy as were visible and within reach on the which were too large to be carried away; glass 
opposite or city side of the river. 	This musketry- chandeliers were hurled to the ground, mirrors 
Are was continued all day on the 13th, -while the shattered into countless fragments, statues muti- 
batteries of heavy guns were being brought further 
and further into position. 	On the 14th, the same 

lated and overturned, pictures stabbed and torn, 
doors of costly wood torn from their hinges. 	.But 

operations were continued ; but the conquest of when this' destruction had been wreaked, and 
the Kaiser Bagh was so sudden and unexpected on when the troops bad forced their way through 
this day, that the proceedings on the left bank of courts and corridors strewn with sepoys' brass 
the river were relatively unimportant. lotas or drinking-vessels,, charpoys, clothing, belts, 
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ammunition, muskets, matchlocks, swords, pistols, 
chupatties, and other evidences of precipitate flight 

for Sir Colin to be enabled to put in operation 
certain manosavres on the other side of the city. 

,—when this had all occurred, then did the love of 
plunder seize hold of the men. 	The Kaiser Bagh 

Be this as it may, large numbers of rebel sepeye, 
and a still larger of the regular inhabitants .of the 

had been so quickly conquered, that the subaltern city escaped during the 14th and 15th, mostly 
officers had not yet received instructions how to over the stone bridge—as if hopeful of safety in 
control the movements of the troops in this Rohilound and Upper Oude. 
matter. 	Sikhs, Highlanders English, were soon On the 16th.Sir James Outram, after ten days 
busily engaged. 	In one splendid saloon might 
be seen a party of Sikhs melting down gold and 

of active operation on the left bank of the Goomtee, 
crossed over by a bridge of casks opposite the 

silver lace for the sake of the precious metals ; Secundei Bagh ; and he then advanced through 
in another, a quantity of shawls, lace, pearls, 
and embroidery of gold and silver, was being 

the Chuttur Munzil towards the Residency. 	To 
lessen the chance of the enemy's retreat as much 

divided equally among a group of soldiers. 	In as possible, he marched right through the city, not 
a sort of treasure-room, apparently belonging to only to the iron. bridge near the Residency, but to 
some high personage, a few men of two British the stone bridge near the Mile/lee Bhowan. 	All 
regiments found caskets and boxes containing this was an enterprise of remarkable boldness, for 
diamonds, 	emeralds, rubies, pearls, opals, and the buildings to be successively conquered and 
other gems, made into necklaces, bracelets, ear- entered were very numerous. 	Ontram shifted his 
rings, girdles, &c. ; together with gold-mounted own head-quarters to' Banks's house, on the city 
pistols, jewel-hilted swords, saddle-cloths covered side of the river ; and it was here that he received. 
with gold and pearls, gold-handled riding-canes, 
jewelled cups of agate and jade, japanned boxes 

a letter from the Begum, or mother of the young 
boy-king, containing some sort of proposition for 

filled with crystal and jade vessels. 	A. 'A, as it compromise or cessation of hostilities. 	Whatever 
appeared that every one felt himself permitted. or it may have been, no successful result attended 
at least enabled to retain whatever he could this missive : the progress and conquest wont on 
capture, the camp-followers rushed in and seized as before. 	His troops, as they advanced to the 
all that the soldiers had left. 	Coolies, um, khit- Ohuttur Itiunzil, the Pyne Bagh, the Fureed 
routgars, 	dooly-bearers, 	and 	grass-nutters, were Buksh, and the Taree Kothee, found all these build-- 
seen running hither and thither, laden with .costly ings abandoned by. the enemy—who had been too 
clothing, swords, firelocks, brass pots, and other much dismayed by the operations of the 16th to 
articles larger in bulk 'than the actual soldiers make a bold stand. 	At length he approached.the 
could readily have disposed of. It was a saturnalia, 
during -which it is believed that some of the troops 

Residency, the enclosed spot whose name will ever 
be imperishably associated Oh Inglis's defence of 

appropriated enough treasure, if converted into its the British garrison, and in which Outram himself 
value in money, to render them independent of had passed ninny anxious weeks between Septem- 
labour for the rest of their lives. 	But each man her and November. 	Hardly a building remained 
kept, in whole or in part, his own secret. \ standing within the enclosure ; all had been 

Lot us on from this extraordinary scene. 	The riddled and shattered during the long period from 
15th was chiefly employed in securing what had July to November, and most of them subsequently 
been captured, removing powder, destroying mines, 
and fixing mortars for the further bombardment 

destroyed by the enemy. Up to this time Outram's 
maroh of the 16th through the city had been 

of the positions still held by the enemy, on the almost unopposed ; but he now ascertained that 
right bank of the Goomtee, and in the heart of the the houses 'and palaces,  between ,  the iron and 
city. 	As the infantry and artillery could fulfil stone bridges were occupied by the enemy in con- 
this duty, without the aid of horse, two bodies of siderable force. Hard fighting at once commenced 
cavalry, under Walpole and Hope Grant, wore here, in which the 20th, 23d, and 79th regiments 
sent out to prevent, if possible, the escape of the were actively engaged. 	They advanced at a rapid 
enemy on the sides of the city not subject to 
immediate attack. 	One of these generals pro- ' 

pace from the Residency towards the iron bridge., 
A 9-pounder, planted to command a road by 

ceeded towards the Sundeela road, and the other the way, fired grapi into them ; but it was 
to that leading to Seetapoor. 	Whether this flight speedily captured. 	By that time the large guns 
of the enemy disappointed or not the expectations were brought into position, to play upon the stone 
of the commander-in-chief, was a question which bridge, the. Emenbarra Of Azof-u-Dowlah, and 

kept to himself 	The city, for all practical other structures northwest of the iron bridge. 	At 
military purposes, was twenty miles in cireum- that time Grant and hisrtroopers were near the 
ference ; and he could not have guarded all the 
outlets without a very much larger army than- 

stone bridge on the left side of the river, while 
Ontratife guns were firing on it from the, right 

that which was at his disposal. 	Like as at bank ; as a consequence, no more escape was 
Sebastopol, the siege was not aided by a complete permitted by that channel,; 	and the fugitives 
investiture of the place besieged. 	it is possible therefore ran along the right bank of the river, to 
that the capture of the Kaiser Bagh, and the 
consequent flight of the rnemy, occurred too early 

a part of the open country northwest of Lucknow, 
not yet controlled by the English. 	Many, of the 
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rebel sepoys resolved to ' make a stand at the took part in a series of operations, on the 17th, 
Moon Bagh, a building at the extreme limits of intended to obtain control over the northwest 
the city in this direction ; but the day was ttio far section of the city. 	The one set forth from the 
advanced: to attack them at that spot ; and the' river, the other from the vicinity of the Alum 
troops were glad to rest for the night' in the , Bagh; and during the day they cleared out many 
splendid saloons and courts of the Emanbarra—one nests of rebels, 	There was also an action on the 
of the grandest among the many grand structures margin of the city, in which the enemy managed 
in Lucknow. to bring together a considerable force of horse, 

While Outram was engaged in these operations 
on the.16th, obtaining a mastery along almost the 

foot, and artillery ; 	their 	guns were captured, 
however, and themselves put to flight 

whole right bank of the river, the enemy very Sir Colin)  responsible for many places besides 
unexpectedly made an attack on.the Alum Bagh, 
which was only held 'by a small English force 

Lncknow, and for many troops besides those 
under his immediate command, now made daily 

under Brigadier Franklyn.. ,, Sir Colin Campbell changes in the 	duties 	of his officers. 	Major 
immediately requested .Tung Bahadoor to advance (now Lieutenant-colonel) Vincent Eyre and Major 
to his left up the canal, and take in reverse the (now also Lieutenant-colonel) Turner, two of the 
post from which the enemy was making the most distinguished artillery officers, departed for 
attack. 	The Nepaulese chieftain • performed this Futteghur and Idrapore ;, and Franklyn went to 
service successfully, capturing the post and the ' Cawnpore. 	Inglis succeeded Franklyn at the 
guns 'and expelling the enemy. Alum Bagh. 	Sir Archdale Wilson and Brigadier 

4/hen the morning of . the 17th arrived; the Russell took their departure on sick-leave. 
commander-in-chief found himself so undoubtedly • A considerable force of the enemy still lingered 
the master of Lucknow, that he was enabled to around the Alum 	Bagh, irresolute as,  to any 
dispense with the services of some of his gallant actual attacks, but loath to quit the neighbourhood 
artillery officers, whose aid "was much wanted at until the last ray of hope was extinguished, 	With 
Futteghur and elsewhere. 	Still, though the great those rebels Jung Bahadoor had many smart 
conquest was mainly effected, the minor details contests. 	He had been instructed by Sir Colin 
had yet to be filled up. 	There were 	isolated to obtain secure possession of the suburbs of the 
buildings in which small knots of the enemy had clip , near' the Char Bagh.-the bridge that carried 
fortified themselves ; these it would be necessary the Cawnpore road over the canal. 
to capture. 	It was also very desirable to check 'a,i/lt was on this day, the 17th, and partly in 
the camp-followers hi their manifest tendency for consequence of the success attending the operations 
plundering the, shops and private houses of the of the Goorkhas, that two English ladies, Mra Orr 
city. 	Sir Colin did not -wish the townsmen to and Miss Jackson; were delivered from the hands 
regard him as an enemy ; he encouraged them, 
so far as they had not been inatbmplicity with 

'of enemies who had long held them in bondage. 
It Will be remembered that on the night of the 

the rebels, to return to their homes and occupa- 
tions ; and it was very essential that those homes 

22d of November? the insurgents in Lucknow, 
enraged at the safe evacuation of the Residency 

shoeld, in the meantime, be spared from reckless by the 	British, put to death certain 	English 
looting. 	In some of the 'streets, pickets of soldiers prisoners who had long been in confinement in 
were lAaced, to compel the camp-followers t6' the Kaiser Bagh. 	Among them were Mr Orr 
disgorge the plunder which they had appropriated; and Sir Mountstuart Jackson. 	So far as any 
and thus was 	collected a strange medley of authentic news could be obtained, it appeared that 
trinkets and utensils, which the temporary holders Mrs Orr and .Miss Jackson bad been spared ; 
gave up with sore unwillingness. 	Here and there, 
where a soldier bad a little leisure and oppor- 

partly, as some said, through the intervention of 
the 'Begum. 	During the subsequent period of 

tunity; he Would hold a kind of mock-auction, 
at which not' only camp-followers but officers 

nearly four months, the fate of those unhappy 
ladies remained unknown to their English friends. 

would bay treasures for a mere trifle ; but these On the day in question, however (the 17th of 
• instances were few, for there was not much ready 

cash 'among the conquerors.. Sir Cohn found it 
March), Captain M'Neil and Lieutenant Bogle, 
both attached to the Goorkha force, while explor- 

necessary to issue an Order concerning the plan- ing some of the deserted ,streets in the suburb, 
• dering system.* 	Outram and Jung Bahadoor wore accosted by a native who asked their pro- 

, tection for his house and property. 	The man 
* 'It having been understood that several small pieces of sought to purchase this protection by a revelation  

ordnance captured In the city have been appropriated by indt- 
vhinals, all persons having such in their possession aro directed 
at once to snake them over to the commissary of ordnance in 

concerning certain English ladies, who, he declared, 
• 

elcuge of the wk. use their best endeavours to restore order, and are held responsible 
'It is reported to the commander-in-chief that the Sikhs and that all their men who are not on duty remniu In camp, and that 

other native soldiery, aro plundering in a most outrageous manner, 
and refuse to give up their plunder to the guards told off for the 

these who aro on duty de not quit their pests. 
' All native soldiers not on duty are to be confined to camp tin 

express purpose of checking such proceedings. 	His oxcellenoy farther orders, and all who may now be en duty in the city ure to 
desire's that strong parties, under the command of European be relieved and sent back to camp. 
officers, be immediately sent out from each native *regiment to ' All oommanding officers are enjoined to use their hest 
put a stop to these excesses. cralimvours to prevent their followers quitting ramp.' 

' Cotnr,Landing officers of native regiments aro called upon to v Chap. :W. p. 869. 	,, • , 
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were in confinement in a place known to him. prime-minister to the deposed King of Chute ; and 
Almost immediately another native brought a 
note from Mrs Orr and Miss Jackson, begging 

in other parts of tha vicinity were numerous man, 
sions *and mosques. 	If the rebels had held well 

earnestly for succour. 	McNeil and I3ogle instantly together, they might have made a stout resistance 
obtained a guard of fifty Goorkhas, and, guided here, for the buildings contained many elements 
by the natives, went on their errand of mercy. of strength; 	but discord reigned; the Begum 
After walking through half a mile of narrow reproached the thalookdars, the thalookdars the 
streets, doubtful of an ambush at every turning, 
they came • to a house occupied by one Meer 

sepoys ; while the Moulvie was suspected of an 
intention to set up as King of Oude on his own 

Wajeed Ali, who held, or had held, some office account. 	Outram's column was to make the direct 
under the court. 	After a little parleying, McNeil attack; Hope Grant's cavalry and horse-artillery 
and Bogle were led to an obscure apartment, 
where were seated two ladies in oriental costume. 

were to command certain roads of approach and 
exit on the river-side; while William Campbell's 

These were the prisoners, who had so long been 
excluded from every one of their own country, 
and who were overwhelmed with tearful joy at 

cavalry, aided by two or three infantry regiments, 
wore to command the opposite side. 	The contest 
can hardly be called a battle or a siege ; for as 

this happy deliverance. 	It was not clearly known soon as the rebels clearly ascertained that the 
whether this Meer Wajeed Ali was endeavouring British were approaching, they abandoned court 
to buy off safety for himself by betraying a trust after court, house after house, and escaped towards 
imposed in him ; but the two English officers 
deemed it best to lose no time in securing their 

the northwest, by the only avenue 	available, 
Although they did not fight, they escaped more 

countrywomen's safety, whether he were a double- successfully than Sir Colin had wished or intended. 
dealer or not ; they procured a palanquin, put Whether the three movements were not timed in 
the ladies into it, and marched off with their unison, or whether collateral objects engaged the 
living treasure—proud enough with their after- attention of Brigadier Campbell, certain it is that 
noon's work. 	When these poor ladies came to few of the enemy were killed, and that many 
tell their sad tale of woe, with countenances on thousands safely marched or ran out. 	The open 
which marks of deep suffering were expressed, it 
became known that, though not exposed to any 

country, covered with enclosures and corn-fields, 
enabled the sepoys better 	to escape than the 

actual barbarities or atrocities, like so many of British to pursue them. 	A regiment of Sikhs 
their countrywomen in other parts of India, their was sent to occupy the Moosa Bagh ; and now 
lives bad 	been made very miserable 	by the was Lucknow still more fully than before in the 
unfeeling conduct of their jailers, who were per- hands of the commander-in-chief. 
mitted to use gross and insulting language in their 1:.On the 20th, further measures were taken, by 
presence, and to harrow them with recitals of pimclarnation and otherwise, to induce the peaceful 
what Europeans were and had been 	suffering. portion of the inhabitants to return to their homes. 
They had had food in moderate sufficiency, but of This was desirable in every sense. 	Until the 
other sources of solace they were almost wholly 
bereft. 	It was fully believed that they would not 

ordinary relations of society were re-introduced, 
anything like civil government was simply impos- 

have been restored alive, had the jailer obeyed sible ; while, so long as the houses, deserted by 
the orders issued to him by the Moulvie. their proper inhabitants, served as hiding-places 

After a day of comparative repose on the 18th, a for fanatics and budmashes, the streets were never 
combined movement against the Moosa Bagh was for an instant safe. 	Many officers and soldiers 
organised on the 19th. 	This was the last position were shot by concealed antagonists, long after the 
held by the enemy on the line of the Goomtee, 
somewhat beyond the extreme northwest limit of 

great buildings of the city had been conquered. 
Moreover, the Sikhs and Goorkhas were becoming 

the city. 	Outram moved forward directly against very unruly. 	The plunder had acted upon them 
the place ; Hope Grant cannonaded it from the as an intoxicating indulgence, shaking the steady 
left bank; while William Campbell, approaching obedience which they were wont to exhibit when • 
on the remote side from the Alum Bagh, prevented actively engaged against the enemy. 	Even at a 
retreat in that direction. 	Some said the Begum time when Sir Colin was planning which of his 
was there, some the Moulvie or fanatic chieftain ; generals he could spare, for service elsewhere or for 
but on this point nothing was -known. 	All that sick-leave, and which regiments should form new 
was certain was that several thousand insurgents, 
driven from other places, had congregated within 

columns or active service in other districts—even 
at such a time it was discovered that bodies of the 

the buildings and courts of the 	Moosa ' Bagh: enemy were lurking in houses near Outram's head- 
Outram's troops started from the Emanbarra on quarters, bent upon mischief or revenge; and there 
this expedition early in the morning ; he him- was much musketry-fire necessary before they could 
self joined them from Banks's house, while.  Sir 
Colin rode over to see in person how the work was 
effected. 	Opposite the Moosa Bagh, which was a. 

be dislodged. 	The ' sick-leave,' just adverted to, 
was becoming largely applied for. 	Many officers, 
so gallant and untiring as to be untouched by any 

large structure surrounded by an enclosed lourt, 
was the residence of Ali Nuckee Khan, vizier or 

suspicion of their willingness to shirk danger and 
hard work, gave in ; they had become weakened 
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in body and mind 
repose. 

The Moulvie, who 
Lucknow, and whose 
extinguished, commanded.  
heart of the 	city. 
requested to dislodge 
did after a sharp 
Campbell, with his 
such a position, that 
enemy who, were put 
inflict heavy loss' on 
miles. 	The, conquest 
had this useful effect 
Sir Colin to expedite 

. 

some surrounding 
could • obtain command 
hloulvie was lodged. 

This was the last 
. of tactics and fighting 

the siege of. Lucknow, 
from the 2d to the 
cavalry expeditions, 
period, it is pretty 
fruitless in great results. 
up a few hundred 
intercepted more in 
Campbell bad rendered 
beyond the suburbs 
were not to be - doubted 
and rebel volunteers 
city, not merely 
thousands; and that 
of military organisation - 

by laborithis ditties, and needed , 
.. 	, 	. 	. 
 had held great power within 

influence was even now not 
a stronghold in the very 

Sir Edward Lugard was 

	

him on the 21st. 	This he 
contest; and Brigadier W. 
cavalry, placed himself in 

he was enabled to attack the 
to flight  by, Lugard, and to 

them during •ti, pursuit of six 
of the Monlvie's stronghold 

among others; that it enabled 
the arrangements for the 

.. 
return of mai of the inhabitants 
deeply steeped in ' rebellion to 
dient. 	Among those who fell 
the side of the' enemy, was 
chief-minister of the rebel 
his mother the Begum ; this 
collision. with the Moulvie, 
other's authority; 	and there 
thought it was by a treacherous 
now fell. 	Even in this, the 
the city, the sappers had to 
Moulvie had so intrenched 
hundred followers, that he could 
by, the 	force 	at first sent 
engineers were forced to sap' 

. 
as were not too 

render return expe- 
on this occasion, on 

Shirreff-u-Dowlah, the 
boy-king, or rather of 

man had been in 
each envious of the 

, were those who 
' blow that he 

last contest -within 
be employed ; for the 

himself, with many 
not be dislodged . 

' against him ; 	the 
under and through ' 

. 

. 

- 

. 

. 
this news reached 

the pleasure 
Lucknow. 	The nation 

probability of receiv-
had in this parti-

commander-in-elders 
shared 

concerning the 
consequences resulting 

British armyduring 
though necessarily 

comparison with those 
if artillery had not 

Colin from the first 
should do as much 
clearing away or 
-works before he 

quarters. 	During the 

.., 	 •,... 
x 

,...,-----, 	 *.• 	'4:' ,•,-,4--..';:- 

1 	• 

, 

Ili 101i Itonsoa, Commandant of Ifodson's Com. 
, 

buildings, before the infantry 
of that in which the 

, 	. 
day of thoseoomplicated scenes 

which formed collectively • 
'and which had lasted 

21st of March. 	Concerning the 
during the third week of this • 
evident that' they had been 

Sir Hope Grant bad cut 
fugitive rebels in one spot, and ' 

another;  Brigadier William 
useful service both in and 

of the 'city; Imp the proofs 
that the mutinied sepoys 

had safely escaped from the 
by thousands, but by tens of 

they still retained a sufficiency 
to render them annoying 

and even formidable. 	When 
England, it damped considerably 
afforded by the conquest of 
asked, but asked without the 
ing a reply, whether the,' enemy 
War foiled a part of the' 
plan ; and whether the governor-general 
the opinions of the .commander 
plan of strategy, and the 
from it? , 

The losses suffered by the 
the 'operations at Lucknow, 

. considerable, were small in 
.which would have been borne 
been so largely used. 	Sir 
determined that shells and balls 
of the dread work as possible, 
breaching the enemy's defence
sent in his infantry to close 
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— 
entire entire series of operations,,from the 2d to the 21st less than a king, it leplain that not !much was 
of March, he had 19 officers killed and 48 wounded: effected by Jung Bahadoot during the op6rations, at 
The whole of the generals and brigadiers •escaped • Lucknow. Ho came when the siegewas half over; 
untouched ; and there were only two officers among he departed a. fortnight afterwards;' and although 
the wounded So high in military rank as lieutenant- the commander-in-chief said 'id a courteous' dis- ' 

• colonel. 	The killed and wounded among the patch ; ' I found the lamest willingness on his, . 
troops generally were ahead 1100. 	The enemy's part to accede to any desire of Mine . during the 
loss could hardly have been less than 4000. 	One progress of the siege; and front thefirst his High- 
of the deaths most regrettedduring these operations ness was pleased to justify his words that be was 
was that of Major Hodson;, Who, as the commander happy to be serving under My conttnatialthofigh 
of "Hodson's Horse,' and, as the captor of the King. these were the words Used; there was an absence of . 
of Delhi, had been proniittently engaged in the any reference to special deeds of conquest,' 'It was 
Indian wars. 	It was on.  :the 'day marked by the e 'a pretty general Opinion among the officers that the 
conquest of the Begum Kdthee that he fell. Having nine thousand soldiers of the Nepaulese army were 
no especial duty on that,' day, and hearing' that far inferior in Military qualities to those Goorkhas 
Brigadier Napier was busily engaged iu 'engineer- who had for many years formed two or three regi- 
ing operations connected with the attack on that ments in the Bengal army. , When the looting 
palace, he. rode over to him, and joined in that in the city began, Jung Bahadoor's Goorkhas could . 
storming attack which Sir Cohn characterised as scarcely be held in any control ; like the Sikhs, 
'the sternest struggle which occurred during the they were" wild With oriental excitement, and" 
siege! 	Hodson, while 'assisting in clearing the Sir Colin was more anxious concerning them titan 
court-yards and buildings near the palace of parties his own European troop's. Viscount Canning, who 
of the enemy lurking there, was shot by-a sepoy; was in intimate Correspondence,  with the deity: 	• 
His orderly, a large powerful Sikh, carried him in xnander-in-chief through the medium of the elee.tric 
his arms to a spot beyond the reach of shot, Whence telegraph, exchanged opinions with him in terms 
he was carried in a dooly to Banks's house, where 
surgical aid could be obtained. 	Some of his own 

'known only to themselves ; but the announcement ,  
made public was to the effect that the governor- 

irregular troopers cried over him like children. The general solicited the aid of the Goorkha troops 
shot had passed through the liver, and he died after in the neighbourhood of Allahabad, and invited 
a night of great agony. 	A spot was chosen for hie-  Jung Bahadoor t,ti a personal conference with 
grave near a tope of bamboos behind' the Mar- him at that city. 	, It Was daring the last week in 
tinike. 	Sir Colin 	and his staff attended the 
fUneral, at which the old chief was much affected; 
he had highly valued Hodson, and did not allow 

March that the Nep.aulese allies quitted LucknoW, 
and marched off towards the Oude frontier. , 

Of the troops which'remained at Lucknow, after 
many hours to elapse before he wrote a graceful the departure of some Of the brigades, it need only 

0 	and feeling letter to the widow of the deceased' be said in this place that they,  begat to experience 
officer. 	As soon as possible a telegraphic message the heat of' in Indian equinox,' which, though 
was sent to bring down Captain Daly, the come much less. than ;that. ,..if .stintruer, is nevertheless 
mandant of the famous corps of Guides,; Ito was severely felt by' Europeans.. A letter from an 
every way fitted to command, a similar body of assistant-surgeon in the division lately commanded 
irregular cavalry, ' Hodson's Horse.' by Brigadier Franks, conveyed a good impression.  

No sooner was the city of Lucknow clearly and of camp-troubles at such a time.* 
unequivocally in the'bands of Sir Colin Campbell;  'When' the, governor-general wrote the usual 
than he completely broke up the lately formidable thanks and compliments after the conquest of . 
' army of Oude: 	The troops' had nothing more LuoknoW, 	he 'adverted'' very Properly to the 
immediately to do at that spot; while their services 
were urgently needed elsewhere. 	With regret did 

. 	, 
i. , Though we are all in the town our camp and hospital aro 

the soldiets leave a place whore such extraordinary 
gains had fallen to the lot of some among their 

stilt in the old place. 	While I write ihis in my tent in tamp, the 
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number; or, more correctly, this regret endured 
only until the very stringent re 	rations put a 

everythinga 	edible covered.with them. 	We drink and 'eat filtul, 
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effectual stop' to all plundering. 	The regiments fashioned looking  crickets corns out of holes and stare at you; 
were re-organised into brigades and divisions ; now pirtitirruun•unwtenruTruasthuactrg 

tent; and 
	obfYyetialne. ptir'eswetn.ed  

brigadiers were appointed in lieu of those on 'sick- 
leave ;' and a dispersion of the army commenced. ,  

When night arrives; it becomes a little cooler, the candles arc lit, 
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It is impossible to read Sir Colin' Campbell's 

mention of Jung Bahadoor without feeling that he 
the tent-doors are open ; in /flies a Montt, hops into somedlIsh, 
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estimated at a small price the value of the service§ and shapos,.which dart madly At the lights. At lest you put ont your " . 
yielded by the Nepaulese leader. 	Whether it was .iatinind,le,nnd 

somethinggetins: andi  1171 tetn  sactfloca".osryn„durfameraneditanrit 
that the arrival of the Goorkha army was delayed sensation of red•hot needles intimateil that the moseditoes are 
beyond the date when the greatest services, might upon you. uVm

'ep<atiormegiyeilliteae cirmdtt i:g. 	"tjascokaalir alnicid;ptairlich AZgse- 
have been rendered, or that Sir Colin found it 
embarrassing to issue orders to one who was little 

t 

yell and howl all night. 	Day dawns, and yoU have your dies 
down upon you lively as ever. 	This will give you SOMA, face of 
Our tent comforts.' 	' 	' 
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pr eviouS operations, which, 'though nOt• Conquests 
 . 

convenient to defer notice of it to a fu ire chapter; 
in the ordinary sense Of the term, had won so much when attention will be •called to the' important 
fame for. Inglis, Havelock, 	Neill, Outram, . and . debates in the, imperial legislature relating to that 
Campbell ; • and then after mentioning some of subject. 	. 	 , 
the most obvious facts connected with the siege,`' 

• praised all' those whom Sir Colin had pointed out 
Here' this chapter may suitably end.' 	It was 1 designed as a medium for the remarkable episode 

as being worthy of praise., Concerning .the pro- of the final conquest of Lucknow in the. month of 
elanitiOn'whielt Lord 'Canning issued, or proposed March ; and will be best kept free from all topics 

- 	to 	issue, -to; .the 	natives. of Oude, 	it will be relating to other parts of India. 
..- 	• 	. 	- 	• 	 . . . 
,VProm the 0 to the ifith of March a series of masterly opera-, accomplished at so little ,cost of valuable lives, enhances the 

Liens look place, by which the commander-In-chief, nobly sup- honour duo to the leader who has aehleVed it.' After mentioning 
ported,  in his well-laid plans of attack by the ability and skill of the remarkable services rendered by Outram during more than 
the general officers, and by the indomitable bravery and resolution five months in the Residency and the. Alum thigh, Viscount 
of the ()dicers and men-of all arms, drove the rebels successively Canning could not do other than recognise the orowning service 
from all their strongly fortified posts, till the whole fell into the of that distinguished man, as the second in command under 
possession of carts olds. ,That this great success should have been Campbell during the great operations of March. 

• _ 

. 

. 	 , 	 . 

, 
. 

. 	• 

' Iltitts 	 • .  . 	 ..., 	
• 

" 
in til.  now Pvtiolainations.—When tlir Colin Campbell lied carried off by cholera and other pestilence,' but it is riot 	, 

effectually conqueredlaieknow, and had.  gathered infornm- ' • known whether they die in their 'senses, and be faithful to 
tion concerning the proceedings elf the rebels sines the their own religion., 
preceding month of November, it •was found that no means ' To be killed in' a war against Christians is a proof 
had been left untried to madden the populace into a death- of obtaining martyrdom. ,,,,All good Mohammedans pray 

•• struggle with the British, 	Among other methods, printed for •Mteb a, death ; therefore, every ono should sacrifice his 
• proclamations were posted up. in all the police stations, not life for sash a reward. 	Every one is to die assuredly, and 

• only in Lueknow, but in many other parts of Oude. 	' those Mohammedans who would spare themselves now will 
One,  of these proolamations, addressed to the Mohantme- lle sorry on their death for their neglect. 	- 	• 	' 	„ 

dans, ran thus_; ' ,' 'As it,  is the duty of all men and women to •oppose, kill, 
• ' God says in the Koran : " Do not enter into the friend- and expel the Europeans for deeds committed by them at 

ship of Jews and Christians ; those who are their friends Delhi, Jiiiijur, itewaree, and the Doab, all the Mohammedans 
are of them—that is, the friends of Christians are Chris; should discharge their duty with a willing heart; if. they 

- trans, and friends of ,Terrvire Jews. 	God never shaws his neglect, and the Europeans overpower them, they will •Ini 
• way to infule s. 	. 	- 	 I disarmed, hung, and treated like the inhabitants of iitlier.. 
• g4  By -, this it is evident that to befriend Christians, is, unfortunate countries, and will have nothing but regret 'Ewa 

irreligious. 	Those who are their friends are not Mobam- sorrow for their lot. 	Wherefore this notice is given to won 
medans; therefore all the Mohammedan fraternity Shedd the public.' 
with all their hearts be deadly enemies to.the Christians, Another proclamation, addressed principally to reminders 
and never befriend them in any way; otherwise, all will and Hindoos in general, but to Mohammedans also, wee 
lose their religion, nod become infidels. 	 , couched in the following terms I 	 1,i, 

' Some people, tvenk in. faith and worldlyi think that if 'All the ilingloos and Moliammeelans.,know that then, 
they offend the Christians, they will fall their victims when loves four things Most : 1, his religiOn and caste; 2, lt'S 
their rule is relestabliehed. 	.Gotl saydt of these people: honour;• 3, his . own and his kinsmen's lives;' 4, his prtr 
"Look hi the hearts of these unbelie-vers, who are anxious perty. 	All these four are well protected under native 
to' seek the friendship of Christians through fear of recciv- rulers; no one interferes with any one's religion; every 

' ing injury." 	to 	remove •their doubts and assure their one enjoys his respectability according to his caste and. ' 
wavering Mind,- It is also said that "God will shortly give wealth. 	All the respected& people—Synd, Shaikh, Mogul, . 
us victory, or will do something by which our enemies will and Paten, among Mohammedans; and Brahmins, Chatrees, 
be ashamed of themselves," 	The hfutcsuimaus should there-. Bye, and Kaetbs, among the Hindoos—are respected accord,  ', 

• foNs always' hope, and never believe that. the Christians will ing to their castes. 	No low-caste people like. ehumars, • • 
be victorious and injure them; but, on the-contrary, should • dhanook, and pas.sees, can •be equal to and address them • 
hope to gain the victory and destroy all Christians. 	' disrespectfully. 	No one's life or property is taken unless 

`If all the Mobammedunis join and remain firm to their for some heinous crime. 
faith, they-would no doubt gain victory over the Christians, ' The British are quite against these four things—they, , 
home God-says that the victory is due to the faithful want to spoil every one's caste, and wish both the Mehant.: 
from Him ; but if they become cowards and infirm to their'. inedaus and }Undoes to become Christians. 	Thousand; 	• 
religion, and do not sacrifice their private interest for the have turned renegades, and many Aril] become so yet ; troth 

• public good, the Europeans wilt be victorious, and, having ' the nobles and low caste are equal in their  eyes; they 
- subdued the Mohammedans; they will disarm, hang, shoot, or disgrace the nobles in the presence of the ignoble ' • they 

blow them away, seize upon their women and children, dis- arrest or summon to their courts the gentry, nawabs, and 
grate, dishonour, and christianise them, dig up their houses rajahs, at the• instance of a elnunar, and disgrace, them; 

- and carry off their property; they will also Mimi religious wherever they go they hang the respectable people, kill 
and iiiirel •hooks, destroy the musjids, and efface the name their women and children, their troops dishonour the • 

• of Islam from the world. women, and dig up and tarry off their buried property. 
'If the 'Mohammedans have any shame, they should all They do not kill the muhajuns, but dishonour their women, 

join and prepare themselves to kill the Christians without and carry off their money. 	They disarm the people wino- 
- minding any one who says to the contrary ; they should ever they go, and when the people are disarmed, they hang, 

also know that no one dies before his time, and when the shoot, or blow them away.  
time calms, nothing can save them. 	Thousands of men are ' In some 	places, they tfileceive 	the 	landholders 	by 
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tilde or notoriety, 
to be noticed : seeing 
of feeling among 
tuations of fortune 
struggles of British 

As in former 
ence in beginning 
transferring attention, 
northwest, and southwest, 

The Anglo-Indian 
what of its splendour 
by the absence 
bad; but in truth 
for it was not r.t 

C II A P ir E i • 

° 	111.114011. 	EVENTS, 
• 

X X. V I. 

IN MARCH. 

jexpedient 

• 
A V I N G briefly narrated in the 
last chapter the .progress of Sir 
Cohn Campbell's army in Oude, 

the beginning towards the. 
or March ; it now becomes 

to watch the operations 
those . military 	.officers 	who, 
the same month, were engaged 

	

in other parts of India. 	The 
were not so great in. magni- 

but they do not the less require 
that they illustrate the state 

the native population,•the flue- 
among the rebels, and the 

officers amid great difficulties. 
chapters, there will be a conveui- 

with the Calcutta regions, and 
successively to the west, 

capital was shorn of some- 
during the spring mouths, 

of the governor-general•at Allaha- 
this was a secondary matter; 

a time for levees; gaieties, or 

. 
vice-regal presentations and splendour. 	Calcutta 
eiperienced a panic so late in the history of the 
mutiny as the 3d of March—one of many to 
which a somewhat excitable population had been 
exposed. 	A telegraphic message was received 
from Barrackpore, to the effect that the sepoys 
of two native regiments at that station—the 2d 
and the 23d B. N. I.—were deserting in bodies of 
ten or twelve; and that the deserters were sup- 
posed to be making their way to Calcutta-. 	The 
officers of the volunteer guards were at once 
requested to send pickets to certain unprotected 
buildings in Calcutta. 	Very speedily these pickets 
were told off; cavalry patrolled the streets all' 
night; the artillerymen remained watchful within 
the fort ; and the English troops present were 
kept under arms. 	The rumour proved to have 
been 	greatly 	exaggerated, 	and 	the 	suspected 
danger passed away—but not 'without causing 
much trepidation among the unwarlike portion 
of the:Calcutta community. 
' So numerous were the European troops that 
arrived at Calcutta during the winter, and so 
obvious the necessity for increasing the strength l 
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THE REVOLT IN INDIA 

of that branch of the army in India, that pre- at Thaystinyo ; and even of native Madras troops 
parations were made for accommodating theta in Pegu, the number was but small. 	There a as 
within easy reach of rho ca,nital. 	Barrackpeve, 
although 	well 	supplied with 	sepoy hulas, had 

a time, in the autumn of that year, when the 
war party might have wrought serious mischief 

never held European troops in large number. 	It 
was now resolved, instead of building new Euro- 

to 	British 	interests ; but,  when 	steam-frigates, 
corvettes, gun-boats, and regiments from various 

peen barrael.s at that place, to increase those at quarters began to show themselves at Rangoon 
Chinattra, 	This town, about twenty miles from or in the Irrawaddy, or were known to tie passing 
Calcutta, on the banks of the iloogly, had already up the Bay towards Calcutta, the chances were 
a flue European barrack and military hospital, in altered. 	Instead of fighting, the king did a much 
a very healthy spot 	About the month of March, 
many hundred men were set to work, to increase 

wiser thing, whether from humane or from politic 
motives—he subscribed 	ten 	thousand 	rupees 

the 'barrack accommodation to a level with the towards the Mutiny Relief Fund. 
wants of five thousand European troops, and to West and southwest of Calcutta, iu a part of 
raze all the buildings within five hundred yards 
on all sides, to form parade-grounds, tire. 

India very imperfectly known 	to 	Europeans, 
tranquillity 	was 	occasionally disturbed, 	not 	so 

In the regions north and east of Calcutta, the much by mutinous sepoys, as by ambitious chief- 
materials 	for rebellion were pretty nearly ex- tains desirous of strengthening themselves in a 
}masted. 	There had from the first been only a time of anarchy and uncertain allegiance. 	In the 
small amount of disturbance in those districts; region around Chyabassa„nittny petty occurrences 
and it became gradually evident that the town from time to time kept the few Europeans in 
and village population wore desirous of eontinu- anxiety. 	There were not many rebel sepoys in 
ing their peaceful avocations, uninterrupted by 
mutinous sepoys or fanatical Mohammedans, 

that quarter, it is true r but, on the other hand, 
there were few troops of any kind to aid Captain 

It was in many ways fortunate that the recently Monerief4 the senior assistant-commissioner. 	A 
acquired province of Pegu had remained peaceful semi-savage tribe, called Coles or Koles, infested 
during the dangerous periods of the mutiny. 	Bad the neighbourhood. 	On the 25th of March, three 
revolt or treason been at work in that quarter, the 
embarrassment of the government would have 

thousand of these Coles, with a medley of guns, 
muskets, 	and 	native weapons 	of all 	kind; 

been seriously aggravated. 	Disturbances, 	it is assembled at Chuckerderpore, where Moncrieff 
true, did take place ; but they were not of such had a small camp of marines and two guns; they 
magnitude as to give occasion for alarm. 	This were, however, dispersed by a mere handful of 
was mainly owing to the policy of the King of men, and three of their guns taken. 	This district 
Bunnell. 	We had taken from him a rich pro- was 	kept in an agitated state mainly by the 
vince, a slice out of his empire, by a mingled machinations of a turbulent chieftain, the Rajah 
course of war and politics ; and he was no more of Porahat 
likely to be content with that result than any Let us advance, however, to those regions where 
other defeated monarch. 	But he was a shrewd the audacity of the insurgents was more seriously 
observant man ; 	be 	measured the power of felt—the regions of the Middle Ganges and the 
England, and saw reason to believe that he would Lower Jumna. 	The Lower Ganges, between Cal- 
weaken rather than strengthen himself by any cutta and Dinapoor, remained peacefully in the 
hostility at this time. 	There were not wanting hands of cultivators and traders, who were glad 
those near him who urged him to a different enough to be free from the visitations of fighting- 
policy. 	Burmah, like other countries, had its men; but from Dinapoor upwards the sources of 
war-party, who kept up a spirit of bitterness discordance were numerous. 	A few mutineers 
towards the British. 	This party was headed by lurked about, aided by a much larger proportion 
the king's brother, and by many of the old dispos- of desperate characters, who took service under 
sessed Burman officials of Pegu. 	There is reason chieftains 	(mostly 	Mohammedan) 	bent 	upon 
to believe that, had the strength of the rebels in increasing their own power at the expense of the 
Oude remained much longer unbroken, the King British. 
of Burmah might have been drawn or driven 
into hostility in spite of himself. 	Whenever news 

The Azimghur district, nearly north of Benares, 
became in March the scene of a conflict which 

came over from the opposite side of the Bay of certainly gave a triumph for a time to the enemy, 
Bengal, the Mohammedans resident in Burmah although it was favourable to the British in the 
made the most of such parts of it as indicated a first instance. 	This conflict took place on the 
decline of the English 'raj,' and gave strength to 21st at Atrowlia, between a body of insurgents on 
a feeling among the Burmese which the king the one side, and a small force under Colonel 
might not much 	longer have been able to Millman of H.M. 37th, commandant of the Ada/- 
resist. 	In the early part of 1857 there were ghnr field-force. 	Being in camp at Koelsa, he 
four European regiments in Pegu ; but the urgent received information from Mr Davies, magistrate 
demands from India had led to the withdrawal of Azimghur, that a considerable body of mutineers 
of all these, except a wing of the 2d Madras was in the neighbourhood of Atrowlia, a place 
Europeans at Tonngoo, ,and a few of H. M. 29th about twenty-five miles from 	that city. 	The 
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. 
colonel, immediately 'set 	out, 	with ,about 	260 
infantry; cavalry, and gunners, and two pieces of 

' ordnanee;--,his troopi being British and Madrasses, 
At 'daybreak on the 22d, he espied the enemy— 
chiefly sepoys of the .:Oinapoor brigade, who had 
followed the fortunes of Koer Singh—posted in 
several topes of .mango-trees. 	His infantry of the 
37th,, his -Madras cavalry under Colonel Cumber- 
lege, and his two guns, speedily discomfited the 
enemy and put them.  to flight ; but his day's work 
was not enlled. 	While his men were halting in 
the neighbourhood of Atrowlia„ and breakfast was 

' being prepared among the topes of trees, news 
was suddenly .brought that the rebels were ad- 
va.peing in great force. 	Millman 	immediately 
proceeding with. some skirmishers 	to ascerte,  
their strength, found them strongly posted beh„:4 
a mud-wall, in the midst, of topes of trees and 
sugar-canes. 	He sent back orders for his troops 
to advance; but the enemy increased in number 
'so rapidly, that he could not contend against 
them; he retired slowly from Atrowlia to his 
camp at Koelsa, followed by the enemy, who fired 
at a distance, and endeavoured to turn his flanks, 
He made one4dash with his cavalry ; but news, or, 
at least a rumour; reaching the camp, that no 
fewer than 5000 rebels were approaching, such a 
panic was created among his camp-followers, that 
many of the hackory-drivers left their carts, and 
all the cooks ran away. 	The colonel,• perplexed 
both by his foes and his •camp-followers, and 
conscious that his camp was untenable in case of 
a night-attack,. and that adequate supplies would 
be wanting for his men—deemed it expedient 
to retreat to Azimghtir, which he did the same 
day. 	He was compelled to abandon a portion 
of his tenth and baggage, which fell into the hands ' 
of the enemy. 

This was a vexatious and serious discomfiture, 
It told unfavourably in two directions; for while 
it paralysed the 	exertions of the few British 
officers and troops in that region, ,it afforded to 
the rebels an excuse for vaunting abroad their 
prowess and success. 	The natives, inexplicable iu 
character to Europeans, were often incredulous to 
rumours of defeat among their own countrymen ; 
but rumours on the other side spread among them 
with astounding rapidity, encouraging them to 
schemes of resistance which they might possibly 
otherwise have avoided. 	. 	i. '" 

It was a natural consequence of the withdrawal 
from Atrowlia,. and the 'retreat to Azimghur, that 
the 	last-named 	station 	should 	itself 	become 
imperiled ; for a wide range of country was 
thus left wholly at the mercy of Koer Single 
and his associates. 	The British in 	Azimghur 	• 
proceeded 	to intrench . themselves within 	the 
jail, which was surrounded by a deep ditch ; 
and every man was set to work to strengthen the 
fortifications. 	The rebels gradually approached, 
to the number of four or five thousand ; 	and 
then the small garrison was fairly besieged—all 
the rest of the city being in the hands of the 

. insurgents. 	A. messenger.  was 	despatched 	to 	, 
Benares on the 26th, to announce the state of. 
affairs; but all that the Authorities at that place 

, could do, on the spur of the moment, was to send , 
fifty .dragoons,:in carts, drawn by bullocks and 
pushed on by coolies.. A telegraphic message was 
at the same time sent to 41Iababad ; consequent 
upon which a wing of H.M. 13th foot, and the 
depot Of the 2d, started off to Betimes, for' service 
at that place or at Azimghur. There was a rumour 
that Koer Singh intended to attack Gbazeepore or 
Benares, or both, on his way from Azimghur to 
Arrah ; and this rumour led to much entreaty for 
aid to the threatened stations, 

It will hereafter be seen that Azimghur needed 
'the care of Sir Cohn Campbell. 	Meanwhile we 
may notice the state of affairs in a district spme-
what further north. 
' The neighbourhood of Goruckpore was the scene 

of a contest early in March. 	At that time there 
were assembled about 200 men of the naval' 
brigade, 	under 	Captain 	Sotheby, 200 	Bengal 
yeomanry cavalry, 900 , Goorkbas, a few Sikhs 
and four guns—under Colonel Roweroft., 	This, 
motley but stanch garrison was attacked on the 
5th in great force by several influential rebels, 
who had, with them an army of .12,000 men, 
including 3500 sepoys of mutinied Bengal regi-
in nts. Between eight o'clock and noon, Rowcroft 
n t only defeated this greatly superior force, but s 

 t 

chased the enemy seven miles, nearly to, their 
encampment at Bilwa or . Belwar. . The enemy 
lost,400 or 500 in killed and wounded, eight guns, 
and much ammunition. 	Among the leaders of 
the , rebels were the Nazim. Mahomed Hussein, 
Rajah Dabie Buksh of Gonda, the Rajah of 
Churdah, and Mehndee Ali Hussein, who were all 
mounted on elephants. 	This victory was a very 
fortunate one ; for not only was Goruckpore saved 
from being a second time overrun, by insurgents, 
but Colonel Rowcroft received news that many 
thousand Villagers on the banks of the Gogra were 
ready to rise in rebellion if he had been defeated. 
This kind of peril was constantly impressed on the 
minds of the British *peers ; the consequences of 
a disaster were always more than they could safely 
calculate. 	 . 	. 

A defeat was experienced by. a small force in 
the Allahabad district towards the close of March, 
owing to the want of due information concerning' 
the position and strength of the enemy. 	Two 
companies of H.M. 54th, a hundred Sikhs, a few 	, 
Madras cavalry, and two guns, went out to attack 
some rebels at a place called Suraon, between Alla- 
habad and Gopeegunje.' 	Insufficiently informed of 
the locality, the force came suddenly to a• spot 
surrounded by a jungle, in which a largo body of 
rebels wore concealed. 	Much to the astonishment 
of the magistrate of the district, those rebels 
possessed six, pieces of artillery; a fire Wa.1 opened, 
which wrought much mischief to the British force, 
and eventually compelled it to retreat. 	This was 
a.  small 	affair, but it 	rendered the , authoritiei 
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uneasy ; for it shewed that within a few hours of towards an understanding of the state of the 
Allahabad, where the governor-general' had tern- province in March, if we advert to a few facts 
porarily taken up his quarters, there were not only concerning the temporary occupants of the city of 
insurgents, ready for mischief, but that those insur- Lucknow,and the arrangements made by Sir 
gents, in some way and from some source not Colin atfecting his army. 
easily accounted for, had possessed themselves of First, a word or two concerning the soldiery. 	It 
artillery. would be quite impossible to say which regiments 

Jung Balladeer's participation in the later stages of the Queen's army rendered most service or 
of the siege of Lucknow was noticed in the last behaved most valiantly ; but the defence of Luck— 
chapter. 	He had entered Oude from the east ; and now had been so extraordinary in its character, that 
shortly before his junction with Sir Cohn, his the government deemed,it right to notice specially 
advanced division had a sharp engagement with a the courage and fortitude of the 32d infantry 
force of the enemy, which may briefly be noticed Inglis's main 	prop during his defence of the 
here. 	Captain Plowden was in charge of this divi- Residency from the 1st of July till the arrival of 
sion ; and under him were a few English and many Havelock and Ontram near the end of September. 
Nepaulese officers, commanding the Goorkha regi- There was put forth an announcement to the 
ments of which the division consisted. 	Having effect that ' her Majesty, in consideration of the 
received information that the Nazim Mahomed enduring fortitude and persevering gallantry dis- 
Hussein, with a force of 4000 men, intended to 
dispute the passage of Jung Balladeer's army at the 

played in defence of the Residency at Lucknow, 
has been graciously pleased to command that the 

road to Lucknow over the Kandoo Nuddee, Captain 32d be clothed, equipped, and trained as a light 
Plowden prepared to contest the matter with him, infantry regiment, from the 26th of February 
His division consisted of seven °writhe. regiments, 
about 4000 strong, with thirteen guns. On the morn- 

1858. 	Her Majesty has also been pleased to corn-
mend that the word " Lucknow" shall bo borne 

ing of the 5th of March, he found the enemy drawn 
up in detached parties near the bridge; he opened 

on the regimental colour of the 32d light infantry, 
in commemoration of the enduring fortitude and 

fire with his guns, and then charged with infantry persevering gallantry displayed in the defence of 
in line. 	His progress was much disturbed by an the Residency of Lucknow fir eighty-seven days.' 
intervening space of bush-jungle and deep ravines ; Many of the other royal regiments had borne 
nevertheless his Goorkhas charged resolutely, drove more fighting in the open field; but none equalled 
back the enemy at all points, pursued them for 
two or three miles, killed 600 of their number, and 

the 32d in long enduring privation and heroism, 
owing to the extraordinary circumstances in which 

captured a gun—without losing more than 17 in the regiment bad been placed. 
killed and wounded. 	Captain Plowden, in his Next, concerning the city itself, the place which 
dispatch, told how he had been aided by the had undergone so strange a series of sieges and 
Nepaulese General Khurruk Bahadoor

'
the two defences. 	In Lucknow, after the recapture, the 

brigadiers Junga Doje and Run Sing Bahadoor, shopkeepers 	gradually 	returned, opened their 
Colonel Teela Bickrum Singh Tappah, and other places of business, and resumed commercial deal-.  
officers whose names present a formidable appear- ings, 	Many parts of the city had been so battered 
ance. 	The Nepaulese army pursued its way to by shot and Shell that the buildings were scarcely 
Lucknow, and rendered a small amount of assist- habitable; but as this only occurred to a small 
ance. 	When their services had terminated at that extent in the 	trading streets, 	thorn was 	little 
city, Jung Bahadoor took a few of the best regi- interruption on that ground to the return -of the 
merits with him to Allahabad; on his expedition to inhabitants. 	The chief obstacles were—the com- 
as interview with•the governor-general; but the plicity of many of the towns-people in the pro- 
main body of his army marched off vit Nawab- ceedings of the mutineers, and the impoverishment 
gunge, on the Fyzabad route, towards the Nepaul of others by several days of fighting, anarchy, and 
and Goruckpore frontier. Whether Jung Bahadoor plunder. 	The troops destined for the defence of 
was negotiating with Lord Canning concerning the city were quartered in some among the many 
the price at which the services of the Goorkhas palaces, not so much battered by cannonading 
were to be purchased; or whether any project was as the ethers. 	A clear space was formed around 
afoot for transferring some of the Goorkha regi- the Kaiser Bagh, 	by the demolition of small 
ments formally to the British service—was not buildings; and operations were made for opening 
made publicly known ; but it was understood that a wide street or avenue entirely through the 
the main Nepaulese force would remain near city, from the iron bridge to the canal--strategic 
Nawabgunge until after the interview between precautions, intended to give the garrison control 
the two great personages. over the city in (case of a turbulent rising. 	Pro- 

Of the wildly excited province of Oude, it is cautions were in truth still necessary. 	. Luck- 
scarcely necessary to say much hero. 	The great now had contained more ruffians, more desperate 
event of the month, the siege of Lucknow, has 
already been recorded; the other parts of the 

characters ready for 	any lawless 	enterprises, 
than most other cities in India; and the British 

province were still almost wholly in the bands authorities felt by no means certain that the 
of the insurgents. 	It will, however, contribute lurking-places in the narrow streets were ,yet 
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• 
cleared of them. 	The officers bore in mind, with " three -Punjahb regiinents of horse, and 'various - 
regret and resentment, that two, 'or their corn- 
panions had been murdered iwthe eity when; the 

detliehmenti 9f artillery and' engineers, 'with ,  Brig- ,  
adiers W. Campbell and Barker.' as subOrdinaW . 

siege might have been deemed fairly over. • These commanders. 	Sir Edward 'Lugard was to form' 
two were Lieutonants'.Cape and Thackwell. 	They and command a division .to be called the 	Azima 
rode froth the camp into the 'city, but far what 
purpose was not clearly known' to their corn- 

ghur Field-force,' to consist' of II.M. ,10th regiment, 
various 	detachments 	of cavalry, ' artillery, 	and 

panions. 	They got off their horses,tied them to engineers, and whatever 	troops might' at 	that 
a doorpost, and went into a holm. 	It is' sUppoSed 
that budmashes, prowling 'about, 'shot them ; 'but 

time' be 'in the Azimglrur district.. 	The infantry, 
of this force Was to.  forma brigade under Brigadier 

the only certainty is that,• when some 	of the Douglas ; 	and the destination was 	the 	district 
Madras fusiliers went out to search for them, the from which the force was named—a district, as.ve 
headless trunks of the two unfortunate officers have lately seen, greatly endangered by the pre= 
were all that remained to reveal the secret of sem() 'of a large rebel force. 	Indeed, so .urgent 
their fate. 	' was the need for'aid in that quarter, that Lugard 

The details given in the last chapter will have started off at once.' 	Another division-, for service 
rendered evident the fact that the .escape* of the in Rohileund, was placed under the command of. 
rebels from Lucknow after the siege' was far more 
complete than the English public had expected or 

General Walpole. ' It comprised H.M. 42d, , 79th, 
and 93d infantry, two battalions 	of the, Rifle 

wished. How far it disappointed those immediately 
responsible, no one but themselves knew. A secrecy 

Brigade, the 1st Bengal Europeans,•  two regiments , 
of native infantry., HAL 7th Hussars and 9th 

enveloped the plans of the commander-in-chief;' Landers, three' regiments of 'Bunjaub cavalry, the 
he told just so much as he wished to be known, 
and kept the rest to himself, or shared it with the 

Naval,  Brigade from H.M. steamer amnion, and ' 
various detachments of artillery and engineers. 

governor-general. 	Whether foreseen or not, how- Everything portended that this division would' 
ever, the escape' of the rebels was very marked have hot work before it—hot both in the common ; 
and significant. 	Sir Hope Grant and other cavalry , 
leaders endeavoured to check them, but the check 

and the figurative sense ; for the powerful sun of 
the month of A pril' would soon pour down on the. 

was of small account ; in truth, the cavalry were 
too few for a belt of country so wide. 	When the 

he ds of the troops ; while it was quite certain that ri 
Ro Iilennd Contained a large number' of mutinied 

fact became indisputably clear that the main body 
of insurgents had' got away, the question arose— 

sepoys, rebel leaders, and desperate men ready for , 
any deeds of violence and anarchy.  

whither I 	The camping-grounds of the fugitive It may here suitably be mentioned, that Sir 
rebels were very imperfectly known to the British Colin Campbell's experience of Ondian warfare 
authorities. 	It was supposed, but on uncertain taught him the necessity of caution in all attacks 
information, that, at the end of the month of On the,forts with which that province Was so fully 
March, Nena Sahib was at Bareilly, with 2000 
men, and many members of his family.; 'that the' 

provided. 	His officers would have dashed at them, 
as at other obstacles ; but he forbade 'enterprises 

Beguna of Ohde was at Khyrabad, with nearly likely to be followed by 'losses which good, guns 
10,000 men; that 2000 more were hear Shah- ' might obviate. 	On the 24th of March, just when 
jehanpoor ; and that Khan Balladeer Khan Was : the army of Oude was about to be broken up, he' 
concocting some scheme of operationS with 'the issued a general order concerning the arrangements' 
Nen; having Rehilcund, for its ..theatre, 	These to be made for attacking such strongholds.'' . , 	. 
wore the suppositions;  founded on vague data. Quitting Oude for .a time, and transferring eaten- 

One thing Sir Colin speedily decided on. It was tion to the important and fertile Doab ibetween 
useless to keep' a fine army at Lnoknow, while so the Ganges and the Janina, we shall see that,the 
much serious work bad to be done 'elsewhere.' As month of March found that part of India ,still 
already mentioned, lie broke up Ids ' army of much distracted by fighting and lawless violence. 
Oude' into separate portions. 	.Jung Bahadoor True, Allahabad was in British hands at ono 
having taken his departure with his nine thousand end of it, Delhi at the .other, Cawnpore and Agra 
Nepaulese; the commander-in-chief proceeded to 
organise columns or divisions for tpocial service 

, 
a . The commander.imehief prohibits columns from moving to 

in various directions. ' On the '29th 'of March Sir th
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• at intermediate • points; .but nevertheless,  there rebels-e. comprising 	three troops 	of 	insurgent. 
' were numerous bands of rebels roaming about 

the open country. 	Whether two or three of these 
cavalry, three companies ,of infantry, and a •bedy ., 
of escaped convicts. 	These ruffians had assaulted 

towns were on river-banks just beyond 	the and captured the town of Bab, plundered ell' the 
Doab, does not affect the question, whit* is not houses, carried off the cattle, and murdered some 	. 
one of mere geographical nomenclature. 	• „ of the wealthier inhabitants. 	This body of rebels 
• The Lower Doab was brought more fully than appeared to-  have come from the direction of the 

• before within the influence of military control, by Gwalior territories across the Ohumbul. 	Many 
the opening of a ffirther portion of the great trunk- • of 'their 	leaders 	had. been . in the civil. service 	' 
railway to Fnttehpoor, placing that town. within a, 
few hours' distance of Allahabad. 	This opening 

of the Company, but turned rebels when they 
thought 	rebellion would 	1r 	more profitable. 

took place on the 28th of March; when' Viscount Against theace men 'Brigadier •Showers marched ' 
Canning, with nearly all the civil officers of the from Agra.• 	A 	strange wild 	contest , ensiled. 
last-named pity, made the inaugurating journey to The enemy did not stand to fight 	a battle, 
Futtehpoor, amid the holiday accompaniments of 
flags, triumphal arches, bande of music, 'feasting, 
and speech-making. 	Further to the northwest, 

but made use of ravines,,, rocks, temples,, topea, 	, 
and villages as places weage masked, attacks 
might be effected. 	There were no roads 'there,- 

Cawnpore remained a kind of central point, whence abouts, and Showers experienced much diffiquity 
troops could be sent to quarters Where they were 
most needed. 	A few regiments. only were kept 
there, sufficient to guard against andden surprises, 

in Struggling through jungles and ravines, , 	, . It was often difficult for the officers in command , 
to muster troops enough to 'put down, these, bands 

All the British who entered the place beheld with , 
melancholy interest the cross erected pear the 

of insurgents, 	At one period during the tuenth, 
Colonel Riddell marched out from 'Afinpooree 

terrible well by the men of the na, in memory of to aid in intercepting fugitives from Luckrnovv. ' 
the women and children of that regiment included While he was gone, inforioation arrived that ' 
among the victim!. of Nena Sahib. Etowah wits threatened by a large 	body. of 

There was an important town, southwest of rebels, 	No 	aid 	being 	available 	 frown .Mint ' 
Cam-more, which seemed likely to be a scene of pooree, a telegraphic message was ,seat on to 
warfare. ' During the month of March; it home Fittteginir (Farruckabad) ; 	and Colonel Beaton 
very apparent that Calpee was a spot which would immediately ordered a regiment of Bengal Euro- 
speedily require attention on the part of the mili- peens .0 :march , to the threatened spot 	, These 
tary authorities. . When Bit, 	Colin 	Campbell 'miner operations were often very harassing to, ' 
defeated the Gwalior mutineers at Cawnpore, 
many weeks earlier, they fled from that neighbour- 

the troops, who had to march groat distances, 
and -wage contests which did not bring them so 

hood. Rumours spread Around that a considerable . much glory- as a regular „elege or ty, groat battle. ; 
portion of the defeated force. had fled southwest to Officera , naturally 	preferred , those. battle-fields ' 
Calpee, fortified themselves there, and called upon which -would 'bring their, names in hOnourabie 
the neighbouring zemindars . for supplies of men form into the„efficiel gazettes ; and private soldiers 
and money :both of which..were fortheerni m those which might earn for some of them,. the 
The truth of this rumour, doubtful for a time, 
became confirmed as the spring advanced. 	It was 

Victoria Cross; but many weary months passed 
over wm of the corps, during which the troops 

now certain that • rebels in great force,. occupied were engaged in harassing pursuit of marauders , 
°since,• well supplied with artillery and other and ruffians whom they .beartily despised, and to 
munitions of war, and eagerly watching for a conquer whorn. *nett them very little increase 
chance of making an nttack,pn CawnpOre—should of military reputation, 	. 

• that-oft-besieged place be left at- any time insuffi- Speaking generally, it may be said that, at the' 
ciently guarded, 	To. what extent Mena Sahib or end of March, the efforts made by the British 
his brothers were connected with this Calpee force, ' officers in the, Pooh, were directed chiefly to 
was not known. 	'The struggles in and near that prevent the escape of rebels across the Ganges. ' 
town belong to a month beyond that to which this 
chapter relates. 	 . 

from Oude, 	One small force was, watching . to, 
this intent at and pear cwzipore ; another was 

The great city of Agra remained peacefully in in . the,  Minpooree district ;'a third was marching 
the hands of the British. 	Occasionally, small down the 'road from Meerut to katteghur ; while 
columns were sent out to attack and • disperse two ethers, under Chamberlain and Coke, were 
bodies pf mutineers who were working mischief endeavouring 	to, , control 	the Gangetie valley 
in 	the 	country districts; 	but the .formidable between Fettogline and Roorkee, 	 . 
brigades of mutinied regiments were, not in that Further 'to the , porthavest the region around 
quarter, 	As one instance ; on the 11th of March, Delhi was nearly all in British hands, and the 
Brigadier Showers found it necessary to chastise city itself wholly 3(1,1411 the mutinous regiments 
some rebels at Bah, in the Agra district. 	He set being far away. 	The authorities, after Delhi had 
forth with two companies of the 8th foot, 400 of remained several ' months 	peaceffilly in. their 
the Sikh police, 	two guns, a howitzer;  and , a bands, resolved 	on ...the formation of a 'camel ' 
mortar; and encountered a motley force of 4009 corps, under a peculiar system , of organisation. 
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It was completed by the end of March, by a be perpetually an object of regret to the followers 
native named LaIla Jotee Pershand, wider the of Islam; but Delhi decayed would excite only a 
superintendence of Captain Chalmers, stssistant feeling of contempt. 	No tradition of sovereignty 
commissary-general. 	The camels, 400 in number, 
were selected with groat care, in the Bikaneer 

could attach to a dirty little village in which a 
population of pauper Alussulmans, around the 

district. 	The drivers were armed each with a ruins of old palaces, scrambled for the charity of 
sword and fusil ; and each camel was fitted to a contemptuous traveller.' 	They recommended 
carry a European, soldier 	if necessary. 	The that the European troops at Delhi should be 
drivers, equivalent to troopers or cavalry-men, 
were carefully selected from the natives of Raj- 

removed to Hansi, where they might be easily 
accommodated ; that the arsenal should be re- 

pootana. 	The purpose in view was to form a moved to Ferozpore ; or that an entirely new 
corps of armed men capable of moving with great European city should be built, lower down the 
rapidity to any spot where their services might be Jumna; and that Delhi should then be left to 
urgently needed. 	Lalla Jotee Pershaud was a be supported by natives alone, burdened by a 
wealthy and influential man ; and it was intended special taxation as a punishment for treason— 
to make the officering of the corps such as would this, it was believed, would gradually rob the city 
render it an acceptable compliment to friendly of all its dignity and importance. 	But there 
natives of good position. arose a third party, to which, it was reputed, no 

As to the city itself, no semblance of fighting 
was presented. 	The conquest by Sir Archdale 

less a personage than Sir John Lawrence belonged, 
urging the preservation of Delhi. 	The grounds 

Wilson, half a year before, had been so complete, 
that no enemy remained to fight with. The British 

for this advice were many and important. 	It 
was pointed out, among other things—that Delhi 

kept just sufficient reliable troops in the place to Is admirably placed, geographically and , politi- 
defend it from surprise; but the authority was oally ; 	that its site was selected by men who 
mainly transferred to civil commissioners, who looked primarily to the maintenance of power 
gradually re-established order and reorganised the in the northwestern regions of India; that, as a 
revenue department. 	The old king still resided commercial entrepilt, it is the point at which the 
there, waiting for his time of punishment 	4. two great streams of Central Asian trade diverge 
special tribunal tried and executed a large number to palcutta, and Bombay; that, as a military can- 
of rebels. toement, the city commands the Jumna at the 

A curious struggle of opinions arose on the beet point for crossing the river ; that it is the 
question—What should be done with Delhi? most central point front which the marauding 
Not only within that city itself, but all over Goojure and Meewatties could be controlled; that 

the imperial palace would form an admirable India, 
	

the controversy was 	maintained 	with 
much earnestness. 	The opinions resolved them- fortress, to be garrisoned by British troops ; and 
selves into three varieties--advocating destruction, 
decay, and conservation, respectively, 	Whea the 

that the walls, brdught at one point within a 
narrower sweep, would keep out plunderers and 

city was captured, a very general desire was 
expressed, under the influence of fiorue Indig.. 

protect the magazine.,  
Whatever was to he the, course pursued, Delhi 

nation, to destroy the place altogether, leaving remained, at the period to which this chapter 
not one stone upon another to tell where Delhi roietes, andeetroyed. 	The city-wall was still 
had been—or rather,leaving the stones to tell standing, with tin, breaches hastily earthed up ; 
where Delhi tied ceased to be. 	The destructives, 
if these persons may thus be called, argued that 

all the gates had been closed, except the Cashmere, 
Lahore, and Calcutta Gates, but none destroyed; 

Delhi should be extinguished from 	the list of the fractured Cashmere Gate had been replaced 
cities, because it was the centre of disaffection, 
the scene of the first and worst stroke levelled at 

by a temporary wooden barrier ; the English 
church had been painted 	and repaired ; the 

British power; that the Mohammedans of India. college, riddled by cannon and musket balls, had 
would ever think they had a national rallying- been converted into a barrack ; the magazine 
point, so long as Delhi remained; and that the remained as poor Willoughby had left it, half 
destruction of this rallying-point would impress blown up ; and the palace had not suffered very 
them with an idea of British power. 	The place materially from the siege. 	Concerning the prin- 
has a charm for native ears ; it is a sign, a symbol, 
a standard, a flag of nationality, the memory of 

cipal street of the city, an eye-witness wrote as 
follows : 'The Chanduee Chowk is the only street 

which should be effaced, as something dangerous we have seen in India to which the terms of 
to the future security of the British 'raj: 	Delhi, 
they urged, should be regarded rather as a dynes- 

descriptive admiration bestowed on 	European 
cities justly apply. 	If the traveller does not 

do than a commercial capital ; everything in it examine details too minutely, the cheerful pictu- 
recalls the kiast greatness of a race which had just resque aspect of the Chandnee Chowk may remind 
been foremost in mutiny. , For all these reasons—,  
destroy Delhi. 	Gradually there arose a second 

him for a moment of the Parisian boulevards. 	In 
the centre of a spacious street• is a double row of 

party, who suggested decay rather than destruc- well-grown trees, on either side a broad roadway 
tion, 	They said: ' Destroy Delhi, and it would flanked by irregular picturesque buildings. 	But if 
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we speak of. this street as being in 1.85ft,cheerful, 
we can allude only to its architectural structure, 
Neither its associations nor its own present accom4 . 
paniments and accessories Are other than gloomy, 

, 	Every house bas been, plundered ; and the little 
.show• of property, as• it begins again under, the 
protection..of British bayonets slowly io aecuniur  
late, cannot disguise the . ruin which 1857 . has 
create& To a, stranger, the •population that tows ' 
up and down the shining street would seem large ; 
but to 'one who saw,  Delhi 'and the Chandnee 

 . 	.. 	. 	.. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	.. 	.. . 
Ohowkbefore the :rebellion, it is but .as the.ghost .. 
of the. former iirfs...pf .the. place that- moves to and 
fro. 	There is the mosque Wnere •Nadir, Shah . sst '. 
and . witnessed-  hip great ;massacre. 	There , is the 
Kotwalleo or police-station, 'whereat were. expesed , 
the bodies* murdered Europeans, and aftorwardS , , 
of their murderers the princes, whom -Hodson , 
slew. In front of this building stand now three large , 
gibbets, whereon have been ,already justly executed , 
between two and three hundred of thoSe wIM 
joined in the murder and rapine of the :lath of . 
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May, and on which more culprits are destined'yet 
to pay' for their crimes. • Everywhere the demean- 
our of the native population is more than •respeot- 
ful to the Europeans—it is cringing. Fear possess& 
every soul. 	Never was a conquest more thorough 
than is for the present that of,Delhi and its neigh- 
bourhood by the British:' The present disposition 

. 

	

	of the native mind ilIt Delhi towards us, of terror 
and trembling obedience, is one which no -Wise man 
can -wish permanently to continue. 	It is a dispo- 
sition, however, which no wise man will ,deny that 
it was necessary temporarily to create, if the mild 
uniformity of British .rule was ever again to be 
asserted in Delhi.' 	In 	connection' with these 
observations; it may be .stated that the cringing 
servility of the natives, so, manifest .at Delhi; was 
by no means' so.  evident in Onde and the Doab. A 
sullen haughtiness, or perhaps a fierce vindictive= 

, 
ness, was visible on the .countenances of a vet),  
large percentage of those 'natives with whom' the 	. 
British came into contact, telling of discontent or 
of hostile passion. 	• • 	. 	• 
' Of Rohileund' it ismot necessary to say Much in 

this ohapter. The•greater part of it still continued, 
. as it bad been for nine months,,in the hands of the , 
rebels; and in .addition to this; many of the escaped 
mutineer-:regiments froth' Lucknow had wipes: 
tionably directed' their steps to this province,' to 
swell the numbers of those who were in arms against 
the British.-  General Walpole was sent Out against 
them with a powerful column; .what he achieved,. ' 
we shalt see in the proper place. • 	. 	.  
- That part of Rohilcund -which' constitutes 'the 

' Hills,',the group of healthy hill-stationsat the base 
of the. Himalaya; though nearly cut 'off from 'COM-
municatiOn with the Junnia regions, maintainedi 
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itself bravely, never once falling into the bands of ardour with which some of the natives of India ' 
the armed insurgents. .ColonelM'Causlatid, military joined in waging battle With others. 	During the  
commandant in Kutintoni. so  steadily and watch- first and second Sikh Wars, the sepoys of the 
fully maintained British interests in that remote Bengal native armylinqUestionably fought heroic- 
hilly province, that he generally detected hostile ally against the Sikhs,' winning battles in a way 
machinations in time to frustrate them. 	He had ' that excited the admiration of their British officers. 
chiefly Goorkhas for troops, Rohilcund rebels for , And now the , Sikhs shewed themselves equally 
Opponents ; and he seldom failed to battle and  willing to aid the British *against the sepoys, and 
defeat those rebels, whether his force were great equally able to vanquish them in the field, 	Two . 
or small. 	Early in ' March 'he 'heard that the inferences may legitimately be drawn from this— 
insurgents had sent a detachment 	to 	tolled that success depended rather on the British officers 
revenue—that is, to' plunder—at Sitargunje, a than on the kind of troops whom they com- 
place twenty-five miles from his 'camp at Held- manded , and that the maintenance of an army 
wane. 	He determined to surprise them; and formed of any one nation in India is not so safe 
although the success was not so great as he could as the admixture of nationalities, each to act as a 
have wished, through the unexpected absence of check upon the other. 	The subject is adverted to 
the larger part of the enemy's force, still those who , 
were met with. were speedily vanquished. 	He: 
intrusted the enterprise to Captain Baugh, who 

in .this :place, because the month of March wit-
nessed the return of the Guides to Peshawar, and, 
the honours that' marked that event. 	It will be 

commanded the Nepaul Contingent in the Kumaon remembered * that this celebrated corps, chosen 
brigade. 	Baugh started off on the evening of the among,  the Bunjanbees for their activity and intel- 
3d, taking with him about 220 horse and foot, and ligence,,,donsisted of two small regiments, one of 
two mountain howitzers. 	To expedite matters, 
he mountedhis infantry and artillery on elephants; 

infantry  and one of cavalry ; that they made an 
extraordinary march of 750 miles, from Peshawar 

but during the night his progress was retarded to Delhi, in the hot -weather of June 1857 ; and 
`by an elephant carrying one of .,the mountain that they served Most gallantly in the operations 
howitzers falling sick.' 	Arriving - at 8itargunjO against that , city during the' autumnal months 
early in the morning of the 4th, he found that the 
main body of rebels had departed on the preceding 

They remained until February in and near Delhi, 
and then returned to their native country. 	Major- 

day to a village about six miles distant. 	Most of geeral Cotton, commanding in . the Peshawur 
those remaining were within the government di ision, made a , point , of giving 	the 	gallant. 
tebseel, a high building fOrty or fifty yards square ; fellows an honorarY reception. 	He caused all the 
and these did not fight ; they fell or escaped, as troops in the Peshawur cantonment to be paraded 
their individual luck determined. 	Captain Baugh • on the 16th of March. 	On the' 'approach of the 
brought away from th'e place whatever he thought Guides to the parade-ground, the assembled troops 
might be most useful. ' Finding that the main saluted And the guns fired; the  major-general 
body of the insurgents, under Amid Huq, ntim- • ' delivered an address ; 4 i  feu de joie and an ordnance 
bored not less than 5000 men, with six guts, he salute of twenty guns followed; and the Guides 
did not deem it prudent to march after them marched past him in full military array. 	Captain 
with his little force to Buttoree, the village where Batty° who had commanded the cavalry portion 
they were on that day encamped,. about midway of theforce, was killed almost immediately on the 
between Huldwanee and Bareilly. arrival of the Guides at Dellis; but Captain Daly 

The Punjaub and Sirhind continued to be nearly lived to return. 	Cotton addressed Daly and his 
free from anarchy. 	Yet .there were symptoms companions first, welcoming them back to Pesh- 
which, if left unattended to, might have led to amour ; and then he addressed the Peshawur force 
evil. 	The 4th regiment • Bengal native . cavalry, 
one of the last remaining links in that fine army, 
was disarmed and unhorsed at Umballa during the 

generally, telling , them, • of the Nyonderful march 
which the Guides had made nine months before, 
and of their deeds at Delhi.,  `Within three hours 

month of March. After ten months of faithfulness, 
amid the treachery of so many of their compatriots, 
these troopers at length exhibited a tendency to 

after reaching 	Delhi, the . Guides 	engaged the 
enemy, and every one ' of their 	officers was 
wounded. 	Far nearly four,' months, officers and 

insubordination, not safely, to be overlooked. 	In men were almost constantly in action, sometimes 
the Punjaub generally the movements of troops twice a day. 	They took 600. men to Delhi, and 
were very frequent and rapid, chewing that the received 200 recruits during the siege. ' Not one 
authorities were well on, the alert. 	.Wishing to 'man deserted to the enemy or from the corps; but 
obtain a healthy 'military station west of the no less than 350' were killed and wounded; and 
Indus, the brigadier in command laid the founda- 320 fell to rise no more. 	I need not dwell 'on 
tion of Campbellpore,-A station named in honour 
of the commander-in-chief. 	This 	custom was ' 

their, separate deeds of valour, their general actions, 
their skirmishes, or their single combats; but as 

often adopted in India : 'witness Jacobabad and a specimen of the spirit that animated the corps, 
,fileemauabad. I will mention that a more boy, Singh by name, 

One of ,the most instructive facts brought to 
light during the wars of . the mutiny, was the • amp. xtv., p. 234. 

_ 	_ 	 . 	 . 	,. 	. 
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ben a wounded European soldier but Of 'the ' We may now eenvonient4 tarn our attention to 
battle.' 	.  Central India—that region, sputh of the Juana, in 

In connection with this subject, it may be which Mahrattas sad Band4as were so Strong. 
remarked that the personal • character of the : We have Stated in former Chapters that Sir Hugh 
British officers has always exorcised a very notable Rose,' a distinguished Bombay officer was placed 
influence over the native troops of India. 	'In in command of various regimeila and detachments 
Brigadier 	Hodgson's( 	Opinions 	on ' the 	Indian known collectively as the '' Ceatral India Field- 
Army, an anecdote is related, illustrative of the , 
power possessed over the sepoys by any com- 

force.' 	He was gradually Working his way north-. 
ward to the notorious . city Of  Jhansi, defeating 

minder whose prowess ,  'and genius they had rebels everywhere on Ifii road. ' 	Cu the 4th of 
learned to -Value. 	A' native officer, speaking to March, Sir Hugh Rose was enabled to telegraph 
him of events which he had himself witnessed; the following news, item hit camp at Peeplia : 
said : 'During the campaign against the'Mahrattas, 
in.  the year 1804, we made a tremendous forced 

' Yesterday, the troops under lily 'commarid forced 
the pass of MudenpOre, . after a' short but very 

march of 54 Miles in' 30 hours, and surprised vigorous resistance. The' troops, British and native, 
Holkar .and 'his .cavalry at 	Fajrrrickabad,• and 
rented them with great 	slaughter, 	We' had 

behaved gallantly. 	The pass is er.tremely strong, 
and the enemy suffered severely. 	They numbered 

Marched 250 Miles In 13 days. 	The troops had about 4000 or 5000 Pathans and tundelas, and 600 
been upon very short commons' for some time ; or 700 sepoys of the 52d and other regiments. 	I 
and you, sir, know what a tyrant a hungry belly sent Major Orr in pursuit; and he eat up 50 or 60 
is. 	The sepahees (sepoys) began• to be very loud rebels, of whom a large properties were sepoys. 
in their grumblings, and expressed their discontent the enemy are scattered in every direction. 	They 
pretty freely. 	This was reported. 	A short time have abandoned the little fortress of Seraj; a fort 
afterwards, Lick Sahib Balladeer (Lord Luke) was • or arsenal.  which is the property , of the Rajah 
observed riding past the column eating dry pulse. of Shagurh, in which I shall have a small force 
This fact spread rapidly through the ranks ; and to keep up my communication with' .Ittugor. 	I am 
from that moment, not the whisper of a murmur 'now in 	communication with my •)4Irst brigade 
*as heard. 	I believe, sir, had a man grumbled ' (under Brigadier Stuart) at Chendaree, and this 
after that, be would have run the risk of being , 
put 'to' death by his companions-,-suell'• waS the 

' gives Ine.Command Of the -whole of the country up 

love and veneration the sepahees had for Lick 
to Thansi

' 
 with the exception. of two or three 

forts, which I can 'take.' 	About a week later, he 
Sahib Bahadoor.' sent news to Bombay that the capture of the pass 

Some of the half-savage mountain tribes of of Mudenpore--Lon the line of hills which separated 
Peshawar and the Afghan frontier gave ocpasional the British district of Sanger from the little state 
trouble'; but neither there nor in Bincle were the ' of Shagurli—and the defeat of the rebels on the 
authorities prevented from sending reinforcements ' 3d; had produced advantagei far exceeding those 
to the more troubled provinces. 	In connection at first anticipated by him. 	The rebels had sue- , 
with Sinde, it M ay be mentioned that Mr Frere, 
commissioaer. of .that 'province, communicated a 

ess cively abandoned several 	stronghelds which_
tb6y had possessed=-first 'the fort' of .3'eraj, with 

singular document to Lord Elphinstone, governor , four guns, a rude manufactory for powder, shot 
of the Bombay presidency. 	It was not directly and shell, carriages and tents ; then the 'town and 
connected with the mutiny or it's instigators ; 'but fort of MurroWra, with 'a triple lino of defences ; 
was nevertheless deemed important by Mr Frere, 
as illustrating phases of Hindoo 'character con- 

then the town and fort 'of Multhone ; Mixt the pass 
. 

corning which Europeans know so little. 	The fault. 	Consequently, when this unfortunate man returned hoMo'  
information was given by Mr Macdonald, deputy- 
collector of Larichana, in his weekly digest under 

and reported the death of the donkey, he was at ones told that, 
ri'destsh'Io‘ree'lin.peasgfraitht,ItrroTiringer:rere."orrrattr4 

'We date 20th of March. 	transcribe it in a foot, 
note. '11' 	 . 

with him, nor hold any intercourse whatever with hint. 	As the 
poor man thought the ass's death was in no way brought about 
by any fault of his, be appealed to the punchayets Minden  Juries . 	• 	 . of live persons each, of latrkhana, Guerrilla, and Rumbas', other 

*' A. eirciernstanee well worthy of note has taken place daring large towns in the Larkbatus district. 	They returned answer 
the last week; it calls for remark, inasmuch as it exposes the that the punohayet of Hansel was wrong in its decision, and 
peculiar superstitions of the Hinds.° shopkeepers of this country. that they acquitted the man of all blaMe as to the cause of the 
In the talooka of Huseerabnci, below the hills which form the ass's death. • A, controversy was at once raised throughout this 
western boundary of Slade, and not far south of the jaghiro of ' part of the country, and it ended in ail the punchayets of the 
Ghylvee Khan, the Birder of the Chandia tribe, there stands the 
ancient and still important town of Hamel. 	It is situated on a 

towns of the Elitella eountrY siding With the mmohayet of Iiintnal,, 
and the putioltnyets of the towns on the plain near the. river 

mound close to the great Western Trunk-road, which runs from taking part with Larklutne. 	The dispute came to 'a climax 
the town of Dost Alice, in Kumbur, to• that of Gool Mt:homed during the past week, when the Larithana punchayet, IA the 
Luggarco; this pert of the countryin annually flooded by the hill. name and acting OM the minor towns near the river, Issued a • 
torrents, and for this reason all the towns are built on eminences, 
and surrounded by strong blinds. 	About twelve months ago, a 

notice that the Ilindoos of these towns would no longer associate 
With, nor have any intercourse with those of Hamel, Ohybise 

certain shopkeeper of the town went 'out to his field with his Dittman, and othor towns of the Katona country, 	This challenge 
donkey to work. 	On returning in the evening ho loaded the ass, 
and was proceeding homewards, when the animal fell down and 

was at once accepted, and the punehayeta of the Kutch& country 
issued a counter-notice, forbidding all Hh,doos of their towns to 

died. • The Hindoos of that town consider that if, through any bold intercourse withthoso of the district towns above mentioned; 
man's carelessness', the death of a beast of burden is caused, that marriages before agreed upon have been broken off, agencies' 
man must make a pilgrimage to the town of Narrainsir, a few broken up, partnerships dissolved; and oven the tith of relationship 
miles south of Iateput, in the Rtmn of Kutch, and there, shaving are no longer binding. 	To such en extent do the superstitious 
his head and performing other numerous Ceremonies, expiate his feelingsOates° man act upon their social conduct.* 	' 	i 
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of Goonab; then the pass and town of Murat; and of the Owalior Contingent. The fort—consisting of 
lastly, the fort of Oornel Gurh. 	As all the passes a strong rampart of sandstone, flanked by circular 
had been fortified and barricaded, their precipitate towers, and crowning a high hill—was in the hands 
abandonment by the rebels was fortunate for Sir of insurgents at the date now under notice ; and it 
Hugh. 	Another result was the occupation by him was Brigadier Stuart's duty to capture it. 	After 
of the hitherto independent district of Sliagurh ; cannonading on the evening of the 16th, he formed 
the rajah having joined the rebels, Sir Robert a practicable breach in the walls, and resolved 
Hamilton and Sir Hugh Rose resolved to punish to take the place by assault on the following 
him by `annexing' his small territory, or at least morning. 	This he did 	very effectually. 	The 
occupying it until instructions could be received 
from Calcutta. Accordingly, on the 10th of March, 
the British flag was hoisted at Murroavra, in 

25th and 86th regiments, by an impetuous rush, 
carried everything before them. 	Captain Keating 
was severely wounded whilst foremost with the 

Sliagurh, in presence of Rose's second brigade, 
under a salute of twenty-one guns. 	The encamp- 

storming-party. 	The enemy mostly escaped, on 
account of the simple failure of a letter. 	On 

ment of the brigade at this time was about twenty- the preceding evening, the brigadier received a 
five miles from Jhansi. 	Rose and Hamilton were message informing hint that Captain Abbott was 
well on the alert; for Balla Sahib, brother of the within available distance with a considerable body 
Nene, was at that time heading an army of rabble, 
and levying contributions in various parts of 

of irregular cavalry; and in return a letter was 
despatched to Abbott, requesting him to gallop 

Bundelcund. 	What troops this rebel had with forward and invest the north side of the fort. This 
him, was not clearly known ; but it was found letter did not reach Abbott in time; and as a eon- 
that the Rajah of Chuanpore had been mulcted sequence, there was no obstacle to the escape of 
by him of seven lacs of rupees; and the Rajah of the rebels northward. 	All the guns, eight of iron 
Churkaree, resisting a similar demand, had had and two of brass, were taken. 	The fort was given 
his town destroyed by fire, and was compelled to up to the keeping of one of Soindia's lieutenants 
take refuge in his fort. 	Mr Came, British resident or soubahs, in friendly relation with the British; 
in Churkaree, narrowly escaped capture at the and the inhabitants of the town resumed their 
hands of the rebels. peaceful avocations, apparently glad to get rid of 

While Rose was thus engaged, Brigadier Stuart, 
with the first brigade of the Central India Field- 

the presence of the rebels. 
Stuart's operations at Chendaree greatly facili- 

force, 	was clearing out 	various 	rebel 	haunts tated the advance of Sir Hugh Ruse towards 
in districts lying southward of Jhansi. 	On the Mewl. 	He marched on, with the second brigade 
morning of the 6th of March, Stuart's column or of his Central India Field-force, and reached that 
brigade set out from his camp near the Chendaree blood-stained city on the 21st of March. 	He gave 
fiat, and marched site or eight miles to Khook- a sketch of his operations from the 20th to the 
wasas, a fort near which a large body of rebels 25th in the following brief telegraphic form : `On 
were assembled. 	The route being through a thick the 20th my cavalry invested as much as possible 
jungle nearly the whole distance, the 25th and the fort and town of Jhansi. 	The next day tho 
86th regiments advanced cautiously, in skirmish- rest of my force arrived. 	The rebels have fortified 
lug order. 	Arriving at a small pass near the the walls of the town, and, shutting themselves 
fort, Stuart found that the enemy had barricaded up in the town and fort, have not defended the 
the road, and lined the hills on either side with advanced position of Jhansi: 	The ranee has left 
matchlock-men. 	The engineers soon cleared away her palace in the town, and has gone into the fort. 
the barricades ; while a small party of the 86th The rebel garrison numbers about 1500 sepoys, of 
rushed up the hills and dislodged the matchlock- whom 500 are cavalry, and 10,000 Bundelas, with 
men. 	Shortly afterwards, however, it was aster- 30 or 40 cannon. 	Their position is strong; but I 
tamed that the chief body of the enemy had taken 
up a position behind the wall of au enclosure about 

have occupied two good positions, one a breaching, 
the other a flanking one. 	I have been delayed by 

a mile from the fort. 	The 86th dashed forwards the want of a plan of Jhansi, and consequently 
to gain this enclosure; two of the officers Lieu- have been obliged to make long and repeated 
tenant Lewis and Captain Keating, climbed to its reconnaissances, 	I opened a flanking fire, vertical 
top before any of their men, and jumped down and horizontal, yesterday (the 25th), and hope to 
into the interior of the enclosure. 	The troops soon open a breaching fire to-morrow, or at latest the 
cleared out the enclosure, and then pursued their next day.' 	We shall see in a later page that Sir 
operations against the fort itself. 	Working his Hugh completely succeeded in his assault, early in 
way steadily onwards, defeating and expelling April. 
bodies of insurgents from neighbouring villages, The present may be a proper place in which to 
Stuart was at length enabled, on the 17th, to advert to a matter which greatly agitated the 
capture the fort of Chendaree itself. 	This place, 
situated in Malwah, about a hundred miles from 

public mind from time to time, both in - England 
and India—namely, the conduct of the insurgents 

Gwalior, is in a district which was assigned by towards those of the British who unfortunately 
Scindia in 1841, according to agreement with the fell into their power. 	Jhansi was one of the 
British government, to assist in the maintenance stations in respect to which horror was most 
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distressingly expressed.. 	The 	morbid taste for lives. 	No sooner, however,, wore the fort-gates 
horror engendered by the incidents of the Revolt opened; than the rebels entered, bound the men, 

,.Ove rise to. many exaggerations. . The terrible news • and. tobk them as well as the women and, children 
from Delhi;. Cawnpore,. Jhansi; and other places, to a. place outside the city-walls .called. the Jokun 

• during the early months of the struegle, produced 
mischief . in 	two ways.; 	it created 	a 	demand 

Bagh. , Here the men were placed . in one group, 
and the, women and children . in another. • The , 

,for indiscriminate sanguinary vengeance; and it , 
produced a tendeney; not •nnly to .believeahut to 

rebels and 	the 	ranee's 	armed 	servants, then 
.murdered all the, men, Major Skene, being' the first 

exaggerate, all rumours of atrocities as committed cut down by, the jail darogah, one Bukshish Ali. ! 
by the natives.. In England as well as at Calcutta, After this the women and children were put to ' 

• controversies almost of a fierce character arose  death with swords , and spears. 	The dead bodies 
on these points; the advocates on one .side treat- were stripped, and left two. days in the ,Jokun 
ing it as a point of honour to believe the tragedies Bagh, when they were all thrown into a neigh- , . 
in their worst form ; • while those on . the other, in • bouring stream. • 	Shortly after the writing of 
bitter terms demanded proof that the rumours were Captain Pinkney's report, a letter was sent to the 
'true. "It was extremely difficult to disprove any 
statements concerning atrocities committed ; for 

supreme government by Sir Robert Hamilton, 
political agent in Central India, in which a few 

in most eases there were no Europeans left behind of the facts were somewhat differently stated. 
to 	give. trustworthy testimony. 	Circumstances 
became known, during the progress of the military . 

According to his . account, when the unhappy , 
Europeans reached, the Jokun Bagh, 'they were 

operations, which led to an inference that, though „stopped on the roadside under some trees. 	They 
inhuman slaughter of innocent persons .nnques- ' 
tionably took place soon. after Delhi fell into, the 

were accompanied by a crowd of mutinous sepoys, 
irregular, so wars,disaffected police, fanatic Mussul- 	. 

hands of the insurgents, it was not preceded by so ,mans, men in the service of the ranee, inhabitants 
much 'of hideous barbarity towards the women and of, the town, and rabble. 	Here Bukshish 4li, jail 
children as had at first been reported and believes'. datogali, called out: " It is the ressaldar's order that 
It also became more and more evident, as time all should be killed ;" and immediately cut down 
advanced, that many of the inscriptions on the Captain (Major) Skene, to whom he was indebted 
wall of the slaughter-room at Cawnpore must have for his situation under government. 	An indis- 
been written after, the departure or death of the , 
hapless persons! whose writing they professed to' 

criminate slaughter  of the' :men, 	women, 	and ' 
children then' commenced ; all were mercilessly 

, 	be, by some, one who failed to see the cruelty of destroyed, and their, bodies left' strewn , about the 
the 'hoax he was perpetrating. . This subject is ' 
adverted to in the present, place, because the month , 
of March lightened a little the terrible severity of . 

road, Where they remained until the third day, 
when, by permission of the same ressaldar, they 

, were all buried in two gravel-pits close by.' 	Exe- 
the story of Jhansi, one of those which made a crable as thiewas, it was far less harrowing than 
distressing impression on the public mind. 	It will the newspaper narratives which had given rise to. 
be remembered * that, early iu June of the pieced- the investigation. 	Captain Pinkney ascertained 
ing year, the British at Jhausi, upwards of fifty in that • the total number of Europeans thus barbar- 
number, were all put to death by the insurgents, 
acting at the instigation of a woman, the ranee or 

ously murdered was sixty-seven, of whom just 
about one half were. women and children. 	Sir 

•chiefunness of Jhansi ; the destruction was so corn- Robert Hamilton caused the ground around the 
plete, that no European .was left to, tell the true two gravel-pits to be cleared, and an enclosing wall 
in oidents., 	Nine months afterwards, in the month to be built; lie and all the other officials, on a selected 
of March, some. ,t., of the English newspapers in day, attended afuneral-service at the spot, delivered 
India• gave a detail of revolting indignities, said to 1 by the Rev. Mr Schwabe, chaplain to the station ; 
have been inflicted ou the females of the party at and ho also planned the erection of an obelisk. 
Jhansi—greatly adding to the distress already felt Strange that India should become the ground for 
by the relatives of -the murdered persons. 	Jhansi so many obelisks and crosses erected, in memory of 
had by. that time been restored to , British rule ; Europeans ruthlessly murdered by natives. 	One 
and Captain Pinkney, superintendent of, Jhansi, hundred and two,  years before,. in 1756, Suraj-u- 
Jaloun, and .Chendaree, .determined to ascertain Dowlah, after conquering Calcutta from the Corn- 
how far the real facti could be got at, 	After a parry's servants, drove a hundred and forty-six 
diligent inquiry in various quarters, he arrived at 
a belief that the massacre, however barbarous, 
had not been deepened in. atrocity by the frightful 

adult Europeans, on a sultry June evening, into a, 
dungeon only twenty feet square; and of those 	' 
miserable creatures, a hundred, and twenty-three 

circumstances put forth in the newspapers. 	The 
truth appeared to him to be as 'follows : When the 

died,  during the night, of heat, thirst, prelesur;b, 
suffocation, and, madness. 	An obelisk was afterr  

British in the fort were unable longer to hold out :wards set up, to mark this terrible 'Black Hole of 
through want of food, they. surrendered to the Calcutta' 	And now, in the middle of the nine- 
rebels, who swore that they would,spare all their teentIrcentury, the English again found themselves 

engaged in erecting these damning memoriali of 
6  Chap. Xi., p. 179. native brutality, at Cawnpore and at Jhansi: 

I 	I 
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Leaving Jhansi and its mournful recollixtions for , 
. 	 i 	. hostilities agitilla the British.:_ do far as concerns 	o  

,st 4hile, we pa,?!over from the Mahmtta territories ,the..operations of, the month of March,: 'those of 	' ki ,.. 
into Itajpootana ; where mineereus. lie* chieftains ,the ,Kotah insurgents were the' chief that. etiltier,' '' 	• 
kept the territory in a state of much Agitation. attention. 	We have itt former pages Minded to. sk., 
There .were scarcely any of the mutinied 'Bengal ' Rajpootana Fielthforce,' fort-lied of several regi,,,  
regiments in that part...of-India.; but the Kotah ; ments 'sent up froin-Bombay. 	The; Alit .division . ; 
Contingent, and ether auxiliary corps which had  of this force set forth . from Nuseembad on the 
revolted, sided with • some of the chieftains in 10th of March,. for service 	against' Kotah. 	, It 
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consisted 'of II.A.U.' ,95th foot, a. wing of the. 83d, , batteries •wonld have 'tete erected on. the opposite 
the lOth Bombay itifantry,.. the p.inde • horse,, and side„of the river. 	The approach to. it by land from 
some horse and foot artillery. 	Siege-material of Nuseerabad.-was also beset by. many obstacles. 	'it 
formidable character accompanied the; . column ;, 
comprising eighteen field-pieces; 'of which ten were 

would be necessary to traverse the Mokundurra 
Pass, a long and narrow 'valley between two 

8-inch mortars And lioivitzers, and an immense • parallel ranges of hills, easily rendered formidable 
supply of ammunition. 	The second diirisiony,:that by a small' nninher of men. , , It was altogether a 
started on  the following day,, consisted of IF.M. larger and' more important . operation' than the 
72.1 loot, • a wing of the 83d; . the '1st Bombay conquest orthe numerous petty forts , with which 
Lancet* , a mountain train, Brown's btAtery,.arid 
au engineering corps. 	The , 8th, Hussars; witll 

1.tajpoOtatia: abounded. 	Many persons fin India,,  
thought that those forts ,might ,safely be left to 

.detachments of horse and 	foe --artillery, ,were themselves ;  since the, hill-chieftains , -were more - 
afterwardS , to 'jein the columns. , 	Several of fthe frequently inCited by hostilityc toWards each other 
guns .in the siege-train were drawn by elephants. than towards the British, and sinceit was verylittle 
Brigadier-general 	Lawrence 	diccompanicd ;  , this better than a waste of, power to pursue them. into 
field-force, but only in 'a political capacity.; the' the wilds and:jungleswhich, intersect that.part of 
military, command was held 	General Roberts. ,by India. 	One favourable circumstance in connection ' 
The conquest of Kotah was 'Coked forward .t . as a with Kebab was, that the rajahwas faithful, and as , 
difficult 'enterprise, not 'only trim' the force Of the much Opposed 'as the British to, the insurgents, 
enemy in men .and gabs, but front the peculiar The middle of the month Was occupied by the 
position of the town itself, 	Kotah is bounded by march ,of Roberts's force from Nnseerabad, over a 
the deep river 'Cliumbul on oneside, and by a lake difficult country. 	Surmounting all obstacles, 1116 
on the other;. and there was a probability,  that ; 

. 	 . 
general ,arrived at Ketalt on the 1,2d of March, 

. 	. 
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and encamped a mile or two distant, on the north a clue to a conspiracy in which •severe.l. natives 	' 
bank of the Chumbul. 	The rebels were in posses- —Naga Ramchunder, Balla Bhoplay, Bhow Shrof 

. Mon of the south bank, having with them a power- Ohowdry, and others—were concerned ; having 	: 
fal array of guns, many of large calibre. 	The fort, 
the palace, and half the city, were held by the 

for its object the collecting of guns unknown to 
the British authorities, and the inciting of other 

rajah, with Rajpoots and troops from Kerowlie. natives to acts of rebellion. 	One of these men was 
On the 25th, a portion of the British, about 300 in the chief of Jainkhundie, one a mbney-lender, and 
number, under Major Heatley, crossed the river, to two others were Bminnins. 	The money-lender 
aid the rajah at a critical moment. The rebels had was supposed to have assisted the mutineers of 
that morning made a desperate attempt to escalade Kolapore, with pecuniary means for carrying on 
the walls, and drive the rajah's troops into their their operations. By lodging these mischief-makers 
only remaining stronghold, the castle ; but this in safe keeping at Belgaum and Satara, prepara;: 
attempt was frustrated; had it succeeded,, the tory to a trial, the authorities checked an incipient 
rebels would have commanded the ferry over the disturbance. 
river. 	Portions of H.M. 83d, and of the Bombay This little patch of country, inhabited to a con- 
troops, formed the small force which crossed the siderable extent by the southern Mahrattas, was 
river on the 25th. 	Two days afterwards, 600 men the only part of the Bombay. presidency south 
of H.M. 95th, with two 9-pounders, crossed over. of the city itself which was in any anxiety eon- 
On the .30th General Roberts was able to announce corning' the proceedings of the insurgents. 	And 
by telegraph, '1 this day assaulted. the town of indeed, northward of the • city, there were no 
Kotah with complete success, and comparatively ..manifestations of rebellion short • of the regions 
trifling loss. 	No officer killed. 	The whole town ' around ' Gujerat and •Rajpootana, ; 'where. even 
is in my possession.' 	Upwards of fifty guns wore ' Those who• were disposed to be peaceful found 
captured. 	The victory was gained by a clever themselves embarrassed and imperiled by the 
flank-movement, 	which 	turned 	the 	enemy's turbulence of their neighbours. 	In Onjerat, Sir 
position, and rendered their defences Useless, 	This Itichinond Shakespear commenced and steadily 
was a point in tactics which the rebels seldom tarried on a general disarming of the population. ; 
attended to sufficiently; they repeatedly lost battles the Oulcowar or native sovereign cordially assisted 
by allowing their flanks to be turned. Mtn) and the two together collected -many guns 

Eastward of the Mahratta and Rajpoot tern. and tlionsands.of strands of arms. As to the Madras 
tories, there were isolated bodies of insurgents hi prOaidency, it was quite at peace. 	'Prom Cattack 
the Saugor regions, between the Intim& on the in the north to Travancore in the south, there were 
north and Nagpoor on the south, 	hut deneral no rebellious regituents, and few chieftains who 
Whitlock, with a .field-force gathered from the Ventured it,  endanger their safety by disputing the 
Madras presidency, kept these rebels under some British t i‘ikj.' 	in the Nagpoor and Saugor terri- 
control. 	His movements, however, scarcely need toriet, belonging rather to the Bengal than to the 
record here. "  Madras :presidency, the elements of convulsion 

The South Mahratta country kept up just so surged occasionally, but not to a very alarming 
much disturbance as to demand the vigilant atten- extent: 	Tile NisaM's country was troubled in a, 	' 
tion of the authorities, without exciting any serious way which skews how desirable it is that orient,* 
apprehension. 	In the month of March there was should not be tempted by anarchy or weakness in 
much of this disturbance, near the frontier between the governing power. 	The regular troops were 
the two presidencies of Bombay and Madras, at tnoderately steady; but the news of mutiny eke, 
Belgaum. ' On the one side, the Bombay govern!. • where excited all the turbulent 'elements  of the 
ment offered' a large reward for the apprehension 
of three 	brothers, rebel leaders, Baba, Desaee, 

Deccan. 	Robber chieftains and city rtitlians, rose, 
not so Much against the British, as against any 

Nena Desaee, and Hunmunt Desaee; while the 
governor of the Madras presidency put in force 

Who had property to lose. The town of Mulgate, 
held by a' chieftain who commanded a motley 

a disarming statute on his side . of the frontier. band of Rohillas and Arabs, resisted the Nizarn's 
One of the leaders, Hunmunt Desaee, after many authority for some time ; but it fell, and the 
contests, was driven, with the wives and families leaders were taken prisoner. 
of others among the insurgents, into a tower' on This chapter will have shown that,, when the 
the summit of a peak in the Cooling range; it last 'day of March arrived, 'the attention of the 
was a one-storied structure, with a ladder leading military authorities in India was chiefly directed 
to an entrance trap-door. 	Such towers had been 
used by the military police in that range, and 

to those districts which had Azinighur, Bare*, 
Calpee, and Thansi for their chief cities,and which 

Hunmimt defended himself here as long as he swarmed With large bodieh of rebels ready to 
could. There were other traitors in this part of the make a desperate resistance. 	It Was left for the 
country. 	Towards the close of March, Mr Manson, 
one of the Cotnpany'S civil servants, obtained 

months of April and May to develop the ,strategic 
operations against those plaees 	 . 
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• Rolto. • . ,.... 	 , . 
So frequent is the mention, in rill 'matters relating to a systein of public competition Ulm established by the 

the local 	government 	of India, 	of `covenanted' 	and charter granted to the Company in that year), the appoint. 
` uncovennntesl' 	service, 	and so peculiar the 	duties , of meat of persons to this.favoured service was wholly in the 
those covenanted servants who bear or bore the title of patronage of the directors. After a certain amount of tuition 
' collectors '—that it may be well to sketch briefly the and examination, the young men (`writers,' as they were 
Company's remarkable system, so he as it refers to those sometimes called) were conveyed to India, where they pur- 
two subjects. 	The collectors and magistrates suffered 'sued further studies, chiefly in Oriental languages, at Cale 
mach and braved much during the mutiny, owing to their cutta, Madras, or Bombay. While so studying, they received 
peculiarly intimate relations with the natives; and their an `cut-of-employ allowance! 	At length they coninteneed 
duties deserve on that account a little attention in the employment as ' assistants' to' magistrates and collectors 
present work. 	Tier many reasons it will be desirable, as in country districts, as soon as they possessed a certain 
in the volume generally, to adopt the past tense in speaking amount of knowledge of vernacular languages, criminal 
of this system—ebeering in mind, however, that the system law, and revenue law. 	Their daily duties were partly 
was fully in operation diming the mutiny, except when magisterial, partly fiscal. 	After some years' practice, the 
the officials were actually driven away from their districts. • assistant was competent for promotion. 	Ile became eel- 

' Covenantal' and ' threovenanted' Service..-The 'set- lector or magistrate of a district, oder regulatidns differing 
vices' supported by the , East India Company were of in the dirlbrent presidencies. 	In' Bengal, the offices of 
four kinds—civil;  military, naval, and ecclesiastical. 	The judge, Magistrate, and collector were held by three different 
military has already been frequently noticed ' • the Company persons, all 'covenanted;' in the other' presidencies the 
supported a military force of something near three hundred offices of magistrate and collector were . held by the !tame 
thousand men, involving various engagements on the one 
hand with the British crown, and on the other with •native 

person ; 	in 	the 	' non-regulation • provinces' 	(Punjuub, 
Eagpoor, Shute, &c.), all three offices were hold by one 

princes, ' The naval service was limited to a force of about person. 	The local government had a voice in the selection 
sixty vessels and five thousand men, employed chiefly in sur- 
veying, coast-guarding, mail-convoyance, and the prevention 

of persons to fill these offices; but the principle of pro,  
motion by seniority was extensively acted on, and wee 

of piracy. 	The ecclesiastical service, maintained by the almost claimed as a right by the ' covenanted.' 	The 
Company for their own servants only, consisted of three salaries paid wore -Very munificent. 	The lowest assistant 
Church of England bishops, about a hundred and forty noels 	.4'500 per annum, and the amount rose gradually 
Protestant clergymen, three Roman Catholic, bishops, and to 41 ,000 per annum, the salary of a member of the 
about eighty Roman Catholic priests. 	The Protestants Supre re Council at Calcutta. 
were liberally supported; the Roman Catholics 	simply Su t vent the chief points of difference between the 
received a grant, in aid of larger funds to be derived by covenanted and uneovenauted services of the East India 
thorn from other quarters. 	But it was the civil service 
that constituted the most remarkable feature in the Cons- 

Company. 	It was not so much a.• distinction of race, 
colour, or treed, as a means of favouring selected persons 

pang's organisation, °interning all the persons engaged in in England, and of giving those persons a special education 
the collection of revenue or the administration of justice. to fit them for civil duties in India:. 

The civil service was of two kinds, covenanted and ' 	• . 
uncovenahted. 	The uneovenanted civil servants were very . 	, Cot/esters and Collixtorates.—We shall next notice in 
much like emp/oyes in other countries, paid reasonably for a succinct way the remarkable duties of each of the 
their 	services, but having no peculiar privileges —, no.  . covenanted civil servants as filled the office of, collector— 
declared provision for life, no claim to promotion by especially in those districts where the collector was also the 
seniority, no stipulated furlough or leave of absence, no magistrate. 	In the Northwest Provinces, to 'which the 
claimable pension. 	They comprised Europeans; Eurasians  mutiny was mainly confined, the collector-inagistrate of 
or half-castes, and natives. 	Subordinate duties, focal and ! each district was in 	many matters controlled by the 
judicial; were intrusted to them, according to their range commissioner Of the province in which the district wet 
of ability end Supposed honesty, as judged by the local situated ; but he had in a larger degree than the commis- 
governments. 	The Europeans in this 'class were chiefly . &nor an intimate knowledge of the villages and villagers 
persona who had gene out to India in sense other capacity, 
or were sons of officers already in service in India. 	The 

of India, theft' incomes, hopes, fears, wants, and peculiarb 
ties; and ho became mere deeply involved' in anxieties 

European and Eurasian ancovenanted servante barely reached and dangers consequent on the mutiny. 
three thousand in nunther. The class was mainly composed The term ' collector' very inadequately expresses the 
of natives—Mohammedans more generally than Ilindoes. status and duties of the official so named. 	So far from 
The employment of natives as uncovenanted servants of being a more tax-gatherer, he was a revenue judge, an 
the' Company was commenced by Lord William Bentinek executive district authority, with large powers and heavy 
(1828 	to 	1835); 	and 	steadily increased 	under 	other responsibilities. 	As 	collector 	and 	magistrate, 	he 	was 
governors-general: insomuch that the judicial adminis- responsible to two different departments—to the higher 
tration of the lower mule fell ,almost wholly into the judicial courts for his conduct as a magistrate, and to the 
hands of natives. 	The humbler offices in the revenue revenue department in all that concerned his collectorship. 
department were also filled by them. 	A few Of the Ile had two sets of assistants, with duties clearly defined 
nueovenanted servants received salaries stinging from £500 and separated. 	The magistefial duties being dismissed 
to £800 per annum; but in the greater number of instances without further description, as susceptible of easy comprel 
the amount was far lower. pension, we shall dwell only•on the collectorship. 

The covenanted servants comprised nominated or favoured The duties of the collector were fivefold. 	Ile was col- 
persons The, after receivins. a special education in the lector of goVernment revenue ; registrar of landed property 
Company's seminary at 	Iiaileybury, were subjected to in his district; revenue judge between landlord and tenant; 
examination in England, and then sent mit to India at ministerial officer 'of courts of justice; and treasurer and 
the Company's expense. 	They entered into a covenant, 
prescribed by ancient custom, ' That they shall obey all 

accountant-of the 'district. 	None but a man of varied and 
extensive' attaidmenta, united to zeal and industry, could 

orders; that they !hall discharge all debts; and that they adequately fulfil so many duties'; many of the great names 
shell treat the natives of India well.' 	Until 1553 (when in the recent years of Indian history are those of men 
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who laid the foundations for their greatness as collectors. where actual possession bad overborne law; it was 
The districts over which the colleetOrs presided varied a hind of Puttidaree founded on actuality rather 
greatly in size and wealth ; but in all eases they comprised 
several thousand villages each, and yielded revenue varying 

than right, 
Whichever of these 	systems 	prevailed, 	the 	Company 

from one to two hundred thousand, pounds per-annum—for respected it in assessing the land-tax • and thus each piece 
the *hole of which the collector was responsible. 	In the of land was represented in the tax-Looks by the name of 
whole of India, the c.ollectorates were somewhat under a a particular tax-payer or community of tax-payers. 	The 
hundred and seventy in number, for the most part identical actual assessment, the percentage on produce,depended on 
with districts, but in a few cases comprising whole pro- circumstances specially ascertained in each district; but 
silicas newly annexed; and these collectorates yielded, in the two ••gulding principles laid down by the Company, 
1856, revenue to the;  amount of about' thirty ndllions when they established a revenue-system for the Northwest 
sterling. Provinces were—that the. rate should be light enough to 

The collector-magistrate had generally two assistants, 
like himself 'covenanted' servants of the Company. Besides 

leave a wide margin of profit to the cultivators; and that 
it should he fixed without alteration for a considerable 

these there were ' uneovenanted' servants, European and period of years. 	The collector, knowing how much was 
native, sufficient in number for the duties to be rendered, assessed upon every village or every piece of land, was armed 
The district was marked out into sub-districts containing with powers sufficient to enforce payment. 	Whether the 
from one to two hundred villages each. 	The collector assessment was ' light' or not, wanist standing controversy 
resided at the head-station of the district, with a staff of 
clerks, writers, and record-keepers. 	Each sub-district was 

between those who respectively supported the zemindaree, 
the ryotwaree, and' the village systems, 	The Company's 

under the revenue management of a responsible native advocates generally urged that; though the ratio of tax 
officer; who had subordinates under him to keep bis . to produce seemed leas-y, any comparison with English 
accounts and conduct the details of his office. 	Carrying land-tax would be fallacious ; seeing that the villagers and 
down the classification still more minutely, every village in cultivators in India were not called upon to pay, in addi- 
every sub-district had its headman and its native accountant,. 
who were in intimate correspondence concerning the revenue 

tion 	to 	land-tax, any such 	imposts as 	excise, tithes, 
church-rates, county-rates, poor-rates, or income-tax. 	The 

of the village. 	. excellences and defects of the system, however, are not 
The chief official of the district, as collector of governs discussed here; we simply describe the system itself. 

meat revenuer  obtained this revenue mainly from three The collector,having a definite amount to receive, from 
sources—land-tax,. spirit and drug duty, and stamps. 	The • a definite number of villages, represented by a &finite 
second and third items wore so small in amount, that many number of persons, could neither increase nor lessen, anti- 
well-wishers of the Company urged the abandonment of oipate nor postpone, the tax, without special reasons. 	If 
those imposts ; and at anyrate only a small share of the col- a district suffered from drought, the government often 
lector's attention was devoted to them. 	The land-tax was deferred. or wholly remitted the tax; but this only under 
the great source of revenue ; and until the government of well-defined circumstances. The collector's register recorded 
India undergoes an entire revolution both in spirit and in. all changes in ownership or occupancy by death or private 
practice, such must continue to be the ease. 	So decided transfer; and as he know each year who ought to pay, be 
was the importance of this tax compared with all others, 
that of the thirty, millions sterling raised in 1856, 	no 

was intrusted with certain powers to enforce payment by 
imprisonment, distraint of personal property, annulment of 

less than seventeen millions resulted from land-tax. 	The lease, sequestration of profits, transfer of defaulting share 
land-tax formed the great fund out of which the vast to a solvent shareholder of the same community, farming 
expenses for the executive government, military and civil, 
were mainly paid. 	Hence the importance of the revenue- 

of the estate to a stranger, er sale by public auction. 
In most districts, until the time of the Revolt, the 

collector and his land-tax duties. 	The assessment of the collection of revenue was an easy task; occupying only a 
land, for the 'realisation of the tax, differed in different 
presidencies, according to the relations existing between 

portion of the colledor's thoughts in May and June, 
November and December. 	' So complete the machinery,' 

the state, the landowners, the farmers, and the labourers, said a writer in the Calcutta _Review, 'so prosperous the 
In Bengal the revenue was collected in gross from' great .provinces, so well adjusted the assessment, that the golden 
and powerful zemindars, the state having little or nothing shower fell uninterruptedly; and the collector, who had 
to do with the actual cultivators. 	In Madras no zeznindars without an effort of his own transmitted a royal ransom 

half-yearly to the public treasury, was scarcely aware of the or great men were recognised ' • the state drew the tax from 
the ryots or cultivators, each on his own bit of land. 	In financial featwhich he and his subordinates had performed.' 
Bombay the Madras system existed in a modified form. 	In Bid When a drought,' an inundation, or any great calamity 	• 
Oude nothing could he done till the annexation in 1856, 
when the peculiar thalookdoree system" laid a foundation 

interfered with the growth or harvesting of the crop, the 
collector's duties wore most trying and laborious; swing 

for many troubles in the following year. 	In the Northwest that he had to listen to petitions for relief or deay from 
Provinces the assessment depended. on the peculiar vlilage hundreds or thousands of villages in hit district. 
tenures,. which had existed from time immemorial, and His ordinary duties as a' collector of revenue occupied 	. 
according to which the ownership of the soil could not be  only a small portion of his time and thoughts, 	As registrar 
interfered with by the state so long as the village paid the 
revenue, 	Great as may have been, and great as were, the 

of lauded property, he kept maps and registers of /and, 
drawn out with a degree of minuteness scarcely paralleled 

differences between the Hindoo, Mohammedan, and English in any other country in the world; and these maps and 
governments, this village system maintained its ground registers were renewed or corrected annually, to show the 
century after century. 	The tenure of land in these pro- size, position, ownership, end crop of every 'cultivated field' 
pincer, recognised by the Company as tunong those insti- in the whole district 	As revenue judge between landlord 
tutions which they wished to respect, were mainly three in and tenant, le was often called upon to assist the reapon- 
number : nitric landowner to collect his rent from the cultivators, or 

Zcznindarce—denoting those estates where the pro- to assist the cultivator iii resisting oppression by the land- 
perty was held collectively without any territorial lord ; it was a duty requiring a knowledge both of law and 
division, whether the owners were one, few, or of revenue matters. 	As a ministerial officer of the commits 
many. of justice, he had to pUt in force, somewhat in the manner 

Puttidaree—those estates . where the property was 
partially or entirely divided, and held separately 

of a sheriff; all.  decisions of the judge relating to land, 
transfers of property; or arrears of laud-tax; and his local 

by the coparconera knowledge often enabled him to assist the judge in arriving 
.Bheacharuh---estates held by copareenary communities, at an equitable decision. 	As treasurer and accountant, he 

took care of the bags of silver coin in which the land-tax 
a Chap, axi., p. 360. and the other taxes wore chiefly paid;  tested and weighed the t 
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• • CHAPTER, XXVII. . 	 . 
13IS COSSIONS ON REBEL PUNISlilitNT$. 

. 	 • 

concerning 

entering on the military 
that marked the month 
it may be desirable to 

the phases of public feeling 
the amount of punish- 

to 'the mutineers and rebels 
The. discussions 	on 	this 

influenced the course. 
both by the military and 

; although it may not 	he 
the exact amount of that 
date at which it was felt. 

of Viscount Canning at 
to this matter, belonged to 

; some of the discussions in 
and at the 'India House, 

line of policy, belonged to 
will be useful to give a rapid 
of the nature of the discussion 
remarkable tone given to it 
England. 	All reference to 

the debates concerning the re-organisation 
Indian government, whether at 
itself, may more fittingly be postponed 
chapter, 
, Almost from the first, a large, 

'Anglo-Indian 'population. cried 
summary and sanguinary vengeance 
mutineers of all kinds, Mohammedan 
towns-people and country peasants. 
was idolised for a time by this class—not 
because he was a gallant soldier' 
Mender, as because he was supposed 
severe in his treatment of insurgents. 
has been adverted to in former 
the torrents of abuse that were 
governor-general for ' clemency '—a 

	

mocking and. bitter spirit. 	Many 
afterwards joined the ranks of 
the same governor-general for a 
be antagonistic to that of `clemency.' 
again mentioned here, owing 

, 	. 	. 	. 
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with a controversy that gave rise to formidable mary process ; authorising military officers to deal 
parliamentary struggles many months afterwards, with rebel towns-people as well as with revolted 
The proceedings of four 	different bodies—the sepoys; 	enabling the police to arrest suspected 
Calcutta governments  the Board of Control, the persons 	without the 	formality of a warrant; 
Houses of Parliament, and the Court of Directors making zernindars and landowners 	responsible 
—must be briefly noticed to show the course of for the surrendering of any ill-doers on their 
this controversy.. estates ; and other measures of a similar kind. 

At first, when the mutiny was 	still in 	its When, in tb.e month of July, Viscount Canning 
'e earlier stages, the friends and relations of those found it needful to check the over-zeal of some of 

who had suffered barbarous treatment at the the tribunals at Allahabad, who were prone to 
hands of the natives gave utterance to a wild hang accused persons without sufficient evidence of 
demand for vengeance, springing not unnaturally their guilt, he was accused of interference with the 
from au excited state of feeling. 	The following, 
from one of the Calcutta journals, is a 	fair 

righteous demand for blood. 	It is true, that these 
were, in the first instance, merely newspaper 

example of this kind of writing in its milder accusations; but as the English public looked to 
form : 	' Not the least amongst the 	thousand newspapers for the chief part of their information 
evils which will 	follow in 	the 	track 	of 	the concerning India, these controversies gave rise to a 
rebellion is the indurating effect it will have upon very unhealthy excitement ; and weeks, or even 
the feelings 	of our 	countrywomen when 	the months, often passed before the truth could be 
struggle is over. 	There are many hundreds of known—as was strikingly evidenced 'in the case of 
English ladies Who lie down nightly to dream of 
horrors too great for utterance; who 	scarcely 
converse except upon one dreadful subject; and 

the lieutenant-governor of the Central Provinces, 
whose supposed ' clemency ' (in a matter of which, 
as soon appeared, he knew absolutely nothing) was 

who would be found almost as willing as their held over him as a reproach for nearly four 
husbands and fathers to go out and do battle with months. 	In September appeared a proclamation 
the mutineers, f they could env insure the infliction at Agra, warning the natives of the possible con- 
of deep and thorough. vengeonwe. 	It is a contest with sequences of any complicity on their parts in the 
murderers who are not satisfied with their life's proceedings of the mutineers. 	Part of the pro- 
blood, that they have to expect daily. 	Their very clamation ran es follows: ' The government of 
servants are perhaps in league to destroy them. these provinces calls 	on all 	landowners 	and 
They suffer almost hourly worse than the pains of farmers, with their tenantry, and on all well- 
death, 	Many have already died by homicidal disposed subjects, to give all possible assistance 
hands; but more from the pangs of starvation and to 	the 	authorities 	in 	bringing 	those 	outcasts 
travel, from the agonies of terror and the slow (mutineers and rebels) to justice. 	Landowners 
process of exhaustion... And all this while friends and farmers of land, especially, are reminded of 
and relatives sigh vainly for the coming of the day of the terms of their engagement not to harbour or 
retribution.' 	The italicised passages sliew only a 
very moderate use of the words ' vengeance ' and 

countenance criminals and evil-disposed persons, 
The government requires proofs of the fidelity and 

'retribution,' but may suffice to indicate the feeling loyalty of all classes of its subjects, in recovering 
here adverted to. the arms, elephants, horses, 	camels, and other 

The Calcutta government, as has been duly government property, which have been feloniously 
recorded in the proper chapters, from time to taken by the offenders. 	All persons aro warned 
time issued orders and proclamations relating to against 	purchasing 	or bartering for any such 
the treatment which the mutineers were to receive, 
or which was to be meted out to non-military 

property of the state under the severest penalties ; 
and rewards will be paid to those who, imme- 

natives who should shew signs of insubordination. diately on obtaining possession of the same, bring 
There was, as one instance, the line of policy con- them to the nearest civil or military station.' 
tested between Mr Calvin and Lord Canning. The 
former issued, or intended to issue, a proclamation 

So Ler as concerns the imperial parliament, 
little took place during the year 1867 touching on 

to the mutineers of the Northwest Provinces, in the subject of the present chapter. 	The opposition 
which, among other things, he promised that party sought to shew that her Majesty's ministers 
' soldiers engaged in the late disturbances, who are were responsible for the outbreak ; some members 
desirous of going to their own homes, and who of both Houses broached their views concerning 
give up their arms at the nearest government civil the causes of the mutiny; others criticised the 
or military post, and 	retire 	quietly, 	shall be mode in which troops were sent to India ; some 
permitted to do so unmolested ;' whereas Lord condemned, others defended, Viscount Canning ; 

1 	Canning insisted that this indulgence or leniency many put forth suggestions concerning the future 
should not be extended to any regiments which government of India; many more sought to over- 
had murdered or ill-used their officers, or corn- whelin with guilt the East India Company; while 
raffled cruel outrages on other persons. 	Then missionaries, civil servants, Indian judges, aristo- 
there were several orders and statutes proclaiming cratic officers, favoured commanders, were made 
martial law in the disturbed districts; appointing frequent 	 debate—but the subjects of 	and warm 

members of the legislature generally held aloof commissioners to try mutineers by a very sum- 
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from that excessive demand for , a sanguinary and suspicion, if not more bitter feelings, between 
policy towards the insurgents, so much dwelt on by those who rule and those who are subject 	It is 
many of the Anglo-Indians. 	After passing an act, 
containing among other provisions clauses relating 

impossible that it should be otherwise, after the 
scenes which have 	been passed through, the 

to `The Punishment of Mutiny and Desertion of treacheries and murders—and worse than murders 
Officers and Soldiers in the Service of the East —that have been rife throughout the land. 	But, 
India Company,' parliament was prorogued on the gentlemen, you are bound to struggle with those 
28th of August. 	During the recess, the preas was feelings and subdue thorn. 	It will be vour duty 
busy on those accusations and reclamations already to remember that only a small part, an infinitesimal 
adverted to—in turn correcting, and corrected by, 
the official documents which from time to time 

part, of the population of India have been engaged 
in these frightful and scandalous outrages.' 	[Here 

appeared. 	Commercial troubles having agitated many striking instances of fidelity were brought to 
the country during the autumn, parliament met 
again on the 3d of December, for a short session 

notice.] 	' It would therefore, be most unjust to , 
bring the charge of treachery against the whole 

before Christmas. Although the purpose of meeting people of India. 	It will be your duty, under these 
was prescribed and limited, the members of the circumstances, to struggle against the 	suspicion 
legislature did not deem it necessary or desirable and 	distrust which have 	been engendered by 
to remain silent on a subject so uppermost in recent events, and to endeavour to win the affec- 
men's thoughts as the mutiny in India. 	Speeches tions of the people over whom you are called upon 
were made, motions brought forward, explanations to exorcise power. 	if we cannot govern India in 
given, and returns ordered, on the state of the that way, 	ought to give up the country and .we 
army, 	the mode 	of sending 	over troops, the come away.' 
conduct of the government, and various other When parliament met for the usual session, in 
matters bearing on the struggle in the East. 	The February, a question was put by the Earl of 
speech from the throne contained many allusions Ellenborough, concerning the policy intended to 
to that struggle, but none that bore on the mode be .pursued towards the rebels. 	Adverting to a 
of punishing the rebels. 	The Earl of Derby, in a rumour of some very wholesale series of military 
speech on the opening-night, sought to discourage executions in Central India, he said : ' Without 
the cry for vengeance raised in many quarters, questioning the justice of the sentence in that 
After urging that England should deal with the particular case, be. doubted if capital punishment 
mutineers in justice and not in revenge, be added: was so efficacious as a severe flogging. The natives 
`For every man taken with arms in his hands were not afraid of death, but shrank from corporal 
there ought to be a righteous punishment, and pain. 	Besides, it is quite impossible to hang all 
that punishment death. 	For those miscreants who the mutineers, and the continued exhibition of 
have perpetrated unmentionable and unimaginable unrelenting 	severity 	must . inevitably 	create 	a 
atrocities upon women, death is too mild a son- blood-feud between the natives and their European 
tence. 	On them should be inflicted the heavier masters.' 	Earl Granville, on 	the part of the 
punishment—a life embittered by corporal punish- government, replied that no particular instructions 
ment in the first instance, and afterwards doomed had been sent out to Viscount Canning on this 
to the most degrading slavery. Be they Brahmins matter, because the utmost reliance was placed on 
of the highest caste, they should be forced to the justice and firmness of that nobleman : ho 
undergo the lewest, most degrading, most hopeless added, that he agreed in the opinion that the 
slavery. 	But, while he would take this course, he frequent spectacle of capital punishment must 
earnestly deprecated the extension of a feeling of have the worst possible effect; and he concluded 
hostility to the whole native population. 	From by stating that the governor-general was directing 
letters which he had seen, he feared that every his thoughts towards the possibility of transporting 
white man in India who had suffered in any way some of the evil-doers to the Andaman Islands. 
by the mutiny came to regard every man with a .Now occurred a change in political matters 
black face as his enemy. 	Now, that was a feeling which threw 	Indian 	discussions 	into a new 
which should be restrained, if not by Christianity, 
at least by motives of sound policy. • Measures 

channel. 	Hitherto, the subject of the punishment 
of mutineers had been discussed in, parliament 

should be taken to convince the natives that the with reference rather to persons than to property. 
English are their masters ; but they must also be The ministry, however, having been changed ou 
convinced that the English are their benefactors. grounds quite irrespective of Indian affairs, and 
We should not try to govern India by the sword the Earl of Derby having succeeded Viscount 
alone' 	This sentiment was also well expressed Palmerston as premier, India was dragged into . 
by Mr Mangles, chairman of the East India Corn- the consequences of this change. 	The Earl of 
pang, at the Haileybury examination on the 7th Ellenborough, admitted on all hands to be a well- 
of December. 	Addressing the assembled pro- informed statesman on Indian matters, however 
fessors, prizemen, students,. and Company's officers opinions might differ concerning his temper and 
present, he adverted to the sudden 	rupture of prudence, was appointed president of the l3oard of 
friendly relations in India, and added : 'For many Control. 	When governor-general of India, many 
years to come, there must exist strong mistrust years earlier, he had been in frequent collision 
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with the Etist India Company, as represented both 
• 

0 nmittee of the Court of Directors bad sent a 
by the Court of Directors and by the Calcutta let, T to the govethor-,general in council, dated the 
government ; and it was thought probable that 244, of March, relating to the treatment which it 
his new assumption of authority in Indian affairs was' lesirable that rebels and mutineers should 
would be marked by something notable and receive. 	Ilf,o peculiar and anomalous were the 
important. 	It was so. 	The singular termination functions of this Secret Committee, that although. 
of his ministerial career was closely and imme- nominally belonging to the Court of Directors, it 
diately connected with the. subject to which this_ was little other than the mouthpiece of the presi- 
chapter relates, in a way that may now be briefly dent of the Board of Control. 	The letter was 
narrated. really from the Earl of Ellenborongh, rather than 

At first this question of punishment had to be from any one else. 
discussed by the new government in the same Before pursuing this narrative, it may be well to 
manner as before—that is, in relation 	to 	the say a few words concerning the organisation and 
sanguinary vengeance advocated by many writers functions of this Secret Committee—one of ' the 
of letters and newspaper articles, 	especially at many anomalies connected with our government 
Calcutta. 	On the 18th of March, Mr Rich moved of 	India. 	Mr 	Arthur Mills 	(India in 	1858) 
in the House of Commons for the production of described the relation between the Secret Com- 
certain papers which he expected would throw mittee, the Court of Directors, and the Board of 
light on 	this 	matter. 	lie contended that the Control, in the following terms: `The Court of 
conduct of the army, in the punishment of the Directors meets weekly at the East India House 
insurgents, was merciless and cruel. 	Ile gutimited for the transaction of business, the ordinary details 
the necessity of requiring the authorities in India of which are discharged by three committees— 
to 	act strictly up to the 	instructions of 	Lord 1. Finance and home ; 2. Political and military ; 
Canning, who, he thought, deserved honour for 3. Revenue, judicial, and legislative. 	There is also 
his firmness and humanity. The Calcutta journals, 
he asserted, recommended . that Oude should be 

a "Secret Committee," with peculiar functions alto-
gether diffhrent from those of the three ordinary 

made one wide slaughter-house, in which extermi- committees. 	The office of the Secret Committee 
nation should be the rule rather than the excep- is purely ministerial. 	It.receives from India all 
tion ; and it was but right that the government dispatches 	on 	niattors with respect 	to which 
should at once check 	this 	terrible feeling 	of secrecy is 	deemed important—including 	those 
sanguinary animosity. 	Most of the speakers in which relate to war, peace, or negotiations with. 
the debate that followed agreed in the view taken native powers or states within the limits of the 
by Mr Rich; hind more than one of them broached charter, or other states or princes ; and forwards 
the doctrine that the,  insurgents in Oude ought such dispatches to the Board of Control. 	The 
not to be treated like' rebel sepoys—seeing that, 
whether wisely or unwisely, they were fighting for 
what they deemed national independence. 

Secret Committee also transmits to India, after 
signature, dispatches 	prepared by that Board, 
which it is bound to do, under oath, "without 

During the first half of the month of April, 
nothing occurred in parliament involving any very 

disclosing the same." 	The Secret Committee is 
composed, as prescribed. by act of parliament, of 

great collision of opinions on this particular subject; three directors. 	The court may elect whom they 
but towards the close of the month a clashing of please; but the chairman, deputy-chairman, and 
views on Pude affairs became manifest to the public. senior member of the courts  are almost invariably 
Throughout the first ten months of the mutiny, 
while Viscount Palmerston was at the head of 

appointed. 	The papers of the Secret Committee 
are in charge of the examiner at the East India 

affkirs, the opposition party, in both Houses of House, who is clerk to the committee. . • . 	There 
Parliament, frequently appeared as advocates for 
the deposed royal family of Oude, dwelling on the 

is also a secret department in the Board of Control, 
for the purpose of carrying on written and oral 

injustice involved in the ,deposition. 	Much of this communications with the Secret Committee of the 
advocacy may have been sincere, but much also Court of Directors. 	The oral communications are 
was mere special pleading ; for the speakers well for the most part carried on through the president 
knew that, if in office, they would not and could personally ; in the written communications he is 
not seek to undo what had been done. 	No sooner assisted by a senior clerk, and occasionally by the 
did a change of ministry take place, than the new secretaries of the Board. 	On the arrival of secret 
occupants of office became much more cautious in dispatches from India, the copy intended for the 
denouncing the `annexation of Oude ;' seeing that, 
if an iniquity at all, it was one in which the Marquis 

Board is sent to the senior clerk in the secret 
department, who prepares,aprgds of all the letters 

of Dalhousie, the Calcutta government, the Court and enclosures, which he lays before the prosi- 
er Directors, the Crown, and both Houses of Parlia- dent ;. who thereupon gives him instructions, oral 
ment, were all implicated. 	Every one now saw or written, for the preparation of an answer, or 
that the practical question before the country was sometimes drafts one himself. 	It is then copied 
—not the rights or wrongs of the annexation— in official form, and transmitted to the Secret 
but the treatment of insurgents engaged in the Committee of the East India House.' 
warlike struggle. It became known that the Secret The secret dispatch, produced by the authority 
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here described, began by expressing a hope * that, 
as soon as Lucknow should fall before the con- 

unquestionably something strange in the mode of 
proceeding ; for the dispatch, although not made 

quoting arm of Sir Cohn Campbell, the governor- known to the Court of Directors until he morning 
general would feel himself sufficiently strong to act of the 7th, had been communicated to certain 
towards the natives with the generoSity as well members of both Houses on the 6th. 	Earl Grane 
as the justice which is congenial to the British vide urged that, if the government wished to get 
character. 	The subsequent paragraphs laid down rid of Viscount Canning, the usual course might 
the propositions that it would be better, except in have been adopted for so doing ; but that it was 
aggravated instances, to award punishment such as neither just nor generous to keep him in office, and 
is usual against enemies captured in regular war, 
than against rebels and mutineers—the exceptions 

yet give publicity to such insulting censure on him. 
The Earls of Derby and Ellenborough replied that 

being those in which the fighting by the insnrgents it was not intended to dismiss Viscount Canning, 
`exceeded the licence of legitimate hostilities ;' that or even to censure him ; but to induce him to 
the insanity of ten months ought not to blot out Make such modifications in his proposed proclarnaa 
the recollection of a hundred years of •fidelity ; tion as would render the policy adopted in Oude 
that the punishment of death had been far too less severe. 
frequently awarded ; 	and 	that 	the 	governor- It pow becomes necessary to attend to this much- 
general ought sternly to resist the • entreaties of canvassed proclamation itself, before noticing the 
those who would urge him to the adoption of a further debates concerning it. 
sanguinary policy. The proclamation in question, and the explana- 

The 6th of May was the date on which the battle 
may be said to have begun in parliament, on the 

tions bearing on it, were dated at a period when, 
from the absence of an electric telegraph between 

policy to be pursued towards Oude. 	Mr Bright, 
in the House of Commons, asked the ministers 

England and Indira they could not of course be 
known in the former country. 	On the 3d of 

whether there was any authenticity in a certain March, while at Allahabad, paying anxious atten- 
proclamation concerning Oude, said to have been 
issued by Viscount Canning ; whether, if authentic, 
it had been issued in accordance with any direc, 
tions from the home government ; and, if not so 

tion to the daily telegrams received from Oude, 
Viscount Canning sent a proclamation and an 
explanatory letter to that province,relating to the 
treatment to be meted out to rebels.* 	Although 

sanctioned, what steps the government intended to 
take in relation to it? 	These questions came upon 

Sir Colin Campbell commanded the army of Onde, 
and conducted the military operations, Sir James 

the House generally by surprise, as indicating a reve- Outram. was chief-commissioner of the province ; 
lation of things hitherto hidden ; and it was then and on his shoulders rested, at that time, all that 
for the first time made public, by the minister who could be effected in the way of civil government. 
replied to these questions—that the government had, 
three weeks before, received a dispatch containing 

The proclamation was to be at once a sentence, a 
warning, and a threat, addressed to the inhabitants 

a copy of the proclamation adverted to; that the of Oude, 	It announced that 	Lucknow, after 
matter was immediately taken into consideration by months of anarchy, was now again in British 
the government; that a secret dispatch had been hands; it dwelt on the fact that many of the 
sent off, stating the views of the government on oitizens, even those who had shared the bounty 
the matter; and that there would be no objection of the government, had joined the insurgents; and 
to produce both the proclamation and the dispatch. it declared, that the day of retribution for evil- 
This announcement was the forerunner of a storm, 
in which the passion of party was strongly mixed, 
up. 	On the 7th, in the House of Lords, the Earl of 

doers had arrived. 	It proceeded to name six 
rajahs, thalookdars,• and zemindars, who 	had 
remained faithful amid great temptation, and who 

Ellenborough moved for the production of certain were not only to retain their estates, but were 
papers, analogous to those ordered by the other to receive additional rewards. 	It premised a pro- 
House on the preceding night ; and then arose a portion/do reward to all other chieftains who could 
debate whether Viscount Canning had really issued prove that they had been loyal. 	With these 
the proclamation he intended; whether it was exceptions,, he whole proprietary right to the-soil 
a proper proclamation to issue ; whether it was of Onde was declared to be forfeited to the British 
right that the Earl of Ellenborough should repri- crown—subject only to such indulgences as might, 
'nand Viscount Canning in so imperious a way as 
he was accused of doing ; whether the secret dis- 

as a matter of favour, be conceded to individuals, 
conditional on their immediate submission to the 

patch containing that reprimand should have been supreine authority, their surrendering of arms, and 
kept so 	entirely concealed from the Court of their steady assistance in the maintenance of order 
Directors ; whether it should have been sent out to and 	discipline ; 	and conditional, also, on their 
Calcutta at the: time it was; and whether a so- innocence of shedding the blood of Englishmen 
called secret dispatch ought to make its appearance and Englishwomen in the cruel outrages which 
among parliamentary papers, unrelieved by any 
comments on it by Viscount Canning. 	There was 

had taken place. 	The stringent and startling 

4  See Note G, at the end of the chapter. 
* See notes A. and B, at the end of the chapter; where many of 

the documents here referred to are printed in full. 
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clause in this proclamation was that which related 
to the confiscation. : declaring that, with the few 

ether ministers, at losing so important a coadjutor, 
it soon became evident' that the publication of the 

specified exceptions, ' the proprietary right in the secret dispatch had emanated from the Earl of 
soil of the province is confiscated to the British Ellenborough, without. the knowledge or consent 
government, which will, dispose of that right in of the Earl of Derby and the cabinet. 	He found 
such manner as it may seem fitting.' 	In the letter . that he had drawn them into trouble ; and he 
to Sir James Outran accompanying this draft of resolved to take the whole blame on himself-- 
a proclamation, Viscount Canning stated that resigning office to shield 	others 	from 	censure. 
the proclamation was not to be issued until Luck- There was a generosity in this which touched his 
now had been fully conquered by Sir Colin Camp- colleagues. 	The Earl of Derby candidly admitted 
bell; 	and that, when so issued, it was to be that there 	were 	parts 	of the secret 	dispatch 
addressed only to the non-military inhabitants which he could not quite approve, and that the 
of Oude, without in the slightest degree offering publication of it was indefensible ; but that he 
pardon or lenity to rebel sepoys, 	The proclaim, 
tion was spoken of as a very indulgent one ; seeing 

deeply regretted the resignation of the Earl of' 
Ellenborough. 

that it promised an exemption, almost general, 
from the penalties of death and imprisonment, 
to Oudiau chieftains and others who had gone 
against the government ; the confiscation of estates 

This will be the proper place in which to notice 
the celebrated dispatch fraught with such 	im- 
portant consequences. 	On the 24th of March, 
after Viscount Canning's proclamation had been 

was treated as a merciful diminution of punish- penned, but long before any news concerning it 
ment, rather than as a severe measure of justice, could mph England, the Secret Committee wrote 
Sir James Outram was to exercise his judgment as to him QT) the aubject of the treatment of the 
to the mode and the time for issuing the proelama- rebels generally. 	The letter was virtually from 
tion, in the English, !Entitle, and Persian languages. the Earl of Ellenborough ; although, on account 
He was supplied With suggestions, rather than of the absurd system of double government, it 
strict instructions, how to deal with those Oudians professed to emanate from a committee sitting 
who had been inveterate epponenta of the govern., 
ment, but without being concerned in actual 
murder; how to regard those who had fought 

in Leadenhall Street, 	The general character of 
this letter was noticed in a recent paragraph, 
and i the letter 	itself 	is 	given in 	Note G ; it 

in the insurgent ranks, hut showed a willingness to mayi therefore be passed without further notice 
surrender their arms ; and how to draw a line here, 	When, on the 12th of April, a draft-copy 
between the chieftains on the one hand and their of 	Viscount 	Canning's 	proposed 	proclamation 
less responsible retainers on the other. reached England, the Earl of Ellenborough wrote 

Such being the general character of the proposed 
proclamation and its accompanying letter, we 

the much-discussed ' secret dispatch,' purporting, 
as before, to come from the Secret Committee 

proceed with the debate. of the Court of Directors. 	A few days elapsed 
After the discussions on Friday the 7th of May; before 	the writing, and a 	few more 	before 

the conduct of the government underwent much the forwarding, of this document. 	The earl* 
discussion out of parliament; the supporters of expressed his apprehension that . the proposed 
Viscount Canning contending that the publication proclamation would raise such 	a ferment in 
of the secret dispatch was unfair to that nobleman, 
el en if the dispatch itself were defensible. 	On the 

Oudo as to render pacification almost impossible. 
Ho declared his belief that the mode of settling 

10th, the Earl of Shaftesbury gave notice of a reso- the land-tenure when the British took possession 
Mien condemnatory of the publication ; and Mr of, Oude had been in many ways unjusl, and had 
Cardwell gave notice of a similar resolution in the been the chief cause of the general an.I national 
House of Commons. 	In the course of au irregular character of the disaffection in that province. 	He 
discussion, it appeared that the government had asserted that the Oudians would view with dismay 
not received a single official dispatch from Viscount a proclamation which cut them oft; as a nation, 
Canning since that which contained the draft of his from the ownership of laud so long cherished by 
proposed proclamation, and they were quite in the them ; and would deem it righteous to battle still 
dark -whether the proclamation had been issued, 
altered or unaltered. 	It also became known that 
the late president of the Board of Control, Mr 

more energetically than before against a govern-
ment which could adopt such a course of policy, 
He wont through a proem of argument to show 

Vernon Smith, had received a letter from Viscount that the Oudians regretted the dethronement of 
Canning, stating that the, proclamation would their native king ; that their regret ought to, be 
require an explanatory dispatch, which he had not at least respected ; that they had never, as a 
had time to prepare. nation, 	acknowledged 	British suzerainty ; that 

On the next day, March 11th, parliament was they Ought not to bo treated as rebels in the same 
surprised by an announcement that the Earl of sense as the inhabitants of those parts of India 
Ellenborough, without consulting his colleagues, 
had resigned into the Queen's hands his seals of 
office as president of the Board of Control. 	Amid 
the courteous expressions of regret on the part of the 

which had long been under British control ; and 
that the conflict in which they had engaged should 

, 	 4  Soo Note if, 	 . 
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on this account be regarded rather as legitimate 
war than as rebellion. 	The haughty and stinging 
portions of the dispatch were contained in the 
fifteenth and two following clauses or paragraphs; 
in which the earl, addressing the greatest British 
functionary in 	India, said : 	' Other conquerors, 
when they have succeeded in overcoming resist- 
ance, have excepted a few persons as still deserving 

of punishment ; but have, with a generous policy, 
extended their clemency to the great body of the 
people. You have acted upon a different principle. 
You have reserved a few as deserving of special 
favour, and you have struck with what they will 
feel as the severest of punishment the mass of the 
inhabitants of the country. 	We cannot but think 
that the precedents from which you have departed 
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will appear to have been conceived in a spirit of 
wisdom superior to that which appears in the 
precedent you have made.' 

Such was the celebrated secret disPatch, the 
writing and promulgation of which led to the 
resign'ation of the Earl of Ellenborough. 	That 
resignation produced an exciting controversy in 
and out of parliament. 	As the offender, the 
president of the Board of Control, had 'sacrificed 
himself, was it necessary or desirable to make the 
ministry generally responsible for his supposed or ' 
alleged misdeeds ? 	Party ;considerations speedily 

• became mixed up with the discussion of this 
question. 	The Whigs had recently been displaced 
by the Conservatives, under circumstances that 
occasioned 	much 	irritation ; 	and 	each 	party 
availed itself of the India controversy as a handle 
to be employed against the other. 	On the one 
side it was contended that Viscount Calming 
deserved 	praise 	rather 	than • censure, 	for." his 
untiring attention to the affairs of. India during' a 
troubled period ; that, even if his proposed pro- 
clamation were injudicious, it was not right to 
publish the secret dispatch relating thereto, until 
he had explained the reasons for framing his 
proclamation ; and that. the ministers ought not 
to be shielded from blame simply on account of 
the resignation of their colleague. 	On the other 

hand, the ministers endeavoured to skew that this 
resignation ought to be taken into account; and 
when this failed, they took up the cause of the 
Oudians, contending that the inhabitants of that 
province were in a different category from the 
other natives of India. 

When the great debates on this subject came on 
in both Houses, on the 14th of May, the ministers 
dwelt forcibly on the conduct of Mr Vernon 
Smith, who had received a letter or letters from 
Viscount Canning, which be ought, in the interests 
of the public, to have communicated to the 
government, but 	which 	he 	skewed only. to 
members of his own party. 	It was urged—and 
the argument made a great impression both in 
and out of parliament—that if the Earl of Ellen-
borough had known of Viscount Canning's inten-
tion to send home an explanation concerninglhe 
intent and Scope of the proclamation, it might 
possibly have led to a modification of the secret 
dispatch; or even to an abandonment. of it. 	In 
the House of Lords, the case against the govern-. 
anent was argued by Lords Shaftesbury,. Awl], 
Somerset, Cranworth, Grey, New:castle, and Gran-
villa; while the arguments on the other side were 
maintained by Lords Ellenborough, Derby, Car-
narvon;.Chelansford, and Doneughmore. The Earl 
of Shaftesbury had couched his resolution in such 
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a, form 1.  as he thoUght was calculated to insure like those of the. Earl of Shaftesbury, did not bind 
Viscount Canning fair-play whenever his' inten-, 
tions and proceedings, should be really known. 

the House to any approval of the much-talked-of 
proclamation, whether' issued or unissued; they 

Without undertaking to defend the proclamation; related only to the . unfairness of the dispatch in 
in the absence of any proof whether that document the absence of ' further news from India, and to 
had or had not undergone modification, he con- the still greater unfairness of making the.  reproof 
tended that the dispatch passed on ' the .governor-,  
general a cruel and unmerited ,censure ; that this 

contained in that dispatch patent to all the world. 
The members of the Whig opposition, 'and 	all 

so-called `•secret ' dispatch was evidently intended *be sided with them in the debate, adhered pretty 
by its writer to be a public . one, administering closely to this line of argument ; but the ministers 
rebuke that should be known to all the world ; and their supporters travelled much ihrther. 	They 
that its publication was perilous, even seditious, 
inasmuch as it encouraged the people of Oude to , 
persevere 	in 	rebellion, 	and 	virtually 	absolved 

felt that the only justification for the dispatch and 
its publication was to be found in .the procaine-
tion ; and they therefore gave the proclamation as 

them from all blame for their past conduct. 	The black a character as.it  could well receive. Viscount 
Earl of EllOnborough, in reply, defended every Canning vas abused in round terms as a tyrant 
word of the dispatch ; he insisted that it would be and spoliator ; and those who supported him were 
impossible to govern India peacefully even for a accused of being influenced 	purely by factious 
day, if the proclamation were acted  on in its full motives in bringing forward the resolutions. 	The 
spirit 	Ho 	cared not 	for office 	lie 	resigned attack against the government was maintained by 
because he had unintentionally embarrassed hiS Mr. Cardwell, Lord John Russell, Mr Vernon 
colleagues, not because .he regretted any part of Smith; Mr hoive, Colonel Sykes, and others, and 
his 	conduct, 	The Earl of Derby, 	and other resisted by the solicitor-genertil, Lord Stanley,' Mi 
members of the cabinet, described the resolutions Baillie, &c. 	The debate was adjourned to the 
as a party manoeuvre to overthro-w the govern- 17th, when it became evident that many of the 
ment ; claimed an acquittal on the plea that their independent members intended to support the 
colleague had taken all the blame of` the publi- govermnent—Ipartly because they disapproved of 
cation 	to 	himself; 	and 	complained that 	the the Canning proclamation ; partly because they. 
governor-general had not sent one single letter to suspected the Whigs of an intention to make this 
the new government, explanatory of his.plans and Indi u question a stepping-stone to a return to 
motives, 	When the debate was ended, the result offic ; and partly because they condemned the 

I 

showed a very close division—there being contents, conduct of the late president of the Board of 
139, non-contents, 168; giving a majority of 9 for 
ministers, 

Control, in withholding Canning's letter. 	This last, 
named circumstance told very seriously against 

Par mere exciting and influential was the debate the Whig party ; the Conservatives made the most 
in the Commons on the same night. 	From 'the of it, and won over many adherents from among 
day when Mr Cardwell giiVft notice of his resolii- theindependent members. 	Again was the debate 
tions, the case was regarded as a serious one for adjourned, to the 18th. 	It now became still more 
the ministers; seeing that he was a distinguished evident that the division-list would present an 
member of an independent party fir the House, and aspect fat: different from that at first expected ; the 
would be able to bring a; large accession to the prophesied majority for the 'resolutions gradually 
regular opposition votes. Theyery feet Of the Earl i fell, and the ministers began to look confidently to 
of Ellenborough having: resigned, seemed to 'afford a decision in their favour.' .A new element had 
proof that the publication of the dispatch, if not entered into the ease. 	If the Derby ministry 
the writing of it, was disapproved 'by some of the would have resigned office when beaten, there was 
ministers, and would weaken them in the ,apt-  a sufficient number pf independent members ready 
preaching debate. 	Mr CardwelPs resolutions,f to' carry the motion against them ; but as there 

was a threat of a dissolution, , and as many seats 
*'1. That ft appears, from pliers laid mum the table of this 

Nome, that a dispatch has been addressed by the Secret Committee would be endangered by a general election, self- 
of the Court of Directors, to the govorner-general of India, 
di approving a proclamation which the governor-general had 
informed the court ho intended to issue after the fall 'of tucknow. 

'interest became mixed up With patriotism. 	An-
other adjoUrnment took place, to the ilOth, on 

'2. That it is known only froM intelligence that has reached this 
country, by correspondence published in newspapers, that the 
intended proclamation has been Issued, and with en important 
modification, no official account 'of this proceeding having yet 
been received ; that this House Is still without full information 

which day the Housemas addressed by Sir James 
Graham, Mr Bright, Sir R. Bethel', Mr La,bouchere, 
and other members of influence. 	The current of  • 	 . 

as to the grounds upon which Lord Canning had noted, and his 
answer to the objections made to his intended proclamation in the 
dispatch of the Secret Committee cannot bo received for several 
weeks. 

debate set in very much in favour of the govern- 
i 	• 

the governor-general of India with relation to Otide, has seen 
' S. That, tinder these circumstances, this House is unable to with great and serious apprehension that her Majesty's govern- 

form a Judgment on the proclamation Wafted by Lorti.Canning, but mont have addressed to the governor-general of India, through 
thinks it right to express Its disapprobation of the premature pnbil- the Secret Committee of the East India directors, and bare 
cation by her Majesty's ministers of the dispatch addressed to the published, a dispatch condemning in strong urine the conduct of 
governor-general; since this public condemnation of his conduct the. governor-general. 	And this douse is of opinion that such 
is calculated to weaken the authority of the governor-general of a course upon the part of her Majesty's government must tend, 
India, and to encourage those who are now in arms against this' Under the present Circumstances of India, to produce 'a most 
country.' 	 ' 	• 	• prejudicial effedt, by weakening the authority of the governor. 

t` That thisliouse, whilst itabstains from expressing any opinion general, and encouraging further resistance on the part of those 
on the policy of any proeitimatkin which may have been issued by who are still in arms against us.' 
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meat. 	It transpired that many eminent men in to the British crown ; both because the annexation 
India—including Sir James Outram, Sir John had been recent, and because it had been no 
Lawrence, General Mansfield, and General Franks voluntary act on the part of the Oudians. 	But he 
—had all in various ways expressed an opinion would not admit that, on those grounds, the rebel 
that Lord Canning's proclamation, if issued in the thalookdars should be treated so indulgently as 
form originally intended, would be productive of Outram proposed. 	He urged that exemption from 
some mischief in Oude. death, transportation, and imprisonment, was a 

This, therefore, will be a convenient place in great boon, sufficiently marking the treatment of 
which to notice the officially recorded opinions of the Oudians from that of other natives. 	Without . 
Outram on the subject—the only ones which were entering on the question whether the settlement 
presented before the House in a formal and un- of the land-claims had been unjust, he offered his 
doubted manner. 	The documents received from reasons for thinking that that matter had not had 
India showed that Sir James  entertained many much to do with the complicity Of the thalookdars 
misgivings concerning the proclamation and its in the rebellion. 	He attributed this complicity 
probable tendency. 	The proclamation and its mainly to 'the repugnance which they feel to 
accompanying letter being sent to him from Alla- suffer 	any restraint of their hitherto arbitrary 
habad, he replied on the 8th, in a communication* powers over those about them ; to a diminution 
pointing out to Viscount Canning the paragraphs of their importance by being brought under equal 
which appeared to him mischievous. 	He declared laws; and to the obligation of disbanding their 
his belief that there were not a dozen landowners armed followers, and of living a peaceful and 
throughout the whole of Dude who had not in orderly life.' 	He maintained that if Sir James's 
some way or other assisted the rebels during the suggestion were acted on, the rebels would be 
past struggle ; and that, therefore, there would be treated, not merely as honourable enemies, but as 
hardly any exceptions to the sweeping confiscation enemies who had won the day; and that this would 
proposed by the governor-general. 	He asserted be accepted by the natives as a confession of fear 
most distinctly his conviction that, as soon as the and weakness, encouraging them to regard rebellion 
proclamation 'should be made public, nearly all 
the chiefs and thalookdars would retire to their 

as likely to be a profitable game. 	In short, 
Viscount Canning insisted on his proclamation 

domains, and prepare for a desperate resistance. being maintained in its chief features. 
He expressed an opinion that the landowners had It was impossible that such a letter as that of 
been very unjustly treated in the land-settlement 
after the annexation ; that, apart from this, their 

Sir .fames Outram could fail, when made known, 
to exert a considerable influence in the House of 

sympathy with the rebels was an 	exceedingly Commons. 	The resemblance between it and the 
natural feeling, under the peculiar circumstances 
of Oude; that it was not until the mutiny was 

Earl of Ellenborough's dispatch was very close, 
except in relation to discourteous and haughty 

many weeks old that they turned against us ; that 
they ought to be regarded rather as honourable 
enemies than as rebels; that they would be eon- 

language, which Outram neither did nor could use., 
On the 21st of May, after five nights' debate, 
marked by speeches from almost all the eminent 

verted into relentless enemies if their lands were men in the House, the contest ended in a kind of 
confiscated, maintaining a guerrilla war which drawn battle. 	Influenced by a great variety of 
would ' involve the loss of thousands of Europeans motives, the opponents of the government urged 
by battle, disease, and 	exposure ;' 	but that if upon Mr Cardwell the withdrawal of his resoln- 
their lands were insured to them, they Would tions. 	They did not wish to be compelled to vote. 
probably be more attached to British rule than Some had beets impressed by the recorded opinion 
ever they had yet been. 	It is evident that Sir of Outram, and the rumoured opinions of Lawrence 
James Outram had already distussed this subject and other eminent men in India; some disliked 
with the governor-general, for he apologises for party tactics, even against their opponents ; some 
i once more' urging his views upon his lordship. were afraid of a general election, if their votes 
A brief reply t was immediately sent to this should lead to a dissolution of parliament. 	All the 
letter, proposing a very slight increase of leniency leaders of the Whig party joined in a wish to with- 
in the treatment of the landowners, but leaving draw the resolutions ; and this was done. 	The 
the general spirit of the proclamation, untouched. affair bad, however, been so managed throughout 
Later in the month, the governor-general replied as to give a good deal of triumph to the Con- 
more at length to the arguments of Sir James. servative government, and to 	strengthen' that 
He admitted 1: that the inhabitants of Oude were government for the rest of the session. 
far differently placed• from those of Bengal and 'What was the ultimate fate of the much-con- 
the Northwest Provinces, in respect to allegiance demned proclamation, will remain to be sliewn in 

a later page. 	Two further documents relating to 
* Bee Note C. 	t See Note D. 	t see Note E. this matter are given in Notes I and K. 
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The official doennaents ,referred to iii tide chaptet are of from the suspicion Of having put to death or injured 

so much importance, in reference to the political Winery of 
the Indian Revolt, and to the opinions entertained by ptibile 

Ettrapelins who fell in their way, 
0'0: To these, men their lives are gintionteed and their 

men concerning the feelings of the natives, that it May be honour; thet .is,.in native acceptation—they will neither 
well to present the chief of them in full. 	Owing tit, the be transported.aoress sea, for placed in prison, 	. • 
length of time itedessavy for the transinimion of letters '10. Probably the most easy and effectual: way of dispos- 
botereen England and India, two Or more of these tlecu- fig of them, in the first instance, will bo to require that 
inentsavere crossing the ocean sit the same time, in opposite they shall reside in,  leacknow under surveilMnee and. in 
directions, and therefore could not exactly partake of the charge, of an officer appointed for that purpose. 
nature of qttestion and-  answer. 	We shall attempt, no other ' , '11, Their 'ultimate' condition and place of residence 
classification than that of placing in one group the docu- may 'remain to be determined hereafter, when the chief- 
meats written in India; and in another those written in commissioner shall he able to report fully to the governor- 
London—observing, in each group, the order of dates. generni upon the individual character and past conduct, of 

" 	' - 	caellt, 
A. 	' 	

. 	
" 	' 	• 'It, There will be others who, although they have taken. 

The first document here given is a letter dictated by npairnie against the 'government, have done so leas heartily, 
Viscount Chinning when at Allababad, 'and signed. by his and 'updn wheini for other Causes, the chief-commissioner 
secretary, ,afr Edinonstone. 	It was .addressed to Sir James ntaY not.see.reasen to lust rest-mint 	These, after surrend-• 
Outram, in his capacity of chief-commisaioner of Oude, and 
was written at .it time *heti. the fall of latelinow Was soon 

ering their arms, Might be allowed to, go to their homes, 
with such'security for their peaceable conduct as the chief- 

expected i  
• . 	. 	' Attsnsaisn, Mira 8, lies; 

'commissioner 'ratty think promo.-  to require, 
'18. One , obvious geeprity will be that ' of making it 

`Sra-s-I 	am 	directed' by the Right Honouritble the clearly understood, by, them, that the amount of favour 
Governor-general, to enclose telettar copy of a proclamation  -which they shall hereafter receive, and the condition in 
which is to be issued by the chief-commissioner at bitilkno*, 
rib soon as the British troops under His Excellency the 

which they shall be re-established, will be in part 'depend. 
. eat upon their conduct aftetalismissal. 

Commander-in-chief shall have possession or command of , 	' '14. The perreimion to return to their homes mast not 
the city. be 	noidered as a reinstatement of them in the possession 

t 2. 'This proclamation is addressed to the Chiefs slid of 	heia lands, for the 'deliberate disposal of which' the 
inhabitants of Oude Only, and not to the sepeys. gib 	rwinoliti will preserve itself Unfettered. 

'3. The governor-general has not - eoithidered it desirable '1..15. There will probably be a third class, less compro- 
that this proclamation shook' Appear until the Capital iii . niliied by' iinta'of paid hostility to the government, in Wheal 
either actitally in oar hands or lying at our reterey. 	ate the chief-commissioner may see reason to repose enough of 
believes that any proclamation put forth in Oude in a confidence to justify their services being at once enlisted on 
liberal and forgiving sphitwould be open to misconatruetion, - the side of order, towards the maintenance of which iii 
mid' capable of perversion, if riot preceded by a manifestation their respective districts they might be called upon to 
of our power; and that this would be espeelally the easelit • Organise htemporary pelicie, 	 , 
Liteknose--which, although it luta recent /y been the scene '' 16. The foregoing remarks apply to the thalookdars and 
of Unparalleled heroisin anti daring, and of one of the Moat chiefs of the province. 	As regards their followers who may 
brilliant and successful feats of arms which Britt& ;India 
his ever witnessed—is still sedulously represented by,, 	the 

make submission with them, these, from their numbera, 
must of necessitybe dismissed to their homes. 	But before 

rebels as being beyond our power be' take or' to hold: 'this is done, their names and places of residence should be 
'4. If an exemption, almost; generikfroilt the penalties Of ,"tegistered, and they fatould receive O *ening that any 

death, thinspottation, and imprisonment, swill ite is now disturbance of the peace or resistance of -authority which 
about to be offered to men who have been in rebellion, had may occur in their neighbourhood, will be visited, not upon 
been publicly 'proclaimed before Is heavy blow had been the individual offenders alone, but by heaVy fines upon the 
strneki  it is at least as likely 	fesiatanco *amid hard. ,that Villages. 
bean encouraged by the Seeming exhibition Of Wealmess, 
as that it would have been' disarmed by a generoita , forliearaneth 

'5. Tranalatione of the proclamation into Ilindee and 

'17, I am to obserVe that the goVarnor-general wishes 
, ,the eltiefscemmiestiorier to consider what .had been above 

written as suggestions lather than instructions, and as 
indicating generally the spirit in Which his lordship desires 

Persian accompany this dispatch. 	 , 
' 6, It will be for the chief-commissioner ill oennuttniett- 

that the proclamation ehould be followed up, without tying 
down the action of the chief-commissioner in matters 'which 

Lion with 13is Excellency the Oomniander-inochief,-to deter- 
mine the moment at which the proclatnation 'shall' lie 

 may bave to he judged antler oirenmstatices which cannot • 
be foreseen. ' 	 1 

pablitibeti, anti the manner of diasentinating it through the ' 11j, There'rernains one bore pohtt for notice. 
province; as else the mode in which those who may sur- , 
render theMselves under it Shall be immediately and for , 
the pt0ent dealt with. 

'1 . The proclamation is addressed to the chiefi and 
hill 	dents of Oude, not to nentinews, 
' 	''20, To the latter, the governor-general does not intend 

'7. This last question' considering that we shalt mitt 'be , 
in Ann possession Of any large portion Of the'PrOVince when , 
the proclamation begins to take effect, and that the hulk of 

that any overture shottld be made at preSent. 
. 	t '21. But it is possible„ that some may Surrender. thorn-

ielves, or seek terms, and it is necessary that the cliief- 
our troops, native as well as Hotelman, will be needed for conimissioner should be prepared to meet any advances from 
other purposes than to keep guard through its districts—is thenr. 
one of some diflioolty. 	It is Clear, too, : that the ante '22. 'The mole promise Willch can be given to any mutineer 
treatment still not be applicable to all who intsY present ' is, that his life shall 'be spared; and this promise must not 
themselves. 	 . be made if the man belonge to a regiment which has 

'8. Amongst these there telly he sonic who have been murdered its officers, of if there be other prints/ funk 
ettutingously in arras against the government, and who have , 
shown inveterate opposition to the last, hut who' are fret , 

reason to suppose that 40 hire been implicated in any 
specially atrocious crime. 	'Beyond the guarantee of life to 
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those who, not coming within 'the 'above-stated exception, • , extended to them, pad the 'condition}' in which they May; 
shall surrender themselves, the governor.general. cannot 
sanction the giving of any specific pledge. 	• 	' 

hereafter rice'pitteed, they nurst throw themselves upon the, 
. justice and mercy of thelhittpli government 	• 	. 	' 

'23. Voluntary •Submission sill be counted in mitigation 
of punishment, but 'nothing must be said to those who so 

'To those among them who shalt promptly come,ferwatd, 
• and give, to the chief-commissioner their support in the 

Submit themselves which shall bar the government from 
awarding to eaeli.stich measure of secondary punishment as 
in its justice it may deem fitting,--I have, .te. 	' 	•• 

(Signed) 	' G. F. Rimer:nos». 

restoration of peaceand order, this indulgence will be large, 
and the governor-general will, be ready ,lo view liber.ally.the, 
claims which-they may tints acquire to the restitution of, 

• their former rights. , 	 . 	.,. 
( Allahabad, March 3, 1358.' 	. 	 t • - 'As participation in the murder of Englishmen' -and 

, Englishwomen will exclude those who are guilly.of it front 
• . . 	 B. 

all merry egcmill those who have proteeted English I Ryes 
 be specially entitled to consideration and leniency. 

The proclamation referred to in the above letter ran as ' 'By girder of the Right Honourable the Governot-general 
-follows : Of India. „ 	, 	.  

. 	 • / , 	 ' 	'G. P. EMIONSTONA, 	, 	i  
• ‘PROOLANATton. 

'The army Of His Excellent& the Commariddr-in-chief is in 

, 	4 .8eoretaiw (0 the Gorerninent efIndia.'• 	, 

, i  
possession- of Lucknow, and the city lies at the Mercy of the•  ' 	" . 	. 	• 	' 	0, 	. 	,. 
British government, whose authority it has for nine months i ' 	Sirjrunes Odium, not fully, Satisfied, with this preolama- 
rebelliously defied and resisted. tion, directed his 'secretary, Mr Copper, to write as follows 

' This.Mistanee, begun by a Mutinous soldiery, has found to Mr EdmonStone ; 
support from the inhabitants of the city and of the' province ' , 	' 	• 	, 	. 	,• - 	' C. 	Csion.cr, Atarell S. 14.93. .  
of Uncle at large. 	Many who owed their prosperity to the .'Ern—.I am directed to neknowledge the receipt of your' 
British government, as Well as 'those 'who believed them- letter, No.•191, dated 3d last, enclosing a proclamation to 
selves aggrieved by it, have joined inthis bad,eause.;,and be issued to the landholders,. chiefs,, and, 'inhabitants ,of 
have ranged' themselves with the enemies of the state, , • Gude, upon the fall of the capital. 
' ' They have been guilty of a great crime, and have '2. In 	this proclamation a hereditary title in, their 

subjected theinsolves. to a just retribution. 	 ' estates 'is promised. , to murk landholders ,as have .been 
' ' The capital of their country is' now (Mee more in the steadfast in their allegiance, '.and, with these 'exceptions, ' 

hands of the British troops. the proprietary right, in the soil ,of the province is con- 
'From this day it will be held by afore° which nothing 

can withstand, and the authority of the government Will•ho • 
fiscated. 	 , 	, 	'e, 

' 3. The cidef-conintisioner desires me to observe' that, ' 
carried into every corner of the province. 

' The time, then, has come at which the Right Honottrable 
in his belief, there 'are not a' dozen landowners in the, 
province. who have net themselves borne arms Against us, 

the Governor-general of India deems itlighz to make known or 'sent a ropresentativeto the•diertetr„ortissisted the rebel 
the 'mode in which the British 'government will 'deal with government with men, or money. 	The ettect of .the precia• 
the thalookdars, chiefs, and landholders of "Gude, ,und their 
followers. 

' The first care of the •governor-general will be, to reward 

matioa thereforerwill be to confiscate the eatire•proprietary, 
right in the soil; and' this being the ease, .it is,, of course, 
hopeless to attempt to enlist the landowners on the Side of 

those who have been steadfast in their allegiance at 'a .tints order; on the contrary, it. is .the,, ltief-commissioner's •Iiiin 
when the authority of the government was' partially overl  conviction that na soon as , the ;chiefs and thalookdars 
borne, and who have proved this 'by the support and 
assistance which they, hive given to British 'officera• 

become acquainted with the 'deteerainatiow of the.g,overul, 
mont to eurifiscate•their rights, they will' betake themselves 

' Therefore the Right Honourable the Governor-general at 'once to their domains, and prepare for a desperate and 
hereby declares that prolonged resistance. 	' 	 . 

' Drigliejjie Singh, Rajah of Bulrampore ; , . '4.. The chief-commissioner deems this matter of such 
' Koolwunt Singh, Rajah of Fudnaha ; vital iMportanca that, at the risk of being Aleetned honor' 
'Rao Hurtle° Buksh Singh, of Kutiareo ; Innate, he ventures to• submit his views once more, in the 
1Rasheeperaitud,-Thalookdar of Sissaindee ; hOpe that the Right Hon. the Governor-general 'may yet ,ire, • 
' Zuhr Singh, Zentindar of Gopaul ICheir ; and induced to reconsider. the subject., . '  
' fffirndeploll, &minder of 'demon (Baiswarah), 

are henceforward the' solo hereditary proprietors of the 
'5. 'He is of ,opinion that the landholders were Most 

• unjustly.  .treated under our ,settlement operations, and oven 
lands which they hold when Gude ensue under British rule, had thernot been sa•that it would have.required a degree 
Subject only to 'such moderate assessment as may be inn- of fidelityarn their part quite foreign to the usual character 
posed upon them and that those loyal men will be further 
rewarded in such

,
and to such extent as, updil eon- 

of an Asiatio, to have remained.faithful to our government, 
under the shocks to which it was exposed in .Dude. 	In 

sideration of their merits and their position, the governor- fact, it was not until our role, was- virtually at en end, the 
general shall determine. 	 , 	. • whole country overran, and the capital in the bands of the 

' A proportionate measure of reward and honour,.aceord- rebel soldiery, that the. thalookdars, smarting as they, were 
ing to their deserts, will be conferred upon others in whose under the loss of their lands, aided against us. 	,The chief-. 
favour like claims may be established to the satiefaction. Of commissioner thinks, therefore, that they ought- hardly' to 
the goveniment. 	 . be considered as rebels, but rather as honourable ,enemies, ' 
' 	' The governor-general further proclaims to the people of to whore terms, such as they could Without loss 4 dignity 
Gude that, with the above-mentioned exceptions, the pro- accept, should 	be offered at 	the termination 	of, the 
pricier),  right in the soil of the province is confiscated to campaign. 	' 	. 	 ,o 
the British government, which will dispose of that right in 
such manner 'as it may seem fitting. 	I 	' 

' If these men 'be given back their lands, they will at, 
once aid us in restoring order; and a police, will soon be' 

'To those thalookdars, chiefs, and landholders, with their organised with their co-operation, which will render unneees-1  
followers, who shall make immediate submission to the sary the presence of our enormous army to re-establish 
chief-commissioner 'of Oude, surrendering their arms and tranquillity and confidence. 	. 
obeying his orders, .the Right Honourable the Governor- 'But, if their life and-freedom from imprisonment only be 
general promises that their 'lives and honour shall be safe,  
provided that their hands are unstained with. English blood 

offered, they will resist; and the chief-commitsioiser fore-
sees that we are only at the conneentrment, of a'guerrilla 

ineriletonsly shed. 

	

	 • , war for the extirpation, root and branch, of this class of 
'But, as regards any further indulgence which may bo men, which will involve the loss of thotionde of Europeans 
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by battle, disease, and exposure. 	It must be borne in mind adduced ..by you were not fully weighed by him, or that 
that this species of warfare has always been' , peculiarly your opinion upon a subject on which you are so well 
harassing to our Indian forces, and will be far more so at entitled to offer ono, has not been received with sincere 
present, whoa we are without a native army. respect, although ho was unable to concur in it, 	' 

'0. For the above reasons, the chief-commissioner eathestly '•2: I am now directed , by his lordship to explain the 
requests that such landholders• and chiefs as have not been grounds upon which the course advocated in your letter 
accomplices in the cold-blooded murder. of Europeans may —namely, that such landholders and. chiefs as have not 
be enlisted on our side by the restoration of their ancient been accomplices in the cold-blooded murder of Europeans 
possessions, subject to such restrictions 	as will protect should be enlisted on our side by the restoration of their 
their dependents from oppression. 	If his lordship agree ancient possessions, subject to such restrictions as will 
to this proposition, it will not yet he too late to communi- protect their dependents from oppression—is, in the opinion 
tette his assent by electric telegraph before the fall of the of the governor-general, inadmissible. 
city, which will probably not take place. for some days. ' 3. The governor-general entirely agrees with you in 
Should no such communication he received, .the chief- viewing the thalookdars and landholders of Oude in :awry 
commissioner will act' upon his present instructions, satisfied different light from that in which rebels in our old pro- 
that ho has done all in his power to convince his lordship times are to be regarded. 	The people of Oude had been 
that they will he ineffectual to re-establish our rule on subjects of the British government for little more than one 
a firm basis in Oude.—I have, &e., 

(Signed) 	' G. Commie, 
'Secretary to Chief-commissioner. 

year when the mutinies broke out; they had become so by 
no act of their own. 	By the introduction.of our rule many 
of . the chiefs bad sufihred a loss of property, and all had 

' Chief-commissioner's 0,ee, Camp, Chimlut,• March 8.' experienced a diminution of the importance and arbitrary 
power which they had hitherto enjoyed; and it is uo 

D. marvel that those amongst them who had thus, been losers 
Mr Eamonstone, on the part of Viscount Canning, wrote should, when they 	saw our authority dissolved, have 

the following brief reply, suggesting an additional clause to hastened to shake off their new allegiance. . 
the proclamation, and promising a more detailed communi- ' 4. The governor-general views. these -circumstances as 
cation at a future time : 

' ALLAITABAD, March 10, 1958. 
a palliation of acts of rebellion, even where hostility has, 
been most. active and systematic. 	Accordingly, punishment 

'Sin—Your secretary's letter of the 8th instant was by death or imprisonment is at once put aside, by the 
delivered to me at an early hour this morning, by Captain proclamation in the ' ease of all who shall submit them- 
?. Birch, and it will receive a•detailed reply in due course.. solves to the government, and who are not murderers; 'and 

' Meanwhile, I am desired by the Right Honourable the whilst confiscation of proprietary righti in the land is 
Governor-general to subjoin a clause which may he inserted declared to be the general penalty, the means of obtaining 
iu the proclamation (forwarded with my letter, No. 191, of more' or less of exemption from it, and of establishing a 
the 3d instant), after the paragraph which ends with the claim to restitution of rights, have, been pointed out, and 
words, "justice and mercy of the British government." areiwithin the reach of all without injury to their honour. 

" To these amongst them who shall promptly come Nothing more is. requited for this than that they should 
forward, and give to the chief-commissioner their support pr4mptly tender their adimeion, and. help to maintain peace 
in the restoration ' of peace and order, this indulgence will and order. 
lie large, and the governor-general will be ready to view '5. The governor-general considers that the course tints 
liberally the claims which they may thus acquire to a 
restitution of their forme, rights." 

taken is one consistent with the dignity of the government, 
and abundantly lenient 	To have followed that which 

' 2. This clause will add little or nothing to your disore- is suggested 	in 	your 	secretary's. hotter would, in 	his 
tionary power, but it may servo to indicate more clearly to lordship's opinion, have been to treat the rebels not only 
the thaleakdars the liberal spirit in which the goVerner- as honourable enemies, hut as enemies who had won the 
general is prepared to review and reciprocate any advances day.  
on their part. ' In the course of the rebellion, most of the leaders 

' 3. It is, expected that you will find means to translate in 	it, probably 	all, 	have 	retaken to 	themselves 	the 
this additional clause into the vermicular latmages, and lands and villages of which they Were deprived, by the 
that you will be able to have copies of the proclamation, so summary settlement which Mowed the 	establishment 
amended, prepared, in sufficient numbers for immediate use.' of our government in Dude. 	If upon. the capture of 
If more should be required, the magistrate of Cawnpore Lucknow by the commander-in-chief, before our strength 
will lithograph them on your requisition. had been seen or felt in the distant districts, and before 

'4. It is very important, as you will readily see, that 
every copy of-the vernacular version of the proclamation 

any submission had been received or invited from them, 
the rights of the rebel chiefs to all their ancient possessions 

sent to you, with my letter of the 3d instant, should be had been recognised by the goverment, it is not possible 
carefully destroyed.—I have, he., 

(Signed) 	' 	'G. F. EMIONSIONI; 
• ' Secretary, Government of India, with the 

that the act would not have been viewed as dictated by 
fear or weakneas. 	It. would have led the people of Oude, 
and all who are watching the course of events in that 

Oorernor•genvoL province, 	to the conclusion that rebellion 	against 	the 
' Allabobed, March 10, 1858. 	 • British .government cannot be a losing game; and although 

it might have purclumed au immediate return to order, it 
E. would not assuredly have pinced the future peace of the 

It was not until after a lapse of three weeks that the province upon a secure foundation.  
promised detailed reply was sent to Sir James Outram, in ' 6. You observe, indeed, that the landholders Were most 
the following terms : unjustly treated under our settlement. 	The 	governor- 

' 	4  ALLAHAUAD, March 31, 1535.  general desires me to observe that if this were ' erre- 
' Sts—In replying at once on 'the 10th inst. to your servedly the case, or if the proceedings of the commissioners 

secretary's letter of the • 8th, in which you urged rensons by which many of the thalookdars were depriveitof portions 
against the issue of the proclamation to the thalookdars of their possessions had been generally unjust, he would 
and landholders of Dude, ,which had been transmitted to gladly heve concurred in pour recommendation, and would 
you by the Right Hon. the Governor-general, . my answer have been ready, at the risk of any misinterpretation of the 
was confined to communicating to you the addition which motives of the government, to reinstate the thalookdars at 
his lordship was willing ao make to that proclamation, 
without, entering into the general questions raised in your 

,once in their. old possessions. 	But it is not so. 	As a 
question of policy, indeed, the governor-general considers 

letter. 	The governor-general desires me to express his that it may well be doubted -whether the attempt to 
hope that you will not have supposed 'that the arguments introduce into Oede m. system of village settlemcnt in place 
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of the Old settlement snider thalookdars was a wide ono; but affairs of Oude, stay usifidlY be glien here, bearing es it does 
this is a point which need not be discussed here. 	As a on the treatment proposed to be adopted towards mutineers 
question 'of justice, it is certain that the land and villages and rebels. 	It was written, in the name of Yisvoitut Cans 
token from the thalookdars had, for the must part;  been- Wing, by the secretary to the government of the Northwest 
usurped by theta through fraud or violence. 	 . Previnices, ',and Was addressed to the•funotionnties of the 

`7. That unjust decisions were tome to by some of our disturbed province of Rehileund : 	1 
local ,oilleers in investigating and judging tint- titlet of the • • ' liana, April 18,18riss 
landowners is, the governor-general 'fears,. too true ; but ' ' Strie-/ am directed to communicate to•you the general 
the proper way of rectifying twill injustice it by axe-hear- Principlea which the Right Honourable! the Governor.generat 
ing where complaint is made. 	This, yon are aware, is the desires to see followed by all .civil and other ;officers 'who 
coirrse 'which the governor-general is prepared to adopt,quitl 
to carry Out in a liberal and coimOiliatory spirit. 	It is a -very 

will exorcise judieial or ongisterinl 'powers in Robilestud, 
on the re-entry of British troops into that province. 

different one front proclaiming that indiscriminate restitus `2: The condition of Rohileund has 	been, in, some 
tion Of all their ancient possessions is at once to be yielded respects, pechlitir, 	• The progress of the Revolt. it; the 
to the landowners. 

' 8. That the hoStIlity of the thalookffiut of thee who : 
interior has until lately suffered little' cheek. 	The people, 
loft to themselves, have. in many quarters engaged actively 

have been most fictive against the British gOverarnent hail in hostilities against each other; but direct -opposition to 
been provoked, or is excused, by the injustice with which British authority has been Mainly confined to the several 
they have been treated, would stein to be your Opinion. 	, 

' But I.  am to observe, that there are some facts which 
Budder towns, to the frontier On. tlAe Ganges, and to the 
expeditions against Nynee Tel.. 	• . 	. 

deserve to ho weighed before pronouncing that this ie the case. ' 3. Under these cikaumstances, his lordship considers. it 
' D. No chiefs have been more open in their rebellion just to- distinguish, by' a widely differing treatment•, , the 

than the: rajahs of Cleurda, Bhinga, and Gonda. 	The simple bearing of arms, or Oven acts of social violence 
gordruor-general believes that the first of these did not committed at s 'period when the eheak of. lawful- govern- 
lose a single village by the 	summary settlement, and ment was reinoved, from acts directly involving treason 
certainly hie assessment was materially reduced, 	'The against the, state, or a deliberate defiance of its authority.' 
second was dealt with in a like liberal manner. 	The Rajah Excepting instances of much aggravation,,it is not the wish 
of Gonda lost about 30 villages -Ont. of 400.; 	but his of- government that- public prosecutions should be set on 
assessment was lowered by some 10,0(10 riipees. 	. 	. . 

'10. No one *as more benefited by the change of 
foot oti account of offenees of the former ohm, 

' 4. Further, in respect of treason and defiance of British 
goVernment . than the young Rajah of Neiman. 	His estates authority, bin' lordship desires that criminal proceedings 
hid been the object of a divil war with a rival claimant shall,  be taken Only against leaders, and against such 
for three years, and of these ho was at once recognised as' 
sole proprietor by the British gotiernment, losing only six 

:persons, Whether high or low, es have distinguished them,  
selves byaetivity and•rancour against the government, or 

villages eat of more then a thousand. 	His mother was by persistence in opposition to its authority after :the 
appointed guardian, but her troops have been fighting advance of troops and the' re-Occupation-of stations. 	'the 
arsainat us at leteknow from the beginning. 

' 11. The Rajah of Dhowrera, also it minor, Was' treated 
governor-general will admit to amnesty all 'other 'classes, 
even though- they have borne arms on -the, aide of the 

with equal liberality. 	Every village wee settled with his racks provided •that they tender an early' and eemplete 
latialiy; yet these people turned upon Captain Hearsay and stibmiesion, 	But contintranee in -opposition will, exclinle. 
his psrty,,refused them shelter, pursued them, captured the • froth Pardon, 	 . 
ladies, and sent thorn into' Lucknow. 	. 	' '5. The governorteneral .  has ,season to believe. that ea 

'12. Uslind Bux Khan; a large thalookdar in Gonda, impression exists -iii - 31obilernul • that , the Mohammedan 
Who had long been' an object Of persecution by 'the Into 
government, was established in the possession of all his 

population; as noel), is to be proscribed and criminal. . It is,  likely that the rnmour has been raised and fostered by the 
property by, us; yet he has been strongly hostile.  rebel leaders to excite apprehension and mistrust of the; 

'13. It is clear that injustice at the bands of the British government. 	His lordship desireS that every 'appropriate 
goVerninimt has not been the cense of the hostility which, 
hi these instances at least, has been displayed towards our 

oiteasion may be token SO disabuse the people of this gross 
error. 	Such- suspected rebels as may be brought to triril 

rule. 	' , will be tried each by 'disown nets. 	Each will stand er fall 
' 14. The meting spirit Of iheie area and of others by 'the line Of e.ondmit which he eta be ,proVeeto have 

amongst the chiefs of Oude must be looked for elsewhere; followed. 	The government will maintain; as it has always 
Wad, in the opinion of the govether-genoral, it is to be . 
found mainly in the repugnance which they feel to suffer 

maintained, a strict .impartiality in, its administration, 
Equal justice will be. shared-by all its eubjecti, whether 

any restraint of their hitherto arbitrary powers over thoSe ' Hindoos or Mohammedans, 	Yon -will snake public' these 
about them, to a diminution of their importance by being views, and •inatritet the ohief district.. officers to make them 
brought under equal laws, and to the. obligation of dia. widely known, in such minter as may appear to lie most 
banding their armed 	and of living a peaceful and ,followers, effect-mil.  
orderly life. 	' 	 , 

' The penalty of confiscation* of property is no more 
'0. It will be, your tare, in accordauce. with the injunc-

Cons of his lordship's orders, embodied in the dirCular 
than a just one in such Oases as hare been above recited; order dated the 1Dth February, to bring forward, for early 
and 'although considerations of policy end mercy, and' the notice by the gevernor-general, the several exaMPleS of 
newness of oar rule;  prescribe a relaxation of the senMime conspicuously faithful" conduct exhibited by Many'of the 
more or less large according to the features of each ease, 
this relaxation must 'be preceded by submission, tend the 

inhabitants of ',Rohileurtil, under eirorimstances.of- peoriliiir 
difficalty.--I have, &P., 	* 	 • 	• governor-general 	cannot 	consent 	to 'offer 	all, 	without s . 	 'V. Aram, 	. , 	• 

distinction?  an entire exemption from penalty, and the • 'Sec. to Govt. NW .P.'' 
restoration of all 'former posseasions, Oent though thoy G. 	. " 	 . 	. should not have been guilty of the murder of Europeans.— We now transfer attention to four of the doedinents 
I have, ite., 	 , 	, 

. , 	(Sigmed) 	'G. P. Elmo:moan, 	 . 
`SroreforY to the GorrNthelit (lf bath) . 

written iii London. 	The first, was nominally froth the 
'Secret Committee,' really from the Earl of Ellenborongli, 
and was suggested -Witte state of affairs hi India dieriug 

with the Goternorleneral• the,second half of the Month of 'February : 	, 
' Allababad, Mardi 31, 1858: 

	

, 	„ 
E 	, iitio 

	

' The Secret Committee Of the easy? of .Vii•tclor4 Of the 	ast ii . Company, to the OoOertiok-general of India in Ostmeit 	- 
' 	 P. . 	 !tiara 54,186(1, , 	, 	" 	, I 
, The following document, though not pertaining to the 'The telegram from Caleette,•dated OM 22d- nita. which 
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arrived this morning, Conveys intelligence of the eoueentrita meat of the people in .the event of the .evacuation of 
tion of the force under the commander-in-chief, and of that Lucknow by the enemy. 	 ' 
under sung Bahadoor, upon Lucknow; and we trust we •1  ft'. On the 12th inst., we received frOM yott a copy of the 
may indulge the expectation that, ere this, that city Lae letter, dated the 8d of March, addressed by year secretary 
been evaonatthl •by . the rebels,• and that no considerable to the secretary to the chief-commissioner in Oude, which 
corps remains united against us in the field. 	. letter enclosed a copy of the proclamation to be issued by 

'2.+If this happy result should have been attained, it will the chief-commissioner as soon as the British troops should 
he very satisfactory to us to learn,  that-you have deemed have command, of the city of Lucknow, and conveyed 
yourselees sufficiently stroug to be enabled to act towards instructions as to the manner in which he was to act with 
the people with the gentirimity,. as Well as the justice, which respect to different classes of persons, in execution of the 
are congenial to the British eharacter. 	' 	• views of the governor-general. 

' 3. Crimes have been committed against us which it ' 3.. The people of Oude will see only the proclamation. 
Would be a crime to forgive; and' some large exceptions '4. That authoritative expression of , the will of the 
there mast be, of the persons guilty of such crimes, from government informs the people that six persons, who- are 
any act Of amnesty which could be -granted; but it must 
be as impassible, as it would be abhorrent from our feelings, 
to inflict the extreme penalty which the law might strictly 

named as having been steadfast .in their allegiance, are 	, 
 henceforward the sole hereditary proprietors of the lauds 
they held when Oudo came under British rule, subject only 

award upon all who have swerved from their allegiance. to such moderate assessment as may be imposed upon them; 
'4. To us it appearwthat, whenever open resistance shall that others in whose favour like claims may be established 

have ceased, it would be. prudent, in'awarding punishment, 
rather to 	follow the practice which .prevails after the 

will hate conferred upon them a proportionate measure of 
reward and honour; and that, with these exceptions, the 

thanquest of a country which has defended itself to the last proprietary right in the soil of the province is contiseated 
by desperate war, than that which may perhaps be lawfully to the British government. 
adopted after; the !suppression of mutiny and rebellion, 
such ids always being excepted' from forgiveness or 

'5. We cannot but express to you aur apprehension that 
this decree, pronouncing the disinherison of a people, will 

mitigation of punishment as have exceeded the licence Of throw' difficulties almost insurmountable in the way of the 
legitimate hostilities, 	., 	 . re-establishment of peace, 	' 

' 5. While we maybe unable to forget the insanity which, 
during the last ten months, has pervaded.  the Armrand h 

' 6. We are under the impression that the war in Oude 
has derived much of its popular character front the rigorous 

large portion of the people, we should at the same time manner in which, without regard to. what the chief land- 
remember the Previous fidelity of a hundred years, and so holders had become accustomed to Consider as their rights, 

, 	conduct ourseIVes towards those who have erred as to the summary settlement had, in a large portion of the 
remove their /Minions and Jima.. fears, and re-establish, if province, been carried out by your officers. 
we can, thateoididence which was to long the foundation of '7. The landholders of India are as much Attached to the 
our power 	' 	 ' , soil occupied by their ancestors, and are as sensitive with 

' 6. It weld be desirabIethats  in &cry ease, the disarming respect to.jtite rights in the sell they deem themselves to 
of a clistelet, either by the seizure 'of arms or by their posses& it4 the ocaupiers of land in any country of which 
surrende4 . Should precede the application to it of any we have i knowledge. 	 • 
amnesty!, but there may be circumstances' Which would '8. Whatever many be your ultimate and undisclosed 
render ilcpediont a different course of proCeeding. 	Upon intentions, your proclamation will appear to deprive the 
these &teeptional eases, you and the officers noting under great 'body of the people of all hope upon the subject most 
your oilers must decide. a dear to them as individualsawhile the substitution of our 

i 7. The disarming of a district having,beeli effeetthl, with rule for that of their native sovereign has naturally excited 
exceptions, under your licence, in favour of native gentle. 'against us whatever they may have of national feeling. 
men/whose feelings of honour would be affected by being '9. We cannot but in justice consider that those who 
dep&ed of the privilege of wearing arms, and of any other resist 	our authority in Onde are under Very different 
reasons in whom you may confide, we think the possession circumstances from those who have acted against us in 
of arms should be punished in every ease by a severe , provinces which have been long under our government. 
penalty; but unless the possession-of arms should lie coin- 90. We dethroned the King of Oude, and teak possession 
bitted with other acts, leading to the conclusion that they of his kingdom, by virtue of a treaty which had been Wise- 
Were retained for the perpetration of crimes, that penalty quently modified by another treaty, under which; had it 
should not be death. 	Of course the possession  of arms by been held to be in force, the course we adopted could not 
Englishmen must always remain lawful. have been lawfully pursued ; but we held that it was not 

' 8. Death has of late been but too common a punishment. in force, although the fact of its not having been ratified in 
ttloses whatever terror it might otherwise have when so 
indiscriminately applied; but, in fact, in India there is not 

INgland, as regarded the provision on which we rely for 	, 
our justification, had not been previously made known to 

commonly a fear of death, although' there ever must be a the King of Oude.  
fear of pain. '11. That sovereign, and his anceStors had been uniformly 

'9. In every amnestied district, the ordinary administra- faithful to their treaty eugagements with us, however ill 
tion of the law shouki as Aeon as possible be ,restored. they may have governed their subjects- 

' 10. In carrying these views into execution, you inay ' 12. They had more than once assisted us in out difil- 	• 
Meet with obstruction from those who, maddened by the 
scenes they have witnessed, may desire to substitute their 

culties, and not a suspicion had over been entertained of, 
any hostile disposition on their part towards our governs 

own policy for that of the government.; but• persevere MO. 	 . 
firmly in doing what you may think right; make those who '13. Suddenly 'the people saw their king taken from 
• would counteract you feel that you are resolved to rule, and 
that you will be served by none who will not obey. 	, . 

Amongst them, and our administration' substituted for his, 
which; however bad, was at least native ; and this sudden 

'11. 	Acting in this spirit, you may rely upon our change of government was immediately followed by is 
unqualified support.' summary settlement of the revenue, which, in a very 

considerable portion of the province, deprived the mast .  
. 	 II   . influential landholders of what they deemed to be their 

Three or fotir weeks afterwards,' was written the 'secret property—of what certainly had long given wealth, and 
dispatch' which gave rise to so vehement a debate in distinction, and power to their families. 
parliament : , ,Aprie 19, 1s58.-  

'14. We must admit that, under these circumstances, the 
hostilities which have been 'carried en In Oude have rather 

'Our letter of the 24th of March 1858 will have put you  the character of legitimate war than that of rebellion, and 
in possession of our general views with respect to the treat- that the people of Oudo should rather be regarded with 
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indulgent cobaidenttion, than made the objects of a penalty although we, are aware that the retribution which' might 
exceeding in extent and in severity almost ,any which has be righteously inflicted upon the guilty may be in some 
been recorded in history as inflicted upon a subdued nation. measure restricted by too much nicety of specification; and 

' 15. Other • conquerors, when they have succeeded in that, in •dealing with so large a mass of crime, it is difficult 
overcoming resistance, have excepted, a few persons as still 
deserving of punishment, but have, with a generous policy, 
extended their elemeuey to the great body of the people. 

to avoid the commission of some acts of individual injustice, 
we may still express our desire that the utmost exertion 
may be made to confine, 	within the smallest possible 

'16. You have meted upon a different principle. 	You 
have reserved a few as deserving of special favour, null you 

compass, these cases of uncertain proof and dubious identity, 
over though your retributary measure's shaidd thus 'fall 

have struck with what they will feel as the severest of short of what in strict justice might be inflicted. 
punishment the mass of the inhabitants of the country.. '5. As soon as you have suppressed the active hostility of 

'17. We cannot but think that the. precedents from the enemy, yotunfirst. care will be the restoration of ',public 
whom you have departed will appear to have been conceived confidence. 	It will he your. privilege when the disorganised 
in n.spirit of wisdom superior to that which appears in the 
precedent you have mode. 

provinces shall no longer be convulsed by intestine disorder, 
to set an example of toleration and forbearance towards the 

'18. We desire that you will mitigate in practice the subject people, and to endeavour by every means Consistent 
stringent severity of the decree of, confiscation, you have with. the security of the British empire iu the mud, to allay • 
issued against the landholders of Oude. the irritation and suspicion, which, if suffered to retain 

'19. We desire to see British authority in India rest possession of the.minds of the native and European inhabits 
upon the willing. obedience, of a contented people ; there ants of the country, will eventually, lead to nothing ,less 
cannot be contentment where,there is general confiscation. calamitous than a war efraces. '  

' 20. Government cannot long be maintained by any  ' 6. In dealing with the people of Owle, you will doubtless 
force in a country where the whole people is rendered be moved by special considerations of justice And of policy. 
hostile by a sense .of wrong ; and if it were possible so to Throughout the resent contest, we have ever regarded such 
maintain it, it would not be a coneunimation to be desired.' of the inhabitants of that country as—not being sepoys or 

pensioners of our own army—have been in anus against us 
L 	 • as an exceptional class. 	They cannot be considered as 

The Court of Directors, before the secret dispatch became traitors or even rebels, for they had not pledged their fidelity 
known to them, adopted courteous language in the following 
letter of instructions sent to Viscount Canning, referring to 

to us, and they had scarcely become our subjects. 	Many, 
by the introduction of a new system of goVernment, had 

an earlier communication : 	 d 	s- necessarily been deprived of the maintenance they had 
, '3[041, lea, latterly enjoyed ; and others feared that the speedy loss 

'1. Yon will have received, by the mail .of the 25th of of their means of subsistence must follow from the same 
March, a letter from the secret committee, whieltims since course. 	It was natural that such persons should avail 
been laid before us, respecting the policy which it becomes' themselves of the opportunity presented by the distracted 
you to pursue towards those natives of India who have state of the country, to strikea blow for the restoration of 
nsrently been in arms against the authority of the British the native rule, under which the permitted disorganisation 
government. 

' 2. That letteremphatically confirms the principles which 
of the eopntry had so long been to them a source of unlit's,  
ful profit. 	Neither the disbanded soldiers of the late native 

you have already adopted, an set forth in your circular of 
the 81st of July 1857, by irnpressiug .upon you the pro- 

government, nor. the great thalookdars and their retainers, 
were under any' obligation of fidelity, to our government for 

priety of pursuing, after the conquest of the revolted benefits conferred upon them. You would be justified, there- 
provinces, a coarse of policy distinguished by a wise and fore, in dealing with them as On would with ,a foreign 
discriminating generosity. 	You are exhorted to temper enemy, 	and 	in 	ceasing 	to 	consider 	them 	objects 	of 
justice with mercy, and, except in cases of extreme crimin- punishment after they have once laid down their arme 
ality, to grant Mt amnesty to the vanquished. 	In the '7. Of these •arms they must for 	be deprived. . Yea 
sentiments expressed by the secret committee we entirely will doubtless, in prosecution of this object, addresi your- 
concur. 	While there are some crimes which humanity 
calls upon you to punish with the utmost severity, there 

self in the first instance to the case of the great thalookdars, 
who so successfully defied the late government, and many 

are others of a less aggntvated character, which it would of whom, with large bodies of armed Men, appear to have 
be equally unjust and impolitic not to pardon and to aided the efforts of the mutinous, soldiery of the Bengal 
forget. army. 	The destruction of the fortified strongholds of these 

'3. The offences with which you will be called upon to 
deal are of three different kind's. • Firstly, high criines, 
instigated by malice prepense, anti aggravated by treachery 

powerful landholders, the forfeiture of their remaining guns, 
the disarming and disbanding of their followers, will be 
amongst your first works. 	But, whilst you. are depriving 

and enmity. 	Secondly, offences the results rather of weak- this influential and once dangerous class of people of their 
ness than of malice, into which it is believed that many power of openly resisting your authority, you will, we have 
have bean drawn by the contamination of example, by the no doubt, exert Yourself by every possible means to reconcile 
fear of opposing themselves to their more powerful country- them to British rule, and 	encourage 	them, by liberal 
men, or by the belief that they have been compromised by arrangements made in accordance with ancient usages, to 
the acts of their associates, rather, than by any active desire become industrious agriculturists;. and to employ in the 
to embarrass the existing government. And, thirdly, offences 
of a less positive character, amounting to little more than 

cultivation of the soil the men 'who, as armed retainers, 
have so long wasted the substance of their masters and 

passive connivance at evil, or at most to the act of giving desolated the land. 	We believe that these landholders may 
:inch Assistance to the rebels as, if not given, would hove be taught that their holdings . will be mere profitable to , 
been forcibly extorted, and which in many eases it would them Under a strong government, capable of maintaining 
have been death to refuse to bodies of -licentious and the peace of the country, and severely punishing agrarian 
exasperated mutineers. 	. outrages, than under one which perpetually invites, by its 

'4. It is the first only of these offences, the perpetrators weakness, the ruinous arbitration of the sword. 
of which, and their accomplices, it will be your duty to' ' 8. Having thus endeavoured, on the re-establishment of 
visit with the severest penalty, which you can inflict ; and the authority of the British' government in Oude,' to 
it is, happily, in such cases of exceptional atrocity, that re-assure the great. landholders, you will proceed to con- 
you will have the least difficulty in proving both the coin. raider, in the same spirit 'of toleration' and forbearance, the 
,mission of the offence and the identity of the offender. condition of the great body of the people.. You will bear in 
In the other cases you might often be left in doubt, 
not 	only of the extent of the offence committed,. but 

mind that it is necessary, in a transition state from. one 
government to another, to, deal tenderly ' with existing 

of its actual commission by the accused persons; and usages, and sometimes even with existing abuses. 	All 
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preCipitate reforms are dangerous. 	It' is often wiser oven surrender their arms, and obey the .orders of the British 
to tolerate evil for a time, than to alarm,  and to irritate the government, provided they have not participated in the 
minds of the people by the sudden introduction of changes • murder'" of Englishmen -or Englishwomen." 
which time can alone teach them to appreciate, or even, 
perhaps, to understand. 	You: will be especially careful, 

" 4.-We are prepared to learn that in publicly declaring 
that, with the exception of the lands of six persons who 

in the readjustment of the fiscal syStem• of the province, to had been steadfast in their allegiance, the,proprietary right 
avoid the imposition of unaccustomed taxes, whether of a in' the soil of the province was confiscated to the British 
general or of a local character,. pressing heavily upon the government, the governor-general intended no more than 
industrial resources and affecting the daily comforts•of the to reserve to himself entire liberty of action, and to give 
people. 	We do not estimate the successful administration the character of mercy to the confirmation of alt rights 
of a newly acquired province according to the financial not prejudicial to the public welfare, the owners of which 
results of the first few years. 	At such it time we should might not, by their conduct, have excluded themselves from 
endeavour to conciliate the people by wise concessions, and . indulgent consideration. 	 . 
to do nothing to encourage the• belief: that the British ' • '5. His lordship must have been well aware that the 
government is more, covetous of 'revenue than the native Words of the proclamation, without 'the comment on it 
ruler whom it has supplanted.' 	' which we trust was speedily afforded by your actions, must 

. have produced- the 'expectation of much more general and 	' 
K. 	 . indiscriminate dispossession than could have been consistent 

The last doeuinent hero given is a letter of instructions with justice or with 	policy. 	• We 	shall 	doubtless be 
from the Court of Directors, kind and courteous towards informed, in due course, of the reasons which induced the 
the governor-general, but evidently conveying an opinion - governor-general to employ those terms, and of the 'means 
that the proposed proclamation, unless •modified mid acted -which, we presume, have been taken of, making known in 
On with caution, would be too severe for the purpose in 'Oude the merciful character which we assume must still 
view : belong to your views. 	In the meantime, it is due to the 

' Mitirat Department, IBM of.M,y1n. 20) 1838. governor•general that'we should express our entire reliance 
' 	'1. The secret committee has •comniunicated to us the that on this, as on former oceaeions, it has been his firm 
-governor-general's secret letter, dated 5th March' (No. 9) resolution to shew to all whose crimes are not too great for 
1358, with its enclosures, consisting of a letter •addressed indulgence, the utmost degree •of leniency consistent .any 
to the chief ommissioner of Oude, dated '3d of March, and with the early restoration and firm maintenance of lawful 
of the proclamation referred to therein, which was to be authority. 	 . . issued by Sir James Outranto the chiefs and inhabitants 'We accordingly have to inform you, that on receiviug 
of Oude as soon as the British troops'should have posses- cemmuniaition of the papers now acknowledged, the Court 
sion or command of the city of Lucknow of Directors passed the following resolution : 	• 

'2. Weihave also received eommuuication• of the letter ' " Resolved,—That in reference to the dispatch frowthe 
addressed to your government by the secret committee, 
under date the 19th of April last, on' the subject of the 

secret+ committee to the governor-general of India; dated 
the 19th ult., with the documents therein Alluded to, and 

draft of proclamation.  this Bay laid before the Court of Directors,•this . court 
' 3. Our political letter of the 5th of May has apprised.' desires to 'express its continued confidence in the governor- 

you of our strong sense of the distinction which ought to general, Lord Canning, and its conviction that his measure 
be maintained between the revolted sepoys and the chiefs for the pacification of ()tide, and the other disturbed die- 
and people of Onde, and the comparative indulgence with 
which, equally from juice and policy, the insurgents of 

triets in India, will be characterised by a generous policy, 
and by the utmost clemency that-is found to he consistent 

that country' (other thins sepoys) ought •to be regarded. with the satisfactory accomplishment of that important ' 
In accordance with these views, we entirely approve the -object."--We are, &c. 	 il 
guarantee of life and honour given by the proposed pro- (Signed) 	' P. 'Cutlets, 
clatnation to all thalookdars, chiefs, and landholders, with ' W. J. Etsrmtex, 
their followers, who should snake immediate submission, ' 	'London, May18, ie.% 	 &e. &c.'• 
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4 	C 11 A P T E R XXVIII. 
MILITARY 	OPERATIONS 	IN 	APRIL. 

---<=,e-'-'4.IIE 	British 	ff 	• andwould ., 	 „___.) 0 	1001.g 

..„ 	4 soldiers M India looked for- 
2g. 	ward, not without anxiety, to a. 

s 	hot-weather 	oampaign 	in 	the 
if 	_.., 	summer of 1858. 	Mush disappoint- 

L,,,,A- 	-malt was felt, too, in England, when 
t,......,,,  " 	the necessity for 	such 	a 	campaign 

--- 	became manifest. 	Persons in 	ranks . 	 all 

 be crushed. out. 	The result did not answer 
to this expectation. Lucknow was conquered ; but 
the Flamers taken could be reckoned simply by 
dozens ; nearly all, the rebels who were not killed 
escaped into the provinces. 	It is true that they 
were now a dispersed body instead of a col:teen-
trated. army; but it is also true that, in abandoning 

had fondly hoped that, when Sir Cohn 
Campbell had spent two or three months 

in preparing for the siege of Lucknow, he 
would be enabled so to invest that city as to 
render the escape of the mutineers impossible ; 
and that in conquering it, the heart of the rebellion 

Lucknow, they 	 to would retire 	many towns and 
forts where guns could be found, and where a 
formidable stand might be made against British 
troops. Let the summer approach, and the ratio of 
advantages on the two sides would be changed in 
character. 	Hot weather may affect the sepoy, but , 
it affects him relatively less than the Englishman. 
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It is heart-breaking work to a gallant soldier to 
. 

very little affected by the mutiny, chiefly because 
feel his bodily strength failing through heat, at there were few Mohammedan loaders inclined to 
a time when his spirit is as heroic as ever. 	The become rebels ; but the authorities could not close 
rebels wore astute enough to know this. 	The lithe their eyes to the facts that the province was very 
Hindoo, with supple limbs and no superfluous insufficiently defended, and 	that any successfal 
flesh, can make great marches—especially when ho revolt there would be more disastrous than in 
retreats. His goods and chattels are few in number ; other regions. 	So long as the delta of the Ganges 
his household arrangements simple; and it costs remained in British hands, there would always be 
hint little time or thought to shift his quarters 
at a shirt notice, in a 'period of peace. 	During 

a base of operations fox reconquering Upper India, 
if necessary ; but that delta once lost, the services 

war or rebellion, when he becomes a soldier, his 
worldly position is even more simple than before. 

of a Clive, backed by a large army from England, 
would be again needed to recover it. 	A plan was 

A man who can live upon rice, parched corn, and therefore formed for locating five or six thousand 
water, and to whom it is a matter of much indiffer- 
once whether he is clothed or not, has a remarkable 
freedom of movement, requiring little intricacy of 

European troops in Bengal, quartered at Calcutta, 
Dumdum, 	Chinsura, 	Barmckpore, 	Dinapoor, 
Bonares, and one or two other places. 	It became 

commissariat arrangements. 	The English, during very seriously contested whether any native army 
the war of the mutiny, had ample means of whatever would be needed in the province. 	The 
observing this mobility of the native rebel troops, 
and ample reasons for lamenting its consequences. 

Beegalees are peaceful, and have few ambitious 
chieftains among them ; hence, it was argued, a 

If this were so during the winter, it would be still few thousand British troops, and a few hundred 
more decidedly the case during a hot-weather seamen of the Naval Brigade, would suffice to 
campaign, when exhaustion and coups de • sokil protect 	the 	province. 	There 	were 	`divisional 
work so terribly on the European constitution. 	It 
was this consideration, as we have said, that gave 

battalions' of native troops still at certain stations, 
as a sort of military police; but the regular Bengal 

rise to much disappointment, both in India and native army had been extinguished, or had ex- 
in England, when the real sequel of the siege of tinguished itself. 	So useful had a few hundred 
Lucknow became apparent. 	The disappointment seamen become, that their employment led to 
resolved 	itself in 	some 	quarters 	into 	adverse many such suggestions as the following—'Wherever 
criticism on 	Sir Cohn 	Campbell's tactics ; 	but 
even those who deemed 	it wise and just to 
postpone such criticism, could not postpone their 

these sea 	en are, there is a feeling of absolute 
security a once from external attack and internal 

T  
treachery. 	Bengal has now been nearly twelve 

anxiety when they found that the rebels, fleeing months without a native army; and within that 
from Lucknow, assumed such an attitude elsewhere twelve months they have never once been missed. 
as would render a sunimer campaign necessary. Why not retain this security `I 	Why not strike off 

The long sojourn of the commander-in-chief in Bengal from the provinces to be occupied by a 
and near the Oudian capital, and the frequent native force, and render our improvised force a 
communications between him and the governor- permanent institution I 	A company of European 
general, told of serious and weighty discussions sailors would be a nucleus for the armed police in 
concerning the policy to be pursued. 	Rumours 
circulated of an antagonism of plans ; 	of one 

each division. 	Why not keep them up as such, 
give them permanent allowances, recruit them 

project for leaving the rebels unmolested until primarily from the same useful class 9 	There can 
after the hot season,  should have passed, and of be no want of men when once such a permanent 
another for crushing thorn in detail before they opening is known. 	They would not only protect 
could succeed in re-combining. 	But whatever the great cities, and double the physical force on 
might have been the rumours, the policy adopted which all authority must ultimately rest, but act 
followed the latter of these two courses. 	The as a perthanent check on the divisional battalions. 
army of Lucknow, broken up into divisions or We want such a check. 	These men may be as 
columns, was set again to work, to pursue and faithful as the sopoys have been false, as attached 
defeat those insurgents who kept the field with to Europeans as the sepoys have prieved themselves 
a pertinacity little expected when the 	mutiny hostile; but there can never be any proof of the 
began. 	So much of those operations as took place fact, 	Let us not again trust armed natives without 
during the month of April, it is the purpose of the precautions we take in our ships against our 
this chapter to narrate ; but a few words.  may own sailors—a check by a differentbody' 	All 
previously be said concerning the state of aflairs such considerations necessarily resolved themselves 
in Bengal, more dependent on Calcutta than on into a much 	larger inquiry, to be conducted 
the army of Oudo or the commander-in-chief, deliberately and cautiously—how ought the army 

The fact has already been adverted to that the of India to be re-constituted I  
supreme government, amid all the, anxiety of the Semi-barbarous tribes in many instances took 
rebellion in the northwest, began in the spring advantage of the disturbed state of British influe 
of the year to take measures for the better pro- once in India, to make inroads into districts not 
tection of Lower Bengal, 	That province, the properly belonging to them; and it sometimes 
most important in the whole of India, had been happened that the correction of these evil-doers 

•••••rir. 
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was a Very difficult in-atter. 	Such an .instance soldiery, both officers And. privates. '. The paltriness 
oecurred in the month now under notice. ' On the of the bits.of metal And ribbon, or the. tastelessness 
borders of Assam, 'at the extreme northeast corner of the design, might be abundantly criticised ; but 
of India were a wild mountain tribe called Abors, 
who had for some time been. engaged in a system 

when,  it became publicly 'known that the Cross, 
would be'given only,t,J those who had shown them- 

of marauding on the Assam side of the frontier... ; selves to 'be brave among- the brave, the value of 
Captain Bivar, at Debrooghur, set forth to punish the symbol was great, such •as a soldier or sailor 
them taking with him a mixed force of sailors and : could alone.appreciate. 	From time to time notices 
Goorkhas. 	The Abors retreated to their fastnesses;,  
and Bivar attempted to follow them i but this was 

appeared in' the London Gazette, emanating from 
the War-oli5ze giving the utmost publicity' 	to the 

an unsuccessful mameuvre. 	The Abors brought. instances ire which the Victoria Cross was' bestowed. 
down many of his men by poisoned arrows, and , The name 'of the officer or soldier; the regiment or 
maimed others by rolling. down stones .upon them 1, corps to which he belonged; the commanding officer 
from the rocks ; a portion of their numbers, mean- who had made the recomMendatio»;  the dispatch 
while, making. a circuit, fell upon the baggage- ' in which' the deed of bravery was recorded, the 
boats, and captured the whole of the baggage. date arid'place of that deed, the nature of, the deed 
Captain Bivar and his 'companions suffered many ' itself-•-•1111 were briefly. set ,  forth ; and there can lye 
privations before they safely got babk to Debreogbur.' • ''little 0.oubt that the recipients of the Cross would 
These, however, were minor 'difficulties, involving cherish %that memorial, and.  the Gazette notice, to 
no very , serious • consequences. 	Throughout the the encl of their lives. 	Incidental notices of, this 
northeast region of India-there were few `Dandies,'.., 
few sepoys • of Hindustani race ; and thus the 

honorary testimonial,  have been frequently made' 
in forther chapters; and it is Mentioned again here 

materials for rebellion were deprived done very hecatise of its importance in including officers and 
mischievous ingredient. 	 - privates in the same. category. 	Thus, on the 27th 

Vhe Calcutta authorities found . it neceisary to .. of April, to give ono instance, the London Gtezetto 
make stringent rules concerning ladies and children ; . announced the bestowal of the Victoria Crofts.  on 
and hence 'some of the magistrates and collectors, 
the representatives of the Company in a 'civil cape,- 

Lieutenant-colonel Henry Tombs, of the Bengal 
artillery ; Lieutenant 'James Hills, of the same 

city. in • the country districts, were oceasionally corps -Lieutenant 'William Alexander Kerr, of the 
placed in troublesome circumstances by • family 24th Bombay native infantry ; 'Sergeant John 
considerations during times of tumult. 	From the Smith, of the Bengal Sappers and Miners; Bugler 
first, the Calcutta government had endeavoured, • Robert Hawthorne, '' of the 524 • foot ; 	Lance- 
by every available means, to prevent women and , corporal . Henry 7Smith, ' of the same regiment; 
children 	from going to the scenes of danger: Sergeant, Bernard Diamond, of the Bengal horse- 
knowing how seriously the movements of the artillery 	and Gunner Richard Fitzgerald, of the 
officers, military and civil, -would be interfered same corps. 	Sergeant Smith- and Bugler 'Haw- 

" with by the presence of helpless relatives during 
scenes of fighting and tumult. 	One of the magis-.  

theme, it will be remembered, assisted poor Horne, 
Salkeld, and Burgess in blowing up the Cashmere 

trates, in Western Bengal, was brought into ditS.- Gate at Delhi unlike their heroic but lessfortunate 
culty by disobedience to this order. 	His wife , 
entreated that she might come to him at his station. 

companions,' they lived• to' reeeiVe the Victoria 
Cross.* 	 , 

She did so. 	Shortly afterWards a rumour spread Let us now pass to the stormy northwest regions. 
that a large force of the enemy was approaching. Beginning with' Litcknow as It centre, 'it will be 
The lady grew frightened, and the husband anxious. convenient to treat of Sir Colin'S arrangements at 
He took her to' another place, and Was thereby that place, and then to notice in succession 'the 
absent from his post at a. critical time. 	The .operations of his brigadiers in their movements 
government suspended him from office for dis- radially from that centre, so far as they were con: 
obeying orders in haVing his wife at the 'station, • 
and for• quitting his 'district without leave at a 

neeted with the month of 'April. 	. 	• 	, 	, 
That portion of the army  -which remained in 

time when his presence was imperatively needed. Lucknow found the month of April to open with 
. 	One other matter' may be mentioned here, in a degree of heat very distressing to bear. 	A 
connection with the local government, before Pro- temperature 	of .'100° . F., 	under . the 'shade ' of 

. cceding to the 'affairs of Outdo and the northwest. . 	 . 
The Calcutta' authorities shared with the Court of fire moue
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a tent, was not at all tmusnal..• When the wind owner, Rajah Mann. Singh, was 'a subject of much 
was calm, the pressure 'of temperature was .not anxiety among the British authorities: 	His power 
inuch felt ; but the 'blowing `of a hot wind' was in Onde was' very considerable, and it, was 'fondly 
truly terrible—not only 	the beat itself,' but .from hoped or wished that he might prove faithful in 
from the clouds of dust ,laden with particles- of mutinous times. •• This hope was , founded on 
matter of the most offensive .kind.' _ Every organ two kinds of , evidence, • positive and negative— 
of sense, every nerve, every pore, was•distressed. proofs that be 'had often befriended the poor 
And it was at such a time that a commander was 
called upon to plan, and officers and soldiers to 

'European fugitives in the hour of• greatest need, 
and that on' many. occasions he had not injured 

execute, military operations .with as much care the British when he might. easily have done 'so. 
and exactitude as if under a cool and temperate Nevertheless it was impossible to get rid of .thee 
sky. 	There were putrefying bodies, yet unburied' impresSion that .lie was `playing fast and loose; I 
in the vicinity, pools of recently dried blood in reserving himself for whichever party should gain 
the streets and gardens, and abominations of the •ascendeney in the Indian struggle. 	So much 
every kind in this city of palaces :. how • these importance was attached in England to this rajitles 
affected the air, in a temperature higher than conduct, that the house of ComMons ordered the 
is ever known in England, may he,. imperfectly, 
and only imperfectly, conceived.* 	 ' 

production. of 'any documents that might throw 
light upon it. 	The papers produced ranged over 

The last chapter told in what way the. treat- 
mont of the Oude rebels engaged the attention ,  of 

a period of six mouths. 	So early as June 1857, 
when the mutiny was only six or seven weeks old;  

the imperial legislature, and what were the violent 
discussions to which that subject gave rise. In this 

Mn' Tucker, commissioner. of Beuares, wrote to', 
Mann Singh concerning the relations between him 

place it will only be necessary to state that, long 
before Viscount Canning came to hear the views. 

and. the British government—acknowledging the,  
steadiness'of the rajah in maintaining' the district • 

of the two Houses of ParliaMent, he found it of Fyzabad in , a peaceful condition, so far as he 
necessary 'to determine, if not the policy itself; at could, and assuring him that it would.be pod 
least the names of those who would have the " policy for hint to continue in the same path. 	He ' 
onerous tasV of re-establishing civil government in told him that although England was engaged in a 
the distracted province.. Mr Montgomery, wlio,,  as 'war, with. China,. and had only just concluded one 
judicial commissioner of the Puujaub, had rendered Iwith Persia, and that :moreover her Hindustani' 
admirable, service to Sir John 	Lawrence, .was ,'troops had proved faithless,. she would undoubtedly 
selected' by the governor-general to fill:the office of triumph over all opposition from 'within and with- 
chief-commissioner of Oude--aided by a staff of out; and. would equally remember those who bad 
judicial, and. financial commissioners,, civil 	and 
military secretaries, iteputy-commissioners, 'corn- 

been true and those who bad been false to her—, 
to reward the one and punish , the other. ' It was a :. 

missioners of divisions, deputy-commissioners of letter of thanks for the past, and of warning for the • 
districts, and other officers. 	It was believed that future. 	During the same month, Mann Singh was 
he combined the valuable qualities of 'sagacity, . ' in correspondence with Mr Paterson, magistrate of 
experience, firmness, and conciliation. 	Otide. was Gornckpore, giving and receiving friendly assur 
to be parcelled out into four divisions, and:each ttees, and impressing the magistrate with a belief 
division' into three districts. 	The intention' Wits, 
that as soon as .any . part of the province was 

in his sincere desire to remain faithful to the 
British government during a time of trouble. 	In 

brought into some degree of order by Sir Colin the middle of July he Armin correspondence with 
and his brigadiersiMontgomery should take it in Mr. Wingfield, British . political agent with the 
hand, and bring it to order in relation to judicial Goorkha force at that time in the Goruckpore 
and revenue affairs. 	Large, powers were given to 
him, in relation to `proclamations' and everything 

district. 	Mann Singh, it may here be remarked, 
had suffered severely in 'his estate, by the land- 

else; and if remained for time,to sheiv the result. settlement made when the Company took posses- . 
While on this subject,. it may be well to advert 

to the conduct 	and position of .one particular' ' 
' sion of Oude ; he had 'Suffered, whether rightly or',  

wrongly ; and 'the Calcutta, authorities were natu- 
native of Cade— During many mouths the line of rally anxious. to know whether MS . losses , had 
policy pursued by the influential 0.udian land. :converted ,him into a rebel.. 	He wrote to Mr 

. 	 ' Wingfield, promising to adhere faithfully to a 
0. or the dust it is quite beyond the powers of writing to give a • course of friendliness towards the English. 	• Mr 

description. 	It is Es fine and eagle, that long after the causes ` 
which raised it have ceased to exert' their influence, you may see  W•• in field reconmaended .the government to trust 
it liken veil of gauze between-your 'eyes and every object. 	The 
sun,- while yet six or seven degrees above the horizon, is hid Room • 
eight by it as though'the lhminnry wore enveloped 3n a thick fog; 

Mann Singh, to supply him with a certain amount 
of .fitnds, and to believe:that he • was able 411(1 

and rat curb,  morning and arming, this vapour of-dust suspended willing , to 	keep the .' districts 	of; Fyzabad and 
.high in the seems like .s. ratis4toud effitging to is hillside: 'Wheat 
this duet is set rapidly in motion by a hot- wind, and when the 

0..1  
Sultan 	re 	tolerably.  free .finm anarchy. 	Ile 

grosser wand, compoSed of minute fragments of tale, taffies of 
mice, And earth, Is impelled in quichanceeive waves through the 
heated Atmosphere, 'the effect is quite stillicient to 'radio one 

- added.: ' All I see and hoar of Mann Singh makes 
me think him stanch up 'to this moment. 	He 

detest India for ever: 	Every article in your tent, your bffir, eyes, has exerted himself in every way to protect the 
And nose, are tilled and covered with this dust, which deposits a 
coating boa tin inch thick all over the tent.'—W. H., ItimsEta.. 	1 

1D 

wotheri, and children that were left at Fyzabad, 
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and . to place thorn in safety. 	He sent four again.' 	Again, on the 12th of February Mr 
sergeants' wives and seven children to this place; Wingfield wrote t `On Mann Sineh's conduct I look 
but we cannot expect him to sacrifice himself for with some distrust, which his letter does not tend 
as. 	lie has doubtless already made himself to remove. 	Our,  Fyzabad. news-writer, whose 
obnoxious to the rebels by his open adhesion information has invariably proved correct; reports 
to onr cause; and if fortune goes against us at that the rajah hat had an interview with some of 
Lucknow, instead of being able to render us any the sepoy officers, and agreed to their proposal to 
assistance, he will himself have to take shelter invade this ((loruckpore) district, and moved three 
here.' 	The Calcutta government. authorised Mr of his guns down to the Ghat. 	It would be quite 
Wingfield to thank Mann Singh for his actions consistent with his known character for duplicity 
and his promises, and to assist him with money to to infer that, while aiding the insurgents, he is 
a certain prescribed amount, 	In August a lottet Vying to keep well with us.' 	The double-dealer 
was sent to the rajah himself by the government, 
thanking him for what he had clone, and urging 

*had, indeed, his hands full of employment; for 
he had been sounding Sir James Outram at the 

him to a continuance in the same course, 	Many Alum Bagh, before he applied to the Goruckpore 
months afterwards, the Calcutta authorities had authorities, at the very time that he had on hand 
again to discuss this subject. 	During the autumn, some sort of negotiation with the , rebels. 	He 
Mann Singh's former promises had been a good deal succeeded so far as this—that no party liked 
belied. He had been in and near Lucknow during absolutely to throw him off 	Mr Wingfield, in 
the period when Havelock, Outran), and Campbell 
were engaged in warfare at that city ; and it was 
more than suspected that he had aided the insure 

writing to the government, candidly admitted. that, 
inscrutable and unreliable as Mann Singh was, 
matters would have gone worse for the British 

gents. 	True, he was a man who, having some- in Oudo if he had not been there. 	' It must be 
thing of the feelings of a 	gentleman, rather admitted that his neutrality up to the present time 
sucecened than persecuted hapless fugitives who has paralysed the plans. of the insurgents, and has 
were powerless for aught save suffering ; but his made him the object of' their indignation. 	Had 
proceedings in other ways were not satisfactory. he declared himeelf openly against us, the district 
When Outram commanded in the Residency, shut of Goruckpore would long ago have been invaded,' 
up with Havelock and Inglis, he exchanged many On the 16th of February the governonioneral sent 
communications with the rajah, but to no coatis- orders from Allahabad, as to the mode in which 
factory end. 	During the -winter, rumours reached any overtures from Mann Singh should be received. 
Mann Singh that the governor-general, regarding Ho directed that the rajah should be thanked for 
him as a traitor in spite of his many promises, 
intended to deprive him of his estates, as a punish- 

the humanity he had shown towards individuals ; 
reminded that strong suspicions were entertained 

meat. 	He wrote a reproachful letter to Mr of his complicity with the rebels; threatened 
Brereton, the magistrate at Goruckpore—corn- with a MI and • searching inquiry into his past 
plaining that this was a poor reward for his conduct; and recommended to submit himself-es 
services; that he went with his family to Lucknow without any other conditions than a promise of his 
because he was threatened by insurgents at Fyne life and honour—to the British authorities. 	But 
bad; but that throughout the various sieges at Mann Singh did not follow this 	advice—he 
Ladino* he never joined the rebels in attacking remained throughout the spring. months balancing 
the British. Among various letters from the officials, 
were two which skewed that Mr Wingfield had 

and trimming between loyalty and disloyalty. 
Reverting to the state of affairs at Lucknow, it 

greatly modified his former favourable opinion of may here be observed that the cornmander-im 
the Fyzabad rajah. 	On the 2d of February he chief remained in that city until the middle of 
wrote : ' Mann Singh is not the man to be selected April. 	There was nothing Napoleonic, nothing 
as an object of clemency. 	He has not the excuse rapid, in his movements after the conquest ; but 
of having been hurried into insurrection by the those who knew him best knew that he was 
force of example, the impetuosity of his feelings, 
or even regard for his personal safety. 	He with- 

organising plans of operation for all his brigadiers, 
and on 	all 	sides 	of the Ondian capital. 	So 

stood all these trials ; 	for 	it 	was 	on 	mature thoroughly was 'he master of his own secrets, and ' 
reflection, and after weighing all the chances on 
either, side, that he chose that of rebellion. 	As 

Of his correspondence with the • governor-general, 
that very little concerning his plans wore known 

long as he thought the success of the insurrection 
was but transient, and that our government would 

until the very day of operation. 	Even 'the higher , 
officers had little but conjecture to rest upon ; 

speedily recover its position, he professed loyalty, 
and even supported us ; but when he heard that 
the Ooorkhas were not to march through Fyzabad, 
and that Havelock had been obliged to abandon 

while the mere retailers of gossip W01'0 sorely 
puzzled' for materials. 	It may be that the exees- , 
sive publicity of the details of the Crimean wee' 
had tendered military authorities uneasy, and 

his design of relieving the Residency and to retire tended to render them chary of giving information 
on Cawnpore, he thought Our case hopeless, and of their plans in any subsequent wars, 	During 
joined what appeared the triumphant side. 	He the second week in the month, Sir Colin Camp- 
has now found out his mistake, and wishes to turn bell took • a rapid gallop to Allahabadt—a long 
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distance and a somewhat perilous ride in such a as were also two sbahzadas or princes of the royal 
disturbed . state of the eouutiy ; Ina he was knot a family of Delhi. • lima Sahib is supposed to have 
man to care for distance or for danger, as person-, 
ally affecting himself. 	He had many weighty 

arrived at Bareilly in Rohileund, after Sir Colin's' 
great victory at Lucknow, with fuer hundred. 

questions to settle with Viscount Canning ; and as troopers, and to have taken up his abode in the 
the governor-general could not or would not go fine largo native school-room built by, the British 
to the commander; the commander went , to the in that city. 	One among , many bazaar reports 
governor:general. 	The result of the interview was was, that Khan Bahadoor Khan began to entertain 
the departure of Sir Colin Campbell himself, as misgivings ,concerning the ultimate success of his 
well as hisgenerais, for active service in' districts rebel policy ; but that Nom Sahib, acting on his 
distant from. Lucknow. 	 . fears, insisted that a drawing back would be ruin- 

It will, be. desirable ,to, trace the movements of oils:. Another rumour, having much probability to 
thdgeuerals and brigadiers singly before noticing recommend it,'wa.s to AIM effect that Nena Sahib 
those of the cominander-in-chief and Ins head- 
quarters. i 	 . 	. . 	. 

looked to Central India, the region of Gwalior, 
Kotah, and Indore, as the field in which his own 

And first, for,,Sir darnel Ceram., 	This eminent . person' success might ultimately be pest 'iostired.; 
man, the second in influence among the military on account of his 'great influence among 	the 
cemmandere in India, quitted Lucknow nearly Mahrattas of that region ; and it was supposed 
at the Same time as many other officers ; but on a that, failing ,of success in Ottde and Rohileund, he 
different mission. 	When that city was conquered, would endeavour to cross the Ganges and the 

. 	Outram at once became supreme authority there, 
as chief-commissioner of Oudo 	He• collected 

4urana into latindelemad and Central India. Hence 
one of the points of policy on the side of . the 

round him a civil ,  staff, and proceeded to enrol a commander-in-Chief, . was to guard those great 
pelico, establish police-stations, and restore order in rivers at as many ghats or ,passing-places as pps- 
the city. , From these duties, however, he was 'sum- siblea--in the hape that . cenfined to Oudo and 
moned away. His services were needed at Calcutta, Rehikund, the rebels Might be crushed ; and in 
The supreme council„in that city generally con- the fear that, scattered ever Central India, they 
tamed one military officer among 'its members, to might again become powerful. Whether his forces 
advise on matters ,pertaining to war. 	General ;were sufficiently numerout for this ,duty,' was one 
Low, who had for some time filled , that position, 
retired to England ; and Outram was chosen to. 

i of the many questions that pressed upon Sir Colin 
r Campbell. 	The 'trite saying of an enemy ' not ' 

supply his place. 	Persopally, it was well that Sir knoWing when they were beaten,.' was many times 
James should quit the camp for awhile, after, half revived by the British officers in those clays ; the 
a. year's incessant military employment in Oude ; 
and professionally, 	ii was, 	desirable that 	the 

mutineers seldona , gained a, victory ; but on the 	, 
other. hand, they were not much disheartened by 

council at Calcutta should have the benefit of his . defeat ; they retreated, only to collect and fight 
assistance, in any plans for the reorganisation of again ; and thus, the British troops seldom felt 
the Indian army—a most • important matter, 
towards which the attention of the authorities was 

that 	a victory would give an unquestionably 
permanent advantage. 

necessarily much directed. 	Sir James did' not 
forget his old companions-in-arms. 	As soon as he 

, Of the leaders who had taken part in the COD,  
quest of Lucknow, Jung Balaudoor, the Nopaelese 

reached Calcutta, he gave orders that copies..of one chieftain—as has been shown in a former chapter 
of the newspapers should be regularly sent to the —went to Allahahad with ,aa body-guard, to hold 
hospitals of six of the British regiments at Cawn- an interview with the goveiner-geneval., The rest 
pore, Meerut, Lucknow, and Beriares ; he knew of the Goorkha contingent retried their steps by 	' 
how irksome are the hours in a. sick-room, and slow degrees toward their 'Nepaulese home. 	So 
how joyfully a few books or journals are bailed in late 	as the 22d of April, the main body of 
such a place. 	 . . Goorkhas wore no further from Lucknow than 

The lines of operation marked out. for the other 
generals naturally bore relation to the real or 
supposed position of the insurgent forces. 	The 

Nawabgange, a town on the banks of the Gogra, 
northeast of the capital' of Oudo. 	On that day, 
they marched to Sutturgunje, and on the 23d to 

rumours which reached head-quarters concerning Durriabad. 	This town had a fort which might 
the concentration of rebel leaders in Robilcuncl, 
even making allowance for exaggerations, told of a 

have made a stout, resistance, but there wore, no 
rebel. troops at hand to put, the matter to, proof. 

somewhat formidable organisation. 	Among the' After remaining at Durriabad two, days, the 
best-known names included in the list were Khan Goorkhas marched on the 25th to Shugahgunje, 
Balladeer Khan, Nena Sahib, Fuzal Huq, Waladid on the 26th to Mobarrukgunje, and on the 27th. to 
Khan, and the, Nawab of Furruckabad- , Khan Durabg,anje--aall of them places on or' near the 
Balladeer Khau was chief ruler; and he appears to banks of the Gogra, on the route towards Fyzabad. 
have organised something like a. regular govern- Resting two days at Dnrahgunje, they marched on 
meat, with dewans, moonshees, naibs, darogahs, 
kotwals, nazims, and military commanders. ,Nena 

the 29th to Ayodha or Oudo,the ancient Hindoo 
capital, afterwards supplanted by the Moham- 

Sahib was there as a sort of distinguished refugee,; n  Medan Fyzabad, just ,atliand7-which Eyzabad, was 
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in its itirn• Supplanted by Iaieknow: 	On the last Why they , Wore not pushed on. to LucknoW;  , 
• day of the month, the Goorkhas were on one side of as an auxiliary Jorce, Was known only  to , the 

the river clogra at Fyzabad, and a body of rebels • authorities i butOnits effect, this inactivity of 'the 
on the other—each intentlywatching the other, but Goorkhas 'Called 	forth much adverse, criticism. 
without fighting. Mahn Singh was at that time at 

• ' 
Again, during the six Months from the beginning 
of. September to the beginning of March, the , 
assistance from Nopautwas not. of such a chola°. 
ter as had' been hoped by those who,knew that the' 

' 
' 	. 

c' 	, 

- ,', ' 

Goorkhas enlisted in the Sirmoof and Kuniaon 
battalions' were.  reallybroVe and offieient. tisoops,,, 
and who expected that,Jung Baharldoes Goorlihits 
would prove, to be Men of the same stamp., 'Why 
the aid rendered was So small,' was .:a politico- , 
military question, on which verylittie inferreation 
was -.afforded. 	When, 	at last, 	a  really 	large 

	

A 	 , 
' 	 z 

• 

' 

, 	,,----' -..- co, 	t, 	. 

• 

. 

Nepauleso army entered Oude, • its movements. 
Were so slow that' Sir Colin began the siege "or 
tucknow without its aid; and-when tlie•siege.waS 
over, the army began to March book again, •without - 
participating 'further in the war. 1,  This was a very , 

 impotent 'result; and",the Nepaulese episode was 
by no means a brilliant one in the history of the 
Wars -of the mutiny. 	So far as, 	concerns the 
march during the' month , of April, from Lucknow 
towards the Nepaul frontier, it may be' remarked 

it' 	X1 l' 	--, 	-,,, that the Goorkhas dreaded the approaching hot 
weather; that 'their :number of sick was' very 	, 

‘ 1 • 1 	f 	, 4 , 	 , 
1,  f, 	, 	, 4,) 	v 

large, and that the carts for their 'baggage. wore 
so onormotis in 'number as greatly to impede their 	• 

,-• 	:1 	 , 	10 
1".0 

- 	, 	.  	)  
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1 	1 	- 
movements:  
• Another of the generals concerned in the siege 

ik  t 	' of Lucknow, Sir EdWard Lugard,was intrusted by , 
- 	, 	Y  	f::,.. 

{ 	, 	fl 

	

k IA 	 r 

- 
• • 

the CoMmandenin-chief with ,  service in a'region 
infested by lioerSingh—the chieftain whose name • 
had been se closely associated with the Dinapoor 
mutiny and the f disaster at Arrah,' in the preced,  
ing summer. 	This rebel had worked round . neatly 

.1, , 	\'-' f ,\  	 • 	' .4 in a circle-,--not metaphorically, but topographic- 
. 	'). 	• 	0,, 

. 	 --- Vii;'"
,..  ally. .He had marched at the head of insurgents 

. south and southwest from Arrah, then: west into , 
'S' 	' 	 '' 

 
fr ,  , 

	

''Z' 	4'!t 	
I 	 . - Bundelcund, then north into the Doab and Oude.; 

, 

' 	' 	- 	 sip, 	,, 	,a...,  1j .1 

'04 

,,..- Mad now it was his fortune to' be. driven east and 
_southeast back -to 'his old quarters in. the neigh- ''':.--- -,..M.  - 

.: 
--, 	• 	..--------- 	' 	.,,  

,,,- -r-- 	-t-  7,,, . - 	-_,--..i.-; 	-- 	-1-- . 	....-- -,.. 	, 	, 	_ 	.  _.... 	,,z. ,,,,t-_,„, 
--'7 

bourhood 'of. Arrah. • 	. 	. . 	 . 
Before Lugard .could oross the frontier into the 

provincestastward of Otide, it was found necessary 
to bring smaller . forces to bear upon bodies of 
rebels infesting those provinces, ,and threatening 

--.-_ -z-,  -- 	.4" -..,.. 
'to 	command the rojion 	between 	the 	rivers 
Goomtee and Gogra. °The, city of Azimghur wits 
in 'this way greatly indebted to the gallant exer- 

Gocrkha Halliday or Sergeant. tions of Lord Mark Kerr. 	This officer, inimedi 
ately •on• the arrival of news that Azinighar. was 

Fyzabad, friendly to the British. Little satisfaction beset by the enemy, started off front Benares -on  
appears to have been derived by any party from the .2d•of April, with 450 men of MM. I3th,reg,i- ' 
this co-operation of the Goorkhas with the British. ment and Queen's Bays, and, two 6--pounder guns. ', 
'In the preceding July and August, when Havelock ThoUgh impeded by a train Of 'three hundred' 
was straining every nerve to bring a anion force bullock-carts laden with ammunition, Kerr pushed 
up to Lucknow, and when Inglis was •contending forward-With such rapidity that he arrived in the 
againft stupendous difficulties in that city—in those neighbourhood of Azimghtur on the third day 
months, there was an army of three or four thou- after quitting Benares; ' Here he was opposed by 
sand Goorkhas near the eastern frontier of Undo, 
badly commanded and insufficiently employed. 

three or four thousand rebels; comprising' a large 
proportion of sepoys of the too celebrated-Dinapoor 
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brigade. • Tile relic& were commanded 'nth some ' 

. 	.. 	.. 
A zinglatr, reached that city at length 	the,15th, , 1 

skill by a .subaclar of one of the' untittnied-regi7  4oni.ewli4t vexedat the numerous delays that' had 	i 
muds:. '.They.eccupied a position,  of donsiderible occurred 	, his .jonritey. 	On his  arrival at the ;. ; _on 
strength, on thn right., and. left...sides. of • the ..main 2  "bridge Of, beats which crossed the'small river Tons 
road; their right 'resting on a strong, village, and, tit .;that, city, he' encountered :a .portion, of. Koer 	,: 
their left protected by a :ditch and 'embankment.. Singh's main army:' • They fought' well, and with 
Lord Mark succeeded in dislodging theSe of the. some determination ; and it :was not without a 	' 
enemy who,  were immediately in • his' front; ,but , Struggle finale defeated and dispersed them. 	Mr 	' 
While thus. engaged, his convoy-  in the „rear, Was  Itenables, the civilian' iVlio had, gained •so high a 
attacked by eight hundred rebels,.who were , with reputation.for courage during the earlier mutinous 
great difficulty beaten off, at the expense of the -. iiroCeedings. in the district, was' wounded on this 
life of Captain-Jonea, who Was " guarding 'the . occasion. • The East India 'Company had reason 
convoy. 	0.vereoning all resistance, 'Lord Mark to 	proud of its' civilians, for the moat part, 	, 

.sueceededin reaching a,  point near Azinughur, and during the troubles; Mr II:enables was only' one 	; 
remained there -until the arrival 	of , Lugards among many who nobly distinguished. themselves: ' 
column from Lucknow. 	This ' portion -Of the After this battle at the 'bridge; it soon became 
rebels (lid not return to the city after•the action, evident, as in many other.., instances, that 	the 

`but retired in good- order, taking theirr, gnus. and 
baggage with them. 	 , 	, 

Azimglinr, however, needed the.  assistance of a 

rebels had been too quick for their pursuers. 	Koer 	, 
Singh and the main body of his force were quitting , 
Aziinginur on. the one side just when Lugard ,; 

larger' force than Kerr could.  bring"against it ; for entered it on the other ' • the fighting was merely,' 
Koer Singh, with a formidable, band of• 'rebels, had With the, rear-guard, and. all the rest of the insur- 
to be contended against, in 'a region. containing gents marched off safely. 	As awns by no*.means 
many large towns.' Sir • Edward Lugard, 'placed desirable thatthey should escape to work mischief . 
by Sir Colin Campbell in-command of.a column elsewhere, Sir 'EdWard, 	on. the 16th, sent 	off 
destined for • service, in 'this region,.. started from Brigadier • Douglas ;in pursuit of ',then, with' the •' 

• Lucknow ;during the last :week in Mm 	;., but. the 3,7th and 84th.  regiineuits,' some cavalry and artil- 	. 
. 'destruction, 	of ' a bridge, Over. the: 'Goonaten at lery. 	.Lugard. himself propoSed, tiy encamp for a. " 

Suitanpore. ' greitli.:.delayed 	his. .progress, 	and while at Azinighur. . 	 ' " 	..  	, . 
compelled him to . take f a‘  cireintont, 'route ,by 
Jgunpoor, which city he did net.  each 'till :the 9th 

. 	WO have nov for a' time .fo :leave Sir Edward ' , 	, 	.  	- i Lagard, and. to 'notice 'the. unsatisfactory result of 	' 
of April. 	His column 'was a' strong one; conpris- ' the operations, which: he initiated. "The' town of ' 
ing three regimentt; .of infantry, ' three. ,of• Sikh. Arrah was destined tn. be the'-scene of another 
horse,' a. military train, 'threehatteries, of horse- discomfiture 'of British „troops, as mortifying if 	' 

'• artillery, and seven. *hired, carts-full of warlike not as disastrous as that which occurred early in 
stores. 	On the evening of the 10th, he marched tho.mntiny;and inflicted ,by the same hand--Koer 
out from. Jounpoor, to• encounter Gholab Hossein, Singh.. 	When' this indefatigable rebel was driven 
one of 'the rebel"cluuckIadars .or leaders: 	The ' 'out Of Azimghtir, he separated from Some of the 
enemy did not stay to fight; but retreated Precipit- otherchieftains,at a point which ho believed -would 
ately. 	'They required close -watching, however; enable him to cross the Gangesinto the district of , 
for while Sir Edward was ou , the 'march from Shaliabad, where Arrali would be near 'at hand. 
Jounpoor to, Azimgliur a large rebel -force got into • ile marched with two thousand sepoys:ahA a host. 
his rear, and attempted to,. re-enter 	Jounpoor. of rabble.' Brigadier Douglas pursued hint:with 
This caused him to' modify his plan. and to great rapidity, marching a 'hundred Miles im five 	. 
'disperse the rebels before proceeding lo .1zimghur. • dayS of great heat ;( he 'came up' with the' .1•ebels. 
In, this he succeeded, 	but, lost • the.  services 'or at Bansdeh, defeated'. thorn, and 'drove them to . 
Lieutenant "Charles Ilaveleck, 	nephew- 'of the Beyriah, Koet. Singh' iinsolf being wounded. 	On 
distinguished general', • The gallant . young officer,, the. .21st, a portion. of Donglaa's.force again' came 	: 
at the commencement 'of ' the 'Mutiny, had been t  ' 'Up pith the .enemy While in the' act Of crossing the, 
adjutant:. of' the 	12th 	Bengal . native •. irregular, ; Ganges at. Seoporeghat iti-  the GlikeepOre district... : 
eturahy, and was thrown out of .eunpleytnent .4' . 1t appeared that keel' SingYilad•feleverlyoutaitt4 . , 
the revolt of that regiment, ' Ile..tlioa..-iient as , . a ..Colould Ctanberlege,, who, ,with twn,z.egerneuts of 
volunteer. Nvith his'uncle, and' was•for nine .inentht Madras 'cavalry, Was endeavouring to: aid Douglas. 
mom 	or' less engaged in the,. operations in and, • "in crushing him at' a•Particular 'spot: 	 Koer Singh : 
around' Lucknow.. When Lagar& left the army . didnot, wait inbe crushed, but Swiftly 'and silently ' 
of Outdo, and took command' of the celtirnit whose, 'Marched to 'the Ganges at' a spot not gearded by, 
operations are here being recorded,. young :have- '' , Cuirnberlege. When Douglas's troops came up, they • 
lock accompanied hire, holding. a ennimand in .8. 'killed .a few of the rebels, and captured two gun; 
.Goorkha battalion. 	It Was 'while Lugard :was.  six elephants, and much ammunition and treasure-- 
dispersing.. the • rebels .near 	jounpoor,, that, the but the interception had not been prompt enough.; ' 

' lientemint was killed by a shot from' a hut hi. an„ for Keer 'Singh and the greater part of his force 
; obscure village. 	, 	' 	 , 

Sir 	Edivard, ' resuming 	his ..march, towards 2,. 
had safely crossed. to ,the right bank of the river. 
The remainder of Douglas's column came up on the 
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evening 'of this day, quite worn out with' their long of H.M. 54th to 'proceed 'to' Ghazeepore by hasty 	• . 
march, and needing some days' rest. 	Koer Singh, 
although beaten 'first • by Lugard and then by . 

Marches; half the number being carried on ele- ' 
' pliants 'or in "ekahs. 	It' was hoped that these' ' 

DouglaS,•bad baffled them both in reference to troops, conking in tad of small numbers of royal 
a successful flight; and -  now it was his fortune troops, European cavalry, Madras cavalry,, and 
(though wounded) to baffle-a third British officer. two 8-pounder guns. already at Ghezeepore, would • 
The rebels reached Koer Singh's hereditary domain suffice to protect 'that' iMportant city from the 	. 
of Jiigdispere. 	The town of Arrah was at that • rebels; and this hope was realised. 	Considerably 
time occupied by 150 men of H.M. 36th foot, 150 of to the northwest, between Goruckpore and the 
Rattray's Sikhs, and 50 seamen of the Naval Brigade Oude frontier, Colonel Rovreroft maintained a 
—the whole under Captain Le Grand. This officer, 
hearing of the approach of the rebels, and knowing 

Small force, with which from time to tin* he 
repelled' attacks tnade. by the enemy.' 	On the 

that small bodies had often defeated large armies 17th of, April,' when at Amorab, . his camp was 
during the course of the -war, sallied forth to pre- attacked by three -thousand rebels; the attack -was' . 
vent the march 'of Kod* Singh. to Jugdispore, or not effectually resisted .without eight limns' hard ' 
else to disturb him at that place. 	He found them fighting.' The sepoys, almost for the first time in 
posted in a jungle. 	They were nearly two thou- 
sand in number, but dispirited:and without guns. 

, the war, , endeavoured to resist a cavalry charge., 
iii,' British faShiOn, 'by kneeling in a line ' with 	. 

Le Grand's small , force, with the two 12-pounder 'upturned 	bayonets ; 	but 	a, corps 	Of Bengal 
howitzers, encountered the enemy about two miles 
from Jugdispore, at daylight on the 23d. 	After an 

yeomanry 'Cavalry made the charge with such , 
impetuesity that the .enemy 'were' overthrown _ ' 

ineffectual 	firing of the howitzers, a bugle-call , 
threw everything into, confusion. 	Whether:Le 

and a victory: gained. 	' 	. 
' 	Such, in .brief, was the general character of the 

Grand, fearing to be surrounded, sounded a retreat,' operations eastward of Dude. 	We have next to 
or whether some other signal was' misinterpreted, 
it appears certain that his force fell into inextricable 

touch upon those of Sir Hope. Grant, in Oude , 
itself. 

confusion ; they abandoned guns and elephants, and This gallant general; US colonel of a cavalry regi- 
fled towards Arrah, followed by numbers  of the nient, had Commenced his share in the war as a 
energy, who shot and out down many of them. The subordinate to one or more brigadiers ; but he had 
35th suffered terribly ; two-thirds of their number since proved himself Well worthy of the command 
were either killed or wounded, including Captain of a columniinder 'his own responsibility 	When 
Le  Grand himself, Lieutenant MaSsey, . ,and Dr Sir Cohn Campbell parcelled out among his chief 
Clarice. 	This mortifying calamity, in Which the officers various duties .'consequent on the  flight of 
unfortunate Le Grand is said to have disobeyed the insurgents fiein Lucknow, a column or divi- 
instructions given by' the superior officer . of  the , 
district, 	gave rise to much bitter controversy. , 

'Sion was 'mine up, to be commanded by Sir Hope 
Grant, to look after such of the.rebels as had taken 

The 35th was one of those regiments of which the ', 
colonel was an old man, Shattered in health, and 

.a northerly direction. 	His column consisted of . 
' II.M. 38th foot, 'one battalion of the itiiie Brigade; 

not well fitted to head his troops in active service.• a regiment of Sikhs, , H.M. 9th Lancers (Hope 
It was also, in the heat of controversy, brought, as Grant's own. regitnont), a small body of reliable 
a charge against him that he was a martinet in ' native cavalry, 'two troops of 'horse-artillery, and a 
matters of discipline, and kept his soldiers in red small siege ' and mortar train. 	It was known or 
cloth and pipe-clayed belts under the tremendous believed that the Moulvio or Fyzabad had collected 
heat of an Indian sun. 	The charges, in this as in a force near. Baree, abed thirty' miles 'north of 
many similar eases, may have been overwrought; Lucknow; and that the.  Begtim of Oude, with . 
but all felt that the 35th had not 'behaved in such several . cart-loads 'of treasure, had fled for conceal- 
a way.as English troops are wont to behave when meat to Bitowlie, the domain of a rebel 'named 
well commanded—and hence the inference that Gorhuccus Singh.; 	To what 'extent Sir Hope 
they were nob well commanded. • Grant would. be   able to capture, Intercept, or 

A new series of operations became necessary as 
a consequence of this 'disaster , near Jugdispore. 

defeat the rebels in "the service of these leader's, 
was a problem yet to he solved. 	Hel  set out from ,. 

The news hastened the movements, of Brigadier Lucknow on the llth of April, with Brigadier ' 
Douglas, who on the 25th crossed the Ganges at Horsford as his second in command: 	In the "first 
Seeuaghat, and pushed on the 84th foot and two three days • the troops marched to Baree, on the 
guns towards Jugdispore. 	It was, however, not Khyrabad road ; and then Was experienced one Of 
till the month of May that that jungle-haunt of the perplexities. of the cirripaige.-  &erg brigadier 
rebels was effectually cleared out. 	Meanwhile a or divisional general was' painfully impressed 
little had been doing at another spot in the same with the danger,  of moving;  n a country where the 
region. 	'When, after the action at the' bridge of . mass of the poptilationwas unfriendly. 	In many 
Azimghur, Koer Singh's force divided into three, , 
one of these diVisions, with several horse-artillery 
guns, marched towards GhavRepore. 	Brigadier 

provinces the towns-people and villagers were for 
the most part disposed, if not to aid the British, 

oat least to hold aloof ; but the fact could not be , 
Gordon, at Benares, at once ordered two companies ' concealed that the Oudians generally were in a 
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rebellious 
. aided 

.tenants. 

in 
' forces.; 

state of feeling, and wong.glidly'lla=vf), 
to cut off the resources of Sir Oolin's lieu- 
• It .svas merely line among many examples,' 

when''Sir 'HON, Grant sot but towards the Gogra, 
hopes to overtake the B.egui-n . and her fleeing 

his column 'Or field-force, weal  accompanied • 
by no less'' , than 6000 liticictiries',:o* vehicles of 

•
. 

variouskinds;
. 
 •forming a line :of nearly twenty 

miles ; and it was essentially'. necessary, while 
assuming the offensive in front, that the flanks and 
rear of this immense train should be protected--a 
diffiCalt duty in a hostile country.. Scarcely 'had 

' Grant, approached near Baree, when the cavalry 
of  the Moulvie's rebel force got 'into his. rears and 
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surprise; 
repel 
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attempted to cut off the 
Sir lidpe was too good 

but his rear-guard.  
the attack Made 

enormous..bagglige-train. 
horse-artillery' guns 	captured; 

his 	march.' 
puree, he marched towards 

intercepting the flight 
her paramour iltlumnioci 

' On the 15th he 
route ; and on thellth 
rot a few days, while' 

,set 	forth 	to 	ascertain 
position and-strength 

obtained was.veryindefinite, 
'little' more 'than this—that 

liummoo Khan were retreating 
large force, and the 

another ; but that it would 
either, as the sepoys 

Virnorement during' 
Grant dispersed various 
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nirhed• the -plans of the Begum and 
.but he. returned to Lucknow towards 
the month without having caught 
wily personages, and with many 
laid prostrate by the heat of the sun. 

We turn now towards the west or 
the Rohilcund side of Oude. 	It has 
mentioned„ that after the fall of Lucknowi 
of the rebel leaders fled to Rohilcund, 
hope of making a bold stand at Bareilly,Shahjehan- 
poor, Moradabad, and other towiasin 
Khan Bahadoor Khan, the self-appointed 
Bareilly, was nominally the. head 
confederacy in this region; but it depended:on 
chapter of accidents how long this leadership 
continue. 	.At any rate, Sir Colin 
that he could not allow this nest of rebels 
untouched; Bareilly must be conquered, 
and Luoirnew had been. 	'The' veteran 
probably mourned in secret the 
sending his gallant ,troops on, a long 
new field of action, with a sun blazing, 
like a- ball of fire ; but seeing the 

. 	 , 

, , 	Gitizz,spour, 

enormous ,baggage-train.. 
a general to 'be taken, by 

found enough to do to 
upon them,' and to protect ' 

.'This done, and some 
Sir Hope Grant 

'Yarning.'. eastward from 
the Gogra, in the Nine 

otthe Begum of .Oude, 
Khan, and a. large force of 

reached Mohamedabad, on 
he halted at Ramnug- , 

a 'strong reconnoitring 
if 	possible the 

of the rebels. 	The 
and, amounted 

the :Leg=  and 
northward with 

Moulvie westward with 
not be :very easy to 
wore celebrated for 
a retreat. 	Sir Hope 

bodies of rebels, 'and dis- 
• 

the 

either 
of, 

,northwait, 

that 

of. 

painpboll 

necessity 

Monlvie, ; 
the "close of 

of those 
his' troops 

' 
on 

already been 
many 

with the 

province. 
chief. of 

the' Whole 
the 

would 
'saw 

to remain, 
as Delhi 

commander 
-for 

march, into, 
on theni 

necessity, he 
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commanded, and they obeyed. 'His plan of strategy and re-established; the confidence of the towns- 
comprised a twofold lino of action—an advance people. 	At the end of the month,. Jones was 
of• one column northwestward from Lucknow ; still hi Mooradabad or its neighbourhood, ready for 

' 	and an advance of another 'southeastward from co-operation in May with another column which 
• Roorkeei the two columns to assist in clearing the -tv ,3 must now notice. 	• 	 . 
' 	border.districts of Rohileund, and then to meet at While Jones had ben thus occupied, Bareilly 

Bareilly, the chief city of the province. 	We will ' and the rebels were rilhatened on the other Side 
. 	notice first the operations of the force on the north,•-• by the Rohilennd fielfl-force. 	During the first two ' 

east border, or three weeks after the conquest of Lucknoltry 
Brigadier Jones, with the Roorkee field-force, 

commenced operations. in• the eastern part 	of 
Sir Colin Campbell was.  engaged in various plans 

:which did not permit of the immediate dispatch of 
Roliileund, about the middle of April. 	His force troops to. Rohileund ; , but on the .7th of April. 
consisted 	of 	H.M. 	60th 	Rifles, 	the 	1st Sikh several regiments began to assemble at the Moosa 
infantry, Coke's Rifles, the• 17th Punjaub infantry, 
the bleaker' Horse, with detachments of artillery 

Bagb, to form. a small special army for service in. 	• 
that province. 	Why ,they were not 'despatched 

and engineers.. The force numbered three, thou- earlier, was one of the many problems which the 
sand good troops in all, and was strengthened• 	by.

,  

eight heavy and six light guns. • Major (now 
 commander-in-chief kept to himself, On the eth 

this minor arrny, -the Rohilcund field-force, set 
Brigadier) Coke, whose Punjaub riflemen had ' out, with General Walpole as its commander, and 

'gained for themselves so high a, reputation, Corn- 131•igadier,AdrianHope at The head of the infantry. 
mended the infantry portion of Jones's column. The distance from latoknow to Bareilly, about 
The column marched from Roorkee on the 15th, 
and made arrangements for crossing to,  the left 

fifteen marches, 	Was through a region so ill 
that few or no nightrraarelica .•providediwithroads 

bank of the Ganges as soon as possible. 	A large :could.be made ; it was necessary to have the aid 
• number of the eneiny having .intrenchetl,. them-, 

selves at Nagul, about sixteen miles below Hurdwar 
of daylight to avoid plunging into unforeseen dith- 
culties and :dangers. 	As .a, consequence; the. troops 

on 	the left 	hank, Jones made his' dispositions • would be ..exposed toIllin ;feat of •an Indian sun 
accordingly. 	He determined "to 'Send his heavy during their journey,•tandlnid to leek! forward to 
guns and baggage to the ghat opposite Nagul; many trials on that account, 	Not theleast among 
while his main body should 'cross • at Hurdwar, 
fnarch down the river on the other side,- and:take 

the numerous perplexities that arose out of the 
defective, state of the: roads, was the difficulty of 

the intrenchment in flank. 	This glairwas corn- draggingAhe,gunswhich necessarily accompanied 
. 	pletely carried out by the evening of the. 17th— such a force; cavalry and infantry , were, in all 

Nagul being taken,. the enemy driven away With such (lases, iuevitably delayed 'by the 'necessity of 
great loss, and the whole,  column safely encamped waiting,  until the ,Teuderatik,  pieces, of ordnance: 
on that side of the Ganges which -would, afibrd 
easier access to the hot-beg of the 'rebels of Bareilly, , ' 

could arrive.* 	•, 	. 	, 
. Walpole's field-force, resting at night under shady 

Pour days afterwards, Brigadier Jones encountered groves, it was hoped might reach Bareilly about 
the Daranuggur insurgent force near Nageona. or the 24th of the month ; and this was the, more to 
Nuggeena, on the banks of a canal, 	The insur- be desired, seeing that Rohileund, from its position 
gents maintained a-fire for a time from nine guns ; iu relation to numerous rivers, becomes almost 
but Jones speedily Attacked them with his cavalry, 
outflanked them, charged, captured the, guns and 
sir elephants,' and put the enemy speedily to flight, 
after very considerable loss. 	Jones's. killed and 

impassable as, soon as the rains set in—about the 
end of May or the beginning of. June., Marching , 
onward in• accordance with the plan laid down, 
Walpole !came on the 14th of April to one of the 

wounded were few in number ; but he had to. regret 
the loss of Lieutenant Gostling, who was - shot 

, 	• 	, • 	 • 	. 
0 It may hero be remedied thit the 'difficulty of tattling heavy 

through the heart while heading . some of the ordnance over the bad roads and foodless tracts of India, polo- 
troops. The brigadier resumed his.march. Luckily 1,11%,..,flt inildrefolilr'13e4r, ie:t7Nierynttdt  :Ine theoessTirsisysu'arretly°. 	• 
for 	British 	interests, , Mooradabad was not so. ine locomotives for inch a prtrpose. 	A machine, called ' IloydeIfs 
deeply steeped. in rebellion as Bareilly ; and the 1.tesateet:°:itti nag,̀.1).ez,'. to ascertain tteschureedOtrgentet2itn• 

.England, was
t; 	' 

Rajah of 'tampon!, not far distant,.was faithful so purpose. 	The peculiarity of this engine was; that It was a Monona- 
far as his small power would extend. 	The benefit etat"Vecst",`Aer,r1,7,;„etizail:,„'yb°,;,re„wer„„.",.7t,"„„' i'„a  
of this state of affairs was felt at the time now succession under the wheel, and formed, for a few feet, a flat 
under notice, 	Feroze Shah, one of the Shalrzadas Via:: ktiniotetirwinewe tramway  etteh=litorTenra tVisw-coasettaresece,,d  
or princes of Delhi in league with the Bareilly titan If the narrow periphery of the wheel ran upon soft mud or 
mutineers, marched on the 21st  of April towards  l
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resulted 	as 	consequences, 	Brigadier 	Jones's ordnance 17,1'g ire common mon road,
Woolwich—where

pi111 	witel(lhas.ewupfoortnstIteonlsevoet. Column came up opportunely ; he entered Moor- road.locomotive, by 3le ssrs Napier, was tested fora similar purPose. 
adabad on the 26th, checked the plundering, drove 
•out the rebels, captured many insurgent chieftains,  

The results wore of good augury for thdfuturc; but the machines 
were not perfeeted 'early enough to Ito made applicable for .the 4  
wars of the mutiny.' 
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many forts which have so often been mentioned in two Highland regiments felt as if a deep personal 
connection with the affairs of Oude. 	The name of injury had been inflicted on them by the com- 
the place, situated about fifty miles from Lucknow, 
and ten from the Ganges, was variously spelled 

mender of the column. 	Sir Cohn Campbell, when 
the news of this untoward event reached him, paid 

Rhodamow;  Roodhamow, Roer, and Roowah ;  but a marked compliment to Adrian Hope in his 
whatever the spelling, the;,,iert became associated dispatch. 	'The death of this most distinguished 
in the Minds of the BriAlt troops with more and gallant officer causes, the deepest grief to the 
and 	complainings than 	Idly other connected commander-in-chief. 	Still young in years, he had 
with' the war ; since it was the scene of a mortify- risen to high command ; and by his undaunted 
Mg repulse which better generalship might have courage, combined as it was with ,extreme kind- 
avoided, and which ' was accompanied by the ness and charm of manner, had secured the 
death of a very favourite officer. 	Rhodanaow was confidence of his brigade in no ordinary degree.' 
a small fort or group of houses enclosed by a Viscount Canning, in a like spirit, officially notified 
high mud-wall, loopholed for 'musketry, provided that 'no more mournful duty has fallen upon the 
with irregular bastions a' the angles, and having governor-general in 	the course of the present 
two gates. 	It was a 	petty place, in relation contest than that of recording the premature death 
to the largeness of the force about to attack it— of this distinguished young commander.' 
nearly six thousand men. While marching through General Walpole pursued his march, and had a 
the jungle towards Rohilcund, Walpole beard that successful encounter on the 22d with a large body 
fifteen hundred insurgents had thrown themselves of the enemy at Sirsa. 	His cavalry and artillery 
into this fort of Itlexiamow ; but the number attacked them so vigorously as to capture their 
proved to be much smaller: • He attacked it with guns and camp, and to drive them over the Ram- 
infantry without previously using his artillery, and gunge in such haste as to leave them no time for 
without (as it would appear) a sufficient reconnais- destroying the bridge of boats at that place. 	This 
sauce. 	He sent on the 42d Highlanders and the achievement was fortunate, for it enabled Walpole 
4th Punjaub infantry to take the fort; but no on the 23d to transport his heavy guns quickly and 
sooner did the troops approach it than they were safely over the Ramgunga at Allygunje. 	A few 
received by so fierce and unexpected a fire of ays after this, he was joined by the commander- 
musketry, from a concealed enemy, that , not only n-ehief; whose movements we must next notice. 
was the advance checked, but the gallant Brigadier f 	It Was immediately after Sir Cohn Carripbell's 
Adrian Hope was killed at the head of his High- return from his interview with the governor- 
lenders. 	The troops could not immediately and general . at Allahabad, that he withdrew from 
effectually reply to this fire, for their opponents Lucknow all the remaining troops, except those 
were hidden behind the loopholed wall. 	Every- 
thing seems to have beetethrown into confusion by 

destined for the defence of that important city, 
and for the re-establishment of British influence 

this first fatal mistake ; the supports were sent up 
too late, or to the wrong place; and the exasperated 

in Oude. 	He formed an expeditionary army, 
which he headed himself—or rather, the army set 

troops wore forced to retire, amid yells of triumph forth from Lucknow to Cawnpore, and the com- 
from the enemy. 	The heavy guns were then mander-in-chief joined it at the last-named place 
brought to do that which they ought to have done on the 17th of April. 	The result of the conference 
at first; they began to breach the wall, but the at Allithahad had beeu,.a determination to march 
enemy quietly evacuated the fort during the night, 
with scarcely any loss. 	Besides Adrian 	Hope, 
several other officers were either killed or wounded, 
and neatly a hundred rauk and file. 	During this 

up the Doab to Furruckabad, and to attack the 
Rohileund rebels on a side where neither Jones 
nor Walpole could well reach them. 	The heat 
was great, the rivers were rising, and the rains were 

mortifying disaster, in which 	the 	Highlanders coming in a few weeks ; and it became now a 
were particularly unfortunate in the loss of officers, question whether the movements from Lueknow 
Quarter-master Sergeant 	Simpson, of the 42d, 
displayed that daring spirit of gallantry which so 

as a centre had or had not been too long delayed. 
Sir Colin with his column—kir, being a mere 

endears a soldier to his companions. 	When the remnant, it was too small a force to designate 
infantry had 	been 	recalled 	from the attack, an ,army—took their departure from Cawnpore on 
Simpson heard that two officers of his regiment the 18th, leaving that city in the hands of a small 
had been left behind, dead or wounded in the but (at present) sufficient body of troops. 	Orr the 
ditch outside the wall. 	He rushed out, seized the 19th he. advanced to Kilianporo, on the 20th to 
body of Captain Bromley, and brought it back Poorah, and on the 21st to trrowl—marching 
amid a torrent of musketry ; setting forth again, 
he brought in the body of Captain Douglas in a 
similar way, and he did not cease until seven had 

during early morn, and encamping in the hotter 
hours of the day. 	The day's work commenced, 
indeed, so early as one o'clock in the morning ; 

been thus brought away—to be recovered it only when the elephants and camels began to be loaded 
wounded, to be decently interred if dead. 	It was with their burdens, the equipage and tents packed 
a day, however, the memory of which could not up, and the marching arrangements completed. 
be sweetened by any such displays of gallantry, 
or by many subsequent victories; the men of the 

Between two or three o'clock, all being in readi- 
ness, 	away 	went 	infantry, 	cavalry, 	artillery, 
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engineers, commissariat, and a countless host of 
natives, horses,• camels, elephants, bullocks, and 

Sir Colin marched on the 22d to Meeruu-ke-serai, 
near the ruins of the ancient city of Canouje ; on 

vehicles—covering an area of which the real the 23d to Gosaigunje ; and on the 24th to Kemal- 
soldiers occupied but a very small part. 	They gunja—approaching each day nearer to Furrucka- 
marched or rode till about six o'clock ; when all bad. 	Every day's camping-ground was selected 
prepared for breakfast, and for a hot day during near the Ganges, both for the sake of salubrity, and 
Which little actIve 'exertion was possible without to check if possible the passage of rebel bands over 
Min-tined danger of coup de soled. 	.Sir Colin's the river frond Oude into the Doab. 	On the 25th 
train of munition and supplies was enormous; for, 
in addition to the usual baggage of an army, he 

the column reached Furruckabad, or rather the 
adjacent English station of Futteghur. 	General 

had to takb large commissariat supplies with him. Penny came from a neighbouring district to confer 
The villagers held aloof in a manner not usual in with the commander-in-chief on matters connected 
the earlier stages of the mutiny, and in other parts ' with the Rohilcund- campaign and then returned 
of India; they did not come forward to engage to the column or brigade which he commanded. 
in a traffic which would certainly have been pro- Futteghur had regained a part of its former 
thable to them, in selling provisions to the army, importance, as the place whore most of the 
Whether this arose from inability or disinclination, 
was a matter for controversy ; but the fact itself 

artillery-carriages and sepoy-clothing were made, 
and where vast quantities of timber and cloth had 

occasioned embarrassment and uneasiness to a 
commander who had to drag with his army a . 

fallen as spoil to the enemy, 
The sojourn at Futteghur was very brief. 	The 

huge train of animals and vehicles filled with. food, electric telegraph had been busy transmitting 
The enormous number of natives, too, that accom- information to and front Allahabad; and as Sir 
panied the force, with their wives and families, 
exerted its usual cumbrous effect on the movements 

Colin's plans were already made, he lost no 
time in putting them in execution. 	The main 

of the troops ; so that the fighting-men themselves plan comprised four movements--Campbell from 
bore but a minute fractional ratio to the living and Fatteghur, Walpole from Lucknosv, Jones from 
dead accompaniments of the column. 	It is useless Roorkee, and Penny from Puttealee ; ail intended 
to complain of this. 	An army of five thousand, or 
any other number, of British troops must have 

to hem the rebels into the middle of Rohilcund, 
and there crush them.. The marches of Walpole 

a large train of native attendants, to contend and Jones have already been noticed ; Penny 
against the peculiarities of Indian climate and was to march his column towards ldeerunpore 
Indian customs. 	Mr Russell, marching with this Muttra, between Shabjeltanpoor and Bareilly, after 
portion of the late `Army of Oude,' said : ' If the crossing the Ganges near Nudowlee ; -while the 
people we see around us, who aro ten or twelve to commander-in-chief was e to 	enter 	Rohilcund 
one as compared with us in this camp, were—not directly from Futteghur. 	In the middle of the 
to arm and cut our throats, or poison us, or any- 
thing of that kind—but simply bid its a silent 

night between the 26th and 27th his column, 
elephants and guns and all, crossed the Ganges 

good-bye this night, and leave us, India -would by the bridge of . boats, and entered the province 
be lost to us in a day. 	It requires only that, and -which was to be a scone of hostilities. 	After a 
all the power of England could not hold the 
eastern empire. 	We could not even strike our 

few hours the column reached the river Ramgunga, 
which it crossed by the bridge of boats fortunately 

tents without these men to-morrow. 	We are secured by Walpole as the fruit of his victory at 
dependent on them—even the common soldier is Allygunje ; and soon afterwards the commander-in- 
-for the water we drink and the meals we eat, for chief effected a junction with Walpole, at Tingree 
our transport, for all but the air we breathe ; and near the Ramgunga. 	No very long time for repose 
the latter, it must be admitted, is not improved by was allowed ; stern work was to be done, and the 
them sometimes. 	The moment that such a thing sooner commenced, the less would it be checked by 
becomes possible as a popular desertion, through heat and prohibited by rains. 	A march of a few 
patriotic or any other motives, from the service of hours brought the now united columns to Jelala- 
the state, it becomes impossible to hold India bad—one of many places of that name in India. 
except upon sufferance. 	It is the rupee, self- It was a fort which had lately been occupied by a 
interest, and the necessities of a population trained . small body of matchlockmen, who had precipitately 
to follow camps, which afford guarantees against abandoned it when news of Sir Colin's. approach 
such a secession—unlikely enough indeed in any reached them.. 	A small village lay near, and was 
nation, and scarcely possible in any war 	 governed by the fort. 	The Moulvie of Fyzabad 
We are, in fact, waging war against Hindoos and was believed to have intended to make a stand at 
Mussulmans by the aid and with the consent of this place, but to have abandoned it for a larger 
other Hindoos and Mussulmans, just as Alexander stronghold  at Shahjehanpoor. 	On the 29th, a 
was able to beat Porus by the aid of his. Indian further approach was made to Kanth. 	Each day 
allies; and no European or other state can ever was pretty well like that which preceded it—the 
rule in India without the co-operation and assist- same early marching, camping, and resting, and 
ance of a large proportion of the races which 
inhabit the vast peninsula. 

the same struggle with the camp-followers, who, 
however closely watched, pertinaciously plundered. 
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the villages through or.  near. which they passed— 
, 

an eminent statesman. Every one felt the justice of 
thereby terrifying and exasperating all villagers the special compliment paid to this gallant naval 
alike, whether friendly or unfriendly to-  the British. officer by the governor-general, in the official order. 
This system of plunder by the camp-followers was issued immediately on the receipt of 	news of ,the 
one of the greatest 'troubles to which the. generals 
of the several :columns wore exposed e severe 

: Peel's death.* 	Throughout .  the Oritnean, Persian, 
.and Indian wars, . the 	British.  navy had been 

punishments Were threatened, but all in 'vain. engaged in lees fighting than many of its ardent 
It was on the last day unite month That Sir members wished; and  it Was - therefore all the 

Colin Campbell and General Walpole arrived at more incumbent on the authorities to notice the 
Shahjehanpoor ; and thenit was to learn that the 
wily and active Moulvie had again outmanceuvred 

exertions of naval brigades when on shore, 
' Throughout the extent of the Upper po ab, the 

them. 	The plait had been to draw a cordon more British officers found much difficulty in maintain- 
and more closely round the rebels at 8hahjehan- in 	a fair stand against the rebels.. 	Not that there 
poor and Bareilly, and tint; to enact' them as in a : were large bodies of trained sepoys in the field, as 
trap. 	But the Moultrie would not enter, the trap. , in the regions just described, and in Central India.; 
Ile held , Shanjohanpoor,  with 	a, 	Considerable but there were numerous Chieftains, each at the 
force of men and guns,. as long as' he deemed it head of a small band of followers, ready to harass 	' 
safe, and then escaped just at the right moment. any spot not protected 'by 'English troops. 	Brig- , 
It was well to regain Shahjehaupoor, after that adier Penny, in command of a field-force organised 
place had been eleven months in the hands of at Delhi, was watching the district between that 
rebels ; but it was vexing to learn that the Moulvie city and the Ganges—ready to put, down insurgents 
had retreated towards Oude—the,' very province wherever he could encounter them, and ,hoping 
where Ins presence was least desired' by the British. '' to assist the 'commander-in-chief u 	Rohilcumh ;, 
Nena Sahib, `it Was alsot ascertained, had quitted Another column,- under Brigadier Seaton, eon- 
Shahjehanpoor a few days earlier, and just before ' bulled the region around Futteghur beitly_e Sir 
leaving, had ordered the government buildings to • Colin 'reached 'that place e and he, like Penny,— 
be destrtiYed, in order that the British troops Might 
find no shelter whenthey arrived. This cowardly, 

Jones, Walpole, Hope Grant, Lugard, an 	 all the , 
ther cotnmanders of sections of the arm , found 

1 

, ruthless, but.' active and. 	inventive 'chieftain 'sue- n active watchfulness of the enemy n cessary. 
'seeded in his aim in this matter ; there were few . One antong •Seatoa's engagements in the month of 
roofed buildings left, 	the encampment had to ,' , and ,!'April I nuty be briefly noticed. 	On The 6th, when' 
be effected under a tope.  of trees, with earthen  evening had darkened into night, he marched from 
intrenchments thrown up around. Futteghur to attack a• body of rebels concerniug.  

It. is evident, from this suminary of Bohileund whom he had received infOrmation.- 	Ile took 
affairs, that the operations against the rebels in with him about 1400 men-2-comprising 600 CC 
that province. did not 	advance far during the H..M. 82d under Colonel Hall, 400 Sikhs under 
month of April, as concerns any effective crushing Captain Stafford, 160 cavalry under Lieutenant 
of ''the rebellion.. 	The insurgents were beaten 'St John, and 200 of the Futteghur mounted-police 
wherever met with;, but ,their ubiquity , and ' battalion under Lieutenant de Rantzowe;etogether 
vitality greatly pulped , Sir Cohn and his 'brig- , 
edict ; and it remained to be seen how far 'the 

with live guns under Major Smith. 	After march- 	' 
. 	ail night, Seaton came up with the enemy at 

month of May would witness the re-establishment seven in the morning, at a place called Raukna 
of British authority in Rohileund and Oude. Some The enemy's force was very large, though not well 
of the columns and field-forces had penetrated from organised, and included nearly a thousand troopers 
the east and south as far as Shahjehanpeor, others well mounted and armed. 	After an artillery-fire 
from the 'west and northwest as far as Moorada- on both sides, and a sharp fire from Enfield rifle; ' 
bad ; but Evenly, the chief city in Rohileand, • 
had not been reached by any 'of them at the .end - 

, 
* , Auleabad, 4741 30.—it is 'the melancholy duty of the Right 

of Aprfl: 	 • 
Honourable the Governor-general to announce the death of that 
nest distinguished officer, Captain Sir William Peel, K.C.ii., late 

Few events caused more regret in the army at In cohnnand of her Majesty's ship Shannon, and of the ;Naval 
this period than the death of Captain Sir Williatu. lir,igis
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. C 	pore 'on the 27th instant, of 

Peel, the gallant seaman who had earned so high small-pox. 	Ito had been wounded at the' commencement of the 
a reputation its commander of the Naval Brigade. last advance upon Luticnow, but had nearly recovered from the 

wound, and was on his way to Calcuttai when struck by the 
After his wound, received at Luckuow, he was' disease whieh has brought his honourable caeca-to an early close. 
carried. in a doolie or litter to Cawnpore • 	and mOSnitLiNaCrielilwoll r'neL5n8ri

lces  
luilittianlItkill'ini31:14 	dulual3n1Tiltatt  not so 

when at that station he gradually became able to welt known how great the value of his presence and example bus 
walk about slowly by the aid a a stick. 	He soon, y 
however, exhibited symptoms of small-pox, which, 
acting on a system at once ardent and debilitated, 
proved fatal. 	Ho died at Cawnpore after Sir 
Cohn Campbell's force had departed from that 
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exercised over all within his reach—an 	influence which was 
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said 
place towards :Futteghur ; and thus the Queen and 
the country lost the services of an eminent sou of 

not a man of any rank or profession who, having been associated 
with Si' William reel in these limas of anxiety and danger, has 

• not felt and acknowledged it.' 
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the 82d rushed forward, entered the village, and manner deserving \ the lasting gratitude of all eon- 
worked 	terrible 	execution. 	The 	rebels 	fled, 
abandoning their camp, ammunition, and stores ; 

cerued in the maintenance of British rule in India, 
He felt a trusty reliance that the inhabitants of 

together with papers_ and correspondence which 
threw light on some of the hitherto obscure pro- 

the Punjaub, governed as hc(aided by Montgomery, 
Cotton, Edwardes, and other energetic men) bad 

ceedings of the mutineers. 	The rebel Rajah of governed them, would remain faithful, and would 
Minpooree was the chief leader of the insurgents, 
and with him were Ismael Khan and Mohson Ali 

be willing to accept active service as soldiers in 
British pay. 	His trust was well founded. 	He 

Khan. sent to Delhi those troops, without which the 
The Miapooree district was much troubled by conquest of the city could not have been effected; 

this rebellious rajah ; but as Futteghur on the one and he continued to raise regiment after regiment 
side, and Agra. on the other, were now in English of Sikhs and Panjaubees—equipping, drilling, and 
hands, the rebels were more readily kept in subjec- paying a number so large as to constitute in itself 
tiou. 	Agra itself was safe, and so was the main a powerful army. 	But there would necessarily be 
line of road thence through Muttra to Delhi. a limit to this process. 	The Sikhs were faithful so 

One of the few pleasant scenes of the month, at far ; but what if they should begin to feel their 
Delhi, was the awarding of honour and profit to a power, and turn to a national object the arms 
native who had befriended Europeans in the hour which had been given to them to fight in the 
of greatest need. Ten months before, when mutiny British cause ? 	Not many years had elapsed since 
was still new and terrible, the native troops at they had fought fiercely at Moulin and Lahore, 
Bhurtpore, rose in 	revolt, and 	compelled 	the Sobraon and Chillianwalla, Moodkee and Feroz- 
Europeans in the neighbourhood to Ilea for their shah, against those very English whom they were 
lives. 	The poor fugitives, thirty-two in number— uow defending; and it was at least possible, if 
chiefly women and children—roamed from place not probable, that dreams of re-conquest might 
to place, uncertain where they might sleep in occupy their thoughts, Sir John. Lawrence brought 
peace. 	On one day they arrived at the village of to an end his further raising of regiments ; and 
Mahonah. 	Here they met with one Hidayut there can be little doubt .that the governor-general 
Ali, a ressaldar (troop-captain), of a regiment of and the commander-in-chief appreciated the motives 
irregular cavalry which had mutinied at Mozuffer- by which he bad been influenced. 	In political 
nugger ; he was on furlough or leave of absence at affairs the Punjaub was very active 1 for not only 
his native village, and. did not join his mutinous did Lawrence become chief authority over a larger 
companions. 	He received the fugitives with kind- region than before, but many of his assistants were 
ness and courtesy, fed them liberally, gave them a taken away from him. 	When Sir James Ontratn 
comfortable house, renewed their toil-worn gar- went to Calcutta as a member of the supreme 
meats, posted village sentries to give notice of the council, Mr Montgomery Was 	appointed 	chief- 
approach of any mutineers, disregarded a. rebuke , commissioner of Oude, and took with him many 
sent to him by the insurgents at Delhi, formed the of the most experienced civilians from Lahore to 
villagers into an escort, and finally placed the Luckuow. 	This necessitated 	great 	changes in 
thirty-two fugitives in a position which enabled the personnel of the Punjaub civil service, the 
them safely to reach Agra. 	This noble conduct commissionerships and sub-connissionerships of 
was not forgotten. 	In April the commissioner districts, &c. 
held a grand durbar at Delhi, made a compli- Peshawur, the most remote portion of Northwest 
meutary speech to Hidayut Ali, presented him India, was throughout the period of the Revolt 
with a sword valued at a thousand rupees, and more troubled by marauding mountaineers than 
announced that the government intended to bestow by revolted loops. 	Very few Hindoos inhabited 
upon him the jaghire or revenues of his native that region ; the population was mostly Mussel- 
village. man, especially among the hills ; and these fol- 

Good-fortune continued to mark the wide and lowers of Islam had but little sympathy with those 
important region of the Punjaub, in the absence of in Hindostan Proper. 	The disturbances, such as 
any of those great assemblages of rebels which so they were, were of local character. 	In April, it 
distracted the provinces further to the southeast. became necessary to visit with some severity 
Nevertheless Sir John Lawrence found a demand certain tribes which throughout the winter had 
on him for unceasing watchfulness. 	The longer been engaged in rebellion and rapine. 	General 
the struggle continued in Hindustan and Central Cotton and Colonel Edwardes, two of the most 
India, the more danger was there that the Pun- trusted officers in the Indian army, collected a 
jaubees, imbibing an idea that the British were column at Nowsherah for service against the hill- 
weak, would 	encourage a hope 	of regaining men ; and at the close of the month there were .  
national independence. 	There was also a grave nearly four thousand men in rendezvous, ready 
question involved in the constitution of the native 
army. 	When the troubles began in the month of 

for service. 	It comprised detachments of KM, 
81st and 98th foot; of the 8th, 9th, and 18th 

May, and when Canning was beset with so many Punjaub infantry ; of other native infantry ; of 
difficulties in his attempt to send up troops from the 7th and 18th irregular cavalry; of the Guide 
Calcutta, John Lawrence came to the rescue in a cavalry ; and of various artillery and engineer 
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.'On the 25th .of "the month, Cotton was, at 
place among the 'hills called Mungultana, , ak, 

of some of the frontier ,tanatics. 	.The ' 
was,eaS ffy 'taken, and the insurgents dis4.' . rp::f.1' 

and ;.as they•Were at Jelemkhana, Shane,I 
'places; soon. afterwards ; ' but it was hard 

work for, the troops, over very bad roadless &ricks 
hot Weather. 
It was a strange but hopeful sign' that, amid all 

sanguinary proceedings in India—the ruthlets 
of some Arnow.. the sepoyg and rebels,' 

the 	military , retribtitiOns -wrought by the 
• . . 

, British—amid • all ' this, , the , peaceful, . civilising 
agency • of railwayg was , steadily ,though slowly 
advancing, , A recent chapter.  skewed that the' 

\ 
	

trunk,railWay 	Vit4 	extended ' into, 	the 
,' Doab, U./3 very liot.bed of insurrection, during the 
. ,month Of 1.1tir4:12,. ,the engineers, mechanics, and 

labonrere'llaving been ace us‘k.,Imed to,  resume their 
: Operations, es soon 'as •the ,insorgentts were driven 
"away' from 'any spot where the works w•-•ere 

progress. In the Madras and Bon,abay presiden6.1. 
little affected by robellien, various railwayi were 
gradually advancing; aid now, in the. Month 
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April,. the province- of 'Sinde was 	to 	have, its 
heyday : of 	railway - rejoicing, 	In 	an ' earlier 
portion of the volume,* a brief account was given 
of the.' schemes, 	present 	and . prospective, 	for 
supplying India 'with railways. 	Athong those was 
one for a line; 120 miles in length, from Kuracheo 

liydraba&in Sinde :, expected, if 'no difficulties 
to be finished lowards the close of 

This Was to be one link in a vast and 
extensive chain, if the hopes of its projectors wore , 
ever realised. 	lcurachee is not at the'mouth .of 

Indus; but it- has :an excellent harbour, in 
which large merchantmen can cast anchor; and 
engineers were enabled to show that 4 little over 
one hundred miles of railway would Connect this 
port with the Indus' at a point above. the delta 
of that river, and just 'where Hydrabad, the chief 

, 	. 	 . 	,• 	. 
• ., Char. vii., Norm, p.119.• 	, 

. 
city of Sinde, is situated: 	Such ft railway would, 
in fact, bear a remarkably close analogy. to . that 
in . Egypt, from Alexandria to Caireeach con
neeting 41, seaport 'with a capital, and 'avoiding 
delta navigation mech,,impeded by shallows and 
shifting 'sands. 	From Ilydmbad there are 570 
miles of Indus available' for' river-steaming" up to 
Moultan,in the Punjaub. 	From that city a rail 
way would be planned through Lahore to tiniritsir,  

. Where a junction would be, formed with,the grand 
trunk-line, and thus liuricheo connected with 
Calcutta by rapid means of travel—a great 
scheme, worthy of the age and the country,. ' 
could, however, only have small beginnings. 	On 
the 20th of April, the first sod, of the 'Sind° 
Railway 'twas turned at Kniachee. 	It would be 
Well if ail rejoicings were based on such rational 
grounds as those which marked that day in the 
young Alexandria of.. Western . India. 	Mr Frere, 
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commissioner of Sinde, presided over the .ceremo- ' 	Weak on the first of the 	his force eneouta,  
nies. 	All was gaiety. 	The 51st regiment lent its 	tiered an army of the enemy outside the walls of 
aid in military pomp; and all the notabilities of the 	1 Jhansi, .and completely defeated them. 	The rebels 

. 	place—politicale military, naval, clerical„commereial, 
and engineering—were gathered together:., 	And".  

were commanded bye Mahratta chieftain, Tauteea 
Tepee, a relative of Nona Sahib, who had marched 

not only so; but the lookers-on comprised many ' thither in the hope. of being able.  toarelieve his 	. 
of those who well marmVfled what a railway could brother rebels shut .up :within the beleaguered 

. be, and how a carriage could move :without visible city. 	Sir Hugh divided his force into two partk— 
means of: ?naught or propulsion—Parsees, Hindoos, one to continue the siege, and the other to meet 

• BeNeochees, 	Sindians, Afghans, Funjaubees—all Tanteea, Tepee in the, field. 	The rebels, includitig. 
,. were there, with their picturesque garments, and among their number two regiments of the traitor* 

their little less picturesque native vehicles.. How Gwalior Contingent, fought desperately ; but Rose 
the 	officiating 	dignitary 	turned 	the 	sod 	and succeeded in turning their left flank with artillery 
wheeled the barrow; how the band played and and cavalry, breaking up their array, and putting 

• the people cheered ; how -the chief personages them to flight. 	It was a severe contest, for the 
. 	celebrated the event by a dinner ; how, at that 

dinner, a triumphant specimen of confectionary 
rehelS defended themselves individually to the last, 
even when their order, of battle was broken. , Rose 

was displayed, comprising. sweetmeat Kumcbtes, , pursued them to the river Betwah, and.'captured 
Calcuttan, rivers, mosques, ghats, temples, wheel-. 
barrows, pick-axes, rails, 	locomotives, 	bridges, 
tunnels—need not be told : they belong 'to one 

all their guns ,• and: ammunition.. 	Daring the 	, 
pursidt; they endettveured tea check him by .setting 
the jungle ..-en: ftra.a. hat hie.: catealry and horse- 

remarkable aspect 	of - modern • European and artillery, nothing Illeuntedatellopett through the , 
American society, which becomes doubly interest- flames;  and kept cleie at the heels of the fugitives.. 
Mg when exhibited among the less active, More The whole line .of retreat became strewed with 

' 	sensuous orientals. 	 , 	. dead bodies; and it was estimated that the day's 
We now turn to that stormy, unsettled region • sanguinary work had. coat the enemy not less than 

southwest of the Jumna, comprising Bundelcund, fifteen hundred men. 	' ' 	• . 	'  
Central India, and Rajpootana. This battle was followed.by a result mare favour- 

Probably tea connhander had a series of more  able than Sir Hugh had yen-tared' to hope. 	The 
uninterrupted successes during the wars of the •ranee, shut up within. . Jhansi, welt knew that 

• mutiny than Sir Hugh Rose, 	Looking neither to Tanteee. Topee wail hastening to her assistance; 
Calcutta nor to the Fetnjauh, for aid, but relying for there was everywhere an intercommunication .. 
on the resources of the Bombay presidency, he between the insurgents too close for the British to 
gradually accumulated a 	force for service 	in baffle. 	She knew, of his appro,ach, and lamed that 
Central India which .defeated the rebels wherever . ' be would be able to defeat• and. driveaaWay the 	'' 
they were met with. 	We hare seen that; in besiegers ; but the battle of the Betwah dismayed 
January, Sir Hugh was bandy engaged in defeating . her„ and. the result was very favourable to the 
and dispersing rebels at Ratgurh, and in various 
parts of the' district between Ehopal and Sanger. 

. Britirh.. 	In arranging for, the siege, Sir Hugh , 
.divided his infantry into four detachmenta two 

We find hini. us February relieving the British 
garrison which had for so many mot7ths been shut 

on the right and , two ,on , the left. 	11.7d. 86th, 
and the 25th Bombay infantry, !Kiwi wiineci the 

up within the fort of the last-named city, and then walls, some by breach and others by escalade. 
clearing a vast range of country in the direction Lieutenant Dartnell of the 86th, who was foremost 
of Jhansi. 	Lastly, we have, , seen 	bow, after in the assault, narrowly escaped being cut tee pieces 

a district in which rebellious Mahrattas 'subduing directly he entered the place. 	These two rest.;  
were very numerous, he approached' nearer and meats were on. the left atteck. 	The attack on the 
nearer to Jhansi during the early weeks of March.; right was less successful,, owing to the use of defer- 
that he artived within a short distance of that city tive ladders; the troops were for some time exposed 
on the 21st of that month, with the second brigade 
of the Central India field-force; that the rebels 

to a murderous ,fire ; . but• at length, they entered ,  
the. place, and joined their companions near the 

fortified the walls of the town, and shut them- ranee's palace. A. discovery was now made. 	The 
selves up within the. town ., and fort ; 	that . the 
mutinied sepoys and rebel Bundelas in the place 

ranee had evacuated the place 'during the night), 
with such of her troops as could break through 

were computed attleven or twelve thousand ; that the cordon. which Rose endeavoured to draw round 
the Ranee of Jhansi bad left her palace to seek Jha,nsi... In the ,endeavour of the garrison to escape; 
greater safety in the fort ; that Rose's first brigade the slaughter was terrible; insomuch that, during the' 
joined him on the 25th; and that he then coin- 
menced the siege in a determined manner. ' From 
this point, the. narrative of Sir Hugh's operations 

storming of the fort. and. the pursuit of the garrieon, 
more than three thousand, of the rebels were laid,  
low, besides" the •fifteen hundred during the battle: 

may be carried into the following month. 	. Much of this slaughter was within the city itself ; 
Before the first week in April had. terminated; for the towns-people were believed to have favoured 

this distinguished general had gained very con- the rebels, and the soldiers took severe vengeance 
siderable advantages, over, the enemy. 	At day- before their officers could .check the bloodshed. All'' i 	. 	• 
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this stern fighting could not bo carried on without Colonel Liddell to protect Jhansi and the sick and 
loss on the part of the British. 	Sir Hugh had to wounded. 	Rumours readied Sir Hugh that four 
lament the fall of Lieutenant-colonel Turnbull, of the rebel leaders—the Ranee of Jhansi, Tanteea 
Captain 	Sinclair, 	Lieutenants Meicklejohu and Tepee, the Rajah 7if Shagurh, and the Rajah of 
Park, and Dr Stack, besides a number of Doll- Bampore—with seven thousand men and four 
commissioned officers and privates. 	The evaeua- guns, intended if possible to intercept him, and 
tion of the place in so sudden a way greatly les- prevent his march to Calpee. 	To what result all 
sened his chance of loss, for its defence might these manoeuvres on both sides led, was left to the 
have been long 	continued. 	‘Jhansi; 	he said month of May to determine. 
in his telegraphic dispatch, `is not a fort, but While these operations were going on in and. 
its strength makes it a fortress; it could not have near the Jhansi district, General 'Whitlock, with 
beet breached ; it could only have been taken by a column of Madras troops, was engaged a little 
mining and blowing up one bastion after another.' further dastward, in 	a district of Bundelcund 

After this signal defeat of the rebels at Jhansi, 
the victorious army of Sir Hugh gradually pre- 

having Banda for its chief town. 	He was fre- 
quently in contact with large or small bodies of 

pared to move towards Calpee, a town on the rebels. 	One of these struggles took place on the 
Janina, on the line of road from Jhansi to 19th of April, when he encountered a force of • 
Cawnpore. 	Symptoms appeared to shew that a seven thousand insurgents headed by the Nawab of 
struggle would. take place 	at this 	spot. 	Two Banda.. 	Whitlock defeated the Nawab, captured 
rebel leaders made renewed exertions to regain Banda, killed five hundred of the enemy, and 
lost ground in that region. 	The chief of these took several gnus. 	After this victory, he grade ally 
was Tanteea Topee, lately defeated at Jhansi ; worked his way towards Calpee; to aid in Rose's 
he had with him two mutinied infantry regi- operations. 
moots, seven hundred cavalry, a large following The city of Saugor remained in a somewhat 
of Gbezees or fanatics, and twelve guns. The other peculiar condition during the spring, months— 
was Rana Rao Gobind, who had the command of secure itself, but surrounded by a disturbed district. 
three thousand rabble and four guns. 	These two The European residents were living in canton- 
leaders resolved to act on some common plan ; meets, sufficiently protected by troops left there by 
and Sir Hugh Rose equally resolved to defeat ileneral Whitlock after he relieved the place early 
them. 	Nevertheless this gallant officer had much in February. 	These troops were neither station- 
need for careful planning long after he was master ary-  nor idle ; the vicinity was swarming with 
of Jhansi. 	He had a large number of sick and rebels and malcontents, whom it was necessary to 
wounded, whose safety it would be necessary to check by frequent pursuit and defeat. 	Those two 
provide for ; and the roads around that city were exceptions to .'the generally mutinous condition of 
still infested with reffinants of the Kotah rebels 
awl the Chanderee garrison. He himself remained 

the Bengal native army, the 21st and 42d regiments, 
still remained in and near Saugor—or such por- 

at Jhansi until such time as he could resume his tious of them as had not become tainted by insub- 
march without .danger to those left behind;' 	but ordination. 	Divided into small detachments, they 
he gave active employment to portions 	of his assisted the European 	and Madras 	troops 	in 
force. 	About the middle of the month he sent keeping open the line of communication between 
Major Orr with a column from Jhansi across the Saugor and the district marked by the victorious 
Betwah to ]dhow, to clear that part of the country operations of Sir Hugh Rose. 
of rebels, and afterwards to join Rose and the 
main body of the force on the road to Calpee; the 

Turning to the Mahratta and Rajpootana states, 
we find that, on the 2d of April, a large body of 

major had many small encounters with the rajahs 
of Banipore and Shagairli, and with detached 

repels, many thousands in number, with ten guns, 
crossed 	the 	Parbuttee 	river 	at Copoind 	into 

parties of rebels. 	Some days afterwards, on the Scindia's Gwalior territory. 	They were fleeing 
21st, Sir Hugh despatched Major Gall, with detach- from Kotah, where a British force had severely 
merits of cavalry and artillery, to a point on the handled thorn. 	Scindia still remained true to his 
Calpeo road, to watch the enemy and aid Major alliance. 	Many of his officers, each -with a small 
Orr if necessary. Gall, besides other minor engage- force, opposed the rebels at different points, drove 
ments, captured a fort belonging to the Rajah of them back across the river, and overturned many 
Sumpter; the rebels in it proved to be disguised of their guns and wagons in the stream. 	The 
mutineers of the 12th Bengal native infantry, who rebels, accompanied by large numbers of women 
fought desperately until all wore killed. Sir Hugh, 
with his first brigade and head-quarters, did not 

and. children, made their way by other; routes 
towards Bundelcund. 

take his departure from Jhansi until the 2'alle 	Lie Kotah, just mentioned, was closely connected 
marched, ten miles that clay to Boregaum, on the with the insurgent and military operations in 
Calpee road, and resumed his progress on subse- Rajpootana. 	It will be remembered* that in the 
Tient days. His second brigade was soon to follow month of March General Roberts, commanding the 
hint—with the exception of detachments of the Rajpootana field-force, marched from Nuseerabad 
1d Bombay Europeans, the 24th Bombay native 
infantry, and artillery, left under the charge of • Ohap. xxvi., p. 441. 

•••••••••••••••••••mmoremaigearderwaromag.wer.••••• 
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- towards Kota)); accompanied by Itiettartiliawieinte:. •, 	•. 
. 

''llisartned'; ',. On tli/e8th•of APril; ‘It'.6.6,41:kt.,:i,, ,6,‘4.:.  T 
,. as political repreientative ; that litany. diffioulties. .' .prising about. a thong:0d Mop ,•of all "arms;,. left 

,. 

had to be surmounted on the march ; that Itotidi I 
was reached on the 22'd• and that Roberts Captured' r 
that place just before the', end.  ,of, the 	month)  . 

yAlimedahad.te'conduct the disatning:' Another , 
' colamit of about the.. sanie. strength was as. 	, 
• to.' march 'front,the' •Sante station about, a week 

;defeating a largo.. body 'of rebels, and 	obtaining 
posSession of. 	an extensive store' of 'ordnance and 

later, : ,,,P was., exPeeted that. the,diffidulties..of.,the , 
troops.. Woidd arise, net so, much. from \ pie 'opposi. 

• ommunition. 	After this. -Victory, Roberts remained' tion •Thf' the 	flatives, , as ' from-  the:.:,gradeally 
a long time _at kotalf. 'Matiy other places wont& increasing heat of thatveather. 	7 	• 	. 	• 
have welConied his appearance ; but there were ; 	-Southward of Bombay there wag .still,', a2s- in 'tito. 
doubts 'how far Kotah could safely be left, seeing ' earlier months,  of the-year, just so mach of instill- 
that the' neighbourhood.Was in 'a:Very, 'disaffected", 
state, 	The.Kotali .rebels, on the other hand, were, 
greatly ' disconcerted at the news of the fall Of 

ordination 'as. to need,  •icareful . Watchingen 	the 
parV,Of the goVernment, 'but withotit „presenting 
any Very alarniingsymptonis: ' The small idaltratta 

Jhansi, which interfered with their plans ,and state of Satana nits a littletroubled..-  Two officers. 

• 

hopes. 	They had  been tamping for a' .while at.  
•Kularus, on the, read froM0walior to Bombay, but 
began now to Move, off lois-at:cis !the' 'sett*: 	Cap 
tam 	hlayno,.with some of Seindia's troop's, was it 
that place on the 11th of April, and found- that the 

,of • the recently deposed ;rajah, his' eommander-in-, 
:Chief and ' his: commandant, .efi artillery-, ,veers , 

' doteeted' in treasonable correspondence Witlr Nene, 

	

., Sahib:' 'One of `them, having been Rana guilty, 	, 
• Has sentenced to be hanged ; the indignity,stritek 	' 

Kotah rebels, about four thousand strong, with 
six-guns,- had joined the rebel Rajah of Nirwari, 
six 'Miles' distant 	Captain Mayne was preparing 
te watch and 'follow thetN but 'the troops at his 

with horror onehnbued with high-caste -notions, 
, .ilud 'he asked to be blown awarfrom a pin as a , 

more noble 'death ; this was  refused ; and under.', 
 , the •iniluence of dismay and ,grief, he made a eitiV• 

command consisted of duly a few hiiridrect men,'  fession which afforded a chic to is furthertonspiracy. 
and he could do little -more than -reconnoitre. ' There 'was much in these southern' Mahrettas 

i Later' in. the.  month, General Roberts org,anised.% which puzzled the.authorities. ; To what extent the 
.' cidainn to look after the rebels at Goonah,.Olinpra, nativeawerehound- into . a brotherhood .hy .secret 

_ and other ilaces. 	The column,  eonsisted of 11.M: 
• With', foot, the 10th ;Bombay native infantry, a 

compact, the. English never could ltud'nerer did ,, 
' knew.. Much ,comment was' excited by an occur- 

. Wing•Of the 8th hussari, a wing of -thelst laneers, 
and a troop of horse-artillery ; and it started from 

rence -at Kolapore, where two: native officers were 
, blown aaray front guns, on conviction ' of being 

, Kotalt for active service on the 24th. 	Thus the concerned in the, mutiny and rebellion.' It Was 
. month of April passed.  away ; 	Roberts hiinself 

remaining at Kotah; -while. some of his officers; 
remembered that those very menhad sat on courts- , 

 roartialwhich.comkanned Members of theirleiloW, .. 
each With a detaehmetit of the Itajpootana field- ''mutineers' to • the .' same punishment. winch . Was 
force; were engaged in chastiiing bodies of rebels their . own ultimate doom. . 	'One of. the principal 
in the turbulent region on the border of ' the witnesses,against them was a colleague whom they 
Rajpoot and Mahratta, territories. 	Like Sir Hugh ' -had 	sentenced ,to 	death,.. but, who •escaped.  'by 
Roselit Jhaitsi' he had 'to consider how,  his con- making a 	confession 	which:. implicated,;  'them. 	• 
qttoredeity,'Weald fare -Wine quitted it. 	. 	'  . Many othersOuiwever, condeninedby the.• court of 
. The 	province 	of Gujerat, -lying 'as' it' does' which these•tWo. men Weratitembers, died witliont.  

-betWeen Rajpootana: and Bombay, was narrowly, 
watched by the government of that presidency ; 

making as similar confession, although it was 
believed that theyalso might have implicated their 

and as 'one precaution,' all the inhabitants were 
. , 

judges. 	 . 	.. 	., 
. 

• • 	 , 	. 	 . 	• 

It 0 i t. • . 	 . • , 
Nuance Police of Indif.i.--.56 -peculiar was the position jurisdietiOns,.eaeli having its'•Ineal 	;The Police were ,Police.• 

Of the native polite of India—as a medium •between the .charged with duties both• preventive and: detective:" They . ' 
' military and the civilians, and between the government and were prohibited from inquiring into cases of a petty nature; • 

the people—that it may be desirable to say a few words on • 
the organisation of tluit•lxuly... All parties agreed that this 

but complaints in, cases of a more serious character were,., 
, usually laid before the police darogah—whose duties wore . 

organisation was defective in many points, and 'numerous something more than those of an English police superin- 	1 
. reforms ,were suggested ; lint the Revolt found the police tendent, something •less than these of-an English magistrate. 

system still . in 'force unreforineil. ' The inforniation here The Ate:opal was authorised' . to examine the complaints 	. 
given' is obtained.ehielly froM'a dispatch• sent from the India brought before. him, to issue process of arrest,' t.i.• IA111110011 
House alxiut Six months before the Revolt began, at a time witnesses, to examine the accused, and to forward the case 
when few or none saw the dark shadow that was hovering to the magistrate or collector-magistrate, or submit a'report 
over our eastern empire. of his proceOdings, according as the evidence seemed to 
' In Bengal, each district was subdivided into mailer warrant the one or the other course...; 	• 	i  ' 	: 	'' , 	c i 
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In the Ketthii'vd",PrOvittees:t 	Matte wevenulatofficers ' . 	. author,,}; atiseruptilous,  an 'their' mode, 	wielding their 	' 
celled is/alit/ars Were, at the discretion 'of the goventinerttc, and btirtf It' very general elihraeter for• oppression- and,  eon; 
invested with thh putrere of, police'ditregaler;' 'whereas 'in • ,raption.•,,  "The great, source of mischief was found to be, 

, 	Bengal the revenue.tcaustice, wort itept c ion); distinct from,„ , trio Itant•-ef..7effteient centrist and overlooking. 	The native • 
the police'or magisterial. 	: 	'... 	• , 	' 	• ' , ' intlicefittit a 	to oriental modes of administering ,protieneie 

In the Madras' prosideney,, the duties ordinarily pete-.. )usfice,l6whicit briberycindharliteity pertains...a grent pert :, 
forded in, Aleiigal by the, Wide daregtihir were, even snore this, tkvideficy required to be constantly, Checked, by Iffuro..,. 
genertill,y•Otiit in' the• Northwest,,.Prev inees,,,perforined by peaits ;. end .fii tliO,magistv.tte or collector-magititrate found. 
the. tebsildar ..,, . indeed:. 'it' ' was ;4 tecognisett part, of, 'the' his U0;1, too fully occupied to exorcise this supervision, the 
syslem that the telMililar and the darogah were the 'smug noliee wrought much mischief, and brought the English 
poison. •This double' function carried with,  it an increase of' 'raj' into disfavour., 	Where the ,disUrict Was smaller than 
power. 	The'Madras telisildar-diropali trait authorised, not usual, or where the magistrate was more than commonly 

,only to inquire into. petty enacts (whith the Bengal darogah zealous and active, the police were found to be move 
was prohibited from doing), but also..te proceed 'in certain . efficient throUgh snore supervision. Whenever it was  fauna 
specified. instances to judgmentiientente, and the: infliction' net:ewer§ to ,grapple, effectually with any particular crimes, 
of 'punishment. • . 	'  such as diziggee or 4ocoitce, the ordinary police proved to 

In the Bombay presidency, the revenue and police bo wholly imeletts ; an entirely separate instrumentality , 
functions Were,. until a recent. period; combined in the waa needed: 'Benides the want of effective supervision, the 
same Way as in Madras.' 	The It:handers, besides their native i)olice.were underpaid;  and had therefore axe excuse, 
revenue duties, were authorised in their pollee capacity to for listeningtd. the temptations of bribery. 

' investigate 	all complaints of a ,eriminal nature, and to In the dispatch already adverted to, -written by•the Court 
exorcise a penal ,juritidiction in •respeet of certain petty ' . of Directors, a course of improventent was Pointed. out, 

' 	'offences. 	Within a few months before the .Revole, however, without whith the natitte police, it was affirmed; could not 
a change was matle,in the organisation. 	A new officer, a rise to the proper degree of efficiency. 	The suggeStiens 
superintendent of police, was placed under the magistrate, were briefly as fellows ; To separate the police, rent the 
The' magistrate, confining himself for the ;most' Part to administration of, the land-revenue,"irr, these provinecO  
judicial and administrative matters, left to his suporin- where those defies bad been customarily united ; in order 
tendent of police the control of the executive police and the that the native officer 'should not be intrusted with double 

• Command of the entire stipendiary•botly, with the initiative each of which vttitild interfere with•the.  other. •ffinctions, 
in the prevention' and detection' of crime. 	TO aid this To subject all the police to frequent visit and inspection, 
superintendent' in the supervision of the district police, that they might feel the influence of at, vigilant eye over 
there 11/118 placed in ',each police division an officer called them. To relieve the collector-magistrato from this addition 
joint-police antildar ; whose duties, in regard to the pre- tobia many duties, by appointing in each district a &re- 
servation of the public' peace and the investigation of .azi officer with no other duty than that of managing.  the 

' serious crimes, were nearly similar 'to those of the Bengal olice 41 the district, subject to a general superintendent of 
darogah, bUt without 'including any power of punishing police for each presidency! ' To increase the salaries of the .  
even•for the motet trivial' offences. police,. in order that tbe,office might have a higher dignity 

It thus appears that, apart from the penal powers t  in the estimation of the natives, and in order that the 
exercised by the Madras district police, the Bengal d«rogaly, official might be less tempted to extortion or bribery. 	To 
the Madras ecdsildar, and the Bombay amilflor, all acted empower the authorities to Mulish and degrade, more 
to a certain extent judichtlly when engaged in investigating readily than was before possible, those police who oppressed 
mimes of a /serious nature. 	They examined the parties and the people or otherwise displayed 'injustice ; and to reward 
the evidence, and they formed a judgment on the:  case to those who displayed more than .ordinary intelligence and 
the extent of deciding whether it was one•for'the immediate hiniesty, a further suggestion was made, arising out of the 
arrest of the accused and transmission to the magistrate, or organisation of the Punjaub tinder the Lawrences and their 
otherwise. 'coadjutors; in which there was a preventive police with a 

No doubt' the founders of this 'police system anticipated military organisation, and a wholly distinct detectite police 
beneficial results' from it; 	bat those results Were not with a civil organisation. 	This system was found to work 
obtained. 	It was very,ineffielent for the detection of crime, so well, that the Court of Directors . submitted to the 
and almost useless for prevention, There were defects loth Caleinta government an 'inquiry whether the. police getter- 
in organisation and in procedure. The police force attached ally might not with advantage be thus sopitrated into' two 
to each division was too much localised and isolated ; and parts, preventive and detective, each exercised by a different 
the notion of combination betWeen any separate parts of it, set of men. 	. 	 . 
with a view of accomplishing .extensive police objects, was . The Itevoh• broke out before the reform of the police 
seldom entertained, 	Although unable to check mime to system could commence; and then, like other reforms, it 
the extent intended and hoped for, the, police were very was left to be settled in more peaceful-days. 
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F4aittner Costninee, Indian Army. 

IC IA.PTElt XXIX. 
PROGRESS 	OF 	EVENTS 	IN MAY.  

• 
I 

,:y---\--, HEN, on the 10th of May 1858, should have.  proved worthy of their country in a 
- the course of twelve months had time of severe and bitter trial. 	In military matters, 

been completed since the corn, the once great Bengal native army had almost 
mencement of the 	mutiny, the ceased to exist. 	Twenty thousand disarmed- sepoys 
nation looked back at the events of were in and near the Punjaub, carefully watched , 
that period as a terrible episode in lest they should join the ranks of Ahe insurgents; > ,%''''t 

the history of British dominion, 	Into how disarmed regiments were similarly detained else- 
many thousands of families mourning had where ; others had been almost annihilated by 

been introduced by it, no one correctly knew; twelve months of horde warfare; others were still i 
the problem was a dismal one, which few bad the engaged as the nuclei of rebel armies; while the 
heart to investigate. 	These who, not affected by number of Bengal sepoys was very small indeed,' 
private grief, or hiding their grief in a sense of reckoned by hundreds rather than thousands, who 
public duty, viewed the twelvemonth's conflict in still fought faithfully on the side of the British. The 
a national sense, saw in it a mingled cause for Madras and Bombay troops had, happily for India 
humiliation and pride--humiliation that British and England's interest therein, remained ,almost 
rule shOuld be so trampled on by those who wholly 'true to their salt;' enabling the governors 
had been long and peacefully under it ; pride that of those two presidencies to send gallant field-forces I  
.so many public servants, so many private person% into the disturbed northern and central provinces. 
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Sikhs, Punjaubees, Moultanese, Scindians, Beloo- officers of eight old , regiments. 	The regiments 
chees, and hill-men on the Afghan frontier, had thus extinguished by this first process, were the 
rendered services of swell lasting importance in 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, .6th, 7th, 9th; and 10th Bengal 
Hindostan, that they may almost bo regarded as native cavalry; the 5th and the 8th wore loft to he 
the preservers of the English 'raj ;' this they had dealt with at some subsequent period. 	As for any 
been enabled to do froM two causes—the want of larger measures connected with the reconstruction 
sympathy between the mutineers and those north- of a native Bengal army, these were left for 
western tribes ; and , the admirable system of determination at a later period, after collating the 
Punjaub government organised by the Lawrences. opinions of the most experienced authorities in 
In civil matters, India had witnessed the almost India. 
total 'breaking up of the ordinary revenue and The distress experienced by the British troops 
magisterial arrangements, in provinces containing from the intense heat of the Indian sun, and the 
at least fifty millions of souls ; Europeans driven severe strictures passed 'by the 	press and by 
into biding-places, even if not murdered ; 	and members of the legislature on those regimental 
treasuries plundered by bands of ruffians, who officers who permitted or compelled their soldiers 
gladly hailed the state of anarchy brought on by to swelter in red cloth, led to the issuing of orders 
the mutiny of the sepoy regiments. 	Among the concerning light summer clothing. 	It was found 
superior members or the government, Viscount that a kind of gray or dust-coloured linen called 
Canning still 	maintained 	his position,'battling kluakee or earkey was better suited than anything 
against unnumbered difficulties; Sir Colin Campbell else—even white—as a material for clothing in 
still remained at the head of the army, well aware the hot season; 	and hence the issuing of au 
that his utmost skill as a military commander order by the adjutant-general, on the 	21st of 
would long be needed ; and Sir John Lawrence May, to the effect noted below.* 	This question 
still held the Punjaub in his wonderful grasp, 
displaying governing powers of the very highest 

concerning appropriate clothing bad long been 
discussed by military men in India: the officers 

order at an eminently critical time. 	On the other of greatest experience being those who most 
hand, the Anglo-Indians had to mourn over a sad disapproved the wearing of closely fitting gar- 
death-list 	Henry Lawrence, Havelock, Colvin, dents in such a climate. 	General Jacob had 
Neill, Venables, Nicholson, William Peel, Adrian esolutely 	contended 	against 	the 	adoption 	of 
Hope, Wheeler, Barnard, Banks, Battyo—all, and English uniforms by the sepoys of the Company's 
a vast many more gallant spirits, had snnk under army. 	He said : ' A sepoy of the line, dressed in 
the terrible pressure of the past twelVe months. a tight coat; trousers in which he can scarcely 

Appropriating the present chapter to a rapid walk, and 	cannot stoop at all ; bound to an 
glance at the progress of events in the month of immense and totally useless knapsack, so that 
May, and beginning (as usual) with the Bengal he can scarcely breathe ; strapped, belted, and 
regions, we may conveniently notice two or three pipe-clayed within an inch of his life ; with a 
arrangements made by the Calcutta government, 
bearing relation either to the state of the army, or 

rigid basket-shako on his bead, which requires 
the skill of a juggler to balance, and which cuts 

to the condition of civilians affected by the mutiny, deep into his brow if -worn for an hour ; and with 
Among the earliest measures taken to re-con- a leather-stock round his neck, to complete his 

struet the Bengal army, so shattered by the absurd costume—when compared with the same 
mutiny, was one announced in a government sepoy, clothed, armed, and accoutred solely with 
notification on the 7th of May. 	It was to the regard to his comfort and efficiency—forms the 
effect that four regiments of Bengal Earopeanv most perfect example of what is madly called the 
cavalry should be formed, in lieu of eight regiments 
of Bengal native cavalry, erased from the list of the 

"regular" system with many European officers, 
contrasted with the system of common sense now 

establishment for mutinous oonduct. 	Eaoh regis recommended for adoption! 	The graphic descrip- 
ment was to consist of 1 colonel, 2 lieutenant. . lion by Mr Russell, of the officers and men in Sir 
colonels, 2 majors, 14 captains, 18 lieutenants, 8 Colin Campbell's army of Oudo, shows how eager 
comets, 1 adjutant, I interpreter and quarter- soldiers are to get rid of their irksome uniforms 
master, 4 surgeons and assistants, 119 non-corn- when permitted, under the influence of a heat 
missioned and subordinate officers of various kinds, 
and 700 privates ; malting a total of 870—an  
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unusually large number for a cavalry regiment. in the European regiments of the Honourable Company's army; 
In addition to these, there were M be native as:edict rhsatitlfioal:1 tchoensfsutWor; twoti'e  ss:iitsnmorctatticneg" 
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SyCOS, grass-cutters, and quarter-masters, attached pattern and material with the clothing recently sanctioned for 
to each regiment; and various persons employed 
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but In regiments in -which this clothing requires to be renewed, 
the royal dragoon regiments. 	Each regiment was tal
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to be divided into ten troops. 	As the officers were regiments of her_ Majesty's service. 	 icompleto enh, including 
to be about doubly as numerous as the English cop-cover,
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officers in the disbanded native regiments, it was soft tCitul=dleient7retallisfe)%bri  tsuitoolf
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service 

calculatgd that the four new -would absorb the with the least possible delay after arnival of the rect.:lila.' 
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denoted by the cabalistic mark 100°  F. or 110° I;.: 
. 	, 

1,s famous—pulled ifp'.over knecabi:edches of leather • 
`Except the Ilighlanders—and • when' they left , or regimental 'trousers, are ceniroota 	There are 
LTICIC110.1V they were panting for• their summer officers whO prefer wearing their Nitellingtons out- 
clothes,' and had Sent officers to Cawnpore to hurry side their pantaloons, thus 'exhibiting tops of very 
them—not a corps that I have seen sport a morsel 
of pink or she* a fragment of English scarlet The 

bright colours; and the  boot and baggy trousers , 
of the Zouavo Officer aro not unknown.' 

. Highlanders wear eccentric shades of gray linen The next point to be adverted to affected civilians 
'over their bonnets—the kilt is discarded, or worn and .private traders more extensively than the 
out in some regiments; and flies; mosquitoes, and military. 	The compensation ;to sufferers by the 
the sun are fast rendering it impossible in the . mutiny, a 	much-disputed question , for nearly 
others. 	Already many officers 'who can get trews twelvemonths, was put into a train for settlement 
have discarded the ponderous folds of woollen staff • by a government order issued at Calcutta in May. 
tucked into massive wads over the hips, and have This , order applied to Bengal . only, as being a' 
provided some defence against the :baking of their, 
calves by day, and• have sought to protect their 

region quite large enough to be brought Within 
one set of official rules. 	The compensation was to 

persona, against the assaults of innumerable ento- be for leas of property and effects, leaving losses 
mological enemies by night. 	The artillery had affecting life or health to be settled by a distinct 
been furnished with excellent head-covers and machinery. 	A Mr .E. Jackson Was. appointed at 
good frocks of light stuff 	The 7th 'Hussars, 
the Military Train, have vestiary idiosyncrasies' of 

Calcutta as commissioner to inquire into 'claims 
;for compensation. 	A limit was named, the 26th 

their own ; but there is some sort of uniformity , 
among the men. 	Among the officers, individual 

of August, after which no claims would'be received 
from persons resident in India : an extension of 

taste and fantasy have full play. 	The infantry • time being allowed for those who were not in 
regiments, for the most part, are dressed in linen that country. 	In cases where the' meant 'claimed . 
frocks, dyed. carkey or gray slate-colour—slate- . did. not' exceed' fifty thousand rupees, the app- 

. 	blue trousers, and shakos protected by.  puggerees, 
or linen covers, from the sun. .,The peculiarity 'of 

Cation to the • commissioner was to be aiebom-
panied by a detailed statement of the particulars 

carkey is that the • dyer seems to. be unable to of the claim, and of the evidence adducible in 
match it in any two pieces, and that it exhibits support of , it; but where the property. was of 
endless varieties of shade, varying with every higher amount, the regulation :'required only a 
washing, so that the effect is • rather various than, 
pleasing on the march or. on the parade-ground. 

general. estimate to accompany the application, 
a further period of three. mouths being • allowed 	• 

But the officers, as I have said, do not confine for the preparation and submission• of the detailed 
themselves to carkey or anything else. 	It is really ,statement of losses. 	It was •at the same time very 
wonderful what fecundity of invention in dress pointedly mentioned that these preliminary opera- 
there is, after all, . in the British mind 'when its tions did not constitute an actual claim on the 
talents can be properly- developed. 	To begin with s Company for any compensation whatever. 	'It 
the head-dress. 	The favourite wear is a, helmet is to be understood that the registry of applications 
of varying shape, • but of uniform ugliness  • above provided for does not imply any recognition. 
Whatever it might be in polished steel' or bur- of claims to compensation; the Honourable Court 
nished metal, the helmet is a decided failure in of Directors having expressly reserved their final 
felt, or wicker-work, or pith, so far as external • decision upon the question, whether or not cora- 
effect is 	concerned. 	'It is variously fabricated, pensation for loises sustained by the mutiny shall 
-with many varieties of interior ducts and passages be awarded.' 	The Company probably deemed' it 
leading to escape-holes for imaginary hot air in the • wise, in the• uncertainty how large might be the 
front or top, and around it are • twisted infinite . .otal aggregate sum claimed, to avoid any formal 
colours .and forms of turbans' with fringed ends pledge that these compensations could be rightfully 
and laced fringes. 	When a peacock's feather, 
with the iris end displayed, is inserted in the 

demanded and would be really paid. 	The above, 
we have said, applied to Bengal ; but about the• 

hole in the top of. the helmet, or is stuck in' the same time a similar notification 	appeared 'at 
puggeree around it, the effect of the covering is Allahabad, applicable to the Northwest Provinces. 
much enhanced; and this style is rather patronised Mr C. Grant and Mr B. H. Lozigden were named 
by some of the staff. 	The coat May be of any cut commissioners to record and register claims. 	The 
or material, but shooting-jackets hold their own conditions. were generally the same as those in 
in the highest posts ; and a carkey-coloured jerkin, 
with a few inches of iron curb-chain sewed on the 

Bengal ; and to them was 'added an announcement 
that 'Applications.ivill be received, subject to the 

shoulders to resist sabre-cuts, is a general favourite. same rules, from natives of the country for com- 
 	As to the clothing of the nether man, 
nothing but a series of photographs could give the 

pensation, on account of loss of property caused by 
their known loyalty and attachment to the British 

least notion of the numerous combinations which government.' . A similar announcement 'was after- 
can be made out of a leg, leather, pantaloons, and wards made, extending the boon to the province 
small-clothes. 	Long stage-boots of buff-coloured 
leather—for the manufacture of which Cawnpore.  

of Oude. 	. 	, 	, 
, Superadded to the arrangementinade for time 
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• ., 
' ' succour of those who' had berm: ,pectiniary 'loss 

by the mutiny, was one dated May 25th. 'This 
was to •the effect that some proVision -would, be 
uvula fer• the relief of 'the destitute,  fainilies 'of '. 
persona who' hail. died after . the 	loss 	of their 
property, even though Vie death..Were not ,  oeear 

'Oohed bythe mutiny. 	It was thereupon deter-
mined that grants Of money should be giVen to 
families' rendered impoverished by this double 
calamity; the grants to be rerii, Iated'on the same 	, 
principle as•ihoSe 'allowed to European and native 
officers of the government, 	 , 	, 
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DACCA. 

. 	 . 	, 
One of the resolutions arrived at by,tho Whorl- 

ties at Calcutta gave very general satisfaction-.-- 
except .to a few officers jealous of any encroach- , 
meats on the privileges of the army. 	Whether 
suggested at home, or . in. India, the, movement 
was in the right direction, 	The regulation vas . 
to the effect that civilians who had distinguiShed ' 
themselves M the field since the commencement ' 
of the mutiny, or who should so distinguish them- 
selves before the mutiny ended, should be alloWed 
to participate in the honours which had hitherto 
been considered, peculiar . to 'the military service. • 
The civil servants 'of. the. Company, is a body, 
greatly raised themselves in the . estimation 	of ' 
the nation by the gallantry which many of them 
displayed under circumstances. of great peril—not i  
only in defending their posts against large bodies 
of insurgents, but in,shuring those field' and siege 
operations which are more immediately sources of 
honour to . military, men. 	•What those horieurs•, 
were to be, depended partly on the crown, partly 
on the Company; but the object of the order was 
to show that the. civil 'position of a gallant man , 

should not necessarily, be a bar to his occupancy 
of an honoured place among military men. 	' 

In entering now upon the military operations of , 
the month, it is satisfactory. to know that•nothing 
important presents itself for record in connection 
with the eastern regiops of Bengal. 	There were ' 
few or no actual mutinies, for reasons more Than 
once assigned 	in ,former 	chapters. 	•I‘Totwith- 
standing this safety, however—partly through the 
superstitious character of the natives of India, and 
partly through the uneasy feeling prevailing in 	.. 
the minds of Europeans during . the mutiny—the 
newspapers were frequently engaged in discutsing 
mysteries, rumours, .and prophecies of a strange 
character, 	One, connected more with Bengal than 
with the other provinces; related to `something 
white,', whiCh was to be ominous of British rule' 
in India. 	. Where it arose, or how, remained as 	' 
undiscoverable as the. chupatty mystery ; but the 	, rumour put on' various forms at different times 	' 
and places. 	At Tipperah, the native story told 
of a. 'white thing' which -would be unprocurable 
after some, time. 	At Chittagong, a particular day 	, 
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was named, when, 'out of four things, three would and Gholtr4 Hossein; Imiering about the districts 
be given • and 'one Withheld ;'• and at Jessore, the 'of Sandal, Mundoree, and.  Koelser .; but that ho 
bazaar-people became so excited concerning ' a made up: sa' strong column to 	Koer Singli.•. : ,pursue 
prophetic. runiour,of an equally enigmatical kind, 
that,  the Magistrate endeavoured to elicit some- 

This co),onm,piaced under the bomniand of Briga••• • 
dier I-  Oughts, consisted , of the following troopr:. • 

thing from his police-daregah that might explain II,M:. 4th fd.ot,;:...it 'wing °Mite 37th foot ;, a detach- 
it; but the man either, could not or.  mould not tell rnent of Ponjaub Sappers.; two squadrons' of Sikh 
how the story arose. Xu. Dacca and ether placeS the cavalry ; 4 squadron• of the Military 'Train ; • and 	, 

. prediction assumed this form•-••that after a certain nine.  guns and mortars. 	Then followed the series ' • 
period, a certain `white thing' would cease to exist 
in India ; and in some instances the exact interval 

of Cross-purposes, in. which Koer• Singh .was per, 
witted or enabled to worle much 'snore mischief ' 

was named,." three months and thirteen days' 	• than Sir Edward had anticipated. :The events May' ' 
Occasionally, the authorities found it necessary , 

to watch very closely the proceedings of Mohan:17 s 
.brietly be reeapitukited :thus ;• Oh .the•17.th and 0 ' 
18th, Douglas, after starting with hiS column. from 

medan fanatics; Who; at Burdwan, Jessore, Rung-. 
poor, and other places, were detected in attempts 

Azinighur, came up with the rebels, defeated them, 
at Azimutgurh, and chased thorn to (itosee, Erngra,. 

to seine up the people to a religious war. 	Po j- and Secunderpore. ' On :the 19th he found that, 
,tunately, the townsmen - and villagers did pat theyintended to• cross the Clogs before he could' 
respond to these appeals. 	Southwest of Calcutta, 
the Sumbhulporo district, disturbed occasionally 
by rebel bands intent on plunder, was kept for the 

. come tip to them' in pursuit—an intention' which - ' 
, he strove to render nugatory, 	On the 20th he , 

encountered them again, at 'Minicar Khas,•defeated 
most part tranquil by the -firm martageinenti., of them,with greatslaughter, captured', Most of their . ' 
Colonel Forster. 	In the month of May hei hit munitions of war, and dispersed the rebels, the main .• 
upon 	the 	plan 	of 	inviting the 	still, faithful 
chieftains of the districts to furnish each a certain 

body of whom lied:. towards Banal,. and Beyriah, 
9u. the 21st, Douglas had the Mortification,. on 

number of soldiers 'to defend British intoresm,,ori reaching Sheoporec  of finding that Koer Singh had 	' 
:promise of ''a due recognition of, their ter'vices outwitted the 'officer 'Who had been • ordered to ' 
afterwards. 	The chieftains; raised two tlioniand 'guard. the pfissage of the Ganges-. in the vicinity 
matchlockmeti among them, and took np Such of Oliazeopore with about nine hundred men ; 
positions Us Colonel Forster indicated—tiutettsure the wily 'chief of Jugdispore had get in the rear 
which completely frustrated and cowed the repels, of the defiachment by a flank-movement, and had . 

We may pass at Once to a'consideration of the.' crossed the Ganges at, an undefended spot. 	Then 
state of affairs iu Behar or Western 13engal;kom- . followed Captain Lo Gratl'a disastrous expedition 
prising the districts around what may be ealled to Jugdispore on the 23ii 5 : the crossing of the 
the Middle Ganges. 	This region, as 'former 
chapters have sufficiently told, and as a glance• at 

Ganges on' the §fith by Douglas, with his colinim;, , 
and the advance towards Arrah and JUgdispore 

'a map will at onee•sheW, contains many important , to retrieve the • disaster: 	To what results these 
cities and towns, which were thrown 'into great operations led in • the Month. of May; we have 
commotion by the mutiny—such as Patna, Dina- now to see.  
poor, 	Arrah,. Buxar, 	Azinighur, 	Goruckpore, ' Brigadier, Douglas arrived at' Arrah with.a part 
Ghazeepore, Jounpoor, Sasseram, Bonares, Churi.• of his force on the lot of kitiy, the rest having 
argur, and' Ifirzapore. 	It is true that .many of arrived two days earlier ; but Douglas not being in 
these were formerly included within the govern- sufficient force to effectually encompass the enemy, 

' went of . the .` Northwest Provinces,' and then and the importance of thorOuglily routing• Doer 	• 
in that of the 'Central Provinces;' but this is a Singh being evident, Sir. Edward Lugard; leaving 
matter of little consequence to our present purpose; a few troops to guard Azimghtir,. Set out for the 
if we consider them all.  to 'belong to the Mid- Ganges with his main column, crossed over into 
Ganges region, 	it will suffice for the present the Shahabad district on the 3d and following 
purpose. days, and prepared for operations in the direction 

The .condition of the region just defined; during of Arrah and Jugdispore. 	The rebels, estimated 
May, depended mainly -on the relation between at seven Or eight thousand, were supposed to be 
Sir Edward Lugard on the •one hand, and the intrenching themselves, and getting in supplies. 	. 
Jugdispore rebels on the other. 	How it fared With On• the 8th, Sir Edward arrived in the vicinity of 
this active general and the troops under 'his cow- Jugdispore, • and 'tame in,, sight of • seine of the 	• 
Mend, when April closed,. we have already seen. rebels. 	Twe• companies of the 84th foot, with 
It will be remembered that About the Middle of 
that month., Koer Singh took up It strong position 

detachments of Madras' Rifles, and Sikh horse, 
aided by two horse-artillery' guns, were sent back 

at Azimutgurh, from which Ltgard deemed it to Arrah, to protect that place while operations 
•necessary to dislodge him; that Lugard himself :were being directed against Jugdispore. • The corn-. '' 
remained encamped at Azimghur with the bulk of tnissiouer of 'Patna at the same time sent' the 

' his Azimghur field-force in order that he might .steamer Patna up the Ganges, to watch the ghats 
watch the proceedings oinumerous bands of rebels or ferries. 	On the 9th, Sir ' Edward marched his 
tinder the Rajahs of Nuhurpoor and Naweejer force from Beheepi to au open plain a little to the 
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west'  f Jugdispore. 	Here he intended tb encamp 
for' a' While, to •allots Colonel. Corfield to Auntie up 
with some additional troops from Sasserasn, 	Cir- 
cumstances..occurred, however, to •change his plan. 
In the afternoon of this day a large body of rebels 
formed outside the jungle, and' moved in the diree-' 
tion of Arrah • but these were quickly followed by 
cavalry and horse-artillery, and driven back into 
the jungle. 	Another body, much snore numerous, 
began to 'fire into Sir Edward's camp before he 
could get his baggage well up and tents fixed. 
This determined him to attack them at once. 

" Dividing his force into three columns, he planned 
an assault on Jugdispore on three points 'at once. 
The place was carried after a little skirmishing, 
the rebels making only a slight resistance; they 
retirece,to Lutwarpore, in the jungle district, taking 
with titan two guns-which they had' captured from 
the BAtish in the preceding month. 	The lost on 
both1sides was trifling. 	Leaving a strong party to 
reta• a Jugdispore, 'Asgard returned to his camp in 
the vening.• 	According to. the rumours prevalent, 

/ 

Ko "r Singh, who had so long been a source of 
i an 'oyance to the British; had died of his wounds ; 

as A the rebels, under his 	ilnamer Singh, 
w3re ill supplied and In* much confusion. 	A 

3phow of Boer Singh, named Ritbhunghur Singh; 
ave himself np to the British a short time after- 

prards--,hopefel 'of insuring forgiveness by- being 
table to she 	that, in earlier months, he had 
ihefriended certain Europeans in a time of great 
peril. 	On the 10th, after ordering all the fortifi- 

'
cations at Jugdispore, and all the buildings which 
had, belonged to Koer Singh, 'to be destroyed, 
Lugard prepared to follow the rebels into the 
jungle. 	He arranged that Colonel Coifield, with 
theSeSseram force, should approach Lutwarpore in 
one direction, while he himself intended to advance 
upon it from Jugdispore. 	On the 11th and 12th 
much fighting took place.' 	Sir 'Edward took' the 
rebels by surprise; they expected to be attacked 
from Arrah or Echoes, but he =rolled westward 
through a belt of jungle to .Hettumpore, and 
attacked them on a side which they believed- to 
be quite safe. , Lugard and Corfield were every- . 
where successful. 	It was, how-ever, a harassing 
kind of warfare, bringing more fatigue than glory ; 
the rebels, though chastised everywhere, avoided a 
regular engagement, tsnd retreated into the jungle 
after every partial skirmish. At Arrab, Jugdispore, 
Lutwarpore, 	Hetturnpure

'
Belieea, 	Peroo, and 

Chitawra, .Lugard defeated and cut them tap at 
various times in then  course of the month ; yet he 
could not prevent 'them from recombining, and 

• collecting around them a rabble of budniaslaes and 
jail-felons. 	Sir Eduard hoped,- at' anyrate, to be 
able so to employ a Strong detachment of cavalry 
as to prevent the rebels from crossing the river 
Sone, and carrying . anarchy into other districts, 
They neVertheless etintinued to has-ass the • neigh- 
bourhood by:. freehooting expeditions, if not by 
formidable 	military ,projects. 	After Lugard's 
-defeat,, of the main force, some of the insurgents 

broke up into bands of a few hundreds each, and 
wore joined by hudtnashes -from the towns and 
revolted. villages: 	One party attacked an indigo 
factory near Doorman, and buiased it to the 
-ground • another effected a murdermis outbreak- 	at 
the village of,  Raj pore, near • Buttar ; another 
threatened the railway-bridge works • at 	Kar- 
minassa. These mischievous proceedings naturally 
threw the Whole district into 'agitation. 	The 

 threat against the railway-works was fully carried 
out about the end of the month ; for the devas-
tators destroyed the engineers' bungalows and the 
workmen's sheds, set fire to all the wood and coal 
collected 	or brick-burning; destroyed everything 
they could easily lay their hands on, and effectually 
stopped the works for a time. 	Nothing could be 
done to quell these disturbances, Until a British 
'force appeared. 	• 

Practically, therefore, the ' Azimghur field-force; 
under Sir Edward Lugard, succeeded in breaking 
down the military organisation of the. rebels in 
that part of India, without being able to prevent 
the formation of roaming bands bent on slaughter 
and devastation. 	And even the limited amount of 

• advantage gained was purchased at a high price ; 
for the tremendous heat of the sun struck down 
th 	 poor soldiers with fatal certainty; numbers of 
than were ,carried from augdispore to Arrab, 
to ards, ' the close of the month-prostrated by 
si 	nag,' wounds, fatigue from jungle-fighting, and 
sun-stroke. 

' 	Somewhat further to the north, in the Gornckpore 
district, another groUp of rebels continued to harass 
the country, disturbing the operations of peaceful 
Planters and traders. 	About the -end oOtay, the 
rebel leader Mahomed Hussein, with four thousand, 
men;  suddenly made au 'attack upon the Rajah of 
Bansee, one of those who had remained faithful 
to the British government. 	The rajah was obliged 
to flee to a stronghold in .rt neighbouring •jungle ; 
said then his ' palace, with the town of Bausce, 
were plundered by the rebels. 	Mr-Wingfield, the 
commissioner of Goruckpore, immediately started 
forth with two hundred and fifty Europeans and 
some guns to the relief of the raja's,. whom he 
found besieged in his stronghold. 	The enemy fled 
precipitately on hearing of -Wingfield's approach, 
notwithstanding the immense disparity of force. 
The energetic commissioner then :proceeded with 
the rajah. to attack "some rebel villages; while a 
simultaneous advance was made on Amood by 
Colonel Roworoft. The object of these demon-
Orations was to keep the rebels in check until the 
rains set in, and the waters of the Gogra• rose. 
Towards the end of the month,. four Europeans 
came into Goruckpore from a neighbouring station, 
where they had been suddenly attacked by a body 
of rabble under one Baboo Surdoun Singh, • and 
other leaderO.' This was one among many evi:  
denees of a Still distuthed•condition -of the Goruck- 
pore district. 	The district was in a slight degree 
protected by the passage of a body of troops who, 
though retiring rather than fighting, exerted some 

.. 
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kind of influence on the evildoer of the country. Cawnpore, and close. rip ail means of transit unless 
We speak of the Goorkha.s of Jung Bahadoor's attacked and driven away by force. 	On the other. 
Nepaulese 	contingent. 	These troops retreated hand, this iiistrict exhibited a remarkable union 
slowly from Oude towards their own country, 
neither receiving nor giving satisfaction from their 

of the new with the old, the European with the 
oriental, the practical with the primitive—arising 

late share in the warlike operations. 	After a out of the opening of a railway through a part of 
sojourn of some time at Goruckpore, they resumed the route. 	After reading, as we so often have in 
their march on the 17th of May, proceeding by this volume, ,A toilsome marches by sunburnt and 
brigades, and consuming much time in arranging exhausted t?oops over rough roads and through 
and dragging th‘ir enormous supply of vehicles. jungle-thickets, it is -with a peculiar feeling 	of 
They crossed the river Gunduck at Baeaha,with interest that we find an announcement to the 
much difficulty. 	A distance of about thirty miles effect, that' on the 26th of May a special train left 
then brought them to Bettiah, and fourteen more Allahabad with a party of Sikhs to reinforce 
to Segowlie—very near the frontier of the British Futtehpoor, which was said to be threatened by a 
dominions. 	It was early in the following month large force of the enemy.' 	Had this railway been 
when the Coorkhas finally . reached their native opened when or soon after the Revolt began, there 
country, Nepaul—their leader 	Jung Bahadoor is at least a fair probability that the Cawnpore 
being, though still faithful as an ally, somewhat massacre might have been prevented—provided 
dissatisfied by his failure in obtaining 	notable always that the railway itself, with its locomotives 
advantage from the governor-general in return for and carriages, were not in rebels' hands. 
services rendered. 	Viscount Canning had, many Allahabad, about the period now under notice,. 
months earlier, received fierce newspaper abuse 
for not having availed himself more promptly of 

was made the subject of a very important project, 
one of many arising out of the mutiny. The Indian 

aid offered by Jung Bahadoor ; but there now government had long and fully considered the 
appeared much probability that caution had been various advantages likely to be derived from the 
all along necessary in dealing with this ambitious founding of a great Anglo-Indian capital at some 
chieftain. spot far removed from the three older presidential 

Directing attention next to the region of the cities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. 	The spot 
Jumna and the,Upper Ganges, we have to notice selected was Allahabad. 	The peculiarities of this 
the continuance of insubordination 	around the very important station, before and during the 
Allahabad region, almost in the very presence of mutiny, 	have been frequently noticed 	in 	past 
the governor-general himself, who still remained, 
with his staff, in that station. 	One of the most 

chapters. 	Occupying the point of the peninsula 
formed by the junction of the two grand rivers 

vexing symptoms of mischief at this place was the Ganges and Jumna, Allahabad is scarcely paral- 
occurrence of incendiarism—the burning of build- leled for situation by any other city in India. The 
ings by miscreants who could not be discovered. one river brings down to it a stream of tratllc 
On the 24th of May a, new range of barracks was from Emotion, ,Rohileund, Furruckahad, Cawn- 
found to be on fire, and six bungalows wore com- pore, Futtehpoor, and the southwestern districts 
pletoly destroyed. The prevalehce of a fierce wind, 
and the scarcity of water, frustrated for some time 
all attempts to extinguish the names. 	One poor 
invalid soldier was burned to death, and many 
others injured. 	Beyond the limits of the city itself, 
it was a state of things very unexpected by the 

of Oude ; while the other brings down that from 
Rurnaul, Roorkee, Meerut, Delhi, Matra, Agra, 
Calpee, and a wide range of country in Rajpootana, 
Bundelcund, and the Doab. 	On the other sides, 
too, it has an extraordinary number of large mill-
Lary and commercial towns within easy reach (in 

supreme authorities, that the road from .Allaha- peaceful times), such as Lucknow, Fyzabad, Sultan- 
had through Futtehpoor to Cawnpore—a road 
more traversed than any other by British troops 

pore, Goruckpore, Azimghur, Jounpoor, Benares, 
Ghazeepore, 	Mirgapore, Dinapoor, and 	Patna. 

throughout twelve months of anarchy—should in Agra was at one time intended to have been con- 
the middle of May be scarcely passable without a verted into a presidential city, the capital of an 
strong escort. 	Yet such was the case. 	The oppo- Agra presidency ; but the intention Was not fully 
sition to the British raj, though it had assumed a carried out; the Northwest Provinces were formed 
guerrilla character, was very harassing to deal with, into a lieutenant-governorship, with Agra as the 
The British were strong in a few places; but the seat of government; but the events of the mutiny 
rebels wore in numerous small bodies, scattered all showed the necessity of holding with a strong 
over the surrounding country ; and these bodies hand the position of Allahabad, as a centre of 
occasioned temporary panics at spots Where there great influence; and Agra began to fall in relative 
was no force to meet them. 	The thorough know- importance. 
ledge of the country, possessed by some of the It has been remarked that England has seldom 
leaders, enabled them to baffle the pursuers ; and built cities as a nation, as a government ; cities 
thus it arose that these petty bands occasioned have grown, like the constitution, without those 
alarms disproportionate to the number of men preconceived theories of centralised organisation 
comprising them. 	Sometimes they would occupy 
the great trunk-road, between Allahabad and 

which are so prevalent on the continent of Europe, 
It has been much the same in India as in England. 
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The three •presidentia.,1 capitals—Calcutta, Madras,: 
' and •Bernbaybceame• what •they are;. not .'froiii.,  
tho• development of.a: ,flan, but 'from a series 'Ag 
incidents havinglittle,:relative,'conacctiow '''Our 
three capitals , are congeries„01Masei) without 

,. 	. • 1 	 .!' 	,!., 

	

order, or beauty, or healthiness other, than naturo, 	: 
, may ,  have. Siipplied. 	. Our 	eantomilents,, which 	•' 
sometimes groW into cities, aro generally stuck 

• down 4n a plain- as a kind of petrified encampment,' „ 
Eyea when fonticling,'. a$ 'in E,angoon, it is With-  . 1  
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the 'utmost,,  difficulty ,:11,t3 	pan:compel,  'successive 
geVertiors to 'Care' ivhetlier the original plan.  be, not 
set aside. 	A problem, arose, whether Allahabad 

• might not be an exception. to this,rule.,, Standing 
at the,extreme end of ,the Doab, and bounded .by. ' 
two fine 'rivers on the north, •south, and east, 'it 
is . susceptible of any degree,:of enlargement, by 

' 	including additional ground on the west;, it might 
be made one of the,strongest forts 'in India.; and , 
,its rivers, aided,  by :the ,railway when finished, : 
might . make it' a great centre of: trade ;-Most of 
the• conditions, therefore, were favourable to the , 

. 	building of a "fino ,Anglo-Indlan:eity of 	that, spot, ' 
The river frontageii  it is easily seen Might easily 
be defended against any attacks which oriental§ 

., could bring  against them. ' On the west:4)r 'laud 
side, it was 	proposed ,to 	construct 	a line 	of 
intrenchment,•or u sort of .intrenelied camp, four 
miles in length„frorn..river to river. 	• This fortifica- , 
tion Would, consist Mainly, of two great redoubts 
on tl!,e river-banks, each,  capable of , holding, an' 
tritire ;regiment, but each ' defensible. by 'a small ., 

. 	 $ 
force if necessary.. 	.Wh4, these, two re onbts, and. 	, 
one midway between the  »; and earth 	i embank., 
mentsto connect the ,thre : it would be possible to 
render' Allahabad impregoa le to-afiy hostile force 
likely to be brought against it, 	Within the.spice 
thus marked out. by the embankment and the 
rivers would, 	included a cantonment,' a, Euro- 
peon town, and it,  native' town. 	The cantonment, 
a eomplete,militarY' establishment for four or ,five 
regiments, would .be 'near the western, boundary, 
on the Janina side. 	Eastward Of this would be 
the new English temp, built in plots' of ground 
'let, on lease to builders (native, or European), who 
would be required, in building houses, shops, and 
hotels,, to conform to some general plan, having. 
reference to the railway, station' as a centre of 
trade. 	Nearer the Ganges: would be the native 
town,;, while at, the point' of junction of the two 
rivers 'would 'be the existing fort, extended and 
enlarged so as to form 'if needed a last stronghold 
for all the.Europeaus in.Allahahad. , Many of the 
details,in theplati,,wereinggested during, a period 
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• of panic fear, when the natives' were looked upon The turbulent ptovineo of Oude next calls for 
as if they were permanently bitter enemies ; and, attention; and as Sir Colin Campbell's operations 

. during the long course of years necessary for 
working out the idea, great modification in these 

bore almost equal reference to Oude and Rohilcund, 
we will treat both provinces together. 

details might be expected ; but the general Charm- It will be remembered;  from the details given 
ter of the scheme, as developed about the period in the last chapter, that after the great conquest 
to which this chapter relates, may be understood of Lucknow in March, a considerable time elapsed 
from the above brief sketch. before any effective attempts were made to over- 

It was on the 5th of May that a notification take and defeat the• rebels who had escaped front 
appeared at Allahabad, signed by Mr Thornhill, 
officiating 	commissioner 	under • the 	governor- 

that city. 	A few troopers and a few guns were, it 
is true, sent in, pursuit, but with no resources for 

general, concerning the leasing of land in that a long series of marching and enoanapings. 	We 
city for building 	purposes, 	The 	terms were have seen that Brigadier John Jones, with the 
evidently framed with the intention of attracting 
the notice of commercial firms, at Calcutta and 
elsewhere, to Allahabad as a future emporium of 

Roorkee field-force, about three thousand Strong—,  
R.M. 60th Rifles, 1st Sikh infantry, Coke's Rifles, 
17th Punjaub infantry, the Aleutian horse, and 

commerce. 	The regulations may be summarily detachments of artillery and engineers"-advainied 
noticed as follow : A new civil European town to into the heart of Rohilcund front the northwest; 
be formed near the railway station at Allahabad, 
distinct from the cantonment, the native town, 
and the fort. 	Land, in plots of three acres each, 
to be lot on lease by the government, for the 

while Sir Colin Campbell and General Walpole 
operated from the Oudo or southeastern side : the 
object being to hem in such of the rebels as had 
assembled in any force in Rohilcund. Recapitulat- 

erection of shops, hotels, warehouses, and other Mg the narrative in a few words, we may remind 
buildings requisite for a European 	population. the reader that jones*Started from Roorkee On the 
Each plot to have a frontage of three hundred feet 16th of the month ; crossed the Ganges on the 
on a public road, with a smaller road in the rear, 17th; defeated a body of rebels at Nagai on the 
Some of the plots to be let for dwelling-houses ; same day ; and advanced during the nett four 
and • these, as well as the hotels and shops, to days Steadily 'on the road to Mooradabad. 	On the 
receive a certain systematic arrangementy laid • 22d, ho fought and won the battle of Nageena ; on 
down. by the authorities for the general cotiVea,  
thee of the whole community. 	Priority of dhoice 

the 23d, at Noorpoor, he Amick into file high road 
from Mozullemugger to Mooradabittl, With a view 

to ho given to those who intend to construct of protecting ono of the ghats or ferries of the• 
hotels, on account of the great necessity for that Ganges; on the 24th, ho reached Chujlito, where 
species of accommodation in a newly collected he learned that Feriae Shah, one of the nutneront 
community. 	Plots, competed for by two or more princes of the Mouse of Delhi, had taken and 
persons, to be sold by auction to the highest entered Mooradabad two days before; and On the 
bidder, 	The lease to be for fifty years, unless a 25th he reached that town, which had been hastily 
shorter time • be specified by agreement ; and the evacuated by )Froze Shah on the news of Jones's 
lessee to have the privilege of renewal, under approach: 	Encamping outside the towu, Jones 
approval as to conditions, but not with any rise Of 
rental. 	The rent to be thirty rupees (about £3) 
per acre per annum. 	Leases to be transferable, 
and stib-letting to be permitted, on payment of a 

.ordered Lieutenant-Colonel (formerly Major); Coke, 
who commanded the infantry portion' of his force, 
to march. into Mooradabad, and make a diligent 
search for a number' of rebel chieftains believed 

registration fee ; provided the transferree or sub- to be hidden there. 	This search was attended 
lessee enter into an eugagentent to fulfil the news- with unexpected success, 	Coke placed parties of 
sary conditions to the government. 	Every lessee 
to specify the kind of structures he ietendi to 

the Meehan cavalry at all the outlets of the city, 
to prevent escapes, and then he attacked and 

build on his plot; to commence building within Searched all the houses in which rebel chieftains • 
one year after obtaining the lease ; and to finish were believed to be concealed. 	The capture of 
in three years—oit forfeiture both of the4ease and one of them leas marked by a daring act of intre- 
of a money penalty, if the building fail in kind, 
value, or time. 	Lessees to be subject to such rates 

pidity on the part of an English officer. 	Neavith' 
Mujjoo Khan, the Chief 'of the rebels' hereabouts; 

and taxes as may be imposed for municipal pnr- had caused himself to' be proclaimed • Nawab Of 
poses, and to all regulations of police and conserv- Mooradabad, and had instigated the people to 
ancy. 	Lessees to be placed Under stringent rule, 
concerning the employment of thatch or other. 

murder and plunder the Europeans in the place, 
Many months earlier. 	To capture this villain was 

inflammable materials fOr the roofs of buildings. a point of Some importance. 	Coke proceeded to 
As a general rule, one plot to one le.S.see; but if a the Nawabte house With two guns, a party of 
special application be Made, and supported On Sappers, and the • 1st Punjaub infantry. 	The 
sufficient grounds, two or more plots to be leased soldiers of the Nakvab's guard making a stout 
together.—Such were the general regulations. 	At resistance, Many of them were shot down,%nclud- 
the time of issuing the order, there were about forty ing the son and•nephow of the Nawab. ;Lieutenant i 
plots set out as a commencement to the system. Angelo then burst open the door of the room in 
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which the Nawab. and another' of his eons wets What befor this small force will presently appear. 
concealed, and 'captured them. While so occupied, 
ho was tired upon• by some of the 4awaVs guard, 
from an upper room ; Wherounon he rushed tip 

Sir Cohn marched on the '2d to Mimed, over a 
fertile fiat country, diversified with topes of trees, 
but nearly overwhelmed with dust, and inhat,iited 

stairs, burst open the door, entered 	the 	room by villagers-erho were thrown into great doubt by 
single-handed, and shot three men in succession • the approach of what they feared might be a 
with his revolver; some Of his troops then coming , 
up, he • captured the rest of the guard. 	In short, 
the search was thoroughly successful. 	The. names 	: 

hostile force. 	On the 3d he advanced front Tilmul 
'to Futtehgunje 1 where he was joined brthe force 
which General Penny had undertaken to bring 

and titles of twenty-one rebel Chieftains •eaptured, ' into Rohilcund from the west.  
containing many repetitions of Khan, Sheik, All, At this point it is desirable, before tracing the 
Hossein,' Beg, and Shah, showed that these' evil- • further operations of the comnia;nder-in-chief, to 
doers were mostly Mohammedans-'-,the Hindoos - notice Me course of events which led to the death 
of Rohileund having been Much less extensively of General Penny. , Being at Nerowlee, on the 
involved in rebellion. While .ones was thus operat; 29th • of April, and believing that the rebels wore 
ing in the northwest)  Walpole was engaged, though r in some force at the town of Oosait, Penny set out 
less 	successfully, in the southeast. 	He started 1  with a column for service in that direction. 	This 
on the 9th from Lucknow, with the ‘Rohileund ' column consisted of something under 1500 men : 
Field-force,' five thousand strong; received a morti- • namely, 200 Carabiniers, 	350 H.M. t34th, 259 
fying discomfiture on the 14th at Fort Rhodamow, 
rendered more distressing by the death of Brigadier 

Moulton. Horse, 3,60 Belpoeh 1st battalion, 300 
Punjaub 2d infantry, a heavy field-battery, 'and 

'Adrian Hope; defeated the rebels at Siren on, the a light field-battery with four guns, 	The column 
22d ; and crossed the Raingunga at Allyerimje on left Nerowleo about nine ..in the ' evening ; • but 
the 23d. 	The commander-in-chief hiMself left various., delays ' prevented Penny' from reaching 
Lucknow about the middle of the month ; started Oosait, seven miles distant, until midnight. 	It 
from Cawnpore at the head of a small column on then appeared that the enemy had retired from 
the 18th; advanced to Kilianpori, Poorab, Urrowl, °omit, 	and)  as native rumour said, 'had re- 
Meerun-lte-serai, 	Gosaigunje, 	and 	Kamalgunjo • tteated ) to 	Datagunje. 	, The .column, 'advanced 
between that•date and the 24th ; entered Furruck- elelibet4tely, under the impression that no enemy 
abed and Futteghur on the 25th ; crossed the ',k -as near ; but when arrived at Kukerowlee, it 
Ganges on 'the 26th and 27th; joined Walpole's suddenly fell e into an 	ambuscade. 	From the 
field-force on the banks of the Ramgunga on the language used by Colonel Jones of the Carabiniers, 
28th ; marched to Kanth on the 29th ; and whose lot it was to write the official aceonnt of this 
reached .Shahjehanpoor on the 30th, in force affair, it is evident that General Penny had been 
sufficient to retake that city, but not in time to, 
capture the rebel Moulvie of Fyzabad, who escaped 

remiss in precautionary Measures ; he shared the 
belief of Mr Wilson)  a political resident who accom- 

to work mischief elsewhere.—We thus call to panied him; that no enemy was near, and under 
mind• that, at the end of April, Campbell and. the influence of this belief he relaxed the systematic 
'Walpole hadadvenced from the southeast as far order of march which,  had been maintained until 
as Shalijohaupoot ; while Jones had advanced Oosait was reached. 	`From this point; we are 
froni the northwest to Mooradabad—the two forces 
being separated by the city of Bareilly, and a wide 

, Old, 'military preeautions.weee somewhat neglected, 
the mounted portion of the column 'being allowed 

expellee of intervening country. 	About the same very considerably to outmarch the infantry ; and 
time General Penny was planning a march with eventually, though an advanced-guard was kept 
a third column towards a point between Bareilly up;  it was held back immediately in front of the 
and Sltahjehanpoor, after crossing the Ganges at artillery.' 	Penny with his staff; and 'Mr,  Wilson, 
Nudowlee ; 	he .. was 'to 	march 	through 	the were riding at the head of the advanced-guard ; 
Budayoon ' district, and to unite his column 'with when at four O'clock, near Kukerowlee, they came 
Sir Co'in's main force' at Meeranpore Kutra, six into the midst of a wholly unexpected body of the 
marches distant from Futteghur. 	, Bareilly, the enemy ; who poured out :grape and round, shot 
chief city of Rohileund Proper, became the point 'at not more than forty yards' distance, charged 
to which the attention of the commanders of all down from the left with horsemen, and opened 
three forces were directed. 	We have now to see fire with musketry in front. 	One of the first. who 
to -what result these 	combinations led 'in the , 
following month. 

' fell was General Penny, 'brought low by .grape- 
shot. 	Colonel H. R. Jones, who now took the 

On the 2d of May the Bohilcund field-force, of command, made the beit arrangements he could 
which Sir Colin Campbell -now'assuined the coin- to meet the emergency. 	The four guns of • the 
mend in person, started from Shalijehanpoor, to light• field-battery wore quickly ordered up to the 
commence operations against Bareilly. 	A small front, and the cavalry were brought forward ready 
force was left behind for the defence of Shahjehan- fora charge. 	There were, however, many diffieul- 
poor, 'comprising one wing of the 82d foot, De .. ties to contend against. The enemy'sright occupied 
Kaliteowie Irregular Horse, four guns, and a few a• mass of. sand-hills; their left was protected by 
artillecrymen' and sappers, 'under Colonel Hall. thick groves of frees ; the town of Kukerowlee 
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was iu their rear to fill back upon.; and the ,/ numbers of thetu,•and captured two guns. . At an., 
dimness of the light rendered it impossible rightly early hour on the 6th, the brigadier with his force 
to judge the number and position of the rebels. arrived within a mile and a half of a, bridge con- 
:Cruder these circumstances, Colonel Jones deemed tiguous to Bareilly, known as Bahadoor Singh's 
it best merely to hold his ground until daylight bridge. 	His reconnoitring party was fired upon. 
should suggest the most fitting course of procedure, 
and until the infantry should have arrived. When 

A skirmish at once ensued, which lasted three 
hours, and ended in the capture of the bridge ; the 

the 64th came up with the cavalry and artillery rebels were driven  back with great slaughter into ' 
'which 	Penny bad imprudently ;allowed to . go Bareilly. 	Just as Jones reached the margin of the 
so far ahead, Colonel ,Bingham at once charged city, he heard a, cannonading which denoted the 
the enemy in front, and drove them into the town, 
This done, Jones ordered the artillery to shell the 

arrival of the commander-in-chief from the opposite 
direction. 

' 

town ; this completely paralysed the rebels, who Having thus noticed the coalescence of the forces 
soon 	began to escape from the opposite side. under the two Joneses, we shall be prepared to 
Hereupon Jones sent his cavalry in pursuit; many trace the march of Sir Colin Campbell towards the 
of the enemy were cut up, and one gun taken ; but common centre to which the attention of all was 
it was not deemed prudent to continue this pursuit now directed. . 
to any , great distance, in a district imperfectly • After being reinforced at Futtehgnnje by the 
known.. 	This,battle of Knkerowlee was thus, like 
nearly sill the battles, won by the British ; and 

 column recently under the command of Penny, 
Sir Colin resumed his march on the 3d of May. 

had it not been for the 'unfortunate want of fore- As he advanced, he received news_ that the rebels • 
•sight on the part of General Penny, he might have were in muck disorder. 	Several of the chiefs hid ' 
been spared to write the dispatch which described 
it. 	He was the only officer killed. Those wounded 

left them ; and Nona Sahib, a coward throughout, 
had sought safety by fleeing towards the border- 

were 	Captains Forster' and Betty, Lieutenants region between Oude and Nepali!. 	The main 
Eckford, Davies, and Graham, 	Eckford's escape body had been some time at Fureedpore; but 
from death was very extraordinary. - The first lire when they heard of Sir Colin being at Futtehgnnje 
opened by the rebels shot his horse from under him; they retreated to Bareilly—thereby,  running into 
he then mounted an artillery-horse ; a party of 
Gbazees-L-fahatics who have sworn' to die for their 

.the power of another column. 	The 	villagers, 
mostly Hindoos, told distressing: tales of the extol.- 

' deer' or faith—attacked him, wounded him; and tions and wrongs they had suffered at the hands of 
stabbed his 'horse ; Eckford fell off, and a Ginwee the Mohammedan chieftains, during, the tWelve 
gave - him a tremendous cut over the back of the months that Rohileund had been in the power 
right shoulder, and left him for dead ; Surgeon 
Jones came up, and helped the wounded lieutenant 

of the rebels;  they made great profession of, their 
joy at seeing the arrival of au English army.; but 

along ; but the enemy pursuing, Eckford was made past. experience bad shown that such, profession 
to lie down flat on his face as if dead ; the enemy should lie received with much qualification. 	Cer- 
passed on 	without noticing him, and he was Min it was, that Sir Colin Campbell, during his 
afterwards rescued by some of his companions. 
Three days after this encounter with the rebels, 
Colonel Jones succeeded in bringing poor Penny's 

marches through Oude, the Doab, and Rohilcuird, 
received very little aid, and very little correct infor-

-mation, from the villagers of the distrids through 
column into safe junction with Sir Colin's force at which ho passed; they were 	either timid, or 
Futtehgunje—the mutineers and ruffians from the double-dealing, or hoth. 	In one of his dispatcheS 
district of Bud:goon retiring before him, and he .said : 'In spite of the assumed friendship ,of 
swelling the mass of insurgents at Bareilly. . the, Hindoo portion of the population,, I have not 

While this was doing, another Jones was march- found it ,easier to obtain information in Rohil- 
ing through Rohilcund in a different direction. 	It cnnd, on which trust .could he put, than . has 
is necessary to avoid confusion in this matter, by been the case in dealing with the insurrection in 
bearing in mind that Brigadier John Jones cow- other parts of the empire.' 	On the 4thi  the 
manded 'the ' Roorkee field-forcef while Colonel commander-in-chief advanced from Futtehgnnje 
H. R. Jones held the temporary' command of the to Purecdpore, , only one march from Bareilly. 
column lately headed by ,General Penny. 	The 

' brigadier, in pursuance of a plan laid down by Sir ' 
Rumours now arrived that not only .Nena, Sahib, 
but, the Delhi prince Fenn Shah, had sought 

Cohn, directed his march so that both might reach safety by, flight' from Bareilly; but that Khan 0 .  
Bareilly on the same day, the one from Moorada- Mabomed Khan still remained at the head of the 
bad and the other from Shabjehanpoor. 	While on rebels. On this point, however, and on the hurnbir 
his march, Jones expected to come up with the of the enemy'S forces,. no,information was obtained ' 
rebels at Meergunje, a place within a few miles of 
Bareilly. 	He found, however, that after construct- 

that could be relied upon. 	As for Bareilly itself, 
supposing no fortifications to have been, thrown ihp 

ing two batteries at the first-named place, they by the rebels,• it could not long maintain 4 siege ; . 
had 	apparently 	misdoubted their safety, 	and seeing that, with the exception of a stream with 
retreated to Bareilly. 	Cavalry, sent on in pursuit, 
overtook the rear of the rebels, cut down great 

rather steep banks,..there was no, obstacle to the 
entrance of a force froai without. . The city itself 
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consisted 'mainly of 'a 
numerous narrow 'streets 

' 	to the right and left; 
lanes were large suburbs 

. 

• 

. 
could prevent the escape 
lateral suburbs-and plains; 
the hope and wish of 

Early in the, morning 
his camping-ground 

• towards Bareilly. 	After 
detected a body of rebel 
and Sir Colin at once 
attack. 	The whole 

, brigades of cavalry, 
of artillery, under 
under Hay and Stisted.f 

, 
• Catatry.—lst Brigade, 

Guards!. Head-quarters and 
under Captain Bickerstaff; 
2J brigade, under Brigadier 
Ilth Lancers, under Major 
Major S. Browne; detachments 
=miry, Ath Ptmjnub cavalry, 

ArtlIterg.—linder Litattenan‘solonol 
tenant-Colonel Tombs's troop, 
ington's troop, B.H.A.1 Major 
four guns; two heavy held-batteries, 
train .with Major Le.Mentricr's 
CookWa•rthy:s detachment, 

'street two miles long, with 
and lanes branching -off 

Outside -these' streets and 
of detailed. houses, walled 

gardens, 'plantationS, and enclosures 
the 'suburbs were wide plains 
nullahs.' 	It was at present 
two forces,' front Shahjehanpoor 

; and /outside 
intersocted by 

uncertain whether,  he. 
and Mooradabad, 

. 

, 

• 
• 

4 

. 	. 
of advance Was tints 

	

formed a line 	' 
the main-road; the 
similar • line on the 

	

in support of these 	. 
by troops of the 
cavalry, a troop 

field-guns. 	Then 
a body of Sappers 

; the 93d foot on the 
Highlanders on the 

ilanking these, were' 

Harness, 
. 

Lieutenaut-eoloriel Leith 
Her Majesty's92d High-

her Majesty's .79th 
Taylor, C.B,; her Majesty's 

Ross; 9th Punjaub 
Battalioni.Captain Beadle. 

companies her Majesty's 
C.B.; her M4esty's 78th' 

her Majesty's le fool, 
2d Punjaub infantry. Lica. 

Captain Stafford. 
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of- the enemy over these 
but such was certainly 

the comn2ander-in-chief, 
-of the 5th, Sir Colin left 

at rareedpore, and advanced 
a. brief halt, the videttes 
cavalry in the distance; 

marshalled, his forces for an 
force ;was brigaded into two 

raider tJones and Hagart ; one 
Blind ; and two of infantry, 

-Without reference to the 

under Brigadier Jones (6th Dragoon.  
two: squadrons Mb Dragoon Guards, 
Captain Lind's Moultanee horse. 

Hagart (7th Hussars). Her Majesty's 
Coles; 2d Punjaub cavalry, under 

of Lahore light horse, tat Panjaub 
and 17th irregular cavalry. 

'Irina, CD., B.A.; Lieu- 
KLIA4 Lieutenant-colonel Item- 

Ilammond's light tiolti.liattery, ILA., 
Captain francis, B. A.; siege- 

company, 'ILIA, urpor  Captain 
B.A. i detachment KB. Bengal anilt"tenMit-rolemal 

• ' 	•; 

, 
. brigades, however, the order 
arranged: the 24 Punjaub atValry 
of skirmishers on the,' Jett Of 
Lahore light horse formed a 
right; while across the road, and 
skirmishers, was a line, formed 

, 9th Lancers and the 1st Punjaub 
., of horse-artillery, and several 

came the 78th IIighlanders;and 
and Engineers, along the road 
right, of the road; mid the 42d 

- left. 	Next, supporting and 

Punjaub ; Sappers and Miners, underLicutenant-colonel 
li.E., chief-engineer to the force. 

lnfantry.—Iiigialand Brigade, under 
Hay, C.B. (her Majesty's 93d Highlanders). 
tandem, under Lieutenant-colonel Cameron; 
Highlanders, under Lieutenant-colonel 
93d Highlanders, under Lieutenant-colonet 
Rilles,Ideatettant M'Qucen ; Belooch 
Brigadier &bagel's (70th) Brigade. 	Seven 
filth foot, Lieutenant-colonel Bingham, 
Highlanders, Colonel Hamilton; 4 companies 

; Colonel the Hon. P. Harbert, 0.1.I.; 
Orneme;•22d Punjaub Infantry, 
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the 79th foot, the Carabiniers,the Moultan Horse, 
the remainder of the 9th Lancers and of the 

have been hacked to pieces in another moment 
but for the gallant promptitude of Colour-sergeant 

Punjaub cavalry, and a wing of the Bel000h Gardiner, who, stepping out of the ranks, drove 
battalion. 	Then 	came the siege-train and the his bayonet through two of them in the twinkling 
enormous array of baggage ; flanked by the 64th of au eye. 	The third was shot by one of the 42d. 
foot, a wing of the 82d, the 2d Punjaub infantry, 
and the 4th Punjaub rifles. 	Lastly came the rear- 

Brigadier Walpole had a similar escape; he was 
seized by two or three of the Ghazees, who sought 

.guard, comprising the 22d Punjaub infantry, the to put him off his horse, while others cut at him 
17th irregular cavalry, a squadron of the bth with their tulwars. 	He received two cuts on the 
Punjaub cavalry, and a troop of horse-artillery. hand, but he was delivered from the enemy by the ' 
As this strong force advanced, the rebels fired quick bayonets of the 42d. 	In a few minutes the 
a few shot from a battery set up at the entrance dead bodies of one hundred and thirty-three of 
to Bareilly; but they made scarcely any attempt these Clams, and some eighteen or twenty 
to fortify or defend either the stream that crossed wounded men of ours, were all the tokens left of 
the high road, or the bridge over the stream. 	The the struggle.'  
enemy's infantry appeared to be mostly congre- Sir Cohn had not yet reached Bareilly. 	The 
gated in the old cantonment or eepoy-lines, while little skirmishing that had occurred was in one of 
the cavalry were hovering about in topes of trees, the suburbs. 	The enemy's cavalry, though power- 
The infantry scarcely shoved ; but the cavalry, 
aided by horse-artillery, made demonstrations as 

less for any serious attack, succeeded in creating, 
by a dash across the plain towards the baggage, an 

if about to attack, in numbers estimated at two indescribable amount of alarm among the camp- 
er three thousand. 	This did not stay the progress 
of Sir Colin, who was too strong to be affected by 

followers, bazaar-traders, horses, camels, bullocks, 
and elephants. 	There was not much real fighting 

such an attempt. 	Advancing through a suburb on 
one side of the city, he ordered the 42d, the 79th, 
and a Sikh or Punjaub regiment, to explore a 

throughout the day; but the heat was so intense, 
the poor soldiers suffered so much from thirst, so 
many were brought low by sunstroke, and all 

ruined mass of one-storied houses. 	What followed were so fatigued, that Sir Conn resolved to bivouac 
may best be told in the language of Mr Russell, 
who was with the army at the time: 4  As soon as 

on the plain for the night, postponing till the next 
day an advance into, and the capture of, the city 

the Sikhs got into the houses, they were exposed of Bareilly. 
to a heavy fire from a large body of matchloolsa 'Whether this delay on the road to victory was 
men concealed around them. 	They either retired sound or not in a military sense, it afforded the 
of their own accord, or were ordered to do so ; at enemy an opportunity to escape, which they did 
all events, they fell back with rapidity and disorder not fail to take advantage of, 	On the morning of 
upon the advancing Highlanders. 	And now the 6th, it was ascertained that 	many of the 
occurred a most extraordinary scene. 	Among the leaders, and a largo body of rebel troops, had 
matchlockmen, who, to the number of' seven quietly left the place. 	Guns wore brought to bear 
or eight hundred, were lying behind the walls of upon certain buildings in the city, known or 
the houses, was a body of Ghazees or Mussulman suspected to be full of insurgents ; and it was 
fanatics, who, like the Roman Decii, devote their while this cannonade was in progress that Sir 
lives with soletim oaths to their country or their Colin became aware of the arrival of Brigadier 
faith. 	Uttering 	loud 	cries, " Bismillah, Allah, 
deep, -keen l" one hundred and thirty of these 

Jones, already adverted to. 	On the 7th the two 
forces advanced into the city, and took complete 

fanatics, sword in hand, with small circular bucklers possession of it, but without capturing any of the 
on the left arm, and green cummerbungs, rushed leaders, or preventing the escape of the main body 
out after the Sikhs, and dashed at the left of the of rebels. 	A. large quantity of artillery, mostly of 
right wing of the Highlanders, 	With bodies bent recent native manufacture, fell into the hands of 
and heads low, waving their tulwars with a circular 
motion in the air, they came on with astonishing 
rapidity. 	At first they were mistaken for Sikhs, 
whose passage had already somewhat disordered 

the victors, together with a great store of shell, 
Shot, and powder, for the manufacture of Which, 
materials and machinery had been provided by 
the rebels. 

our ranks. 	Fortunately, Sir Conn Campbell was Before proceeding with the narrative of Barely • 
close up with the 42d; his keen, quick eye detected affairs, it. will be necessary to notice a very remark- 
the case at once. 	"Steady, men, steady; close up able episode at Shaltjehanpoor. 	It will be vernal/- 
the ranks. 	Bayonet them as they come on." 	It bored that when Sit Cohn Campbell started from. 
was just in time ; for these madmen, furious with 
bang, were already among us, and a body of them 

that place on the 2d of May, to advance on Baroilly, 
he left behind him a small defensive force. 	In 

sweeping around the left of the right wing got his dispatch he said: ' When I passed through 
into the rear of the regiment 	The struggle was Shahjehanpoor, I was informed that the Fyzabad 
sanguinary but. short. 	Three of them dashed so Mpulvio, and the Nawab of the former place, were 
suddenly at Colonel Cameron that they pulled at 11.1oltumdee, with a considerable body of men 
him off his horse ere he could defend himself. who had retired from Shahjehanpoor • and I 
His sword fell out of its sheath, and he would thought it would be impolitic to leave the district 
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without evidence of our presence.' 	He therefore allowing the brigadier to select his own point 
told off a small dethnsive force; comprising a wing of eptrance into Shahjeliatipoor, 	Fortunately he 
of the 82,d foot, lieutenant Be Kantgow's irregular made himself acquainted -with the fact that many 
horsei, a few artillerymen, and four guns. 	In buildings in the suburbs had been loop-holed for 
obedience to orders left by Sir Colin, Colonel Hall, 
of the 82d, marched this small force from the 

musketry, and with the probability that many 
others in the heart 	of 	the 	town 	had 	been 

camp at Azeugunje, to occupy the jail in the similarly treated; he thereupon avoided the main 
cantonment of Shithjehaupoor as a military post. street, and made a detour through the eastern 
There being no shade within the cantonment, he 
pitched his camp for a time in a tope of trees near 

aubtrbs. 	No enemy was visible within the town, 
until a strong party of troopers were found drawn 

the jail. 	Ile next formed the jail into a small up near the school-house ; these were quickly 
intrencled position, with four guns, and as large dispersed by a few shrapnel] shells, and a pursuit 
a supply of provisions as he could procure. 	All by the Carabiniers, having a gun and some 
this was done in one day, the 2d of May ; and, 
indeed, not an hour was to be lost; for a spy 

ammunition-wagons behind them. 	Jones eon- 
tinned his march by the church, and across the 

appeared on the following morning to announce parade-ground to the jail, where the gallant little 
that a large body of rebels had arrived within four garrison under Colonel Hall had so long defended 
miles of the place. 	This announcement proved to themselves against au overwhelming force. 	The 
be correct. 	A strong band of insurgents from bold stand made by this officer was an enterprise 
Mohumdeo in Oude, taking advantage of Sir that excited 	little attention 	amid 	the 	"various 
Colin's 	departure 	from 	Shahjehanpoor, were excitements of the period; but Sir Colin Carephell 
advancing to regain possession of that station. (lid not fail to see that the defence had been 
Colonel Hall immediately sent his baggage and prompt, energetic, 	and skilful. 	The adjutant- 
provisions into the jail, and ordered four companies general, writing to the governor-general, said: ' 1 
of the nil to guard the camp during this transfer, am directed by the commander-in-chief to inform 
Going out to reconnoitre, he saw the enemy's his lordship that the lieutenant-colonel hardly does 
cavalry approaching. 	Lieutenant De Kanteow 
would willingly have charged the bnemy with his 

justice to himself in his report of this defence, 
which was conducted by him with prudence and 

small body of horse; but the colonel, knowing the sl ill, and consequently with trilling loss. 	I mu to 
overwhelming force of the rebels, and noting his acid that Lieutenant-colonel Hall, although he 
instructions to act on the defensive, forbade this makes no mention of the fact, was himself wounded 
charge. 	Both went into the jail, with their hand- by a musket-bullet in the leg, from the effect of 
ful of troops, and prepared for a resolute defence, which he has not yet (May 29th) recovered.' 
The rebels arrived, seized the old fort, plundered To return to Bareilly. 	After the operations 
the town, put many of the principal inhabitants to which have now been briefly described, the insur- 
death, and established patrols on the river's bank. gents were so completely driven out of Mooradabad, 
It was computed that they were little less than Bareilly, and Shabjehanpoor, the principal towns 
eight thousand strong, with twelve guns. 	Against in this province, that it was no longer deemed 
this strong force, Hall held his position for eight necessary to keep up the ‘Rohileund field-force' 
days and nights, sustaining a continuous bombards in its collected form; the various brigades, cavalry 
runt, without thinking for au instant of yielding. and infantry, were broken up, and Sir Colin gave 
Not until the 7th of' the month did the commander- separate duties to his various officers, according 
in-chief hear of this disaster at Shabjehanpoor, to the tenor of the information received from 
He at once made up a brigade ; consisting of the various parts of the country. 	Some corps and 
60th Rifles, the 79th Highlanders, a wing of the detachments remained at Bareilly; some went to 
82d foot, the 22d Punjaub infantry, two squadrons Lucknow ; one or two Puujaub regiments set off 
of Carabiniers, Cureton's Horse, with some artillery towards Meerut ; and General Walpole was placed 
and guns. 	Brigadier Jones, who commanded this in command in Kumaon and Rohilcund. 	It was 
brigade, received at the same time from Sir Cohn just at this time, the 11th of May, that Sir Colin 
discretionary 	power 	to 	attack the 	enemy at Campbell received an official notification from the 
Molnundek after the relief (If Hall at Shabjeltan- Queen to thank his troops in her name for their 
poor, if he should so deem it expedient. 	Jones, at gallant services in earlier months, 	Thu address 
the head of his brigade, started from Bareilly on was, of course, merely of a customary kind under 
the $th, and reached Shabjehanpoor on the 11th. such circumstances ; but it constituted one among 
At daybreak, a body of the enemy having been the list of honours to which soldiers look as some 
seen, Jones sent out the Meehan Horse to pursue 
them; but a heavy mass of troops being now 
visible, it became necessary to draw up in order of 

reward for their hard life.* 	The `last stronghold' 

• "The commander--in-chief has received the moat gracious com- 
battle. 	The enemy's cavalry began the battle ; mood,I her‘t  ty  trtra  to  e;nznte t?theTLYs;,, n ofti eee i2 er y toeZinteez,,,. 
these were driven off by Jones's howitzeie. 	Thr tho troops, and the soccesoful progress of the conmaign. 
the Highlanders and Rifles were pushed on as reinsmireecrinie =Val. baldttelarimefilevesin70ette'eausuere listhtteZ. 
skirmishers, supported by hose-artillery; and in stronghold 

troops 
or rebellion Mai fallen before the. 	ponoTeting attetopte of the 	of her Majesty and the Hen. East India Company. a short tune the rebels were put to flight— .n. Is impossible for the commander-in-chief teesprest adequately 
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adverted to by .him was Bareilly ;. he could not • the enemy's force';'and
, 
 'he prepared for the.contia- 	' 

their know .that another streughold •'0Walierawas geney .of a hostile encounter. 	On the 15th he was 
destined to be the,seene of a much more sanguinary . attacked with great fury and in great force by-the 

*Tuggle. 	' 	 . rebels, who were headed by the Moulvie of Fria- 
' Among.  the arrangements more immediately 

affecting .11ohiltiundawas the formation of a column 
bad, the Beguns of Oude, the Shalwada of Delhi, 
and 	(as some thought) by Nene: Sahib. 	The 

for special pervied in the country districts. 	This,  
column, placed under the command of Lieutenant- 

struggle continued throughout the day, and needed . . 
all the activity and resources of the brigadier. 	So 

colonel (now Brigadier) Coke, comprised a wing of large was the body of rebels, indeed; that he could 
the 42d Highlanders, the lstPunjanb rifles, the 1st do nothing more than act on the defensive until 
Sikh infantry, tt aletachment of the 24th Puttjaub • reinforcements, could reach him. 	This was the 
infantry, a squadron of Carabiniers, the Moulton information received by Sir Cohn when at Futteh- 
Horse, a detachment of the 17th irregular cavalry, 
and a considerable force of artillery. 	With three 

gunje. 	He imMediately • re-arranged his forces. 
Leaving the 47th and 93d foot, thel 7th Punjaub 

weeks' supplies for the European troops, and four • infa.ntrya the 2d Sikh cavalry, and some horse and' 
:weeks' for the native, this-  column set forth from , foot 	artillery, to guard Bareilly ; 	he hastened 
Bareilly ,  on the 12th of Maya 	 ft 	' towards •Shahjehanpotir with . the , 64th foot, the. • 

The eommander-in-chief, leaving 	instructions' Belooch battalion, the 9th Lancers, and some 
for the formation of efficient defences at Baroilly, 
started .off to some more central station, where he • 

' horse and foot artillery. 	On the 17th he marched 
to Tilintr; moving cautiously, for the rebels were ' 

could be in ' easy communication. with the various 
columns engaged, in different parts of Northern 

known 	to . be 	in 	great 	force 	not for distant. , , 
He rested during the mid-day heat, in a tope 

India.. General Walpole took command of the whole of mango trees beyond the 'village of • Tam. 
' of the,Rohileund troops ; haying under him Coke's In 	the evening, information 	arrived 	that' Abe, 

. brigade just adverted to, and Major Lennox to Moulvie, with it ..large force, was strongly posted 	' 
seperintend the engineering works at Bareillja on the •Mohumdee road, a few miles northeast 
Mr Alexander established himself as civil corn- of Shahjehanpoor. 	Mohumdee, which had been 
missioner, to reorganise a government for that made a stronghold• by the rebels, comprised a 
long-distracted province. 	Being thus satisfied that 
affidrs were in a good train, Sir Colin started on the 

brick-fort, mounted with twelve or fifteen guns, 
strengthened 	in 	various 	ways,. nod 	protected 

lath;  taking with him his head-quarters staff, the within. and -without by troops. 	The , Moulvie, as 
64th foot, a 'wing of the 9th Lancers, and- detaehL . the most skilful of the insurgent leaders, hold the' 
merits of other troops. The veteran commander bore chief command in these. parts ; but the Begam ;of 
heat and fatigue in a manner that astonished his Oude, and the Shalizada of,Delhi, were believed 
subordinates ; he got through an amount of work to be near at hand. 	Mohumdee itself was about 
which knocked up his aids-de-camp ; 	and vas twenty miles from Shahjehanpoor ; but the whole 
always ready to advise or command, as if rest,  and road was more or less .commanded by the rebels. 
food- were contingencies that he cared not • about. In the early. morn of the 18th Sir . Colin started 
The natives, When any of them sought for and 
obtained an interview with him, wore often ,a 

, again, 	Arriving ,at Shohjehaupoor, be passed the , 
old camping-ground, made a partial eirehit of the 

good deal surprised to see the commander of'.the city to the bridge,  of boats, crossed the bridge, and 
mighty British army in shirt-sleeves and a pith- , 
hat ; but the 'keen eye and the cool manner of the 

traversed the city to the other side. ' It was found . 
that the city had' suffered considerably by the 

old soldier told that he had all his wits about him, 
and was none the worse from the absence of glitter 

cannonading which Brigadier Jonei had been 
compelled to inflict, upon it, in his operations, for 

and personal adornment. 	His advance in the first ., the relief of the little garrison under Colonel Hall; ' 
instance was to Fureedpore, us a first-stage towards and that many of -the respectable inhabitants had 

'Fatteglmr ; his second to Futtehgunje ; but here deserted the place until more peacefultimes, more 
he heard news that changed his plans. 	To under- 
stand what occtirred, wo .must revert to the affairs 

facilities for quiet trade, should arrive., 
: When Sir. Colin's force joined that under Briga- 

at Shalijehanpoor. dier Jones, and the two commanders compared 
When Brigadier Jones had relieved Colonel notes, it was found that the brigadier's troops. had 

Hall from his difficrilties on the 11th,-  he found suffered intensely froM the heat. 	Mr Russell, who 
that he had been,  engaged with a fragment only of at, that time—sick and hurt by a kick from a ' 

horse—was carried in a docile or litter among the 	' 
hie sense of the high honour done to Mtn in having.  been chosen' ' baggage' of Sir Coins army, Was not sufficiently 
by the Queen to convey her ?dajesty's most gracious acknowledg- 
silents to the army, in the ranks of which ho has passed his life. in front to witness much of ,  the •fighting ; but his 	' 

'The commander-in-chief ventures Wilma° the very words of diary is full of vivid pictures of• camp-life under a 
the Queen: 

."Phut 	so 	many 	gallant, brave
' 
 and distinguished men, burning sun: ' In Rose's attack on the enemy at 

beginning with ono whose name will over be remembered with Icitonaffi, eight men fell dead in ,  the ranks, and 
pride, Brigadier-genera/ Ifavolock, should have died and fallen, is 
a great grief to the Queen: 	To all Europeans and native troops upwards of twenty. officers and men bad to be 
who have fought so nobly and so gallantly—and amongst whom  carried from the field through the heat of the sum 

' the Queen is rejoiced to see the 93d—the Queen wishes Sir Colin to 
convey the expression of bur greet admiration and gratitude."' ' Nineteen of our casualties at Bareilly, ten of which / 
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wore fatal, were caused in the same way. 	In fact, 
every march henceforth after ten o'clock in the 

head-dress .,Iiibat would 	be 	chosen by any one, 
except a /dolish fantastic savage,. for the plains 

morning must 1)e attended with 'loss of life.'—' A of India.' 	 . 
peep into most of the tents would discover many of 
the head-quarters' staff panting on their charpoys, in 

Having arrived at Shahjehan poor on the 18th, 
the commander-in-chief wished to give his troops 

the nearest possible approach to Adamite costume, 
and gasping for breath like carp on the banks of 

a little needful rest during the heat of the day. 	A 
cavalry detachment, however, having gone out to 

a moat. 	It may readily be imagined—if officers, 
each of whom has a tent to himself, with kuskus 

reconnoitre, came in sight of a small, mud-fo4 con-
taming four guns; the guns fired upon the cavalia-; 

tatties, punkahs, and similar appliances to reduce the report of this firing brought forward a body of 
the temperature, suffer so much from heat—what the enemy's troopers; and the appearance of these 
the men endure, packed ten or twelve in a- tent, 
and in some regiments eighteen or twenty, without 

drew out Sir Colin and nearly the whole of his 
force. 	Thus a battle-array was very unexpectedly 

such resources, and without change of light clothing; formed. 	Among the rebels was a large body of 
and how heavily picket-duty, outlying and inlying, 
presses upon them' In encamping after a twilight 

Rohilla troopers—active, determined, well mounted, 
and well armed ;. and as these men fought better 

morning march, ' it may be easily imagined how than was wont among the enemy, and were sup- 
anxiously each man surveys the trees about his ported by many guns, there followed a good deal 
tent as the site is marked out, and calculates what of cavalry and artillery skirmishing. 	During the 
shelter it will give him, and at what time the sun firing, a round-shot passed so close to Sir Cohn 
will find out his weak points during the day ; for Campbell and General Mansfield as greatly to 
indeed the rays do strike through every interstice endanger bothi, and to increase the desire among 
like red-hot shot. There is no indecision of shadow, 
no infirmity of outline ; for wherever the sun falls 

the soldiers generally that the commander-in-chief, 
n-ho was very careful of his men's lives, would 

on the side of a tent, it seems to punch out a fervid attach a little more value to his own. , Although 
blazing pattern on the gray ground of the canvas.' the result of the encounter was to drive off the 
—` The motion of a doolie is by no means unpiea- enemy to a greater distance, it was not wholly 
sant ; but I confess my experience of its comforts satisfactory or decisive; Sir Colin 	had not in- 
has now lasted quite long enough. 	It is a long cot tended to resume active service -until his troops 
slung from a bamboo-pole, borne on the shoulders had been refreshed by a few hours' rest ; but the 
of four men, two in front and two behind, who at a reconnaissance had been so managed as to precipi- 
shuffling pace carry you along the road at the rate tate an engagement with the enemy. 	It was only 
of four miles an hour ; and two spare men follow a small part of the rebel force that was thus 
as a relief. 	As the bottom of the litter hangs close encountered on the 18th ; the main body, eight or 
to the ground, the occupant has more than his iten thousand strong, was at Mohumdee. 
share of all the dust that is going; but if the The commander-in-chief, finding himself too 
curtains or tilts are let down, the heat becomes weak in cavalry to pursue the enemy with any• 
insupportable.'--' The march of Jones's column to effect, 	suspended 	operations for a few 	days ; 
the relief of Shaltiehaupoor had told heavily upon remaining at Shahjehatipoor until Brigadier Coke's 
the men. 	Upwards of thirty rank and file of the column 	could 	join 	him from the district of 
79th fell out in marching to and through the city ; Pileehheet. 	• Coke, in accordance with a plan 
and the 60th Rifles, accustomed though they be to already noticed, was preparing to sweep round the 
Indian warfare, were deprived of the services of country by way of Boodayoun to Mooradabad; but 
upwards of forty men from sun-stroke. 	It was he now joined Sir Colin, on the 22d; and prepare- 
pitiable, I was told, to see the poor fellows lying tions were made for an immediate advance upon 
in their doolies, gasping their last. 	Tho veins of the rebel position at Mohumdee. 	Again were the 
the arm were opened, and leeches applied to the enemy beaten, and again did the Moulvie and the 
temples ; 	but notwithstanding every 	care, 	the other leaders escape. 	When, the British marched 
greater number of the cases were Mal almost to that place on the 24th they found that the 
immediately; and even among the cases of those rebels 	had 	evacuated 	their 	strong 	fort, 	after 
who recovered, there are few who are fit for active destroying 	the defence-works. 	They had also 
service again, except after a long interval of rest.' destroyed 	Kujoorea, 	a 	very 	strong 	doubly • 
---‘ I own I am distressed when I see the- 60th intrenched position, surrounded by thick bamboo- 
Rifles dressed in dark-green tunics, which absorb hedges, and having a citadel. 	Several guns were 
the heat almost as much ,as if they were made dug up at the last-named place ; and much pro- 
of black cloth, and their cloth forage-caps poorly perty was discovered which bad once belonged to 
covered with a few folds of dark cotton. 	What' the unfortunate Europeans murdered by the rebels 
shall we say of the 79th Highlanders, who still nearly twelve months earlier. 
wear that picturesque and extraordinary head- Throughout the operations. in Oude and Rohil- 
dress, with the addition of a flap of gray clpth, 
over the ears I 	If it were white, perhaps it would 

eund, from May 3857 till May 1858, one of the 
master-spirits among the rebels was the Moulvie 

afford some protection against the sun ; but,' as of Fyzabad—a man whose name has been so often 
it is, this mass of black feathers is surely not the mentioned : `A tall, lean, and muscular man, with 
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lantern jaws; long thin lips, high apiline nose, poor, and the peticefuLportion of the inhabitants 

' deep-set large dark eyes, beetle brosys,eleng beard, 
and . coarse black hair falling in masses over his 

were returning ; but it ,vas doubtful how, ,soon 
a new irruption of rebels from Oude would throw 

shoUlders.' 	During the investigations which were 'everything again into confusion. 	.' Indeed there' 
subsequently made into the plans ,and intrigues of were at that time many rebel leaders at the head' 
the rebels in Onde, the fact was ascertained that 
this Moulvio bad been known many years before 

of small bodied of insurgents, ready for mischief; •, 
among whom were Baboo Ramnarain Of Islam- 

as Ahmed Shah, a sort of inspired fanatic or nuggur, and Nizam Ali of ShaheeTbut these men 
fakeer:: 	He- travelled through the Northwest could safely be regardecirather as ,guerrilla chief- 	' 
Provinces on some sort of miraculous mission tains than as military leaders. 
which was a mystery to the Europeans ; his stay It was on this fitting occasion, when there 
at Agra was of considerable duration, and was seemed to be a lull in the din of war, that Sir 
marked by the exercise of much influence over the Cohn Campbell issued a congratulatory. address to 
MohaMmedan natives. 	Mr Drummond, inagie- the troops of the Anglo-Indian armies,, Although 
trate of that city, kept an eye on him as a suspi- the address was not made publicly known to the 
•cious character ; and it was afterwards regarded troops by the adjutant-general until the following 
as a probability that the Moulvie had been engaged mouth, it wag dated the 28th of May, • and ran 
in some plotting inimical to the English ' raj.' The as follows : 
commencement of the mutiny in May 1857 may ' In the month of October 1857 the garrison 
have been 	determined by unforeseen cireum- 
stances ; but abundant 	proofs were 	gradually 

of Luoknow was still shut up, the road from „, 
Calcutta to Cawnpcire was unsafe, the communica- 

obtained that some sort of conspiracy had been tient; with the northwest were entirely closed,. and! 
long before formed, and hence a reasonable infer- the civil and military functionaries had disappeared ' 
ence that the Moulvie may have been one of the 
conspirators. 	When 	the 	troops 	mutinied 	at 

altogether from wide and numerous provinces. , 
Under instructions from the Right Honourable the 

Fyea.bad in .Tune they placed the Moulvie at their Governor-general; a large plan was designed, by ' 
head. ' He had been in that city in April, attended 
by several fanatic followers ; and here he 'Circa- 

which the resources of the three presidencies'
' 
 after 

the arrival of reinforcements from England., should 
lilted seditious papers, openly proclaiming a robs 
gifts war. 	Although the 'police on this occasion ' 

be made available for combined action. 	Thus, , 
while the army Of Bengal, gathering strength from 

were ordered to arrest him, he and his followers 
made an armed resistance which could not be 

day to day, has recovered the Gangetic Poab, 
restored the communications with the northwest of 	' 

suppressed without military aid. The Moulvie was 
captured. tried, and condemned for execution ; but 

the empire, relieved the old garrison .of Lucknow, 
afterwards taking that city, reoccupying, Roliil- 

the Revolt broke out before he could thus be got mind, and finally insuring in a great measure the 
rid of; and then he suddenly changed character - ' tranquillity of the old provinces—the three.columns 

'•-'from a felon to a leader of a formidable body of put in movement from Bombay and Madras have 
armed uteri. 	Though sometimes eclipsed 'in power rendered like great and efficient services in their 
by other leaders, he maintained great infinence,. long and difficult marches on the Janina, through 

' 	over the rebels throughout the turbulent proceed- 
ings of the period. 	There can be little doubt that 
ho had much of the sincerity of a true religious , 
fanatic ; and as he was an able man, and free from 

Central India, and in Rajpootana. These columns, , 
under., Major-generals Sir Hugh Rose, 	K.C.B., 
Whitlock, and Roberts, have admirably performed 
their share in the general combination arranged 

the dastardly cruelty that so stained the names of • under the orders of hislordship thegovernor-general, 
Nene Sahib and other leaders of unenviable note- This combination was spread over a surface ranging 
riety, a certain kind, of respect was felt. for him by from the boundaries of Bombay and Madras to 

• the British whom.he opposed. 	 i the eXtreme northwest of India. 	By their patient 
When the month of May ended, and Sir Cohn endurance of fhtigue; their unfailing obedience?  

Campbell had proceeded to Futteghur as a central and their 	steadfast gallantry,' the .troops 	have 
,station whence he could conveniently watch the enabled the generals to fulfil their instructions. 
progress of events, the Rohilcund and Roorkee In no "%Vat,  has it 'ever happened that troops (have' 
field-forces were broken. up; and the regiments been more octet), engaged than during the cam- 
which had composed them were set apart for vari- paigns which haver now terminated. 	In no war 
ens detached duties. 	Brigadier Seaton remained has it ever happened that troops should always ; 
at Shabjehanpoor, with the 60th. Rifles, the 82d 
foot, the 22d Punjaub infantry, Cureton's cavalry, 

contend against itinnenie numerical odds, as had , 
been invariably the case in every encounter during' 

' two Squadrons of the 6th Dragoon Guards, and the struggle of the last year ; and in no war has 
some artillery. The 79th Highlanders, and various constant. success without a check been more con- 
detachments of artillery, took their departure for , spicuously achieved. 	It has not occurred that one 
Futteghur. 	The 64th went to Meerut ; the 9th eolemn herek another there, has won more honour 
Lancers to Umballa ;* and Coke's Sikh brigade than the other• portions of the army; the various 
to Boodayouu or "Pileebheet. 	At the end of corps have done like hard work, have struggled 
the month all was quiet at and near Sha.hjehan- through the difficulties of a hot-weather campaign, 
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and have. compensated for paucity, of numbers 
in the vast area of operations. by Continuous and 

leaving two iron guns behind them. 	Grant's, 
column was at one time almost surrounded by . 

unexampled marching; notwithstanding the season, the rebels; but aprompt movement of some of fhb • 

It is probable, that much yet remains for the army regiments speedily removed this, difficulty. 	The 
to perform' bat now that the Commander-in-chief rebehi suffered severe loss, including that of one of 
is able' to give the greater part of it rest fora time, 
ho chooses this moment to congratulate the generals 

their leaders, Shewrutten. 	Sir. Hope Grant, 'deem-; 
ing it imprudent to allow his troops to' enter the 

and troops on the great results 'which have attended jungle, bivouacked for the night on the ground • 
their labours. 	He can fairly say that they have where the battle had been fought, and returned .on 
accomplished in a few months what was believed 
by the ill-wishers of England to be either beyond 

the morning of the 13th to his camp at Nuggur, 
During these operations, he found himself within 

her strength, or to be the work of many years,' a short distance of the small Hindoo temple in 
This address ' is not fully intelligible without which Lieutenants Delafosse and 'Thomson, and 

taking into account certain brilliant proceedings Several other Europeans, sought refuge after their 
in Central India, hereafter to be noticed ; but it ' escape from the boat-massaere at Cawnporo, eleven 
is transcribed here as a suitable termination to months earlier.* 	Much blood having been spilled 
the Rohilcund operations in the month of May. ' s on that occasion, one of the objects of the present 
The other important affairs bearing relation to it expedition was to bring, certain of the native mis- 
Will find their due place of record. oreants to justice. 	Mr . Elliott, assistant-commis- 

Oude itself has been very little mentioned in sioner, who accompanied the, column, went on to 
this chapter. 	The reason is, that the most import- the temple with a squadron.of cavalry, took a few 
ant section of the rebels escaped from that pro- prisoners, and then destroyed the temple--which ' 
vine() into Rohilound, after the great siege of still exhibited the shot-holes resulting ,from the ,, 
Lucknow, thereby determining the, main scene of 
struggle during May. 	There was. not, however, 
a total cessation of lighting in dude. 	Sir Hope 

of a large body of natives on a few  dastardly attack 	 , 
unarmed Europeans. 	 . 	.. 

Towards the close of the month, Rope Grant • 
. Grant, who had been left at Lucknow by Sir found that a body of the enemy was threatening • 

Colin Campbell, had more than one .encounter Bpnnee, and endeavouring to obtain command of 
with the rebels in the course of the month. 	Some the high road between ,Lucknow and Clawnpore ;.' 
of these operations brought him, on the 10th, to this necessitated an expedition on his part to 
a. place called Doundea Khera, a fort belonging frustrate the design. 	As a means of better • con- 
to the rebel Ram Buksh. 	This fort, though trolling approach to the capital, he „blew up the 
of mud, was of considerable strength; it was stone-bridge over the Goomtee, thus leaving the 
square, with earthen;  -walls. and bastions ,of con iron suspension-bridge as the only merle of crossing. 
sidorable thickness ; it had four guns, and was 
rendered 'difficult of approach,by a ditch and belt 

Of Lucknow, little need be said in this chapter. 	, 
The engineers were employed in 'constructing such • 

of .prickly jungle. 	The fort was, however, found batteries and strongholds, and clearing away such 
deserted when Sir Hope arrived. 	His work then native buildings, as might enable .21 small British 
consisted in destroying the fort, and such of the 
buildings aat,pould ,be .=hewn to, have 	belonged 

force to defend the, place ; while Mr Montgomery, 
the. 	newly 	.appointed 	chief-commissioner,, was 

to Barn %lob. 	This done, he advanced on the cautiously feeling his way towards a re-establish,  
12th ;to Nugget 	Hearing that two thalookdars merit of civil novernment. 	Viscount Canning bad 
or chieftains, Beni 	Madhoo 	and 	Shewrutten , given . him plenary powers,, in reference. to the 
Singh, had assembled an army' of fifteen thou- issue of any proclamation to the natives—powers 
sand 	infantry, sixteen 	hundred 	'cavalry, 	and which required much .tact in their exercise ; for 
eleven guns, at Sirsee, a village and fort about there was still a large amount of fierce opposition 
five miles off, Grant determined to attack them at and vindictive feeling to contend against. 
,once. 	He left all his baggage, supplies, dm.; with 
tents. struck, in a safe position, with a force of 
cavalry, infantry, and artillery for their protection. 

. ; 	In the Doith, and the, district adjacent, to it, 
several minor affairs took :place during the month, 
sufficient to indicate a very turbulent condition of 

. From the extreme difficulty of 'obtaining correct portions of the population,' even if not of -great 
information in that country, Sir Rope was in . military importance. 	At one 'period of the month 
much doubt concerning the ground 'occupied by five thousand rebels, iu two,. bodies, crossed the 
the enemy ; and. eventually., he, found it stronger Kallee Nuddee, and marched• along the western 

, 	than he had'expected, 	The rebels were drawn. up bemiring of the Futteghur . district, burning and 
on the banks of• a' mull* With an 'extensive thick . 
jungle in their rear, rendered still stronger by the 

destroying villages. 	They then crossed the Ganges , 
into Oude by the Shorapore out, taking -with .. 

fortified village of Towrie. At five in the afternoon fizem several guns. 	Here, however, they .were 
the enemy's first gun opened fire ; 'but as soon as -watched and checked by a: small . force 'under , 
Grant had formed his column, with cavalry and, 
horse-artillery covering his right flank, the 'rebels 
were attacked with snoh, boldness and vigour that 
they 'gave, W,ay, cud were driven into the jungle, 

Brigadier Carthew, and by Cnretori?s Horse. About 
the same time, a party of a thousand rebels, with 

* So Chap. vW., P. MI 
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, 	.• 
fair gnus; marched, from MimeOpine' to:Asung, embers' of the burned Y•ehiele; they were 'earricd. ' 
On. the great trunk-road between Lullutpore.and, • , into Agra, and .interred --with military honours. 

' Cawnpore ; they,  Commanded that road for. several "-.The native driver was found ,dead, With thee  head. 
'days, s until a force , could be 'sent out to 'dis- nearly severed frcint thabody., ', 	. 
lodge.  them. ; Higher up the Doa;b, the fort and Nynee Tali, ,MusSouroc,,and the other hill-stations 

. 	village- of .Ayana, '' in the Stawali district, .were 
taken by • 'a party of Alexander's Horse, and. a 

! towards' whichthe Sick • and the Weahlook&I With.,  so much yearning, were almost 'wholly free from • . 
rebel chief, named Beep Singh, expelled. , Colonel .disturbanoe during, May. 	,One of •the le* events' 
Riddell,,Udio commanded a coluinn from Etawah, . calling, for notice was an expedition from Hal& 

.„ encountered and defeated small bodies of rebels , wanee by Ca.ptain ,Crossinara It eceiving•imWs that 	, 
•near Ooriya 'and Sheregerh, and then -descended two rebel leaders, Nizam 4.11 Khau and Kali ,• 
the Ganges in boats to Calpee, to •take part in an Khan; were, , preparing for mischief ., at 	place ,,ii. 
important series of operations in,which 'the Central called Balionee; he started off on the 8tli ,of May; 	' 
India field-force 'was mainly concerned. 	Brigadier with two or three companies of his own. regiment, 

.• • Showers,' dining the ,greater' part, of this month, 
was employed in various wayS around Agra as a' 

.and a hundred Goorlthas mounted on' elephants. 
He missed the two leaders,  but captured many 

; centre. 	Among other measure; he organised a 
corps of lat cavalry,. to, defend the ghats' of the 

' other.  rebels, included ,KaliKhans brother-L-4111'in., 
 the service of the notorious Khan Bahadoor Khan,: 

,Ganges, and 	prevent rebels from crossing the 
river. 	Agra itself, ' with the brigadier at hand to ' 

self-appOinted -chief ,  of Bareilly. 	Aller„burning; ., 
live rebel villages, in which • great atrocities had' 

check rising disturbances, remained free from been perpetrated against Christians many.months 
• serious troubles; 	though 	from time',  to 	time before, OroSsman returned to'Huldwance—Tharingi: ; 

rinnours were circulated which threw the Euro- been in incessant movement for twenty-six.hours.,  
. peans • into 	some 	.uneasiness. 	As the , native . ,Fortunately, the other regions of India presented ,' 
., inhabitants still possessed a number of , old fire- so few instances—with a notable exception; pre- 
."leeks, swords, and other 'weapons ; it was deemed ,sentry to. be nientionedr-,of rebellious preceedingsi, 

, 	prudent to issue an order for . disarming. ' Ati 
iniMense collection of queer native weapons was 

that 	a ' few paragraphs 	Will . suffice 	for . their , 	„ 	, 
treatment. 	 ,. 	. 	, 	-  

' the result---not very formidable to English troops; During the. earlier 'half of the month of May, 	' 
but mischievous as a possible element of strength 'minor engagements took Place in -the Nagpoor 
•te the disaffected. 	Many of the guns in the for territory,, for, the dispersion of bands: of marauders - • 

:were kept pointed towards the city, as a menace 
to evil-doers. 	 „ 
' In reference to many parts Of the Dostb,,there 

and' insurgents, 	The rebels were. so  little' indu-,  
ential,' the troops. .sent against them so few in, 
number,, and the 'towns, apd villages so little 

was ample reason for British  Officers feeling great . known,. that it is imnecessary. to trace these • opera- 
i neasiness. at the danger which.• still' surrounded tions in ';detail: 	'file localities 	concerned ,  were 

;• them in the Northwest Provinces; wherever they 
were. undefended by troops. 	The Murder of • 

Arpeillee, Ghote, Ashtee, Koonserra, Chamoorshee, 
and others tequallyebsemre. 	The insUrgetits•were a 

, Major Waterfickl was a case in' point: 	About the contemptible rabble, headed by refractory vemin- 
- middle. of May the major and Captain Fanshawe dare; 'but 'as their. country was almost a complete 	. 

were travelling towards .Allygurb. rid Agra. 	In jungle, it was very difficult work  for Lieutenant• 
the middle of the night, near, Ferombad,, a band Nuttall and Captain Crichton. to put.  them down. 	' 

, 'of a hundred and fifty rebels surrounded the The first of these two officers had under him five . 
vehicle, shot the driver, and attacked the travellers: companies of the Nagpobr irregular infantry, :with 

' 	The two officersused their revolvers as' quickly ,a„s 
they could ; but the unfortunate Waterfield re- 

One .gulf'; the ether was ..deputy-commiSsioner of 	, 
the' district. , . A party .of two 	thousand rebels, 

. 	,ceived two shot; one in the head and One threugh tinder the zemindar of,Arpeillee—about, ahtindred 
the ,chest, besides a sword-cut across the . body,; miles south 'of Nagpoor,ravaged patty villages; 

' 	he fell dead on the spot: 	Fausitawe's escape. was , 
. most extraordinary. ' The rebels got him' out. of the ' 

and at one spot they brutally murdered Mr Oartlani • 
and Mr Hall,, electric-telegrapit inspector; , taking 

carriage, and Surrounded. him ; but they pressed  away all the public and private property.'from the , , 
'together So• closely that each prevented his neigh=' station., 	The, Maraaders. and ,,murderers 'were , ' 
hour from striking. 	Fanshawe quickly drew 'hit - 
sword, and swung it right• and loft so vigorously 

gradually put down ; and this. necessary work, 
though, difficult Irma, the Cause ,above'ittentiened„ 

that he forced a passage for himself through the ' was facilitated by the petieeful tendencies of the 
cowardly crow ; some pursued lihn, but a severe . villagers , generally,,;  whO,•:rather, dreaded , than 

,sword-cut to one of them deterred the rest. 	The 
captain ran on at great speed,• climbed up a. tree, 

favoured YenkUt 'Rao, 1.3apoo;!.liao, and the 'other; , 
rebel' zeminditrs. 	If also tended to lessen the . , 

. and there remained:WI the.danger.was .over. 	His duration of the contest, and insure its' success, that 	, 
Courage and 'promptness saved him froth any ; Milloo' Potail,',and some, other chieftains, sided 	. 
further injury than a slight wound in the hand.. 'with the British. 	I3apoo• Rao, the head rebel ,of 
Poor Waterfield's remains, -when sought for some . the district, Was .believed to be bending his steps 

. time afterwards; were found lying among the towards, the Nivatifs.,datintiT ;„ but:•,as he • Avditldf 
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there fall • into thehands.of an ally of the British, , "Of the Bombay,pre,sideney mention may be .post'' ,,. 
little doubt was butertainedlhat his carder would . .poned to the 'chapter relating to the rtiongi. of June; ;, ' . 
soon be ent•,short. • 	• 	I 	 „ . 	' . '' „ to far as concerns the appearance and sup cession' 

The Nizant andbis.prime-minister kept the large  of slight rebellions' symptoms: ' One of ti 	minor:. 
territory of Hyderabad free froth: any extensive , events, in Bombay .pity at.. this period was .the'' 
military disturbancei; but the. country districts • conferring of .a. baronetcy on at native gentleman, . 
were so harassed -by- hands,  of .maranding Rohilla ',. the high-Mitided liberal Jainsetjee diejeobboy. 	,Ile,  ' , 

- freebooters, that the Nizant requested the RombitY bad • long before been knighted ; •but his controlled 	, 
government_ to furnish a Small feree for. putting and, valuable assistance to the governinentthrough . • 
down thiS .evil.. 'Accordingly a corps of a few all trials"and ditbeialties now won for' him. further 
hundred Men were ,sent to the region between honour.. The Parsee morchant becaMe Sir dam- 
Adrungabaitand.Jaulnah-Twith.very. evident and setjee Jejeo.bhoy, ,Bart.-7perliaps the most remark- .. 
speedy ,effect. 	". 	 , 	, 	' able among baronets, ,race and creed considered: '' 

h Will be. remembered .that, ill connection with Whatever -he did, was done in princely style. 	In .• , 
the events .Of the month of April,,,  the/ intended , order. that, his new hereditary dignity,. might 'not' 
disarthing of the province of •Oujerat was adverted be shamed by any paucity of wealth on the part.of 
to. 	, This critical and important . operation was .,his deacendapts; he att once invested ,twenty-five 
carried out during May. Sir Richmond Shake:spear, -lees of rupees in the Bombay four per 'eents,,, to , 

' who held a military as well as a political poSition entail an income 'of ten thousand pounds a. year: 
in that province, managed tha.enterprise s firmlyo, 	dy on the holder,,of.the baronetcy. , A large mansion.. , • 
and skilftilly that Village, after village was dig., at Mazagon was fora like purpose entailed;. itud ' 
armed,. and rendered so far pewerless'Ibr mischief., • the old merchant-prince felt a eonmaendabie pride 
Many-tinnily chieftains regarded this. aiiitir 'ile very in , thinking that Bombay might 	possibly, for , 
unpalatable. 	It was a work of -great peril, for the centuries to, come;  count among its,.inhtibitants! a 
turbulent natives wore out of all proportion .inera • Sir Jamsetfee Jejeoblioy: 
numerous than any troops Sir Richmond could' ' The reacher will have  observed that this chapter • - 
command ; but he brought 'to 'bear that wonderful is . silent ,concerning the , brilliant 	campaign 	of;. 
influence.  which many Englishmen possessed Over . ' Sr' 	Hugh 	Rose 	in. Central' India, and of 'the. ' 
the natives-influence showing, the predominance ' s bsidiary operations under Generals Roberts and 

• of moral over physical power.,  The'native sown-  • 	rilitIOCIli: 	, It 	has been .considered , .aclvantage 	, : 
reign of Gujerat, the Guicowar, had all along been fins, on account of the. great importance of .  54. 
faithful and friendly to the,British ;.: he trusted Sir Hugh's exploits, apd of the intimate, manner ,in : 

•• Richmond Shakespear as' fully as Scindia trusted M which his proceedings' in Jun© :were det,erMined 	, 
Sir Robert Hamilton, and gave an - eager assent by those of May, 1  to 	 treat' those, tronsactions 
to the disarming:••tef 	Ins 'somewhat : turbulent , 'in, a ,separate,ehaptor„

. 	
M apart , fro;t1,tese 	eon- 

.. subjects. 	The Xi7.0.,M,. the, Guicowar;Scindiaotrid • fleeted with the navies' of Camphill, 	Itugark 
Holkar—all remained true to:the British alliance Delights, 	Grant7,  ,Walpole, 	Jones, rand 	Penny. 
during the hour of trouble; if..they had failed' usi  .The ,narrative will next, therefore; •take up • the 	' 
the difficulties..of reconquest Would have. been affairs of Central India during the months of.  
immensely inerelised, if not insuperable. 	• , 	;t • May and anne., 	 ., 	. 

. 	 . , 	, 	 • 
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, 	2ransport. of 4 ro'oix; toIndia.LAttirly iti:ilio ' essicin of 'with Pei*, and lied just &immeticed mother' With' ChinA . 
1858, inany inenibers of the' legislature, anxious to witness .—superivided to the defensive 'requirements just adverted 
the adoption of the speediest mode of 'transporting:troops , to., 	Gad the Persian expedition not been , brought ',to a 
to India; insisted not only. that; the overland route yid. Sues 'successful termination hi the spring', of 1857, and had the 

; 	nightie ha-..e:beeii adopted from, the firh,t, but also that the . regiments destined for China; become, practically engaged in• 
' 	government and the East ladin Company. ought to receive , hostilities in .that, country at that time, it::is diihealt.io 	, 

national censnre. for;their real '.or' -intimesed remissness on . linagine heir the 'governor-genera. could have sent up any' 
this point, 'In' framer chapters the fact 'ban been rendered ' I reinforcements from %Calcutta, or Lent Elphinstoqe from' 
evident that, among the 'many important questions pressed. , . Boinba,y,,u»til Summer had far advanced. 	• Under the par- 
upan..the,,sttention .'of ,bho', gli'vernment, tone was more . ticular circumstances of thne•and,place, hewever, Genera/8 	'.• 
imnilitent thentintt which related to the mode of strength- Outrun and Havelock were Mimed from their duties in 
ening the Ihitlslt army in India. , England; not a,  military' ; Persia time enough •to conduct the important operations at 
country in thOmtinental estiinate.of that phrase,:couldfll .Intoknow and elsewhere—bringing with them trio (40en's 	FFF 

, spare treoes tii Wage a grentwar in her Iiiisteiii possessions,' ' troops and Company's. troopS,  which bad been• 	engaged in' .• 
and yet such' ,"ct course Was absolut,ely fiecessary. 	With 
ninetyotine Ogiments of line-infantry, and a. proportionate 

the war in that country ; while, 	 troopshile, on the. other side, troops 
 intended for 'service in China won: rendered evitihtide for 

,,' number, of',•troim's of other kinds, she had to defend dearly the needs - of India., 	Still; 'this did not affect the strietures.  
' thirty cohiias besides the.home country, 	Nay, at the very passed in the home country. 	Members of the legislature 

time when,the'rentia,y began, Sim had barely 'finished. a.war inquired, ,nnd •kmrnalints-inquired •.' ,,`Why was • not tam, ;,,  
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Overlend. route adopted foe or by troops sent from England V 
S. 

circumstances of the' Colony did by aia not 	testify 'Sit 
Hence ,the appointment of a committee of the House of George Grey in taring thik course. 	e 	 • ' 
Coennon.s—' To, inquire concerning the measures resorted '9. 'That .the committee observe with satiabletion .that 
to, or -which were available, and as to the lines of cinnmu- the people of Canada displayed great readiness to afford 
Meatiest adopted for reinforcing our army during the pond- assistance to the mother-country, and that the committed 
ing Revolt in India, and report thereon to the House : with I are of opinion ' that it is highly desirable to give every 	' 
a view to ascertaining the arrangements which should .he encouragement to •such deMonateations of loyalty on the 
nettle towards meeting any future important emergencies : part of the colonies. 	. 
involving 'the amity of our Eastern dominions: '1.0. That on theenhole, considering the sniddenneas of 

As the report given in by the committee was comprised the danger, and the distance to which the troops were to 
within a few paragraphs, we will present it unfiltered here, 
and then touch upon a few matters of detail connected with 

be sent, the committee are of opinion that 'great credit Etc 
dee to the Cann of Directors of the Ent India. Company 

; 	the subject. 	 .  for the promptitude and efficiency with which they dis- 
The committee agreed to report: 	, 	 • charged the diffieuleteek of transmitting reinforcements to 
' 1. That the inquiry which this committee has been the army in India during the past year.'  

• appointed to conduct may be divided into three branches: Prom the tenor of this report, it is evideitt, that the 
the first, relating to the overland route to India; the East India directors were ready to adopt the overland 
second, to the employment of steamers, as compared with route before the government gave in their aditesien.. The 
sailing-veesehe for the transport of troops round the Cape 'political reasons' for 'avoiding that route were•eonneeted 
of Good Hope ; and the third, to the use made during the with the relations between Egypt and various European 
mutiny of the military resources of this country and of the countries: relations often involving jealousy and diplothatio 
colonies. 	 . intrigue, and likely to be thrown into some perplexity by 
' 1  2. That the Court of ,Dire tors appear, from the first - the passage of troops belonging to ;another nation. • The 

:ceserelligence of the mutiny at Meerut, to have been sensible ministers were Unwilling to speak out plainly on this Point, 
• of zhe advantages of the overland route, and to have lost no possibly for fear of giving offence to France; and the 
time in recommending its adoption ; but that political and 
other considerations deterred her Majesty's ministers front 

committee, though sorely against the wish of some of its , 
members, refrained from pressing them on this 'point ; 

at once assenting to that recommendation. hence the cautions phraseology of "the report, throning a 
''S. That the committee cannot judge of the validity of sort of shield over the government 	' 	 • 

flitiee political objections, as they felt themselves precluded In reference to the proceedings connected with the 
from inquiring into them ; but that they ceased to prevail 

., ' in the first week of September, when the more serious char- 
transport of troops to India, it may be well to advert to a 
few dates. 	The home government received, on the 13th of 

' • eater of the war and the lateness of the season for ships , 
departing for Calcutta, led to a formal requisition from the 

April, the first intimation that a disaffected ;whit bed made 
its appearance among the native troops at Bartaokpore. Ott 

, 	Court of Directors, and to a compliance with it on the part the 19th of May, Lord ELlenborough inquired iu the House 
of the cabinet.  of Lords whether 'reinforcements wore being sent to India; , 
' '4. That it would have been desirable, independently of a reply in the affirmative was given, accompanied by an. 

place! considerations,, to have taken advantage of the 
overland route at the earliest possible periodl and, apart 

expression of opinion that the disatibetioe was of very minor, 
character. 	Shortly afterwards, in the House of Commons, a 

from snob ,considerations, it is much to be regretted that similar belief was expressed by members of the government' 
the steps that were taken in September to transmit small that the occurrences at Barrackpom wore trifling, not likely 
bodies of troops; by this route were not resorted to at an to lead to serious results. 	At that period, as we have 	' 
earlier date. 	That the transport, however, Of any large already seen,* the Bengal presidency, including the vast 
body of troops would have required previous arrangements, range of territoty front Pegu to Peshawur, contained about 

• and that the evidence laid before the committee leaves great 28,000 EtlrOpean troops and 119,000 native; the Madras 
room to doubt 'whether any coneiderable reinforcements presidency, 10,000 Einem= • and 50,000 	native f 	the 

• could have been tent in the months of July and August, 
with a prospect of their arrival in India so far in advance 

Bombay presidency, 5000 European and 31,00,0 native-ie 
making a total of about 38,000 Company's and Queen's 

of those sent round the Cape as to give any great advantage European troop; and 200,000 native. 	These; the actual 
in favour of this route. numbers, were exclusive of the large brigades of the Bombay 

'5. That although the overland route may be advent- 
ageously employed in times of ,emergency, it would not be 

army at that time engaged in, or net yet returned from, 
the Persian :expedition. 	During May, the government 

advisable that it should be relied 'upon es the ordinary and the East India directors decided that more European, 
1 	route for the transmission of troops to India. troops ought to he in India,in consideration both,  of the 

`O. That if steamers bad been used in greater numbers, 
the reinforcements would have reached India 'more quickly 

condition of India itself, anti of the incidence of war in 

than they did by sailing-vessels; hut that no evidence bus 
, Persia and China•

' 
 and the early dispatch of four regiments 

was decided on. 	At length, on the 27th of June, arrived a 
been laid before the committee to show that, at the time , 
the emergency arose, a greater amount of stAenetransport 

telegram announcing the revolt at Meerut and the seizure 
of Delhi by the mutineera. 	While Lord Elgin on the way; 

ivas attainable ; whilst it has been shown that Ohre doubts to China, Lord Harris at Madras, Lord Elphinstone at 
existed whether the supply of coal on the route would have Bonthey, Sir Henry Ward its Ceylon, Sir James Higgipson ' 
been sufficient for a larger number of steam-vessels than at Mauritius, and Sir George Greta the Cape of Good 
.were actaully employed. Hope, were using their best exertions to send troops to aid 

'7. That steamers should for the future be always made . Viscount Canting, the bone authorities considered what 
'Use of, as far as possible, in urgent east.; but that, for the 
transmission of the ordinary reliefs, the committee would 

best could be done in furnishing reinforcements from 	, 
England. • There were ad less than 18,000 troops at the 

not recommend the adoption of so costly a mode of Cape of Good Hope at' that time,including ten regiments 
transport. of Queen's iniantryee  it was fully believed is England that 

'8. That the goventors of Ceylon and the Mauritius gave the governor might well have spared the greater portion 1  
early and valuable assistance to the government of India, 
and deserve great praise for the zeal and promptitude with 
which they acted; that the governor of the Cape, without 

of these troops; end the smallness of the 'Mather really 
contributed by hint led to much disappointment in India, 
and tench adverse criticism in England. 

loss of time, forwarded treasure and horses, together with a 'When the authorities at the Wee-office commenced their 
portion of the troops at his disposal, but that lie did not arrangements for despatching troops to India, they had to 
send the whole amount of the force which he was instructed provide for at ea-voyage of about fourteen thousand milet ' 
by the home government to transmit to Indio; that the , 	,t 
committee have nor the means of judging whether the 1 	s 0hapter sit., p. 205. 
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A queetietr.' Mose wbether, 'without changing the route 
- 	-• 

'iviteessed the 'arrival 
, 	' 	,•• 	• 

of the first detachment of English .;  
or .ehortenine the,. distance

' 
 the' eluration of the voyage troops into the Indian Ocean' via Stare. , These started from 

sight not bjlessoned by the employment of steam-vessels Malta on the .1st 'of thoseouth. 'Om the 2d of October, the 
instead of eeiling-thipse  The Admiralty, and must members first regimene started from England direct., to 'bike the 
of the' govertuneta4 opposed %Ids chnee on various grounds, overland route to India, 	The Peninsular and Oriental 
priuuipelly in relation to diflioelties irk the supply of fuel, Steam-navigation. Company, having practically almost a, 	• 
but partly hi relation to monsoons and other winds. By monopoly•of the Suez 'onto, eenveyed' the greater portion of 
the 10th of July, out of 31 vessels chartered by the govern- the troops sent le this way ; and it may be useful ter note 
meat and' the Company for conveying troops to Indite nearly the length of journey in the principal instances, 	The 
all were tailing-ships. 	A change of feeling took places following are tabulated examples giving ebrtain items— 
alma that date; the nethr., estimated time to be so vela.. enut as, rho name of the steamer, the date of leaving 
ale, that the authorities were almost (Merced into the England, the number of troops conveyed, and the time of 
chartering of some of the noble merchaut-otemnora, the reaching Alexandria, to commence the overland pertion of 
sapid voyages of which were already known. 	Between the the journey ; 	' 
10th of •July and the 1st of• December, 50 shipu were ' 
chartered, of which 29 were serow-steamore. The auttennal Strom, Lett Is.kislaod• 	1". of 	1)37,  to Troopr. , 	Mozanden. averages of pas...Rages to India were greatly fit favour of Sutter, 	. 	. 	. • )85e. oat. 	2 	240 	13 days. 
stertment. 	Within n certain number of weeks there were Deremaan, 	• . 	Oat. 14 	256 	17 	, . 
ap troop-laden ships despatched from England to one op 
ether of the ports, Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, it urathee .,. 

Brogan, 	. 	. 	. 
.i.",, 	"c, 	• 	• 	. 
e, me, 	. 	.4 	. 

. 	liov. 17 	264 	14. 	, 
. 	lace. 2 	M6 	16 	, 

. 	Dec. 4 	03 	14 	, the average duration. of all the voyages was 1.20 days by ..oe,,,,a; Dee. 	8 	801 	15 	., 
sailing-veseels and only 83 days by sienmere—a: dimintie . Tern, 	. 	. 	. . 	1568. Vet. 	4 	231 	15 	if 
tion of nearly one-third. 	Extending the list of ships to 3,, 
eater date, so as to inehnle a en:titer nuMbereit was found 

ROM 	• 	. 
tittil,. ' . 	' 

. 	I el). 11 	242 	, 	16 	f , 
Feb. 21 , 	244 • 	/3 	, 

. 	;far. 11 	204 	14 	, that. 82 ships carried - 80,378 	troops flora 	the Molted I preen, 	'. 	. 	. Mar. 27 	, 420 	I4 	'r , 
1Zing(10111 to India—thus.dieided ; 65 eailing-Shipe ramie , ,:emorei, • 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	Ap. 	8 	607 	27 	• 
,.16,231' Men, . averaging, 299 	each i 27 ale:taros carried  • . 	. 	14,144, averaging 522 etioh. 	It was sable/erred that 14,009 fl'hes the voyage was made eg en aVeiage in about 14: . of these British soldiers arrived ins India five weeks earlier, dayre• from the chores of Englund to those of Egypt, , This 
by the adoption of.: steme instead of engine...vont:he It landing at .Alexandria, the reilwey journey to Cairo, the .`.. 
is impossible to, estimate what amount of ehange might 
have hem produced in the aspect of Indian ureirs, had the:it) 

journey by vane and donkeys 
detention at Suez, and 

across oho desert, the elicirt, 
the embarkation in another StelnYlet I' eteem.voyeges been made in the summer rather than hu the at. that' port, occupied a n'unber of days! vweerittg from 2 to. 	• 

. 	autumn ; it might not have been• permitted to the meth; ' 1 --depending (aridly on the eircumetance whether or not 
avers to rule triumphant at Duckeow till the spring of the a :weenier was reedy at Seer, to receive the 	when  ,creeps 
fellowing year, or the fidelity of wavering chieftains to give t ey errived front Alexandria ; thai average wits about 54 
way ander the long continuance of the struggle. days. 	Prom Suez the voyages were made to' Kurachee, 

Besides the 'two inquiries concerning the promptness Bombay, Ceylon, :1.1adree, or Calcutta. 	The steamers tuck 
w3:h which troops were sent, and the kind of vessels forward all the troops mentioned in the above list, as well '. 
employed to convoy there, them was a third relating to the as others which reached Alexandria by other meads. 	Meet 
route adopted. 	From the earliest news of the revolt at of these troops were, landed et Bombay or Knitudiee, as 
Afeertite  many pereons in and out of parliament strenuously being nearer than Calcutta ; and the • average, length of 
recommended the use of the overland route, es being voyage was just 16 days. 	The result, then, presented wan 
lunch shorter than arty possible ocean-route. 	The Court of 
Directors viewed this proposal more favourably than the 

this : 	 „• , 
 . 

government. 	Until the month of September, 'political England to Alexandria, 	• 	. 	14} days' average. 
•ditlieulties' 'awe dimly hinted at by ministers, but tvith- 
out any cantlid explanations; and as the objeetiorte gave 

Alexandria to Suez)  , 	. 	14 	• Suer. to India, 	 16 	•  . 	. 	• 	. 
way in the month just named, the nation arrived at a .  -id 
pretty general conclusion that these difficulties bad never 
been of a vary insurmountable character. 	It. is only fair 
to surge, however, that many experieneed men vie*ed tire 
overland route with distrusto indepondentl; of any political 

Those 'which went to Calcutta instead of Bombay or 
Kuraohee, were about 3 days 'longer. 	Comparing those 
figures with those before given, we arrive at the following 

considerations. 	They adverted to the incompleteness' tik remarkable conclusion 
1 

• the rails 24 arrangements betWeen Alexandria amp, Cairo ; • eatiete.thips round Cape, 	. 	120 days' average.  . to '. the '• diffieulty of troops marching or 	riding over tau; ' 	Steamers 	I, . , 	83 ,' 	, 	
A
. 

6.1614 desert freer Cairo to Suer. ; 	to the ,wretehednese . 	Suez route, 	. .. 	. 	. 	. 	86 	 I 

of .Suee, rae 'et, plato ' of 	re-embarkation ; 	and 	to 
unbealthine.ss of, a voyage down ' the, 	Bed 	ii'ea, in. 

the 
hot . Thiel, usu. question of time, triumphantly justified all that 	' 

. summer weather. 	Neverthelees, it was,  an important fact had been said by the advocates of the shortest route; nor 
that .the East India 'directors, most of whom possessed did it appear that there were .any counterbalemeing die- 
personal knowledge concerning the routes to India, urged. advantages experienced. 	Between the 6th of November 
'the government from time first to send at least a portion of 1357, and the 18th of May 1858, more than 5000 officers 

• the troops by the Suez route.' .It was not until the 19th of and soldiers landed in India, who had travelled by the Suez 	• 
Septmber that rent was given; mid the 13th of October overhead route from England. 
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§te. mien ROSE. 	' ' . 	. 
* 	• 

CHAPTER' XXX: 	. 
. 	. 	. 	 . 

ROSE'S VICTORIES AT °ALPER' AID GIVALIOR. 

. 

' 	and 

.t4..), 

or 
i 

)
1 
	41,..K 	, 

won.  
 gloomy;. 

..2..— 

'b 

HE fame of Sir Hugh Rose came 
Somewhat unexpectedly upon the 
British people. 	Although well c  
known to persons connected -with. 
India as a gallant officer belong- 
ing, to the: Bombay army, Rose's 

military services were not `household 
words' in the mother-country. Henry 
Havelock had made himself the hero 
of the wars of the mutiny by victories 
at a time when the prospeCts wore stern' 

and it was not easy for others to 

et, 

r 	 • 	.' • r 	 . 	 . 
become heroes of like kind , when compared in the 

- popular mind with snob a noble soldier. 	Hence it r 
may possibly be that the relative merits•of Cam pbell, 
Havelock, Neill,' Wilson, Nicholson, Outram, Hope 
Grant, Inglis, Rose, Roberts, Napier, Eyre, Greathed, 
Jones, Smith, Lugard; and other officers, as military 
'cadets, will remain undecided for a long period—
'until dispatches,Monioirs, and journals have thrown 
light on the minuter details of the operations. 	Be , 
this as it may, Sir Hugh Rose'wou for himself a 
high name by a series of military cipltiits skilfully 
conceived and brilliantly executed. 	. 

1 , 	1 
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To understand the true scope of Rose's proceed- able force of cavalry and infantry. 	As soon as he 
ings in the months of May and June, it may he arrived at Koonch, he engrged the enemy, drove 
well to recapitulate briefly the state of matters at 
the close of the preceding mouth. 	 . 

them from their intrenehment, entered the town, 
cut them up severely, pursued them to a consider- 

After .Sir Hugh—with the 1st brigade of his able distance, and captured several guns. 	The 
Central India Field-force under Brigadier Stuart, 
and the 2d brigade under Brigadier Steuart—had 

heat on this occasion was fearful. 	Rose himself 
was three times during the day disabled by the 

captured the important city of Jhansi, in the early sun, but on each occasion rallied, and was able to 
part of April, his subsequent proceedings were remount ; he caused buckets of cold water to be 
determined according to the mancouvres of the dashed on him, and then resumed the saddle, all 
rebels elsewhere. 	Jhansi, as the strongest 	and wet 	as he was. 	Thirteen 	of his gallant but 
most important place in Bundelcund, was a vain- overwrought soldiers were killed by sun-stroke. 
able conquest ; but as the Ranee as 	Tanteea Nothing 	daunted 	by 	this 	severe 	ordeal, 	he 
Tepee—the one chieftainess of Jhansi, and the snatched 	on 	to 	Hurdwee, 	Corai, 	Ottah, and 
other a representative of the Mahra a. influence of other villages obscure to English 	readers, cap- 
Nena Sahib in these parts—had pScaped, with the turing a few more guns as he went. 	Guided by 
greater part of their rebel troop , it became neces- the information which reached him concerning the 
sary to continue the attack against them wherever proceedings of the rebels, Sir Hugh, when about 
they might be. 	The safety of Jhansi, the succour ten miles from Calpee, bent his line of march 
of the sick and wounded, and the reconstruction of slightly to the west, in order to strike the Jamma 
his field-force, detained Rose in that city until the near Jaloun, a little to the northwest of Calpee. 
25th of the month ; but Majors Or•r and Call were He had alsn, arranged that Colonel Riddell, with a 
in the interim actively employed in chasing and column from Etawah, should move down -upon 
defeating various bodies of rebels in the surround- 
ing country. 	Orr was sent from Jhansi across the 

Calpee from the north ; that Colonel Maxwell, 
with a column from Cawnpore, should advance 

river Betwah to /dhow, to clear that region from from the east; and that General Whitlock should 
insurgents, and then to join Rose on the way to watch the country at the south. 	The purpose of 
Gaipee ; he captured a small fort 	at Goorwai, 
near the Betwah, and kept a sharp watch on the 

this combination evidently was, not only that 
Calpee should be taken, but that all outlets for the 

proceedings of the rebel Rajahs of Banpore and escape of the rebels should as far as possible he 
Sitsgurin 	Gall, with two squadrons of the 14th closed. 
Dragoons and three 9-pounders, was commissioned On the 15th, the two brigades of Rose's force 
to reconnoitre the position and proceedings of the joined at a point about six miles from Calpee. 	A 
rebels on the Calpee wad ; he captured the fort of large mass of the enemy here made a dash at the 
Lohare, belonging 	to 	the 	insurgent Rajah of baggage and rear-guard, but were driven off with- 
Sumpter. 	Hearing that Tanteea Tepee, Ram Rao out effecting much mischief. 	When' be reached 
Gobind, and ether leaders, had made Calpee a the Jumna, Rose determined to encamp for a 
stronghold, and intended to dispute the passage of 
the road fram Jhansi to that place, Rose laid his 

while in a well-watered spot ; and was enabled, 
by a personal visit from 	Colonel 	Maxwell, to 

plans 	accordingly.' 	Calpee, though 	not a large concert further plans with him, to be put in force 
place, was important as being on the right bank of 
the Jumna, and on the main road from Jhansi to 

ou the arrival of Maxwell's column. 	On the 10th, 
a strong reconnoitring column under Major Gall 

Cawnpore. 	During the later days of April, 54r proceeded along the Calpee road ; it consisted of 
Hugh was on the road to Calpee with the greater various detachments of infantry, 	cavalry, and 
part of his two brigades; the rest of his troops, 
under Orr, Gall, and one or two other officers, 
being engaged in detached services. 	At that same 

horse-artillery. 	On the same day, the second 
brigade was attacked by the enemy in great force, 
and was not relieved without a sharp skirmish. 

time, General Whitlock, 	after defeating 	many 
bodies of rebels in and near the Banda district, 
was gradually tending towards a junction with 

On the lath, the enemy made another attack, 
which was, however, repulsed with less difficulty. 
Nena Sahib's nephew was believed to be the leader 

Rose at Calpeo ; while General Roberts was at of the rebels on these two occasions. 	It was not 
Kotah, keeping a vigilant eye on numerous turbu- until the lath that Rose could begin shelling the 
lent bands in Rajpootana, earthworks which they had thrown up in front 

When May arrived, Sir Hugh, needing the of the town. 	Greatly to their astonishment, the 
services of Majors Orr and Call with his main enemy found that Maxwell arrived at the opposite 
conga requested General Whitlock to watch the bank of the Jumna on the 19th, to assist in 
districts in which 	those two Officers had been bombarding the place; they apparently had not 
engaged. 	Being joined on the bth by his second expected dhis, and were not prepared with defences 
brigade (except the regiments and detachments on that side. , On the 20th, they came out in great 
left to guard Jhansi), he resumed his march on the force on the hills and mullahs around the tow n, 
9th, 	News reached him that Tanteea Tepee and 
the Ranee intended to dispute his passage towards 

attempted to turn the flank of Sir Hugh's position, 
and displayed a determination and perseverance 

Calpee at a place called Keeney, with a consider- which they had not hitherto exhibited ; but they 
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were, as usual, driven i! 	again. 	On the 21st, a 
portion of Maxwell's column crossed the Jumna 
and joined Rose ; while his heavy artillery and 
mortars were got into position. 	On the 22d, 
Maxwell's batteries opened fire across the river, 
and continued it throughout the night, while Sir 
Hugh was making arrangements for the assault. 
The rebels, uneasy at the prospect before them, 
and needing nothing but artillery to reply to 
Maxwell's fire, resolved to employ the rest of their 
force in a vigorous attack on Rose's. camp at 
Gulowlie. 	Accordingly, on that same day, the 
22d, they issued forth from Calpee in great force, 
and attacked him with determination. 	Rose's 
right being hard pressed by them, he brought up 
his reserve corps, charged with the bayonet, and 
repulsed the assailants at that point. Then moving 
his whole line forward, he put the. enemy eon- 
pletely to rout. 	In these assaults, the rebels had 
the advantage of position ; the country all round 
Calpee was very rugged and uneven, with steep 
ravines and numerous nullalis ; insomuch that 
Rose had much difficulty in bringing his artillery 
into position. The assaults were made by numbers 
estimated at not far less than fifteen thousand 
men. 	The 71st and 86th foot wrought terrible 
destruction 	amongst the 	dense masses of the 
enemy. 	About noon on the 23d, the victorious 
Sir Hugh marched on from Gulowlie to Calpee. 
The enemy, who were reported to have ehoseu 
Calpee as a last stand-point, and to have sworn 
either to destroy Sir Hugh's army or to die in the 
attempt, now forgot their oath; they fled panic- 
stricken after firing a few shot, and left him master 
of the town mid fort of Calpee. 	This evacuation 
was hastened by the effect of Maxwell's bombard- 
ment from the otheaside of the river. 

Throughout the whole of the wars of the mutiny, 
the mutineers succeeded in escaping after defeat ; 
they neither surrendered as prisoners of war, nor 
remained in the captured towns to be slaughtered. 
They were nimble and on the watch, knew the 
roads and jungles well, and had generally good 
intelligence of aN hat was going on ; 	while the 
British were seldom or never in such force as to be 
enabled completely to surround the places besieged; 
as a consequence, each siege ended in a flight, 
Thus it had been in Behar, Oude, the Doab, and 
Rohileund ; and thus Rose and his coadjutors 
feund it in Bundelcund, Rajpootana, and Central 
India. 	Sir Hugh had given his troops a few hours' 
repose after the hot work of the 22d ; and this 
respite seems to have encouraged the rebels to _flee 
from the beleaguered town ; but they would prob- 
ably has o succeeded in doing the same thing, 
though with greater loss, if he had advanced at 
ence. 	The British had lost about forty commis- 
sttriat carts, laden with tea, sugar, arrack, and 
medical comforts ; but their loss in killed and 
wounded throughout these operations was very 
inconsiderable. 

Sir Hugh Rose inferred, from the evidences 
presented to his notice, that the rebels had con- 

sidered Calpee an arsenal and a point of great 
importance. 	Fifteen guns were kept iu the fort, 
of which one was an 18-pounder of the Gwalior 
Contingent, and two others 9-pounder mortars 
made by the rebels. 	Twenty-four standards were 
found, one of which had belonged to the Kotah 
Contingent, while most of the rest wore the colours 
of the several regiments of the Gwalior Contingent. 
A subterranean magazine was found to contain 
ten thousand pounds of English powder in barrels, 
nine thousand pounds of shot and empty shells, a 
quantity of eight-inch filled shrapuell-shells, siege 
and ball 	ammunition, intrenching tools of all 
kinds, tents new and old, boxes of new flint and 
percussion muskets, and ordnance stores of all 
kinds—worth several lacs of rupees. 	There wore 
also three or four cannon foundries in the town, 
-with all the requisites for a wheel and gnu-carriage 
manufactory. 	In short, it was an arsenal, which 
the rebels hoped and intended to hold to the 
last; but Sir Hugh'S victory at Gulowlie, and his 
appearance at Calpee, gave them a complete 
panic ; 	they thought more of flight than 	of 
fighting. 

The question speedily arose, however—Whither 
had the rebels gone I 	Their losses were-very 
large, but the bulk of the force had unquestion- 
ably escaped. 	Some, it was found, had crossed 
the Jumna into the Doab, by a bridge of boats 
which had eluded the search of the British ; but 
the rest, enough to form an army of no mean 
strength, finding that Rose bad not fully guarded 
the side of Calpee leading to Gwalior, retreated 
by that road with amazing celerity. 	Sir Hugh 
thereupon organised a flying column to pursue 
them, under the command of Colonel Robertson. 
This column did not effect much, owing in part 	' 
to the proverbial celerity of the rebels, and in 
part also to difficulties of other kinds. 	Heavy 
rains on the first, two days rendered the roads 
almost impassable, greatly retarding the progress 
of the column. 	The enemy attempted to make a 
stand at Mahona and Iudoorkce, two places oit 
the road ; but when they heard of the approach 
of Robertson, they continued their retreat in the 
direction of Gwalior. The column reached Irawan 
on the 29th;' and there a brief halt was made 
until commissariat supplies could be sent up from 
Calpee. 	An 	officer belonging eto the column 	' 
adverted, in a private letter, to certain symptoms 
that the villagers were beeoming tired of the 
anarchy into which their country had been thrown. 
' The feeling of the country is strong against the 
rebels now, whatever it may have been ; and the 
rural population has welcomed our advent in the 
most unmistakable manner. 	At the different 'H- 
lager as we go along, many of them come out and 
meet us with earthen vessels full of water, knowing 
it to be our greatest want in such weather ; and at 
our camping-ground they furnish ns voluntarily 
with supplies of grain, grass, /cc., in the most 
liberal manner. 	They declare the rebels plun- 
dered them right and left, and that their are 
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! delighted to haveNthe English raj once more. 	It India Field-force were for .a time ended, and that 
II is not only the Inhabitants of ,Ihe towns and his ,exhausted troops might take rest. 	He issued 
i villages' where we encamp who are so ' anxious to them a glowing address, adverting with 'coin: 

i to evince their good, feeling ; but the people, for mendable pride to the unswerving gallantry which 
miles round, have bkt coming to make their they had so long exhibited: 'Soldiers I yeti have 

, 

salaam, bringing forage'for oar camp with them, 
and thanking us VOL' 'having, deliVemd them from ' 
theic oppressors. 	They say that for a year they 

marched more than a thousand miles, and taken 
snore than a hundred guns. 	You have forced your 
way through monntain-passes and intricate jungles, 

have had no peace; but they have now a .hope and, over rivers. 	You have captured the strongest 	• 
that order will be once more restored.' Concerning forts, and beaten the enemy, no matter what the 
this stMeinent it .mayssullice to remark, that though odds, whenever you met him. 	You have restored 

I the villagers were unquestionably in worse plight . extensive districts to the ,government, and peace 
. under the rebels, than under the British, their and order now where before for a twelvemonth 

obsequious protestations to that effect were not were tyranny and rebellion. 	You have done all 
• , always to be depended on ; their fears gave them 

duplicity, inducing them to curry favour with 
this, and you never had a cheek. Pehank yen with 
all sincerity for your bravery, your devotion, and 	. 

whichever side happened at the 'moment to be your discipline. 	When you first marched, I told 
greatest in power. you that 'you, as British soldiers, had more than 

Colonel Robertson, though he inflicted sonic loss enough of courage for the work' which was before 
on the fugitives, did not materially cheek them. you, but that courage. without discipline was of no 
His column—comprising the 25th Bombay native avail ; and I exhorted you to let diacipline be your 
infantry, the 	3d Bonibay native cavalry, and watchword.,  You have attended to my orders. 

, 150 Hyderabad horse—pursued the rebels on the In hardships, in temptations and danger, you have 
• Gwalior road, but did not come up with the main obeyed your general, and you have never left your. 

body. 	On the 2d of June he was joined by two ranks; you have fought against the strong, and' 
squadrons of the 14th dragoons, a wing of the you have protected the lights of the Weak' and 
Stith foot)  and four 9-pounders. 	On the next day, 
when at.  Moharar, about midway'. between Calpee 

defenceless, of foes as well as of friends. 	I have 
se n you! in the ardour of the combat preserve 

and .Gwalior (fifty-five miles from each) he heard a (1 -dace children out 'Of harm's -way. 	This is 
news of startling import from the last-named t e discipline of Christian soldiers, and it is what • • 
city—presently to be noticed. 	About . the same has brought you triumphant 'from the shores' of 	' 
time Brigadier Steuart marched to Attakona on Western India-to the waters . of the Jumna, and 
the Uwalior road, with H.M. ilst, a'wing Of the establishes without doubt that you will find no 
86th, a squadron of she 14th Dragoons, and some place to equal the glory of your arms.' 
guns, to aid in the purshit of the.rebels. I  Little did the gallant Sir Hugh suspect that the 

While these events were in progress on the very day on Which he issued this heartY, and will- 
south of the Jumna, Colonel Riddell was advancing merited address the 1st of June) would be maritiai - 
from the northwest on 	north side of the same by the capthre of Gwalior by the defeated Calpee . 
river. 	On the 16th of lilay, Riddell was at Grqa, 

, with the 3d Bengal FAropeans, Alexander's Horse, 
and two guns ; he had a smart skirmish with a 

• party of rebels, who received a very severe defeat. 
Some of the Etawah troops floated down the Jumna 

rebels, the flight of Sciudia. to Agra, and theneves- 
sity for an immediate resumption of active oper- 	' 
ations by his unrested Central India Field-force. 	, 

The rebels, it afterwards appeared, having om-, 
marched Colonel Robertson, arrived on the 30th Of 

in boats, under the charge of Mr Hume, a magis- 
' trate, and safely joined Sir Hugh at Calpee. 	On 

May at the Moorar cantonment, in the imighbour,, 
hood of Gwalior, the old quarters of the Gwalior 

their way they were attacked by a body of Msur- Contingent. Tautcea Topee, a leader whose activity 
, gents much more numerous than themselves ; 

whereupon Lieutenant 	Sheriff landed with 	a 
was worthy of a better cause, had preceded them, 
to tamper with Seindia's ,troops. 	The Maharajah, ' 

hundred and fifty men at Bhijulpore, brought when he 'heard news of the rebels' 'approach, sent 
the rebels to an engagement, defeated them, drove 'an urgent message to Agra for aid ; but before 
them off, and captured four guns with a large aid could reach him, matters had arrived, at a 
store of ammunition. 	On the 25th, when on the crisis. 	 • 
banks of the Jumna some distance above Calpee, 
Colonel Riddell saw-  a camp 	of rebels on the 

, . The position of the Maharajah df Gwalior had 
all along been a remarkable and perilous tine, ' 

other side, evidently resting a while after their 
escape on the 23d ; he sent the 2d Bengal Euro- 

calling for the exercise of an amount of saga- ,, 
city and prtidence rarely eXhibited by So yontlifel • 

peaus across, and captured much of the camp- a prince. 	Although only twenty-three years of ' 
• equipage—tile enemy not waiting to contest the age, he had been for five yeara Maharajah in his 

I" matter -with him. own right,' after shaking off a regency that had 
F. , Wheu Calpee bad been securely taken, and . inflicted much misery on his country; and during 
t 'fl nig columns had gone off in pursuit of the 'these five yeartl.' his conduct had woi the respect of 

.. "enemy, to disperse if not to capture, Sir Hugh Rose the British authorities. 	The mutiny placed bins in 
oonce,Wed that . fill arduous labours of his Central 

- 	• 	, 	... 	, 	.  
an embarrassing position. The Gwalior Contingent, 

.  
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kept up by him in accordance with a treaty with leader of the Mahrattas in this motley force; but 
the Company, consisted mainly of Hindustanis Tanteea Tepee was really the Man of action and 
and Oudians, strongly in sympathy with their power. 	Certainly the most remarkable among the 
compatriots iu the Jumna and Ganges regions. number was the Ranee of jhansi, a woman who— 
His own independent army, it is true, consisted but for her cruelty to the Beglish at that station— 
chiefly of Mahrattas, a Iliudoo race having little would command something like respect. 	Whether 
in common with the Hindustains; but he could she had been unjustly treatad by the Company, in 
not feel certain how long either of the two armies relation to the 'annexations' in former years, was 
weal& remain 	faithful, 	After many doubtful one among many question% of a .similar kind on 
symptoms, in July 1857, as we have seen in former which opinions were divided; bat supposing her 
chapters, the Gwalior Contingent went over in a to be sincere in a belief that territory had been 
body to the enemy—thus adding ten or twelve wrongly taken from her, then did her conduct 
thousand disciplined and well-armed troops to the (barring her cruelty and her anbounded licentious- 
rebel cause. 	Bejaia contrived for two or three ness) bear something litre the 'stamp of heroism. 
months to remain on neutral terms with the Con- At anyrate, she proved herself, a very Amazon in 
tingent—on the one hand, not sanctioning their 
proceedings : 	on the other, not bringing down 

these warlike contests—riding like a man, bei, 
arms like a man, leading and fighting like a in. 

their enmity upon himself, 	During the winter 
they Were 	engaged 	in 	encounters 	at various 

and exhorting her troopS to contend to the las:, 
against the hated Feringheea 

places, which have been duly noticed in the The battle between the Maharajah and the "; 
proper chapters. 	When Sir Hugh Rose's name 
bad become as much known and feared in Central 

insurgents was of brief duration. 	The enemy, 
at about seven o'clock on the morning of the 

India as Havelock's had been in the Northwest 1st of June, made their appearance in battle- 
Provinces many months before, the rebels began to array. 	Scindia took up a position about two miles 
look to Gwaliota the strongest city in that part of eastward 	of the Moorar Cantonment; 	placing 
India, as a possible place of permanent refuge ; his troops in three divisions, 'of which the centre 
and many of the Mahratta and Rajpoot chief- was commanded by him in person. 	The rebels 
tains appear to have come to an 	agreement, 
that if Scindia would not join them. against the 

pushed on a cloud of mounted skirmishers, w;th 
zumborucks or camel-guns; these were steadly 

British, they would attack him, dethrone him, and confronted by Scindia's centre division. 	But nbw 
set up another Maharajah in his stead. Meanwhile 
the Gwalior prince, a brave and shrewd man, as 

did the treachery appear. 	It is not quite clear, 
whether the right and left divisions of his force 

well as a faithful ally, looked narrowly at the cir- remained idle during .the fighting of the centre 
cumstances that surrounded him. 	He had some division; waited for the caPtore of guns as a signal 
cause to suspect his own national or regular army, 
but deemed it best to conceal his suspicions. There 

for revolt, marched over to the opposite side, and 
began to fire on Such of 'their astonished corn,- 

was every cause for apprehension, therefore, on 
his part, when he found a large body of inane- 

panions as still remained true 	to 	Seindia; 	or ' 
whether the left division 'went over at the coin- 

gent troops approaching his, capital—especially its ritencement of the fighting, and was followed soon 
some of the regiments of the old Gwalior Contingent 
were among the number. 

after by the right ; but at anyrate the centre, 
comprising the body-guard with some other troops, 

Although aid from Agra or Calpee had not 
arrived, Seindia had courage and skill enough to 

could not long contend against such immense odds, 
The body-guard fought manfully until half their 

make a bold stand against them, if his own troops number had fallen, and the rest fled. 	Sciudia 
had proved faithful ; but treachery effected that himself, too, powerless 	against such numerous 
which fair fighting might not easily have done. opponents, sought safety in eight, and fortunately 
Sicndia's body-guard remained faithful. 	Such was found it. 	Attended by a few faithful troops, the 
not, however, the case with the bulk of his infantry, 
who had been tampered with by Tanteea Topee, and 

Maharajah galloped off by way of the Sauget. Tal, 
the Residency, and the Phool Bagh, avoiding the 

heit agreed to desert their sovereign in his hour of Lashkar or permanent camp of his (late) army ; 
greatest need. This was doubtless the motive of the he then took to the open country, by the 1)holpore 
rebel leader in preceding the march of the Calpee road, and reached Agra two days afterwards. 	The 
fugitives. 	When 	the struggle began, Scindia's rebels sent a troop of cavalry sixteen or eighteen 
force comprised two or three thousand cavalry, 
six thousand infantry, and eight guns ; that of the 

miles in pursuit, but he happily kept ahead of 
them. 	Most of the members of his family fled 

enemy consisted of four thousand cavalry, seven to' Seepree, while' his courtiers were scattered in 
thousand infantry, and twelve guns—no over- all directions. 
whehning disparity, if Scindia's own troops had Directly the Maharajah had thus been driven 
been true. 	The rebels did not want for leaders ; out of his capital, the rebels entered Gwalior, and 
seeing that they had the Ranee of Thansi, the endeavoured to form a regular government. 	They 
Nawab of Banda, Tanteca Tepee, Rao Sahib, chose Nena Sahib as ' l'eishwa,' or head of all 
Ram Rao Gobind, and . Luannuu Nena. 	And the llahratta princes. They next set up Rae Sahib, 
Sahib, nephew of the Nena, was the nominal' the Nena's nephew, as chief of Gwalior. 	These 
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selections 	appear to have been assented to by Scindia of 1797 ; and she lived through all the 
Seindia's traiterous troops as well as by the other vicissitudes of those sixty years. 	During thirty 
rebels. 	All the troops were to have a certain years of married life she exercised great influence 
number of months' pay ,for their services in this 
achievement. "The artily was nevertheless the 

over her husband and the court of Gwalior, 
exhibiting more energy of purpose than is wont 

great difficulty .to be contended against by the among eastern women. 	In 1827 Seindia died 
rebel leaders. 	!The insurgents from Calpee, and without a legitimate son ; and the widow, in. 
the newly revolted troops of Seindia, had worked accordance with. Indian custom, adopted a kins- 
together for a common object in this instance ; but man of the late Maharajah to be the new Seindia. 
there was jealousy between them ; and nothing The Baeza Bace as regent, and Moodkee Rao as 
could make them continue together without the expectant rajah, had many quarrels during the 
liberal distribution of money—partly as arrears of next seven years 	these ended, in 1834, in the 
pay, partly as en advance. Ram Rao Gobind, who installation of the young man as rajah, and in the 
had long Were been dieeharged from Seindia's retirement of the widowed princess to Dholpore. 
service for dishonesty, 	became 	prime-minister. Tumults continued; for the princess was considered 
The main bulk of the army, under the masculine the more skilful ruler of the two, and many of the 
Ranee of Jbansl, remained encamped in a garden Mahrattas of Gwalior wished her to continue as 
called the Phool Bagh, outside the city ; while regent. 	Whether from justice, or from motives of 
pickets and gnus were sent to guard all the roads of cold policy, the British government sided with 
approach. 	The property of the principal inhabit- Scindia against the Dam Bitee ; and she was 
ants was sequestered, in real or pretended punish- ordered to take up her abode in some district 
ment for friendliness towards the Maharajah and beyond the limits of the Gwalior territory. 	In 
the British. Scindia possessed an immense treasure 1843, when Moodkee Rao Scindia died, this terri- 
in his palace, -which he could not tale away in tory came more closely than before under British 
his flight ; this the rebels seized, by the connivance influence ; a new Scindia was chosen, with the 
of the truculent treasurer, Ameerehand Batya ; consent of the governor-general, from among the 
and it was out of this treasure they were enabled, 
to reward the troops. 	They also declared a formal 

relations of the deceased Maharajah ; and with 
this new Seindia the aged Baeza Baee appears to 

confiscation of all the royal property. 	Four petty have resided until the time of themutiny. Nothing 
Mahratta chieftains in the district of Shakorwarree unfavourable was known against this venerable 
eanamed Kum:ghat, Gholab Singh, Dooghur Shah, 
and Bukhtawar Singh—had some time previously 

lady ; but when Awes considered that she was a 
woman of great energy, and that many other 

declared themselves independent, and had been native princesses of great energy—such as the 
captured and imprisoned by Scindia for so doing ; Ranee of Jhansi and the Begum of Oude—had 
these men were now set at liberty by the newly thrown their influence hi the sells: against the 
constituted authorities, and received insignia and English, it was deemed proper to watch her move- 
dresses of honour, on condition of raising forces,iu amts. 	And this the more especially, as she had 
their several localities to oppose any British troops some cause to complain of the English policy in 
-who might attempt to cross the Chumbul and the Mahratta dominions in past years. 	Although 
approach Gwalior. 	'The leaders mustered and watched, however, nothing appeared to justify 
reviewed their troops, plundered and burnt the suspicion of her complicity with the rebels. 
civil station, and liberated such prisoners as they Great was the anxiety at all the British stations 
thought might be 	useful to 	them. 	They also when the news arrived that Gwalior, the strongest 
sent letters of invitation to the Rajahs of Banpore, and most important city in Central India, and the 
Shagurb, &e., to join them, 

'Thus did a body of rebels, collected from different ' 
capital of a native sovereign uniformly true to the 
British alliance, had fallen into the hands of the 

quarters, and actuated by different motives, expel rebels. 	In many minds a 'desponding feeling was 
the Maharajah Seindia from the throne of Gwalior, 
and install a government avowedly and bitterly 

at once manifest; while those who did not despond 
freely acknowledged that the situation was a ,eritie 

hostile to hitt.t and to the British with whom he 
was iu alliance. Throughout twelve months' events 

cal one, calling for the exercise of promptness, 
skill, and courage. 	All felt that the conqueror of 

as Gwalior, the more experienced of the Company's Jhansi and Calpee was the fit man to undertake 
ollicers frequently directed their attention to 	a the reconquest of Gwalior, both from his military 
certain 	member of Seindia's 	family, in 	doubt fame and from the circumstances of his position-- 

' whether treachery might have been exhibited in haNing around him many columns and' corps 
that quarter. 	This was a princess, advanced in which he could bring to one centre. 	It was in the 

'life, whose influence at Gwalior was known to be true spirit of heroism that Sir }Tugh Ilsno laid 
considerable, and whose experience of the checkered aside all thoughts of self when the exigencies of 
polities of Indian princedoms lm 	extended over a the service called for his atteution. 	He le.d won 
very lengthened period. 	She was known as the a complete victory at Calpee, and believed that iu 
Baeza Bace of Gwalior. 	Sixty years before the so doing he had crushed the rebels in Bandenund 
mutiny begae, she was the beauty of the Deccan, 
the young bride of ' the victorious Dowiat Lao 

and Scindia's territory. 	Then, and 	 hen only, did 
he think of himself—of his exhausted frame, his 

44 
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,mind worn ,'by six. months of unremitting duty, : 

• his brain fevered by repeated attacks of Sup-stroke' ' 
:, 	1,)uslii»!,,y Ineeleie .',etep .epli*.beigoes et./ eapidiy. 
as pessitehe!§ir '-.)..egli.  FitIp41T4 .41a 4'1.4ie vicinity of 

141,  the•fearful heat of that climate, 'lie itheNV that '01-wafter eftie:1%10,;Mift11.elay,W`tetiieRting Calpee— 
he, had honestly done his. part, and that ho might , alkniing lire.., 	iins:nb 0,orte4iCi't, hky the way than 
With the consentof every one claim'an exemptiOn was nblulutpii:'heeded: .; On the .evening of the 
for a tin:lot:pm active service.. 	lie intended to go,  
down to Bornbay. on sick-certificateLe:after having 

15th or ,Outie lie :e•tie,.'at ,Sepowl0,;;rigeOut ton' miles 
&Om the,,MoOrar Cantonment ;, anll by six, .o'clock , 

:sent off a.colimin in pursuit of the fleeing rebels, 
and. made arrangements for his successor. 	Snch 
were Sir /high's thoughts when. June opened. 'The 

, on the. tollewing inerningehe , reached the eanion- . 
inent itself.", Sir Hugh galloped reinvent with his , 
.staff to A pOint about 'midway be.twinn filo denten- 

startling news from °wailer, however, overturned anent and taeity; and thereloegati,to reconnoitre 
ail his plans. „ When he found .that , Scindia's the position taken up „by ,the 'enemy, 'Cavalier is 
'capital was in the hands of the insurgents -whom ,' very rernarkable as aVilitary polition;  oaring to 
hobad' so recently beaten at Calpee, all thoughts, 
concerning fatigue and heat, anxiety and *sickness  

the relation which the, eity,bears to a gArong,and 
lofty hill-fort, 	' The Tocik .o,11 which the hill-for:, is' 

were, promptly . dismissed from his mind. , lie situated,' says MrThorntroa*keonipletely isolated'; • 
determined to finish the work he had begun, by though seven' hundred  yards to the north is a 
reconquering the great Mahratta city. 	No time conical hill surmounted by it very •renariricable 

• was to be lost. 	Every day that Gwalior remained building of stone; and on, the Southeast, Oath, 	' 
in the hands of the rebels would weaken the and southwest, are similar hills, which form. a sort 
British, prestige'.  and add strength to the audacity of amphitheatre at the distauce'of from one to 
of the rebels, 	 • 	, four miles. 	The 	sandstone of:, the hill-fort is 

Sir .Hi'gh's first measure was to request 'the arranged in horizontidstrate, and its face presents 
,presence of General Whitlock at Calpee, to hold so steep a•fraeture as.. to foisir, a perpendicular • 
that place safely during the operations further precipice. 	Where 	'thy :'reek,' was naturally less 

' westward. 	Whitlock 'was at Moudha, between precipitous, it haS been so. Scalped. as to be ken- 
Banda and Huineorpoor, when., he heard the doted perpendicular; and in some places the 
news; he at once advanced towards Calpee by upper part considerably overhangs. the lower. 
.the ford of the Betwah at flumeorpoor., 	Rose's The greatest length of the rock, which is from 
next step was to organise two brigades for rapid northeast to, southwest; is a mile and a half;. thQ' 
'march to Cavalier, 	Of those brigades the infantry greatest breadth three hundred yards. 	The height, 
.eonsi‘sted of II.M. 88th foot, a wing of the 71st at the south end, where it •is greatest., is 342 feet, ' 
Highlanders, a wing of the ad Bombay Europeans, 
the 24th and 25th Bombay native infantry;  and 

On, the eastern face, of the rock,, several -eoloss'al 
figures are , :eulPtured in bold relief. 	A 'rampart 

' 	the Gth Hyddlihad infantry ; 	the cavalry coin- runs round the edge of the Jociia conforming to the 
prised wings of the 4th and 14th Dragoon; the Outline of its summit; And as itS height is Uniform 
3d. Hyderabad cavalry, . and it portion of the, above the verge, its top has an irregular appear- 
:el' Bombay native 	cavalry ; ' the artillery and • ance. 	The 4.eiteance within the enclosure of the .q  
engineers; consisted •of a company of the Royal . rampart is. towards the north ,end of the east' ride ; , 
.Eneineers, Bombay Sappers and Miners, Madras first, by meanil of a steep road, and higher -up by 
Sappers - rind 	Miner; 	two 	light field-batteries, steps out in the face of the rock;of such a size and 
Deshe's troop of Bombay horse-artillery, and a 
eiege-train consisting of two 16-pounders, three 

of so moderate a degree of acclivity, that elophantl, ,, 
easily make their way up. 	This huge staircase is 

18-pounders, eight 8-inch mortars, two 107ineh. protected On the enter side by a, high and massive 
'mortars, and one 8-inch howitzer. 	The first of stone-wall, and is swept by several traversing guns 

' 	those two brigades was placed under the corn- pointing doWn it : the' passage up to the interior 
xnand of Brigadier' 40.. S. Stuart, of the Bombay 

i 'twiny ; • the second under Brigadier R. Napier, 
being through a succession of seven gates. 	The , 
citadel is at the northeastern extremity '.of the 

'e of the 'Bengal. Engineers. 	Arrangements were' enclosure, and has a. very striking . appearance., 
" ,made for the., co-operation of a third brigade Adjoining is a series. of six lotty. thund towers oe, 

" ', front Seepree;; under Brigadier Smith. 	Orders bastions, connected by curtains of great height and 
;were ,at the same time given for bringing up thickness. 	There are within' the enclosure of the 
Major Orr's culumu from the south, and for. ,, rampart several spacious tanks, capable of supply- 

. joining it with Smith's brigade somewhere on ., ing an adequate garrison ; thengh fift,pon thousand 
'the road to Gwalior; Colonel Maxwell,. yith men would be requil'ed"fullyto 'man the defences' •• 
the ,Gth FaSiliers in vi the 88th' foot;  was invited ' The town of Gwalior,, it may suffice to stateiewits 
to edvanee from. (hamper's 	to 	Calpee; . while' situated along the !eastern beie, of, the reek. 	The 
Colonel 	Riddell 	*as instructed• to 	cross, "the IJashkar, er permanent Camp of the Iththarajab, 
Chun-4W with. his Etawah column, 	Rope ,'did , stretch out froM.the sonthsve.st end Of the 'rock ;' 
pot _lino* evil:it...might be the number of; 	11.3tIr-,:,. sAvhereas the ,Moterar,  oi7,,eantoriment of the old ' 

lents against whom he Would have to contend Gwalior eContingent„ was 4:n 'the opposite side' of 
, 	whenhe reached Owalior • end on that account be the towrie ., 	' 	e,.. 	;e:, ,, 	, 	'' 	, 	,),,e, 	( 	.4 

balled in reinforcements from in vations quarterS., , . ', Such was the place whicil. Sir ITtigh Rose found 
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it necessary to reconnoitre, preparatory to a siege, perchance, reposing on the 'Indian idea that that 
The hill-fort, the Lashkar, the Moorar, the city, 
and the semicircular 	belt of hills, all needed 

famous fortress was impregnable, they deemed 
such a, precaution unnecessary. 	Instead of attend- 

examination, sufficient at least to determine at hag to that duty, they disposed their forces so as 
what points the rebel army was distributed, and 
what defences had been thrown. up. 	He found 

to guard the roads of 'approach from Indoorkee, 
Seepree, and other places; and it was in this field.- 

that only a few troops were in the city itself, the service that the mail-clad Amazon, the Ranee of 
Jhansi, engaged. main body beine

b 
 placed in groups en and near 

the surrounding hills and cantonments. 	Rumour We must now trace the progress of Brigadier 
assigned to the rebels a force of seventeen thou- 'Smith, who had taken charge of the operations 
sand men in arms; but the means for testing the from the south, and who would need to obtain 
truth of this rumour were wanting. 	• command of the hills southward of the city before 

The examination made by Rose led him to a he could reach Gwalior itself. 	This active otlIcer 
determination to attack the Moorar cantonment had to make a long march before be could reach 
suddenly, before the other portions of the rebels the scene of conflict 	His column—comprising a 
could arrive from the more distant stations—to wing of the 8th Hussars, a wing of the Bombay 
adopt, in fact, the Napoleon tactics, possible, only Lancers, H.M. 95th foot, the 10th Native Bombay 
when rapid movements are made. 	Brigadier infantry, and a troop of Bombay horse-artillery— 
Smith' was operating on the hills south of the started from Seepree, and was joined, on the 15th 
town, as we shall presently see; but Rose carried of June, at Antree, by Major Orr with his men of 
out his own portion of the attack independently. the Hyderabad Contingent. 	Setting out from that 
Orders were at once given. 	The cavalry and guns place, the brigadier, thus reinforced, arrived on 
were placed on each Hank; while the infantry, in the 17th at Kotah-ke-semi, a place about eight 
two divisions, prepared to advance. 	The 86th miles from Gwalior, on the little river Oomrah. 
headed the attack, as part of the second brigade. Here was a small square fort, and also a native 
No sooner did the enemy find themselves attacked, 
than they poured out a well-directed fire 	of 

travellers' bungalow (implied by the words ke- 
serai). 	As he approached this place, the brigadier 

musketry and field-guns; but this was speedily 'could see masses of the enemy's. cavalry and 
silenced, and the rebels forced to make a pre- infantry in motion at the base of some neighbour- 
cipitate retreat. 	Many of them escaped into the ing hills—some of those already adverted to as 
city over a stone-bridge, the existence of which forming a semicircular belt around the southern 
was not correctly known to Sir Hugh. 	Four half of Gwalior. 	These hills •It was necessary for 
pieces of ordnance were at the same time dragged him to cross to get-  to the Lashkafsarnphig-ground. 
over the bridge to the Lashkar camp—somewhat Two companieS of infantry, belonging-  t4 -1,116\1.291 
to the vexation of the British, who wished to and 95th regiments, were thrown across the river 
seize them: the capture, however, was not long as skirmishers, with a squadron of Hussars as 
delayed. 	The main body of rebels, after being videttes ; while the rest of his column remained 
driven through the whole length of the canton- south of the river to guard the ford and the fort. 
ment, were chased over a wide expanse of country. After a little skirmishing, some of his cavalry 
Some terrible fighting occurred during this chase. crossed the river, and came under the fire el a 
At one spot a number, of the enemy had been battery until then unperceived. 	Much sharp 
driven into a fortified trench around a village, 
and hero they maintained a, desperate band-to- 

fighting ensued : the enemy having been permitted 
to retain their hold of the hills on one side of the 

hand struggle, until the trench was nearly choked river, in consequence of a movement made by 
with dead and wounded bodies, 	It 'was while Smith under false information. 	The road from 
rushing on at the head of a company of the 71st Jhansi to Gwalior crosses the hills that lie south- 
Highlanders in this contest that Lieutenant Neave ward of the Lashkar; and, before debouching 
fell, mortally wounded. 	The rebels engaged in from these hills, it runs for several hundred yards  
this struggle included several men of the Maim- through a defile along which a canal had been 
rajah's 1st regiment. 	A strong body of the 
enemy's cavalry were drawn up about half a mile 

excavated ; the eastern embankment of this canal, 
twenty or twenty-five feet in height, supplied an 

from the bridge; but they did not venture forth ; excellent cover for Smith's troops 'during their 
and Sir Hugh encamped for the night in the advance. 	It was while his column was t'hu's 
Moorar cantonment. marching through the defile, defended I;y three 

This, then, was the first scene in the conquest. or four guns on a neighbouring bill, that the 
Sir Hugh had obtained safe possession of the principal part of the daY's fighting took place. 
cantonment of Moorar, and had conquered and 
expelled such of the insurgents as had taken up 

When night came, Smith had secured, the defile, 
the road, and the adjoining hills; while the enemy 

a position there. 	Nevertheless this was only a occupied the hills on the other side of the canal. 
preliminary measure; for the- city and the rock- The most distinguished person who fell in this 
fort were still' in the hands of the enemy. 	Either day's fighting was the Ranee ofJhaesi—an Amazon 
through want of means or want of foresight, the to the last. 	The account given of her death is 
rebVp had done little to strengthen this fort; or, simply as follows: ' The Ranee, in trying to escape 
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over the canal which separated. the camp from the 
Phool Bagh parade, fell with 'her liorse,and was 
cut down. by a Hussar; she still' endeavoured to 
get. over, -when a bullet struck her in the breast, 
and she fell to rise no More.' ,'The natives, arc said 

• to have hastily burned her dead body; to save it 
from apprehended desecration 'by the Feringhees. 

' 	During the night between. the 17th and 18th, the' 
enemy constructed a battery on one of their hills, 
front., which 'they poured forth a well-directed fire;, 
lessened in serious results by the greatness of the 
..... 	. 

"' 	• 

,_-:---- '---=,;_-:-.,, ---f---- 	- 	- 	---- __ 

• ' distance: 	It \Vas not without much; difficulty and 
constant firing that the brigadier, during:the 18thi 	. 

, became master of the hills,' and 'drove 'away the 
enemy, who were led with much porgy by Tardcea 
Topee. 	• 	 , 
. Whilo..Brigadier Smith Was thus Closely engagedon 
the southern hills, Sir Hiigh Rose contented himself 
with maintaining his won position at,lhe Moorar 
cantonment ; • he 'Could; not safely advance into the 
oity until' Smith hhd `achieved his portion ,of the' 
work. 	On 	the., 18th, • when the i brigadier bad 
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surmounted some of the southern hills, Sir Hugh, 
• ,seeing that' the enemy's strong positions were on 
,that side O the city, joined him by a flank: move-Wherever 

, 	Ment of twelve miles—leaving only a sufficient 
number of troops to guard his camp at .the Moorar.,',  
Rose bivouacked for, the night in rear of Smith's-' 
position;  thus enabling both to ,act together on the 
morrow. 	The enemy still occupied some of tthe 
heights nearest to the city ; and front these heights, 
'as N'ell as from the rock-fort, on the 19th, they 
poured out , a fire of shot,, shell, and ,shrapnell, 
Rose, .after:narrowly mtamining the chief of the 
heights. occupied by the enemy, respire to capture , 
it by storm. 	Two of the Choice infantry regiments 
sent on in advance, ascended this height4he.:71st „ 

. 	 . 
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GIVALIOR. 
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. 	I 
on the right, the 86th on' the left; lather.,,Oginients:  
supported thew; , while, the 	artillery, was plied;14 ; 

the most .effective result could . k. pro, 
Aimed.- 	The .scheme 'required that some Of .the'.. 
guns should be taken , across the, canal, in, order to I 
forua-a, battery on one of the IiillS1...and , the sappers 
execated this.ditlicult Work under.:tt hOt fire. 	'The , 
struggle -was 'not a long .one;' the infantry ;ran 
intrepidly "up to 'the enemy's, guns; and captured 
them. ' The 'height was 5ipw gained;, and large 
masses of the enemy came full in' view. in the plain 
.below. 	.The rebels, losingheart at their failures, 
'becamollanic-stricken. when the height waslaken ;' ' 
they began .to lice iii Nil directions, ' Then wasA the ' 
sine for, Rose's cavalry ,to rendd ,nsefill service; 
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cutting 
troopers scoured the plain in all directions, 

off the wretched fugitives in large 'num- 
By four o'clock in the day, Rose was master 

Gwalior, to the inexpressible astonishment of 
enemy. 	There was scarcely' any lighting in 

. 
. 

the city itself, or in the Lashkar camp ; nor was 
there much firing from -the rock-fort; when the 
heights were gained, the rebels gave way on all 
sides. 	'While Brigadier Smith advanced with 

d artillery to occupy the plain of the 
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Bagli, Sir Hugh pushed on to the palace. 

littlei,opposition was encountered; few of 
enemy being met with either there or at 
Lashkar. 	After providing fog the safety, of 
palace, by posting Europeans and Bombay 

at the entrances, Sir Hugh made, arrange- 
for the security of the city. • This he found 

easy; for the regular inhabitants 
the place 'had good reason to wails for the 

of the .rebels, and gladly aided the. 
in -restoring order. 

Thus, on the night of the 19th, Sir Hugh' Rose 
virtually conqueror, though not thoroughly, 
seizure of palace, city, and cantonments did 

20 

.. 
not necessarily imply the seizure of the rock-fart, 
the bold' fortress which for ages has rendered 
Gwalior so famous in India. 	In point of fact, the 
conquest of this fort was doferred, until the 20th ; 
Sir Hugh looked upon it. as an easy achievement, 
because it became known that' only a few natives 

. remained within the place: 	The conquest was 
not effected without causing the deathof a gallant 
officer—oLientenant 	Arthur Rose, of the 	25th 
Bombay \ native infantry.. AS soon as the city 
had fallen into the hands, 'of the besiegers, the 
lieutenant was sent by the commanding,oilicer 
of his regiment to guard the Kotwallee or police- 
station. 	A shot 	or two 	being 	unexpectedly 
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fired from the fort, Rose proposed to a brother- Dholpore on the 15th, where he joined Colonel 
officer,' Lieutenant Waller, the daring project of Riddell's. column. 	On the next he faintly heaid 
'capturing it with the handful of men at their the roar of cannon at his capital, thirty-seven miles 
joint disposal—urging that, though the risk would distant; 	and in the evening an express arrived 
be great, the honour -would be proportionally great from Sir Robert Hamilton, announcing the cap. 
if the attempt succeeded. 	Off they started, taking tare of the cantonment—the first stage towards the 
with them a blacksmith. 	This man, with his 
lusty arm and his heavy hammer, broke in the 
outermost or lowermost of the many gates that 

capture of Gwalior itself. 	Crossing the Chumbul, 
and mounting his horse, Scindia galloped off, 
and rode all night, reaching Gwalior on the 17th. 

guarded the ascent of the rock on which the fort During the next three days, the presence and 
was situated; then another, and another, until all advice of the Maharajah, were very valuable to the 
the six gates were broken into, and entered by British authorities, contributing much towards 
the little band of assailants. 	It is hardly to be the final conquest. 	On the 20th, when all the 
expected, that if the gates wore really.strong and lighting was well-nigh over, Scindia was restored 
securely fastened, they could have been burst open to his throne with as much oriental pomp as 
in this way ; but the confusion resulting from the 
fighting had probably caused some of the defensive 

could be commanded in the limited time : Rose, 
Hamilton, and all the chief military and civil 

arrangements to be neglected. 	At various points officers, accompanying him in procession from the 
on the ascent the assailants were fired at by the camp to the palace.. It was a, good augury that 
few rebels in the place; and near the top a des- the townsmen, who lined all the streets, seemed 
Aerate hand-to-hand conflict took place, during right glad to have him back again amongst them. 
which the numbers were thinned on both sides. When Gwalior was fairly cleared of rebels, and 
While Rose was encouraging his men in their hot Scindia reinstated as Maharajah, two official con- 
work, a musket was fired at him from behind a gratulatory documents were issued, one by Sir 
wall; and the bullet, striking him on the right of Colin Campbell, and the other by Viscount Canning 
the spine,passed through his body. 	The man who —somewhat differing iu character, but tending to 
had fired the fatal shot, a 13areilly mutineer then the same end. 	Sir Colin .congratulated Sir Hugh 
rushed out, and eir,t him across the knee and the Rose on the successild result of his rapid advance 
-wrist with a sword. 	Waller came up, and des- upon C wallet, and the restoration of Scindia. 	He 
patched this fellow, but too late to save the life adverted to these as a happy termination of Rose's 
of his poor friend Rose.* brilliant campaign in Central India—a campaign 

Several days before the conquest of Gwalior was 
finally completed, arrangements were made for 

illustrated by many engagements ' in the open, 
field ; by the relief of Sanger ; by the capture of 

reinstating Scindia upon the throne from which Ratgurh, Shagurh, and Chnndaree ; by the mem- 
he had been so suddenly and unexpectedly hurled. orable siege of Jhansi ; by the fall of Calpee ; and 
Irrespective of the justice of Scindia's cause, Sir lastly, by the re-occupation of Gwalior. 	While 
Robert Hamilton and Sir Hugh Rose wished him thanking Rose and his troops heartily for their 
to return at once from Agra to Gwalior for another glorious deeds, Sir Colin did not fail to notice two 
reason—to enable the British to judge who among other generals who had shared in the hot work of 
the townsmen deserved punishment, and who were those regions. 	'It must not be forgotten that the 
worthy of forgiveness. 	It was also very important advance of the Central India Field-force formed 
to spew that the government meant promptly and part of a large combination, and was rendered 
firmly to support so faithful a man, as an encour- 
agement to other native princes to maintain faith, 
with the British. 	Even before Rose had reached 

possible by the movement of Major-general Roberts, 
of the Bombay army, into Rajpootana, on the one 
side; and of lidajor-general Whitlock, of the Madras 

Gwalior, and when the result of the approaching army, on the other ; and by the support they 
battle could not in any degree be foreseen, Hamilton, 
as political resident at the court of Gwalior, sent 

respectively gave to Major-general Sir Hugh Rose 
as he moved onwards in obedience to his instruc- 

a dispatch to Scindia at Agra, requesting him to tions.' Viscount Canning's proclamation was more 
move down at 'once to the Chumbul, that he might formal, and was intended to meet the eye of Scindia 
be in readiness; to present himself at Gwalior when.; quite as much as those of the gallant troops who 
ever the proper time should arrive. Accordingly the 
temporarily dethroned Maharajah set out from Agra 
on the 13th of June with all his retinue, escorted 

had just reinstated him ; it had a political object, 
to encourage native princes in a course of fidelity, 
by showing that the British government would aid 

by a party of Meade's Horse, and by some of his own in maintaining them on their thrones, just in 
troopers who still remained faithful, 	He reached proportion to their good faith,* 

• Brigadier Stuart, when ho beard of the fatal termination of w' ifilahabdcl, June 24, I808.—The Right Honourable the (lover- 
this bold And daring achievement, issued the following general nor-general has the highest gratification in announcing that the 
order: ' Brigadier Stuart has received with the deepest regret a town and fort of Gwalior were conquered by Major-general Sir 
report of the death of Lieutenant Rose, 25th Bombny N. I., who Hugh Rose on the mil instant, after a general action in which the 
was mortally wounded yesterday, on entering the fort of Gwalior, 
on duty with his men. 	The brigadier fools assured that the whole 
brigade unite with him in deploring the early death of thin gallant 

rebels, who had usurped the Authority of Maharajah Scindia were 
totally defeated. 	On the 20th of June, the Maharajah Scindia, 
attended by the governor-general's agent for Central India, antl 	I 

effieer, whose many sterling qualities none who knew him could Sir Hugh Rose, and escorted by British troops, was restored to tho 
fail to appreciate.' • palace of his ancestors, and was welcomed by his subjects with 

- 	• 	 ''• 
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The British had re-conquered every part of the at once captured, 	Of fighting, there was really 
city and neighbourhood of Gwalior, reinstated little in amount. 	The enemy, supposed to be at 
Sciadia on his throne, wrought terrible execution least ton times as numerous as Napier's troops, and 
on the insurgents, and compelled the main body supplied with formidable artillery, scarcely made 
to seek safety in flight. 	But the questions then a stand at any point; the necessity for flight from 
arose, in this as in all previous instances—to what Gwalior had produced a sort of panic, and they 
quarter had the fugitives retreated, and what made but little resistance to Napier. 	They ran off 
amount of mischief might they produce during 
and in consequence of their retreat I 	It was soon 

in various directions, but chiefly towards the south, 
Their haste was too great, and the pursuit too 

ascertained that, 	while others 	had 	chosen 	a prompt, to enable them to save any of their guns ; 
different route, the main body had taken the road 
to Kurowlee. 	Hence it became an object with Sir 

Napier seized them all, twenty-five in number, 
together with numerous stands of arms. 	Great as 

Hugh to send off a force in pursuit, in the hope of was this achievement, however, considering the 
so completely cutting up the fugitives as to prevent relative forces of the belligerents, the result was 
them from reassembling as an organised army at hardly satisfactory in a political point of view. 
any other spot. 	He invited the co-operation of The hope was not merely to recover Gwalior, but 
Brigadier Showers from another quarter, 	but to crush the rebel forces. 	Gwalior, it is true, was 
depended chiefly on 	the exertions of a flying taken, and artillery in much strength was cap- 
column hastily made up, and placed under the faired ; still the main body of the rebels escaped 
command of Brigadier. Napier. 	On the 20th, 
within a few hours after the capture of Gwalior, 

from Rose at Gwalior on the 19th, and the same 
main body escaped from Napier at Jowra Alipore 

Napier set forth; and the next few days were 
marked by deeds of gallantry worthy of the name 

on the 21st. 	Although they had few or no guns, 
they fled as an army and not as a rabble; they 

he bore, The column consisted of a troop of horse- retained that sort of military organisation which 
artillery, a troop of the 14th Dragoons, awing of might enable them to work mischief elsewhere. 
the Hyderabad Contingent cavalry, and three troops Napier, wishing to prevent this as far as pos- 
of Meade's Horse—altogether about six hundred sible, pursued them some distance ; but as the 
men, with six guns, 	Starting from the Moorar rebels were wonderfully quick in their move- 
cantonment, and passing from the Residency into merits, 	they gradually, increased 'the 	distance 
the open country, Napier reached 	Sunnowlie, 
twenty-four miles from Gwalior, by three o'clock 

between them and their pursuer, until at length 
Napier was thirty miles behind. 	Ho then gave 

the next morning. On approaching Jowra Alipore, 
a few hours afterwards, he descried the enemy in 

up a pursuit which was likely to be fruitless, and 
returned to Gwalior with the guns he had captured. 

great force, with nearly thirty guns. 	Not waiting It was afterwards made a subject for question 
to consider how small his numbers were compared whether Rose should not have placed a greater 
with those opposed to him, Napier resolved to force of light cavalry at Napier's disposal ; but 
grapple with the enemy. 	He moved his column there appears .much probability that, when once in 
to the cover of a rising-ground which afforded 
partial concealment; and finding the rebels dis- 

flight, the rebels would have succeeded in escaping, 
in this as in all similar instances. 	They had 

posed to move off, he at once attacked them, with attained great mastery in the art of fleeing. 
a chivalrous daring worthy of all praise. 	The Who was the leader of the body of rebels 
column galloped off to the right, towards the adverted to in the preceding paragraph was not 
enemy's guns, of which nine were grouped in and clearly known ; perhaps there was no recognised 
around a small tope of trees. 	Captain Lightfoot's 
horse-artillery galloped up to the front, poured in 
two rounds of shot at a distance of Ave hundred 
yards, limbered up, and dashed off to the enemy's 

leader in the hasty flight. Another body, however, 
estimated at five or six thousand in 	number, 
followed the orders of the indefatigable Tanteea, 
Topee ; he led them across the Chumbul, past 

guns, even outstripping the supporting cavalry ; Shree Muttra and Hindoun, and made towards 
these guns, being found deserted by the enemy, were Jeypooreethe chief city of the principal among the 

every mark of loyalty and attachment. It WM on the let of Juno 
that the rebels, aided by the treachery of some of Maharajah 

Rajpoot states. 	So far as could be ascertained, 
he hoped to obtain the assistance of illatir gent 

Scindia's troops, seized the capital of his highness's kingdom, 
and hoped to establish to new government under a pretender in his 
highness's territory. 	Eigiiteen days had not elapsed before they 

chieftains in that region. 	He carried with him 
the crown-jewels, and an immense amount at 

wore eompollisl to evacuate the town and fort of Gwalior, and to 
relinquish the authority which they had ondeavoured to usurp. 

treasure, that had belonged to Seindia. 	*There 
The promptitude and success with which the strength of the was a possibility that Tanteea To CC by bending 
BrItieh government has beou put forth to the restoration of ita a little to the north, would advance to Bhurtpore I.:latent ally to the capital of his territory, and the continued 
presence of British troops at Gwalior to support his highness in the instead of Jeypoor. 	The population of I31rartpore 
rmestabliMment of his administration, oiler to all a oforivinuing 
proof that the British government has the will and the power to 
befriend those who, like Maharajah Beindia, do not shrink from 

was warlike, and Tanteea, Tepee could not enter 
within the earthen walls if opposed ; but it was 

their obligation or hesitate to avow their loyalty. 	The Hight impossible at that time to rely on any body of 
Honourable the Governor-general, in order to mark his apprecia-
tion of the Maharajah Seindia's friendship, and his gratification Rajpoot troops ; and hence the British authorities 
at the re-establishment of his highness's authority in his ancestral 
dominions, is pleased to direct that a royal mint° shah be Bred at 
every principal station in India.' 	' 	 ' 

watched with some anxiety the progress of the 
rebel leader. 
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When, a few weeks earlier, Sir, IIugh Rose attributes the success of the day. 	He bids them 
had thanked his gallant troops after the capture and their bravo soldiers once more a kind farewell. 
of Calpee, he hoped 	to 	be able to retire to He cannot do so under better aspects than those of 
Bombay, to recruit his shattered health after so the victory of Gwalior: 	. 
much active service in hot weather. 	This hope Every one admitted that Sir Hugh Rose had 
was founded on what appeared to be rational well earned 	a season of repose, after his five 
grounds. .The last stronghold of the enemy had months of marching, fighting, besieging, and con- 
fallen into his hands, with its guns, ammunition, 
and stores. Detached posts, it is true, might require 

queriug. 	It was on the 12th of January 1858 that 
he took command of his Central India Field-force 

to be carefully guarded; isolated bodies of rebels at Sehore. 	On the 23d he captured the town of 
might need pursuit and punishment ; but there Ratgurh ; on the 28th, defeated the enemy in the 
did not appear to be any enterprise of such mag- field; and on the 30th, captured the fort of Ratgurh. 
nitude and importance as to demand the combined February came, and with it, the relief of Saugor 
services of, the different regiments in the Central and, the capture of the fort of Garra Kotah. 	In 
India Field-force. 	Therefore it was that, almost March he forced the pass of Mudenpore ; captured 
immediately after the fall of Calpee, Sir Hugh a series of strongholds which gave him command 
issued the glowing address to his troops, already of Bundelcund ; 	took and burned Churkaree ; 
adverted to. 	His hope of retirement, however, 
was for a time frustrated 	by the defeat 	of 

and occupied Tal Behut. 	In April he defeated 
the rebel army of Tantcea Tepee, near Jhatisi ; 

Scindia by the rebels ; but when ho had retaken captured that city ; and afterwards stormed and 
Gwalior, and reinstated 	the 	Maharajah upon captured the fort belonging to it. 	In May he took 
the throne, Sir Hugh found himself enabled to the fort of Koonch ; then fought a severe battle 
fulfil his wish. 	Towards the close of June he near Calpee ; and eventually captured the fort at 
issued another address to his troops, in which 
he said: `Tile major-general commanding being 
on the point of resigning the command of the 

that'place. 	Lastly;  in June, as we have just aeon, 
he thoroughly defeated the Gwalior mutineers, 
captured that important Mahratta city and fort, 

Poonah division of the Bombay army,* on account and replaced Scindia on the throne of his ances- 
of ill health, bids farewell to the Central India tors. 	Second to Havelock—and it may be doubted 
Field-force ; and at the same time expresses the whether even this exception should be made— 
pleasure he feels that he commanded them when there was no general engaged in the wars arising 
they gained one more laurel at Gwalior. 	The out of the mutiny, whose operations were so nume- 
major-general witnessed with satisfaction how the rous and so uniformly successful as those of Sir 
troops and their gallant comrades in arms—the Hugh Rose. It must at the same time be admitted 
Rajpootana brigade, under General Smith—stormed that Havelock, from first t9 last, had far smaller 
height after height, and gun after gun, tinder the forces at his command. 
fire of a numerous field and siege artillery, taking The Central India Field-force underwent a total 
finally by assault two 16-pounders at Gwalior. break up after the capture of Gwalior. 	The 05th 
Not a man in these forces enjoyed his natural regiment remained for a time within the rock-fort. 
strength or health ; and an Indian sun, and months Two of the Queen's regiments of infantry, and one 
of marching and broken rest, had told on the of the Bombay regiments, with detachments of 
strongest ; but the moment they were told to take cavalry and artillery, occupied the Moorar canton- 
Gwalior for their Queen and country, they thought ment, until further directions could be received. 
of nothing but victory. 	They gained it, restoring At .3hansi were stationed the 3d Bombay Euro- 
England's true and brave ally to his throne ; peans, the 24th Bombay native infantry, with 
putting to complete rout the rebel army; killing 
numbers of them ; and taking from them in the 

cavalry and artillery. 	Brigadier Smith's Rajpoo-, 
tana brigade, which had rendered such good service 

field, exclusive of those in the fort, fifty-two pieces at the siege of Gwalior, was distributed into three 
of artillery, all their stores and ammunition, and portions—one remaining at Gwalior,and the others 
capturing the city and fort of Gwalior, reckoned going to Seopree and Goonah. 	All these troops 
the strongest in India. 	The major-general thanks absolutely needed rest. 	Whatever exertions were 

necessary to check the career of the fugitive rebels,* sincerely Brigadier-general Napier, C.B., Brigadier 
Stuart, C.B.,t and Brigadier• 	Smith, commanding were intrusted to troops from other quarters, espe- 
brigades in the field, for the very efficient and able cially to General Roberts, who held command? of 
assistance which they gave him, and to which ho all the available troops in Rajpootana. 	Nothing 

• but dire necessity kept British soldiers in the field 
• under a midsummer sun in the plains of India. 

s Tho Central India Field-force was a kind of offshoot from the 
roonall division of the Bombay army. 

As to Sir Hugh Rose ,aytriumphant reception 
t Brigadier Steuart, who had been with Sir floats Rose in the awaited him at Bombay ; all ranks strove to 

earlier scones of the campaign, retired through iti health before 
the operations at Gwallor bepn. 	Ills brigade passed to the 
command of Napier. 

render him. honour, as one who had brought 
great renown to the Bombay army. 
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DARJEELING—Hill Sanatorium in Sikkim. 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

. 	STATE 	OF 	AFFAIRS 	AT THE 	END 	OF JUNE. 

• 
, 	LT II 0 UG II the military opera. yearned to place his brave men tinder shade and 

Lions conducted by Sir Hugh at rest, until such time as the rains should have 
Rose and his heroic companions, cooled down the summer's fiery temperature ; 

•f 	bearing relation to the reconquest he did so to such an extent as was practicable ; 
of Gwalior, and the re-establish- but this extent was not great. 	June, as we shall 
mont of Scindia on his Mahratta see, was a. month of much fighting in the regions 

throne, were 	the 	most 	interesting adjacent to the Ganges, the Jumna, the Chumbul, 
--- 	events in India during the month of and the Sone. 

,. 	June, the other provinces also witnessed Calcutta saw nothing of the governor-general 
struggles and contests which equally during many months. 	He took up his abode at 

need to be chronicled ; seeing that they all Allahabad ; filling the offices not only of governor- 
contributed towards the one great and earnestly general of the whole of India, but special governor 
desired result—the pacification of the Anglo-Indian of some of those disturbed regions which had at 
empire. 	Terrible, it is true, were the labours of ono time been called the Northwest Provinces, and 
the gallant men who fought and marched against at another the Central Provinces. 	This he had 
the rebels under the scorching heat of an Indian done in order that he might be in more easy cOm- 
sun—heat which was that year excessive, even munication with the commander-in-chief, and in 
for India itself ; but such labours were necessary, 
and were borne with a degree of cheerfulness 
which commands our admiration for the sterling 

more prompt receipt of intelligence from the vari-
ous stations and camps in Oude, Behar, Rohilcund, 
the Doab, Bundelcund, Central India, and Raj- 

qualities of British troops. 	Sir Colin Campbell pootana. How the weight of responsibility pressed 
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on one who had to govern at such a time and troops at Calcutta, Dacca, Barrackpore, Berhane- 
in such a climate, few were aware ; he worked on, 
early and late, thinking only how best he could act 

pore, Haearebagh, Jessore, .and one or two' Other 
stations—so as to place the whole of Bengal more 

as the Queen's viceroy for India. 	Calcutta had immediately 	under the eye of the 'Military 
not much more to do with Lord Canning's pro- ' authorities. 
ceedings at that period, than the other presidential These defensive measures extended as far north 
cities ; for he had his staff of government employ& as Darjeeling.aone of thoselealthy and temperate 
with him at Allahabad. hill-stations which have so often been adverted to 

Bengal was nearly at peace , in June; 	fete in former chapters as important sanitaria for the 
troubles disturbed the equable flow of eormnerce 
and industry. One slight transaction of an opposite 

English in India. 	Shish, Landour, Kussowlie, 
SUbathesee Mussouree, Dugshai, Almon, and Nyneo 

kind may, however, be briefly noticed, 	A body of Tal, are all of this character; and to these may be 
sailors sent from Calcutta had he opportunity of ' added Darjeeling, A patch of hitkoentry, contain- 
bringing Some rebels to an account, and defeating ing about three hundred square miles, and fortherly 
them in the iventekl 'style. 	A naval brigade, tinder belonging to the Rajah of Sikine was obtained 
Captain tteeee;  inns Stationed in the district of by the Company a few years age, and Darjeeling 
Singbhooth, southwest of Calcutta, near the frontier established near its centre. 	The Himalayas hound 
between the Bengal and Madras pretieletreitS, The it on the Yeetilly Nepaul on the west, 13hotan on 
district cot:110140d the font petty gala er feitige the OA and' WO of the Bengal districts on the 
bhooste Colehati, Stieskella, and Klierseeka, each of tenth, 	The hills lead Valleys ate beautiful; and the 
which had its rajah oe elliettain, 	The only town climate healthy. 	Darjeeling it more particularly 
of any note in the district wit thyebassit 1 and hielifiong in this 'place, beeause, About the date 
here was the COntpany's civil 'defile% 	The Rajah to which this .Chaptet 'refere, Odle attention was 
of Singbhoom, at the period no* Illidee bath,* Was oiled be te project tor establishing a settlement 
endeavouring, like many ether rajahs, tbittengthell called Hope Town, on the dopes bf 0. hill near 
himself by throwing off British supremacy, 	It Darjeeling 	This Aettleinent was. to be for inde- 
happened, on the 0th of the month, Whoa the pendent umigtitnit$  totonists, On settlers, from the 
brigade was encamped at Clitickerdeepore, lent when 
some of the officert had gone to ChyebAstitil  that the 

plain's, et oven from Europe;- who, it was hoped, 
might be terepted to that region by a fertile soil 

camp was suddenly attacked by the rajah's motley and a iinagnitleent tlinulte, and thus gradually 
retinue of Koles, a half-savage tribe armed with introduce English farming at the base . of the 
battle-axes, bows and arrows, spears, and match- Himalayas. 	A company or society purchased or 
locks. 	They invested the camp on all tides, and 
made a very fierce attack. 	The seamen poured 

 
in 

leased about fourteen thousand .acres of hill-land, 
in Darjeeling district, but net in immediate con- 

e few shells among them, which three them into tiguity to barjeeling town. 	It was announced 
much disorder. 	After this a party of thirty went that the locality contained clay for bricks, rubble 
out, and committed much havoc among them in a for masonry, lime for mortar, timber for carpentry 
hand-to,hand contest. 	Captain Monolog theft and for fuel; and all the essential requisites for 
rode in from Chyebassa, with a cavalry escort, and building; water was abundant, from the mountain 
at once engaged with the rebels. 	After five hours' streams and springs ; while peaceful ..natives in 
skirmishing, the mid-day sun exhausted alike the neighbouring plains would be eager to obtain 
Europeans and boles; and nothing further occurred employment as artisans and labourers. 	The elevta 
till the morning of the 10th. 	The rebels were so tion of the land, ;varying from three to six thou- 
numerous that the brigade could only attack them sand feet, oflbred much, facility of choice. . 	As 
on one side at once ; and thus it was not until the the governinent. had commenced a 'road from 
arrival of 'a hundred Ramerarh troops and fifty Daejecling and Hope Town to Oatagola Ghat on 
Sikhs, at noon on the 11th, that the rajah and hit the Ganges, there would be good Yirarkets for hill 
Koles gave way---retreating to the jungles of produce in many parts of Bengal—perhaps in 
Porahaut. Calcutta itself. 	When the project of this Hope 

In other parts of Bengal there were petty chief- Town settlement was first formed in 1856, le was 
tains of like character, who were quite willing to intended that the projectors should grant leases of 
set up as kings on their own account—regardless of knell plots for farms or dwelliegsy 'for a fixed 
treaties existing between them and thse,Company, 
and actuated solely by the temptations aftbrded 

number of years, and at a rental" So' Small 'as to 
attract settlers ; while at the same time this rental 

during a period of disorder. 	Bit the conditions should• so far exceed what the speculators paid to 
were not favotirable to them. 	The meek and , 
cowardly Bengalees did not imitate the Hindu,  
stanis of the Doab and Oude ; the hill-tribes were 

the government as to unable them to construct a 
road, and build a schoolroom, church, library, and 
etherjcomponent elements for a WWII, This, it may 

too few in number to be formidable; and 'the be 'observed, was only one among several colanis- 
steady arrival of British troops at Calcutta strength- 
cued the hands eefethe authorities in all the sur- 

lug projects brought before public notice in India, 
The land containing many magnificent tracts, hind 

rounding regions. 	Arrangements *Ore gradually 
made for increasing the number of European 

the climate presenting many varieties of tempera, 
tune, it has dftese been urged that that noble 
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country presents advantages for settlement which 
ought no longer to be overlooked. 	So long as the 

Calcutta 	to 	found, by individual subscriptions, 
some sort of memorial worthy of the man. Vis- 

East India Company's power existed, any colonis- count Canning took an early opportunity of joining 
ing 	schemes would 	necessarily prove 	almost in this manifestation ; and in a letter to the corn- 
abortive ; hut now that British India owns no mittee he spoke of Mr Venables in the following 
other ruler than the sovereign of England, there terms : ' It will be a satisfaction to me to join 
may in future years be an opening ofibred for the in this good work, not only on account of the 
thorough examination and testing of this import- admiration which I feel for the high qualities 
ant question, that its merits an 	demerits may 
be fairly compared. 	Some of the advocates of 

which Mr Venables devoted to the public service, 
his intrepidity in the field, his energy and calm 

colonisation have painted imaginary pictures so temper in upholding the civil authority, and his 
glowing as to represent India as the true Dorado thoroughly just appreciation of the people and 
or Golden Laud of the widely spreading British circumstances with which he had to deal ; but 
empire; some of the opponents of colonisation, on also, and especially, on account of circumstances 
the other hand, have assorted that British farmers attending the last service which Mr V enables 
could not live in India if they would, and would rendered to his country. . After the capture of 
not if they could :--the future will strike out a Lucknow, where he was attached to Brigadier 
practicable mean between these two extremes, General Franks' column, Mr Venables came to 

The controversy concerning Indian heat, in 
reference to the wants and constitutions of English 

Allahabad. 	He was broken in health and spirits, 
anxious for rest, and looking forward eagerly to 

settlers, bore very closely on the subject of colonis- his return to England, for which his preparations 
ation, and on the difference between the hilly were made. 	At that time the appearance of 
districts 	and 	the 	plains. 	In military matters, 
however, and in reference to the struggle actually 

affairs near Azimghur was threatening ; and I 
asked Mr Venables to forego his departure from 

going on, all admitted that the summer of 1858 India, and return to that district, with which he 
had been more than usually fierce in its heat. 	A was intimately acquainted—there to assist in pre- 
correspondent of one of the journals said : ' As if serving orderuntil danger should have passed away. 
to try the endurance of Englishmen to the utmost, 
the season has been such as has not been known 

ille at once consented cheerfully; and that consent 
i r  cost him his life. 	I am certain that the Court 

since 1833. 	Those who know Bengal will under- of Directors, who are fully informed of all parti- 
stand it when I say that on the 15th inst. one culars of MrVenables's great services and untimely 
clergyman in Calcutta buried forty-eight English- death, will be eager to mark, in such manner as 
men, chiefly sailors. 	In one ship the captain, chief- shall seem best to them, their appreciation of the 
mate, and twenty-sib men, had all apoplexy at character of this brave, self-denying English gentle- 
once. 	Nine men from Fort-William were buried man ; and I am truly glad to have an opportunity 
one morning from the same cause. 	Her Majesty's of joining with his fellow-countrymen in India in 
19th, at Barrackpore, who are nearly all under testifying the sincere respect which I feel for his 
cover, and who are most carefully looked after, 
have 200 men unfit for duty from immense boils. 

memory.' 
Beyond the limits of Bengal, one of the many 

All over the country paragraph after paragraph interesting questions that pressed upon public 
announces the deaths of so many men at such a attention 	bore relation 	to 	Nepaul 	and Jung 
place from apoplexy.' 	The same writer mentions Bahadoor. 	That 	gay, 	gorgeous, 	shrewd, 	and 
the case of a colonel who, just arrived with his unscrupulous chieftain had gone back to his own 
regiment at Calcutta, and, unfamiliar with an country somewhat dissatisfied with his share in 
Indian climate, marched off his men with their the nude campaign, or with the advantages 
stocks "on: in an hour afterwards he and his accruing from it, 	Queen Victoria had made him 
instructor in rifle-practice were both dead from a Grand Cross of the Bath—a gentle knight ' sans 
apoplexy. pour et sans reproche;' according to the original 

Before quitting Calcutta, it may be well to meaning of that honourable distinction ; but there 
mention that the month of June was marked were those who believed he would have better 
by an honourable and energetic movement for welcomed some more substantial recognition of his 
recording the services and • cherishing the memory services, such as a fair slice out of the territory of 
of Mr Venables, one of those civil servants of the Oude. 	Some doubted his fidelity to the British 
Company who displayed an undaunted spirit, and cause, and among these were several of the leaders 
considerable military talent, in times of great trial. among the rebels. 	There came to light a most 
It will be remembered that, after many months remarkable correspondence, sheaving in what way 
of active service, both civil and military, Mr Jung Bahadoor was tempted to swerve from his 
Venables was wounded at Azimghur on the 15th allegiance, 	and in what way he resisted the 
of April;*' from the effects of this wound he soon temptation. 	Several letters wore made public— 
afterwards sank—dying as he had lived, a frank by what agency does not clearly appear—addressed 

-and gallant man. 	A committee was formed in by the Begum of Gude and her adherents to the 
Nepanlese chieftain. 	About the period to which 

' Chapter xxv111., p. 409. 	• this chapter relates, the rebel party at Lucknow 
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disseminated rumours to 	the effect that Jung proper you should preserve the standard of religion, 
Bahadoor, after his return to Nepaul, had been and make, the tree of friendship between you and 
written to by the Begum, and that he had under- me fresh' 	The 	real 	correspondents, 	in 	this 
taken to throw in his lot with the ' patriots ' of exchange of letters, were the Begum of Onde and 
Oude. 	Tharthe attempt was made is clear Jung Bahadoor, 	The astute chieftain wrote a 
enough ; but the nature of the response, so far as reply, couched in such terms as to suggest a prob- 
the published correspondence revealed it, certainly ability that the British resident at Khatmandoo 
does 	not 	seem 	to implicate him. 	One letter, was at his elbow, 	One of his high-flown para- 

-apparently written about the end of May, was graphs ran thus : 	' Since the star of faith and 
signed by Mahomed Surfraz Ali, who designated integrity, sincerity in words as well as in acts, and 
himself ambassador of the King of Onde. 	It began wisdom and comprehension, of the British, are 
by expressing astonishment that Nopaul should shining as bright as the sun in every quarter of the 
have aided the infidel British, after having in globe, be assured that my government will never 
former days been in friendly alliance with Oude. disunite itself from the friendship of the exalted 
'The chiefs of every tribe,' it said, 'should fight British government, or be instigated to join with 
for their religion as long as they live.' 	Considering any monarch against it, be he as high as hea/en. 
that. the Oude royal family were Mohammedan; and What grounds can we have for connectingourselves 
the Nepaulese Hindoos, the ambassador bad some with the Hindoos and Mohammedans of Hin- 
difficulty in so framing his letter as to prove that dostan V 	And he ended with this bit of advice : 
Jung Bahadoor ought to aid them, rather than the ' As you have sent me a friendly letter, lot me 
English; and indeed his logic was somewhat lame. persuade you, that if any person, Hindoo 	or 
The ambassador stated that he was then writing Mohammedan, who has not murdered a British 
at Toolseepore, whither he had been sent by the lady or child, goes immediately to Mr ;:\ ion t- 
powerful Moulvie Ahmedoolali Shah, on the part pinery, the chief-commissioner of Lucknow, and 
of the King of Oude, to act as accredited agent surrenders his arms, and makes submission, he will 
or ambassador with the Nepaul authorities. 	He be permitted to retain his honour, and his crime 
proceeded to state that seven letters, in the Persian will be pardoned. 	If you still be inclined to make 
language, had been written by Mahomed Khan war on the British, no rajah or king in the.world 
Bahadoor, viceroy of Oude, to as many of the chief will give you an asylum ; and death will be the 
personages in 	Oude—among 	others, 	to 	Jung end of it: 	This reply, supposing it to be a spon- 
Bahadoor himself; and that two letters, in the mucous expression of the real sentiments of Jung 
Hindee language, had been written under the seal Bahadoor, would have possessed very high value ; 
of the King of Oude, one addressed to the King of but a large deduction must probably be made both 
Nepaul, and one to Jung Bahadoor. 	Mahomed from the spontaneity and the sincerity. 
Surfraz Ali added : `Neither I nor the servants of It may perhaps be well to notice that the royal 
our government are acquainted with your titles, 
or those of your authorities, so we cannot address 

house of Oude was at discord with itself in those 
days, and that the king's name was used 'as a 

you properly. I am in hopes that you will send me tower of strength' by intriguers who cared little 
word how we should address you; and pray for- for rightful ownership. 	The real king—that is," 
give any mistakes or omissions in this letter.' 	He the ex-king—was at Calcutta, a prisoner and a 
begged the favour of a letter, with the chieftain's 
seaI. attached, for presentation to the court of Oude. 

half-idiot, with depravity enough to enjoy plots, 
but not brains to execute them. 	The legitimate 

The letters purporting to be written by or for . son and heir, so to speak, was in Europe, where be 
`Raman Ali Khan Mirza Birjiz Kudr Bahadoor,' had lately buried his grandmother the dowager- 
King of Oude, assumed quite a regal style, and queen of Oude, and was spending his father's 
almost claimed the alliance of the Nepaul Maha- money at a very rapid rate. 	The regal personages 
rajah as a right. 	The royal letter-writer made at Lucknow were the Begum and her son. The 
short work of the causes of the mutiny: 'The Begum was one of the king's ninny ladies; and 
British some time ago attempted to interfere with her son was a weak-headed youth of thirteen years 
the faith of both the Hindoos and the Moham- old—' illegitimate,' according to the assertions of 
medans, by preparing cartridges with cows' grease the ' legitimate' son at that time in Europe. 	The 
for the Hindoos, and thatof pigs' for the Moham- exiled king and his two sons were, in reference to 
medans, and ordering them to bite them with these. machinations at Lucknow, mere tools or 
their teeth. 	The sepoys refused, and were ordered pretences ; the real mover was the clever and 
by the British to be blown away from guns on ambitious Begum. 	In Nepali], likewise, the real 
the parade-ground. 	This is the cause of the war power was possessed, not by the maharajah, or 
breaking out, and probably you are acquainted sovereign, but by his all•controlling, king-making 
with it. 	But I am ignorant as to how they subject, 	 ung Bahadoor. 
managed to get your troops, -which they brought The proceedings of the Oudian intriguers during 
down here, and began to commit every sort of the month of June will presently be noticed in 
violence, and to pull down temples, 	mosques, 
imaumbarabs, and sacred places. 	You are well 

other ways; but it will be convenient first to 
attend to the affairs of Behar. 

aware of the treachery of the British ; and it is In former chapters it has been narrated, in 
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sufficient fulness for the purpose in view, how the June, Sir Edward intrusted to Brigadier Douglas 
western provinces of Behar were troubled by the the duty of intercepting a body of rebels from the 
Jugdispore and Dina,poor rebels, and with how 
many difficulties Sir Edward ',ward had to con- 

Jugdispore district towards Buxar—a difficult duty, 
on account of the ingenuity of the rebels in eluding 

tend in bringing his ' Azimghur Field-force' to pursuit. 	Douglas started on the 7th, taking with 
bear against them. 	The month of Juno offered no him H.M. 84th foot, a troop of the 4th Madras 
exception to this state of things. 	Most harassing cavalry, three troops of the military train, and 
indeed were the labours which they brought upon three guns of the royal horse-artillery. 	On that 
him, testing his patience and perseverance more, 
perhaps, than his military skill. 	Notwithstanding 

and the two following days he marched to Buxar, 
by way of Shahpoor and Saumgunje. 	Between 

the numerous defeats which they had suffered, 
these mutinied sepoys and armed budmashes were 

the 10th and the 13th he was busily engaged in the 
almost hopeless task of catching the rebels who 

continually moving from place to place—giving wore known to be marching and marauding 
evidence of their presence by murder, plunder, and not far distant. 	Now he would descry a few 
burning. 	The jungles around Jugdispore afforded hundred of them in a tope of trees, and send his 
many facilities for hiding and secret flight. 	One horse-artillery to disperse them with grape-shot; 
of the many defeats inflicted 	by Sir Edward 
occurred on the 27th of May. 	Immediately after- 

now he would cross the little river Surronuddee, 
or the Kurrunmassa, or hasten to the Sheapoor 

wards a body of several hundreds of those insur- Ghat, in the hope of cutting off fugitives ; now 
gents issued from theleastern portion of the jungle, 
and showed themselves in their true character as 

he would march through or near the villages of 
Ghamur, Chawsa, 	or Barra, in search either 

marauders bent on mischief, rather than as soldiers of rebels or of intelligence. 	His success by no 
fighting for a definite cause. 	On the 30th they means repaid him,for his harassing exertions ; 
burned au indigo factory at Twining Gunge, a he could seldom rely on information obtained 
place near Dumoran ; whilst on the same day concerning the movements of the rebels, and still 
another body advanced to the village of Rajpore, 
within eight miles of Buxar, and murdered two 

more seldom could he catch the rebels them- 
selves. 	In his dispatch relating to these opera- 

natives in government service. 	From thence they tiOns, the brigadier said : ' Three men of the royal 
wandered, during the next 	four or five days, 
among the neighbouring villages, working mischief 

hbrse-artillery died during the 	night from the 
effects of the sun, and one man of the 84th 	 

at every step. 	In anything like a. military sense, 
these bands of marauders were contemptible ; but 

The heat during the operations was intense, and 
the troops suflered much, particularly the 84th 

so numerous were the unemployed and half-fed regiment, who have now been thirteen months in 
ruffians in the disturted districts, that there were the field. 	I consider this regiment at present to 
always materials at hand for swelling the numbers be quite unfit for active service ; the men have no 
of these freebooting insurgents. 	Lugard was com- positive disease, but they are so exhausted that 
'felled to keep his troops moving about, between they can neither eat nor sleep' 	If they could 
Arrah 	and 	Buxar ; 	while 	the 	authorities 	at have encountered the enemy, and thoroughly van- 
Glineepore and Benares were on the alert to check quished them in a regular battle, the over-worked 
any advance of the rebels towards those cities. and heat-worn soldiers would have borne this and 
On the 2d of June he divided his force into two more than this cheerfully ; but they had to deal 
wings, and established camps at K.eshwa and with rebels who eluded their search in an extra- 
Dulleepore, with a line of posts across the jungle. ordinary way. 	Sir Edward Lugard, in a dispatch 
On the next day he cut a broad road through the written on the 14th, dated from his 	camp at 
jungle to connect the two camps. 	Having thus Narainpoor, near Jugdispore, adverted to this sub- 
completely hemmed a considerable body of the jeet in the following terms : ' To shew the rapidity 
rebels within the southern end of the jungle, ho and secrecy with which the rebels conduct their 
attacked them with his whole force on the 4th, 
with a very successful result—so far as regarded 

movements, I beg to state, that in order to guard 
against the return of any party from the west 

the maintenance of military superiority. 	The towards the jungles, without my getting timely 
rebels attempted for a time to make a stand; but intelligence, so that I might intercept them, I 
the 10th and 84th foot, charging with the bayonet, 
defeated them with great slaughter. 	Here again, 
however, was the old story repeated ; his hope 

posted at Roop-Saugor—a village thirteen miles 
to my southwest, ou the track taken by the rebels 
in their flight—Captain Rattray, with his Sikh 

of capturing the main body of rebels was frustrated; battalion. 	He again threw forward scouts some 
they broke up into small bands, and fled in various miles in the same direction, and constantly had 
directions. parties patrolling iu the different villages. 	But in 

Instead of describing numerous petty contests spite of every precaution, the rebel force were at 
that occurred during the month, it may be well to Medneepore, within four miles of him, before he 
illustrate the peculiar characteristics of the struggle could communicate with me, and passed on 
by one particular instance, to shew that the British. towards the 	jungle the 	same 	night. 	Every 
troops in Behar had more certainty of hard work endeavour to obtain information from the people 
than chance of glory. 	During the first week in of the district has proved vain ; scarcely ever has 
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any intelligence been given to us, until the time has source of more danger than protection to the 
passed when advantage could be taken of it.' British—except 	the Sikh 	police, who 	almost 

In reference to these Jugdispore rebels, it has uniformly behaved well. 
been remarked that they were neither Sikhs from The transactions in Oude, during the month of 
the west, nor Poorbeahs from the east ; but chiefly June, told of rebels defeated but not disbanded, 
13hojpoories of the Shahabad district, most of them weakened but not captured. 	There were many 
born on Koer Singh's own estates. 	Moreover, 
causes have been assigned for thinking that these, 
as well as other rebels, adhered most to those 

leaders, and 	these 	required 	to 	be narrowly 
watched. 

One of the first cares of the authorities was to 
leaders who could treat them best, whether in place the important city of Lucknow in such a 
pay or plunder, without much reference to their state of defence as to render it safe from attacks 
military abilities. 	' The extraordinary variations within and without. 	Various military works were 
in the numbers of the insurgents may be partly planned by Colonel Napier, and were executed by 
accounted for by variations in the reading of pay. Major Crommelin after Napier's departure. 	From 
Koer Singh, when he left Oude, had barely five the vast extent of Lucknow, and the absence of 
hundred men in his train. 	As he marched, every any very prominent features of the ground, it 
straggling sepoy, every embarrassed scoundrel with was a difficult city to defend except by a large 
a sword, enlisted in his service. 	By the time he body of troops. 	The point which gave the nearest 
reached Azimghur he had two thousand five approach to a command over the city was the old 
hundred followers ; most, but not all, well armed. fort or Muchee Bhowan, near which was the groat 
The flight across the river dispersed them once Emanbarra, capable of sheltering a large number 
more ; and it was not till the check sustained of troops. 	It was decided to select several spots 
by II.M. 35th that they throned to him again, as military posts, to clear the ground round those 
Apparently the leaders are well aware of the spots, and to open streets or roads of communica- 
advantage this peculiarity affords. Thus, after their Lion from post to post. 	The Muchee Bhowan was 
defeat by Sir E. Lugard, the great bulk of the selected as the chief of these posts ; a second was 
Behar insurgents vanished; the work was appar- near the iron bridge leading over the Goomtee to 
ently complete, and the military ends of the cam- the Fyza,bad road; a third was on the site of the 
paign to all appearance accomplished. The leaders, 
however, remained in the jungle, and in five days 

Residency, now a heap of ruins ; a fourth was at 
the Moosa Bagh. 	All suburbs and buildings lying 

their followers were round them again ; they had on the banks of the river, likely to intercept the 
glided back in twos and threes, by paths on which free march of troops from the Muchee Bhowan to 
no European would be met.' the Moose Bagh, were ordered to be swept away. 

After many -weeks of fatiguing duty in this Large masses of houses were.  also removed, to form 
region, Sir Edward Lugard, worn with heat and good military roads from the Muchee Bhowan to 
sickness, resigned the command about the end of the Char Bagh, the Moosa Bagh, the stone bridge, 
June ; handing over to Colonel Douglas the office the iron bridge, and the old cantonment. 	The 
of chasing the Jugdispore rebels from place to 
place. 	Nor was it in that particular locality alone 

vast range of palaces, such as the Pureed Buksh, 
the Chuttur Munzil, the Kaiser Bagh, &o., were 

that this duty had to be fulfilled. 	Ummer Singh, 
equalling his deceased brother in activity, was no 

converted temporarily into barracks, and all the 
streets and, buildings 	near them either 	pulled 

sooner defeated in one place than he made his down or thrown open. 	The Martini6re, the Dii 
appearance in another, carrying discord into vil- , Koosha, and Banks's house, were formed into 
Ines where his presence was as little desired by military posts on the eastern side of the city. 	The 
natives as by Europeans, 	While Colonel Douglas two extremes of these posts, from northwest to 
was on his way towards the scene of his new com- southeast, were not far short of seven miles asunder; 
mand, news reached him that the English at they would require a considerable number of 
Gayah had been driven into entrenchments by a troops for their occupancy and defence; but under . 
party of a hundred and fifty rebel prisoners, who any circumstances such would be required in the 
had 	been 	set at liberty by the native police great capital of Oude for a long period. to come. 
employed to watch them, and were speedily joined The Alum Bagh continued to be maintained, as 
by the jail convicts ; ail—prisoners, police, and an important and useful station on the road from 
convicts—became suddenly ',patriots,' and shewed Lucknow to Cawnpore. 	It was destined to live 
their patriotism by threatening all the officials at in history as a place which Sir James 'Outratn 
the station. 	This is believed to have been done by had defended for nearly four months' against 
some connivance with Ummer Singh. 	The Euro- armed forces 	estimated 	at 	little 	short of a 
peens at Gayah were thrown into a great ferment hundred thousand men. 	It was not originally 
by this visitation ; the few troops present were a fort, only a palace in the midst of a walled 
withdrawn into the intrenchment, as were likewise garden ; 	but it presented 	facilities 	for 	being 
the civilians, ladies, and children. 	No immediate made into useful shelter for troops. 	Another 
attack followed ; but the incident furnished one 
among many proofs that the native police were, 
in most of the Bengal and Hindostan provinces, a 

place, the bridge of Bunnee, over the river Sye, 
was also carefully maintained as an important 
military post between Lucknow and Cawnpore. 

- 	• 
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During the latter part of May, the English troops Johnson's battery, was necessary to effect 'this pass- 
employed with Sir Hope Grant in various expo. 
ditions against the enemy suffered, severely from 

age. 	Having surmounted this obstacle, Sir Hope, 
approaching nearer to Nawabgunge, got into the 

the heat ; and it was found necessary to give the jungle district. Here the rebels made an attempt to 
38th regiment a temporary sojourn in the Email- surround him on all sides, and pick off his men by 
harm at Liicknow, supplying their place by the 53d. repeated volleys of musketry. The general speedily 
On the 3d of June the Bunnee force moved out, 
to disperse a body of rebels -who had posted them- 

changed the aspect of affairs. 	He. sent a troop 
of horse-artillery to the front; Johnson's battery 

selves near Poorott. 	There was another duty of and two squadrons of horse were sent to defend 
a singular kind intrusted to these troops. 	The the left ; while a larger body confronted the 
Rajah. of Knpoorthully, a Sikh chieftain, who had rebels on the right—where the enemy appa- 
rendered valuable services to the government in rently expected. to find and to capture Sir Hope's 
time of need; received as a reward an extensive a  baggage.• The struggle was very fierce, ' and the 
jaghire or domain in Gude. 	In order that he 
might defend both himself and British interests 

slaughter of the rebels considerable; the enemy, 
fanatical as well as numerous, gave exercise for 

in that domain, he was assisted in intrenching all Grant's boldness and sagacity in contending 
himself, and was supplied with guns, mortars, 
and ammunition ; 	this, was irrespective of his 
own force of four thousand Sikh troops. 

with them. 	The victory was complete—and 
yet it was indefinite ; 	for the 	rebels, as usual, 
escaped, to renew their mischief at some other 

Shortly after the opening of the mouth, rumours time and place. 	Nearly six hundred 'of their 
reached the authorities at Lueknow that a body number were slain ; the -wounded were much• 
of rebels, estimated at Seventeen or eighteen thou- more numerous. 	Hope Grant's list of killed and 
sand, had. tressed the 	Gogra, and taken liP a wounded nurnbered about a hundred. 	Many of 
position at Ramnuggur Diminutive, under the 
orders of Gorhuccus Singh. 	The correctness of 

the rebels were Ghazees or Mohammedan fanatics, 
far more difficult to deal with than the mutinied 

this report was not certain—nor of others that sepoys. 	Adverting to some of the operations on 
Madhoo Singh was at the bead of five thousand t le right flank, Grant said in his dispatch : ' On  
rebels at Goosaengunje, Bence /dadhoo with a rriving at this point, I found that a large number 

i  

small number in the Poorwah district, and Dunkha, f Ghazees, with two gnus, had come out on the 
Shah with a larger force near Chinhut. 	Still, 
though these numbers were probably exaggerated 

bpeal 'plait.4 and attacked Hodson's Horse. 	I 
immediately ordered up the other four guns under 

by 'alarmists, it was hot considered prudent to the command of Lieutenant Percival, and ,two 
leave the northeast region of Oude unprotected. squadrons of the VI Ihissaat under Major Sir 
Accordingly, a movable column Was organised, lie • W, Russell, and Opened grape upon them within 
proceed towards Fyzabad. 	 ' three tor four hundred yards with 'terrible effect. 

Sir Hope Grant, intrusted at that time -with the But the fanatics made the most determined resist- 
conduct of military affairs in Oudo, himself con- Mice ; and two men in the midst of a shower of 
ducted an /expedition, towards the districts just grape brought forward two green standards, which 
adverted to. 	Alittle before midnight on the 12th they planted in the ground beside their guns, and 
of June, acting on 'information which had reached rallied their men. 	Captain Atherley's two com- 
him, he *marched from Luck-now to Chinhut, and panics of the 3d battalion Rifle Brigade at this 
thence towards Nawabgunge, on the Fyzabad road, moment advanced to the attack, which obliged the 
His force consisted of the 2d and 3d battalions of rebels to move off 	The cavalry then got between 
the Rifle Brigade, the 5th Punjaub Rifles, a detach- them and the guns ; and the 7th Hussars, led 
molt of Engineers and Sappers, the 7th Hussars, 
two squadrons of the 2d Dragoon Guards, Hodson's 

gallantly by Sir W. Russell, supported by Hodson's 
Horse under Major Daly, swept through them— 

Horse, a squadron of the first Sikh cavalry, a troop killing every man.' 	Whatever may have been the 
of mounted police, a troop of horse-artillery, and 'causes, proximate or remote, of the mutiny, it is 
two light field-batteries. Leaving a garrison column quite evident that such Mussulrnan fanatics as 
at Chinhut, under Colonel Purnell, and intrusting these, with their green flag of rebellion and their 
the same officer with the temporary charge of the cries of ' Deen ! deers !' had been worked up, or had 
baggage and supplies belonging to the column, Sir worked themselves up, to something like a sincere 
Hope resumed his March during the night towards belief that they were fighting for their religion. 
Nawabgunge, where sixteen thousand rebels had 
assembled, with several guns. 	By daylight on the 

The chief body of rebels, as has just been stated, 
succeeded in escaping from Nawabgunge after the 

following morning he crossed the Beti Nuddee at battle. 	They fled chiefly to Ramnuggur and 
Quadrig,unje, by means of a ford. 	He had par- Mahadeo on the banks of the Gogra, and to 
posely adopted this route instead of adtancinoct to Bintow1M at the junction of that river with the 
the bridge on the Fyzabad road; in order that, 
after crossing the nullah, he might get between 

' Chowka—With the apparent and probable inten-
tion of throwing up earthworks for the defence of 

the enemy and a large jungle. 	As a strong force those positions. 
of rebels defended the ford, a sharp artillery- Just about the time when Sir Hope Grant 
fire, kept up by Mackinnon's horse-artillery and defeated these Nawabgunge rebels—supposed to 
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have been headed by the Begum of Oude, and struggling against the Feringhees and all who 
her paramour Mummoo Khan—the career of supported them. 	On the, 15th of June, after 
the energetic Moulvie was suddenly cut short having been • driven from place to place by the 
at 	another. 	This remarkable 	man, 	Moulvie various British columns and detachments, 	he 
Ahmedullah Shah, died as he, had long lived, arrived from Mehumdec at Powayne, a town 
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Principal Street in Lucknow. 

about sixteen miles northeast of Shahjehanpoor. by the government to whoever could capture the 
Ho had with him a considerable body of horse, Moulvio ; and although some doubt was expressed 
and some guns. 	The Rajah of Powayne, named whether this was intended to apply as well to the 
Juggernath Singh, having incurred the displeasure bleeding corpse as to the living man, the reward 
of the Moulvie by sheltering two native .servants of was paid to the Powayne chieftain. 
the Company, was attacked by him. 	Juggernath It was 	unquestionably a great gain to the 
Singh, and his two brothers Buldeo Singh and British to know that the Moulvie was really 
Komul Singh, went out to confront the kloulvie removed from the field of strife. 	As to the 
as hest they could. 	A skirmish ensued, which Begum, she still remained unsubdued,  moving 
lasted three hours.. 	The most notable result was from place to  place according as she could gather 
the death of the Moulvie ; he received a shot, and a large body of adherents around her.. It was 
fell ; his head was at once severed; and the Rajah about the second week in June, so far as is ren7  
sent the head and trunk to Shahjehanpoor, to be dered apparent by the correspondence, that she 
delivered to Mr Gilbert Money, the commissioner. received Jung Bahadeoes very decisive rejection 
Glad as the British may have been to get rid of a of the appeal made by her for his alliance, lately 
formidable enemy, it is doubtful whether Mr Money adverted to ; and as she lost nearly at the same 
received the bleeding gift with much gratification, time her able coadjutor-the Moulvie, her prospects 
The Rajah of Powayne, however, had long been an became more gloomy. 	Of Nena Sahib, little more 
object of suspicion, on account of his unfeeling could be said than that he was true to his character 
conduct towards some of the poor fugitives in the —a coward in all things. 	Where he was at any 
early days of the Revolt; and as the British cause particular time, the British seldom certainly knew : 
was now obviously the -winning cause, he was he had not the courage of the Moulvie, or the 
anxious, by his alacrity in dealing with the dead Dqum, or the Ranee. 	, 
body of the Moulvie, to win favour with the In connection rather with the province 4 
authorities. 	A very large reward had been offered Goruckpore than with that of Oude, though 
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nearly on the boundary-line between the two, 
must be mentioned two encounters in which the 
naval brigade honourably distinguished itself. 	The 
Shannon's seamen, it will be remembered, supplied 
a naval brigade under the lamented Captain Sir 
William Peel, for service in Oude ; but there was 
also another brigade furnished by the Pearl, of 
which Captain Sotheby was commander. During 
May and Juno, this brigade was associated with 
certain troops and marines in the maintenance of 
order on the Goruckpore frontier of Oude. 	While 
on detached service, Major Cox and Lieutenant 
Tumour came in contact with the enemy on the 
9th of June, 	The lieutenant had under him two 
12-pounder howitzers, a 24-pounder rocket-tube, 
and about fifty seamen of the Pearl's crew ; Lieu- 
tenant Pym had the control of about twenty 
marines from the same ship ; while Major Cox, 
who commanded the whole detachment, had 
under him a small military force comprising two 
hundred men of the 13th light infantry, two troops 
of Madras cavalry, two troops of Bengal cavalry, 
and twenty Sikhs. 	It was altogether a singular 
medley of 	combatants. 	Having 	beard 	that 
Mahomed Hussein was occupying the neighbouring 
village of Amorha or Amoral in great force, 
Major Cox resolved to attack him. 	He divided 
his detachment into two parts, one headed by 
himself, and 	the 	other by Major Richardson. 
The 	seamen 	and 	marines were attached to 
Richardson's party. 	Starting at two o'clock in 
the morning, they marched along the road lead- 
ing through the village. 	When within a mile of 
Amoral, they received a heavy fire from the rebel 
skirmishers; these were immediately attacked and 
driven in by Pym and the marines ; while the 
guns threw shot and shell on the main body. 
Attempting to retreat on the other flank, Cox 
met and frustrated them ; and the result of the 
skirmish was a decisive abandonment of the vil- 
lage by the rebels. 	Nine days afterwards another 
fore, similar in constitution but larger in numbers, 
comprising in its naval element about a hundred 
and ten seamen, set out from Captangunje to make 
another attack on Mahomed Hussein, who was 
posted with four thousand rebels at Hurreah, about 
eight miles off. On apprOathing near Hurreah, the 
enemy's skirmishers were descried thrown across 
the river Gogra, screened in thick bamboo jungles, 
villages, topes of trees, and a dry nullah. 	British 
skirmishers were quickly sent on ahead, drove in 
the enemy, and waded the river after them up to 
their waists ; the guns followed, and the enemy 
were driven from tope to tope, and from every 
place of concealment, and chased for four miles. 
The heat was tremendous ; insomuch that seven 
hour& marching, fighting, and pursuing nearly 
knocked up officers and men. 	Mahomed Hussein, 
however, was severely defeated, and this was 
deemed a sufficient reward for all the fatigues 
and privations. The Pearl's naval brigade counted 
this as the tenth time in 'which it had been in 
action in nine months. 

It may be hero mentioned that an endeavour 
was made, towards the end of June, to estimate 
the number of thalookdars and other petty chieftains 
who were in arms against the British in the pro-
wince of Oude; together with the amount of force 
at their disposal. 	The estimate was nut wholly 
reliable, for the means of obtaining correct inform- 
ation were very deficient. 	The list published in 
some of the Bombay newspapers, professing to 
be the nearest attainable approach to the truth, 
included the names of about thirty-five ' thalook-
dars," rajahs,' and ' ehuckladars,' holding among 
them about twenty-five mud-forts, with nearly a 
hundred guns, and forty thousand armed retainers. 
The chief items in this curious list were—' The 
three chuekladars Mahomed Hussein, Melandee 
Hussein, and Shaik Padil Imam, have twenty-
three guns and ten thousand men massed about 
Sultanpore ; some occupying Saloon, ten kos from 
Roy Bareilly'—` At Naiu, within nine kos of Roy 
Bareilly, 	four 	thalookdars, 	named Juggernath 
Buksh, Bugwan Buksh, 	Bussunth Singh, and 
Juggernath (1), have collected eight guns and six 
thousand men'—' Banjo Madhao, thalookdar ; at 
Sukerpore, a strong fort surrounded by jungle, a 
few kos from Roy Bareilly ; nineteen guns and 
eight thousand men'—` Rajah Ali Buksh Khan, 
at Molaam, a small fort twenty-five kos east of 
Lucknow ; five guns and fifteen hundred,  men.' 
Most of the rebel gatherings here adverted to 
were in the region around Roy Bareilly, southeast 
of Lucknow. 

But notwithstanding these high-sounding names 
and formidable numbers, the cause of regular 
government in Oude was gradually advancing. 
The rebels could no longer endanger ; they could 
only annoy. 	Mr Montgomery, at Lucknow, 
intrusted with large powers by the governor- 
general, was gradually feeling his way. 	While 
Crommelin took charge of the immediate defence 
of that city, and Hope Grant was grappling with 
the rebels in the open field, Montgomery was 
employed in re-establishing the network of judicial 
and revenue organisation, as favourable opportu- 
pities arose. 	The Rajah of Kapoorthully, lately 
adverted to, undertook the defence of the region 
between the Bunneo and Cawnpore ; while Hope 
Grant kept a vigilant eye on the centre of Oude. The 
astute and double-dealing Maun Singh was placed 
in a singular positipn. 	He was distrusted by both 
parties, because he would not openly side with one 
against the other. 	As the chieftain of Shahgunje, 
on the river Gogra, very near the eastern frontier 
of Oude, he would be formidable•either as a. friend 
or a foe. 	He had a fort, guns, and men at his 
command. 	There could be no question that for 
thirteen months he htid been watching the progress 
of events, to determine in which balance to throw 
his sword ; and it was equally- evident that he was 
gradually recognising ,more and more the value of 
English friendship—as a consequence, 	he was 
bitterly disliked by the rebel lenders. 	Taking a 
view of the state of Oude generally during June, 
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it is necessary to make a distinction between the governor-genbral offers to Major Barrow, who ably . 
earlier and the later days of the month. 	The 
former was much less favourable than the latter. 

commanded the Volunteer Cavalry, and boldly led, 
them in all the operations in which they were 

It could not truthfully be. said that the pacification engaged, his most cordial acknowledgments for his 
proceeded rapidly. 	Injury was wrought by the very valuable services : and to Captain Lynch, and 
party-tactics concerning the famous proclamation 
penned by Viscount Canning and condemned by 

all the officers and men who composed this corps, 
his lordship tenders his 	best thanks for the 

the Earl of Ellenborough. 	The violent discussions eminent good conduct and exemplary courage 
arising out of that collision of opinion could not be which they displayed during the whole time that 
wholly concealed from the natives of India. 	It the corps was embodied.' 	The farewell of Sir 
cannot be doubted that many of the reckless and James Outran was more hearty, because less 
unscrupulous speeches made in the British parlia- official.* 
remit became known to, and cherished by, the Directing our attention next to the Doab and 
insurgent chieftains. 	When a halo of suffering Rohilcund, it becomesat once apparent that organ- 
virtue was thrown around the °adieu royal family, 
and when the Queen of England's viceroy in India 

isation and systematic government made great 
advances during the month of June. 	The Doab 

was spoken of almost as a murderer and robber, 
the power of the government became necessarily 

no longer contained any large body of armed 
rebels. 	There were numerous smaller bands, but 

shaken, and the difficulties of pacification increased. these bands chiefly made use of the Doab as a 
The proclamation was modified ; nay, Mr Mont- route of passage. 	Tho hopes of the rebel leaders 
gomery received discretionary powers to determine 
whether, and when, and where there should be 
a proclamation at all—the governor-general wisely 

wore directed mainly towards two regions—Oude, 
on the north of the Ganges ; and Central India, 
on the south of the Jumna. 	According as the 

leaving it to his sagacity to be guided by the fortunes of war (or rather depredation) tended in 
circumstance of time and place. 	At the beginning the one direction or the other, so did groups of 
of June little had been effected towards winning armed insurgents cross, or attempt to cross, those 
the submission of the malcontent thalookdars and rivers by means of the ghats or ferries. 	If the 
chtickladars ; the hopes of successful rebellion had chances for rebel success appeared stronger at 
not been sufficiently damped. 	Nevertheless, as the 
month advanced, and when the Monlvie was dead 

Lucknow or Fyzabad, Baroilly or Shahjehanpoor, 
this current tended northward, or rather north- 

and the Gwalior rebels beaten, the ()adieu laud- eastward : if Calpee or Jhansi, Gwalior or Joy- 
owners, by ones and twos, began to look out for a poor, excited the hopes of the insurgents, the 
compromise, which might 'enable them safely to current took an opposite direction. 	The Bosh, in 
abandon a losing cause. 	One of the most ember- either case, was regarded rather as a line of transit 
rassing difficulties 	perhaps was this—that 	the 
rebel leaders made instant war against any tbalook- 

than as a field of contest. 	Sir Colin Campbell, 
well acquainted with this fact, devoted a portion 

dars or chuckladars who gave in their submission of his attention to the ghats on the two great 
to the British government under the modified pro- rivers. 	It became very important to chock if 
clamation—thereby deterring the more timid land- possible the marching and countermarching of the 
owners from the adoption of this course. 	Mann rebels across the Doab ; and several columns and 
Singh himself was besieged by an insurgent force; detachments of troops were engaged in this duty 
but his means of resistance were considerable. during the month now under notice. 	The success 

One of the evidences affbrded that the pacifica- of the few actual encounters depended very much 
tion of Oude etas 	considered to be gradually 
approaching, was the disbandment of the corps 

on the course of events in Scindia's dominions, 
narrated in the last chapter. 	When Gwalior fell 

of Volunteer Cavalry, which was composed almost into the hands of Tanteea Topee and his associates, 
• wholly of officers and gentlemen, and which had all the turbulent chieftains in the 	surrounding 

rendered such eminent services at a time when districts displayed an audacity and hopefulness 
European troops were doubly precious from their which they had not exhibited during the preced- 
extreme rarity. In a notification issued at Calcutta, ing month ; but when Sir Hugh Rose reconquered 
Viscount Canning, after mentioning some of the 
arrangements connected with the disbanding, thus 

that city, and replaced Scindia on his throne, 
timidity succeeded 	to 	audacity, 	misgiving 	to 

spoke of the services of the corps : `The Volunteer hopefulness. 
Cavalry took a prominent part in all the successes .,my  DEAR BARROW-WO are about to separate, perhaps for which marked the advance of the late Major- ever; but, believe me, I shell ever retain you in 	affectionate 
general Sir Henry Havelock from Allahabad to 
Lucknow ; and on every occasion of its employ , - 
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volunteer cavalry, this warm and genial endurance under great exposure and fatigue. 	The letter must have been doubly gratifying. 
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The commander-in-chief, after his participation travelled by Bhowgong, Eytah, Gosaigunje, and 
in the reconquest and pacification of Rohilcund, 
returned to his former quarters at Futteghur, 
where he remained until the second week in June. 

Allygurh, meeting with ample evidence on the 
way of the ruin resulting from thirteen months 
of anarchy. 	Of the dak bungalows or stations he 

Throughout the month he was personally engaged says: `Let no one understand by this a pleasant 
in no hostilities ; he was occupied either in study- roadside hostelry with large out-offices, spacious 
ing how to give his heat-worn soldiers repose, or courtyard, teams of horses, and hissing ostlers; 
how best to employ those whose services in the rather let him see a mud-hovel by the way, stand- 
field were still indispensable. 	The governor-gene- ing out, the only elevation in the dead level of 
ral much desired his presence at Allahabad, to baked earth, a few trees under which are tethered 
confer 	with him personally on 	the 	military some wretched horses, and a group of men'— 
arrangements necessary during the summer and whose dress consisted of little beyond a turban. 
autumn. 	It afforded a significant proof of the From Bhowgong to Eytah the country looked like 
scattered positiOn of the British forces, that during a desert; and by the roadside, at intervals of ten 
the first week in Juno there were no soldiers miles or less, were thannabs or police-stations— 
that could be spared to escort Sir Cohn from small one-storied 	housas, bearing traces of the 
Futteghur to Allahabad. 	Quint as the Doab was, 
compared with its condition earlier in the year, 
there were still rebel bands occasionally crossing and 

destructiveness of the rebel leader which had so 
often swept the district, 	He crossed the bailee 
Nuddee at a point where the Company had never 

recrossing it, and these bands would have hazarded yet introduced the civilised agency of a regular 
much to capture a prize so important as the cone, 
mander-in-chief of the Anglo-Indian army. 	He 

bridge. The gharry was pushed 'and dragged down 
a shelving bank of loose sand, and then over a 

could not safely move without an escort, and he rickety creaky bridge of boats—the native attend- 
had to delay his journey until a few troops came ants making much use of the primitive distended 
in from Shahjehanpoor and other stations. 	While bladders and earthen jars as floating supporters. 

• at Futteghur he caused a search to be made in Arrived at Eytah, he found the place little other 
the bazaars of that place and Furruokabad for than a heap of blackened ruins, with enclosures 
sulphur, in order that any stores of that substance 'broken down and trees lopped off at the stem. 
might be seized by and for the government. 	The /Yet here wore three Englishmen, civil servants 
rebels of the various provinces still possessed many , of the Company, engaged in re-establishing the 
guns ; the chieftains and landowners still owned 
more weapons of various kinds than they chose to 

machinery of regular government. 	Mr Russell, 
like every one else, tried all the varieties 	of 

acknowledge to the government ; there was iron language to express adequately the tremendous 
for the making of. cannon-balls ; 	there were heat of an Indian June. 	He left Eytah at two 
charcoal and saltpetre towards the making of in the afternoon. 	' The gharry was like an oven ; 
gunpowder; but there was one ingredient, sulphur, 
without which all the firearms of the insurgents 

the metal-work burning so that it could not be 
borne in contact with the hand for an instant. 

'would be useless ; and as sulphur was an imported The wind reminded me of the deadly blast which 
article in India, the government made attempts to swept over us on the march to Futteghar that 
obtain possession of any stores of that substance dreadful morning when we left Rohilcund. 	Not a 
that might be in doubtful hands. 	Percussion- 
caps, too, were becoming scarce among the rebels ; 

tree to shade the road ; on each side a parched, 
dull, dun-coloured plain, with the waving heat- 

and, the materials and machinery for making more lines dancing up and down over its 	blighted 
being wanting, they were perforce superseded by surface ; and whirling dust-storms or "devils," as 
the less effective matchlock. they are called, careering to and ,fro as if in demo- 

The state of the Doab at that time is well told niac glee in their own infernal region. 	On such a 
in connection with a journey made by Mr Russell. day as this Ltke's men (half a century earlier) fell 
After the Rohilcund campaign was over, this file after file on their dreadful journey. 	Could 
active journalist looked about him to determine 
what was best worth seeing and describing, in 

I have found shelter, I would gladly have stopped, 
for even the natives suffired, and the horses were 

reference to his special duties. 	If he went with or 
after Sir Colin to Allahabad, he would get to the 

quite done up ; but in India, in peace and war, 
one's motto must be " No backward step !".— so 

head-quarters of politics, where very few stirring on we went' 	After passing through many small 
military operations were to be witnessed ; if he towns and poor village; in which half the houses 
went northeast into 	Oude, 	or southwest into wore either ruined or shut up, he reached Ally- 
Central India, he might, after much danger and gurh, where, `being late, there was nothing ready 
difficulty, become involved in the movements of at the bungalow but mosquitoes.' 	Pursuing his 
some flying column, ill assorting with the neces- journey, he at length reached Delhi. 
sities of a lame man—for he still suffered from an The imperial city was now wholly and safely 
injury by a kick from a horse. 	Mr Russell there- under 	British 	control. 	Sentries 	guarded 	the 
fore resolved upon a journey through the Upper bridge of boats over the Jumna, allowing no 
Doab from Futteghur to Delhi, and thence by native to pees without scrutiny e the fort of the 
Umbel's, to the healthy hill-station of Simla. 	He Selimgurh was garrisoned by a small but trusty 
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inhabitants. 
nearly 
within 

bejewelled 
uificence, 
British 
humblest 

pouches, 
walls; 
fabulous 
private 

shorn, 
occupied 
palace, 

suner.—Front a View in the Llbratt 

• 
had not yet regained. their -regular steady 

The mighty palace of the 'Moguls was 
as grand as ever on the' outsider; but all 
displayed it wreck of oriental,  Splendour. 

exquisite Dewani Khas, when Mr Russell , was 
instead of being filled with turbaned and 

rajahs, Mogul guards, and oriental- ma e.- 
as in the olden days, was occupied by 

infantry—infantry, too,. engaged,  in 	the 
of •barrack domestic 	duties.. 	' From 	' 

to pillar and column to• column extended 
graceful arches of the -clothes-line, with .shirts 
socks and drawers flaunting in the air in 
of silken banners. 	Long lines of .charpoys 

bedsteads stretched from one end of the hall to 
other—arms were piled against the columns,— 

belts, and bayonets depended • from the 
and in the place where once blazed the 
glories of the peacock'i throne, reclined a 

of her Majesty's 61st, of -a very MiIesiag 
of countenance.' 	, 

The old king still remained a prisoner at Delhi. 
drivelling, sensual descendant of Tamerlane, 

of everything that .could impart dignity,- 
some of the smaller apartments of the 

with a few of, his. ,wives, children, and' 

of the East India Company, 
. . 	, 

grandchildren, near him. 	All were fretful 
discontented, as they well might be : 'for they 
nothing to see, nowhere to go, no, honours 
receive; no magnificence to luxuriate in. 	,AVIten 
interrogated, by visitors concerning the early 
of, the -Revolt, Ite;was. peevish, and wished 
change the 	subject ; 	and when his youngest 
beguin, and his son Jmnina Buklit, were induced 
to converse, the. absence. of family unity—if 
a thing is possible in an oriental palaee,--waa 
apparent enough.. 	, 

Considered 	politically,, 	 Delhi 	had 	the 
advantage, during the spring months, of 
placed under Sir,-John Lawrence. 	The province 
'which 	contained the 	once imperial city 
detached from the `northwestern' group, 
made7-with 	Sirhind, 	the 	Punjaub,- and 
Peshawur Valley—one 'compact and- extensive 

• government, under the control of one who, morally 
speaking, was perhaps the. 'greatest man in India. 
It was-  necessary to reconstruct, a government 
but, much careful consideration WaVlifeecled before 
the principle of construction could be settled. 
the peaceful industrious population would returns  
to, their , homes and occupations, their presence 
would dchilitlesshe welcome; huttlmneighbouring , 	. 
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villages .still .swarmed with. desperate Oharactersi • 
, 

.One, ,consequence. of the steady occupation of 
whose residence' in Delhi. would be .,productive. of Delhi during , the winter. and spring ,was the 
evil., Many of . the better 'class of natives• feared gradual 	departure . of troopS 	to 	other districts 
that the imperial tity would .never recover ; that where they were' more needed. 	Among these 
the injury, which its:buildings had received during was one of the native regiments. 	.The 'gallant 
the siege, the disturbance of trade by.the hurried , -little Goorkhas; as the British troops were Aeons, .. 
exit • of the.,  regular . inhabitants, . the 'enormous . tomed to' designate the soldiers of the Sirmoor and 
losses by plunder 'and forfeiture, and the break-up . Kumaon battalions, held their high reputation to 
of the. imperial establishment in the palace, had the very last. .The Sirmoor battalionhad marched 
eembined to inflict .a blow which would be fatal to down to Delhi at the very beginning of the die- 
thoonce great Mogul capital; 	Delhi, nevertheless, turbanees, and during more than twelve months 
had outlived 'many terrible storms; and these had been on continuous duty in and near that 
prognostications might be destined to fail, 

,... 
region. 	The time had now come 'when a respite 
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LAHORE'. 

could be given to their labours. 	They took their Good:the battalion during the past year. 	First in 
departure to the healthy hill-station. of Deyrah the field, always in front,, prominent, And inces- 
Dhoon, 	As, they marched out of Delhi, headed santly fighting throughout the entire campaign. 
by their, commandant, Colonel . Reid, they were and siege-operations before Delhi, the regiment has' 
escorted over the bridge by the 2d Bengal Euro- covered itself with honour and glory. 	In our ' 
peens;  who cheered them lustily, and inspirited darkest days, there was never, a whisper, a suspi- 
them with a melody, the meaning of which they ' oion, the shadow of a doubt of the honest loyalty 
had perChance by this time learned,-‘,Sheatd auk and fidelity of these bravo, simple-minded, and 	, 

• acquaintance * forgot.' 	An officer, well; familiar, devoted soldiers. 	When 	others turned traitors, 
with these '‘jolly little Goorkhas ' remarked, on robbers, assassins, these rushed without a moment's 
this occasion : 1There is not in Military history a hesitation to our side, fought the good fight, bled, 
brighter or purer page than the record of the and died, faithful to their salt, honourable and 
,services and 	faithful 	conduct of, the Sirmoor true to the last.' 

$n 
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THE REVOLT IN INDIA :-1858. 

The Punjaub--eat Lahore and all the other breach of the peace; but I did not think the 
cities and stations—was so steadily and watchfully present a time to try unnecessary experiments as 
governed, that no disturbances took place except to how much a fanatical native population will 
of a very slight character—personally distressing, 
it is true, but not nationally or politically of any 

or will not bear in the way of provocation.' 	Mr 
Frere wrote to the Rev. Mr Gell, the mission-super- 

moment. 	One such was the following : 	On a intendent, requesting him to remove the inscrip- 
certain day a number of disbanded sepoys, who 
had long before taken refuge in Cashmere, recrossed 

tion ; on the ground that, however well meant, 
it might produce more harm than good. 	This 

the frontiers, and attacked the Christians stationed proceeding led to a violent outcry on the part of 
at a place called Madhopore ; they murdered a the missionaries and their supporters, and to au 
few, including children, under circumstances of erroneous narrative forwarded to the government 
great barbarity. 	No other reason could be assigned of Bombay—accusing Mr Frere of encouraging 
for this 	brutality than 	a vengeful thirst for Mohammedanism and insulting Christianity. 	It 
European blood. 	Hastily they crossed again into was one of those numerous occasions, presented 
Cashmere, taking with them a quantity of plunder. during the course of the Revolt and its suppression, 
A demand was at once made upon the chief of in which the governing authorities had much 
Cashmere, Rumbeer Singh, to capture and give difficulty in steering clearly through the opposite 
them up ; which demand was shortly afterwards dangers of two religious extremes. 
attended to, although he had exhibited a little .Sir Hugh Rose's operations in Central India 
remissness in this matter in one or two former during the month of June were treated so fully 
instances. 	The Rajah of Cashmere was not in the last chapter, that little need be added here 
wholly unsuspected, indeed, of unfavourable views on the subject. 	The recapture of Gwalior was the 
towards the British ; and, with a less firm man 
than John Lawrence at his elbow, he might pos- 

great event ; all the operations in Rajpootana, 
Bundelcund, Goojerat, and Holkaes territory, were 

sibly have made his mountain territory a retreat subordinate to it. When the month closed, General 
for rebels. Roberts, with the ' Rajpootana Field-force,' was on 

Sinde, the land of the Indus, remained firmly the march from Nuseerabad to Jeypoor, to check 
in the hands of Mr Frere and General Jacob, the the progress of the Gwalior fugitives in that direc- 
one as civil commissioner and the other as military tion. 	Brigadier Showers was at or near Futteh- 
commandant. 	At one period during the month, 
however, Frere was called upon to settle a question 

pore Sikri, guarding the Agra route. Major Ramsey 
was advancing from Rohilcund with the Kumaon 

of religious zealotry, which might have kindled battalion. 	The English residents at Jeypoor and 
into a flame if not promptly dealt with. A Moham- Bhurtpore were actively engaged in supporting, so 
medan of respectable character came to him, while far as was practicable, the loyal tendencies of the 
at Hydrabad, and complained of an inscription on rajahs. of those two states, so as to enable them to 
the inner wall of an open-fronted shop belonging resist the rebels if the latter were to enter either of 
to the Christian Mission. 	The inscription coin- those cities. 	The doubt was, not so much of the 
prised one or two quotations from the Koran, and rajahs, as of the soldiery in their pay, whose fidelity 
an argument to disprove the divine authority of could not wholly be relied on. 	The main body of 
the Prophet of Islam, from the evidence of the Gwalior fugitives were at that time somewhere 
Koran itself. 	It was prepared and written, in the near Hindoun, a town about equidistant from 
Sindhi and Arabic languages, by the Rev. Mr Gwalior, Agra, and Jeypoor; whether they were 
Matchett ; and the Rev. Mr Gell caused it to be about to advance to Ummerporo on the Jeypoor 
conspicuously exhibited in the open shop where road, to Mhow on the Ulwar road, or to any other 
Bibles were sold or distributed. 	The complainant point, was not well known. 	Indeed, the rebels 
was one Gholam Ali, a Mohammedan lately themselves seemed to be divided in opinion as to 
returned from a pilgrimage to Mecca. 	He stated 
to Mr Frere that the inscription, visible to all the 

their future movements; they were looking around, 
to find some rajah, nawab, or nazim who would 

passers-by in the main bazaar of the city, was join them in rebellion ; but those chieftains were 
irritating and offensive to the Mohammedans. 	Mr becoming more and more cautious how they corn- 
Frere read the inscription ; and in afterwards mitted themselves in this way. 	The Spectacle of 
explaining to Lord Elphinstone the reasons which rajahs blown away from guns, and nawabs hung 
determined his decision on the subject, he said : from gallows, was by no means encouraging. 
' I am willing to be judged by any one who General Whitlock's field-force, at the end -of 
has any acquaintance with the ordinary feelings June, was distributed in various parts of Bundel- 
of a bigoted Mohammedan population as to the cund, keeping in subjection the petty chieftains 
probable effects of such a placard on them. 	I feel here and there in arms ; for there was no longer 
confident that any such unprejudiced person would anything like a formidable army of rebels opposed 
agree with me, that there was much danger of its to him. 	Brigadier Carpenter, with three or four 
causing an outbreak of fanatical violence ; and hundred men, and two guns, was. at Kirkee. 
holding that opinion, I cannot think that I should Major Dallas, with the 1st Madras N. I., was 
have been justified in allowing it to remain. 	It is assisting the civil authorities in re-establishing the 
quite possible it might never have caused any revenue and judicial departments. 	Colonel Reede, 
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with two , hundred men and two guns, was Sent , about in • concealment 	The force -has therefore 
to look. after the .safety of Humeerpoor and its been disappointed in not being able again to shew 
neighbourhood, Brigadier hfaccluff, with a portion their prowess, which all were so eager to do, and 

. , of H.M. 43d 	foot, went to Calpee. 	Brigadier . would have done so well, had opportunity offered.' 
Munsey, with a small column of infantry, cavalry;  Gujerat, the G111001Vitei territory—situated• south. 
and artillery, was sent to. Nowgang, to protect a of Rajpootana, and west of Holkar's territory 
convoy of stoics on their away from Sanger. 	The --had, 	it 	will 	be 	remembered, 	been 	most 
remainder . of the force encamped for a while at happily and effectively disarmed,by Sir Richmond 
Banda as head-quarters, having.  with them •Narain Shakespoar, 	political 	resident at 	the • court of 
Rao and Madhoo Rao as prisoners, a large number the Guieowar ; thereby lessening the probability 
of guns, and a considerable amount of treasure and of any hostile outbreak. 	.Gujerat became subject, 
jewels captured froni the rebels. 	WhitIodes long- however, during this month, to one of those 
continued exertions, although not attended by any strange mysteries in which orientals so much 
great battles, had gradually restored something like delight. 	The lotus, -and the chnpatties, and the • 
tranqUillity to this distracted region. 	Bundelcund 'something white,' had had their day ; and now 
and the Saugor territory, from the Jumna to the arose the mystery of twigs, 	It was ascertained 
Nerbudda, had for ' nearly twelve months been that twigs or small branches had been circulated - 
in a miserable condition. • The various bands of from village to village in the province of Gujerat, 
mutineers passing from: Dinapoor and elsewhere as signals or watchwords ; but nothing could be 

. wrought great mischief; powerful villages preyed learned concerning their meaning. 	An ancient 
upon their weaker neighbours ; 	and the self- custom existed in many parts of India, of measur,  
installed 	nawabs 	and 	rajahs. extorted 	every ing the footprints with straws or tWigs,whenever 
farthing they could get from the peasantry and a robbery had been committed, then forwarding 
towns-people. 	Many villages were completely them from village to village, until the measure- 
deserted ; many more had been burned to the ment was found to implicate some one villager ; 
ground, and the people plundered of all the grain after which the village was made, responsible. 
and other property which they possessed. 	The This and 	many other 	ancient 	customs were 	, 
lesson which the peaceful natives had received 
from the rebels was a severe one, C 	to 

re
n
fred ;to ; but nothing appeared to throw light , 

laalculated 	the meaning of the twigs thus . transmitted 
teach them the advantages of regular government through, Gujemt. 
under British influence. 	" To assist in the maintenance of tranquillity. in 

. Among the many ' field-forces' which about this the Decoan, a small field-force, composed of troops 
time' were broken up, to relieve the troops from seleeted from the Poonah division of the Bombay . 

;some cit their exhausting labours in fiercely hot army, was made up, and placed under the 'corn- 
weather, was a small one called the 'Satpoora mend of Colonel Gall. 	Starting from Poonah, the 
Field-force.' 	Satpoora 	is a town in Holkar's colonel arrived at Aurtingabad on the 8th of June, 
Mabratta 	dominions, 	about seventy-five miles,  and resumed his march on the,. following day to 
southeast of Indere, and very near the boundary Jaulnah, a military station in 	the northwest 
of the Nagpoor territory. 	Satpoora also gives corner of the Nizam's dominions. 	Large bands of 

1 	name to a range 'of mountains which, raining Rohilla marauder; expelled from 	the city of 
k 	east and west, separates the valley of the Taptee Hyderabad by the Nizam's troops, were known to 

from that of the Nerbudda ; and it was in this be in various villages in the Jaulnah district ; and 
sense that the designation 'Satpoora Field-force' it was deemed expedient to hold Colonel ,Gall's 

.. was given to a small body of troops collected for force iu readiness to watch and disperse these Men)  
the defence of the region in question. ",. Major lest their machinations should assume a military' 
Evans, commanding this force, tool; farewell of form. 	A new cavalry. corps named Beatson's 
his men on the 22d of June. 	In an order or Horse assisted in this object. This corps, organised 
address, dated from his camp at Jalwana, he by and under the active officer of that name, con- 
thanked Captain Sealey and the artillery, Captain sisted of recruits 'from various parts of the Deccan, 
Langston-  and the Rifles, Captain Baugh and 'the for active service in any regions where their pre- 
9th Bombay W.I., Captain Briggs and the 19th, sence might be deemed most useful, ,At present; 
Lieutenant Latouche and the Poouah horse-,-, their quarters were at Jaulnah, where they were 
being the components of his force, . Ile made regularly picketed around the encampment at 
special mention of a certain encounter on the 11th night. Arrangements were also made for strength- 
of April ; ', when the insurgents, posted in positions ening the Jaulnah' district with a wing,  of Alio 92d 
from which they supposed they could not  be Highlanders, and with several guns. 
driven, were at once attacked at three difil3rent Of the presidency of Bombay it may happily be 
points; and despite a most obstinate and deadly said that—partly owing -to the scarcity .of , the 
resistance, were signally defeated and dispersed.' Poorbeah element in the native army, partly to 
He proceeded in commendatory terms to state that the sagacious and energetic government of Lord 
'the effect on the enemy has been so dispiriting Elphinstone—the curse of rebellion was rendered 
that they have never again dared to collect in very little apparent. 	.Sinde, placed temporarily 
force ; the disaffected chiefs themselves wandering under that presidency, was well looked after by 
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Mr Frere ; Gujerat was safe under Sir Richmond 1848 and 1858 was inarked by much more irrita- 
Sbakespear ; Rajpootaua was watched by the tion among native princely families, than had been 
vigilant eye of General Roberts; while the northern before exhibited in connection with this particular 
Mahratta states, so far as they were subject to subject. 	Be it right or wrong, thus to interpret a 
Bombay influence, were under the care of Sir Hindoo usage by an English test, the history of the 
Robert Hamilton. Revolt plainly shewed that many of the bitterest 

Certain 	occurrences in the 	South Mahratta enemies of the government were persons whose 
country, however, deserve to be noticed both in domains or revenues had been disturbed . by a 
their political and their military phases. refusal of the Company to acknowledge the priu- 

Nothing is more certain than that many of the ciple of adoption in heirship. The miscreant Nena 
insurgent bodies in India rose in arms on account Sahib, the spirited but unscrupulous Ranee of 
of personal or local matters, bearing little relation, 
to the great military revolt, or. to the so-called 

Jhansi, many of the princes of the house of Delhi, 
and others whose names and deeds have often 

national rebellion. 	The derangement of regular been recorded in these pages, had—for some years 
government furnished opportunity for those who preceding the outbreak—brooded over their real or 
had real or assumed grievances. 	An example of fancied wrongs in some such matters as these. 	Is 
this kind was furnished in the South Mahratta it matter, for surprise that they welcomed a day 
country. 	The natives of one of the least known of revenge—a day that might possibly restore 
districts south of Bombay had been in the habit of to them that of which they deemed themselves 
cutting down trees wherever they pleased, for the unjustly deprived? 
purpose of planting the cleared ground with various The Rajah of Nargoond was one of those to 
kinds of grain. The Bombay government at length whom, in a minor degree, this principle applied. 
put a stop to this wholesale destruction of tiMber. He was a South Mahratta prince, holding a small 
This stoppage was looked upon by the natives territory eastward of Dharwar—separated from 
as an infringement of their `vested rights.' 	A Bombay by the once disturbed Kolapore district. 
mischief-maker—one of the many usually.at hand Being one of the tributaries to the Bombay 
when the populace are excited—appeared in the government, he petitioned for leave to adopt an 
person of the Rajah of Jumbote, a place south- heir to his raj or rajahship ; and the result of 
west of Belgaum. 	He believed, or persuaded this petition was such as to render him a bitter 
the people to 	believe, that Nena Sahib 	held enemy. 	His enmity made itself •apparent about 
Poonah with a large force ; that the British the date to which this chapter relates; in intrigues 
troops were kept in check almost everywhere ; with the malcontents around him. 	A ruthless 
and that it was a favourable time for a rise 
against the constituted authorities who held sway 
there. 	Another cause for disaffection arose out 

murder brought matters to an issue. 	Mr Manson, 
political agent for the South Mahratta country, 
having cause to suspect the rajah, set out from 

of the Ilindoo custom of adoption ; and this was 
felt in the South Mahratta country as in other 

Belgaum to seek a personal interview with him, 
in the hope of dissuading him from rebel move- 

parts of India. 	Many circumstances arose during 
the Revolt, shewing that the natives are familiar 

meats. 	They had been on terms of intimacy, 
which 	seemed to justify this 	hope. 	On 	the 

with and attached to this custom. 	When a prince, 
a chief, or a landowner, had no legitimate heir, it 

evening of the 29th of May, Mr Manson reached 
Raindroog—the chieftain of which advised, him 

was customary for him to name a successor or heir, 
generally from among his kinsmen. 	So long as 

to be on his guard, as the Rajah of Nargoond 
could not be relied on. 	The unhappy gentleman;  

the East India Company had no territorial rights believing otherwise, pushed on towards Nargoond. 
in a particular province or region, there was no That same night his palauquin was surrounded by 
motive for interfering with this custom ; but self- a body of the rajah's troops at Soorbund, fifteen 
interest afterwards stepped in, in a way that may miles from Nargoond, and the political agent was 
be very easily explained. 	The Company, we will foully murdered, together with most of his escort. 
suppose, made a treaty with a native prince, to the The Bombay government at once issued orders 
effect that a certain state or a certain revenue to attack the insurgent; and deal severely with 
should belong to him `and his heirs for ever.' 	If the disaffected chieftains. 	It had been already • 
he had no legitimate heir, the Company was ascertained that in the Dharwar collectorate, besides 
tempted to seize the golden prize after his death, 
under the plea that the adopted son was not 

the Rajah of Nargoond, there were Blieem Rao of 
Moondurgi and the Desace of Hembegee, to be 

a true representative. 	A Hindoo custom was confronted. 	The South Mahratta country, .being 
interpreted in an English sense, and, being found near the boundary-line between the Bombay and 
wanting, was disallowed ; thereby enriching the Madras presidencies, had facilities for receiving 
Company. 	English lawyers found no difficulty in small bodies of troops from two directions, to quell 
supporting this course of proceeding, because it was any disturbances that . might arise. 	A Madras 
consistent with English law. 	It was not, however, 
until the governor-generalship of the Marquis of 

column, setting out from Bellary under Major 
Hughes, proceeded northward, and invested the 

Dalhousie, that this kind of confiscation was exteu- stronghold of Bheem Rao at Kopal or Copal. 	A 
sively acted on ; and hence the interval between message was sent to this chief, giving him three 
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hours to remove the women and children from 
the place. 	He returned no answer ; whereupon 
a cannonade was opened. 	A breach was made 
practicable; a storming-party entered; the rebels 
gave way at every point; and very speedily the 
town and fort were in Major Hughes's possession, 
Blieem Rao himself, as well as Kenchengowda, the 
Desaeo of Hembegee, were among the slain on this 

occasion. 	While Hughes was thus occupied at 
Kopal, a small column of Bombay troops was 
engaged in another part of the South Mahratta. 
country. 	Three or four hundred men, with two 
guns, started from Belgaum under Captain Paget, 
and joined a party of Mahratta horse under Colonel 
Malcolm at Noolgoond. 	They advanced on the 1st 
of Juno to Nargoond, the stronghold of the rebel 
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rajah. 	This stronghold consisted of a fortress on 
the summit of a rock eight hundred feet high, with 
the town at its base. A reconnaissance being made, 
it was found that nearly two thousand rebels were 
encamped about a mile out of the town ; and the 
rajah could be seen, on an elephant, brandishing 
his sword. 	Malcolm sent on the Mahratta horse 
to commence the attack ; with the two guns, two 
companies of the 74th Highlanders, and one of the 
28th Bombay infantry, to support. 	Of fighting 
there was scarcely any ; the rebels very soon fled 
from the plain and the town, and left them in the 
hands of Malcolm. The rock-fortress, however, still 
remained unconquered. 	Early in the morning of 
the 2d, a storming-party was sent to ascend the 
steep and rugged pathway which led up to the gate 
of the fortress, prepared to blow it open with 
powder. 	Only one rebel was visible ; and after a 
couple of rifles had been fired at him, the gate was 
forced open and an entrance obtained. 	Four men, 
the only occupants of the fortress, threw themselves 
over a precipitous wall in a panic terror, and were 

dashed to pieces—either not understanding or not 
believing the promise of quarter offered to them. 

Thus fell the fortress of Nargoond, which had 
been regarded as a formidable stronghold ever 
since the days of Tippoo Saib. 	The rajah fled 
early in the fight, with seven of his principal 
followers. 	Mr Souter, police-superintendent at 
Delgaum, knowing the rajah's complicity in the 
murder of Mr Manson,* set out in pursuit of him. 
At sunset on the 2d, the rajah and his followers 

• The governor of Bombay, in a public notification, used many 
expressions of respect towards the memory of the political agent. 
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were discovered skulking in a belt of jungle on the 
banks of the Malpurba, near ltaindroog ; all but 
one were captured, just as they were about to start 

state the men remained more than ten months, 
watched, but' not treated,  otherwise ns culprits., 
At length a settlement of their treatment was 

for• Punderpore. 	They were sent to 13olgaum, 
to be tried by a special commission. 	As to the 
rajah, the last hour of this -wretched man was 

effected. Lord Elphinstoue and his council decided 
as follows : That the native commissioned officers, 
present when the disarming took place, should bo 

marked by very unseemly circumstances. 	On the dismissed from the army, unless they could bring 
11th of June he was brought totrial, before Captain forward special proofs of fidelity—that of. the 
Schneider, political agent at Belgaum. 	He was native non-commissioned officers, the elder should 
found guilty. of the crimes imputed to• him, and be expelled, and the younger reduced to the ranks 
was sentenced , to be hanged on the next day. —that the sepoys or privates should not he expelled 
Early in the morning of the 12th, two companies unless special grounds were assignable iu their dis- 
of H.M. 56th, and two of the 20th Bombay native favour—that the 21st and 27th regiments should be 
infantry, marched into Belganm from Dharwar to formally erased from the Bombay army list, to mark 
afford a guard during the execution. 	When the with some stigma the conduct of those regiments— 
last hour was approaching, the rajah begged hard that two new regiments, to be called the 30th and 
to be blown from a gnu, as a less degrading death 31st infantry, should be formed, with a rank lower 
than hanging ; but the authorities on the spot were in dignity than that of the other native infantry 
not empowered to accede to. this application. 	The regiments Of the Bombay arthy —that all the 
gallows was erected, and the hanging effected ; but privates of the (late) 21st and 27th, with excepted 
the rope broke, and the wretched man fell to the instances, and such native officers as could clear 
ground, where an undignified struggle took place themselves from ill charges, 	should form the 
between him and his executioners. 	The extreme bulk of the two flew regiments—finally, that the 
sentence of the law was at length. carried out, but Vacancies in the list.of officers (subadars, jemadars; 
not without evidences of mismanagement that havildara, milts) should be filled by chosen sepoys 
added to the painfulness of the whole scene. who had worthily distinguished themselves in the 

In connection with the affairs of the Bombay campaigns of Rajpootaua and Central India. Lord 
presidency generally, a few observations may be Elphinstone, in his order in council relating to this 
made on the state of the native army. 	One of the matter, dwelt upon the disgrace which had been 
questions that pressed upon the authorities during brought upon the Bombay army by the misdeeds 
many mouths bore relation to the treatment of of some of the men of the late 21st and 27th regi- 
the disarmed sepoy regiments—regiments Which, 
though disarmed for suspicious conduct, had not 

monis ; adverted to the terrible deaths which most 
of them had met with in the Kolapore region ; 

so far committed themselves as to receive any exhorted the rest to beware how they listened to 
more severe punishment. 	In the Punjaub Sir the solicitations and machinations of traitors; and 
John Lawrence was troubled with the safe keep. added 1 `The Governor in Council trusts that 
ing of many thousands of these men ; he dared not the 30th and 31st regiments will, by their future 
rearm them, for their fidelity was more than conduct, she* their determination to render them- 
doubtful ; and he would not disband and dismiss selves worthy of the leniency with which they 
them, lest they should swell the ranks of the rebels. have been treated, and to wipe, out the stain which 
Lord Elahinstone, governor of Bombay, was affected the crimes of the 21st and 27th have left upon the 
by this difficulty only in a small degree, because character of the Bombay army ; so that the recol- 
the mutineers in the Bombay army were few in lection of their past misdeeds may be as effectually 
number. A proceeding took place, however, in the effaced from the minds of men, as their former 
month now under notice, which will illustrate one 
of the modes adopted of dealing with these danger- 
ous incumbrances. 	It will be remembered* that 

numbers will be erased from the roll of the army.' , 
Another instance, somewhat analogous to this, 

was presented in the Punjaub. 	During the early 
in the early part of August 1657 many parts of days of the Revolt, the 36th and 61st Bengal regi- 
the South Mahratta country were thrown into meats at Jullundur, and the 3d at Phillour, were 
agitation by the appearance of mutiny among among those which mutinied. 	Some of the sepoys 
certain of the Bombay native troops. 	Kolapore, in each, however, remained free from the taint ; 
Poonalt, Satara, Belgautn, Dharwar, Rutnagherry, 
and Sawunt Waree were the chief places affected ; 

they stood faithful under great temptation. 	At a 
later date even these men were disarmed, from 

a plot was discovered, in which some of the troops motives of policy; and they had none but nominal 
were leagued with certain Mohammedan fanatics duties intrusted to them. At length Sir John Law- 
--discovered in time to prevent the massacre of ranee, finding that these men bad passed through 
numerous Europeans. 	The 21st and 27th regi- the ordeal honourably, proposed that they should 
runts were two of those implicated; or rather be re-armed, and noticed in a way consistent with 
some of the companies in those regiments ; while their, merits, 	This was agreed to. 	About three 
other companies, not actually detected in the con- hundred and fifty officers and men, the faithful 
spiracy, were simply disarmed. 	In this disarmed exceptions of three, unfaithful regiments, were 

formed into a special corps to be called 'the 
* See Chap. xvii., pp. 289, 200. Wufadar,Pultun or 'faithful regiment.' 	Tills new 
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corps was to be in four companies, organised on furnished an instance of the difficulty attending 
the same footing as the Punjaub irregular infantry; any collision on religious matters with the natives. 	' 
and was to be stationed at some place where the The Wesleyan missionaries had a chapel and 
men would not have their feelings wounded and school in the district of Madras city called Roya- 
irritated by the taunts of the Punjaubee soldiery pettah. 	Many native children attended the school, 
—between whom and the Hindustani 	sepoys 
the relations were anything but amicable. 	Any 
of the selected number who preferred it, might 

for the sake of the secular instruction there given, 
without becoming formal converts. 	One of them, 
a youth of fifteen or sixteen, mentioned to the 

receive an honourable discharge from the army Rev. Mr Jenkins, the Wesleyan minister, his wish 
instead of entering any new corps. 	The experi- 
rnent was regarded as an important one; seeing 

to become a Christian; it was found on inquiry, 
however, that the parents were averse to this ; and 

that it "might afford a clue to the best mode of Mr Jenkins left it to the youth whether he would 
dealing with the numerous disarmed sepoys in the join the mission or return to his parents. 	He 
Punjaub. chose the former course. 	Hereupon a disturbance 

The Bombay presidency was not so closely commenced among the friends of the family ; this 
engaged in political and military matters as to was put down by the police;' but as the • youth 
neglect the machinery of peaceful industry, the remained at the mission-house, the religious preju- 
stay and support of a nation. 	Another of those dices of the natives became excited, and the digs- 
paths to commerce and civilisation, railways; was turbance swelled into a riot. 	A mob collected in 

'opened for traffic • in India in June. 	It was a 
portion of a great trunk-line which, when corn- 

front of the mission-house, entered the compound, 
threw stones and bricks at the house, forced open 	' 

pleted, would connect Bombay with Madras. 	The the door, and broke all the furniture. 	Mr Jenkins ' 
length opened was from Kb andalla to Poonah; and another missionary named Stephenson, retreated 	' 
and this, with another• portion opened in 1853, 
completed a route from Bombay to Poonah, except- 

from room to room, until they got into the -bath-
room, and then managed to climb over a wall 

ing a long 'tunnel under the range of hills called 
the Bhore Ghauts, which was not expected to he 
completed until 1860. 	On the day of ceremonial 

into another compound, where they found protee, 
tion. 	It was a mere local and temporary riot, 
folloWed by the capture of some of the offenders 	1  

opening, a journey was made from Bombay to - and the escape of others ; but it was just such a ; 
i 

Poonah and back in eighteen hours, including four spark as, in other regions of India, might have set t 
hours of portage or porterage at the Bhore Ghauts. a, whole province into a flame. 	The missionaries, 	j 
There were intermediate stations at Kirkee and estimating the youth's age at seventeen or eighteen 	• 
Tulligaum. 	The ' Company organised a scheme 
including conveyanse across the ghauts, by palkees 

year 	claimed for him a right of determining , 
whether ho would 'return to his parents (who 

and gharries, as part of their passenger contract. belonged 	to the Moodelly caste), or enter the 	, 
An instructive index to the advancing state of mission ; whereas some of the zealots on the other 
society in India was afforded by the fact, that side, declaring that his age was only twelve or 
one of the great Parsee merchants of Bombay, thirteen, advocated the rightful exercise of parental 
Cursetjee Jamsetjeo, was the leading personage authority. 	The magistrates, without entering into 
in the hospitalities connected with this railWay- this qtiestion of disputed figures, recommended to . 
opening ceremonial. the missionaries the exercise of great caution, in 

A few remarks on the sister presidency, and this any matterslikely to arouse the religions animosity 
chapter may close. of the natives; and there can be little doubt that, 

If Madras, now as in former months, was wholly in the prevailing state of native feeling, such 
spared from fighting 	and 	treason, 'it 	at least caution was eminently necessary. 

ed Ott. 

Queeies lieginwts in h&j/4 injunt.—Suflicient has been to modification in respect of localities. 	Many of the regi- 	' 
said in former chapters to convey some notion of the meets were at the time in detachments, serving in different 
European element in the Indian army in past years; the places; in such cases, the station of the main body only is 
necessity for increasing the strength of that element ; the named. 	Other regiments were at the time on the march ; 
'relation between the Queen's troops and the Company's these are referred to the station towards which they were 
troops; the difficulty of sparing additional troops from marching. 
England ; the mode in which that difficulty was overcome ;' 
mid the controversy concerning the best route for troop- 
ships. 	It seems desirable to add here a few particulars 

, 	QUINN'S TROOPS IN THE RP.NUAL ARMY, 
It may here be remarked, that the distinctions betWeen 

concerning the actual number of European troops in India ' 'fusiliers, 'foot,"light infantry,' Ilighlanders,' and 'rifles,' 
at or about the time to which this chapter relates, and the are more nominal than real; these are all infantry regiments 
localities in which they were stationed. of the line, with a veeial number attached to each--except 

Tile following list, correct as to the regiments, is liable the particular corps called the 'Rifle Brigade: 
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. 	. 	 • 	Osiorry. 

2d Dra. Ods., 	Lucknow. 7th I.+4 Dm, • 	Lueknow. 

. 	. 
• .Etspincers. 

	

, 	 • 	. 	; 	r 

	

11th Company; 	• 	ES190flittna,  1 21st•CoMPani• 	t 	CPI' "1'146  6th 	$ 	n 	.11leettut. .9th Lancers, 	Umballa.' 
7th o 	* 	Sealkote. 

• 
Alii. Trn., Stihat. Bennie*. • 

• 
• ' 	' 	 ' 

, 	Infuotry. 	 , 
normnarlitirry. 	 • 	. , 	. 	 , 

	

E Troop, . 	Allahahad. 	, '1,1,  Troop, 	. 	Luelmout 
411r foot, 	. 	•• . 	bajorat. 

' 18th ItoyatIrish, 	Poonnh. 
334 foot, 	.. 	. 	Poonalt. 

72d Highlandera, 	NeemneIt; ' 
78th 	n 	. 	Alum link.. gad Not,. • 	: . 	itujpoolutta: , 

Foot.artittery. 	• 	. 	' 	' 
Slat 	0- 	. 	, 	Kurachee. 
66,th. 	. 	. 	. 	Belgatnn. 

86th 	a 	. 	. 	Calpoe. 
aRtts . • . • 	.. 	Ahmedabad, 

28 Bet.ellt Cont. Beuares. lltit Bat.6th CoM.Lueknow. 67th 	o 	. 	, 	Aden. Old Ilighlandors, 	Bombay. 
ad 	• 	6th 	tr 	.Calcutta. 39th n Stk. 0 	Imeknotr: 64th 	 o 	. 	. 	AllYzArb. 0.51h•foot, 	. 	. 	ft ajpootana. 
6th • 	4th • a 	Litekrimr. /slit 	• 	fill 	a 	Runnel. 71st itlidefanders,' Calpee. 
611. •• 	ist 	o 	"Moulton. 
7th . .6th 	o 	. Itmoul Pindee. ' 

lath '. 	6th n  , Lneknow, 
14th w 3d 	.0 	Agra. . 	, 

8th o 	ad • 'n 	, Lucknow. 14th 	o 	4th 	n 	Alittlialiad. ' . cmr.tut's Trtoors 43 r115 AtAPAAS AUXT. 
9th to 	34.  •,. 	‘Dumdum. 

• • ,• 	• 	• 	Eitait , 

14th • 	7th 	n 	.Futte,0Itur. 

ocr.r. 
 The fallowing.' list applies, to the state. of afftiirs about 
the third week,airJranc•:  

4th CoMpany, • Lueknow, 	• 	I 93d•Company, 	laiekumr.  
, Capalryi 	1 . 	. 	 . 

. infantry. 1st Drag. Guards, Bangalore. ,I lithEnneers,' 	. 	licunto01. 
ath Fusiliers, 	. Calpee. 	"' '60th RIC,1stbat. shojelionpoor.    ' 	' 
ryth 	• 	. 	Meean Aker.  . 	2d 	• 	Dinapoor. Rorie-artillery.  ,. 
8th foot, 	'. 	Agra. Gist ' 	. 	• 	. 	J)eliti. . 
lath 	n 	' 	' . 	Mapper.  
lathLt. Infatitry,tioraelmore. 

111th 	. 	. 	l'eslutwur. 	I 
73•1 . 	. . 	. 	Sheergotty. 

II Troop, 	, 	 Mount; 
" 	, 	• 	. 	 . 	/ 	, 

19th foot, 	. 	. 	13arraeltpore. 
20th 	o 	. • ' 	. 	latektiotr. 
2311 ]ashlers, 	rAteknow. 

7601. 	. 	. 	Meerut. 
77th , 	. 	. 	Calcutta. 
79th 	. 	. 	. Puttritur. 

• ' 	. 	 Paoiarliffery, 
' 	• 	' 	' 	 • 	' .3d Pat..3d Cont.;Mangalore. 	I 1tth Ilat. Stheoni., tittudeieutti. 1 	 • 

94th foot, 	. 	Paroznore, 8011‘. 	. , 	. 	• Cawnpore. • 
Wili 	• 	. 	limb:111a. 
29th 	" 	. 	. 	Rangoon. 
M4.1 Lt. Infantry, Anaheim!. 
34th foot, 	. • AzItagitur. 
36th 	0 	. 	Dinapoor. 	" 
37th 	o 	• 	. 	Ghareepore. 

81st 	. 	. 	Nowshemit. 
8211. 	• . 	. 	Shaltichatzpoor. 
84th 	. 	Buser. 	, 	. 
87th 	. 	. 	Jullundiar. 
89th 	.• 	Cawripore.' 
99th. 	. 	. 	Luettnow. 

' 	, 	itiftehlryt 
. 1st foot, 1st Bat 	. 	. 	. 	Secundernbadt 

43,1 	t• 	,:. 	. '1 	.. 	. 	Bundeleutiti.. 
44th 	o 	 . 	Madras. 

• 6011i ilitles, 3a Illtlion 	. 	. 	Bangalore. a ,! 

, 

38th 	o 	'. 	Lucknow. 93d 	. 	. 	. Bareilly. 66th foot, 	, 	. 	.. 	 i 	Canunore.. • 
4211 tilghltmders113areply., 
62.1 foot, 	. 	, Sealltote. tad 	,, 	. 	. 	Imeknow. 
64th • . 	. 	Allah:dm& 

97th . 	. 	. 	Lueltnow. 	, 
98th 	. 	, 	Campbellpoor. 	, 
Rif. Brig., lid bit. I,uchnotv. 

n 	• . ad o Imcknow. 

65th 	o 	. 	, 	. 	. 	. 	linnioon. 
69th 	n 	 Visegaputam. 	, 
74th 	o 	. 	... 	. 	. 	, • 	. 	t  ' Bellary. 

. 	. 	, 	 . 
Summing up these entries, it Will be seen that out of the 

ourxs's .tr.00ns 13 11C DOMILVI .•qt)IY. 	, 	• 99 regiments of the line in the British 'army (the 100th, a 
The preceding list, relating to the Bengal army, gives 

the names and localities of regiments for the later weeks 
of June; the following, having reference to the Bombay 
army applies to the earlier part of the same month ; but 

new Canadian regiment,.had not at that time completed its 
,orgartiantion),.no less thaw 59 were in'India 'in, June 1858; 

the military with a proportIon , of the other branches of
illustrate 	the service. 	Nothing 	can 	more 	strikingly 

importance attached-to the state ofi,our Indian possessions. flit difference in this respeot cannot be considerable. 	' . 
Cavalry. 

• On • the' 1st of :Tannery 1857, there were 'about 26,000 
royal troops and 12,000 Company's 'European .troops in . 

3d Drag. Guards. Rirkee. 	1 14th Light Drag., 	Coiner,. India. • During, the ensuing fifteen Months, to April 1858, 
81h hussars, 	. 	 1.17th :Lancers, 	 . 	Icirkee. ,littseerabati. there were. Sent over 42,000. royal troops and 5000 Coin. • 

'pony's Europeans. ;These would have given a total of 
Horse-artillery. 85,000 British-troops in India; but it Was'estintated-that 

-M Troop, 	, 	. 	, 	, 	, 	poeinah, war
' 
 'sickn essi  and heat had lessened this number.to 50,000 ,. 

available effective men. 	At that tittle the arrangements' of .F6,01-n: 
1st hat. tfth Com., Baratta. 
4th. o 	;34 	n 	It4pootana. 

HI krp. 	 .. 	, 
11th Bat. 98 corn., RajPootana. 
14th 	U 	7th 	II 	Bombay. 	1  

the English authorities were suth as to insure the speedy 
;,,,,.,.,.,,,,4,, 	• 	1 	• of 'this European element to not less than 70,000 ''''' 

6th 	o " 1st 	a 	iande. 
• • 

14th 	n 	6th " ti 	, Con. India. 
14th u 8th 	t, 	Dharwar. 

'still man; -and during the summer,, 	further advances were 
made in the same direction. 	 . 

• ' 

', 
I 

.I., 	* 	 ' 
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CLIAPTER XXXII. 	 . 

GRADUAL 	PACIFICATION 	IN 	THE 	AUTUMN. 	• 
. 	, 

dars 

the friendly 

by violence 

. 	 , 
4.
, 

	

	
1' :the events of the three months 

--July, August, and September, 
1858—be estimated without due 

, 	i  considera+,ion, it might appear that 
‘ 	the prop* made in India was 
• - 

	

	hardly such\  s could fairly be called 
'pacification:\ When it is found how 

frequently the 3 agdispore rebels are 
mentioned in connection with the affairs 

of Behar; how numerous ,were the thalook- 
of Oude still in arms,; how large an 
force the Begum held under her corn- 

; how fruitless were all the attempts to 
the miscreant Vona Sahib ;,\ how severely 

thalookdars and Temin‘lars of Oude 
treated by those in the rebel ranks, as a 
of deterring others from joining the English; 

was 'Tanteea Tepee in escaping from 
and Napier,Smith and AIWA, with his 
plundered from the Maharajah.Scindia ; 

many petty chieftains in the Bundeleund and 
territories wore endeavouring tO,, raise 
in power, during a period of disOrder, 

and plunder—there may be some 

• 

justification for regarding the state of India 
) 
as 

far from peaceful during those three Months. 
But notwithstanding these appearances, -the pup.-
cation of the empire was unquestionably in progress. 
The Bengal sepoys, the real mutineers, were becom-
lug lessened in number every week, by the sword, 
the bullet, the gallows, and privation. 	The insur- 
gent bands, though many and apparently strong, 
consisted,  more and more exclusively of rabble 
ruffians, whose chief motive for action was plunder, 
and who seldom ventured to stand a contest even 
with one-twentieth part their number of English 
troops. 	The regiments and drafts sent out from 
England, both to the Queen's and the Company's 
armies, were regularly continued, so as stri render 
it possible to supply a few British troops to all the 
points attacked or troubled. 	There was a • steady 
increase in the number of Jilts, Goorkhas, Bheels, 
Scindians,Beloochees,4sc.,enlistedinBritishservice, 
having little or. no sympathy with the high-caste 
Hindustani Oudians who had been the authors of 
so much mischief. 	There was a re-establishment 
of civil government in all the provinces, and 
(excepting Oudo)i,u nearly all the districts of each 

v't 
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province ; attended by` a renewal of the revenue journalists of the Anglo-Indian press, it must in 
arrangements, and by the maintenance of police fairness be stated, did their part towards bringing 
bodies who aided in putting down rebels and about a more healthy state of feeling. 	' ' 
marauders. 	There was au almost total absence Of That the authorities at Calcutta were not insen- 	' 
anything like nationality in the motions of the Bible to the value of newspapers and journals, in a 
insurgents, or unity , of purpose in their proceed- region so far away from England, was shown by 
ings ; the decrepit Emperor Of Delhi, and the half- an arrangement made in the month of August 
witted King of Oude, both of them prisoners, had --which afforded at the same time a quiet but 
almost gone out of the thoughts of the natives— significant proOf of an improved attention towards 
who, so far as they rebelled at all, looked out for the well-being of soldiers. 	An order was issued 
new leaders, new paymasters, now plunder.' ' In that a supply of newspapers and periodicals should 
short, the British government had gained the be forwarded to the different military hospitals in 
upper hand in every province throughout Indira; 'Calcutta ' at' the public expense. 	Those for the 
and preparations were everywhere made to main- officers' hospital* comprised some magazines of a 
tarn this hold so firmly, that the discomfiture of higher class than were included in the list for the 
the rebels became a matter almost of moral men's .hospitals ; but such were to be sent after- 
certainty, 	Much remained to be done, and much . wards to the men's hospitals, when the officers 
time would he needed for doing it s• but the t had perused them. 
' beginning of the end' was come, and men In connection,  with military matters, in and 
could speak without impropriety of the gradual near the presidential city, it may ho mentioned that 
paCifiCation of India, the neighbourhood of Calcutta was the scene of a 

The events of these three months will not ' settlement or colonisation vary novel, and asamsatis- 
require 	any 	lengthened 	treatment; 	of new factory as it was novel, 	It has been the custom to 
mutinies there was only One ; and the military ' send over a small number of soldiers' Wives with 
and other operations will admit of rapid recital. every British regiment sent to our colonies or 

Calcutta saw nothing of Viscount Canning during foreign territories. 	During the course of' twelve 
the spring, summer, and autumn. 	His lordship, 
as governor-general, appreciated the importance 

months So many regiments arrived at Calcutta, 
that these soldiers' wives accumulated to eighteen 

of being near Sir Colin Campbell, to consult with • hundred in number. 	They were consigned to the 
him daily on various matters affecting the military station at Dumdum, a few miles north of Calcutta; 
operations in the disturbed districts. 	Both were and were attended by three or four surgeons and 
at Allahabad throughout the period to which this one 	Protestant chaplain. 	The accommodation 
chapter relates. 	The supreme council, however, 
remained at the presidential capital, giving effect 

provided for them was sufficient for the women 
themselves, but not for the childi'eu, who added 

to numerous legislative measures, -and carrying on 
the regular government of the presidency. Calcutta 

greatly to their number. 	Many of these women, 
being of that ignorant and ill-regulated class from 

-Was now almost entirely free from those panics 
which so frequently disturbed it during the early 

which soldiers too frequently choose their wives, 
brought with 	them dirty habits and drinking 

months of the mutiny ; 'rapine and bloodshed did tendencies; and. these, when the fierce heat of an 
not approach the city, and the English residents Indian summer came, engendered dysentery and 
gradually sobered down. 	Although the violent diarrhoea)  from which diseases a large number of 
and often absurd opposition to the governor-general women and children died. 	Other irregularities of 
had not quite ceased, it bad greatly lessened ; the ceuduet appeared, among a mass of -women so 
dignified firmness of Lord Canning made a gradual strangely 	separated 	from 	all 	home-ties ; 'and 
conquest. 	Some of the newspapers, here as at arrangements were gradually made for breaking 
Bombay, invented. proclamations and narratives, 
crimes and accusations, with a disregard of truth 

up this singular colony. 	 . 
The details given in former chapters, especially.  which would hardly have been shown by any 

journals in the mother-country; and those effusions 
in the 'notes,' will have shown how large was the 	, 
numbs'. of regiments conveyed from the United'  

which were not actually invented, too often received King( n.  1 and the colonies to India; and when it 
a colour ill calculated to convey a correct idea of is 	embered that far more of these lauded at 
their nature. 	Many of the journalists never forgot 
or forgave the restrictions which 'the governor- 

Caleutta than at Madras, Bombay, or Kuraehee, 
ifwill easily be understood how military an aspect 

'general deemed it prudent to place on the press they gave to the first-named city. 	Still, numerous 
in the summer of 1857; the amount of anonymous M as they were, they were never equal to thedemand. 
slander heaped on him was immense. 	One cir- 
eumstance which enabled his lordship to live 

Without making any long stay at Calcutta, they 

'down the calumnies, was the discovery, made by `To the officers' hospital—Cr/Mk Englishman, PAO! Ear- 
'the journalists in the following summer, that Lord Thi'V'tal;f,,, icio..troas,(:„dinfnrp  jealilVaug*j_irlkoal; 
Derby's government was not more disposed than Army TA four copes ClunUhers's Journal, four copies Family 
that of Lord Palmerston to expel Viscount Canning 
from office—a matter which will have to be noticed 
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marched to the scenes of action in the northwest, were discovered at the bottom of the tank. 	These 
In the scarcity of regular troops, the Bengalgovern warlike materials were. rendered almost valueless 
meat derived much valuable services from naval by the action of. the Water a but their presence,  in 
and marine brigades—men . occupying a middle 
position between soldiers and sailors. 	Captain 

the tank was not the less a mystery needing to be, 
investigated. 	The authorities, in this as in many 

Sir William Peel's naval brigade has been often similar eases, thought it prudent not to divulge the 
mentioned, in connection with gallant achieve- resulte of their investigation 
mints in Oude ; and Captain Sotheby's naval . The great 'jails of India were a source of much 
brigade also won a good name, in the provinces 
eastward of Oude, 	But besides these, there were 
about a dozen different bodies . in Bengal)  each 

trouble and anxiety duriira
Q 
 the mutiny. 	All the 

large towns contained such places of incarceration, 
which were usually full of very desperate charac- 

consisting of a, commandant, two under-officers, a tom ; and' these men were rejoiced 'at any oppor- 
hundred men, and two • light field-guns. 	Being tunity of revenging themselves on the• authorities: 
well drilled, and accustomed to active' movements, 
these parties were held in readiness to march off 

Such opportunities were often afforded ; for, as we 
have Many 'times had becation tb narrate, the 

at short notice to any districts where a few resolute Mutineers frequently broke open the jails as a 
disciplined men could overawe turbulent towns- means of strengthening their power by' the aid 
people; and thus they held the eastern ,districts of hundreds or thousands . of budmashes ready for 
in quietness without drawing on the regular any atrocities. 	So late as the 31st of July, at 
military strength of the ,presidency. 	The Shamon Mymensing, in the eastern part 'of Bengal, the 
naval brigade acquired great fame; ' the heroic prisoners in the jail,.six hundred hi number, having 
-Peel had made himself a universal favourite, and overpowered the guard, escaped, seize& many 
the brigade became a• noted body, not only for tulwars and muskets, and marched off towards 
their own services, but for their connecti on with Jurnalpore. 	The Europeans at this place made 
their late gallant commander:. 	When tliei brigade 'hurried 	preparations for defence, and sent out 
returned 	down . the 	Ganges,' the 'residents 	of such town-guar& and police as .they could muster, 
Calciitta gave them a public reception and'a grand to attack the escaped." prisoners outside the station. 
dinner. 	-Sir James Outram was present v at the About half of the number were killed or recap- 
dinner, and, in a graceful and appropriate way, 
told of his own experience of the services of the 

tared, and the rest escaped ' to work mischief 
elsewhere. 	It is believed, however, that M this 

brigade at Lucknow in the memorable days of the particular case, the prisoners had no' immediate 
previous winter. 	' Almost the first white faces. 1 connection witlarebels or mutinous sepoys; certain 
saw, when the lamented PlaVelock and I rushed out prison arrangements concerning food excited their 
of our prison to greecSir Colin at the head of oar anger, and under the influence of this anger they 
deliVerers, were the hearty; jolly, smiling faces of broke forth: 
some of you Sheranom men, who, were pounding So far as concerns. actual mutiny, the whole 
away with.two big guns at the palace; and I then, 
for the:first time in my life, had the opportunity of 

province of Bengal was nearly exempt from that. 
infliction during the 'period' now under. 'considera- 

seeing and admiring the coolness of British Sailors tion ; regular government' Was maintained, and 
under fire. 	you,  were, working in the open •Thera very few rebels troubled' the course' 'of peaceful 
plains, without cover, or screen).or rampart of any industry. 
kind, your guns within musket-range of the enemy, 
as coolly as if you were praotisingat the Woolwich 

Behar, however, was not so fortunate.. Situated 
between Bengal and Oude, it was nearer to . the 

target, 	And that it was a hot fire you were scenes of anarchy, and shared in them more fully: 
exposed to, was proved by three of the small staff Sir Edward' Lugard, is we'have seen, was employed 
that accompanied tis (Napier, young Havelock, and there during the spring months ; 	but having 
Sitwell) being knocked over - by musket-balls iu 'brought the Jugdispore rebels, as he believed, to 
passing, to the rear of those guns, consequently the condition' of mere bandits and marauders; he 
further from the enemy thin yourselves.' 	Such a did not think it well to keep 'his 'force in,  active 
speech from, such a man was about the most service.during the rainy season; when they would 
acceptable compliment that the . brigade could probably suffer more from inclement, weather' than 
receive, and was well calculated to produce a from , the enemy. 	He resigned command, on 
healthy omula,tion in other quarters. ' 	. ' 	' account of his shattered- health, and his Azimghur 
' The authorities at all the stations wore on the field-force was broken up. 	The 10th *foot, .and the 

watch for any symptoms which, though trivial in Madras artillery, went to Dinapoor ; the 84th foot 
themselves, might indicate the state of feeling 
among the 	soldiery or 	the natives generally. 

and the military :train, under Brigadier Douglas, 
departed for Benares ; the royal artillery :Were 

Thus, on the 10th of July, 'at Barrackpore, a summoned to Allahabad ; the Sikh cavalry and 
chuprassee happening to go down to a tank near the Madras 'rifles went to Sasseram ; and the 
the lines, saw a bayonet half in and half out of the 
water. 	A Search was thereupon Ordered; when, 
about a hundred weapons—muskets, sabres,, and 

Madras' cavalry to Ghazeepore, 	Captain' Rattray, 
-with his Sikhs, 'was left at Jugdispore, -whence he 
made frequent :excursions to.diSledge .small parties 

bayonets—With balls and other ammunition .  : of rebels,  
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, A series of minor occurrences took place in this Douglas gradually , organised 	arrangements 	 for 
part of Behar, during July, sufficient to require the another attack on this-place.. 	His object was, if 
notice of a few active officers at the head of small possible, so to surround Ummer Singh that he 
bodies of reliable troop; but lending on the other should only , have one outlet of escape, ,towards 
hand to shew that the military power of the rebels Benares and Mirzapore, whore there were sufficient 
was nearly broken down to be followed 1.iy the 
predatory excursions. of ruffian bands whose .chief 

English troops to bring him to bay. 	The rebels, 
however, made so many separate attacks at various 

or only motive was plunder. 	On the 8th a body of places in the Shahabad district, and. moved about 
rebels entered Arrah, fired some shot, and burnt with such surprising .celerity, that Douglas was 
Mr Victor's bungalow ; the troops at that station 
being too few to effectually dislodge them, a rein- 

forced to postpone his main attack for a time, 
seeing that Jugdispore could not be invested unless 

forcement was sent from Patna, which drove them he had most of his troops near that spot. 	All 
away. 	Brigadier Douglas was placed in command through the month of August we hear of partial 
of the whole of, this disturbed portion of Behar, 
from Dinapoor to Ghazeepore, including the Arrah 

engagements between small parties of rebels and 
much smaller parties of the English—ending, in 

and Jugdispore districts ; and he so marshalled almost every case, in the flight of the former, but 
and organised the troops placed at his disposal as • not the less harassing to the latter. 	At one time 
to enable him to bring small bodies to act promptly we read of an appearance of these ubiquitous 
upon any disturbed spots. 	lie established strong insurgents at Basserah ; at another at Arrah ; at 
posts at 	moderate distances in 	all 	directions. others at Belowtee, Nowadda, Jugragunje, 'Mos- 
The rebels in this quarter having few or no guns 
left, Douglas 	felt 	that their virtual extinction, 
though slow, would be certain. 	He was con- 

seegunje, .. Roopsauguty, Doomraon, Burrarpore, 
Chowpore„ Pah, Nurreehurgunje, ,Kuseett, Nissree-
gunje, and other towns and villages—mostly south 

stantlyon the alert; insomuch that the miscreants of the Ganges and west of the Sone. 
could never remain long to work mischief in one It is unnecessary to trace •  the operations in this 
place. 	Meghur Singh, Joodhur Singh, and many province during September. 	There was no rebel 
other ' Singlis,' headed small bands at. this time. army, , properly so called ; but there were small 
On the lith, Captain Rattray had a 	smart 
encounter with some of these people at Dehree, or 
rather, it was a capture, with scarcely any eneoun- 

bands in various directions—plundering villages, 
burning indigO-works molesting opium-grounds, 
murdering unprotected persons known or sup- 

ter at all. 	His telegram to Allaintbad described posed to be friendly to the British, and committing 
it very pithily : 'Sang= Singh having committed atrocities from motives either of personal rouge- 
some murders in the neighbourhood of Rotas, 
and the road being completely closed by him„ I 

anco or of 'plunder. 	Of patriotism there . was 
nothing ; 	for the 	peaceful 	villages 	suffered 	as 

sent out a party of eight picked men from my much from these ruffians, its the servants of the 
regiment, with orders to kill or bring in Sangram state. 	The state of matters was well described by 
Singh. 	This party succeeded most signally. 	They an eye-witness, Who said that Shahabad (the di*. 
disguised themselves as mutinous sepoys, brought trict which contains Arrah and Jugdispore) 'is one 
in Sangram Singh last night, and killed his brother of the richest • districts in Behar, and is pillaged 
(the man who committed the late murders by from end . to end •, it is , what. spit Irish county 
Sangram Singh's orders), his son; nephew, and would be with. the Rockites masters of the oppor- 
grandsons, amounting in all to nine personsL—bring- tunity; 	It was' a riot rather than a rebellion ; a 
ing in their heads. 	At this capture, all the people series, of disorders produced , by ruffians, Tether 
of the, south [of the district?) are much rejoiced. than a manifestation of patriotism or national 
The hills for the present are clear from rebels. • independence. 	To restore 	tranquillity, required 
I shall try Sangram Singh to-morrow.' The trunk- 
road from Calcutta to the upper provinces, about 

more troops than Brigadier Douglas could corn, 
maud at that time ; but everything foretold a 

Sasseram, Jehanabad, Karumnassa, and . other 
places, was frequently blocked by small partied, 
of rebels or marauders ; and then it became 

gradual 	suppression 	of this 	state 	of disorder, 
when October 'brought him more troops and 
cooler weather. 	. 	. 	. 

necessary to send out detachments to disperse We now pass on to the turbulent province of 
them. 	As it was of immense importance to Oude—that region which, from the very beginning 
maintain this road open for traffic, military and of the mutiny, was the  most difficult to deal with. 
commercial, the authorities, at Patna, Benares, and It will be, remembered, from the details given in' 
elsewhere, were on the alert to hunt down any the former chapters, that Lucknow was entirely 
predatory bands that might make their appearance. reconquered• by the British ; , that the line 	of , 

Although Douglas commanded the district in communication between that city and Cawnpore 
which Jugdispore , is situated, he did not hold was safely in. their hands ; that after Sir Colin 
Jugdispore itself. 	That place had changed hands Campbell, Sir James Outram, and • other generals 
more than once, since the day when Koer Singh had taken their departure to other provinces; Sir 

.headed the Dinapoor mutineers; 'and it was at Hope Grant remained in military command of 
the beginning of August held 'by Unirner . Singh, 
with the chief body of the Behar rebels, Brigadier. 

Oude ; and that Mr Montgomery, who had beeh 
Lawrence's coadjutor in the Punjaub;undertook, aS 
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chief-commissioner of Oudo, the difficult task of especially in relation to the unfairness of making 
re-establishing civil government in that (4stracted public a professedly 'secret' dispatch. 	The reply 
country. 	 • was not addressed to the earl, whose name was not 

It may be well here to take some notice of an mentioned in it throughout ; its address was to 
important state document relating to Oude and 4  the Secret Committee of the Court of Directors,' 
its government, its thalookdars and its zemindars. in accordance with official rule ; but the earl was 

During the spring and 	summer,* the two responsible, and alone responsible, for the dispatch 
Houses of Parliament were hotly engaged in a and the severe language it contained. The personal 
contest concerning Viscount Canning 	and the part of Viscount Canning's reply, the calm but 
Earl of Ellenborough, which branched off into a indignant allusion to the ungenerous treatment 
contest between Whigs and Conservatives, marked he had received, was comprised in the first six 
by great bittern= on both sides. 	The immediate clauses, which we give in a foot•note.* 	He pro- 
cause was a proclamation intended to have been ceeded to notice the strange way in which the 
issued (but never actually issued) by Viscount Ellenborough dispatch almost justified the Oudians, 
Canning in Oude, announcing the forfeiture of as if they were fighting for a righteous cause— 
all estates belonging to thalookdars and zemindars 
who had been 	guilty of complicity with the . 

quite legitimate in a member of the legislature, 
proposing a, reconsideration of the annexation 

rebels, 	The Earl of Ellenborough, during his of Oude ; but quite unjustifiable in a minister 
brief tenure of office as president of the Board 
of Control,. wrote 	the 	Celebrated 	' secret 	dis- 

serving Queen Victoria, who was at that moment, 
rightly or wrongly, the real Queen of Oude. 

patch' (dated April 	l9tb),t in which he con- Viscount Canning declined to discuss the policy 
demned the proposed proclamation, and haughtily which, two years earlier, had dictated the annexa- 
reproved the governor-general himself. 	It was a tion ; it was not his performance, nor was he 
dispatch, of which the following words were dis- * .i. The dispatch 	condemns 	in the strongest terms the 
approved even by the earl's own party : ' We must proclamation which, on the 3d of March, I directed the chief. 

comissioner of Oude to issue from Lueknow. admit that, under these circumstances the hostili- , 
ties which 'have been carried on in Oude have 

g 
.... Although written in the Secret Committee, The dispatch 

was made public in England three weeks before it reached my 
rather the character of legitimate war than that of h  intistanf.t will in a 

 few days be read in every station in 

rebellion, and that the people of Oude should i 3. Before the dispatch wasi published in England, it had been 
rather be regarded with indulgent consideration, 
than made the objects of a penalty exceeding in 
extent and in severity almost any which has been 
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empowered.to undo it when once done, 	But he  Another reply, written by Viscount Canning on 
felt it ineumbent.on him to point out the disastrous the 7th of July, was to the dispatch of the Court 
effects which 'might follow, if the Oudians wore of' Directors dated the 18th of May. 	In that 
encouraged by such reasonings as those contained dispatch 	the 	directors, 	while 	expressing full 
in the Ellenborough dispatch. 	Speaking of the' confidence in the governor-general, courteously 
Begiitn, the Moulvie, the Nazim, and other rebel requested him to furnish . an explanation of the 
leaders in Oudo, he stated that there was scarcely circumstances and motives which led him to frame 
any unity of plan or sympathy of purpose among the proclamation. 	This explanation he most 
them; ' but,' he added, 'I cannot think this want readily gave, in terms equivalent to those above 
of unity will long continue. 	If it shall once become indicated. 	lie expressed, too, his thankfulness for 
manifest that the British government hesitates to the tone in which the directors had written to him. 
declare its right to possess Oude, and that it ' Such an expression of the sentiments of your 
regards itself as a wrongful intruder into the place honourable court would be to me a source of. 
of the dynasty which the Begum claims to repre- gratification and just pride under any eircum- 
sent, I believe that this would draw to the side of stances; but the generous .and timely promptitude 
the Begum many who have hitherto shown no with which you have been pleased to issue it, and 
sympathy with the late ruling family, and that it . the fact that it contains approval of the past, as 
is just what is wanting to give a national character well as trust for the future, has greatly enhanced 
to her cause. 	An uncompromising assertion of its value. 	Your honourable court have rightly 
our authority in Oude is perfectly compatible with judged, that in the midst of difficulties no support 
a merciful exercise of it; and I respectfully submit 
that if the government of India is not supported in 

is so cheering to a public servant, or so strengthen- , 
ing, as that which is derived from a declared 

making this assertion, and in declaring that the approval of the spirit by which his past acts have' 
recent acts of the people of Oudo are acts of been guided.' 
rebellion, and that they may in strict right be It may be hero remarked that some of the 
treated as such, a powerful temptation will be European inhabitants of Calcutta, who had from 
offered to them to maintain their present struggle the first placed themselves in antagonism with 
or to renew it: Viscount Canning, prepared an address to the 

The governor-general's defence of the procla- Earl of Ellenborough, thanking hiM for the.'secrets  
mation itself we need not notice at any length ; dispatch, denouncing the principles and the policy 
the proclamation was never issued in its original acted on by the governor-general, lamenting the 
form—the subject 	being 	left 	generally to • the 
discretion of  Mr Ik'Sentgomery. 	The tenor of his 

earl's retirement after so brief a tenure of 'office, 
denouncing the 'Whigs, and expressing a hope that 

'reply  may be thus brief011eiClitett,=-"Mid.litt Went -"t4c earl,' wile-flier ia or out, of office, would long 
to Allahabad to reside, chiefly that he might be live to' uphold. the honeur•and interests of British 
able personally to investigate the state of Oude ; India.' 	• 
that he soon decided to make a difference between We now proceed to a brief narrative of the 
mutinied sepoys and Oudian rebels; that the latter course of events in Oude during July, August, and 
should not be put to death for appearing in arms ' September. 
against the authorities, unless they had committed 
actual murder ; that the general .punishment for 

The province, in the first of these three months, 
was in a remarkable condition. 	Mr Montgomery, 

Oudian rebellion should be confiscation of estates, as chief-commissioner, intrusted with largo powers, 
4 punishment frequently enforced against rebels in gradually felt his way towards a re-establishment 
past years, both by the British and by the native of British influence. 	Most of the -dependants and 
governments ; that it is a punishment which 'in adherents of the deposed royal family belonged to 
no way aacts the honour of the most sensitive Luckno*; and it was hence in that city that they 
Raj poet or' Brahmin; that it admits of every required most carefully to be -watched. 	In the 
gradation, according to the severity or lightness of provinces, the late king's power. and the present 
the offence ; that it would enable the government British power were regarded ' with about equal 
to reward friendly thalookdars and zemindars with indifference or dislike. . A sort Of feudalism pre- 
estMes taken from those who had rebelled ; that veiled, inimical to 'the recognition of any central 
most of the thalookdars had acquired their estates authority, except • in merely nominal matters. 
by spoliation of the village communities, at a There, were rebel forces under different leaders at 
time when they (the thalookdars) were acting under different spots ; but 'it' is doubtful whether any of 
the native government as ' nazims' (governors) or them were fighting for the deposed king; ,each 
' chuckladars' (collectors of government rents) ; 
that, as a matter of abstract right, it would be just 

leader had an eye to the assumption of power , 
by or for himself. 	Even the Begum, one of the 

to give these estates back again to 'the village king's wives, was influenced by motives very far 
communities; but that, as there would be insuper- removed froin affection to her lord. 	Great as 
able difficulties to this course, it would be better to Montgomery's difficulties were, therefore, 	they 
take the forfeited estates of rebellious thalookdars were less than would have been occasioned by a 
as government property, out of which. faithful concentration of action, a unity of purpose, among. 
viiiages and individuals might be rewarded, the malcontents., He ,re-organised civil tribunals 
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and offices in such districts as were within his miles, of that city, by the 28th • of July, having 
power, and waited for favourable opportunities to passed on his way through Nawabgunge—leaving 
do the like in other districts. the Rajah of Kupoorthulla to keep open his 

General Sir Hope Grant was Mr Montgomery's communications. 	His advance alarmed the rebel 
coadjutor in these labours, bringing military power army which was at that time engaged iu besieging' 
to bear where civil power was insufficient. 	In Mawr Singh in Shahgunje (twelve miles south• o 
the early part of the month ho remained at Fyza,be.d) ; it broke up into three divisionS—one.o 
Mallow, keeping together a small but efficient which (led towards Gonda ; a second marched for • 
army, and watching the course of events around Sultanporo on the Goomtee ; while a third made for 
him. 	Later in the month, however, he deemed it Tauda oh the Gogra. This precipitate flight slimed 
necessary to take the field, and endeavour to in a striking way the dread felt by the insurgents 
chastise a large body of rebels who were setting of an encounter with Sir Hope Grant ; for their 
up the Begum in authority at Fyzabad. 	On the numbers are supposed to have been at least ten 
21st he started off in that direction, taking with times as great as his. 	On the 29th, Grant entered 
him a force comprising the 1st Madras Europeans, 
the 241 battalion of the Rifle Brigade, the 1st 

Fyzabad,. and there heard that a large body of 
rebels were escaping across the Gogra a mile or 

Punjaub infantry, the 7th Hussars, Hodson's Horse, 
twelve light guns, and a heavy train. 	n was con- 

two ahead ; he pushed on with cavalry and horse-
artillery, but was only in time to send a few round- 

sidered probable that, on his way, Grant would shot into their rear. 	On the following day, Mann 
relieve Mann Singh,' the powerful thalookdar so Singh, now delivered from beleaguermeut, had 
often mentioned, who was besieged in his fort at au interview with him. 	-On the' 2d of August, 
Shahgunje by many thousand rebels. 	This eun- two of the three divisions of the rebel army 
ning time-server had drawn suspicion upon his contrived to join in the vicinity of Suitanpore,. 
acts and motives on many former occasions ; but whore they again formed a compact army of 
as'it was more desirable to have him as a friend eighteen thousand men, with eleven guns. 	Not- 

4t than an enemy, and as ho had unquestionably withstanding the escape of the rebels, Grant's 
earned the enmity of the rebels by his refusal to undisputed occupation of Fyzabad made a great 
act openly against the British, it was considered it4pression in the whole province. 	This place 
prudent to pay some attention 	to his present Ives a centre of Mohathmedan influence; while 
applications for aid. 	Grant and Montgomery, the near it was the very ancient though decayed city 
one as general and the other as commissioner, held of Ayodha or Oude, one of the most sacred of 
possession of the road from Cawnpore to Lucknow, 
and the road from Lucknow to Nawabgunge ; it 

Hindoo cities. Religious quarrels had often broken 
out between the two communities ; and now the 

was loped that Grant's expedition would obtain British shewed themselves masters alike over the 
command likewise of The road from Nawabgunge , 
to Fyzabad. 	These are the three components of 

Mohammedan and the Hindoo cities. 
It was a great 	advantage at this time that 

one main road which nearly intersects Oude Hurdco Buksh, a powerful zemindar of Oude, was 
'from west to east; the possession of it would enabled to give practical efficiency to the friendly 
render practicable the gradual crushing of the feeling with which he had regarded the English. 
rebel bands in different forts north and south throughout the mutiny. 	At his estate of Dhurrcu- 
of the road. 	The rebel leaders, about the middle pore, not far from Nawabgunge, he organised a 
of the month, were believed to comprise the small force of retainers, which, with two guns, he 
Begum of Oude, her paramour Mummoo Khan, employed in fighting against some of the neigh. 
Beni. Madhoo, Baboo Rambuksh, Bihonath Singh, 
ahandabuksh, Gholab Singh, Nurput Singh, the 

bouring thalookdars and zemindars who were 
hostile to British interests. 	Such instances were 

Shltzada Feroze Shah, Bhopal Singh, and others few in number, but they were gradually inereas- 
of ,less note ; they had under their . command ing ; and 	such agency the ultimate pacification 
sixl or seventy thousand armed .men of various of Oude would necessarily be in considerable part. 
grades, and forty or fifty guns. 	More than half of due. 
the whole number were supposed to be with the While Grant was encamped at Fyzabad, he 
BeguM and Mummoo Khan, at Chowka-Ghlit, 
beyond the river Gogra ; and to these Sir Hope 

made arrangements for routing some of the rebel 
bodies stationed in places to the east and south- 

Grant 'directed his chief attention. 	Where Nena east, whither they had. fled on his approach. 	Ho 
Sahib was hiding, the British authorities could made up a column—comprising the 1st Madras 
never 'definitely learn ; although it was known Europeans, the 5th Punjaub Rifles, a detachment 
that he *as near the northern or Nepaul frontier of Madras Sappers,a detachment of the 7th 
of Oxide. 	It was believed that he, as well as the Hussars, 300 of Hodson's Horse, and a troop of 
Begum, was becoming straitened for want of funds horse-artillery. 'With this force, Brigadier Horsford 
—appliances 'without which they could never was directed to proceed to Sultaupore, whither an• 
hope to keep their rebel forces together. important section of the rebels had retreated. 

:The general, with his force . from 	Lucknow, 
experienced no obstruction in his march towards 

Heavy rains prevented 	the departure 	of the . 
brigadier so soon as had been' intended ; but he 

Pyzabad. 	He ,arrived at a point within fourteen ________ . 
set forth on the 9th of August, and was joined on 
. 
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the way by a small force from Lucknow, compris- Gazette: ` The districts in our possession lie in a 
ing Brasyer's Sikhs and two horse-artillery guns. large ellipse, of which Lack/sow and Durriabad are 
On the 13th, Horsford took possession of Sultan- foci, the ends of one diameter being Cawnpore 
pore, after a tough opposition from sixteen or and Fyzabad. 	These cities are situated almost due 
eighteen thousand rebels; he not only drove the east and west. 	Our civil jurisdiction extends, on 
enemy across the river Goomtee, but shelled them 
out of the cantonments on the opposite banks. 

the average, twenty-five miles all round Lucknow, 
and not much less round Durriabad. 	Our line of 

The most determined of the combatants among communication is uninterrupted from Cawnpore to 
the rebels were believed to be those regiments of Fyzabad, which latter borders on the Goruckpore 
Mutinied sepoys which had been known as the district.' 	North of this belt or ellipse were various 
Nuseerabad brigade ; they had established three bodies of rebels 	under the Begum, - Mummoo 
posts to guard the ghats or ferries across the river, 
and held these ghats for a time with such obstinacy 

Khan, Feroze Shah, Hurdut Singh, and other 
leaders ; while south of the belt were other bodies 

as to occasion them a severe loss. under Beni Madhoo, Hunmunt Singh, the'Rajah of 
Sultanpore occupied an important position in Gonda, &c. 	Irrespective of these, were Nena 

relation to the rest of Oude ; being on the same Sahib and some of his relations who, though not 
river (the Goomtee) as Lucknow, and on the high to be encountered, were known to be still in the 
road from Allahabad to Fyzabad. 	It was evident northeast of Oude, near the Nepaul frontier. 	Sir 
that this place, from the relative positions of the Hope Grant had immediate control over both 
opposing forces, could not long remain at peace. banks of the Goomtee, near Sultanpore, and was 
The rebels endeavoured to regain possession of preparing for a decisive advance against the rebels 
it 	after their defeat ; while 	Sir Hope 	Grant 
resolved to prevent them. 	They returned to the 

as soon as ho was joined by Brigadier Berkeley, 
who was sent from Allahabad on an expedition 

Goomtee, and occupied many villages nearly oppo- 
site the city. 	On the 24th of August, Grant made 

presently to be noticed. , 
The portion of Onde nearest to Rohileund, whore 

preparations for crossing the river and attacking the energetic Moulvie had lately lost his life, was 
them. 	This plan he put in execution on the kept for a long time in a state of anarchy by 
following day ; when twelve hundred foot and two a combination of rebel chieftains, who declared 
guns effected the 'passage, and seized three villages hostility against the Rajah of Powayne for having 
immediately in front. 	The rebels, however, main- betrayed and killed the Moulvie. 	They at first 
tabled a position from which they could send over quarrelled a good deal concerning the possession of 
shot into the British camp ; this lasted until the the effects of the deceased leader ; but the Begum 
20th, when they were driven from their position, 
and compelled to retire towards Sassenpore, where 

put in a claim, which seems to have been acceded 
to. Although the authorities at Lucknow could not 

they reassembled about seven thousand of their at this time spare a force to rout out the insurgents 
number, with eight guns. on this side of Oude, the service was rendered 

The first days of September found this body of from, Robileund, as will be shewn shortly: 
rebels separating and recombining, lessening and In a district of Oude between Lucknow and 
augmenting, in a manner that renders it difficult the 	Rohileund 	frontier, 	a 	gallant 	affair was 
to trace the actual movements. The real mutinous achieved by Mr Cavanagh, who had gained so 
sepoys, the ' Pandies' of the once mighty Bengal much renown by carrying the message from Sir 
army, were now few among them ; and the James Outram at Lucknow to Sir Colin Campbell's 
fluctuating numbers were made up chiefly of the camp. 	Being appointed chief civil officer of the 
adherents of the rebellions thalookdars and zemin- 
days of Oude—the vassals of those feudal barons 

Muhiabad 	district, he arranged with 	Captain , 
Dawson and Lieutenant French to defend the 

—together with felons and scoundrels of various district from rebels as well as they could, by the 
kinds. 	On one day they appeared likely to retire aid of a few native police and sowers. On the 30th 
to Amethee, the stronghold of a rebel named Lall of July a body of 1500 insurgents, with one gun, 
Madhoo Singh ; on another, they shewed symp- made' a sudden attack on a small out-station 
toms of marching to Mozuffernugger, a place about defended only by about 70 men. 	The place was 
ten miles from 'Sultanpore ; while on a third, 
some of them made their appearance at a town 

gallantly held until Cavanagh and French reached 
it. 	One bold charge sent the rebels fleeing in all 

about twenty miles from Sultaupore 	on the directions; and the district was soon pacified. 	Mr 
Lucknow road. Cavanagh had the tact to win over several small 

At this time (September) the position of the zemindars to the British cause, by threatening to 
British in Oude, so far as concerned the possession punish them if insubordinate, and by undertaking 
of actual governing power, was very singular. to aid them if they were attacked by rebel bands ; 
They held a belt of country right across the centre they combined to maintain four hundred match- 
of the province from east to west ; while the dis- lockmen at their own expense in the British cause. 
tricts north and south of that belt were either in Many of the petty rajahs and zemindars had them- 
the possession of rebels, or were greatly troubled selves • been more than suspected ; but the civil 
by them, 	The position was thus-CM-0y described authorities were empowered to win them over, by 
by the Luck-now correspondent of the Bombay an indulgent forgetfulness of their past conduct. 
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be cut, 
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confederated 

destroyed 

. thalookda.rs 

. 	• 
another side of Oik, near. Allahabad and 

apex of •the Doabi  there were many bold and 
thalookdars, who held out threats-to all 
class who dared to profess friendship to 

English. 	A loyal thalookdar, Baboo Rampur- 
Singh, was attacked by a number of these 

chieftains with 	their 	retainers 	at 
; they took him and his family prisoners, 

his house, and sacked the village. As this 
of proceeding would have deterred friendly 

from a persistence.  in their loyalty, 
still more certainly deterred waverers from 

a choice adverse to the rebel cause, means 
. 

were. taken to. cheek it. 	Brigadier Berkeley 
placed in command ofa,'Soraon•Field-force,' hastily 
collected, comprising 200 of H.M. 32d foot, the 
Punjaub infantry, about 150 other infantry; two 
troops of Lahore • light horse, a detachment 
Madras cavalry, detachments of horse and foot 
artillery, and nine guns and mortars. 	The hriga- 
dier set out for Allahabad, where the force 
been collected, crossed the Ganges, marched to. 
Oude frontier, and came in sight of a body of rebels 
on the 14th of July, at the fort and village 
Dehaigu—one of the small forts in which Oude 
abounded. 	The rebels retired into the fort on 
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of Hindoo Rajah's House. 

approach, 
possession 

completely. 

as many 

of jungle 

destroyed. 
proceeded 

allowing his skirmishers to take easy 
of the village. 	He encircled the fort 

cavalry, and placed horse-artillery to watch 
outlets of escape. 	A firing by heavy guns was 
satisfactory to him, owing to the fort being 

hidden by trees and thick scrubby 
; and.  he therefore resolved on storming the 
by his infantry. 	.The assault was speedily 

thoroughly successful. 	About 250 of the 
were killed in the. fort and ditch; and about 

more were chased through the jungle and 
down by the cavalry and horse-artillery. 	The 

was not properly a fort ;• it was a large area 
surrounded by a dilapidated earthen wall 

ditch, and fenced with a thorny abattis, having 
house in •the centre. 	The rebels •being 

out, Brigadier Berkeley caused the jungle to 
the walls to be levelled, and the house 

After resting on the• 15th, Berkeley 
on the 16th to the fort of Tiroul, seven 

north of Soraon. 	Ho found this fort in the 
2t 

middle of an impenetrable thorny jungle, through 
which a few paths were cut in directions known 
only to the natives ;• it was surrounded by a very 
thick thorny abattis ; and it had walls, bastions, 
ditches, escarps, like a miniature fortress, with 
a stronghold in the centre to which the garrison 
could retire when dos* pressed. 	There were 
only three guns on the bastions, but the walls were 
loopholed for musketry. 	Sb thick was the belt 
trees and jungle around, that the brigadier cotlf2' 
scarcely obtain a sight of the fort ; he theref03 
deemed it prudent to employ his mortars :rid 
24-pounder howitzer before sending in his infantry 
to assault. 	This succeeded ;. the enemy evacpated 
the place during the night, leaving behind them their 
three guns and gun-ammunition. 	The infantry 
were on the alert to assist, but the enemy left thorn 
nothing to do. 	Fort Tiroul was then destroyed., 
fort Soraon had been. 	The former was ratlwr 
superior example of an Oudian fort ; althuiugA 
the walls and bastions were only of earth,itthiy 
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were of such considerable thickness, and were whether their number were few or .many, were 
aided so greatly by loopholed parapets, ditches, 
breastworks, rifle-pits, thorny abattis, zigzag in- 

all working to one common end. 	At no other 
city could Sir Colin receive news from all those 

trenchmonts, and thick jungle—that the enemy regions more promptly than at Allahabad. Again, • 
might have made a tough resistance to an infantry Viscount Canning found it necessary to be in 
attack, if they had not been frightened out by intimate communication with the commander-in- 
shells and balls, 	By a somewhat similar train chief, in relation to all projects and arrangements 
of operations, Brigadier Berkeley captured and involving 	military operations, on 	which 	the 
destroyed a fort at Bhyspoor ; and having thus ultimate pacification of India so much depended. 
finished the work intrusted to him, he returned 
with his temporary ' Soraon Field-force' to Allaha- 

It was desirable, also, that he should be near Oude, 
the affairs of which were far more delicate than 

bad. 	After a brief interval, he was again sent those of any other Indian province. 	Many events 
forth, to demolish other Oudian forts at places were likely to arise, concerning which the electric 
accessible from Allahabad, of which one was at telegraph, though instantaneous, might be too 
Pertabghur ; and then to advance to Sultanporo, 
to aid Sir Hope Grant. 	The two generals would 

curt and enigmatical, and which would be much 
better settled by a personal conference with the 

then command a semicircle of country, within chief to whom the government of the Anglo-Indian 
which most of the rebels iu the eastern half of empire was consigned. 
Oude would be enclosed ; and an advance of other 
columns from Luckuow would completely hem 
them in. 	There were many symptoms, at the end 

Orders and dispatches, military and political, 
were issued in great number from Allahabad, 
which was the substitute for Calcutta at that time. 

of the month, that numerous zemindars and Much progress had been made towards the con- 
thalookdars were only waiting for a decent pre- 
text, a decisive success of the British, to give in 

struction of a new English town, with houses, 
hotels, offices, and shops; and much also in the 

their adhesion, building of new. barrack; for the English trse.es 
The banks of the Ganges nearest to the province which must necessarily continue to be stationed Ott 

- of Oude, even so low down as Allahabad, where this important place. 	The governor-general and 
the governor-general and the commander-in-chief the commander-in-chief were each surrounded 
were residing, required close watching ; they were with his staff of officials, for the transaction of 
infested by bands of rebels, some of whom doves- business ; 	and both worked untiringly for the .. 
tated the villages, while others sought to cross the public benefit. 
Ganges into the Doab, and carry mischief into From time to time Viscount Canning gave efibct 
new districts. 	Towards the close of July—to cite to several recommendations made by the generals 
one among many instances—it became known that and brigadiers for an acknowledgment of the 
the rebels had collected many boats on the Oude fidelity and bravery of native soldiers. 	At a 
side of the river, ready to cross over into the Doab period when the treachery of the `Dandies' of the 
if the fortune of 'war should render this desirable, Bengal army had been prodnotive of such bitter 
The authorities at once sent up the jumna steamer, 
with a party of 130 Sikhs and two guns. 	At 

fruit, it was doubly desirable to praise and reward 
such native troops as bore up well against the 

Manickpore and Kunkur, some distance up the temptations to which they were exposed, 	On. 
river, they found more than twenty boats, -which one day he issued orders for the promotion of 
they succeeded in destroying ; but the two forts certain officers and men of the Hyderabad Con- 
were well armed with guns and rebels, and could tingent, for conspicuous gallantry in the action at 
not be safely attacked at that time—another and Banda ; and in orders of subsequent dates, other 
stronger expeditionary force was required to effect well-deserving native troops were singled  out for 
this. 	In August, and again in September, small reward. Ressaldars were promoted to be ressaldar- 
forces were sent up from Allahabad by river, 
which had the desired effect of checking these 

majors, dufiadars to be ressaldars or je 	adars, 
bargheers and silladars to be duffaslars, n iks to 

insurgents, be havildars, and so on—these being some of the 
Viscount Canning and Sir Colin Campbell both many designations of native military officers in 

remained at Allahabad throughout the period to India. 	One of the higher grade of native officers 
which this chapter relates—where, indeed, they in the Hyderabad Contingent, Ressaldar-major 
had long been located. 	It was convenient for Meer Dilawar Hossein, was made a member of the 
each in his special capacity, owing to its central First Class of 'the Order of British India,' with 
situation. 	Sir Colin needed to be informed daily the title of ' Sirdar Bahadoor.' 	Sometimes towns 
of the proceedings of all the brigade; columns, 
forces, and detachments which were out on active 

themselves were complimented, as a mode of 
gratifying the inhabitants, when good 	service 

service. 	Gladly would ho have kept them all had been rendered. 	Thus Sasseram became the 
under cover until the rainy season had passed ; subject of the following order : 	' As a special 
but the exigencies of the service prevented this : mark of the consideration of government for the 
some troops were necessarily in 	the field—in loyal services rendered by Shalt Koobeeroodeen 
Behar, in Oude, in Rohilcund, in Bundelcund, in 
the Mahratta states, in Rajpootana ; and these, 

Ahmed of Sasseram, and his fellow townspeople, 
in repelling the mutineers, the Right Hon. the 
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aorornor-generalis pleased to confer upon Sasseram 
the name of Nasirool Hook-Kusbah,"Sasseram the 
alder or supporter of the rulers."' 

Sir Colin Campbell's* daily duties of course bore 
relation chiefly to military matters. 	On one occa- 
sion, while at Allahabad, he reviewed the camel- 
corps as one of the reinforcements which from time 
to time arrived at that place. 	This was towards 
the close of July. 	It was a curious sight to see 
four hundred camels going through their military 
evolutions on the maiden or plain outside the 
city. 	These ungainly beasts performed almost all 

I 	the usual cavalry movements.-  Besides an armed 
native driver, 	each camel carried an 	English 
soldier, who occupied the back seat, and was in a 
position to use his rifle. 	The camels had been 
trained to the word of command. On a recognised 
touch of the guiding-string, they dropped on their 
knees, the riflemen descended quickly, went on for 
a distance in skirmishing order, remounted on the 
recall being signalled, and the camels then rose in 
their wonted clumsy manner. 	This corps was 
likely to render very-valuable service, by rapidly 
conveying a few skilled riflemen to distances and 
over tracts which would be beyond the reach of 
infantry. 

The commander-in-chief, a man indefatigable in 
the performance of his duties, acquired for himself 
the reputation of being a general who insisted on 
all the duties of regimental service being properly 
attended to by the officers ; to the effect that all 
alike should work for the common cause, in camps 
and barracks, as well as_in the field. The following 
order, issued about the close of August, will shew 
how numerous wore the duties -thus marked out: 
'The commander-in-thief begs that general officers 
commanding divisions and brigades will urge com- 
manding-officpm of her Majesty's regiments, troops, 
and batteries, to give their most particular atten- 
tion to all points of interior economy ; to examine 
and correct regimental books; to re-enlist soldiers 

. of limited service willing to renew their engage- 
month ; to complete soldiers' clothing and neces- 
series, examine soldiers' accounts, soldiers' claims, 
and small account-books ; to close, and render to 
the proper departments, the accounts of deceased 
officers and soldiers ; to examine arms, accoutre- 
ments, and ammunition, and repair deficiencies ; 
to continue judging-distance drills and musketry- 
instruction, as far as the climate will permit ; 
to provide occupation for soldiers without harass- 
ing them by mere routine/drills ; to consider their 
comforts, diet, and amusements; to re-establish the 
regimental school, and encourage by every means 
the study of the Hindustani language, both by 
officere.g.and soldiers disposed to study it ; to ascer- 
tain by inquiry what means exist in the neigh- 

* It may hero he mt‘tioned that, about the date to which these 
events refer, the cdnunantler-in.chicf began to be frequently 
d(aignated by his pearage.title. 	Ito had been created Baron 
Mlle of Clydesdale, in recognition of his 	valuable military 
services. 	To prevent confusion, however, it may be well, in 
the remaining pages of this work, to retain the more familiar 
appellation, Sir Colin Campbell. 

. bourhood of their quarters, both in materials and 
workmen, to furnish their regiments with boots 
and clothing, in the event of failure of the usual 
supply ; finally, to maintain the most exact disci-
pline, the strict performance of all duties, and 
proper marks of respect to officers; which will be 
much assisted by a proper example on the part of 
officers, in dress and deportment, regularity in 
their duties, and treatment of native servants and 

. followers.' 
This last clause, `treatment of native servants 

and followers,' related to a serious matter. 	Many 
of the younger officers, chiefly those whose know-
ledge of India had extended only over a few 
months, had acquired the habit of speaking and 
writing of the natives as if they were all fiends 
alike, to sabre and hang whom was a pleasurable 
duty. 	The atrocities of some were visited on all. 
The ' Pandies ' who had begun the mutiny were 
now mixed up with others in the common desig-
nations of `niggers' and 'devils ; ' and the officers 
above alluded to were far too prone to use the 
stick or the whip on the shoulders of natives, 
simply because they were natives, even when 
inoffensively employed. 	The observant. corms- 
pondents of some of the London journals were too 
much struck with this dangerous tendency to allow 
it 	pass unnoticed ; they commented on it with 
sec rity. 	The letters from officers, made puhlic in 

 th journals published in India, furnished abund-
ant proof of the feelings and language adverted 
to, conveyed in their own 	terms. 	Unless the 
mutiny were to end with general enmity on both 
sides, it was essential that an improved tone should 
prevail in this matter; and to this end, many hints 
were given by the authorities, in England as well 
as in India. 	. 	 . 

A few words will suffice to say all that need be 
said concerning the Doab and Rohilcund, the 
regions in which the mutiny really commenced. 

Rohilcund was troubled with nothing beyond 
trifling disturbances during the month of July; 
and these came chiefly from Oude. 	Rebel leaders, 
with small bands of depredators, 	crossed 	the 
frontier, and harried some of the neighbouring 
villages. 	So little, however, was there of an 
organised rebel army in the province, that the 
predatory irruptions 	were 	easily 	quelled 	by 
means of small detachnients of troops. 	At one 
period in the month a body of Oudians crossed 
into the northern part of Rohilcund, and -corn- 
bined with . a rabble under one NIMBI Ali -in 
the wild Roodurpore tract of country. 	As it w-as 
considered possible that an attack on Pileebheet 
might be contemplated, the authorities at Bareilly 
sent a small force—comprising the Rohilcund 
Horse, a troop or two of Punjaub cavalry, and 
three companies of the Kumaon levies—to Pileeb-
heet ; this movement caused the insureents to 
retire quickly. 	In the neighbourhood of kohum- 
dee, where much fighting had taken place during 
Sir Colin Campbell's campaign in the spring, 
bands of rebels still hovered about, looking for 
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any chances of success, and requiring to be care- but was speedily.  Touted out by '.small. detachment 
fully watched. 	One, of about four thousand men; sent in pursuit. 	DuringfAugust;:this'part Of India • 
was •under Khan Bahadoor Khan of Bareilly ; a was infested 'by "Men of the same 'clan, as those 
second, under Khan Ali Nazim of Oude, numbered who troubled so many othea.provinees—reckless. 
fire thousand ; and a third,. under Wilayut Shah, • adventurers and escaped felons, who took-advantage 
mustered three thousand. 	These, with twenty or of the state of public affairs to plunder villages, 
;thirty guns, might have wrought much mischief and -make exactions on every side. 	Some of them 
if combined with the Oude rebels ; but they wore were headed by chieftains who could boast of a 
so placed on the frontier of the two 'provinces few hundred retainers, and who, with retainers 
as to be nearly isolated, and afraid of any bold and rabble together, gave more organisation to the 
movements. 	The authorities, however, were on plunderers. 	The principal among them was Roop 
their guard. 	A force, including' De Kanteow's Singh, mentioned above, who kept armed posses- 
Horse, Was sent for the protection. of Pewayne ; sion of a fort at Barbee, Bhurree, or Barbey, - at 
and' Rajah Juggernath Singh, of that place, had. the junction of the Chumbul with the Jumna, and 
about two thousand men who could be depended occasioned great annoyance by attacking boats and 
upon to oppose the rebels. 	In August, the town levying toll as they passed. 	To. keep these krona 
and station of Pilcebheet were .frequently threat- Mischief-makers 	subjection 	required much , ,in 
cued by one Kala Khan, who had three.  thousand activity on the .part of the troops belonging to the 
'budmashes at his beck, 'with four guns. 	As it was district.. Towards the close of the month,' a force 
deemed necessary to defend Noria, a station about was sent out from Etawah purposely to -take this 
ten miles distant, a small force was sent out from fort and disperse the rebels. 	This was effectually 
Pileebheet to effect this: 	Kala Khan attacked the accomplished on the 28th. 	Suspecting what was 
force at Sersown, and brought on an engagement intended, the rebels attempted to check the pro- 
in which his three thousand were opposed to about, 
five hundred. 	He received a severe defeat, and , 
lost his guns, three elephasits, and . a number of 

gress of the beats carrying the detachment, at a 
place called Gurha Koodor, a fortified village three 
miles higher up. 	So long as the troops were in 

bullocks.. This occurred during the last week in the boats, the rebels made'a, show of determination 
August. 	In September, matters remained 'nearly: on shore ; but a landing soon scattered them in all 
in the same state; the authorities in Rohilcund directions. 	Tlie troops then re-embarked, floated 
could not at once spare troops in sufficient number down to 13urliee,• landed, took possession of the 
to put• down the insurgents thoroughly ; but. the fort, and compelled Roop Singh to make a hasty 
successes of .Sir Hope Grant, in the central parts retreat.., This done, they collected and secured all 

'. of Oude, would gradually but necessarily weaken the boats in' the neighbouring parts of the rivers 
the isolated bands of rebels, on the -frontier of the Jumna, Chumbul, and Koorarec, as a measure of 
two provinces. precaution, clearing all the rebels from the vicinity 

Meerut and Delhi had long been at peace. 	No of Dholpore. 	They then proceeded against the ' 
symptoms of rebel' armies appeared near those chief of Chitekeinuggur, another leader of rebel \ 
cities. • Sir ' John 	Lawrence, . having 	had 	the bands whom it was necessary to put down. 	In 
province of.Delhi attached to his government of September, Etawah, like the other districts around 
the Punjaub, was ruling it with' the same .vigour it, was very little troubled by warlike or mutinous 
as his 'other,  'provinces. 	All the natives, Hindoo proceedings. 
and Mohammedan, saw that he was a man not to Agra,  found ono difficulty in maintaining order in 
be trifled with. 	Many of the antiquated usages and near the city. 	Whon,In June, the temporary 
of the East India Company, in force • in other . success of Tautcea Topee and the Gwalior mutineers 
provinces, he abrogated, and introduced a •system gave some cause for alarm, the authorities of Agra 
more suitable to the actual condition of the country sent out troops to escort Scindia back to the capital 
and its inhabitants. 	The ' regulations,' as they are of his dominions ; and when, at a later date, those 
called, he 'abolished altogether ; and established in • mutineers were fleeing from Gwalior, and wore 
their place a system of government in Which Sum-- believed to be on the way to • Dhurtpore Or 
mary trial by via woe examination was adopted. Odeypore, a detachment was sent out to check 

" A military police was organised; and every village their- approach. 	This detachment consisted of the 
compelled to pay compensation for any damage 3d Bengal Europeans and a battery of guns, and 
done within its boundaries. 	' was placed in aid of Brigadier Showers's force. 

The district around Etawah Was occasionally The demonstration took effect; for (as we shall ' • 
disturbed by a dacoit leader named Roop Singh, 
who collected a band of adherents, comprising a 

see more in detail presently), Tanteea TOpee bent • 
his stopt•aouthward, 'away from the threatened 

few of the Gwalior Contingent, a few' of the assault; and Showers was enabled to send back 
mutinied troops from Scindia'S . own army, and the detachinent through Futtehpore Sikri to Agra. 
numerous matchlockmen from the ravines of the From that time, during the summer and autumn 
Jumna. 	With this motley force he levied con- months, Agra and its neighbourhood were at peace. 
tributions from such of the villages as were not Directing attention next to the Punjaub, we may 
strong.enough to resist him...lie 'made his appear- • remark that those wile had the keenest ,  sense 
anee at Ajeetmul and other places early in July ; of the 'value of loyal integrity in tines of 'trouble, 

- 	 . , 	. 	 . 
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Sir, Archdale Wilson to recapture Delhi. 
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states 

first 
engagements, 
abundant 
territories 
tion, 

July, 
were 
estates 
rajah, 
two—or 
Jhajjur 

gift 
one 
been. 
mutiny. 

Ameer,00l-Ontrah, 
Sees 

intervene between Lahore and Umritsir on 
one side, and Delhi on the other.• 	From 
to last, the rajahs' not only fulfilled their 

but more; and the ,government bad 
reason to be glad that these three 
had not been ' annexed ;' for annexa- 

if not the eause, was unquestionably one of 
aggravations to mutiny. 	Viscount Canning, in 

rewarded these three Sikh chiefs (for they 
,SilthS, though not exactly Punjaubees) with 

and honours. The Rajah—or rather Malta- 
for he was of higher grade than the other 

.Futialah received certain territories in 
and Bitudour, on a certain military tenure 

return for the. revenues. 	He also received the 
of a house at Delhi which, once belonging to 
of the begums of the imperial family, had 
confiscated on account of her complicity in the 

Lastly, his honorary titles were increased 
the following: ' Furzund Khas, Munsoor Zuman, 

Maharajah Dhurraj Rajahshur 
Maharajah Rajgan, Nirundur Singh Mahundur 

	

, 	. 
Balladeer '-,-an accumulation, the weight of which 
would be oppressive 	to . any but an oriental 
prince. 	The translation ,is said. to be : ' Special 
Son, Conqueror of the World, Chief of the Chiefs,, 
Maharajah of Rajahs''—‘and so on. 	The Itaj.:11., of 
Jheend received the Dadree territory, thirteen 
villages in the koolran Pergunnah, and a con- 
fiscated royal house at Delhi. 	The additions.were: 

" That he be allowed a salute of eleven gums; that 
his presents be increased from eleven .to" •fifteen 
trays ; that his state visits to the governor-general 
be returned by the.seeretary ; and that his honorary 
titles be thus increased : 	' Most cherished Son of 
true Faith

' 
 ,Rajah Surroop Singh Wake Jheend.' 

The Rajah of Nabah received similar presents, and 
the honorary appellations of—' Noble Son of good 
Faith, Berar Bunsce Sirmeor Rajah Bhurpoor 

• Singh Malindur Bahadoer' ,The revenues n,lade 
over to these rajahs amounted--to tbe 'first, about 
£20,000 per annum ; to the second, £12,000 ; to the 
third, £11,000.  

We may smile 	at 	these 	extravagances 
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compliment, but the services rendered . deserved a conduct for which his officer, Lieutenant Cookes, 
solid reward as well as an addition- to honorary titles. recommended him for this distinction, was recorded 
For, it must be remembered, the Rajah of Putialah in a dispatch from which an extract is 'here given 
maintained a contingent of 5000 troops—,protected- in a foot-note.*  
the stations of Umballa and linrnaul at the but- A 'very unexpected event, in July,• was the 
break of the -mutiny—guarded the grand trunk- revolt of a regiment, or a portion of a regiment, in 
road from Kurnaul to Phillour, keeping it open that region of India which was believed to be 
for the passage of British and Punjaub troops— more vigorously governed and in bettor hands 
co-operated with General Van Oortlandt in Hissar than any other—the Punjaub. 	The facts, as they 
—lent money when Sir John Lawrence's coffers afterwards came out (mostly, however, on hearsay 
were running low—and encouraged others by evidence), appear to have been nearly as follow : 
his own unswerving loyalty. 	Again : the Rajah The 18th Punjaub infantry, stationed at Dora 
of Jheend, whose contingent was very small, did 
not hesitate to leave his own territory undefended, 

Ismael Khan, on the western side of the Indus, 
Contained among its n 	 bets about a hundred T  

and march towards Delhi—assisting to defend most 
of the stations between that city and Kurnaul, and 
to keep open the communication across the Jurana. 

Malwaie Sikhs, a peculia 	tribe different from the 
'other Sikhs of the Pu jamb. 	These Malwaies 
planned 	mutiny. 	On a particular night, some of 

Again : the Rajah of Nabah, at the very outset of them were to. murder the ' officers Of the station ; 
the disturbances, proceeded to aid Mr Commis- the fort was to be seized , and the 311th Bengal 
Sioner Barnes in maintaining Loodianah—supplied native infantry, which h • been disarmed some 
an escort for the siege-traingallantly opposed the. time previously, was to ba re-armed from the, 
Jullundur mutineers—provided carriage for stores magazines and stores of the 	The two regi-

snouts
fort. 

-and made loans to the Punjaub government in a of mutineers, perhaps, oined by the Sikhs of 
time of tnonetary need. The districts given to these Renny's regiment at Bennoo, ivere then to embark 
rajahs, at the suggestion of Sir John Lawrence, in boats on the Indus, taking with thorn the guns, 
were so chosen as to furnish a -prudent barrier of ammunition, and treasure, and wore to float down 
Sikhs between turbulent Mohammedans on the to Dera Ghazce Khan ; here they expected to-  be 
one 'side and equally turbulent Rajpoots on the joined by the native garrison, 'with whom they 
other. would cross the Indus to Moulton ; ' and lastly, 

Nor did the authorities neglect to recognise the with two regiments from the last-named place, 
services of humbler persons, although, principally they hoped to march upon Lahore. 	Such was the 
from the proverbial slowness of °Mal movements, 
the recognition 'was Often delayed to tin unreason- 

account, probably magnified in some of its potion- 
tars, obtained' of the plans of the mutineers. 	So 

able extent. 	Occasion has more than once pre- far as concerned the actual facts, the Pilot was dis- 
sented itself, in former chapters, for noticing the covered in time to prevent its execution. 	On the 
bestowal of the much-prized Victoria Cross on 'Welling of the 20th, Major Gardiner of the 10th 
officers and soldiers who had distinguished theta- Punjaub 	infantry, and Captain Smith of the 
selves by acts of personal valour. 	Owing 0 the artillery, having received from some quarter a -hint 
dilatory official routine just adverted to, it was not of what was intended, went down to the lines at 
until the 27th of July-  that Sergeant Smith and ten o'clock at night, and summoned two of the 
Bugler Hawthorne received the Victoria Cross for . 	 • 	 . 
their intrepid services at the siege of Delhi ten * ,i advanced my half-troop at a gallop, and engaged Cid 
months before. 	Their regiment, the 52d foot, was enemy
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it. 	The instance was that of Gunner William through loss of blood, he foil Into my arms; 	placed him upon a 

Connolly, of the Bengal herse-artillery ; and the wagon, which shortly afterwards bore him In a state of uncon7 
, sclousness from the fight.' - 
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men to appear: 	One, a sepoy, came first ; he Was and cut them. down, while the peasantry captured 
ordered at once to be confined;.  but no sooner them for the sake of the reward offered. 	They 
did he hear the order, than. he ran off. 	Just as possibly reckoned on the support of the 1st Bengal 
the guard were about re-capturing this man, a 
jemadar rushed out, cut down one of them, and 

irregular cavalry; but this regiment remained loyal, 
and assisted in cutting down the sepoys instead of 

wounded another. 	The sepoy and the jemadar, 
who were the ringleaders in the plot, escaped for a 

befriending them. 
This occurrence strongly attracted the attention 

time, but were captured a few days afterwards. of the government. 	The disarmed sepoys, as has 
As soon as Sir John Lawrence heard of this occur. been more than once mentioned, were a source of 
ranee, he ordered the disarmed 39th to be sent to much perplexity ; it was not decided in what way 
Sealkote, where their movements could be more best to set them free ; and on the other hand, such 
carefully watched. an outbreak as this shewed that it would not be 

Still more serious, in its nature if not in its safe to re-arm them. 	There was at the same time 
intention, was the outbreak of the 62c1 and 69th a necessity for watching the Sikh and Punjaubee 
Bengal native infantry, with a native troop of horse- troops—now nearly 70,000 in number. 	Hitherto 
artillery, at Isfoultan. 	These disarmed regiments, 
like many others iu similar plight, were a source 

they had 	behaved 	admirably, 	fighting man- 
fully for the government at times and places 

of embarrassment 	the authorities. 	They could .to where the Hindustanis had been treacherous. 
not safely be re-armed, 	for their Hindustani That they had done so, afforded a justification for 
sympathies caused them to be suspected; while it the confidence which ,  Sir John Lawrence had 
was a waste of power to employ English soldiers placed in them ; but that sagacious man saw 
to watch these unarmed men in their lines. 	At that recruiting had gone quite far enough in this 
length it was determined to disband the two regi- direction. 	It was just possible that the Punjaub 
!flouts, and let the men depart, a few at a time, 
and under necessary precautions, to their own 

army might become too strong, and rejoice in its 
strength by means of insubordination. 

homes.' 	'When this order was read out to them, 
they appeared satisfied ; but a rumour or suspicion 

One of the incidents in the Punjaub during the 
month of August related to a physical rather than 

spread that there was an intention of destroying a Moral outbreak—the overwhelming, of a military 
them piecemeal on the way. 	Whether this or station by a river torrent 	The Indus, when about. 
any other motive actuated them, is not fully td enter the Punjaub from the Himalaya, passes 
known; but they broke out into rebellion on the through a narrow ravine in the . Irliagan Hills. 
31st of August. 	There were at Moultan at the The rocks on either side here, undermined by the 
time about 170 of the' royal artillery, a wing of 
the 1st Bengal Eunopeans, the 11th 	Punjaub 

action of the water through unknown centuries, 
broke away and fell into the river. 	Half the 

infantry, and the 1st Bengal irregular cavalry. water of the stream still continued to find its way 
Just as the mid-day gun fired, 	the two dis- 
armed mutinous regiments rose in mutiny, seized 

onward ; but the other half became dammed up, 
and accumulated into a vast lake. 	When the 

anything they could find as weapons, and. made a pressure of this body of water had augmented to 
desperate assault on the troops at the station not 
in their plot. 	The 62d made their attack on thk, 
artillery stables and the European barracks ; the 

an irresistible degree (which it did in fifteen days), 
it burstits barrier and rushed down with indescrib-
able force, sweeping away villages on its banks. 

69th went at the guns and the artillery barracks. At Attock the level of the river rose fifty feet in 
As these mutineers had few weapons but sticks, 
their attack appeared so strange, and was so 

one hour, carrying away the bridge of boats which 
constituted the only roadway over the Indus, and 

wholly unexpected, that the loyal troops at the destroying workshops and thnber-stores on the 
station were at first hardly prepared to resist banks. 	The Cabool river, coming from Afghanis- 
them, and a few Europeans lost their lives; but tan, and joining the Indus at Attock, had its 
when once the real nature of the mad. attempt stream driven backwards or upwards with fearful 
was clearly seen, the result was fearful. 	The rapidity ; it speedily overflowed its banks, and 
misguided men were shot or cut down by all parties destroyed nearly all the houses at the military 
and in all quarters. Of thirteen hundred mutineers, 
few lived to return to their own Hindostan ; three 

station of Nowsherah. 	`The officers,' said an eye-
witness, ' not knowing when it would stop, but 

or four hundred were laid low in and near Moultan, 
others were shot by villagers, others were captured 

hoping the flood would soon  subside, put all their 
things on the tops of their houses ; but the, water 

and brought in for military execution. 	It was still continued rising, and house after house went 
the nearest approach to the utter annihilation of down before it 	 The barracks were flooded 
two regiments, perhaps, that occurred throughout and vacated by the troops; and all, gentle and 
the wars of the mutiny. 	The sepoys sometimes simple, had to pass the night on some sand-hills.' 
behaved more like madmen, at others more like The barrack; being ' pucka-built' (burnt bricks 
children, than rational beings. 	In the present and mortar), were not destroyed, although flooded; 
case they had scarcely a chance of success ; for the other buildings, being ' rutcha-built ' (unburnt 
the Sikhs and Punjaubees around them displayed bricks and mud), were destroyed. The troops were 
no affection for Hiudustanis ; the soldiery shot at once removed to Peshawur ; but the destruction 
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of the boat-bridge at Attock threatened a serious intricacies of Mahratta dynastic changes. 	During 
interruption to'military movements. the general's operations in Buil&lcund, he marched 

Nothing occurred in the Punjaub during Sep- 
tember to need record here; nor did Sinde depart 

from Banda towards Kirwee in two brigades, 
intending to attack Narain Rao at the last-named 

from its usual peaceful condition. 	Both of these place.. This chieftain, a descendant of the Peishwa 
large provinces, filling up the western belt of India of the Mahrattas, possessed a rabble army, with 
from the Himalaya to the ocean, were held well in which for a time he attempted to block up the 
hand by the civil and military authorities. roads of approach to Kirwee. The resistance made, 

Attention must now he transferred to those however, was very slight; and shortly before Whit- 
regions which, during many months, had been lock entered the place, Radha Govind, an adherent 
disturbed by anarchy and rebellion—Bundelcund, 
the Mahratta States, and Rajpootana. These large 

of Narain Rao, escaped from the town in the 
opposite direction, taking with him most of the 

territories contained many petty chieftains, among armed men, and a large quantity of money and 
whom a considerable number were prone to seize jewels, but no guns. 	Narain Rao, and another 
this opportunity to strengthen 	themselves by Mahratta leader named Madhoo Rao, remained 
plundering their neighbours. 	Of patriotism; there at Kirwee. 	Their fears having been roused, they 
was little enough; men appeared in arms for their now resolved to surrender as a means of obtaining 
own interests, or' what they deemed their own forgiveness for their rebellious proceedings. 	They 
interests, rather than for any common cause came out to meet Whitlock, at a camping-ground 
involving nationality or affection to native princes. a &iv miles from Kirwee. 	Delivering up their 

Bundelcund and the Saugor provinces were swords, they were kept securely for a. time. Whit- 
chiefly under the military 	control of General lock took possession- of the town and palace, and 
Whitlock, who had advanced from Madras with found that the rebels had been busily engaged 
a force consisting chiefly of Madras troops, and in 	casting 	cannon, 	making 	gunpowder, 	and 
had gradually established regular government.in enlisting men. 	In the palace and its precincts 
districts long troubled by violence and confusion. were 	discovered 	forty 	pieces 	of 	cannon, 	an 
At the end of June, as the last chapter spewed, immense supply of shot and powder, two thou- 
Whitlock's force was divided into a great many sand 	stands 	of arms, numerous swords and 
detachments, which overawed the turbulent at as matchlocks, accoutrements of many of the rebel 
many different stations ; and the same state of sepoy regiments, elephants and horses, and a 
matters continued, with slight variations, during vast store of wealth in cash and jewels. 	It 
the next three months. 	It must, however, be was conjectured that the jewels might possibly be 
mentioned here, in relation to military commands, 
that—as one mode of facilitating the thorough 

those -which, half a century earlier, bad mysteriously 
disappeared from Poonah, apd were supposed to 

discomfiture of the rebels—Viscount Canning made be in possession either of Scindia or Holkar, the 
a new arrangement affecting the Sanger and most powerful of the Mahratta chiefs in those 
Gwalior territories. 	That portion of India having , 
been much disturbed during a period of more than 

days ; but the discovery now led to an opinion 
that the jewels had been stolen or appropriated by 

twelve months, it was determined to establish. Bajee Rao, father of Narain Rao, and hidden by 
there two military divisions instead of one, and to that family for half a century. 	As to the quantity 
place in command of those divisions two of the and value of cash and jewels captured,• it will be 
generals who by hard fighting had become aecus- prudent to venture on no estimate. 	Some of the 
tomed to the district and the class of inhabitants. Anglo-Indian journals spoke of ' a hundred and 
General Whitlock was appointed to the Saugor forty cart-loads of gold ingots and nuggets; and 
division, which was made to extend to the Janina, 
and to include the districts of Saugor, Jubbulpoor, 

forty lacs of rnpees,' besides the jewels ; but to 
whatever degree this estimate may NA been 

Banda, Ilitmeerpoor, and Calpee, with Saugor as exaggerated, the largeness of the sum gave vise 
the military head-quarters. 	General Napier was to many inquiries concerning the history of the 
appointed to the Gwalior division, which was family to which it had belonged, and of which 
made to include Gwalior, Sepree, Goonah, and Nena Sahib was an ' adopted' member. 	It then 
Jhansi. 	This arrangement, organised about the 
end of July, was to hold good whether any rebels 

transpired, that the first Peishwa of the Mahrattas, 
who died in 1720, was succeeded by Balajee Rao 

should make a sudden outbreak, or whether the Sahib ; one of Balajee's sons, Ragoba Dada, died 
troops were fortunate enough to have a period of in 1784 ; and from him wore descended Narain 
repose during the rainy season. 	Whitlock's force, 
consisting of H.M. 43d foot, the 1st and 19th Madras 

Rao and Madhoo Rao, by one branch, and Nene 
Sahib by another—or rather, 	all these three 

native infantry, with a proportion of cavalry and individuals were adopted sons of Ragoba's descend- 
artillery—was mainly in two brigades, 	under ants. 	According to the loose principles of oriental 
Brigadiers Macdulf and Rice. heirship, therefore, it was not difficult for any one 
• Brief mention was made in the last chapter of among several Mahratta princes to set up a claim 
a large capture of treasure by General Whitlock, to the enormous wealth which, at a time of discord 
This matter must here be noticed a little more at the Peishwa's court, somehow disappeared front 
fully, 	on 	account of its connection with the the treasury at Nepali.. 
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Throughout India, there was no province which the rest , being adventurers 	and yalkle. 	After 
more strikingly illustrated than Bundelcund the ravaging many villages, they approached the 
misery -which some of the villages must have station 	of 	Kirwee 	on 	the 	13th. 	Brigadier 
suffered during many months of anarchy, when Carpenter at once wont out to meet them with 
predatory bands were passing to and fro, and rebel a Small force from Kirwce; be found Runmunt 
leaders wore forcing contributions from all who Singh's hand drawn up as if for battle, but a 
bad anything to lose. 	Writing early in July few shots,sent them fleeing. 	About the same time 
concerning the Banda district, a British officer Punjab.. Siugh and Dere Singh were defeated by 
said: `This district has suffered very extensively a small force under Captain Griffin. 	Early in 
in the long interval of disorder to which it was August, Captain Ashburnor set out from Jhansi 
abandoned ; 	the 	various 	bands 	of mutineers with five hundred men, on the duty of dis- 
passing up from Dinapoor did great mischief; persing a few Bundela chiefs who had been 
various powerful villages preyed considerably upon engaged in rebellious machinations. 	The weather 
their weaker neighbours ; and, lastly, the Nawab 
and Narain Rao's officials extracted by torture 

being very heavy, and the rebels swift of foot, 
a long  period elapsed before anything decisive 

every farthing they could got. 	Many villages are 
completely deserted, and many more have been 

could be effected ; but on the 1st of September, 
he came up with a body of rebels, occupying 

burned to the ground, and the people plundered Mahoni, and Mow Mahoni, two villages on the 
of all the grain and cattle and other property opposite banks of the small river Pooj, both 
which they possessed. 	They have gained a very surrounded by deep and difficult ravines, which 
fair idea of what they are to expect under a native .rendered 	them 	strong 	places. 	After 	a, little , 
government ; and I firmly belibve they generally skirmishing, the rebels were driven by shot and 
hail our return with delight.' shell out of Mahoni, and Ashburner crossed to 

The difficulty of supplying English troops, or attack a fort at Mow Mahoni. 	Symptoms soon 
reliable native 	troops, 	to the numerous points appeared that the rebels were making off. 	Ash- 
where insurgents were known to be lurking, led burner despatched fifty cavalry, all be had to spare 
occasionally to rebel successes little looked for by at the moment, under Lieutenant Moore, to gallop 
the authorities. 	Thus, on the first of August, 
a party of mutinous sepoys, headed bra subadar, 
took possession of the town of Jaloun, near the 

after and, cut them up in retreat. 	Moore effected 
tide in dashing style. 

We now turn to a region further west, in which 
frontier of Scindia's territory ; 	this 	they were the operations were more important than those of 
enabled to do by the connivance of some of the Bundelcuud. 
inhabitants, who opened 	the gates 	for them. Referring to former chapters for the details of 
They were, however, speedily driven out by a Sir Hugh Rose's victory over the Gwalior muti- 
small force from Calpee, under Brigadier Macduff. neers, and of his retirement to Bombay after a 
A 'slight 	but 	brilliant 	cavalry affair 	occurred long season of incessant activity; 	proceed to .we 
about the middle of August, in a district of the notice the operations of the troops after he parted 
Sanger territory placed under General Whitlock's 
care. 	A 'body of a thousand rebels, under Indur 

company from them, His small but famous army, 
the `Central India. Field-force,' was broken up 

Goshun and other chiefs, had for some time b,een into detachments about the middle of July. 	The 
committing great havoc in the district, plundering hope entertained was, that the fatigued soldiers 
the villages, and ill-using all the inhabitants who might be able to go into quarters during the rainy 
would not yield to their demands. 	After having season, as a means of recruiting their strength for 
thus treated Shahpoor, they advanced to Garra- any operations that might be necessary when the 
kotah with similar intent. 	To prevent this, a cooler and more tranquil weather• of the autumn 
small force was sent front Saugor under Captain arrived. 	To understand this, it. may be well to 
Finch. 	He made a forced march ; and when bear in mind that, the rains of En fain furnish no 
within a few miles of them, seeing his infantry were adequate test of those of India, which fall in 
tired out, ho rushed forward with only sixty-seven enormous abundance at certain seasons, rendering 
troopers. 	So impetuous was the charge made by field-operations, -whether for industry or war, very 
these horsemen on the rebels, that they killed a difficult. The detachments above adverted to could 
hundred and fifty, took many wounded prisoners, 
and brought away three hundred matchlocks 

only in part obtain cessation of daties during the 
rainy season of 1858. 	At Jhaniii were General 

and swords. 	The leader of the rebels, Indur Napier and Colouel Liddell ; wi0 a squadron of 
Goshun, was among the slain. 	In another part the 14th Light Dragoons, a wing of. the 3d Bombay 
of Bundelcund, between 	Banda 	and 	Rewah, 
about the middle of August, were three groups 

cavalry, the 3d Bombay Europeans, the 24th 
Bombay native infantry, a company of Bombay 

of rebels—one under Baboo Radha Govind and Sappers, and 	three 	guns of the late Bhopal 
Gulabraee, a second under Runmunt Singh, and 
a third tinder Punjah Singh and Dere Singh. 

Contingent. 	At Gwalior, under Brigadier Stuart, 
were three squadrons of the 14th tight Dragoons, 

They were supposed to amount, in all, to six 
thousand men ; but only three hundred of these 

Meade's Horse, a wing of the nst Highlanders, 
the 8Gth foot, the 9th foot, the 25th Bombay 

were reg,utar sepoys, and two hundred horsemen, native infantry, a company of Bombay artillery, a 
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company of royal engineers, and a light field-battery. 
. 

peaceful times : seeing that. fifty shillings' amath. 
At Seepree, udder Brigadier Smith, were two of silver was offered for gold mohurs worth only 
squadrons of the 8th Hussars, two of the 1st thirty shillings each. 	On the 5th Tanteea and his 
Bombay Lancers, the 10th Bombay native infantry, 
and a troop of Bombay horse-artillery. 	Lastly, at 

. troops were at Dowlutporo, thirty-four miles south 
of Jeypoor; and it thereupon became a problem 

Goonah, were Mayne's irregular horse. 	Sir Hugh • whether Roberts could oVertake them before they 
Rose himself was at that time at Bombay receiv- reached the more southern states of Rajpootana, ; 
ing the well-won congratulations of all classes, and 
resting for a while from his exhausting labours. 

for he was on that day at Sanganeer„near Teypoor, 
During the next few days, large bodies of rebels 

At Gwalior, where the rainy season soon began were seen, or reported to have been seen, at places 
to shew symptoms,General Napier made prepare- whose names are not familiar to English readers 
tions for the comfortable housing of his troops: —such as Chatsoo, Lalsoont, Tongha, Gureasa, 
The Maharajah, now more firmly knit than ever 
in bonds of amity Nvith the British, lent his aid in 

Karier, 	Madhopore, Jullanee, Tonk, Bursoonie, 
Bhoomgurh,. (a.  o.—all situated in the 	northeast 

this matter. 	Sir Robert Hamilton again took up part 	of Rajpootana, and separated from 	the 
his permanent residence in the city, gradually Gwalior region by the river Chumbul. , We also 
re-establishing political relations with the various fled that General Roberts marched through or 
petty states 	around. 	During July there 	was halted at many places whose names are equally 
scarcely any, fighting in Scindia's territory; and 
the component elements of the now-dissolved 

unfamiliar—Sherdoss, 	Gurbroassa, 	Glooloussee, 
I)onghur, Kukker, Rumpore, and Bhugree. 	In 

Central India Field-force were allowed to renlain fact, the rebels marched wherever they thought 
pretty well at. peace, they could capture a stronghold which might serve 

Before tracing the Central India operations of them as 	a citadel; while Roberts tried every 
August, it may be well to see what was doing in means to intercept them in their progress. • On the 
Rajpootana during July. 	. 	. 9th, the rebels took possession of the town of Tonk 

After the siege and capture of Gwalior by Sir —situated on the river Buenas, nearly due east of 
Hugh Rose, as we have already narrated, the Nuseerabad, and about one-third of the distance 
rebels made a hasty flight northwestward, across 
the river Chumbul, into Rajpootana; where a 
victory was gaMed over them by General Napier, 
who had been despatched after them for that 

from that station to Gwalior; they plundered it, 
captured three brass guns and a little ammunition, 
and besieged-the Nawab in the neighbouring fort 
of Bhoomgurh. 	Roberts immediately sent oh a 

purpose by Sir Hugh Rose. 	They appear to have detachment under Major Holmes, in advance of 
separated, after that, into three bodies. 	The most his main, force ; and the enemy hastily departed 
important section, under Tanteea Topee and Rao ' as soon as they heard of this. 	To enable him to 
Sahib, 	received 	the 	especial 	watchfulness 	of keep up the pursuit more effectually, the general 
General Roberts, as comprising some of the best sent to Seepree 	for Colonel 	Smith's 	brigade. 
of the mutinied troops, and possessing -a large There was strong reason to suspect ''that the 
amount 	of 	Scindia's 	property. 	Roberts.  took rebels wished 	to 	penetrate into Mower 	and 
up the work which Rose had laid down. 	His Malwah, provinces far to the south of Gwalior 
`Rajpootana Field-force,' now that detachments and 	Jeypoor, 	and - in which 	the 	Mahrattas 
had been separated from it for service in various ' and Rajpoots counted many 'leaders who were 
quarters, was by no means a large one. 	It com- ripe for mischief. 	To prevent this southward 
prised 11..M. 83d foot, a wing of the 72d High- progress was one of the objects which General 
Landers, wings of the 12th and 13th Bombay ' Roberts held well in view ; this Was the more 
native infantry, a few squadrons of the 8th Hussars necessary, because the 	country ,here indicated 
and 1st Bombay Lancers, 400 Belooch horse, a affords many mountain.  fastnesses from which it 
light field-battery, and a siege-train of six pieces. would 	be 	difficult 	to 	expel insurgent 	beads. 
The chief body of rebels, under Tanteea Tepee and Roberts was disappointed in not being able to , 
Rao Sahib, made their appearance, a few days come up with the 0 walior rebels at Tonk ; but 'a 
after their defeat at Gwalior, at a point more few days',sojourn at that town greatly relieved 
than •a hundred miles to the northwest, threat- his troops, who had suffered severely daring a 
ening. Jeypoor. 	Roberts at .once marched from fortnight's marching in 	sultry weather, losing 
Nuseerabad, to cheek these fugitives. 	He reached many of their number by sunstroke. 
Jeypoor without opposition on the 2d of July; and By the 23d of the month, when Afajor Holmes 
there he learned news of Tanteea's miscellaneous was still in 'pursuit of 'the enemy, who were 
force of about ten thouiand mon. The rebel leader reported to be approaching the fortress of Mandul- 
was reported to have with him Soindia's crown- ghur in Mewar, Roberts broke up his temporary 
jewels and treasure, the former estimated at one camp at Tonk, and recrossed the river Bunnashis 
million sterling value, and 	the 	latter 	at 	two , movements being greatly retarded by.the swollen 
millions,,. The treasure, being mostly in silver, 
was of enormous weight; and Tanteea, had been 
endeavouring to exchange it for gold, on terms that 
would have tempted any money-changer in more 

state of the •stream and the swampy condition of 
the fields and roads. 	After wading Ifor a whole, 
week through an 'almost continuous slimy swamp, 
he came within twenty-four miles of Nuseorabad 
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on the 1st of August. 	Sending all his sick to that sovereign of the country ; it would have been 
station, he prepared to 	continue 	a 	pursuit of dangerous. 	Man Singh, thereupon, increasing the 
Tanteea Topee towards the south, with as great a number of his retainers within the fort of Paoree 
rapidity as the state of the country would permit. to three or four thousand, prepared to defend 

We now turn again to the Gwalior territory, to himself. 	Scindia had some time before stored the 
trace such operations as took place in the mouth fort with six months' provisions, in case he should 
of August. deem it at any time necessary to defend the place 

About the middle of the month, there were no from the rebels ; but this proved to be an unlucky 
fewer than five detachments of the late Central precaution, for Man Singh captured the place in a 
India Field-force marching about the country on single night, and then had the six months' supplies 
and near the confines of Scindia's Gwalior tern- to 	count upon. 	Brigadier Smith, finding his 
tory. 	Sir Hugh Rose's wish and expectation, that 
his exhausted troops would be able to remain 

eleven hundred men too few to capture the fort, 
sent to Gwalior for a reinforcement and for a few 

quietly at quarters during the rainy season, were siege-guns. 	In accordance with this requisition, a 
not realised; the state of affairs rendered active force of about 600 horee and foot, with five guns 
service still necessary. 	One detachment, under and four mortars; set out from Gwalior on the 
General Napier, had set out from Gwalior, and 11th. 	General Napier, feeling the importance of 
was on the way to • Paoree, on au expedition settling this matter quickly, resolved to attend to 
presently to 	be mentioned; a second was at it in person; he started from Gwalior, reached 
Burwa Senor, on the river Betwah ; a third at Mahone on the 14th, and Seepree on the 17th, 
Note, sixty miles from Jhansi, on the Calpee and joined Smith on the 19th. 	.On the 23d, this 
road ; a fourth at Fyzabad (one of many places of 
that name), fifty miles from Jhansi on the Saugor 

demonstration had its effect on Man Singh, who, 
with another chieftain, Ajheet Singh, had been 

road ; 	and 	a 	fifth, consisting of Sappers 	and holding Paoree. 	Napier poured a vertical fire 
Miners, were preparing a bridge over the Betwah, 
ten miles from Jhansi, 	Colonel Liddell, at that 

into the fort for twenty-four hours, and then 
commenced using his breaching-batteries. 	But 

period commandant of the Jhansi district, was on the enemy did not await the result ; they evacuated 
the aldrt to supply small detachments of troops 'the place, and fled through a jungle country towards 
to such places in the vicinity as appeared to need 
protection ; and he himself started off to Burwa 

the south. 	Napier entered Paoree, garrisoned it, 
and hastily made up a column, with which Colonel 

Saugor, near which place a rebel chieftain was Robertson started off in pursuit of the rebels. 
marching about with three thousand men and two Robertson, after many days' rapid march, came 
or three guns. up nearly to the rear of Man Singh's fleeing 

A circumstance, occurred, 	early in 	August, 
which led to an expedition in a new direction, 
and to au eventual co-operation of General Napier 

force ; but that fictive leader, scenting the danger, 
made his rebels separate into three parties, with 
instructions to recombine at an appointed place; 

with General Roberts in a pursuit of the rebels, and 	for the present pursuit was unavailable. 
This occurrence was an outbreak which required 
immediate 	attention. 	A potty Mahratta chief- 

When August closed, Man Singh was at Sirsee, 
north of Goonah, with (it was supposed) about 

tail), Man Singh (not Maim Singh 	of Gude), 
who had conceived himself aggrieved by Scindia, 
put himself at the head of 2000 men, and ou 
the 3d of the mouth, attacked and captured the 
strong fort of Paoree, 'southwest of Gwalior, and 

sixteen hundred 	men, but no guns. 	General 
Napier, 	having destroyed the fortifications 	at 
Paoree, and burst the guns, retired to Seepree, 
where he was encamped at the end of the month, 
making arrangements for a further pursuit of Man 

about eighteen miles from Seepree. 	Brigadier Singh in September. 
Smith, on hearing of this, started off on 	the While the forces in the Gwalior territory were 
5th from the last-named station, with a force thus employed, General Roberts was engaged in 
consisting of four squadrons of the 8th Hussars, 
the 1st Bombay Lancers, a wing of II.M. 95th 
foot, and three field-guns. 	On nearing Paoree, 

a more important series of operations in Raj- 
pootana. 	On the 1st of August, as we have seen, 
Roberts was sufficiently near Nuseerabad to send 

Man Singh sent a messenger to inquire what was his sick to that station, where they could be 
the purpose 	of the brigadier, seeing that 	the bettor attended to than on the march ; while he 
quarrel was with 	Scindia and not with the himself would be more free to make a -rapid 
English ; he obtained au interview, and stated advance southward. 	Major Holmes, many days 
that. his grievance arose from the refusal of Scindia, 
to recognise his (Man Singh's) right to succeed his 

before, had been sent from Tonk by Roberts, with 
a force consisting of 120 Bombay Lancers, 220 of 

father in the principality of Nerwar aed the H.M. 72d foot, four companies of the 12th Bombay 
country adjacent; and he further declared thathe N.I., and four guns—to pursue the retreating 
had no connection with the mutineers and rebels rebels in a certain (or rather an uncertain) direc- 
who were fighting against the English. 	Brigadier' tion. 	The duty was a most harassing one. 	It 
Smith, responsible for a time for the peace of that was difficult to obtain reliable information of the 
district, could not admit such a plea in justification route taken by the rebels; and even when the 
of the maintenance of an armed force against the route 'cr-it,4 known, they never once allowed him to 
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overtake, them—so :raPid.,were .their movements. 
So important was it ,considered to catch these 
Gwsslior mutineers,. that the Bombay government 
(with whom the operations in.Rajpootaha rested) 
sent out small. expeditionary forces from various ‘ 
places, according.as.probabilitias offered for inter- 
cepting the mutineers.. Thus, on the 1st of August, 
Major Taylor started from Neemuch with a force, 
consisting of 300 of H.M. 72d Highlanders, 400 of 
the 13th Bombay N.I.,180 of the 2d Light Cavalry, 

, 	 . 

a few engineers, four guns, and a military train. 
it was believed that, on That day, about seven
thousand of the Gwalior mutineers were , some-
where . between • Chittore and Rampoora,, a few 
miles distant from Neemuch; and Major Taylor 
entertained a hope that ho might iuteroept and 
defeat them. 	We have already seen that General 
Roberts had had a most harassing duty, attended 
with very little success, seeing. that he  could 
seldom manage to reach a town or village in 
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which the rebels had halted, until after they had 
taken their departure ; and it was now Major 
Taylor's turn to share the same ill-luck. He returned 
to Neemuch on the 7th, disappointed. Hisadvance- 
guard had seen the rebels near Rampoora in great 
force ; yet the latter, though many times stronger 
than himself in trcio ps,,would not stand the chance 
of au engageinent. The rebels escaped, and Taylor 
returned with his mission unfulfilled.  

One advantage, at any rate; the British could 
count upon at this period—the fidelity of many 
native rajahs, who would have terribly compli- 
cated the state of affairs if they had joined the 
rebels. 	Tanteea Topee sounded the Rajah of Jey- 
poor, then the Rajah. of Kotah, next the Rajah, of 
Ulwar, all of them native princes of Rajpootana 
and it was on account of the refusal of those 
rajahs to receive or countenance him, that „the, 
rebel made such strangely circuitous  rertiOhes 

from one state to another. 	Whither lie went, 
however, thither did Roberts follow him. 	The 
general, • after 	sending his sick to,  Nuseerabad, 
marched to Champaneer on the 4th, and to Deolia 
on the 5th. 	At that time, it lims believed that 
the rebels, checked in some of their plans by the 
floods, had turned .aside from Mandulghur to 
Deekodee, in the direction of Odeypore. 	On the 
8th—after a forced march with 500 of H.M. 83d, 
200 Bombay infantry, 60 Gujerat horse, and three 	, 
guns—General Roberts came up with a body of . 
rebels near Sunganeer (not Sanganeer near Jey-
poor), where they occupied a line on the opposite 
side of the river Rotasery. 	He speedily routed 
them; but as usual, they fled too rapidly for him 
to overtake them; they made towards the OdeYpore 
road. Roberts, again disappointed of his prey, was 
forced to rest his exhausted troops for a while. 	' 	' 

The general, when. Major Holmes had rejoined 
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him after a fruitless pursuit of the mutineers, 
again considered anxiously the 	conditions and 

clothing they wore ill provided ; and there was 
a probability that, if . once they ceased to be a 

possibilities of this extraordinary chase. ' He had, 
each day, to endeavour to discover the locality of 

compact army, they would individually be robbed 
by the Bhcel villagers. 	Nevertheless, whatever 

the rebels, then to guess at their probable future may have been the hope or expectation in this 
movements, and, lastly, to lay plans for overtaking respect, Roberts and his officers could never inter- 
or intercepting them. 	On the 11th, they were ccpt the treasure which Tanteea Tepee was known 
supposed to be at Lawah ; and on the 12th, they to have with him. 	This treasure, consisting of 
marched to the crest of the Chutterbhoo,,,s Uhaut, 
with a view of passing from Mowar into Marvar. 

jewels and money (except the share of plunder 
distributed 	among the men) 	was 	carried 	on 

Captain Hall, commanding at Brinpoora, held a elephants ; 	and 	so well 	were those 	elephants 
post at the foot of this ghaut, with a small force guarded, whether during fighting or fleeing, that 
sufficient fo deter the rebels. 	They thereupon the British could never capture them. 
changed their plan, retraced their steps to some Few of the troops in British service bad had 
distance, and 'marched over a rocky country to harder work 	with 	little 	brilliant 	result than 
Kattara er Katario, a village near the Nathdwara those in General Roberts's Rajpootana Field-force. 
Hills ; here they encamped on the 13th. 	Mean- The country is wild and rugged, the weather was 
while General Roborts, with his force strengthened rainy and hot at the same time, and the duty 
by that of Major Holmes, started from the vicinity intrusted to the troops was to chase an enemy who 
of Sunganecr on, the 11th, and by the evening of would not fight, and who were celebrated for their 
the 13th had marched sixty-seven miles. 	On that fleetness in escaping. 	Hence it was with more 
night he was at Kunkrowlee, within eight miles of than usual pleasure that the hard-worked men 
the rebels ; but his troops were too much exhausted regarded their victory at Kattara ; they felt they 
to proceed further without a little rest. 	On the had a fair claim to the compliment which their 
forenoon of the 14th he descried the enemy cleft ling commander paid them, in a general order issued 
through a very hilly country covered with rocks the day after the battle.* 
and loose stones; he had, in fact, reached Kattara, 
the village mentioned above. 	They took up an i 

After the victory at Kattara, Roberts left the 
further pursuit of the rebels for a time to Brigadier 

excellent position on a line of rocky hills, on the Parkes. 	This officer had started from Neemueh on 
crest of which they planted four guns, which they the 11th with a miscellaneous force of about 1300 
began to work actively. 	Roberts thereupon sent men, comprising 72d Highlanders, native infantry, 
Major Holmes by a detour into that region ; for, 
even if the rebels were not overtaken, it would be 

Bombay cavalry, royal engineers, royal artillery, 
Bheels, and Mcwar troopers. 	By a series of forced 

desirable to give tlism no rest to consolidate their marches, Parkes headed the rebels in such a way 
plans. 	At length the general had the gratification as greatly to aid General Roberts at Rattan. 	A 
of overtaking and defeating these insurgents, in few days' sojourn having refreshed them, the troops 
search of whom he had been so long engaged. He were again brought into action. Tanteea Topee, by 
advanced his troops through the defile, his horse- amazing quickness of movement, traversed a wide 
artillery beating off the enemy until the infantry 
could form into line. 	After a brief period, the 

belt of country eastward to the river Chumbul, 
which he crossed near Sagoodar on the 20th. 

robes shewed symptoms of retiring. On mounting Continuing his route, he arrived at Julra Patteen, a 
the crest, the infantry saw them endeavouring to town on the main road from Agra to Indere ; 
carry away two of their guns with a small escort ; it was on the confines of the Rajpoot and Mahratta 
a volley soon set them to flight, and rendered the territories, and was held by a petty chieftaiuess or 
guns au easy capture. 	The flight soon became a Rana. 	After a brief conflict, in which he was 
rout ; the rebels escaped in various directions, and assisted by a few of the troops of the Rana, who 
the victors came upon a camp covered with arms 
and 	accoutrements. 	The cavalry and horse- 

broke their 	allegiance, he 	captured the place, 
levied contributions on the inhabitants, and took 

artillery followed the fugitives for ten miles, cutting possession of all the guns, treasure, and ammunition 
down great numbers. 	Roberts captured all the he could find. 	Here, then, this extraordinary con- 
guns which the enemy had brought from 'Pink, 
four elephants, a number of camels, and much 

flict took a new turn ; a new region had to be 
attended to, although against the same offender as 

ammunition—with 	surprisingly 	little 	loss 	to before; and new columns bad to be despatched 
himself. M pursuit. 	The flooding of the river Chumbul cut 

It was at this time regarded, by some of the 
authorities, as a hopeful symptom that the rebels • The m.a.lorgetteral commanding has 	pleasure In 
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Tauteea. Tepee's men were laden with silver coin, 
their share of the booty from Gwalior ; this eash 

signalVurnishment onYthe 	 vi& 	The map.  r-seneral tenders his 
hearty thanks r.o all, and doubts not but their brave and earnest 
devotion 	will meet with the approval of his excellency the they carried with them, although in food and commander-imehlef. 
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off Roberts and Parkes for a time from a further remain ; he plundered the place of some treasure 
pursuit of Tanteca, Topee ; and therefore two and many guns, and then took his departure; 	He 
new columns were sent, one from Indore under must, however, have wavered considerably in his 
Colonel Hope, and one from Mhow under Colonel plans ; for he took a fortnight in reaching Rajghurh 
Lockhart. 	The great point now was to prevent —a place only sixty miles distant. 	He was prob, 
Tanteea from getting into Malwah, and thence ably seeking for any rajah or chieftain who 
crossing the Nerbudda into the Deccan. would join his standard. 	At Rajghurh, Tanteea 

Before treating of the operations against this Tepee was joined by some of the beaten followers 
leader in September, it may be well to see what 
progress was made in checking the rebel leader 

of Man Singh, probably by Man Singh himself, 
and seemed to be meditating an attack upon 

who had appeared in Scindia's territory—Man Bhopal. 	Tanteea and Michel were now both 
Singh. 	General Napier made up a new force, 
comprising certain regiments from his own and 

contending which should reach a particular station 
first, on the Bhopal and Seronj road, as the pos- 

Brigadier Smith's brigades, and placed it under the session of that station (Beora) would give the 
command of Colonel Robertson, with baggage and holder a powerful command over the district— 
vehicles so arranged as to facilitate rapid move. 
ment. 	Setting out from Paoree on the 27th of 

especially as it was one of the telegraph stations, 
by -which Calcutta and Bombay held communiea- 

August, the colonel marched eighteen miles to tion with each other. 	Michel came up with 
Bhauoro; on the 23th, nineteen miles to Gunneish; Tanteea Tepee on the 15th of September, before 
and so on for several days, until he reached he reached Beora. 	The rebels would not meet 
Burrinnpore, near the river Parbuttee. 	Here, on him openly in the field, but kept up a running- 
the 2d of September, he learned that a body of fight. 	When they saw defeat awaited them, they 
rebels, under Man Singh, were a few miles ahead, 
endeavouring to reach a fort which they might 
seize as a stronghold. 	Pushing on rapidly, Robert- 

thought more of their elephant-loads of treasure 
than of their guns ; they escaped with the former, 
and abandoned the latter, which they had brought 

son came up with them on the 5th, near the village from Julra Patteen. 	At the expense of one killed 
of Bujeepore. 	They had not kept a good look-out; and throe wounded, General Michel gained a 
they had no suspicion that an active British officer 
was at their heels ; consequently, when Robertson 

victory which cost the enemy three hundred men, 
twenty-seven guns, a train of draught bullocks, and 

came suddenly upon them with horse and foot, much ammunition. 
-while they were preparing their morning meal, 
their panic was extreme. 	They fled through the 

Towards the close of September, Tanteea Topee 
was in this remarkable position. 	He was near 

village, over a hill, across a river, and into a jungle; 
but the pursuers were so close behind them that 

Seronj, on the high road from Gwalior to Bhopal, 
looking for any outlet that might offer, or for any 

the slaughter was very considerable. 	These rebels chieftain who would join his"standard. 	Roberts 
were nearly all good troops, from Scindia's body- was on the west of him ; Napier, Smith, and 
guard and from the Gwalior Contingent ; they Robertson were on his north ; Michel, Hope, and 
were supposed to- have been among the fugitives Lockhart, on the south; and 'Whitlock on the 
from Gwalior with Tanteea Topee, but at what east. 	Active he assuredly had been ; for since the 
time or in -what locality they had separated from fall of Gwalior he and his mutineers and bud- 
that leader, and joined Man Singh, was not clearly mashes had traversed a vast area of the Rsjpoot 
known. 	About the middle of the month, Colonel and Mahratta territories; but he was now within 
Robertson was at Geonah ; Brigadier Smith was the limits of a cordon, from which there was little 
searching for Man Singh ; while General Napier chance of his ultimate escape. 
was watching for any symptoms of the approach Of the other parts of India, it is scarcely neces- 
of the last-named leader towards Gwalior or its sary here to say anything. 	The course of peaceful 
-vicinity. industry had been little disturbed, and the civil 

While affitirs were 	thus 	progressing in 	the government had been steadily in the ascendant. 
Mahratta country during September, new efforts All round the west and south of Rajpootana 
were made to meet the existing state of things did this state of things continue, and so down- 
a little further to the west. 	When Tanteea Tepee 
crossed the Chumbul towards Julra Patteen, and 

ward into the long-established districts of Suit, 
Poonab, Bombay, de. 	It is well to observe, how- 

when that river began to swell, general Roberts's ever, that oven in the Bombay presidency, slight 
Rajpootana Field-force was unable conveniently occurrences showed from time to time that the 
to continue the pursuit of the rebel; and, there- leaven of Hindustani ‘pandyism' was working 
fore, arrangements wore made from the south. mischief. 	The safety of that army depended on 
As a means 	of hemming in the rebels as an admixture of different creeds and castes in its 
much as possible, and preventing them from 
carrying 	their mischief into 	other regions, 	a 

rayk ; there were in it Rajpoots and Brahmins, 
as in the (late) Bengal native army, and these 

' Malwah Field-force' was sent up from Mhow, 
under Ceneral Michel. 	Tanteea Topee does not 
appear to have regarded Julra Patteen as a 

elements were sometimes worked upon by fer-
mentors of mischief. Generally speaking, however, 
these, as well as the other components of tad 

stronghold in which it was worth his while to Bombay army, behaved well. 	Their faithfulness 
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was SheWnin the month of 'August, in connection,' 
with a' eiremnstanee which might else have been 
productive of disaster. • Among the troops, quer- 
tered at Gwalior' after its. reconquest by Sir Hugh 
Rose was the 25th Bombay N.,  I,, containing, like 
other regiments of the same army;  a small proper- 
film of Hindustani Ohdians. A non-commissioned 
officer of thiS regiment, a havildartmajor, went to 
the adjutant, and told him ,that a Brahinin pundit, 
one :Woman Bhut, Was endeavouring to, tamper 
with the Hindustanis of the regiment, and, through 
them,- with 	the. regiment' generally; Ii.c. Also 

. 	 . 

. 	. 	• 
expressed an opinion' that there were persons in ' 

. the city, of Gwalior concerned in this conspiracy. 
captain Little, when Informed by the adjutant of 
this communication,laid a' plan . for detecting the,. 
plotters. , He found Ilavildar-major Koonjui Singh, 
Naik Boorga ,Tewarree, and private Snunoo Latlit 
ready to aid him. 	These three native soldiers, 
pretending' to bend to the Brahmin's solicitations, . 

, gradually learned many particulars of the conspir- ', 
' nay, which they faithfully revealedto the captain,' 

A. • purwannali or written order was • produced, 
from no less' a personage than.Nerut Sahib, making 
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magnificent promises •if ,the' • regiment, or any 
portion of it, would join his standard ; they were 
to.kill all their officers, and-as many Europeans ea 
possible, and then depart to a place apt-minted. At 
length; on the fiffth, the,naik made an appointment, 
to meet the two chief conspirators; a Brahmin and 
a Mahratta chief, under a largetree near the Own ; 
-where the havildan•major would expect to hat,e• 
an opportunity of reading the purwannah...Captain 
Little, with the adjutant and the quartermaster, 
arranged to Move suddenly to the , spot at the 
appointed time : they did .'se ; the Conspirators • 
were. seized, and the document taken from them. 
Two other leaders in the plot Wore afterwards 
seized : all four wore blown from guns on. the 
7th of September ; and many others were placed 
in 'confinement on evidence' furnished by the 

I 	. 	, 
' 	 , 	• 	 . 	. 

purtve.nnah itself'. 	It became evident that .Neria, 
Sahib, it Nahratta, had many emissaries at work 
•in this Mahratta territory, altionigh be himself 
was hiding M inglorious security far-away. • 	- 

Lord Elphinstone,, governor.of Bombay, with his 
commander-in-chief, 'Sir Henry Somerset, estab, 
lished several new corps as means of gradually 
increasing the strength. of the,' Bombay Army., , 
Two Belot:1(3h regiments, a 2d. regiment, of South 
Mahratta Horse, and a Bombay Naval 'Artillery 
Brigade, were' among the, new components of 
the army. 	 a 	, 

The Benth Mahratta • country, lower doWn the 
peninsula than Bombay, had quite recovered from 
the disturbances Which 	marked it in earlier 
months. Satara, Kolapore, Sawuntwaree, Belgaurn 
--all were peaceful. Oh the eastern or Madras side 
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of the peninsula, too, troubles were few. 	It is true, 
there was a repetition in September of a dispute 
which had occurred three months before, between 

. natives who wished to bring up their children in 
.their own faith, and missionaries who wished''to 
convert those children to Christianity; Ind this 
was a source of discord which the governor, 'if 
firm, could readily 'allay. 	Lord Harris' had not 
an Indian reputation . like that of Lawrence or 
Blphinstone ; but he bad tact and decision enough 
for the duties of his office—the maintenance of 
peace in a presidency where there were few 'or no 
Hindustani sepoys. 

Of the large country of the Deccan Hyderabad, 
or the Nizam's dominions, nothing disastrous has 
to be told. 	A pleasant proof was afforded of the 
continuance 	of friendly relations between 	the 
British and the Nizam, by a grand banquet given 
at Hyderabad on the 2d of July by Salar Jung to 
Colonel Davidscrn. 	These two officers—the one 
prime-minister to the Nizam, the other British 
resident at the Nizatife court—bad throughout 
the mutinies acted in perfect harmony and good 
faith. 	All the British officers and their families 
at Secunderabad, the cantonment of the Ilydera- 
bad Contingent, were invited. 	The guests came 
from Secunderabad to the Residency at Hydora- 
bad, and thence on elephants and in palanquins to 

the ministers palace. 	The entertainment was in 
celebration of the birth •of the Nizam's son, Meer 
Akbar Ally, heir to the throne of the Deccan ; 
and everything was done, by an adinNture of 
oriental magnificence with European courtesies, 
to render, it worthy of the occasion. 	It was, 
 however, not  so much the grandeur of the 
banquet, as the sentiment it conveyed towards the 
British at a 'critical time, that rendered this pro-
ceeding on the part of the Nizam's prime-minister 
important, 	The Nizam's dominions were at that 
time the same of party struggles between two sets 
of politicians—the adherents of Salar Jung, and 
those of Shumsul Oomrah ; but both of the leaders 
were fortunately advocates of an English alliance. 

Tho northwest portion of the Nizam's dominions, 
around Aurtingabad and Jaulnah, in near neigh-
bourhood to somo of the 'Mahratta states, was 
troubled eccasionally by bands of marauders, who 
hoped to establish a link of connection• between 
the anarchists of ,llindostan and those 	of the 
Deccan. 	They were, however, kept in check by 
Colonel Doatsou, who brought his corps of irregu. 
lars, ' Beatson's Horse,' to Jaulnah, there to remain 
during the rainy season—maintaining order in 
the surrounding districts, and holding himself 
ready to march with his troopers to any disturbed 
region where their services might be needed. 
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but whether 
a vieerey,• 
a question 
no wonder: 
for Englishmen, 
of newspapers, 
the Crown 
the Punjaub 
or by the, 
Company 
jaub,warl 
of Oude, the 
Burmese -war—were 
and for the, 

". redorded-,-the 

.i 
r HE demise of the groat East 

••1 \''t:  India .Company has now,„td the 
'cessation. -of • funs-. 

* tions In the mightiest and Most ", 
 ' • extraordinary :corathereial -body, 

' the world ever saw. ,, The natives 
of. india .never -  did and never could 
rightly understand the relationi borne 
by. the Company to the crown and 

'nation of. England, 	They. were. faun.- 
with-:some such...name as ' Koompanee ;'. 

this Koo.mranee Avas a king; a queen, ' 
a' minister, a•counciW 1,parliament, was 
left in a state of ludierous doubt. 	And 	' 

Ithaa at all thus been, difficult even 
accustomed to the daily 'perusal 

to understand the relations,between 
and the Company.. •Men asked whether 

was taken, possesSion 'of by the -Queen : 
Company; and if by the Qtteen„why the 
was made to bear the expense of the Pon.:  

So of the war in Persia, the annexation 
disastrous campaign in Afghanistan, the 

these' operations conducted by 
Queen, or by. and for the Company?-- 

3r 

0. 	• 	. 	 , . 	. • • 	• 	. 
who Was to blame.  if wrongl--who to bear the 
cost whether right or wrong •i•-ivlio to reap; the ad-

: vantage? Even inetnbersofparliament.gave contra.- 
dictory answers:to these and similar questions ;,nay, 

: the ..cabinet. :ministers and the ;Court 4, DireCtors 
' disputed on, these very. points. 	,The Company . 
'was: gradually .shorn of its . trading' privileges by 
statutes passed in, the years 1813,- 1833, and 1853 ; 
and as:its governing•privileges Innis  in great part, 

• gone over„to the Board, 'of Control, it seemed by 
no means,, clear • for. What purpose the • Company 
continued to:* exist; 	There 'was' a guarantee of 
101 per.  cent. on 8;009,000 of India-stock,Secured ' 
out of the -revemles of India-,-,the•  stock to be 
redeemable. by. parliament at ;cent. per . cent.'Pre-
whiny after...the. year 1874,; and .it appeared as if 
the Whole .maChipery , of the, Indian government 
was maintained Merely' to insure ,This. dividend, 

, and to,  obtain. •Offices and emoluments. for 'persons ' 1 
'connected with , the 	Company: .. The, airectors' 
always, disowned this. narrow,  view, of the Corm'- . 
'patty's position ; and there can be no, doubt that 1 
many of. them and of their servants bad the ' 
welfare.-of the magnificent Indian empire deeply 

' at, heart. 	•Stii1,. l ithe 	anomaly remained,, of, a 	' 
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governing body whose governing powers no one ' double 'government' of India would cease ; and.  
rightly understood. 	 , 	' a written notice or letter to this effect was, trans- 

When the Revolt began in 1857, the nation's milted from the First Lord of the Treasury to the 
cry was at once against the East India Coinpany. Court of Directors on the 23d, 
The Company must have governed. wrongly, it was During the period of six or seven weeks between 
argued, or this calamity would never have occurred, the preliminary and the regular sessions, the 
Throughout a period of six. months did a storm journalists had full scope for their speculations. 
of 	indignation continue, in speeches, r.addresses„. Those who, from the first, had attributed the 
lectures, 	sermons, 	pamphlets, 	books, reviews, 
magazines, and. leading articles in newspapers. 

Revolt in India to the Company's misgoverunient, 
rejoiced in the hoped-for extinction of that body, 

By degrees the inquiry arose, whether the directors and sketched . delightful pictures of happy India 
were free agents in the mode of governing India ; under imperial 'sway, 	Those who supported the 
whether the Board of Control did not overrule Company and vested interests, predicted the utter 
them ; and whether the disasters were not trace- ruin of British influence in India if 'parliamentary 
able fully as much to the Board as to the directors I government' were introduced—a mode of govern- 
Hence arose another question, whether the double xnent, as they alleged, neither cared for nor under- 
government—by a Court sitting in Leadenhall stood by the natives of that region, and 'utterly 
Street, and a Board sitting in Cannon Row—was unsuited to oriental ideas. 	Those, the moderate 
not an evil that ought to he abolished, even without thinkers,who believed.  that on this as on other 
reference to actual blame as concerning the Revolt t subjects he truth lies between two extremes, looked 
The virulent abuse of the Company was gradually forward hopefully to such a change as might throw 
felt to be unjust ; but the ensatislaotory nature of new vigour, and more ' advanced ideas, into the . 
the double government became mono and more somewhat antiquated policy of the East India Com- 
evident as the year advanced. pally, without destroying those parts of the system 

There was a preliminary or short session' of which bad been the 'useful growth of long expo- 
parliament held in that year, during a few days rience. 	Many things had transpired during the 
before Christmas, for the consideration of special 'year, tending to shew that the Court of Directors 
business'arising out of the commercial disasters of 
the autumn ; but as every one knew that India 
and its afihirs must necessarily receive some 

had been more prompt than the Board of Control, 
in matters requiring urgent attention ; and that, 
therefore, whatever might be the evils of the 

notice, the speech from the throne was looked for double government, it would not be just to throw 
with much eagerness. 	On the 3d of December, 
when parliament met, the ministers put into the 

all the onus on the Company. 
Early in January 1858, on a requisition to that 

Queen's mouth only this very brief allusion to pro- 
jected changes in the Indian government; "lbe 

effect, a special Court of Proprjetors was summoned, 
to meet on the 15th, for considering 'the corn- 

affairs of my East Indian dominions will require,. munication addressed to the Court of Directors . 
your serious consideration, and I recommend them from the government respecting the continuance ' 
to your earnest attention.' 	'These vague words 
were useless without a glossary ; but the glossary 

of the powers of this Company.' 	At this. meeting, 
it transpired' that the directors bad written to Lord 

was not forthcoming. 	Alinisters, when questioned Palmerston, just before the Christmas vacation; 
and 	sounded as to their plans, postponed all but as no cabinet council had been held in the 
explanations to a later date. interim, and as no reply to that letter. had. been 

The first public announcement of the intentions received, it had been deemed most courteous 
of the government was made shortly before• towards the government .to withhold the publics, 
Christmas. 	A General Court of Proprietors of the _ tion of the,letter fora time. A long debate ensued. 
East. India Company was held on • the 23d of One of the proprietors brought forward a resolution 
December, for the discussion of various matters to the effect, ' That the proposed transfer of the 
relating to India ; and, in the course of the pro-, 
ceedings, the chairman of the Company announced 

governing power of the East India Company to 
the crown is opposed to the rights and privileges 

that, on the 19th, an official interview had. been of the East India Company, fraught with danger 
held, by 'appointment, with Lord Palmerston. 	On. to the constitutional interestsof England, perilous to 
this occasion,' the prime minister informed the the safety of the Indian empirt'and calls for the 
Court of Directors that it was the intention of the resistance of this corporation by all ;Constitutiona/ 
ministry, early in the approaching year, to bring means.' 	Many of the supporters of •thisresolutiOn 4  
a bill into parliament for the purpose 'of placing carried their arguments to the 'verge of extrava- 
the' government of British India under the direct gance—asserting that ' our Indian empire, already 
authority of the crown. 	In this interview, as in tottering and shaking, 'will fall to the ground with.; 
the royal speech, no matters of detail were entered out hope of recovery, if the East India Company 
upon. 	The members of parliament in the one should be 	'—and that ' by 	the abolished 	 means of 

enormous patronage that would be placed in the assembly, the proprietors of East India stock in 
the other, were equally unable to obtain infanta- hands of the govermient, ministers would possess 
tion concerning the provisions of the intended the power of corrupting the people of this ebub.try 
measure, 	All that could be elicited was, that the beyond the hope of their ever recovering their 
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, vittue or their patriotism.' • Most of the defenders people of India,' 	.This letter failed to elicit any 
. of the Company, however, adopted a more mode- explanatory response from tho government, Lord 

rate tone. 	Colonel Sykei, sneaking.for himself and Palmerston, in a reply dated January 38th, after 
. some of Ids brother-directors, declared ; ' If we , assuring the directors that their, observations would 

believed for one Moment that any change in the' be duly considered by the government, simply 
present administration of the government of India added : ' I forbear frinn entering at present into 
would be advantageous to the 'people of 'India, any examination of those observations and opinions; • 
would advance their material interest; and pro first, because any correspondence with you on such 
mote their .comforts, we should gladly submit to matters would be most conveniently . carried on 	. 
any personal suffering or loss contingent upon that through the usual official channel of the president 
change.' 	lie added, however,' By the indefeasible of the Beard of Control; and, secondly, .because 

• principles of justice, and the ordinary usages of our the grounds pi 'which the intentions of her 
courts of Itt*,. it is always. necessary that 4 bill of Majesty's government have been formed; and the 
indictment with certain counts should be preferred detailed arrangements of the measure which they 
before a man is condemned ; and I am curious to • mean to propose, will best he explained when 
know what will be the counts of the indictment iii that measure shall be submitted to the consider.) 
the case of this Company; for at present we have ation . of parliament: 	The directors about the 
nothing but a vague outline before us' 	Finally it same tithe prepared a .petition to both Houses of 
was agreed to adjourn the discussion, on the ground Parliament, ' explanatory of the reasons which 
that, until the -views of the government had been induced them to deprecate any sudden transference 
further explained, it would be impossible to ktiovr of governing power from the company to the 
whether. the 'words of the resolution were true, 
that the proposed change mould be 'fraught with 

Crown. 	As this petitieti was very carefully pro-
pared, by two of .  the most eminent men in the 

danger to the constitutional interests of England, 
and perilous to the safety of the Indian empire.' 

Company's service; as it ;contains a considerable 
, amount of useful information ; • and as it presents , 

On the renewal of the debate at the India Mese, in its best aspects ell that could be said in favour 
on January 20th, tiM directors presented a copy of of the Company—it may fittingly be transcribed 
a letter -which they bad addressed to the govern. M the present work. 	To prevent interruption to 
merit on the last day of the old year. 	In this ho threed of the narrative, however, it will be , 	 , 
letter they said i• 'The court Were prepared^ to , ' given in'tlie Appendix (A), as the first of it series 
expect that a searching inquiry would be instituted lof documents.* '. 

' into the causes, 'remote as well aS iminediate, of. When these Varions letters and petitions came 
the mutiny in the Bengal native army. They have IMAM' the notice of the Court of Proprietors, they 
themselves Wiled instructions to the government gave' rise to. an ,animated discussion. 	Most el the 
of India to appoint a' commission in view to such proprietors admired the petition, as a masterly 
an inquiry; and it Would have been satisfactory to document; and ninny of the speakers dwelt at 
thorn, if it had been proposed to parliament, not great length on the benefits which the Company 
only to do the same, but to extend the scope of the had conferred upon India, ' One of the directors, Sir 
inquiry to the conduct of the hotne government, . Lawrence Peel, feeling the awkwardness of dealing 
for the purpose of ascertaining whether the ntutiny with a government Measure not yet before them, 
could,  wholly or partially, be ascribed to iris- said : ' I have not signed the petition which you 

' management on the part of the court acting under have just hoard read ; and: I will shortly atate the 
the control of the Board of Commissioners. 	But it reason why. 	I entirely concur in the praises 
has surprised the court to hear that her Majesty's which have been bestowed upon that document. It 
government—not imputing, so far as the court are is a most ably reasoned and worded production ; 
informed, any blame to the home authorities in it does infinite credit to those whose work it is ;, 
connection with the mutiny, and without intending . and it IS much to the honour of this establishment 
any inquiry by parliament, or awaiting the result that it has talent capable of producing such a 
el inquiry by the local government—should, even document. 	But I have not signed the petition, 
before the mutiny was quelled, and whilst con- because I have not thought it a prudent course to 
siderable excitement prevailed throughout. India, petition against a measure, the particulars of which 
determine to propose the immediate supersession I am not acquainted with.' 	The debate was 
of the authority of the Bast India Company ; who further adjourned from the 20th to the 27th,.and 
are entitled, at least, to the credit of having so' then to.  the 28th, when the speeches ran to great 
administered the government of India, that the length. 	On one or other of the four . days of 
heads of all the native states, and the mass of the meeting, most of the directors of the Company 
population, amid the 'excitements of a mutinous expressed their opinions—on the Elth, Mr Ross 
soldiery inflamed by unfounded apprehension of D. Mangles (chairman), and Colonel Sykes; on 
danger to their religion, have remained true to the the 20th,, Sir Lawrence Peel and Captain East- 
Company's rule. 	The court would fail in their wick ; on the 27th, Mr Charles Mills, Sir Henry 
duty to your lordship and to the country if they Rawlinson, Captain Shepherd, Mr Maenaghten, 
did not express their serious apprehension that so * Some of the documents here adverted to will bo given au batios; important a change will be misunderstood. by the others in a condensed form. 
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and Sir F. Currie (deputy-chairman) ; on the from the East India Company, lately adverted to. 
28th, Mr Prinsep and Mr Willoughby. 	As might Characterising this as a ' state paper deserving the 
have been expected, a general agreement marked highest commendation,' the earl earnestly depre- 
the directors' speeches; they were the arguments cated the abolition ofthe Court of Directors, and 
of men who defended rights which they believed the transfer of their authority to the ministry of the 
to be rudely assailed. 	Some 	of the 	directors day; grounding his argument on the assumption 
complained that the government notice was not 
explicit enough. 	Some thought that, at any rate, 
it clearly, foreshadowed the destruction of the 

that the interposition of an independent body, 
well informed • on 	Indian .affaire, between the 
government and the natives of that country, was 

Company's power. 	Some' contended that, if the essential to the general welfare. 	He admitted 
Company did not speak • out at once,' it would in the need for reform, but not abolition. 	The Duke 
a few weeks be too late. 	Some insisted that the of Argyll, on the part of the government, admitted 
government brought forward the proposed measure that the , Company's petition was temperate and 
in order to shift the responsibility for the mutiny dignified, but denied that its reasoning was conclu- 
to other shoulders. 	Some accused the ministers sive. 	The Earl of Ellenborough, agreeing that the 
of being influenced by a grasping for patronage, 
a desire to appropriate the nominations to appoint- 

Queen's name would be powerfully influential as 
the direct ruler of India, at the same time doubted 

ments. 	One of the few who departed from the whether any grand or sweeping reform ought to 
general tone of argument was Sir Henry Rawlinson, 
who assented neither to the resolution nor to the 

be attempted while India was still in revolt. 	The 
Earl of Derby joined in this opinion, and further- 

petition. 	He dwelt at some length on the two more complained of discourtesy shewn by the 
propositions mainly concerned—namely, `that the ministers toward the directors, in so long with- 
transfer of the government of India to the Crown holding from them a candid exposition of - the 
would be unjust to the East India Company ;' provisions of the intended measure. 
and that such transfer 'would be fatal to British 
rule in India.' 	Most of the other speakers had 

On the following day, the 12th of the month, 
the long-expected bill was introduced to the House 

contended or implied that the first clause of this 
statement involved the second; that the transfer 

of Commons by Lord Palmerston—or rather, 
leave to bring in the bill was moved. 	The first 

would be . equally unjust to the Company, and minister of the Crown, in his speech on the octet- 
injurious to India. 	Sir Henry combated this. siou, disowned any hostility to the Company, in 
He contended that the connection was not a reference either to the Revolt or to matters of 
necessary one. 	After a very protracted debate, 
the original resolution was passed almost unani- 

general government, 	He based the necessity for 
the measure on the anomaly of the Company's 

inonsly ; and then the petition to both Houses position. 	When the commercial privileges were 
of Parliament was sanctioned as that of the withdrawn, chiefly in 	183`d, the Company (he 
Company generally, urged) became a mere phantom of what it had 

Just at this period, the directors caused to be been, and subsided into a sort of agency of the 
prepared, and published at a cheap price, an elabo- imperial government, without, however, responsi- 
rate ' Memorandum of the Improvements in the Admi- bility to parliament. Admitting the advantages of 
nistration of India during the last Thirty Years.' checks as securities for honesty and efficiency in 
It was evidently intended to fall into the hands of administrative affairs, he contended that check 
such members of parliament as might be disposed and counter-check had been so multiplied in the 
to take up the cause of the Company in the forth- ' double government' of India, as to paralyse 
coming debates, and to supply them with arguments action. 	He considered that complete authority 
in favour of the Company, derived from a recital should vest where complete 	responsibility was 
of the marked improvements introduced in Indian expected, and not in an irresponsible body of 
government. 	To this extent, it was simply a merchants. 	His lordship concluded 'by giving an 
brief placed in the hands of counsel ; but the outline of the bill by which the proposed changes 
Memorandum. deserves to be regarded also in a were to be effected. 	 . 	 .1 
historical light ; for nothing but a very narrow As the Palmerston Bill, or ' India Bill, No. 1,' 
prejudice could blind an observer to the fact that as it was afterwards called, was not passed into 'a 
vast changes had been introduced into the legis- laW it will not be necessary to reprint it in this 
lative and administrative rule of India, during work; nevertheless, to illustrate its bearing on the 
the period indicated, and that these changes, had subsequent debates, the pith of its principal clauses 
for the most part been conceived in an enlightened may usefully be given here: The government of 
spirit—corresponding in direction; if not in inten- the territories under the control of the East India 
sity, with the improved state of public opinion at Company, and all powers in relation to govern- 
home on political subjects. ment vested in .or exercised by the Company, to 

Parliament reassembled for the regular session become vested in and exercised by the sovereign— 
on the 4th of February, fully alive to the import- India to be henceforth governed in the Queen's 
a.nce of attending to all matters bearing on the name—The real and personal property of the 
welfare of India. 	Earl Grey, on the 11th, pre- Company to be vested in Her Majesty for ,the 
sented to the House of Lords the elaborate petition purposes 	of 	the government 	of India—The 
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appointments . of governor-general of India, with 'was a sham as Well• as au obstruction ; that the 
ordinary members of the Council .of India, and princes of India felt themselves,  egraded iu being 
governors . of the three presidencies, now made the vassals and tributaries of a mere ratecnntile 
by the directors of the Company with the appro- body ; that, such was the anomaly of the double 
bation of her. Majesty, and other appointments, 
to , be made by the Queen under her royal sign- 

government, it was possible that the Company 
might be at war with a power with which her 

manual—A council to be established,, under the Majesty was at peace, thus involving the nation 
title of The President and Council for the Affairs in inextridable 	embarrassment ; , that, with . the 
of India,' to be appointed by her Majesty—This exception of a very small section of the covenanted 
council to consist of eight persons, exclusive of its civil servants, the, European community and the 
president—In the first nomination of this council; officers of the Indian army would prefer the 
two memberi to. be named for four years, two for government of the crown to that of the Company ; 
six, two for eight, and two for ten years—The that the natives of India having been thrown 
members of coutil to be chosen- from among into doubt concerning the intentions of the Corn- 
persons who had been directors of the East India pany to interfere with their religion, some authori- 
Company, or ten years , at least in the service of tative announcement of the Queen's respect for 
the Crown or Company in India, or fifteen years their views on that subject would be very satis- 
simply resident ind India—Members of council, 
like the judges, only-to be removable by the Queen, 
on au address from both Houses of ParliaMent— 

factory ; and that as the native Bengal army had 
disappeared, as India must in, future be garrisoned 
by a large force of royal troops, and as the military • 

The president of the council eligibla.to sit in the power .would then belong to the crown, it was 
Commons House of ‘.parliament—Four members desirable that the political power should go with 
of council to form .41 quorum—Each ordinary 
member to receive a yearly salary of 11000 ; and 

it. 	Among the pleas urged on the opposite side, 
were such as follow : That the natives of India 

the president to receive the salary of a secretary would 	anticipate 	au 	increased 	stringency 	of 
of state—The council to exorcise the power now British power, under the proposed rgginie; that 
vested in the Company and the Board of Control ; the 	ministerial. 	influence 	and 	patronage

' 	
in 

but a specified number of, cadetships to be given Iiidiau matters,' would be dangerous to England 
to sons of civil and military servants in India— herself ;, that as the Whig.  and 	Conservative 
Appointments hitherto made in India to continue 
to be made in that countryMilitary forces, paid 

parties had both supported the system of double, 
government in the India Bill of 1853, there was 

out of the revenues of India, not to be employed iio reason for making this sudden change in 
beyond the limits of Asia—Servants of the Coin- 1858 ; that before any change of government was 
pany to become servants of the crown—The Board effected, it was imperatively necessary that an 
of Control to be abolished. 	. inquiry should be made into the causes and eir- 

Such was the spirit of the bill which Lord cumstances of the Revolt; that the direct exercise 
Palmerston asked leave to introduce. 	Mr T. of governing power by a queen, formally desig- 
Baring moved as an amendment, 'That it is not nated 'Defender of the Faith,' could not be agree- 
at present expedient to legislate for the govern- able either to the undoes or the Mohammedans 
ment of India. 	Thereupon a debate arose, which of India, whose ideas of `faith' were so widely 
extended through three evenings. 	The -govern- different from those of Christians ; that, as all 
meat measure was supported by speeches from previous, organic changes in the administration of 
Lord Palmerston, Sir Erskine Perry, Mr Ayrton, the government of India had been preceded by an 
Sir Cornwall Lewis, Mr Roebuck, Mr Lowe, 1fr inquiry into the character of that government, so 
Blaney, Sir W. Rawlinson 	Mr A. Mills, Sir ought it in fairness to be in the present case ; that 
Charles Wood, and Lord John Russell ; while it if the proposed change were , effected, European 
was opposed on various grounds by Mr T. Baring, theories and novelties, 	to the pressure of .Owing 
Mr Monck-ton Milues, Sir J. Elphinstone, Mr Ross public opinion on the ministry, would be attempted 
D. 	Mangles, 	Mr Whiteside, 	Mr Liddell, 	Mr to be grafted on Asiatic prejudices and immobility, 
Crawford, Colonel Sykes, Mr Willoughby, Sir E. , without due regard to the inherent antagonism of 
B. Lytton, and Mr Disraeli. , The reasonings in 
favour of the government measure were such as 

the two systems; and that the enormous extent, 
population, revenue, and commerce of India ought 

the following: That the proper time for legislation not to be imperiled by a measure, the consequences 
had cone, when the attention of the country was of which could not at present be foreseen. 	• 
strongly directed to Indian affairs ; that all accounts This debate ended .on the 18th ; the House of 
from India strewed that some great measure was Commons, by a majority of 318 to 173, granting 
eagerly expected ; that it was dangerous any leave ' for the introduction of the bill—it being 
longer to maintain an effete, useless, and cumbrous understood that a considerable time would elapse 
machine, .which the Court of Directors had vir- before the second reading,'in order that the details 
Wally become; that the, Company's `traditionary of the measure might be duly considered by all 
policy' unfitted it to march with the age in useful who took an interest in the matter. 
reforms . that as the Board of Control really pos- Before, however, any very great attention could 
sessed the ruling power, the double governMent be given to the subject, either 	in or out of 
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parliament, a most unexpected change took place in 4  Who shall govern India?'--was made subservient 
the political relations of the government. The same to party politics. 
minister who, on the 18th of February, obtained Although Lord Palmerston had named the 22d 
leave to bring in the India Bill, was placed, on 
the 19th in a minority which led to the resignation 

of April as the day for reconsidering his India, 
Bill, this did not tie down' the Derby ministry to 

of 	himself and his colleagues. 	Circumstances the adoption of any particular line of policy. 
connected with an attempted assassination of the After many discussions in the cabinet, it was 
Emperor of the French induced the Palmerston resolved that the ministers should ' eat their 
government to bring in a measure which proved words' by legislating for India, although it had 
obnoxious to the House of Commons ; the measure before been declared a wrong time for so doing ; 
was rejected by 234 against 219, and the govern- 'and that, throwing Lord Pahnerston's bill aside, a 
meat accordingly resigned. 	So far as concerned new India Bill should be introduced. 
the immediate effect, the -most important fact con- 
nected with India was the offer by the Earl of 

Accordingly, on the 20th of March, Mr Disraeli, 
the new Chancellor of the Exchequer, moved for 

Derby, the new premier, of the presidency of the - leave to bring in that which was afterwards called 
India Board to the Earl of Ellenborough. 	This 
nobleman had long been in collision with the East 

the 'India Bill No. 2.' 	As in a former instance, 
this bill may be most usefully rendered intelligible 

India Company and its civil servants. 	Twice by a condensed summary : A secretary of state for 
already had ho been president of the Board of India, to be appointed by the Queen—This secre- 
Control, and in 1842-3-4 he had filled the respon- Lary to be president of a Council of India—The 
sible office of governor-general of India. 	In both council to consist of eighteen persons, nine nomi- 
offices, and at all times, he had cherished as much tutted and nine elected—The nominated councillors 
as possible the royal influence in India against the to be appointed under the royal sign-manual by the 
Company's, the military against the civil. 	As a crown, and to represent nine distinct interests— 
consequence, his enemies were bitter, his friends Those nine interests to be represented as follow : 
enthusiastic. 	The author of an anonymous 'red the first councillor to have belonged for at least 
pamphlet,' which attracted much notice during ten years to the Bengal civil service ; the second 
the Revolt, spoke of the Earl of Ellenborough as to the Madras service ; the third to the Bombay 
the one great man who could alone be the saviour service ; and the fourth to the Upper or Punjaub 
of India—as the chivalrous knight who would provinces, under similar' conditions; the fifth to 
shiver to atoms the 'vested rights' and 'tradition- have been British resident at the court of some 
ary policy' of the Court of Directors. 	It was native prince ; the sixth to have served at least 
natural, therefore, that the accession of the earl to five years with the Queen's troops in India; the 
the new government should be regarded as an seventh, to have served the Company ten years in 
important matter, either for good or evil, the Bengal army ; and the eighth and ninth, 

It speedily became apparent that the new presi- similarly in the Madras and Bombay armies—The 
dent of the Board of Control would find difficulty nine nominated members to be named in the bill 
iii framing a line of proceeding on Indian affairs. itself, so as to give them parliamentary as well as 
His own predilections were quite as much against royal sanction—The remaining eight members of 
the Company, as those of his predecessor ; but the council to be chosen by popular election—Four 
many of his colleagues in the Derby government of such elected members to be chosen from among 
had committed themielves, when out of office, to a persons who had served the Crown or the Corn- 
defence of the Company, and to a condemnation pany at least ten years in any branch of the Indian 
of any immediate alteration in the Indian govern- service, or had resided fifteen years in India ; and 
meat. 	Either he must change his opinions, or to be chosen by persons who had been ten years in 
they belie their own words. The Court of Directors the service of the Crown or the Company, or 
would fain have expected indulgent treatment possessed £1000 of India stock, or possessed £2000 
from the Derby administration, judging from the of capital in any Indian railway or joint-stock 
speeches of the two preceding months; but their public. works—The other five of such elected 
past experience of the Earl of Ellenborough throw 
a damp over their hope. 

members to be chosen from among persons who, 
for at least ten years, had been engaged in the 

Three weeks after the vote which occasioned commerce of India, or in the export of manufac- 
the change of government, Lord Palmerston pro- tured articles thither; and to be chosen by the 
posed the postponement of the Becloud reading of his parliamentary constituencies of five large centres 
India Bill until the 22d of April—a further lapse of commerce and manufactures in the United 
of six weeks ; and this was agreed to. 	He would Kingdom, 	namely, 	Loudon, 	Liverpool, 	Man- 
not withdraw the bill, because ho still adhered to chester, Glasgow, and Belfast—the Secretary of 
its provisions ; he would not at once proceed with State for India to have the power of dividing the 
it, because his opponents were now in office, and council, thus constituted, into committees, and to 
he preferred to see what course they -would adopt. exercise a general supervision over these corn- 
The fate of India was thus placed. in suspense mittees—The secretary alone, or six councillort in 
for several weeks, simply through a party struggle union, to have power to summon a meeting of the 
arising out of Freneh affairs; the great question— council—The councillors not to be eligible to sit in 
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parliament, but to have each £1000 per annum for of the Com Lamy ; to which he replied : 'I know 
their services—The patronage heretofore exercised no more about the forthcoming bill than I knew 
by the East India Company to be now exercised by of the last before its introduction into parliament.' 
the Council—The army of India not to be directly On the 7th of April, however, at a special Court 
affected by the bill—The revenues of India to boar of Proprietors, the directors presented copies of the 
the expenses of the government of India—A royal bills, ' No. 1' and 'No. 2 ;' and at the same time 
commission to be sent to India, to investigate all 
the facts and conditions of Indian finance, 

presented . a Report against both. 	In the debate, 
on the 7th and 13th,, arising out of the presentation 

It will be seen that this remarkable scheme was of the Report, there was a pretty general opinion 
based on the idea of conciliating as many different among the proprietors, that if Lord Palmerston's 
interests as possible, in England and in India. India Bill was bad, Mr Disraeli's was not one whit 
Mr Disraeli, in the course of his speech, mentioned better, in reference to the interests of the Com- 
the names of the nine gentlemen whom it was parry; and there was a final vote for the following 
proposed to nominate to the council on the part of resolution : 'That this court concur in the opinion 
th 	sown ; and in relation to the vast powers of of the Court of Directors, that neither of the 
the' .".cretary and council, he said : ' To establish a bills now before parliament is calculated to secure 
British minister with unrestricted authority, subject good government to India ; and they accordingly 
to the moral control of a body of men who by authorise and request the Court of Directors to 
their special knowledge, their independence, their take such measures as may appear to them desire 
experience, 	their distinction, 	and their 	public able for resisting the passing of either bill through 
merit, are, nevertheless, invested with an authority parliament, and for introducing 'into any bill for 
which can control even a despotic minister, and altering the constitution of the government of 
which no mere act of parliament can confer India such conditions as may promise a system of 
upon them, is, I admit, no ordinary difficulty to administration calculated to promote the interests 
encounter; and to devise the means by which it of the people of India, and to prove conducive to 
may be accomplished is a task which only with the general welfare.' 	One 	of the 	proprietors 
the indulgence of this House and with the assistance having expressed an opinion that the directors 
of parliament we can hope to perform.' ought to prepare a third bill, more just than either 

Criticisms were much more numerous and of the other two, the chairman very fairly pointed 
contradictory on this than on Lord Palmerston's out that it was not the Company's duty so to do. 
bill. 	It was no longer a contest of Conservatives Under somewhat unfavourable circumstances 
against Whigs. 	The new bill was examined on did the Derby ministry renew the consideration of 
its merits. The friends of the East India Company, 
expecting something favourable from the change 

Indian affairs after the Easter recess. 	Parliament, 
it is true, had not yet had time or opportunity to 

of government, were much disappointed ; they criticise 'Bill No. 2 ;' but that measure had been 
analysed the clauses of the bill, but found not very unfavourably received both by the East India 
what they sought. 	True, the old Indian interests Company and by the newspaper press ; and it 
were to be represented in the new council ; but became generally known that the ministers would 
Just one-half of the members were to be nominees gladly accept any decent excuse for abandoning 
of the crown, and five others were to be elected or at least modifying the bill. 	This excuse was 
by popular constituencies over which the Company furnished to them by Lord John Russell. 	On the 
possessed no control. 	Even those who cared little 12th. of April, when the Commons resumed their 
whether the Company lived or died, provided sittings after the Easter vacation, his 	lordship 
India were well governed, differed among them- expressed au opinion that the bill was ill calcu- 
selves in opinion whether the popular element lated to insure the desired end ; that its discussion 
would be usefully introduced in the manner pro- was likely to be disfigured by a party contest ; and 
posed. The objections were snore extensively urged that it would be better to agree to a sot of resolu- 
out of rarliament than within ; for after the first tions in committee, on which a new bill might be 
reading of the bill, ou the 26th of March, the further founded. 	Mr 	Disraeli accepted this suggest ion 
consideration of it was postponed to the 19th of with an eagerness which led many members to 
April. surmise that a private compact had been made in 

The Conservatives had reproved the Whigs for the matter. 	He suggested that Lord John Russell 
discourtesy to the East India Company, in not giving should draw up the resolutions ; but as his lord- 
due notice of the provisions of 'Bill No. 1;' but ship declined this task, Mr Disraeli undertook it 
now equal discourtesy (if discourtesy it were) was on the part of the government. 	Hereupon a new 
shewn by the first-named pasty in reference to phase was presented by the debate, 	One member 
' Bill No. 2.' 	On the 24th of March, at a quarterly expressed his astonishment that the Chancellor of 
meeting of the Company, and only two days before the Exchequer should be so ready to hand over the 
Mr Disraeli introduced his measure—or rather the functions of government to the care of a private 
Ellenborough measure—into the House of Com- member. 	Another declared he could not see 
coons, the chairman of the Court of Directors was what advantage was to be gained by a resolution 
asked whether he knew aught concerning the in committee in lieu of a bill in the whole House. 
provisions of a bill so nearly touching the interests The members of the late Whig government all 
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condemned the plan suggested 'by Lord John and 'resolutions,' to postpone all legislation on l Ahe 
accepted by Mr Disraeli ; but, pending the intro- 
duction of the proposed resolutions, they would 
not frustrate the plan; 	Mr Mangles,. on the' part , 
of the East India Company, expressed an earnest 
hope that all patty feeling would be excluded from• 

subject until •another year, moved' as an ,amend,  
ment--5  That at this moment it is not exp'edient , 
to pass any resolutions for the future government 
of India.' A general desireprevaikd in the. House, 
however, that - some measure or other should 

the debates on India. 	The East India.Company, 
he remarked, could hardly be expected to`acquiesce 

be passed into a law, to strengthen• and render 
more definite the governing authority in 'India.; 

in a Measure for their own extinction ; neverthe- and the.amendment was withdrawn. 
less; if such Shoidd be proved to be inevitable, the At length, on the 30th of April, the resolutions 
directors would give their best assistance to the were proposed. 	They departed very widely from 
perfecting of any measure which the House might ' Bill No. 2? ' The members of the council, instead 
think proper to adopt.. 	Mr Disraeli finally pro- of being definitely eighteen in.•number, were to 
mired to prepare a set. of resolutions,' and to bring 
them in for discussion on the 26th. 

be ' not less than twelve and not more than., 
eighteen: 	The scheme for representing classes, 

The state, then, to -which this intricate discus- Services,presidencies, and commercial coramm.,;ies 
sion had been brought was this—the 'Bill No. 1,' in the council was given up ,;• as was likewise the 
proposed by Lord Palmerston, stood over for a election of a portion • of the members by parlia- 
seCond reading °tithe 22d of April ; the' Bill No. mentary constituencies. 	As the whole of the 
2,' proposed by Mr Disraeli, was placed in abeyance fourteen resolutions, if agreed to, would require a 
for a time ; while the 'resolutions,' to be prepared separate agreement for each, and as every member • 
by Mr Disraeli on the suggestion of .Lord John would be allowed to speak on every resolution if 
Russell, and intended as a means of improving he so .chose, there were the materials presented 
' Bill No; 2,' or perhaps of leading to a' Bill No. 8,' for a very lengthened.  debate. 	There was a 
were to' be introduced ,  on the 26th of April.' • It preliminary discussion, moreover, on. a motion 
was pretty generally felt, both within and without intended to •extinguish the resolutions altogether. 
the 'wells of parliament, that the whole subject Lord Harry Vane moved--'That,. the change 
was in great confusion, and that the ministers of 'circumstances. since the first proposal by her 
theniselves had no . definite notion of .the best Majesty's late .advisers . to transfer the govern- 
course 'to . pursue. 	At the. meeting of the East meut of India from the East India Company 
India Company on.the 13th,. Mr Mangles, who was to the Crown, renders it inexpedient to proceed 
a member Of parliament as well as chairman of the further • with legislation 	on' the subject during 
Company, said : ,' After the extraordinary occur- the present session.' 	This proposal, however, was 
rences we have witnessed within the last six weeks, 
in which we have seen a' minister ousted who was 

negatived by 447 to 'A 	. 
It would 	scarcely be possible, and ',scarcely 

supposed to have. the support of-ii most comMand- worth while if possible, to follow all the intricacies 
ing majority, and another minister placed in power of the debate on the ' resolutions: 	Every part of 
Without having a majority, or even a considerable the India, question was opened,  again and again ; 
minority, he would be a very bold man who every speaker considered himself at liberty to 
would prophesy what the fate of any new measure wander from principles to details, and back again; 
in the House of Commons would be.' and hence the amount of speahing was enormous. 

On the 23d of April, Mr Disraeli announced his Should there be a secretary of state for India;  or 
intention of abandoning 'Bill No. 2' • altogether, 
and. of postponing the preparation .of `,Bili Ne..3' 

only a president of a council ? 	Should there be a 
council at all, or only a secretary with his subor- 

until the' House should have agreed to any ',mein- dinates, as in the home, foreign, colonial, and war • 
tions' bearing on the subject. 'Lord Palmerston departments ? 	If a council, should it be wholly 
would not 'withdraw , his ' Bill 'No; 1;' he simply nominated, wholly elective, or.  part of each ? •Who 
held it in abeyance.for a time, to -watch thoconrse should nominate, and who, elect, and under what" 
of pending ' events. 	On the 26th, Mr , Disraeli 
craved four days more for the preparation of his 

conditionai 	Should the secretary . or president., 
possess any power -without his council, and how • 

resolutions. 	He made a. speech, in which he much ? 	Should the East India Company, or not; 
praised his own ' Bill No. 2' at the expense of his be represented , in the new counoil 1 	By ivhoin 
antagonist's' Bill No: if but,, as he had ' volim- , 
tarily stifled his own baby'—to use the illustration . 

should• the enormous patronage of the dourt of 
Directors be hereafter exercised t 	. What would 

of another speaker.z7-his • argument§ fell with little 
force. • • The illustration, in truth, was so tempting, • 

become of the 'vested rights' of the Company, 
such as the receipt of dividends on the East India 

that it was long made use of both in and out of ' stock? 	In -what relation 'Would the governor- 
parliament. Lord Palmerston said: 'The measure, 
upon which the right honourable gentleman has 

general of India stand to the new countil 1 Would 
the localgovernments of the three presidencies be 

pronounced so unbounded a funeral panegyric', 
has been murdered by himself. 	If he thought so 

interfered with ? Who wonId.organise and support 
the Indian army? 	'What would be done in real  

well of the merits of the bill, why did he kill it ?' tion to missionaries, idolatrous practices, caste, 
Mr Gregory, wishing, by getting rid of the proposed cducatiOn, public works, manufactures;commerce,, 
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&c,, ip India 3—These were some of the questions the following year, if it should be deemed desirable 
which were discussed, not once merely, but over to make such appointment. Lord Stanley opposed 
and over again. 	Owing to the strange ministerial this amendment—on the grounds that it had all 
changes, the independent members in the House the evils of a temporary and provisional measure; 
had had but few opportunities of fully expressing that the directors, as a council merely for one 
their sentiments; 	they did so now, at ample year, would be placed in an inconvenient position; 
length. 	Many long nights of debate were spent that having been told that they were doomed, and 
over the resolutions; many amendments proposed; that nothing could save them as a permanent 
many alterations assented to by the ministers, body, they would slacken their zeal and energy, 
It occupied three evenings—April 30, May 3, and and impair the confidence of the public; that the 
May 7—to settle the first three resolutions ; or much-condemned delays would still continue; and 
rather, to agree to the first, to modify the second, 
and to withdraw the third. At this period occurred 

that the public service would derive no advantage. 
The friends of the East India Company supported 

the exciting episode concerning the Cade pro- this amendment ; but it was rejected by 265 against 
clamation, the censure of Viscount Canning, and na 	Mr Roebuck then made au attempt to 
the resignation of the Earl of Ellenborough.* 	As 
there was now no president of the Board of Con- 

extinguish the council both in theory and in fact, 
He contended that a Secretary of State, alone 

trol, the India resolutions could not conveniently responsible for all his acts, relying upon his own 
be proceeded with ; and therefore everything re- mind for guidance and counsel, and having a more 
mained for a time at a dead-lock. Soon afterwards direct interest in doing right, was morally and 
Lord Stanley, son of the Earl of Derby, accepted mentally the best governor for India; he feared 
the seals of the office vacated by the Earl of Ellen- that a council would render the governing body 
borough. He had every claim to the indulgence of practically 	irresponsible 	to 	the 	nation. 	Lord 
the House, iu the difficulty of his new position ; and Stanley, on the other hand, insisted that it was 
this indulgence was willingly shown to him ; he quite impossible for any minister to act efficiently 
was permitted to choose his own time, after the in such a difficult office without the aid of advisers 
ceremony of his re-election, to bring the great possessing special information on Indian affairs; 
question of India once again before the Commons and as the House generally concurred in this 
House, in the hope of arriving at some practicable view, Mr Roebuck's amendment was negatived 
solution. 	For a period of one full month did the without a division. 	Two evenings, June 7th and 
further consideration of the resolutions remain in 11th, were spent in discussing two resolutions. 
abeyance, while these party tactics and ministerial On the 14th the House was engaged many hours 
changes were engaging public attention. in considering whether 	the council should be 

At length, on the 7th of June, when the subject elective, or nominated, or both ; great diversity of 
was resumed, and when Lord Stanley took the lead opinion prevailed ; and the speakers, tempted by 
on Indian affairs in the House of Commons, it the • peculiarity of the 	subject, wandered very 
began to be apparent that the resolutions were less widely beyond the limits of the immediate question. 
valued by the government than they had before Lord John Russell thought that the members of 
been. 	The debate concerning them, however, 
continued. When the time came for deciding how 

the council ought to be wholly appointed by the 
Crown, on the responsibility of the minister ; Sir 

many members should compose the new Council of James Graham thought that the Court of Directors 
India, Mr Gladstone reopened the whole question ought to be ex °lido members of the council, to 
by moving as an amendment, ' That, regard being insure practical knowledge on Indian 	affairs ; 
had to the position of affairs in India, it is expedient but Lord Stanley contended that the advantages 
to constitute the Court of Directors of the East of two systems would be combined if one half 
India Company, by an act of the present session, 
to be a council for administering the government 

of the council were nominated by the Crown, 
and the other half elected by a constituency 

of India in the name of her Majesty, under the of seven or eight thousand persons interested 
superintendence of such responsible minister, until in or connected with Indian affairs ; 	and the 
the end of the next session of parliament.' 	Mr House,  agreeing with this view, voted a resolution 
Gladstone proposed this amendment under a belief accordingly. 
that it was not practicable, during the existing Midsummer was approaching. 	The House of 
session of parliament, to perfect a scheme of Lords had not yet had an opportunity of discussing 
government for India that would be worthy of the the Indian question either in principle or in detail ; 
.nation. 	The problem to be solved was one of the and it began now to be strongly felt that, as the 
most formidable ever presented to any nation or resolutions really did not bind the Commons to 
any legislature in the history of the world, and 
the evils of delay would be insignificant in corn- 

any particular clauses in the forthcoming bill, 
their value was doubtful. 	Accordingly, on the 

parison with those of crude and hasty legislation. 17th of June, after a long discussion on desultory 
His suggestion, be contended, would not be Moon- topics, Lord Stanley proposed, amid some laughter 
sistent with the appointment of a new council in in the House, to withdraw all the remaining reso-

lutions—a proposition that was assented to with 
' See Chap. =IS., v. 451. great alacrity, sheaving that the legislators were 
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by no means satisfied with the wisdom •of their persons who have filled military or civil offices in 
past proceedings. Iflia.—The property, credits, debits, and liabilities 

Thus was completed the third stage in this of the Company, except India stook and, its divi. 
curious legislative achievement. 	Lord Palmer.. dends, to be transferred from the Company to the 
stott's 'India Bill No. 1' was laid aside, because Crown ; and the council to act as trustees in these 
ho was expelled from office ; Mr Disraeli's 'India matters—The council to present annual accounts 
Bill No. 2.' was abandoned, because it .was ridi- to parliament of Indian finance and all matters 
culed on all sides ; 	and now the ' rbsolutions' relating thereto—The council to guarantee the 
were given up when half-finished, because they legalised dividend on 	India stock, out of the 
*ere found to be inoperative and non-binding, revenues of India 	 - 
Some of the supporters of the East India Company The ' Bill No, 3,' of which the above is a slight 
claimed, and not illogically, a Little more respect programme, came on for second reading on the 
for the Company Than had lately been given ; the 24th of June. 	Lord Stanley--who, as admitted 
difficulty of framing a new government for India by opponents as well as supporters, entered with 
skewed, by implication, that the old regime was great earnestness upon the duties of his office— 
not so bad as had been customarily asserted. stated that he had endeavoured to avail himself 

The ' India Bill No. 3' was brought in by Lord of all the opinions expressed during the.  various 
Stanley on the evening (June 17th) which wit- debates, to prepare a measure that should meet 
messed the withdrawal of the resolutions. 	The bill the views of a majority of the House. 	In the 
comprised sixty-six clauses—of the more import- discussion that ensued, Mr Bright wandered into 
ant • of which a brief outline may be given here, 
to furnish means of comparison with bills `No. 1' 

subjects that could not possibly be treated in the 
bill; he re-opened the whole topic of Indian 

and 'No. 2 :' The government of India to revert misgovernment—disapprOved of governor-generals 
front the Company to the Crown—A Secretary of —condemned annexations—suggested new presi. 
State to exorcise all the powefs over Indian affairs dencies and new tribunals—and told the Commons 
hitherto exercised by the Court of Directors, the how he would govern India if he were minister. 
Secret Committee, and the Board of Control— The speech was vigorous, but inapplicable to the 
The Crown to determine whether to give these subject-matter . in hand. 	The bill was read a 
powers to one of the four existing secretaries of second time'without a division. 
state, or to appoint a fifth—The Secretary to be The East India Company were not silent at this 
assisted by a ' Council of India,' to Consist of fifteen critical period in their history. 	A meeting of 
persons—The Court of Directors to elect seven of proprietors on the 23d was' made special for the 
those members from among its own body, or from consideration • of 4  Bill No. 3,' which was to be 
among persons who had at any time been direr- rend a second time in the Commons on the 
tors ; the remaining eight to be nominated by the following day ; and at this meeting there was 
Queen—Vacancies in the council to be filled up a general expression of disappointment that the 
alternately by the Crown and by the council Company had been treated. as such a nullity. 
assembled for that purpose—A majority of all the The only. source of consolation was in the fact 
members to be chosen from among persons who that seven members of the new council were to 
had served or resided at least ten years in India be chosen by the Court of Directors, from persons. 
—,Every councillor to be irremovable during good who then belonged or had formerly belonged to 
behaviour, to be prohibited from sitting in the that court. 	The opinions of the Company were 
House of Commons, to receive twelve hundred embodied in a letter addressed „to Lord Stanley 
pounds a year as salary, to be allowed to resign by the chairman and deputy-chairman, and, pre-: 
when he pleases, and to be entitled to a retiring ,sented to the.  House of Commons. 
pension varying in amount according to the length On the 25th, the House went into committee on 
of service—Compensation to be given to such the bill. 	Lord Palmerston proposed two amend- 
secretaries or clerks of the Company as do not ments---that the members shonld be twelve in 
become officers of the new department—The number instead of fifteen, and that all should be 
Secretary of State to be president of the ' Council appointed by the Crown ; but both amendments 
of India,' to divide the council into committees were rejected by. large majorities as being Moon- 
for the dispatch of business, and to appoint any sistent with the recent expression of opinion. 	At 
member as vice-president—Council meetings to a further sitting on the 1st of July, the ministers 
be called by the Secretary; or by any five mom- showed they had obtained a considerable hold 
hers; and five to be a quorum—Questions to be. on the House ; for they succeeded in obtaining 
decided in the council by a majority, but the Secre- the rejection of amendments proposed by Lord 
tary to have a veto even over the majority—The Palmerston, Mr Gladstone, Sir James Graham, 
Secretary may send and receive 'secret' dispatches, 
without consulting his council at all—Most of the 

and Mr Vernon Smith. 	Lord Stanley, however, 
proposed many amendments himself on the part 

appointments in India to be made as heretofore— of the government; and these amendments were 
Patronage of cadetships to be exercised partly by accepted in so friendly a spirit, that a large nutna 
the council, but principally by the Secretary of ber of clauses were got through by the end of a 
State, and to be given in a certain ratio to sons of long sitting on the 2d of July. 	One of the most 
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interesting of the questions discussed bore relation by such considerations as these : 'If we do not 
to the Secret Committee of the past, and the pro- protest, every wrong that may be done for years 
posed exercise of similar powers by the Secretary to come will be laid ' at our doors ; but with 
of State. 	Lord John Russell and Mr Mangles this protest upon record, history will do us the 
advocated the abolition of those powers 	alto- justice of stating that we have been deprived 
gether ; while Sir G. C. Lewis recommended great of our power without inquiry.' 	The Court of 
caution in their exercise, if used. 	Mr Mangles, the Proprietors also discussed whether counsel should 
late chairman of the Court of Directors, stated be employed to represent the Company before 
that the powers of the Secret Committee had been the House of Lords. 	Many of the directors 
much more extensive than was generally supposed. assented to this—but only so far as concerned 
`During many years after the conquest of Sinde, 
the whole government of that province was con- 

technical and legal points ; for, they urged, it 
would be very undignified to employ any hired 

ducted by the SeCret Committee, and the Court of counsel to argue the moral and political question, 
Directors knew nothing about it. 	He believed or to defend the conduct of the Company and 
that much mischief had arisen from the Secret the rights of India. 	It remained yet, however, 
Committee undertaking to transact business with an 	unsettled point whether counsel would be 
which it had no right to interfere. 	The real fact permitted to appear at all. 
was, that nine-tenths of that which came before On the 13th of July, after a feeble attempt to 
the Secret Committee might with safety be com- attach importance to the Company's petition and 
municated to the whole world. 	He wished, there- protest, the bill was read a second time in the 
fore, that there should be no Secret Committee in Lords. 	The most remarkable speech made on this 
future. 	It was a mere delusion and snare. 	The occasion was that of the Earl of Ellenborough, 
Court of Directors had shewn themselves to be as Lord 	Stanley's 	predecessor 	at 	the Board 	of 
competent to keep a secret, when there was on; Control. 	He declared that, whether in or out of 
as the cabinet of her Majesty; and he had no office, he could not approve of the measure, the 
reason to think otherwise of the proposed Indian parentage of which he gave to the House of Com- 
Council.".Che ministers, however, received the mons rather than to the government. 	He disap- 
support of Lord 	Palmerston in 	this 	matter; proved of the abandonment of popular election in 
and the continuance of the secret powers was the proposed council ; disapproved of the strong 
sanctioned, although by a small majority only. leaven of ' Leadenhall Street' in its composition ; 
On the 6th and 6th, the remaining clauses and disapproved of competitive examinations for the 
amendments were gone through. 	Mr Gladstone Indian artillery and engineers ; and expressed a 
proposed 	a 	clause enacting, ' That, except for general belief that the scheme would not work 
repelling actual invasion, or under sudden or well. 	When the bill went into committee on the 
urgent necessity, her Majesty's forces in India 16th, the earl proposed that the members of the 
shall not be employed in any military operation 
beyond the external frontier of her Indian posses- 

council should be appointed for five years only, 
instead of for life; but this amendment was nega- 

sions, without the consent of parliament.' 	Lord tived without a division. 	Lord Broughton, who, 
Palmerston opposed this clause; but Lord Stanley as Sir John Cam Hoblionse, had once been presi- 
assented to it as a wholesome declaration of dent of the India Board, opposed the whole 
parliamentary power ; and it was agreed to. theory of a council in the strongest terms. 	He 

At length, on the 8th of July—five months described in anticipation the inconveniences he 
after ' Bill No. 1' had been introduced by Lord believed would flow from it. 	'The council would 
Palmerston, and three or four months after the only embarrass the minister with useless singes- 
introduction of ' Bill No. 2' by Mr Disraeli—' Bill tions and minutes on the most trifling questions ; 
No. 3' was passed by the House of Commons, 
after a vehement denunciation by Mr Roebuck, 
who predicted great disaster from the organisation 

and, if they were rejected, the minority would 
always be able to furnish weapons of attack 
against the Secretary in the House of Commons. 

of the' Council of India? 	Lord Palmerston's bill The minister would gain no advice or knowledge 
was withdrawn on the next day ; it never came on from the council he could not obtain from others 
for a second reading. without 	the embarrassment of having official 

The House of Lords justly complained of the councillors.' 	The Earl of Derby contested these 
small amount of time left to them for the discus- assertions simply by denying their truth ; and 
sion of the bill ; but there was now no help for it, 
short of abandoning the measure for the session ; 

they had no effect on the decision of the 'House. 
All the clauses were examined during three 

and therefore they entered at once on the discussion. sittings, on the 16th, 19th, and 20th of the month, 
On the 9th, the bill was brought in and read a and were 	adopted with a few amendments. 
first time. 	Between that time and the second During the discussions, the Earl of Derby appeared 
reading, the East India Company made one more as the friend of the 'middle classes. 	The Earl of 
attempt to oppose the measure. 	They agreed to a Ellenborough having repeated 	his objection to 
petition for presentation to the House of Lords. competitive examination for the engineers and 
It was in part a petition, in part a protest. 	The artillery of the Indian arms, on the ground that 
propriety 	of adopting the petition was 	urged it would lower the 'gentlemanly' standard of 
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those services, the premier replied that,' Ile was to the." John Gilpin' class,' and added,,' 'Where is. 
not insensible to the advantages of birth and hereditary wisdom found 1 	In what, consists the 

' station :, but he could not join.. with  his noble justice of the tenet that India must henceforward 
friend in saying that because a person happened.to be governed bygentlemen, to,the exclusion„of the 
be the son of a tailor,a greed, or a cheesemeng4, 
provided his mental qualifications were equal to 

middle classes—a gentleman being.  defined to he 
something between a peer, and thqse who buy and 

those, of his competitors, he was, to be, excluded sell. 	Is this, I would ask, the only:argument, that 
from honourable, competition for an appointment can be advanced against the system.ef,cotivetitiye 

' in the public service?  examinations I 	Who, let me ask, fpunded, who 	. 
,. On the 23d of July the India Bill was read a 

third time and passed by the House of Lords; with 
won our Indian empire 7—Those who bought and, 
sold. 	Who extended it 1.7-These who bought and 

a few . observations bearing collaterally, on =Who sold. 	now,transfer that empire to the Drown? 
• Indian affairs. , The Archbishop of Canterbury and —Those who bought and sold; a company of 

some of the bishops made an appeal for the more merchants,merchants, forsooth, whose sops ace„ 
direct encouragement of 'Christianity in India; now not thought' worthy to have even inferior 
but the Earl of Derby made A.  very cautious re- offices in India. committed to 'their hands. 	But ' 
sponse. 	' Due protection ought to be given to the are not the sons of those who buy and soil entitled 
professors of all religions in India,. and nothing to the appellation of gentlemen ? 	Definitions are 

be done to discourage the efforts of Christian ,should dangerous ; 1)0 ; should, nevertheless, like to. 
. missionaries. 	On the other .hand, he.deemed it know what it is that 'constitutes a gentleman. 

essential to the interests, the peace, the well-being 
of England; if not- also . to the very ,existence of 

Why, sir, it appears to me that if a mini be' imbued ', 
with strong Christian principles, if he have received 

her power in India, that the government. should au enlightened and, liberal education, if he he 
carefully abstain from doing anything except M virtuous and: hononrable,--it appears to me. that 
give indiscriminate and impartial protection to all such a man as that is entitled to the appellation. 
sects and all creeds ; and that nothing could be 
more inconvenient or more dangerous on the part 

And who • will, tell me that amqng the sops of, 
those who buy and sell may not be found men 

of the state than any open or active assistance to possessing literau attainmeuts and a refinement 
any attempt to 	convert the native population of mind which place them in a position to bear 
from their .0 \VII religions, however false or super- , 
stitious.' ..The Earls , of Shaftesbury and 	Ellen- 

comparison with the highest born gentlemen in 
India ? ' . Who,. let me ask, were the conquerors of 

borough joined in deploring the vindictive feeling 
which had sprung up between the Europeans and 

the country.? 	Fronn.What class have they sprung7,, 
Who , was Clive ?-,-The son of a yeoinan. 	Who 

natives in India, and which, if continued, would 
neutralise all 	attempts at improvement.. 	The 

was .Munro ?—The son of a ,Glasgow ,merchant, , 
Who was :Malcolm 7—The son of a sheep-farmer. • 

Anglo-Indian press was severely reproved for the 
share it had taken in originating or fostering this 

upon . the Scotch border. ' These, sir, are the men, 
who have won for us, our Indian empire ; and I 

feeling. , entertain no fear that the sons of those who buy 
The Lords having introduced a few amendments and sell, and who enter the .Indian ,service by, 

• in the India Bill, these amendments required the means of. this, principle of open competition, will 
sanction of the Commons before, they could be fail to maintain , a, high position in our army, og 
adopted. , 	of these affected the secret service ,One that they • will do anything to , dishonour the 
of the new .council ; another, the mode of appoint- 
ing the. higher, officials in India; , a third, the 

Englisitpame.' 	, 	,,, 
'When the India; Bill finally passed the Lords;' 

principle of competitive examinations; a fourth, 
the application of Indian revenues ; and so on: 

the Earl of Albemarle recoiled a protest. against' 
it—on the grounds that the  home, government 

The'Commons rejected some of these amendment; established by it would be inefficient and.  uneon- ' 
and accepted the rest, on the 27th. 	On the 29th stitational ; that the council, would be too nnmer: 
the Lords met to consider whether they -would ous ; that it would be nearly half composed of the 
abandon, the 	amendments objected to by, the very directors who were supposed to be under eqn. .! 
Commons. 	This they agreed to do except in one demnatiort ; that those directors, by self-election to 
instance--relating to competitive .examinations for the, council, would , establish a vicious 'principle ; 
the Indian artillery And .engineers ; 	still ,;they that the members of the council would be irre•  
thought. that commissions in these, twp services, sponsible for the use of the great amount of Patron-. • 

_ shouldhe..given only to `gentlemen,' in the eon- age held by them ; that the change 
in, 

 the, mode of 
ventional sense of the term. 	The gOyernment, 
rather than run, into collision :with the Lords, 
recommended the Commons to assent to the slight 

government was too slight".to insure those retort* 
Which India so much, needed ; that it was penal-
oious, anti contrary to parliathentary precedent, to 

amendment which had been made; and this was allow the members of 'the council...to hold ether 
agreed to-l-but not without.manypungent remarks offices, or to engage in commercial purSuits ; that 
on the course which the Upper House had thought the practical effect of the council would be merelyi 
proper to pursue. 	Sir James Graham adverted to to thwart the Secretary of State for India, or else 
a supercilious allusion by th:e•Earl of Ellenborougli to screen him from censure ; and 'that efficient and 
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experienced under-secretaries would be far better recorded in 	English 	annals—it witnessed the 
than any council. death of the once mighty East India Company 

The bill received the royal assent, and became as a governing body. 	' On this day,' said one of 
an act of parliament, on the 2d of August, under the able London journals, 'the Court of Directors 
the title of ' An Act for the Better Government of of .the East India Company holds its last solemn 
India;' 21st and 22d of Victoria, cap. 106. 	A assembly. 	To-morrow, before the shops and the 
brief and intelligible abstract of all the provisions counting-houses of our great metropolis shall have 
of this important statute will be found in the received their accustomed inmates, the greatest 
Appendix. corporate body the world has ever seen will have 

One clause in the new act provided that the shrivelled into an association of receivers of divi- 
Court of Directors should elect seven members to dends. 	The great house in Leadenhall Street will 
the new council of India, either out of the existing stand as it has stood for long years, and well-nigh 
court, or from persons who had formerly been the same business will be done by well-nigh the 
directors of the Company. 	On the 7th of August same persons ; but the government of the East 
they met, and chose the following seven of their own India Company will have passed into a tradition. 
number—Sir James Weir Hogg, Mr Charles Mills, Thousands and tens of thousands, including many 
Captain John Shepherd, Mr Elliot Macnaghten, of the greatest and wisest in the land, intent upon 
Mr 	Ross 	Donelly 	Mangles, 	Captain 	William pleasure at this pleasure-seeking period 	of the 
Joseph Eastwick, and Mr Henry Thohy Prinsep. year, will, in all human probability, not give the 
Many of the public journals severely condemned great change a thought. 	But the first and second 
this selection, as 	having been dictated by the days of September 1858, which witness the extinc- 
merest selfish retention of power in the directors' tion of the old and the inauguration of the new 
own hands; but on the other side, it was urged systems of Indian government, constitute an epoch 
that these seven gentlemen possessed a large 
amount of practical knowledge on Indian affitirs ; 

in our national history—nay, in the world's history, 
second in importance to few in the universal annals 

and, moreover, that the Company, owing the 
legislature no thanks for recent proceedings, were 

of mankind. 	On this day the East India Company, 
which hitherto, through varied changes and gra- 

not bound to be disinterested in the matter. dations, has directed the relations of Great Britain 
A remarkable meeting was held by the East with the vast continent of India, issues its last 

India Company on the 11th of August, to consider instructions to its servants in the east. 	On this 
the state of affairs produced by the new act. 	The day the last dispatches written by the authoritative 
directors and proprietors met as if up one clearly " we" to our governor-general, or governors in 
knew what to think on the matter. 	They asked council, will 	be 	signed 	by their " affectionate 
—What is the East India Company now ? What friends." 	To-morrow the.cgomet of her Majesty's 
does it possess ? 	What can it do, or what has Secretary of State will be supreme in the official 
it 	got to do I 	Has it any further interest in correspondence of the Indian bureau. 	It may or 
the affairs of India? 	Is there now any use in may not be for the good of India, it may or may 
a Court of Directors, or a Court of Proprietors, 
further than 	to 	distribute 	the 	dividends 	on 

not be for the good of England, that the govern-
ment of the East India Company should on this day 

India stock handed over by the new Council cease to exist; but we confess we do not envy the 
of India out of Indian revenues ? 	Is the regular feelings of the man who can contemplate without 
payment of that dividend well secured ? 	Are emotion this great and pregnant political change.' 
the trading powers of the Company abolished ; There was a disposition, on this last day of the 
and if not, is there any profitable trade that can Company's power, to look at the bright rather than 
be entered upon 7 Are they to lose their house in the dark side of its character. 	' It has the great 
Leaden hall street, their museum, their library, 
their archives ; and if so, why 7 	If the Company 

privilege of transferring to the service of her Majesty 
such a body of civil and military officers as the 

at any time become involved in law-proceedings, 
will the costs come out of the dividends, or out of 

world has never seen before. A government cannot 
be base, cannot be feeble, cannot be wanting in 

what other fund 7 	The answers to these various wisdom, that has reared two such services as the 
questions were so very conflicting, and the state of civil and military services of the East India Corn- 
doubt among all the proprietors so evident, that parry. 	To those services the Company has always 
it was agreed—' That a committee of proprietors been just, has always been generous. 	In those 
be appointed to act in concert with the chairman services lowly merit has never 	been neglected. 
and deputy-chairman of the Court of Directors, for The best men have risen to the highest• place. 
the purpose of obtaining counsel's opinion as to They may have come from obscure farmhouses 
the present legal position of the Company under or dingy places of business ; they may have been 
previous acts of parliament, as well as the present roughly nurtured and rudely schooled; they may 
act—more especially as 	to 	the 	parliamentary have landed in the country without sixpence or a 
guarantee of the Company's stock, and the posi- single letter of recommendation in their trunks ; 
tion of the Company's creditors, Indian as well as but if they have had the right stuff in them, they 
European.' have made their way to eminence, and have dis- 

The 1st of September 1858 was a day to be tanced men of the highest connections and most 
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flattering antecedents.. . . . 0 	Let her Majesty 
appreciate the gift—let her Oke the vast country 
and the teeming millions of India under her direct 
control ; but let her not forget the great corporation 
from which she has received them, nor the lessens 
to be learned from its success.' 

The last special General Court of the Company 
was held, as we hare said, on the let of S‘  optember. 
The immediate purpose was a generous one : the 

granting of a pension to the distinguished ruler 
of the Punjaub, Sir John Lawrence; and this was 
followed by an act at once dignified and graceful. 
It was an earnest tender of thanks, on the part of 
the East India Company generally, to its servants 
of every rank and capacity, at home and in India, 
for their zealous and faithful performance of 
duties; an assurance to the natives of India tiv t 
they would find in Queen Victoria ' a most gracious 
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Oid East India House, Leadenhall Street. 

mistress;' au expression of hearty belief that the 
home-establishment, if employed by the Crown, 
would serve the Crown well as it had served the 
Company; a declaration of just pride in the stet.- 
ling civilians and noble soldiers at that moment 
serving unweariedly in India ; and an earnest hope 
and prayer ' That it may please Almighty God 
to bless the Queen's Indian reign by the speedy 
restoration of peace, security, and order; and so 
to prosper her Majesty's efforts for the welfare of 
her East Indian subjects that the millions who 
will henceforth be placed under her Majesty's 
direct as well as sovereign dominion, constantly 
advancing in all that makes men and nations 
great, flourishing, and happy, may reward her 
Majesty's cares in their behalf by their faithful 
and firm attachment to her Majesty's person and 
government.' 

The East India House in Leadenhall Street was 
chosen by Lord Stanley as the office of the new 
Council for India, on account of its internal resources 
for the management of public business. 	Daring 
more than two centuries and a half, the city of 
London had containtd the head-quarters of those 

who managed Anglo-Indian affairs. 	The first 
meeting of London merchants in 1509, on the 
subject of East India trade, was held at Founders' 
Hall. 	The early business of the Company, when 
formed, was transacted partly at the residences 
of the directors, partly in the halls of various 
incorporated companies. 	In 1621 the Company 
occupied Crosby Hall for this purpose. 	In 1638 a 
removal was made to Leadenhall Street, to the 
house of Sir Christopher Clithe.roe, at that time' 
governor of the Company. 	In 1648 the Company • 
took the house of Lord Craven, adjoining Clitheroc's, 
and on the site of the present India House. 	In 
1726 the picturesque old front of this mansion was 
taken down, and replaced by the one represented 
in the above cut. 	Finally, in 1796, the present 
India House was built,* and remained the head- 
quarters of the Company. 	Acquiring skill by 
gradual exporienv, the Company had rendered 
this one of the most perfectly organised establish- 
inents that ever existed. 	Ranged in racks and 
shelves, in chambers, corridor1/4  and cellars, were 

4 
6  see Engraving, p. 452. 
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t: 	• the records of the Company's administration ; pre. 

. 
presided at the first meetings of the new council, he 

- • pared by goVernor-generals, judges, magistratea,Col- grouped the members into certain committees, for 
[' lectors, paymasters, directors, secretaries, and other the more convenient dispatch of business. 	This 
I' officials abroad and at home. 	These documents, 

tabulated and indexed with the greatest nicety,• 
related to the whole affairs of the Company, small 

grouping was based in part on the previous practice 
of the East India Company, and in part on sug-,  
gested improvements. 	The committees were three 

• 3....5 well as great, and extended back to the earliest in number, of five members each—partly noun- 
period of the Company's history. 	Declarations of nated, and ' partly elected. 	The functions and 
war, treaties of peace, depositions of native princes, 
dispatches of governor-generals, proceedings of 

composition of the committees were as follow 

trials, appeals of natives, revenue assessments, army rawsc.s, ROIL; AND Finnic WOUNS. 

disbursements—all were fully recorded in some Sir Prohy Quaky, 	. 	. 	. 	Nominate{.Mr Arbuthnot, 	4 • 
mode or other. 	The written documents relating 
to a hundred and fifty-five years of the Company's 

Mr Mills, 	. 	. 	, 

	

Mcnaghten, 	.   
Captain Shepherd, 	•. 	. . 

	
. , 
	Elected. 

 
history, from 1704 to 1858, filled no less than a POLITICAL AND ISTILITAILY. 

1  

hundred and sixty thousand huge folio volumes. 
These documents were•so thoroughly indexed and 

Sir John Lawrence, 	
. 
. 	. 	. 

Sir R, Vivia 
awlinson, . 

n, 	• 	• 	• 	• 	Nominated. Sir R. R 	 . 
' . registered that any one could be found by a very - 	Mr Willoughby, . 	. 	. 	• 

brief search. 	It was mentioned with pride by the . 	cartAin anatnia, 	• 	• 	• 	Elected. 

staff of the India House, that when Lord Stanley, RLYENDE, JUD1C1AL AND nzoLminv.E. 
in his capacity as Secretary of State for India, made Sir H. M 

Cu 
 ongomery, . 	. 	. 	Nominated. Sir F. 	rrto 

his first official visit to Leadenhall Street, ho was Sir J. W. Hogg, . 	. 	• 	. 
invited to test the efficient y of this re , 	. 	. 	. 	. , 	Mr Frinsep 

Mr Mangles
,  . 
	 Elected. 
. 	• 	• 	• 

°dispatch, department, by calling for any particular • 
or for any document bearing upon any act or Lord Stanley appointed Sir G. R. Clerk and Mr 
policy of the Court of Directors, throughout a period Henry Baillie to be under-secretaries of state for 

j. of a century and a half ; a promise was given that India ; and Mr James Cosmo Melvin, late deputy- 
any one of these documents should be forthcoming secretary to the East India Company, to• be assist- 
in five minutes. 	His lordship thereupon asked for ant under-secretary. 	Mr John Stuart Mill, one of 
a, report on the subject of some occurrence which the most distinguished of the Company's servants 
took place under his own observation while on in England, was earnestly solicited by Lord Stanley 
a tour in India. 	The document was speedily pro- to assist the new government with his •services ; 
duced, and was found to contain all the details of but he declined on account of impaired health. 
the transaction minutely described. With a few exceptions, the valued and experi- 

After  tho Court of Directors had elected seven anted servants of the Company became servants 
members to the new council, the government 
nominated the other eight. 	The greatest name on 

of the new council, as secretaries, clerks, examiners, 
auditors, record-keepers, &c. ; for the rest, arrange- 

the list was, Sir John Laird Muir Lawrence, who ments were to be gradually made in the form of 
was expected to return to England, and for whom compensations, pensions, or retiring allowances. 
a place at the council-board was kept vacant. 	The One of the first proceedings under the new 
other seven nominated members were Sir  Henry regime was the appointment of a commission to 
Conyughain Montgomery, Sir Frederick Currie, investigate the complicated relations of the Indian 
Major-general Sir Robert John Hussey Vivian, army. 	The heads of inquiry on which the 
Colonel Sir Proby Thomas Cautley, Lieutenant- commission was to enter included almost every- 
colonel Sir Henry Creswicke Ra,wlinson, Mr John thing that could bear upon the organisation and 
Pollard Willoughby, and Mr William Arbuthnot. efficiency of the military force in the east, under a 

' . It was considered that the fifteen members, in system where the anomalous distinction between 
reference to their past experience of Indian affairs, c Company's' troops and ' Queen's' troops would 

1* might fairly represent the following interests : no longer be in force. 	Such an inquiry would 
E 	 ., necessarily extend over a period of many months, " 1 Bengal 

madras 

	

Civil Service, 	. 	. 	. • 	Prinsep, Mangles. 
A' a 	t 	• 	• 	Montgomery. and. would need to be conducted partly in India 

Bombay 
Retinal 
Madras 

n 	• 	, 	. 	. 	. 	'Willoughby. 

	

Army, 	. 	. 	. 	Qiutloy. 
n 	, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Vivian. 	 • In 

and partly in England. 
closing this narrative of the demise of the 

Bombay 	* 	. 	. 	. 	Eastwlek. 
Tho Fun)aub, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	Lawrence. powerful East India Company as a political or 
Afghan Frontier, 	. 	. 	Rawlinson. governing body, it may be remarked that all the 
Native States, 
Indian Law, 

. 	. 	. 	Currie. 
- 	. 	 ..F.ogg, Macuaghtest, well-wishers of India felt the change' to be a great 

Shipping ria,m03. 
Indian Commerce, 

Interests, 	: 	. 	. 	Shepherd. 
• . 	. 	DUN. 	• 

. 	•• 	Arbuthnot. 
and signal one, whether for good or harm. 	There 
were not wanting prophets of disaster. ' The intlu- 

- • . ence of parliament being so much more readily 
This classification,. however, was not official ; 	i1' ' brought to bear upon a government department 
was only useful indenoting the kind of knowledge than upon the East India Company, many persons 

' likely to be brought to the council by each member: entertained misgivings concerning the effect of 
When, in the early days of September, Lord Stanley the change upon the well-being of India. 	Before 
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any long period could elapse, submarine cables advice or remonstrance to the distant viceroy ; but 
would probably have been sunk in so: many it is doubtful whether parliament would suffer 
seas, and laud-cables stretched across so many the 	council 	or the 	Secretary to exercise 	this 
countries, that a message would be flashed from wise forbearance. 	' There would be 'a tendeney to 
London 	to 	Calcutta 	in 	a few hours. • 	Lord govern India by the House of Commons through 
Palmerston once jocularly made a prediction, ten the medium of the electric telegraph. 	A sensitive 
years before the Indian mutiny broke out, to the governor-general would be worried to death in a 
effect that the day would come when, if,a minister few mouths by the interference of the telegraph 
were asked in parliament whether war had broken with his free' action ; and an irritable one might 
out in India, he would reply: `Wait a minute; be stung into indignant resignation in a much 
I'll just telegraph to the governor-general, and let shorter time.' 	All such fears are groundless. 	If 
you know.' 	A war in India did indeed come, , a message" from England were perilous in its 
before the period for the fulfilment of this pre- tendency through i40 ease and quickness of trans- 
diction ; but the time was assuredly approaching mission, a message from India pointing out this 
when the 'lightning-post,' as the natives of India perilous tendency' would be 	equally easy and 
felicitously call it, would be in operation. 	What quick. 	The electric messenger does its, work as 
would be the results'? 	Some • of the foreboders rapidly in one direction as the other. A governor- 
of 'disaster said : 	' In any great crisis, it is true, genoral,.worthy of, the name, would take care not 
which demands prompt action on the part of the instantly to obey an order which he believed to 
governing country, this rapid intercommunication be dangerous to the welfare of the country under 
will be a source of strength ; the resources of his charge ; the wire would enable him to con- 
England will be brought to bear upon any part of verse with the authorities at home in a few hours, 
India four or five weeks sooner than under existing or, at any rate, a few days, and to explain ciretzte- 
circumstances. 	But, 	on 	the other hand, 	the stances which would probably lead to a modifica- 
ordinary work of government, at either end of the Lion of the' order issued. 	The electric telegraph 
wire, will be greatly complicated and embarrassed being one of the ereatest' boons ever given by 
by this frequent 	intercommunication 	of ideas. science to mankind, it will be strange indeed if 
The Council of India will probably not be over- England does 'not derive from it-L-in her govern- 
anxious to fetter the movements of the governor- ment of India, as in other matters—an amount 
general ; nor will the Secretary of State for India of benefit that will immeasurably outweigh any 
be necessarily prone to send curt sentences of ' temporary inconveniences. 

''. 
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OLucz—Entrance to the Persian' Gulf. ,  

SUPPLEMENTARY CIIAPTER. 
i 

g 1.. THE PERSIAN EXPEDITION, 1856.7. 	 § 2. pm CHINESE AND JAPANESE EXPEDITIONS:  1838-7-8. 
8 3. ENGLISH PROSPECTS TN THE EAST. 

, • - 2 
Ii OT the least among the many 

extraordinary circumstances con- 
nected with the Revolt in India 

the way from England to the east. 	Whether these 
two opposing circumstances would have neutralised 
each other, can only be vaguely guessed at. 

- 	k, , 	was this—that England,' at the. 
' 	 very time when the Revolt began, 

44 	had two Asiatic wars on her hands, 
one eastward and the other west- 

There are other considerations, however, than 
that which concerns the presence or absence ,of
British troops, tending to give these two expedi-
tions a claim to some brief notice in the present 

.,, 	ward of her Indian empire. 	True, the work. . The Persian war, if the short series of 
rt 	Shah of Persia had consented to a hostilities deserve that name, arose, mainly and in 

treaty of peace before that date ; true, the first instance, out of apprehensions for the 
V ' 	the Emperor of China had not yet actu- future safety of British India on the northwest.. 

ally received a declaration of war; but The Chinese war arose, mainly and in the first 
it 	is 	equally 	true 	that 	British generals 	and instance, out of that opium-traffic which bad put 
soldiers were still 	holding conquered positions so many millions sterling into the coffers of the 
in 	the one country, 	and that hostilities had East India Company. 	Other events, it is true, 
commenced 	in the other. 	We have seen in had tended to give a different colour and an intri- 
former chapters, 	and 	shall 	have occasion to cate complication to the respective quarrels ; but 
refer to the fact again, that Viscount Canning it can hardly be doubted that the India frontier- 
was most earnestly desirous, when the troubles in question in the one case, and the - India opium- 
India began, to obtain the aid of two bodies of question in the other, were the most powerful 
British troops—those going to China, and those predisposing causes in bringing about the two wars. 
returning from Persia. 	It must ever remain Two sections of the present chapter are' appro- 
au insoluble problem how the Revolt would priatod to such an outline of these two warlike 
have fared if .  there had been DO Persian and expeditions as will show how far they were induced 
Chinese expeditions. 	On the one hand, several by India, and how.far they affected 'India, before 
additional regiments of the Company's army, and during the Revolt. 	Any detailed treatment of 
native as well as European, would have been the operations would be beyond the scope of the 
in India, instead of in or near Persia. 	On the present volume. 	The expedition to Japan will 
other 	hand, 	there would not have been so claim a little notice as a peaceful episode in the 
many disciplined %British troops at that time on Chinese narrative. 

2x 
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4.1. 	THE 	PERSIAN 	EXPEDITION, 	1.856-7. 
Examining a map of Asia, we shall see that the who were bound, by treaties of alliance, to friendly ' 

country, called in its widest extent Afghanistan, 
is hounded on the east by India, on the west by 

relations with England. 	Herat, however, farther 
west and more inaccessible, became a prey to • 

Persia, and on the north by the -territories of contentions which brought on the Persian war 
various Turcoman tribes. 	Whatever may be the in 1856. 
fruitfulness 	or value of Afghanistan in other About the year 1833, disputes arose between 
respects, it includes and possesses the only 'naafi- Herat and ramie. which have never since been 	• 
cable route from Central Asia to 'the rich plains of wholly healed, 	The Shah claimed, if not the • 
India. 	So far as Persia, Bokhara, and Khiva are ownership of Fiero, at least a tribute that would 
concerned, England would never for a moment, 
think  of doubting the safety of India; but when, 
in bygone years, it was known that &Asia Was 

imply* a 	sort 	of protective • superiority. 	This 
tribute was suddenly Withdrawn 	by Karnran 
Ulna, Rhea of Herat, 131  Or 0(114 the year Just. 

increasing her power hi Central Asia, acquiring flamed; 4na certain tinsel of a treaty were' at 
a great influence over the Shah of Persia, and the same time disregarded by him. 	Thence arose 
sending secret agents to Afghanistan, a sespioion a warlike tendency in the court of Teheran-- 
arose that the eye of the Czar was directed towards encouraged by Count Simonich, Russian ambas. 
the Indus as well as towards the Bosphorus,to seder; 	and discouraged 	by 	Mr 	Ellis, 	British 

haveIndia as well as to Turkey. 	Alarmists may ambassador.. 	Negotiations failing, a Persian army 
coloured this probability too highly, 	but 	the began to march, and the Shah formally declared 
symptoms were not on that account to be wholly Herat to be a province of the Persian empire. 
neglected. 	About midway between the Punjaub The fortress of Gliorian fell, and after that the 
and the Caspian Sea is the city of Herat, near city of Herat was invested and besieged. 	Russia : 
the meeting-point 	of Persia, Afghanistan, and proposed a treaty in 1838, whereby Herat was 
Ttirkigtan or Independent Tatary. 	It was this to be given to the Khan of Candahar, on the 
city, rather than any other, which caused the war condition that both of these Afghan states should 
with Persia. 	To what state does Herat belong, acknowledge the suzerainty of Persia: the fulfil- 
Persia or 	Afghanistan 7 	The answer to this ment of the conditions being guaranteed by Russia, • 
question is of great political importance ; for as This alarmed Sir John M`Neill, at that time British 
Russia has more influence in the first-named state representative at Teheran ,; he suggested to Lord.  
than in the second, any aggressive schemes of the 
court of St Petersburg against India would be 

Palmerston that the British should send an army , 
to support Herat, 	as a means of preventing 

favoured by a declaration or admission that Herat the falling of the whole of Afghanistan into the 
belonged to Persia. 	In the course of twenty cell- clutches of Russia. 	Herat was defending itself 
turies Afghanistan has been in succession under bravely, and there might yet be' time to save it. . 
Persian,- Bactrian, 	Scythian, 	Hindoo, 	Persian, The Shah refusing to listen teM`Neill's represent- . 

• Saracenic, Turcoman, Khorasan, Mongol, Mogul, ations, and various petty matters having given . 
Persian, and Afghan rule ; until at length, in 1824, England an .excuse to 'demand satisfaction,' 'an 
• three Afghan princes divided the country between expedition was sent from India to the Persian 
them—one taking the Cabool province, 'another Gulf in the summer of 1838, 	Nominally a dispute 
that of Candahar, and another that of Herat. about Herat, it was really a struggle whether 
There are therefore abundant excuses for Persians England or 'Russia should acquire most ascend- 
and Tureomaits, Afghans and Hindoos, laying envy over the Shah of Persia. 	Three years . 
claim to this region, if they think themselveS strong of negotiation, on various minor grievances and 
enough to enforce their claims. 	It is just such differences, led to a treaty between England and 
a complication as Russia would like to encourage, 
supposing her to have any designs against India— 

Persia in 	1841. 	There thee . followed many ' 
years of peace—.not, however, unalloyed by 

just such a complication, we must in justice add, as 
would lead England to seize' Afghanistan, if she 

.troubles. 	Persia.; urged on secretly by -Russia, 
continually 	endeavoured 	to,  obtain power 	in' 

thought it necessary for the. safety of her Indian the Herat territory ; -while the oriental vanity 
empire. 	When Lord Aneldand was governor- of the officials, led them. into many breaches of . 
general of India, in 1837, he interfered in Afghan courtesy towards ' English 	envoys, consuls, and 
polities, in order to insure the throne of Cabool to merchants. 	In 1851,, it came to the knowledge ' 
a prince friendly to England and hostile to Russia of Colonel 'Shell, at that time British minister 
and Persia ; this interference led to the first Afghan at the, court of Teheran, that Persia was quietly 
war. in 1838, the disastrous termination of which preparing for another attack , on Herat. 	In 
brought on the second Afghan "war of 1842. 	Since spite of Shell's remonstrances, the Shah sent an 
the year last named, the Cabool and Candahar , army against that city in 1852, eaptuxbd 'the ' 
territories have rAained in the-  hands of princes ,plaee, set up' a dependent as subsidiary chief 
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or khan, coined money with his own effigy, 
imprisoned and tortured many Afghan chiefs, and 

from Russia, or actuated by any other motive, 
made a pretence of negotiating, but neverthe- 

formally annexed the Herat territory as part of less proceeded with their expedition, captured 
the great Persian empire. 	Colonel Shell, failing Ghorian, and laid siege to Herat: 	Hereupon 
in all his endeavours to counteract the policy of instructions were sent out to the governor-general 
the Persian court, sent home to recommend that of India, to prepare a warlike force for service 
the British should despatch an expedition to the in the Persian Gulf. 	Before those instructions 
Persian Cult 	Under the influence of English could 	Bombay, Ferukh Khan arrived at treach 
pressure, the Shah signed another treaty in 1853— Constantinople with, full powers from the Shah 
engaging to give up Herat ; not to attack it again to settle all points of difference between Persia 
unless an attack came previously from the side of and England. 	Lord Stratford de Redcliffe was 
Cabool or Candahar ; and to he content with the empowered to treat with this plenipotentiary; 
merely nominal suzerainty which existed in the they made great advances towards the settlement 
timo of the late Khau. The Persians, nevertheless, 
threw numberless obstacles in the way of carrying 

of the terms of a treaty ; but while they were 
discussing (in November), news arrived that the 

out this treaty; insomuch that Colonel Shell was Persians had captured the city of Herat after a 
engaged in a perpetual angry correspondence with long siege. 	This strange confusion between diplo- 
them. 	Faith in treaties is very little understood macy at Constantinople and war at Ilerat, stringent 
in Asia; and the court of Persia is thoroughly orders from London and warlike alacrity at 
Asiatic in this matter. 	While this wrangle was Borribay, totally disarranged the negotiations of 
going on, another embarrassment arose, out of Ferukh Khan and Lord Stratford de Redcliffe ; 
the employment by the Hon. A. C. Murray, British those ministers could do nothing further. 	The 
representative, of a Persian named Mirza Hashem governor-general declared war against Persia on 
Khan, against the Shah's orders. 	A. seizure of the 1st of November, and the Persian plenipoten- 
Hashends wife by the authorities was converted by tiary left Constantinople for Teheran in December. 
Mr Murray into a national insult, on the ground Thus arose the 	Persian 	expedition—out of 
that Hasbem was now in the service, and under circumstances so complicated, that it is difficult to 
the protection, of the British crown. 	Murray bear in mind the relations of one to another. 	The 
struck his Bag from the embassy house, until the existence of intrigues among contending parties in 
matter should be settled. 	A most undignified the state of Herat ; the frequent strife between 
quarrel took place during the winter of 1355, and the Afghans of Cabool and Candahar and those 
far into 1856—Mr Murray insisting on the supreme of Herat ; the well-remembered and never-aban- 
rights of the British protectorate ; and the Persian dolled claims of Persia upon the last-named state ; 
authorities disseminating scandalous stories as to the open desire of Russia to obtain a hold over 
the motives which induced him to protect the lady the Persian court ; the concealed desire of the 
in question. same astute power to approach nearer and nearer 

The scene was next transferral to Constan- to the gates of India ; the anxiety of England to 
tinople ; where, early in 1856, the Persian minis- see Afghanistan remain as a barrier between 
ter discussed the matter with Lord Stratford de India and the centre of Asia; the tendency of 
Redcliffe, deploring the rupture, and laying all Persia to disregard those courtesies to western 
the blame on Mr Murray and the other British, 
officials. 	In 	a 	memorandum 	drawn up 	at 

nations which oriental potentates 	have never 
willingly conceded—all were concurrent causes 

Teheran, for circulation in the different European in bringing about the British expedition to the 
courts, M'Neill, Sheil, Murray—all wore stigma- Persian Gulf in 1856. 	The most powerful incen- 
tised • as 	mischief-makers, bent 	on 	humiliating tine, probably, although never acknowledged in 
Persia, and on disturbing the friendly relations diplomatic correspondence, was the wish to keep 
between the Shah and Queen Victoria. 	In an Russia as far as possible away from India. 
autograph 	document 	from 	the Shah himself, But, it may be asked, what bad the East India 
Mr Murray was designated `stupid, ignorant, and 
insane ; one who has the audacity and impudence 

Company to do with this war ? 	Why was India, 
put to the expense of providing an armament for 

•to insult even kings: invading Persia ? 	This, in truth, was one of the 
Before this Murray quarrel was ended, hostilities anomalies connected with the 	'double govern- 

broke out again at Herat. There were rival parties meet' of India. 	It was a war declared by Lord 
in that city ; there was an attack threatened by Palmerston's cabinet; but as it was founded on 
Post Mohammed of Cabool ; an appeal was made considerations relating to the safety of India, it 
to Persia for aid, by the Khan who at this time was treated as an India war, to be conducted by 
ruled Herat ; and Persia marched an army of the authorities in British India. 
9000 men in that direction, 	The British govern- The providing of the army for the Persian 
recut, regarding this march as an infringement of Gulf devolved chiefly upon Lord Elthinstone, as 
the treaty of Herat, demanded the withdrawal of governor of Bombay. 	The army was in two 
the troops, and threatened warlike proceedings if divisions, one 	of which 	left Bombay several 
the demand were not attended to, 	The Persians, 
whether emboldened by secret encouragement 

weeks before the ether. 	Numerous transport- 
vessels wore chartered, besides many of the large 
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mail-steamers, to carry troops, guns, and stores to the troops along the shore, the other with the 
the Persian Gulf. 	The commissariat and quarter- fleet at easy distance. 	Bushire is an important 
masters' departments had to make great prepara- commercial town on the northeast side of the 
tions—a thousand baggage-cattle; fodder for these, 
for draught-bullocks, and for cavalry and artillery 

gulf; whoever commands it, commands much of 
the trade of Persia. 	Stalker found the defences to 

horses ; framework for fifteen hospitals ; hutting be far stronger than he had anticipated. 	On 
for many thousand soldiers, &e. 	Means of trans- the 9th he dislodged a body of Persian troops 
port had to be provided for most of these, as it from a strong position they occupied in the old 
would not be safe to rely on supplies obtained in Dutch fort of Reshire. 	On the 10th, after a short 
au enemy's country. bombardment, Bushire itself surrendered=-with 

Gradually, 	as the 	troops, guns, and 	stores a promptness which showed how few ,soldierly 
reached the shores of Persia, the organisation of qualities were possessed by the garrison ; for the 
the force proceeded. 	It was thus constituted : place contained sixty-five guns, with a large store 

ruin' DIVISION. of warlike supplies, 	The governor of the city, 
and the commander of the troops, came out and .
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3d Bombay native cavalry. Cavalry Drigadc, 	. 	. 	Poona?' Norse. 

garrison, •about two thousand in number, basing 
marched out and delivered up their arms, wore 

Artillery 	• 	„ 	Various detaebroents. escorted by cavalry to a distance, and then set 
SECOND DIVISION free. • By the .erening of the 11th the tents and 

1st Infantry Brigade, 	,f TI.M. 78th Highlanders. . 	. 	%itil Bombay N.I. 
i 22d Bombay N.L es 	' 	' 	• 	Light Batt. B.N.I. 

cooking-utensils were landed ; and an intrenched 
camp was formed outside Bushire as a temporary 

for the force—sufficient detachments resting-place 
being told off to hold the city and fort eafely. Cavalry Brigade, 	. 	. 	

} 
/1.bl. each Dragoons. 

1 Jacob's Sindo Homo. 
ArtUlory 	o 	. 	. 	c Troop hot-so-artillery. 

1 Two field-batteries, 
So entirely had the expedition been kept secret 
from the Persians, that when, on the 29th of 

The several divisions 	and brigades were thus November, the first vessels of the fleet hove it 4 
commanded : The first division was placed under sight, the governor of Bushire sent to Mr Consul 
Major-general Stalker ; and the four brigades of Jones to ask what it meant ; and he only then 
which it consisted were commanded by Brigadiers learned that our army and navy had come to 
Wilson, Howler, Tapp, and Trovelyan. The second capture the city. 	This plan was adopted, to 
division was under Brigadier-general 	HaVelock obtain a 'material guarantee' sufficiently serious to 
—who lived to become so famous in connection influence the double-dealing Persian government. 
with the wars of the Indian mutiny ; and the Here the troops remained for several weeks. 
four 	brigades which it comprised were corn- The second division, and the real head of the 
mantled by Brigadiers Hamilton, Hale, Steuart, 
and Hutt. 	Brigadier-general Jacob commanded 

force, had not arrived; and General Stalker was 
not expected or authorised to undertake anything 

in chief the cavalry of both 	divisions; while further at present. 	His camp, about a mile from 
Major-general Sir James Outram held supreme Bushire, assumed every day a more orderly appear- 
command of the whole force, ante ; and steady trading transactions were carried 

The first division, as we have said, preceded the on with the towns-people, The transportships went 
second by several weeks. 	General Stalker took his to and fro between Bushire and Bombay, bringing 
departure from Bombay on the 26th of November, 
with a fleet of nearly forty vessels under Admiral 

guns and supplies of various kinds. 
The political relations between the two countries, 

Sir Henry Leeke—a few of them war-steamers, but meanwhile, remained as indefinite as before. 	Air 
chiefly steam and sailing transports, carrying 10,000 Murray came from Bagdad to Bushire, to confer 
soldiers, sailors, and men of all grades and employ- with the military and naval leaders on all news- 
ments. 	Stalker and Leeke, having brought all the sary matters, and to negotiate with the Shah's 
troops and stores past Ormuz and up the Persian government if favourable opportunity for so doing 
Gulf, captured the island of Karrack as a military should offer. 	Herat remained in the hands of its 
dep6t, and then effected a landing at Hallila Bay, 
about twelve miles south of Bushire. 	Although 

conquerors, the Persians. 	Sir John Lawrence, in 
his capacity as chief authority in the Punjaub, held 

the opposition, from a few hundred Persian troops, 
was very insignificant, the landing was neverthe- 

more than one interview with Dost Mohatiimed, 
Khan of Cabool, in order to keep that wily leader 

less a slow process, occupying three days and two 
nights—owing chiefly to the absence of any other 

true to his alliance with England ; and it was, 
considered a fair probability that if Persia did not 

boats than those belonging to the ships. 	There yield to England's demands, a second expedition 
being no draught-cattle landed at that time, the would be sent from the Punjaub 	and Siude 
troops were without tents or baggage of any kind ; through Afghanistan to Herat. 
they therefore carried three days rations in their 
haversacks, 	After being thus engaged on the 7th 

It was not until the last week in January, 1857, 
that Sir James Outram and his staff reached the 

of December and two following days, Stalker and Persian Gulf; nearly all the infantry had preceded 
Lecke advanced toWards Bushire—the one with him, but much of the artillery and cavalry had yet 
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to come. 	Sir James sighted Bushire on the 30th ; array, se as to grapple with the enemy as soon 
and General Stalker, long encamped outside the as daylight should point out their position. 	When 
town, made prompt preparations for his recep- at length, on the morning of the 8th, the British 
lion. 	Outratn was 	desirous of instant action. saw the Persians, seven or eight thousand strong, 
Stalker had been stationary, not because there was draWn up in order near the wailed vilfage of 
nothing to do, but because his resources were Khooshemb, they dashed at them at once with 
inadequate to any extensive operations. 	Shiraz, 
the most important city in that part of Persia, 
lying nearly due east of Bushire, is connected with 

cavalry and horse-artillery,'so irresistibly that the 
plain Tats. soon 'strewed. with, dead bodies ; the 
enemy, fled panic-stricken in all directions ; and it' 

it by two roads, one through Forozabed, and the Outrem's cavalry had been more numerous (he had 
other through Kisht and Kazeroon ; the Persians barely 500 sabres), he could almost have annihi- 
were rumoured to have 20,000 men guarding the lated the Persian infantry. 	By ten o'clock all was 
first of these two roads, and a. smaller number over, the Persians leaving two guns and all their 
guarding the second. 	These reports were after- ammunition in the hands of the British. 	In the 
wards proved to be greatly exaggerated ; but evening Outram resumed his march, and re-entered 
Sir James determined that, at any rate, there • Bushire during the night ofthe 9th. His troop% had 
should be no longer sojourn at Bushire than was marched ninety miles over ground converted into 
absolutely needed, 	' a swamp by heavy reins, and had seized a camp 

Information having arrived that a large body and won a battle, in a little more than six days. 
of Persians was at the foot of the nearest hills, In a ' Field-force Order,' issued on February 10th, 
Outram resolved to dislodge them. 	The troops and signed by Colonel (afterwards Sir Edward) 
were under Soojah-ool-Moolk, governor of Shiraz, 
and formed the nucleus of a larger force intended 

Lugard as chief of the staff, 	Outram warmly 
complimented his troops on this achievement. 

for the recapture of Bushire. 	Leaving the town After this dashing affair at Khoosh-aub, the 
to be guarded by seamen from the ships, and the patience of Sir James was sorely tried by a long 
camp by. about 1500 soldiers under Colonel Shep- period of comparative inactivity—occasioned in 
hard, with the Diphruta so moored that her guns part by the rainy state of the weather, and in 
could command the approaches—Outram started part by the non-arrival of some . of the artillery 
on the 3d of February, with about 4600 men and end cavalry, without which his further operations 
18 guns. 	He took no tents or extra clothing ; but . Would necessarily be much impeded. 	Brigadier- 
gave to each soldier a greatcoat, a blanket, and two general Havelock arrived about this time, and took 
days' rations ; ev bile the commissariat, provided command of the second division, which had hitherto 
three more days' rations. 	lie marched round been under a substitute. 	The,feeding of the army 
the head of Bushim creek to Char-kota, and on had become a difficult matter; for the Persian 
the 5th came suddenly upon the enemy's ramp, 
which they had precipitately abandoned when 

traders came in less readily after the battle of 
Khoosh-aub. 	Rumours gradmilly ,epread in the 

they heard of his approach. 	!Phis was near the camp that an expedition was shortly to he sent 
town of Borasjoon, on the road to Shiraz. 	On the out to Mohamrah, a town near the confluence 
next two days he secured large stores of ammuni- of the Euphrates and the Karon, about three 
lion, carriages, camp-equipage, stores, grain, rice, 
horses, and cattle—everything but guns ; these had 

days' sail up from Bushire ; these rumours gave 	, 
pleasurable excitement to the troops, who were 

been safely carried off by the enemy to the difficult becoming somewhat wearied of their Bushire 
pass of Mink, in the mountains lying between encampment. Much had yet to be done, however, 
Bushire and Shiraz; and as Sir James had not made before the expedition could start; the northwest 
any extensive commissariat arrangements, he did winds in the gulf delved the arrival. of the 
not deem it prudent to follow them at that time. ships containing the cavalry and artillery. 	On 

On the evening of the 7th, Outram began his 
march back to Bushire—after destroying nearly 
twenty tons of powder, and vast quantities of 

the 4th of March, Sir James made public his 	, 
plan. 	General Stalker was to remain at Bushire, 
with 	Brigadiers Wilson, Timmer, and Tapp, in 

shot and shell ; and after securing as booty such command of: about 3000 men of all arms ; while 
flour, grain, rice, and stores as belonged to the Outram and Havelock, with several of the brigs- 
government rather than to the villagers. But now diers, at the head of 4000 troops, were to make an 
occurred a most unexpected event. 	The Persian expedition to Mohamrah, where many fortifications 	11  
cavalry, which retreated while Outram had been 
advancing, resolved to attack while he was retreat- 

were reported to have been recently thrown up, 	1 , 
and where 10,000 or 12,000 Persian troops 'were 	i 

ing. 	They approached soon after midnight ; and assembled. 	During many days troop-ships were 
the British were soon 'enveloped in a skirmishing going up the Persian Gulf and the Euphrates--- 
fire with an enemy whom they could not see, some conveying the  troops already at Bushire ; 
Outram fell from his horse, and Stalker had to and others conveying cavalry and 	artillery as 
take the command for a time. 	The enemy having fast as they arrived from Bombay. 	The enemy 
brought four guns within accurate range, the 
position was for a time very serious. 	Stalker 

eagerly watched these movements from the shore, 
but ventured on no molestation. 

was enabled by degrees to get the regiments into During the three weeks 'occupied 	by these 
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movements, events of an •almost ' unprecedented only 400-  cavalry :' the rest having been loft to 
character occurred at t ushire—the suicide of two guard Bushite and the • encampment. ' Outram 
British officers who dreaded the responsibility of and Havelock arrived near Mohamrah on the' 
the duties devolviagnpon them; These officers Were, 24th, and,  immediately began to place. the war- 
-Major-general Stalker, commanding the first ships in array, and to' plant mortars on rafts in the 
division of the army; and Commodore Ethersey, river: 	On the 26th; the ships and mortars opened 
Who had, been placed in command of the Indian a furious fire; under cover of which the troop) 
navy in the' Persian OW 'when Sir-Heney,,Leelte wore towed up the river, and landed at a spot 
reterned to Bombay. 	Stalker shot himself on the northward of the - town and its batteries. 	The' 
14th of. Nara, 	On' that morning, Sir James-  Persians, who had felt the utmost confidence that 
°Orem and Commander Jones had breakfasted the lauding of a British force),  in the face of 
with him in his tent; ' He displayed' 	no especial thirteen thousand men and a formidable array of 
despondency; bat" it had been • before remarked batteries, would be an impossibility, were panic- 
how distressed he appeared - on the subject of the stricken at this audacity. 	When,. ab about two 
want' of barrack-acelommodation for• his troops-e,  
fearing Lest he should be held. responsible if the 

o'clock, Outram advanced from the landing-place 
through date-groves and across a plain to the 

soldiers, ' during the heat of 	the approaching enemy's camp, the Persiansfied precipitately, after 
summer, suffered through want of shelter. 	On exploding their largest magazine—leaving behind 
one Or two other subjects he appeared unable to them all their tents, several magazines of ammu. 
boar .the burden of command; he dreaded lest nition, seventeen guns, baggage, and a vast. amount 
Outram, by exposing :himself to danger in any of public and private stores. 	As Outram had, at 
approaching conflict, 	might 	lose his 'life, and that hour, been able to land not even One hundred 
thereby leave the -whole weight' of the duty and cavalry, he could effect little in the way of pursuit; 
responsibility on 	him 	(Stalker). 	'Shortly after the Perslaue made off, strewing the ground with 
breakfest a shot was heard in the tent, and the arms and accoutrements 'which they abandoned in 
unfortunate general was found weltering in his their hurry. 	Commodore 'young commanded the 
blood. 	Commodore Ethersey followed this ' sad naval portion of this-  expedition,. having succeeded 
example three daps' afterwards. For three months the unfortunate Ethersey. 	 i 
he had been` labouring under anxiety and de- This action of Mohamrah scarcely deserved the 
spondency, haunted by a perpetual,  apprehension name of a battleee for as soon as the ships and 
that neither his mental nor physical powers would mortars had, by their firing, enabled the troops to 
bear up under the weight of responsibility incurred land, the enemy ran,  away. 	Outman had Scarcely 
by the charge of theindian navy during the forth- any Cavalry, and 'his infantry bad no lighting— 
coming operations. 	Memoranda in 	his - diary rather' to, their disappointment.' 	The Persians 
afforded lull proof 	this. 	Au entry on 'the •day ,of having retreated up the river Kamen towards 
after Stalker's suicide ran thus': ' Heard of poor Aimee., Outram resolved to scud three small armed 
Stalker's melancholy 'death. 	His case is' similar steamers , after' 'thema  bath ,carrying a hundred 
to ray own. ' He felt he was unequal' to the 
responsibility imposed on him. . . . 	I have 'had 

infantry. • Captain. Rennie started on the 29th, 
• in 	command 	of 'this 	flotilla; 	his 	instructions 

a wretched night' So deep' had been his despond- being, 	' to steam' up to Ahwax, and not with 
ency for some time, and so frequently eapressed discretion according to 'circumstances' 	He pro- 
to those aroend him, that the news of his suicide 
on. the 17th excited less surprise than pain. 

ceeded thirty Miles that day, anchored .at. night, 
landed; and found the• remains-  of a bivouac; 

It had beet] 	Ontram'S 'intention to 	proceed On the 30th he reached Ismeiliyeh, and on the 
against Mobainralt directly after his return from 31st Oomarra. 	ArriVing near Ahwez on the 1st 
Borasjeon and Khoosh-aub ; 'but the unexpected of April, Rennie came up with the Persian army 
and vexing delays' above adverted to prevented which had retreated' from Mohan-wash, 	Nothing 
him from setting forth until the 18th of March. • daunted, he landed his little force of 000 men; 
He was aware that the PerSians had for three advanced to the town, entered it, and allayed the 
months been strengthening  'the fortifications ' of fears of the inhabitants ; -while the Persians, thirty 
that piece ; he knew that the' iipPosite bank of Or forty times his number, retreated further north- 
the river was on Turkish ground (' fesopotamia), 
on which he would not 'be :permitted to erect 

ward towards Shuster, with scarcely any attempt 
to disturb him—such was the panic into which 

batteries; and be therefore anticipated a tough .the affair at Mohamrah had thrown them. Captain 
straggle before he could master Mohamrah, 	IBS Rennie, having had the satisfaction of putting to 
plan was, to attack the enemy's:batteries with Might a large Persian army with a handful of 300 
armed steamers and sloops-Cf.:War ; and 	then, 
when the fire had slackened, M 	up the troopS ,tow 

British, and having given to. the• inhabitants of 
Allyn such stores of government. grain and flour 

in boats by small steamers, land iliOnl'at:a selected 
point, and at once proceed to .aWirAr the enemy's 

as he ..could seize; embarked a qUantity of arms, 
sheep, and mules, which he had. captured, and 

camp. 	The 'Persian army, ' 10-festrone
°
a was steamed back to Mohamrah—earning and veceiv- 

commanded by the 	Shabzada, 	Prince 	Mirza. ing the thanks of the general for his management 
'Outram's force was rather under 5000, including of the expedition: 
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Just at this period a 	Sudden and unexpected , British government would willingly listen to- any 
event pat an end to the operations. 	Captain overtures for that purpose. 	Lord Palmerston gave 
Rennie's expedition returned to, Mohantraha,on ' ' similar explanations in the House of Commas. 
the 4th of April; mid ,on the.  'ath arrived news. The Earls of Derby and Malmesbury, Earl Clay; 
that peace had been signed between England and Lord John Russell, Mr Gladstoae, and Mr. Disraeli, 
Persia. ' Outram's army, European and native,, 
was rapidly approaching 14;000 men; such a force, 
under such a leader might have marched' from one. 
end of Persia to die other; and both officers and 

all spoke disparagingly of the Persian expedition—, 
either because it was not necessary ; or because, ii ' 
necessary, 'parliamentary permission for' it ought, 
to have.been obtained, , The latter was the strong 

soldiers had begun to have bright anticipations of point of opposition ; many members asserted, rot 
honour, and perhaps of prize-money. 	It was with only that the nation was involved in a new -way 
something like disappointment, therefore, that the without its own consent, but that 'no one could 
news of the treaty was listened to; there had not understand whether war, had been declared by 
been fighting enough to whet the appetites. of the the Crown or by the, East India Company, 	Earl 
heroic ; while soldiers generally would fain make Grey moved an amendment condemnatory of the 
a treaty at the sword's point, rather than see it ministerial policy; but this was negatived. 	• The 
done in the bureaux of diplomatists. 	Captain ministers declined to produce the diplomatic ,cor- 
Hunt of the 78th Highlanders, who was concerned respondenceat that time, because there was a hope 
in the operations at Mohamrah and Aliwtra and of renewed negotiations with Furukh ,Khan at 
who- wrote a volume descriptive of the whole Paris. 	 a 
campaign, told. very frankly of the dissatisfaction At the close of February it became known ,to 
in the camp : "fhe news of peace with Persia the public that the East India C6mpany, had, not 
having been signed at Paris on the 4th of March unnaturally, demurred to the incidence of the 
damped the elation of all, and considerable disgust expenses of the Persian war on their revenues. 	It 
was felt at this abrupt termination to what had appeared that, so early as the 22d of October the 
promised to prove a brilliant campaign! 	. Court of Directors had written to the president of 

How and where the treaty of peace was .con- the 33oardof Control—adverting to 'the expedition 
eluded, we must now skew, in connection with f r foreign service preparing at Bombay, under th.e 
the proceedings 	of ministers, 	legislators, 	and rdera (it is, presumed) of her Majesty's govern- 
ambassadors. 	. tent, communicated through the Secret Conte' ' 

When the Persian expedition was determined inittee ;' and suggesting for his consideration 'how 
on, parliament was not sitting, and no legislative far it may bejust and proper to subject India to the 	' 
sanction 	for the War could be obtained ; but whole of the charges consequent on those orders.' 
when the session opened in February 1857, the 
policy of the government was severely canvassed. 

The directors, as a .governing body, had no voice 	, 
whatever in determining on the Persian war; and 

Ministers were charged with involving the country yet their soldiers and sailors were to take part in 
in a war, without the nation itself being acquainted it, and the Indian revenues 'to bear all or part 
with the wises, or even consalted at all in the of the burden. 	It was ultimately decided that 
matter, 	The Earl of Clarendon explained the England should pay one-half of the expenses, the 
course .of events at considerable length. 	He vfotttl  other half being borne by the Company out of the 
into the case of Mr Murray, and the quarrel with revenues of India. 	 . 
the Persian government on matters of diplomatic Before the British pliblic could learn one single 
etiquette—justifying that envoy in all that he had fact connected with the landing of • Sir James 
done. But the earl was particular in his assertions 
that the Murray dispute was not the cause of the 

Outram or of the second 	division 	in 	Persia, 
they were surprised by the announcement that 

war. 	The siege and capture of Herat furnished Lord Cowley and Furukh Khan had succeeded 
the rraazs beili. 	He dwelt on the immense value of in coming to terms of pacification at Paris—the 
that city as a military station. ' Herat iaaltogether Persian ambassador having received from his 
a most important place for military operations; and sovereign large powers for this. purpose. 	A provi- 
an enemy once in possession of it is completely , 
master of the position, 	Every government of this 

sional treaty was signed on the 4th of March, of 
which the following is a condensed summary : 

country has desired that Afghanistan should be Peace to be restored between England and Persia 
protected ; 	and it clearly cannot be protected —British . troops to evacuate Persia as soon as 
if Herat remains in the power of Persia! 	He Certain conditions should be complied with-411 
expressed a conviction that 'the Russian govern- prisoners of war to be released on both, sides— 
ment and . the whole of the Russian people The Shah to give au amnesty to any of his subjects 
are under a belief that their destiny is to go for- who might have been compromised by and during 
ward, to conquer, and to hold new teraitory ;' and the war—The Shah to withdraw all hie troops 
that this disposition would be greatly tempted if from Herat and Afghanistan within three months 
Persia, backed up by Russia, Were permitted to after the ratification of the treaty-a-The Shah to 
seize Herat. 	He stated finally that the Persian renounce all claim upon Herat or .any other 
ambassador at Paris had recently expressed a wish Afghan state, whether for sovereignty or for tribute 
to renew negotiations for peace, and that the —In any future quarrel bet' een Persia and the 
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• • 	 • 
• Afghan khans, England'io be appealed' 'to as a conduct tends to Weaken its just authority, and to : 

• 
friendly mediator---1 »gland to display equal justice 
to Persia and Afghanistan; in the oVent of any. such 

dispense with :its constitutional centre' ov.et' 'the , 
finanoesof the country, and renders it requisite for ; 

a.ppett.17J-Persia to have the power of declaring and' this Musa to express its strong, reprobation 'of such. ; 
maintaining war against any Afghan :state in the  a course of proceeding.' 	The, government policy r 
event of positive insult. or injury.; 'but not to was censured ;  on many grotmlisiby Mr Aoebucis, • 
make such war a pretext for annexation or per- Lord 'John Russell, Mr Gladstone, and Mr Disraeli; ' 
manent occupation--Persia to lilterate all Afghan the first of these sPeakers even.:svant s6 far as to: • 
prisoners;  on' condition of Persian prisoners being attribute the mutiny in India to the withdrawal of 

,released 'by Afghans--All trading arrangements troops for the Periian war, 	Tile House of, Corn- 
between England and Persia, in relation to consuls,* . Mons agreed, howover,• pretty • generally in • the 
ports, customs

'
&c., to be on an equal and friendly 

footing--4-The. British' mission; on its return,  to 
opinion, that although the ministers might rea, 
sonably have, been more communicative before 

Teheran,. to be received with due honours and core:. • they' commenced hostilities with Persia, there was 
monials-Two commissioners to be.  named.by the ground sufficient for the hostilities themselves ; 
two 'courts, to • adjudicate ori British. pecuniary 
claim's against Persia—The British government to 

and the resolution was negatived by .352 to 38, 
The question was re-opened on . the lith, when 

renounce all claim to any 'protection' over the the House granted the half-million asked by the 
• Shah's Subjects against the Shah's consent, provided chancellor of ..the, 'Exchequer towards defraying • 

no such power' be.  given to [Russia or) any other ' the expenses of this war ; renewed attacks were . 
court--England •and Persia to aid each other'.in 
suppressing the 'slave-trade in the Persian Gulf— 

made on the Asiatic policy of the Palmerston , 
government;  .but . the vote• was agreed to ; and 

A portion of the English troops , to remain on nothing further occurred, 'dining the remainder 
Persian soil until Herat should be 	evacuated of the' session, to disturb the terms of the paci- 
by the Persians, but without any expense, and fication. 	 , 	 . 
with as little annoyance as possible,. to the Persian It is unnecessary to trace the course of. events 
government—Ratifications to be exchanged' at in Persia after the ratification of the treaty. 	The 
Bagdad within three months. 

This treaty—which, if faithfully carried out, 
would Certainly debar Persia from any undue 

British officers, and the troops under their charge, 
' had, no further glory or honour to acquire.; they ' 
would be Called upon simply, either to remain 

interference with Afghan affairs—was signed at quietly in Persia until Herat was evacuated, or to 
Paris' on the very day (March 4th) when Sir James go through the troublesome, ordeal of re-shipment 
Outram announced to his troops • at Bushire the back to Bombay. 	The. troops all assembled in and 
intended attack on Mohamrah. 	Such was one of near Bushire, where they resumed their former 
the anomalies springing from diplomacy at one camp-life, 	The officers, having little to do, took 
'place and war at' another. many thousand miles 
distant. 	Furukh Khan proceeded, on the 19th 

occasional trips to Bassorah, Bagdad;  and 'other, 
places on 	the 	banks 	of 	the 	Euphrates and 

from Paris to London,. where he was received by Tigris; 	while the soldiers were 	employed 	in ' 
' Queen Victoria as plenipotentiary extraordinary 

from the Shah of Persia, and where the arrange- 
meats for the fulfilment of the treaty were further 

destroying the fortifications of the encampment, 	, 
now no longer needed. 	On ..the .9th , of ;   May , 
Sir James Outran): issued a ' Field-force Order'— 

carried out. 	The treaty having been forwarded to thanking the troops 	their 'services during this .for. 
'Teheran; was ratified by the Shah of Persia on the brief .and rather uneventful• war,. and' anno.uncing' 
14th of April,'and the ratification arrived at Bagdad the break-up of the ,force. 	Some of the regiments 
on the 17th. 	The 'English nation was •still, as it and corps were to ,return . to India, as rapidly as 
had been from the beginning, -without the means 
of judging whether the Persian war had been 
necessary or not; the government still withheld 

means of transport 'could .be obtained for them ; . , 
while the rest, under Brigadier-general , Jacob, 
were to• form a small compact army, to remain 

the state papers, on the ground that, as the ratifi- at Bushire until all the terms of the treaty Were 
'cation of the treaty would speedily ba effeeted,'• it fulfilled. 	Outram, Havelock, and a large number ' 
would be better to wait until then. 	'When, later of officers,, embarked within a few days for India ; 
in the year, the Chancellor of the Exchequer asked• 
'the House of CoMmons for a vote 'of half a million 
sterling,' on account of the expenses of the Persian 

and• by the time they reached Bombay and Madras, 
according to the place to which they,were bound, 
the startling news reached their ears that a I 

'war,' many members protested against • the 'vote, 
on the' ground that parliament had not.been cow- 

military. mutiny had broken out at Meerut, and 
Delhi.. 	'What. followed, .the.pages of this, volume i 

suited in any way concerning the war. 	On the have shown. 	As to Persia, much .delay, marred ; 
'16th 'or July Mr Roebuck moved a resolution— in carrying out the terms of the treaty, :nineh 
' That -the war with Persia -was declared, prose- , 
ctited,• and concluded without information of. such 

travelling to and fro of envoys, and many' months' . 
detention of British troops .at Bushire ;  but at 

transactions being communicated to . parliament; 
while expensive armaments were equippe&withont 

length the Persians evacuated Herat, the, British ,  
quitted the Gulf, . And the singplar, r,Penian war,' 

the sanction of a vote of this House; and 'diakonal marked by se few battles, came to an 'end, 	' 
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§2. 	THE CHINESE AND 	JAPANESE EXPEDITIONS, 	1856-7-8. 

The occurrences. westward 	of India having to the Chinese, in exchange for tea and other 
thus been briefly narrated, attention may now produce. 	This opium-trade was always declared 
be directed to those on the east. illegal by the Chinese government, though always 

Viewed in relation to the circumstances which covertly favoured by the Chinese officials. Quarrels 
immediately preceded hostilities, it might almost frequently arose concerning this trade, and the 
be said that Eugland declared war against China quarrels sometimes ended in violence. 	The import 
because a few persons went on board a small vessel of opium became so large that the exports were 
to 	search for certain offenders, and because a insufficient to pay for it ; and when silver was thus 
Chinese official would not civilly receive visits from found necessary to make up the balance, the imperial 
a British official. These trifling incidents, however, 
were regarded as symptoms of something greater ; 

anger waxed stronger and stronger. 	The ' ba rba-
rians' were commanded not to bring any more 

symptoms which required close diplomatic watch- opium; but, finding the trade too profitable to 
ing. 	To understand this matter, a brief summary be abandoned, they continued their dealings in 
of earlier events is needed. spite of the mandates of the celestial potentate. 

During the first thirty years of the present The year 1831. may be said to have commenced 
century, in like manner as in earlier centuries, the political or international stage of this difficulty. 
Europeans had no recognised right of residing in The governor-general of India wrote a letter to 
China, or oven of visiting its ports. 	Merchants the governor of Canton, complaining of the con- 
were allowed to reside at Canton, by official con- duct of the Chinese anthoritius, and demanding 
nivance rather than sanction; and even this was explanations, 45e. 	Why his lordship, rather than 
possible only at certain times of the year—they any functionary in England, did this, was because 
being required in other months to retire to Macao. the East India Company in those days sold opium 
They were liable to be expelled from Canton at on its own account, and made use of its political 
any time, with or without assigned cause; their power to render that trade as profitable as pos- 
trade was liable to be stopped with equal sudden- sible—one of the pernicious anomalies arising out 
ness ; and, under the designation of `barbarians,' of the Company's double functions, 	In 1832, the 
all negotiation was denied to them except through governor of Canton vouchsafed a partial explana- 
the medium. of a mercantile community called the tion, but only to the Hong merchants—refusing 
Hong merchants. 	During many years, Indian with superb scorn, to communicate either with 
opium was the chief commodity sold by the English the Company's merchants, er with the governor- 
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general. 	In 1833 an imperial edict forbade the and feeling the importance of maintaining British 
introduction of opium ; but this, like many .that. supremacy in , the , east, 	resolved 	to • settle thb 
preceded it, remained inoperative. 	In 1834 the • quayrel by warlike means. 	Fighting and nego, . 
Company's trading 	monopoly , ceasing, 	private tinting alternated during 1840 and tbe two follow- 
merchants thereupon 	engaged in the •tea-trade .ing. years, 	At one time, Sir Gordon. Bremer, at 
with China 	The English government sent three , 
commissioners—Lord Napier, Mr Safterwards Sir) 

' another,, Sir Hugh Gough, commanded troops on 
the. Chinese coast, acting in conjtanction with ships- 

.T. P.. Davis, and Six G. B. Robinson---as,!superin- of-war ; ,and according to the amount of naval or 
tendents of British commerce in China! 	The military success, so did, the Chinese authorities 
Chinese authorities refused to acknowledge these muffed or not a disposition .to treat,. 	Commis- 
commissioners in any Way, in spite of numerous stoner 	Lin, 	then 	Comrnisaioner 	Notthen, ,and 

. 	invitations ; while on the other hand the commist afterwards 	Commissioner 	Kcathig, 	Conducted 
sionors refused to tetire from Canton to Macao. negotiations—a perilous duty ; for their imperial 
These disputes led to violence, and the violence master did not scruple to punish, Or .eVen to put 
brought a British ship-of-war up the Canton to death, those diplomatists who made a treaty 
river. 	A compromise Was the reaultthe coin- distasteful to him ; and nothing but the noise of 
miasioners retiring. to Macao, and the Chinese cannon induced him to respect treaties when made. 
authorities allowing the resumption of the opium- The • chief military and naval events of the three 
traffic.' 	Lprd Napier died towards the cloSe of ,the, 
year, and was succeeded as chief-superintendent-  

lore, in connection with this strvlo, were the 
' following I 	The British ship litith'im attacked by 

by Mr Davis—Captain kiliot being appointed junks, and many of the crew killed; an attempt to 
secretary, and afterwards third superintendent4 burn the British deal by ilre.rafts ; Chusan taken 
During the next three years trade continued 1 by the English ; naval action near Macao ; attack 
but the Chinese officials were uniformly rude and and capture of Chuen-pe and Tat-cok-tow ; Hong- 
insulting. 	The British government would not kong taken by the English ; the Rogue forts, with 

'Captain permit 	Elliot to submit to those indigo!. 400 tons, taken by Sir Gordon Bremer ; Canton 
ties ; missives and counter-missives passed to and 
fro; and the year 1837 ended with threatening 

attaoked by the British, under Sir Hugh Gough, 
and only spared on the prompt payment of five 

symptoms. 	In 1838 Admiral Maitland arrived in million dollars ; Amoy, with 300 guns, taken by 
Canton river withal, ship of war, to protect British the British ; the,  cities of Tino

e
ahae, Ching-ha°, 

interests—by cannon-balls, if not by friendly corn-.corn-.Ning-po, and several ethers on the coast, captured; 
pact. 	The nearest approach to equality between i ' several military engagements in the vicinity Of 
the two nations was in 'an interview between the captured cities; an advance of 'a powerful 
Admiral Maitland 	and 	the Chinese Admiral squadron up the Yang-tme-kiang ; and a threaten-. 
F.wan ; in which Maitland assured his brother- ing of the great city of Nankin, which brought 
admiral that he would remain peaceful—until the emperor effectually to terms—all the previous 
provoked: 	In 	1839, as 	in previous years, the offers of negotiation on the part of the Chinese 
opium-trade was often Violently interrupted by. the having been mere expedients to save time. 
Chinese authorities. 	The officers of the English . 	The war ended thuswlse, 	Sir Henry Bottinger 
government, political and naval, were placed in arrived in the. Chinese waters in April 1842, with 
an 'embarrassing position in this matter; their full power as representative of the British Crown; 
duty was to protect Englishmen; but they could not and it was he who procured the important ' Treaty 
compel the Chinese to trade . in ophim—for the of Nankin,' signed by,  the respective plenipoten- 
Chinese government held the same polder 'as all Varies in 1842, and the.  ratifications exchanged by 
other 	despotic governments, of 'prohibiting or the respective sovereigns in 1843; This treaty 
encouraging trade with other countries. 	In this having batten important bearing on the later or 
year, when Maitland was absent, Elliot became second war with China, we will epitomise . a few 
powerless at Canton ; he and all the English were of its chief conditions : Lasting peace and friend- 
made prisoners, and could not obtain release until ship established between England • and China— 
they had destroyed all the opium in the English China to pay 21,000,000 dollars for the opium 
stores—more than twenty thousand chests. 	This destroyed, and for the expenses of the war; the 

' was done : Elliot guaranteeing that the English payments to be spread over four years—The ports. 
government would repay the merchants. 	Com- of Canton; Amoy, Fuh-shoo-foo, Ning-po, and 
missioner Lin saw that the opium was wholly Shang-hae, to be thrown open to British mer- 
destrayed ; and by the end. of May almost every chants, . with 	consular facilities, 	and just 	and 
European bad quitted Canton. regular tariffs—The island of Hong-kong to become 

It was thus that commenced the first Chinese a. permanent British possession—All British sub- 
war—a war which had a bad moral basis on the jests, at that time confined in China, to be at 
English side; since it arose more out of the forced once and unconditionally released—The Chinese 
sale of an intoxicating drug, than out of any other emperor to give an amnesty to all his own subjects, ' 
circumstance. 	The British government, finding in respect of any proceedings on their part friendly 
themselves bound by Captain Billet; promise to to the British—Correspondence, in fut,re to be 
pay an enormous sub. for the opium destroyed, conducted on terms of perfect equality W05'94 
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the officers of the two governments—The islands of Most of the accusations, however, were stoutly 
Chnsan and Kulangsoo to be held by the British denied by the officials of Canton; who asserted 
until the fulfilment of all the conditions of the that the lorcha was Chinese, that the owner "Was 
treaty, and then given up: Chinese, that the crow were Chinese, and that the 

Under the influence of this Treaty of Nankin, 
trade rapidly extended between 	England and 

boarding was effected simply to take into custody 
men who had' committed some. offence against 

China. 	Instead of being confined to Canton, and Chinete laws. t  
conducted in a stealthy and undignified manner, 
it was openly carried on at five ports. 	The British 

When 'the seizure of the men from the Arrow 
became known, kin Parkes remonstrated with the 

government did not undertake to protect the Chinese officer, on the ground that the crew were 
opium-trade more than thnt in any other coo- under British protection. 	No notice being taken 
modity ; on the contrary, the representatives of the of this remonstrance, Mr Parkes communicated 
English government would gladly have seen that 
trade diminish ; but in truth, the East India Corn- 

with the highest dignitary in that part of China, 
whose name was Yeh Mingchin, and whose office 

pany realised several millions sterling a year profit was variously designated imperial commissioner, . 
by it, and English merchants reaped many addi- governor, and viceroy. 	The letter sent by Parkes 
final millions : insomuch that a very powerful to this functionary demanded that the twelve mon 
influence was brought to back up this trade. should be brought back to the lorcha by the same 

A ' Supplementary Treaty' 'was signed in °etc,- officer who had taken them away, that an apology 
her 1843, for regulating the terms of commercial should be made, and an' assurance given that the 
intercourse at the five ports, and providing for the British flag should in future be respected. 	The 
courteous reception of British representatives by men were sent back, after much negotiation ; but 
the Chinese officials, in matters relating to mutual Mr Parkes complained that the return ' was not 
trade. 	During the thirteen years following the sig- made in the public manner which had marked the 
nature of the Treaty of Nankin, the trade between seizure, and that all appearance of an apology 
England and China gradually increased, though was pointedly. avoided.' 	The facts were corn- 
not at so rapid a rate as had been hoped by British munieated to Sir John Bovring, and by him to 
manufacturers and merchants. 	The English had 
trading establishments, with consuls and other 

Admiral Seymour. 	No real injury had been done, 
for the men bad been reinstated; but there was 

officials, at the five ports, and a colony or mili- an insult, which the English representatives con- 
tary settlement at Hobg-kong; while there were ceivcd themselves bound to resent 	They bad 
elways a few ships-of-war in the Chinese waters. often been piqued at the absence of respect shewn 
The relations, however, were not wholly peaceful. by the officers of the Celestial Empire, and were 
The inhabitants of ,Canton had a general ill-will willing to avail themselves of any reasonable 
towards the English ; 'so had the imperial viceroy ; opportunity for bringing about a more diplomatic 
and violence arising out of this ill-will led to a state of affairs. 
brief period of hostilities. 	In 	April 1847, the The first act of war occurred on the part of t143 
English seized the Eoguo Forts, in the Canton British. 	Sir John Bowring recommended to tub 
river, 	in 	order ht obtain 	redress 	for 	various admiral the seizure of a Chinese junk or war-boat 
insults ; 	this seizure was 	followed 	by 	a new as a probable mode of bringing an apology.' 	Silt .  
convention, Michael accordingly directed Commodore Elliot,' 

Thus matterecontinued until October 1858. 	On of the Sybille, to carry out Bowring's instructions;' 
the 8th of that month, an incident occurred, trivial and placed at his disposal the Barraeoula steam-' 
in• itself, which gave rise to the 'Second War with sloop and the Coromandel tender. 	A junk ;was 
China.' 	Sir John Bowring was at that time chief 
representative of British interests in China, with 

seized; but this was a profitless adventure; for, 
being found to be private property, the junk was 

Hong-kong as his head-quarters ; Admiral Sir given up again. . The admiral next sent the steam- 
Michael Seymour commanded the royal ships in frigates Enema& and Sampson up the Canton 
those seas ; Commodore Elliot was under Seymour river ; 'in the hope that the presence of such an 
in the Canton, and Hong-kong district ; ' and Mr imposing force would shew the high-commissioner 
Parkes was consul at Canton. 	These were the the prudence of complying with our demands.' 
English officials more immediately concerned in the The Chinese viceroy remained, nevertheless, im- 
matter. 	On the day here' named, a Chinese officer movable ; he made no apology. 	Mr Parkes there- 
and a party of soldiers boarded a lorclme or small upon went from Canton to Hong-kong,to consult 
vessel called the Arrow,anchored off Canton; and with Bowring and Seymour as to the best course 
then seized twelve out of fourteen of the crew, 
bound them, and carried them away.' The Arrow 

to be adopted. 	They all agreed that the seizure 
of the defences of the city of Canton would be the 

had 	a colonial register from the governor of most judicious, both as a display of power without 
Hong-kong, which placed it tinder British pro- the sacrifice of life, and of the determination of 
tection ; the master, 	an Englishman, 	protested the English to enforce redress—' experience of the 
against the seizure, but was not listened to. 	The Chinese character having proved that moderation 
British flag, too, was hauled down from the lorcha. is considered by the officials only. as an evidence 
This was the statement on the part of the British. of weakness.' 
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, 	Then commenced the second. stage in. the pro:-' pieces, advanced M the -wail, and•  speedily obtained 
• eeedings. 	On •the 23d. of October, Sir Michael possession of the defenoes!'between two of the 

Seymour went in person up. to Canton, -with the city-gates, 	One of the gates .was then blown. 
Coromandel, Sampson, and Barracouta, and accem- to pieces-  by gunpowder, and another body of 

• panied by the' marines and boat-crews of the ' seamen advanced to that spot:undor. Captain Hall. 
;Calcutta, jVinchester, 	Bittern, 	and , AS:ylille. 	Ho Soon. afterwards, 	 Parke; and , Elliot •Seymour,• 
oaptured four forts a few miles below Canton, 
spiked the guns, destroyed the, a,Mmunition, and 
burned the buildings. 	Another, .the. Macao fort, 

entered the city through thiS shuttered gate, went 
' to 	the high-commissioner's; house, . inspected 	it, 
, remained there some time, and then returned to 

in the•middle, of the river, mounting 86 guns, 'he , the ships, 	The motive for this visit was a singular 
retained and garrisoned for a time. 	Mr,  Parkes one, unusual in European iwarlik.e politics, but 
was then sent to annonnce to Yehthat the. British having a significance in dealing -with so peculiar a 

' 	admiral had come to enforce redress for insults people as the Chinese ; it was simply (iii the words 
received, and • would remain ' in the river until 
redress , was obtained. 	. The high-commissioner 

of the admiral's dispatch) 4  to show his excellency , 
that I had the power to enter the city.' 

sent a reply which was not deemed. satisfactory. The month of November opened ominously. 
On the morning of the 24th, marines and sailors The British were determined to humble the pride 
were sent to capture the 'Bird's Nest Fort: the of the Chinese officials ; 	•whereas,. these- officials 
Shemin Fort, and others near Canton ; this they 
did, spiking the guns and destroying the -ammuni- 

showed no signs .of yielding, 	Adinival Seymour, 
now addressed 	letter in ids own name to . the • ,a 

tion. 	On. the afternoon of the same day, strong high-conimissioner, adverting to the case ' of the 
reinforcements were sent to the British factory, or ..4.2Toze ; 	pointing threateningly to the fact that 

• trading-station of the merchants, to protect it from ' Canton .was at the mercy of cannon-balls,' and 
any sudden 	attack, and to 'guard against the inviting him to terminate the unsatisfactory state • 
floating of fire-rafts by the Chinese on the river, 

' Apology' was the demand made by the British. 
of affairs by a personal interview. 	Ho olahne4 
credit, rather than the reverse, for his conduct 

representatives ; but no apology came ; and there- ' towards the city. 	' It ,tunas been wholly with a . 
upon the siege of Canton was'proeeeded with. On view to the preservation of life, that my operations 
the 25th,a fort called the Dutch Folly, immediately have hitherto been so deliberately conducted. Even 
opposite the city, was captured, 	The 26th being when 'entering the city, no` blood was shed, save 
Sunday, nothing was done on that day, . On the where my men' were assailed ; and the property of 
27th, the' admiral heightened his demands. 	He 
caused Consul Parkes to write to the Chinese 

the people was in every waY'respected.' 	Cominis,  
• sioner Yeh's reply to this- letter was not deficient 

commissioner, to the effect that as the required in courtesy or dignity ; whether' or not he beliered 
apology and reparation had not been given, the his own assertion; he at least put them forih n in 
terms should be made more stringent. 	Bence- temperate language. 	He maintained, as he had 
forward, the field of contest was widened ; it was before asserted to Consul Parkes, that the seienre 
no longer the lorcha and the flag alone that of the twelve men on beard the Arrozo, was , per. 
constituted the grievance. 	Sir John Bowing feetly legal ; that some of thorn had been released.  
probably thought that the same amount of threat on their innocence of an imputed crime being 

• and, of fighting, if fighting there must be, might proved ; that the other three were given up wIten 
be made to settle other annoyances, as well as Parkes demanded 'them ; that the Arrow 'was a 

' these more immediately under notice. 	No reply Chinese vessel ; that the authorities had no moans 
being,. sent to Parkes's letter, the gni of the of knowing that she bad pasted into the hands of 
Encounter and Barracouta were. brought to bear 
upon the Chinese commissioner's residence, and 

an Englishman; that no flag was flying when the 	, 
. vessel was boarded, and, therefore, no flag could 

upon some troops posted ou the hills behintla fort have been insultingly hauled down. 	The non- 
named by the English Gough's Fort. This enraged admission of English representatives into Canton 
Yoh Mingehin, who issued a proclamation, offering was defended on the plea that, the less the two 	. 
a reward of thirty (Wars for every Englishman's nations came in contact, the less were they likely 
head, to quarrel. 	Again was• a letter written, and in. 

Sir Michael, resolved to punish this obstinate more threatening terms than before. 	Sir Michael 
viceroy, 	made • preparations for - 0. • much more refused , to 	discuss in writing the 'case 	of the 
serious attack. 	He sent Captain Hall 'on shore, 
to warn the inhabitants of Canton to remove their 

Arrow, and insisted that nothing short. of a pen;  
sonal interview between himself and Yob, either 

persons and property from the vicinity of a certain on shipboard, or in Canton city, could settle the 
portion 'of the city ; this they .did.during :the night quarrel: 	Nothing daunted, Commissioner Yeli 
of , the 27th. 	'On the 28th, a bombardment was replied. on the 2d, reiterating his assertions of the 
kept up from the  Dutch Folly, with a view of 
opening a clear passage to the wall of the city ; 
and when this passage was opened by noon on the 

justice of his cause, and acceding to no propositions ,  
for a personal interview..., ,  

On the 6th a naval engagement tbok.place on 
29th, a storming-party was sent in under Coramo- the river. 	The, Chinese collected, twenty-three 1  
dorc Elliot. 	Marines' and sailors, with two field- war-junks in one spot, under the. protection of the 
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, 	 • 
French FeDyfed, mounted with twenty-six heavy Forts,--four powerfully armed defences on which 
guns. 	This fort was a little lower down the river the 'Chinese 	 This, was done after ,much'orelied: 
than the Dutch Folly. • Seymour resolved 'M disc-  more fruitless negotiation: 
perse this junk-fleet at once. 	Commodore Elliot Admiral Seymour. ,had thus,,  by the middle of 

' headed an attack by the guns, the crews, and the 
,, 

November, obtained full command of the Canton 
river ; and le , then stayed his operations 'for a 
while.1 	The original cease of dispute, compare,- 

. tivoly, triding, ,  had now giren. place to a very 	' 
, , grave state of affairs ; and it remained to be seen 

whether the Palmerston ministry would lay ,all 
the blame on the obstinacy of Commissioner 'Yelii 	,. 
or whether Bowring and Seymeur, Would be con- 	, 
sidered to have exceeded their powers and their 	i 
duties. 	So far as .concerns the attitude of, the 

.!- 'Cantonese themselves, three deputations from the 
principal merchants and gentry waited on Mr 	' 

s.. 	& 
Parkes between' the 8th and 12th of .November, to , 
express their wishes that an amicable termination 

*4 	 • 	 ' 

— 
' 

of the quarrel could be brought about ; but at the 
same' time to assert their conviction that, such 
was the inflexibility of the high-commissioner'si 
character, ho would never alter his expressed 
determination to refuse the•Englisli representatives 
admission into the city. 

' .cif I  	t 
It may be well to remark in this place that the 

opium difficulty, which was unquestionably para- A
'A 

mount above- all others in the first war with 

A, 

	

t,'s . 	= 

	

. 	, 	i ' 	 'it   . 
V 

China, had now lost much of its importance.. The. ' 
imperial government bed in later years issued 
very few edicts against the traffic in this drug. 
Perhaps the quietness in this matter was mainly 

!, 	4  y 	ik 
. 	'1, 	a 	t 	4 t 	1 l. 

'  ' 	

. 

due to the fact that the export of silver to pay for 
the Indian opium was no longer needed--the 
increased sale of tea and silk being sufficient to 

' 	 IITI' \ 	'\  , 
IA 	 ,lik  	A' make up an equivalent.  

i 
,, 

.., -1 	 p °! , 	 ,- 	1,.' 	'  ' 
On the 26th of- the month;  other armed forts 

in the Canton river wore taken by the EngliSh. 
. 	, 

. 
1 

t  4-1'  , 	. , 	.__,,..... 	 ';' 

The Chinese, in revenge for these proceedinO, 
burned and destroyed almost all the European 
factories, 	mercantile 	buildings, 	and 	banks 	at 

A  -;:*1-= --,.i:• — Canton—leaving so little but. ruins that Admiral 
_., 	-. Seymour could. hardly find a roof to cover the 	, i  

• 

, 	,. 

. 
, 

_ 	
.,:__ 

.   .......   

seamen and marines when they afterwards lauded:')  
The commercial losses might be repaired ; but' 
an irreparable consequence of the incendiarism ' 
was the destruction of Dr Williams's printing 
establishment ; including 	the 	large 	founts , of 
Chinese type with which Morrison's Dictionary . 

ChInece War-jtmks. was printed ; and comprising also more than 
10,000 unsold volumes olboeks. 	' 

boats of the Barracouta and Cormanckl. 	A fierce In this sort of piecemeal war, each successive 
exchange of firing took place : ,the Chinese having attack irritated in its turn the• opposite party ; 
no less than a hundred and fifty guns in the junks but the 	burning 	of the 	factories 	determined' 
and the fort. The fort was taken, the guns spiked, Bowrin,,e. and Seymour to the adoption of a sterner 
and the ammunition destroyed;' the Chinese were policy than had hitherto been displayed. 	They 
driven out of the junks, and twenty-two of those 
vessels were burned. 	No fighting took place on 

resolved to bombard Canton itself, and to send an 
application to the 	governor-general of India for . 

the 7th. 	On the 8th 'the Chinese made a bold military aidtrusting that the home-goverinnetit 
attempt to burn the British ships by fire-rafts ; would hold them justified in adopting this course 
but the intended mischief was frustrated. 	The ender difficulties and responsibilities of no light 

i 
commissioner still 	being immovable, Bowring 
now suggested to Seymour that the next step 

kind.  
The year 1856,  came to a close, 	The new year 

1 s ought to be the capture and destruction of the Bogue was ushered ,in with an atta& by the Chinese on 
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Dutch Folly on the 1st of January. 	Six guns then retired a little way from the there, while the 
,mounted on the Canton shore, and four on the Barrocouta,Encountcr, and Niger, kept watch in the 
opposite shore, fired into the Folly; but the small middle of the river. 	The men advanced into the • 
English force there stationed soon quelled this outer streets of the city, and commenced the work 
attack. 	On the 4th, a fleet of war-junks opened of destruction. 	The houses being mostly built of • 
fire on the Coma and Hornet at the barrier in wood, they were easily ignited, and the breeze within 
:Macao Passage, 	No sooner did news of this attack an hour united all the fires into one vast sheet of 
reach Admiral 	Seymour, 	than 	he , hastened flame. 	To increase the destruction, shot and shell 
forward in the Coromandel, towing all the avail- were poured into the city from the ships and the 
able boats of the other ships. 	On nearing the fort. 	Throughout the whole of the day, did this 
junks, some of them undauntedly attacked the miserable work continue—miserable in so far as it 
Coromoulel, the boats, and a fort called the Teeto- inflicted muck suffering on the inhabitants, with- 
turn Fort, which the English had, before captured. out hastening the capture of the oily. 	On the 
The junks wore heavily armed, and some of them 13th the attack ceased ; Sir Michael Seymour 
had long snake-boats lashed to each side to row made what arrangements he could to retain corn- 
them along, 	A third fleet came down Sulphur mand of the passage of the Canton river; while 
Creek, and attacked the Niger and the Encounter. the Cantonese provided for their heusele,ss towns- 
This was altogether a now aspect of the quarrel; people in hastily built structures. 	The British 
the Chinese, not in the least humbled by the naval force under Sir Michael Seymour, com- 
demands of Bowring and Seymour, became the prising all the ships M the India, and China 
assailants in the Canton river, and fought with a seas, was by this time very formidable. 	It com- 
resolution hardly expected by their opponents. prised the Calcutta. (84), RAMA (60), Nanking 
The attacks were not attended with very definite (60), eStabige (40), ript1 (40), eight other sailing- 
results. 	Not one junk was taken; they retired vessels varying from 12 to 26 guns, twelve war- 
and collected into a somewhat formidable fleet of steamers, and 	seven 	steam pm-boats, 	'These 
nearly four hundred: could have wrought great achievements in notion 

The state of affairs was in every sense unsatia- at sea, with their 6000 seamen and marines ; but 
factory to the English authorities. 	Commissioner there were scarcely any regular troops to conduct 
Yell was as firm as ever, and severely reproved operations on land. 
the Canton gentry and merchants who had sent During February, 	the English 	consuls 	and 
deputations to Sir Michael. 	Ile issued proclama- traders 	could 	not but 	observe 	the 	increasing 
tions, denouncing the 'barbarians' in fiercer terms hostility of the Chinese. 	Dastardly aasassinations 
than before. Cruel massacres took place, whenever occasionally took place ; piracy was more rem- 
elt isolated Englishman chanced to fall into the pant than ever; war-junks made their appearance 
hands of the 	Chinese. 	Proclamations in the wherever an English boat appeared to be insuiff- 
native language found their way to long-kong, 
inviting the seventy thousand Chinese residing in 

eiently guarded; and proclamations were isened in 
the name of the emperor, applauding the firan 

that island to rise against their English employers, of Yoh. 	The merchants wished either that the 
Some of these Chinese were detected in attempts affair of the Arrow had never boen taken notice 
to introduce poison into the bread made for and of by the British 	authorities, or 	else that the 
sold to the English residents by the Chinese warlike operations had 	been, 	carried 	on 	with 
bakers. 	Against all this Bowling and Seymour more reselate effhet, 	aall thin ektnatereial relations 
could do little; and yet something, it was felt, 
must be attempted ; for British trade at Canton 

had become disturbed, without any perveptible 
prospect, of. a return to peaceful trade. 	One of 

was for a time seined; and if matters were allowed the weiet features in the state of Wahl was this 
to remain in their present state, the triumph of the —that as the English throughout the whole of 
Chinese would be most humiliating and pernicious 
to the English. 

the China seas were at all times few in number, 
they were obliged to employ Chinese servants and 

During the month of January (1857), while no helpers; and these Chinamen were found now to 
progress was made in settling the differences at be very little trustworthy. 	On the 23d of the 
Carnou, the spirit of the Chinese at Bong-bong mouth, the passenger-steamer QUEVA was on its 
became more and more hostile to the British ; way from Hong-kong to Macao ; when suddenly 
antr were those at Singapore unaffected by the the Chinese passengers joined with the Chinese 
taint. 	The warlike movements of the month—so crew in a murderous attack on the English pas- 
far as that can be called war whore no war had sengers and officers, by which -several, lives wcre 
yet been declared—exasperated the Chinese, with- lost. 
out making any impression on the obstinacy of March arrived, but with it no solution of the 
Yob. They consisted in the destruction of a portion Chinese 	difficulty. 	Even 	supposing 	Sir 	John 
of the city of Canton. 	Early on the morning of Bowling, by this time, to have received instruc- 
the 12th, bodies of marines and sailors set forth, 
armed with fireballs, torches,steeped oakutn, ke. ; 

tions from home, warlike or otherwise, there had 
been no 	time to send hirri reinforcements of 

they were conveyed in ships' boats, and landed on troops ; 	and until such arrived, any extens;ive 
different parts of thesuburbs of the city. The boats operations on land would. be  impracticable. 	Sir 
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John and 'his colleagnies Waited -MAU' their hands' the tniair, Of the loroba Arpin°, and prove whether 
wore strengthened: 	. 	' • 	. it was an,  English or a: Chinese vessel. 	The 'Earl 
• In April, Seymour as Well as Bawring remained • of Clarendon, after promising the' production of all 

at Hong-kong, ,effeoting nothing except .quietly: the 	needful 	documents, , stated ,that • Sir . John 
the destruction of stiMe junks. 	On the 6th, Com- 
modoro Elliot, with _a, fleet of armed.boats from . 

Bt wring had net received any special instructions ,, 
to demand admission into:. China; • but that: his 

the Sampson, Hornet, .;S:ybille, and Nanking,' cap- general histmictipns authorised hint `to bear in; 
tuned and destroyed eleven war-junks and two 
well-armed lorehas,..after a chase and an .  engage-. 

mind, tha 'desirableness 	of obtaining that. free. ., 
access to Chinese ports -which was meutionednin 

mut which lasted all day. 	Documents fell into the treaty, and 	more particularly as, regarded . 
the 	hands 	of 	the 'authorities at 'Hong-kang, 
tending to prove the 'complicity of the mandarins 

Canton? 	Whether.the means adopted /4 Bowling 
' to•iobtain this 	free access were 	commendable, ' 

and many inhabitants of Canton in the various 
plots of incendiarism, kidnapPinnn and assassina,' 

was a' question on which the Houses of Parlia, 
• meat soon became fiercely engaged. 	Sir 'George 

Lion, which bad imperiled the persons and. pro- Bonharn, Bowring's predeemor, had not thought 
'perty of the. English at that island. 	There were.' 'the admission into Canton a matter of great ' 
no present means of pUnishing these conspirators ; moment ;, and• as :Gowning was appointed by the 
but the 'discovery led td increased watchfulness. Whigs, the Conservatives soon contrived to make-a 

The' month of May 'witnessed no advance to-' party question of it. 	Among the papers made' - 
wards a settlenient of Chinese difficulties. 'A'great  public by the government about this time, was a 
rebellion was distracting many inland. provinces dispatch written by the Earl of Clarendon to Sir 
of the gigantic empire; but it-did not appear that John Bowling on the 10th of December 1856.' The 
this could in any way help the English. ' Commis- earl had just learned all• that occurred at Canton .. 
shiner Yeh remained in his official residence at . between the 8th and the 15th of Weber ; and he 
Canton, promising nothing, yielding nothing, and expressed an approval of the Course pursued 'by ' 
endeavoring M strengthen the city against the Bowling and Parkes. 	Referring to voluminous 
English. 	The Chinese, on the 2d, 	made an 
attempt to blow up th4 ,.coca: sloop-of-war in the 

documents which bad been transmitted to birth, 
he declared his opinions that the loreha itertno.  

Canton River, by umus of a large iron tank filled . 
with gunpowder; which Wns exploded Ono to the 

had a. British! master, British flag, and British, 
papers, and was tinwofere 4 :British vessel under 

sloop ; and , a' iihnilar IOU Vai afterwards' PAM 
close to the Piinitc0,--the first was, exploded with 
little damage i The .setiend WaS discovered 'befbre 

the terms of the existing treaty ; that if Use Chinese , 
authorities suspected there AVON pirates among the, 
crew, they should have applied ntn the English 

explosion. 	 ' 	, consul, anti not have taken the lain' into tilde 
Now occurred the sudden and startling outbreak own hands by boarding and violenee—In sbort,! he. 

in India, which  wrought 	most ROO infittonce ,a approved of what the .lirltish eilicitils had done, so 
on the progress of aileirs in China, 	lietbre this 'fr es NP00141(41 tin: single week's proceedings 
influence can useftilLy be traced, it will be neoessary which had alone come to his knowledge. Another 
to glance briefly at the 	',rooectlings in Tingland. to:411 'brought OVer news of the seizure of the 
having reference to the'Climese quarrel, junks, and of the forcible entry of Sir Michael 

It will be remembered that Sir John Dowring. Seymour 'into Commissioner Yeh's house. 	This 	'' 
• had incurred the heavy responsibility of commen- conduct met with the marked and clearly expressed 
cing hostilities in October 1856, without special on of the Earl of Clarendon,. 	i commendag 	 n 
Foreign-office instructions'; and that Sir Michael a dispatch written on the 10th of January, oomph-. 
Seymour was equally without Adtriiralty instruc- merited Seymour; Bowing, and ,Parkes on. the , 
Lions. 	These officers could not possibly receive au moderation they had displayed 	tunic" difficult • 
expression either of approval or condemnation, of 
advice or comniand, from -England, until four or 

• circumstances. 	 . 	I 	, 
On the 24t1r, el February, the Earl of Derby 

five months after the commencement of the 
troubles, • It was near the close of the year when 

moved a series of resolutions in the house of , , 
Lords : "That this House has heard with deep ; 

the British government received particulars of the regret of the interruption of amicable relations I 
first operations against Canton; and it was about between her Majesty's subjects and the Chinese ' 
the beginning of 1857 win:lithe British newspapers authorities at Canton ; arising out of the measures 
and the nation took up' the subject in earnest, adopted by her Majesty's chief-superintendent ,of 	, 

Immediately on the opening of the session of trade to obtain reparation for alleged infractions ,; 
parliament in 	February 1857, ministers were of the Supplementary Treaty of the 8th of October 
eagerly pressed for information' concerning the 
hostilities in China ; because 'there •was a .general 

1843, 	That, in the opinion of • this House, the , 
occurrence of differences, on this subject rendered 

impression that an unduly severe punishment had the. time peculiarly nufavoitrable for pressing on 
been inflicted by. Bowling and Seymour on the the Chine'se authorities a claim for the a'--4,tanee 
Chinese for a -very small Ohne°. • On the 5th of of British subjects into Canton, which Lux been 
February, the Earl of Ellenborough asked for the left inabeya.nce since 1849; and for supporting the 
production of papers which might throw light on same by force of arms, 	That, in the opinion of 
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this House; operations of ,actuarhostilitieti' ought . Ilewsing'i c,orluok. and new they Must nu 	idly 

' not to have • been undertaken' without the expresi defend hint.' . hence arose a niost.exciting•debata. " 
instrudtlens, previonsly-received;,ef her Mhjestys The ;Treaty of 1*42, the ,Supplementary Treaty of 
geternment r and that  neither. of the. Subjects •• c VA.' the ..Convention 	of •1847-•••4-01 	frame 	into,: 

• : adVerted to in .'the' foregoing 'resolutions Afforded discussion, as well' as the documents ' which had , 
Sufficient justification for such operations' • The passed betWeeo the British and Chinese authorities, 

• resolutions at Oncelbreiv the whole, blame on. Sir• It bectund a party battle: 	All or nearly 'all the 
., John ''BirWring; ins Ineastu.dS ,'adopted' eaused . Whigs 'defended Sir John ; 'all or 'nearly all • the .• 
. the finterruptlen -of • mineable relationS,' and the • piniervatiVes 'attacked him,' The. judicial peers 

. Hewn '''riear.f1,6wittlti.  deep regret' this news., 	••Of oh the ono side declared' that the papers proVed 
•. course, the ministers ethild,not sanction the,reseln- the •Arl•oto tb be a British 'vessel; those on • the ' 
• Lions; they had. already rent over approval of otlir Asserted that the registry of that veesel at 
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Hong-kong had.not been so conducted as to render , inflicted uPon it by the British repreienta0,ves •in 
. tins ,fact,eertairi. 	The statesmen on the. one side 
argued that Bowring was right'to insist: on being 

Canton:'. 	1Iti, declared”that `he should lii‘disr, 
appointed, indeed if' the right reverend bone 	did 

admitted into Canton by virtue of the treaty ; not respond to, this appeal! ' The legal arguineM 
those on the other 'contended that the right was • was very • strongly contested against :the gent.)). 

not such as to justify,him in bonibarding the city. moat Lords Lyndhurst, St Leotards, and Wenicy- 
' The general-adherents: of the one ;party believed 
the statement that the tiagof•the Arrow had been 

dale all contending that, oWing to some irregularities,  
is • the registry,'the Arrow was virtually a Chinese • 

insultingly bauled down by the .Chinese ; those of vessel in 'October 1856,.aud that the Chinese autio, . 
, the ,other credited the Chinese statement that the rities had a right to board It in search • of ,piratt.4-. 
• tag bud not been hauled down. 	And so' through,' On a 'division, the resolutions were negatived.  by 

:•• 
 

out, the debate. , It was quite 'as •much ' a contest '146 Against' 110—the bishops, notwithstanding the 
of , Conservative ."against Whig, 	as 	of Bowring Bart of Derby's appeal, being as much;  divided as 
against Yeh. 	The Earl of Derby made a vehement the other peers.  

' 'appeal to ,the peers, for their eendetnnation of Sir 
,, John'a conduct in :going going- to-war Without express„  

On the 26th the Commons took up the subject, 
! in 'connection with a resolution proposed by Kr 

:•. orders frontInaeo 	; and an:earnest exhortation tie Ctibdeu,—"fliat'thiOlortse has heard with eenceru 
the bishdps `to come forward on this occasion and. -'of. the conflicts which have•occurred between the 
*indicate . the cause., Of, religion; . humanity, 'and l3ritish and' Chinese' • authorities in the• CantOn 

' civilisation 	from the :evitrage which had 	been' river; , and, Without expressing an opinion as to , 
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the extent to which the government of China, may 
have allorded this,' country cause of complaint 

authorities. 	By a combination of various causes, 
direct and indirect, a new House of Commons 

respecting the non-ffilfilment of the treaty of 1842, 
this House consideas that the papers which have 

was elected more kl.ovoted to Lord Palmerston 
f.tan the one which preceded it; and the Chinese 

been laid upon the table fail to establish satisfactory var. then became a I ettled question, so far as that 
grounds for the  violent measures resorted to at branch of the legisla.-ure was concerned. 	During 
Canton in the late affair of the Arrow; and that a the interval of More than two months, between the 
select committee be appointed to inquire into the adverse vote on the 3d of March and the assembling 
state of our commercial relations with China.' of the new parliament on the 7th of May, the 
This motion was more important than the one in government were making arrangements for bring- 
the Lords, since it led, to a dissolution of parlia- ing the Chinese difficulty to a satisfactory terminas 
went. 	The debates extended through four even- Con. 	They told off certain regiments to be sent 
ings. 	Sir John I3etvring was attacked by Mr to China; they appointed General Ashburnham to 
Cobdcn, Sir E. Bulwer Lytton, Lord John Russell, command them ; they sent over the Earl of Elgin 
Mr Warren, Mr 'Whiteside, Lord Goderich, Sir with large powers to control the whole of the 
John Pakington, Sir 	F. 	Thesiger, 	Mr Sidney proceedings; and they arranged 	the French ,with 
Herbert, Mr Roundell Palmer, Mr Milner Gibson, government a joint plan of action for obtaining, if 
Mr Henley, Mr Roebuck, Mr Gladstone, and Mr possible, free commerce at all the Chinese ports. 
Disraeli; while he was defended by Mr Labonchere, This scheMe of policy Wis formed and partially 
Mr Lowe, the Lord Advocate, Admiral Sir Charles' put in execution; bat the various portions of it 
Napier, Admiral Sir Maurice Berkeley, the Attorneys were only by degrees tnadt publicly known. 
general, Sir George Grey, Sir Fenwick Williams When parliament reasseMbled in May, numerous 
'of Kars,' Mr Serjeaut Shee, Mr Bernal Osborne, 
and Lord Palmerston, 	It was not merely a con- 

questions wore put 	to the 	ministers in both 
Houses—concerning the appointment of General 

test between Liberals and Conservatives ; for the Ashburnham ; the poisonings at Hongkong ; the 
Derby party were joined here by the small but treatment of Chinese prisoners; ' the relations 
influential Peel party; while the names of Russell, between the East India Company and China in 
Cobden, Goderich, Milner Gibson, and Roebuck reference to the opium trade ; the condition of 
will shew to how large an extent the Liberals i Hong-kong as a British colony ; the emigration of 
were dissatisfied with the proceedings in China. Chinese coolies—and other matters bearing upon 
The argumenti employed wore such as have been the state of affairs in the Chinese seas. 	It speedily 
more than once adverted to—that the Arrow was transpired 	that the 	French 	government 	had 
rather a Chinese than an English vessel; that the appointed Baron Gros, to act with the Earl of Elgin 
Chinese authorities had a right to board it, to in the political negotiations stith the Chinese; that 
search for pirates ; that no British flag was hauled 
down, because none was flying on the lorcha at the 

the United States government would also send out , 
a plenipotentiary ; and that the Russian governor 

time ; that the return of the crew by the authorities of the sterile provinces on the banks of the Amour 
ought to have satisfied Mr Parkes ; that as Corn- would be intrusted with similar powers by the 
missioner Yeh gave explanations, a demand ought court of St Petersburg. 	It' peaceful efforts should 
not to have been made upon him for an apology fail to bring the Chinese government to amicable 
also ; that Sir John Bowring ought not to have relations, war was to be carried on more ener- 
extended the quarrel so as to include the question getically than before. In addition to the regiments 
of his admission into Canton ; that the seizure of of troops,. the British government sent out the 
the junks was illegal ; and that the bombardment Furious steam-frigate, the Surprise and 11foltauhE 
of Canton was not only illegal, but ferocious and dispatch-boats, thirteen steam gun-boats, and a 
unbefitting Christian men. 	Every one of these steam transport. 	The Earl of Elgin left England 
positions was disputed by the government; never- on the 21st of April ; General Ashburnham had 
theless the House of Commons sanctioned them, 
or -the resolutions which 	implied them, by a 

started two or three weeks earlier; and the 
troops had gradually been shipped off as transport 

majority of 263 over 247. 	This vote,arrived at for them could be obtained. 	Certain regiments 
on the 3d of March, determined Lord Palmerston had been assigned to India, to relieve other regi- 
to appeal to the country by dissolving the existing meats which had been long stationed there; but 
parliament and assembling.  a new one. it was now proposed to send them first to China, 

Daring the interregnum between the two parlia• whence, after settling the troubles, they might be 
meats, public opinion was much divided concerning transferred to India. 	 • 
Chinese affairs. Lord Palmerston was at that time Little did the English government foresee how 
in much favour, and his courage was admired in strangely their plans would be overturned by the 
defending an absent subordinate when fiercely formidable Revolt in India. , In the earlier half of 
attacked ; still it was not without a painful feeling the month of June, the English nation directed no 
that the nation 	heard of a great city being particular attention to the affairs of the east. • The 
bombarded for trivial reasons. 	Those who most Persian war had come to a close; the Chinese 
warmly defended Sir John Bowing were those difficulty was languidly waithig for a solution; and 
who best know the faithlessness of the Chinese 

at 
news of the Indian Revolt had not yet arrived. 
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But the close of the month witnessed a different , India were more 2oritical „than those in China; , . 
state 'of things. • The terrible tragedies at Meerut and both were of opinion that, the Queen's troops 

• and Delhi were no* known; and logiSlators and wore more wanted on theelturana and Ganges than - 
the press alike demanded that the comparatively on the Canton or Pekin rivers. 	Hence arose au 

. uniMportant 'Chinese expedition should. not be almost entire stoppage of the operations in, the ,., 
„allewed to absorb the services of Queea's troops China ,seas till. towards the elese of the year.. , The 
so much needed in India. 	On' the 29th, in the •• slight events that marked the am-inner and autumn 

" House of Lords, the Earl of Ellenboroughsaid t . may be noticed in a few brief paragraphs. , . 	, 
We have sent to China that naval ffwed, which Towards the close of MaY, before any consider- 

should, in my opinion, be loft -upon the shores of able tainforcereents could rarteh Chin% an attack 
. England, to,  give security to this country even was .madn by the British Aon a fleet of Chinese 
under the auspices of the • most profound poetic), war junks with very considerable effect. 	One of 
That .naval force has been. despatched to the the many channels :which the Canto river pre- 
Chinese waters-.—for,whatleato carry on a contest seats, called by the-English Escape Creek,„,being 

• bet-teem Sii,,john .Beettring and Commisaioner known to contain a large‘, fleet of junks, CM- 
. Yeha 	Six battalions of troops have been sent out modore Elliot was ordered, to make a vigorous 

there for -the same purpose.; bit I cannot help demonstration in that quarter., • On the 25th ho 
thinking that' those site :battalions .will be found entered, the creek, with the Hong-kong, Busf.ard, 
.insuflicientto bring under -our control the punter- Btatoich, Starling, and ,Forbes, towing boats tilled 

, ens population ,of Canton:, 	The consequence will 
be, that•we shall find ourselves•under the necessity 

with men from the Inflaxibk garnet, and Tribune, 
He, found forty-One mandarin junks, all heavily 

of  sending out further reinforcements. 	But are armed, moored •atross the emelt ; a brisk engage- . 
we; with India. M danger, to fight•the battle of the 
government'? 	Are wea My lords, determined, 
happen what may, to persevere in that fatal policy 

merit ensued ;' and it was not, until after the loss , 
of ninny men,on the 25th and two following days, 
that the junks Were destroyer 	, 	.1 , , 

-which her. Majesty's ministers have - adopted V . The month tit' June opened ' with an engage- 
similar animadversions were made in the House meat of more. importance-4he battle of Fat-sham 

• of Commons by Mr. Disraeli. The ministers, while This city is about seven miles distant in a straight • 
, • announcing the immediate dispatch of more troops line-  . from Canton, but lying upon a different ' 
'to. India, did not premise that the Chinese cape- affluent of the Canton river. ; The expedition was 
dition. should ho• diverted from its purpose;. for not so much• against Patellae itself, as agaiest a 
they underrated at that time the serious iinPort .  fleet of junks lyiiig in the' Patsban .bratich or 
of the sepoy revolt. 	Soon afterwards, however, . channel. 	Sir Michael Seymour himaelf seem- 
When the news from India became more and more partied this expedition. 	The channel was too  „ 
gloomy, ordats *ere issued that some of the troops narrow to admit any excapt small-craft; and 
not yet embarked should he sent to India instead therefore the work was to he done by gun-boats 
of China. 	As no such catastrophe as a mutiny in „ and row-boats, 	At three ipithe morning of the 
India could reasonably be anticipated when the ' 1st • of , June the 	expedition started I forth; the 
Earl of Agin was sent oat, the ministers could Coromandel towing three hundred marines in open 
not tell how far that plenipotentiary might accede boats. 	Many heavily armed forts line the Patsban 

• to any implication made to hint by the governor- creek near the city, and these apeedilyt opened 
general of India for the use of the. troops,  already fire as the boats advanced. 	When the Coroszundel 
approaching or in the Indian seas: had nearly reached the town, the liong-kong, 

Such being the progress of opinion and of pre- Haughty, Bustard,. Forester, Plover Opossum, and 
partition in England in reference to the Chinese other gun-boats, steamed up, each Laving its few ' 
quarrel, we may ;  resume the rapid 'sketch of but formidable- gnus, and each towing ships' beats 
()aerations in China itself. 	' 	• 	 , full of 'blue-jackets: 	The mon landed at the foot , 
', When, at about the middle of ,May 1867, of a hill which was crowned with'a fort mounting ' 
Viscount Canning received news at Calcutta of the twenty largo guns, and which from that day was 
disasters at Meerut and Delhi,. he instantly, as called Fort Seymour. 	The rush up the hill was 
we have seen in a former chapter,* transmitted exciting ; commodores, captains, lieutenants,: sea- 
telegraphic • messages to Bombay, Ceylon, and men, marines, all ran up, equally 'regardless ,of 
Madras. 	He inquired whether the Earl of Elgin 
and General Ashburnhant had arrived at either of 

danger; and after a few rounds from the ,fort's , 
guns, the Chinese, dismayed at the boldness of the 

those stations, on their way to 'China ; and made English, took flight, and ran awai front their gnus. 
earnest applications that the troops sent from The assailants then hastened to• attack the junks, 
Etgland to China might 'be -diverted. from that which, mounting twelve guns each, Imo able to ' 
route, and despatched to Caleatte. instead. 	Can- 
ping and Elgin had 'both been intrusted by their 

pour forth a tremendous fire 'of shot and. shell, 
How the British escaped with so little loss in this 

sovereign with extensive . powers ; both, 'when encounter is a marvel, 	The seamen were in . 
they came to communicate, saw that the events in ecstasies at the boldness Of the duty assigned to 

• them: 	The boats' GYMS baffled the shots from so 
oataterate., p. 211. many hundred guns by rowing right up to the 
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junkii,.• beneath,' 'the line of . fire' of tire. guns:;,and -  and in' series With which the.. gallant Captain Sir 
when there, they did not•cease till they had set fire 
to the junksfrom Avhich Abe :'crews' • esleaped, 

',. Wiiliarn•Veel met his death, iiugi4'i detp.mintio04, ,, 
was arni,ved at in part from this circuiestithee-17  . • 

• precipitately over the opposite sided.' ..'Opli..sif ,the 
seventy-two junks, .sixty-seyen were destroyed. 

 that Baron Oros, the ;Frei-telt high-commissienerpr, , 
plenipetentittry; Wag. not erected at • Honglong ' 

' 	Anxions.''sverit the Speculations . whether • these • , ' 'Until ' lepten:iber ; and that, any negotiations 	at, . 
reitowed Successes Would or would not lealte,any. ',Pekin)  Would -/p 'weakened in- forte ,airless the 

' decisive termination of theetruggle. • ,Bawring and.. • two,•countries acted in', ctinjtinction 'through•.theif .. 
Parkes among the eivilitsig„ Seymour and Elliot , . respective representatives.' .'. 	' 

—smog-  the naval cOmmandertievr Well enough . August found 'the. English Officers and 'seamen' 
that without a. military force. 114,tc'oeuld'  not. bp .: very little satisfied with their . position mid. duties- ' 
done.''They knew;moreover,.that until tlie•Earl of in the Chinese waters. 	An occasional jimk-hunt ' • 

, Elgin should arrive, they could not be placed fiins: wats'all, that occurred to hreak. the. Monotony. , ,Of 	. 
In possession of the views of the horaegovernment. , iightlug, suelt-as. wep-Of-Ww'S men Voukf:digngf • 

.' They.anxiously counted the days before the new i 
arrivals would be ann.ouneed. 	The Earl of Elgin,  , 
and (ileneral AshbUrnharn wore at Eombay on.tho 

by theliathe,',there wii.s-little or pone:.; Yak con-, 
, tinned to govern Canten; the Cantonese, gontinaed 

to suffer by the', suspension ,of their trade with,the ',• 
•dity' when the .disastrous news :from Meerut and British. 	The four, northern •ports . managed. • to .., • 
Delhi reached that oity. 	The general went on to . retain, a trade which 'was -very lucrative. to theme-, 
Hongkong, where .he arrived on' the 30th of . selling, tea and".sill: to the. English,. and, buying '.' 
June.; but the-  cari, atter reaching Singapore, gave. 

that two of the approaching: regiments 
opium, which the Chinese dealers P(Ad•PgaiP.-  at au

orders enormous profit, in' the upper or inneeprovinces. -  : 
' 'shoutbe diverted from the Chinese expedition to As for the 'emperor at pekin, the English. authori- ' ' 

the service of Viscount Canning. This was ominous ties at Hong-koug had .no means of, determining, • 
of tilt) cessation' of any effective Operations on the • , to what extent lie wad.  cognktant 'of affairs. in the , 
China; coast. ' Elgin, trioreemer;,issued orders. that, south, nor how far he 'sanctioned'the,"Immovahle ,." 

' if Canning should make pressing application for line of policy followed by his viceroy at Canten:-  .' 
'more ' ,aid, 'other ,regiments should be. 	'. .similarly . In the early part. of-September, Yohtook adrau- 
diverted to Calcutta, 	Meanwhile,at Canton, Yell, 
yen-mined. as impassable as ever; he did not yield ) 

tage of the lull in,  :warlike operations e ' he kilt'. 
more junks, cast more cannoni raised 'itp Several .' 

an inch. 	The,rieli were flying from the city, the 'guns • which had'been sunk' by  the English, . and . •'.
. 

, peer .wore half starved by the stoppage. of "all 
trade ; nevertheless these miseries, bad enough'to • 

collected a fleet Of WO:hundred,  aver-junks in the 	,, 
Canton and Fatshanwaters, ready to encounter the :: 

the Chinese' themselves, did not improve 	the `barbarian0 again, in time of need. As a Means..of ' 
pcisition, of the Englik. 	. 	 . ' ascertaining what, was in progreas 'in 'this einarter,'' \ 

Early in July the Earl of Elgin. arrived in the ' Commodore Elliot:  set forth , from. Hong4kong-t•e 	• 
jkannon t  war-steamer.' 	'A large staff of military make a reconnaissance. 	lie started up the 'Canton 
offiders,had no* assembled at Hong-kong ; 4  but , 
there was nothing for them to do, seeing ' that 

river on the Mb, taking, with, him-„the gninhoats 
A9arling, HaughtgoOrarester, and the heavy bciats 

Oe regiments had not arrived, nor did it appear 
vobable•how soon Canning could spare theini A 

•of the Sybille andlii*.yek ' Ile steamed through , 
some of. the channels,Which•ere ,So numerous as , . 

fleet and 'a staff, of military officers were now in to convert.the banks', ,of the river 'into 'a, veritiVe 
the 'Canton river almost' in a' state. of idleness, archipelago, difficult to explore on: account of the ,,, 

. The active correspondent • of the Times, , having 
no fighting' to witness, 'made those 	rambling 

shallowness of the 'water in• the channels.. He met, 
with a vast, arraY of ,trading-junks;  Which he,did' 

visits•M. Shang-han and elsewhere -svhicb, enabled not molest•beeituse they were Tinged in 'peaceful 
him ' to 	give 	so 	graphic) 	an 	account 	of the dOminerpo ; and a fe* war-junil, which .lie•d,es, . 
Chinese 'in their homes and shops.  and places of 
amusement. 	On the 13th the French admiral 

troyed ; lint he did not•reach any spot where wan, , 
junks in large numbers werir congregated. 	One 

arrived at Hong-kong, to confer with Elgin ' on event of this month Was the -appearance of -RusSia, .. 
the policy to be 'pursued. 	At first there was an on the-  scene, 	Admiral Count Putiatine,•Who had 
intention Of steaming' up to the Peirce 'river, on been appointed governor Of the Russian previnee 	' 
*Which the imperial city of Pekin atand4, to bring' of. Amcor, and Who had made a is,pid overland • 
the emperor to a, conference. 	'Within a,few days, • jqurnoy from 'St Peterthurg' to' the MONO -Of the 

'hoviover, an iirgent'dispatch arrived from Viscount Amoor in .seventy ditysi•stearoed from that riVer to • 
Canning,announcingthat the revolt was spreading the Pei-ho on a- diplomatic mission. 	The. purport • 
widely in India, and asking for further aid. 	The of this .mission Was not revealed to the' English ; ' 
Eiti'l of Eigiir at once changed, his plan. 	He sot but there were many..at lionkkong who - surmised - 
off 'to Calcutta; taking with him a force of fifteen that -Russia, like the United States, was secretly 	' 

'.hundred seamen and marines, mostly belonging to planning that a goodly, sharp of any houlingent 
the•Shannon and Pearl war-steamers. It was these . . advantages arising' from. the struggle should.' fail 
hardy' men who ,constituted the 'Naval Brigades' to her—leaving all the odium of hostilities on the 
so.often mentioned In' past chapters of this work, . shoulders of England and Frynie. - • ' ' 	• 

   
  



When October arrived,. the .sttieray state of the . 'fratitied.toi,BroOtinitection• for :.oises incurred 
China seas rendered it doubtful hoW %eon the Earl% . in.-eraiseAuenee if 'the late disturbances f threat- 
of •Elgin's diplomatic ,expedition to Pekin Woad: .kiniug a seizure -of Canton if these terins were not 
take place. 	The British community at .11eng-kot4;.:, 
rather rejoiced' at this,; for they had,rill along nave''' 

,acceded.'to ; and hinting that the 'terms would in 
that case be rendered much more severe., 	On the 

cated the 'ilinple formula--take Cantenfirst,,4nd 
negotiate with the einperor .afterwards„ : The carps 

14th ;Yoh sent a' reply, very tortuous and cunning, 
justifying the conduct, of. hitriselPand his country- 

intention to postpone Ins. Visit. beginning clearly men, 'but ' evading, any 'direct netice of Elgin's 
known, many orthe staff=ofticers who had been in demand• and threat , On the, •!.W.th the British 
enforced idleness at Hong-kongtook their departure • plenipotentiary wrote , to announce that, as his 
—some to 'Calcutta, some to't other'  places, 	When desire for a..,ptiaceful tertninatiok 'of the 'dispute 
Baron Gros arrived in. the Audacieuse, •ivhieh was had note-Veen properly inet,• he should at. once 
not until thequiddle of. October, the talk of thetieet ?spare for war. 	The next iidaY (Ghristmas,day) 
was' that Canton would be really and.,effeettagly--  "brought,. t second$,Ietter' horn Ye/i, repeating his 
besieged, as a prelirainary.th any proceedingsfurther former arguments in a very' disoniSive fashion, but 
north, 	The Impertaor arrived-towards the close evading everything in the way of concession. 
of the month, bringing five 'hundred marines direct • When December had brceight what few troops 
from 'England ; and large ,accessions ,of warlike 'the hone-government and Lord Canning thought 
stores denoted' a resolution on the part of the they could spare for China, the available numbers. 
government to bring about some definite termin- 
ation of this Chinese 'quarrel.  

appeared-as follow-800 mon of, various services, 
principally' of the 59th foot, 'from. the .garrison of 

In November, .General Ashburnham, apparently Ilong-kongi)2500 marities.belongingto the various . 
tired of doing nothing. in China, .gave up the,mili- ''. ships; IWO .1i4Val, brigade formed ;from the ships'. 
tarp ,command and went to India, Where a proffer, 
of his services was .courteously declined by Lord 

crews for service on shore ; and 000 Freneli troops 
and *icemen—making a total of 5700 men, 	These 

Canning and Sir Colin Campbell. 	,Ilis sudden 
return to England, without leave, gave rise to much 

were aided by. ,about 1000 Chinese ,and ,Malay, 
coolies, as carriers and labourers—men who readily 

comment in and out. of parliament. 	, General. sold their patriotism for silver and copper. 	On . 
Stranbenage now became military commander In the 15th, while the attempt. at negotiation with , 
China,.. that is, commander. of 'the British troops 
whenever 'they,shonld arrive, 	Captain Sherard . 

,  ,Yeh was still going on,' the English. and French. 
took possession of Ilona% as a, measure of pre- 

Osborne was collecting gun-boats from various caution. 	This is an island. just opposite Canton; 
quarters. 	Baron Gros undertook that 	France its shore forms the Southwark of the great city. 
would operate in the capture of Canton, with three The merchants and traders wore allowed all pos. 
frigates, two corvettes, and .four gun-heats,' con- sible facilities fqr removing` their families and 
Wang 'altogether about 'a thousand. men. 	Mr goods from such buildings as the 	aptors chose to 
Reed arrived in the Minnesota, as American torn- appropriate-Ate ivish being to, infliotas smalIan 
missioner to represent theinterests,of hismeuntry; amotnt of suffering as possible 'on the Chinese 
but without any intention of taking part in, the peciple,,whonv'the Earl 'of Elgin icarefully Astra- 
hostile demonstration. . Throughout . the whole . , guished „front the Chinese government. 	From 
affair, indeed, the United States `fraternised' much the 15th to the 23d, steamers and;  gun-boats were 
more freely with Russia than with. England and daily arriving., and • taking up . positions .mostly • 
France. 	, 	' 	. between Canton and the island, 	On the .22d a 

At length the month arrived (December.1857) council was held, at which the Earl of ,Bigin ' and' 
which Was to .witness the conquest of Canton. ' At Baron Gros,. having virtually deolaredava,r ,against 
the beginning:of this month, the • European war-, 
vessels in Chinese waters were really formidable in 
number. 	Besides the Calcutta (80); there;were, 
including everything from steam-frigates down to, 
gun-boats, a total of 70 European and American 

China, ..gave.*up. the .,command,,of the operations 
to the general and . the two,  admirals--:-namely, 
General Straubenzee, *Admiral. Sir, Michael,  Sey,  
II-lour, and Admiral .It. 0.e generally. 	On the 
23d, several military . and naval officers steamed 

War-vessels, of which no less thin 49 were British. in gun-boats past the whole, length of the city, 
On the 12th of the Month, the Earl of Elgin sent n lauded. at a ,mint, beyond ,its northwestern extre- 
formal letter to Cranmiesioner Yeh—announeing mity, walked, a,nille land, a half under the escort 
his 	arrival as ambassador extraordinary frora of a.' party of -Marines, arid 'railers,m9unted a, bill, 
Queen Victoria to the Emperor of China, and as made accurate' observations .en a .series of. forts 
plenipotentiary. to' settle all existing differences; north of the city, and returned without the loss of 
expressing the pleasure whichEngland 'would feel • a man.' On the 24th there;was ksimilar recoil- 
in being on friendly terms with China; .enuniere.t- naissance..eait and' northeast ef the city. 	These 
ing , the causes of complaint against the Chinese examinations satisfies the, oflicers.that the capture 
autherities,;: demanding 'the, complete execution of the northern forts,'must be made from the east 
at Canton of all treaty 'engagements, including the. rather than. the west„.Christraas-clay and the two' 
free admission of British subjecra into the.city,' and following days were event in making preparations 
' compensation M 4ritish subjects and - persons .• for the honahardnkent ; and in , distributing papers 

, 	• 
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along the shore, announcing to the Cantonese What governor Pelt-kwei, the Tatar general of the 
calamity was in store for their city if Yeh did not Chinese , forces • in 	and -near 	Canton, • fifty-two 
yield before midnight onthe 27th. 	The viceroy boxes 'of dollars in• the treasury,' and sixty-eight 
remained as immovable as ever, and ,so the terrible packages Of silver ingots. 	 f. 
work began. 	 . 	. ., from the 5th • of  January to the 10th ef 

At daylight on the • morning •of . the 28th of , February the city' was placed under very ano- 
December the guns opened fire. 	Their- number maims government, 'In the first place, Yell. Was 
was enormous—seine ' in War-steamers, some in sent as a sort of prisoner to Calcutta. • In the next 
gun-boats, some on Hoban Island, some in the place, Ych's palace-  became the bead-quarters of 
captured forts. 	The - general orders were to fire at the allied authorities; While other large buildings 
various parts of the,  city-wall, and over the, city to were appropriated as. barracks. • The Earl of Elgin 
the northern forts, but to work as little mischief as 
possible to the inhabited streets. 	Meanwhile the 

decided that the Tatar general and the lieutenant-, 
governor of Canton should be liberated. 	The 

troops, 	marines, 	and 	naval. brigade-  gradually general, Tseang-keen, was obliged to disarm and 
effected a landing at about a mile from the eastern disband his troops, as a conditio,n of his liberation. 
extremity of the city.; they landed gnus and vast. Elgin thought it prudent that Peh-kwei should be 
quantities of stores and arinnunition, and.then pro- formally made governor of thooity, to save it froth 
ceeded by regular siege-operations to :capture all pillage. 	Ou .thei 	9th ' the .•installation 	of thiS 
the forts on the'northern side of the city—the born- 
bardment of the southern and western, wall still 
continuing. 	These fearful operations continued 1 

finictionary took place, in the presence of Eight, 
Gros, Bowring, Parkes,,, Straubenzee, 	Seymour, 
Genouilly, and other officials. 	Colonel Holloway)  

throughout the last four days of the year, during Captain Martineau, and Mr Parkes were appointed 
which au immense number,. of.• fragile wooden commissioners, or a, council of three, to assist Pelt- 
buildings were burned—not purposely, but of , 
necessity. 	The Chinese soldiers did not ;skew 

kwei in • his ,municipal'. duties. 	',The 'city now 
became  safely traversable by the English and 

in any vast numbers, nor did they display much French without'much danger; the Chinese soldiers 
heroism ; the assailants conquered„ one fort after were disbanded ; and the citizens were willing 
another, until they held the whole of the eastern 
and northern margin of the city—having free con- 
rnunication with their ships by a line of route to 
their unmolested landing-place. 	Great as was the 

'enough to go on with such trade as was left to , 
them. 	Tile council of three insisted on organising, 
an efficient•street,police ; on expediting the admin. ., 
istration •of justicea , on visiting all the prisons ; 

a.mount•of burning ,of Wooden tenements, the loss and on - liberating such wretched 	captives as 
of. life was very small ;. the '.allied 'killed and appeared to . have been ' unjustly ineareerated. ' 
wounded were less than 150, and the Chinese loss Although. Peh-kwei protested loudly against' this 
was believed to be not more than double that , 
number—so careful had the soldiers and sailors , 
been to avoid bringing slaughter into ,a place 

Interference with his supreme,: authority, lie was 
obliged to submit.' This period. 'was a satnyirilia 
for pirates ; the regular government being sub- 

containing a million of human beings, 	, 	, , 	. vested, thousands of lawlest men on the riv r 
Rarely has a city been held under a more carried on -With impunity that system of pira 

singular tenure than.  Canton was hold by the and plunder. whith the numerous creeks aroun4 
English and French on New-year's Day '1858. Canton rendered so practicable. 	When, this, bey , 
They were masters of all the .defences, and natu- came fully known to the• authorities now in .the 
rally, inferred that the city would formally yield. ascendant, Sir Michael Seymour put in force w,  
Nothing of the kind, however, took place. 	The severe measure of attack and 	reprisal 	againstl  . 
Cantonese resumed trade in their streets and shops, 
but Yeh and his officers kept wholly out of sight. 

them. 	. 	 • 	. 	, 	 1.  
How far the objects of the war had been attained; i 

The ordinary usages of war:  were ignored by remained still a problem. 	Canton, it Is true, was 
this singular people.. 	Elgin, Gros, Straubenzee, seized ; 	but. the imperial,  court at Pekin was i 
Seymour, Gononilly—all came to the captured invisible and inaccessible,. and much • evidently 
forts on the northern heights, and all Were per- remained yet to be done: On the 10th•of February 
plexed how to deal with these impassible Can- the blockade 'was raised. 	The Canton river was 
tonese. 	On the 2d of January and two following speedily swarming with trading junks; the Henan 
days the captors lived in much - discomfort on. the warehouses were reopened and refilled ; British ' 
heights ; but on. the 5th a very decided advance merchants resumed their dealings with Chinese 
was made. -Mr Parkes, and a few other English- merchants ; and within :a feiv.days ,many million 
men who were familiar with the Chinese language, 
had been busily engaged collecting information 

pounds of tea „were on. their way, to England. 
Shortly after the rernoval of the blockade, the Earl 

concerning -the hiding-places of the dignitaries of Elgin and Baron Gros opened communications 
within the city ; and, acting on the information 
thus obtained, Straubenzee sent several strongly 

with Count Putiatine and Mr•Reed.; they proposed, 
in the names of England •and France, that Russia 

armed parties into different districts of the city. and the .United States should take part iaa the 
The results were• very. important. 	The explorers demands ,still„ necessary to' be nstule..upon the ' 
captured 	Commissioner 	Yeh, 	the 	lieutenant- Emperor of China.. These ov,ortthes were promptly 

   
  



• '1 , 	.. , 	 . 
htlfl 	 ' 	 THE X.BVOLL ,IN INDIA. 	 . . ,, - 	. 	., , 	. 
Met; 'hut it- 	Mint- in justice- 	be Stated' that; in 

., 
return to the north, and the Americans reain m 

the' stibseqUent 'operations and negotiations for • , quietly at the 'trading ports, 	These replies did not 
'61ytaining treaties, : the' Russiary•' and' American purport to come froni the emperor, who was •too 
plenipotentiaries adopted a more secret 	selfish 
policy 'than-  comported.with'the liberal 'offer made ' 

lofty a, personage to reeegnise,ithe plenipotentiaries ; , 
they came through the governor of the Shang-hue 

on -the 'part of England arid 'Franeb. • Elgin. 'find - provinet, and wore worded in the, oustonlary style 
. Oros' determined that Canter, should. rernain In 'of Chinesernitenileq-uonce, 	. • ' 	. 

their power .6161.h-di and satisfactory treaties had • ̀ The': month of April found 'the Chinese quarrel 
been -Obtained from the emperor,. ; It affords a • apparently as far from Solution as ever, 	The 
earriouS illustration Of the indothitable perseverenee advice of the imperial authorities, that they should 
Of the English newspaper ,press, ,.that the 1%6 . ' keepaway from Pekin, and attend to their trading 

,Correspondent, Mr WingroVe• ()coke, after Seeing affairs, :was not likelyto be followed by the pleui- 
all the fighting in the Canton-Watersj and incurring potentinrieS-4,one of whoth; at any rate, had come . 
as mita:hazard' as his colleague Mr Russell bad. from Europe .fer a - far different purpose, 	Affaitt 

. incurred in Similar duties in the Crimea, contrived . did not progress very favourably at Canton, Pirates 
to,. obtain a paSsage 'in the ship +(the relarible) pontinned .to infest the .river ; while an army of 
which 'conveyed Yeli to Calcutta, and' to. drawforth rebels-,-equally hostile to - the imperialists and to 

. :many 'peculiarities in-the character of that redoubt- 'the ' barbarians'—was Marching towards the city 

• 
able Chiruknan-.-a• personage - Who, through the 
columns of that'newapaper, soon•became familiarly 

• known in nearly every part of the globe ; - a man 

'.froth the interior, 	Many of the Inhabitants, 
rendered .uneasy bribe stitnge confusion in the 
government and- ownership of their city, fled front 

. whose shipboard ilia ivas thus' summed - np, :the Canton. ' 'The English merchants found : their 
eats a great deal, sleeps  a great deal, and, washes trading arrangements 	sadly +checked by these 

• ' very little," 	' 	: 	'••• 	. 	•, 	' 	1 	', 	 • sources 
' : Early in March, after, the forwarding to TSkin 

of 'disquietude,; and they sighed for the 
return. of those tarries when opium, and 'tea, and 

of official ditnteheS•-under .stith 'elreumirtanees as silk broUght them large profits. 	Finding,' as they 	• 
to render probable their receipt by the emperor, 
Elgin and Oros iinoVed towards' the north.- • This 

had all + along' surmised, that nothing ,effectual ''. 
.r,onld be' done except in theinamediate vicinity of 

.conveyance of letters way, as is -usual in the edicts- Pekin, the 'plenipotentiaries took their -departure 
60:Empire, a mosttompliCated affair. 	Mr Law- from Shang-hae, and steamed northward: ' Count. 
rence Oliphant, the Earl Of lingin's private secretary, 
and Viscount do ContadeS; secretary of legation:to 

Putiatine, in the'iluterica steamer, anchored off the '' 
Pei-he river on the„ kith'; a few'hours'afterwards 

' Baron Gros; went froth Canton to Shang-hie, bear-,  • ' arrived the Furious mid the terve., in the former 
' ing letters froth the English and French plenipeten- of which was the Earl of •Elgin ; Mr •Reed, in the 

' tiaries; and also front those of America and Ritssia. Mississippi; ' , Made . hiw '-appearaneci on the 16th 5 
After .reaching Shang-hae, and being-  joined by Baron Grog, in the “Ylta&deertre, joined his brother- 
the British, French, -and American peritils,' they pleniPotentiarieS on the 23d; and Achniriqe qtly-; 
pished on in beats up the river, on whose hanks mour and Genouilly arrived on the filth. 	Letters ' 
liandS the city of. Soothed, the capital of that part were now sent 'off to Pekin; demanding the' 
of China,' The governor - endeavoured 'by ,every appointment' of an•official of high rank to meet the 
theans to avoid an interview ; but as the messen- itpreiientatives of the four courts, to confer on the • 

. gets would net be refined, lie received them with ' Matters in dispute; and allowing six days for the 
an unwilling courtesy, and undertook to forward return of an answer.. 	This decisive step produced 
their letters to Pekhi. The envoys then returned to • a more, immediate effect 'than . any °Mime yet ' 

' 	,, Shang-hae. Certain 'arrangements were now made adopted ; the tmperor anless wholly deceived • by 
, for the safety of Canton and Hong-kung, and vast 

inoieS were 'sent tip to lihatag-hat, in preparation 
those . around'him, 	(tad . now ample 'means ' of 
knondiag+that a formidabIe.armament vas at the 

for Any r,ontirigencies: 	The Earl of Elgin and his . month of the river on whose banks the imperial 
suite, on their way to .Malig-hae, hojoUrned tot city is situated,• and that Russia and+ America had 
a while at Fah-ehoo-foe. All the plenipotdthiaries joined England and France in this demonstration. ' 
arrived at Shang'-hae during the latter half of the Before the ' six dive had expired, a Messenger 

• Month. 	They received answers from the -court of arrived 'to .announce that Tao, or' Tin; governor- 
Pekin to their several letters..- 	The Chinese autho'- 
titles endeavoured so to treat' the subject.  as to keep 

'general of the province, bad been appointed as, 
envorto meet the -plenipotentiaries. 	Meanteb.ilo, , . 

the plenipotentiaries as far away froth Pekin as ' the month of May 1u'4S  a troubled one in Canton. 
potsihla, 	They alleged that, -whether, Yeh 'had, or- The new gcniemor Hwang, and ;the lichee-malt- 
had_ fibt misused his authority at Canton, he was governor' Pelvkwei, were frequently detected in 
no' 	&Missed, and Was replaced'hy a viceroy who thanceuvres-  not quite satisfactory to `the English 
Would be ready to listen - to' any real onable repro- . and French Officers' left in charge of the- city. 
sentations ;, they reedrnmended that the English Many of the Cantonese themselves believed that' 
and French plenipotentiaries had better return 'to IlWang had 'received secret' orders from Pekin 1,a` 
the south, there to' resume their superintendence retake Canton while the allies Were engaged in tlie 

' of -peaceful conurtqcs,5 that the Russians should northern 'waters. ' There 'were Machinations at 
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Pekin, rebel armies in the inner protinees, restless 
. 	. 

at night into the pits hold by the allies ; the . 
Tatars in the Canton province, , pirates in'' the seburbi were full of armed ruffians ready for any 

-river, 'and 'unreliable Chinese authorities every- mischief; the streets became unsafe to Europeans 
- where ; insomuch that the continuance of quietude unless armed or guarded ; oceational attacks were 

In the city was very problematical. 	During the made on the• police, and even • On the sentries; 
Month, about 1200 sepoys arrived from Calcutta, ; : headless bodies of Europeans were somethnes found 
they had belonged to the 47th and fieth. Bengal in the river ; two or three sailors were waylaid,: 
native infantry, disarmed in India as a matter of • • out down, •and. carried off; ,and - placards were 
precaution, but not implicated' in actual nretinye . posted up about the city, couched in_ the most 
the 70th had preceded them, and' had behaved ferocious language 	against the `foreign„ devils.' 
steadily in China. One of these placards designated the British consul 

The Earl of Elgin .and Baron Gros experienced - as 'the red-haired barbarian Parka' 	' 
the customary difficulty in bringing the Chinese to The state of' affairs further north, during this 
anything like-  a candid agreement Or understand- month of June, was more favourable. The destruce 
Mg. 	The new envoy, Tao;  was long in making his,  
appearance ; and When he did appear, his powers 

tion of the forts on the banitt'of the Pei-ho bad the , 
effect of bringing the Chinese authorities again into 

of treating wore found to be • so limited, and his , a disposition for negotiation. 	The river was care- 
. attempts at evasion so many;that the aid of cannon- . ' fully examined front Taskoo up to Tien-sing-ea city 

balls was again found to be necessary. 	Stearnera ' of 300,000 inhabitants, situated on the high road to 	. 
Were quickly sent down to Shang-hae; long-kong, 
and Canton, for reinforcements; and on the 20th 

Pekin, at a point where the Great Canal 'of China 
enters the 	Pei-ho, 	The four plenipotentiaries 

of May hostile operations began. 	The 'banks of steamed up to Tiemsing, whore they were allowed 
the Poi-ho being defended by forts, these forts were 
attacked one lb* one, and captured, 	The plenipo- 

to remain : seeing that the Chinese government, 
paralysed by the capture of the .fortteno longer: 

tentiaries were' by this meant enabled - to advance made an attempt to obstruct them, 	Governor Tao ' 
higher up the river, ineteaSing their chance of a, 
direct communfeation With the authorities at Pekin. 

itras,dismiwiecl, fot having managed matters badly;' 
and two Mandating' of high r2,nk, Kwei-liang and 

The Chinese had not been idle; for throughout ilwaesharna, Were appointed to negotiate with the 
the month they had beeniseen drilling their troops barbarians, 	The plenipotentiaries, took am, their 
in the forts, rsid sinking junks to bar the ratviga- abode on shore, in a house provided by the man- 
tion of the river; but, the gun-boats' which the - dark's; and a renewed series of negotiations coms, 
English and french bad now brought up, and the mewed. MeanWhile, all hostilities:Were sitspended ; 
boats of the war-shipst Made light of these eitextrue- ! the war-junks and the gunibeats reinained periee• 
.tions. 	The Russian and American ambassadors telly at anchor, and the trading-junks were 'allowed 	' 

' 	wore pretty well satisfied With the trading eoneels to 'piss up and down the tiVer,- ,,Aboilt the middle 
sions offered to theta by the Chinese authorities; of the month; some of, the inhabitants of Thm-sing ' 
but the-English and French were determined to be 
satisfied with nothing loss than a definite settle. 

Manifested 6 disposition-  to molest the pleuipotexie 	, 
tiarie0 and their suites ; -Whereupon Sia Michael 

meat of all the polish; In dispute-I and hence the Seymetir ordered tip It feW Seamen and marines-- 
attack on the forts, which evidently produced att 'who, perartibultitiiag the *Ole tied streets of the 
immense excitement higher up the rivet 	' 	• . etty for a few hours, gave Subh a check- to the . 

Juno began with a battle)  or at least, a akirittish; 
outside Canton--.spewing that A. macottti occupti,-,  
tion of that city was not reridily to be looked for. 

'Citizens AS td hidnee a more peaceful demeanour., 
One of the flett definite results of the conferences , 
which no* ensued, was a treaty between China. ) . 

A military force of 'braves' or Chinese soldiers and the 'United States, signed on the lath of June 
having gradually been 	approaching 'from the by Mr Reed and the two' Chinese mandarins. 
north, General Straubenzee' deemed it necessary to Ainerica had from the first sought to obtain the • 
encounter and crush or disperse them at once, On best terms for herself;  without meek consideration 
the 20, accompanied by Mr Parkes, he started off for the other powers ; and as her demeanour was 
to the hills on the north.  of the city, having with more courteous'thaa threatening, More sabroissire 
him about a thousand men supplied with three than dignified ; as, moreover, her .deinands were 
days' rations. 	The braves, who were .soon met not so extensive as those of tngland•--she. found 
with, kept up a skirtniShing fight all day on the less difficulty iu settling the terms of a commercial 
3d, and then retired without much loss. 	Strait- treaty, which would open up a door for 'increased 
benzee returned to Canton on the 4th, also without American trading with China; .and -with this Mr 
Much loss in actual fighting; but his soldiers had Reed.  was well-satisfied: Count Putiatine about' the 
been stricken down in considerable number by the same date signed a treaty. as the representative of 
terrible heat of the ann. 	The expedition was 'Russia. 'This policy of' hit court was to keep the 
scarcely 'to 	be 	considered satisfactory; 	for the other greittpowers as far from Pekin as possiblq 
braves 'were still hovering among the hills, very in order that nothing might check the gradual 
little disheartened by their defeat. 	As the month growth,  of Ressian. influence,  on 	the northern. 
advanced, the state 'of Hairs at Canton' became frontier of the Chinese empire. 	The terms of the' 
Averse and worse. 	Rockets were frequently fired Russian treaty wore far moreuiinportant than thoie 
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of '.the •American ; they 'included , kthe cession to 
Russia of a large area of country. itar., the :mouth 
of, the great . river Amegr,,; and;  ,Of \iin•tainount of 
trading privileges such as .liad .rev' r• before been'; 
conceded by China to any, other.eo' 	tryWbatever. 

The . EngliSh and • French . tre• ties, especially . 
the, former, •being • More compro ensive ,in.their 

' ammeter, could. not be ,settlee o readily .as the 
American.. , Commissioner 	Key-ing,, into, bad 

• ' 	• 	" 	•• 	. 
, 

	

, 	• 

a 	, 	7J11,  

concluded 'the, treaty ,.of, 
Pottiuger in. 1842, .was 

..sing to assist, kweidiang 
present instance; but the 
Key-jug wes.disposed for 
trickery, refused 	to 	treat 

, negotiations, were, left to 
Sioners. 	All diffieu4ies 
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length signed:on thet,)6th and 27th of Juno respect- • 
tively by the Earl of Elgin and Baron Gros, with 
the two' Chinese commissioners. ' The .provisions 
were nearly the same. for England and for France, 
except an indemnity to be given to 'the former 
nation for the 'expenses' of the war mid for 'certain 
losses incurred• by the • merchants. • The more 
important clauses of the 'English 'treaty may be 
thus-thrown into a summary ; Confirmation. of the, 
former Treaty of Nankin—kgreement to appoint 
British ambassador at Pekin, and ChineSe ambits- 
sador at London—FamilY and 'suite. of British 
ambaisador to have •residence and security at Pekin, 
and facilities 'for travelling, transtiation Of liminess, 
and transmission of,letters—British ambassador to 
,correspond on terms,,of equality with lite Chinese 1 

- 	---,--- 	- 	------•  - 

 . 	• 	 , . 	. 
minister for foreign, affairs—Christianity, whether 
Protestant or Catholic, to. be tolerated, and Chris- 
thin missionaries protected throughout the Chinese 
Empire-13ritish, subjects permitted to trade and , 
to travel in the interiorr--Oliin-hiang, on the great 
river Yang-tsze-kiang; Ninehwaug, in Idanchooria ; 
Tang-shoo, in the Gulf of Pe-che-lee ; Tae-wan, in 
the island of Forniosa ; SwitoNv and Kiungelloo, 
in the island of Hainan, to be declared frr,s ports; 
in ' addition to Canton, Amoy,. Fah-chop-foo, -King, 
po, and Shang-hae,tho five alreaf,ly opened; and in 
addition,- also, to three other ports on thu Irani-
tsze-Itiang, as soon as tin:v.  Should be •freed from . 
rebels-•7An, Anglo-Chi;lese commission to prepare 
a commercial tariff which is to be revised' every 

' ten years-11)10 ,LP transit dues to,be committed for 
i 
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an.ad t;talorem, rate—Official correspondence to be citizens left Canton, and their houses were at once 
conducted in English as the text or original, with seized by ruffians, who posted up proclamations 
a Chinese translation as an accompaniment—The of most ultra-Chinese character. 	One of these 
Chinese character or symbol denoting ' barbarian' proclamations was to the effect that, 'We have 
to be in future omitted in Chinese official docu- ascertained that there )are only two or three 
meats relating to foreigners—British ships-of-war thousand English and French doge in the city ; 
permitted to visit any ports in the empire, and but our numbeas are thousands on thousands ; and 
their commanders to be treated on terms of equality if every one of us carry but a sword to kill every 
by the Chinese officials—Both nations to assist in foreigner that we meet, we shall soon kill them ail. 
suppressing piracy in Chinese waters—Amount of If any one trade or supply provisions to the foreign 
indemnity to be settled by a separate article. dogs, we shall arrest and punish him according to 

The Earl of Elgin would not quit Tien-sing until the village.  regulations. 	All 	those who are in 
he had clearly ascertained that the emperor under- the employ of 	foreign dogs must leave their 
stood and accepted the terms of the treaty : this employment in one month '—and terrible demmeia- 
done, he returned on the 8th of July to Shang-hae. tions were burled against all those who should 

It is impossible to avoid seeing that such a disobey these behests. 	General Straubenzee and 
treaty, if faithfully carried 	out, would 	greatly the other officials were much perplexed how to 
revolutionise the commercial and social institutions deal with this state of things; they began to fear 
of China. 	If British ships-of-war be 'permitted to that nothing less than a bombardment of the city 
visit any of the ports, and trading-ships have free would drive out the `braves,' and restore peaceful 
entry to nearly a dozen of the number; if the trade; and yet it would be an anomaly to use 
great Yang-tsze-kiang be made a channel up which cannon and muskets, beheading and imprisonment, 
British manufactures may penetrate;` if Christian against the subjects of an emperor with whom we 
missionaries may teach and preach, print and dis- had just made a treaty of peace. 	In this exigency; 
tribute, without opposition from the government ; Sir John Bowring caused large posting-bills W be 
it' a British official may reside at the 'imperial city, 
and the Chinese emperor condescend to appoint an 

printed in Chinese—announcing that a treaty of 
peace had been signed between the two countries ; 

ambassador to London; finally, if the vain assump- that all animosity ought now to cease ; that many 
tion of . superiority be 	discontinued 'in Chinese Chinese, hitherto residing at Tionesekong as servants 
official documents relating to the 	English—an and traders, had been frightened away by threaten- 
immense advance will have been made towards ing proclamations from some of the authorities on 
bringing China into the fraternity of nations. The the mainland ; that surreptitious attempts had been 
great doubt' was, whether go vast a change would made to check the supply of provisions to Hong- 
not be too, extensive to be. made at ohce—too kong ; and that many inconveniences had thence 
humiliating, in the 'Chinese view, for the imperial arisen. 	The placard proceeded to warn all per- 
government to adopt in its integrity: especially sons and communities against any interference 
as the British did not offer to assist the emperor with the peaceful resumption of commerce between 
against the rebels who ravaged Iris dominions. 	It the two nations. 	An attempt to distribute this 
was not expected that' the formalitiei!  of ratifica• placard or proclamation was clumsily made, and 
tion could all be completed before the summer of led to disaster. 	Two British officers, knowing the 
18t9. 	The Hon. Mr Bruce, brother to, the Earl of Chinese language, went with a few seamen in the 
Elgin, conveyed the treaty to England. 	No sooner gun-boat Starling, to the coast of the mainland 
was the tenor- of the treaty known, than English nearly opposite the island of Hong-kong. 	Some 
merchants began to make inquiries and calcula- difficulty being experienced in obtaining au inter- 
Cons concerning. increased ,exports, ,saf salt and view with the official authorities, the sailors landed 
other commodities, to the 	China pas. 	The under a flag of truce, and attempted to post up the 
indemnity• question was felt to be one 'which placards in the water-side suburbs of the town of 
could not be settled without long delay, in treat- Namtow ; they were, however, attacked by Chinese 
ing with so peculiar a- people as the Chinese. soldiery, and driven back to the gun-boat, with the 
Commissioners on both sides wore to decide how loss of one of their number and the wounding 
much should-be paid by*China, for injury inflicted of another. 
on 	British property at 	Canton, 	and for the This untoward failure of course led to further 
expenses of the British expedition; they ~sere also fighting. 	As the attack made by the Chinese on 
to decide on the revised tariff for itniiorts and - exports. 	, 	 , 

the sailors was in defiance of a flag of truce, Sir 
John Bowring deemed himself justified in inflicting' 

While' the terms ofthis treaty were being a punishment on the town. Ile made a requisition 
settled at Tieri-sing,,the state of Cantpa became to General Straubenzee, who thereupon organised 
more and more disturbed. 	Street-murders were a small expeditionary force, 	He selected 700 men 
very frequent ; bags of gunpowder wore exploded —59th foot, e rtillery, engineers, marines, and naval 
M the streets, at moments when patrols were brigade—whe were commanded by himself and 
expected to pass; and missiles were hurled, from Commodore Keith Stewart. 	They landed near 
unseen quarters, into all parts of the city where Namtow on the 11th. of August, and gave notice to 
Europeans resided. 	Many of the 'bore peaceful the inhabitants that no injitry would be done to 
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• them 'if they remained neutral; the at:tack being " fitted out from Hong-kong, which ca.' ptnred and•' 
. 	intended against the `braves' 'or Chinese seldiers, 

: who 'had • originated the contest. 	Within a few 
destroyed hundreds of piratical junks. 

One of the most remarkable . episodes in this 
hours a fort was attacked, the 'Chinese troops • remarkable Chinese War 'bore relation to. Japan--,  

- driven out, the fort destroyed, and two large hiass an empire consisting of many islands, lying north= 
guns brought away as trophies. 	The object in view eastward of China. 	Until• a few 'years ago, the 
was, not to injure the town or the inhabitants, but Japanese traded only with the Chinese and the 

, to prove to ,the "authorities that any disregand of a Dutch, 	The. Dutch were 'allowed to establish ,a 
flag of truce 'would subject them to a hostile . 	. demonstration: , 	 • 

trading station on the small island of Desinia, 
• which Was 'connected with the larger island of 	, 

Throughout ' these strange operations, in which Hindu. or Kioosioo by a bridge. At the Kiusiu end. 	• 
war and peace wore so oddly mingled—the one 
prevailingat Narntow, the other' at Tien-sing—the 

• of the bridge waS the city of Nagasaki or Naugasaki, 
With the inhabit anti of which only the Dutch 

city- of Canton continued in a disturbed state: 'Ain were allowed: 'to trade: 	Ond. ship annually, and 
the 2lst of July, the 'braves' outside the' city went one only; was permitted to oome to Desima from • 
so far as to plan in attack' for the expulsion of Java, bringing sugar, ivory, tin, lead, bar-ire; fine 

„ s-the English and French altogether from•the plate. • chintzes, and a few other ton-modifies, and con-, 
They were speedily .heateir. off. 	As before, how- veying .. away 	in' exchange 	copper:-  camphor, ,. 
• eVer; it Wis a. discomfiture; not a suppression ; for, lackered-wood. 	ware, porcelain, 	rice, soy, 	the. 
;thefirlges settled down in an encampmen't about, The • Chinese; like the Dutch, wore confined' to 
• fcati"mileS from Canton, ready for any. exigenoles, . . the little island opposite Nagasaki, but their , 
During ii considerable time after the signingof ilio trading privileges Were greater ; at three, different 

• trOty.iial:ia;i4ing,..Governor Whang either tlid IA periods of the year 'they wore wont to send laden 
' >kno 	-.Of •:,ii-v;  er t•elSe disregarded. it; 	but •in, /the junks firma *mei', Ning-po, and. f3hang-hae, and 
- course ofilieiOn'41 Of August, evidence gradually 

appeared -that he .had been officially informed of 
exchange 	Chinese . commodities • for 	Japanese., 

 Such was, the state of matters 'until a short time 
the;•; troU'lY.,',.31-16 .forbade •the braVes to make any 
l'ortlir 'in* -1;e: '.3ilariit Olinda, traders,' who had 

previous to • the kiissohTurkish war; -whew the , 
United States, taking advantage of ,an insult 

,, been &hien' ;In; disquietude 'from' Canton, nogg offered' to American• ships, induced or compelled 
' 	returned:;' and liong7kong 'began again to look out the Japanise governMent,  to permit intercourse 

for Chinese servants and ,work people. ' governor 'between ,the 'two hoantriesi, to be conducted at 
' 'Whang's .procliniation, dated' August 17th, Can- dertainlerta wider certain regulations. 	Some 
' itOksilA statement' which bore an aspect .of con- • 'time•  afterwards; similar•privileges were' accorded 
• siderable probability i ' There' are',.both within and to Russia and 'England,' 	The convention with 

without the, city, many villains, and thieves who, 
pretending they are braves, take advantage of the 

England,:sigued at Nagasaki on the 9th of October 
18t59, provided for very little more:then this-=that' 

state*,..atfaim to create disturbances hi- order to • British Ships 'might, resort to , the three ports of 
plunder 'and rob, and :from Whose hands the ' Nagasaki, Sioadia, and Hakodadi,,for the purpose 

• citizens have suffered rifitch. 	Much rascality be -of effecting' repaira; and obtaining fresh water, 
•,. , not speedily siippressed, hoW can the rainds'of .the protisions, and such. supplies as:they might abso- 

• 
. 

	

	poo  Ple be set, at ease; , or tranqUillity restored ?. 
And unless' the villains be•apprehended, how can 

lately needIt was a denial of shah' aid to 
distressed ship's that hid lbd the United States to 

the districts be 'purged '1 	Wherefore he gave; :threaten the janancse. ' 	Franco,' not to' be left 
ordert for the suppression of violence and hostile  behind' by other nation?, 'sent, an expedition, to 

,,r,nanifestations. 	. - 	. 	. 	- 	' 	, 	' ' ' Obtain shipping privileges similar to those conceded 	' 
" • During the months of 'September and Otitober M America,' England;  and Russia: 	On the 25th 'of ' 

•-.with the exception Of a stroke of diplomacy at May 'ASK: M. de Montravel 'presented himself 
'Japan; presently to'; be adverted to—Lord Elgin hefore the governor of Nagasaki, accompanied by 
remained 'in the China sus,' chiefly at •Shang-loge, ' rather 'an, imposing "allay of ofliord ; he bad no 
waiting for tile Chinese 'tximmissioners who were difficulty in procuring the desired' concession.' 	On• 

, 	to settle with, him the-minor details supplementary the ,11th of December in the, same years, two British . 
to the treaty. ' Former 'expeetence having shown merchant-Ships, ,about to enter' the harbour at 

. 	teat the Chinese autholities,ylewed the obligations :...Nragasitki to,  urchase:certain supplies, Wererefused 
'of a; treaty somewhat lightly, it 'was not deemed admission ; whereupon the two captains sailed up 
prudent•either to give en Canton,' or.  M withdraw dose to the town, landed, 'and marched •with i 
the powerful naval farce flow. the China; coast,. 'Strong escort to the residence of the goVernor. • Ho 
'until all the conditions of the treaty bad bebn put declined td receive thorn, but midertook that any • 
in 'a fair train' for fulfilment. 	Canton gradually letter &ern' them should he • conveyed to the 
recovered its trade and 	quiettule ; 	Hong-kong emperor' at Jedo or Yedo, the eapital of Japan. 

. 	gradually 'got back its 	Chinese 	servants and '• This letter obtained the desired result; an imperial 
„ 	artisans ; and the' English fleet vigorously put in edict bein'.  issued on January' 26, 1857, that 

operation that' clause of the treaty which related ships from any of the four nations might enters 
to the suppression o7 piracy. 	Expeditions: were Nagasaki as well as theetither laVo portah-provided 
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that none of the-crews•atteMpted to penetrate into . was 	Indication of , 6, hostile repulsion of ' the o no 
the interior. 	This ,intter,  ,was, in fact,' nothing strangers. • Dating "eight days did Elgin reside 	• 
more than the carrying out• of an agreement, within the great 'city of (redo, treated with...every 
which the governor Of Nagasaki had on a former • attentien-possibly beemiSe , there were 	British 

' oecosion evaded. 	On the 17th of June 1857, Mr shibs-of-war and a.gun-boat just at band. 	All the 
Townshend garris, *acting under the United Stator 'naval etlicers had opportunity of • traversing the 

• 
consul a. gong-konfs, 'signed. ti 'treaty at Sithoda 
with two.  Japanese cenimissionewi.. , Tide treaty 

City during .this interval, and met with signs of • 
eivilisatinu .:;Melt. ,as induced them tO write home 

• was a great advance, in commercial liberality; on very glowing .destriptioti& 	.The earl 'at th•st fiat 	' 
anything previously known in that region.  ' , 	. , 	• with. difficulties. , arising' fitism the circumstance 

ThuS matters renmined ' Until the antutan of .' that a itenservative had just sapplanted a liberal 
18'581 When, expeditions' to China• having been Ministry (to usd •English terms) at jedo, strength- 
sent' from. England,..France, Russia; and 'America, ening the 'prejndlee against foreigners. 	•Indeed;  
• advantage 'was taken of the' prokimity of Japan to this change- of • Ministry 'hid arisen two. or three • 
obtain by 'and for the time 'three.' countries the days ' before, • in consequence of . the signing of 
same trading privileges as' had,.been granted to the liberal treaty with America. ' Elgin, lioweven 
America. It  was, throughout, a Very singular Mott trinnipliet1 •;)-Ver MS and all other difficulties ; he . 
between fear great nations

' 
 'in Witieh. 'AMMO iti!rivetio at Sinnightte again*; on the ad,  of iSep- 

• obtained .the ' first ,: start.' .',Tive, 	japatieSO. 	had,. feather, lutlitging with hita a treaty:of commerce • 
during three ur•:four years, -iteen nun& IMPS of between. gligiund !lad laiittni signed at Jedo on. the 
Europeans 	and ' Ara eri'eatis tlitih'..itt Any fortner 40tli'ilk Angetit-,'' 	' 	. 	' ' 	0 	. 	• 
period, Mid had began to acquit'd'entrige4 notional ' 	'!'liar treaty thlis obtained was -.written in Dutch 
of. international "eaminereo; 411013%01., 'they had it's thrteriginal, with Englielt and japariese .tra,nsia- 

„ lately” heard. of the. pewerftii armanietitSc en the ' titans. 	The'ilief clauses-comprised the following 
Canton and Pei-he' rivers, and 'Of the thatiett letialbh provisions: liAiglanil may appoint an ambassador to 

' these . arinitinents 'had ',enforecil t, PrOnV Avhett0•• jedtif  and iltiptin an ortibossador to London—The 
the Earl 'of *Elgin .inferred, that he -Might probc.  ambonstidors , to in tree to travel• in the respective 

' 	abLy,  meet/ with sucoesS hi an atietnpt to obtain ' enipirt,s4-1:114 power lilay 4ppoint consuls at the 
• 'an' improved treaty ''of cerninered: 'On the ad -  er ' pens Of the viteP.,--'llie ports of Tialtodadi,. Nana..., ,, 

August he entered the Plot Of, 'Nagasaki, iVilli,  the gaaftt, Nagaiski, 	l+Oec-e-gata, 	Itiogo,. Jedo, and 
:Fari6us.t, Retrihutdon,„and .T.ia•-outitking Iltitlt him a qs.ttets j  to be opened fo 8ritishtratiers at various 

' steam-yacht as, a present Toni queen "4>Idoria 'to limes by the year 1603-dBritishArallers• may lease. ' 
the Einperorckf Japan,': • Ca the follOWitig day ire •trouttd- and • build d4hollings and' - warehouses at 

, . was joined by Ste... Michael, Seymour, whit the' ,those port..—tiro 33r11.1411 may -travel to d!stances . 
. Glaktei-e.t and .Thifie.xitie. . It being dented best that 'Within a yet tain radnis of each _port—In 'any 
' the yacht should be presented at' Jedo if possible, . dispute between fli•itoisli .  and" Japanese', the British 	• 
' the"expeditiort Set forth again, and .proeceded to. • eonsulo to•aot as friendly e.rbitrators.4f arbitration 
' Sim*. 'Here it was ascertained 	Mr Towns- fail, British offenders to be tried by British laws, 

bend 	Harris,' United' States .:consul, 	had 	just and,  Japanese by those Of Japan,--British residenta 
. returned from Jedo with it neW and very adven- may employ Japanese as" servants or workmen--' ' 
'lagoons 'treaty of Commerce.  between Amerina'and Britishmay freely exercise their religion—Foreign 
,Ttipan ; , that Couut„ Putiatine..Was at that very , and Japanese coin may be used indifferently for 

• moment 'negotiating for a similar treaty between' Commercial purpoics—Supplies for British vessels, 
liousSitt and Japaii; 'and' that' Mr Donley ,.lurtius, may be stored at certain poVts free . of duty— 
Dutch consul, had'Leen 'trying: in a. similar three-. o , japanem authorities to render • aid to §itantled 
lion for Holland. ' , The Earl-  at once' saw that -  British' vessels, British captains 'may employ ' 
ne'time was to be lost,„ or he,woulcr be' 'distanced Japanese pilots—Goods may, be imported 'at 'an 
by' the other diplomatists. • ' Procuring the"aid of a id watot-em ditty, without any transit or other dues, 
Dutch interpreter,, through-  tine 	Of 'Mr : .courtesy and may' be re-ex.pertecl 'duty freer-lkitish ;and 
Barris, his 	lordship' proceededfrom. Simoda ' <Iapanese to aid each 'other in, preventing smugg- 	, 
towards Jedo on the 18th. 	Disregarding:the rules ling—Money, appareli and 'househOld furnittire of 
Jeid down by the Japanese 'government concern- British Subjects residing in 'JaPan to,..he 'imported 
lag the anchoring-places of ships, the siptsadron

.  
duty free*-Munitions,of war to be prohibited,-.All 

led by Captain Sheraid Osborne, boldly pushed otherffiarticles to pay an ad-tedoiens. impart-duty, 
en' to 	the -Vicinity of the 	city-•-:to 	the 	utter ', Varying trent 5 to 30 per sent, 'according to a tariff 
astonishment  of the natives, official and 	now " . to be speCially prepared-- Any ;trading,  privileges, 
official.' ,Beats. approached, containing Japanese granted '• hereafter te any otber nation, to be granted 
officers;  'who 'earnestly begged the British repro- equally to England.' , 	" • sentative not to approach the great city, whichbad This very important treaty'—oven more 'liberal 1 . ziever.yotteen 'visited by a foreign ship ; but as he ' in its provisions than that concluded with China 
was deafto their entreaties, they prepared to give --was to be ratified by , the • two 	courts, and 
him: a; courteous reception on, shore, 	Although the • ratifications,  ',exchanged, 	within 	one .year 

. the city -vas strongly protectd by forts, ' there. 'front the signature: 	' " 	51 	• 	• 
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 11 	..P It 6..S i)  

. 	 • 	 , 
When, ,by the, 'month 9r Oetober 1858, it was 

known that,  the object of. 	the:Persian expedition, 
• had been fulfilled ,by, the complete withdraWal 

of •, the Persians . from ;Herat ; that' 	the pimp*, 
of the Ohinese expedition had' bebn even more 
than fulfilled, supposing the advantageous treaty 
made by ',the Earl • of Elgin 	to be faithfully 
observed; . and thap ,'a remarkable commercial 
treaty had beeiy•signed with 'Japan—the English , 

'nation 	felt,,  ,pdt 111I.iuidy, 	'that 	their 	Prqapects 
' of advancement in the' east Were greatly height..'the 

ened. 	Ali. depended,• however, or would ,depend;  
on. the result of the. struggle-  in India ; if that • 
ended satisfactorily, •the .power of England in Asia . 

..would• be 'greater than 0er. 	That the Indian. 
struggle would have a favourable. termination; , 
few. doubted.,  • There was much to be done ; .but 
as the whole empire", cheerfully Supported; the 

' ' government in the P'eparatiOns for doing it, and 

	

E 0 T'S ' '1 X ''''T11 E 	•E A S T: " 	; 	 , . 	. 
, 	 . 

as those preparations bad Veen Widely.Spread and''' 
deeply considered; success was very confidently;, 4  
Iookedforward to. 	. 	' 	, 

The .arrangements'.for the.,fintil discomfiture .(i1-, ,, 
not extinction) of the mutineers, and for bringing 
back a misguided peasantry to habita of order and. . 
of industry, Will be noted presently ; but it may . 
be desirable first to glance "at two. important sub-. 
jects , 'which 	much ' 'occupied, the ..attention , Of 

• thoughtful men—namely, the probable causes of: 

	

Revolt; acid; consequent 'on those oauSes; the 	' 
; general character of , the reforms proper to be 
introduced into.  Ilur government ,4 .India, Its. tin 
accompanimenito the change from the Company's 
regime to that of the Queen. 

	

The, complexity 	of Indian 	affairs 31,P11.9 .very 
remarkable; and in no instance more so than with 
reference to the first of the above two subjoets of 4 
speciilation..'DoWn toile,  closing scene, men •could' 
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not agree in .their answers , to the question— province -with• which he :was best acquainted, 
. 'What was the cause of, the mutiny l ' 	Mili- attributed- the ninthly . to the. mode of governing, 
.nary officers, cabinet- ministers, 	commissioners, Oude by the . Englieli; superadded .to the fierce 

: - magistrates, misaionaries,.meiribers of parliament, hostility of the .Mussiilmans . to :Christians in. 
-.pamphleteers, writers in 	newspapers, as 	they general. 	Thousands of natives had been thrown 
had differed at flrst,,so did they differ to the. end. out of employ by the•change of govermiaent, and 

-This 'discrepancy offers strong proof that the causes with them their retainers and servants ; all alike • .. 
: ,Were..many in, number and varied . in kind— . were pandered 	impoverished . and:  discontented. 
'. that the Revolt was a resultant of several inde- , 
e: -pendent forces, alltending towards a common end. 

The shopkeepers of Lueknow,"Who had made large 
profits by supplying the palaces and harem of the 

It .may not be• without value  to skew in , what • king . before his . depesition,. led that 	advantage 
: directions public men sought for these • causes; -. when an English commissioner took the king's 

The following summaries • present the views of a place. 	NOV; taxes and duties were imposed, as 
• few: among-many who wrote on the subject : , 	;, a means of•tplbstitntizig 'a- regular for an irregular,  

Mr Gubbins,* -who was financial commissioner ' revenue ; 	said these taxes irritated the payers::  
`; • of ,Oude (or Omni) when the mutiny began, was= The Mohammedan teachers and fanatics, heurged, 
-. requested by Mr Colvin, lieutenant-governor of the enraged at the • Substitution of a" Christian, for a 	' 

Northwest Provinces, to express his opinioes.  con= . Moslem government, wore ready for any rcao- ' ' 
,corning the causes of that catastrophe. • He wrote: tionary measures. Lastly, there.were, innumerable., 
;out his opinions ;- and stated . that- Sir 	Henry' vagabonds; bravos,' and beggars' in the city, who' 

: _Lawrence, shortly before 	his death,. concurred' 'hid found bread- ill'it under native rule, but who 
:' mainly with them. ,,,In the: first place, he did not nearly starved.under the More systematic English • 
% attribute the mutiny to Russian intrigue—an *oxide,- -government. . Renee, Mr Rees 	contended, 	the 

nation that had occurred to the minds of some great city of Lucknow had for a year or more been 
.:person§. In the second place, ho disbelieved that the ripe for rebellion, coup . from what qtiarter and in 
• Mutiny was due to a Mohammedan conspiracy; the :what way it miOit. 	. 	. 	. , 	 . 

movement begatu among soldiers, of whom- four: Colonel Emu:elder,* like many military officers, 
- fifths or more were }Undoes; and certain Mehanr-. s 'tight for no Other origin of the mutiny than that. 
• Medan sovereigns and leaders only joined if/ when N% 	ich Was .due to 'the state of the native arni,y. 	• 

they saw a probable chance of 'reeovering dOntnion e enormous increase . in. that army—by the 
. for their race and their religion. 	In the third place, ontingenis raised• to guard the newly acquired 
' - Mr •Gubbins equally denied that it was a national territories in Central-.  India, the Punjaub, 	and 
-rebellion, a rising of a nation against its illicit ;' Oade—with no ,.corresponding', 	-increase in the 
• he urged, the villagers worn throughout more .for,. European force, encouraged a belief on the part-of, 

• dispoSed to remain neutral than to aid either side ;, . many Of the natives that they hada fair chance of 
we had no right to expect any great loyalty from, 
them ;,.and. wo Teceived all that could fairly be 

being able to drive the English altogether from the 
' couutry,., The Colonel' quoted an' opinion expressed.  

looked for, the sympathy of seine, the hostility of , by the. gallant and lainented. Brigadier Nicholson, 
•,' others, but'the neutrality of the greater number, - , who possessed au intimate knowledge of the native: 

In the fourth :pine° he denied that the annexation character—` Neither greased cartridges, theannexa- 
. of Oude caused the mutiny; there..were certain 

persons—conitiere of the deposed king, shopkeepers 
' tion Of Oude, nor the paucity of European officers, 
was the 'cause of the mutiny. ' For years I have 

at Lucknow, soldiers of the late king's urmy,-and.' 'watched the army, and felt sure they only *anted . 
budtrzashos—r-who had suffered by the change; but an opportunity to try their strength:with us' 	,.. . 

. the mass of the population, lie contended, had been Mr Ludlow t ridiculed the idea, of the mutiny 	- 
' 'benefited by us; and had neither ground nor wish being sudden and unexpected. 	Be.  pointed to the 
. for 	insurrection. 	having' thus ' expressed 	his fact that Munro, Metcalfe, Napier, and -other 
' „dis.sont from many modes 	of explanation, Mr experienced men, had long ago predicted an 

Gubbins proceeded tooive 'his .own.riews, which eventual outbreak, arising mainly from the &fee- 
:' traced the Mutiny to'`,-nree concurrent causes : c I • tive organisation of the military force, Mr Ludlow 

conceive that the native mind had been gradually himself attributed the mutiny to many concurrent. 
'alarmed on the-  vital subjects of caste and religion, causes, 	The Brahmins were against us, because 
When the spark was applied by the threatened • we were gradually sapping' the foundations of their 

' , introduction 'of 'the greaied cartridge ; that this religion and power ; the -Mussulman ; leaders were 
Spark 'fell upon -a native army most dangerously --against • us, because we had reduced the'. Mogul 
Organised,Subjecttene sufficient bonds of discipline, rule to a shadow, and most of the navabships 

. and-discontented; and, above all, that this occurred , likewise ; the Mahrattas were against ns,. because 
. it:  a time when Bengal and• the' Northwestern wo had gradually lessened the power of  Seindia,,  . 

Provinces were so denuded 'of Eurnpenia trooria,as Nolkar;*the Guicower„the Peishwa, the Netia, and 
to leave the real power in the hands- of the natives.l : other leading men of their nation ; the Oudians 
.. Mr Rees,t confining his 	observations to 	the were against us, -because, in addition to having 

* .4ecoittil of the ilfraiiiies hi Ottith. • kglit Months' Canipaigli against rare Pttigal .4eyoy Army. 
-I Fermat Yarratirii of the Siege of Zgclaioic. ' -I British India; its Rut:mond its,..Vistory. 
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deposed their king, we had greatly lessened the England—discountenanced the idea of any general 
privileges and emoluments of the soldiery who • conspiracy. 	He believed that 'the immediate 
had heretofore served him ; and lastly, the Hindoo exciting cause of the mutiny was the greased cart- 
sepoys were turned against 	us, because they ridges ; but that the predisposing- causes wore two 
believed the rumour that; the British government —the dangerous constitution of the Bengal pepoy 
intended to degrade their caste and religion by army, and the Brahmin dread of reforms. 	On 
the medium of greased cartridges. 	Mr Iradlow • 
treated the cartridge grieVance as the spark that 

the latter point he said: 'In the progress of reform, 
we are all accomplices. 	From the abolition of 

had directly kindled the flame ; but he believed suttee, to the exemption of native Christian con- 
there were .sufficient inflammable materials for verts from the forfeiture of their rights of inherit- 
the outbreak even if this particular panic had ance ; from the formation of the first metalled 
not arisen. 	 ,, road, to covering India with a network of railways 

Mr Mead,* who, In tonnection with the press of and electric telegraphs—there is not a single good 
India, had been one of the fiercest assailants of the measure, which has not contributed something to 
Company in general, and of Viscount Canning in impress the military.  priests with the conviction 
particular, insisted that the mutiny was a natural that; if they were to make a stand, they must do 
result of a system of government wrong in almost so. goon, else the opportunity would pass away for 
every particular—cruel to the natives, insulting to ever.' 
Europeans nut connected with the Company, and The Rev. Dr Duff,* director of the Free Church 
blind even in its selfishness. ' 	More espeeinlly, 
however, he referred it to 'the want of discipline' • 

Scotch Missions in India, differed, on the one hand, 
from those who treated the outbreak merely as a 

in the Bengal army e the general 'contempt enter- military revolt, and, on the other, from those who 
tamed by the sepoys for authority; the absence 
of all power on the part of commanding officers 

regarded it as a great national rebellion. 	It was, 
he thought, something between the two—a political 
conspiracy. 	He traced it much more directly to to reward or punish ;  the greased cartridges ; 

and the annexation of Oude."Phe ' marvellous the Mohammedan leaders than to the Ilindoos. 
imbecility' of the Calcutta government—+a sort lie believed in a long-eaisting conspiracy among 
of language very customary with• this - writer—he those leaders, to renew, if possible, the splendour 
referred to,. not as a cause of the mutiny, but of the anciew Mogul times by the titter expulsion 
as a circumstance or condition which permitted of the Christian English ; the Brahmins and Raj- 
the easy spread of disaffection. 	• poots of the De;igal army were gradually drawn 

Mr Itaikes,1 who, as judge of the Sudder Court into the plot, by wily appeals to their discontent 
at Agra, had an intimate knowledge of the North.. on various 	subjeCts 	connected with caste and 
west Province; car) tended that, so tar as concerned religion ; 	It-hile 	the . cartridge 	grievance 	was 
these province; 	there 	was one cause of the used simply as a pretext when the ernspiracy 
troubles, and one only—the mutiny of the sepoys. . was nearly ripe. 	The millions of India, be con- 
It was-a revolt growing out of a military mutiny, • tended, had ace strong bias ono way or the Other; 
not a mutiny growing out of a national discontent, there was no such nationality or patriotic feeling 
Eier since the disasters at Cahool taught the. anlong them bs to lead them to make common 
natives that an English army freight be annihilated,, cause with the conspirators ; but on the other 
Mr Raikes had noticed a change in the demeanour hand they displayed very little general sympathy 
of the Bengal sepoys, 	He believed that they or leyalty towards their English masters. Viewing 
indulged in dreams of ambition; and that they the subject ria a missionary, Dr Duff. strongly 
made use of the cartridge grievance merely as a 
pretext, in the beginning of 3.867. 	The outbreak 
having once commenced, Mr Raikes traced all the 

expressed hie belief that we wither did obtain, 
nor had a right to obtain, the aid of the natives, 
seeing That 'we had done ,so little as a. nation to 

rest as consequences, not as canses.--The villagers Christianise them. 
in many districts. waveyeda because they thought Without extending the list of authorities referred 
the power of England 'was really declining; the to, it will be seen that nearly all these writers 
Goojurs, Mewatties,' and other predatory tribes regarded the 'cartridge grievance? as merely the 
rose into activity, because the bonds of regular. spark which kindled inflammable materials, and 
government were loosened ; the Mussul man fanatics the state of the Bengal army as one of the predis- 
rose, because they deemed a revival of Moslem 'posing causes of the mutiny; hut they ditihred 
power just possible; but Mr Bailees denied that greatly on the questions whether the revolt was 
there was' anything iike general disaffection or rather Mohammedan or Hindoo, and, whether 
national insurrection in the provinces with which it was a national rebellion or only a military 
he was best acquainted. mutiny, It is probable that the affirmative opiuious 

' Indophilus 1--:the nom de plum of a distin- 
guished civilian, who had first served the Company 

were sounder than the negative—in other words, 
that every one of the causes assigned had really 

iu India, and then the imperial government in . something to do with this momentous outbreak. 
We now pass to the second of the twt subjects 

The &Toy Revolt ; its Caws.; and its Onistgueneet4 
Notes on the Revolt in the Northwest Provinces'. 

j Letters of Indophi.as to tho Mars.'  0  The .ntlitm 	 aunts Cita Resuitt• 
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• 
iudicated abovee--the views of distinernislaed men, 

• 
ject of teaching the Bible at all÷on the' grounds 

' founded in part on past calamities;on the reforms that' it would infringe the principle • of religious, 
necessary in Indian government: 	And here it neutrality'; that it would not be fair to the natives' 

', -will suffice to indicate, the chief items of proposed unless, native religionS Were taught Also ; ' that' it 
reforms, leaving the reader to form his own opinions mould seem to them a prowlyting and even a. per- 
'thereone.' Dining the progress of the Revolt, and socuting measure; 	that it' might be politically 
in reference to the future of British India, a most dangerous ;'.and that we should involve' ourselm 
valuable And interesting Aorrespondence came to , in the sett of theologicalecontroversy, owing•to the 
light—valuable oh account of the,eminence of the 'diversities ei religious sects among Christians. 	Sir 
persons engaged in it. 	Theee persons ',Were Sir Sohn La ti 	' as we have •seen, adopfed a 
John. Lawrence' and Colonel' Herbert Eilwarties-- medium between the,se extremes. , 	, 	• 	' , 

, the one chief-commissioner of the' Funjaub„, the ,. 2. Endowment; of Idolatiy and Mohanonedani.sx 
other commissioner of the, Peshawar' division of hg  the .  Governmait.—In British India; many small 

. that province. 	Both had, the welfare .of, India items of revenuOaeo paid: by the government for the 
:deeply at heart, ; ' and yet they differed widely hi .support of templekeprieste, idols, and ceremonies:  , 
opinion con corning the. Mena •ilierchy that wel- pc/staining to the Bina°. and_ Mohammedan retie 
fare,could be best secured-ecipedialletin ,reltitiow &one., Etlwarthat urged that these payments should 
•to religious matters. 	Early • in 	the year Iflpte, , leteett as a disgrace to a Christian government, 	. 
•,Colonel gdwavies published* a,• 

	

	Adette vie' ,Alfienoro L.:Iterate° Pointed oat that this withdrawal''' 	could.  
the :Eliminatim of all wechpsioion ,..4 )11:6-iplet frotl!,'2 iwt he effected itithout a'gross breach of faith: The 	• 
the Gave/R./none. of Bri0.14 India, "Wont ,the ;same revenues iti 'question. belonteed• to those religious e 
time Mr MacLeod, 'financial commissioner, puke bodites before England i rumeSed ', the states, and 
hated a letter en the same subject; as did etteo, ;were eeeegniscd as such at the tune of the atinexa- 
some time afterWardee  Mr Arnold)  direetor-genevAt .tione  They are e. property, a claim on' the land, like ' 
of public instruction 'in the Piinjann, , Sir John tithes .in Ennlande  or  Rio' eenVentlull lends 'in '' 
Lawrence, on the 	lit 'of Apvig addieSserl a' die- 'Roman Ontholin ceuntri ese, 'They are noteand never 
.patch to ' Viscount Canting, eXplanatery of his lwAre beeneregartieel as religious offerings or' ON. • 
'views 'on 	the matters, treated, by them three  lye eeivexi the )a.”(i,S; bTO if; we were to 'withhold the . 
gentlemen, espeoielly by f,ofe)ttl'Elwatelae. 	The rtivenue derived fmm tin*" lands, on the ground. 
colonel had pleced under ten. distittet headings the that th 	religions sere-tests are beathene  it wortld 
'unchristian elements t(as lie taltIll4c1 them) in the • }le it. 'virtual persecution of heathenism, and, ' as 

' 	Indian governineul •; rind A Ada 	 itliign AP OM 'AilCil, repugnant 14) the mild, ,principbes of Christ  
%%present purpose to 	hers brief Ithstrpers of time' ,give lizsnq, ' 	Laurence believed that the payments 

• statenients And the rejoinderae-by 'which, at any , might so be Made as not to appear to, enttoura,ge. 
Tote, the ,subject irrendered tutoiliiiPle 0 those, ', idolatry; but lia would not listen' to 'any ,such 
'who 

1,  
choose to study it: 	 ' 
'Excitwia4 of  the Agile and ("11,;.r''Atiaii '41; facAenli 

breads. of faith as withholding them altogether.,,
' ' ' 	3. Rteogafeion of Gaeta—eolonel Edwardea in 
Mint& Gownntont Sohookand C'olleips..—gi..,aytles . with many other persons, believed that, .eoyettnOu 
insisted that the •Bili!e, ,ought, to be introduced in the British government had pandered too much, to 	' 
all &vernment schools, and its study made, a part the prejudices of caste, and that this system ought e  

! , °Nita regular instruction. 	Lawreeceewne fiiv4ina,„ to he changed,' Lawrence pointed out that it ms . 
able to Bible diffusion, hut 'pointed. out certain'mainly is the Bengal army tint this prevailed, and 
necessary Emile, • He .Would not teach native that the custom aeose out' of very natural *cunt- 

, 	religious in govereinent schools ;„he Would teach. stances. Brai/line and Bajpoots were.prefereed for 
%Christianity' only .(iir ,addition to Secular i 	' nstrnee tnilitary service, because, tboy were generaily 'finer , ' 
flop), but would net make it eempulsory on native' men than thotte'ef lower, castes, because, they were 	, 

. 	children te AttAul. that portion of thtedaily reutine. (apparently) superior in moral qualificatitipte and 
He would wish to see the Bible in every village- , because they were descended. from the old soldiers 

,schobl throughout the empire-'-With these two' pro- • Who had fought under Clive and pufearly generals,' 
• tildes ; that there, note persons able to.  teach: ite  Our officers became so aecustoened to them, that 
and pipits willing t,) hew it, 	Who the teachers , at iength tiniy would enlist no others., Being more , ' 
should bee-whether cleegymen, missionaries, lay easily obtained from Oude than. from any other 
Bible-readers, or Christianised naeives-,ie a prob- "province, it came to-  pees that the Bengal army , 

;, 	lent that can only very gradually reeeiye its wilue• gradually assuneed the 'eke:metal-de:Nast aggregate , 
• • tier. Lawrence, insisted that, there' mist' be no of brotherhood~ and Cousielioottee-eonsistieg chiefly 

"compulsion in the matter Of studying Christianity; of men belonging 'to the sante cantos, speaking the 
it must be an invitation to the natives, not a coin- same dialects, coming from the . same disteicts, 
mend. 	.The four Authorities named. in the last .and influenee.d by 'the same aisoeialions.. 'It was ' 
paragraph all dificre.d in opinion on this Bilge the gradual growth of a custom, Which the Revolt 
.question. 	Colonel Edwardes Advocated a deter- suddenly put an end; 'to. 	Lawrence denied, that 
mined and compulsory teaching of the Bible. 'Mr the government had shown any great encourage- 

• MacLeod joined him to a considerable extent, but; ment to caste prejudices; except in the Bengal 
not wholly. 	Mr Arnold strongly resisted the prO- army, • 'Re believed that tinoqual error would he 

if 
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. • 
cominitted by discouraging,the higher and enconr- • .'and bumble the higher. castes; .Lawrence would 
aging the lower Castes. 	What is wanted is,'a •due • employ all; without especially encouragingany. 	, ii' 
admixture of:all,,fronf the haughty Brahmin. 'and , 4. ,obscrva*e.of ATatire liodidag in Suite Depart- ' :„ 
Rajpoet castes;  down to the humble Trading and stems.—Native seermits ,of, the government were. 
Sweeper Castes. 	•Whetheroall should be cornbitied,. usually allowed 36, absent themselves on days ,of • 
in one minion% or different regiments be formed of -festival Or religious ceremony.,. Edwardes proposed 
different castes, would depend much on the part of 'tai reform this, 	being a pandering to heathen, ,,as 
India ;tinder notice. ' Christianised 'natives wotild ,"citstoinsi anworthy 'of a Christian government. , • ''';•• 
probably constitute valuable regithents, as scion •as •.. Irawrenee'contended that such a change would be a•• ill.  . 
their •number beconies sufficiently great. 	•On tilt departure from the golden rale of ‘doing,unto ethers .. 1. 
these, questions 	of !.caste, 	the 	two 	.authorities ,that which we Would,they should do unto us. , A:i • 
differed chiefly, thuti=rEdwardes would beat 'down 'Christian 'in a ' aohammedan country WNW think .• 
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4 if compelled to work on Sunday*  Good it 
 

cruel removing all possible civil disabilities ordegal dis- 
Friday, or 	Ohristmas-day.; 	and so Would the , advantages from Christian converts i and he looked' 
Hindoo and hiussulman of India, if compelled forward to the time when it might perhaps ,be 
to Work ' on 	their 	days 	of 	religious 	festival. practicable 'to, abolish pelygamy, and the making: ), 
•Lawrence, thought 	that 	the 	number 	might. of contracts of betrothal by parents ,on behalf of ' )' 
adrantag,eously be lessened, by restricting the list infant children ; but he strenuously insisted on 1 V  't 
to 	such as were 'especial religious days in the the ,importance of not changing any such laws , 	.i., 
Dative' faiths ; but. beyond,:  this 	be Would not until the government can-carry the goodt,will of , '' 
curtail the privilege .of holiday (holy day). 	Ile,' . thonatires *With them. 	• . 't,  
adverted to the fact that the Christian Sunday , •, 6. Publicity' of Iiindoo and ,Statammedan Pro, . ' 	,i 
is made obvious to the' natives by the suspension cessions.—It was urged by Edwardes that religiou's '' 
of all public works. 	. 	 ' 	„ processions ought Dot 'to be allowed in the.publie 

5. _Administration by the 73ritifh of Rindoo and • streets, under protection of the police. 	Lawrence ', 	/• 
Mohammedan Laws,—Edwaras, deemed it objec- joined -in. this opinionHuot, however, on religious b, 
tionable that England should to so. great an extent grounds, but because the processions led to quarrel- 
suffer native laws to lig administered 	in India. hug and fighting, between rival centrounions, and e  
Lawrence replied that it. is the poliey , of con- because the libido° 'idols and pictures are often . 

,
't 

querors to interfere as little as possible in those 
native laws which operate only between man and 

of a. Character quite 'unfitted for , exhibition in 
public thoroughfares. 	 .  	, !, 

man, and do not affect 	imperial policy. . He ' 7. D4-play of Prostitution, in' the .Strcott—This 
drew attention to the fact that Indian' legislation aspect of social immorality is far more glaring in 
had already made two Important steps, by legalis. ' many parts 'of India than in,  European oities, bade 4 
ing the re-marriage, of Ilindoe widows, and by as the latter may be. 	Eclwardes recommended, 
. 	 . 	_ „ 	 . 	 . 1 

' 	,11 
• , . 	. 
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and Lawrence concurred in the ;recommendation, 
that the police 'arrangements should, be rendered 

in an unchristian way,: that mischief 'and. daneer 
are occasioned: 	He recommended that as soon. 

more stringent in this matter. 	. 	.• 	' as -the• supreme government bad organised the 
8. Restrictions on Marriage of Ew•opcan &Mier& details. of a , just and well-considered pelioy, 'it, 

—Groan. restrictions 	were, 	in 	bygone 	years, 
imposed' by the Company on the marriage • of. 

should be openly avowed and universally acted .on 
throughout British India; so that there may .be 

.European soldiers ; and 	a shameful 	disregard no diversities of practice, no isolated or conflictiug 
shown for the homes of those who were married: efforts, which would be the sureStmeaus of oxoiting 
Edwardes tendemned this state of things ; and distrusi ; 6 that the people may see that we have 
Lawrence shared his views to a, great extent. 	He no sudden or sinister designs ; .and so that We may 
asserted that Men are not better soldiers for being exhibit that harmony and uniformity. of conduct 

;.unmarried—rather the reverse; and that women which befits a Christian nation striving to 'do its 
mid children, in moderato numbers, nevi not be duty' 	Finally, he expressed a singularly firm 
any obstruction to military arrangemeids. 	Some• 
change in this matter he reeomniended. 	• Ho 

conviction that, so far as concerns the Punjaub, 
he could himself , carry out `all those measures 

pointed out, however, that in reference . to the which are really matters of Christian duty on the . 
, comfort of married soldiers. great improvements part of the government :' measures which ' would " 
had been introduced into the Punjaub, and im- arouse no 	danger, would 	conciliate 	instead. of 
'proventents to a smaller extent in other parts of, - provoking, 	and 	would subeerve . the 	ultimate 
'British India. 	He fully recognised the bounden diffusion of the truth among the people.' 
"duty of the government so to construct barracks ' U.-wants no other evidence than is furnished by 
as to provide for the proper domestic privacy of the above very remarkable correspondence, to chew 
married soldiers awl their families. 	. , 	. that the future government, of. India must, if' it be 

9. .Conne&on of the Governintent with the .Opium- effective,, be based onsoine system Which. has been 
,;trade.—Edwardes , derelt 	Oil 	the 	objectionable well weighed and scrutinised. on all sides. 	The 
character of this eonnectiiin. 	Lawrence replied problem is nothing less than that of governing a ' 
that the English were no!! called upon to decide 
for the Chinese bow far the use of opium is dole- 

'hundred and eighty millions of human beings, 
those characteristics 'are very imperfectly known 

torions ; and that, until We checked our own con- o us. 	It is a, matter of no great difficulty to write 
sutoption of intoxicating liquors, we were scarcely put a scheme or plan of goverment, plentifully 
in a position to take A high moral tone on this ,bestreved 	with 	personalities 	and accusations; 
peint. 	He nevertheless fully agreed that it was there- have been many such ; but the .calm judg- 
objectionable in any government to encourage the meat of men filling different milks in life, and con- 

:growth 	of this 	drietr, actively supervising 	the versant with different aspects of Indian character, 
• storing and selling, ifod advancing money for this , 
purpose to the cultivators. 	It was a revenue 

can alone insure.  the embodiment of a scheme 
'calculated to 	benefit both 	India and. England. 

. question, defensi4 wholly on financial grounds. Whether the abolition of the governing powers. of 
How to provide tit' substitute for the .,4,000,900 or the East India Company will facilitate the solution 
.1:5.000,000 thus; derived 	would 	be 	a 	difficult of this great problem, the future alone can chew; 

Onatter ; but he thought the best course would be it will at any rate simplify the departmental 
it to sever the connection between the government operations. 

and the opium-trade, and to lay a. heavy customs The Queen's proclamation, announcing the great 
6 duty on the export of opium from India. ',., - 	10. Indian: Excise Laws.—It was contended by i rEdwardes that the government encouraged intent- 
i penance by farming out to monopolists the right 

change in the mode of government, and offering an 
amnesty to evildoers under certain- easily under-
stood conditions, adverted cautiously to the future 
and its prospects. 	Before, however, touching on 

of manufacturing and selling intoxicating drugs this 'important document, it may be well to say 
rand spirits. 	Lawrence contested this points 	He a few words concerning the military operations 
,';asserted that there is less drunkenness in India, in the few weeks immediately preceding its issue. 
,1e.s., spirit-drinking and •drug-chewing, titan under These operations, large as they were, had resolved 

(The former native rule, when the trade was open themselves into .the hunting down of desperate 
'F, 'to all. As a question of morals, the Indian govern- bands, rather than the fighting of great battles 

mut does no more than that of the home country, 
i' in deriving, a revenue from spirituous liquors; as 

with a military opponent. 	Throughout the whole 
of India, in the months of October aml November, 

!!, a questien of fact, the evils are lessened by the disturbances bad Wen nearly quelled except in two 
., very•monopoly complained of. 	• regions—Ondo, with portions of the neighbouring 
F 	3-iil 	John 	Lawrence, 	in 	a 	few 	concluding 

'retnarks, 	expressed 	a 	very strong 	belief that 
provinces tif Rohilcund and Behar ;=and Malwab, 
with portions.  of Bandeleund and the Nerbudda 

i-  Christian civilisation may be introduced gradually provinces. 	Of the rest—Bengal, Assam and the 
',,t 	• , into India if a temperate policy be pursued; but Delta of the Ganges, Aracan and Pegu, 	the 
;,that rash zeal would produce great disaiter. 	' It is greater portion .  of Behar and the Northwest Pro- 
x when unchristian things are done in the name of vines, the Doab, Sirhind and the bill regions, 
;.' Christianity, or when Christian things are done the Pimjaub, .t.3inde, CO& awl Oujerat, Bombay 
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and its vicinity, the Deccan tinder the Nivea), the • 
. 

almost certain; if they fled, it could only. be to' 
Nagpoor territory, the Madras region, 'Mysore, the the jungle region on the 	Nepani frontier 	of, i. South Mahrtitta country, the south of the' Indian Oude;  whore, though they- 	might carry on a 4 

so 	at 	to excite hide-arid-seek 	game ,for 	many months, 	their ...',1 peninstilit—ell were 	nearly 	peace as 
little attention. 	Of the two excepted regione, a military importance as rebels would awe.. In . 
fete details will ' show that" they were gradually 
fallin

4'
g-.  more and more 'under British power. 

the dead of the night, between the 1st and 2d .'of 1, 
November, the veteran commander-in-chief set ' 

* In the Oude region -the guiding spirit was •still, 
2 the Begum, one of the wives of the depbsed king. 

forth from Allahabad with a well-solected•foree, 
crossed the Ganges, and advanced into Oude. 	Ni,s 

• She had the same kind of energy and ability as first Work 'was to issue a prochimation,tt. sternly 
the Ranee of Jhausi, with less of cruelty; and was • 
hence deserving of a meed of respect.. 	Camp- 
goSsip told that, under disappointment at the 

threatening all evildoers. 	A• few days earlier, at , 
Luoknow, Mr Montgomery, as chieftcommissioner, 
had issued a prodamation for the disarming of 

uniform defeat of the rebel troops whenever and Onde—requiring all thalookdars to surrender their . 
' wherever they encountered the English, she sent a 

pair of bangles -(ankle-ornaments) to each of her 
general's or leaders—sooffingly telling him to wear 

guns, all persons whatever to surrender their arms, )1 
all' feeders to refrain from building and arming ,144, 
forts ; and, threatening with fine and imprison- :? 

those trinkets; and become a woman, unless he - meet those who should diso'tev. 	It was intended e., 
-'could vanquish ,and drive out the Feringhees. and believed that the.  three ehedarnations shot/leg', 
This had the effect of impelling some of her all conduce towards a,  pacification—the Queen's d 
officers to' make attacks on the British ; but the (presently 'to be noticed) offering pardon to.nrati- 11 
attacks were utterly futile. 	There wore many 
leaders in' Oude who fought on their own account; 

neers who yielded; 	the commander-in-chiers, 
threatening destruction to all towns• and villages 

V 
, 

.a greater number, however; 'acknowledged a kind 
of suzetaiiity in the Beguni: 	If she did not win 

which • aided rebels ; 	and the commissioners's, 
lessening the powers for mischief by depriving the 

il 
ei 

battles, she at least headed armies, and carried inhabitants generally of arms. 	'With Sir Colin IP.  
on open warfare ; whereas,  the despicable Nees 
Sahib, true to his cowardice from first to last, was 

advanCing, towards the centre of Oudo by Pertah- 
glum, troops from Seeta.peor, Hope Grant from 

$1 

hiding in jungles, and .endeavouring to keep his 
very existence unknown • to the English. 	The 

Salop°, and Rowcroft from the Gogra at Fyzabad, 	et, 
the. Begum and her supporters were gradually so 

military operations in Oude during the month of hemmed in that they began to avail themselves of 	tr 
October were not extensive in 	character. 	Sir the terms of the Queen's proclamation by surrender. I 
Colin Campbell (Lord Clyde), waiting for the It was to such a result that the authorities had ,i", 
cessation of the autumnal rains, was collecting &ern the first looked; but never until now had all p,i 
several columns, with a view of hemming in the , the conditions for it been favotirable. One oftlee first•hji 
rebels on all sides and crushing them. 	That they to surrender was Rajah Lall Madhoo Singh, a chief- r,1 
would ultimately be crushed, every-thing foretold ; rain of great influence and energy, and one whose'' .i 
for in every encounter, large or small, they were character had not been stained by deeds of cruelty. i• 't 
so disgraoefully beaten as to shew that the!leaders In the Arrah or Jugdispore district, in likes . 
eommanded a niere predatory rabble ratite than a manner, the 'close of the' scene was foreshadowed.f 
brave disciplined soldiery. 	Those eneounf rstwere 

f 
'di/miner Singh and 	his confederates had long':'=' 

mostly in Oude, but partly in Behar ar d Rohil- baffled Brigadier Douglas.; but now, that troops 0 
mid. 	In the greater number of instatices, bow- were converging froM 	all 	quarters upon 	the'  1,1 
even the rebels ran instead of lighting, even though jungle-haunt, the rebels 'became more and more il 
their number was tenfold that of their 'opponents. isolated 	from 	bands 	in 	other 	districts, 	their t 4 
The skilled mutinied sepoys from the Bengal army position more' and more critical, and their final ....' 
were becoming daily fewer in number, so many discomfiture more certain. 	Sir H. Havelock, son 	'• 
having been struck down by 'war and by pri- 
ration ; their places were now taken by undisci- 
plined ruffians, who, however strong for rapine 
and anarchy, were nearly powerless on the field 

of the deceased general, and 	Colonel Turner, 
pressed them more and more with new columns, 
until their hopes were desperate. 	One excellent 
expedient was the cutting down of the jnedisPore , .' 	.1 

of battle. 	Thousands of men in this part of !e 
l 

	
ho Commaniler:In.ebief proclaims to the people. of Oude 1,. India, who had become impoverished, .almost e Governor- 	n 	l 	 't''''' that,Tunder the order of the Hight Hon. tine 	 ge em,ho 

houseless, during a year and a half of anarchy, 
,, 

' tomes to onforie she law. 	 ', 
had strong temptation to join the rebel leaders, and

. 	
property,. ..,,..; i•e2::-0,1demr Itt:t ni71.4  otnhi:heviiprtuntfIllatot  people. 	 `t 

from a boric of booty or plunder, irrespective of . The most
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the month of November arrived, entered person- . 'filviiiroi;,iriBit..
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ally on his plan of. 	operations ; -whit& Vas to bar fate 
"say 

tare brr°octligl'it on .themseires.n4'heirp;louses will boo  t' ./ 
the boundaries of 	Oude on three 	sides---the , &mitred, and their villages burnt. 	 ui 

' This proclamation• includes all ranks of the people. from the 	-1 Granges, Rohilennd, and Behar—and compel' the thaleohdars to ran poorest ryoti. 	 $4i 
various bodies of rebelS either ,to fight or to flee; in."it'he°lr()Qtno'wmas a

ndor
t
-iin..chief invites all the wull.divzose 	in, remain ;It! , 

Tillages, where they will ho sure \or ha 1:-.i if they fought, their tairtu'el annihilation would be protection against all violence.' 	, 	 7f, 
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tun& 23 Miles' in'., 	by 4 in beta/Uhl. this '''.— 	• 	/ 	• 	. 4 considered a. Military certainty that he Must be run 
--2,•.;!.,;,.. -asefixt evork',wai begun. in November by Messrs, :down. at hut',  Aria ,-if :hp ell 'the great Work. of .. 
4e..i'Berni •railitayeontt•actore., 	. 	, 	• 	 , 	• pacification in that. part of India would he pretty , • 

:..!;i' •; In the:cithee regien of India above adverted to— 'for ' well: effected ; 	there was no rebel. force 'of any 
"•-:;;',1̀1 comprising theee.distriete of Itfahvalt, Bundelcand; account except that eomnianded by Tanteea Tepee.. 

'Z' '1  ism., which are watered by the &twat; the Chum- ...  :,• ,e'e,. bul, the , Nerbudde, and 	their tributaries--the 
After his defeat at Multlxone,...Tenteea. was hi, great 
peril; Michel literally cut his, army in two ; and 

::,'If,'•.' leading' rebel was Tanteei Tepee,' one of the most if he had pursued the Jaeger instead of the. smaller 
eSe.'•;•rentarkable men .brought forward by the Revolt: of these two seetione/  he might possibly have cap- . 
' '''. `Ife 	4--,ehad most of the qualities for a good general— - tared Tanteeit himself. 9n the bet day in October, 

lei' except courage.Re \would not light if he could help '..:-'.• 	' 	• 	•  
- !,e'4.:' it; but . in'avoiding the, British generals opposed to  

the rebel leader crossed the Nerbudda river; titene . • / 
by turning his back ion the regions occupied by the' 

,--;Pie'' him, 'he dieplayed a, cunning of plan, a fertility,vf.• columns of Roberts, Napier, Michel, .Smithi- and 
?...Wresinirce,, and a', celerity of movement, quite note.,  , Whitlock. 	During 'November, 'he :made' seine', 

4ie hold 
Worthy. 	TIM 'truth seethe to ..have been' thatextraordinary 

•:..cy-.e 	power over, an iminanous treasure, in money 
Marches 

e'.Nin. 
 the, coentry immedie:: 

ately southward of therbitdda-elebeing, heard or„,  .,:l.,. /  and jewels; which he had' obtained by plunder-. successively at 13aiteol, Jim Sindwara „tilts, and— 
.s;i, Mg '.1eitiditt's palace fa.  (Welber ; this treasure he other little-known places in that region, 	Ile was 
:Ct.‘.'. ,Cavried with ' him wherever' he went ; 	and 	ho let .. -,s.,  %Minnned any encounters which might endanger it. i X • ,• 	 , . efle, 	• looked. out for a strong city or fort, where he 

no better off than before, however, for forces' Were' 
immediately sent against him from Alimednuggitre 
Kam tee and other places ; he had lest:nearly' all 

k'enight settle down as' it Manage prince,' with a his guns and stores,, his rebel 'followers, though' 
elitOhirge store of available ready wealth at hand; but f ew  

ti 'as 'the ,British. 'did 'not choose to leave Mtn. in' 
'desponding laden with wealthe  were footsore and 	; 

and, for the first thne, his  companions began to 
. quietude, lie marched :tom place to place. BetVreen. look .out for favourable terms of surrender: 	The ,' 

i',•;11.1.,the lieginning 'Of.J.une and the. end' of November Queerfa,preclatitation was entinenity calculated. 'to . ' 
,'`.. lie ' teeiVer'-ed with 'his, twiny an enormous erea of •  withdrrew his misguided. followers .frent hire.; and' , 
4 cenntry,.seizing pins front various towns and forts the 1`.Ttetiialt of Banda, the moat', influential arming' . 

' .:ii on the waY but nsnallyeseapine:'before the English theip, -Was the first to give himself up to General , 	 •. t',I -  .. 	. 	..,'- 	•: 	: 	. 	 , 	"' 	' 
1,,',1 could catch him. ,f ormer chaptem.have strewn by Michell 	, 	, 	 • 
;it: what ;strange citentnvolations lie,arriyed, at 'Alm ' Not only -wag a large' measure . of fingiyenes$, 
) A leettien'e.  ,and a detail of operations, would show . held out to ' those who would return to their 
•', ,:e' that ehis' subsequent Movements' , wore ' equally allegiance; but the British troops in • India Were ' 
tee erratic. - ile went to Oen* then 'to ,Esagurli, then becqming so formidably numerous as to render still 
:1 • to Chunderee, then te'Pesherc, then 'artiVed at the more certain than ever' the eventual. triumph of 
'' rivet Betwah And. wavered Whether heethould go order and good government. 	The Queen's troops,' 

-.. e 'sbuthward to.  the' 1,Teccual or,  ,northwardetowards 
t,

,  
- ,i,',unisi., 	Every-Where ' he.  was either' .followed :o#• 

in Judie' at the beginning of Novernher,, those' 
on the 'passage fromEngiand, and those told off - 

, 'headed, 1.)y columns and deiaelmiehtS,under Michel, 4 	i 	 , for further.shipment, amounted' altogether to little 	. 
;-% Afttyn.e,ParkeseSmith.,and,other,otfieers. Whenever short of one hundred thonsand men. 	It Words a 

'41' they coUld bring him to an encounter, they invariably .. 	. •:,":...hetat him most sigtially ; bue when, as generally hap. 
striking instance of triumph over difficulties, ' that 
between November 1857 and November 1856,,th.e. 

"Cued, he escaped;by forced marches, they tracked 
, 	e 	.  m.:,.Ho picked up guns and mon ne'he went ; so 

Peninsular and Oriental Ste-ern-pa-Option. Qom-• 
pany conveyed no less than 8190 officers, and 

'that the amount of, his, force was never correctly soldiers to India, by 'the overland route--in spite 
I . 'known.; it varied from three to fifteen thousand. of the ferebodings . that that route would 	be 
.f One of the most severe defeats he received was at _unsiiitable for, whole ,regiments of soldiers ;' the 
'':.$0.1dtvalt, on the lath of October, at, the hands, of burning Egyptian 'desert and the reef-bound Bed 

'9erieral . Michel ••• .another' 	on 	the 	25th, 	near ea. were traversed almost without disaster,''under Xt. 	' 	 e front', /, the' same 	 acta  ' • 	•ve'  6..,   4ulthone 	 genera , ' It', ethe. watchful 'card of this company. 	 , 
,'was felt en all -sides  that .this game could not 

',1 .be indefinitely continued.' 	-Tanteei Tepee was 
... 	The,. tst of N'evember 1858 was a great day in, 
India. 	Oil this day the transference nf governing, 

r like a hunted beast ,  of. prey, pursued. be-  .eneinite '1e:twee horn the, Bast India Company to Queen 
,,', who' Would .not let him rest.' 	'When it had 
i" ,, been clearly 'ascertained by General Roberts, ih . 

Victoria was made known throughout iilw length 
aria breadth of the empire. A royal proclamation.* 

' letjpootina„ that' the fleet-footed . and tmencutn- was issued, which many regarded as the Magna 
', -',' bored' rebel 	soldiery could .eeeare.' faster' than 

Britithetreopt could follow them,., 11,91V -1/10a0 of 
,.,., „ it0,egy. was adopted ; columns from four' different, 

*arta of native .liberty in India. 	At Calcutta, 
Bombay, Madras, Lahore, Knracheo, Delhi, Agra, , 
Allalialead, 'N,agpoor • Mysore, Rangoen, and • other: 

,, .'direetions , began' to march - towards; a 'common, '; .•.  great cities, this proelatnation"was read With every 
1 eentre; near which 'Centre 'c ore .Tautpea and, • his .. . I accompaniment of Coremonial'spiendour that could 

, rebels; if one eoldmn could not eittch;hime another , 	. 	. 	 . , 
`,;!. could hcad'him and drive him backo Thus it was , , 	* !3te Appenalx. 

, 	or 
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, 	. ,., 	. give dignity to the occasion in the' eyes of the. the chief ,mansions--..all rendered this a day•to bci, 	r.',' 

natives.;• ,and at' every British . station, large .or borne in remembrance. 	Sir Jamsetjee•Jejeebliey, 	' ,• , 
small, it -was ••read amid such military. honours as .the 	Parsee 	 baronet, 	vied 	with the, , phristians 
each place afforded. • It was translated into most in the munificence of. rejoicing ; and indeed, so • 

' 	of the languages, and thany of the 'dialects' of little did religious 'differences mar the harmony 	' 
India. 	It was pijnted in tens 'of thousands, and of the scone, that Catholic chapels, .111ohaminedart 	.j . distributed wherever natives were wont most Mosques, libido() pagodas, and Parsee ten-TICS' • ":,1  
to congregate—in order that all might -.know were alike lighted up at night., 	It may not be : ": 
that Queen Victoria was now • virtually Thinness that every one was enabled to assign good. reasons' ' ' •' 
of India; that the governor-general was now for his rejeleing:; but ,there was 'cortainly,a, pretty . l  
her viceroy; that .the native'princes might rely on general.. .concurrence of opinion that the declared, A . 
the obserVance by her 'of all -treaties made with sovereignty of 'Queen Victoria, as a 'substitute' for ,. • ‘., them , by the Company ; that she desired no the, erer-i»comprehensible 'raj' of the ;East India 	'i •,.; 
encroachment on, or annexation of, the territories Company, was a presage of goodler British India:; ' 
of those princes ; that she would not interfere with At Calcutta, the proclamation had the singular good-• .i /i 
the religion of the natives, or countenance any fortune of winning the approval' of a: cotianiunity' 

. favouritism in matters of faith; that creed or caste always very difficult to • please. 	'Thu 'Earopeans 
, 	should not be a, bar to employment in her service; consented to lay aside all minor considerations, in , . ;1. 

that the ancient legal tenures, and forms of ,  India order to do honour to the great principles involved 	,' 
shonlcl, as far as possible, be adhered to ; and that , in the proclainatiOn.. 	The natiVes,.too, took their 	; ..1'; 
all mutineers and rebels, except those whose hands share in the rejoicing. i A.  public meeting wars held 	' ' ;" 
were ' blood-stained ' by' actual • murder, 	should early in the month, at which an influential Ilindoe, ,• 
receive a full and gracious pardon on 'abandoning. Baboo liartigopal Chose, made an animated Ricca. ,' 	! 
their acts .of insurgency.' 'When these words were He. said, among otherthings : `If 1 had power and. ; 	'' 
uttered, aloud at •Bombay (and the, ceremony :was. influence, I would. proclaim through the length and 	.. ,, 

,more or less, similar at the other cities named), breadth'ef this land—from' the HiMalaysts to pape 	,  
the. spectacle was Such  as the natives of. India . Comorin, from the Brahmaputra to the Bay-of 	' 
had never before seen. 	The governor and all the 'Cambay,—thatnever wore the natives more grim,. 

. 	chief civilians; the military officers and the troops; onsly mistaken than they have been hi adopting 1  
the 'clertry of all the various Christian' denoniina. • the notion 	foistpd on them' by designing 'and 	' % ' 
tions ; the, merchants, ship-owners, 'and traders'; ' ;anibitiotis menthat their 'religion was at. stake; 	' 
the Mohammedans,Hindoos, Mahrattas, Parsecs:— for that notion I believe to have been at the root , ', „, 
all were represented among the,throng around the of the late, rebellion' 	Some of 'the More intelli- 	;,,,, 
spot from whence the proclamation was read, first, 
in.English, and then in Mahratta. 	And thenthe 

gent natives rightly nuderstoed • the nature of the ; :I 

' great change Made in the government of India, 1, 	 '' 
• shoutinm, the music of military bands, the firing,:of but among the ignorant, it remained a . mystery 7, •;l..i' 

guns,, the waving of flags, the 	illuminations at rendered, however, very palatable by the open 	14j .; night, the fireworks in the public squares, the blue- avowal of a Queen regnant, and of a proclamation .7. • lights and maiming of the ships, the' banquets in 
. 	 • 

'Iieatbing Sentiments of justice and kindness.  , 
• . 	, 	, 	 ,, 	 , 	, 	1 	 . • . 	 . 	, 	 ., . 	 . 	, 

, 	- 	: 	• t 
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Emit 

goverment 

administration 

. 	 . 	• 	 , 
bah conrpairee Petition to Parlionent; 

' 	VenPary 1858.— (See p.'.503.) 	' 	' 

, 	• 	, 	' 	 ' . 
s. 	0 the Right Honourable the Lords 
• * 	', Spirituel 	and .Temporal, and the 

• 1 	Honourable the Commons of the 
, 	'Crafted 	Kingdom of (beat' Britain . 

, 

	

	- and Ireland in Parliament assembled; 
The humble Petition of tho.F.ast India • 

Company, Showed':' 
i 	That your petitioners,.at their own 

eXponse, and by the agency of their •own ' 
civil and military servants, originally act uired ' 

for this country its Magnificent empire in the 

the foundations of this empire Were laid by 
petitioners, at that time neither aided nor coal. 

by parliament, at. the same,  period at which a 
of administrationa under the control of 
wereiosing to, the Crown of Great.Britain,,, 

great empire on the opposite side• of the 
• 

'during the period of about a century, which' 
elapsed, 	the 	Indian 	possessions, ,olf, 	this ' 

have, been governed and defended from the 
of those possessions, without the smallest

.  

the British exchequer, which, to the best of 
petitioners' knowledge and belief, eannot ,ticsaid 

other'of.tho numerous 'foreign dependencies of 
. 

,ft. being manifestly improper that the adminis- 
of any British possession should be independent ' 
general government of the empii,e, parliaMent 

in 1783 that a department. of the imperial 
should have, full cogniannee of, and power 

over, the 'nets of your .petitioners in the 
of India ; since which time the, home 

of the Indian goverinnentivas been conducted 
joint counsels and on the joint responSibility of 

petitioners and of a minister of the Crown. 	 , 	' 
this arrangement has' at Subsequent periods 

'reconsideration from the legislature and 
comprehensive,' niul 	earefill -parliamentary 
have been made into its practical operation.; 

of which has been, on each occasion, a 
grant to your petitioners of the powers otter- • 

by thorn in the administration of India, 	. 	, 
• , 

. 	.. 	. 	. 	, 	. 	,. 
., 	That the last of these occasions wate•so recent as 
1853, . in which year the" arrangements 	which had • 
existed for nearly three-quarters of a century were, 
with certain modifications, re-enacted, and still subsist. 
, That, netWithstanding, your petitioners have•received 

ari ' intimation from her Majesty's Ministers .of their 
Intention to Propose to 	parliament a bill for the 
purpose of placing the government of her Majesty'S . 
Bast Indian' dominiens .under the ,direct authority of 
it'd Crown ti a change necessarily involving the alien-,  
tit of the East India Company us, an instrument of '' 
gOvernment; 	. ' 	' 	. . 	• 	: 	, 	, 

' That,your petitioners In tve.not been informed of the 
reasons which have included her Majesty's ministers, 
without any previous inquiry,, to come' to the resent-, 
tion of putting an tend to a tyskm 'of adminidtration 
Which parliament, after inquiry, deliberately confirmed 
and sanctioned lei than five years ago, and which,.in . 
its modified limn, has• not been in operation quite four 

- years, and cannot be considered (4, have undergeue a 
sufficient trial during that short period., 

,That your petitioners do not understand that her 
. Majesty's ministers impute any failure to those arranges 
Monts, or bring 'any charge, either great or small; 
against your petitioners. .But the time at which the 
proposal is 'made, compels yoUr potitionerti to regard 
it as Arising from,  the calainitous events which' haws . 
recently occurred in India. 

That your petitioners challenge tide e most •searching 
investigation into the mutiny of the Bengal army, and 

• the causes, whether ' remote or immediate,' which pro. 
duced that mutiny. , They have inatructed the-govern-
went of India to appoint a comMission for Conducting 
such an inquiry .on the spot.; and: it is• their most 

' anxious Wish that' a, similar inquiry may be instituted 
in this country by your [lordships] honourable Meuse, 
in' order that it may he ascertained whether anything, , 
either in 'the constitution of the home government of 

' India; or 	the conduct of those by whom it has been 
administered, has had any share in producing' the . 

. mutiny, prhas hr:Iniy. way impeded the measures for 
. its suppression; and:whether the mutiny itself, or any 

circumstance connected with ,it,. affords .any evidence ' 
of the.failare of the arrangements under which India 

' is at-present administered. 	. 
• That weretit even true that these 'arrangements 

• had failed, the failure could constitute no reason for 
divesting, the East India, Company of its functions, and 
transferring theta to: her 'Majesty's government. 	For, 
under the. existing-system, her Majesty's government 

. 	. 	,.. 
, 	 . 

‘.1 	 ' 	 . 
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have tha deciding voice. 	The duty imposed ,upon lost India to the British empire ; and that having thus 
the' Court Of Directors is, to -originate measures and crowned 'a long career of misgovernment, they have; 
frame drafts of instructions. 	,Even had ' they boon in deference to public indignation, been deservedly 
remiss in this duty, their remissness, however disered- cashiered for their misconduct. 	. 
'table to themselves, could in no way absolve the That if the character of the East India Company 
responsibility of her Majesty's government ; since the wore alone concerned, your petitioners might be will- 
minister for India possesses, and has frequently exer- ing to await the verdict of history. 	!They are satisfied 
eised, the power of requiring that the Court of Direct- that posterity will do them justice. 	And they are 
ors should ,tape any subject into consideration, and confident that, even now, justice is done to them M the 
prepare a draft-dispatch 	for 	his 	approval. 	Her minds, not only of her Majesty's ministers, but of all 
Majesty's government are 'thus in the fullest sense who have 'any claim to be competent judges of the 
accountable for all that has been done, and for all that subject. 	But' though your petitioners could afford to 
has been forborne or omitted to be done. 	Your peti- wait for the reversal of the verdict of condemnation 
tiOners, on the other hand, are accountable only in which will be believed throughout the world to have 
so far as the act or omission has been promoted by been passed on them and their government by the 
themselves. British nation, your petitioners cannot look without the 

That under these circumstances, if the administrit: deepest uneasiness at the effect likely to be produced 
tion of India had been a failure, it would, your peti- on the minds of the people of India. 	To thom—how.7  
tioners submit, have been somewhat unreasonable; to ever incorrectly the name, may express the fact—the 
expect that a remedy would be found in annihilating British government in India is the government of the 
the branch of the riding authority which could not be East India Company.' .,To. their 'minds, the abolition of 
the One 'principally in fault, and might be altogether the Company will, for some time to come, mean the 
blameless, in order to concentrate all powers in the abolition of the whole system of administration with 
branch which had necessarily the decisive abate in which the Company is identified. 	The measure, intro- 
every error, real or supposed. 	To believe that the dated simultaneously with the influx of an overwhelm- 
administration of India- would have been more free ing British force, will be coincident with a general 
from error, had it boon conducted by a minister of the outcry, in itself most alarming to their fears, from most 
Crown withont the aid of the Court of Directors, would of the organs of opinion in this 'country, as well as of 
be to -believe that the' minister, with full power to English opinion in India, denouncing the past policy: of 
govern India as he pleased, has governed ill becalm the government on the express ground that it has been 
ho has had the assistance of experienced and resPon- too forbearing, and too considerate towards the natives. 
sible advisers. 	 . i The people oeIndia will at first feel no certainty that 

That your petitioners, however;  do not sock to vindi- the new government, or the government under a new 
cats themselves at the expense of any other authority; name, which it is proposed to introduce, will .hold itself 
they .claim 	their 	full 	share 	of the responsibility bound by the pledges of its predecessors. 	They will 
of the manner in which India has practically been be slow .to believe that a government. has boon 
governed. 	That responsibility is to them not a subject destroyed, only to be followed by another -which will 
of humiliation, but of pride. ' They are conscious that act on the same principles, and adhere to the same 
their advice and initiative have 	been, and have measures. 	They cannot suppose 	that the existing 
deserved to be, a great and potent element in the organ of administration would be swept away without 
conduct of affairs in India. 	And they feel complete the intention of reversing any part of its policy. 	They 
assurance, that the more attention is bestowed, and 
the' more light thrown upon India and its adminis- 

will see the authorities, both at home and in India, 
surrounded by persons vehemently urging radical 

trillion, the more evident it will become, that the changes in many parts of that policy. 	Interpreting, as 
government in which they have borne a part, has been they must do, the change in the instrument of govern- 
not °lily one of the purest in intention, but one of the ment .an-a concession to these opinions and feelings,. 
most beneficent in act, ever known among mankind ; they can hardly fail to believe that, whatever else may 
that during the last and present generationa in parti- be intended, the government will no longer be per- 
calor, it has been, in all departments, one of the most milted to observe that strict impartiality between those 
rapidly improving governments' in the world ; and who profess its own creed and those who hold the 
that, at the time when this change is proposed, a creeds of its native subjects, which hitherto char- 
greater number of important improvements are in a aoterised it ; that their strongest and most deeply 
state of rapid progress than at any former period. rooted feelings will henceforth be treated with much 
And they are satisfied that whatever further improve- less regard than heretofore ; and that . a directly 
meats may be hereafter effected in India, can only 
consist in the development of germs already planted, 
and in building on foundations already, laid, under their 

aggressive policy towards everything in their, habits, 
or in their usages and customs, which Englishmen 
deem objectionable, will be no longer confined to 

authority, and in a great measure by their express individuals and private associations, but will be backed 
instructions. by all the porter of government. 

That such, however, is 'not the impression likely to And here .your petitioners think it important to 
be made on the public mind, either in England or in observe, that in abstaining as they have dove from 
India, by the ejection of your petitioners from the all interference with any of the religious practices of 
place they fill in the Indian administration. 	It' is not the people of India, except such as are abhorrent to 
usual' with statesmen to propose the complete abolition humanity, they have acted not only from their own 
of a system of government of -which the practical oper- conviction of what is just and expedient, but In 
ation is not condemned. It might therefore be generally accordance with the avowed intentions and express 
inferred from the proposed measures, if Carried into enactments. of the legislature, framed "in order that 
effect at the present time, that the East India. Company regard should he had to the civil and religious usages 
having been intrusted with an important portion of the 
administration of India, have so abused their trust, as I 

of the natives,' and also 'that suits, civil or criminal, 
against the natives,' should be 'conducted tweet-ding 

to have produced a sequinary insurrection, and nearly to such rules °as may accommodate the same to the 
. 	. 	 - 	 . 	. 	. 
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religion andmanners of the natives.' That their policy • jSubmit, ;would "allow. tithe 'tier a more mature consider- 
in this respect bas heen-sitecessfutia evidenced by the Mien than has yet boon given, of can be given in the 
fact that, during a military mutiny, bail to have 'been' present excited Sfate,of the public Mind, to the vitelima 
Caused by:unfoianded,  apprehensions of danger. , to tell-. questions connected, With the organisetiou of a govern- ' 

heads of .the. native states and,  the manes .of ,gion'the meet for India;: and .would enable the ;most compe-1  
Om' populatiori have remained faithful to the  British tent minds in the nation .calmly to, examine whether 
government. ' Your 'petitioners need hardly observe,' any new arrangement, can be deyiSed for the hotne 

' how"' yery, different would 'probably, have been the 1  government of India uniting a greater •number of the 
issue of the late events if the native princes, instead conditrons'of good administration than the, present, and 
of. aiding in the suppression of the rebellion, had put if so, which, among, the.numerous schemes which have 

• themselves at its howl, Or if the general population been or may be proposed, posseases those requisites in 
'had joined in the revolt; and how probable.  it is that the greatest degree. 	.  
both theSe contingencies would have occurred if any , , •Thatyour petitioners havealways willingly aequieseed 
rent ground 'had been given .for the persuasion that in any changes which, after discussion by parliament,. ' 
the 'British 	government intended to identify itself Were deemed conducive to the general welfare; althoegh. 
with preselytism, 	It is the honest conviction of your such changes may have involved important sacrifices 
petitioners, that any serious ,apprelseneion of a change to • themselves.. 	They would refer ,to their 	partial . ' 
of policy in this respect wouldtho likely to be followed, relinquishment of trade in,1913 ; to its total abandon-. 

. at no distant period, by a general-  rising throughout 
India. 

Mout; and the placing of their, commercial charter 
in abeyance in 1833; to the transfer to India of their 

That your petitioners have' seen with the greatest commercial assets, amounting' to XIG,lint- 3,0b0, a sum' ' 
lulu, the demonstrations of indiscriminate• animosity greatly exceeding that ultimately repayable to them 
towards tho natives of India on the part of our in respect of their capital, independent of territorial 
oonntrymen in India and at home, which have grown rights and. claims; and to their concurrence, in l8/33, 	' 
np•since the late unhappy events. • !They Isolieve these in the measure by which the Court. of Directors was 
sentiments to be fundamentally unjust; they, know • reconatracted, and. reduced to .'itS present number.' 
them to be ram to the possibility of good government In the. same spirit, your petitioners would most, &edit-- 
in India. They .feel that if such demonstrAtiona should co-operate with her Majesty's government, in correcting 
ceetinue,,Midespecielly if weight. he added to theni by . ' any, defects which may bo considered to.  exist. in the 
legislating under their supposed influence, no amount of . 
wisdom and forbearance on the part Of the government 

details of dm present system ;, and they would •be 
prepared, sv it out a murmur, to relinquish their trust'. . 

ViA avail to restore that confidence of the governed in altogether, i 	a better system 	for the ,control of the 
the intentiOns of, their rulertiswithout which it is vain go-reran:mi. of India can be devised. , •But as; they 
:even to, attempt the improvement of the people. 	, 	, believe that, in the construction• of such ,,a system, 

That your Petitioners cannot contemplate without „ there aro conditions which cannot, without the. most 
dismay the doctrine now widely promulgated, that, dangerous ,coneequences, be departed from, your ,peti- 

' 	India should he adMinistered with an especial view to tioners respectfully and deferentially submit to the - 
the benefit, of the Eirglish wire reside therseesor that judgment el 'your [lordships') honourable liOliga theig 	 , 

' 	in its adminiairetiqn any advantages should be sooght view of those .conditions, in the hope that if your , 
for her Majesty'S subjects of European, birth, except . [lordships') honourable House should;  see reason to 
that which. they will necessarily_ derive from their agree in that view, yon will withhold your legislative 

. 
	

superiority of intelligence, and from ' the' increased sanction from any arrangement for the government of 
prosperity. of the peppier* improVement of the pro- India, which does notsfulfil the condition: iu question 
duetive resources of the country, and the, extension of in at eaet an equal degree with the present. 
commercial intercourse. ,Your petitioners regard it as " • 	That your petitioners may venture , to assume that 
the most honourable characteristic of the 'government itlitill not be proposed to vest the home 'portion ,of . 
of India by England, that it has .acknowledged no such the ruhninistratien of Indio. in a minister of .the Crown, 
distinction as that 'of a dominant and a subject race ; without the adjunct of a. council composed of:Oates- - 
but has held that its first duty was to the people 'of , men oxPerienced in Indian Weirs, 	Her Majesty's 

., 	India. 	Your petitioners feel that iti...great1  portion of ministers cannot but be aware that the knowledge 
,the hostility with which they aro assailed, is , =sod by 'i necessary for governing. a foreign 'Country, and in 
the belief that they are peeuliarly.the guardians of this ' particular a country like India, requires an 	senor .' 
priueipie; and that, so.  long as they have 'any voice, in special study as any other 	profession, and cannot,. , 

' . ' 	the administration of Judea, it cannot easily be 'in- fiossibly be possessed by any one who has not devoted 
fringed; and your petitioners will not conceal their a considerable portion of his life to , the acquisition 

1 	belief that their exclusion from 'any part in the govern- of it. 	 . 	, 	. 	. 	. ,. 	 . , 
meet is likely, at the present time, to he, retarded in That in constituting a body. of experienced advism, 

! 	India as a first successful attack on that principle. to be associated with the Indian 	your peti- ,minister, 
That your petitioners, 	therefore, , most earnestly tioners consider it indispensable to bear in mind, that 

represent in your [lordships') honourable Hotta° that this 'body should not only' be qualified' try advise the 	' 
even if the contemplated change could be proved to ' minister, but also, by. its Advice, to . exercise, to 'a 
be in itself advisable, the present is a most unatiitable certain degree, a moral check. 	It. cannot be expected 
time for entertaining' it; and they nun* strong/ratid that' the minister, -  as a general rule, should hiniself 

' 	respectfully urge. on your 	[lordships'). , honourable know India; while he will be exposed to perpetual 
+. Rouse the expediency of at least deferring any such solicitations front individuals and bodies, either outirely 	, 

change until it ,can he effected at a period` whou: it ignorant of that, country, or , knowing 'only enough 
world not be, in the minds Of the people • of 'India;  " of it to impose on those who 'know still less ;than 

, ' direttly connected with the recent calamitous events, themselves,. mid having very frequently objects iu 
. 	and. with the feelings 'to which these events have view other than the 'interests or good. government 

either given:rise, or have 'afforded an opportunity of of India. 	The iniluonees likely to be brought to bear • 
manifestation. " Such postponement, your petitioners on Idea through the organu of popular opinion will; 	, 
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in the majority' of cases, be. equally misleading. ' The 
, 

'the Minister, thatliappyindependence of. parliamentary 
public 'opinion 	of Ill:island, itself necessarily lime- and party influence which, has hitherto distinguished 
quainted with Indian affairs, can only follow the the. administration of. India, and. the. appointment 
promptings of those who take most pains to influence it; to situations of trust and importance in ,that country 
and theseavill generally be ouch as have 'sonic private dun be expected to continuo. 	Your petitioners believe 
interest 	serve. 	It itt, therefore, your petitioners ,to that in no government known to history have.appoint- 
submit, of the.  utmost importance that any council meats to offices, and especially to high offices, been 
which may form a . part of the home government of so rarely bestowed on any other considerations than 
India should derive sufficient Weight froM its canstitu- ' those of personal 	fitness.. 	This. characteristic, ,but 
tion, and from the relation it occupies to the 'Minister, 
to be a .substantial barrier against those inroads of 

for whicli, in all probability, India .would long 'since 
have been lost to this country,. is, your ,  petitioners 

self-interest and ignorance in this country from which conceive, entirely owing to the 	circumstance ? that 
the government of India has hitherto been compura- the dispensers of patronage have been persons uncoil- 
tivelY free, but against which it would be too much to nected with party, and under no necessity of cOnciliat- 
expect that parliament sheuld of 'itself afford a suilleient nag parliamentary support; that consequently the 
protection. 	 ,. 	• appointments to offices in India have been, as a rule, 

That your petitioners cannot well concave a worse left to the unbiassed judgment of the local authorities; 
form of government for India, than a minister with a while the nominations to the civil atsd.military services 
council whom lie should be at liberty to commit or 
not at his pleasure, or whose advice he should be able 

'have been generally bestowed an the middle elosscs, 
irrespective 'of political considerations; and in a large 

to disregard 'without giving his reasons in writing, 
and in a manner likely to carry conviction: 	Such an 

proportion on the. relatives .of persons 	who had 
distinguished themselves by their services in India.. 

arrangement, your petitioners submit, would be really That your petitioners therefore think it essential 
liable to the objections in their opinion erroneously that at least 'a majority of the council which assists 
urged against the present system. , 'Your petitioners the minister for India with its advice, should .hold 
respectfully represent that any body of persons assoei, 
ated with the minister, which is not a check, will be a 

their seats independently of Lis appointment., 
That it is, in the opinion of your petitioners, no less 

screen. 	'Unless the council is so constituted as to necessary that the order of the transaction of. business , 
, bo personally independent. of the minister; unless it should be such as to make the participation of the 
feels itself responsible for recording an .Opinion on council iu the administration of India a substantial 
every Indian subject, and pressing that opinion on the ono. 	That to this end it is, in the opinion of , yoitr 
minister, whether itois ag,reelible to bins or not ; and petitioners, indispensable that the dispatches, to',Inditt .  
unless the minister, when he overrules their opinion, is should not be prepared. by the minister,and Mid before 
bound to record his reasons—Ata existence will only 
serve to weaken Lis responsibility, and to give the 

the council, 'but 'should he prepared. by the council, 
and submitted to.  the minister. 	This, would be in, 

'colourable sanction of prudence and experience 'to 
measures in the framing of. which those qualities have 
bad no share. 

accordance with the, natural and obvious principle, 
that persons;  chosen for their knowledge of a subjeot, 
should suggest the mode of dealing, with it; instead 

That it would be vain to expect that a new council of merely giving their opinion on suggestions,  coming 
could have as much moral influence, and power of 
asserting its opinion with effect, as the Court of 

from elsewhere. , This is also the only Mode in which, 
the members of the council can feel themselves suffi- 

Directors. 	A new body can no. more succeed to the ciently important, or sufficiently responsible, to secure 
feelings and authority which their antiquity and their their applying their minds to the subjects before them. 
historical antecedents give to the East India Company, 
than a legislature, under, a new name, pitting in 

It is almost unnecessary for your petitioners to observe, 
that the mind is called into far more vigorous aetion,by 

'Westminster, would have the moral ascendency of the being required to propose, than by merely being called 
Houses of Lords and. Commons. 	One of the Most on to assent. 	The minister has necessarily the ulti- 
important elements of usefulness , will thus .be neces- mate decision. 	If he has also the initiative, he has all 
sarily wanting in any newly constituted Indian Council, 
as compared with tho.present. • 

the powers which are of any practical moment. 	A 
body whose only recognised function is to find fault, 

That your petitioners find it difficult to conceive would speedily let that 'function fail into dcou'etude. 
flint the same independence, in judgment and act, 
which characterises the Court of Directors will be 

They would fool that their Co-operation in conducting 
the government of India was not really desired ; that 

found in any council all of whose members are noroin- they wore only felt as a clog on the wheels of busiucsa 
atod by the crown. 	Owing their nomination to the Their criticism on what bad been decided, without; 
same authority, many of them probably to the same their being, collectively consulted, would he felt as 
individual minister whom they are appointed to, check, 
and looking to him alone for their re-appointment, 
their desire of recommending themselves to, him, 
and their unwillingness to risk his displeasure by any 

importunate as a more delaY and impediment ; rind 
their office would probably be seldom sought, but by 
those who were willing to allow its most important• 
duties to become nominal.  

serious resistance to his wishes, will. be, motives too That, with the duty of preparing the, dispatches to 
strong not to bo in danger' of exercising a powerful' India would naturally be combined ' the,,nomination 
and injurious influence over their conduct. 	Nor are and control of the home establishments. 	This your 
your petitiohers aware of any mode in which that petitioners consider absolutely essential to the ntility 
injurious influence • could be guarded against, except of the council. 	If the officers through whom they 
by conferring the appointments, like those of the work aro in direct dependence upon au authority higher 

• judges, during good behaviour ; which, by rendering it then theirs, all matters of importance' will in reality by 
impossible to correct an error once committed, would 
be seriously objectionable. 	. 

settled between the 'minister and the subordinates, 
passing over the council altogether. 

That your petitionfxs3 aro equally unable to perceive That a third considerAtion to which you' petitioneri , 
how, if the controlling body is entirely nominated by, attach greet, importance, is,' that the number of .the , 
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council should not.bo too restricted. 	India is so wide general, instructions for their future guidance—and to 
a field, that a practical acquaintance with every part of 
its nifaitst cannot be found combined in ,any small 

give or refuse sanction to groat political measures, 
which are referred home for 'approval. t These ,duties 

number of individuate. 	The courted ought to contain are more analogous to the functions of parliament than 
men of general, experience and knowledge of the world, 
also mon specialty qualified by financial and revenue 

tq those of an executive board; and it might almost as 
well be said that parliturtbnt,as that the government of 

experience, by judicial experience, diplomatic exporis India, should be constituted on the principles applic- 
mete, military experience ; it ought to contain persons, 
conversant with the varied social relations, and varied 
institutions of Bengal, Madras, Bombay, the North- 

able to executive boards. 	It is considered an excel-
lence, not a defect in the constitution of parliament, 
to be not merely a double but a triple government,. 

western Provinces, the Punjaub, and the native states. An executive authority, your petitioners Submit, May' 
Even the present Court of Directors, reduced as it is in often with advantage be single, because promptitude is 
numbers by the act of 1853, does not contain all the its first requisite. 	But the function of passing a deli- 
'varieties -of knowledge and experience desirable in berate Pinion oh past measures, and laying down 
such a body; neither, your petitioners submit, would principles of future policy, is a business which, in the 
it be safe. to limit the number to that which would be estimation of your petitioners, admits or and requires 
strictly sufficient, supposing all the appointments to be the concurrence of more judgments than ono. 	It is no 
the best possible. , A certain margin should be allowed defect in such a body to be double, and no excellence 
for failures, which, oven with the most conscientious to be single, especially when it can duly be made so by 
selection, will sometimes occur. 	Your petitioners, 
moreover, etumot overlook the possibility, that if the 

cutting ofF that branch of it which, by previous training, 
is always the best prepared—and often the only ono 

nomination takes place by ministers at the bead of a 
political party,• it will not always be made with ex- 

which is prepared at all—for its peculiar duty. 	, 
That your petitioners have heard it asserted that, in 

,clasive reference to personal qualifications ; and it is 
indispensable to provide that such errors or faults in 

consequence of what is called the double government, 
the Indian authorities are less responsible to violin- 

the nominating authority, so long as they are only Merit and the nation than other departments of the 
occasional, shall not seriously impair the officieney of government of the empire, since' it is impossible to 
the body. 	 . know 'on, which of the two braneheti of home govern- 

That while these considerations plead strongly for a meet the responsibility ought to rest. You petitioners 
body not less numerous than the present, even if, only fearlessly affirm that 	this 	impression is 	not only 
regarded as advisers of the minister ; 	their 	other , groundless, but the very reverse of the truth: 	The 
office, as a chock on the minister, forms, your peti- house government -  of India 'is not less, but -more 
tionera submit, it no less forcible objection to any con- responsible than any other branch of the administrre 
siderable reduction of the.present -number. . A body of Lion. of the state; inasmuch as the president of .the 
six or eight will not be equal to one of eighteen in 
that feeling of independent self-reliance which is neces- 

Board of Commissioners, who is the minister for India, 
is as completely responsible 	as 	any other .of her 

savy to induce a.publie body to press its opinion on a Majesty's ministers; and, in addition, hi* advisers also 
minister to whom that opinion is unacceptable. 	How- are responsible. 	It is always certain, in the case of 
ever unob jectionably in other respects so small a body India, that the president of the Board of Commis- 
may be constituted, reluctance to give offence will be simmers must have either commanded or sanctioned 
likely, unless in extreme cases, to be a stronger bald, 
teal inducement in their minds than the desire to stand 

all that has been done. 	No more than this, your 
petitioners would submit, can be known in the case of 

up for their convictions, the head of any department of her Majesty's govern. 
That if, in the opinion of your [lordships'] honourable meat. 	For it is not, nor can it rationally ho supposed, 

Muse, a body can bo constituted which unites the that any minister of the Crown is without trusted 
above enumerated requisites of good government, in A 
greater degree than the Court of Directors,. your petit, 
tioners have only to express their humble hope that 

advisers; and the minister for India must, for obvious, 
reasons, be more dependent than any other •of her 
Majesty's ministers, upon the advice of persons whose 

your endeavours for that purpose may be 'successful. lives have been devoted to the subject on whiels their. 
But if, in enumerating the conditions of a good system advice .has been given. 	But in the case of India such 
of home government for India, your petitioners have, 
in 	fact, enumerated the qualities pcssessed by the 

advisors are assigned to him by the constitution of the 
government, and they are - as much responsible for 

present system,-then your petitioners pray that your what they advise, as he for what he ordains ; white, in 
rlordships'J honourabie House will continue the exist- other departments, the minister's only official advisers 
lug powers of the Court of Directors. are the subordinates in his office, men often of great 

That your petitioners are aware that the present 'skill and experience, but not in the public eye, often 
home government of India is reproached with being a unknown to the public even by name ; official reserve 
double government; 'end that any arrangement byprecludes the possibility of ascertaining what advice. 
which an independent check is provided Co the discre- they give, and they are responsible only to the minister 
Lion of the minister, will be liable to a similar reproach. himself.• 	By what application of terms this can, be 
Mut they conceive that this accusation originates in an called responsible government, and the joint govern- 
entire misconception of the functions devolving on the merit of your petitioners and the India Beard an 
home government of India, and in the application to it irresponsible government, your petitioners think 	it 
of the principles applicable to purely executive depart. unnecessary to 'ask. 
mmits. 	The executive government of India is, and That, without knowing 	the plan on which bee 
must be, seated in India itself. 	The Court of Directors Majesty's 'ministers , contemplate 	the transfer to the 
is not so nitwit. an executive as a deliberative body: Crown of the servants of the Company, your petitioners 
Its principal ffinetiou, and that of the home govern- find 	themselves 	unable 	to 	approach • the 	delicate 
ment, generally, is not to direct time details of adminis- question of the Indian army, further than to point , 
tration, hat to scrutinise and revise the past acts of the out that the high military qualities of the officers 
Indian governments-to lay down principles and issue of that army have unquestidnably sprung, in a great 
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degree, front its being a principal anti substantive 
army, holding her Majesty'S'conamissions, and enjoying 

have been assailed, may be considered to have been 
successful. 	 I 	 , 	• , 

equal rank with,  her Majesty's officers; and yotir 
aietitioners would earnestly deprecate any change in 

But the Admission 'generally made, find 'made ex-, 
plieitly by the proposers' of both the bide, that the 

that position: 	 0 	 , . 	a That your petitioners having regard to all these con- 
existing System work§ well, has not had the effect of 
inducing doubt of the wisdom of hastily abolishing it. 

siderations, humbly pray your [lordships'] honourable Neither does it seem to have been reuieloberell, that 
Heise that you will not giv'cs your sanction to any if the system has worked well, there' must hth- Some 
change in the constitution of the Indian gesi-erninent causes for its having done so, and that it would bo 
during the continuance of the present unhappy dis- worth while to consider what 	 tese are, in. order that 
turbances, nor without a full previous inquiry into the they might be retained in any now system. 	If the 
Operation of the present system. And your petitioners eqnstitution which has made the Indian goverinneht 
further pray :that this 'inquiry may extend to every what it, is, must be ,abolished, immesh it is 'thought 
department of Indian administration. 	Such an inquiry defective in theory, 	is substituted should at ,what 
your petitioners respectfully claim, not 'only as a matter least be theoretically unobjectionable. 	But the consti- 
of justice to themselves, but because, when, for the 
first time in this century, the thoughts of every public. 

tution of the Esst India Company, however anomalouh, 
is far more in accordance with the. acknowledged 

man fit the country are fixed on' India, an inquiry principles of good goverm nent. than" either of the 
would be More thorough, and its results would carry proposed bills.  
Met:1i more instruction to the mind of parliament mid The nature of the ease is,indeed; itself se anomalous, • 
Of the country, then at any preceding period. that something anomalous was to be expected in the 

• . means by which it could be suceessfully dealt with. 	' 
All English institutions and modes of political action 

ar e ndaptod to the case of a nation governing itself. ,   In India, the case to be provided for is that of the, 

' 	
• ' 	. 

First and Second R., 1. Company's Objections to the Fir 
India Bills: April 184k. 	(See p. 561.) government of one nation by another, separated front . It is the duty of your Directors to lay :before the it by half the 'globe; unlike it. in everything -which 

Proprietors the two hills which have been introduced . characterises a people; as a whole, totally unacquainted 
into parliament by the late and. by the present ministry, 
for divesting the East India Company of all partieipa- 

with it; And without time or means for acquiring 
knowledge of it or its affairs. 

Lion in the government of India, 'and for framing a History presents only two instanees ih which these 
new scheme of administrative agency. or similar difficulties have been in any considerable 

On former occasions, when the ministers of the • degree surmounted. 	Ono is the ROIllan Empire ; iiiii 
Crown have submitted measures to parliament 'for other is the government . of- India by the got India 
altering, in any manlier, the constitution of the Indian I Company. 	 '1 
gevernment, the substance of the measure's has been The moans which the bills provide for overcoming 
officially comtnunicated to the Court of Directors, and these difficulties consist of the unchecked power of a 
an 'opportunity allowed 	to theta of offering such minister. 	There is no difference. of moment in this • 
remarks as their knowledge and experience in Indian respect between the two bills. 	The minister, it is 
affairs might suggest. 	The correspondence being after- true, is .to have a council: 	But the most despotic 
',wards laid before the Court of Proprietors, formed the rulers have Councils, 	The 'difference between the 
most appropriate report which' the Directors could council of a despot and a council which prevents the 
make to their constituents on the measures under con- ruler from,being a despot is, that the one is dependent 
sidoration by the legislature. 	'In the present instance, 
this opportunity not having been afforded to them, it 
appears desirable• that they should adopt'tho present 

on him, the other independent; that the one 'has some 
power of its own, the other has not. 	By the first bill,, 
the whole'. council is nominated by the Minister; 'by 

mode of laying before the proprietary body the Muter- the second; one-half of' it is nominated by him. 	The 
vations which it is entitled to expect from its executive functions to be. intrusted to it are left, in both, with 
organ, on the bills now hetes() parliament, and on the some slight enceptions, to the minister's own . dis- 
present posture of the Company's affairs. 

The Directors cannot hut advert with feelings of 
cretion. 	 • .. The ,minister is indeed subject to the contro'  of 

satisfaction to the altered tone Which public discussion parliament and of the 13iitieh nation. 	But' though 
has assumed in regard to the character of the Enet parliament and the nation exercise a salutary control 
India Company, and the merits of the administration over their own affitirs, it would be contrary to 'all 
in' which the Company has borne so important a part: experience to suppose that they will exorcise it over the 
The intention of 	the abolition of the 'Com- ,proposing affairs of a hundred millions of Hindoos and MolituM 
parry's go terninont was announced in the midst of, 
and it may be surmised in deference to, a clamour, 
which represented tho government of India by the 

medans. 	Habitually, they will doubtless lie hereafter, 
as they have been heretofore, indifferent and Matteis. 
tire 'to Indian affairs, and will leave them entirely to , 

Company as characterised by nearly 'every fault of,' the minister. 	The consequence will' 'be, that in the 
which a civilised government can be accused, and the exceptional eases in which they do interfere, the inter-' 
CoMpany as the main cause of the recent disasters. ferenco will not ho grounded an :knowledge of the 
But in the parliamentary discussions which have lately subject, and will probably be, for 	most part, otin- ,the 
taken  place, there 	has been 	an 'almost universal ' fined to ,cases where an Indian question "is' taken. 
acknowledgment that the rule of the Company has up from party motives, as • the means of injuring a 
been honourable to themselves and beneficial to India; ' minister; or when some Indian lualcontenly generally! 
while no political party, and few 'individuals of any. with objects opposed to good governmentoucceeds in 
consideration, hare 	alleged anything 	seriously dis- . interesting the sympathies of the .public in bit favour.' 
paraging to the general character of the Company's For it' is not the people of India, but rich individuals 
administration. 	So far, therefore, the stand made by and societies roprosenting class interests, Wild have the 
the Company against the calumnies with which they means of engaging tho ear of the public through 'the 
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nrees, and through.  agents in parliament::  And. it is Wholly ineufficiente and 	if etteplieitly .trusted; even • 	' 

• important to remark, that by the provisions 'of ;either of . daegercies, 	The good •governieent, therefore;, of ndiat 	, 
the bills, the Hone° of Commons will be rendered even by a minister and a couuoil, depends Mien the amount 
less competent., in, point' of knoWledge of Indian affitirs, ' of influence. posseseed. • by the • emmeil ; "and ,their 	' 
than at 	since by both bills ell the members of „present, influence depends upon' the forms ot husineeme." 
the Council of India viii be•excluded from it. ' 

,The 'government of depondenoies by a minister end ' 
, 	-However. experienced May be• the.couneff, and how, 

ever inexperienced,  the minister, ho will have the 
hisesub,ordivates, under the sole control of parliament; deciding voice. . The power will rest ivitli one who 
is not a new experiment iu England. 	That .form of • may know less of the subject than any =Miter of the 

i• colonial government lost the United Slates, willed. council, Auld is sure to know loss than. the council 
nearly loet all the colonies of any considerable mule- collectively, if they aro selected With ordinary judg- 
tion and importance. 	The colonial administration of ment. 	The council will have no subStaritive power, ; 
this country has only ceased to be a subject of general but only moral influence. It is, therefore,allituportant 
condemnation since the principle hits been adopted of that this•  influence should be uphold. Unless else: forms 
leaving all the important colonies to manage their own of business are such 'as to insure diet the council shell., . 

• eflairs-ea course which cannot be followed with the exorcise its judgment on allquestiotte; that all matters 
people of India, 	If the control of parliament has not requiring decision shall be considered by them, and 
prevented the habitual, znimeanugement -of countries their views recorded in the initiatory stage, before the , 

, inhabited by Englishmen 	like ourselves, who bad 
every facility for representing and urging their grime 

minister has 'committed himself to an opinione-they. 	, 
trill possess no more weight or influence than the mune 

epees, it is not likely to he any effectual protection to 
31tioatilmans and Hindtios. 

All governments require constitutional checks j but 

number of clerks in his office, whom also he can cone  
suit if he pleases 	'and the power of the minister will ' . 
be practically uncontrolled. • 	• , 	, ' 	' 	'e , 

the constitutional checks applicable to a case of tide In both the 'bills these considerations are entirely 
- peoulitM kind • must be found within the governing disregarded.' The first bill does 'not establish 	any 	• 

. body itself. 	 . 	y 

Though England, as a whole, while-desiring nothing 
forms of business, but loaves them to be determined' 
by the minister and his council; in other worde,•by 	- 

' but to govern India well, is neeeesarily ignorant of the minister. 	Even, therefore, if the . minister first 
India, and feels, under ordinary ciromestances, no par- appointed should be willing to establish forms which 
ticular interest in its concerns, there aro in Eughtnd a 
certain number of persons who possess knowledge of 

would be any restraint upon himself, nesubsequeut. 	' 
minister would have it in his power to. alter the forms , 

India, and feel an interest in its affairs. It seems, there- i any manner he pleased. 
fore, very desirable, for the sake of India, that England I Tho second bill, unlike the first, does establish fofins e 
should govern it througheand by Means of', these per ief business; bus melt alone as would effectually prce 
sons. 	This would be the case if the organ of govern-. vent the. council from being a reality, and . would 
meat principally consisted of persons who have passed 
a considerable portion of their lives in India, or who 
feel that habitual interest in its affairs.which is meter- 

render it a useless pageant. 	• 	 , 
To make the coned' a merely consultative. body,. 

*ititouS initiative, before whoini subjects. •are 	only 
ally acquired by having aided in 'administering them ; brought after the minister 'has made up his mink is 
and if this body, or a majority of it, were periodically 
elected by a constituency composed of persons in 
England wh9 have, served the government for a certain 
length of time in India, or whose interests are •con- 
nected with that country by some permanent tie. 	It 
would be an additional advantage if this constituency 

already a, fatal inroad upon its maefoluess. 	But by 
the second bill the council are not •even a consultative 
body. 	The minister is under no obligation to •oonsule 	. 
them. 	They are not empowered to hold any regular 
meetings. 	They,  aro to meet only when: the minister 	' ' 
convenes them, or en' a special requisition by six 

, had the power of requiring information, and compelling 
a public discussion of Indian questions. 	These aro 
conditions which, to a considerable extent, the existing 
constitution of the East India Company fulfils. 

The other great constitutional security for the good , 
government of India lies in the forms of business. 

members. 	Lie may mind orders to India without their 
knowledge when the case is urgent, of which urgent*,  
ho is the sole judge. 	Vt'hen,itis rieteirgent, his orders 
must be,  placed in the council-room for the,  perusal of 
the membots for seven days, during which they , are 
not required, but permitted; to give their opinion, not 

• 
' 

• 

This is a point to which sufficient importance is not 
generally attached. Tice forms of business are the real 
constitution of India. • 	 , , 

Front the necessity.of the case, recognised in , both 
the proposed measures, the administration must be 
shared, in some proportion, between a mininter and a 

collectively, but individually, 	Their only , power, 
therefore, is that of recording dissent from a resolu- 
tion not only taken, but embodied in a dispatch. 	Atel 	• 
as if this was not enough, provision is made that an 
office, always invidious, shall be incapable of, being 
fulfilled in any but. the mesh invidious nuniner. eThe 

, 
, 	• 

• 

' 

council. The wend! may consist of persons possessing 
knowledge of India. 	The minister, except in 'very 
rare cases, can possess little or none. 	He is placed in 
office by the action of political party, which is governed 

members of council must some rforward individually in 
declared opposition to the minister, by volunteering 	, 

 a protest against his announced intentions, or signing 
a requisition for a meeting of council to oppose them: 

,, .by,ponsiderations totally unconnected with Thum; -and, 
in the common course of politics, ho 'is removed from 
nonce  by the time he has been able to learn Ids duty 

Such a council is fitted to serve as a shield for, the 
minister's responsibility when it may snit him to seek, 	• 
and them to accord, their adhesion;  rather than as a' 

Even* in the unusual cast, of which present circum- restraint on his power to administer India according to 
' . Stances are 'an example, when the minister has made his individual pleasure. 

"himself acquainted with India through the discharge of The Directors are bound to admit, that the first of 
' ; high ,fimetions in India itself, his knowledge is but 

the knowledge of one man; and one loan's knowledge 
of a •subjeet like India, until corrected and completed 

the 'bills contains several,  provisions indicative of a 
wish to assure to the council a certain, though small, 
=emit of influence. 	The administration is to . be 

by that of other men, is, it may' safely he affirmed, , carried 'on in thd name of the"president in council, and 
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not, as by the second bill; in that of the Secretary of produce those benefits, the affairs of which the people 
State alone. The 'council, as well us the •president,•has are enabled to control the management must be their 
a voice in the appointment of the home establishment ; own Mimi/S. 	Election by multitudinous bodies, . the 
while in the second bill all promotions end nU appoint- majority of them ,.of a very low average of Gdt.tuation, • 
words to the principal offices under the council, rest is not au advantage of popular government, but, on 
with the Secretary of State,' exclusively ; a provision the contrary, one of its acknowledged drawbacks. 	To 
which divests the council of all control or authority t assign to such a constituency the eontrol, not of. their 
over their own establishment. • Again, by Section. XII. own affairs, but of the affisirs of other people on the 
of the first bill, no grant involving increase of expel'. other side of the globe, is to incur the disadvantages 
diture, and no appointment to office or admission to of popular institutions without any of the benefits. 
service, can be made without the concurrence of half  The Court of Directors -willingly admit the desirables 
the council. 	This, as far as it goes, is a real power ; ; peas, if not necessity, of some provision 'for including 
but its value is much diminished by the consideration an English element in the Council of India ; but a more 
that• those by . whom it is to ho exercised are the objectionable mode than the one proposed of attaining 
nominees of the minister,'dependent on hint for their the object, could scarcely, in their opinion, be devised. 
continuance in office after a few years. 	• Besides the provisions which relate to the organ of 

In some other points the provisions of the second government in. England, the bills contain provisions 
bill sown to have the advantage. 	Its council is more relating-to India itself, which•are open to the strongest 
ntunerous ; to which, however, little importance can be objection. 
attached, if the council has no substantial power. 	It The appointments to the councils at Calcutta and at 
also recognises that the whole of the council ought not to 
be nominated by the minister, and that some part of it 

the subordinate presidencies, winch are now made by, 
the Court of Directors, with the approbation of the 

should be elected by a constituency specially qualified Crown, are transferred by both bills to the .governor- 
by a knowledge of India. 	But even in these, the best general, and to the governess of Madras and Bombay. • 
points of the bill, it is, in the opinion of the Directors, 
very far* front unexceptionable. 	The nomination of 

The Court of Directors are convinced that this change 
would greatly impair the chances of good government 

even half the council by the minister, takes away all in India. 	Ono of the causes which has most contri- 
eternity for an independent majority. 	It may, indeed, 
be doubted whether there is any sufficient reason for 

buted to the many excellences of Indian administration 
is, that the governor-general and governors have 

the minister's nominating any portion, except the sup- always been associated with councillors selected by 
posed reluctance of some eligible persons to encounter the authorities at home from among the most expert- 
a canvass. 	The proportion of one-third, whom the cooed and able members of the Indian service, and 
minister now nominates to the Court of Directors, 
seems the largest which, consistently with full security 

who, not owing their appointments to the bead of the 
government, haye generally broUght to the considera-•  

for independence, can he so appointed. tion of Indian affairs an independent judgment. 	In 
The provision that each of the members nominated 

by the Crown shall be selected as the representative of 
consequence of this, the measures of a government, 
necessarily absolute, have had the'advantage, seldom 

souse particular branch of the service in India, is gin possessed in absolute governments, of being always 
more objectionable. 	Not only would it. preclude the 
nomiaation of the most distinguished man, if the seat 

preceded by a free and conscientious discussion; while, 
as the, head of the government has the power, on 

in council appropriated to the department iu which he recording his reasons, to act contrary to the advice of 
bad served were not at the time vacant, but it would his council, no public inconvenience can ever arise 
introduce a principle which cannot be too strongly from any conflict of opinion. 	These important officers, 
'deprecated—that of class legislation. 	The council who, by their participation in the governments  form so 
should comprise the greatest attainable variety of salutary a restraint on the precipitancy of an inexperi- 
knowledge and experience; bet its members should not 
consider themselves as severally the representatives of 

enced, or the wilfulness of a despotically tempered, 
governor-general or governor, are henceforth to be 

a certain number of class interests. appointed by ,the great functionary "them they are 
• The clause which continues to the Proprietors the 
power of electing some portion of the council is, so far, 
deserving of support ; and the principle of enlarging 

intended to check. 	And this restraint is removed, 
when the necessity for an independent council will be 
greater than ever; since the power of appointing the 

the constituency by the addition of persons of a certain governor-general, and of recalling him, is taken away 
length of Indian service and residence is, in *self, 
unexceptionable ; but unless guarded by provisions, 
suck as have never yet been introduced into any 

from the Company, and from the body which is to be 
their substitute: 	It may be added that the authorities 
at home have had the opportunity of being acquainted 

electoral system, so large and scattered a constituency with the conduct and services of candidates for council 
as that proposed would greatly add to the incon- from the commencement of their career. The governor- 
venience of canvass: especially as it is not Certain that general or governor would often have to nominate a 
the new electoral body would adopt, from the old,, the councillor soon after their 	arrival in 	India, when 
salutary custom of re-electing, as the general practice, 
whoever has been once chosen, and has not, by 

necessarily ignorant of the character tind merits of 
candidates, and would-be 'entirely dependent an the 

misconduct or incapacity, deserved to forfeit their recommendation of irresponsible advisers. 
confidence. 	The duties of a member of council would Another most 	objectionable 	provision' 	demands 
be entirely incompatible with a continually-recurring notice, which is to be found only in the second bill. 
canvass of the constituency. A commission, appointed in England, is to proCeed to 

Respecting the proposition for giving the choice of India, for the purpose of inquiring and reporting on 
five members of council to tho parliamentary coustitu- the principles and details of Indian finance, including 
encies of five great towns, the Court of Directors can the whole revenue system, and; what is inseparably 
only express a feeling of amazement. 	It is not the involved in it, the proprietary rights and social position 
mere fact of election by a multitude that.' constitutes of all the great classes of the conimunity. 	The Court 
the benefits of the popular element in government. To of Directors cannot believe that such a 'pre3cct will be 
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persisted in. ' Itionla. be  it step towards the disorgan- the:general . features of,the subject, the Court refrain 
isation ef the fabric of,-government in India. 	A corn- 
mission ,from 	England, independent 	of 	the . local 

from offering any' further arguments' on points upon, 
which the government, and the House of Commons 

government of ,-the country, deriving its authority seem to have pronounced a decided opinion. 	The 
directly 'from the higher power to . which- the local joint government of a minister and- a conned, composed 
government is subordinate, and instructed to carry in majority of persons 'of .Indlan experience., deriving 
..buck to the higher power information on Indian affairs their appointments only partially from 	ministerial 
which the local.government is,not doomed sufficiently nomination, and all of them holding office ono tenure 
trustworthy to afford, Would give a most serious shock independent' ,of the .,minister, is a combination which 
te,  the influence of the local authorities, and would fulfils to a considerable extent the conditions of a good 
tend 0 impress all natives with the belief that the organ of government for India. The Court would have 
opinions and decisions of the local government are of much preferred that-in the constitution of the council 
small moment, and that the thing of real importance more extensive recourse had been had to the, elective 
is the Success with which they can contrive that their principle. 	But if they cannot hope that this course 
claims and objects shall be advocated in England. 	Up will be adopted, they see many ,advantages in the pro- 
to the ,present' time, it has been the practice of the vision by which one-half the number, iestead.of being 
home government to'uphold in every way the authority named by the government, air, he selected by a 
of the governments on the spot; even when reversing responsible body, intimately connected with India, to 
their acts, to do so through the governments themselves, whom the qualification of candidates will in general 
;twit to employ no agency except in subordination to 
them. 	' 	' 	 ' 

be accurately known, and who will'ho under .stro»g, 
inducements to make such, a choice as will tend to 

Front this review of the chief provisions of  the increase the credit and consideration of the body. 
bill; which embody the attempts of two groat dirt- 3. With regard to the qualifications prescribed for 
sio»s -of Krtglith statesmen to frame an organ of members of council, the Court desire to offer a sugges- 
government for India, it will probably appear to the Lion. 	Her Majesty's present government hitve, on 
proprietors, that _neither of them is grounded on any many occasions, expressed a desire. to secure the 
sufficient consideration of, past. experience, or of the Crown appointments against the evils of abuse of 
principles applicable to the subject; that the passing of patronage. 	,• The security against such 	abuse has 
either , would be a calamity to India; and that the hitherto 	consisted . in 	the 	strict limitation 	of the 
attempt to legislate while the minds of leading men appointments to persons who have served a consider- 
are in so 'unprepared a state, is altogether premature. able number of years ht India. 	While the Court fully 

The opinion of your Directors is, that by all consti- agree with, her Majesty's government in recognising 
tutional moans the passing of either bill should he the desirableness of an English elcznont, it does not 
opposed; but- that if -one or the other should be deter- seem to them advisable that this element should 
Mined. on for the purpose of transferring the adminis- extend in nearly half the council, only a bare majority 
tration, in name, front the East India Company to the being reserved for persons 	of Indian 	experience. 
Crown. every 'exertion should be used in its passage Knowledge of India is, after nil, the most important 
through conitnittoe to divest it of the mischievous requisite Tor a scat in the Indian Council ; while it -is 
features by which bOth bills are now deformed, and to chiefly in the English nominations that there is any 
Maintain, es at present, a really independent council, 
having the initiative of all business, discharging all the 

present danger lest appointments should be obtained 
through peliticid or parliamentary influence—from 

duties, and possessing all the essential powers of the which 	influence, 	unless 	introduced 	through 	that 
Court of Directors. 	And it is the Court's conviction, 
that measures might be so framed as to obviate what- 

channel, thp council, like the Comb of Directors, may 
be expected to be altogether free. 	The Court, there- 

ever may ho well founded in the complaints made fore, recommend that the qualification of ton years' 
against the present system—retaining the initiative of Indian service or residence be made imperative on at 
the *Moil, and that independence of action on their least two-thirds instead of a mere majority of the 
part which should be regarded as paramount and fifteen members of council. 	They also think it quos- 
indispensable. 	' tionaldo if the interests of India will be promoted by 

the eiclusion of the whole of the members of the 
council. from seats in parliament. 	These are 	the 
only modifications which we are requested to suggest 

r. 	, 	. 
E. I. Company's Objections to the Third India Trill: in  time previsions respecting the composition of the 

June 1858. * (See O. 570.) council. 	,..; 	 . 	. 
" 	1. Although the 'biA. Which has been newly brought [The remaining objections made by the Directors 
in by her Majesty's ministers ' for the better govern- were little more than a repetition of those made against 
meat -of India,' has not yet boonformally communi.. the first and second bills (given in ectenso in a preceding 
sated to the 	 ourt of Directors, the Court, influenced page) ; and need not be reproduced hero. The Directors 
by the desire which they have already expressed to expressed a dislike or apprehension of the subordinate 
give all aid in their power towards rendering the position in which the Council would be placed ; of the 
schoMo -of government, which it is the pleasure of autocratic power to be possessed by the Secretary for 
parliament to substitute for the East India Company, 
as efficient for its purposes as possible, have requested 

India; of the transference of the powers of the Secret 
Committee wholly and solely to him; of the proposed 

us r' to 'lay before your lordship,i. and through you mode of making appointments and exercising -patron- 
before hoe .Majesty's government; a foil/ observations age ; of any disturbance in the mode of auditing 
'on Some portions of the bill. 	' accounts; and of the appointment of any Commission 

2. Having in documents which have been presented of Inquiry in India which should appear derogatory to 
'to .parliament expressed •their senthnonts fully on all , the dignity of the local governments. 	,Mapy of these 

. objeCtions were listened to, and were productive of 
iq  The chnirman and deputy-eh:Annan. 

- i Lord Stanley, president of the Board of Control. 
modifications during the discussion of the bill. 	The 
result will be seen in the noxb article of this Appendix.] 
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XXVI. Functions of the‘,seevet, committee' trans- 
N 	. 	 . 	• 	 k 	 , .• ferred to Secretary of State. ' 	, 	1 	', 	. 

Abstract 'of Act for the Bett,Ir ' Government of India-- XXVIII. 	Diepatohes marked,ic•seeret ', net to' •be. ' 
.21 raid 22 Vid. cap. 10d.—Received .aoyal. Assent' opened by members of Council. 	. ',.' 	' 	• , 	,, 
A vet 2, 180, 	(See*. 5*) . 	. 	. 	, . .1404.i!,tinients end'  otrohebs. 	.  	, 

• • XXIX. Of the high, appointments is Incliaesonii) to! • ,', :deflower of Gowning Powers. 	, 	' be made by the Crown, some by the Council, and sonle 
L Goreming powers transferred from the Fast„  Indin. 

. 	 , by the Governozegeneral. 	 '  
Company to the Crown.  XXX. Inferior appointments to be madeas hereto- 

II. All rights, territories, revenues, and liebilitieS fore, except transference of patronage from Court of similarly transferred. Directors to Council.. 
IlL A Secretary of State to exercise all the govern- XXXL Special provision for civil service in India, 

• ing powers heretofore exercised by Court ef ,Directors, XXXII. Secretary in, Council to Make ruled for Court of Proprietors, and Board of Control:' examination of persons intended for junior situations 
1 V. Prevision concerning sitting of secretary and ' i in.„,ivn sorvice  of India, 	 . 

. 	under-secretary in House of Commons. XXXIII: Appointments to naval and military pada- 
V. Concerning re-election.of secretaries to House of ships to ',vest in the Crown,  Commons,  XXXIV. Competitive examinations for engineer& , , VI. Secretary of State for India to receive,  ealary and artillery .of the Indian army. 

equal to those of other secretaries of state. . XXXV.' A certaidiatio of cadetships to be' given to' 
. 	 , the sons of persons who have served in India. 

&until of linlia. 	, 	• 	. . 	XXXV.I. All the other cadetships to_ be in the gift 
VII. A Connell of India, of 16 personseto be formed. ' of the niembeis of the Council, subject to approval; 
VIII. •Court of Directors to elect 7 members of this the Secretary of State to have twice as many nominua 

Council, from among persons possessing certain quali- tions as an ordinary member: 	 • 
fications ; and the Crown to appoint the other 8. • XXXVII. In all unchanged rules concerning ap- 
, 	IX. Vacancies among the. S to be filled up by the pointments, power of Ctourt of pinafore to be tvested. • 
Crown ' • and among the other 7, by election by the in Council. 
Canned. • XXXVLIL The same in reference to any distnimai,”  

X. Nine members of the Council, at least, must from service. 	 • 
have had not loss than ton years' experience in India. , 	• . . 	XL Members .to hold office for life, or during good Tronsfar of Property. 
behaviour. 	' XXXIX. Company's property, credits, and debits, to 

AIL Members not to sic in parliament. 	, ' . revert to the Crown—except the East ,ladtit Stock, and 
XIII. Annual.salary of:El:200 to each member. 	• the dividends thereon 	 , 	. 
XIV. Members may resign ; if after ten years' XL. Secretary in Council may bhp, sell, or borrow. 

service, on a pension of £509, subject to 	certain in the name of the Crown, for the service4Ittlio• 
conditions. . 	i 

XV. Secretaries and other officers •of Company to , 	" 	" 	' Ilertnues. 	. 
become. officers of Council of Indin—subjeot to any XLI. Expenditure of revenues in India wholly under 
changes afterwards 	made by Privy Council and Secretary in Council. 	 V 
sanefioned by parliament. 	 . XLII. Liabilities of Company, and dividends on India 

XVI. Secretary in Council to make all Subsequent stock, to be borne by Secretary in Council out of 
appointments in the home establishment. revenues of India. 	 . 	 . 

X VII. Compensation to such officers of the Company XLIII. Secretary In Council to keep a cash account , 
as are not, retained permanently by the Council. with the Bank of England, and to ,be responsildefor 

XVIII. Any officer of the Company, transferred to 
the service of the Council, to have a claim to the flame ' 

all paytnents in relation to India revenue. 	1, 
XLIV. Transfer of cash balance from the Cornpuny 

pension or superannuation allowance as if the change ' • to the Council.  
of government had not taken place. XLV. A stock account to be opened' at Bank et . 

England.. 	. 	• 
Dulles and ProeCedings of the Council. XLV1.' Transfer of stock accounts, 

XIX. 	Council 	to 	conduct 	affairs 	of 	India 	in XLVIL Mode cf managing doniacirifinances at the 
England 1 bnt till correspondence to be in the name of Bank.  
the Secretary of State. 	. XLVIII.. Transfer of Exohequer hills, ftc, from 

XX. Secretary of State may divide the Council into. 
committees. 	. 

Company to Council. 	 , 
, 	XLIX. Power of issuing bonds, debentures, Stc. 

XXI. Secretary of Stale to sit and vote as president, 
and appoint vice-president, 

L. Provisions eoneerning'forgery. 
LI. Regulations of audit department. 

XXII. Five to be a quorum .; meetings convened by mr. The Crown to appoint auditor of Indian accounts, 
Secretary of State not fewer than one each week. to whom all needful paperd aro to bo sent by Secretary, 

' XXIII. Secretary of State to decide questions on in Council.  
which members differ. 	Any dissentient member may LILL Annual accounts to be furnished to patliatnent 
require his opinion to be placed upon record.  of the revenue and expenditure-of India.; accompanied 

?:XIV. Secretary's proceedings to be open to all the by reports on the moral and material progresa of the . 
Council, except in , secret service' dispatches. several presidencies. 	 . 	. 

XX V. Secretary to give reasons fur any exercise of LIV. War in India to be made known to parlianient 	' 
his veto against the decision of the majority. 	, within a specified period. 	 ,  •  

XXVI. Secretary allowed to overrule the two' pre- LV. India revenuetenet to pay for wars unconnected 
ceding clauses in urgent &ism with India. 	 - 	 . 

1; 
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„ Crown, but with ap• existing contratte and'engagementi 

hOltling good:,' 	' 	. 	. 
'':1,111. Future pOWers :is to conditionatif service. , 

,.. I.i LV,i11.411 coannissions held,under the Company to ' 	4 

Mostly iw donatiens , to: the 
classes of persons ; • 

.. 
' 	'4.• 3"tit'ai'Y °Mears' ''. 	 e.• . 66 widow3 	arid' etticren• et. 

officeft 

following ;Mu:there tindil - 
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',service ' ,' LIX: Regulations of 	to basubjeet to future 
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,.' 	tki, Beard of Control abolished: : 	• 	. 	' 	• 	• 

2•93  WidQW3.0",huor4.! 	• . 
• . 

Vi ritanote,railtray eetottav,,eco., 
, 	, 	 , 	 ,, 

• ' . 	• 	, 
, 

" 	. 
,. 	 . 	, 	. 	. 	1 	1 

• 
. 	LAIL Tei':ordS'anti.arehivei 'of Company to be given Qaeen ..Trieloria'# , Proelamatton to the ' Prim:AA OttilA ;Ur to, CottUeil-r000pk stoelLand dividend books. 	..• 
' • "Ant ,.POWers of Govornor:general; ea assaniing , ' and People V. india.,-LRead in, the prinCipal Cities • • 

' 	ditties of that office., 	0, ' 	. 	,•, 	, • 	.. 	, 	'• ' 	I 	• 	 " , 	•LXIT, Bxisting, eriadtMents mid provisions to remain t 

of India, November 4113,55. 	(Soo p. 612.) 
 , 

VtoronrA, by the Gime, of God, ofdllo United Kittgiloni,- ' 
' 'IA: fermi, unhiSS npeeially repealed.. 	' 	. of Great Britain and Ireland, and of the Colonies . and 

Dependencies thereof in 'Europe, Asia, Africa, ,A,Meriett, 
i14.113 and Contracts; 	, ,, 	, and Australasia, Queen; Defender of the Faiith. • 	• t ' 

' . ' 1;0. Searetaly du Council may star and be, sued as Whereas, • for divbrs I:Weighty reasons, we have • 
4, body ecirporate. 	'. 	• • 	. ' 	 , resolved, by and with the tidvico atilt,  consent of the ' 

• , 	'LXVI. And may take the plaeo of the • Company in Lords Spiritual and Temporal; and Connirens in Partin,- 
• ,' ;MY 'still-pentring actions,: 	•. 	' 	• 	• 	, 

' 	LRVIL Treaties-  'and Coverianta made by the•Com.- of 
ment assembled, to take upon ourselves the*tiveirniti Brit , 

the territories in India, heretofore adtm)Vstored• in 
'1, 	piny to remain 'binding. 	. trust for us by the Honourable Bast India Ccopany : •' 
4  • •. , ,I4V:I.11,;•:, Members: not yerdonally liable for such . Now, therefore; wo• do•by these presents notify and 

treiitiei of -Covena*. 	' ' I , 	: . 	 . 
• "LXIX:' 	Court of. Directors still • id exist, but in 

dciclaria 
have 

'that, by the advice and consent aforttaictr'we , 
taken upon ourselves the' said goy•ernmet:,t; and 

t• ` sal .1ler. member 	then . before,' and 	having , powers • we hereby call upon all• our •Itubjects• within, tha said, • 
. relating '. Oily, to ;the. 'management of the 'Company's I territories to be foithful and to bear true allegitutewlo us, - 

. 	diVidend and a' few-Miner subjects. ' 	' Our beird and successors, and to Submit themselves ,to 
TAX. QCarterly points not in future Obligatory. the authority of • those whom .we may hereafter from 

' f,XXf;,- ,Qerapttay's.  liability ,ceasqa, on all matters. , • time to time see fit to appoint to,  administer the 
now taken 	the tore' of the Council.' 	' government, of our said• territories, in..mw name allit 

.01 	. 	• 	. 	•, 	• 	' . on 'our behalf: 	1 	 ,  
, 

‘̀„,,,',. , 	Raeing,ef &lain' .71,ight$ of 	Company. 	.   And*); reposing espeCial trust and confidenivd•-in 
.,, .., YIAXII. Som.-044'in • Council fu pay 'dividends on the loyalty, ability, and judgment of •our right trusty • 
i , India steak out of India reirenue. , and 'well-beloved Cousin and mounoillor, Charles ,  john • ' 

1.,••LXXIII.. Dividends 	to . oonstitnte a preferential Viscount Canning, do hereby. constitute.aopoint 
. 	large. 	..„ 	, 	,. 	,, 	,.. 	, 	• 	, 	. 	,, 	• II 	I- 	'• 	'' 	 '''' 	• 	' 	' him,,thesaidViseonnt Canning, to be our first Viceroy' • 

. and -Governor-general in•and over our said territories, , • 
. 	1. 	I , 'Cuzutuesocatent afthtt ;lot: 	. 	,, . and to Administer the government thereof M. our 

days ,eterf.day ; ,of ..LNKIV:t1,,Cotrimeneoi,,,thirty,, 	n , 'name, and generally to' act in,' our natna and on our • 
repeiving rival assent; - :1: 	, .'' 	, • 	' ' 	. 	t 	'. behalf: subject to "such 'orders and .regulations as ha 

• 
. 	'..L'ill.V.t:Rotaapstny's orders to ,be 'obeyed in India 

;OW change' of geiVorriment shall,)'havii • been, .11ntil 
shall, 
of 

from' time to time, receive from us, through ono 
our principal Secretaries of State. 	• 	t. 	' : 

'., proidairmidin the several presidenCies.. 	, •, .- 	, 

	

., 	I 	. 	 ' 	 . 

, , And we, do• hereby confirm in their several' offices, 
'civil and' military; ail persons now employed in the 
service 
to 

of thwIltnieurable Easandia, Company, sukiect 
.our future pleasure, and to such laws and regulations • 

, 
. 	, 	, 

' ' , rte hzakoi; Arviin4','..tiel,i4 f And., (See p. 22k.)- 	, 
This noble manifestation of kind,  feeling towards '' 

as may hereafter  be  enacted.. 	, 	, 
Wo hereby annonnee • to the native Princes of India 

,I.;'4tfroYerii.1)!India;  which originated in a public Meeting t that all treaties and engagements .lamde with them by 
'' held in London, on the itlth of August IM, •assioned Or under •the authority of the Honourable , East India 
,. ,'`ndunificent proportions during the -next fel/owing year, 
' ;. When the . colonists. and...finglishmen. residing .abroad • 

Company, are by us accepted, and will ,he scrupulously 
maintained ; and 'We look for. the like observance on 

I. ' had had time to respond' to the appeal made io,  them. tbeir•part. - 	. . 	„ 	 . 
' Ina report• prepared by the Committee, on the let of ' We desire no extension of our predent territorial 
!I. November I8 	it was announced,  that 'tile, Cumplaced pmelational end while we will permit no aggression , ' 
• in-tileir eharge'amounted, upto that lin* to ze.43,1„i!,9. upon on: dominions or our rights to be attempted with 

They lied. remitted £127,287 to Indio, there to be impunity, wo shall' satitition no encroachment on those 
,'," distributed by' auxiliary, local conimidees ; they lied , of others: /We shall respect, the rights, dignity, ond• 

assiated 'sefferers ' after 	their 'return 	tee  or .during• ;honour of native princes as our own; and we desire 
,I their .residenee .1u, the henna country, to the extent that they; as well as our own subjects, should enjoy 

t 	of £3x,757; and their umna,genient expenses had' that presperity and that social advancement which 
't• •Innetinted'io £62:14.:, 	'Moro remained, invested et ,can only',  be secured by 'internal peace and good' 

interest, the sum of £265,461, upplieable to farther' government. 	 , 
'' cases of need." It iS -interesting to notice the kind of We bold 'ourselves bound to the natives of our 

„•' personate,  Whonireliof 'MIS afforded, Om liecomit of'tho ' Indian,  territories by the wile, obligations -of duty 

It 

   
  



1  62.1 	 THE lovora 'IN' INDIA, 	' E 	 „  , 	.. 
{. 	which , bind us to 'all our other Subjects ;' and• these 

. 
To thefie who 'have willingly 	given 	asylum 	to . 11  

obligations, by the blessing of Almighty God, we-shall nutrderers, knOwing them to , be . Such, a wile mayi 
faithfully end conacientionsly fillfiL, 	. 	. -1 /4' have acted as leaders or instigators in, revolt; Ocir 	`. 

Firmly relying ourselves on the troth of Ohristinnity, 
and 	aokne wledging with gratitude 	the 	solace 	of 

lives. alone can be guarittiteed; but in' appointing the, 	• 
penalty duo to' such persons, full &msideration will, 

religion, we disclaim alike tin> right and the desire'to be given to the circumstances under mthieli they have 
impose our convictions on any of our subjects.. We been induced to throW off their allegiance; and large 

• declare it to be our Royal will andsplensure that none indulgence will be. slime, to those Whose critites rtmy 
be in 'anywise favoured, none molested or dksqttieted, appear to have originated in a too credulous neeZpt,- 
by reason of their religious faith or observances, but ance‘of the false reports circulated by designing mon. . 
that. all slutll alike enjoy the equal and impartial. To all others in arms against the government, w4 
protection of the law ; and we do strictly ,dharge and hereby promise uncenditional• pardon, amnesty, and 
enjoin all those who may be in Authority wider ue that oblivion of all offences against ourselves, 'our crown 
they abstain from all interference with the religions and dignity, on their return to their homes and 
belief or worship of any of our subjects, on pain of our peaceful pursuits.  
highest displeasure. It is our Royal pleasure that. those terms of grace 

And it is our further will that, so tar as may be, our 
subjects, • of whatever race or creed, be freely' and 

and, amnesty, should be extended to all those who 	+ I 
comply with. their, conditions before the A,rst day of 

impartially admitted to offices in our service,, the January next. 	 ,„ 
duties 	of which 'they' may be qualified, by their Who», by the blessing of Providence, internal 
ethic:diem ability, and integrity; duly to discharge. tranquillity shall be rebtored, it is our earnest desire to 

We know and respect the feelings of attachment stimulate the peactifyil industry of India, to promote 	' 
with which the natives of India regard the lands works Of public utility and improvement, and. to 
inherited by them from their ancestors, and we desire administer its govern uent for the benefit of all our 
to protect them in all rights connected therewith, 
subject to the equitable deniande•of the State ; and we 

subjects resident therein. 	In their prosperity Will be , 
our strength, in their contentment our security, and in 

will that; generally, in framing and administering the their gratitude our best reward. And may the God of 
law, due regard be paid to the ancient rights, usages, all power grant unto ',us, and to those in authoritii, 	1 
and customs of India. 	 . under tie, strength to carry out these our wishes for 	l 

' 	We deeply lament the evils and misery which have 
been brought upon India by the acts of ambitious mon,  
who have deceived their countrymen by false reports, • 

the good 'of our people. • 	ti 

 ' 
and led them into open rebellion. 	Our •power has Viscount Canning's Pror.lamotion.--Iesued ca./1.4107min'. ,1, 
been shewn by the suppression of that rebellion in the 
field ; we desire to show our mercy liy pardoning the Horember 3., 18:33. 	(See p. 612.) 
offences of those who have been thus misled, but who Her Majesty the Queen having declared that it is 
desire to returu to the path of duty. her gracious pleasure to take upon 'herself the govern-, 

Already in one province, with a view to estop the ment of the British territories in India, the Vicei:oy 
further effusion of blood, and to hasten the pacification and Governor-general hereby, notifies that front this 
of our Indian dominions, our Viceroy and Governor- day all acts of the governmentpf India will be done in,. ' 
general has held out the expectation of pardon, on the name of the Queen alone 	 . 
certain terms, to the great majority of those who iu From this day, all men of every race and class who, . 
the late unhappy disturbances . have been guilty of under the administration of the Honourable taut India, 
offences againut our government; and has declared the Company, have joined to uphold the honour and power 
punishment which will' be inflicted on those whose , of Begland, will be the servants of the Queen alone, 	:, ' 
crimes place them beyond the reach of forgiveness. Tho Governor-general salmons them, ono and ell, ; ' 
We approve and eonfirin the said act of our Viceroy each in his degree, and according to his opportunity,,- 
and Governor-general, and do further announce and and with his whole heart and,strength, Co. aid in fulfil-" :. 
prontaim as follows :  ling the gracious will and pleasure of the Arilleon,,na. 

Our clemency will be extended to all offenders, 
save and except those who have been or shall be 

set forth in her royal proclamation. 	• 	• . 	, 
From the many millions of her Majesty's native 

convicted of having directly taken part, in the murder subjects in India, the Governor-general ivill now, cud 
of British subjects. 	 , at ell times, exact a loyal obedience to the call which:.. 

With regard to such, the demands of justice forbid in words full of benevolence, and mercy, their tiovev,, 
the exorcise of mercy. reign has made upon their allegianp. and faithfalness. 
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TABLE, - 	. 
.. 

. 

,, 

' 	, 

• , 
• 

(t.-,titiltii. itt 	 AU 	' ' . 	 .0.:. 	' 	• 	• 

. 	. 	. . 	 , 	 . 
Juno 	3. 17th 13.1. I. mutinied at Azinighur. 

n 	r 	41st B. N. T., 9th and 10th Oaths Irreg..1 , and 
• 1867: 	 . ',. 	' 	2d OW18 Mil. 'Police, inutinied at S'actapcor. 

• . It 	.1 	29th 13. N. L matinied,at Moored: Dad. .. 
an. ' 22.' Cartridge disturb:Incas began at DUladU111. . /1 	r. • 72d B. W,I., And 'a wing of •lst. U. IN, at  mutinied 
tab: 	0. 	a 	' grievances in 	intotatBarrackpore. at Neenuteli. 	• 

„, 31. General Ilium:ay warped governmental* disaffection. 
n 	26. 19th Bengal N. I. riotous at Berhampore. 	, . 
tr.• 26. Cartridge disturbances' at Umbitlia. 

t, 	4. 37th It N. L, 13th Irreg. C., and LoodianahSiltlast, mutinied e4 Benares. • .. 	, 
, 	„ 	p.sh. II N.-I.,: and )4th 1rfas. 0., 'mutinied "at 

.a , 27. Proclamation explaining (lartritlgo attention. 
• a 	29:. 34th 13, N. I. riotona nt Banat:I:pore. 

, 	Jhansi. 	. 	, 
a 	5. Oat, 5$d, and 50th A N.I., and 2a ti. N. t'.,• 'intiti• 

a 	3'1. '3913)13. N. 1. disbanded and ditarined. 	• 	, 
Pt., 24. Cartyldge disturbances at 'Meerut. 

	

t . 	. 	nied at Cawnpore.' 	 . • 

	

a 	a 	Wing of Inotliatiali Sikhs mutinied at jouninmr. ' 
lay 	3. 	, 	0 	• 	0', 	, ' 	-Lack:low, .. 	U. }maenad and Wilson joined forces at Bliagpat: 
,u 	.3. 7th Oude Infantry mutinied at Luctitow. 
a 	5. 34th B. N. L disbanded and dismissed. 

„ 	a 	6th .i3. N.L mutinied at Allahubad., 
,, 	a 7 Iliaritutah liatfalion Mutinied at Haani. 

a 	9. 3d13.:11. C. welshed at Meentt: a 	/ ? lihuripore Levies mutinied a Blturtpore. 	' 
r 	10: CoallfEtra&flail. ow Tire Gitl:AT REVOLT AT AfEZBUCC. ". a 	7. 30th and 61st B. N. L, and 6th 13..0.; ninth:M(1.ot 

Europeans, 200,000 Natives. 	• 
V 

	
I. Troops in Company's • 'pay oti this day-38,000, • Jullandur: 	, 	• 	, 

' 1, 	8. 22d B. N. I.. awl titla Oude I., mutinied at Bytalat0: 
0 11..Mterat mutineers (nth and 20th 13. N. I., and 0 	ft ?Massacre of Eurol-eans At .Tbanei. 

" 	• 3d B. N. C.) Marched to Delhi.' ' a 	a 	Barnard defeated Delhi rebels in. Badulla Serai. 
o o' 38th, 54th, and 74th B. N. 1., mutinied at Delhi. a 	a 	a 	arrived with sie„,:e.army before Delhi. 
a .13. 10th, 20th, and 49uh B. N. I., rind 8th 33, N.41., 

disarmed at Meean Meer near Lahore. 	' 	- 
' •, 	9. 15th Irreg. C. mutinied at Sultanpore. 	• • 	... 

t., , „ 	Europeans. driven from Futtcbpoor by rebels. • '• . a t 11. General Anson' departed from Simla, to head 
A 	, .• 	' 	1 	troops. 	, 	, , 	, 
) . a 	B. N. Sappers and Miners mutinied at Meerut. ,10. 

,, 	10. 1st Cade Itreg. I. Mutinied at Pershwiesporo. 	', 
 „ 	,, 	Wing of 12th B. N. I., awl 14th Iring. C., Mutinied 

. 	at Nowgong. 
• o 17. '25th. B. N. Itaietous at. Caloutta. 	 . a 	'it ? Europeans driven front Weentuch by rebels. 

a' 19. .kilson!s•ProChunation concerning cartridges. a 	11. ileill relieved Mialtabad irons the rebels: 
ft 	20. lifith.B. N, I. ainitinied fit. Martian. a 	,•,, 	60th R.N. I. mutinied at Itchtnk. 	 ' 

, 	a 	9th B. N. I. 	, , 	1, Allyguill and vicinity. .1, t, 	12. First boat-party front Futtegbur massacred by 
t. 	21. Phwi. siegmeolitilth left Untballa for Delhi. Wenn Sahib.  
I.' 	a 	Europeans al. Cawnpore began their intrettelonent. n'. 33. Press' Gagging' 4,A passed at Caleatta. 
0 	22. 24th, 27th, and hist..B. W. I., with .5th. IP N. c.; ,. 	„ 	45th awl filth P. N. I. mutinieti at Vereapare. ,. 

disarmed at Peshawar. . 	. 9 14. 43d. and 70th B.T. I. and '2a N. C. die:union at 
fr' ,24.' Colvires pruchunation-disapproved, by Viscount Burrackpore. •  

Canning.  . 	a 	a 	Gwabor Contingent mutinied at Gwalior. 
ti 	o Portion nf Gwalior Horse Mutinied At Satins& , 0 • 15.. King of Cade under surveillance at C'aleatta. 
a, 	a 	General Anson,  loft Undalla for Delhi. 	, 
t• 	27. 	o 	'', 	a 	died at Ettruaul. 

a 	18. 10th It W.I. mutinied at Euttegitur. ' 
a 	19. Defeat,of Nuseenthad rebels outside Delhi: 	' 

a 	a 	Wilson's.Field-faire left Meerut for Delhi.. , n 	23. Wagpoor Irreg. 0. disarmed at Nagpoor. 	*. 
a 	28. Real succeeded Amon provisionally. „ 	a 	Severe Battle outside Delhi. , 	' • 

/ 	15th and 30th B. N. I. mutinied at lit:scarab:id 
n 	30. Portions of 13th, 48th, and 71st B. N.1.; with 7th 

„ a 	20, 83d and 35th B. N.,1. disarmed at Pitillonr. 	, 
a 27. Pint wens of the Revolt ranched England. 

,. 

N.C., mutinied, at Lueknow. 	. 	. 
o• 	n 	Wilson defeated. Delhi rebels at .filirtreeootieen 

9 	ft 	Bent^inali.F.n.lte at Cawnporo, by Iciena Eabib., 
r; 30. Dian:Atoms Battle of Clhinhat, near Iteknow. t  

* 	, 	Wuggur. 	 . 	. 	. 	, 
ill 	31. 'Wilson ilekated Delhi rebels, near the Iliudmin. 
it 	9 Barnard left Kurnaul to command army againat 

to N 	41.11 Irreg. L. mutinied at Mozutfenttvaer. ..  •t 	„ 	Europeans at Sanger iittreneh themsetva :n fort.. 
July 	1. 	a 	driven out of Indere. ,. 

Delhi. 
v 	It 	II 	MI B. N. I. .nuttinied at Slinhjellaupoor. 

If 	9 	2111‘13. N. I. mutinied nt dhow. 
:1 	' It 	Siege of Edropeatin in Lucknow began. 

June 	1. 44th and 67th B. N. I. disarmed at Agra. a 	2. Severe Battle outside 11),1111.i. 
25 , , 

.•• 
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July 2. Robilonud Mutineers entered Delhi.' 	. 	' Sep. 23. .,Cutrani and Iluvolehk captured the, Alum Bagh.et, 
• k a.  'llussulrean Conepiraey discovered at Patna. n 25. 	, 	0 	. • 	ft 	. enteredlatokimwItesidency,' 

e 4. Death .of Sir H. Lawrence at Lucknow. 	, A A 	Death .of Neill atillmeknow., 	: 	. 	. 	t. 
• e. Komi( Contingent mutinied at Agra. e 27. Outran' and Havelock besiegdin Residency.' 
• '5:' Death of Sir IL Barnard outside Delhi:. • 428:, Greathed defeated Delhi rebels at Bolundshalihr. i 

'a ' N 	Reed took command ovsieguemmy. 	' 	' Get. 3.. Peel's Naval Brigade arrived atAllithabad. 	• 	1 
n  ,i 	Disastrous Battle of Shaligunje,'near Agra. 0 . 5; Greatbed defeated Delhi rebels,et Allygurb. 	1 
!,‘ 	' 
0 

• .7. 34th' B. N. I. mutinied at Jelum. 	• 
*.• 	581h B. N. L disarmed at Rawal Piudee„ 

,, 
e 

9. 82d B. N. 1. mutinied at. Deoghun • 
1 10. Greathed defeated Indere rebels 	, near Agra. 	' .. S 

n ' a 	Havelook's column left Allaliabad for.CawnPore. p 15. 0 Walior Contingent took the field, as a rebel:array, 
' 	,, 

e• 
• • 42d R.N. I., and 3d Irreg. C,, mutinied at Saeger. 
9. 46th B. N. I.;  and 9th C., mutinied at.Soalkote. 	• 

0 . 
e 

,, 	Rajah of Kotab's troops mutinied. „ , 
19. Greathed and Hope Grant retook Minpooree. 

le 11. 'Second 	boateparty from Putteghur arrived at n .26. 	n 	0 	• 	tt , 	arrived, at Cawnpore. . 

• 
Bit:boor.' - 	.. 

12. Nicholson defeated Sealkote mutineers. 
0 2B. Sir Colin Campbell ,started  from Calcutta,. foal 

, 	scene of hostilities. 	, 	. 
0 0 	Havelock defeated rebels at Buttelipeor. Nov. 1. Peel's Naval Brigade defeated rebels at Recline. S 
n' • Sir Colin Campbell left Enghnid for India. ,, 9. Itfr Cavaungles'adveetirre at Lackner/. 	1 
0 •14. Severe Battle outside Delhi. I,' • Europeans besieged in Fort of Neemuch. 
n 15. Hardt:mit defeated rebels at Aong. 	. • n 	Sir Colin Campbell crossed Ganges into Duda. 	i 
II A 	If 	It 	• 	Pandoo Ntultlee. • 12. 	A ' 	' A 	captured Jelalabad Fort 	j 
0 le Massacre at Cawnpore, by Nena Sahib. ,, 14-17. 	• 	• 	• fought his way into Lucknow. 
0 18. Hereto,* defeated Nena Sahib at Alierwa. 'a 18.. Wing of 111th B. N. r mutinied at Chittagong. 
n' 

e • 
17.• 	n 	entered' Cawnpore victoriously. 
1, 	n 	defeated Nerm Sahib near Bithoor. 

., 
• 

20./ 7:3/1 B. N. L mutinied at Dooca. 
28. British evacuated Lucknow. 

tt 

e 
n 

n 	Reed resigned command before Delhi-Wilson 
• . 	succeeded. 	' 	• 	', 
20. Fierce Attack* rebels oh Lucknow Garrison, , 
24. 12th Irreg. Cl. nattinied at Segowlie. 

,, 
e 
I, 

'24. Stuart defeated Bundela rebels near Mundesoor. 
25. Death of Havelock, outside Lucknow.  
27, 28. Windham 	beaten. by' (*wailer rebels 	»cart' 

Cawnpore. 	"  
0 25. Havelook crossed Ganges Into Onde. 	 •• I, 29:' Lucknowliarrison redress Ganges to Cawnpore. 
• -e 	7th, 8th, and' 40th B. N. I. mutinied at Dinapoor. bee. 0. Sir Colin defeated 25,00.0 'rebels at Cawnpere.  
0 26. Nearly 6000. persons sheltered in Agra Fort, of e 9. Hope Grant defeated rebels at4orai CriAt 	Y 

i, 
0 

whom 2000 children. 	 , 
27. Mr Wake's defence of Anah commenced. 
29. 2dth 13. N. L mutinied at Lahore. 

,t 
,, 

14-17. Seaton defecated rebels in Minpooreo dietriet. 
19. Government announced to East India Compai 

• an approaching ohauge in Company's powe 
9 
e 

' . 	1,  
0 
A 

0 	Havelock defeated rebels at Oitno. 
e 	n 	n 	, 	n 	Busherntgnnje. 	, 30, Captain Dimixtr's disaster at Arrah. 

31. Raingtirb Infantry mutinied at Ramgnrb. 
P 	'Siege.anny before Delhi.= 6918 effective, anti 

1, 
' 	., 

n 

, 

28. Osborne reconquered htyliore froin,Bundela rebels 
80. Wood defeated rebels near Stimbhulpore. 
81. East India Company protested against the ?red 

. posed legislation for India. 	, 
' 

Aug. 
1116 siok and wounded: 

L 685 B, N. L 'and 11th Irreg. ' C disarmed at . 	• 1858.' 	` 	 i 
Berbampore. 	• Jan. 1. Bareilly mutineers defeated at Huldwanee. 

., 
e 

0 	Severe Battle outside Delhi. 
• 27th Bombay N. I. mutinied at Kolapore. 

0 
0 

8. Sir Colin Campbell arrived at Futteghur. , 
6. Jung Babadoor and his Goorkha army entered 

• tr 
f, 
0 

2. Vincent Eyre defeated Boor Singh near Aural). 
8. 59th B. N. L disarmed at tfmriteir. 
0 	Nicholson arrived With his Column at Delhi. 

• 
• 

Gomel:pore. 	' 	, 
,, 	Baines' defeated a, body of rebels at Rowair. 

12. Outran' defeated 80,000 rebels outside Alum Bagh. 
0 10. Izevere Battle outside Delhi. 	- 	' ' 	., 27. Adrian Hope defeated rebels at Shumshabed. , .' 
I, 12. Havelock's second victory at Busberutgunje. • e 	'Trial of•the King of Delhi commenced. 	. 
I, 
ri 

• Vincent Eyre defeated Koer Singh at Jugdispore. 
1& Havelock retreated across Ganges to Oenrnpore. 

0  28. East India Company petitioned Parliament against 
govemment,pr.eceedingi.- 	, 	. I 

e 14. 5th Irreg. C. mutinied at Berhampore. Fob. 8. Rose liberated the Europeaes at gauger. 
,. 
n 

15L1.8. Hodson defeated rebels outside Delhi. 
16. Havelock defeated Nena Sahib at Bithoor. 

•, 
0 

' 4. Sir Colin returned to Cawnpore from Futtegliur. i 
It Maxwell repulsed Gunnar rehelit at Moms. 

. 	,, 
0 

20: Fierce attack bythe rebels on Lucknow Residency. 
22. Jhodpore Legion mutinied at'Brinpoora. 

tf 
el 

D. Sir Colin.and Canning motet A linhabail. 	• 	l 
• n 	Delhi and Meerut divisions placed under Funjuuh, • 

n 24. Montgomery defeatM1 rebels at Allygurh. government 	. 	• 
0  25. Nicholson won Battle o(Nujullgitur near Delhi. 0 10. M'Cauelend repulsed Bareilly rebels at Sunda. 
a e 	Meeting in London at the. Mansion house, to cc , 11. Great eduvoy of women and children left Agra. 	,. 

establish Indian Mutiny Relief Fund. ft 12. Lord Palmerston brought in India Bill No. 1„ 
n 

Sep. 
1, 
u 	- 
,, 
• 

28. Slat B.N. I. mutinied at Pesbawnr. 
5. Outram's Column left Allaltabed for Cawnpore,-, 
• Fierce attack by rebels on Lneknove Residency. 
7. Indere mutineers captured Dholnore. 
• •Siege•army before Delhi = 13,000 men, 
9. Mr Colvin died at Agra. 

e 

n 
., 

• 

12:18; Debates thereen..--government, majority, .81E,  
to 173. 	. 	 . 	. 	, 	' 

19. Franks defeated Banda Tioesein at Ohundait . . •• • 
e 	0 11 	0 	Mahomed Hossein at Humeer.'' 

poor. 	*. 	 4., 
20. Palmerston Ministry resigned. 	. 	• ' 

• 
' 	,, 

II 

11. Cannonading of Delhi commenced. 	. 
,,, . Viscount Eyre defeated rebels tit Koonduti Fettle. 

14. Delhi entered by storm-Aeath of Nicholson. 	*. 

,, 

' 	c 

V. Derby Ministry formed-Lord .Ellenborongh et . 
the India Board. 	. 	, 

n 	Outran' repulsed 20,000 rebels ut Alum Bagli., 	• • 
0 15-20. Gradual Conquest of Delhi city and fortifica- 

tions. 	" 
• 
• 

23. Hope Grant took. Meennganje from Oude rehab, , 
26. Georkbas captured fort-of Istobarukbpoor in Ouile' 

1,' n 	Outran' joined Havelock and Neill at Cawnpore. 0 23. Sir Colin °reseed Gauges, to-head his army.. 
fl 16. 50th B. N. I. mutinied at Nagode. 	• 1,14r. 2. Sir Colin advanced to the Alm Bagli:' 
e 18. 52d B. N.I. mutinied at Jubbulpoor. II . 2-21. Gradual conquest of Lucknow frontAebols. 
, 
n 

19. Outmm and Havelock crossed Ganges into Cede: 
20, Goorkhas defeate:1 rebels at Mundoree. 

0 
', 	r 

8. Viscount Cannings Proclamation to the, Oudiiine, 
4. Rose' defeated 13nncielas at Mudenpere Pares.. 

• 21. Hodson captu1•ed 1:Ling and Princes of Delhi. • 5. lioworoft repulsed 12,000 rebela-at Gorackpere.. 	' 
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, 
! ar.' '. 5‘.', Goorkleasiefeated Chulerebela dtlKandooNeiddee. 

.. Ish 'Rose defeleed rebel Rajah of Skagurb. " 	. ' . 
May, 26. Railway Opened from Allahabad lei Futtchpoor. 
' 	n 	28. Sir Cohn returned to Vutteelun from 'Robileynd 

, 
. 

ve 	 ''0 ,' Roberta 'heeded the 1Np/to:tone; Field-force.. • , 	and Dude: . 
r 11;41ung BaPadoorjoincil Sir Colin eataide Lieknow. a 	0 	Sir Colin thanked his,army for j.aat  services. 
a,..,",, 	ShoWers defeated a body of rebels at Bob. a 	30. Rebel leaders from Calpee.arrieed ot ,  Gwolior. •• 
!,' Di Retain of ttbe.Guide Corps to Peshawur. . Ante '1. Scimlia defeated/ by Tanteea• Torte, and Calpee 

'17.,Stunit captured !Chendaree froth rebels. rebels. 	• 	 , . 	 , ; 
, 	 21. Rese with Siege-anny arrived'beforo Jhansi. 	. 0 	`2. Rebels captinad Gvvalior--Seindia fled to Agra. 

. 	,, • a 	latelnetevfinally conquered by British. a 	4. Lugartl defeated rebels in Jagdiepore,jetitgle., 	. • 
e 	41, '22, Millmanrepnised by Aziengleur'rebela at Atrowlin. • u " 7. Lord Stanley repeemed,  India deists, in•House 'of 

a 	a. . Roberta witch Siege-army arrived before Kotah. Commons. 	" 	• 	. 	• 
,010:45.-Monerieff routed a body,;of Coles at °backorder- • u 	IL -Afahomed Ilessein defeated at Antorah. 	„ ,. , 	pore,• 	 - . a 	9-11. MonerielI defeated rebels at ChuckerderpOre: 

et '26..; Mr Dieraeli brought in India Bill No. 2; 0 13. Elope Grant defeated 16,000 rebels at Nawabgunge.' 
',"'n 	29. Army of Oude broken up into separate columns. a 	15. The Moulvie drilled inaction at Powayne.' '• . 0' 80.. Roberts captured Kedah. 	'. ,, 	$16, Rose arrived near Gwelier. 
Apr., 	1. Rose defeated Tanteett:Topee outside Jhanai. ' , 	n 	16,-19. Great Battle in and hear Gwalior. • 
, 	u ' 2. ,," a 'captured Jhausi-Raneteekettped. 	 .. 
. 	n 	r "Kerr defeated Dinapoor rebels near AeiragIner.,  

e 	17. Death "of the Range of Jbansi at Gwtilior. 	• 
n 	a 	Lord Stanley brought in India Juli 	No.'3. 	• 	. 

n 	'.0. Death of Captain Sir William Peel at Cawnpore, . 
"
' 

n '  • 04'  Seaton defeated Minpooree Rajah at Kankur. 
p •,'7. Boat 	India 	Company ' protested 'aeninet 	both 

	

0 	. a 	Canning's reply to Blleulsoroughla Secret Dispateh. 

	

. a 	18. Mahound Hossein defeated at Ilurreah. 	' . 	' 

	

0 	20. Rose retaptured.Gwalier, and reinstated Seindia. 

, 

, 
', 	,' 	India Bills. 	. 

a ' 12; House • of Commons determined to. proceed by ' 
„ 	21. Napier loft Geedior in pursuit of Tinteea Tepee. 
u 	23. Bast India Company's objections to Sill. No, 3, 	' 

1. 

Resolutions on India Bill, 
e 	14. Ditsasterat Rhodtunow tender Walpole. 	* 

. 	a 	24. India Bill read second time in Commohs. 
 a .29. Mr Munson murdered by Rajah of Nargoond. 

,, 	e, 	Death of Adrian Hope at Rhoduniowt  ' 	„ 
e 	17, Rowcroft defeated rebels at Amonele 	. 

End of month. 30th and 31st Bombay N.I. formed; to'con- 
"' 	taro faithful men from entitlement 210 and 

, 

I, 	' e 	Jones decoded Rohilcund rebels at Navel, ' , ' ' 	27th. 	 • 
n 18.. Sir Colin resumed operations from Cawnpore. • n 	'n 	Paithiul men of mntinens 3d,' 366, and 61st 
0, , -ii ,  Douglas defeated Koer Singh at Azimutgurbt , 	Bengal N. I:, formed into a now -regiment in 
it 	: a 	' . 	te 	' 	a 	. 	, a 	- 	a 	.. MUMIer Khan. • PUnintib. 

II 19, Ellenberongle's 'Secret Dispatel'.written. July 	'2. Roberts With Rejpaotana Field-force reaeh joypopr. 
a 	'II Whitlock took Banda, and defeated Nmvab. 
te 21: le Grand's disatterat Jupdispore. 

. 	it 	8. India Bill passed the Common's: 	 , 
u 	9. 	a 	t1 " read.t. first time in Lords.  

• 

a 	' t; 	Jones defeated Rohilcund rebels at Nageena. n 	A 	To.tit4ea Tepee plundered Tonk--soon aftenvarde 
n 	'in 	Single eluded Douglas,. and,  crossed Ganges. .1Coet' • driven•ent by 'Holmes.  
n 	22. Walpole.  defeated rebels.at Sirsa.. p • 12. Rajah of Nargooud hanged at Befigatten. 	• 
p 	25: Jones recovered Meoradabad-frone Oude rebele. o 	18. India Bill read second time in the lords. 
a 	11 .  • Sir Colin.  reached Itutteghur. 	" 	. n. 14-20. Berkeley captured several small forts in Oude. 
a 	27.. ,a . - .1, ..entered Rohilcund. 	,  
i, ' 28.: u , - e 	joined Walpole at'llamgangre. 

n 	17. Rattray captured rebel chiefs at Dehree. 
0 21. Hope Grant sot out from. Luoknow to confront ' 

N 	'30. 	• 1 	a • entered Sltahjelmnpoor. - 	• 	.  rebels. 	. 
a . b Penny's Column won Battle of Kukerowlee. 	. n 23. Roberts left Tonk in pursuit of Tanteea Tepee. ' 
e 	• a Den*: of Penny at ICukerowlee. n 28. Hope Grant relieved Maine Singh from siege at 
se 	a Mr Disraeli brought in `Resolutions' in House of - 	Shahguuje. 

, . 	Commons,. ' , 	. 	 . n 	29. Hope Grant entered Fyznbad, and drove out' 
'May , 3. Lugard'oressed 'Gauges in pursuit of Koor Single. rebels, 	 .. 

' II 	3-11. 	Hall held' fort of Shahjelinnpoor 	ageunst R 	80: Cartinngh defeated a. body of .rebels in Afulliabad. 
.. 	' 	..8009 rebels... 	 , 	' e . 81. India Bill owed the Lords. 
e . 5. Sir Colin defeated rebels outside Beireilly. a . 	a  Outbreak of prisoners at llymensing. 

7. . w . • a 	captured Bareilly-e:Anbel tendons esesped. Aug.' 	1. 13undelambels seized Jaloun-,expelled bylfacduit 
n'• .,, 	Corps of Bengal European Cavalry determined on, 
w ., 9. leut,mrd. defeated Hoer Singh at Jugdisporc-Koor 

n 	2. India. Bill (Act) received royal assent. 
. 	a 	3. Man Single captured Paoree. 

. . 	Singh killed. 'R. 	7. Court of Directors elected-seven -members for new . 
,, , n' , Rose marched in pursuit .of Tanteea Tepee "and Council of India. 

' 	the Ranee. 	' 	 . 0 	8. Roberts defeated Tanteea. Tepee at Stinganeer. 
' 	II . 11. Rose. defected them at Rowell. 	 . n 	11..Parkes.headed a.,column from Neemuch, to check 

,, 	i, 	Jones relieved Hall at.Shahjeltempoor. ' 	- 	Tanteea Tepee.  
tr 	s 	Ellenhorongh resigned-Lord Stanley appointed u 	12. Tanteea Tepee checked et !damn- frontier, by 

. • 	' 	to Beard of Control. Brinpeera force. 	.. 
a 12. Ward defeated Ummer Singh near Jugaispore. ' e 	13. Horsford retook Sultanpore from Oude febels. 
II ' ' 0 	Rope C-Inent defeated 16,000 Oude rebels at Sirsee. 

• n 

	

	14-21: Great debates in parliament, on Canning's Pro-, 
clamation and Ellenberough's Dispatch. • 

n 	n Carpenter defeated rebels near Rime°, 
u 	14. Roberts defeated Tanteea Tepee at ICattara, 
,, 	20. .Tanteea Topee 'crossed Chumbul to Joint Patteen. 

a 	15. Jones attacked in great force at Shahjehanpoor. ,, 	23. Napier drove Man Single out of Norco. 	. 
0 • 15-23e Rev in fierce conflict with Tanteea Topeo in n 25-29. Hope Grant fighting with Oude rebels outside 

and near Calpee. . 	Sultanpoor.  
1, :17. Jung Babadoor returned to Nepaul. 	• n 	29. Brahmin plot discovered at Gwalior. 
s. 	18. Sir Colin repulsed rebels at Shehjehatipoor. a 	41. Disarmed .62d and 69th IL N. L 	mutinied at • 
n ' 21. Lightinframer clothing ordered for troops. Moulton. 

' n 	22., Coke joined Sir Colin front Pilcebheet. a 	k. Man Singh encamped at Sirsee, north of Goenah. .. 
a 2.3. Rose captured Calpee-Tanteea Topee, Ranee of Sept.. 	1. Ashbtirner defeated rebels near Maborti. 

' 	Jhansi, and Newel? of Banda, fled towards a 	a Last day of R I. Company's governing power. 
' 	Gwellor. 	. 	.. 	, 

, 	n 	21 Incendiarista at Alinhabati. 	,, 	• 	. 
a 	2. New Comma of India commenced its sittings. , 
u 	5. Napier defeated Man Single at Beejeepore. 

a 	P Sir Colin capturedfort of Mohumdee. II 	15. Michel defeated Tanteia Tepee at Beam. 
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TII4 REVOLT • 
Sept. 16-30., Continuous chase after Teutces, Topeo, ,by 1

,
„ 

„ various British ,columns. 
Oat. TIA. Dawson benieged by Cede rebels at Stnleole. 6111118 111 .611til ank: 	clititut. 	' 	• .,,,, , 	' 	' 	'I 

	

' i, 	6. Eveleigh defeated rebate atMeeangulije. 

	

. 	8. 33arker atul Dawson defeated rebels at Plum. • 1$ 543. 	 iti • ' 	' , 	• 	' 	 , 

. 	19. Tanteea Tope defeated by Michel at &indwell.. 
If 	26, 	.11 	ft 	ft 	at If ultimo. 	- 

	

Oct. 	8. Affair. of the 'Loretta A rrolo, near Canton. 	, 

	

. 	23-25. Seymour captured Forts in Canton river, , J 
n 	29. Boni Main-too defeated at Poorwa. . 	. • • 	n 	28, 29. Partial Bainbarthnout of :Clanton. 	. 

,t, 	30: Melmdee Hoasein defeated at Suftlergunja., 	, Nev.. 3. Yoh refused a personal conference. 	' 	t 
r 	31.-  Tanteea Tom crossed the Neibudde. , • • n 	.6, Naval notion with junke•in Canton river. 

Nov. 	1. Qtieon's Proclamation frsuesl. 	 ! . 	8. Chinese employed fire-raftl against British ships. 
. 	. 	Sir Colin's final plans laid.  . 	25. British-captured other Forts beimwCanton. 

Notereber. Gradual defeat. and surreniter of rebels in Oude Dec. 10. Bowling's proceedings approved by home govern. ? 
and Behar. meat. 	 3, 

. 	(Imbed defeat and surrender . of rebels iu • 11. Dispute a Nagasaki With Japanese authorities, 	t, 
Central Italia. 

. 	, 
gt,  . 	1857, 	- 

• . Jun. 1-4. Attacks and counter-attacks in Canton river. 	
f 

giltlItg in V asitr. 	- • • 
p 	10. Bowring's further prooeedimas approved. 
. 	26. Japanese edict favourable to English sliips. 	Y 

1856. 	' Feb. 	3. Debates in parliaMent on Chinese niTelt-3. 
' „ 	'12. Partial destruction of Canton by the British. 

(Summer). Persia, sent an array against Herat. . 	24;v  Great debate in House of Lords on China. ' 
Aug. 22. Orders, received at Bombay to prepare fleet asul 

army against Persia. 
Mar. 	3. house of Commons condemned Chinese War- ,r.' Ministers therefore dissolved parliament. 

Oct. 22. East India Company protested against expense Apr. 	6. War-junks destroyed in Canton river. 
of Persian Expedition. ,, 	7. 1Asithernharn left England for Chive. 

u 	It 	 Orilers received at Bombay for foice to mithark. . 	21. Elgin left England for China. ' 	• 	• 
ft 	20. Persians captured Herat.. May 25. Attack on junks in Escape Creak. 

Nov. 	1. Governor.generat declared \tar against Persia. jam 1. Attack on junks in Fatima Creek. 	,  
' . 20. Outtu n. departed from 	England to 	command July (early)..Elgiu arrived at Ileng-kong. 	' 	 • 

Persian Expedition. 
. 	26. Stalker left Boinbay•for Persian Gulf. 	• 

u f 	(end). 	Elgin proceeded tit corder with Canning at , 
• Calcutta. 	, 	, 

Dec. 	7. Stalker and lst Division landed near Bushire. Sept. 	9. Elliot made reconnaissinoe of Chinese junk-Ifeef: 
u 	10. 	. 	ft 	a captured Bushire. Dec. 12. Elgin sent formal demands 	l'ell. 	 I 	it, on • Y ,, 	24. Oa Yeli's refusal, Elan, resolved on store measures.. L 

1857. 	 • . 	28-31. Cannonading and fightiug around Canton. 
Jan. 30. Outuani arrived at Beelike, with 2ti Column. 
Feb. 	3. Debates in Parliament concerning Persia. 

t 	31. British captured all the defences of Gallium 
. 	 / 

. 	. 	Ontram marched from Beelike to Borasjoon, 1851 	1 
. 	,, 	9, Night-attack by Persians at Khoosh-aub. Jan. 	5. Parkes captured Commissioner Yoh. 
. 	12.1 havelock arrived at 13nshire. lo 	0. Preitisionnl goverommit astablitilicitStVanion. 

Mar. 	4. Treaty of Peace between England and Persia Feb. 10. Blockade of Canton river ended. 
signed at Paris. Mar. (end). Elgin proceeded to Shang-lute. 	' 

. 	I4. Suicide of Stalker at %shire. 	. Apr. 24. Elgin sent his demands to the emperor at Pekin.. 

. 	17. 	. 	. 	1.3thorney at nunlike, . 	30. Emperor appointed a plonipotentiery. 	, 	• 	k 

. 	19. Treaty of Pe.neo ratified at London. MI 20. Negotiations failing, Elgin reamed liontifiticat 	I 
26. Ontraui defeated Persians at Molutinrah. . 	r 	Forts on the Pei-ho destroyed by English. 

	

Apr. 	t Rennie defeated Persians at Allt.nx. 	. 

	

„ 	6. Nowa of the Treaty reached Buithire. 	• 
Juno 	8. Straubonzee encountered Chinese outaide Canton. 
. 	26. Elgin signed Treaty with China at Wien-sing. 	c , 

	

,, 	14. ,Treaty ratified at Teheran. 	 , 

	

May 	9. Outram's army in Persia broken np. 

	

. 	12.1 Diurnal and haveloek left Persia for India. 

	

July 	6. 	ft 	returned to Shaug-hat 	 • 4 	I 

	

Ang. 	3. 	. 	went to Nagasaki in Jar-an.• 	i / 	
t' 

	

. 	11. Nanitotv punished for breech of flag of trace. 	1 
(Autumn). Evacuation of Herat by the Persians, 	and ,,* 16. Elgin arrived at Jade. 	 r 

. 	consequent 	evacuation 	of 	Persia ' by 	the . 	26. 	. 	signed Treaty wit•Ii..Taptin at ,Tedo: 	, 	i' 
• British. Sept &Oct, .4 

	

Gradual settletneut of .details of Chinese IOW, 	, 

	

' 	 ' 	1 

• - 
, 1 	' 

. 
' 
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battle 	 destruction 	city, 253, 234 -, 	near, and partial 	of Bcora, Tanteea Tope° defeated by Michetat, 	, 	. 	553' 

. -,--, Greathetl's arrived, and victory over rebel:), , . 	352 Berhanepore, disaffection and disarming at, , 	. 	40, 260 . 
41.1 mAz . 	[Persia.] BVIIKEtlit, Brigadier, operatione near Sutton, ,‘ 	. 	54.5 
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AIX:UNDER, Mr, Civil .Commissioner of Robileuntl, . 	496 Bleotnek. 	[Ithetulc.] .  
Allababad, head-puertors of Canning and Sir Colin, 	546 Bitlmor, situation and description, 	. 	•• 	122 

battles 	 254, 258 -.----,-- 	situation 	description, 	 107, 488 , 	and 	 . 	, 	. 
, mutiny and elm;astation, 	'. 	. 	158 

	

, 	at and near, 	. 	. 
massacres at , [Cawnpore 	Nom Sahib.] 

	

-,---, 	 ; 
Borissua Captain, won battle of Mundorce, 	. 	3'41 'Allygenie, position and description, 	. 	. 	111 

• 112 Boniatty mutinous regiments erased from Army List 	554 , mutiny at 	, 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

'Almon), ladies and, children at, 	 . 	2S6 . 	• description and army of, 	16, 20 presidency, 	 , 
-- army strengthened, 	. 	• 	. 	550 AlueroBagh, operations at, 	. 	, 	. 	. 262, 334, 363 

*Annan; Earl, power of Mogul lessened by, 	. 	67 Queen's Proclamation, 	611 --, rejoicings at 	 • 
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